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INTRODUCTION

M
URASAK~ SHIKIBU was born about A.D. 978. Her father,
Tametoki, belonged to a mmor branch of the powerful FUJi..
wara clan. After holding various appointments m the Capital

he became Governor first of Echizen (probably in I004), then of a more
northerly province, Echigo. In 1016 he retired and took his vows as a
Buddhist priest.

Of her childhood Murasaki tells us the following anecdote. I • When
my brother Nobunori 2 (the one who IS now In the Board of RItes) was
a boy my father was very anXIOUS to make a good Chinese scholar of him,
and often came himself to hear Nobunori read his lessons. On these oc
casions I was always present, and so quick was I at picking up the lan
guage that I was soon able to prompt my brother whenever he got stuck.
At this my father used to sigh and say to me: H If only you were a boy
how proud and happy I should be. t t But it was not long before I re
pented of havmg thus distingutshed myself, for person after person assured
me that even boys generally become very unpopular If it IS discovered
that they are fond of their books. For a girl, of course, it would be even
worse; and after this I was careful to conceal the fact that I could write a
single Chinese character. This meant that I got very Iitrle practIce, with
the result that to this day I am shockingly clumsy with my brush. t

Between 994 and 998 Murasaki married her kinsman Fujiwara no Nobu
taka, a lieutenant in the Imperial Guard. By him she had two daughters,
one of whom married the Lord Lieutenant of Tsukushi and is reputed
(very doubtfully) to be the authoress of an uninteresting novel, the Tale
of Sagoromo. Nobutaka died in 1001, and it was probably three years later
that Murasaki's father was promised the governorship of Echizen
Owing to the machinations of an enemy the appointment was, at the last
minute, almost given to someone else. Tametoki appealed to his kinsman
the Prime Minister Fujiwara no Michinaga, and was eventually nominated
for the post.

Murasaki was now about twenty-SIX. To have taken her to Echizen
would have ended all hope of a respectable second marriage. Instead
Tametoki arranged that she should enter the service of Michinaga's
daughter, the very serious-minded Empress Akiko, then a girl of about
sixteen, Part of Murasakr's time was henceforth spent at the Emperor's
Palace. But, as was customary, Akiko frequently returned for considerable
periods to her father's house. Of her young mistress Murasaki writes as
follows: 3 'The Empress, as is well known to those about her, is strongly

J Diary, Hakubunkwan text, p. SI.
2 Died young, perhaps about 1012, while serving on his father's staff in~
J Diary, p. 51.
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to anything savourrng of Ilrrrarion, indeed, when there are me
It is as well for anyone who wants to keep on good terms WIt

her not to show herself ou"'tside her own room . . I can well imagine tha
some of our senior ladles, with their air of almost ecclesiastical severity
must make a rather forbidding impression upon the world at large. Il
dress and matters of that kind we certainly cut a wretched figure, for I

1S well known that to show the slighresr sign of carIng for such thing
ranks with our mistress as an unpardonable fault. But I can see no reasoi
why, even In a society where young girls are expected to keep their head
and behave sensibly, appearances should be neglected to the point 0

comicaliry; and I cannot help thinking that Her Majesty's outlook 1,

far too narrow and uncompromising But it 15 easy enough to see how thi
state of affairs arose Her Majesty's mind was, at the time when she firs
came co Court, so entirely Innocent and her own conduct so complerelj
Impeccable that, qUIte apart from the extreme reserve which 15 natura
to her, she could never herself conceivably have occasion to make even the
most rnfling confession. Consequently, whenever she heard one of us dd
mit to some slight shortcoming, whether of conduct or character, she
henceforward regarded this person as a monster of miquiry.

· True, at that period certain incidents occurred which proved that some
of her attendants were, to say the least of It, not very well suited to OCCUpy

so responsible a position. But she would never have discovered rhis hac
not the offenders been incautious enough actually to boast 10 her hearing
about their trivial irregularities. Bemg young and mexperrenced she hac
no notion that such thmgs were of everyday occurrence, brooded mces
sandy upon the wickedness of those about her, and finally consorted only
with persons so staid that they could be relied upon not to cause her a
moment's anxiety.

·Thus she has gathered round her a number of very worthy youn~

ladles. They have the merit of shanng all her opinions, but seem m some
curious way like children who have never grown up.

t As the years go by Her Majesty is beginning to acquire more experience
of life, and no longer Judges others by the same rigid standards as before.
but meanwhile her Court has gained a reputation for extreme dulness, and
1S shunned by all who can manage to aVOId It.

· Her Majesty does indeed still constantly warn us that it is a great mis
rake to go too far, $I for a single slip may bring very unpleasant conse
quences," and so on, In the old style, but she now also begs us not to re
jeer advances in such a way as to hurt people's feelings. Unfortunately,
habits of long standing are not so easily changed, moreover, now that the
Empr~ss's exceedingly stylish brothers bring so many of their young
courtier-fnends to amuse themselves at her house we have m self-defence
been obliged to become more VIrtuous than ever."

There 15 a type of disappomred undergraduate, who believes that all
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his social and academic failures are due to his being, let us say, at Mag
dalene Instead of at St John's. Murasaki, In lrke manner, had persuaded
herself that all would have been well if her father had placed her In the
hIghly cultrvated and easy-mannered entourage of the Emperor's aunt,
Pnncess Senshi 1 'Princess Senshi and her ladles,' Murasaki wrrtes, 'are
always gOIng off to see the sunset or the fading of the moon at dawn, or
pursuIng some truant nightingale amid the flowerrng trees. The Princess
herself IS a woman of marked character, who 1S determmed to follow her
own tastes, and would contrive to lead at Court a life as detached as her
rresent existence at the Kamo Shrine. How different from rhrs place, WIth
Its perpetual: "The Empress has been summoned Into the Presence and
commands you to attend her," or "Prepare to receive His Excellency the
Prime Minrsrer, who may arrive at any moment" Prmcess Senshi '5 a.pa.rt
rnents are not subject to the sudden alarms and Incursions from which we
suffer. There one could apply oneself In earnest to anything one cared for
and was good at, there, occupied perhaps In making something really
beaunful, one would have no time fer those indiscreet conversations which
at our own Court are the cause of so much trouble. There I should be al
lowed to Iive burred In my own thoughts Iike a tree-stump In the earth,
at the same time, they would not expect me to hide from every man WIth
whom I was not already acquainted, and even If I addressed a few remarks
to such a person, I should not be thought lost to all sense of shame. 10
dccJ, I can imagrne myself under such circumstances becoming, after a
certain amount of practIce, qUIte Iively and amusing!'

While pInIng for the elegance and freedom of Prrncess Senshr's Court,
Murasaki was employed by her earnest young mistress for a purpose that
the world would have considered far more Improper than the philandering
of which Akiko so sternly disapproved. The Empress had a secret desire
to learn Chinese. The study of this language was considered at the time
far too rough and strenuous an occupanon for women. There were no
grammars or drctionarres, and each horny sentence had to be grappled and
mastered lrke an untamed steer. That Aklko should WIsh to learn Chinese
must have been as shocking to Michinaga as It would have been to Glad
stone if one of his daughters had wanted to learn boxing. Murasaki had,
as we have seen, picked up something of the language by overhearing
her brother's lessons. She did everything in her power to conceal this
knowledge, even prerending (as she tells us in the Dtary) that she could
not read the Chinese characters on her mistress's screen, but somehow or
other it leaked out 'SInce the summer before last, very secretly, in odd
moments when there happened to be no one about, I have been reading
with Her Majesty the two books of " Songs. " 2 There has of course been

J 963-1°35- Vestal at Kamo during five successive reigns. One of the most important
figures of her day; known to histor y as the Great Vestal.

2 The third and fourth body of Po ChU"'l'S poetical works, including Magic, The Old
Afan unth. the Broken Arm, The Prisoner, The Two Red Towers, and The Dragon of the Pooi:
all of which are translated In my '170 Chinese Poems.'
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no questIon of formal lessons, Her Majesty has merely picked up a Iittl
here and there, as she Eel t inclmed. All the same, I have though tit bes
(0 say norhrng about the matter to anybody... .'

We gather, however, that what in the long run made Akrko's Cour
distasteful to Murasaki was not the seriousness of the women so much a
the coarsenessand stupidrty of the men. Michinaga, Akrkos father, wa
now forty-two. He had already been Pnrne Minisrer for some four tee!
vears, and had carried the fortunes of the Fujiwara family to their apogee
It IS evident that he made love to Murasaki, though possibly in a more 0,

less banterrng way. In 1008 she wrrtes •From my room beside the en
trance to the gallery I can see Into the garden. The dew still hes heavy
and a faint mist rises from It HIS Excellency I IS walkrng In the garden
Now he has summoned one of his attendants and IS giving drrecrions re
him about having the moat cleared In front of the orange trees there 1S a
bed of lady-flowers (omtnabesht) In full bloom. He plucks a spray and re
turnIng to the house hands It to me over the top of my screen. He looks
very magnificent I remember that I have not yet powdered my face and
feel terribly embarrassed "Come now;' t he cries, "be quick with your
poem, or I shall lose my temper n ThIS at any rate gives me a chance to
renre from hIS scrutiny, I go over to the wrrring-box and produce the fol
lowmg .. If these beyond other flowers are fair, t tIS but because the dew
hath picked them out and by ItS power made them sweeter than the rest."
Of That's right," he said, taking the poem 4l It did not take you long in
the end" And sending for hIS own Ink-stone he wrote the answer:
H Dew favours not, it is the flower's thoughts that flush its cheeks and
make it fairer than the rest.' t ,

The next reference to Michinaga's relations with Murasaki 1S as follows'
I His Excellency the Prime Minister caught sight of The Tale of GenJt in

Her Majesty's room, and after making the usual senseless jokes about It,
he handed me the followrng poem, written on a strip of paper agarnst
which a spray of plum-blossom had been pressed: ., How comes it that,
sour as the plum-tree's fruit, you have contrrved to blossom forth in tale
so amorous>" To this I answered, "Who has told you that the fruit belies
the flower? For the fruit you have not tasted, and the flower you know
but by report." 2

·One night when I was sleeping in a room which opens onto the corri
dor, I heard someone tapping. So frightened was I that for the whole of
the rest of the night I lay dead still on my bed, scarcely daring to breathe.
Next morning came the following poem from H1s Excellency: .. More
pa~ient t~an the water-rail that taps upon the tree-root all night long, in
vain I loitered on the threshold of your inhospitable room." To this I

r Michinaga,

t 'You have neither read my book nor won my love.' Both poems contain a number
of double meanings which it would be tedious to unravel.
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answered: 4' So great was your persistence that for a water-rail I did in
deed mistake you, and lucky am I to have made this merciful mistake." , I

Again, in 1010: 'Today His Excellency had an audience with the Em
peror; when It was over they came out of the Audience Chamber together,
and banqueted. As usual, HIS Excellency became very drunk and, fearmg
trouble, I tried to keep out of hIS way. But he ncnced my absence and
sent for me, cryIng out: "Here's your mistress's papa takmg dinner with
the Emperor, it IS not everyone who gets the chance of being present on
an occasion lrke this. You ought to be uncommonly grateful. Instead of
which your one Idea seems to be how to escape at the earliest possible
moment. I can't make you out at all!"

· He went on scolding me for some time, and then said: ., Well, now you
are here, you must make a poem. It IS one of the days when the parent's 2

poem is always made by a substrtute You will do as well as anybody; so
be quick about it.... " I was afraid at first that if I showed myself he
would behave in such a vv"ay as to make me feel very uncomfortable. But
it turned out that he was not so extraordinarily drunk after all; indeed,
he was in a very charming mood and, in the Iight of the great lamp, looked
particularly handsome.'

It has often been observed that whereas in her commonplace book (the
Makura noSosbi') Sei Shonagon 3 scarcely so much as mentrons the existence
of the other ladies-in-waiting, Murasaki refers constantly to her com
panions, and to one of them at least she was evidently very strongly at
tached. Her great friend was Lady Saisho. ·On my way back from the
Empress's rooms I peeped in at Saisho's door. I had forgotten that she
had been on duty at night and would now be having her morning sleep.
She had thrown over her couch various dresses with brrght-coloured
linings, and on top of them had spread a covering of beaten silk, lustrous
and heavily scented with perfume. Her face was hidden under the clothes;
but as she lay there, her head resting on a box-shaped writing-case, she
looked so pretty that I could not help thinking of the little princesses in
picture-books. I raised the clothes from her face and said to her: H You
are like a girl in a story." She turned her head and said sharply: · ~ You
lunatic! Could you not see I was asleep? You are too inconsiderate..... "
While she was saying this she half raised herself from her couch and looked
up at me. Her face was flushed. I have never seen her so handsome. So
it often is; even those whom we at all times admire will, upon some occa
sion, suddenly seem to us ten times more lovely than ever before. t

Saisho is her constant companion and her fellow vrctim during the
drunken festivities which they both detested. The following is from a
description of an entertainment given on the fiftieth day after the birth of

I Kui-na means 'water-rail' and 'regret not.'
:I The parent of the Empress.
J Lady-in..wainng to the Empress Sadako, Akiko's predecessor.

2.
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i-l't"!r'll.............C"C' Akiko's first 'The old MInister of the Right, Lord
,..~,,,,,,.,,.t''P&:101''''''~1t'Y' along and banged into the screen behind which
a m It. What really struck us was that he is getting

far too old I this kind of thing. But I am sure he did not at all know
that this was the impression he was making. Next followed matching of
fans, and n01SY jokes, many of which were In very bad taste.

4 Presently the General of the Right came and stood near the pillar on
our left. He was looking at us and seemed to be examining our dresses,
but with a. very different expression from the rest. He cannot bear these
drunken revels. If only there were more like himl And I say this despite
the fact that his conversatron is often very indecent; for he manages to
give a lively and amusing turn to whatever he says. I noriced that when
the great tankard came his way he did not drink out of it, but passed it
on, merely saying the usual words of good omen. At this Lord Kinto 2

shouted: "The General is on his best behaviour. I expect Irrtle Murasaki
is somewhere not far off!" U You're none of you in the least Iike GenJl,"
I thought to myself, "so what should Murasaki be doing here?" ... Then
the Vice-Councillor began pulhng about poor Lady Hyobu, and the Prime
MInister made comic noises which I found very disagreeable. It was still
quite early, and knowing well what would be the latter stages of an enter....
tainment which had begun in this way, I waited till things seemed to have
come to a. momentary pause and then plotted with Lady Saisho to slip
away and hide. Presently however the Prime Minister's sons and other
young Courtiers burst into the room, a fresh hubbub began, and when they
heard that two ladies were in hiding they tracked us down and flung back
the screen behind which we had ensconced ourselves. We were now
prisoners.....•

The DIary contains a. series of notes chiefly upon the appearance but
also in a few cases upon the character of other ladies at Court .. Her re
marks on Lady Izumi Shikibu, one of the greatest poets whom Japan has
produced, are of interest: •Izumi Shikibu is an amusing letter-writer; but
there is something not very satisfacrory about her. She has a g1ft for
dashing off informal compositions in a careless running-hand, but in
poetry she needs either an interesting subject or some classic model to
imitate. Indeed it does not seem to me that in herself she is really a poet
at alL

•However, in the impromprus which she recites there is always some
thing beautiful or striking. But I doubt if she is capable of saying any
th~ng inreresriag about other people's verses. She is not Intelligent enough.
It 18 odd; to hear her talk you would certa.inly think that she had a touch
of the poet in her. Yet she does not seem to produce anything that one
can call serious poetry......•

z He was now sixty-four.
a Fujiwara no Kinto (g66-Io4X), famous poet; cousin of Michinaga.
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Here, too, is the note on Ser Shonagon, I author of the famous l\tfa!t.ura
no Sasbi: "Sei Shonagon's most marked characteristic is ber exrraordinary
self-satisfaction. But examine the pretentious compositions In Chinese
script which she scatters so liberally over the Court, and you will find
them to be a. mere patchwork of blunders. Her chief pleasure consists in
shocking people, and as each new eccentricity becomes only too painfully
familiar, she gets driven on to more and more outrageous methods of at
tracting notice. She was once a person of great taste and refinement; but
now she can no longer restrain herself from Indulging, even under the
most inappropriate circumstances, In any outburst that the fancy of the
moment suggests. She will soon have forfeired all claim to be regarded
as a serious character, and what will become of her 2 when she is too old
for her present duties I really cannot imagine.'

It was not likely that Murasaki, who passed such biting judgments on
her companions, would herself escape cnticism. In her diary she tells us
the following anecdote: 'There is a certain lady here called Sayemon no
Naishi who has evidently taken a great dislike to me, though I have only
just become aware of it. It seems that behind my back she is always say
ing the most unpleasant things. One day when someone had been reading
The Tale of Gentt out loud to the Emperor, His Majesty said: "This lady
has certainly been readmg the Annals of Japan. She must be terribly
learned.' Upon the strength of this casual remark Naishi spread a report
all over the Court that I prided myself on my enormous learning, and
henceforth I was known as "Dame Annals" wherever I went:

The most interesting parts of the Diary are those in which Murasaki
describes her own feelings. The following passage refers to the winter of
A.D. 1008: 'I love to see the snow here;' and was hoping from day to day
that it would begin before Her Majesty went back to Court, when I was
suddenly obliged to go home.s Two days after I arrived, the snow did in
deed begin to fall. But here, where everything is so sordid, it gives me
very little pleasure. As, seated once more at the familiar window, I
watch it settling on the copses in front of the house, how vividly I recall
those years s of misery and perplexity! Then I used to sit hour after hour
at this same window, and each day was like the last, save that since yes
terday some flower had opened or fallen, some fresh song-bird arrived or

I See p, xi. Shonagon was about ten years senior to Murasaki. She was lady-in
waiting first to the Empress Sadako (died, A.D. 1000); then to Sadako's sister Princess
Shigesa (died, A.D. 1002); finally to the Empress Akiko.

2 Murasaki suggests that Shonagon will lose Akiko's confidence and be dismissed ..
There is indeed a tradltion (Ko)idan, Vol. 11) that when some courtiers were out walking
one day they passed a dilapidated hovel. One of them. mentioned a rumour that Sei
Shonagon, a wit and beauty of the last reign, was now living in this place. Whereupon
an incredibly lean hag shot her head out at the door, crying 'Won't you buy old bones,
old rags and bones?' and immediately disappeared again..

'At the Prime Minister's. ofHer parents' house.
S Mter the death of her husband.
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So I watched the springs and autumns in their procession,
the moon rise, saw those same branches white with

frost or laden snow. And all the while I was asking myself over and
.. What has the future in store for me? How will this end?"

rtowever .. sometimes I used to read, for in those days I got a certain
amount pleasure out of quire ordinary romances, I had one or two inti
mate friends with whom I used to correspond, and there were several
other people, not much more than acquaintances, WIth whom I kept up
a casual intercourse. So that, looking back on it now, it seems to me that,
one way and another, I had a good many minor distractions ..

'Even then I realized that my branch of the family was a very humble
one; but the thought seldom troubled me, and I was in those days far
Indeed from the painful consciousness of inferiority which makes life at
Court a continual torment to me.

'Today I picked up a romance which I used to think quite entertaining,
and found to my asromshment that it no longer amused me at all. And
it 1S the same with my friends. I have a feeling that those with whom I
used to be most intimate would now consider me worldly and flippant,
and I have Dot even told them that I am here. Others, on whose dis
cretion I completely relied, I now have reason to suspect of showing my
letters to all and sundry. If they think that I write to them with that
intention they cannot know very much of my character! It is surely
natural under such circumstances that a correspondence should either
cease altogether or become formal and infrequent. Moreover, I now come
here so seldom that in many cases it seems hardly worth while to renew
former friendships, and many of those who wanted to call I have put off
with excuses.... The truth is I now find that I have not the slightest
pleasure in the society of any but a few indispensable friends. They must
be people who really interest me, with whom I can talk seriously on ser10US
subjects, and with whom I am brought into contact without effort on my
side in the natural course of everyday existence. I am afraid this sounds
very exacting! But stay, there is Lady Dainagon, She and I used to sleep
very close together every night at the Palace and talk for hours. I see her
now as she used to look during those conversations, and very much wish
that she were here. So I have a. little human feel1ng, after all!'

A little later in the same winter Murasaki sees the Gosechi dancers I

at the Palace, and wonders how they have reached their present pitch of
forwardness and self-possession: 'Seeing several officers of the Sixth Rank
coming towards them to take away their fans, the dancers threw the fans
acrossto them in a manner which was adroit enough, but which somehow
made it difficult to remember that they were women at all. If I were sud
denly called upon to expose myself in that fashion I should completely
lose my head. But already I do a hundred things which a few years ago I

x See below. p" ~o.
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should never have dreamed myself capable of doing. So strange indeed
are the hidden processes which go on In the heart of man that I shall no
doubt continue to part with one scruple after another till In the end what
now appears to me as the most abandoned shamelessness wrll seem per
fectly proper and natural. Thus I reflected upon the unreality of all our
attitudes and opinions, and began sketching out to myself the probable
course of my development. So extraordinary were the situations In which
I pictured myself that I became quite confused, and saw very Iirrlc of the
show.'

The most direct discussion of her own character comes in a passage
towards the end of the diary: "That I am very vain, reserved, unsociable,
wantrng always to keep people at a distance - that I am wrapped up in
the study of ancient stories, conceited, living all the time in a poetical
world of my own and scarcely realizing the existence of other people,
save occasionally to make spiteful and depreciatory comments upon them
- such is the opinion of me that most strangers hold, and they are pre
pared to dislike me accordingly. But when they get to know me, they
find to their extreme surprise that I am kind and gentle - in fact, quite
a different person from the monster they had imagined; as indeed many
have afterwards confessed. Nevertheless, I know that I have been defi
nitely set down at Court as an ill-natured censorious prig. Not that I mind
very much, for I am used to it and see that It IS due to things In my nature
which I cannot possibly change. The Empress has often told me that,
though I seemed always bent upon not giving myself away in the royal
presence, yet she felt after a time as if she knew me more intimately than
any of the rest:

The Dtary closes in 1010. After this we do not know one solitary fact
concerning Murasaki's life or death; save that in 102.5 she was still in
Akiko's service and in that year took part in the ceremonies connected
with the birth of the future Emperor Go-Ryozen.

THE CoMPOSITION OF GBNJI
It is generally assumed that the book was written during the three or

at the most four years which elapsed between the death of Murasakr's
husband and her arrival at Court. Others suggest that it was begun then,
and finished sometime before the winter of 1008. This assumption is
based on the three references to The Tale ofGenji which occur in the Dzary.
But none of these allusions seem to me to imply that the Tale was already
complete. From the first reference it is evident that the book was already
so far advanced as to show that Murasaki was its heroine; the part of the
Tale which was read to the Emperor I was obviously the first chapter,
which ends with a formula derived directly from the early annals: to Some
say that it was the Korean fortune-teller who gave him the name of Genji

I For the Emperor's remark, see above, p.. xiii,
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the One. ~ Such' alternative explanations' are a feature of early
annals in most countries and occur frequently in those of Japan. Lastly,

about the discrepancy between the prudishness of Mura
saki's and the erotic character of her book implres no more than
that half a dozen chapters were in existence. It may be thought odd
that she should have shown It to anyone before it was finished. But the
alternative IS to beheve that it was completed in seven years, half of which
were spent at Court under CIrcumstances which could have given her very
little leisure. It is much more probable, I think, that The Tale of Genjs,
having been begun in 1001, was carried on slowly after Murasakis arrival
at Court, during her holidays and In spare time at the Palace, and not
completed till, say, 1015 or even 102.0. The middle and latter parts cer
tainly give the impression of having been written by someone of com
paranvely mature age In 102.2. the book was undoubtedly complete, for
the Sarashina Diary refers to the' fifty-odd chapters of The Tale of Genj«.'
In 1°31 Murasaki's name is absent from a hst where one might expect to
find it, and it is possible that she was then no longer alive,"

The Empress Akiko lived on till 1074, reaching an even riper age than
Queen Victoria, whom in certain ways she so much resembled.

:: Murasaki was outlived by her father, so that it is improbable that she reached any
great age..
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THE TALE OF GENJI





LIST OF MOST IMPORTANT PERSONS

(ALPHABETICAL)

ADI, PRINCESS

ASAGAO, PRINCESS

EMPEROR, THE

FUJITSUBO

GENJI, PRINCE

HVOBUKYO, PRINCE

Ivo NO SUKE

Kz NO KAMI

KIRITSUBO •

KOKIDEN

KOREMITSU

LEFT, MINISTER OF THR

MOMOZONO, PRINCE

MURASAKI

MYOBU

NOKIBA NO 001 •

OBOROZUKIYO, PRINCE-SS

OMYOBU

RIGHT, MINISTER OF THE

ROKUJO, PRINCESS

SHONAGON •

SUYETSUMUHANA, PRINCESS •

To NO CHUJO

UKON.

UTSUSEMI

YUGAO.

Genji's wife.
Daughter of Prince Momozono, Courted In

vain by Genji from hIS 17th year onward.

Genjr's father.
· The Emperor's consort. Loved by Genji.

Sister of Prince Hyobukyo; aunt of Mura
saki.

Son of the Emperor and his concubine Kirit
subo.

· Brother of Fujitsubo; father of Murasaki.

· Husband of Utsusemi,
Son of Iyo no Karm, also called Iyo no Suke.
Concubine of the Emperor; Genji's mother.

· The Emperor's original consort; later sup
planted by Kiritsubo and Fujitsubo sue
cessrvely,

Genji's retainer.
Father of Aoi.

• Father of Prmcess Asagao,
Child of Prince Hyobukyo. Adopted by

Genji. Becomes his second wife.

· A young Court lady who introduces Genji to
Princess Suyetsumuhana,

· Ki no Kami's sister.
· Sister of Kokiden.

Fujitsubo's maid.
.. Father of Kokiden,

· Wldow of the Emperor's brother, Prince
Zembo. Genji's mistress from his 17th year
onward.

• Murasaki's nurse.
· Daughter of Prince Hitachi. A timid and

eccentric lady.
.. Genji's brother-in-law and great friend.
• Yugao's maid.
• Wife of the provincial governor, Iyo no Suke.

Courted by Genji.
• Mistress first of To no Chujo then of Genji.

Dies bewitched.





GENEALOGICAL TABLES

I
THE EMPEROR.

I

I
PRINCESS OMIYA,

m. the MInister of
the Left.

I

I
PRINCE ZEMBO,

m. LADY ROKUJO,
and died young.

I-
VltSTAL VIRGIN OF IsE.

I
HEIR ApPARENT
(hIS mother was

Kokiden).
I

SAN NO MIYA.

I
KAORU GENJI.

I
GENJI

(hIS mother was
Kmtsubo) .

I
PRINCE MOMOZONO.

I
PRINCESS ASAGAo.

I
AOI.

I
YUGIRI.

To NO 6HUJO.
I

KASHIWAGI.

I
KOKIDEN

(e]des~ daughter).

I
PRINCE HYOBUKYO.

I
MURASAKI

(Genji's second wife).

I
Kt NO KAMI

(by a former marriage).

MINISTER OF THE RIGHT.
I

--_. - --- - _. -----
A FORMER EMPEROR.

I

IYO NO KAMI
(husband of Utsusemi).

!

I
OBOROZUKIYO

(sixth daughter).

I
FUJITSUBO.

I
CHILD (supposed to be

the Emperor's; really Genjr's),

I
NOKIBA NO 00t

(by a former marriage).





CHAPTER I

Kiritsubo 1

~
the Court of an Emperor (he lived it matters not when) there was
among the many gentlewomen of the Wardrobe and Chamber
one, who though she was not of very high rank was favoured

far beyond all the rest; so that the great ladies of the Palace, each of whom
had secretly hoped that she herself would be chosen, looked with scorn
and hatred upon the upstart who had dispelled the1r dreams. Still less
were her former companions, the minor ladies of the Wardrobe, content to
see her raised so far above them. Thus her position at Court, preponderant
though it was, exposed her to constant Jealousy and ill will; and soon,
worn out with petty vexations, she fell into a decline, growing very melan
choly and retiring frequently to her home .. But the Emperor, so far from
wearying of her now that she was no longer well or gay, grew every day
more tender, and paid not the smallest heed to those who reproved him,
till his conduct became the talk of all the land; and even his own barons
and courtiers began to look askance at an attachment so ill-advised. They
whispered among themselves that in the Land Beyond the Sea such hap
penings had led to riot and disaster. The people of the country did mdeed
soon have many grievances to show: and some likened her to Yang Kuei
fei, the mistress of Ming Huang.s Yet, for all this d1scontent, so great was
the sheltering power of her master's love that none dared openly molest
her.

Her father, who had been a Councillor, was dead. Her mother, who
never forgot that the father was in his day a man of some consequence,
managed despite all difficulties to give her as good an upbringing as gen
erally falls to the lot of young ladies whose parents are alive and at the
height of fortune. It would have helped matters greatly if there had been
some influential guardian to busy himself on the child's behalf. Unfor
tunately, the mother was entirely alone in the world and sometimes, when
troubles came, she felt very bitterly the lack of anyone to whom she could
turn for comfort and advice. But to return to the daughter. In due time
she bore him a little Prince who, perhaps because in some previous life
a close bond had joined them, turned out as fine and likely a man-child as
well might be in all the land. The Emperor could hardly contain himself
during-the days of waiting.! But when, at the earliest possible moment,

I This chapter should be read with indulgence. In it Murasa.!ci' s.tillunder the influence
of her somewhat childish predecessors, writes in a manner wbleh IS a blend of the Court
chronicle with the conventional fairy..tale.

a Famous Emperor of the T'ang dynasty in China; lived ,A..D. 685- 762 .

3 The child of an Emperor could not be shown to him for several weeks after its birth.
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was at Court, he saw that rumour had not exaggerated
eldest born prince was the son of Lady Kokiden, the daugh

Minister of the RIght, and rhis child was treated by all with the
due to an undoubted Heir Apparent. But he was not so fine a

as the new moreover the Emperor's great affection for the
new mother made him feel the boy to be in a peculiar sense his own
possession. Unfortunately she was not of the same rank as the courtiers
who upon him in the Upper Palace, so that despite his love for
her, and though she wore all the airs of a great lady, it was not without
considerable qualms that he now made it his practice to have her by him
not only when there was to be some entertainment, but even when any
business of importance was afoot. Sometimes indeed he would keep her
when he woke in the morning, not letting her go back to her lodging, so
chat willy-nilly she acted the part of a Lady-in-Perpetual-Attendance.

Seeing all this, Lady Kokiden began to fear that the new prince, for
whom the Emperor seemed to have so marked a preference, would if she
did not take care soon be promoted to the Eastern Palace.' But she had,
after all, priority over her rival; the Emperor had loved her devotedly and
she had borne him princes. It was even now chiefly the fear of her re
proaches that made him uneasy about his new way of life. Thus, though
his mistress could be sure of his protection, there were many who sought
to humiliate her, and she felt so weak In herself that it seemed to her at
last as though all the honours heaped upon her had brought with them
terror rather than joy.

Her lodging was in the wing called Kiritsubo. It was but natural that
the many ladles whose doors she had to pass on her repeated journeys to
the Emperor's room should have grown exasperated; and sometimes, when
these eomings and goings became frequent beyond measure, it would hap
pen that on bridges and in corridors, here or there along the way that she
must go, strange tricks were played to frighten her or unpleasant things
were left lying about which spoiled the dresses of the ladies who accom
panied her." Once indeed someone locked the door of a portico, so that
the poor thing wandered this way and that for a great while in sore
distress. So manywere the miseries into which this state of affairs now
daily brought her that the Emperor could no longer endure to witness
her vexations and moved her to the Koroden. In order to make room for
her he was obliged to shift the Chief Lady of the Wardrobe to lodgings
outside. So far from Improving matters he had merely procured her a. new
and most embittered enemy!

The young prince was now three years old. The Putting on of the
Trousers was performed with as much ceremony as in the case of the Heir
Apparent. Marvellous gifts flowed from the Imperial Treasury and Tribute
House. This too incurred the censure of many, but brought no enmity to

I I ..e. bemade Heir Apparent. # She herself was ofcourse carried in a litter.
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the child himself; for his growing beauty and the charm of his disposition
were a wonder and delight to all who met him. Indeed many persons of
ripe experience confessed themselves astounded that such a creature
should actually have been born in these latter and degenerate days.

In the summer of that year the lady became very downcast. She re
peatedly asked for leave to go to her home, but it was not granted. For
a year she continued in the same state. The Emperor to all her entreaties
answered only 'Try for a little while longer.' But she was getting worse
every day, and when for five or six days she had been growing steadily
weaker her mother sent to the Palace a tearful plea for her release. Fearing
even now that her enemies might contrive to put some unimaginable
shame upon her, the sick lady left her son behind and prepared to quit the
Palace in secret. The Emperor knew that the time had come when, little
as he liked It, he must let her go. But that she should slip away without
a word of farewell was more than he could bear, and he hastened to her
side. He found her still charming and beautiful, but her face very thin and
wan. She looked at him tenderly, saying nothing. Was she alive? So
faint was the dwindling spark that she scarcely seemed so. Suddenly
forgetting all that had happened and all that was to come, he called her
by a hundred pretty names and weeping showered upon her a thousand
caresses; but she made no answer. For sounds and sights reached her but
faintly, and she seemed dazed, as one that scarcely remembered she lay
upon a bed. Seeing her thus he knew not what to do. In great trouble and
perplexity he sent for a hand litter. But when they would have laid her in
it, he forbad them, saying 'There was an oath between us that neither
should go alone upon the road that all at last must tread. How can I now
let her go from me?' The lady heard him and •At last!' she said; 'Though
that desired at last be come, because I go alone how gladly would I liver

Thus with faint voice and failing breath she whispered. But though
she had found strength to speak, each word was uttered with great toil
and pain. Come what might, the Emperor would have watched by her till
the end, but that the priests who were to read the Intercession had already
been despatched to her home. She must be brought there before nightfall,
and at last he forced himself to let the bearers carry her awa.y. He tried to
sleep but felt stifled and could not close his eyes. All night long messen
gers were coming and going between her home and the Palace. From the
first they brought no good news, and soon after midnight announced that
this time on arriving at the house they had heard a noise of wailing and
lamentation, and learned from those within that the lady had just breathed
her last. The Emperor lay motionless as though he had not understood.

Though his father was so fond of his company, it was thought better
after this event that the Prince should go away from the Palace. He did
not understand what had happened, but seeing the servants all wringing
their hands and the Emperor himself continually weeping, he felt that it
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must have been very terrible. He knew that even quite ordinary
... a_","''''''''~.I'''ldI'''lC made unhappy; but here was such a dismal wailrng and
1"'i'1"'lo....'M1'1nrr as he never seen before, and he concluded that this must be

extraordinary kind of parting.
When time camefor the funeral to begin, the girl's mother cried out

that the smoke of her own body would be seen rising beside the smoke of
her child's bier. She rode in the same coach with the Court ladies who had
cometo the funeral. The ceremony took place at Atago and was celebrated
with great splendour. So overpowering was the mother's affection that so
long as she looked on the body she still thought of her child as alive. It
was only when they hghted the pyre she suddenly realized that what lay
upon It was a corpse. Then, though she tried to speak sensibly, she reeled
and almost fell from the coach, and those with her turned to one another
and said 4 At last she knows.'

A herald came from the palace and read a proclamation which promoted
the dead lady to the Third Rank. The reading of this long proclamation
by the bierwas a sad business. The Emperor repented bitterly that he had
not long ago made her a Lady-in-Waiting, and that was why he now raised
her rank by one degree. There were many who grudged her even this
honour; but some less stubborn began now to recall that she had indeed
been a lady of uncommon beauty; and others, that she had very gentle and
pleasing manners; while some went so far as to say it was a shame that
anybody should have disliked so sweet a lady, and that if she had not
been singled out unfairly from the rest, no one would have said a word
against her.

The seven weeks of mourning were, by the Emperor's order, minutely
observed. Time passed, but he snll li ved in rigid seclusion from the ladies
of the Court. The servants who waited upon him had a sad life, for he
wept almost without ceasing both day and night.

Kokiden and the other great ladies were still relentless, and went about
saying 'it looked as though the Emperor would be no less foolishly ob
sessed by her memory than he had been by her person.' He did indeed
sometimes see Kokiden's son, the first-born prince. But this only made
him long the more to see the dead lady's child, and he was always sending
trusted servants, such as his own old nurse, to report to him upon the boy's
progress. The time of the autumn equinox had come. Already the touch
of the evening air was cold upon the skin. So many memories crowded
upon him that he sent a girl, the daughter of his quiver-bearer, with a let
ter to the dead lady's house. It was beautiful moonlit weather, and after
he had despatched the messenger he lingered for a while gazing out into
the night. It was at such times as this that he had been wont to call for
m~sic. He remembered how her words, lightly whispered, had blended
With those strangely fashioned harmonies, remembered how all was
strange, her face, her air, her form. He thought of the poem which says
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that 'real things in the darkness seem no realer than dreams,' and he
longed for even so dim a substance as the dream-life of those nights

The messenger had reached the gates of the house. She pushed them
back and a strange sight met her eyes. The old lady had for long been a
widow and the whole charge of keeping the domain in repair had fallen
upon her daughter But Since her death the mother, sunk m age and de
spair, had done nothing to the place, and everywhere the weeds grew high,
and to all this desolanon was added the wildness of the autumn gale
Great clumps of mugwort grew so thick that only the moonlight could
penetrate them. The messenger alighted at the entrance of the house. At
first the mother could find no words WIth which to greet her, but soon she
said: ' Alas, I have lingered too long in the world! I cannot bear to think
that so fine a messenger as you have pressed your way through the dewy
thickets that bar the road to my house,' and she burst into uncontrollable
weeping. Then the quiver-bearer's daughter said 'One of the Palace
maids who came here, told his Majesty that her heart had been torn With
pity at what she saw. And I, Madam, am in hke case.' Then after a little
hesitation she repeated the Emperor's message. ' "For a while I searched in
the darkness of my mind, groping for an exit from my dream; but after
long pondering I can find no way to wake. There is none here to counsel
me. Will you not come to me secretly? It is not well that the young prince
should spend his days In so desolate and sad a place. Let him come too!"
This he said and much else, but confusedly and with many Sighs, and I, see
ing that the struggle to hide hIS grief from me was costing him dear, hur
ned away from the Palace without hearing all. But here IS a letter that he
sent.'

'My sight is dim' said the mother. •Let me hold His letter to the light.'
The letter said:

· I had thought that after a while there might be some blurring, some
slight effacement. But no. As days and months go by, the more sense
less, the more unendurable becomes my life. I am continually thinking of
the child, wondering how he fares. I had hoped that his mother and I
together would watch over hIS upbringing. Will you not take her place
in this, and bring him to me as a memory of the past?' Such was the letter,
and many instructions were added to it together with a poem which said
,At the sou1zd of the wind that htnds the cold dew on Takagt moor, my heart goes
01lt to the tender lelec stems.'

It was of the young prince that he spoke in symbol; but she did not
read the letter to the end. At last the mother said ·Though I know that
long life means only bitterness, I have stayed so long in the world that
even before the Pine Tree of Takasago I should hide my head in shame.
How then should I find courage to go hither and thither In the great
Palace of a Hundred Towers? Though the august summons should call me
time and again, myself I could not obey. But the young prince (whether
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have heard the wish I know not) is impatient to return,
is small wonder) seems very downcast in this place. Tell his

4'\11_ this) and whatever else of my thoughts you have here learnt
from me. For a. Iirtle child this house is indeed a sorry place ... ' "They

that the child is asleep' the quiver-bearer's daughter answered. 'I
hke to have seen him and told the Emperor how he looks; but I

am awaited at the Palace and it must be late:
She was hastening away, but the mother: 4 Since even those who wander

in the darkness of their own black thoughts can gain by converse a mo
mentary beam to guide their steps, I pray you sometimes to visit me of
your own accord and when you are at leisure. In years past it was at
times of joy and tnumph that you came to this house, and now this is
the news you bnng ' Foolish are they indeed who trust to fortune!
From the time she was born until his death, her father, who knew his
own mind, would have it that she must go to Court and charged me again
and again not to disappoint his wishes if he were to die. And so, though I
thought that the lack of a guardian would bring her into many difficulties,
I was determined to carry out his desire. At Court she found that favours
only too great were to be hers, and all the while must needs endure in
secrecy the tokens of Inhuman malice, till hatred had heaped upon her so
heavy a load of cares that she died as 1t were murdered. Indeed, the love
that in HIS wisdom He deigned to show her (or so sometimes Lt seems to
me in the uncomprehending darkness of my heart) was crueller than
indifference.•

So she spoke, till tears would let her speak no more; and now the
night had come.

'All this' the girl answered C He himself has said; and further: "That
thus against My will and judgment I yielded helplessly to a passion so
reckless that lt caused men's eyes to blink was perhaps decreed for the
very reason that our time was fated to be so short; it was the wild and
vehement passion of those who are marked down for instant separation.
And though I had vowed that none should suffer because of my love, yet
in the end she bore upon her shoulders the heavy hatred of many who
thought that for her sake they had been wronged."

«So again and again have I heard the Emperor speak with tears. But
now the night is far spent and I must carry my message to the Palace
before day comes. I

So she, weeping too, spoke as she hurried away. But the sinking moon
was shining in a cloudless sky, and in the grass-clumps that shivered in
the cold wind, bell..crickets tinkled their compelling cry. It was hard to
leave these grass-clumps, and the quiver-bearer's daughter, loath to ride
away, recited the poem which says ·Ceaseless as the interminable voices
of the bell-cricket; all night till dawn my tears flow.' The mother an
swered ·Upon the thickets that teem with myriad insect voices falls the
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dew of a Cloud Dweller's tears'; for the people of the Court are called
dwellers ahove the clouds. Then she gave the messenger a sash, a comb and
other things that the dead lady had left in her keeping - gIfts from the
Emperor which now, SInce their use was gone, she sent back to him
as mementoes of the past. The nursemaids who had come wrth the
boy were depressed not so much at their mistress's death as at being
suddenly deprived of the daily sights and sensations of the Palace. They
begged to go back at once. But the mother was determined not to go
herself, knowing that she would cut too forlorn a figure. On the other
hand, If she parted with the boy, she would be dally in great anxiety
about him. That was why she did not immediarely either go with him
herself or send him to the Palace.

The quiver-bearer's daughter found the Emperor still awake. He was,
upon pretext of visiting the flower-pots in front of the Palace which were
then in full bloom, wamng for her out of doors, while four or :five trusted
ladles conversed with him,

At this time it was hIS wont to examine morning and evening a picture
of The Everlasting Wrong," the text wrrtten by Terji no 10,2 with poems
by Ise 3 and Tsurayuki.s both in Yamato speech, and in that of the men
beyond the sea, and the story of this poem was the common matter of his
talk.

Now he turned to the messenger a.nd asked eagerly for all her news.
And when she had glven him a secret and farthful account of the sad place
whence she had come, she handed him the mother's letter: 'His Majesty's
gracious commands I read with reverence deeper than I can express, but
their purport has brought great darkness and confusion to my mind.'
All this, together with a poem in which she compared her grandchild
to a flower which has lost the tree that sheltered it from the great winds,
was so wild and so ill-writ as only to be suffered from the hand of one
whose sorrow was as yet unhealed.

Again the Emperor strove for self-possession in the presence of his
messenger. But as he pictured to himself the time when the dead lady
first came to him, a thousand memories pressed thick about him, and recol
lection linked to recollection carried him onward, till he shuddered to
think how utterly unmarked, unheeded all these hours and days had
fled.

At last he said · I too thought much and with delight how with most
profit might be fulfilled the wish that her father the Councillor left
behind him; but of that no more. If the young Prince lives, occasion may
yet be found ... It is for his long life that we must pray.'

:r A poem by the Chinese writer Po Chii-i about the death of Yang 'Kuei-fei, favourite
of the Emperor Ming Huang, S,e Giles, Chinese Literature, p. 169.

:aName of the Emperor Uda after his retirement in A.D. 897.
3 Poetess, 9th century, .. Famous poet, 883-946 A.D.
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lie at the she had brought back and f Would that like
wizard you a k1ngfisher-haIrptn as token of your VIsit

the where her SpIrit dwells' he cried, and recited the poem: Oh for
.:t master 'U'ha mtght go (J'J1d seek her, and hy a message teach me where
herJptr!!

For the of Kuei-fei, skilful though the painter might be, was
but the of a brush, and had no livIng fragrance. And though the
poet tells us that Kuei-fer's grace was as that of 'the hibiscus of the Royal
Lake or the willows of the Wei-yang Palace,' the lady in the p1cture was
all and powder and had a sirnpermg Chmesified air.

when he thought of the lost lady's voice and form, he could find
neither In the beauty of flowers nor in the song of birds any fit comparison
Continually he pmed that fate should not have allowed them to fulfil
the vow which morning and evening was ever talked of between them
- the vow that their lives should be as the twin birds that share a wing,
the rwin trees that share a bough. The rusrhng of the wind, the chirping
of an Insect would cast him Into the deepest melancholy, and now Koki
den, who for a. long while had not been admirted to his chamber, must
needs sit in the moonlight making mUS1C far on Into the rnghr! This
evidently distressed him in the highest degree and those ladles and cour
tiers who were with him were equally shocked and distressed on hIS

behalf. But the offending lady was one who stood much upon her dignity
and she was determined to behave as though nothing of any consequence
had taken place in the Palace.

And now the moon had set. The Emperor thought of the girl's mother
in the house amid the thickets and wondered, makmg a poem of the
thought, with what feelmgs she had watched the sinking of the autumn
moon: 'for even Vle Men above the Clouds were weeping when it sank:

He raised the torches high in their sockets and still sat up. But at last
he heard VOIces cormng from the Watch House of the Right and knew that
the hour of the Bull I had struck. Then, lest he should be seen, he went
into his chamber. He found he could not sleep and was up before day
break. But, as though he remembered the words' he knew not the dawn
was at his window'of Ise's poem," he showed little attention to the affairs
of his Mormng Audience, scarcely touched his dried rice and seemed but
dimly aware of the viands on the great Table, so that the carvers and
waiting-men groaned to see their Master's plight; and all his servants,
both men and women kept on whispering to one another 4 What a sense
less occupation has ours become" and supposed that he was obeying some
extravagant vow.

Regardless of his subjects' murmurings, he continually allowed his
mind to wander from their affairs to his own, so that the scandal of his

Xl A.M.

• A poem by Lady Ise written on a picture illustrating Po Cha-r's Eoerlasting vrrong.
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negligence was now as dangerous to the State as it had been before, and
agaIn there began to be whispered references to a certain Emperor of
another land. Thus the months and days passed, and in the end the young
prInce arrived at Court. He had grown up to be a child of unrivalled
beauty and the Emperor was delighted wirh him. In the sprIng an heir
to the Throne was to be proclaimed and the Emperor was sorely tempted
to pass over the first-born prInce In favour of the young child. But there
was no one at Court to support such a choice and it was unlikely that It
would be tolerated by the people; it would Indeed bring danger rather
than glory to the child, So he carefully concealed from the world that
he had any such design, and gained great credit, men saying 'Though he
dotes on the boy, there is at least some limir to his folly. And even
the great ladies of the Palace became a Iirtle easier in their minds.

The grandmother remained Inconsolable, and impatient to set out upon
her search for the place where the dead lady's SpIrIt dwelt, she soon
expired. AgaIn the Emperor was in great distress; and this nme the boy,
being now SIX years old, understood what had happened and wept bitterly.
And often he spoke sadly of what he had seen when he was brought to
visit the poor dead lady who had for many years been so kind to him.
Henceforward he lrved always at the Palace. When he became seven he
began to learn his letters, and his quickness was so unusual that his
father was amazed. Thinking that now no one would have the heart
to be unkind to the child, the Emperor began to take him to the apart
ments of Kokiden and the rest, saying to them 'Now that his mother is
dead I know that you WIll be nice to him.' Thus the boy began to pene
trate the Royal Curtain. The roughest soldier, the bitterest foeman could
not have looked on such a child WIthout a smile, and Kokiden did not
send him away. She had two daughters who were indeed not such fine
children as the little prince. He also played with the Court Ladles, who,
because he was now very pretty and bashful in his ways, found endless
amusement, as indeed did everyone else, in sharing his games. As for
his serious studies, he soon learnt to send the sounds of zithern and flute
flying gaily to the clouds. But if I were to tell you of all hIS accomplish
ments, you would think that he was soon going to become a bore.

At this time some Koreans came to Court and among them a fortune
teller. Hearing this, the Emperor did not send for them to come to the
Palace, because of the law against the admission of foreigners which was
made by the Emperor Uda.! But in strict secrecy he sent the Prince to
the Strangers' quarters. He went under the escort of the Secretary of the
Right, who was to introduce him as his own son. The fortune-teller was
astonished by the boy's lineaments and expressed his surprise by con
tinually nodding his head: 'He has the marks of one who might become
a Father of the State, and if this were his fate, he would not stop short

I Reigned 889-897- The law in question was made in 8g+.
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at any lesser and Emperor of all the land.
But when I and sorrow would attend
his But he a great Officer of State and Councillor

the I see no happy issue, for he would be defying those kingly
which I spoke before.'

Secretary was a IDOS t talenred, wise and learned scholar, and now
began to conduct an interesting conversation with the fortune-teller.
They exchanged essays and poems, -md the fortune-teller made a little
speech, saying 'It has been a great pleasure to me on the eve of my de
parture to meet with a man of capacities so unusual; and though I regret
my departure I shall now take away most agreeable impressions of my
vis!r.' The little prince presented him wi th a very nice verse of poetry, at
which he expressed boundless admiration and offered the boy a number
of handsome presents. In return the Emperor sent him a large reward
from the Imperial Treasury. This was all kept strictly secret. But some
how or other the Heir Apparent's grandfather, the Minister of the Right,
and others of his party got wind of it and became very suspicious. The
Emperor then sent for native fortune-tellers and made trial of them, ex
plaining that because of certain signs which he had himself observed he
had hitherto refrained from making the boy a prince. WIth one accord
they agreed that he had acted with great prudence and the Emperor
determined not to set the child adrift upon the world as a prince without
royal standing or influence upon the mother's side. For he thought ·My
own power is very insecure. I had best set him to watch on my behalf
over the great Officers of State. t Thinking that he had thus agreeably
settled the child's future, he set seriously to work upon his education,
and saw to it that he should be made perfect in every branch of art and
knowledge. He showed such aptitude in all his studies that it seemed a
pity he should remain a commoner and as it had been decided that it
would arouse suspicion if he were made a. prince, the Emperor consulted
with certain doctors wise in the lore of the planets and phases of the
moon, And they with one accord recommended that he should be made a
Member of the Minamoto (or Gen) Clan. So this was done. As the years
went by the Emperor did not forget his lost lady; and though many women
were brought to the Palace in the hope that he might take pleasure in
them, he turned from them all, believing that there was not in the world
anyone like her whom he had lost. There was at that time a. lady whose
beauty was of great repute, She was the fourth daughter of the previous
Emperor, and it was said that her mother, the Dowager Empress, had
brought her up with unrivalled care. A certain Dame of the Household,
who had served the former Emperor, was intimately acquainted with the
y.oung Princess, having known her since childhood and still having occa
sion to observe her from without .. ·1 have served in three courts' said the
Dame ·and in all that time have seen none who could be likened to the
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departed lady, save the daughter of the Empress Mother. She indeed is a
la.dy of rare beauty: So she spoke to the Emperor, and he, much wonder
ing what truth there was in It, listened with great attention. The Empress
Mother heard of this with great alarm, for she remembered with what open
cruelty the sinister Lady Kokiden had treated her former rrval, and though
she did not dare speak openly of her fears, she was managIng to delay
the girl's presentation, when suddenly she died.

The Emperor, hearing that the bereaved Princess was in a very desolate
condition, sent word gently telling her that he should henceforward look
upon her as though she were one of the Lady Princesses, hIS daughters.
Her servants and guardians and her brother, Prince Hyobukyo, thought
that life in the Palace might distract her and would at least be better
than the gloomy desolation of her home, and so they sent her to the Court
Shelived m apartments called Fujitsubo (Wistaria Tub) and was known by
this name. The Emperor could not deny that she bore an asrorushing
resemblance to his beloved. She was however of much higher rank, so
that everyone was anxious to please her, and, whatever happened, they
were prepared to grant her the utmost licence: whereas the dead lady had
been imperilled by the Emperor's favour only because the Court was not
willing to accept her.

His old love did not now grow dimmer, and though he sometimes
found sola.ce and distraction in shifting his thoughts from the lady who
had died to the lady who was so much like her, yet life remained for him
a sad business.

Genii C' he of the Minamoto clan'), as he was now called, was con
stantly at the Emperor's side. He was soon quite at his ease with the
common run of Ladies m Waiting and Ladies of the Wardrobe, so it was
not likely he would be shy with one who was daily summoned to the
Emperor's apartments. It was but natural that all these ladies should
vie eagerly with one another for the first place in Genii's affections, and
there were many whom in various ways he admired very much. But most
ofthem behaved in too grown...up a fashion, only one, the new princess,
was pretty and quite young as well, and though she tried to hide from
him, it was inevitable that they should often meet. He could not remem
berhis mother, but the Dame of the Household had told him how very
like to her the girl was, and this interested his childish fancy, and he
would like to have been her great friend and lived with her always.
One day the Emperor said to her 'Do not be unkind to him. He is in
terested because he has heard that you are so like his mother. Do not
think him impertinent, but behave nicely to him. You are indeed so like
him in look and features that you might well be his mother:

And so, young though he was, fleeting beauty took its hold upon his
thoughts; he felt his first clear predilection.

Kokiden had never loved this lady too well, and now her old enmity
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her own children were reckoned to be of quite
10 this were no match for GenJ1, who was so

called Hikaru Genu or Gen]1 the Shining
who also had many admirers, was called

_I ~ +'r""' ... ' ....no Sunshine.
It seemed a shame to put so lovely a child into man's dress,

he was now twelve years old and the time for his Initranon was come
The Emperor dIrected the preparatIons WIth nreless zeal and msisred upon
a magnificence beyond what was prescribed. The Initiation of the Heir
'.L'-"j..'''''J~''''.\.''''t.... which had last year been celebrated 10 the Southern Hall, was
not a whit more splendid In Its preparatIOns. The ordering of the ban-

that were to be gIven In varIOUS quarters, and the work of the
<I"'..:oo"lC:-'''1''''':Io1'' and Grain Intendant he supervised m person, fearmg lest the

offiCIals should be remiss, and In the end all was perfection. The cere
mony took place In the eastern wing of the Emperor's own apartments,
and the Throne was placed facing towards the east, with the seats of the
Irnriare-ro-be and hIS Sponsor (the Mrrusrer of the Left) in front ..

Genu arrived at the hour of the Monkey.' He looked very handsome
with hIS long childish locks, and the Sponsor, whose duty it had Just been
to bind them wrth the purple filet, was sorry to think that all this would
soon be changed and even the Clerk of the Treasury seemed loath to sever
those lovely tresses WIth the ritual knife. The Emperor, as he watched,
remembered for a moment what pride the mother would have taken in
the ceremony, but soon drove the weak thought from hIS mmd ..

Duly crowned, GenJi went to his chamber and changing into man's
dress went down Iota the courtyard and performed the Dance of Homage,
which he did with such grace that tears stood in every eye. And now the
Emperor, whose gnef had of late grown somewhat less insistent, was
again overwhelmed by memories of the past.

It had been feared that his delicate features would show to less ad
vantage when he had put aside his childish dress; but on the contrary
he looked handsomer than ever..

His sponsor, the MInister of the Left, had an only daughter whose
beauty the Heir Apparent had noticed. But now the father began to think
he would not encourage that match, but would offer her to GenJi. He
sounded the Emperor upon this, and found that he would be very glad to
obtain for the boy the advantage of so powerful a connection ..

When the courners assembled to drmk the Love Cup, GenJi came and
took his place among the other princes. The Minister of the Left came up
and whispered somerhing in his ear; but the boy blushed and could think
o~ no reply. A chamberlain now came over to the Minister and brought
him a summons to wait upon His Majesty immediately. When he arrived
before the Throne, a Lady of the Wardrobe handed to him the Great

l 3 P.W:.
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White Inner Garment and the Maid's Skirt," which were his ritual due
as Sponsor to the Prrnce. Then, when he had made him drink out of the
Royal Cup, the Emperor recited a poem In which he prayed that the
binding of the purple filet might symbolize the union of their two houses,
and the Minister answered him that nothing should sever thrs union save
the fading of the purple band. Then he descended the long stairs and from
the courtyard performed the Grand Obeisance > Here too were shown the
horses from the Royal Stables and the hawks from the Royal Falconry,
that had been decreed as presents for GenJ1. At the foot of the stairs the
Princes and Courtiers were Iined up to receive their bounties, and gifts of
every kind were showered upon them. That day the hampers and fruit
baskets were distnbuted In accordance with the Emperor's directions by
the learned Secretary of the RIght, and boxes of cake and presents lay
about so thick that one could scarcely move. Such profusion had not been
seen even at the Heir Apparent's Initiation.

That night GenJl went to the Minister's house, where his betrothal
was celebrated With great splendour. It was thought that the Iirrle
Prince looked somewhat childish and delicate, but hIS beauty astonished
everyone. Only the bride, who was four years older, regarded him as a
mere baby and was rather ashamed of him.

The Emperor still demanded Genii's attendance at the Palace, so he
did not set up a house of hIS own. In hIS inmost heart he was always
thinking how much nicer she3 was than anyone else, and only wanted to
be WIth people who were Iike her, but alas no one was the least like her.
Everyone seemed to make a great deal of fuss about Princess A01, hIS

betrothed, but he could see nothing nice about her. The girl at the Palace
now filled all his childish thoughts and this obsession became a misery
to him.

Now that he was a ·man' he could no longer frequent the women's
quarters as he had been wont to do. But sometimes when an entertain
ment was afoot he found comfort In hearing her voice dimly blending
with the sound of zithern or flute and felt his grown-up existence to be
unendurable. After an absence of five or six days he would occasionally
spend two or three at hIS betrothed's house. His father-in-law attributing
this negligence to his extreme youth was not at all perturbed and always
received him warmly. Whenever he came the most interesting and agree
able of the young people of the day were asked to meet him and endless
trouble was taken in arranging games to amuse him.

The Shigeisa, one of the rooms which had belonged to his mother)
was allotted to him as his official quarters in the Palace, and the servants

J These symbolized the unmanly life of childhood which Genji had now put behind
him.

• The buto, a form of kowtow so elaborate as to be practically a dance.
s Fuji t<;11bo,
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had warred on her were now together again and formed his
house ","as falhng into decay. The Imperial

to repair 1t. The groupIng of the trees and
cisoosinon of the hills had always made the place delightful.
Now the basin of the lake was widened and many other improvements
were earned our, 4 If only I were gOIng to lrve here wrth someone whom I

, thought GeoJ! sadly.
Some say that the name of Hikaru the Shining One was given to him

in admiration by the Korean fortune-teller."

I This touch 15 reminiscent of early chronicles such as the Nthongi., which delight in al
ternative explanations. In the subsequent chapters such archaisms entirely disappear.



CHAPTER 11

The Broom-Tree

G ENJI the Shining One ... He knew that the bearer of such a name
could not escape much scrutiny and Jealous censure and that his
lightest dallyings would be proclaimed to posterity. Fearing

then lest he should appear to after ages as a mere good-for-nothing and
rrifler, and knowing that (so accursed 15 the blabbing of gossips' tongues)
his most secret acts might come to light, he was obliged always to act
with great prudence and to preserve at least the outward appearance of
respecrabihry. Thus nothing really romantic ever happened to him and
Katano no Shosho I would have scoffed at hIS story.

While he was still a Captain of the Guard and was spending most of
his time at the Palace, hIS Infrequent visits to the Great Hall 2 were taken
as a sign that some secret passion had made its imprint on his heart. But
in reality the frivolous, commonplace, straight-ahead amours of his com
panions did not in the least interest him, and it was a curious trait in his
character that when on rare occasions, despite all resistance, love did gain
a hold upon him, it was always in the most rmprobable and hopeless en
tanglement that he became involved.

It was the season of the long rains. For many days there had not been a
fine moment and the Court was keeping a strict fast. The people at the
Great Hall were becoming very impatient of Genii's long residence at
the Palace, but the young lords, who were Court pages, liked waiting
upon GeoJi better than upon anyone else, always managing to put out
his clothes and decorations in some marvellous new way. Among these
brothers his greatest friend was the Equerry, To no Chujo, with whom
above all other companions of his playnme he found himself familiar
and at ease. This lord too found the house which his father-in-law, the
Minister of the Right, had been at pains to build for him, somewhat
oppressive, while at his father's house he, like Genji, found the splen
dours somewhat dazzling, so that he ended by becoming Genji's constant
companion at Court. They shared both studies and play and were in
separable companions on every sort of occasion, so that soon all formali
ties were dispensed with between them and the inmost secrets of their
hearts freely exchanged.

It was on a night when the rain never ceased its dismal downpour.
There were not ma.ny people about in the palace and Genii's rooms seemed
even quieter than usual. He was sitting by the lamp, looking at various

:r The hero ora lost popular romance. It is also referred to by Murasaki'. contemporary
Sei Shonagon in Chapter 145 other MaJcu:ra no Soshi.

t His father-in...law's house, where his wife Princess Aoi still continued to live.
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Suddenly he began pullIng some letters out of the
drawers of a. which stood near by. This aroused To no Chujo's curl-

·Some of them I can show to you' said Genu · but there are others
I had ra ther .' I t IS Just those which I want to see. Ordinary,

commonpla.ce letters are very much alike and I do not suppose that yours
differ much from mine. What I want to see are passionate letters written
In moments of resentment, letters hinnng consent, letters written at
dusk.. .'

He begged so eagerly that GenJi let him examine the drawers. It was
not indeed Iikely that he had put any very important or secret documents
in the ordinary desk, he would have hidden them away much further from
sight. So he felt sure that the letters in these drawers would be nothing
to worry about. After turnmg over a few of them, 'What an astonishing
variety!' To no Chujo exclaimed and began guessing at the wrrters'
names, and made one or two good hits. More often he was wrong and
Genji, amused by his puzzled air, said very little but generally managed to
lead him astray. At last he took the letters back, saying 'But you too
must have a large collection. Show me some of yours, and my desk will
open to you with better will.' 'I have none that you would care to see,'
said To no Chujo, and he continued: '1 have at last discovered that there
exists no woman of whom one can say" Here is perfection. This is in
deed she." There are many who have the superficial art of writing a good
running hand, or if occasion requires of making a quick repartee. But
there are few who will stand the ordeal of any further test. Usually their
minds are entirely occupied by admiration for their own accomplrshmenrs,
and their abuse of all rivals creates a most unpleasant impression. Some
agam are adored by over-fond parents. These have been since childhood
guarded behind lattice windows I and no knowledge of them is allowed to
reach the outer-world, save that of their excellence in some accomplish
ment or art; and this may indeed sometimes arouse our interest. She is
pretty and graceful and has not yet mixed at all with the world. Such a
girl by closely copying some model and applying herself with great in
dustry will often succeed in really mastering one of the minor and ephem
eral arts. Her friends are careful to say nothing of her defects and to
exaggerate her accomplishments, and while we cannot altogether trust
their praise we cannot believe that their judgment is entirely astray. But
when we take steps to test their statements we are invariably disap
pointed.'

He paused, seeming to be slightly ashamed of the cynical tone which
he had adopted, and added · I know my experience is not large, but that is

J:Japaz;ese houses were arranged somewhat differently from ours and for many of the
terms which constantly recur in this book (kicho, sudare, sunoko, etc.) no exact English equiv
alents can be found. In such cases I have tried to use expressions which without being
too awkward or unfamiliar will give an adequate general idea of what is meant.
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the conclusion I have come to so far.' Then Genji, smilmg: 'And are
there any who lack even one accomplishment?' 'No doubt, but in such a
case It IS unlikely that anyone wouldbe successfully decoyed. The num
ber of those who have nothmg to recommend them and of those in whom
nothmg but good can be found is probably equal. I divide women Into
three classes. Those of high rank and birth are made such a fuss of and
their weak points are so completely concealed that we are certain to be
told that they are paragons. About those of the middle class everyone 1S

allowed to express his own opinion, and we shall have much conflicnng
evidence to sift. As for the lower classes, they do not concern us.'

The completeness with which To no Chujo disposed of the quesrion
amused Genji, who said' It will not always be so easy to know into which
of the three classes a woman ought to be put. For sometimes people of
high rank SInk to the most abject positions; while others of common
birth rise to be high officers, wear self-important faces, redecorate the in
side of their houses and think themselves as good as anyone. How are we
to deal with such cases?'

At this moment they were joined by Hidari no Uma no Kami and To
Shikibu noJo, who said they had also come to the Palace to keep the fast
As both of them were great lovers and good talkers, To no Chujo handed
over to them the decision of Genu's question, and in the dISCUSSIon which
followed many unflattering things were said. Uma no Kami spoke first.
, However high a lady may rise, if she does not come of an adequate stock,
the world WIll think very differently of her from what it would of one
born to such honours; but If through adverse fortune a lady of highest
rank finds herself in friendless misery, the noble breeding of her mind is
soon forgotten and she becomes an object of contempt. I think then that
taking all things into account, we must put such ladies too into the" mid
dle class." But when we come to classify the daughters of Zuryo," who
are sent to labour at the affairs of distant provinces - they have such
ups and downs that we may reasonably put them too into the middle
class.

'Then there are Ministers of the third and fourth classes without Cabi
net rank. These are generally thought less of even than the humdrum,
ordinary officials. They are usually of quite good birth, but have much
less responsibiliry than Ministers of State and consequently much greater
peace of mind. Girls born into such households are brought up in com
plete security from want or deprivation of any kind, and indeed often
amid surroundings of the utmost luxury and splendour. Many of them
grow up into women whom it would be folly to despise; some have been
adnnrted at Court, where they have enjoyed a quite unexpected success.
And of this I could cite many, many Instances.'

'Their success has generally been due to their having a lot of money,'
I Provincial officials. Murasaki herself came of this class.
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~ You should have known better than to say that,'
said To no reproving him.sand Uma no Kami went on: 'There are
some whose lmeage and reputation are so high that it never occurs to
one that their education could possibly be at fault; yet when we meet
them, we find ourselves exclaiming in despair '6 How can they have con
trived to grow up like this?"

·No doubt the perfect woman in whom none of those essentials is lack
ing must somewhere exist and it would not startle me to find her. But
she would certainly be beyond the reach of a humble person like myself,
and for that reason I should like to put her in a category of her own and
not to count her in our present classification,

,But suppose that behind some gateway overgrown with vine-weed, in
a place where no one knows there is a house at all, there should be locked
a.way some creature of unimagined beauty - with what excitement should
we discover her! The complete surprise of it, the upsetting of all our wise
theories and classifications, would be Iikely, I think, to lay a strange and
sudden enchantment upon us. I imagine her father rather large and gruff;
her brother, a surly, ill-looking fellow. Locked away in an utterly blank
and uninteresting bedroom, she will be subject to odd flights of fancy, so
that in her hands the arts that others learn as trivial accomplishmenrs will
seem strangely full of meaning and importance, or perhaps in some par
ncular art she will thrill us by her delightful and unexpected mastery,
Such a one may perhaps be beneath the attention of those of you who are
of flawless lineage. But for my part I find it hard to banish her... ' and
here he looked at Shikibu no Jo, who wondered whether the description
had been meant to apply to his own sisters, but said nothing. 'If it is
difficult to choose even out of the top class .. .' thought Genji, and began
to doze.

He was dressed in a suit of soft white silk, with a. rough cloak care
lessly slung over his shoulders, with belt and fastenings untied. In the
light of the lamp against which he was leaning he looked so lovely that
one might have wished he were a girl; and they thought that even Uma no
Kami's 'perfect woman; whom he had placed in a category of her own,
would not be worthy of such a. prince as Genji.

The conversation went on, Many persons and things were discussed.
Umano Kami contendedthat perfection is equally difficult to find in other
spheres. The sovereignis hard put to it to choose his ministers. But he at
least has an easier task than the husband, for he does not entrust the af
fairs ofhis kingdom to one, two or three persons alone, but sets up a whole
systemof superiors and subordinates.

But when the mistress of a house is to be selected, a single individual
:mus~ be found who will co:nbine in her person many diverse qualities.
It WIll not do to be too exacting. Letus be sure that the lady of our choice
possesses certain tangible qualities which we admire; and if in other ways
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she falls short of our ideal, we must be patient and call to mind those
qualities which first induced us to begin our courting.

But even here we must beware; for there are some who in the selfishness
of youth and flawless beauty are determined that not a dust-flick shall
fall upon them. In their letters they choose the most harmless topics, but
yet contrive to colour the very texture of the written signs with a tender
ness that vaguely disquiets us. But such a one, when we have at last se
cured a meermg, will speak so low that she can scarcely be heard, and the
few faint sentences that she murmurs beneath her breath serve only to
make her more mysterious than before. All this may seem to be the pretty
shrinking of girlish modesty; but we may later find that what held her
back was the very violence of her passions.

Or again, where all seems plain sailing, the perfect companion WIll turn
out to be too impressionable and will upon the most inappropriate occa
sions display her affections in so ludicrous a way that we begin to wish
ourselves rid of her.

Then there is the zealous housewife, who regardless of her appearance
twists her hair behind her ears and devotes herself entirely to the details
of our domestic welfare. The husband, In his earnings and gorngs about
the world, is certain to see and hear many things which he cannot discuss
with strangers, but would gladly talk over with an intimate who could
Iisten with sympathy and understanding, someone who could laugh with
him or weep If need be. It often happens too that some pohtical event
WIll greatly perturb or amuse him, and he sits apart longing to tell some
one about it. He suddenly laughs at some secret recollection or sighs
audibly. But the wife only says lightly C What is the matter?' and shows
no interest.

This is apt to be very trying.
Uma no Kami considered several other cases. But he reached no definite

conclusion and sighrng deeply he continued: C We will then, as I have sug
gested, let birth and beauty go by the board. Let her be the simplest and
most gurleless of creatures so long as she IS honest and of a peaceable dis
POSItIon, that in the end we may not lack a place of trust. And If some
other virtue chances to be hers we shall treasure it as a godsend. But If we
discover in her some small defect, it shall not be too closely scrutinized.
And we may be sure that if she is strong in the VIrtues of tolerance and
amiability her outward appearance will not be beyond measure harsh.

'There are those who carry forbearance too far, and affecting not to
notice wrongs which cry out for redress seem to be paragons of misused
fidelity. But suddenly a time comes when such a one can restrain herself
no longer, and leaving behind her a poem couched in pitiful language and
calculated to rouse the most painful sentiments of remorse, she flies to
some remote village in the mountains or some desolate seashore, and for a
long while all trace of her is lost.
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· When I was a the ladles...in-warring used to tell me sad tales of
this kind that the sennrnents expressed In them were

and I \vept But now I am begrnmng to suspect that such
sorrows are for most part affectation. She has left behind her (this

whom we are imagining) a husband who IS probably still fond of her,
she 15 herself very unhappy, and by disappearrng in this way IS

causing him unspeakable anxiery, perhaps only for the ridiculous purpose
puttlng hIS affection to the test. Then comes along some admmng

friend crying .. What a heart! What depth of feeling I' , She becomes more
lugubnous than ever, and finally enters a nunnery. When she decided on
this step she was perfectly sincere and had not the slightest intention of
ever returning to the world Then some female friend hears of it and
.. Poor rhmg' she cnes, "In what an agony of mind must she have been
to do this!" and visrts her in her cell. When the husband, who has never
ceased to mourn for her, hears what she has become, he bursts into tears,
and some servant or old nurse, seeing rhis, bustles off to the nunnery WIth
tales of the husband's despair, and "Oh Madam, what a shame, what a
shame!" Then the nUD, forgetting where and what she IS, raises her hand
to her head to straighten her hair, and finds that It has been shorn away.
In helpless misery she SInks to the floor, and do what she will, the tears
begin to flow. Now all IS lost, for SInce she cannot at every moment be
praying for strength, there creeps Into her mind the SInful thought that
she did ill to become a nun and so often does she commit this sin that even
Buddha must think her wickeder now than she was before she took her
vows; and she feels certain that these terrible thoughts are Ieading her
soul to the blackest Hell. But if the karma of their past lives should chance
to be strongly weighted against a parting, she WIll be found and captured
before she has taken her final vows. In such a case their life will be beyond
endurance unless she be fully determined, come good or ill, this time to
close her eyes to all that goes amiss.

, Again there are others who must needs be forever mounting guard over
their own and their husband's affections. Such a one, If she sees m him not
a fault indeed but even the slightest inclmatron to stray, makes a foolish
scene, declaring with indignation that she will have no more to do with
him..

'But even if a man's fancy should chance indeed to have gone somewhat
astray, yet his earlier affecnon may still be strong and in the end will re
turn to Its old haunts. Now by her tantrums she has made a rift that can
not be joined. Whereas she who when some small wrong calls for silent
rebuke, shows by a glance that she is not unaware; but when some large
offence demands admonishment knows how to hint without severity, will
end by standing In her master's affections better than ever she stood before.
For often the SIght of our own forbearance will give our neighbour
strength to rule his mutinous affections.
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'But she whose tolerance and forgiveness know no bounds, though this
may seem to proceed from the beauty and amiabrhry of her disposition, is
in fact displaying the shallowness of her feeling. ,. The unmoored boat
must needs drift with the stream;" Are you not of this mind?'

To no Chujo nodded. 4 Some' he said' have imagined that by arousing
a baseless SUsplc10n in the mind of the beloved we can revive a waning de
votion. But this experiment is very dangerous. Those who recommend it
are confident that so long as resentment 15 groundless one need only suffer
it In silence and all will soon be well. I have observed however that this
IS by no means the case..

, But when all is said and done, there can be no greater virtue In woman
than this: that she should with gentleness and forbearance meet every
wrong whatsoever that falls to her share.' He thought as he said this of
his own sister, Pnncess Aoi; but was disappointed and piqued to discover
that Genji, whose comments he awarred, was fast asleep,

Uma no Kami was an expert in such discussions and now stood preening
his feathers. To no Chujo was disposed to hear what more he had to say
and was now at pains to humour and encourage him.

'It is with women' said Uma no Kami 'as it is with the works of crafts
men. The wood-carver can fashion whatever he will.. Yet his products
are but toys of the moment, to be glanced at in jest, not fashioned accord
ing to any precept or law. When times change, the carver too will change
his style and make new trifles to hit the fancy of the passing day. But
there is another kind of artist, who sets more soberly about his work,
striving to give real beauty to the things which men actually use and to
give to them the shapes which tradition has ordained. This maker of
real things must not for a moment be confused with the carver of idle toys.

'In the Painters' Workshop too there are many excellent artists chosen
for their proficiency in ink-drawing; and Indeed they are all so clever it is
hard to set Doe above the other. But all of them are at work on subjects in
tended to impress and surprise. One paints the Mountain of Horai;
another a raging sea-monster riding a storm; another, ferocious animals
from the Land beyond the sea) or faces of imaginary demons. Letting
their fancy run wildly riot they have no thought of beauty, but only of
how best they may astonish the beholder's eye. And though nothing in
their pictures is real, all is probable. But ordinary hills and rivers, Just as
they are, houses such as you may see anywhere, with all their real beauty
and harmony of form - quietly to draw such scenes as this, Of to show
what hes behind some intimate hedge that is folded away far from the
world, and thick trees upon some unheroic hill, and all this With befitting
care for composrtion, proportion, and the like - such works demand the
highest master's utmost skill and must needs draw the common craftsman
into a thousand blunders. So too in handwriting, we see some who aim
lessly prolong their cursive strokes this \vay or thar, and hope their

3
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flounshes be mistaken for But true penmanship preserves in
letter rts balance and and though at first some letters may seem

but yet when we compare them with the copy-books we
that there 15 at all amiss.

'So It 15 10 these matters. And how much the more 10 Judging
of the human heart we distrust all fashionable arrs and graces, all
mcks and smartness, learnt only to please the outward gaze! ThIS I first
understood some while ago, and If you will have patIence WIth me I will
tell you the story.'

So saying, he came and sat a little closer to them, and GenJl woke up.
To no Chujo, m wrapt artennon, was srtnng with his cheek propped upon
his hand. Uma no Kami's whole speech that night was Indeed very much
hke a chaplain's sermon about the ways of the world, and was rather ab
surd. But upon such occasions as this we are easily led on into discussing
our own Ideas and most prrvate secrets WIthout the least reserve.

'It happened when I was young, and in an even more humble position
than I am today' Uma no Kami connnued. · I was In love with a gIrl who
(like the drudgrng, fairhful wife of whom I spoke a Irttle while ago) was
not a full-sail beauty; and I In my youthful vanity thought she was all
verywell for the moment, but would never do for the wife of so fine a fel
low as I. She made an excellent companion In times when I was at a
loose end; but she was of a disposinon so violently Jealous, that I could
have put up wrth a little less devotion if only she had been somewhat less
fiercely ardent and exacting..

'Thus I kept thinking, vexed by her unrelenting suspicions. But then
I would remember her ceaseless devotion to the interests of one who was
after all a person of no account, and full of remorse I made sure that with a
little patience on my part she would one day learn to school her Jealousy.

,It was her habit to minister to my smallest wants even before I was my
self aware of them; whatever she felt was lacking 1U her she strove to ac
quire, and where she knew that in some quality of mind she still fell be
hind my desires, she was at pains never to show her deficiency in such a
wa.y as might vex me. Thus in one way or another she was always busy
in forwarding my affairs, and she hoped that if all down to the last dew
drop (as they say) were conducted as I should wish, this would be set down
to her credit and help to balance the defects in her person which meek and
obliging as she might be could not (she fondly imagined) fail to offend me,
and at this tune she even hid herself from strangers lest their poor opinion
of her looks should put me out of countenance.

•I meanwhile, becoming used to her homely looks, was well content
with her character, save for this one article of jealousy; and here she
showed no amendment. Then I began to think to myself U Surely, since
sheseems so anXIoUS to please,so timid) there must be some way of giving
her a fright which will teach her a lesson, so that for a while at least we
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may have a respIte from this accursed business." And though I knew it
would cost me dear, I determined to make a pretence of giving her up,
rhinkmg that since she was so fond of me this would be the best way to
teach her a lesson. Accordingly I behaved wrth the greatest coldness to
her, and she as usual began her Jealous fit and behaved with such folly
that in the end I said to her, H If you want to be rid for ever of one who
loves you dearly, you are going the right way about it by all these endless
poutlngs over nothing at all. But if you want to go on with me, you must
give up suspecting some deep intrigue each time you fancy that I am treat
mg you unkindly. Do this, and you may be sure I shall continue to love
you dearly. It may well be that as time goes on, I shall rise a Iittle higher
ln the world and then... "

'I thought I had managed matters very cleverly, though perhaps in the
heat of the moment I might have spoken somewhat too roughly. She
smiled faintly and answered that if it were only a matter of bearing for a
while WIth my failures and disappointments, that did not trouble her at
all, and she would gladly wart till I became a person of consequence.
" But it is a hard task" she said "to go on year after year enduring your
coldness and waiting the time when you will at last learn to behave to
me with some decency; and therefore I agree with you that the time has
come when we had better go each his own way.. ·' Then in a fit of wild and
uncontrollable jealousy she began to pour upon me a torrent of bitter re
proaches, and with a woman's savagery she suddenly seized my little
finger and bit deep into it. The unexpected pain was difficult to bear, but
composing myself I said tragically" Now you have put this mark upon
me I shall get on worse than ever in polite society; as for promotion, I
shall be considered a disgrace to the meanest public officeand unable to cut
a genteel figure in any capacity, I shall be obliged to withdraw myself
completely from the world. You and I at any rate shall certainly not meet
again," and bending my injured finger as I turned to go, I recited the verse
"As on bent hand I count the nmes that we have met, it is not one finger
only that bears witness to my pain. t, And she, all of a sudden bursting
into tears .... ·'If still in your heart only you look for pains to count, then
were our hands best employed in parting." After a few more words I
left her, not for a moment thinking that all was over.

'Days went by, and no news .. I began to be restless. One night when I
had been at the Palace for the rehearsal of the Festival music, heavy sleet
was falling; and I stood at the spot where those of us who came from the
Palace had dispersed, unable to make up my mind which way to go.. For
rn no direction had I anything which could properly be called a home.
I might of course take a room in the Palace precincts; but I shivered to
think of the cheerless grandeur that would surround me.. Suddenly I be
gan to wonder what she was thinking, how she was looking; and brush
ing the snow off my shoulders, I set out for her house. I own I felt uneasy;
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but I that after so long a time her anger must surely have some-
what Inside the room a lamp showed dimly, turned to the wall.
Some undergarments were hung out upon a large, warmly-quilted couch,
the bed-hangings were drawn up, and I made sure that she was for some
reason actually expecting me. I was priding myself on having made so
lucky a hit, when suddenly, HNot at home!"; and on questioning the
maid I learnt that she had but that very night gone to her parents' home,
leaving only a few necessary servants behind The fact that she had till
now sent no poem or conciliarory message seemed to show some hardening
of heart, and had already disquieted me. Now I began to fear that her ac
cursed suspiciousness and Jealousy had but been a stratagem to make me
grow weary of her, and though I could recall no further proof of this I fell
Into great despair. And to show her that, though V\-Te no longer met, I
still thought of her and planned for her, I got her some stuff for a dress,
choosing a most delightful and unusual shade of colour, and a material
that I knew she would be glad to have. "For after all " I thought "she
cannot want to put mealtogether out of her head. t I When I informed her
of this purchase she did not rebuff me nor make any attempt to hide from
me) but to all my questions she answered quietly and composedly, without
any sign that she was ashamed of herself.

, At last she told me that if I went on as before, she could never forgive
me; but if I would promIse to live more quietly she would take me back
again. Seeing that she snll hankered after me I determined to school her a
little further yet, and said that I could make no conditions and must be
free to live as I chose. So the tug of war went on; but it seems that it
hurt her far more than I knew, for in a little while she fell into a decline
and died, leaving me aghast at the upshot of my wanton game. And now I
felt that, whatever faults she might have had, her devotion alone would
have made her a fit wife for me. I remembered how both in trivial talk
and in consideration of important matters she had never once shown her
self at a. loss, how in the dyeing of brocades she rrvalled the Goddess of
Tatsura who tints the autumn leaves, and how in needlework and the
like she was not less skilful than Tanabata, the Weaving-Iady of the
sky.'

Here he stopped, greatly distressed at the recollection of the lady's
many talents and virtues.

"The Weaving-lady and the Herd boy' said To no Chujo 'enjoy a love
that is eternal. Had she but resembled the Divine Sempsrress in this, you
would not, I think, have minded her being a. httle less skilful with her
needle. I wonder that with this rare creature in mind you pronounce
the world to be so blank a. place.. •

'Listen' replied Uma no Kami.' About the same time there was another
~adywhom I used to visit. She was of higher birth than the first; her skill
10 poetry, cursive writing, and lute-playing, her readiness of hand and
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tongue were all marked enough to show that she "vas not a woman of
trivial nature; and this indeed was allowed by those who knew her. To
add to this she was not ill-looking and sometimes, when I needed a rest
from my unhappy persecutress, I used to visit her secretly. In the end I
found that I had fallen completely in love with her. After the death of the
other I was In grea.t distress. But it was no use brooding over the past and
I began to VISIt my new lady more and more often. I soon came to the
conclusion that she was frrvolous and I had no confidence that I should
have Irked what went on when I was not there to see. I now visited her
only at long intervals and at last decided that she had another lover.

'It was during the Godless Month, t on a beautiful moonlight night.
As I was leaving the Palace I met a certain young courtier, who, when I
told him that I was driving out to spend the night at the Dainagon's, said
that my way was his and joined me. The road passed my lady's house and
here rt was that he alighted, saying that he had an engagement which he
should have been very sorry not to fulfil. The wall was half in ruins and
through its gaps I saw the shadowy waters of the lake. It would not have
been easy (for even the moonbeams seemed to loiter here!) to hasten past
so lovely a place, and when he left his coach I too left mine.

'At once this man (whom I now knew to be that other lover whose
existence I had guessed) went and sat unconcernedly on the bamboo skirt
lng of the portIco and began to gaze at the moon. The chrysanthemums
were just in full bloom, the bright fallen leaves were tumbling and tus
slrng in the wind. It was indeed a scene of wonderful beauty that met our
eyes. Presently he took a flute out of the folds of his dress and began to
play upon it.. Then putting the flute aside, he began to murmur" Sweet is
the shade" 2 and other catches. Soon a pleasant-sounding native zrthern 3

began to tune up somewhere within the house and an ingenious accom
paniment was fitted to his careless warblings.. Her zithern was tuned to
the autumn-mode, and she played with so much tenderness and feeling that
though the music came from behind closed shutters it sounded quite
modern and passionate.s and well accorded with the soft beauty of the
moonlight. The courtier was ravished, and as he stepped forward to
place himself right under her window he turned to me and remarked in a
self-satisfied way that among the fallen leaves no other footstep had left
its mark. Then plucking a. chrysanthemum, he sang:

Strange that the music of your lute,
These matchless flowers and all the beauty of the night,
Have lured no other feet to linger at your door!

I The tenth month.
t From the saibara ballad, The Well ofAsuka: 'Sweet is the shade, the lapping waters

cool, and good the pasture for our weary steeds. By the Well of Asuka, here let us stay.'
a The 'Japanese zithern"; also called wagon. A species of koto•
.. As opposed to the formal and traditional music imported from China.
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beseeching her pardon for his halting verses, he begged her to
again while one was still near who longed so passionately to hear
When he had her many other compliments, the lady answered

In an affected voice with the verse:

Would that I had some song that might detain
The flute that blends its note
With the low rustling of the autumn leaves.

and after these blandishments, still unsuspecting, she took up the thirteen..
stringed lute, and tuning it to the Banjiktmode I she clattered at the strings
with all the frenzy that fashion now demands. It was a fine performance
no doubt, but I cannot say that it made a very agreeable impression upon
me.

, A man may amuse himself well enough by tnfling from time to time
with some lady at the Court; will get what pleasure he can out of it while
he is with her and not trouble his head about what goes on when he is not
there. ThISlady too I only saw from time to time, but such was her SItua
tion that I had once fondly Imagined myself the only occupant of her
thoughts. However that night's work dissolved the last shred of my con
fidence, and I never saw her again.

'These two experiences, falling to my lot while I was strll so young,
early deprived me of any hope from women. And since that time my view
of them has but grown the blacker. No doubt to you at your age they
seem very entrancing) these .. dewdrops on the grass that fall if they are
touched," these" glittering hailstones that melt if gathered In the hand. "
But when you are a little older you will think as I do. Take my advice ID

this at least; beware of caressing manners and soft, entangling ways. For
if you are so rash as to let them lead you astray, you will soon find your
selves cutting a very silly figure in the world.'

To no Chujo as usual nodded his assent, and Genji's smile seemed such
as to show that he too accepted Uma no Kami's advice. •Your two stones
were certainly very dismal' he said, laughing. And here To no Chujo
interposed: 4 I will tell you a story about myself. There was a lady whose
acquaintance I was obliged to make with great secrecy, But her beauty
w~ll rewarded my pains, and though I had no thought of making her my
WIfe, I grew so fond of her that I soon found I could not put her out of my
head and she seemed to have complete confidence in me. Such confidence
indeed that when from time to time I was obliged to behave in such a way
as might well have aroused her resentment, she seemed not to notice that
anything was amiss, and even when I neglected her for many weeks, she
treated me as though I were still coming every day. In the end indeed I

I S~e EncJ1clop{xiiedelaMusiquc) p, 247. Under the name Nan-lti this mo~e was frequently
used m t~e Chinese love-dramas of the fourteenth century.. It was considered very wild
and moving.
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found this readiness to receive me whenever and however I came very
painful, and determined for the future to merit her strange confidence.

'Her parents were dead and this was perhaps why, since I was all she
had in the world, she treated me with such loving meekness, despite the
many wrongs I did her. I must own that my resolution did not last long,
and I was soon neglecting her worse than before. During this time (1
did not hear of it till afterwards) someone who had discovered our friend
ship began to send her veiled messages which cruelly frightened and dis
tressed her. Knowing nothing of the trouble she was in, although I of
ten thought of her I neither came nor wrote to her for a long while.
Just when she was in her worst despair a child was born, and at last 10

her distress she plucked a blossom of the flower that IS called "Child of
my Heart" and sent it to me.'

And here To no Chujo's eyes filled with tears.
'Well' said Genji 'and did she write a message to go with it?' 'Oh

nothing very out-of-the-ordinary' said To no Chujo. 'She wrote: •.Though
tattered be the hillman's hedge, deign sometimes to look with kindness
upon the Child-flower that grows so sweetly there." This brought me to
her side. As usual she did not reproach me, but she looked sad enough,
and when I considered the dreary desolation of this home where every
object wore an aspect no less depressing than the wailing voices of the
crickets in the grass, she seemed to me like some unhappy prrncess in an
ancient story, and wishing her to feel that it was for the mother's sake
and not the child's that I had come, I answered with a poem in which I
called the Child-flower by its other name" Bed-flower," and she replied
with a poem that darkly hinted at the cruel tempest which had attended
this Bed-flower'5 birth. She spoke lightIy and did not seem to be downright
angry with me; and when a. few tears fell she was at great pains to hide
them, and seemed more distressed at the thought that I might imagine
her to be unhappy than actually resentful of my conduct towards her. So
I went away With an easy mind and it was some while before I came again.
When at last I returned she had utterly disappeared, and if she IS alive she
must be living a wretched vagrant hfe, If while I still loved her she had
but shown some outward sign of her resentment, she would not have
ended thus as an outcast and wanderer; for I should never have dared to
leave her so long neglected, and might in the end have acknowledged her
and made her mine for ever. The child too was a sweet creature, and I
have spent much time in searching for them, but still without success.

'It is, I fear, as sorrowful a. tale as that which Uma no Kami has told
you. I, unfaithful, thought that I was not missed; and she, still loved, was
in no better case than one whose love is not returned. I indeed am fast
forgetting her; but she, it may be, cannot put me out of her mind and I
fear there may be nights when thoughts that she would gladly banish
burn fiercely in her breast; for now I fancy she must be living a comfortless
and unprotected life.'
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'When all is said and done' said Uma no Kami.l my friend, though I
for her now that she is gone, was a sad plague to me while I had her,

and we must 0\\1"0 that such a one will rn the end be sure to make us wish
ourselves well rid of her. The zi them-player had much talent to her
credit, but "vas a great deal too light-headed. And your diffident lady,
To no Chujo, seems to me to be a very suspicious case. The world appears
to be so constructed that we shall in the end be always at a loss to make a
reasoned choice; despite all our picking, sifting and comparing we shall
never succeed 10 finding this in all ways and to all lengths adorable and
Impeccable female.'

'I can only suggest the Goddess Kichijo' I said To no Chujo "and I fear
that intimacy with so holy and majestic a being might prove to be im
practicable. '

At this they all laughed and To no Chujo continued: 'But now it is
Shikibu's turn and he is sure to give us something entertaining. Come
Shikibu, keep the ball rolhng!' · Norhing of interest ever happens to
humble folk lrke myself' said Shikibu; but To no Chujo scolded him for
keeping them waiting and after reflecting for a while which anecdote
would best SUIt the company, he began: 'While I was still a student at the
Urnvcrsiry, I came across a woman who was truly a prodigy of intelli
gence. One of Uma no Kami's demands she certainly fulfilled, for it was
possible to discuss with her to advantage both public matters and the
proper handling of one's private affairs. But not only was her mind ca
pable of grappllngwith any problems of this kind; she was also so learned
that ordinary scholars found themselves, to their humiliation, quite un
able to hold their own against her.

'I was taking lessons from her father, who was a Professor. I had
heard that he had several daughters, and some accidental circumstance
made it necessary for me to exchange a word or two wrrh one of them who
turned out to be the learned prodlgy of whom I have spoken. The father,
hearing that we had been seen together, came up to me with a wine-cup
in his hand and made an allusion to the poem of The Two Wives." Un
fortunately I did not feel the least inclination towards the lady. However
I was very civil to her; upon which she began to take an affectionate in
terest in me and lost no opportunity of displaying her talents by gIvIng
me the most elaborate advice how best I might advance my position in the
world. She sent me marvellous letters written in a very far-fetched epis
tolary style and entirely in Chinese characters; in return for which I felt
boun~ to vi~it her, and by making her my teacher I managed to learn how
to write Chinese poems. They were wretched, knock-kneed affairs, but I
am still grateful to her for it. She was not however at all the sort of
woman whom I should have cared to have as a wife, for though there may

I Goddess of Beauty.
• A poem by Po Chti ..i pointing out the advantages of marrying a poor wife.
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be certain disadvantages in marrying a complete dolt, it is even worse to
marry a blue-stocking. Still less do princes like you and Genji require so
huge a stock of intellect and erudition for your support! Let her but be
one to whom the karma of our past lives draws us in natural sympathy,
what matter if now and again her ignorance distresses us? Come to that,
even men seem to me to get along very well without much learning.'

Here he stopped, but Genji and the rest, wishing to hear the end of the
story, cried out that for their part they found her a most interesting wo
man. Shikibu protested that he did not WIsh to go on with the story, but
at last after much coaxing, pulling a comical wry face he contmued : •I
had not seen her for a long time. When at last some accident took me to
the house, she did not receive me with her usual informality but spoke to
me from behind a tiresome screen. Ha, Ha, thought I foolishly, she is
sulking; now is the time to have a scene and break with her. I might have
known that she was not so little of a philosopher as to sulk about tri
fles; she prided herself on knowing the ways of the world and my incon
stancy did not in the least disturb her.

·She told me (speaking without the slightest tremor) that having had a
bad cold for some weeks she had taken a strong garlrc-cordial, which had
made her breath smell rather unpleasant and that for this reason she could
not come very close to me. But if I had any matter of special importance
to discuss with her she was quite prepared to give me her attention. All
this she had expressed with solemn Iiterary perfection. I could think of
no suitable reply, and with an U at your service" I rose to go. Then, feel
ing that the Interview had not been quite a success, she added, raising her
voice.I' Please come again when my breath has lost its smell." I could not
pretend I had not heard. I had however no intention of prolonging my
visit, particularly as the odour was now becoming definitely unpleasant,
and looking cross I recited the acrostic .. On this night marked by the
strange behaviour of the spider, how foolish to bid me come back tomor
row" x and calling over my shoulder "There is no excuse for you!" I ran
out of the room. But she, following me, "If night by night and every
night we met, in daytime too I should grow bold to meet you face to
face." Here in the second sentence she had cleverly concealed the meaning,
.« If I had had any reason to expect you, I should not have eaten garlic. J J J

· What a revolting story!' cried the young princes, and then, laughing,
'He must have invented it.. ' 'Such a woman is quite incredible, It must
have been some sort of ogress. You have shocked us, Shikibul' and they
looked at him with disapproval. 'You must try to tell us a better story
than that. J • I do not see how any story could be better' said Shikibu,
and left the room.

I There is a reference to an old poem which says: '1 know that tonight my lover will
come to me. The spider's antics prove it clearly.' Omens were drawn from the behaviour
of spiders. There is also a pun on hini 'day· and hiru 'garlic,' so that an ordinary person
would require a few moments' reflection before understanding the poem.
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'There is a among men as well as women' said Uma no Kami
'so soon as have acquired a. little knowledge of some kind, to want
to it to the best advantage. To have mastered all the difficulties
in the Histories and Five Classics is no road to amiability. But
even a woman cannot afford to lack all knowledge of public and private
affairs. Her best way will be without regular study to pick up a little
here and a little there, merely by keeping her eyes and ears open. Then,
if she has her wits at all about her, she will soon find that she has amassed
a surprising store of information. Let her be content with this and not
insist upon cramming her letters with Chinese characters which do not at
all accord with her feminine style of composition, and will make the re
crpient exclaim in despair" If only she could contrive to be a little less
mannish!" And many of these characters, to which she intended the col
loquial pronunciation to be given, are certain to be read as Chinese, and
this will give the whole composition an even more pedantic sound than It
deserves. Even among our ladies of rank and fashion there are many of
this sort, and there are others who, wishing to master the art of verse
making, in the end allow it to master them, and, slaves to poetry, cannot
resist the temptation, however urgent the business they are about or how
ever inappropriate the time, to make use of some happy allusion which
has occurred to them, but must needs fly to their desks and work it up Into
a poem. On festival days such a woman is very troublesome. For exam...
ple on the morning of the Iris Festival, when everyone is busy making
ready to go to the temple, she WIll worry them by stringing together all
the old tags about the U matchless root"; 1 or on the 9th day of the 9th
month, when everyone is busy thinking out some difficult Chinese poem
to fit the rhymes which have been prescribed, she begins making meta
phors about the 11 dew on the chrysanthemums," thus diverting our at...
tention from the far more important business which is in hand. At
another time we might have found these compositions quite delightful;
but by thrusting them upon our notice at inconvenient moments, when we
cannot grve them proper attention, she makes them seem worse than they
really are. For in all matters we shall best commend ourselves if we study
men's faces to read in them the "Why so?" or the 4' As you will" and do
not, regardless of times and circumstances, demand an interest and sym
pathy that they have not leisure to give.

·Sometimes Indeeda woman should even pretend to know less than she
knows, or say only a part of what she would like to say... '

All this while Genji, though he had sometimes joined in the conver
sanon, had in his heart of hearts been thinking of one person only, and
the more he thought the less could he find a single trace of those short
comings and excesseswhich, so his fnends had declared, were common to

I ipe irises used for theTango festival (5th day of 5th month) had to have nine flowers
growtng on a root.
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all women. 'There is no one like her' he thought, and his heart was very
full. The conversation Indeed had not brought them to a definite con
clusion, but it had led to many curious anecdotes and reflecnons. So they
passed the night, and at last, for a wonder, the weather had improved.
After rhis long residence at the Palace Genjr knew he would be expected
at the Great Hall and set out at once. There was In Princess Aoi's air and
dress a dignified precision which had something in It even of stiffness, and
in the very act of reflecting that she, above all women, was the type of
that single-hearred and devoted WIfe whom (as his friends had said last
night) no sensible man would lrghtly offend, he found himself oppressed
by the very perfection of her beauty, which seemed only to make all in
timacy with her the more impossible.

He turned to Lady Chunagon, to Nakatsukasa and other attendants of
the common sort who were standing near and began to Jest with them.
The day was now very hot, but they thought that flushed cheeks became
Prince Genji very well. Aoi's father came, and standing behind the cur
tain, began to converse very amiably. GenJi, who considered the weather
too hot for visits, frowned, at which the Iadies-in-wamng tittered. Genji,
makmg furious signs at them to be qUIet, flung himself on to a divan. In
fact, he behaved far from well.

It was now growing dark. Someone said that the position of the
Earth Star I would make it unlucky for the Prince to go back to the
Palace that night; and another: ' You are right, It is now set dead against
him.' 'But my own palace IS in the same direction!' cried Genji. 'How
vexing! where then shall I go?' and promptly fell asleep. The ladies-in
waitmg, however, agreed that rt was a very serious matter and began dis
cussing what could be done. 'There is Ki no Kami's house' said one.
ThIS Ki no Kami was one of Genii's gentlemen-in-waiting. · It is in the
Middle River' she went on, 'and delightfully cool and shady, for they
have lately dammed the river and made it flow right through the garden .. '
'That sounds very pleasant' said Genji, waking up, · besides they are the
sort of people who would not mmd one's driving right in at the front
gate, if one had a mind to.' 2

He had many friends whose houses layout of the unlucky direction.
But he feared that if he went to one of them, Aoi would think that, after
absenting himself so long, he was now merely using the Earth Star as an
excuse for returning to more congenial company. He therefore broached
the matter to Ki no Kami, who accepted the proposal, but stepping aside
Whispered to his companions that his father Iyo no Kami, who was ab
sent on service, had asked him to look after his young wife.! •I am afraid

I The'Lord of the Centre,' i.e, the planet Saturn.
:a I.e. people with whom one can be quite at ease. It was usual to unharness one'!

bull') at the gate.
, Ki no Kami's stepmother.
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have not sufficient room in the house to enrerrain him as I could wish.'
overhearing this, strove to reassure him, sayIng · It will be a pleasure

me ro be near the lady. A VIsit is much more agreeable when there is a
hostess to welcome us. Find me some corner behmd her partition ... "
·Even then, I fear you may not find... ' but breaking off Ki no Kami sent a
runner to his house, with orders to make ready an apartment for the
Prince. Treating a. visit to so humble a house as a matter of no importance,
he started at once, without even informing the Minister, and taking with
him only a few trusted body-servants. Ki no Kami protested against the
precipitanon, but In vain.

The servants dusted and aired the eastern side-chamber of the Central
Hall and here made temporary quarters for the Prince. They were at
pains to improve the view from hIS windows, for example by altering the
course of certain rivulets. They set up a rustic wattled hedge and filled the
borders with the choicest plants. The low humming of insects floated on
the cool breeze; numberless fireflies wove inextricable mazes in the air.
The whole party settled down near where the moat flowed under the
covered bridge and began to drink wine.

Ki no Kami went off in a great bustle, saying that he must find them
something to eat. Genji, quietly surveying the scene, decided this was one
of those middle-class families which in last night's conversation had been
so highly commended, He remembered that he had heard the lady who
was staying in the house well spoken of and was curious to see her. He
listened and thought that there seemed to be people in the western wing.
There was a soft rustling of skirts, and from time to time the sound of
young and by no means disagreeable voices. They did not seem to be
much in earnest in their efforts to make their whispering and laughter un
heard) for soon one of them opened the sliding window. But Ki no Kami
crying ·What are you thinking of?' crossly closed it again. The light of a
candle in the room filtered through a crack in the paper-window. Genji
edged slightly closer to the WIndow in the hope of being able to see
through the crack, but found that he could see nothing. He listened for a
while, and came to the conclusion that they were sitting in the main
women's apartments, out of which the little front room opened. They
were speaking very low) but he could catch enough of it to make out that
they were talking about him.

·What a shame that a fine young Prince should be taken so young and
settled down for ever with a lady that was none of his choosingr

: I understand that marriage does not weigh very heavily upon him'
said another. This probably meant nothing in particular, but Genji, who
i~agined they were talking about what was uppermost in his own
mind, was appalled at the idea that his relations with Lady Fujitsubo were
about to be discussed. How could they have found out? But the subse
quent conversation of the ladies soon showed that they knew nothing of
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the matter at all, and Genji stopped listening. Presently he heard them
trying to repeat the poem which he had sent with a nosegay of mornmg
glory to Princess Asagao, daughter of Prince Momozcno." But they got
the lmes rather mixed up, and Genji began to wonder whcrher the lady's
appearance would turn out to be on a level with her knowledge of prosody.

At this moment Ki no Kami came in with a lamp which he hung on the
wall. Having carefully trimmed it, he offered Genji a tray of fruit. This
was all rather dull and Genu by a quotation from an old folk-song hinted
chat he would Iike to meet Ki no Kamis other guests. The hint was not
taken. GenJi began to doze, and his attendants sat silent and motionless.

There were in the room several charming boys, sons of Ki no Kami,
some of whom Genji already knew as pages at the Palace. There were
also numerous sons of Iyo no Kami, with them was a boy of twelve or
thirteen who particularly caught Genu's fancy. He began asking whose
sons the boys were, and when he came to this one Ki no Kami replied 4 he
is the youngest son of the late Chunagon, who loved him dearly, but died
while this boy was still a child. His sister married my father and that is
why he is living here. He is quick at his books, and we hope one day to
send him to Court, but I fear that his lack of influence ...

a Poor child!' said Genji. a His sister, then, is your stepmother, is that
not so? How strange that you should stand in this relarionshrp with so
young a girl! And now I come to think of it there was some talk once of
her being presented at Court, and lance heard the Emperor asking what
had become of her. How changeable are the fortunes of the world.'
He was trying to talk in a very grown-up way.

'Indeed, Sir' answered Ki no Kami; 'her subsequent state was humbler
than she had reason to expect. But such is our mortal life. Yes, yes, and
such has it always been. We have our ups and downs - and the women
even more than the men.'

GenJt: a But your father no doubt makes much of her?'
Kt no Kamt: 'Makes much of her indeed! You may well say so. She

rules his house, and he dotes on her in so wholesale and extravagant a
fashion that all of us (and I among the foremost) have had occasion before
now to call him to order, but he does not listen.'

Genjt: a How comes it then that he has left her behind in the house of a
fashionable young Courtier? For he looks like a man of prudence and good
sense. But pray, where is she now?'

Ki no Kami: 'The ladies have been ordered to retire to the common
room, but they have not yet finished all their preparations.'

Genji's followers, who had drunk heavily, were now all lying fast
asleep on the verandah. He was alone in his room, but could not get to

1 We learn later that Genji courted this lady in vain from his seventeenth year onward.
Though she has never been mentioned before, Murasaki speaks of her as though the reader
already knew all about her. This device is also employed by Marcel Proust.
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at last for a moment, he woke suddenly and nonced
that someone was moving the paper-window of the back wall.

he must be where she 18 hiding, and faintly curious he
sauntered in and stood listening. 'Where are you?' I say
· Where are whispered someone in a. quaint, hoarse VOIce, which
seemed to be that of the boy whorn GeoJi had nonced earlier 10 the eve
mng. 4 I am lying over here' another voice answered. 'Has the Stranger
gone to sleep yet? HIS room must be qUIte close to this, but all the same
how far off he seems!' Her sleepy voice was so like the boy's that Genu
concluded this must be his sister.

'He 1S sleeping in the wing, I saw him tonight. All that we have
heard of him 18 true enough. He is as handsome as can be' whispered the
boy. · I wish it were tomorrow; I want to see him properly' she answered
drowsily, her voice seeming to come from under the bed clothes. Genu
was rather disappointed that she did not ask more questions about hrm.
Presently he heard the boy saymg ' I am going to sleep over in the corner
room. How bad the light is' and he seemed to be trimming the lamp HIS

sister's bed appeared to be in the corner Opposite the paper-window
'Where is Chujor' she called. · I am frightened, I like to have someone
close to me.' 'Madam' answered several voices from the servants' room,
'she is taking her bath in the lower house. She will be back presently.'
When all was quiet agarn, Genji slipped back the bolt and tried the door
It was not fastened on the other side. He found himself in an ante-room
with a screen at the end, beyond which a light glimmered. In the half
darkness he could see clothes boxes and trunks strewn about in great dis
order, Quietly threading his way among them, he entered the inner room
from which the voiceshad proceeded. One very minute figure was couched
there who, to Genii's slight embarrassment, on hearing his approach
pushed aside the cloak which covered her, thinking that he was the maid
for whom she had sent. l Madam, hearing you call for Chujo I I thought
that I might now put at your service the esteem in which I have long
secretly held you.' The lady could make nothing of all this, and terrified
out of her wits tried hard to scream. But no sound came, for she had
buried her face in the bed clothes..

'Please listen' said Genji, 'This sudden intrusion must of course seem
to you very impertinent. You do not know that for years I have warred
for an occasion to tell you how much I like and admire you, and If to
night I could not resist the temptation of paying this secret visit, pray take
the strangeness of my behaviour as proof of my impatience to pay a hom
age that has long been due: He spoke so courteously and gently and
looked so kind that not the devil himself would have taken umbrage at
his p~esence .. But feeling that the situanon was not at all a proper one for a
married lady she said (without much conviction) 'I think you have made

Z Chujo means (Captain,' which was Genji's rank at the time.
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a misrake.' She spoke very low. Her bewildered air made her all the more
attractive, and Genji, enchanted by her appearance, hastened to answer:
· Indeed I have made no mistake; rather, wirh no guide but a long-felt
deference and esteem, I have found my way unerringly to your side. But
I see that the suddenness of my VIsit has made you distrust my purpose.
Let me tell you then that I have no evil inrennons and seek only for some
one to talk with me for a while about a matter which perplexes me.' So
saying he took her up in his arms (for she was very small) and was carry
log her through the ante-room when suddenly Chujo, the servant for
whom she had sent before, entered the bedroom. Genji gave an astonished
cry and the maid, wondermg who could have entered the ante-room, began
groping her way towards them. But coming closer she recognized by
the rich perfume of his dress that this could be none other than the Prince.
And though she was sorely puzzled to know what was afoot, she dared
not say a word. Had he been an ordinary person, she would soon have
had him by the ears. 'Nay' she thought •even if he were not a Prince I
should do best to keep my hands off him; for the more stir one makes, the
more tongues wag. But if I should touch this fine gentleman....; and all
in a flutter she found herself obediently following Genji to his room.
Here he calmly closed the door upon her, saying as he did so 41You will
come back to fetch your mistress in the morning.' Utsusemi herself was
vexed beyond measure at being thus disposed of in the presence of her own
waiting-maid, who could indeed draw but one conclusion from what she
had seen. But to all her misgivings and anxieties Genji, who had the
art of improvising a convincing reply to almost any question, answered
with such a wealth of ingenuity and tender concern, that for a while she
was content. But soon becoming again uneasy, 'This must all be a dream
- that you, so great a Prince, should stoop to consider so humble a
creature as I, and I am overwhelmed by so much kindness. But I think
you have forgotten what I am. A Zuryo's wife! there is no altering that,
and you ....!' Genji now bega.n to realize how deeply he had distressed
and disquieted her by his wild behaviour, and feeling thoroughly ashamed
of himself he answered: 'I am afraid I know very Iittle about these ques
tions of rank and precedence. Such things are too confusing to carry in
one's head. And whatever you may have heard of me I want to tell you
for some reason or other I have till this day cared nothing for gallantry nor
ever practised it, and that even you cannot be more astonished at what I
have done tonight than I myself am.' With this and a. score of other
speeches he sought to win her confidence. But she, knowing that if once
their talk became a jot less formal, she would be hard put to it to with
stand his singular charm, was determined, even at the risk of seeming
stiff and awkward, to show him that in trying so hard to put her at her
ease he was only wasting his time, with the result that she behaved very
boorishly indeed. She was by nature singularly gentle and yielding, so
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that the effort of steeling her heart and despite her feelings, playing all
the while the part of the young bamboo-shoot which though so green

cannot be broken, was very painful to her; and finding that
she not longer think of arguments with which to withstand his
importunity, she burst into tears; and though he was very sorry for. her,
it occurred to him that he would not gladly have missed that sight.
He longed however to console her, but could not think of a way to do so,
and said at last, ·Why do you treat me so unkindly? It is true that the
manner of our meeting was strange, yet I think that Fate meant us to
meet. It is harsh that you should shrink from me as though the World
and you had never met.' So he chided her, and she: 'If this had happened
long ago before my troubles, before my lot was cast, perhaps I should have
been glad to take your kindness while it lasted, knowing that you would
soon think better of your strange condescension. But now that my course
is fixed, what can such meetings bring me save misery and regret? Tell
nonl that you have seen my homl she ended, qr:oting the old song. I 'Small
wonder that she is sad' thought Genji, and he found many a tender way
to comfort her. And now the cock began to crow. Out in the courtyard
Genji's men were staggering to their feet, one crying drowsily' How I
should like to go to sleep again: and another 'Make haste there, bring
out his Honour's coach: Ki no Kami came out into the yard, ·What's
all this hurry? It is only when there are women in his party that a man
need hasten from a. refuge to which the Earth Star has sent him. Why is
his Highness setting off in the middle of the night?'

Genji was wondering whether such an opportunity would ever occur
again.. How would he be able even to send her letters? And thinking of
all the difficulties that awaited him, he became very despondent. Chujo
arrived to fetch her mistress, For a long while he would not let her go,
and when at last he handed her over, he drew her back to him saying
•How can I sendneV1S to you? For, Madam J he said, raising his voice that
the maid Chujo might hear,' such love as mine, and such pitiless cruelty
as yours have never been seen in the world before.' Already the birds
were singing in good earnest. She could not forget that she was no one
and he a Prince. And even now, while he wa.s tenderly entreating her,
there came unbidden to her mind the image of her husband Iyo no Suke,
about whom she generally thought either not at all or with disdain.
To think that even in a dream he might see her now, filled her with shame
and terror.

It was daylight. Genii went with her to the partition door. Indoors
and out there was a bustle of feet, As he closed the door upon her, it
seemed to him a:barrler that shut him out from all happiness. He dressed,
an.cl went out on to the balcony. A blind in the western wing was hastily
raised, There seemed to be people behind who were looking at him.

I Jrokituhu 81 I, an anonymous love..poem.
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They could only see him indistinctly across the top of a. parntion In the
verandah. Among them was one, perhaps, whose heart beat wildly as
she looked ...?

The moon had not set, and though with dwindled light still shone
crisp and clear in the dawn. It was a daybreak marvellous beauty.
But in the passionless visage of the sky men read only their own comfort or
despair; and Genji, as with many backward glances he went upon his way,
paid little heed to the beauty of the dawn. He would send her a message?
No, even that was utterly impossible. And so, in great unhappiness he
returned to his wife's house.

He would gladly have slept a little, but could not stop trying to invent
some way of seeing her again; or when that seemed hopeless, imagining
to himself all that must now be going on in her mind. She was no great
beauty, Genji reflected, and yet one could not say that she was ugly.
Yes, she was in every sense a member of that Middle Class upon which
Uma no Kami had given them so complete a dissertation..

He stayed for some while at the Great Hall, and finding that, try as he
might, he could not stop thinking about her and longing for her, at last
in despair he sent for Ki no Kami and said to him 'Why do you not let
me have that boy in my service - the Chunagon's son, whom I saw at
your house? He is a Iikely looking boy, and I might make him my body
servant, or even recommend him to the Emperor.' 'I am sensible of your
kindness' said Ki no Kami. 'I will mention what you have said to the
boy's sister. t This answer irritated Genji, but he continued: 'And has
this lady given you stepbrothers my lord?' ' Sir, she has been married
these two years, but has had no child. It seems that in making this
marriage she disobeyed her father's last injunctions, and this has set het
against her husband. '

Genji: 'That is sad indeed. I am told that she is not ill-looking. Is
that so?'

Ki no Kami: 'I believe she is considered quite passable. But I have had
very little to do with her. Intimacy between stepchildren and step
parents is indeed proverbially difficult. '

Five or six days afterwards Ki no Kami brought the boy. He was not
exactly handsome, but he had great charm and (thought Genji) an air of
distinction. The Prince spoke very kindly to him and soon completely
won his heart. To Genii's many questions about his sister he made such
answers as he could, and when he seemed embarrassed or tongue-tied
Genji found some less direct way of finding out what he wanted to know,
and soon put the boy at his ease. For though he vaguely realized what was
going on and thought it rather odd, he was so young that he made no
effort to understand it, and without further question carried back a
letter from Genji to his sister.

She was so much agitated by the sight of it that she burst into tears
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lest her brother held the letter In front of her
while she it. It was very long. Among much else it contained

the verse · Would that I dream that dream again! Alas, since first
this wish was mine, not once have eyelids closed in sleep.'

She had never seen such writing, and as she read, a haze
her eyes. What incomprehensible fate had first dragged her down

to be the wIfe of a Zuryo, and then for a moment raised her so high?
Still pondering, she went to her room.

Next day, Genji again sent for the boy, who went to his sister sayIng
'I am gomg to Pnnce Genji, Where IS your answer to his letter?' "Tell
him' she answered · that there is no one here who reads such letters.'
The boy burst out laughing. · Why, you silly, how could I say such a thing
to him, He told me himself to be sure to bring an answer.' It infuriated
her to rhmk that GenJi should have thus taken the boy into his confidence
a.nd she answered angrily, 'He has no business to talk to you about such
things at your age. If that is what you talk about you had better not go
to him any more.' 'But he sent for me' said the boy, and started off.

· I was waiting for you all yesterday' said Genji when the boy returned.
•Did you forget to bring the answer? Did you forget to comes' The child
blushed and made no reply.. "And now?' •She said there is no one at home
who reads such letters.' · How srlly, what can be the use of saying such
things?' and he wrote another letter and gave lt to the boy, saying: (I
expect you do not know that I used to meet your sister beforeher marriage.
She treats me in this scornful fashion because she looks upon me as a
poor...spinred, defenceless creature. Whereas she has now a. mighty Deputy
Governor to look after her. But I hope that you will promise to be my
child, not his. For he is very old, and will not be able to take care of you
for long'

The boy was quite content with this explanation, and admired Genji
more than ever. The prince kept him always at his side, even taking him to
the Palace. And he ordered his Chamberlain to see to it that he was
provided with a little Court suit. Indeed he treated him just as though
he were his own child.

Genu continued to send letters; but she, thinking that the boy, young
as he was, might easily allow a. message to fall into the wrong hands and
that then she would lose her fair name to no purpose, feeling too (that
however much he desired it) between persons so far removed in rank there
could be no lasting union, she answered his letters only in the most formal
terms.

Dark though it had been during most of the time they were together,
she yet had a clear recollection of his appearance, and could not deny to
herself that she thought him uncommonly handsome. But she very much
doubted If he on his side really knew what she was like; indeed she felt
sure that the next time they met he would think her very plain and all
would be over..
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Genu meanwhile thought about her continually. He was for ever callrng
back to memory each incident of that one meeting, and every recollecnon
filled him WIth longing and despair. He remembered how sad she had
looked when she spoke to him of herself, and he longed to make her
happier. He thought of VISItIng her In secret. But the risk of discovery
was too great, and the consequences lrkely to be more fatal to her even
than to himself.

He had been many days at the Palace, when at last the Earth Star agaIIl
barred the road to hIS home. He set out at once, but on the way pretended
that he had Just remembered the unfavourable posture of the stars. There
was nothing to do but seek shelter again in the house on the Middle
River. Kt no Kami was surprised but by no means 111 pleased, for he
attributed Genu's visit to the amenity of the Iittlc pools and fountams
which he had constructed in his garden.

Genji had told the boy in the morning that he intended to VIsit the
Middle River, and since he had now become the Prince's constant com
panion, he was sent for at once to wait upon him in his room. He had
already grven a message to his sister, In which Genji told her of hIS plan.
She could not but feel flattered at the knowledge that it was on her account
he had contrived this ingenious excuse for coming to the house. Yet she
had, as we have seen, for some reason got it into her head that at a leisurely
meeting she would not please him as she had done at that first fleeting
and dreamlike encounter, and she dreaded adding a new sorrow to the
burden of her thwarted and unhappy existence. Too proud to let him think
that she had posted herself in waItIng for him, she said to her servants
(while the boy was busy in Genjr's room) 'I do not care to be at such
close quarters with our guest, besides I am snff, and would like to be
massaged; I must go where there is more room,' and so sayIng she made
them carry her thmgs to the maid Chujo's bedroom in the cross-wing..

Genji had purposely sent his attendants early to bed, and now that all
was qUlet, he hastened to send her a message. But the boy could not find
her. At last when he had looked In every corner of the house, he tried the
cross-wing, and succeeded in tracking her down to Chujo's room. It was
too bad of her to hide like this, and half in tears he gasped out,' Oh how
can you be so horrid? What will he think of you?' 'You have no business
to run after me lrke this,' she answered angrily. 'It is very wicked for
children to carry such messages. But,' she added, 'you may tell him I am
not well, that my ladies are with me, and I am going to be massaged ... '
So she dismissed him; but in her heart of hearts she was thinking that if
such an adventure had happened to her while she was still a person of
consequence, before her father died and left her to shift for herself in the
world, she would have known how to enjoy it. But now she must force
herself to look askance at all his kindness. How tiresome he must think
her! And she fretted so much at not being free to fall in love with him,
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that 10 the end she was more in love than ever. But then she remembered
..... ~.f'ii,..<l'O;,.,,!'I!.. that her lot had long ago been cast. She was a wife. There was
no sense in thinking of such things, and she made up her mmd once and

all never agaIn to let foolish Ideas enter her head.
on hIS bed, anxiously waiting to see with what success so

young a messenger would execute his delicate mission. When at last the
answer came, astonished at this sudden exhrbition of coldness, he ex-

In deep mornficanon, "This 15 a disgrace, a hideous disgrace;
and he looked very rueful Indeed. For a while he said no more, but lay
sighmg deeply, in great distress. At last he recited the poem' I knew not
the nature of the strange tree I that stands on Sono plain, and when I sought
the comfort of Its shade, I did but lose my road,' and sent it to her. She
was still awake, and answered with the poem 'Too lrke am I in these my
outcast years to the dim tree that dwindles from the traveller's approach
Ing gaze.' The boy was terribly sorry for Genji and did not feel sleepy at
all, but he was afraid people would think his conrrnual excursions very
strange. By this time, however, everyone else in the house was sound
asleep. Genji alone lay plunged in the blackest melancholy. But even
while he was raging at the inhuman stubbornness of her new-found and
incomprehensible resolve, he found that he could not but admire her the
more for this invincible tenacity. At last he grew tired of lymg awake,
there ,vas no more to be done A moment later he had changed hIS mind
agaIn, and suddenly whispered to the boy, 'Take me to where she is hid
ing!' 'It is too difficult,' he said, 'she is locked in and there are so many
people there. I am afraid to go with you.' 'So be it,' said Genji, 'but you
at least must not abandon me,' and he laid the boy beside him on his bed.
Hewas well content to find himself lymg by this handsome young Prince's
side, and Genji, we must record, found the boy no bad substitute for hIS

ungracious sister.

% The hahaktgz or 'broom-tree> when seen in the distance appears to offer ample shade"
but when approached turns out to be a skimpy bush '



CHAPTER III

Utsu se lni

G ENJI was still sleepless. ·No one has ever dislrked me before,'
he whispered to the boy. · It 18 more than I can bear. I am sick
of myself and of the world, and do not want to go on Iivmg any

more.' This sounded so tragic that the boy began to weep. The smallness
and delicacy of hIS build, even the way in which hIS hair was cropped,
gave hrm an astonishing resemblance to his sister, thought Genji, who
found his sympathy very endearing. At rimes he had half thought of
creeping away from the boy's side and searching on hIS own account for
the lady's hiding-place; but soon abandoned a project which would only
have involved him In the most appalling scandal. So he lay, warnng for
the dawn. At last, while It was still dark, so full of his own thoughts
that he quire forgot to make his usual parting speech to hIS young page,
he left the house. The boy's feelings were very much hurt, and all that
day he felt lonely and injured. The lady, when no answer came from
Genii, thought that he had changed his mmd, and though she would
have been very angry If he had persisred in his suit, she was not quite
prepared to lose him with so little ado.

But this was a good opportumry once and for all to lock up her heart
against him. She thought that she had done so successfully, but found
to her surprise that he still occupied an uncommonly large share of her
thoughts.

Genii, though he felt it would have been much better to put the whole
business out of his head, knew that he had not the strength of mind to do
so and at last, unable to bear his wretchedness any longer he said to the
boy, 'I am feeling very unhappy. I keep on tryIng to think of other things,
but my thoughts wrll not obey me. I can struggle no longer. You must
watch for a suitable occasion, and then contrive some way of bringing me
into the presence of your siscer.' ThIS worried the boy, but he was in
wardly flattered at the confidence which Genji placed in him. And an
opportunity soon presented Itself.

Ki no Kami had been called away to the provinces, and there were
only women in the house. One evening when dusk had settled upon the
quiet streets the boy brought a carriage to fetch him. He knew that the
lad would do his best, but not feelmg quite safe in the hands of so young an
accomplice, he put on a disguise, and then in his impatience, not waiting
even to see the gates closed behind him, he drove off at top speed. They
entered unobserved at a side-gate, and here he bade Genji descend. The
brother knew that as he was only a boy, the watchman and gardeners
would not pay any particular attention to his movements, and so he was
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Genu In the porch of the double-door of the
eastern againsr the slidmg parrmon which

wrng main part of the house, and that the maids
have the impression he did not mind who heard him enter he called

out crossly, 'Whv 1S the door shut on a hot mght like this?' ... My lady of
the West/' I has been here SInce this morrung, and she is playing go with
my other lady.' Longing to catch sight of her, even though she were with
~ companion, Genji stole from his hiding-place, and crept through a
gap in the currains. The partIt10n door through which the boy had
passed was still open, and he could see through It, right along the corridor
10tO the room on the other side. The screen which protected the entrance
of this room was partly folded, and the curtains which usually con
cealed the divan had, owing to the great heat, been hooked up out of the
way, so that he had an excellent view.

The lady sitting near the lamp, half-leaning against the middle pillar
must, he supposed, be hIS beloved. He looked closely at her She seemed
to be wearing an unlined, dark purple dress, with some kind of scarf
thrown over her shoulders. The poise of her head was graceful, but her
extreme smallness had the effect of making her seem somewhat msrgnifi
cant. She seemed to be trYing all the while to hide her face from her
companion, and there was something furtive about the movements of her'
slender hands, which she seemed never to show for more than a moment.

Her companion was sitting right opposite him, and he could see her
perfectly. She wore an underdress of thin white stuff, and thrown care
lessly over it a cloak embroidered with red and blue flowers. The dress
was not fastened in front, showing a bare neck and breast, showing even
the hrrle red sash which held up her drawers. She had indeed an engag
mgly free and easy air. Her skin was very white and delicate, she was
rather plump, but tall and well built. The poise of her head and angle of
her brow were faultless, the expression of her mouth and eyes was very
pleasing and her appearance altogether most delightful. Her hair grew
very thick, but was cut short so as to hang on a level with her shoulders.
It was very fine and smooth. How exciting it must be to have such a girl
for one's daughter! Small wonder if Iyo no Kami was proud of her. If
she was a Iittle less restless, he thought, she would be quite perfect.

The game was nearly over, she was clearing away the unwanted p1eces.
She seemed to be very excitable and was making a quite unnecessary
co~moti,on about the business. 'Wait a httle,' said her companion very
quietly, here there IS a stalemate. My only move is to counter-attack over
there ...... · It is all over,' said the other impatiently. 'I am beaten, let us
count the score': and she began counting, "ten, twenty, thirty, forty" on her
iingers. Genji could not help remembering the old song about the wash
house at Iyo C' eight tubs to the left, nine tubs to the right') and as this

& Ki no Kami's sister, referred to later in the story as Nokiba no Ogi
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lady of Iyo determined that nothing should be left unsettled, went on
stolidly counting her losses and gains, he thought her for the moment
slightly common. It was strange to contrast her with Utsusemi," who sat
srlent, her face half-covered, so that he could scarcely discern her fea
tures. But when he looked at her fixedly, she, as though uneasy under
this gaze of which she was not actually aware, shifted in her seat, and
showed him her full profile. Her eyelids gave the impression of being a little
swollen, and there was at places a certain lack of delicacy in the lines of
her features, while her good points were not visible. But when she began
to speak, it was as though she were determined to make amends for the
deficiencies of her appearance and show that she had, if not so much
beauty, at any rate more sense than her companion.

The latter was now flauntmg her charms with more and more careless
abandonment. Her continual laughter and high spirits were certainly
rather engaging, and she seemed ID her way to be a most entertaining
person. He did not imagine that she was very virtuous, but that was far
from being altogether a disadvantage.

It amused him very much to see people behaving quite naturally to
gether. He had lived in an atmosphere of ceremony and reserve. This
peep at everyday life was a most exciting novelty, and though he felt
slightly uneasy at spying in this deliberate way upon two persons who
had no notion that they were observed, he would gladly have gone on
looking, when suddenly the boy, who had been sitting by hIS sister's
side, got up, and Genji slipped back again into his proper hiding-place.
The boy was full of apologies at having left him waiting for so long:
•But I am afraid nothing can be done today; there is still a visitor in her
room.' 'And am I now to go home again?' said Genji; · that 1S really too
much to ask.' · No, no, stay here, I will try what can be done, when the
visitor has gone.' Genji felt quite sure that the boy would manage to
find some way of cajoling his sister, for he had noticed that though a
mere child, he had a way of quietly observing situations and characters,
and making use of his knowledge.

The game of go must now be over. A rustling of skirts and pattering
of feet showed that the household was now retiring to rest. •Where is the
young master?' Genji heard a servant saying, 'I am going to fasten this
partition door; and there was the sound of bolts being slipped. 'They
have all gone to bed; said Genji;' now is the time to think of a plan:
The boy knew that it would be no use arguing with his sister or trying
beforehand in any way to bend her obstinate resolution. The best thing
to be done under the circumstances was to wait till no one was about, and
then lead Genii straight to her. 'Is Ki no Kami's sister still here?' asked

:r This name means 'cicada' and is given to her later in the story in reference to the scarf
which she 'discarded as a cicada sheds its husk ..' But at this point it becomes grammati
cally important that she should have a name and I therefore anticipate.
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'I should Iike Just to catch a glimpse of her.' · But that is im-
possible,' said the ' She is in my SIster's room." Indeed, · said Gen)1,

For though he knew very well where she was he did
to that he had already seen her. Becoming very impatient

these delays, he pointed out that it was growing very late, and there
was no time to be lost.

The boy nodded, and tapping on the main door of the women's quarters,
he entered, Everyone "vas sound asleep. 4 I am going to sleep in the ante
room,' the boy said out loud; •I shall leave the door open so as to make
a draught'; and so saying he spread his mattress on the ground, and for
a while pretended to be asleep. Soon however, he got up and spread a
screen as though to protect him from the light, and under its shadow
Genji slipped softly into the room.

Not knowing what was to happen next, and much doubting whether
any good would come of the venture, with great trepidation he followed
the boy to the curtain that screened the main bedroom, and pulling it
aside entered on tiptoe, But even in the drab garments which he had
chosen for his disguise, he seemed to the boy to cut a terribly conspicuous
figure as he passed through the midnight quietness of the house..

Utsusemi meanwhile had persuaded herself that she was very glad
Genji had forgotten to pay hrs threatened visit. But she was still haunted
by the memory of their one strange and dreamlike meeting, and was in
no mood for sleep. But near her, as she lay tossing, the lady of the go
parry, delighted by her visit and all the opportunities it had afforded (or
chattering to her heart's content, was already asleep. And as she was
young and had no troubles she slept very soundly. The princely scent
which still clung to Genji's person reached the bed .. Utsusemi raised her
head, and fancied that she saw something move behind a part of the cur
tain that was only of one thickness .. Though it was very dark she recog
nized Genii's figure. Filled with a sudden terror and utter bewilderment)
she sprang from the bed, threw a fragile gauze mantle over her shoulders,
and fled silenrly from the room..

A moment later Genji entered.. He saw with delight that there was only
one personin the room, and that the bed was arranged for two. He threw
off his cloak, and advanced towards the sleeping figure. She seemed a
more imposingfigure than he had expected, but this did not trouble him.
It did indeed seem rather strange that she should be so sound asleep.
Gradually he realized with horror that it was not she at all. 'It is no
use,' thought Genji, 'saying that r have come to the wrong room, for I
have no business anywhere here .. Nor is it worth while pursuing my real
Iady, for she would not have vanished like this if she cared a straw about
me.' What if it were the lady he had seen by the lamp-light? She might
not after all prove a bad exchange! But no sooner had he thought this
than he was horrified at his own frivolity.
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She opened her eyes. She was naturally somewhat startled, but did
not seem to be at all seriously put out. She was a thoughtless creature in
whose life no very strong emotion had ever played a part. Hers was the
flippancy that goes with Inexperience, and even this sudden visitarion did
not seem very much to perturb her.

He meant at first to explain that it was not to see her that he had come.
But to do so would have been to give away the secret which Utsusemi so
jealously guarded from the world. There was nothing for it, but to pre
tend that his repeated visits to the house, of which the lady was well
aware, had been made in the hope of meeting her! This was a story which
would not have withstood the most cursory examination; but, outrageous
as it was, the girl accepted it without hesitation.

He did not by any means dislike her, but at that moment all his thoughts
were busy with the lady who had so mysteriously vanished, No doubt she
was congratulating herself in some safe hiding-place upon the absurd
situation in which she had left him.. Really, she was the most obstinate
creature in the world! What was the use of running after her? But all the
same she continued to obsess him.

But the girl in front of him was young and gay and charming. They
were soon getting on very well together.

· Is not this kind of thing much more amusing than what happens with
people whom one knows?' asked Genji a little later.. ' Do not think
unkindly of me. Our meeting must for the present remain a secret. I am
in a position which does not always allow me to act as I please. Your
people too would no doubt interfere if they should hear of it, which
would be very tiresome. Wait patiently, and do not forget me: These
rather tepid injunctions did not strike her as at all unsatisfactory, and
she answered very seriously · I am af1""aid it will not be very easy for me
even to write to you. People would think it very odd.' •Of course we
must not let ordinary people into our secret,' he answered, · but there is
no reason why this little page should not sometimes carry a message.
Meanwhile not a word to anyone!' And with that he left her, taking as
he did so Ursusemi's thin scarf which had slipped from her shoulders
when she fled from the room ..

He went to wake hIS page who was lying not far away. The boy
sprang instantly to his feet, for he was sleeping very lightly, not knowing
when his help might be required. He opened the door as quietly as he
could. •Who is that?' someone called out in great alarm. It was the voice
of an old woman who worked in the house. "It is I,' answered the boy
uneasily. ·What are you walking about here for at this time of night?'
and scolding as she came, she began to advance towards the door. ·Bother
her,' thought the boy, but he answered hastily, 'It's all right,! am only
going outside for a minute'; but just as Genji passed through the door, the
moon of dawn suddenly emerged in all her brightness. Me1"'""fJf"":~""'MZ:n
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man's in the doorway, 'Whom have you got with you?'
the old and then answering her own question, 4 Why it is
Munbul an outrageous that girl has grown to!' and con-
nnuing to imagine that the boy was walking with Mimbu, a maid-serv
ant whose lankiness was a standing Joke in the house, 4 and you will
soon be as bIg as she 1S, hrrle Master!' she cried, and so saying came out
through the door that they had Just passed through. GenJi felt very
uncomfortable, and makmg no answer on the supposed Mimbu's behalf,
he stood in the shadow at the end of the corridor, hiding himself as best
he could. · You have been on duty, haven't you dear?' said the old lady
as she came towards them. · I have been terribly bad with the colic since
yesterday and was lying up, but they were shorthanded last night, and I
had to go and help, though I did feel very queer all the while.' And then,
without waiting for them to answer, 'Oh, my pain, my poor pain,' she
muttered" I can't stop here talking like this' and she hobbled past them
without looking up.

So narrow an escape made Genji wonder more than ever whether the
whole thing was worth while. He drove back to his house, with the boy
riding as hIS postillion.

Here he told him the story of his evening's adventure, •A pretty mess
you made of it!' And when he had finished scolding the boy for his in
competence, he began to rail at the sister's irritating prudishness. The
poor child felt very unhappy, but could think of nothmg to say In his
own or hIS sister's defence.

'1 am utterly wretched,' said Genji. "It is obvious that she would not
have behaved as she did last night unless she absolutely detested me. But
she might at least have the decency to send CIVIl answers to my letters.
Oh, well, I suppose Iyo no Kami is the better man .. : So he spoke, think
ing that she desiredonly to be rid of him. Yet when at last he lay down to
rest, he was wearlng her scarf hidden under his dress. He had put the boy
by his side, and after giving much vent to his exasperation, he said at
last) 4 I am very fond of you, but I am afraid in future I shall always think of
you in connection with this hateful business, and that will put an end to
our friendship.' He said it with such conviction that the boy felt quite
forlorn.

For a while they rested, but Genji could not sleep, and at dawn he sent
in haste for his ink-stone. He did not write a proper letter, but scribbled
on ~ piece of folded paper, in the manner of a writing exercise, a poem in
which he compared the scarf which she had dropped in her flight to the
dainty husk which the cicada sheds on some bank beneath a tree.

The boy picked the paper up, and thrust it into the folds of his dress.
~enji was very much distressed at the thought of what the other lady's

feelings must be; but after some reflection he decided that it would be
better not to send any message.
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The scarf, to which still clung the delicate perfume of its owner, be
wore for long afterwards beneath his dress.

When the boy got home he found hIS sister waiting for him in very ill
humour. 'It was not your doing that I escaped from the odious quandary
in which you landed me! And even so pray what explanation can I offer
to my friend>' •A fine little clown the Prince must rhink you now.. I
hope you are ashamed of yourself. t

Despite the fact that both partIes were USIng him so ill, the boy drew
the rescued verses from out the folds of hIS dress and handed them to her.
She could not forbear to read them. What of this discarded mantle? Why
should he speak of i tt The coat that the fishers of Isea left lying upon tIN
shore ... 1 those were the words that came Into her mind, but they were
not the clue. She was sorely puzzled.

Meanwhile the Lady of the West s was feeling very ill at ease. She was
longing to talk about what had happened, but must not do so, and had to
bear the burden of her impatience all alone. The arrival of Utsusemi's
brother put her into a great state of excitement. No letter for her? she
could not understand it at all, and for the first nme a cloud settled upon
her gay confiding heart.

Utsusemi, though she had so fiercely steeled herself against his love,
seeing such tenderness hidden under the words of his message, again fell
to longmg that she were free, and though there was no undoing what was
done she found it so hard to go without him that she took up the folded
paper and wrote in the margin a poem In which she said that her sleeve,
so often wet with tears, was like the cicada's dew-drenched wing.

1 Allusion to the old poem, 'Does he know that since he left me my eves are wet as the
coat that the fishers ... left lying upon the shore?'

, The visitor.



CHAPTER IV

ug ao

was at the time when he was secretly visiting the lady of the Sixth
Ward.' One day on his \vay back from the Palace he thought that
he would call upon hIS foster-mother who, having for a long while

been yen" III had become a nun. She lived 1D the FIfth Ward. After many
enquiries he managed to find the house; but the front gate was locked and
he could not drive in. He sent one of hIS servants for Koremitsu, his fos
ter-nurse's son, and while he was waiting began to examine the rather
wrerched-Iooking by-street. The house next door was fenced with a new
palmg, above which at one place were four or five panels of open trellis
work, screened by blinds which were very white and bare. Through
chinks 10 these blinds a number of foreheads could be seen They seemed
to belong to a group of ladles who must be peepIng with interest into the
street below.

At first he thought they had merely peeped out as they passed; but he
soon realized that 1£ they were standing on the floor they must be giants.
No, evidently they had taken the trouble to climb on to some table or
bed; which was surely rather odd r

He had come in a plain coach with no outriders No one could possibly
guess who he was, and feeling quite at his ease he leant forward and delib
erately examined the house. The gate, also made of a kind of trellis
work, stood ajar, and he could see enough of the mrerror to realize that lt

was a very humble and poorly furnished dwelling. For a. moment he
pitied those who lived in such a. place, but then he remembered the song
t Seek not in the wide world to find a home; but where you chance to rest,
call that your house'; and again, "Monarchs may keep their palaces of
jade, for in a leafy cottage two can sleep ,

There was a wattled fence over which some ivy-like creeper spread its
cool green leaves, and among the leaves were white flowers with petals
half-unfolded like the lips of people smilmg at their own thoughts.
C They are called Yugao, ., Evening Faces," one of his servants told him;
•how strange to find so lovely a crowd clustering on this deserted wall r
And indeed it was a most strange and delightful thing to see how on the
narrow tenement in a poor quarter of the town they had clambered over
rickety eaves and gables and spread wherever there was room for them to
grow. He sent one of his servants to pick some. The man entered at the
half-opened door, and had begun to pluck the flowers , when a li ttle girl
in a long yellow tunic came through a qUIte genteel sliding door, and hold
ing out towards Genii's servant a white fan heavily perfumed with in-

;: Lady Rokujo. Who she was gradually becomes apparent in the course of the story.
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cease, she said to him, "Would you Iike something to put them on? I
am afraid you have chosen a wretched-looking bunch,' and she handed
him the fan. Just as he was opening the gate on his way back, the old
nurse's son Koremitsu came out of the other house full of apologies for
having kept GenJi waiting so long- t I could not find the key of the gate,'
he said. ·Fortunately the people of this humble quarter were not likely to
recognize you and press or stare; but I am afraid you must have been very
much bored waiting in this hugger-mugger back street,' and he conducted
Genji into the house. Koremirsu's brother, the deacon, his brother-in
law Mikawa no Kami and his sister all assembled to greet the Prince, de
lighted by a visit with which they had not thought he was ever likely to
honour them again.

The nun too rose from her couch: · For a long time I had been waiting to
give up the world, but one thing held me back: I wanted you to see your
old nurse just once again as you used to know her. You never came to see
me, and at last I gave up waiting and took my vows. Now, In reward for
the penances which my Order enjoins, I have got back a little of my health,
and having seen my dear young master again, I can wait with a quiet
mind for the Lord Arolda's Light,' and in her weakness she shed a few
tears.

· I heard some days ago; said Genji, 'that you were very dangerously
ill, and was in great anxiety. It is sad now to find you in this penitential
garb. You must live longer yet, and see me rise in the world, that you
may be born again high in the ninth sphere of Amida's Paradise. For they
say that those who died with longiogs unfulfilled are burdened with an
evil Karma in their hfe to come.'

People such as old nurses regard even the most blackguardly and ill
favoured foster-children as prodigies of beauty and virtue. Small wonder
then if Genji's nurse, who had played so great a part in his early life) al
ways regarded her office as immensely honourable and important, and
tears of pride came into her eyes while he spoke to her.

The old lady's children thought it very improper that their mother,
having taken holy orders, should show so lively an interest in a human
career. Certain that Genji himself would be very much shocked, theyex
changed uneasy glances. He was on the contrary deeply touched. 6 When I
was a child,' he said) i those who were dearest to me were early taken away,
and although there were many who gave a hand to my upbringing, it was
to you only, dear nurse, that I was deeply and tenderly attached. When I
grew up I could not any longer be often in your company. I have not even
been able to come here and see you as often as I wanted to. But in all the
long time which has passed since I was last here, I have thought a great
deal about you and wished that life did not force so many brrter partings
upon us.'

So he spoke tenderly. The princely scent of the sleeve which he had
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his tears filled the low and narrow room, and even
had till now been irritated by their mother's ob

been the nurse of so splendid a prince, found them-at
tears.

arranged continual masses to be said on the sick woman's
behalf, took hIS leave, ordering Koremitsu to light him with a candle
As they left the house he looked at the fan upon which the white flowers
had been laid. He now saw that there was writing on it, a poem care
lessly but elegantly scribbled: 'The flower that puzzled you was but the
Yugao, strange beyond knowing in Its dress of shmmg dew.' It was wrrt
ten wrrh a deliberate negligence which seemed to aim at concealing the
writer's status and Identity. But for all that the hand showed a breedrng
and distinction which agreeably surprised him. 'Who Irves In the house on
the left?' he asked. Koremitsu, who did not at all want to act as a go
between, replied that he had only been at his mother's for five or six
days and had been so much occupied by her Illness that he had not asked
any questions about the neighbours, 'I want to know for a qUIte harmless
reason,' said Genji, 'There IS something about this fan which raises a
rather important point. I posmvely must settle it. You would oblige
me by making enquiries from someone who knows the neighbourhood.'
Koremitsu went at once to the house next door and sent for the steward
'This house" the man sard, 'belongs to a certain TItular-Prefect. He is liv
ing in the country, but my lady IS still here; and as she is young and loves
company, her brothers who are in service at the Court often come here to
visit her: 4 And that is about all one can expect a servant to know,' said
Koremitsu when he repeated this informanon, It occurred at once to
Genji that it was one of these Courners who had written the poem.
Yes, there was certainly a self-confident air in the writing. It was by some...
one whose rank entirled him to have a good opinion of himself. But he
was romantically disposed; it was too painful to dismiss altogether the
idea that, after all, the verses might really have been meant for him, and
on a folded paper he wrote: 'Could I but get a closer view) no longer
would they puzzle me - the flowers that all too dimly in the gathering
dusk I saw.' This he wrote in a disguised hand and gave to his servant.
The man reflected that though the senders of the fan had never seen Genji
before) yet so well known were his features, that even the glimpse they
had got from the window might easily have revealed to them his identity.
He could imagine the excitement with which the fan had been despatched
and the disappointment when for so long a nme no answer came. His
somewhat rudely belated arrival would seem to them to have been pur
posely contrived. They would all be agog to know what was in the reply,
and he felt very nervous as he approached the house..

Meanwhile, lighted only by a dim torch, Genji quietly left his nurse's
home. The blinds of the other house were now drawn ;nd only the fire
fly glimmer of a candle shone through the gap between them.
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When he reached his destination I a very different scene met his eyes.
A handsome park, a well-kept garden; how spacious and comfortable it
all was! And soon the magnificent owner of these splendours had drrven
from his head all thought of the wooden paling, the shutters and the
flowers.

He stayed longer than he intended, and the sun was already up when he
set out for home. Again he passed the house with the shutters He had
driven through the quarter countless times without taking the slightest
Interest in It; but that one small episode of the fan had suddenly made his
dally passage through these streets an event of great importance. He
looked about him eagerly, and would have Irked to know who lived in
all the houses

For several days Koremitsu did not present himself at Genji's palace..
When at last he came, he explained that his mother was growing much
weaker and It was very difficult for him to get away. Then drawing nearer,
he said in a low voice, t I made some further enquiries, but could not find
out much .. It seems that someone came very secretly In June and has been
living there ever smce, but who she really is not even her own servants
know. I have once or twice peeped through a hole 10 the hedge and caught
a glimpse of some young women; but their skirts were rolled back and
tucked in at their belts, so I think they must have been waiting-maids.
Yesterday somewhile after sunset I saw a lady writing a letter.. Her face
was calm, but she looked very unhappy, and I nonced that some of her
women were secretly weeping: Genji was more curious than ever.

Though hIS master was of a rank -which brought with it great respon
sibilities, Koremitsu knew that in view of his youth and popularity the
young prince would be thought to be positively neglecting hIS duty if he
did not indulge in a few escapades, and that everyone would regard his
conduct as perfectly natural and proper even when it was such as they
would not have dreamed of permitting to ordinary people.

·Hoping to get a. little further information,' he said, 4 I found an excuse
for communicating with her, and received in reply a very well-worded
answer in a cultivated hand.. She must be a girl of quite good position.'
4 You must find out more,' said Genji; .. I shall not be happy nll I know all
about her.'

Here perhaps was just such a case as they had imagined on that rainy
night: a lady whose outward circumstances seemed to place her In that
·Lowest Class' which they had agreed to dismiss as of no interest; but
who In her own person showed qualrnes by no means despicable..

But to return for a moment to Utsusemi. Her unkindness had not af
fected him as it would have affected most people. If she had encouraged
him he would soon have regarded the affair as an appalling indiscretion
which he must put an end to at all costs; whereas now he brooded con-

I Lady Rokujo's house,
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upon his defeat and was for ever plotting new ways to shake her

He had never, till the day of his visit to the foster-nurse, been interested
m anyone of quite the common classes. But now, since that rainy night's
conversation, he had explored (so It seemed to him) every corner of so
ciety, including in his survey even those categories which his friends had
passed over as utterly remote and Improbable. He thought of the lady who
had, so to speak, been thrown into his life as an extra. With how con
fiding an air she had promised that she would wait! He was very sorry
about her but he was afraid that if he wrote to her Ursusemi might find
out and that would prejudice his chances. He would write to her after
wards....

Suddenly at this point Iyo no Suke himself was announced. He had
just returned from his province, and had lost no time in paying his re
spccts to the Prince. The long journey by boat had made him look rather
swarthy and haggard. ·Really; thought Genji, 'he is not at all an at
tractrve man!' Still it was possible to talk to him, for if a man is of decent
birth and breeding, however broken he may be by age or misfortune, he
will always retain a certain refinement of mind and manners which pre
vent him from becoming merely repulsive. They were beginning to discuss
the affairs of Iyo's provInce and Genji was even Joking with him, when a.
sudden feeling of embarrassment came over him. Why should those re
collections make him feel so awkward? Iyo no Suke was quite an old
man, it had done him no harm. 'These scruples are absurd,' thought
Genji, However, she was right in thinking it was too queer, too 111
assorted a match; and remembering Uma no Kami's warnings, he felt that
he had behaved badly. Though her unkindness still deeply wounded him,
he was almost glad for Iyo's sake that she had not relented.

•My daughter is to be married: Iyo was sayIng, · and I am going to
take my wife back with me to my province.' Here was a double surprise.
.t\.t all costs he must see Utsusemi once again. He spoke with her brother
and the boy discussed the matter WIth her. It would have been difficult
enough for anyone to have carried on an intrigue with the Prince under
such circumstances as these But for her, so far below him in rank and
beset by new restrictions, it had now become unthinkable. She could not
however bear to lose all contact with him, and not only did she answer
his letters much more kindly than before, but took pains, though they
were wrirren with apparent negligence, to add little touches that would
gIve him pleasure and make him see that she still cared for him. All this
he noticed, and though he was vexed that she would not relent towards
him, he found it impossible to put her out of his mind.

As for the other girl, he did not think that she was at all the kind of
person to go on pining for him once she was properly settled with a hus
band; and he now felt quite happy about her.
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It was autumn. Genji had brought so many complications into his life
that he had for some while been very irregular 10 his visits to the Great
Hall, and was in great disgrace there The lady 1 in the grand mansion was
very difficult to get on with; but he had surmounted so many obstacles in
his courtship of her that to give her up the moment he had won her seemed
absurd. Yet he could not deny that the blmd Intoxicating passion which
possessed him while she was snll unarrainable, had almost disappeared.
To begin with, she was far too sensmve, then there was the disparity of
their ages,s and the constant dread of discovery which haunted him dur
mg those painful partings at small hours of the morning. In fact, there
were too many disadvantages.

It was a morning when mist lay heavy over the garden. After being
many times roused Genji at last came out of Rokujo's room, looking very
cross and sleepy. One of the maids lifted part of the folding-shutter,
seeming to invite her mistress to watch the Prince's departure. Rokujo
pulled aside the bed-currants and tossing her hair back over her shoulders
looked out into the garden. So many lovely flowers were growing in the
borders that Genji halted for a while to enjoy them. How beautiful he
looked standing there, she thought. As he was nearing the portico the
maid who had opened the shutters came and walked by his side. She wore
a light green skirt exq uisi tely matched to the season and place; it was so
hung as to show to great advantage the grace and suppleness of her stride.
Genji looked round at her. 'Let us sit down for a mmute on the railing
here in the corner,' he said. 'She seems very shyt t he thought, 'but how
charmingly her hair falls about her shoulders/ and he recited the poem:
'Though I would not be thought to wander heedlessly from flower to
flower, yet this morning's pale convolvulus I fain would pluck!' As he
said the lines he took her hand and she answered with practised ease:
'You hasten, I observe, to admire the morning flowers while the mist still
Iies about them,' thus parrying the compliment by a verse which might be
understood either in a personal or general sense. At this moment a very
elegant page wearing the most bewitching baggy trousers came among the
flowers brushing the dew as he walked, and began to pick a bunch of the
convolvuli. Genu longed to paInt the scene.

No one could see him without pleasure. He was like the flowering tree
under whose shade even the rude mountain peasant delights to rest. And
so great was the fascination he exercised that those who knew him longed
to offer him whatever was dearest to them. One who had a favourite
daughter would ask for nothing better than to make her Genji's hand
maiden. Another who had an exquisite sister was ready for her to serve
in his household, though it were at the most menial tasks, Snll less could
these ladies who on such occasions as this were privileged to converse
with him and stare at him as much as they pleased, and were moreover

x Rokujo. J Genji was now seventeen; Rokujo twenty-four.
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of much - how could fail to dehghr In hIS

II"f....,.nM··'n'l!"· and note with much uneasiness that hIS VISIts were becoming
tar than

But where have I yes. Koremirsu had patiently connnued
the with entrusted him, ~ Who the misrress 1S,' he

have not been able to discover, and for the most part she is at
paIns not to show herself. But more than once In the general con

when there was the sound of a carriage coming along past that
great row of tenement houses, and all the maid-servants were peerIng out
into the road, the young lady whom I suppose to be the mistress of the
house shpped out along with them I could not: see her clearly, but she
seemed to be very pretty

'One day, seeing a carriage With outriders commg towards the house,
one of the maids rushed off calling out "'Ukon, Ukon, come quickly and
look. The Captain's carriage IS comIng thrs way." At once a pleasant
faced lady no longer young, came busthng out.... Quietly, quierly;" she
said holding up a warning finger, "ho\v do you know It is the Captain?
I shall have to go and look," and she slipped out A sort of rough draw
bridge leads from the garden into the lane. In her excitement the good
lady caught her skirt In It and fall1ng flat on her face almost tumbled Into
the drrch: H A bad piece of work HIS Holmess of Karsuragi :t made here I"
she grumbled; but her curiosrry did not seem to be at all damped and she
stared harder than ever at the approaching carriage. The VISItor was
dressed in a plain, WIde cloak. He had attendants WIth him, whose
names the exerted servant-girls called out as one after another they came
near enough to be recognized; and the odd thing is that the names were
certamly those of To no Chujo's 2 grooms and pages:

, I must see that carriage for myself,' said GenJ1. What if this should be
the very lady whom Chujo, at the time of that rainy night's conversation,
despaired of rediscovering> Koremitsu, nonng that Gen ji was lrstening
WIth particular attention continued: 'I must tell you that I too have rea
son to be interested in this house, and while making enquiries on my own
account I discovered that the young lady always addresses the other girls
in the house as though they were her equals. But when, pretending to be
taken in by this comedy, I began visrring there, I noticed that though the
older ladies played their part very well, the young girls would every now
and then curtsey or slip m a "My Lady" without thinking, whereupon
the others would hasten to cover up the mistake as best they mrghr, say
Ing anything they could think of to make it appear that there was no mis
tress among them)' and Koremitsu laughed as he recollected it.

"Next nme I come to visit your mother: said Genji, •you must let me

l The god of bridges. He built in a single night the stone causeway which joins Mount
Katsuram and Mount Kombu. <

]: GenJl's brother-m-law
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have a chance of peeping at them.' He pictured to himself the queer,
tumbled-down house. She was only Irving there for the time being; but
all the same she must surely belong to that' bottom class' which they
had dismissed as having no possible bearing on the diSCUSSIon. How
amusing it would be to show that they were wrong and that after all
something of interest might be discovered in such a place!

Koremitsu, anxious to carry out hIS master's every WIsh and intent also
on his own intrigue, conrnved at last by a series of ingenious stratagems
to effect a secret meeting between GenJi and the mysterrous lady. The de
tarls of the plan by which he brought this about would make a tedious
story, and as IS my rule in such cases I have thought it better to omit them.

Genu never asked her by what name he was to call her, nor did he re
veal hIS own identity. He came very poorly dressed and - what was most
unusual for him - on foot. But Koremitsu regarded this as too great a
tribute to so unImportant a lady, and insisted upon GenJI riding his horse,
while he walked by hIS SIde. In doing so he sacnficed his own feelings,
for he too had reasons for wishing to create a good Impression in the house,
and he knew that by arrivmg in this rather undignified way he would sink
In the estimation of the inhabitants. Fortunately his discomfiture was al
most unwitnessed, for GenJi took with him only the one attendant who
had on the first occasion plucked the flowers - a boy whom no one was
likely to recognize; and lest suspicions should be aroused, he did not even
take advantage of his presence in the neighbourhood to call at hIS foster
nurse's house.

The lady was very much mystified by all these precautions and made
great efforts to discover something more about him. She even sent some
one after him to see where he went to when he left her at daybreak; but
be succeeded in throwing his pursuer off the scent and she was no wiser
than before. He was now growing far too fond of her. He was miserable
if anything interfered with his visits; and though he utterly disapproved
of his own conduct and worried a great deal about It, he soon found that
he was spending most of his time at her house.

He knew that at some time or another in their lives even the soberest
people lose their heads in this way; but hitherto he had never really lost
his, or done anything which could possibly have been considered very
wrong. Now to his astonishment and dismay he discovered that even the
few morning hours during which he was separated from her were becoming
unendurable. 'What is it in her that makes me behave like a madman?'
he kept on asking himself.. She was astonishingly gentle and unassum
ing, to the point even of seeming rather apathetic, rather deficient perhaps
in depth of character and emotion; and though she had a certain air of
girlishinexperience, it was clear that he was not by any means her first
lover; and certainly she was rather plebeian.. What was it exactly that so
fascinated him? He asked himself the question again and again, but
found no answer
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She for her part "vas very uneasy to see him come to her thus in shabby
hunting-clothes, trymg always to hide his face, leavmg while it was

strll dark and everyone was asleep. He seemed like some demon-lover in
an old ghost-tale, and she was half-afraid. But his smallest gesture showed
that he was someone out of the ordinary, and she began to suspect that he
was a person of high rank, who had used Koremitsu as his go-between.
But Korermtsu obstinately pretended to know nothing at all about his
companion, and connnued to amuse himself by frequenting the house on
his own accounc.

What could it mean? She was dismayed at this strange love-making
with - she knew not whom. But about her too there was something
fugitive, insubstantial. Genji was obsessed by the idea that, just as she
had hidden herself in this place, so one day she would once more vanish
and hide, and he would never be able to find her again. There was every
sIgn that her residence here was quite temporary. He was sure that when
the time came to move she would not tell him where she was going. Of
course her running away would be proof that she was not worth bothering
about any more, and he ought, thankful for the pleasure they had had to
gether, simply to leave the matter at that. But he knew that this was the
last thing he would be likely to do ..

People were already beginning to be suspicious, and often for several
nights running he was unable to visit her. This became so intolerable
that in his impatience he determined to bring her secretly to the Nijo-m.!
There would be an appalling outcry if she were discovered; but that must
be risked.

'I am. going to take you somewhere very nice where no one will disturb
us,' he said at last. "No, no,' she cried; •your ways are so strange, I should
be frightened to go with you.' She spoke in a tone of childish terror, and
Genji answered smiling: 'One or the other of us must be a fox-in-disguise."
Here is a chance to find out which it isl' He spoke very kindly, and sud
denly, in a tone of absolute submissron, she consented to do whatever he
thought best. He could not but be touched at her willingness to follow
him m what must appear to her to be the most hazardous a.nd bizarre ad
venture. Again he thought of To no Chujo's story on that rainy night,
and could not doubt that this must indeed be Chujo's fugitive lady. But
he saw that she had some reason for wishing to avoid all questions about
her past, and he restrained his curiosity. So far as he could see she showed
no signs of running away; nor did he believe that she would do so as long
as he was farthful, To no Chu]o, after all, had for months on end left her
to her own devices. But he felt that if for an instant she suspected him of
the slightest leaning in any other direction it would be a bad business.

I His own palace.
, Foxes, dressed up as men, were believed to be in the habit of seducing and bewitching

human beings.
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It was the fifteenth night of the eighth month. The light of an un
clouded full-moon shone between the Ill-fitting planks of the roof and
flooded the room. What a queer place to be lying in! thought Genii, as
he gazed round the garret, so different from any room he had ever known
before. It must be almost day. In the neighbouring houses people were
beginning to stir, and there was an uncouth sound of peasant voices:
'Eh! how cold it IS! I can't believe we shall do much with the crops this
year: 'I don't know what's going to happen about my carrying-trade,'
said another; 'things look very bad.' Then (banging on the wall of an
other house), 'Wake up, neighbour. TIme to start. Did he hear, dyou
think?" and they rose and went off each to the wretched task by which he
earned his bread.

All this clatter and bustle going on so near her made the lady very un
comfortable, and indeed so dainty and fastidious a person must often in
this miserable lodging have suffered things which would make her long
to sink through the floor. But however painful, disagreeable or provoking
were the things that happened, she gave no sign of noticing them. That,
being herself so shrinking and delicate in her ways, she could yet endure
without a murmur the exasperating banging and bumping that was going
on in every direction, aroused his admiration, and he felt that this was
much nicer of her than If she had shuddered with horror at each sound.
But now, louder than thunder, came the noise of the threshing-mills,
seeming so near that they could hardly believe It did not come from out of
the pillow itself. GenjI thought that hIS ears would burst. What many
of the noises were he could not at all make out; but they were very peculiar
and startling. The whole air seemed to be full of crashings and bangrngs.
Now from one side, now from another, came too the faint thud of the
bleacher's mallet, and the scream of wild geese passing overhead. It was
all too distracting.

Their room was in the front of the house. Genji got up and opened the
long, sliding shutters. They stood together looking out. In the court
yard near them was a clump of fine Chinese bamboos; dew lay thick on the
borders, glittering here no less brightly than in the great gardens to which
Genji was better accustomed. There was a confused buzzing of insects.
Crickets were chirping in the wall. He had often listened to them, but
always at a distance; now, singing so close to him, they made a music
which was unfamiliar and indeed seemed far lovelier than that with
which he was acquainted. But then, everything in this place where one
thing was so much to his liking seemed despite all drawbacks to take on
a new tinge of interest and beauty. She was wearing a white bodice with
a soft, grey cloak over it. It was a poor dress, but she looked charming
and almost distinguished; even so, there was nothing very striking in her
appearance - only a certain fragile grace and elegance. It was when she
was speaking that she looked really beautiful, there was such pathos, such
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earnestness in her manner. If only she a little more spirrt l But even
as she was he her irresisnble and longed to take her to some place
where no one could disturb them. · I am gomg to take you somewhere not
at all far away where we shall be able to pass the rest of the night in peace.
We cannot go on like this, partIng always at break of day.' · Why have
you suddenly come to that conclusion?' she asked, but she spoke submis
sively. He vowed to her that she should be hIS love in this and In all
future lives and she answered so passionately that she seemed utterly
transformed from the Iistless creature he had known, and it was hard to
believe that such vows were no novelty to her.

Discarding all prudence he sent for the maid Ukon and bade her order
his servants to fetch a coach. The affair was soon known to all the house
hold, and the ladies were at first somewhat uneasy at seeing their mistress
carried off in this fashion; but on the whole they did not think he looked
the sort of person who would do her any harm. It was now almost day
light. The cocks had stopped crowing. The voice of an old man (a pil
grim preparing for the ascent of the Holy Mountain) sounded somewhere
not far away; and, as at each prayer he bent forward to touch the ground
with his head, they could hear with what pain and difficulty he moved.
What could he be asking for in his prayers, this old man whose life seemed
fragile as the morning dew? NAMU TORAI NO DOSHI, 'Glory be to the Sav
iour that shall come': now they could hear the words. · Listen,' said
Genji tenderly, ,; is not that an omen that our love shall last through
many lrves to comet And he recited the poem: 'Do not prove false this
omen of the pilgrim's chant: that even in lives to come our love shall last
unchanged. '

Then unlike the lovers in the •Everlasting Wrong' who prayed that
they might be as the' twin birds that share a wing' (for they remembered
that this story had ended very sadly) they prayed, "May our love last till
Maitreya comes as a Buddha into the World, t But she, still distrustful,
answered hIS poem with the verse: ·Such sorrow have I known In this
world that I have small hope of worlds to come.' Her versification was
still a little tentative."

She was thinking with pleasure that the setting moon would light them
on their way, and Genji was Just saying so when suddenly the moon dIS

appearedbehind a bank of clouds. But there was still great beauty in the
dawning sky. Anxious to be gone before it was quite light, he hurried
her away to the coach and put Ukon by her side.

They drove to an untenanted mansion which was not far off. While he
waited for the steward to come out Genji noticed that the gates were
crumbling away; dense shinobu-grass grew around them. So sombre an
entrance he had never seen. There was a thick mist and the dew was so
hea.vy that when he raised the carriage-blind his sleeve was drenched.

:&: We gather later that she was only nineteen.
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· Never yet has such an adventure as this befallen me, t said Genji; 'so I am,
as you may imagme, rather excited, t and he made a poem in which he said
that though love's folly had existed since the begrnnmg of the world,
never could man have set out more rashly at the break of day into a land
unknown. · But to you this IS no great novelty?' She blushed and In her
turn made a poem; · I am as the moon that walks the sky not knowing what
menace the cruel hills may hold In store; high though she sweeps, her
hght may suddenly be blotted out.'

She seemed very depressed and nervous. But this he attributed to the
fact that she had probably always lived In small houses where everything
was huddled together, and he was amused at the idea that this large man
sion should overawe her. They drove in, and while a room was being got
ready, they remained in the carriage which had been drawn up alongside
of the balustrade. Ukon, looking very innocent all the while, was In
wardly comparIng this excursion wirh her mistress's previous adventures.
She had noticed the tone of extreme deference with which this latest
lover had been recerved by the steward, and had begun to draw her own
concl usrons,

The mist was gradually clearing away. They left the coach and went
IOtO the room which had been prepared for them. Though so quickly
Improvised, their quarters were admirably clean and well-provided, for
the steward's son had previously been a trusted house-servant of Genu's
and had also worked at the Great Hall. Coming now to their room he
offered to send for some of Gen ji'5 gentlemen, · For,' he said, · I cannot bear
to see you gOIng unattended.' 'Do nothmg of the kind,' said GenJI; '1
have come here because I do not wish to be disturbed. No one but your
self is to know that I have used this house,' and he exacted a promise of
absolute secrecy. No regular meal had been prepared, but the steward
brought them a little rice porridge. Then they lay down again to sleep
together for the first time 10 this unfamiliar and so strangely different
place.

The sun was high when they woke. Genji went and opened the shutters
himself How deserted the garden looked! Certainly here there was no
one to spy upon them. He looked out into the distance: dense woods fast
turning to jungle. And nearer the house not a flower or bush, but only un
kept, autumn grasslands, and a pond choked with weeds. It was a wild
and desolate place. It seemed that the steward and his men must live in
some outbuilding or lodge at a distance from the house; for here there was
no SIgn or sound of life. •It is, I must own, a strange and forsaken place
to which we have come. But no ghost or evil fairy will dare molest you
while I am here.'

It pained her very much that he strll was masked; I and indeed such a

I I,e, covered part of his face with a scarf or the like, a practice usual with HItch lovers
in mediaeval Japan.
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nrecaunon was qUIte out of keeping with the stage at which they had
now So at last, reciting a poem in which he reminded her that
all their love down to this moment when 'The flower opened its petals
to the evening dew' had come from a. chance vision seen casually from the
street, half-turning his face away, for a moment he let her see him un
masked. 'What of the If shining dew>" he asked, uS1ng the words that
she had written on the fan. 'How lrrtle knew I of its beauty who had but
in the rwilight doubted and guessed ... ' - so she answered his poem in a
low and halting voice. She need not have feared, for to him, poor as the
verses were, they seemed delightful. And Indeed the beauty of his un
covered face, suddenly revealed to her in this black wilderness of derehc
tion and decay, surpassed all loveliness that she had ever dreamed of or
imagined. 'I cannot wonder that while I still set this barrier between us,
you did not choose to tell me all that I longed to know. But now it would
be very unkind of you not to tell me your name.' 'I am hke the fisher
man's daughter in the song; 1 she said, · .. I have no name or home." t

But for all that she would not tell him who she was, she seemed much
comforted that he had let her see him. ·Do as you please about it,' said
Genji at last; but for a while he was out of temper. Soon they had made
it up again; and so the day passed. Presently Koremitsu came to their
quarters, bringing fruit and other viands. He would not come in, for he
was frightened that Ukon would rate him mercilessly for the part he had
pla.yed in arranging the abduction of her mistress. He had now come to
the conclusion that the lady must possess charms which he had wholly
overlooked, or Genji would certainly never have taken all this trouble
about her, and he was touched at his own magnanimity in surrendering to
his master a prize which he might well have kept for himself. It was an
evening of marvellous stillness. Gen]i sat watching the sky. The lady
found the inner room where she was sitting depressingly dark and gloomy.
He raised the blinds of the front room, and came to sit with her. They
watched the light of the sunset glowing in each other's eyes, and in her
wonder at his adorable beauty and tenderness she forgot all her fears.
At last she was shy with him no longer, and he thought that the new
found boldness and merriment became her very well. She lay by his side
till night. He saw that she was again wearing the plaintive expression of
a frightened child; so quickly closing the partition-door he brought in the
great lamp, saying: "Outwardly you are no longer shy with me; but I
can see that deep down in your heart there is still some sediment of ran
cour and distrust. It is not kind to use me so, t and again he was cross with
her..

What were the people at the Palace thinking? Would he have been
sent for? How far would the messengers pursue their search? He became
quite agitated. Then there was the great lady in the Sixth Ward.> What

I Shin Kokinshu, 17°1.. I Lady Rokujo.
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a frenzy she must be in! This time, however, she really had good cause to
be jealous. These and other unpleasant considerations were crowding into
his head, when looking at the girl who lay beside him so trustfully, un
conSCIOUS of all that was going on in his mind, he was suddenly filled wrth
an overwhelmmg tenderness towards her. How nresome the other was,
with her eternal susceptibilities, Jealousies and suspicions! For a while
at any rate he would stop seeing her. As the night wore on they began
sometimes to doze. Suddenly Genji saw standing over him the figure of a
woman, tall and majestic: •You who think yourself so fine, how comes it
that you have brought to toy WIth you here this worthless common
creature, picked up at random in the streets? I am astonished and dis
pleased,' and with this she made as though to drag the lady from hIS side.
Thinking that this was some nightmare or hallucmation, he roused him
self and sat up. The lamp had gone out. Somewhat agitated he drew his
sword and laid it beside him, callrng as he did so for Ukon. She came at
once, looking a good deal scared herself. 'Please wake the watchman in
the cross-wing, t he said, · and tell him to bring a candle. t 'All in the dark
like this? How can It she answered. 'Don't be childish;' said Genji,
Iaughing and clapped his hands." The sound echoed desolately through
the empty house. He could not make anyone hear; and meanwhile he
noticed that his mistress was trembling from head to foot. What should
he do? He was still undecided, when suddenly she burst out into a cold
sweat. She seemed to be losing consciousness. 'Do not fear, Sir,' said
Ukon, · all her hfe she has been subject to these nightmare fits. t He re
membered now how tired she had seemed in the morning and how she
had lain with her eyes turned upwards as though in pain. '1 will go my
self and wake someone,' he said; .. I am tired of clapping with only echoes
to answer me. Do not leave her!' and drawing Ukon towards the bed he
went in the direction of the main western door. But when he opened it,
he found that the lamp in the cross-wing had also gone out. A WInd had
risen. The few attendants he had brought with him were already in bed.
There was indeed only the steward's son (the young man who had once
been Genji's body-servant), and the one young courtier who had attended
him on all his visits. They answered when he called and sprang to their
feet. •Come with a candle,' he said to the steward's son, 'and tell my man
to get his bow and keep on twanging the string as loud as he can. I won
der anyone should sleep so soundly in such a deserted place. What has
happened to Koremirsus' •He waited for some time, but as you seemed to
have no need of him, he went home, saying he would be back at day
break.'

Genji's man had been an Imperial Bowman, and making a tremendous
din with his bow he strode towards the steward's lodge crying · Fire, Fire'
at rhe top of his voice. The twanging of the bow reminded Genji of the

I To summon a servant.
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Palace The roll ...call of courriers must be over; the Bowman's roll-
call must be on. It was not so very late.

He Into the room. She was Iyrng Just as he had
left wrth Ukon downwards beside her. •What are you domg
there;' he cried. ·Have you gone mad with fright? You have heard no
doubt that ID such lonely" places as this fox-spirrts sometimes try to cast a
spell upon men. dear people, you need not fear. I have come back,
and will not let such creatures harm you.' And so saying he dragged
Ukon from the bed. ·Oh, S1r,' she said, · I felt so queer and frightened that
I fell flat down upon my face, and what my poor lady must be going
through I dare not think.' •Then try not to add to her frrght;' said Genu,
and pushing her aside, bent over the prostrate form. The gIrl was scarcely
breaching. He touched her; she was quite Iimp. She did not know him.

Perhaps some accursed thing, some demon had tried to snatch her
spint away, she was so timid) so childishly helpless. The man came with
the candle. Ukon was still too frightened to move. Genji placed a screen
so as to hide the bed and called the man to him. It was of course contrary
to eriquerte that he should serve Genji himself and he hesitated in embar
rassment, not venturing even to ascend the dais. ·Come here,' said GenJi
Impatiently; 'use your common-sense.' Reluctantly the man gave him the
light, and as he held it towards the bed, he saw for a moment the figure
which had stood there 10 his dream still hovering beside the pillow; sud
denly it vanished. He had read in old tales of such apparitions and of
their power, and was In great alarm. But for the moment he was so full of
concern for the lady who now lay motionless on the bed that he gave
no thought to that menacing vision, and Iying down beside her, began
gently to move her limbs. Already they were growing cold. Her breath
lng had quite stopped. What could he do? To whom could he turn for
help? He ought to send for a priest. He tried to control himself, but he
was very young, and seeing her lying there all still and pale, he could con
tarn himself no longer and crying' Come back to me, my own darling,
comeback to life. Do not look at me so strangelyJ'he flung his arms about
her. But now she was qUIte cold. Her face was set in a dull, senseless
stare.

Suddenly Ukon, who had been so busy with her own fears, came to her
self again, and set up the most dismal weeping. Hedisregarded her. Some
thing had occurred to him. There was a story of how a certain minister
was waylaid by a demon as he passed through the Southern Hall. The
man, Genji remembered, had been prostrate with fear; but in the end he
revived and escaped No, she could not really be dead, and turning to
Ukon he said firmly: 'Come now we cannot have you making such a
hideous noise in the middle of the night.' But he himself was stunned with
grief, and though he gave Ukon distracted orders, scarce knew what he was
doing, Presently he sent for the steward's son and said to him: 'Someone
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here has had a frrght and is in a very bad way. I want you to go to Kore
mitsu's house and tell him to come as quickly as he can. If his brother the
priest is there too, take him aside and tell him quietly that I should like
to see him at once. But do not speak loud enough for the nun their mother
to hear; for I would not have her know of this excursion.' But though he
managed to say the words, hIS brain was all the while in a hideous tur
moil For added to the ghastly thought that he himself had caused her
death there was the dread and horror with which the whole place now in
spired him.

It was past midnight, A violent storm began to rise, sighing dismally
as It swept the pine-trees that clustered round the house. And all the
while some strange bird - an owl, he supposed - kept screeching
hoarsely. Utter desolation on all sides. No human voice; no friendly
sound. Why, why had he chosen this hideous place?

Ukon had fainted and was Iying by her mistress's side. Was she too
gOIng to die of frIght? No, no. He must not give way to such thoughts.
He was now the only person left who was capable of action. Was there
nothing he could do? The candle was burning badly. He lit it agam.
Over by the screen in the corner of the main room something was moving.
There It was again, but in another corner now. There was a sound of foot
steps treading cautiously. It still went on. Now they were coming up
behind him....

If only Koremitsu would return! But Koremitsu was a rover and a long
time was wasted in looking for him. Would it never be day? It seemed to
him that this night was lasting a thousand years. But now, somewhere a
long way off, a cock crowed.

Why had fate seen fit to treat him thus? He felt that it must be as a
punishment for all the strange and forbidden amours into which in these
last years he had despite himself been drawn, that now this unheard of
horror had befallen him. And such things, though one may keep them
secret for a time, always come out in the end. He minded most that the
Emperor would be certain to discover sooner or later about this and all
his other affairs. Then there was the general scandal. Everyone would
know. The very gutter boys would make merry over him. Never, never
must he do such things again, or his reputation would utterly collapse.....

At last Koremitsu arrived.. He prided himself on being always ready to
carry out his master's wishes immediately at whatever hour of the night
or day, and he thought it very provoking of Genji to have sent for him
just on the one occasion when he was not to hand. And now that he had
come, his master did not seem able to give him any orders, but stood speech
less in front of him.

Ukon, hearing Koremitsu's voice, suddenly came to herself and re
membering what had happened, burst into tears. And now Genji, who
while he alone was there had supported and encouraged the weeping maid...
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relieved at last by Koremitsu, could contain himself no longer, and
succenrv realizing again the terrible thing that had befallen him, he burst
into uncontrollable weepIng. · Something horrible has happened here,'
he managed to say at last, · too dreadful to explain. I have heard that
when such rhings as this suddenly befall, certain scriptures should be
read. I would have this done, and prayers said. That 1S why I asked you
to bring your brother.. · . '

·He went up to the mountain yesterday,' said Koremirsu, · But I see that
there has been terrible work here afoot. Was it in some sudden fit of mad
ness that you did this thing?' GeoJi shook his head. So moved was
Koremirsu at the sight of his master weepIng that he too began to sob.
Had he been an older man, versed in the ways of the world, he might have
been of some use in such a crisis, but both of them were young and both
were equally perplexed. At last Koremitsu said: 'One thing at least is
clear. The steward's son must not know. For though he himself can be
depended upon, he is the sort of person who 15 sure to tell all his relatives,
and they might meddle disastrously in the affair. We had best get clear
of this house as quietly as we can.' · Perhaps,' said Genji; · but it would be
hard to find a less frequented place than this: ·At any rate,' Koremitsu
continued, 'we cannot take her to her own house; for there her gentle
women, who loved her dearly, would raise such a weeping and wailing as
would soon bring a pack of neighbours swarming around, and all would
quickly be known. If only I knew of some mountain-temple - for there
such things are customary I and pass almost unnoticed.' He paused and
reflected. 'There is a lady I once knew who has become a nun and now
lives on the Hlgashl Yama, She was my father's wet-nurse and is now
very old and bent. She does not of course live alone; but no outside people
come there. J A faint light was already showing in the sky when Kore
mitsu brought the carriage in. Thinking that Genji would not wish to
move the body himself, he wrapt it in a rush-mat and carried it towards
the carriage. How small she was to hold! Her face was calm and beauti
ful. He felt no repulsion. He could find no way to secure her hair, and
when he began to carry her it overflowed and hung towards the ground.
Genji saw, and his eyes darkened. A hideous anguish possessed him.

He tried to follow the body, but Koremitsu dissuaded him, saying,
'You must ride back to your palace as quickly as you can; you have just
time to get there before the stir begins,' and putting Ukon into the car
riage, he gave Genji his horse. Then pulling up his silk trousers to the
~nee, he accompanied the carriage on foot. It was a very singular proces
S10n; but Koremirsu, seeing his master's terrible distress, forgot for the
moment his own dignity and walked stolidly on. Genji, hardly conscious
of what went on around him, arrived at last in ghostly pallor at his house.
·Where do you come from, my Lord?' •How ill you look. J ••• Questions

• The bringing ofa corpse. Temples were used as mortuaries.
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assailed him, but he hurried to his room and lay behind his curtain. He
tried to calm himself, but hideous thoughts tormented him. Why had he
not insisted upon gOIng with her? What if after all she were not dead and
waking up should find that he had thus abandoned her? While these wild
thoughts chased through hIS brain, a terrible sensation of choking began
to torment hrm. HIS head ached, hIS body seemed to be on fire. Indeed he
felt so strange that he thought he too was about to die suddenly and in
explicably as she had done. The sun was now high, but he did not get up.

.His gentlemen, with murmurs of astonishment, tried every means to
rouse him. He sent away the dainties they brought, and lay hour after
hour plunged In the darkest thoughts. A messenger arrived from the Em
peror: .. His Majesty has been uneasy since yesterday when his envoys
sought everywhere for your HIghness in vain.'

The young lords too came from the Great Hall. He would see none of
them but To no Chujo, and even him he made stand outside his curtain
while he spoke to him: 'My foster-mother has been very 111 since the fifth
month. She shaved her head and performed other penances, in conse
quence of which (or so it seems) she recovered a little and got up, but 15

very much enfeebled. She sent word that she desired to see me once more
before she died, and as I was very fond of her when I was a child, I could
not refuse. While I was there a servant in the house fell ill and died quite
suddenly. Out of consrderation for me they removed the body at nightfall.
But as soon as I was told of what had happened I remembered that the
Fast of the Ninth Month was at hand and for this reason I have not
thought it right to present myself to the Emperor my father. Moreover,
since early morning I have had a cough and very bad headache, so you will
forgive me for treating you in this way:

'I will give the Emperor your message. But I must tell you that Iast
night when you were out he sent messengers to look for you and seemed,
if I may venture to say so, to be in a very ill humour.' To no Chujo
turned to go, but pausing a. moment came back to Genji's couch and said
quietly: .. What really happened to you last night? What you told me
Just now cannot possibly be true.' .. You need not go into details,' an
swered Genji impatiently. •Simply tell him that unintentionally I became
exposed to a pollution, and apologize to him for me as best you can.'
He spoke sharply, but in his heart there was only an unspeakable sadness;
and he was very tired

All day he lay hidden from sight.. Once he sent for To no Chujn's
brother Kurodo no Ben and gave him a formal message for the Emperor ..
The same excuse would serve for the Great Hall, and he sent a similar mes
sage there and to other houses where he might be expected.

At dusk Koremirsu came. The story of Genii's pollution had turned all
visitors from the door, and Koremirsu found his palace utterly deserted.
'What happened?' said Genu, summoning him, •you are sure that she is
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dead?' hIS sleeve before his face he wept. 'All IS over, of
that there is no · said Koremitsu, also 10 tears, 'and since It IS not
_ ..... t"t"1Jkl .. for them to keep the body long, I have arranged with a very re

priest who is my fnend that the ceremony shall take place
tomorrow, since tomorrow chances to be a good calendar day;' ·And
what of her genrlewomane' asked GenJL 'I fear she WIll not Irve;' said
Koremitsu. ·She cries out that she must follow her mistress and this
morning, had I not held her, she would have cast herself from a high
rock. She threatened to tell the servants at my lady's house, but I pre
vailed upon her to rhmk the matter over quietly before she did rhis ·
'Poor thing,' said Genji, 'small wonder that she should be thus dis
tracted. I too am feeling strangely disordered and do not know what Will

become of me.' 'Torment yourself no more,' said Korernitsu 'All things
happen as they must. Here is one who will handle this matter very pru
dently for you, and none shall be the wiser.' · Happen as they must. You
are right,' said Genu,' and so I try to persuade myself. But In the pursuit of
one's own wanton pleasures to have done harm and to have caused some
one's death - that 1S a hideous crime; a terrible load of sin to bear wrth
me through the world. Do not tell even your sister, much less your mother
the nun, for I am ashamed that she should even know I have ever done
that kind of thing.' x 'Do not fear;' answered Koremitsu. 'Even to the
priests, who must to a. certain extent be let into the secret, I have told a
long made-up tale: and Genji felt a little easier in his mind.

The waiting-women of hIS palace were sorely puzzled: 'First he says
he has been defiled and cannot go to Court, and now he srrs whispering
and sighing. ~ What could it all mean? •AgaIn I beg you, t said Genu at
last, · to see that everything is done as it should be.' He was thinking all
the time of the elaborate Court funerals which he had witnessed (he had,
indeed, seen no others) and imagined Koremitsu directing a complicated
succession of rituals. 4-I will do what I can; it will beno such great mat
ter; he answered and turned to go. Suddenly GenJi could bear no longer
the thought that he should never see her again. 4 You will think it very
foolish of me,' he said, 'but I am commg with you. I shall ride on horse
back.' •If your heart is set upon it,' said Koremitsu, · it is not for me to
reason with you. Let us start soon, so that we may be back before the
night is over.' So putting on the hunting-dress and other garments in
which he had disguised himself before, he left his room..

Already the most hideous anguish possessed him, and now, as he set
out upon this strange journey, to the dark thoughts that filled his mind
was added a dread lest his visit might rouse to some fresh fury the mysteri
ous power which had destroyed her. Should he go? He hesitated, but
though he knew that this way lay no cure for his sadness, yet If he did
not see her now, never again perhaps in any life to come would he meet

t Le, pursued illicit amours.
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the face and form that he had loved so well. So with Koremitsu and the
one same groom to bear him company he set out upon the road.

The way seemed endless. The moon of the seventeenth night had risen
and lir up the whole space of the Kamo plain, and in the hght of the out
runners' torches the countryside towards Toribeno now came dimly into
sight. But GenJIln hIS sickness and despair saw none of this, and suddenly
waking from the stupor Into which he had fallen found that they had
arrrved,

The nun's cell was in a chapel built against the wall of a wooden house.
It was a desolate spot, but the chapel Itself was very beauriful. The light
of the visitor's torches flickered through the open door. In the inner room
there was no sound but that of a woman weeping by herself; in the outer
room were several priests talking together (or was it praymge) in hushed
voices. In the neighbouring temples vespers were over and there was ab
solute stillness; only towards the Kiyomizu were lights visible and many
figures seemed to throng the hillside. I

A senior priest, son of the aged nun, now began to recite the Scriptures
in an impressive voice, and GenJl as he listened felt the tears come into
his eyes .. He went in. Ukon was lying behmd a screen; when she heard
him enter, she turned the lamp to the wall. What terrible thing was she
trying to hide from him? But when he came nearer he saw to his joy
that the dead lady was not changed in any way whatsoever, but lay there
very calm and beautiful; and feeling no horror or fear at all he took her
hand and said, 4 Speak to me once again; tell me why for so short a while
you came to me and filled my heart WIth gladness, and then so soon for
sook me, who loved you so well?' and he wept long and bitterly by her
side.

The priests did not know who he was, but they were touched by his
evident misery and themselves shed tears. He asked Ukon to come back
with him, but she answered: 4 I have served this lady SInceshe was a little
child and never once for so much as an hour have I left her. How can I
suddenly part from one who was so dear to me and serve in another's
house? And I must now go and tell her people what has become of her;
for (such is the manner of her death) If I do not speak soon, there wrll be
an outcry that it was I who was to blame, and that would be a terrible
thing for me, Sir; and she burst into tears, walling, 'I will lie with her
upon the pyre; my smoke shall mingle with hers I'

4 Poor soul,' said Gen ji, 'I do not wonder at your despair. But this is the
way of the world. Late or soon we must all go where she has gone. Teke
comfort and trust in me.' So he sought to console her, but in a moment he
added: 'Those, I know, are but hollow words. I too care no longer for
Iife and would gladly follow her.' So he spoke, giving her in the end but
Irttle comfort.

J Pilgrimages to Kiyomizu Temple are made on the seventeenth day.
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'The mghr is far spent; said Koremitsu; 'we must now be on our way.'
so with many backward looks and a heart full to bursting he left the

house. A heavy dew had fallen and the mist was so thick that it was hard
to see the road. On the way It occurred to him that she was still wearrng
his scarlet cloak, which he had lent her when they lay down together on
the last evenlng. How closely their lives had been entwined!

Noting that he sat very unsteadily in hIS saddle, Koremitsu walked be...
side him and gave him a hand. But when they came to a dyke, he lost
hold and hIS master fell to the ground. Here he lay in great pain and be...
wilderment · I shall not lrve to finish the journey,' he said; · I have not
strength to go so far.' Koremitsu too was sorely troubled, for he felt that
despite all Genu's insistence, he ought never to have allowed him, fever
stricken as he was, to embark upon this disastrous journey. In great agita...
tion he plunged his hands in the fiver and prayed to Our Lady Kwannon
of Kiyomizu, Genu too roused himself at last and forced himself to pray
mwardly to the Buddha, And so they managed to start upon their journey
again and in the end with Koremitsu's help he reached his palace.

This sudden Journey undertaken so late at night had seemed to all his
household the height of Imprudence. They had noted for some while past
his nightly wandenngs grow more and more frequent; but though often
agitated and preoccupied, never had he returned so haggard as that
morning. What could be the object of these continual excursions? And
they shook their heads in great concern. Genu flung himself upon his bed
and lay there in fever and pain for several days. He was growing very
weak. The news was brought to the Emperor who was greatly distressed
and ordered continual prayers to be said for him in all the great temples;
and indeed there were more special services and purification-ceremonies
and incantations than I have room to rehearse. When it became known
that this prince, so famous for his great charm and beauty, was likely soon
to die) there was a great stir in all the kingdom.

Sick though he was he did not forget to send for Ukon and have her
enrolled among his gentlewomen. Koremitsu, who was beside himself
with anxiety concerning his master, yet managed on her arrival to calm
himself and give to Ukon friendly instruction in her new duties; for he was
touched by the helpless plight in which she had been left. And Genji,
whenever he felt a Iittle better, would use her to carry messages and let
ters, so that she soon grew used to waiting upon him. She was dressed
in deep black and though not at all handsome was a pleasant enough
looking woman.

•It seems that the same fate which so early stayed your lady's course has
willed that I too should be but little longer for this world. I know in what
sore distress you are left by the loss of one who was for so many years your
mistress and friend; and it was my purpose to have comforted you in your
bereavement by every care and kindness I could devise. For this reason,
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indeed, it grIeves me that I shall survive her for so short a nrne ' So, some
what stiltedly, he whispered to Ukon, and being now very weak he could
not refrain from tears. Apart from the fact that hIS death would leave her
utterly without resource, she had now quite taken to him and would
have been very sorry indeed 1£ he had died.

His gentlemen ran hither and thither, distracted; the Emperor's en
voys thronged thick as the feet of the raindrops Hearing of hIS father's
distress and anxiety, Genji strove hard to reassure him by prerending to
some slight respite or improvement. His father-In-law too showed great
concern, callmg every day for news and ordering the performance of vari
ous rites and potent Iiturgies: and it was perhaps as a result of this, that
having been dangerously 111 for more than twenty days, he took a turn for
the better, and soon all his symptoms began to disappear. On the night
of his recovery the term of his defilement also ended and hearing that the
Emperor was still extremely uneasy about him, he deterrnmed to reassure
the Court by returning to his official residence at the Palace. His father
in-law came to fetch him in his own carriage and rather irriranngly
urged upon him all sorts of remedies and precautions.

For some while everything in the world to which he had now returned
seemed strange to him and he indeed scarce knew himself; but by the
twentieth day of the ninth month his recovery was complete, nor did the
pallor and thinness of his face become him by any means IlL

At times he would stare vacantly before him and burst into loud weep
ing, and seeing this there were not wanting those who said that he was
surel y possessed.

Often he would send for Ukon, and once when they had been talking in
the still of the evening he said to her, ·There is one thing which strll puz
zles me. Why would she never tell me who she was? For even if she was
Indeed, as she once said, "a fisherman's child," it was a strange perversity
to use such reticence with one who loved her so well.'

· You ask why she hid her name from you?' said Ukon, 'Can you won
der at it? When could she have been expected to tell you her name (not
that it would have meant much to you if you had heard it)? For from the
beginning you treated her with a strange mistrust, coming with such
secrecy and mystery as might well make her doubt whether you were in
deed a creature of the waking world. But though you never told her she
knew well enough who you were, and the thought that you would not be
thus secret had you regarded her as more than a mere plaything or idle
distraction was very painful to her.'

'What a. wretched series of misunderstandings, f said Gen ji, ' For my
part I had no mind to put a distance between us. But I had no experience
in such affairs as this. There are many difficulties in the path of such peo
ple as I. First and foremost I feared the anger of my father the Emperor;
and then» the foolish jesting of the world. I felt myself hedged in by
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rules and restrictions. But for all the tiresome concealments that
forced me, from that first evenlng I had so strangely set my

her reason counselled me I could not hold back,
it seems sometimes to me that an irresistible fate drove me to

of which I now so bitterly and continually repent. But tell
me more her. For there can now be no reason for concealment
When on each seventh day I cause the names of the Buddhas to be written
for her comfort and salvation, whom am I to name 10 my Inward prayer?'

·There can be no harm in my relhng you that,' said Ukon, ' and I should
have done so before, did I not somehow feel it a shame to be pratlng to you
now about things she would not have me speak of while she was alrve.
Her parents died when she was qUite small. Her father, Sarnmi Chujo,
loved her very dearly, but felt always that he could not give her all the
advantages to which her great beauty enntled her; and still perplexed
about her future and how best to do his duty by her, he died. Soon after
wards some accident brought her into the company of To no ChuJO I

who was at that time still a lieutenant and for three years he made her
very happy. But in the autumn of last year disquieting letters began to
arrive from the Great Hall of the Right," and being by nature prone to
fits of unreasoning fear she now fell into a wild panic and fled to the west
ern part of the town where she hid herself 10 the house of her old wet...
nurse. Here she was very uncomfortable, and had planned to move to a
certain village rn the hills, when she discovered that it would be un
lucky, owing to the position of the stars SInce the beginning of the year,
to make a. journey 10 that direction; and (though she never told me so) I
think, Sir, it troubled her sorely that you should have come upon her
when she was living in so wretched a. place. But there was never anyone
in the world like my lady for keeping things to herself; she could never
bear that other people should know what was on her mind. I have no
doubt, Sir, that she sometimes behaved very oddly to you and that you
have seen all this for yourself.'

Yes, this was all just as To no Chujo had described. 61 think there was
some mention of a. child that Chujo was vexed to have lost sight of,' said
Genji more interested than ever; · am I right?' "Yes, indeed,' she answered,
•it was born in the spring of last year, a girl, and a fine child it was.'
·Where is it nowt asked Genji. 'Could you get hold of it and bring it to
me here without letting anyone know where you were taking it? It
would be a. great comfort to me in my present misery to have some re
membra.nce of her near me'; and he added, 6 I ought of course to tell Chujo,
but that would lead to useless and painful discussions about what has
happened. Somehow or other I will manage to bring her up here in mv
palace. I think there can be no harm in that. And you will easily enough

1 Chujo means 'Captain'; see above, p. 40.
t From To no ChuJo's wife, who was the daughter of the Minister of the Right.
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find some story to tell to whatever people are now looking after her.'
, I am very glad that this has entered your head,' said Ukon, I it would be
a poor look-out for her to grow up 10 the quarter where she IS now Iiving.
WIth no one properly belonging to her and In such a part of the town.... '

In the stillness of the evening, under a sky of exquisite beauty, here and
there along the borders In front of his palace some insect croaked its song,
the leaves were lust begmnmg to turn. And as he looked upon this pleas
ant picture he felt ashamed at the contrast between hIS surroundings and
the little house where Yugao had hved. Suddenly somewhere among the
bamboo groves the bird called ryebato uttered its sharp note. He remem ...
bered just how she had looked when in the gardens of that fatal house the
same bird had startled her by its cry, and turnIng to Ukon, 'How old was
shee' he suddenly asked; I for though she seemed childlike in her diffidence
and helplessness, that may only have been a sign that she was not long
for this world.' 'She must have been nineteen,' said Ukon. 'When my
mother, who was her first wet-nurse, died and left me an orphan, my lady's
father was pleased to notice me and reared me at my lady's side. Ah, S1r,
when I think of it, I do not know how I shall lrve withour her; for kind
as people here may be I do not seem to get used to them. I suppose it is
that I knew her ways, poor lady, she having been my mistress for so
many years.'

To GenJi even the din of the cloth-beaters' mallets had become dear
through recollection, and as he lay in bed he repeated those verses of Po
Chti-i.

In the eighth month and ninth month when the nights aregrowing long
A thousand times, ten thousand tunes thefuller's stick beats.

The young brother still waited upon him, but he no longer brought
with him the letters which he had been used to bring. Utsusemi thought
he had at last decided that her treatment of him was too unfriendly to be
borne, and was vexed that he should feel so. Then suddenly she heard of
his illness, and all her vexation turned to consternation and anxiety.
She was soon to set out upon her long journey, but this did not much In
terest her, and to see whether Genji had quite forgotten her she sent him
a message saying that she had been able to find no words in which to ex
press her grief at hearing the news of his illness. With it she sent the poem'
'1 did not ask for news and you did not ask why I was silent; so the days
wore on and I remained in sorrow and dismay.' He had not forgotten her,
no, not in all his trouble; and his answer came: 'Of this life, fragrle as the
utsusemi's .t shell, already I was weary, when your word came, and gave
me strength to live anew.' The poem was written in a.very tremulous and
confused hand; but she thought the writing very beautiful and it delighted
her that he had not forgotten how, cicada-like, she had shed her scarf.

1 Cicada..
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There be no harm in this Interchange of notes, but she had no Inten-
tion arranging a meeting. She thought that at last even he had seen
that there could be no sense in that.

As for Ursuserru's companion, she was not yet married, and Genji
heard that she had become the mistress of To no Chujc's brother, Kurodo
no Shosho; and though he feared that Shosho might already have taken
very 111 the discovery that he was not first In the field, and did not at all
wish to offend him, yet he had a certain curiosity about the girl and sent
Ursusemi's Iirtle brother with a message asking 1£ she had heard of his
illness and the poem. 'Had I not once gathered for my pillow a handful of
the sedge that gro,\vs upon the eaves/ not a dewdrop of pretext could my
present message find.' It was an acrosnc with many hidden meamngs.
He tied the letter to a tall reed and bade him deliver it secretly; but was
afterwards very uneasy at the thought that lt might go astray.. 'If it falls
into Shosho's hands,' he thought, 'he will at once guess that it was I who
was before him' But after all Shosho would probably not take that so
very hard, Genji had vanity enough to think.

The boy delivered the message when Shosho was at a safe distance.
She could not help feeling a little hurt, but it was something that he had
remembered her at all, and justifying it to herself with the excuse that
she had had no time to do anything better, she sent the boy straight back
with the verse: 'The faint wind of your favour, that but for a moment
blew, with grief has part befrosted the small sedge of the eaves.' It was
very ill-written, with all sorts of ornamental but misleading strokes and
flourishes; indeed with a complete lack of style. However, it served to
remind him of the face he had first seen that evening by the lamplight.
As for the other who on that occasion had sat so stiffly facing her, what
determination there had been in her face, what a steady resolution to gIve
no quarter!

The affair with the lady of the sedge was so unintentional and so
insignificant that though he regarded it as rather frrvclous and indiscreet,
he saw no great harm in it But if he did not take himself In hand before
it was too late he would soon again be involved in some entanglement
which might finally ruin his reputation.

On the forty-ninth day after Yugao's death a service in her memory
was by his orders secretly held in the Hokedo on Mount Hiyei. The
ritual performed was of the most elaborate kind, everything that was
required bemg supplied from the Prince's own store; and even the decora
tion of the service books and images was carried out with the utmost
attention. Koremitsu's brother, a man of great piety, was entrusted with
the direction of the ceremony, and all went well. Next Genu sent for his
old writing...master, a doctor of letters for whom he had a great Iiking,

I 'Sedge upon the eaves' is Nokiba 110 Ogi) and it isby this name that the lady is generally
known..
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and bade him write the prayer for the dead. I • Say that I commit to Amida
the Buddha one not named whom I loved, but lost disastrously,' and he
wrote out a rough draft for the learned man to amend. ·There is nothing
to add or alter,' said the master, deeply moved. Who could it be, he
wondered, at whose death the prince was so distressed? (For Genji, try
as he might, could not hide his tears.)

When he was secretly looking through his store for largesse to pive to
the Hokedo priests, he came upon a certain dress and as he folded 1t made
the poem: 'The girdle that today with tears I knot, shall we ever in some
new life un tie?'

Till now her spirit had wandered in the void.>
But already she must be setting out on her new life-path, and in great

solicitude, he prayed continually for her safety.
He met To no Chujo and his heart beat violently, for he had longed to

tell him about Yugao's child and how it was to be reared. But he feared
that the rest of the story would needlessly anger and distress him, and he
did not mention the matter. Meanwhile the servants of Yugao's house:
were surprised that they had had no news from her nor even from Ukon,
and had begun to be seriously disquieted. They had snll no proof that it
was Genji who was her lover, but several of them thought that they had
recognized him and his name was whispered among them. They would
have it that Korernitsu knew the secret, but he pretended to know nothing
whatever about Yugao's lover and found a way to put off all their ques
tions; and as he was still frequenting the house for his own purposes, it
was easy for them to believe that he was not really concerned in their
mistress's affairs. Perhaps after all it was some blackguard of a Zuryo's
son who, frightened of To no Chujo's interference, had carried her off to
his province. The real owner of the house was a daughter of Yugao's
second wet-nurse, who had three children of her own. Ukon had been
brought up with them, but they thought that it was perhaps because she
was not their own sister that Ukon sent them no news of their mistress,
and they were in great distress.

Ukon who knew that they would assail her with questions which her
promise to Genji forbad her to answer, dared not go to the house, not
even to get news of her lady's child. It had been put out somewhere to
nurse, but to her great sorrow she had quite lost sight of it.

Longing all the while to see her face once more though only in a dream)
upon the night after the ceremony on Mount Hiyei, he had a. vision very
different from that for which he prayed. There appeared to him once more,
just as on that fatal night, the figure of a woman in menacing posture, and
he was dismayed at the thought that some demon which haunted the

I Gwammon.
• For forty-nine days the spirit of the dead leads the intermediate existence so strangely

described in the Abhidharma Kosa Sastra; then it begins its new incarnation.
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desolate spot on the occasion when it did that terrible rhmg, also
have Into him and possessed him

no Suke was to start early in the Godless Month and had announced
rhar hIS wife go with him GenJi sent very handsome parting
presents and among them with special Intent he put many very exquisite
combs and fans With them were silk strips to offer to the God ofJourneys
and, above all, the scarf which she had dropped, and, ned to it, a poem
m which he said that he had kept It in remembrance of her while there
was still hope of their meeting, but now returned It wet with tears shed
in vain. There was a long letter wirh the poem, but this was of no particu
lar Interest and is here ormtted. She sent no answer by the man who had
brought the presents, but gave her brother the poem: 'That to the changed
cicada you should return her summer dress shows that you too have
changed and fills an Insect heart wirh woe'

He thought long about her. Though she had with so strange and In
explicable a resolution steeled her heart agamst him to the end, yet each
time he remembered that she had gone forever 1t filled him with de
pression,

It was the first day of the tenth month, and as though in sign that
wrnrer had indeed begun, heavy rain fell. All day long Genu watched the
stormy sky. Autumn had hideously bereaved him and winter already was
taking from him one whom he dearly loved:

Now like a traveller who has tried two ways in vain
I stand perplexed where these sad seasons meet.

Now at least we must suppose he was convinced that such secret adven
tures led only to misery.

I should indeed be very loath to recount in all their detail matters which
he took so much trouble to conceal, did I not know that if you found I
had omitted anything you would at once ask why, just because he was
supposed to be an Emperor's son, I must needs put a favourable showing
on his conduct by leaving out all his indiscretions; and you would soon
be saying that this was no history but a mere made-up tale designed to
influence the Judgment of posterity. As it is I shall be called a scandal
monger; but that I cannot help.
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rasaki

H E fell sick of an ague, and when numerous charms and spells
had been tried in varn, the Illness many times returning, someone
said that in a certain temple on the Northern HIlls there lived a

wise and holy man who in the summer of the year before (the ague was
then rife and the usual spells were giving no relief) was able to work many
signal cures: 'Lose no time in consulting him, for while you try one use
less means after another the disease gains greater hold upon you.' At
once he sent a messenger to fetch the holy man, who however replied that
the infirmities of old age no longer permitted him to go abroad. 'What 1S

to be done?' said Genjl; 'I must go secretly to visit him'; and takmg only
four or five trusted servants he set out long before dawn. The place lay
somewhat deep into the hills. It was the last day of the third month and
in the Capital the blossoms had all fallen. The hill-cherry was not yet
out; but as he approached the open country, the mists began to assume
strange and lovely forms, which pleased him the more because, being one
whose movements were tethered by many proprieties, he had seldom
seen such sights before. The temples too delighted him. The holy man
lived in a deep cave hollowed out of a high wall of rock. GenjI did not
send in his name and was in close disguise, but his face was well known
and the priest at once recognized him. ·Forgive me,' he said; I it was you,
was it not, who sent for me the other day? Alas, I think no longer of the
things of this world and I am afraid I have forgotten how to work my
cures. I am very sorry indeed that you have come so far,' and pretending
to be very much upset, he looked at Genji, laughing. But it was soon
apparent that he was a man of very great piety and learning. He wrote
out certain talismans and administered them, and read certain spells.
By the trme this was over, the sun had risen, and Genji went a little way
outside the cave and looked around him. From the high ground where he
was standing he looked down on a number of scattered hermitages. A
winding track led down to a hut which, though it was hedged with the
same small brushwood as the rest, was more spaciously planned, having
a pleasant roofed alley running out from it, and there were trim copses
set around. He asked whose house it was and was told by one of his men
that a certain abbot had been living there in retirement for two years. · I
know him well, 'said Genji on hearing the abbot's name; 'I should not
Iike to meet him dressed and attended as I am. I hope he will not hear... '
Just then a party of nicely dressed children came out of the house and
began to pluck such flowers as are used for the decoration of altars and
holy images. 'There are some girls with them,' said one of Genji's men.
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'We cannot suppose that His Reverence keeps them. Who then can they
be?' and to satisfy his curiosity he went a lrttle \vay down the hill and
warcnec them. f Yes, there are some very pretty girls, some of them grown

and others children;' he came back and reported.
a great part of the morning Genji was busy with his cure

When at the ceremony was completed, his attendants, dreading the
hour at which the fever usually returned, strove to distract hIS attention

raking him a hrtle way across the mountain to a pOInt from which the
could be seen. · How lovely, t cried Gen11, ' are those distances half

lost In haze, and that blur of shimmering woods that stretches out on
every side. How could anyone be unhappy for a single instant who Irved
In such a place?' ·ThIS is nothing,' said one of his men. · If I could but
show you the lakes and mountains of other provlnces, you would soon see
how far they excel all that you here admire' ; and he began to tell him first
of Mount FU}l and many another famous peak, and then of the West
Country with all its pleasant bays and shores, nll he quite forgot that it
was the hour of his fever. 'Yonder, nearest to us,' the man continued,
pointing to the sea, · is the bay of Akashi 10 Harirna. Note it well; for
though it is not a very out-of-the-way place, yet the feeling one has there
of being shut off from everything save one huge waste of sea makes it the
strangest and most desolate spot I know. And there it is that the daughter
of a lay prIest who was once governor of the province presides over a
mansion of quite disproportionate and unexpected magnificence. He is
the descendant of a Prime MInister and was expected to cut a great figure
in the world. But he is a man of very singular disposition and is averse
to all socrery. For a time he was an officer in the Palace Guard, but he
gave this up and accepted the province of Ha-rima. However he soon
quarrelled with the local people and, announcing that he had been badly
treated and was going back to the Capital, he did nothing of the sort, but
shaved hIS head and became a lay pnest, Then instead of settling, as is
usually done, on some secluded hillside, he built himself a house on the
seashore, which may seem to you a very strange thing to do; but as a
matter of fact, whereas in that province in one place or another a good
many recluses have taken up their abode, the mountain-country is far
more dull and lonely and would sorely have tried the patience of his
young wife and child; and so as a cornpromise he chose the seashore.
Once when I was travelling in the province of Harima I took occasion to
vrsit his house and noted that, though at the Capital he had lived in a
very modest style, here he had built on the most magnificent and lavish
scale, as though determined in spite of what had happened (now that he
was free from the bother of governing the province) to spend the rest of
his days in the greatest comfort imaginable. But all the while he was
making great preparations for the life to come and no ordained priest
could have led a more austere and pious life.'
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'But you spoke of his daughter?' said Genji. ·She is passably good
looking,' he answered, 'and not by any means stupid. Several governors
and officers of the province have set their hearts upon her and pressed their
suit most urgently; but her father has sent them all away. It seems that
though in his own person so mdifferenr to worldly glory, he is determined
that this one child, his only object of care, should make amends for hIS

obscurity, and has sworn that If ever she chooses against his will, and
when he is gone flouts his set purpose and Injunction to satisfy some idle
fancy of her own, his ghost will rise and call upon the sea to cover her ·

Gen ji listened with great attentron. ' Why, she IS like the vestal virgin
who may know no husband but the King...Dragon of the Sea,' and they
laughed at the old ex-Governor's absurd ambitions. The teller of the
story was a son of the present Governor of Harima, who from being a
clerk in the Treasury had last year been capped an officer of the FIfth
Rank. He was famous for his love-adventures and the others whispered
to one another that it was with every intention of persuading the lady to
disobey her father's Injunctions that he had gone out of hIS '\vay to visit
the shore of Akashi.

· I fear her breeding must be somewhat countrified,' said one; 'it cannot
well be otherwise, seeing that she has grown up with no other company
than that of her old-fashioned parents - though indeed it appears that
her mother was a person of some consequence.' · Why, yes; said Yoshi
kiyo, the Governor's son, •and for this reason she was able to secure lrrrle
girls and boys from all the best houses in the Capital, persuading them to
pay visits to the seaside and be playmates to her own Irttle girl, who thus
acquired the most polished breeding: 'If an unscrupulous person were to
find himself in that quarter; said another, 'I fear that despite the dead
father's curse he might not find it easy to resist her:

The story made a deep impression upon Genji's imagination. As his
gentlemen well knew, whatever was fantastic or grotesque both in people
and situations at once strongly attracted him. They were therefore not
surprised to see him listen with so much attention. •It is now well past
noon,' said one of them, 'and I think we may reckon that you will get
safely through the day without a return of your complaint. So let us
soon be starting for home.' But the priest persuaded him to stay a little
longer: 'The smister influences are not yet wholly banished; he said;
'it would be well that a further ritual should continue quietly during the
night. By tomorrow morning, I think you will be a.ble to proceed.'
His gentlemen all urged him to stay; nor was he at all unwilling, for the
novelty of such a lodging amused him. 'Very well then, at dawn,' he
said, and having nothing to do till bedtime which was still a long way
off, he went out on to the hillside, and under cover of the heavy evening
mist loitered near the brushwood hedge. His attendants had gone back
to the hermit's cave and only Koremitsu was with him. In the western
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.... _;t...r.("'1't'P> which he was standing, was a nun at her devotions The
raised. He she seemed to be dedicating flowers

near the pillar, a surra-book propped upon a
stool was another nun. She was reading aloud, there was a
look great In her face. She seemed to be about forty, not
a woman of the common people. Her skin was white and very fine, and
though she ","as much emaciated, there was a certain roundness and ful ..
ness In her cheeks, and her hair, ehpped short on a level with her eyes,
hung In so delicate a fnnge across her brow that she looked, thought
Genu, more elegant and even fashionable In this convent guise than if her
half had been long. Two very well-condmoned maids waited upon her
Several htrle girls came runnIng In and out of the room at play. Among
them was one who seemed to be about ten years old. She came runnIng
toto the room dressed In a rather worn white frock lined with stuff of a
deep saffron colour. Never had he seen a child hke this. What an aston
ishing creature she would grow into! Her hair, thick and wavy, stood
out fanwise about her head. She was very flushed and her hps were
trembling. 4 What is It? Have you quarrelled with one of the other little
girlsr The nun raised her head as she spoke and GenJl fancied that there
was some resemblance between her and the child, No doubt she was Its

mother. · Inn has let out my sparrow - the Irtrle one that I kept in the
clothes...basket," she said, looking very unhappy. 'What a tiresome boy
that Inu 1S1' said one of the two maids. ·He deserves a good scolding for
playing such a. stupid trick. Where can it have got to? And this after
we had taken so much trouble to tame it nicely! I only hope the crows
have not found it,' and so sayIng she left the room. She was a. pleasant
looking woman, with very long, wavy hair. The others called her
Nurse Shonagon, and she seemed to be in charge of the child. 'Come,'
said the nun to the little girl, 'you must not be such a baby. You are
thinking all the time of things that do not matter at all. Just fancy!
Even now when I am so ill that any day I may be taken from you, you do
not trouble your head about me, but are grieving about a sparrow. It
is very unkind, parricularly as I have told you I don't know how many
times that it is naughty to shut up live things in cages. Come over here l'
and the child sat down beside her. Her features were very exquisite,
but it was above all the way her hair grew, in cloudy masses over her
temples, but thrust back in childish fashion from her forehead, that struck
him as marvellously beautiful. As he watched her and wondered what she
would be like when she grew up It suddenly occurred to him that she bore
no small resemblance to one whom he had loved with all his being, x and
at the resemblance he secretly wept.

The nun, stroking the child's hair, now said to her: "It's a lovely mop,
though you (/,n so naughty about having it combed, But it worries me

I Fujitsubo, who was indeed the child's aunt.
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very much that you are still so babyish. Some children of your age are
very different. Your dear mother was only twelve when her father died,
yet she showed herself quite capable of managIng her own affairs. But
if I were taken from you now, I do not know what would become of you, I
do not indeed,' and she began to \veep. Even Genri, peepIng at the scene
from a distance, found himself becoming quite distressed .. The girl, who
had been watching the nun's face with a strange unchildish inrensrty, now
dropped her head disconsolately, and as she did '\0 her hair fell forward
across her cheeks in two great waves of black. Looking at her fondly, the
nun recited the poem: · Not knowing If any wrll come to nurture the tender
leaf whereon it Iies, how loath is the dewdrop to vanish in the sunny air .. '
To which the waiting-woman replied with a sigh: 60 dewdrop, surely you
will linger till the young buddmg leaf has shown in what fair form it
means to grow. t

At this moment the priest to whom the house belonged entered the
room from the other side: C Pray, ladies,' he said, •are you not unduly
exposing yourselves? You have chosen a bad day to take up your stand so
close to the window. I have Just heard that Prince GenJ! has come to
the hermit yonder to be cured of an ague. But he has disguised himself in
so mean a habrt that I did not know him, and have been so near all day
without g01ng to pay my respects to him. 11 The nun started back in
horror; •How distressmg l He may even have passed and seen us .... ' and
she hastened to let down the folding blind. C I am really very glad that I
am to have an opportunity of visiting this Prince GenJiof whom one hears
so much. He is said to be so handsome that even austere old priests like
myself forget in his presence the sins and sorrows of the life they have
discarded and take heart to lrve a little longer in a world where so much
beauty dwells. But you shall hear all about it......'

Before the old prIest had time to leave the house Genji was on hIS way
back to the hermit's cave. What an enchanting creature he had discovered 1

How right too hIS friends had been on that rainy night when they told
him that on strange excursions such as this beauty might well be found
lurking in unexpected quarters! How delightful to have strolled out by
chance and at once made so astonishing a findI Whose could this exquisite
child be? He would dearly love to have her always near him, to be able
to turn to her at any moment for comfort and distraction, as once he had
turned to the lady m the Palace.

He was already Iying down in the hermit's cave when (everything being
at very close quarters) he heard the voice of the old priest'S disciple calhng
for Koremitsu. "My master has just learnt,' said this disciple, "that you
were lodged so near at hand; and though it grieves him that you did not
in passing honour him with a visit, he would at once have paid his re
spects to the Prince, had he not thought that Lord Genji could not be
unaware of his presence in the neighbourhood of this hermitage, and
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perhaps have refrained from visiting him only because he did not
to disclose the motive of hIS present pilgrimage. But my master

would you,' continued the man, · that we too in our poor hut could
you with straw beds to lie on, and should be sorry if you left

without honouring us.... ·
· For ten days,' answered Genii from within, 'I have been suffering from

an ague which returned so constantly that I was in despair, when some...
one advised me to consult the hermit of this mountain, whom I accord
ingly visited. But rhinkrng that It would be very disagreeable for a sage
of hIS repute if in such a case as mine it became known that hIS treatment
had been unsuccessful, I was at greater pains to conceal myself than I
should have been if visiting an ordinary wonder-worker. Pray ask your
master to accept this excuse and bid him enter the cave.' Thus encouraged,
the prIest presented himself. Genji was rather afraid of him, for though
an ecclesiastic he was a man of superior genius, very much respected In
the secular world, and Genji felt that it was not at all proper to receive
him in the shabby old clothes which he had used for his disguise. After
giving some details of his life since he had left the Capital and come to
hve in retirernent on this mountain, the priest begged Genji to come back
with him and visit tbe cold spring which flowed In the garden of his hut.
Here was an opportunity to see again the people who had so much in
terested him. But the thought of all the stories that the old priest might
have told them about him made him feel rather uncomfortable. What
matter? At all costs he must see that lovely child again and he followed
the old priest back to his hut. In the garden the natural vegetation of the
hillside had been turned to skilful use. There was no moon, and torches
had been lit along the sides of the moat, while fairy lanterns hung on the
trees. The front parlour was very nicely arranged. A heavy perfume of
costly and exotic scents stole from hidden incense-burners and filled the
room with a delicious fragrance. These perfumes were quite unfamiliar
to Genji and he supposed that they must have been prepared by the ladies
of the inner room, who would seem to have spent considerable ingenuity
in the task.

The priest began to tell stories about the uncertainty of this life and
the retnbutions of the life to come. Genji was appalled to think how
heavy his own sins had already been. It was bad enough to think that
he would have them on his conscience for the rest of his present life. But
then there was also the life to come. What terrible punishments he had
to look forward to! And all the while the priest was speaking Genji
thought of his own wickedness. What a good idea it would be to turn
hermit and live in some such place.... But immediately his thoughts
strayed to the lovely face which he had seen that afternoon and longing
to know more of her, •Who lives with you here?' he asked. & It interests
me to know, because I once saw this place in a. dream and was astonished
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to recognize it when I came here today.' At this the priest laughed:
· Your dream seems to have come rather suddenly into the conversation,'
he said, · but I fear that if you pursue your enquiry, your expectations will
be sadly disappointed. You have probably never heard of Azechi no
Dainagon, he died so long ago. He married my sister, who after hIS death
turned her back upon the world. Just at that time 1 myself was In certain
difficulties and was unable to visit the Capital, so for company she came
to Join me here in my retreat .. '

'I have heard that Asechi no Dainagon had a daughter. Is that so?'
said GenJi at a venture; 'I am sure you will not thmk I ask the question
with any indiscreet intention... .' · He had an only daughter who died
about ten years ago. Her father had always wanted to present her at
Court. But she would not listen, and when he was dead and there was
only my sister the nun to look after her, she allowed some wretched
go-between to introduce her to Prince Hyobukyo whose mistress she
became. His wife, a. proud, relentless woman, from the first pursued her
with constant vexations and affronts; day in and day out this obstinate
persecution continued, till at last she died of heartbreak. They say that
unkindness cannot kill; but I shall never say so, for from this cause alone
I saw my kinswoman fall sick and perish.'

'Then the little girl must be this lady's child,' Gen ji realized at last.
And that accounted for her resemblance to the lady in the Palace.. x He
felt more drawn towards her than ever. She was of good hneage, which is
never amiss; and her rather rustic simplicity would be an actual advantage
when she became his pupil, as he was now determined she should, for it
would make it the easier for him to mould her unformed tastes to the
pattern of his own. •And did the lady whose sad story you have told me
leave no remembrance behind here' asked Genji, still hoping to turn the
conversation on to the child herself. I She died only a. short while a.fter
her child was born, and it too was a girl. The charge of it fell to my sister
who is in failing health and feels herself by no means equal to such a
responsibihty.' All was now clear. 6 You will think it a. very strange
proposal,' said Genji, 'but 1 feel that I should like to adopt this child.
Perhaps you would mention this to your sister? Though others early
involved me in marriage, their choice proved distasteful to me and having,
as it seems, very little relish for SOCIety) I now lrve entirely alone. She
is) I qUlre realize, a mere child, and I am not proposing ... 1l Here he paused
and the priest answered: ·1 am very much obliged to you for this offer;
but I am afraid it is clear that you do not at all realize that the child in
question is a mere infant. You would not even find her amusing as a
casual distraction. But it is true that a girl as she grows up needs the back
ing of powerful friends if she is to make her way in the world, and though
I cannot promise you that anything will come of It, I ought certainly to

& Fujitsubo, who wasHyobukyo's sister.
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mennon the matter to her grandmother: His manner had suddenly
become somewhat cool and severe. Genji felt that he had been indiscreet
and an embarrassed silence. 4 There is something which I

to be doing m the Hall of Our Lord Amrda,' the prIest
.....'t"p.~.,::JIonrl"(,. continued, 4 so I must take leave of you for a while. I must

my vespers, but I ,vIII rejoin you afterwards,' and he set out to
climb the hill. GeoJ1 felt very disconsolate It had begun to rain; a cold
wind blew across the hill, carrying with It the sound of a waterfall
audible till then as a gentle mrermtttenr plashrng, but now a mighty
roar, and with It, somnolently rismg and falling, mingled the monoto
nous chanting of the scriptures. Even the most unnnpressionable
nature would have been plunged into melancholy by such surroundings.
How much the more so Prince Genp, as he lay sleepless on hIS bed,
continually planning and counter-planrung l The priest had spoken of
· vespers,' but the hour was indeed very late. It was clear however that
the nun was still awake, for though she was making as little noise as
possible, every now and then her rosary would knock with a faint click
against the praying-srool. There was somerhing alluring in the sound of
this low, delicate tapping. It seemed to come from quite close. He opened
a small space between the screens which divided the living-room from the
Inner chamber and rustled hIS fan. He had the impression that someone
in the inner room after a little hesitation had come towards the screen
as though saYlng to herself, · It cannot be so, yet I could have sworn I
heard ... ,' and then retreated a little, as though thmking, · Well, it was
only my fancy after all!' Now she seemed to be feeling her way in the
dark, and Genji said aloud, 'Follow the Lord Buddha and though your way
he in darkness yet shall you not go astray.' Suddenly hearing his clear
young voice in the darkness, the woman had not at first the courage to
reply. But at last she managed to answer: 'In which direction, please, is
He leading me? I am afraid I do Dot quite understand.' 4 I am sorry to
have startled you: said GenJi. 'I have only this small request to make:
that you will carry to your mistress the following poem: 'Since first he
saw the green leaf of the tender bush, never for a moment has the dew of
Iongmg dried from the traveller's sleeve." , ·Surely you must know that
there is no one here who understands messages of that kind,' said the
woman; '1 wonder whom you mean?' '1 have a particular reason for
wishing your mistress to receive the message,' said GenJI, · and I should
be obliged If you would contrive to deliver It.' The nun at once perceived
that the poem referred to her grandchild and supposed that GenJI, having
been wrongly informed about her age, was intending to make love to her.
But how had he discovered her granddaughter's existence? For some while
she pondered in great annoyance and perplexity, and at last answered
prudently with a poem in which she said that 6 he who was but spending
a. night upon a traveller's dewy bed could know little of those whose
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home was forever upon the cold moss of the hillside.' Thus she turned
hIS poem to a harmless meaning. 'Tell her;' said GenJi when the message
was brought back, 'that I am not accustomed to carrv on conversations
In this indirecr manner. However shy she may be, I must ask her on this
occasion to dispense \VIrh formalirtes and discuss rhis matter wrth me
seriously!' 'How can he have been thus misinformed>' said the nun, snll
thmkmg that Genu Imagined her granddaughter to be a grown-up
woman She was terrified at being suddenly commanded to appear before
this rllustrrous personage and was wondering what excuse she would
make. Her maids, however, were convinced that Genu would be griev
ously offended if she did not appear, and at last, cOIDIng out from the
women's chamber, she said to him: 'Though I am no longer a young
woman, I very much doubt whether I ought to come like this. But since
you sent word that you have serious business to discuss wirh me, I could
not refuse .. ' 'Perhaps; said Genji, "you will think my proposal both
ill-nmed and frivolous. I can only assure you that I mean It very seriously.
Let Buddha Judge... ' But here he broke off, Intimidated by her age and
graVI ty . 'You have certainly chosen a very strange manner of comm unica t
lng this proposal to me. But though you have not yet said what it IS,
I am sure you are quite in earnest about it.' Thus encouraged, Genli
connnued: '1 was deeply touched by the story of your long widowhood
and of your daughter's death. I too, hke this poor child, was deprived
In earliest Infancy of the one being who tenderly loved me, and in my
childhood suffered long years of lonelmess and misery. Thus we are both
In like case, and this has given me so deep a sympathy for the child chat I
long to make amends for what she has lost. It was, then, to ask if you
would consent to let me play a mother's part that at this strange and
inconvenient hour I trespassed so inconsiderately upon your patience."
'I am sure that you are meaning to be very kind,' said the nun, 'but
forgive me - you have evidently been misinformed. There 1S indeed a
girl1Iving here under my charge; but she is a mere infant and could not
be of the shghresr Interest to you in any way, so that I cannot consent to
your proposal.' 'On the contrary; said Genii, '1 am perfectly conversa.nt
with every detail concerning this child; but if you think my sympathy
for her exaggerated or misplaced, pray pardon me for having mennoned
it: It was evident that he did not in the least realize the absurdity of
what he had proposed, and she saw no use in explaining herself any
further. The priest was now returning and Genji, saying that he had not
expected she would at once fall in with his idea and was confident that
she would soon see the matter In a different light, closed the screen behind
her.

The night was almost over. In a chapel near by, the Four Meditations
of the Law Flower were being practised. The voices of the ministrants
who were now chanting the Litany of Atonement came floating on the
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gusty and with this solemn sound was mingled the roar
of hurrying waters. <I Startled from my dream by a wanderrng gust of the
mountain gale, I heard the waterfall, and at the beauty of Its music wept.'
So Genu greeted the prrest, and he in turn replied with the poem, · At the
noise of a torrent wherein I dally fill my bowl I am scarce Iikely to start
back in wonder and delighr.' · I get so used to It,' he added apologetically.
A heavy mist covered the morning sky, and even the chirruping of the
mounrain-birds sounded muffied and dim, Such a variety of flowers and
blossoming trees (he did not know their names) grew upon the hillside
chat the rocks seemed to be spread with a many-coloured embroidery.
Above all he marvelled at the exquisite stepping of the deer who moved
across the slope, now treading damnly, now suddenly pausing; and as he
watched them the last remnants of his sickness were dispelled by sheer
delight. Though the hennir had little use of his limbs, he managed by
hook or crook to perform the mystic motions of the Guardian Spell, 1

and though his aged voice was husky and faltering, he read the sacred
text WIth great dignity and fervour. Several of Genjr's friends now arrived
to congratulate him upon his recovery, among them a messenger from the
Palace. The prIest from the hut below brought a present of strange
looking roots for which he had gone deep Into the ravine. He begged to
be excused from accompanying Genji on his way_ 'T1l1 the end of the
year,' he said, · I am bound by a vow which must depnve me of what
would have been a great pleasure,' and he handed GenJl the stirrup-cup
'Were I but able to follow my own desires; said Genji taking the cup,
'I would not leave these hills and streams. But I hear that my father the
Emperor is making anxious enqu1ry after me. I will come back before
the blossom is over.' And he reci ted the verse, 'I will go back to the men
of the CIty and tell them to come quickly, lest the wild wind outsrripping
them should toss these blossoms from the cherry bough.' The old prIest,
flattered by Genji's polrteness and captivated by the charm of his voice,
answered with the poem: 'Like one who finds the aloe-tree In bloom, to
the flower of the mountain-cherry I no longer turn Iny gaze: 'I am not
after all quite so great a rarity as the aloe-flower; said Genji smiling.

Next the hermit handed him a partIng-cup, with the poem: 'Though
seldom I open the pine-tree door of my mounram-cell, yet have I now seen
face to face the flower few Iive to see; and as he looked up at Genji, his

1 The Guardian Spell (goshin) is practised as follows:
The rmrnsn ant holds the palms of Ius hands together with middle fingers touching and

extended, first fingers sep~rated and bent, tips of thumbs and little fingers bunched to..
gether, and third fingers In hne with middle fingers so as to be mvisible from In front.
\\"It:l hands In this sacred pose (mudta) he touches the worshipper on forehead, left and
ri~ht shoulder, heart and throat. At each contact he utters the spell

O~ • BASARA GO:"]I IIARAJUBATA. SOHAKA

which is corrupt Sanskrit and means '1 invoke thee, thou diamond-fiery very majestic
Star/ The deity here invoked is Vairocana, favourite Buddha of the Mystic Sect..
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eyes filled Wl rh tears He gave him, to keep him safe m fu rure from all
harm, a magical wand, and seeing this the nun's brother In hIS turn pre
sented a rosary brought back from Korea by Prrnce Shoroku It was orna
rnented wrth Jade and was st1111n the same Chmese-Iooking box In which
It had been brought from that country. The box was In an open-work bag,
and a five-leafed pine-branch "vas wrth It. He also gave him some lirtle
vases of blue crystal to keep hIS medrcines In, With sprays of cherry
blossom and wistarra along WI th them, and such other presen rs as the
place could supply. Genu had sent to the Capital for grfrs WIth which to
repay hIS reception In the rnounrarn FIrst he gave a reward to the her
mir, then disrribured alms to the prIeSts who had chanted lrrurgres on hIS

behalf, and finally he gave useful presents to the poor villagers of the neigh
bourhood. While he was readrng a short passage from the scriptures In
preparatIon for hIS departure, the old priest went Iota hIS house and asked
hIS Sister the nun \vherher she had any message for the Prince ' It IS very
hard to say anyrhmg at present,' she said. 'Perhaps If he still felt the
same mchnarion four, or five years hence, we might begrn to consider It.'
i That IS Just what I think,' said the prIest.

GenJI saw to hIS regret that he had made no progress whatever. In
answer to the nun's message he sent a small boy who belonged to the
pnesrs household with the following poem ·Last mghr indeed, though
In the greyness of twihght only, I saw the lovely flower. But today a
hateful mist has hrdden It utterly from my sighr.' The nun replied ·That
I may know whether Indeed It pa.Ins you So deeply to leave rhis flower, I
shall watch Intently the motions of this hazy sky: It was wrrtten 10 a
noteworthy and very anstocratic hand, but qUIte WIthout the graces of
deliberate artistry. While his carriage was being got ready, a great com
pany of young lords arrived from the Great Hall, sayIng that they had
been hard put to It to discover what had become of him and now desired
to glye him their escort. Among them were To no Chujo, Sachu Ben, and
other lesser lords, who had come out of affection for the Prince. 'We
Iike nothing better than warnng upon you,' they said, rather aggrreved,
"It was not kind of you to leave us behind.' 'But having come so far,'
said another, 6 I t would be a pity to go away WIthout resting for a while
under the shadow of these flowering trees' , whereupon they all sat down
In a row upon the moss under a tall rock and passed a rough earthenware
wine-jar from hand to hand Close by them the stream leaped over the
rocks in a magnificent cascade. To no Chujo pulled out a flute from the
folds of hIS dress and played a few trills upon It Sachu Ben, tappIng Idly
with hIS fan, began to smg 'The Temple of Toyora.' The young lords who
had come to fetch him were all persons of great distmcrion, but so striking
\Va5 Genii's appearance as he sat leanmg disconsolately against the rock
that no eye was likely to be turned in any other direction. One of his at
tendants now performed upon the reed-pipe, someone else turned out to be
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Presently the old priest came out of his house carry
it Into Genu's hands begged him to play some

mountain may reJoIce' He protested that he
at all the mood to play, but yieldmg to the prresr's per-

suasion, he what was really not at all a conrernpnble performance.
After all got up and started for home. Everyone on the moun-
tarn, down to the humblest priest and youngest neophyte, was brtterly
disappornted at the shortness of hIS stay, and there were many tears shed,
while the old nun wrrhrn doors was sorry to think that she had had but
that one brief ghmpse of him and mrght never see him agaIn. The priest
declared that for hIS part he thought the Land of the Rising Sun In her
last degenerate days ill-deserved that such a Prince should be born to her,
and he wiped hIS eyes The little girl too was very much pleased WIth him
and said he was a prettler gentleman than her own father. 4 If you rhmk
so, you had better become his Iitrle gIrl Instead,' said her nurse. At which
the child nodded, thinkmg that It would be a very good plan indeed, and
In future the best-dressed person in the p1ctures she painted was called
Pnnce Gen11,' and so was her handsomest doll.
On hIS return to the Capital he went straight to the Palace and de

scnbed to hIS father the experiences of the last two days. The Emperor
thought him lookmg very haggard and was much concerned. He asked
many questIons about the hermit's magical powers, to all of which Genji
replied 10 great derail. 4 He ought certainly to have been made Master
Magician long ago,' said His Majesty. •HiS ministrations have repeatedly
been attended with great success, but for some reason his services have
escaped public acknowledgment;' and he issued a proclamation to this
effect The Mmisrer of the Left came to meet him on his way from the
Presence and apologized for not having come With his sons to bnng him
back from the mountain. 'I thought,' he said, · that as you had gone there
secretly, you would dislike being fetched, but I very much hope that you
WIll now come and spend a few days WIth us quretly, after which I shall
esteem rr a privilege to escort you to your palace' He did not in the least
want to go, but there was no escape. HIS father-In-law drove him to the
Great Hall m his own carriage, and when the bullocks had been unyoked
dragged 1t in at the gate with hIS own hands Such treatment was cer
tamly meant to he very friendly; but GenJl found the Mmrsrer's arten
nons merelv trrita nng,

Ao: 's quarrers had, 10 anticipation of Genu's coming, just been put
thoroughly to nghts, In the long Interval Since he last visited her many
changes had been made, among other improvements, a handsome terrace
had been burlt Not a thing was out of ItS right place in this supremely
well-ordered house AD!, as usual, was nowhere to be seen. It was only
after repeated enrreanes by her father that she at last consented to appear

1 A Chinese Instrument; often translated 'mouth..organ.'
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in her husband'5 presence. Posed like a princess in a picture she sat almost
motionless. Beautiful she certainly was. · I should like (0 tell you about
my visit to the mountain, If only I thought that it would interest you at
all or draw an answer from you. I hate to go on always like this. Why
are you so cold and distant and proud? Year after year we fail to reach
an understanding and you cut yourself off from me more completely than
before. Can we not manage for a little while to be on ordinary terms? It
seems rather strange, considering how III I have been, that you should not
attempt to enquire after my health. Or rather, it 15 exactly what I should
expect, but nevertheless I find it extremely painful.' 'Yes, t said Aoi, · It is
extremely painful when -people do not care what becomes of one. I She
glanced back over her shoulder as she spoke, her face full of scorn and
pride, looking uncommonly handsome as she did so. · You hardly ever
speak; said GenJi, •and when you do, it is only to say unkind things and
twist one's harmless words so that they seem to be insults. And when I
try to find some way of helping you for a while at least to be a little less
disagreeable, you become more hopelessly unapproachable than ever.
Shall lone day succeed in making you understand ...?' and so saying he
went into their bedroom. She did not follow him. He lay for a while in
a state of great annoyance and distress. But, probably because he did not
really care about her very much one way or the other, he soon became
drowsy and all sorts of quite different matters drifted through his head.
He wanted as much as ever to have the little girl in his keeping and watch
her grow to womanhood. But the grandmother was right; the child was
too absurdly young, and it would be very difficult to broach the matter
again. Would it not however be possible to contrive that she should be
brought to the Capital? It would be easy then to find excuses for fetching
her and she might). even through some such arrangement as that, become
a source of constant delight to him. The father, Prince Hyobukyo, was of
course a man of very distinguished manners; but he was not at all hand
some. How was it that the child resembled one of her aunts and was so
unlike all the rest? He had an idea that Fujirsubo and Prince Hyobukyo
were children of the same mother, while the others were only half-sisters.
The fact that the little girl was closely related to the lady whom he had
loved for so long made him all the more set upon securing her, and he
began again to puzzle his head for some means of bringing this about.

Next day he wrote his letter of thanks to the priest. No doubt it con
tained some allusion to hIS project. To the nun he wrote: 'Seeing you so
resolutely averse to what I had proposed, I refrained from justifying my in ...
renrions so fully as I could have wished. But should it proye that, even
by the few words I ventured to speak, I was able to convince you that this
is no mere whim or common fancy, how happy would such news make me.'
On a slip of paper folded small and tucked into the letter he wrote the
poem: 'Though with all my heart I tried to leave it behind me, never for a
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moment has It left me - the fair face of that mountain-flower!' Though
she had passed the zenith of her years the nun could not but be pleased
and by the elegance of the note, for It was not only wrrrten in an
"",~r"'1(~1"'P, hand, but was folded wrrh a careless dexterity which she greatly

She felt very sorry for him, and would have been glad, had It
been In her conscrence, to have sent him a more favourable reply. ·We
were delighted,' she wrote, · that bemg m the neighbourhood you took
occasion to pay us a VISIt But I fear that when (as I very much 110pe you
WIll) you come here purposely to VISIt us, I shall not be able to add any
thing to \vhat I have said already. As for the poem which you enclose, do
not expect her to answer It, for she cannot yet wrrte her H N aniwa Zu" I

properly, even letter by letter. Let me then answer It for her' "For as
long as the cherry-blossoms remain unscattered upon the shore of Once
where wild storms blow - so long have you till now been constant!"
For my part, I am very uneasy about the matter. 11

The pnesr replied to the same effect GenJl was very much disappomred
and after two or three days he sent for Koremitsu and gave him a letter for
the nun, relhng him at the same time to find out whatever he could from
Shonagon, the childs nurse. · What an impressionable character he 15,'

thought Koremitsu. He had only had a ghmpse of the child; but that had
sufficed to convince him that she was a mere baby, though he remembered
thinking her qUIte pretty. What trick would hIS master's heart be play
mg upon him next?

The old priest was deeply Impressed by the arrival of a letter In the hands
of so special and confidential a messenger. After delivenng It, Koremirsu
sought out the nurse. He repeated all that Genji had told him to say and
added a great deal of general inforrnanon about hIS master. Being a man
of many words he talked on and on, connnually Introducing some new
tOpIC which had suddenly occurred to him as relevant. But at the end of It

all Shonagon was JUSt as puzzled as everyone else had been to account for
GenJt's Interest In a child so ridiculously young HIS letter was \·ery de
ferential. In It he said that he longed to see a sreclmen of her childish
writing done letter by letter, as the nun had described. As before, he en
closed a poem. · Was It the shadows In the mountain well that told you
my purpose was but Jest?' :z To which she answered, 'Some perhaps that
have drawn In that well now bitterly repent. Can the shadows tell me If
again it will be so?' and Koremirsu brought a spoken message to the same
effect, together with the assurance that so soon as the nun's health im
proved, she Intended to VISIt the Capital and would then communicate
with him agarn, The prospect of her VISIt was very exciting.

About this nme Lady Fujitsubo fell ill and rerired for a while from the
Palace. The SIght of the Emperor's grief and anxiety moved Genji's

:t A song the words of \\ hich were used as a first WTl nng lesson,
:I There is here a pun, and a reference to poem 3807 in the Manyoshu.
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pu:y But he could nor help rhmkrng that this was an opportunIty which
must not be missed He spent the whole of that dav In a state of great
agitation, unable whether In hIS own house or at th~ Palace to thrnk of
anything else or call upon anyone. When at last the day was over, he suc
ceeded In persuading her maid Omyobu to take a message The girl,
though she regarded any commumcarion between them as most Imrru
dent, seeing a strange look In hIS face like that of one who walks in a
dream, took pIty on him and went. The Prrncess looked back upon their
former relationship as something wicked and horrible and the memory of
It was a continual torment to her. She had deterrnmed that such a thIng
must never happen again.

She met him with a stern and sorrowful countenance, but this did not
disguise her charm, and as though conSCIOUS that he was unduly adrmrmg
her she began to treat him with great coldness and disdain. He longed to
find some blemish in her, to think that he had been mistaken, and be at
peace

I need not tell all that happened. The night passed only too quic kly
He whispered 10 her ear the poem' 'Now that at last we have met, would
that vr« might vanish forever into the dream we dreamed torughr r But
she, srrll conscience-stricken. i Though I were to hide In the darkness of
eternal sleep, yet would my shame run through the world from tongue
to tongue.' And indeed, as Genji knew, it was not without good cause
that she had suddenly fallen mro rhis fit of apprehension and remorse.
l\..S he left, Omyobu came runnIng after him with his cloak and other be
Iongings which he had left behind. He lay all day upon his bed 10 great
torment. He sent a letter, but It was returned unopened This had hap
pened many times m the past, but now It filled him with such consterna
don that for two or three days he was completely prostrate and kept hIS

room All this while he was in constant dread lest hIS father, full of
solrcrtude, should begm enquiring what new trouble had overtaken him.
Fujirsubo, convinced that her ruin was accomplished, fell Into a profound
melancholy and her health grew dally worse. Messengers arrived con
stantly from the Court beggrng her to return without delay, but she could
not bring herself to go. Her disorder had now taken a turn which filled
her with secret foreboding, and she did nothing all day long but SIt dis
tractedly wondering what would become of her. When the hot weather
set in she ceased to leave her bed at all. Three months had now passed
and there was no misrakmg her condition. Soon It would be known and
everywhere discussed, She was appalled at the calamity which had over
taken her. Not knowing that there was any cause for secrecy, her people
were astonished that she had not long ago informed the Emperor of her
condition. Speculations were rife, but the question was one which only
the Princess herself was in a position definirely to solve. Omyobu and her
old nurse's daughter who warred upon her at her toilet and in the bath-
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house had at once noted the change and were somewhat taken aback. But
was unwilhng to discuss the matter. She had an uncomfortable

,.'It"l~'I"'\1t"1l"'\n that it was the meeting which she arranged that had now taken
effect with cruel promptness and precisIon. It was announced in the Pal
ace thar other disorders had misled those about her and prevented them
from recognizing the true nature of her condinon. This explanation was
accepted by everyone.

The Emperor himself was full of tender concern, and though messengers
kept him constantly informed, the gloomiest doubts and fancies passed
continually through his mind. Genji was at this time visited by a most
rernfyrng and extraordinary dream. He sent for interpreters, but they
could make little of it. There were indeed certain passages to which they
could assign no meaning at all; but this much was clear: the dreamer had
made a. false step and must be on his guard. 'It was not my dream; said
Genii, feeling somewhat alarmed. 'I am consulting you on behalf of
someone else,' and he was wondering what this · false step' could have
been when news reached him of the Princess's condition. This then was
the disaster which his dream had portended! At once he wrote her an im
mense letter full of passionate self-reproaches and exhortations. But
Omyobu, thinking that it would only Increase her agiration, refused to
deliver it, and he could trust no other messenger. Even the few wretched
lines which she had been in the habit of sending to him now and again
had for some while utterly ceased.

In her seventh month she again appeared at Court. Overjoyed at her
return, the Emperor lavished boundless affection upon her. The added
fulness of her figure, the unwonted pallor and thinness of her face gave her,
he thought, a new and incomparable charm. As before, all his leisure
was spent in her company. During this time several Court festivals took
place and Genii's presence was constantly required; sometimes he was
called upon to play the kata or flute, sometimes to serve his father in other
\vays .. On such occasions, strive as he might to show no trace of embar
rassment or agrration, he feared more than once that he had betrayed him
self; while to her such confrontations were one long torment.

The nun had somewhat improved in health and was now living in the
Capital. He had enquired where she was lodging and sent messages from
time to time, receiving (which indeed was all he expected) as hrtle en
couragement as before. In the last months his longing for the child had
increased rather than diminished, but day after day went by without his
finding any means to change the situation, As the autumn drew to its
close) he fell into a state of great despondency. One fine moonlit night
when he had decided, against his own inclination, to pay a certain secret
visit," a shower came on. As he had started from the Palace and the place
to which he was going was in the suburbs of the Sixth Ward, it occurred

1 To Lady Rokujo.
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to him that it would be disagreeable to go so fa.r in the rain, He was con
sidering what he should do when he noticed a tumbled-down house sur
rounded by very ancient trees. He asked whose this gloomy and desolate
mansion might be, and Koremitsu, who, as usual, was with him, rephed:
'Why that IS the late Azechi no Dainagon's house. A day or two ago I
took occasion to call there and was told that my Lady the nun has grown
very weak and does not now know what goes on about her. t • Why did
you not tell me this before?' said Genjl deeply concerned; 'I should have
called at once to convey my sympathy to her household. Pray go in at
once and ask for news.' Koremitsu accordingly sent one of the lesser at
tendants to the house, instrucnng him to give the impression that Genji
had come on purpose to enquire. When the man announced that Prince
Genjr had sent him for news and was himself waiting outside, great ex
citement and consternation prevailed in the house. Their mistress, the
servants said, had for several days been lying In a very parlous condition
and could not possibly receive a visit. But they dared not Simply send so
distinguished a visitor away, and hastily tidying the southern parlour,
they bustled him into it, saying, 'You must forgive us for showing you
into thrs untidy room. We have done our best to make It presentable.
Perhaps, on a. surprise visit, you will forgive us for conducting you to
such an out-of-the-way closet.... ' It was indeed not at all the kind of
room that he was used to. 'I have been meaning for a long while to Visit
this house,' said Genji; 'but time after time the proposals which I made
in writing concerning a certain project of mine were summarily rejected
and this discouraged me. Had I but known that your mistress's health
had taken this turn for the worse.... ' t Tell him that at this moment my
mind is clear) though it may soon be darkened again. I am deeply sensible
of the kindness he has shown in thus VIsiting my death-bed, and regret
that I cannot speak with him face to face .. Tell him that If by any chance
he has not altered hIS mind with regard to the matter that he has dis
cussed with me before, by all means let him, when the time has come,
number her among the ladies of his household. It is with great anxiety
that I leave her behind me and I fear that such a bond with earth may
hinder me from reaching the life for which I have prayed. '

Her room was so near and the partition so thin that as she gave Shona
gon her message he could hear now and again the sound of her sad, quaver
ing voice. Presently he heard her saying to someone, · How kind, how very
kind of him to come. If only the child were old enough to thank him
nicely!' "It is indeed no question of kindness,' said GenJi to Shonagon.
·Surely it is evident that only some very deep feeling would have driven
me to display so zealous a persistency I Since first I saw this child, a feel
ing of strange tenderness towards her possessed me, and it has grown to
such a love as cannot be of this world only," Though it is but an idle

Z Arises out of some connection in a previous existence.
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I have a longing to hear her voice Could you not send for her be
fore I gor ·Poor httle thing,' said Shonagon. · She is fast asleep in her
room and knows nothing of an our troubles.' But as she spoke there was
a sound of someone moving in the women's quarters and a VOIce suddenly
was heard saying. 'Grandmother, Grandmother! Prince Genu who came
to see us in the mountains is here, paying a visit. Why do you not le~

him come and talk to your 'Hush, child, hush!' erred all the gentle
women, scandalized. 'No, no,' sard the child, 'Grandmother said that
when she saw this prInce It made her feel better at once. I was not being
silly at all' ThIS speech delighred Genji, but the gentlewomen of the
household thought the child's mcursion painful and unseemly, and pre
tended not to hear her last remark. GenJI gave up the idea of paying a
real visit and drove back to hIS house, rhinking as he went that her be
haviour was indeed still that of a mere Infant. Yet how easy and delrght
ful it would be to teach her!

Next day he paid a proper VIsit. On hIS arrival he sent 10 a poem wrrt
ten on hISusual nny shp of paper:' SInce first I heard the VOIce of the young
crane, my boat shows a strange tendency to snck among the reeds!' It
was meant for the little girl and was wrrtten in a large, childish hand,
but very beautifully, so that the ladies of the house said as soon as they
saw it, 'This will have to go into the child's copy-book:

Shonagon sent him the following note: 'My mistress, feehng that she
might not live through the day, asked us to have her moved to the temple
in the hills, and she is already on her way. I shall see to It that she learns
of your enquiry, If I can but send word to her before It is too late.' The
letter touched him deeply

During these autumn evenings hIS heart was in a continual ferment
But though all his thoughts were occupied In a different quarter, yet ovvIOg
to the cur10US relationship in which the child stood to the being who thus
obsessed his mind, the desire to make the girl his own throughout thrs
stormy time grew daily stronger. He remembered the evening when he
had first seen her and the nun's poem, 'Not knowing rf any will come to
nurture the tender leaf. .. .' She would always be delightful; but in some
respects she might not fulfil her early promise. One must take risks. And
he made the poem: 'When shall I see It lying in my hand, the young grass
of the moorside that springs from purple I roots?' In the tenth month
the Emperor was to visit the Suzaku-in for the Festival of Red Leaves
The dancers were all to be sons of the noblest houses. The most accom
plished among the princes, courriers and other great gentlemen had been
chosen for their parts by the Emperor himself, and from the Royal Princes
and State Ministers downward everyone was busy with continual prac
tices and rehearsals. GenJi suddenly realized that for a long while he had

I Purple is murasaki in Japanese. From this poem the child is known as Murasaki: and
hence the authcress derived the nickname by which she too IS known. '
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not enquired after his friends on the mountain He at once sent a special
messenger.who brought back thrs letter from the priest: 'The end came on
the twentieth day of last month. It IS the common lot of mankind; yet
her loss is very grievous to mer' This and more he wrote, and GenJi,
reading the letter, was filled with a bitter sense of hfe's briefness and fu
nlity. And what of the child concerning whose future the dead woman
had shown such anxiety? He could not remember hIS own mother's death
at all disnncrly , but some dim recollecnon still floated in hIS mind and
gave to hIS letter of condolence an added warmth of feeling. It was an ...
swered, not wirhour a certain self-Importance, by the nurse Shonagon.

After the funeral and mourning were over, the child was brought back
to the Capital. Hearrng of this he allowed a short while to elapse and
then one fine, still nrghr went to the house of his own accord. ThIS
gloomy, decaying, half-deserted mansion must, he thought, have a most
depressing effect upon the child who hved there. He was shown into the
same small room as before. Here Shonagon told him between her sobs
the whole tale of rheir bereavement, at which he too found himself
strangely moved 'I would send my Irttle mistress to His Highness her
father's,' she conrmued, 'dId I not remember how cruelly her poor mother
was used In that house And I would do It strll If my lirtle lady were a
child In arms who would not know where she had been taken to nor what
the people there were feehng towards her. But she 15 now too bIg a girl
to go among a lot of strange children who might not treat her kindly.
So her poor dead grandmother was always saying down to her last day.
You, SIr, have been very good to us, and it would be a great weight off
my mind to know that she was coming to you even if it were only for a
httle while, and I would not worry you with asking what was to become
of her afterwards. Only for her sake I am sorry Indeed that she is not some
years older, so that you might make a match of it. But the way she has
been brought up has made her young even for her age. ~ · You need not so
constantly remind me of her childishness,' said Genji, 'Though it is in
deed her youth and helplessness which move my compassion, yet I realize
(and why should I hide it from myself or from you?) that a far closer bond
unites our souls. Let me tell her myself ","hat we have just now decided;'
and he recited a poem in which he asked if 'like the waves that lap the
shore where young reeds grow he must advance only to recede again. t

'Will she be too much surprised>' he added. Shonagon, sa.yIng that the
httle girl should by all means be fetched, answered his poem WIth another
in which she warned him that he must not expect her to · drift seaweed
like with the waves,' before she understood hIS Intention. 'Now, what
made you rhink I should send you awa.y WIthout letting her see you?' she
asked, speaking in an offhand, familiar tone which he found it easy to
pardon. His appearance, which the gentlewomen of the house studied
with great care while he sat waitmg for the child and singing to himself
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so hard to cross the hill?' made a deep impression
not that moment for a long while after.

on her bed for her grandmother I A gentle-
has come to you,' said one of the women who

were upon her, 'I If It is your father. t At this she Jumped
up and out: 'Nurse, where 1S the gentleman in a cloak? Is he my
father>' and she came running into the room. · No,' said Genji, · it is not
your father, but It IS someone else who wants you to be very fond of him.
Come..... She had learnt from the way people talked about him that
Pnnce Genji was someone very Important, and feeling that he must really
be very angry with her for speaking of him as the ·gentleman in a cloak'
she went straight to her nurse and whispered, 'Please, I am sleepy. t

· You must not be shy of me any more,' said Gen ji. · If you are sleepy,
come here and he on my knee. Will you not even come and talk to me?'
'There: said Shonagon, 'you see what a Iittle savage she 1S; and pushed
the child towards lum. She stood Iistlessly by his srde, passing her hand
under her hair so that it fell in waves over her soft dress or clasping a great
bunch of lt where it stuck out thick around her shoulders. Presently he
took her hand in his; but at once, in terror of this close contact with some
one to whom she was not used, she cried out, · I said I wanted to go to
bed; and snatching her hand away she ran into the women's quarters.
He followed her crying, 'Dear one, do not run away from mer Now that
your granny is gone, you must love me instead.' · Well l' gasped Shona
gon, deeply shocked 'No, that is too muchl How can you bring your
self to say such a wicked rhing to the poor child? And It is not much use
telling people to be fond of one, is it?' 'For the moment, it may not be,'
said Genji, 4 But you will see that strange things happen if one's heart is
set upon a thing as mine is now.'

Hail was falling. It was a wild and terrible night. The thought of
leavingher to pass it in this gloomy and half-deserted mansion immeasura
bly depressed him and snatching at this excuse for remaining near her:
'Shut the partition-door!' he cried. · I will stay for a while and play the
watchman here on this terrible night. Draw near to me, all of you!'
and so saying, as though it were the most natural thing in the world, he
picked up the child in his arms and carried her to her bed. The gentle
women were far too astonished and confounded to budge from their seats;
while Shonagon, though his high-handed proceedings greatly agitated
and alarmed her, had to confess to herself that there was no real reason to
interfere, and could only sit moaning in her corner. The little girl was at
first terribly frightened. She did not know what he was going to do with
her and shuddered violently. Even the feel of his delicate, cool skin when
he drew her to him, gave her goose-flesh. He saw this; but none the less
he began gently and carefully to remove her outer garments, and laid her
down. Then, though he knew qUIte well that she was still frightened of
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him, he began talking to her softly and tenderly: ·How would you like
to come with me one day to a place where there are lots of lovely pictures
and dolls and toys?' And he went on to speak so feelingly of all the rhmgs
she was most Interested in that soon she felt almost at home with him.
But for a long while she was restless and did not go properly to sleep.
The storm still raged. ·Whatever should we have done If this gentleman
had not been here?' whispered one of the women, · I know that for my
part I should have been in a terrible fright. If only our httle lady were
nearer to his age!' Shonagon, still mistrustful, sat quite close to GenJI
all the while.

At last the wind began to drop. The night was far spent, but his return
at such an hour would cause no surprIse f •She has become so dear to me, t

said Genji, 'that, above all at this sad time in her hfe, I am loath to leave
her even for a few short hours. I think I shall put her somewhere where
I can see her whenever I WIsh. I wonder that she is not frightened to live
in such a place as this. t 'I think her father spoke of coming to fetch her, ~

said Shonagon; ·but that is not likely to be till the Forty-nine Days are
up.' · It would of course under ordinary circumstances be natural that her
father should look after her,' admitted Genji, 'but as she has been brought
up entirely by someone else she has no more reason to care for him than
for me. And though I have known her so short a time, I am certainly far
fonder of her than her father can possibly be.' So saying he stroked the
child's hair and then reluctantly, with many backward glances, left the
room. There was now a heavy white fog, and hoar-frost lay thick on the
grass. Suddenly he found himself wishing that it were a real Iove-affair,
and he became very depressed. It occurred to him that on his way home
he would pass by a certain house which he had once familiarly frequented.
He knocked at the door, but no one answered. He then ordered one of
hIS servants who had a strong voice to recite the following lines: ·By
my SIster's gate though morning fog makes all the world still dark as
night, I could not fail to pause. t When this had been sung twice, the lady
sent an impertinent coxcomb of a valet to the door, who having recited
the poem, 'If you disliked the hedge of fog that lies about this place, a
gate of crazy wicker would not keep you standing in the street,' at once
went back again into the house. He waited, but no one else came to the
door, and though he was in no mood to go dully home since it was now
broad daylight, what else could be done? At his palace he lay for a long
while smiling to himself with pleasure as he recollected the child's pretty
speeches and ways. Towards noon he rose and began to write a letter to
her; but he could not find the right words, and after many times laying
hIS brush aside he determined at last to send her some nice pictures in
stead.

That day Prince Hyobukyo paid his long-promised visit to the late
nun's house. The place seemed to him even more ruinous, vast and ann-
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than he remembered It years ago How depressing It must be for
a handful of persons to Iive in these decaying halls, and lookmg about
him he said to the nurse · No child ought to lrve In a place Irke this even
for a lrrrle while I must take her a\vay at once, there IS plenty of room
in mv house. You' (rurning to Shonagori) 'shall be found a place as cl

Lady-in-Waiting there The child \\"111 be very well off, for there are
several other young people for her to play wIth' He called the hrtle grrl
to him and noucmg the rich perfume that clung to her dress SInce Genu
held her In hIS arms, the Pnnce said, "How nicelv your dress IS scented
But Isn't It rather drab?' No sooner had he said thrs than he remembered
that she was In mourning, and felt shghrly uncomfortable. 'I used some
tunes to tell her grandmother,' he conrmucd, 'that she ought to let her
come to see me and get used to our \vays, for indeed It was a strange up
bnnging for her to live alone year In year out WIth one whose health and
spmts steadily declined. But she for some reason was very unfriendly
towards me, and there was 111 another quarter I too a reluctance which I
rear even at such a rime as rhis rn.iv not be wholly overcome.... t • If that
1Sso,' said Shonagun, 'dull as It ls"for her here, I do not think she should
be moved till she IS a 11trle better able to shift for herself.'

For days on end the child had been In a terrible state of grIef, and not
havmg eaten the least bire of anything she was gro\vn very thin, but was
none the less lovely for that. He looked at her tenderly and s.ud , '1"ou
must not crv any more now, When people die, there IS no help for It .JnJ
we must bear it bravelv But n01A" all is well, for I have come Instead ·
But it was getnng lat; and he could not stay any longer. As he turned to
go he saw that the child, by no means consoled at the prospect of falhng
under his care, was agaIn crving bitterlv. The Prince, himself sheddrng
a few tears, did hIS hest to comfort her. · Do not grieve so,' he said, •to
day or tomorrow I wrll send for you to come and hve with me,' and wirh
that he departed. Still the child vvept and no ~lay could be found to dis
tract her thoughts. It was not of course that she had any anxierv about
her own future, for about such matters she had not yet begun to think at
all, but only that she had lost the companion from whom for years on
end she had never for a moment been separated. Young as she was, she
suffered so cruelly that all her usual games were qUIte abandoned, and
rhough sometimes during the d.iv her S['1tlCS would J. Irtrle ImprOYe, .rs
rught drew on she became so melancholv that Shonagon began to wonder
how much longer rhings would go on Irke this, and 10 despair at not beina
able to comfort her, would herself burst Into tears.

Presently Korermrsu arrived with a message saYlng [hat GenJI had in
tended to VIStt them, but owrng to a sudden command from the Pala.... e
\V.lS unable to do so, and being very much perturbed at the little ones
grievous condmon had sent for further news. Having delivered this mes-

1 His wife,
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sage, Koremrtsu brought in some of Genu's servants whom he had sent
to mount guard over the house that nighr. "This kindness is Indeed ill
placed,' sard Shonagon · It may not seem to him of much consequence
that hIS gentlemen should be Installed here; but if the child's father hears
of It, we servants shall get all the blame for the little lady's being given
away to a married gentleman It was you who let It all begin, we shall
be told. Now be careful,' she said turning to her fellow-servants, •do not
let her even mention these watchmen to her father' But alas, the child
was qUIte Incapable of understanding such a prohibmon, and Shonagon,
after pouring out many Iamenratrons to Koremitsu, contmued 'I do nor
doubt but that in due time she will somehow become hIS wife, for so
their fate seems to decree But now and for a long while there can be no
talk of any such thrng, and this, as he has roundly told me, he knows as
well as the rest of us. So what he IS after I cannot for the life of me im
agme. Only today when Prmce Hyobukyo was here he bade me keep a
sharp eye upon her and not let her be treated with any mdrscrerion. I
confess when he said It I remembered wrrh vexation certain hberties which
I have allowed your master to take, thinking lrttle enough of them at the
nrne ' No sooner had she said this than she began to fear that Koremirsu
would put a worse construction on her words than she mrended, and shak
109 her head very dolefully she relapsed Into SIlence" Nor was she far
\vrong, for Koremrtsu was Indeed wondering of what sort GenJI's mIS

demeanours could have been.
On hearrng Koremitsu's report Genji's heart was filled with pity for

the child's state and he would lrke to have gone to her at once. But he
feared that Ignorant people would misunderstand these frequent VISItS

and, thinking the girl older than she was, spread foolish scandals abroad
It would be far SImpler to fetch her to hIS palace and keep her there. All
through the day he sent numerous letters, and at dusk Koremirsu agaIn
went to the house saying that urgent busmess had once more prevented
GenJl from visiting them, for which remissness he tendered his apologies
Shonagon answered curtly that the girl's father had suddenly decided to
fetch her away next day and that they were too busy to receive visits:
'The servants are all in a fluster at Ieaving this shabby old house where
they have lived so long and gOIng to a strange, grand place..... ' She an
swered hIS further questions so briefly and seemed so intent upon her sew
Ing that Koremitsu went away.

Genji was at the Great Hall, but as usual he had been unable to get a
word out of Aoi and In a gloomy mood he was plucking at his zithern and
smgrng, •Why sped you across field and hill So fast upon this rainy night?' 1

The words of the song were aimed at AOI and he sang them with much
feeling. He was thus employed when Koremitsu arrrved at the Great
Hall. GenJI sent for him at once and bade him tell his story. Koremitsu's

I The song is addressed by a girl to a SUSpiCIOUS lover; Genji reverses the sense"
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disquiermg Once she vias in her father's palace it would
that Genji should fetch her away, even If she came will

inevitably be rumoured abroad that he had made off
her like a child-snatcher, a thief. Far better to anticipate his rival

and exacnng a promise of silence from the people about her, carry her off
to his own palace immediately. 4 I shall go there at daybreak; he said to
Koremirsu, 'Order the carriage that I came here in, it can be used Just as
It is, and see to it that one or two attendants are ready to go wrth me.'
Koremirsu bowed and retired.

Genji knew that whichever course he chose, there was bound to be a
scandal so soon as the thmg became known. Inevitably gossips would
spread the report that, young though she was, the child by this time knew
well enough why she had been invited to live with Prince Genji in his
palace. Let them draw their own conclusions. That did not matter.
There was a much worse possibility. What if Hyobukyo found out where
she was> His conduct in abducting another man's child would appear
in the highest degree outrageous and discreditable. He was sorely puz ...
zled, but he knew that if he let this opportunity slip he would afterwards
bitterly repent it, and long before daybreak he started on his way. Aoi
was cold and sullen as ever. 'I have just remembered something very im
portant which I must see about at home,' he said; '1 shall not be away
long,' and he slipped out so quietly that the servants of the house did not
know that he was gone. His cloak was brought to him from his own
apartments and he drove off attended only by Koremitsu who followed on
horseback. After much knocking they succeeded in getting the gate
opened, but by a servant who was not in the secret. Koremitsu ordered
the man to pull in Genii's carriage as quietly as he could and himself went
straight to the front door, which he rattled, coughing as he did so that
Shonagon might know who was there. 'My lord is waiting,' he said
when she came to the door. •But the young lady is fast asleep, ' said Shona
gon; 4 his Highness has no business to be up and about at this time of
night.' She said this thinking that he was returning from some nocturnal
escapade and had only called there in passing. 'I hear,' said Genji now
coming forward, 'that the child is to be moved to her father's and I have
something of importance which I must say to her before she goes.' 'What
ever businessyou have to transact with her, I am sure she will give the
matter her closest attention,' scoffed Shonagon, Matters of importance
indeed, with a child of ten! Genji entered the women's quarters. 'You
cannot go in there,' cried Shonagon in horror; 'several aged ladies are
lying all undressed... .' 'They are all fast asleep/ said Genji. 'See, I am
only rousing the child: and bending over her: 'The morning mist is ris
ing; he cried, •it is time to wake!' And before Shonagon had time to ut
ter a sound, he had taken the child in his arms and begun gently to rouse
her. Still half-dreaming, she thought it was the prince her father who had
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come to fetch her ·Come; said GenJi while he put her hair to rights,
'your father has sent me to bring you back with me to hIS palace» For a
moment she was dazed to find that it was not her father and shrank from
him in fright. 'Never mind whether it IS your father or I,' he cried; · it
1S all the same,' and so saying he picked her up m his arms and carried her
out of the inner room. 'Well!' cned out Koremitsu and Shonagon in
astonishment. What would he do next? 'It seems,' said GenIi, · that you
were disquieted at my rellmg you I could not visit her here as often as I
wished and would make arrangements for her to go to a more convenient
place. I hear that you are sendmg her where it will be even more difficult
for me to see her. Therefore ... make ready one or the other of you to
come with me.'

Shonagon, who now realized that he was going to make off with the
child, fell into a terrible fluster. •0, Sir,' she said, •you could not have
chosen a worse time. Today her father is coming to fetch her, and what
ever shall I say to him? If only you would wait, I am sure rr would all
come right in the end. But by acting so hastily you ,\-v1II do yourself no
good and leave the poor servants here in a sad pickle.' 'If that is all,'
cried Genji, 'let them follow as soon as they choose,' and to Shonagon's
despair he had the carrIage brought in. The child stood by weeping and
bewildered. There seemed no way of preventing him from carrying out
his purpose and gathering together the child's clothes that she had been
sewing the night before, the nurse put on her own best dress and stepped
into the carriage. Genji's house was not far off and they arrived before
daylight. They drew up in front of the western wing and GenJ1 alighted.
Taking the child lightly in his arms, he set her on the ground. Shonagon,
to whom these strange events seemed like a dream, hesrtated as though
still uncertain whether she should enter the house or no. 'There is no
need for you to come in if you do not want to, t said Genji. 'Now that the
child herself is safely here I am quite content. H you had rather go back,
you have only to say so and I will escort you. t

Reluctantly she left the carriage. The suddenness of the move was in
itself enough to have upset her; but she was also worrying about what
Prince Hyobukyo would think when he found that his child had vanished.
And indeed what was going to become of her? One way or another all
her mistresses seemed to be taken from her and it was only when she be
came frightened of having wept for so long on end that she at last dried
her eyes and began to pray.

The western wing had long been uninhabited and was not completely
furnished; but Koremitsu had soon fitted up screens and curtarns where
they were required. For Genji makeshift quarters were soon contrived by
letting down the side-wings of his screen-of-honour. He sent to the other
part of the house for his night things and went to sleep. The child, who
had been put to bed not far off, was still very apprehensive and ill at ease
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10 these new Her lips were trembltng, but she dared not
out loud. · I want to sleep with Shonagon;' she sard at last 10 a tear
babyish VOIce. •You are getting too bIg to sleep 'VIrh a nurse,' said

who had heard her 'You must trv and go to sleep nicely where you
are. She felt very lonely and lay vveernng for a long whrle The nurse
was far too much upset to think of going to bed and sat up for the rest
of the nighr In the servants' quarters cryIng SO bitterly that she was un
conSCIOUS of all that went on around her.

But when It grew lrght she began to look about her a Irtrle Not only
this great palace with its marvellous pillars and carvIngs, but the sand In
the courtyard outside which seemed to her lrke a. carpet of jewels made so
dazzling an Impression upon her that at first she felt somewhat overawed
However, the fact that she was now no longer In a household of women
gavc her an agreeable sense of security .

It was the hour at which busmess brought varIOUS strangers to the
house. There were several men walking Just ourside her window and she
heard one of them whisper to another: 'They say that someone new has
come to live here. Who can It be, I wonder? A lady of note, I'll warrant
vou.'

Bath water was brought from the other wing, and steamed rice for
breakfast. GenJ1 did not rise till far on into the morning. •It 1S not good
for the child to be alone, t he said to Shonagon, · so last nighr befure I
came to you I arranged for some hrtle people to come and stay here,' and
so saying he sent a servant to 'fetch the little girls from the eastern wing.'
He had given special orders that they were to be as small as possible and
now four of the tmiest and prettiest creatures imagmable arrived upon the
scene.

Murasaki was still asleep, Iymg wrapped 10 Genji's own coat. It was
with difficulty that he roused her. 'You must not be sad any more,' he
said. ~ If I were not very fond of you, should I be looking after you like
thIS? Little girls ought to be very gentle and obedient in their ways.'
And thus her education was begun.

She seemed to him, now that he could study her at leisure, even more
lovely than he had realized and they were soon engaged 10 an affectionate
conversanon. He sent for delightful pictures and toys to show her and
sec to work to amuse her 10 every way he could. Gradually he persuaded
her to get up and look about her. In her shabby dress made of some dark
grey material she looked so charming now that she was laughing and
playing, WIth all her woes forgotten, that GenJi too laughed WIth pleas
ure as he watched her. When at last he retired to the eastern WIng, she
went out of doors to look at the garden. As she picked her way among the
trees and along the side of the lake, and gazed wsth delight upon the
frosty flower-beds that glittered gay as a picture, while a many-coloured
throng of unknown people passed constantly In and out of the house, she
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began to think that this was a very nice place indeed. Then she looked
at the wonderful pictures that were pamred on all the panels screens
and qU1te lost her heart to them

For two or three days Genji did Dot go to the Palace, but spent all his
time amusing the lrttle girl Finally he drew all sorts of pIctures for her
to put Into her copybook, showing them to her one by one as he did so.
She thought them the loveliest set of pictures she had ever seen Then he
wrote pa~t of the Musasht-no poem," She was delighred by the way It was
wrrtren m bold Ink-strokes on a background srarned wirh purple. In
a smaller hand was the poem: "Though the parent-root 2 I cannot see, yet
tenderly I love Its offshoot 3 - the dewy plant that grows upon Musashi
Moor' ·Come,' said GenJl while she was adrnmng it, "you must wrrte
sornerhmg too' C I cannot write properly yet,' she answered, looking up
at him wrth a witchery so wholly unconscious that Genji laughed C Even
If you cannot wrrte properly It WIll never do for us to let you off alto
gether. Let me gIve you a lesson: WIth many timid glances towards
him she began to wrrte, Even the childrsh manner In which she grasped
the brush gave him a thrill of delight which he was at a loss to explain.
'Oh, I have spoiled ir,' she suddenly cried out and blushing hid from him
what she had written. But he forced her to let him see it and found the
poem: I I do not know what put Musashi mto your head and am very puz
zled. What plant is it that you say 15 a relative of mine?' It was wrrtren
In a large childish hand which was indeed very undeveloped, but was
nevertheless full of promise. It showed a strong resemblance to the late
nun's writing. He felt certain that If she were grven up-to-date copy
books she would soon wrrte very nicelv.

Next they built houses for the dolls and played so long at this game to
gether that GenJi forgot for a. while the great anxiety 4 which wa.s at that
time preyIng upon hIS mind.

The servants who had been left behind at Murasaki's house were ex
tremely embarrassed when Prince Hyobukyo came to fetch her. Genji
had made them promise for a time at any rate to tell no one of what had
happened and Shonagon had seemed to agree that this was best. Accord
ingly he could get nothing out of them save that Shonagon had taken the
child away with her without sayIng anything about where she was going.
The Prmce felt completely baffled. Perhaps the grandmother had Instilled
Into the nurse's mind the idea that things would not go smoothly for the
child at his palace. In that case the nurse with an excess of craftiness

I 'Though I know not the place, yet when they told me this was the moor of Musashi
the thought flashed through my rmnd: "What else Indeed could it be, since all its grass is
purple-dyed?" ,

'Fujitsubo. The fuji flower IS also purple imurasaki) In colour.
3 The child Murasaki, who was Fujitsubo's niece. Musashi was famous for the purple

dye extracted from the roots of a grass that grew there.
4 The pregnancy of Fujitsubo
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H1S read of that she feared the child would not be
trca red under it wiser to make off wi th her

'\. hen ofTered. very depressed, asking them
to let know rnsranrly if they any news, a request which again
embarrassed them. He also made enqurries of the prIest at the temple In
the but could learn She had seemed to him to be a most
lovable and delightful child; it was very disappomnng to lose sight of
her 10 this manner. The princess hIS wife had long ago got over her dis
Iike of the child's mother and "vas mdignant at the idea that she was not
to be trusted to do her duty by the child properly.

Gradually the servants from Murasakr's house assembled at her new
home. The little girls who had been brought to play with her were de
lrghred with their new companion and they were soon all playing to
gether very happily.

When her prInce was away or busy, on dreary evenings she would still
sometimes long for her grandmother the nun and cry a little. But she
never thought about her father whom she had never been used to see ex
cept at rare Intervals. Now indeed she had · a. new father' of whom she
was growing every day more fond. When he came back from anywhere
she was the first to meet him and then wonderful games and conversations
began, she sitting all the while on his lap without the least shyness or
restraint. A more charming companion could not have been imagined.
It might be that when she grew older, she would not always be so trust
ful. New aspects of her character might come into play. If she suspected,
for example, that he cared for someone else, she might resent it, and in such
a case all sorts of unexpected things are apt to happen; but for the present
she was a delightful plaything. Had she really been his daughter, con
vention would not have allowed him to go on much longer living with
her on terms of such complete intimacy; but in a case like this he felt that
such scruples were not applicable.



CHAPTER v r

The Saff1 4 on-Flow er

T R Y as he might he could not dispel the melancholy into which
Yugao's sudden death 1 had cast him) and though many months
had gone by he longed for her passionately as ever. In other quar·

rers where he had looked for affection, coldness vied with coldness and
pride with pride. He longed to escape once more from the claims of these
passionate and exactIng natures, and renew the life of tender intimacy
which for a while had given him so great a happiness. But alas, no second
Yugao would he ever find. Despite his bitter experience he still fancied
that one day he might at least discover some beautiful grrl of humble
origin whom he could meet without concealment, and he Iistened eagerly
to any hint that was lrkely to put him upon a promising track. If the
prospects seemed favourable he would follow up hIS enquiries by writing
a drscreet letter which, as he knew from experience, would seldom indeed
meet with a. wholly discoura.ging reply. Even those who seemed bent on
showing by the prim stiffness of their answers that they placed virtue
high above sensibility, and who at first appeared hardly conversant with
the usages of polite society, would suddenly collapse into the wildest in
timacy which would continue until their marriage with some common
place husband cut short the correspondence.

There were vacant moments when he thought of Utsusemi with regret.
And there was her companion too; some time or other there would surely
be an opportunity of sending her a surprise message. If only he could see
her again as he had seen her that night sitting by the chessboard in the
dim lamplight. It was not indeed in hIS nature ever to forget anyone of
whom. he had once been fond.

Among his old nurses there was one called Sayemon to whom, next af
ter Koremitsu's mother, he was most deeply attached. She had a daughter
called Taifu no Myobu who was In service at the Palace. ThIS girl was an
illegitimate child of a. certain member of the Imperial family who was
then Vice-minister of the Board of War. She was a young person of very
lively disposition and Genji often made use of her services. Her mother,
Genu's nurse, had afterwards married the governor of Echizen and had
gone with him to his province, so the girl when she was not at the Pal
ace lived chiefly at her father's.

She happened one day when she was talking with Genji to mention a
certain princess, daughter of the late Prince Hirachi. This lady, she said,
was born to the Prince when he was quite an old man and every care had
been lavished upon her upbringing. Since his death she had lived alone

I The events of this chapter are synchronous with those of the last.
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Genu's sympathy was aroused and he began to
rhis unfortunate lady. 'I do not really know much

either about her character or her appearance,' sard Myobu, 'she 15 ex-
seclusive In her habits. Sometimes I have talked to her a Irttle In

rhe evening, but always with a curtain between us I believe her zrthern
IS the companion In whom she 15 \vl1hng to confide' 'Of the Three
Friends lone at least would In her case be unsuitable,' said GenJI. 'But
I should hke to hear her play, her father was a great performer on this
mstrument and lt IS unlikely that she has not mherrted some of hIS skill '
Oh, I am afraid she IS not worth your corning to hear,' said Myobu
You are very discouraging;' he answered, · but all the same I shall hide

there one of these nights \vhen the full moon IS behind the clouds and lis
ten to her playing, and you shall come with me.' She was not best
r-leased, but Just then even upon the busy Palace a sprIngtIme qUIet

seemed to have settled, and bemg qUIte at leisure she consented to accom
rany him Her father's house was at some distance from the town and for
convenience he sometimes lodged In Prince Hirachr's palace. Myobu got
on badly with her stepmother, and taking a fancy to the lonely pnncess's
quarters, she kept a room there.

It was indeed on the night after the full moon, in Just such a yelled
lrght as GenJI had spoken of, that they VISIted the Hitachr palace .. I am
afraid,' said Myobu, 'that It is not a very good night for Iisrerung to
mUSIC, sounds do not seem to carry verv V\Tell' But he would not be thus
rut off .. Go to her room,' he said, 'and persuade her to play a few notes,
It would be a pIty if I went away without hearing her at all.' Myobu felt
somewhat shy of leaving him Iike this 10 her own hrtle prlyate room
She found the princess SIttIng by the window, her shutters not yet closed
tor the night, she was enJoYIng the scent of a blossoming plum-tree Wh1Ch
stood rn the garden Just outside It did mdeed seem Just the right moment
· I thought how lovely your zithern would sound on such a night as this;'
she said, 'and could not resist coming to see you. I am always In such a
hurry, gomg to and from the Palace, that do you know I have never had
nrne to hear you play. It is such a PIty' ·MUSIC of this sort,' she replied ,
·~~lves no pleasure to those who have not studied it. What do thev care'
for such matters tcbo all dc!...'V long run bstberand thither in the CIty of a }-1~//ldred
TOll'crJt 2 She sent for her zithern, hut her heart beat fast. What impres
-ion would her playing make uron this gIrl;' Timidly she sounded a fev\
notes The effect was very agreeable True, she was not a great performer,
but the Instrument was a particularlv fine one and GeoJl found her play1t1,g
r-v no means unpleasant to hsren to

Living In this lonely and half...ruined palace after such an uphrlngln,g
tull no doubt of antiquated formalines and restrictions) as her father was

1. \'"iue. zithern and song - In alIu ...ion to a poem by Po Chu-i,
~ I'v lrlcntly a quotation
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likely to have given her It would be strange Indeed If her Iife did not for
the most part consist of memories and regrets. ThIS was Just the sort of
place which in an old tale would be chosen as the scene for the most ro
mannc happenings. HIS imagmanon thus stirred, he thought of sending
her a message. But perhaps she would think this rather sudden. For some
reason he felt shy, and hesitated.

'It seems to be clouding over,' said the astute Myobu, who knew that
GenJI would carry away a far deeper impression if he heard no more for
the present. 'Someone was coming to see me,' she connnued; 'I must Dot

keep him waitmg. Perhaps some other time when I am not in such J.

hurry.... Let me close your WIndow for you,' and with that she rejoined
Genji, gIVIng the princess no encouragement to play any more. 'She
stopped so soon,' he complained, · that It was hardly worth getting her to
play at all. One had not time to catch the drift of what she was playing
Really It was a PIty!' That the pnncess was beautiful he made no doubt
at all. .. I should be very much obliged If you would arrange for me [0 hear
her at closer quarters.' But Myobu, thinking that this would lead to dis
appomtmenr, told him that the princess who led so herrmt-Iike an exist
ence and seemed always so depressed and subdued would hardly welcome
the suggesrion that she should perform before a stranger. 'Of course,
said Genu, · a rhing of that kind could only be suggested between people
who were on famrliar terms or to someone of very different rank. ThIS
lady's rank, as I am perfectly well aware, entitles her to be treated with
every consideranon, and I would not ask you to do more than hrnt at my
desire.' He had promised to meet someone else that rnghr and carefully
disguising himself he was preparIng to depart when Myobu said Iaughmg
·It amuses me sometimes to rhrnk how the Emperor deplores the too
strict and domesticated hfe which he suffers you to lead. What would he
think 1£ he could see you disguising yourself like this>' GenJI laughed.
4 I am afraid," he said as he left the room, 'that you are not quite the right
person to denounce me. Those who rhink such conduct reprehensible in a
man must find it even less excusable in a girl.' She remembered that Genjr
had often been obliged to reproach her for her reckless flirrarrons, and
blushing made no reply.

Snll hopmg to catch a glimpse of the zirhern-player, he crept softly to
wards her WIndow. He was about to hide at a point where the bamboo
fence was somewhat broken down when he percerved that a man was al
ready ensconced there. Who could it be? No doubt it was one of the
princess's lovers and he stepped back to conceal himself in the darkness.
The stranger followed him and turned out to be no other than To no
Chujo. That evenrng they had left the Palace together, but when they
parted Genji (Chujo had noticed) did not either go in the direction of the
Great Hall nor back to his own palace. This aroused Chujo's curiosity
and, despite the fact that he too had a secret appointment that night , he
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first to follow Genji and discover what was afoot. So riding upon
a srrance horse and wearrng a hunnng-cloak, he had got himself up alto-

~o that he was able to follow GenJi without being
recozmzec upon the road. Seeing him enter so unexpected a place, Chujo
was to imagine what business his friend could possibly have in
such a quarter when the mUSIC began and he secreted himself with a vague
Ideaof waylaying Genu when he came out. But the Prince, not knowing
who the stranger was and frightened of being recognized, stole on tIp
toe into the shadow, Chujo suddenly accosted him: ·Though you shook
me off so uncivilly, I thought it my duty to keep an eye on you; he said,
and recited the poem: ·Though together we left the great Palace hill,
your setting-place you would not show me, Moon of the sixteenth night!'
Thus he remonstrated; and Genji, though at first he had been somewhat
put out by finding that he was not alone, when he recognized To no
Chujo could not help being rather amused. 'This is indeed an unexpected
attention on your part: he said, and expressed his shght annoyance in
the answering verse: "Though wheresoever it shines men marvel at its
lrghr, who has before thought fit to follow the full moon to the hill
whereon It sets?'

· It is most unsafe for you to go about Iike this,' said Chujo, •I really
mean It. You ought always to have a. bodyguard, then you are all right
whatever happens. I WIsh you would always let me come with you. I
am afraid that these clandestine expeditions may one day get you into
trouble,' and he solemnly repeated the warning. What chiefly worried
Genji was the thought that this might not be the first occasion upon
which Chujo had followed him; but If it had been his habit to do so it
was certainly very tactful of him never to have questioned Genji about
Yugao's child."

Though each of them had an appointment elsewhere, they agreed not
to part. Both of them got into Genji's carriage and the moon having
vanished behind a cloud, beguiled the way to the Great Hall by playing
a duet upon their flutes. They did not send for torchbearers to see them
in at the gates, but creeping in very quietly stole to a portico where they
could not be seen and had their ordinary clothes brought to them there.
Having changed, they entered the house merrily blowing their flutes
as though they had just come back from the Palace.

Chujo's father, who usually pretended not to bear them when they
returned late at night, on this occasion brought out his flageolet, which
was his favourite instrument, and began to play very agreeably. Aio
sent for her zithern and made all her ladies play on the instruments at
which they excelled, Only Nakatsukasa, though she was known for
her lute-playing, having thrown over To no Chujo who had been her
lover because of her infatuation for Genji with whom her sole intercourse

1 Chujo's child by Yugao,
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was that she sometimes saw him casually when he visited the Great Hall
- only Nakarsukasa sat drooping listlessly, for her passion had become
known to AOl~S mother and the rest, and they were being very unpleasant
about it. She was thInkIng In her despair that perhaps it would be better
if she went and Irved in some place where she would never see Genji at
all; but the step was hard to take and she "vas very unhappy.

The young prmces were thinking of the music they had heard earlier
in the evening, of those romantic surroundings tinged with a peculiar
and inexplicable beauty. Merely because it pleased him so to imagine
her, To no Chujo had already endowed the occupant of the lonely mansion
with every charm. He had quite decided that Genji had been courting
her for months or even years, and thought impatiently that he for his
part, if Iike Genji he were violently in love with a lady of this kind, would
ha.ve been wrlling to rrsk a few reproaches or even the loss of a little
repuration. He could not however believe that his friend intended to let
the matter rest as it wa.s much longer and determined to amuse himself
by a little rivalry. From that time onwards both of them sent letters to
the lady, but neither ever received any answer. This both vexed and
puzzled them. What could be the reason? Thinking that such images
were suitable to a lady brought up in these rustle surroundings, in most
of the poems which they sent her they alluded to delicate trees and flowers
or other aspects of nature, hoping sooner or later to hit on some topic
which would arouse her interest in their suit. Though she was of good
birth and education, perhaps through being so long buried away in her
vast mansion she had not any longer the wits to write a reply. And what
indeed did it matter whether she answered or not, thought To no Chujo,
who none the less was somewhat piqued. With his usual frankness he
said to Genji: '1 wonder whether you have had any answer. I must
confess that as an experiment I too sent a mild hint, but without any
success, so I have not repeated it.' 'So he too has been trying his hand,'
thought Genji, smiling to himself, 1 No/ he answered aloud, 1 my letter
did not need an answer, which was perhaps the reason that I did not
receive one: From this enigmatic reply Chujo deduced that Genji had
been in communication of some kind With the lady and he was slightly
piqued by the fact that she had shown a preference between them. Genjits
deeper feelings were in no way involved, and though his vanity was a
little wounded he would not have pursued the matter farther had he not
known the persuasive power of Chujc's style, and feared that even now
she might overcome her scruples and send him a reply. Chujo would
become insufferably cock-a-hoop if he got into his head the idea that the
princess had transferred her affections from Genji to himself. He must see
what Myobu could be persuaded to do. 11 cannot understand,' he said
to her, 'why the princess should refuse to take any notice of my letters.
It is really very uncivil of her. I suppose she thinks I am a. frivolous
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to amuse himself a Iitrle In her company and then
It is a false conception of my character. As you

my affections never alter, and if I have ever seemed to the world
to be unfaithful rt has always been because In reality my suit had met with
some unexpected discouragement But this lady IS so placed that no
r1I.1""I>'II'"\r1I.C'·ft"1r\n from parents or brothers can Interrupt our frrendship, and If

will but trust me she wrll find that her being alone In the world, so
far from exposIng her to callous treatment, makes her the more attrac
nve.' 'Come,' answered Myobu, 'It wrll never do for you to run away
wirh the Idea that you can treat this great lady as a pleasant wayside
distraction; on the contrary she IS extremely difficult of access and her
rank has accustomed her to be treated with deference and ceremony'
So spoke Myobu, In accordance Indeed with her own experIence of the
princess. ·She has evidently no desire to be thought clever or dashing;'
said Genu; 'for some reason I ImagIne her as very gentle and forgrvmg'.'
He was rhinkrng of Yugao when he said rhrs

Soon after this he fell sick of his fever and after that was occupied by a
matter of great secrecy, so that spring and summer had both passed away
before he could again turn hIS attention to the lonely lady. But In the
autumn came a time of qUIet medi ration and reflection Again the sound
of the cloth-beaters' mallets reached hIS ears, tormentmg him with mem
ories and longings. He wrote many letters to the zithern-player, but
with no more success than before. Her churhshness exasperated him
More than ever he was derermmed not to gIve 10, and sending for Myobu
he scolded her for having been of so lrrtle assistance to him, · What can
be going on In the princess's mind>' he said; 'such strange behaviour I
have never met with before' If he was piqued and surprised, Myobu for
her part was vexed that the affair had gone so badly. 'No one can say
that you have done anything so very eccentnc or Indiscreet, and I do not
think she feels so. If she does not answer your letters it 1S only part of
her genera.l unwillingness to face the outer world.' 'But such a way
of behaving is posrnvely barbarous; said Genji: · if she were a girl In her
'teens and under the care of parents or guardIans, such trmidrry might be
pardoned; but in an independent woman It IS Inconceivable. I would
never have written had I not taken it for granted that she had some ex
perience of the world. I was merely hoping that I had found someone
who in moments of Idleness or depression would respond to me symra
therically. I did not address her in the language of gallantry, but only
begged for permission somenmes to converse WIth her in that strange and
lonely dwelling-place.. But SInce she seems unable to understand what 1t

IS I am asking of her, we must see what can be done without waitmg for
her t:ermlssion. If you will help me, you may be sure I shall not disgrace
you m any way:

Myobu had oncebeenin the habit of describing to him the appearance of
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people whom she had chanced to meet and he always hstened to such
accounts wrth msanable Interest and cunosity; but for a long while be
had paid no attentIon to her reports. Now for no reason at all the mere
mention of the princess's existence had aroused In hrm a fever of excite
ment and actrvrry, It was all very unaccountable. Probably he would
find the poor lady extremely uaattractive when he saw her and she would
be doing her a very poor service In effecring the introduction; but to give
Genu no help in a matter to which he evrdenrly attached so much impor
tance, would seem very ill-natured.

Even in Prince Hirachr's hfenrne visitors to this stiff, old-fashioned
establishment had been very rare, and now no foot at all ever made its
way through the thickets which were closing In around the house. It
may be imagined then what the VISIt of so celebrated a person as Genii
would have meant to the ladies-m-waiting and lesser persons of the house
hold and with what urgency they begged their mistress to send a favour
able reply. But the same desperate shyness still possessed her and Genii's
letters she would not even read. Hearrng this, Myobu determined to submit
Genu's request to her at some SUItablemoment when she and the prIncess
were carrying on one of their usual uneasy conversations, With the prin
cess'5 screen-oF-honour planted between them. 4 If she seems displeased,'
thought Myobu, <I I will positively have nothing more to do with the
matter, but if she receives him and some sort of an affair starts between
them, there is fortunately no one connected with her to scold me or get
me into trouble.' As the result of these and other reflections, being quite
at home in matters of this kind, she sensibly decided to say norhing about
the business to anybody, not even to her father.

Late one night, soon after the twentieth day of the eighth month, the
prIncess sat waiting for the moon to rise Though the starhght shone
clear and lovely, the moaning of the wind in the pine-tree branches
oppressed her with its melancholy, and growIng weary of waiting, she was
WIth many tears and sighs recounting to Myobu stories of bygone men
and days.

Now was the time to convey Genji's message, thought Myobu. She
sent for him, and secretly as before he crept up to the palace. The moon
was Just rising. He stood where the neglected bamboo-hedge grew some
what sparsely and watched. Persuaded by Myobu, the princess was already
at her zithern. So far as he could hear it at this distance, he did not find
the music displeasing; but Myobu in her anxiety and confusion thought
the tune very dull and wished it would occur to the princess to play some
thing rather more up-to-dare, The place where Genji was waiting was
well screened from view and he had no difficulty in creeping unobserved
into the house. Here he called for Myobu, who pretending that the visit
was a complete surprise to her, said to the princess: •I am so sorry, here
is Prince Genji come to see me. I am always getting into trouble with him
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to secure him your favour. I have really done my best, but you
it possible for me to give him any encouragement, so now I

tmazme he has come to deal with the matter for himself. What am I to
to him? I can answer for it that he will do nothing violent or rash.

I that considenng all the trouble he has taken you might at least
tell him that you will speak to him through a screen or curtain. t The
idea filled the princess with consternation. 'I should not know what to
say to him,' she wailed and as she said the words bolted towards the far
side of the room with a bashfulness so infantile that Myobu could not
help laughing. •Indeed, Madam; she said, 'it is childish of you to take
the matter to heart in this way. If you were an ordinary young lady
under the eye of stern parents and brothers, one could understand it; but
for a person in your position to go on for ever being afraid to face the
world is fantastic. t So Myobu admonished her and the princess, who
could never think of any argument against doing what she was told to do,
said at last: j If I have only to listen and need not say anything he may
speak to me from behind the lattice-door, so long as it is well locked."
•I cannot ask him to sit on the servant's bench,' said Myobu. · You really
need not be afraid that he will do anything violent or sudden.' Thus
persuaded, the princess went to a hatch which communicated between
the women's quarters and the stranger's dais and firmly locking it with
her own hand, stuffed a mattress agamst it to make sure that no chink was
left unstopped. She wa.s in such a terrible state of confusion that she had
not the least idea what she should say to her visitor, if she had to speak
to him, and had agreed to listen to him only because Myobu told her that
she ought to.

Several elderly serving-women of the wet-nurse type had been lying
half...asleep in the inner room since dusk. There were however one or two
younger maids who had heard a great deal about this Prince Genji a.nd
were ready to fall in love with him at a moment's notice. They now
brought out their lady's handsomest dress and persuaded her to let them
put her a little to rights; but she displayed no interest in these prepara
tions. Myobu meanwhile was thinking how well Genji looked In the
picturesque disguise which he had elaborated for use on these night ex...
cursions and wished it were being employed in some quarter where it was
more likely to be appreciated. Her only consolation was that so mild a
lady was not likely to make inordinate demandsupon him or pester him
with jealousies and exactions. On the other hand, she was rather worried
about the princess. 'What; thought Myobu, •if she should fall in love
with him and her heart be broken merely because I was frightened of
getting scolded?'

Remembering her rank and upbringing, he was far from expecting her
to behave with the lively pertness of an up-to-date miss. She would be
languorous; yes,languorous and passionate. When, half-pushed by M yobu,
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the princess at last took her stand near the parti tion where she was to
converse with her visitor, a delicious scent of sandalwood 1 Invaded his
nostrils, and this piece of coquetry at once raised his hopes. He began to
tell her with great earnestness and eloquence how for almost a year she
had connnually occupied hIS thoughts. But not a word did she answer;
talking to her was no better than wrrting l Irritated beyond measure 11e
recited the verse: · If with a Vow of SIlence thus ten times and again my
combat I renew, 'ris that against me at least no sentence of muteness has
been passed. t • Speak at least one word of drsmrssal,' he continued, · do
not leave me In this bewilderment.' There was among her ladies one called
JiJu, the daughter of her old nurse. Being a girl of great hvelrness and
Intelligence, she could not bear to see her mistress curting such a figure as
this and stepp1ng to her side she answered with the poem· ·The bell :I had
sounded and for a moment silence was imposed upon my hps, To have
kept you waiting grieves me, and there let the matter rest.' She said the
words 10 such a way that Genji "vas completely taken in and thought it
was the princess who had thus readily answered his poem. He had not
expected such smartness from an aristocratic lady of the old school, but
the surprise was agreeable and he answered: 'Madam, you have won the
day,' adding the verse: 'Though well I know that thoughts unspoken
count more than thoughts expressed, yet dumb...crambo is not a cheering
game to play. 11

He went on to speak of one rrifle or another as it occurred to him, doing
his very best to entertain her, but it was no use. Thinking at last that
silence might after all in this strange creature be merely a sign of deep
emotion, he could no longer restrain his curiosity and, easily pushing back
the bolted door, entered the room. Myobu, seeing with consternation
that he had falsified all her assurances, thought it better to know nothing
of what followed and without turning her head rushed away to her own
apartments. JiJu and the other ladies-in-wainng had heard so much about
Genji and were so anxious to catch sight of him that they were more than
ready to forgive his uncivil intrusion. Their only fear was that their mis
tress would be at a loss how to deal with so unexpected a. situation. He
did indeed find her in the last extremity of bashfulness and embarrass
ment, but under the circumstances that, thought Genji, was natural.
Much was to be explained by the strict seclusion in which she had been
brought up. He must be patIent With her....

As his eyes grew used to the dim light he began to see that she was not
at all beautiful. Had she then not one qualrty at all to justify all these
hopes and schemes? Apparently not one. It was late. What was the use
of staying? Bitterly disappomted he left the house. Myobu, intensely

I Used to scent clothes with.
:t The bell which the Zen-master strikes when it is time for his pupils to fall into silent

meditanon.
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curious to know what would happen, had lain awake Iisrening. She
wanted however to keep up the pretence that she had not witnessed
Genu's intrusion and though she plamly heard him Ieaving the house
she did not go to see him off or utter a sound of any kind. Stealing away
as quietly as possible he returned to the Nijo-m and lay down upon his
bed Th~s rime at least he thought he was on the right path. What a
drsillusionmenr! And the worst of It was that she was a princess, a great
tidy What a mess he was In' So he lay thmkmg, when To no Chujo
entered the room "How late you are" he cried, 'I can easily guess the
reason.' Gen ji rose 'I was so comfortable sleeping here all alone that I
overslept myself,' he said. 'Have you come here from the Palace>' 'Yes,'
said Chujo, 'I was on my \vay home I heard yesterday that today they
are choosing the dancers and musicians for the celebrations of the Em
peror's VISIt to the Suzaku-in and I am going home to tell my father of
rhrs. I wl11100k in here on my way back' Seeing that Chujo was In a
hurry, Genu said that he would go wrth him to the Great Hall. He sent
ar once for his breakfast, bidding them also serve the guest. Two car
riages were drawn up waitmg for them, but they both got Into the same one
. 'You still seem very sleepy,' said ChU}O In an aggrle\ ed tone, 'I am sure
, ou have been doing somerhing interesting that you do not want to tell
me about'

That day he had a number of important duties to perform and was
hard at work in the Palace till nIghtfall. It did not occur to him nll a
\ err late hour that he ought at least to send the customary letter. It
was raining, Myobu had only the day before reproached him for using
the princess's palace as a 'wayside refuge.' Today however he had no
mchnanon whatever to halt there

When hour after hour went by and snll no letter came, Myobu began
to feel very sorry for the prIncess whom she imagmed to be suffering
acutely from Genii's incivility. But In reality the poor lady was strll far
tOO occupied with shame and horror at what had happened the night
before to think of anything else, and when late in the evening GenJI'S
note at last arrived she could not understand in the least what It meant
It began WIth the poem: 'Scarce had the evening mist Iifred and revealed
the prospect to my SIght when the night rain closed gloomily about me t

t I shall watch. with impatience for a SIgn that the clouds are breakmg,'
the letter continued. The ladles of the household at once saw WIth con
sternarion the meaning of this note. Genji did not Intend ever to come
again. But they were all agreed that an answer must be sent, and therr
mistress was for the time being in far too overwrought a cond 1tion to put
brush to paper; so Jiju (poinring out that it was late and there was no
tune to be lost) again came to the rescue 'Give a thought to the country
folk who wait for moonlight on this cloudy night, though, while they
gaze, so different their thoughts from yours" This she drcrared to net
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rmsrress who, under the JOInt drrectron of all her ladles, wrote it upon a
pIece of paper which had once been purple but was now faded and shabby
Her wrrrrng was coarse and stiff, very mediocre In style, the upward and
downward strokes being of the same thickness Genu laid it aside scarcely
glancing at It, but he was very much worried by the srtuation, HoV\'
should he avoid hurting her feelings> Such an affair "vas certam to get
him Into trouble of some kind. What "vas he to do> He made up hIS mind
that at all costs he must go on seeIng her Meanwhrle, knowing nothing
of this decision, the poor lady was very unhappy.

That rught hIS father-m-law called for him on the way back from the
Palace and carried him off to the Great Hall.

Here In preparation for the coming festival all the young prInces were
gathered together, and durmg the days which followed everyone was
busy practising the songs or dances which had been assigned to him
Never had the Great Hall resounded with such a continual flow of music
The recorder and the big flute were all the vvhrle In full blast; and even the
big drum was rolled out on to the verandah, the younger princes amusing
themselves by experImentIng upon It. Genu was so busy that he had
barely time to pay an occasional surreptItIOUS VISIt even to his dearest
friends, and the autumn passed without hIS rerurnmg to the Hirachi
Palace. The princess could not make It out.

Just at the rime when the music-practices were at their height Myobu
came to see him. Her account of the prrncess's condition was very dIS

tressIng. 'It IS sad to witness day by day as I do how the poor lady suffers
from your unkind treatment,' she said and almost wept as she told him
about It. He was doubly embarrassed What must Myobu be thrnkmg
of him Since she found that he had so recklessly falsified all the assur
ances of good behaviour that she had made on hIS account? And then
the princess herself.... He could imagme what a pathetic figure she musr
he, dumbly burred In her own despondent thoughts and quesriorungs
· Please make It clear to her,' he said, · that I have been extremely busy,
that IS re ..illy the sole reason that I have not visrted her.' But he
added with a SIgh, · I hope soon to have a chance of teaching her not to
be qUIte so snff and shy.' He smiled as he said It, and because he was so
young and charmmg Myobu somehow felt that despite her mdrgnation
she must smile too. At hIS age It was mevitable that he should cause a
certain amount of suffermg. Suddenly it seemed to her perfectly right
that he should do as he felt inclmed WIthout thinking much about the
consequences. When the busy festival time was over he did indeed pay
several visits to rhe Hitachi Palace, but then followed hIS adoption of
Iirrle Murasaki whose ways so entranced him that he became very Irregu
lar even in hIS VISIts to the SIxth Ward; 1 still Iess had he any inclination,
though he felt as sorry for the prince«, is ever, to VIsit that desolate

.. 'fa Lad", Rokujo.
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For a while he had no desire to probe the secret of her
lU~"'.IL1.1.~.4..i.U.~.. ..:J'V, to drive her Into the of day. But at last the Idea occurred
to him that he had all while been mistaken, It was only a

tt"n'.... 1l"'PI:."C'1r\1l"'! N.",t-h,,,,,, ... "':.rl In a room so dark that one could hardly see
m front of one's face If only he could persuade her to let him

But she seemed frl~h rened to submi t herself to the
Accordmgly one night when he knew that he should

catch her qUite at Its ease he crept 111 unobserved and peered
through a gap m the door of the women's apartments. The prIncess her
self was not visrble. There was a very dilapidared screen-of-honour at
the end of the room, but it looked as 1£ It had not been moved from where
it stood for rears and years. Four or five elderly gentlewomen were In
the room. They were preparIng their mistress's supper in Chinese vessels
WhICh looked lrke the famous 'royal blue' ware, I but they were much
damaged and the food which haJ been provided seemed qUIte unworthy
of these precious dishes. The old ladles soon retired, presumably to have
their own supper. In a closet opening out of the main room he could see
a very chilly-looking lady in an incredibly smoke-stained white dress
and dirty apron ned at the waist. Despite this shabbiness, her hair was
done over a comb in the manner of Court servants In ancient days when
they waited at their master's table, though it hung down untidily. He
had sometimes seen figures such as this haunting the housekeeper's rooms
in the Palace, but he had no idea that they could still actually be seen
waiting upon a living person! '0 dear, 0 dear,' erred the lady in the apron,
'what a cold winter we are having! It was not worth Iivmg so long only
to meet times hke these,' and she shed a tear. 'If only things had but
gone on as they were in the old Prince's timel' she moaned. •What a
change! No discipline, no authority. To think that I should have lived
to see such days!' and she quivered with horror lrke one who "were he a
bird would take wing and flyaway. t:: She went on to pour out such a
pinful tale of things gone awry that GenJi could bear it no longer, and
pretending that he had just arrived tapped at the partition-door. WIth
many exclamations of surprise the old lady brought a candle and let him
in. Unfortunately J1Ju had been chosen with other young persons to
wait upon the Vestal Virgin and was not at home. Her absence made
the house seem more rusnc and old-fashioned than ever, and Its oddity
struck him even more forcibly than before.

The melancholy snow was now falling faster and faster. Dark clouds
hung in the sky, the wind blew fierce and wild. The big lamp had burnt
out and it seemed to be no one's business to light it. He remembered the
terrible night upon which Yugao had been bewitched. The house indeed
was almost as dilapidated. But it was not quite so large and was (to

I Pi-se, See Hetherington, Early Ceramic B'ares ofChina, pp. 7J-73

;I A{a't1'o~hu, 893-
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Genu's comfort) at least to some small degree inhabited, Nevertheless
rt was a depressing place to spend the night at In such weather as this.
Yet the snowstorm had a beauty and fascinatron of Its own and it was
tiresome that the lady whom he had come to VISIt was far too stiff and
awkward to J01n him in appreciating Its wildness. The dawn was Just
breaking and lifnng one of the shutters with hIS own hand, he looked out
at the snow-covered flower-beds, Beyond them stretched great fields of
snow untrodden by any foot. The sighr was very strange and lovely, and
moved by the thought that he must soon leave it: ·Come and look how
beaunful rt is out of doors,' he erred to the prIncess who was in an inner
room. · It IS unkind of you always to treat me as though I were a stranger.'
Although it was still dark the Irght of the snow enabled the ancient
gentlewomen who had now returned to the room to see the freshness and
beauty of Genu's face. Gazing at him with undisgursed wonder and de
Iight, they cried out to their mistress: G Yes, madam, indeed you must
come. You are not behaving as you should. A young lady should be all
kindness and pretty ways.' Thus admonished, the prIncess who when told
what to do could never think of any reasons for not domg it, giving her
costume a touch here and there, reluctantly crept Into the front room.
Genji pretended to be still looking out of the window, but presently he
managed to glance back Into the room. His first impression was that her
manner, had it been a httle less diffidcnr, would have been extremely
pleasing. What an absurd mistake he had made. She was certainly very
tall as was shown by the length of her back when she took her seat; he
could hardly believe that such a back could belong to a woman. A mo
ment afterwards he suddenly became aware of her main defect. It was her
nose.. He could not help looking at it. It reminded him of the trunk of
Samanrabhadra's I steed! Not only was it amazingly prominent, but
(strangest of all) the tIp which drooped downwards a little was tinged
with pink, contrasting In the oddest manner with the rest of her complex..
ion which was of a whiteness that would have put snow to shame.. Her
forehead was unusually high, so that altogether (though this was partly
concealed by the forward tilt of her head) her face must be hugely long..
She was very thin, her bones showing in the most painful manner, partic
ularly her shoulder-bones WhICh Jutted out pitiably above her dress.
He was sorry now that he had exacted from her this distressing exhibition,
but so extraordinary a spectacle did she provide that he could not help
contmuing to gaze upon her .. In one point at least she yielded nothing to
the greatest beauties of the Capital. Her hair was magnificent; she was
wearing it loose and it hung a foot or more below the skirt of her gown.
A complete description of people's costumes is apt to be tedious, but as
in stones the first thing that is said about the characters is invariably
what they wore, I shall once in a way attempt such a descnpnon, Over a

I The Bodhisattva Samantabhadra rides on a white elephant with a red trunk.
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faded bodice of imperial purple she wore a gown of which the
had turned defiru rely black ,","1rh age Her mande was of sable

perfumed with scent. Such a garment as this mantle was
considered very smart several generarrons ago, but It struck him as the
most exrraordinary costume for a comparatl\ ely young gIrl However,
as a matter of fact she looked as though without this monstrous \-vrapplng
she would perish "'''1 th cold and he could not help feeling sorry for her
As usual she seemed quire devoid of conversation and her silence ended
by deprrving Genu also of the rO'v~7er of speech He felt however that he
must try agaln to conquer her relIgIOUS muteness and began making a
srrmg of casual remarks Overcome with embarrassment she hid her face
wrth her sleeve. ThIS attitude, together with her costume, rernmded
him so forcibly of queer pompous old OffiCIJIs whom he had sorncnmes seen
walking at funeral pace in state processIons, huggIng rheir emblems of
office to their breasts, that he could not help Iaughing. ThIS he felt to be
very rude Really he was very sorry for her and Iongrng to put a quick
e.id to her embarrassment he rose to go · T111 I began to look after vou
there was no one in whom you could possibly have confided. But hence
forward I think you must make up your mind to be frank wrth me and tell
me all your secrets Your stern aloofness IS very painful to me,' and he
recited the verse 'Already the ICIcle that hangs from the eaves IS rnelrmg
in the rays of the mornmg sun. How comes It that these drrppmgs to
new lee should turn?' At this she ntrered slighrlv Finding her Inabtllty
to express herself qUIte unendurable, he left the house Even In the dim
lIght of early morning he noticed that the courtyard gate at which hIS

carnage awaited him was shaky on Its posts and much askew, davlighr,
he was sure, would have revealed many other SIgns of drlapidatron and
neglect. In all the desolate landscape whrch screeched monoronouslv
before him under the bleak hght of dawn only the thick mantle of snow
which covered the pine-trees gave a note of comfort and almost of warmth

Surely It was such a place as this, sombre as a hrrle vrllage In the hills,
that his friends had thought of on that raIny nighr when they had spoken
of the gate · deep buried rn green thIckets' If only there were really hid
den behind these walls some such exquisrte creature as they had imagmed
How pariently, how tenderly he would court her' He longed for some
experience which would bring him resrlre from the anguish wrrh \VhICh a
cerrain hopeless and ilhcrr passion was at that nrne rorrnennng him Alas,
no one could have been less Irkely to hring him the longed-for dIStraCtlon
than the owner of this rornannc mansion. Yet the verv fact that she had
norhrng to recommend her made It impossible for him -to gIve her up, for
it was certain that no one else would e\ er take the trou ble to VIS1 t her
But why, why had It fallen to him of all people to become her mnmate
Had the Spirit of the departed Prince Hitachi, unhappy at the girls friend..
less ph.4ht, chosen him our and led htrn to her>
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At the side of the road he noticed a little orange-tree almost buried m
snow. He ordered one of hIS attendants to uncover It. As though Jealous
of the attention that the man was payIng to Its neighbour, a pIne-tree near
by shook ItS heavily laden branches, pour1ng great brllows of snow over
his sleeve. Delighred WIth the scene, GenJl suddenly longed for some com
panion with whom he might share this pleasure, not necessarily someone
who loved such things as he did, but one who at least responded to them
In an ordinary way.

The gate through which his carriage had to pass In order to leave the
grounds was still locked.. When at last the man who kept the key had
been discovered, he turned out to be immenselv old and feeble. With him
was a big, awkward girl who seemed to be hIS daughter or granddaughter.
Her dress looked very grImy in contrast WIth the new snow amid which
she was standing. She seemed to be suffering very much from the cold,
for she was hugging a little brazier of some kind wrth a stick or two of
charcoal burning none too brightly In it. The old man had not the
strength to push back the door, and the girl was dragging at it as well.
Taking pity on them one of Genu's servants went to their assisrance and
quickly opened It. Genji remembered the poem In which Po Chu-i de
scribes the sufferings of villagers In wintry weather and he murmured the
lmes: 'The Iirtle children run naked In the cold, the aged shiver for lack
of winter clothes.' All at once he remembered the chilly appearance which
that unhappy bloom had gIven to the pnncess's face and he could not
help smilmg. If ever he were able to show her to To no Chujo, what
strange comparison, he wondered, would Chujo use concerning It? He
remembered how Chujo had followed him on the first occasion, Had he
continued to do so? Perhaps even at this minute he was under observa
non. The thought irrirared him.

Had her defects been less striking he could not possibly have con
tinued these distressmg VIsits. But SInce he had actually seen her in all
her tragic uncouthness, pIty gained the upper hand, and henceforward he
kept in constant touch WIth her and showed her every kindness. In the
hope that she would abandon her sables he sent her presents of silk, sarin
and quilted stuffs. He also sent thick cloth such as old people wear, that
the old man at the gate might be more comfortably dressed. Indeed he
sent presents to everyone on the estate from the highest to the lowest
She did not seem to have any objection to receIvIng these donations,
which under the CIrcumstances was very convenient as It enabled him for
the most part to hmi t their very singular frrendshrp to good offices of
this kind.

Utsusemi too, he remembered, had seemed to him far from handsome
when he had peeped at her on the evenIng of her sudden flight. But she
at least knew how to behave and thar saved her plainness from being
obrrusrve. It was hard to believe that the prIncess belonged to a class

6
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so far above that of Ursuserni. It showed how lrrtle these things have
to do with birth or sranon. For In moments he still regretted the loss

'1"'''''fC'"",,.nf and It rankled 10 him vet that he had in the end allowed her
~ ... ""w,".A',,·.""rlr t""l.""t'"C'1C'rp'I"'H'"'IT to WIn the clay.

so year drew to its close. One day when he was at his apart-
ments In the Emperor's Palace, Myobu came to sec him I-1e Irked to have
het to do his half and do small commissions for him, He was not in the
least 10 love w ith her, but they got on very well together and he found
her conversarron so amusing that even when she had no duty to perform
at the Palace he encouraged her to come and see him whenever she had
any news. 'Somerhmg so absurd has happened,' she said, 'that I can
hardly bring myself to tell you about It... ,' and she paused srniling. 'I
can hardly think,' answered GenjI, 'that there can be anything which you
are frrghtened of telhng to me.' 'If it were connected with my own affairs,"
she said, 'you know qUIte well that I should tell you at once. But this is
something quite different. I really find it very hard to talk about.' For a
long whrle he could get norhmg out of her, and only after he had scolded
her for making so unnecessary a fuss she at last handed him a letter. It
was from the princess. 'But this,' said Genji raking It, 'is the last thing
in the world that you could have any reason to hide from me.' She
watched WIth interest while he read It. It was written on thick paper
drenched with a. strong perfume; the characters were bold and firm. Wirh
it was a poem: 'Because of your hard heart, your hard heart only, the
sleeves of this my Chinese dress are drenched WIth tears. t The poem
must, he thought, refer to something not contained in the letter.

He was considering what this could be, when his eye fell on a clumsy,
old-fashioned clothes-box wrapped in a painted canvas cover. 'Now,'
said Myobu, 'perhaps you understand why I was feeling rather uncom
fortable. You may not believe It, but the princess means you to wear
this Jacket on New Year's Day.. I am afraid I cannot take it back to her,
that would be too unkind. But if you hke I will keep it for you and no
one else shall see it. Only please, since it was to you that she sent, Just
have one look at It before It goes avr,tay .. ' 'But I should hate it to go away;'
said Genji, 'I think it was so kind of her to send it.' It was difficult to
know what to say. Her poem was indeed the most unpleasant jangle of
syllables that he had ever encountered. He now realized that the other
poems must have been dicrared to her, perhaps by JiJu or one of the other
ladles. And JiJu too It must surely be who held the princess's brush and
acted as wrinng...master. When he considered what her utmost poenc
endeavour would be Iikely to produce he realized that these absurd verses
were probably her masterpiece and should be prized accordingly. He
began to examine the parcel; Myobu blushed while she watched him.. It
wa.s a plain, old-fashioned, buff-coloured jacket of finely woven material,
but apparently not parricularly well cut or stitched. It was indeed a
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strange present, and spreading out her letter he wrote somethmg care
lessly in the margin. When Myobu looked over hIS shoulder she saw that
he had written the verse: 4 How comes It that with my sleeve I brushed
this saffron-flower I that has no loveliness erther of shape or hue>'

What, wondered Myobu, could be the meaning of this outburst agaInst
a flower? At last turnIng over In her mind the varIOUS occasions when
Genji had visrted the princess, she remembered soruerl.mg " which
she had herself noticed one moonlit nighr, and though she felt the
Joke was rather unkind, she could not help berng amused WIth
practised ease she threw out a verse in which she warned him chat 10 the
eyes of a censorious world even this half-whimsical courtship might
fatally damage hrs good name. Her impromptu poem was cerramly
faulty, but Gen}1 reflected that if the poor princess had even Myobu's
very ordinary degree of alertness it would make things much easier, and
it was qUIte true that to tamper with a lady of such high rank was not
very safe.

At thrs point visitors began to arrive. •Please put this somewhere out
of sight,' sard Gen}i pOIntIng to the jacket; 'could one have believed that
it was possible to be presented with such an object>' and he groaned.
"Oh, why ever did I show it to him>' thought Myobu. 'The only result 1S

that now he will be angry with me as well as wrth the princess,' and 10

very low spirits she slrpped out of hIS apartments.
Next day she was In attendance upon the Emperor and while she was

waiting with other gentlewomen in the ladies' common-room Genii
came up saY1ng: •Here you are. The answer to yesterday's letter. I am
afraid it is rather far-fetched, P and he flung a note to her. The curiosiry of
the other gentle\vomen was violently aroused. Genu left the room hum
ming, 'The Lady of Mikasa Hill;' 3 which naturally amused Myobu very
much. The other ladies wanted to know why the Prmce was laughing to
himself. Was there some joke... ? 'Oh, no,' said Myohu, · I thrnk lt was
only that he had noticed someone whose nose was a lrrrle red wrth the
morning cold. The song he hummed was surely verv approprtate' , I
think it was very srlly;' said one of the ladles. 'There IS no one here to
day with a red nose. He must be thinking of Lady Sakon or Higo no
Uneme.' They were completely mystified. When Myobu presented Gen
[i's reply, the ladies of the Hitachi Palace gathered round her to admire It.
It was written negligently on plain whire paper but was none the less
very elegant. ·Does your gift of a garment mean that you wish a greater
distance than ever to be kept between US?' 4

I Sl£)Ictsumuhanat by which name the princess is subsequently alluded to in the story.
:I Le. the redness of the prmcess's nose.
S A popular song about a lady who suffered from the same defect as the princess.
.. Genji's poem is an allusion to a well-known utawhich runs: "Must we- who once would

not allow even the thickness of a garment to part us be now far from each other for whole
nights on end?'
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On the evening of the last day the year he sent back the box which
had contained his Jacket, putting into it a court dress which had formerly
been presented to him, a dress of woven stuff dyed grape-colour and van
ous stuffs of yellow-rose colour and the lrke. The box "vas brought by
Myobu, The princess's ancient gentle,,,"omen realized that GenJl did not
approve of their mistress's rasre m colours and WIshed to gIve her a les
son. ~ Yes: they said grudgingly, 'that's a fine deep red while It's new, but
Just think how It will fade. And In Madam's poem too, I am sure, there
was much more good sense In hIS answer he only tries to be smart.'
The princess shared their good opInIon of her poem. It had cost her a
great deal of effort and before she sent it she had been careful to copy It
Into her notebook.

Then came the New Year's Day celebrations; and this year there was
also to be the New Year's mumming, a band of young noblemen gOIng
round dancing and singmg In varIOUS parts of the Palace. After the fesn
val of the White Horse on the seventh day Genu left the Emperor's pre
sence at nightfall and went to hIS own apartments In the Palace as though
rnrendrng to stay the nighr there. But later he adjourned to the Hitachi
Palace which had on this occasion a less forbiddmg appearance than
usual. Even the prIncess was rather more ordinary and amenable. He
was hoping that like the season she too had begun anew, when he saw
that sunlight was coming Into the room. After hesitanng for a while,
he got up and went out Into the front room. The double doors at the end
of the eastern Wingwere wide open, and the roof of the verandah having
fallen in, the sunshine poured straight Into the house. A hrrle snow was
still falling and its brightness made the morning light yet more exquI
sitely bnllrant and sparkling. She watched a servant helping him Into
hrs cloak. She was lying half out of the bed, her head hangmg a Iirtle
downwards and her hair falhng in great waves to the floor. Pleased with
the SIght he began to wonder whether she would not one day outgrow
her plainness. He began to close the door of the women's apartments, but
suddenly feeling that he owed her amends for the harsh opinion of her
appearance which he had formed before> he did not quite shut the door,
but bringing a low stool towards it sat there putting hIS disordered head
dress to rights. One of the maids brought him an incredibly battered
mirror-stand, Chinese combs, a box of toilet articles and other things.
It amused him to discover that in this household of women a little male
gear still survrved, even in so decrepit a state.

He noticed that the princess, who "vas now up and dressed, was looking
quite fashionable. She was In fact wearIng the clothes which he had sent
her before the New Year, but he did not at first recognize them. He be
gan however to have a vague idea that her mantle, with its rather con
spicuous pattern, was very like one of the thmgs he had given her. · I
do hope,' he said presently, 'that this year you will be a little more con-
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versational. I await the day when you will unbend a little towards me
more eagerly than the poet longs for the first nightingale. If only like
the year that has changed you too would begin anew!' Her face bright
ened. She had thought of a remark and tremblrng from head to foot wirh
a tremendous effort she brought out the quotation, · When plovers chirp
and all things grow anew.' ·Splendid;' said Gen)1, • this 15 a sign that the
new year has indeed begun' and smilmg encouragmgly at her he left the
house, she followmg him with her eyes from the couch on which she
lay. Her face as usual was half-covered by her arm, but the unfortunate
flower snll bloomed conspicuously. •Poor thing, she really IS very ugly,'
thought GenJi In despair.

When he returned to the Nijo-in he found Murasaki waiting for him
She was growIng up as handsome a grrl as one could wish, and promised
well for the future She was wearing a plain close-fitting dress of cherry
colour, above all, the unsrudied grace and ease of her movements charmed
and delighted him as he watched her come to meet him. In accordance
with the wishes of her old-fashioned grandmother her teeth were not
blackened, but her eyebrows were delicately touched with stain. 'Why,
when I might be playing with a beautiful child, do I spend my time with
an ugly woman?' Genu kept on asking himself in bewilderment while
they sat together playing with her dolls. Next she began to draw pIC

rures and colour them. After she had painted all sorts of queer and amus ...
ing things, 'Now I am gOIng to do a pIcture for you,' said GenJi and draw
lng a lady with very long hair he put a dab of red on her nose. Even in a
pIcture, he thought paus1ng to look at the effect, it gave one a. most un
comfortable feeling. He went and looked at himself in the mirror and as
though dissatisfied with his own fresh complexion, he suddenly put on hIS

own nose a dab of red such as he had given to the lady in the picture.
He looked at himself in the mirror. HIS handsome face had in an instant
become ridiculous and repulsive. At first the child laughed. .. Should you
go on Iikmg me if I were always as ugly as this?' he asked. Suddenly she
began to be afraid that the paint would not come off... Oh, why did you do
1t?' she cried. 6 How horrible!' He pretended to rub it without effect.
· No,' he said ruefully, 6 it will not come off. What a sad end to our game!
I wonder what the Emperor will say when I go back to the Palace?' He
said it so seriously that she became very unhappy, and longing to cure
him, dipped a piece of thick soft paper in the water-jug which stood by
his writing-things, and began scrubbing at his nose. 6 Take care,' he cried
laughing, .. that you do not serve me as Heichu x was treated by his lady.
I would rather have a red nose than a black one: So they passed their
rime, making the prettiest couple.

I He used to splash his cheek') with water from a little bottle in order that she might
think he was weeping at her unkindness. She exposed this device by mixing ink with the
water
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In the spring sunshine the trees were already shimmering with a
haze of ne\l\'-grOVt."n buds. Among them it was the plum-trees that gave the
surest promise, {or already their blossoms were uncurling, hke lips parted
in a fainr smile. Earliest of them all was a red plum that grew beside the
covered steps. It was In full colour. ·Though fair the tree on which it
blooms, rhis red flower fills me wi rh a strange misgiving;' I sang GenJi
wirh a deep sigh.

We shall see in the next chapter what happened in the end to all these
people.

I The reference of course is to the princess. 'Though fair the tree' refers to her higb
birth,



CHAPTER VII

T he Festival of ed a u es

T HE imperial visit to the Red Sparrow Court was to take place on
the tenth day of the Godless Month. It was to be a more mag
nificent sight this year than It had ever been before and the ladies

of the Palace were very disappointed that they could not be present. x The
Emperor too could not bear that Fujrtsubo should miss the spectacle, and
he decided to hold a grand rehearsal in the Palace. Prince Genji danced
the 'Waves of the Blue Sea: To no Chujo was his partner; but though
both in skill and beauty he far surpassed the common run of performers,
yet beside GenJ1 he seemed like a mountain fir growing beside a cherry
tree in bloom. There was a wonderful moment when the rays of the set
ting sun fell upon him and the music grew suddenly louder. Never had the
onlookers seen feet tread so delicately nor head so exquisitely poised; and
in the song which follows the first movement of the dance his voice was
sweet as that of Kalavinka 2 whose music is Buddha's Law. So moving
and beaunful was this dance that at the end of it the Emperor's eyes were
wet, and all the princes and great gentlemen wept aloud. When the song
was over and, straightening hIS long dancer's sleeves, he stood waiting
for the music to begin again and at last the more lively tune of the second
movement struck up - then indeed, with his flushed and eager face, he
merited more than ever his name of Genji the Shinmg One. The Princess
Kokiden 3 did not at all like to see her stepson's beauty arousing so much
enthusiasm and she said sarcasricallyt ' He is altogether too beautiful,
Presently we shall have a god coming down from the sky to fetch him
away.' 4 Her young waiting-ladies noticed the spiteful tone in which the
remark was made and felt somewhat embarrassed. As for Fujirsubo, she
kept on telling herself that were it not for the guilty secret which was
shared between them the dance she was now witnessing would be fillmg
her with wonder and delight. As it was, she sat as though in a dream,
hardly knowing what went on around her.

Now she was back in her own room. The Emperor was with her. I At
today's rehearsal: he said, 'the cc Waves of the Blue Sea" went perfectly.'
Then, noticing that she made no response, •What did you thmk of it?'
'Yes, it was very good; she managed to say at last. ·The partner did not
seem to me bad either,' he went on; •there is always something about the

I They were not allowed to leave the palace.
• The bird that sings in Paradise. J See above, p. 8.
" In allusion to a boy-prince of seven years old whom the jealous gods carried off to the

sky. See the Okagami.
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wav 3. gentleman moves and uses his hands which distinguishes his danc
Jog fr,JIn that of professionals. Some of our crack dancing-masters have
cerr..dfJj\' made very clever performers of their own children; but they
neve- hJ 1t e rhe same freshness, the same charm as the young people of our
cla-v, expended so much effort on the rehearsal that I am afraid the
fevn val Itself may seem a very poor affair No doubt they took all this
n because they knew that you were here at the rehearsal and would
nut sec t he real performance.'

Next mornmg she recerved a letter from Genji: •What of the rehearsal?
How hrrle the people who watched me knew of the turmoil that all the
while was seething m my brain! And to this he added the poem: "When
sick with love I yet sprang to my feet and capered with the rest, knew you
what meant the fevered waving of my long dancing-sleeve?' Next he en
JOIned secrecy and prudence upon her, and so his letter ended. Her answer
showed that despite her agitation she had not been wholly insensible to
what had fascinated all other eyes: "Though from far off a man of China
waved his long dancing-sleeves, yet did his every motion fill my heart
with wonder and delight.'

To receive such a letter from her was indeed a surpr1se. It charmed him
that her knowledge should extend even to the Court customs of a land
beyond the sea. Already there was a regal note in her words. Yes, that
was the end to which she was destined. Smihng to himself with pleasure
he spread the letter out before him, grasping it tightly in both hands as a
rrle~t holds the holy book, and gazed at It for a long while.

On the day of the festival the royal princes and all the great gentlemen
of the Court were in attendance. Even the Heir Apparent went with the
procession, After the music-boats had rowed round the lake, dance upon
dance was performed, both Korean and of the land beyond the sea. The
w hole valley resounded with the noise of music and drums. The Emperor
m-isted upon treating Genji's performance at the rehearsal as a kind of
miracle or religious portent, and ordered special services to be read in
every temple. Most people thought this step quite reasonable; but
Prmcess Kokiden said crossly that she saw no necessity for it. The Ring I

wav hy the Emperor's order composed indifferently of commoners and
noblemen chosen out of the whole realm for their skill and grace. The
t\VO Masters of Ceremony, Sayemon no Kami and Uyemon no Kami, were
in charge of the left and right wings of the orchestra. Dancing-masters
and others were entrusted with the task of seeking out performers of un
usual men t and trainmg them for the festival in their own houses. When
at last under the red leafage of tall autumn trees forty men stood circle
WIse with their flutes, and to the music that they made a strong wind from
the hills sweeping the pine-woods added its fierce harmonies, while from
amid a wreckage of whirling and scattered leaves the Dance of the Blue

I Those who stand in a circle round the dancers while the latter change their clothes..
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\Vayes suddenly broke out in all its glittering splendour - a rarture
seized the onlookers that was akin to fear.

The maple-wreath that GenJI wore had suffered in the wind and think
Ing that the few red leaves which clung to It had a desolate air, the MInIs
ter of the Left I plucked a bunch of chrysanthemums from among those
that grew before the Emperor's seat and twined them In the dancer's
wreath.

At sunset the sky clouded over and It looked Iike rain. But even the
weather seemed conSCIOUS that such srghrs as this would not for a long
while be seen again, and nll all was over not a drop fell. HIS EXIt Dance,
crowned as he was with this unspeakably beautiful wreath of many
coloured flowers, was even more astomshing than that wonderful mo
ment on the day of the rehearsal and seemed to the thrilled onlookers
like the vision of another world.. Humble and ignorant folk sirnng afar
on tree-roots or beneath some rock, or half-buried in deep banks of fallen
leaves - few were so hardened that they did not shed a tear. Next came
the •Autumn Wind' danced by Lady jokyoden's son 2 who was still a mere
child. The remaining performances attracted little artenrron, for the
audience had had Its fill of wonders and felt that whatever followed could
but spoil the recollection of what had gone before.

That night GenJI was promoted to the First Class of the Third Rank
and To no Chujo was promoted to intermediate srandrng between the
First and Second Classes of the Fourth Rank. The gentlemen of the court
were all promoted one rank. But though they celebrated their good for
tune with the usual rejoicings they were well aware that they had only
been dragged in Genu's wake and wondered how it was that their de
stinies had come to be linked in this curious way with those of the Prince
who had brought them this unexpected piece of good fortune.

Fujitsubo now retired to her own house and Genji, waiting about for a
chance of visiting her, was seldom at the Great Hall and was conse
quently in very ill odour there. It was soon after this that he brought the
child Murasaki to live with him. Aoi heard a rumour of this, but it
reached her merely in the form that someone was lrving with him at his
palace and she did not know that it was a child.. Under these circum
stances it was quite natural that she should feel much aggrieved. But
If only she had flown into an honest passion and abused him for it as most
people would have done, he would have told her everything and put mat
ters right. As it was, she only redoubled her icy aloofness and thus led
him to seek those very distractions of which it was intended as a rebuke.
Not only was her beauty so flawless that it could not fail to win his ad
miration, but also the mere fact that he had known her since so long ago,
before all the rest, made him feel towards her a tenderness of which she

r Reading 'Sadaijin,' not'Sadaisho..'
2 Another illegitimate son of the Emperor - Genji's stepbrother.
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unaware. He was convinced however that her nature was
not at bottom narrow and vmdicnve, and this gave him some hope that
she would one relent.

Meanwhile as got to know lrtrle Murasaki better he became the more
content both wrth her appearance and her character. She at least gave
him her whole heart. For the present he did not Intend to reveal her
identity even to the servants in his own palace She continued to use the
somewhat outlying western wing which had now been put into excellent
order, and here GenJ1 constantly came to see her. He gave her all kinds
of lessons, writing exercises for her to copy and treating her In every way
as though she were a httle daughter who had been brought up by foster
parents, but had now come to Iive with him. He chose her servants with
great care and gave orders that they should do everything in their povver
to make her comfortable; but no one except Koremitsu knew who the
child was or how she came to be Irving there. Nor had her father dis
covered what had become of her.

The little gIrl still sometimes thought of the past and then she would feel
for a while very lonely wrthout her grandmother. When Genu was there
she forgot her sorrow, but in the evening he was very seldom at home.
She was sorry that he was so busy and when he hurried every evening to
some strange place or other she missed him terribly; but she was never
angry with him. Somenmes for two or three days on end he would be at
the Palace or the Great Ha.ll and when he returned he would find her very
tearful and depressed. Then he felt Just as though he were neglecting some
child of his own, whose mother had died and left it in his keeping, and for
a while he grew uneasy about his night excursions.

The priest was puzzled when he heard that Genii had taken Murasaki
to live with him, but saw no harm in it and was delighted that she should
be so well cared for. He was gratified too when Genji begged that the
services in the dead nun's memory should be celebrated with special pomp
and magnificence.

When he went to Fujitsubo's palace, anxious to see for himself whether
she was keeping her health, he was met by a posse of waiting-women
(Myobus, Chunagons, Nakatsukasas and the like) and Fujitsubo herself
showed, to his great disappointment, no sign of appearIng. They gave
a good account of her, which somewhat allayed his anxiety, and had
passed on to general gossip when it was announced that Prince Hyobukyo 1

had arrived. GeoJi at once went out to speak to him. This time Genji
thought him extremely handsome and there was a softness, a caressing
quality in his manner (Genji was watching him more closely than he
knew) which was feminine enough to make his connection with Fujit
subo and Murasaki at once uppermost in the mind of his observer. It
was, then, as the brother of the one and the father of the other that the

I Fujitsubo's brother; Murasaki's father.
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newcomer at once created a feelmg of mtirnacy, and had a long con
versation. Hyobukyo could not fail to nonce that Genji was suddenly
treating him with an affecnon which he had never displayed before. He
was naturally very much gratified, not reahzmg that Gen Ji had now, in a
sense, become hIS son-in-law. It was getting late and Hyobukyo was about
to J01n hIS sister In another room. It was with birterness that Gcnji re
membered how long ago the Emperor had brought her to play wirh hrm.
In those days he ran In and out of her room Just as he chose, now he could
not address her save In precarious messages. She was as inaccessible, as
remote as one person conceivably could be from another, and finding the
srtuatron intolerable, he said politely to Prince Hyobukyo: 'I wish I
saw you more often; unless there IS some special reason for seeing people, I
am lazy about it. But if you ever felt inclined to send fer me, I should be
delighred ... ' and he hurried a\vay.

Omyobu, the gentlewoman who had contrived Genii's meeting with
Fujitsubo, seeing her mistress relapse into a steady gloom and vexed at
her belated caution, was all the time doing her best to bring the lovers to
gether agaIn, but days and months went by and still all her efforts were in
vain; while they, poor souls, strove desperately to put away from them
this love that was a perpetual disaster.

At Genji's palace Shonagon, the little girl's nurse, finding herself In a
world of unimagined luxuries and amenities, could only artribute this
good fortune to the success of the late nun's prayers. The Lord Buddha
to whose protection the dying lady had so fervently recommended her
granddaughter had indeed made handsome provision for her. There were
of course certain disa "vantages. The haughtiness of Aoi was not only in
itself to be feared, but it seemed to have the consequence of driving Prince
Genji to seek distractions right and left, which would be very unpleasant
for the little princess so soon as she was old enough to realize it. Yet so
strong a preference did he show for the child's company that Shonagon
did not al together lose heart.

It being then three months since her grandmother died Murasaki came
out of mourning at the end of the Godless Month. But it was thought
proper since she was to be brought up as an orphan that she should still
avoid patterned stuffs, and she wore a little tunic of plain red, brown or
yellow, in which she nevertheless looked very smart and gay.

He came to have a look at her before going off to the New Year's Day
reception at Court. 'From today onwards you are a grown-up lady,'
he said, and as he stood smiling at her he looked so charming and friendly
that she could not bear him to go, and hoping that he would stay and pla.y
with her a little while longer, she got out her toys. There was a. doll's
kitchen only three feet high but fitted out with all the proper utensils,
and a whole collection of little houses which Genji had made for her.
Now she had got them all spread out over the floor so that it was difficult
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to move without treading on them. ~ Little Inn broke them yesterday;
she explained, "when he was pretending to drive out the Old Year's de
mons, and I am mending rhern ' She was evidently in great trouble
· What a tiresome child he IS,' said GenJl. · I will get them mended for
you Come, you must not cry on New Year's Day,' and he went out.
Many of the servants had collected at the end of the corridor to see him
starting out for the Court In all his splendour. Murasaki too went out
and watched him. When she came back she put a grand dress on one of
her dolls and did a performance with It which she called' Prrnce GenJl
visiting the Emperor: "This year; said Shonagon, looking on with dIS

approval, 'you must really try not to be such a baby. It is time lrttle girls
stopped playing with dolls when they are ten years old, and now that you
have got a kind gentleman wantrng to be your husband you ought to try
and show him that you can behave like a nice little grown-up lady or he
wdl get nred of waiting' She said this because she thought that It must
be painful for Genu to see the child strll so intenr upon her games and be
thus reminded that she was a mere baby. Her admonishment had the ef
fect of making Murasaki for the first rime aware that Genji was to be her
husband. She knew all about husbands. Many of the maid-servants had
them, but such ugly ones r She was very glad that hers was so much
younger and handsomer. Nevertheless the mere fact that she thought
about the matter at all showed that she was begmrnng to grow up a
hrrle. Her childish ways and appearance were by no means so great a
misfortune as Shonagon supposed, for they went a long way towards
allaying the suspicions which the child's presence might otherwise have
aroused in GenJl's somewhat puzzled household.

When he returned from Court he went straight to the Great Hall. AOI

was as perfect as ever, and just as unfriendly. ThIS never failed to wound
Genji, ·If only you had changed with the New Year, had become a Irrtle
less cold and forbidding, how happy I should be!' he exclaimed, But she
had heard that someone was living with him and had at once made up her
mind that she herself had been utterly supplanted and put aside. Hence
she was more sullen than ever; but he pretended not to nonce 1t and by
his gaiety and gentleness at last induced her to answer when he spoke.
Was it her being four years older than he that made her seem so unap
proachable, so exasperatingly well-regulated? But that was not fair.
What fault could he possibly find In her? She was perfect m every respect
and he realized that 1£ she was sometimes out of humour this was solely
the result of his own irregularines, She was after all the daughter of a
Minister, and of the Minister who above all others enjoyed the greatest
influence and esteem. She was the only child of the Emperor's sister and
had been brought up with a full sense of her own dignity and importance.
The least slight, the merest hint of disrespect came to her as a. complete
surprise. To Genji all these pretensions naturally seemed somewhat ex-
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aggerated and h1S failure to make allowances for them increased her
hosnhry,

Aor's father was vexed by Genjr's seeming fickleness, but so soon as he
was with him he forgot all his grievances and was always extremely nice
to him. When GenjI was leaving next day his father-in-law came to hrs
room and helped him to dress, brmging In hIS own hands a belt which was
an heirloom famous far and wrde, He pulled straight the back of Genu's
robe which had become a Irrtle crumpled, and rndeed short of brmgmg
him his shoes performed in the friendliest way every possible small
service. "This;' said GenJi handing back the belt, · is for Imperial ban
quets or other great occasions of that kind.' · I have others much more
valuable,' said the Mimster, 'which I wrll give you for the Imperial ban
quets. ThIS one 1S not of much account save that the workmanship of It

IS rather unusual,' and despite Genu's protests he insisted upon buckling
It round hrm, The performance of such services was his principal interest
10 hfe. What did it matter If GenJi was rather irregular in his visits>
To have so agreeable a young man going 10 and out of one's house at all
was the greatest pleasure he could ImagIne.

GenJI did not pay many New Year's visits. First he went to the Em
peror, then the Heir Apparent and the ex-Emperor, and after that to
Princess Fujrtsubo's house m the Third Ward. As they saw him enter, the
servants of the house noticed how much he had grown and altered in the
last year. i Look how he has filled out,' they said, · even since his last
Visit!' Of the Princess herself he was only allowed a distant glimpse. It
gave him many forebodings. Her child had been expected In the twelfth
month and her condition was now causing some anxiety. That it would
at any rate be born somenme during the first weeks of the New Year was
confidently assumed by her own people and had been stated at Court.
But the first month went by and still nothing happened. It began to be
rumoured that she was suffering from some kind of possession or delusion.
She herself grew very depressed; she felt certain that when the event at
last happened she would not survive it and she worried so much about
herself that she became seriously ill. The delay made Genji more certain
than ever of his own responsibrlity and he arranged secretly for prayers
on her behalf to be said In all the great temples. He had already become
firmly convinced that whatever might happen concerning the child, FUJit
subo was herself utterly doomed when he heard that about the tenth day
of the second month she had successfully given birth to a boy. The news
brought great satisfacnon both to the Emperor and the whole court ..

The Emperor's fervent prayers for her life and for that of a child which
she knew was not his distressed and embarrassed her; whereas, when the
maliciously gloomy prognosncarions of Kokiden and the rest were brought
to her notice, she was at once filled with a perverse desire to disappoint
their hopes and make them look ridiculous in the eyes of those to whom
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rr'\,,,.,,-Hrl~=-rl their a great effort of will she threw off
the which been upon her and began little by
Hrrle to recover her usual

The was rmparient to see Fujitsubo's child and so too (though
he was forced to conceal hIS in teres t in the matter) was GenJi ; :mself.

r'1'- ...., s--. -'T ...... n·'T7 he went to her palace when there \vere not many people
about sent in a note, offering as the Emperor "vas m such a state ofmi
patience to see the child and etiquette forbad him to do so for several
weeks, to look at the child himself and report upon its appearance to the
Emperor. She replied that she would rather he saw it on a day when it
was less peevish, but in reality her refusal had nothing to do with the
state of the child's temper; she could not bear the idea of his seeing it at
all. Already it bore an astonishing resemblance to him; of that she was
convinced. Always there lurked 10 her heart the rortunng demon of fear.
Soon others would see the child and instantly know with absolute cer
tainty the secret of her swift transgression. What charity towards such a
cnme as this would a world have that gossips If a single hair is awry?
Such thoughts continually tormented her and she agaIn became weary of
her life.

From time to time he saw Omyobu, but though he still implored her to
arrange a meeting, none of his many arguments availed him. He also
pestered her with so many questions about the child that she exclaimed at
last: •Why do you go on plaguing me like this? You will be seeing him
for yourself soon, when he is shown at Court.' But though she spoke
impatiently she knew quite well what he was suffermg and felt for him
deeply. The matter was not one which he could discuss except with Fu ...
jirsubo herself, and it was impossible to see her. Would he indeed ever
again see her alone or communicate with her save through notes and mes
sengers? And half-weeping with despair he recited the verse: · What
guilty intercourse must ours have been in some Iife long ago, that now so
cruel a barrier should be set between us?' Omyobu, seelng that it cost her
mistress a great struggle to do without him, was at pains not to dismiss
him too unkindly and answered with the verse: · Should you see the child,
my lady would be in torment; and because you have not seen it you are full
of lamentations. Truly have children been called a black darkness that
leads the parents' heart astray!' And coming closer she whispered to him,
&Poor souls, it is a hard fate that has overtaken you both.· Thus many
times and again he returned to his house desperate, Fujirsubo meanwhile,
fearing lest Genii's continual visits should attract notice, began to sus
pect that Omyobu was secretly encouraging him and no longer felt the
same affection for her. She did not want this to be noticed and tried to
treat her just as usual; but her irritation was bound sometimes to betray
itself and Omyobu, feeling that her mistress was estranged from her and
at a loss to find any reason for it) was very miserable.
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It was not till its fourth month that the child was brought to the Pal
ace. It was large for its age and had already begun to take a great inter
est in what went on around It.. Its extraordinary resemblance to Genji
was not remarked upon by the Emperor who had an idea that handsome
children were all very much alike at that age. He became Intensely de
voted to the child and lavished every kind of care and arrenuon upon it.
For Genji himself he had always had so great a partiahry that, had It not
been for popular opposinon, he would certainly have Installed him as Heir
Apparent. That he had not been able to do so constantly distressed him.
To have produced so magnificent a son and be obliged to watch him grow
lng up a mere nobleman had always been galling to him. Now in his old
age a son had been born to him who promised to be equally handsome and
had not the tiresome disadvantage of a plebeian mother, and upon this
flawless pearl he expended his whole affection. The mother saw little
chance of this rapture continuing and was all this while in a state of
agonized apprehension ..

One day, when as he had been wont to do before, Genii was making
music for her at the Emperor's command, His Majesty took the child in
his arms, saying to GenJl: '1 have had many children, but you were the
only other one that I ever behaved about in this fashion. Ir may be my
fancy, but It seems to me this child is exactly like what you were at the
same age. However, I suppose all babies are very much alike whrle they
are as small as this,' and he looked at the fine child with admiration. A
succession of violent emotions - terror, shame, pride and love - passed
through Genji's breast while these words were being spoken'! and were re
flected in his rapidly changing colour. He was almost in tears. The child
looked so exquisitely beautiful as It lay crowing to itself and smiling that,
hideous as the situation was, Genji could not help feeling glad it was
thought to be like him. Fujitsubo meanwhile was in a state of embarrass
ment and agitation so painful that a cold sweat broke out upon her while
she sat by. For Genji this jarring of opposite emotions was too much to
be borne and he went home. Here he lay tOSSIng on hIS bed and, unable to
distract himself, he determined after a while to go to the Great Hall. As
he passed by the flower-beds in front of his house, he noticed that a faint
tinge of green was already filming the bushes and under them the toko
natsu I were already in bloom. He plucked one and sent it to Omyobu
with a long letter and an acrostic poem in which he said that he was
touched by the likeness of this flower to the child, but also hinted that he
was perturbed by the child's likeness to himself. 'In this flower,' he con
tinued despondently, 'I had hoped to see your beauty enshrined. But
now I know that being mine yet not mine it can bring me no comfort to
look upon it: After waiting a little while till a favourable moment
should arise Omyobu showed her mistress the letter, saying with a sigh,

r Another name for the nadeshiko, 'Child..of..my-heart,' see p. 33.
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·1 fear that your answer will be but dust to the petals of this rhirsnng
Ho\ver.' But Fujitsubo, In whose heart also the new sprIng "vas awakenmg
..1 host of tender thoughts, wrote In answer the poem. 'Though It alone be
the cause that these poor sleeves are wet with dew, yet goes my heart
still with It, rhis child-flower of Yarnaro Land.' Thrs was all and it was
roughly scribbled In a faint hand, but it was a comfort to Omyobu to have
even such a message as this to brrng back. Genji knew quire well that It
could lead to norhrng HoV\" many rimes had she sent him such messages
before' Yet as he lay dejectedly gaZIng at the note, the mere SIght of her
handwriting soon stirred 10 him a frenzy of unreasonIng excitemenr and
delight. For a while he lay restlessly tossing on hIS bed At last unable to
remain any longer inacnve he sprang up and went, as he had so often done
before, to the western wing to seek disrraction from the agitated thoughts
\\ hich pursued him. He came towards the women's apartments With hIS

flat! loose upon his shoulders, wearmg a queer dressing-gown and, 10
order to amuse Murasaki, playing a tune on hIS flute as he walked He
peered 1U at the door. She looked as she lay there for all the world 11 ke
the fresh dewy flower that he had so recently plucked. She was growIng a
Jade brt spoilt and havrng heard some while ago that he had returned
frum Court rhe was rather cross with him for not comIng to see her at
once. She did not run to meet him as she usually did, but lay with her
head turned away. He called to her from the far side of the room to get
up and come to him, but she did not stir. Suddenly he heard that she was
rnurmurmg tc herself the Iines ·Like a sea-flower that the waters have
covered wher: a great tide mounts the shore.' They were from an old
poem ? that he had taught her, in which a lady complains that she IS

neglected by her lover. She looked bewitchmg as she lay with her face
half-sullenly, half-coquettishly buried In her sleeve. •How naughty,'
he cried · Really you are becoming too witty. But if you saw me more
often perhars you would gro,\v tired of me.' Then he sent for hIS zithern
and asked her to play to him But it was a big Chinese instrument :3

\VI rh thrr ceen strings, the five slender strings in the middle embarrassed
her and she could not get the full sound out of them. Taking it from her he
shifted the bridge, and tuning It to a lower prrch played a few chords upon
It and bade her try again. Her sullen mood was over. She began to play
very prettily) sometimes, when there ","as a gap too long for one srna ll
hand to stretch, helping herself out so adroitly with the other hand that
Gen j1 was completely captivated and raking up his flute taught her a
number of new tunes. She was very quick and grasped the most cornph
cared rhythms at a. single hearmg. She had Indeed 10 mUSIC as 10 all else
trst those talents with which It most delighted him that she should be
endowed. When he played the Hosoroguseri (which in spite of Its ab
surd name is an excellent tune) she accompanied him though WIth a child
ish touch, yet in perfect time.

1 Sltu...t Situ967. :2 ..<\ so tui koro,
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The great lamp was brought In and they began at pictures to-
gether. But GenJl was going out that night. Already hIS attendants were
assembled in the courtyard outside One of them was saying that a storm
was coming on. He ought not to wait any longer. Again Murasaki was
unhappy. She was not looking at the pictures, but sat with her head on
her hands staring despondently at the floor. Stroking the lovely harr that
had fallen forward across her lap, Genu asked her If she missed him when
he was away. She nodded. · I am Just the same, t he said. · If I mISSseeing
you for a smgle day I am terribly unhappy. But you are only a little gIrl
and I know that whatever I do you wrll not rhrnk harsh thoughts about
me; whrle the lady that I go to see is very Jealous and angry so that It

would break her heart If I were to stay wrth you too long But I do not at
all Iike being there and that 1S why I Just go for a lrrtle while like rhis
When you are grown up of course I shall never go away at all. I only go
now because if I did not she would be so terribly angry WIth me that I
might very likely die I and then there would be no one to love you and
take care of you at all' He had told her all he could, but st111 she was of
fended and would not answer a word At last he took her on hIS knee and
here to hIS great embarrassment she fell asleep. · It IS too late to go out
now,' he said after a while, turnmg to the gen tlewomen who were in at
tendance. They rose and went to fetch hIS supper. He roused the child
·Look,' he said, · I did not go out after all.' She was happy once more and
they went to supper together. She liked the queer, Irregular meal, but
when It was over she began again to watch him uneasrly, 'If you are
really not gorng out; she said, 'why do you not go to sleep at once?'
Leavmg her at such a moment to go back to hIS room, he felt all the reluc
tance of one who is serung out upon a long and perilous Journey ..

It constantly happened that at the last minute he thus decided to stay
with her. It was natural that some report of his new preoccupation
should leak out into the world and be passed on to the Great Hall.
~ Who can lt be?' said one of Aoi's ladies. 'It IS really the most mexplica
ble business. How can he have suddenly become entirely wrapped up In

someone whom we had never heard the existence of before? It cannot in
any case be a person of much breeding or self-respect. It is probably some
girl employed at the Palace whom he has taken to live with him in order
that the affair may be hushed up. No doubt he is circulating the story
that she is a child merely In order to put us off the scent. t And thrs opinion
was shared by the rest.

The Emperor too had heard that there was someone living with GenJI
and thought It a great pity. 'You are treating the MInister very badly;
he said. 'He has shown the greatest possible devotion to you ever since
you were a mere baby and now that you are old enough to know better
you behave like this towards him and his family! It IS really most un
grateful. '

t That hate kills is a fundamental thesis of the book.
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but made no reply. The Emperor began to
fear hIS marriage proved a very unhappy one and "vas
sorry that he had arranged it. 'I do not understand you,' he said. 'You
seem to have no taste for gallantry and do not, so far as I can see, take the
slightest interest in any of the ladies-in-wairmg whom one might expect
you to find artracnve, nor do you bother yourself about the varIOUS
beauties who in one part of the town or another are now In request; but
Instead you must needs pick up some creature from no one knows where
and wound the feelings of others by keeping her as your misrress!'

Though he was now getting on in years the Emperor had himself by
no means ceased to be interested in such matters. He had always seen to
it that his ladies-in-waiting and palace-servants should be remarkable
both for their looks and their intellrgence, and it was a nme when the
Court was full of interesting women. There were few among them whom
Gen]1 could not by the slighrest word or gesture have made his own..
But, perhaps because he saw too much of them, he did not find them in
the least attractive. Suspecting this, they would occasionally experiment
upon him with some frivolous remark. He answered so staidly that they
saw a. flirtation would be Impossible and some of them came to the con
clusion that he was rather a dull, prudish young man.

There was an elderly lady-of-the-bedchamber who, though she was an
excellent creature in every other way and was very much liked and re
spected, was an outrageous flirt. It astonished Gen ji that despire her ad
vancing years she showed no sign of reforming her reckless and fantastic
behaviour.. Curious to see how she would take it, he one day came up and
began joking with her. She appeared to be quite unconscious of the dis
parity between their ages and at once counted him as an admirer. Slightly
alarmed, he nevertheless found her company rather agreeable and often
talked with her. But, chiefly because he was frightened of being laughed
at if anyone found out, he refused to become her lover, and this she very
much resented. One day she was dressing the Emperor's hair. When this
was over His Majesty sent for his valets and went with them into another
room. Genii and the elderly lady were left alone together. She was fuller
than ever of languishing airs and poses, and her costume was to the last
degree stylish and elaborate. 4 Poor creature; he thought, 'how little
difference it all makes!' and he was passing her on his way out of the room
when suddenly the temptation to give a. tug at her dress became irresisti
ble. She glanced swiftly round, eyeing him above the rim of a marvel
lously painted summer-fan. The eyelids beneath which she ogled at him
were blackened and sunken; wisps of hair projected untidily around her
forehead. There was something singularly inappropriate about this
gawdy, coquettish fan. Handing her his own instead, he took it from
her and exammed it. On paper coated with a red so thick and lustrous
that you could see yourself reflected in It a forest of tall trees was painted
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in gold. At the side of this design, in a hand which though our-of-dare
was not Iacking In disrmcnon was written the about the Forest
Oaraki.! He made no doubt that the owner fan had wrrtten it in
allusion to her own advancing years and was expecting him to make a
gallant reply. Turning over in hIS mind how best to drvert the extrava
gant ardour of this strange creature, he could, to hIS own amusement,
think only of another poem 2 about the same forest; but to this re would
have been ill-bred to allude. He was feeling very uncomfortable lest some
one should come in and see them together. She however was quite at her
ease and seeing that he remained SIlent she recited with many arch looks
the poem: •Come to me in the forest and I will cut pasture for your horse,
though it be but of the under leaf whose season 1S past. f • Should I seek
your woodland,' he answered, 'my fair name would be gone, for down its
glades at all times the pattering of hoofs is heard,' and he tried to get
away; but she held him back saying: "How OdIOUS you are! That is not
what I mean at all. No one has ever insulted me lrke this before,' and she
burst into tears. · Let us talk about it some other time,' said Genu; 'I
did not mean .. .' and freeing himself from her grasp he rushed out of the
rOOIn, leaving her in great dudgeon. She felt indeed after his repulse
prodigiously old and tottering. All this was seen by His Majesty who,
his toilet long ago completed, had watched the ill-assorted paIr with
great amusement from behind hIS Imperial screen. 'I am always being
told, I he said, · that the boy takes no interest in the members of my house
hold. But I cannot say that he seems to me unduly shy,' and he laughed.
For a moment she was slrghtly embarrassed; but she felt that any relation
ship with GenJi, even if it consisted of being rebuffed by him in public,
was distinctly a feather in her cap, and she made no attempt to defend her
self against the Emperor's raillery. The story soon went the round of the
Court. It astonished no one more than To no Chujo who, though he
knew that Genii was given to odd experiments, could not believe that
his friend was really launched upon the fantastic courtship which rumour
was attributing to him. There seemed no better way of discovering
whether it was conceivably possible to regard the lady in such a light
than to make love to her himself.

The attentions of so distinguished a suitor went a. long way towards
consoling her for her late discomfiture. Her new intrigue was of course
carried on with absolute secrecy and Genji knew nothing about it. When
he next met her she seemed to be very cross with him, and feeling sorry for
her because she was so old he made up his mind that he must try to con
sole her. But for a long while he was completely occupied by tiresome

I 'So withered is the grass beneath its trees that the young colt will not graze there and
the reapers do not come.'

2 'So sweet is its shade that all the summer through its leafy avenues are thronged,'
alluding to the lady's many lovers.
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business of one kind and another. At last one very dismal rainy evenIng
when he was in the neighbourhood of the Urnmerden I he heard
this lady most agreeably on her lute She was so good a per-
former that was often called upon to play with the professional male
mUSICIans 10 the orchestra. It happened that at this moment she
was somewhat downcast and discontented, and In such a mood she played
with even greater feehng and verve. She was singrng the' Melon-grower's
Song', a admirably, he thought, despite Its inappropriateness to her age
So must the VOIce of the rnysrerrous lady at O-chou have sounded In Po
Chu-r's ears when he heard her SIngIng on her boat at nighr; 3 and he
stood listening. At the end of the song the player sighed heavily as though
qUIte worn out by the passionate vehemence of her serenade. GenJ1 ap
proached softly humming the · Azumaya", 'Here 10 the pornco of the
eastern house rain splashes on me while I wait. Come, my beloved, open
the door and let me In.' Immediarely, indeed with an unseemly haste,
she answered as does the lady In the song, 'Open the door and come In,' 4

addmg the verse. 'In the WIde shelter of that portico no man yet was ever
splashed with rain;' and agam she sighed so portentously that although
he did not at all suppose that he alone was the cause of this demonstration,
he felt It in any case to be somewhat exaggerated and answered with the
poem' 'Your sighs show clearly that, despite the song, you are another's
bride, and I for my part have no mind to haunt the loggias of your eastern
house' He would gladly have passed on, but he felt that this would be
too unkind, and seeing that someone else was comIng towards her room,
he stepped Inside and began talkmg lrghtly of mdifferent subjects, in a
style which though it was In reality somewhat forced she found very en
tertaInIng.

It was Intolerable, thought To no Chujo, that GenJi should be praised
as a quiet and serious young man and should constantly rebuke him for his
fnvohry, while all the time he was carrYing on a mulnphcity of interest
Ing IntrIgues which out of mere churlishness he kept ennrely hidden from
all his friends. For a long while Chujo had been waiting for an oppor
tunity to expose this sanctimonious imposture, and when he saw Genu
enter the gentlewoman's apartment you may be sure he was delighted.
To scare him a httle at such a moment would be an excellent way to pun
Ish him for his unfriendliness. He slackened his pace and watched. The
wmd sighed in the trees. It was gettmg very late. Surely Genjl would
soon begm to doze? And indeed he did now look as though he had fallen

1 The headquarters of the Ladies of the Bedchamber,
2 An old folk-song the refrain of which is 'At the melon-hoeing he said he loved me and

what am I to do, what am I to do?'
3 The poem referred to is not the famous LuteGtrl's Song) but a much shorter one (U"orks

x, 8) on a similar theme. O...chou l' the modern \'\iu..ch'ang in Hupeh.
4 In the song the lady savs. 'The door is not bolted or barred. Come quicklv and talk

tu me. Am I another's bride, that you should be so careful and shy?'
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asleep. Chujo stole on tiptoe Into the room; but Genu who was only
half-dreamIng in~tantly h~ard him, and not knowing that Chujo had fol
lowed him, got It Into hIS head that It was a certain Commissioner of
Works who years ago had been supposed to be an admirer of the lady.
The idea of bemg discovered In such a situation by this important old
gentleman filled him with horror. Furrous wrth hIS companion for hav
mg exposed him to the chance of such a predicamenr: · This is too bad)'
he whispered, · I am going home. What possessed you to let me in on a
mght when you knew that someone else was commg>' He had only time
to snatch up hIS cloak and hide behind a long folding-screen before Chujo
entered the room and gOIngstraight up to the screen began in a business
hke manner to fold It up. Though she was no longer young, the lady did
not lose her head in this alarmmg cnsis, Being a woman of fashion, she
had on more than one occasion found herself In an equally agrtanng POSI

non, and now despite her astonishment, after considering for a moment
what had best be done with the Intruder, she seized him by the back of
hIS coat and with a practised though trembling hand pulled him away
from the screen. GenJi had strll no Idea that lt was Chujo. He had half
a mind to show himself, but quickly remembered that he was oddly and
Inadequately clad, with his headdress all awry. He felt that 1£ he ran for
It he would cut much too strange a figure as he left the room, and for a
moment he hesitated. Wondering how much longer Genji would take to
recognize him, Chujo did not say a word but putting on the most ferocious
air Imaginable, drew hIS sword from the scabbard. Whereupon the lady
crying · Gentlemen! Gentlemen!' flung herself between them in an atri
rude of romannc supplication. They could hardly refrain from bursring
Into laughter. It was only by day when very carefully painted and bedrz
ened that she still retained a certain superficial air of youth and charm
But now this woman of fifty-seven or eight, drsturbed by a sudden brawl
In the midst of her amours, created the most astonishing spectacle as she
knelt at the feet of two young men in their 'teens beseeching them not to
die for her. Chujo however refrained from showing the slightest SIgn of
amusement and continued to look as alarming and ferocious as he could,
But he was now In full view and Genji realized In a moment that Chujo
had all the while known who he was and had been amusing himself at
hIS expense. Much relieved at this discovery, he grabbed at tre scabbard
from which Chujo had drawn the sword and held It fast lest hIS fnend
should attempt to escape and then, despite his annoyance at having been
followed, burst into an uncontrollable fit of laughter. 'Are you in your
nght minds' said GenJi at last. 'This is really a very poor sort of joke.
Do you mmd letting me get into my cloak?' Whereupon Chujo snatched
the cloak from him and would not give It back, · Very well then,' said
Genji; •if you are to have my cloa.k I must have yours; and so sayIng he
pulled open the clasp of Chujo's belt and began tugging his cloak from his
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resisted and a tussle followed in which the cloak
to shreds. 'Should now get it In exchange for yours, this

will but the secrets It 1S meant to hide, f recited To
no Chujo; to which with an acrostic poem in which he corn-
plamed that he shared so many secrets should have
thought It necessary to upon him In this fashion. But neither was
reall y angry \\'1 th the and settIng their disordered costumes to
rrghrs they both took their departure. GenJi discovered when he was
alone that it had Indeed upset him very much to find his movements had
been watched, and he could not sleep. The lady felt utterly bewildered
On the floor she found a belt and a buckle which she sent to Genji next
day with a complicared acrostic poem In which she compared these
stranded properties to the weeds which after their straining and tugging
the waves leave upon the shore. She added an allusion to the crystal river
of her tears He was irritated by her persistency but distressed at the
shock to which she had been subjected by Chujo's foolish Joke, and he
answered with the poem. •At the antics of the prancing wave you have
good cause to be angry, but blameless indeed is the shore on whose sands
It lashed.' The belt was Chujo's: that was plain for it was darker in
colour than hIS own cloak. And as he examined his cloak he noticed that
the lower half of one sleeve was torn away. What a mess everything was
in! He told himself with disgust that he was becoming a rowdy, a vulgar
night-brawler. Such people, he knew, were always tearing their clothes
and making themselves ridiculous. It was time to reform.

The missing sleeve soon arrived from Chujo's apartments with the
message: · Had you not better have this sewn on before you wear your
cloak?' How had he managed to get hold of it? Such tricks were very
tiresome and silly, But he supposed he must now give back the belt,
and wrapping it in paper of the same colour he sent it with a riddling
poem in which he said that he would not keep it lest he should make
trouble between Chu]o and the lady. 'You have dragged her away from
me as in the scuffle you snatched from me this belt,' said Chujo in his
answering poem, and added •Have I not good reason to be angry with
yoU?f

Later in the morning they met in the Presence Room. GenJi wore a
solemn and abstracted air. Chujo could not help recollecting the absurd
scene of their last meeting, but it was a day upon which there was a great
deal of public business to despatch and he was soon absorbed in his duties.
But from nme to time each would catch sight of the other's serIOUS face
and heavy official bearing, and then they could not help smiling. In an
interval Chujo came up to Genji and asked him in a low voice whether he
had decided in future to be a little more communicative about his affairs.
'No, indeed: said Genji; 'but I feel I owe you an apology for preventing
you from spending a. happy hour with the la.dy whom you had come to
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visit. Everything in life seems to go wrong.' So they whispered and at
the end each solemnly promised the other not to speak of the matter to
anybody. But to the two of them It furnished a constant supply of Jokes
for a long while to come, though GenJI took the matter to heart more than
he showed and was determined never to get mixed up with such a. tire
some creature again. He heard however that the lady "vas srrll much
ruffled, and fearrng that there might be no one at hand to comfort her,
he had not the heart qUIte to disconnnue his VIsits.

Chujo, faithful to hIS promise, did not mention the affair to anyone,
not even to hIS SIster, but kept It as a weapon of self-defence should Genji
ever preach high morality to him again.

Such marked preference did the Emperor show in his treatment of
Genji that even the other princes of the Blood Royal stood somewhat in
awe of him. But To no Chujo was ready to dispute with him on any
subject, and was by no means inclined always to let him have his own
\vay. He and Aai were the only children of the Emperor's sister. Genji,
it IS true, was the Emperor's son; but though Chujo's father was only a
Minister, his influence was far greater than tha t of his colleagues, and as
the son of such a man by his marriage with a royal princess he was used
to being treated with the greatest deference. It had never so much as
occurred to him that he was in any way Genu's inferior, for he knew that
as regards his person at least he had no reason to be dissatisfied; and with
most other qualities, whether of character or intelligence, he believed
himself to be very adequately endowed. Thus a friendly rivalry grew up
between the two of them and led to many diverting incidents which it
would take too long to describe.

In the seventh month two events of importance took place. An em
press was appointed? and Genji was raised to the rank of Councillor.
The Emperor was inrending very soon to resign the Throne. He would
have liked to proclaim his new-born child as Heir Apparent in place of
Kokideri's son. This was difficult, for there was no political faction which
would have supported such a choice. Fujirsubo's relations were all mem
bers of the Imperial family 2 and Genji, to whom he might have looked
for help owing to his affiliation with the Minamoto clan, unfortunately
showed no aptitude for political intrigue. The best he could do was at
any rate to strengthen Fujitsubo's position and hope that later on she
would be able to exert her influence. Kokiden heard of hIS intentions,
and small wonder if she was distressed and astounded. The Emperor
tried to quiet her by pointing out that in a short time her son would
succeed to the Throne and that she would then hold the equally important
rank of Empress Mother. But rt was indeed hard that the mother of the

1 The rank. of Empress was often not conferred till quite late in a reign. It was ofcourse
Fujitsubo whom the Emperor chose in this case.

• And therefore debarred from taking part in politica11ife.
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Heir should be passed over in favour of a concubine aged hrtle
more twenty. The public tended to take Kokiden's side and there
was a good deal of discontent On the night when the new Empress was
Installed Genp, as a Councillor, was among those who accompanied her
to the Middle Palace. As daughter of a preVIOUS Empress and mother
of an exqursite prInce she enjoyed a consideration at Court beyond that
which her new rank would have alone procured for her. But if It was
with admirmg devorion that the other great lords of her train attended
her that day, It may be imagmed with what fond yet agonized thoughts
Prince Genji followed the hrrer In which she rode. She seemed at last
to have been raised so far beyond hIS reach that scarce knowing what he
did he murmured to himself the lrnes: & Now upon love's dark path has the
last shadow closed; for I have seen you carried to a cloud-land whither
none may climb. '

As the days and months went by the child grew more and more like
Genji. The new Empress was greatly distressed, but no one else seemed
to notice the resemblance. He was not of course so handsome; how In
deed should he have been? But both were beautiful, and the world was
content to accept their beauty without troubling to compare them, Just
as it accepts both moon and sun as lovely occupants of the sky.



CHAPTER VIII

The Flower Feast

~
OUT the twentieth day of the second month the Emperor gave

a Chinese banquet under the great cherry-tree of the Southern
Court. Both Fujitsubo and the Heir Apparent were to be there.

Kokiden, although she knew that the mere presence of the Empress was
sufficient to spoil her pleasure, could not bring herself to forego so de
lIghtful an entertainment. After some promise of rain the day turned out
magnificent; and in full sunshine, with the birds singrng in every tree,
the guests (royal princes, noblemen and professional poets alike) were
handed the rhyme words which the Emperor had drawn by lot, and set
to work to compose their poems. It was with a clear and ringing voice
that Genji read out the word' Spring' which he had received as the rhyme
sound of his poem. Next came To no Chujo who, feeling that all eyes
were upon him and determined to impress himself favourably on hIS

audience, moved with the greatest possible elegance and grace; and when
on receiving his rhyme he announced his name, rank, and titles, he took
great pains to speak pleasantly as well as audibly. Many of the other
gentlemen were rather nervous and looked quite pale as they came for
ward, yet they acquitted themselves well enough. But the professional
poets, particularly owing to the high standard of accomplishment which
the Emperor's and Heir Apparent's lively interest in Chinese poetry had at
that time diffused through the Court, were very ill at ease; as they crossed
the long space of the garden on their way to receive their rhymes they
felt utterly helpless. A simple Chinese verse is surely not much to ask of
a professional poet; but they all wore an expression of the deepest gloom.
One expects elderly scholars to be somewhat odd in their movements and
behaviour, and it was amusing to see the lively concern with which the
Emperor watched their various but always uncouth and erratic methods
of approaching the Throne. Needless to say a great deal of music had been
arranged for. Towards dusk the delightful dance known as the Warbling
of Spring Nightingales was performed, and when it was over the Herr
Apparent, remembering the Festival of Red Leaves, placed a wreath on
Genji's head and pressed him so urgently that it was impossible for him
to refuse. Rising to his feet he danced very quietly a fragment of the
sleeve-turning passage in the Wave Da.nce. In a few moments he was
seated again, but even into this brief extract from a long dance he managed
to import an unrivalled charm and grace. Even his fa.ther-in-law who was
not in the best of humour with him was deeply moved and found himself
wiping away a tear.
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have we not seen To no Chujoe' said the Heir Apparent.
danced the Park of W1110w Flowers, giving a far more

complete performance than Genu, for no doubt he knew that he would
be called upon and had taken trouble to prepare his dance. It was a great
success and the Emperor presented him with a cloak, which everyone said
was a most unusual honour.. After this the other young noblemen who
were present danced In no particular order, but it was now so dark that
it was impossible to discriminate between their performances.

Then the poems were opened and read aloud. The readmg of Genji's
verses was connnually interrupted by loud murmurs of applause. Even
the professional poets were deeply impressed, and It may well be imagrned
with what pnde the Emperor, to whom at times Genji was a source of
consolation and delight, watched him upon such an occasion as this.
Fujitsubo, when she allowed herself to glance in his direction, marvelled
that even Kokrden could find it in her heart to hate him. · It is because he
is fond of me, there can be 00 other reason,' she decided at last, and the
verse, ·Were I but a common mortal who now am gazing at the beauty of
this flower, from irs sweet petals not long should I withhold the dew of
love, t framed itself on her Iips, though she dared not utter it aloud.

It was now very late and the banquet was over. The guests had scat
tered. The Empress and the Heir Apparent had both returned to the Palace
- all was still. The moon had risen very brighr and clear, and Genji,
heated with wine, could not bear to quit so lovely a scene. The people
at the Palace were probably all plunged in a heavy sleep. On such a night
it was not impossible that some careless person mighc have left some door
unfastened, some shutter unbarred, Cautiously and stealthily he crept
towards Fujitsubo's apartments and inspected them. Every bolt was fast.
He sighed; here there was evidently nothing to be done. He was passing
the loggia of Kokiden's palace when he noticed that the shutters of the
third arch were not drawn. Mter the banquet Kokrden herself had gone
straight to the Emperor's rooms. There did not seem to be anyone about.
A door leading from the loggia into the house was standing open, but he
could hear no sound within. 'It is under Just such circumstances as this
that one is apt to drift into compromising situations,' thought Genjr,
Nevertheless he climbed quietly on to the balustrade and peeped. Every
one must be asleep. But no; a very agreeable young voice with an in
tonation which was certainly not that of any waiting...woman or common
person was softly humming the last two lmes of the Oboro'{ukt-yo. x Was
not the voice com1ng towards him? It seemed so, and stretching out his
hand he suddenly found that he was grasping a lady's sleeve. ·Oh, how
you frightened met' she cried. •Who is it?' 'Do not be alarmed,' he whis
pered. "That both of us were not content to miss the beauty of this

I A famous poem by Oye no Chisato (ninth century): 'What so lovely as a night when
the moon though dimly clouded is never wholly lost to sight!'
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departing night is proof more clear than the half-clouded moon that we
were meant to meet,' and as he recited the words he took her gently by
the hand and led her into the house, closing the door behind them. Her
surprised and puzzled air fascinated him. ·There is someone there;' she
whispered tremulously, pointing to the loner room. ·Child,' he answered,
11 I am allowed to go wherever I please and if Y0t.! send for your friends
they will only tell you that I have every right to be here. But if you wrll
stay quietly here.... ' It was Gen ji. She knew hIS voice and the discovery
somewhat reassured her. She thought his conduct rather strange, but she
was determined that he should not think her prudish or snff. And so
because he on his side was strll somewhat excited after the doings of the
evening, while she was far too young and pliant to offer any serIOUS resrst
ance, he soon got his own way with her.

Suddenly they saw to their discomfiture that dawn was creeping into
the sky. She looked, thought Genji, as though many disquierrng reflec
tions were crowding into her mind. 'Tell me your name' he said. 'How
can I write to you unless you do? Surely this is not gOlng to be our only
meeting?' She answered with a poem in which she said that names are
of this world only and he would not care to know hers 1£ he were resolved
that their love should last till worlds to come. It was a mere qUIp and
Genji, amused at her quickness, answered, · You are quite right. It was a
mistake on my part to ask: And he recited the poem: · While still I seek
to find on which blade dwells the dew, a great wind shakes the grasses of
the level land.' 'If you did not repent of this rneermg;' he continued,
'you would surely tell me who you are. I do not believe that you want.
... ' But here he was interrupted by the noise of people stirrmg in the next
room. There was a great bustle and it was clear that they would soon be
starting out to fetch Princess Kokiden back from the Palace. There was
just time to exchange fans in token of their new friendship before Genii
was forced to fly precipitately from the room. In his own apartments he
found many of his gentlemen waiting for him. Some were awake, and
these nudged one another when he entered the room as though to say,
· Will he never cease these disreputable excursions?' But discretion for
bad them to show that they had seen him and they all pretended to be
fast asleep. Genji too lay down, but he could not rest. He tried to recall
the features of the lady with whom he had just spent so agreeable a time.
Certainly she must be one of Kokiden's sisters. Perhaps the fifth or sixth
daughter, both of whom were still unmarried. The handsomest of them
(or so he had always heard) were Prince Sochi's wife and the fourth
daughter, the one with whom To no Chujo got on so badly. It would
really be rather amusing if it did turn out to be Chujo's wife. The sixth
was shortly to be married to the Heir Apparent .. How tiresome if it were
she! But at present he could think of no way to make sure. She had not
behaved at all as though she did not want to see him again. Why then had
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she refused to gIve him any chance of communicating with her. In fact he
worried about the matter so much and turned It over in his mind with
such endless persistency that it soon became evident he had fallen deeply
In love with her. Nevertheless no sooner did the recollection of Fujrt
subo's serious and reticent demeanour come back to hIS mind than he
realized how incomparably more she meant to him than this Iight-hearted
lady.

That day the after-banquet kept him occupied till late at nighr. At
the Emperor's command he performed on the thrrreen-srnnged zithern
and had an even greater success than with hIS dancing on the day before.
At dawn Fujirsubo renred to the Emperor's rooms. Disappointed in his
hope that the lady of last night would somewhere or somehow make her
appearance on the scene, he sent for Yoshikiyo and Koremirsu with whom
all his secrets were shared and bade them keep watch upon the lady's
family. When he returned next day from duty at the Palace they reported
that they had Just witnessed the departure of several coaches which had
been drawn up under shelter in the Courtyard of the Watch. •Among a
group of persons who seemed to be the domestic attendants of those for
whom the coaches were waiting two gentlemen came threading their
way in a. great hurry. These we recognized as Shii no Shosho and Uchu
ben, I so there IS httle doubt that the carriages belonged to Princess
Kokiden. For the rest we noted that the ladles were by no means ill
looking and that the whole party drove away In three carriages.' GenJi's
heart beat fast. But he was no nearer than before to findrng out which
of the sisters it had been. Supposing her father, the Minister of the RIght,
should hear anything of this, what a to-do there would be! It would
indeed mean hIS absolute ruin. It was a pity that while he was about
it he did not stay with her till it was a little lighter. But there it was!
He did not know her face, but yet he was determined to recognize her.
How? He lay on his bed devising and rejecting endless schemes. Murasaki
too must be growing impatient. Days had passed since he had visited
her and he remembered with tenderness how low-spirited she became
when he was not able to be with her. But in a moment his thoughts
had returned to the unknown lady. He still had her fan. It was a folding
fan with ribs of hinoki-wood and tassels tied in a splice-knot. One side
was covered with silverleaf on which was painted a dim moon, giving
the impression of a moon reflected in water. It was a device which he
had seen many times before, but it had agreeable associations for him,
and continuing the metaphor of the C grass on the moor' which she had
used in her poem, he wrote on the fan - 'Has mortal man ever puzzled
his head with such a question before as to ask where the moon goes to
when she leaves the sky at dawn?' And he put the fan safely away.
It was on his conscience that he had not for a long while been to the

I Kokiden's brothers.
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Great Hall; but fearing that Murasaki too might be feeling very unhappy,
he first went home to gIve her her lessons. Every day she was improving
not only in looks, but also In amiabrhty of character. The beauty of
her disposition was indeed quite out of the common. The idea that so
perfect a nature was in hIS hands, to train and cultrvate as he thought
best, was very atrractrve to Genu, It mighr however have been objected
that to receive all her educanon from a young man IS likely to make a
girl somewhat forward in her manner

FIrst there was a great deal to tell her about what had happened at
the Court entertainments of the last few days. Then followed her mUSIC

lesson, and already It was nme to go. 'Oh, why must he always go away
so soon?' she wondered sadly, but by now she was so used to It that she
no longer fretted as she had done a little while ago.

At the Great Hall he could, as usual, scarcely get a word out of Aoi.
The moment that he sat Idle a thousand doubts and puzzles began to
revolve In his mind. He took up his Zlthern and began to sing:

Not softlier pillowed is my head
That rests by thine, unloving bride,

Than were those jagged stones my bed
Through which the falls of Nuki stride.

At rhis moment Aois father came by and began to discuss the unusual
success of the recent festrvities. 'Old as I am,' he said - 'and I may say
that I have hved to see four illustrious sovereigns occupy the Throne,
I have never taken part in a banquet which produced verses so spirited
or dancing and mUSIC so admirably performed, Talent of every descrip
tion seems at present to exist in abundance; but it is creditable to those
in authority that they knew how to make good use of it. For my part I
enjoyed myself so much that had I but been a fe,v years younger I would
positrvely have JOIned in the dancing!' 'No special steps were taken to
discover the musicians,' answered Genji, 'We merely used those who
were known to the government in one part of the country and another as
capable performers. If I may say so, It was Chujo's Willow Dance that
made the deepest impression and is hkely always to be remembered as a
remarkable performance. But if you, Sir, had indeed honoured us, a new
lustre would have been added to my Father's reign.' AOI'S brothers now
arrived and leaning against the balustrade gave a little concert, their
various instruments blending delightfully.

Fugitrve as their meeting had been, It had sufficed to plunge the lady
whose identity Prince Genji was now seeking to establish into the
depths of despair; for in the fourth month she was to become the Herr
Apparent's wife. Turmoil filled her brain. Why had not Genji visited
her again? He must surely know whose daughter she was. But how should
he know which daughter? Besides, her sister Kokiden's house was not
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strange circumstances, he was Iikely to
warred m great impatience and distress;

save under
at all at his ease. And so

but of GenJ1 there was no news.
About the rwenneth day of the third month her father, the Minister

of the RIght, held an archery meeting at which most of the young noble
men and princes were present It was followed by a wistaria feast. The
cherry blossom was for the most part over, but two trees, which the
Mmister seemed somehow to have persuaded to flower later than all
the rest, were still an enchanting sight He had had his house rebuilt
only a short time ago when celebrating the initiation of hIS grand
daughters) the children of Kokiden. It was now a magnificent building
and not a thing 10 it but "vas of the very latest fashion. He had invited
Genji when he had met him at the Palace only a few days before and was
extremely annoyed when he did not appear. Feelmg that the party would
be a failure if Genji did not come, he sent his son Shii no Shosho to fetch
him, with the poem: t. Were my flowers as those of other gardens never
should I have ventured to summon you.' Genji was in attendance upon
the Emperor and at once showed him the message. "He seems very pleased
with himself and his flowers,' said HIS Majesty with a smile, adding, "as
he has sent for you like this, I think you had better go. After all your
half-sisters are being brought up at his house, and you ought not to treat
him quite as a stranger: He went to his apartments and dressed. It was
very late indeed when at last he made his a.ppearance at the party.. He
was dressed in a cloak of thin Chinese fabric, white outside but lined
with yellow. His robe was of a deep wine-red colour with a very long
train. The dignity and grace with which he carried this fancifully regal 1

attire in a company where all were dressed in plain official robes were
indeed remarkable, and in the end his presence perhaps contributed
more to the success of the party than did the fragrance of the Minister's
boasted flowers.. His entry was followed by some very agreeable music.
It was already fairly late when Genji, on the plea that the wine had
given him a headache, left his seat and went for a wa.lk. He knew that
his two stepsisters, the daughters of Kokiden, were in the inner apart
ments of the palace. He went to the eastern pornco and rested there.
It was on this side of the house that the wistaria grew. The wooden
blmds were raised and a number of ladies were leaning out of the window
to enJOY the blossoms. They had hung bright-coloured robes and shawls
over the window-sill just as is done at the time of the New Year dancing
and other gala days and were behaving with a freedom of allure which
contrasted very oddly with the sober decorum of Fujitsubo's household.
.. I am feeling rather overpowered byall the noise and bustle of the flower-

x He had no right to such a costume; for though a son of the Emperor) he had been
affiliated to the Minamoto clan and no longer counted as a member of the Imperial
family.
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party,' Genji explained. 41 am very sorry to disturb my sisters, but I
can think of now here else to seek refuge ... • and towards the
main door of the women' s apartments, he pushed back the curtain \VI rh
his shoulder. 4 Refuge Indeed!' cried one of the ladles, laughIng at him,
4 You ought to know by now that It is only roor relations w ho come to
seek refuge with the more successful mernl-ers of their fannly What
pray have you come to bother us forr "Impertinent creatures ,. he thought,
but nevertheless there was something In their manner '\i\ hich convinced
him they were persuns of some consequence m the house and not, as he
at first supposed, mere warnng..women. A scent of costly perfumes per
vaded the room, silken skirts rustled in the darkness. There could be
hrrle doubt that these were Kokrderi's sisters and their friends. Deeply
absorbed, as Indeed was the whole of this famrly, in the fashionable
gaieties of the moment, they had flouted decorum and posted themselves
at the window that they might see what Irttle they could of the banquet
which was proceeding outside. Little thrnkrng that hIS plan could suc
ceed, yet led on by delightful recollecnons of his preVIOUS encounter, he
advanced towards them chanring In a careless undertone the song;

At Ishikawa, Ishikawa
A man from Koma I took my belt away •••

But for t belt' he substituted' fan' and by this means he sought to discover
which of the ladles was hIS friend. 'Why, you have got It wrong I 1 never
heard of that Korean,' one of them erred. Certainly It was not she. But:
there was another w ho though she remained silent seemed to him to
be sighing softly to herself. He stole towards the curtain-of-state behind
which she was slttlng and taking her hand in hIS at a venture he whis
pered the poem: 4If on this day of shooting my arrow went astray, 'rwas
that in dim morning rwrlight only the mark had glimmered 10 my view .'
And she, unable any longer to hide that she knew him, answered WIth the
verse: 4 Had it been WIth the arrows of the heart that vou had shot,
though from the moon's slim bow no brightness came w~uld you have
missed your mark?' Yes, it was her voice. He was delighted, and yet ...

I Korea.
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T HE accession of the new Emperor was In many ways unfavour
able to Genjr's posinon HIS recent promotion 1 too brought
with It heavy responsibihtres which sadly Interrupted the course

of hIS hidden fnendships, so that complamts of desertion or neglect were
soon heaped upon him from more than one quarter; whrle, as though Fate
wished to turn the tables upon him, the one bemg on earth for whose
love he longed in vain had now utterly abandoned him. Now that the
Emperor was free to live as he chose, she was more constantly than ever
at his side, nor was her peace any longer disturbed by the presence of a
rrval, for Kokiden, resennng the old Emperor's neglect, now seldom Jeft
her son's Palace. A constant succession of banquets and entertainments,
the magnificence of which became the talk of the whole country, helped
to enliven the ex-Emperor's retirement and he was on the whole very
well content with hIS new condition. His only regret concerned the
Heir Apparent 2 whose posmon, unsupported by any powerful Influence
outside the Palace, he regarded as extremely Insecure. He constantly
discussed the matter wirh GenJi, begglng him to enlist the support of
the Minarnoto clan. Such conversations tended to be somewhat embar
rassing, but they gave GenJI pleasure in so far as they enabled him to
take measures for the boy's welfare.

An unexpected event now occurred. Lady Rokujo's daughter by her
late husband Prince Zembo was chosen to be the new '\restal Virgin at
Ise.! Her mother) who at the time when the appointment was first an
nounced happened to be particularly aggrieved at Genu's treatment of
her, at once determined to make her daughter's extreme youth a pretext
for leaving the Capital and setrlmg permanently at Ise, Being at the
moment, as I have said, 'Very much out of humour, she discussed the
matter openly, making no secret of her real reasons for wishing to leave
the City. The story soon reached the ex-Emperor's ears, and sending
for Genu he said to him: 'The late Prince my brother was, as you prob
ably know, regarded with the utmost afiecnon and esteem and I am pro
foundly grIeved to hear that your reckless and inconsiderate conduct

1: \'Ye learn in Chapter XXXI\l that he was made Commander of the Bodvguard at the
age of twenty-one. He is now twenty-two,

a Ciel1ji\ son bv Fujitsubo (supposed by the world to be the Emperor's child) had been
made Heir ..\pparent"

3 An Emperor upon his succession was obliged to send one unmarried daug-hter or
g;randdaug;hter to the Shinto Temple at Ise, another to the Shmto Temple at Karno.
See Appendix 11.
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has cast a slur upon his family. For his daughter Indeed I feel as much
responsible as if she were one of my own children. I must trouble you m
future to safeguard to the utmost of your po\ver the reputatIon of these
unfortunate ladles. If you do not learn to keep better control over your
frivolous inclmations, you will soon find yourself becoming extremely
unpopular: Why should his father be so much upset over the matter?
And Genji, smartIng under the rebuke, was about to defend himself when
it occurred to him that the warnIng was not at all ill-mented and he
maintained a respectful silence.

· Affairs of this kind, t the ex-Emperor continued, •must be managed so
that the woman, no matter who she is, need not feel that she has been
brought into a humilracing position or treated In a cynical and offhand
way, Forget this rule, and she will soon make you feel the unpleasant
consequences of her resentment.' · Wicked as he thmks me already,'
said GenJi to himself while this lecture "vas gOIng on, 'there is a much
worse enormity of which he as yet knows nothmg.' And stupefied with
horror at the thought of what would ensue should hIS father ever dIS

cover this hideous secret, he bowed and left the room.
What the ex-Emperor had said about ruming other people's reputa...

tions cut him to the quick. He realized that Rokujos rank and widowed
position entitled her to the utmost consideration, But after all It was not
he who had made public property of the affair; on the contrary he had
done everything in hIS power to prevent its becoming known. There
had always been a certain condescension in her treatment of him, arising
perhaps from the inequality of their ages," and hIS estrangement from her
"vas solely due to the coldness with which she had for a long time received
him. That their private affairs were now known not only to the ex
Emperor but also presumably to the whole Court showed a lack of
reticence which seemed to him deplorable.

Among others who heard of the business was Princess Asagao,? De
termined that she at least would not submit herself to such treatment, she
ceased to answer his letters even with the short and guarded replies that
she had been in the habit of sending to him, Nevertheless he found it
hard to believe that so gentle-mannered a creature was thinking unkindly
of him and continued to regard her with devoted admiranon,

Princess Aoi when the story reached her ears was of course distressed
by this new instance of his fickleness; but she felt that it was useless, now
that his infidelity was open and unabashed, to protest against one partic
ular injury, and to his surprise she seemed to take the matter rather
lightly. She was suffering much inconvenience from her condition and
her spirits were very low. Her parents were delighted and at the same time
surprised to hear of what was to come. But their pleasure and that of

r She was seven years older than Genji.
# Daughter of Prince Momozono, See above, p. 39.

7
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her f:!e:1ds was marred and 1t was arranged that
for het health and services mrercession should be re-

10 the At such a time it was impossible for Genji to
leave her there were many though hIS feelings had not in reality
cooled towards felt that were being neglected.

The Vestal of Kamo remained to be selected. The choice
fell upon daughter, San no Miya, She was a great favourite
both with her brother the new and with the Empress Mother
Her retirement from the world was a bitter blow to them, but there was
no help for rt SInce she alone of all the royal princesses fulfilled the pre
scribed conditions.

The actual ritual of investiture could not be altered, but the Emperor
saw to it that the proceedings should be attended with the utmost pomp
and splendour; while to the customary ritual of the Kamo Festival he
added so many touches that it became a spectacle of unparalleled magrnfi
cence, All this was due to his partiality for the Vlrgln Elect.

On the day of her purification the Virgrn 1S attended by a fixed. number
of noblemen and prInces. For this retinue the Emperor was at palns to
choose the best built and handsomest of the young men at Court, he
settled what coloured gowns they were to wear, what pattern was to
be on their breeches, and even on what saddles they should fide. By a
special decree he ordered that Prince Genji should join this retinue, and
so great was everyone's desire to get a good VIew of the procession that
long beforehand people were getting ready special carriages with which
to line the route. The scene along the highroad of the FIrst Ward was
one of indescribable excitement. Dense crowds surged along the narrow
space allotted to them, while the stands which with a wealth of ingemous
fancy had been constructed all along the route of the procession, with
gay cloaks and shawls hung over the balustrades, were m themselves a
spectacle of astonishing beauty.

It had never been Aoi's practice to be present at such occasions as this
and in her present state of health she would not have dreamt of doing so
had not her gentlewomen pressed round her saying, · Come, Madam!
It will be no fun for us to go by ourselves and be hidden away in some
corner. It is to see Prince Genii that all these people have come today.
Why, all sorts of queer wild men from the mountains are here, and people
have brought their wives and children from provinces ever so far away.
If all these people who are nothing to do with him have taken the trouble
to come so far) It will be too bad 1£ you, his own lady, are not there!'
Overhearing this, Aois mother joined in. ~ You are feeling much better
just now, ~ she said; •I think you ought to make the effort. It will be so
disappoinnng for your gentlewomen.... t At the last mmure Aoi changed
her mind and announced that she was going. It was now so late that there
was no time to put on gala clothes. The whole of the enclosure allotted
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for this purpose was already lmed with coaches which were packed so
close that It was quire Impossible to find space for the large and numerous
ca.rrIages of Aoi and her train. A number of grand ladles began to make
room for her, backmg their coaches away from a SUi table space in the re
served enclosure. Conspicuous among the rest were two basket-work car
rrages of a rather old-fashioned pattern but with curtains such as are
used by persons of qualiry, very discreetly decked wrrh draperies that
barely showed beneath the curtains, yet these drapenes (whether sleeve
favour, skirt or scarf) all of the handsomest colours. They seemed to be
long to some exalted personage who did not wish to be recognized. When
It was rherr turn to move, the coachmen In charge of them would not hfr
a finger. "It IS not for such as Vole to make way,' they said snffly and did
not srrr, Among the attendants on both sides there was a number of young
grooms who were already the worse for liquor. They were longing for a
scuffle and It was impossible to keep them In hand. The staid and elderly
outriders tried to call them back, but they took no notice

The two carriages belonged to Princess Rckujo who had come secretly
to the festival hoping for a whrle to find distraction from her troubles.
Despite the steps which she had taken to conceal her Identity, It was at
once suspected by some of A01'S gentlemen, and they cried to the grooms
rhar this was not an equIpage which could be dealt with so high-handedly,
or it would be said that their lady was abusing her posrtion as wife of the
Lord Commander. But at this moment a number of Genu's servants
mingled in the fray. They knew Rokujc's men by srght, but after a mo
ment's embarrassment they decided not to giv« assistance to the enemy
by betrayrng his ideo tl ty.

Thus reinforced AOl'S side won the day and at length her coach and
those of all her ladles were drawn up along the front row) while Rokujo's
was pushed back among a miscellaneous collection of carts and gigs where
she could see norhing at all, She was vexed beyond measure not only at
m1ssIng what she had come to see but also that despite all her precautions
she had been recognized and (as she was convinced) deliberarely insulted.
Her shaft-rest and other parts of her coach as well were damaged and she
was obliged to prop it up against some common person's carriage wheels.
Why, she vainly asked herself, had she come among these hateful crowds?
She would go home at once. What sense was there in waiting for the
procession to come? But when she rned to go, she found that it was im ...
possible to force a way through the dense crowds. She was still struggling
to escape when the cry went up that the proceSSIon was in sight. Her
resolution weakened. She would wart nll Genji had passed by. He did
not see her. How should he, for the crowds flashed by him like the
hurrying images that a stream catches and breaks. She realrzed this, yet
her drsappomtment was none the less

The carr1a.ges that Iined the route, decked and garlanded for this great
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were to overflowing with exerted ladles who though there
was no room for them would not consent to be left behind. Peeping OUt

under the of their coaches they smiled at the great personages who
quite regardless of whether their greetings were acknow

But every nO\\1 and then a smile would be rewarded by a quick
glance or the backward turn of a head. Aor's party was large and con
SpICUOUS. Genji wheeled round as he passed and saluted its members at
tennvely, Rider after rider agaIn as the processIon went by would pause
in front of A01'S coach and salute her with the deepest respect. The hu
milianon of witnessing all this from an obscure corner was more than
Roku]o could bear, and murmunng the lmes, 'Though I saw him but as a
shadow that falls on hurrying waters yet knew I that at last my hour of
utmost misery was come,' she burst into tears. It was hideous that her
servants should see her 10 rhis state. Yet even while she struggled with
her tears she could not find It in her heart to regret that she had seen him
10 all his glory.

The riders In the processIon were indeed all magnificently apparelled,
each according to his own rank; In particular the young noblemen chosen
by the Emperor cut so brrlhant a figure that only the lustre of Genii's
beauty could have eclipsed their splendour. The Commander of this Body
guard is not generally allotted a Palace-Officer as hIS special attendant,
but as the occasion was of such importance the Imperial Treasurer I rode
at Genu's Side. It seemed to those who saw so many public honours
showered upon him that no flower of fortune could resist the favouring
gale which blew towards his SIde. There were among the crowd women of
quite good birth who had dressed in walking-skirts and come a long way
on foot. There were nuns and other female recluses who, though in order
to see anything of the procession they were obliged to endure being con
stantly pushed off their feet, and though they commonly regarded all
such spectacles with contempt and aversion, were today declaring that
they would not have missed It for anything. There were old men grJ.nnlng
through toothless gums, strange-looking girls with their half poked away
under ragged hoods a.nd stolid peasant boys standing with hands raised
as though in prayer, whose uncouth faces were suddenly transfigured with
wonder and joy as the procession burst into sight. Even the daughters of
remote provincial magistrates and governors who had no acquaintances
whatever in the City had expended as much coquetry upon the decoration
of their persons and coaches as if they were about to submit themselves to
a lover's inspection, and their equIpages made a bright and varied show.
If even these strangers were 10 such a taking, it may be imagined with
what excitement, scattered here and there among the crowd) those with
whom Genji was In secret communicanon watched the procession go by
and with how many hidden sighs their bosoms heaved.

J We learn later that he was a son of Iyo no Kami,
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Prince Momozono I had a seat 10 one of the stands. He "vas amazed
to see his nephew gro\vn up into such a prodrgrously handsome young man
and was alarmed lest soon the gods should cast an envious eye upon him.
Pnncess Asagao could not but be touched by the rare persistency wirh
which year after year Genji had pressed hIS suit. Even had he been pOSI

tively ugly she would have found lt hard to resist such importunity; so
small wonder 1£ seeIng him ride by in all hIS splendour she marvelled that
she had held out so long. But she was derermmed to know him much
better before she commirred herself. The young wainng-women who
were with her were careful to belaud him in extravagant terms. To the
fesrival rtself :2 Aoi did not go. The affray between her servants and those
of Rokujo was soon reported to Gen]l. It vexed him beyond measure that
such a thing should have occurred. That the exquisitely well-bred Ao:
should have been in any way responsible for this outburst of insolent ruf
fianism he did not for a moment believe: it must be the work of rough
under-servants who, though they had no actual instructions, had im
bibed the notion that all was not well between the two houses and
imagined that they would get credit for espousIng their mistress's cause.
He knew well enough the unusual vanity and suscepnbility of the af
fronted lady. Distressed to think of the paIn which this incident must
have caused her, he hastened to her house. But her daughter, the Virgin
Elect of lse, was st11110 the house, and she made this a plea for rurrung
him away after the exchange of a few formal words. He had the greatest
possible sympathy for her, but he was feeling rather tired of coping with
injured suscepnbihties.

He could nor fa.ce the idea of going straight back to the Great Hall.
It was the day of the Kamo fesrrval and gOIng to hIS own palace he or
dered Koremitsu to get his coach ready. 'Look at her!' he cried, smiling
fondly at Murasaki when she appeared in all her finery surrounded by the
little children whom he had g1ven her for playmates. 'She must needs
bring her dames to wait upon her!' and he stroked her lovely hair which
today Shonagon had dressed with more than usual care. "It is getting
rather long,' he said; · today would not be a bad 3 time to have it cut' and
sending for his astrologer he bade him consult his books. 'The maids
of-honour first!' he cried, nodding at the pretty troupe of babes, and their
dainty tresses were trimmed so as to hang neatly over their diapered
holiday gowns. ·I am going to cut yours myself,' he said to Murasaki,
· What a lot of it there is l I wonder how much longer it would have
grown. • Really it was quite hard work. •People with very long hair

% Father of Princess Asagao; brothel of the ex-Emperor and therefore Genji's paternal
uncle.

:I The clash of coaches took place at the Purification. The actual matsuri (Festival) takes
place some days later.

~ I .e, astrologically.
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to wear It cut rather short over the temples,' he said at last; · but I
have not the heart to crop you any closer,' and he laid the krufe down

.........,.,+-fMr""'f"fl'"'\1""Il knew no bounds when she heard him recItIng
the prayer wirh which the ceremony of hair-curnng should conclude
There is a seaweed called mtru whrch 15 used in the dressing of ladles'
hair and playing upon this word (which also means · to see') he recited a
poem In which he said that the miru-weed which had been used in the
washing of her half was a token that he would for ever fondly watch It
grow. She answered that Iikc the sea-rides which VIsit the mtru m its
cleft he came but went away, and often her tresses unwatched by him
would like the hidden seaweed grow. ThIS she wrote very prettrly on
a slip of pa.per and though the verse had no merit in it but the charm of a
childish mind it gave him great dehght. Today the crowds were as
thick as ever. WIth great difficulty he managed to wedge tu hIS carriage
close to the Royal Stables. But here they were surrounded by somewhat
turbulent young noblemen and he was lookmg for a qUleter place when a
smart carriage crammed full of ladles drew up near by and someone In It
beckoned WIth a fan to Genu's servants. 'WIll you not come over where
we are?' said one of the ladles. · We will gladly make room for you.'
Such an offer was perhaps somewhat forward, but the place she had 1n
dicared was such a good one that Genji at once accepted the invrtarion.
· I am afraid it IS very unfair that we should take your place lrke this ... '
Genu was beginning to say polirely, when one of the ladles handed him a
fan with the corner bent down. Here he found the poem; "This flower...
decked day of meenng when the great god unfolds his portents in vain
have I waited, for alas another is at thy side.' Surely the handwriting
was familiar, Yes, it was that of the ancienr lady-of-the-bedchamber.
He felt that it was time she should give up such pranks as this and an ...
swered discouragingly: ·Not ours this day of tryst when garlanded and
passionate the Eighty Tribes converge.' This put the lady out of coun
tenance and she replied: ·Now bitterly do I repent that for this cheating
da.y my head is decked WIth flowers, for In name only is it a day of meet
ing.'

Their carriages remained side by side, but Genji did not even draw up
the side-curtains, which was a disappointment to more persons than one.
The magnificence of his public appearance a few days ago was contrasted
by everyone With the unobtrusive manner in which he now mingled WIth
the crowd. It was agreed that his companion, whoever she might be, must
certainly be some very great lady. GenJi was afraid that hIS neighbour
was going to prove troublesome. But fortunately some of her companions
had more discretion than their mistress, and out of consideration for the
unknown sharer of Genji's coach persuaded the voluble lady to restrain
herself.

Lady Rokujo's sufferings were now far worse than in previous years.
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Though she could no longer endure to be treated as was treating her,
yet the thought of separatIng from him altogether gOIng so far away
agItated her so much that she constantly deferred her Journey. She felt
too that she would become a laughing-stock 1£ it was thought that she
had been spurred to flIght by Genu's scorn: yet 1£ at the last moment she
changed her plans and stayed behind everyone would think her conduct
extremely Ill-balanced and unaccountable. Thus her days and nights were
spent In an agony of mdecrsion and often she repeated to herself the lines,
4 My heart Iike the fishers) float on Ise shore 1S danced from wave to
wave.' I She felt herself indeed swirled this way and that by paroxysms
that sickened her but were utterly beyond her control.

GenJI, though lt pained him that she should feel rt necessary to go so
far away, did not attempt to dissuade her from the Journey. 'It is quite
natural, t he wrote, 'that tiresome creature as I am you should want to put
me altogether out of your head. I only beg that even though you see no
use in it, you WIll let me see you once more before you go. Were we to
meet, you would soon realize that I care for your happiness far more than
you suppose: But she could not forger how when at the RIver of Cleans
mg she sought a respite from the torture of her own doubt and indeci
sion, rough waves had dashed her agaInst the rocks," and she brooded
more and more upon this wrong till there was room for no other thought
10 all her heart.

Meanwhile Princess Aoi became strangely distraught, and it seemed at
times as though some hostile spirit had entered into her. The whole house
hold was plunged into such a state of anxiety and gloom that Genji had not
the heart to absent himself for more than a few hours. It was only very
occasionally that he got even as far as his own palace. After all, she was
his wife, moreover, despite all the difficulties that had risen between
them he cared for her very much Indeed. He could no longer disguise
from himself that there was something wrong with her in addition to the
discomfort which naturally accompanied her condition, and he was in a
state of great disrress. Constant rituals of exorcism and divrnarion were
performed under his direction, and it was generally agreed that all the
SIgns indicared possession by the spirit of some Iiving person. Many
names were tried but to none of them did the spirit respond, and it seemed
as though it would be impossible to shift it. Aoi herself felt that some
alien thing had entered into her, and though she was not conscious of
anyone definite pain or dread, the sense that the thing was there never for a
moment left her. The greatest healers of the day were powerless to eject
lt and it became apparent that this was no ordinary case of 'possession':
some tremendous accumulation of malice was discharging itself upon her.
It was natural that her friends should turn over in their minds the names

I K'okinshu 509.

2 The clash of the chariots at the Festival of Purification. Probably a quotation.
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of those whom Genji had most favoured It "vas whispered that only WIth
Lady and the at the was he on terms of such intimacy
that their be at likely to produce a fatal effect. But
when the attempted to conjure the spirit by the use of these
names, there was no visible response. She had not in all the world any
enemy who mighr be practIsIng conSCIOUS I witchcraft against her. Such.
indisposinons were sometimes arrnbured to possessIon by the spirrt of
some dead retainer or old family-nurse, or again the malice of someone
whom the Mmisrer, Aoi's father, had offended might, owing to her deli
cate condition, have fastened upon her instead of him. Conjecture after
conjecture was accepted and then falsified. Meanwhile she lay perpet
ually weep1ng. Constantly, indeed, she would break out into fits of sob
blng so Violent that her breath "vas stopped, while those about her, in
great alarm for her safety, stood by in misery not knowing what to do.

The ex-Emperor enquired after her continually. He even ordered special
services to be said on her behalf, and these arrenrrons served to remind her
parents in what high estimanon she was held at the Court. Not among
her friends only but throughout the whole country the news of her illness
caused great distress. Rokujo heard of her suffenngs with deep concern.
For years they had been m open rivalry for Genii's favours, but even after
that wretched affarr of the coaches (though it must be admitted that this
had greatly incensed her) she had never gone so far as to Wish evil agamst
the Princess. She herself was very unwell. She began to feel that the
violent and distracting emotions which connnually assailed her had in
some subtle wa.y unhingcd her mind and she determined to seek spiritual
assistance at a place some miles distant from her home. Genji heard ef
this and in great anxiety concerning her at once set out for the house
where she was reported to be staying. It lay beyond the City precincts
and he was obliged to go with the greatest secrecy." He begged her to
forgive him for not having come to see her for so long. 4 I have not been
having a very cheerful time,' he said and gave her some account of Aoi's
condition. He wanted to make her feel that rf he had stayed away it had
been from a. melancholy necessity and not because he had found more
amusing company elsewhere, 4 It is not so much my own anxiety that un
nerves me as the spectacle of the appalling helplessness and misery into
which her illness has plunged her wretched parents, and it was in the hope
of forgetting for a little while all these sickroom horrors that I came to
see you here today. If only just for this once you could overlook all my
offences and be kind to me....... '

His pleading had no effect. Her attitude was more hostile than before.
He was not angry with her, nor indeed was he surprised. Day was al-

I The jealous person is unconscious of the fatal effects 'which his jealousy is producing
:r Members of the Imperial family were not allowed to leave the Capital WIthout the

consent of the Emperor,
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ready breaking when, unsolaced, he set out for home. But as she watched
him go his beauty suddenly made havoc of all her resolutions and again
she felt that it was madness to leave him. Yet what had she to stay for?
AOl was with child and this could only be a sIgn that he had made his
peace with her. Henceforward he could lead a Irfe of irreproachable recn
rude and if once In a way he came to make his excuse as he had come to
day, what purpose would that serve, save to keep ever fresh the torment
of her desires? Thus when his letter came next day lt found her more dis
traught than before: 4 The sick woman who for a few days past had shown
some improvement is again suffermg acutely and it 1S at present Impossible
for me to leave her: Certain that this was a mere excuse, she sent In
reply the poem: C The fault IS mine and the regret, lf careless as the peas
ant girl who Stoops too low amid the sproutIng rice I soiled my sleeve
in love's dark road.' At the end of her letter she remmded him of the old
song: · Now bitterly do I repent that ever I brought my pitcher to the
mountain well where waters were but deep enough to soil my sleeve.'
He looked at the delicate handwriting. Who was there, even among
women of her high Iineage and breeding, rhar could ri val the ineffable
grace and elegance with which this small note was penned? That one
,vhose mind and person alike so strongly attracted him must now by his
own act be lost to him for ever, was a bitter thought. Though it was al
most dark, he sat down and wrote to her: ·Do not say that the waters
have but wetted your sleeve. For the shallowness is in your comparison
only; not in my affections!' And to this he added the poem: 4 "Tis you,
you only who have loitered among the shallow pools: while I till all my
hmbs were drenched have battled through the thickets of love's dark
track.' And he ended with the words: C Had but a. ray of comfort lighted
the troubles of this house, I should myself have been the bearer of this
note.'

Meanwhile Aoi's possession had returned in full force; she was in a
state of prtiable torment. It reached Lady Rokujo's ears that the illness
had been attributed by some to the operation of her 'living spmr.' Others,
she was told, believed that her father's ghost was avenging the betrayal
of his daughter. She brooded constantly upon the nature of her own feel
ings towards Aoi, but could discover in herself nothing but intense un
happiness. Of hostility towards Aoi she could find no trace at a.IL Yet
she could not be sure whether somewhere in the depths of a soul con
sumed by anguish some spark of malice had not lurked. Through all the
long years during which she had loved and suffered, though it had often
seemed to her that greater torment could not anywhere 10 the world
exist, her whole being had never once been so utterly bruised and shattered
as in these last days. It had begun with that hateful episode of the
coaches. She had been scorned, treated as though she had no right to
exist. Yes, it was true that SInce the Festival of Purification her mind had
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been buffeted by such a tempest of conflicting resolutions that sometimes
It seemed as though she had lost all control over her own thoughts.
She remembered how one rughr she had suddenly, 10 the midst of agornz
109 doubts and indecisions, found that she had been dreaming. It seemed
to her tha.t she had been in a large magnificent room where lay a girl
whom she knew to be the Princess Aoi. Snatching her by the arm, she
had dragged and mauled the prostrate figure wrth an outburst of brutal
fury such as in her waking life would have been utterly foreign to her
Since then she had had the same dream several times. How terrible! It
seemed then that it was really possible for one's spirit to leave the body
and break out into emonons which the waking mind would not coun
tenance. Even where someone's actions are all but irreproachable (she
reflected) people take a malicious delight in saying nothing about the
good he has done and everything about the evil. With what joy would
they seize upon such a story as this! That after his death a man's ghost
should pursue hIS enemies is a thing which seems to be of constant occur
rence, yet even this is taken as a slgn that the dead man was of a fiend
ishly venomous and malignant character and his reputation is utterly
destroyed. 'What then will become of me if It is thought that while still
alive I have been guilty of so hideous a crime?' She must face her fate.
She had lost Genji for ever. If she were to keep any control at all over her
own thoughts she must first of all find some way of putttng him wholly
out of mind. She kept on reminding herself not to think of him, so that
this very resolve led her in the end to think of him but the more.

The Virgin of Ise should by rights have entered upon her duties before
the end of the year, but difficulnes of various kinds arose and it was not
trll the autumn of the next year that she could at last be received. She was
to enter the Palace-in-the-Fields :r: in the ninth month, but this was de
cided so late that the arrangements for her second Punfication had to be
made in great haste. It was very inconvenient that at this crisis her
mother, so far from superintending the preparations, spent hour after hour
lying dazed and helpless upon her bed. At Iasc the prIests arrived to
fetch the girl away. They took a grave view of the mother's condirion
and gave her the benefit of their presence by offering up many prayers and
incantations. But week after week she remained m the same condirron,
showing no symptom which seemed actually dangerous, yet all the rrrne
(in some vague and indefinite way) obviously very ill. GenJi sent con
stantly to enquire after her, but she saw clearly that his attention was oc
cupied by quite other matters. Aoi's dellvery was not yet due and no
preparations for it had been made, when suddenly there were signs that
it was close at hand. She was in great distress, but though the healers.
recited prayer upon prayer their utmost efforts could not shift by one jot

r AI temporary building erected afresh for each new Virgin a few miles outside Kyoto.
She spent several years there before proceeding to Ise,
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the spiteful p<Hver which possessed her. All the greatest miracle-workers
of the land werc there; the utter failure of their ministrations irritated and
perrlexed them. At last, daunted by the potency of their incantations,
the spirit that possessed her found voice and, weeping bitterly, she was
heard to sav ~ GIve me a little respite; there is a matter of which Prince
Genji and I must speak.' The healers nodded at one another as though to
say, 'Now we shall learn something worth knowmg.I for they were con
vinced that the · possession' was speaking through the mouth of the pos·
sessed, and they hurrred Genji to her bedside. Her parents, thinking that,
her end being near, she desired to gIve some last secret injunction to Genji,
retired to the back of the room. The priests too ceased their incantations
a.nd began to recite the IIokkekyo I in low impressive tones .. He raised the
bed-curtain. She looked lovely as ever as she lay there, ",ery big with
child, and any man who saw her even now would have found himself
strangely troubled by her beauty. How much the more then Prince Genji,
whose heart was already overflowing with tenderness and remorse I The
plaited tresses of her long hair stood out in sharp contrast to her white
jacket." Even to this loose, sickroom garb her natural grace imparted
the air of a. fashionable gown! He took her hand. 'It is terrible,' he be
gan, 'to see you looking so unhappy.... ' He could say no more. Still she
ga.zed at him, but through his tears he saw that there was no longer in her
eyes the wounded scorn that he had come to know so well, but a look of
forbearance and tender concern; and while she watched him weep her own
eyes brimmed with tears. It would not do for him to go on crying like
this. Her father and mother would be alarmed, besides, it was upsett1ng
Aoi herself, and meaning to cheer her he said: 'Come, things are not so
bad as that! You will soon be much better. But even if anything should
happen, it is certain that we shall meet again in worlds to come, Your
lather and mother too, and many others, love you so dearly that between
your fate and theirs must be some sure bond that will bring you back to
them in many, many Irves that are to be: Suddenly she interrupted him:
·No, 00. That is not ir. But stop these prayers a while. They do me great
harm, t and drawing him nearer to her she went on, 'I did not think that
you would come. I have waited for you till all my soul is burnt with
longing.' She spoke wistfully, tenderly; and still in the same tone recited
the verse, •Bind thou, as the seam of a skirt is braided, this shred, that
from my soul despair and loneliness have sundered .. ' The voice in which
these words were said was not Aoi's; nor was the manner hers. He knew
someone whose voice was very like that. Who was it? Why, yes; surely
only she - the Lady Rokujo .. Once or twice he had heard people suggest
that something of this kind might be happening; but he had always re-

% The Chinese version of the Sanskrit Saddharma Pundarika Sutra; see Sacred Books oftlu
East, Vol. 21.

, The lying-in jacket.
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Jeered the idea as hideous and un thinkable, believing it to be the malicious
mvennon of some unprrnciplcd scandalmonger, and had even denied that
such 'possession' ever took place. Now he had seen one with his own
eyes. Ghastly, unbelievable as they were, such things did happen in real
life. Controlling himself at last he said In a low voice: 'I am not sure who
15 speaking to me. Do not leave me in doubt... .' Her answer proved only
too conclusively that he had guessed arrght. To hIS horror her parents
now came back to the bed, but she had ceased to speak, and seeing her now
lying quietly her mother thought the attack was over, and was coming
towards the bed carrY1ng a basm of hot water when AOI suddenly started
up and bore a child. For the moment all was gladness and rejoicing; but
rt seemed only too lrkely that the spirit which possessed her had but been
temporarily dislodged, for a fierce fit of terror was soon upon her, as
though the thing (whatever it was) were angry at having been put to the
trouble of shifting, so that there was srill grave anxiety about the future.
The Abbot of Tendai and the other great ecclesrastics who were gathered
together in the room attributed her easy delivery to the persistency of
their own incantations and prayers, and as they hastily withdrew to seek
refreshment and repose they WIped the sweat from their brows with an ex
pression of considerable self-satisfaction. Her friends who had for days
been plunged in the deepest gloom now began to take heart a little, be
lieving that although there was no apparent improvement yet now that
the child was safely born she could not fail to mend. The prayers and in
cantations began once more, but throughout the house there was a new
feeling of confidence; for the amusement of looking after the baby at
least gave them some relief from the strain under which they had been
living for so many days. Handsome presents were sent by the ex-Emperor,
the Royal Princes and all the Court, forming an array which grew more
dazzling each night." The fact that the child was a boy made the celebra
tions connected with hIS birth all the more sumptuous and elaborate.

The news of this event took Lady Rokujo somewhat aback. TIle last
report she had heard from the Great Hall was that the confinement "vas
bound to be very dangerous. And now they said that there had not been
the slightest difficulty. She thought this very peculiar. She had herself
for a long while been suffering from the most disconcerting sensations.
Often she felt as though her whole personality bad in some way suddenly
altered. It was as though she were a stranger to herself, Recently she
had noticed that a smell of mustard-seed incense for which she was at a
loss to account was pervading her clothes and hair. She took a hot bath
and put on other clothes, but still the same odour of incense pursued her.
It was bad enough even In private to have this sensation of being as it
were estranged from oneself. But now her body was playing tricks upon
her which her attendants must have noticed and were no doubt discussing

I These presents (ubuyashinai) were given on the third, fifth and ninth nights.
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behind her back. Yet there was not one person among those about her
with whom she could bring herself to dlSCUSS such things and all this pent
up misery seemed only to Increase the strange process of dissolution which
had begun to attack her mind.

Now that Genji was somewhat less anxious about Aoi's condition the
recollecnon of his extraordinary conversation with her at the crisis of her
attack kept on recurring in his mind, and it made so painful an impression
upon him that though it was now a long time SInce he had communicated
with Rokujo and he knew that she must be deeply offended, he felt that
no kind of intimacy with her would ever again be possible. Yet in the end
pIty prevailed and he sent her a letter. It seemed indeed that it would at
present be heartless to absent himself at all from one who had just passed
through days of such terrible suffering and from her friends who were
still in a state of the gravest anxiety, and all his secret excursions were
abandoned. Aoi still remained in a condition so serious that he was not
allowed to see her. The child was as handsome an infant as you could wish
to see. The great interest which GenJ! took in it and the zest with which
he entered into all the arrangements which were made for its welfare de
lighted Aoi's father, inasmuch as they seemed signs of a better under
standing between his daughter and Gcnji; and though her slow recovery
caused him great anxiety, he realized that an illness such as that through
which she had JUSt passed must mevirably leave considerable traces be
hrnd it and he persuaded himself that her condinon was less dangerous
than one might have supposed. The child reminded Genji of the Heir Ap
parent and made him long to see Fujrtsubo's little son again. The desire
took such strong hold upon him that at last he sent Aoi a message in
which he said: 'It IS a very long time since I have been to the Palace or
indeed have paid any VIsits at all. I am beginning to feel the need of a lit
tle distraction, so today I am going out for a short while and should like
to see you before I go. I do not want to feel that we are completely cut off
from one another.' So he pleaded, and he was supported by her ladies who
told her that Prince Genji was her own dear Lord and that she ought not
to be so proud and stiff with him. She feared that her illness had told upon
her looks and was for speaking to him with a curtain between, but this
too her gentlewomen would not allow. He brought a stool close to where
she was lying and began speaking to her of one thing or another. Oc
casionally she put in a word or two, but it was evident that she was still
very weak. Nevertheless It was difficult to believe that she had so re
cently seemed almost at the point of death. They were talking quietly
together about those worst days of her Illness and how they now seemed
like an evil dream when suddenly he recollected the extraordinary conver
sation he had had with her when she was lying apparently at her last
gasp and filled with a. sudden bitterness, he said to her: 15There are many
other things that I must one day talk to you about. But you seem very
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tired and perhaps I had better leave you.' So saying he arranged her pil
lows, brought her warm water to wash in and In fact played the sick...
nurse so well that those about her wondered where he had acquired the
art. Still peerlessly beautiful but weak and Iistless, she seemed as she lay
motionless on the bed at times almost to fade out of existence. He gazed
at her with fond concern. Her hair, every ringlet still in its right place,
was spread out over the pillow. Never before had her marvellous beauty so
strangely impressed him. Was it conceivable that year after year he should
have allowed such a woman to continue In estrangement from him?
Snll he stood gazing at her. 'I must start for the Palace; he said at last;
'but I shall not be away long. Now that you are better you must try to
make your mother feel less anxious about you when she comes presently;
for though she tries hard not to show it, she is still terribly distressed
about you. You must begin now to make an effort and sit up for a little
while each day.. I think it is partly because she spoils you so much that
you are taking so long to get well.' As he left the room, robed in all the
magnificence of his court attire, she followed him with her eyes more fix
edly than ever in her Iife before. The attendance of the officers who took
part in the autumn session was required, and Aoi's father accompanied
Genji to the Palace, as did also her brother who needed the Minister's
assistance in making their arrangements for the coming political year.
Many of their servants went too and the Great Hall wore a deserted and
melancholy aspect. Suddenly Aoi was seized with the same choking-fit as
before and was soon in a desperate condition. This news was brought to
GenJi in the Palace and breaking off his Audience he at once made for
home. The rest followed in hot haste and though it was Appointment
Evening I they gave up all thought of attending the proceedings, knowing
that the tragic turn of affairs at the Great Hall would be considered a
sufficient excuse It was too late to get hold of the abbot from Mount
Tendai or any of the dignitaries who had given their assistance before.
It was appalling that just when she seemed to have taken a turn for the
better she should so suddenly again be at the point of death, and the peo
ple at the Great Hall felt utterly helpless and bewildered. Soon the house
was full of lackeys who were arriving from every side with messages of
sympathy and enquiry; but from the inhabitants of that stricken house
they could obtain no information, for they seemed to do nothing but rush
about from one room to another in a state of frenzy which it was terrify
ing to behold.

Remembering that several times already her C possession' had reduced
her to a trance-hke state, they did not for some time attempt to layout
the body or even touch her pillows, but left her lying just as she was.
Mter two or three days however it became clear that life was extinct.

Amid the general lamentations which ensued Genji's spirit sank with
I The ceremony of investing the newly elected officials.
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the apathy of utter despair. Sorrow had followed too fast upon sorrow;
life as he saw It now was but a succession of futile miseries. The messages
of condolence which poured in from all the most exalted quarters in the
Court and Crty merely fatigued and exasperated him.

The warmth of the old ex-Emperors messages and his evident personal
distress at Aor' s death were Indeed very flattermg and mingled a certain
feeling of gratIficatIon WIth her father's perpetual weepIng. At the sug
gestion of a friend varIOUS drastic means were resorted to in the hope
that It might yet be possible to kindle some spark of life in the body.
But it soon became evident, even to their reluctant eyes, that all this was
too late, and heavy at heart they took the body to Toribeno. Here, in the
great flat cremation-ground beyond the town, the horrors that they had
dreaded were only too SWiftly begun. Even in this huge open space there
was scarcely room for the crowds of mourners who had come from all
the great palaces of the City to follow behind the bier and for the con
courses of priests who, chanting their liturgies, flocked from the neigh
bourmg temples. The ex-Emperor was of course represented, so were the
Prrncess Kokiden and the Heir Apparent; while many other Important
people came in person and mingled with the crowd. Never had any
funeral aroused so universal a demonstration of interest and sympathy.
Her father was not present: "Now in my declining years to have lost one
who was so young and strong is a blow too staggermgv.." he said and he
could no longer check the tears which he was strrving to conceal. His
grief was heart-rending. All night long the mournful ceremonies pro
ceeded, but at last only a few pitiful ashes remained upon the pyre and in
the morning the mourners returned to their homes. It was in fact, save
for its grandeurs, much like any other funeral; but it so happened that
save In one case only death had not yet come Genjis way and the scenes
of that day haunted him long afterwards with hideous persistency.

The ceremony took place In the last week of the eighth month. Seeing
that from Aci's father all the soft brightness of this autumn morning was
hid in the twilight of despair and well knowing what thoughts must be
passing through his mind, GenJi came to him and pointing to the sky
whispered the following verse: C Because of all the mists that wreathe the
autumn sky I know not whrch ascended from my lady's bier, henceforth
upon the country of the clouds from pole to pole I gaze with love.'

At last he was back in his room. He lay down, but could not sleep.
His thoughts went back over the years that he had known her. Why had
he been content lazily to assume that in the end all would go right and
meanwhile amused himself regardless of her resentments Why had he let
year after year go by without managing even at the very end to establish
any real intimacy, any sympathy between them? The bitterest remorse
now filled his heart, but what use was it? His servants brought him his
light grey mourner's dress and the strange thought floated into his mind,
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'What if I had died instead and not she> She would be getting into the
woman-mourner's deep-dyed robe; and he recited the poem: 'Though
Iight in hue the dress which in bereavement custom bids me wear, yet
black my sorrow as the govvn thou wouldsr have worn"; and as thus clad
he told hIS rosary, those about him noted that even the dull hues of mourn
ing could not make him look peaked or drab. He read many sutras in a
low voice, among them the lrturgy to Samantabhadra as DIspenser of the
Dharmadhatu Samadhi, which he recited with an earnestness more im
pressive in Its way than the dexterous intonation of the professional cleric.
Next he visited the new-born child and took some comfort in the reflec
tion that she had at least left behmd her this memorial of their love.
Genji did not attempt to go even for the day to the Nijo-m, but remained
buried in recollections and regrets with 'no other occupation save the or
denng of masses for her soul. He did however brrng himself to write a
few letters, among them one to Rokujo, The Virgrn Elect was already in
charge of the Guardsmen of the Gate and would soon be passed on by
them to the Palace-m-the-Fields. Rokujo accordingly made her daugh..
ter's situation an excuse for sending no reply." He was now so weary of
Iife and its miseries that he seriously contemplated the taking of priestly
vows, and might perhaps have done so, had there not been a new bond
which seemed to tie him Irrevocably to the world. But stay, there was the
girl Murasaki too, warring for him in the wing of his palace. How un
happy she must have been during all this long nmel That night lyrng all
alone within his royal curtains, though watchmen were going their
rounds not far away, he felt very lonely and remembering that' autumn
is no time to lie alone, t he sent for the sweerest-voiced among the chap
lains of the palace. His chanting mingled with the sounds of early dawn
was indeed of almost unendurable beauty. But soon the melancholy of
late autumn, the murmur of the rising wind took possession of him, and
httle used to lonely nights he found lt hard to keep his bed trll morning.
Looking out he saw that a heavy mist lay over the garden beds; yet de
spire the mist it was clear that something was tied to the stem of a fine
chrysanthemum not far away_ It was a letter written on dark blue paper."
The messenger had left it there and gone away. · What a charming Idea!'
he was thinkmg when he suddenly recognized the hand. It was from
Roku]o, She began by saying she did not think, having regard to her
daughter's situation, that he would be surprised at her long delay in
answering his previous note. She added an acrostic poem in which, play
ing upon the word chrysanrhemum (kzktt) she told him of her distress at
hearing (kzku) of hIS bereavement. · The beauty of the morning, t she ended,

1: Had she corresponded with someone who was in mourning, she would herself have
b~co~e unclean and been disqualified from attending upon her daughter the Vestal
Virgin.

2 Used in writing to people who were in mourning..
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· turned my thoughts more than ever towards you and your sorrow; that is
why I could not choose but answer you.' It was written even more ele
gantly than usual , but he tossed it aside. Her condolences wounded him,
for after what he had seen he knew that they could not be sincere. Never
theless he felt that It would be too harsh to break off all communicarron
wrth her; that he should do so would In fact tend to mcnrninate her, and
this was the last thing he desired. After all, It was probably not that at
all which had brought about the disaster, maybe A01'S fate was sealed in
any case. If only he had chanced never to see or hear the fatal operation
of her spirit! As it was, argue with himself as he might, he doubted
whether he would ever be able to efface the Impression of what had been
revealed to him at that hideous scene.

He had the excuse that he was still in deep mourning and that to re
ceive a letter from him would inconvenience her at this stage of her daugh
ter's Purification. But after rurnmg the matter over in his mind for a
long while, he decided that it would be unfeeling not to answer a letter
which had evidently been written WIth the sole object of giving him
pleasure and on a paper lightly tinted with brown he wrote: · Though I
have let so many days slrp by, believe me that you have not been absent
from my thoughts. If I was reluctant to answer your letter, it was be
cause, as a mourner, I was loath to trespass upon the sanctity which now
surrounds your home, and this I trusted that you would understand. Do
not brood overmuch upon what has happened; for" go we late or soon,
more frail our lives than dewdrops hanging in the morrung hghr." For
the present, think of it no more. I say this now, because it IS not possible
for us to meet.'

She received the letter at her daughter's place of preparation, but did
not read it till she was back In her own house. At a glance she knew at
what he was hinting. So he too accused her! And at last the hideous con
viction of her own guilt forced itself upon her acceptance. Her misery
Increased tenfold.

If even Genji had reason to believe in her guilt, her brother-in-law, the
ex-Emperor, must already have been Informed. What was he thinking of
her? Her dead husband, Prince Zembo, had been the brother whom he
had loved best. He had accepted the guardianship of the little girl who
was now about to be consecrated and at his brother's earnest entreaty had
promised to undertake her education and indeed treat her as though she
were his own child. The old Emperor had constantly invited the WIdowed
lady and her daughter to live with him in the Palace, but she was reluctant
to accept this offer, which indeed was somewhat impracticable. Mean
while she allowed herself to listen to Genji's youthful addresses and was
soon living in constant torment and agreation lest her Indiscretion should
be discovered. During the whole period of this escapade she was in such a
state of mingled excitement and apprehensron that she scarcely knew what
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she was doing. In the world at large she had the reputation of being a
great beauty and this, combined with her exalted lineage, brought to
the Palace-m-the-Fields, so soon as it was known that she had repaired
thither with her daughter, a host of frivolous dandies from the Court,
who made it their business to force upon her their fashionable attentions
morning, noon and night. Genji heard of this and did not blame them.
He could only thmk rt was a thousand pItIes that a woman endowed
with every talent and charm should take it into her head that she had
done with the world and prepare to remove herself to so remote a place.
He could not help thinking that she would find Ise extremely dull when
she got there.

Though the masses for Aoi's soul were now over, he remained in retire
ment till the end of the seven weeks. He was not used to doing nothing
and the time hung heavy on his hands. Often he sent for To no Chujo to
tell him all that was gOIng on in the world, and among much serious in
formation Chujo would often seek to distract him by discussing the strange
escapades in which they had sometimes shared.

On one of these occasions he indulged m some Jokes at the expense of
the ancient lady-of-the...bedchamber with whom GenJI had so indiscreerly
become involved. S Poor old lady!' GenJi protested; S it IS too bad to make
fun of her in this way. Please do not do It.' But all the same he had to
admit to himself that he could never think of her without smiling.. Then
Chujo told him the whole story of how he had followed and watched
him on that autumn rughr, the first after the full moon, x and many other
stories besides of hIS own adventures and other people's. But in the end
they fell to talking of their common loss, and agreelng that taken all in
all Iife was but a sad business they parted in tears ..

Some weeks afterwards on a gloomy wet eyenIng Chujo strode into the
room looking somewhat self-conscious in the light grey winter cloak and
breeches which he was today wearing for the first time." Genji was
leaning against the balustrade of the balcony above the main western door.
For a long while he had been gazing at the frost-clad gardens which sur
rounded the house. A high wind was blowing and swift showers dashed
against the trees. Near to tears he murmured to himself the line: 'Tell me
whether her soul be in the rain or whether in the clouds above!' 3 And as
Chu jo watched him sitting there, his chin resting upon his hand, he
thought the soul of one who had been wedded to so lovely a youth would

1 See p, ItO.

, Winter clothes are begun on the first day of the tenth month•
.J From a p~:m to a dead lady, by Liu Yu-hsi (A.D.. 772-842).

I sawyoufirst standing at the unndoio of Tu Liang's tower;
Tour toaut was slender as the unlloui-trees thatgrowat Wu-ch'ang.
Myjindtn!, you andlosing you were both hke a dream;
Oh tellme ifyour souldwells in therain, or whether in theclouds above!
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aot indeed have borne quite to renounce the scene of her earthly life and
must surely be hovering very near him. Still gazing with eager admiration,
Chujo came to Genii's side. He noticed now that though his friend had
not in any other way abated the plainness of his dress, he had today put
on a coloured sash. This streak of deep red showed up against his grey
cloak (which though still a summer one I was of darker colour than that
which he had lately been wearing) in so attractive a way that though the
effect was very different from that of the magnificent arnres which Genji
had affected in happier days, yet Chujo could not for a long while take
his eyes off him. At last he too gazed up at the stormy sky, and remem
bering the Chinese verse which he had heard Genji repeat he recited the
poem: "Though to rain her soul be turned, yet where in the clouded vault
of heaven is that one mist-wreath which 1S she?' And GenJl answered:
-Since she whom once we knew beyond the country of the clouds is fled,
two months of storm and darkness now have seared the wintry earth
below.'

The depth of Genji's feeling was evident. Sometimes Chujo had thought
it was merely dread of the old Emperor's rebukes - coupled with a sense
of obligation towards Aoi's father whose kindness had always been so
marked and also towards the Princess her mother, who had cherished him
with an unfailing patience and fondness - that had made it difficult for
him to break off a relationship which was in fact becoming very irksome.
Often indeed Genii's apparent indifference to Aoi had been very painful to
him. Now it was evident to him that she had never ceased to hold an
important place in his affections, and this made him deplore more bitterly
than ever the tragedy of her early death. Whatever he did and wherever
he went he felt that a light was gone out of his hfe and he was very
despondent.

Among the withered undergrowth in the garden Genji found to his de
light a few gentians still blossoming and after Chujo was gone he plucked
some and bade the wet-nurse Saiso give them to the child's grandmother,
together with the verse: "This gentian flower that lingered amid the with
ered grasses of the hedge I send you in remembrance of the autumn that
is passed.' 'To you,' he added, 'it will seem a poor thing in contrast to the
flowers that are gone: The Princess looked at her grandson's innocent
smiling face and thought that in beauty he was not far behind the child
she had lost. Already her tears were pouring faster than a stormy wind
shakes down the dry leaves from a tree, and when she read Genii's mes
sage they flowed faster still. This was her answer: 'New tears, but tears
of joy it brings - this blossom from a meadow that is now laid waste:

Still in need of SOIne small employment to distract his thoughts, though
it was already getting dark he began a letter to Princess Asagao who, he

t A husband in mourning may not wear winter clothes. The mourning lastSfor three
months.
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felt sure, must long ago have been told of his bereavement. Although it
was a long time SInce he had heard from her he made no reference to their
former friendship: his letter was indeed so formal that he allowed the
messenger to read it before he started. It was written on Chinese paper
tinted sky-blue. With it was the poem: 'When I look back upon an au
tumn fraught with diverse sorrows I find no dusk dimmed with such tears
as I tonight have shed. f He took great pains with his handwriting and
her ladles thought It a shame that so elegant a note should remain un
answered. In the end she reached the same conclusion. 'Though my
heart goes out towards you in your affliction;' she answered, 'I see no cause
to abandon my distrust.' And to this she added the poem: 'Since I heard
that the mists of autumn had vanished and left desolate winter in your
house, I have thought often of you as I watched the streaming sky.'
This was all, and it was written hastily, but to Genji, who for so long had
received no news from her, it gave as much pleasure as the longest and
most ingenious epistle.

It is in general the unexplored that attracts us, and Genji tended to fall
most deeply in love with those who gave him least encouragement. The
ideal condition for the continuance of his affection was that the beloved,
much occupied elsewhere, should grant him no more than an occasional
favour. There was one 1 who admirably fulfilled these conditions, but
unfortunately her high rank and conspicuous position in society brought
with them too many material difficulties. But Iitrle Murasaki was differ
ent. There was no need to bring her up on this principle. He had not
during the long days of his mourning ever forgotten her and he knew that
she must be feeling very dull without him. But he regarded her merely
as an orphan child whose care he had undertaken and it was a comfort
to him to think that here at least was someone he could leave for a little
while without anxiously wondering all the time whether he would get
into trouble.

It was now quite dark, and gathering the people of the house round the
great lamp, he got them to tell him stories. There was among them a
gentlewoman named Chunagon with whom he had for years been se
cretly in love. He still felt drawn towards her, but at such a time there
could of course be no thought of any closer tie. Seeing now that he was
looking despondent she came over to him and when they had talked for a
while of various matters at large, Genji said to her: 'During these last
weeks, when all has been quiet in the house, I have grown so used to the
company of you gentlewomen that if a time comes when we can no
longer meet so frequently, I shall miss you very much. That was why I
was feeling particularly depressed; though indeed whichever way I turn
my thoughts I find small matter for consolation!' Here he paused and
some of the ladies shed a few tears. At last one of them said: 'I know,

% Fujitsubo.
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my Lord, how dark a cloud has fallen upon your Iife and would not ven
ture to compare our sorrow with yours. But I would have you remember
what It must mean to us that henceforward you will never. .'. Do not
say never,' answered Gen]i kindly. 41 do not forget my friends so easily
as that. If rhere are any among you who, mindful of the past, wish still
to serve in this house, they may count upon 1t that so long as I Irve I shall
never desert them.' And as he sat gazing into the lamphght, with tears
aglitter 10 his eyes, they felt they were fortunate indeed 10 having such a
protector.

There was among these gentlewomen a little orphan girl who had been
Aoi's favourite among all her rnaids. Well knowing how desolate the
child must now be feeling he said to her kindly: 'Whose business is it now
but mine to look after little Miss Ate?' The girl burst into tears. In her
short tunic, darker than the dresses the others were wearing, with black
neckerchief and dark blue breeches she was a charming figure. •I hope,'
continued Genji, •that there are some who despite the dull times they are
likely to have in this house will choose, In memory of the past, to devote
themselves to the care of the little prince whom I am leaving behind. If
all who knew his mother are now to be dispersed, his plighr will be more
wretched than before.' Again he promised never to forget them, but they
knew well enough that his visits would be few and far between, and felt
very despondent.

That night he distributed among these waiting-ladies and among all
the servants at the Great Hall according to their rank and condition vari
ous keepsakes and trifles that had belonged to their young mistress, giving
to each whatever he thought most likely to keep her memory alive, with
out regard to his own preferences and dislikes in the household.

He had determined that he could not much longer continue this mode
of life and must soon return to his own palace, While his servants were
dragging out his coach and his gentlemen assembling in front of his rooms,
as though on purpose to delay him a. violent ramstorm began, with a
wind that tore the last leaves from the trees and swept them over the earth
with wild rapidity. The gentlemen who bad a.ssembled in front of the
house were soon drenched to the skin. He had meant to go to the Palace,
then to the Nijo-in and return to sleep at the Great Hall. But on such a
night this was impossible, and he ordered his gentlemen to proceed
straight to the Nijo-in where he would join them subsequently. As they
trooped off each of them felt (though none of them was hkely to be seeing
the Great Hall for by any means the last time) that today a chapter in
his life was closed. Both the Minister and his wife, when they heard that
Genji was not returning that night, also felt that they had reached a new
and bitter stage in the progress of rheir afflicnon. To Aoi's mother he
sent this letter: "The ex-Emperor has expressed a strong desire to see me
and I feel bound to go to the Palace. Though I shall not be absent for
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many days, yet it is now so long a time since I left this house that I feel
dazed at the prospect of facing the great world once more. I could not go
without mforrnmg you of my departure, but am in no condition to pay
you a ViSIt.' The Princess was still lying with closed eyes, her thoughts
buried in the profoundest gloom. She did not send a reply. Presently
Aoi's father came to Genu's apartments. He found it very hard to bear up,
and during the Interview clung fast to his son-in-law's sleeve with an arr
of deper...Jence which was pathetic to witness, After much hesitation he
began at last to say: 'We old men are prone to tears even when small
matters are amISS, you must not wonder then that under the weight of so
terrible a. sorrow I sometimes find myself breaking into fits of weeping
which I am at a loss to control. At such moments of weakness and disar
ray I had rather be where none can see me, and that IS why I have not as
yet ventured even to pay my respects to HIS Majesty your good father
If opportunity offers, I beg you to explain this to him. To be left thus
desolate in the last years of lIfe 1S a sore trial, a very sore trial indeed.... J

The effort which it cost him to say these words was distressing for Genji
to watch and he hastened to assure the old MInister that he would make
matters right at the Court. 'Though I do not doubt,' he added, 'that my
father has already guessed the reason of your absence.' As it was still
raining heavily the Minister urged him to start before it grew quite dark.
But Genji would not leave the house till he had taken a last look at the
inner rooms. His father-in-law followed him. In the space beyond A01's
curtained seat, packed away behind a screen, some thirty gentlewomen all
clad in dark grey weeds were huddled together, forlorn and tearful.
'These hapless ladies,' said the Minister, turning to Genji, •though they
take some comfort in the thought that you are leaving behind you one
whose presence WIll sometimes draw you to this house, well know that
j t will never again be your rightful home, and rhis distresses them no less
than the loss of their dear mistress. For years they had hoped agaInst
hope that you and she would at last be reconciled. Consider then how
bitter for them must be the day of this, your final departure.' ·Let them
take heart,' said Genji; 'for whereas while my lady was alive I would
often of set purpose absent myself from her in the vain hope that upon
my return I should find her less harshly disposed towards me, now that
she is dead I have no longer any cause to shun this house, as soon you
shall discover.'

When he had watched Genji drive away, Aoi's father went to her
bedroom. All her things were just as she had left them. On a stand in
front of the bed wrrting materials lay scattered about. There were some
papers covered with Genii's handwriting, and these the old man clasped
with an eagerness that made some of the gentlewomen who had followed
him smile even in the midst of their grief. The works that Genji had
written out were all masterpieces of the past) some Chinese, some Japa..
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nese, some written In cursive, some in full scrrpr; they constituted Indeed
an astomshing display of versatile penmanship. The Mirnsrer gazed with
an almost religious awe at these specimens of Genu's sktll, and the
thought that he must henceforth regard the young man whom he adored
as no longer a member of his household and familv must at that moment
have been very painful to him. "

Among these manuscnprs was a copy of Po Chu-i's ·Everlasting Wrong' I

and beside the words 'The old pillow, the old coverlet WIth whom shall
he now share?' GenJi had wrrtren the poem: ·Mournful her ghost that
Journeying now to unfamilrar realms must flee the couch where we were
wont to rest.' While beside the words ·The white petals of the frost' he
had written: 'The dust shall cover this bed, for no longer can I bear to
brush from it the nightly dew of my tears.'

Aor's ladies were gathered together in groups of two or three in each
of which some gentlewoman was pouring out her prIvate griefs and vexa
tions. · No doubt, as hIS Excellency the Minister told us, Prince GenJI
WIll come to us sometimes, If only to see the child. But for my part I
doubt whether he will find much comfort In such visits . .' So one of
them was sayIng to her friends. And soon there were many affecting scenes
of farewell between them, for rt had been decided that for the present
they were all of them to go back to their homes.

Meanwhile Genji was WIth hIS father In the Palace. · You are very
thin In the face,' said the ex-Emperor as soon as he saw him. · I am afraid
you have overtaxed your strength by too much prayer and fasting: and
In a state of the deepest concern he at once began preSSIng all kinds of
viands and cordials upon him, showing WIth regard to hIS health and
indeed his affairs in general a solicitude by which Genji could not help
feeling touched.

Late that night he at last arrived at the Nijo-in. Here he found every
rhing garnished and swept, his men-servants and maids were waiting for
him at the door. All the gentlewomen of the household at once presented
themselves in his apartments. They seemed to have vied with one another
which should look the gayest and smartest, and their finery contrasted
pleasantly WIth the sombre and dispirrting attire of the unfortunate
ladies whom he had left behind him at the Great Hall.

Having changed out of his court dress, he went at once to the western
wing, Not only was Murasaki's winter costume most daintily designed,
but her pretty waiting...maids and little companions were so handsomely
equipped as to reflect the greatest credit on Shonagon's management:
and he saw WIth satisfaction that such matters might with perfect safety
be left in her hands. Murasaki herself was indeed exquisitely dressed ..

r Murasaki quotes the line in the form in which it occurs in Japanese MSS. of Po
Chu...rl) poem. The Chinese editions have a slightly different text. Cf. Giles's translation,
H1,.$tory ofChsnes« Literature, p. 172 •
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· How tall you have grown since last I saw your he said and pulled up
her little curtain-of-honour. He had been away so long that she felt
shy with him and turned her head aside. But he would not for the world
have had her look otherwise than she looked at that moment, for as she
sat in profile wrth the lamplight falling upon her face, he realized with
delight that she was becoming the very Image of her whom from the
beginning he had loved best. Coming closer to her SIde he whispered to
her. ·Sometime or other I want to tell you about all that has been happen
mg to me SInce I went away. But it has all been very terrible and I am too
tired to speak of It now, so I am going away to rest for a Irttle while in
my own room. From tomorrow onwards you WIll have me to yourself
all day long; in fact, I expect you will soon gro\v quite tired of me.'

'So far, so good,' thought Shonagon when she heard this speech. But
she was still very far from easy in her mind. She knew that there were
several ladles of very great influence with whom Genji was on terms of
friendship and she feared that when it came to choosing a second wife, he
would be far more hkely to take one of these than to remember her own
Iittle mistress, and she was not at all satisfied.

When Genji had retired to the eastern vVlng, he sent for a certain Lady
Chujo to rub hIS limbs and then went to bed. Next mornIng he wrote
to the nurses of Aoi's child and received from them in reply a touching
account of its beauty and progress, but the letter served only to awaken
10 him useless memories and regrets. Towards the end of the day he felt
very restless and the time hung heavily on hIS hands, but he was in no
mood to resume h1S secret roving and such an Idea did not even occur to
him. In Murasaki none of his hopes had been disappointed; she had
indeed gro\vn up Into as handsome a girl as you could wish to see, nor
was she any longer at an age when it was Impossible for him to become
her lover. He constantly hinted at this, but she did not seem to under
stand what he meant.

He snll had plenty of time on his hands, and the whole of it was now
spent in her society. All day long they played together at draughts or
word-picking, and even In the course of these trivial pursuits she showed
a quickness of mind and beauty of disposition which continually delighted
him, but she had been brought up in such rigid seclusion from the world
that it never once occurred to her to exploit her charms in any more
adult wav.

Soon the situation became unendurable, and though he knew that she
would be very much upset he determined somehow or another to get hIS

own way.
There came a morning when the gentleman was already up and about,

but the young lady was still lying abed. Her attendants had no means of
knowing that anything out of the ordinary had happened, for it had al..
ways been Genu's habit to go in and out of her room just as he chose.
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They naturally assumed that she was not feeling well and were glancing
at her with sympathy when Genji arrived carryIng a wriring-box which
he slipped behind the bed curtains. He at once retired, and the ladies also
left the room. Seeing that she was alone Murasaki slowly raised her head.
There by her pillow was the writing-box and tied to it with ribbon, a
slender note. Listlessly she detached the note and unfolding it read the
hastily scribbled poem: 'Too long have we deferred this new emprise,
who night by night till now have lain but with a shift between.'

That this was what Genji had so long been wanting came to her as a
complete surprise and she could not think why he should regard the
unpleasant thing that had happened last night as in some way the begin
ning of a new and more intimate friendship between them. Later in the
morning he came again, · Is something the matter with you>' he asked.
'I shall be very dull today 1£ you cannot play draughts with me.' But
when he came close to her she only buried herself more deeply than ever
under the bedclothes. He waited rrll the room was empty and then bend
ing over her he said, 'Why are you treating me in this surly way? I little
expected to find you in so bad a humour this morning. The others will
think It very strange if you lie here all day,' and he pulled aside the
scarlet coverlet beneath which she had dived. To his astonishment he
found that she was bathed In sweat, even the hair that hung across her
cheeks was dripping wer. 'No! This is too much;' he said; 'what a
state you have worked yourself up into!' But try as he would to coax
her back to reason he could not get a. word out of her, for she was really
feeling very vexed with him indeed. 'Very well then,' he said at last,
,if that is how you feel I will never come to see you again, $ and he pre
tended to be very much mortified and humiliated. Turning away, he opened
the writing-box to see whether she had written any answer to his poem,
but of course found none. He understood perfectly that her distress was
due merely to extreme youth and inexperience, and was not at all put out.
All day long he sat near her trying to win back her confidence, and though
he had small success he found even her rebuffs in a curious way very en
dearing.

At nightfall, it being the Day of the Wild Boar, the festival cakes J were
served. Owing to Genji's bereavement no great display was made, but
a few were brought round to Murasaki's quarters in an elegant picnic
basket. Seeing that the different kinds were all mixed up together, Genj1
came out into the front part of the house and callmg for Koremitsu said
to him: 'I want you to take these cakes away and bring me some more to
morrow evenmg; only not nearly so many as this, and all of one kind.'

I' On the Day of the Boar in the tenth month it was the custom to serve little cakes of
seven different kinds, to wit: Large bean, mungo, dohcho, sesamun, chestnut, persimmon,
sugar-starch.

2 On the third night after the first cohabitation it was the custom to offer up small cake
(all of one kind and colour) to the god Izanagi and his sister Izanami,
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This IS not the right evening for them.' He smiled as he said these words
and Koremitsu was quick-wrtred enough at once to guess what had hap
pened. He did not however think that it would be discreet to congratu
late his master in so many words, and merely said: C It is true enough that
If you want to make a good beginning you must eat your cakes on the
proper day. The day of the Rat is cerrainly very much to the purpose.'
Pray how many am I to bring?' When GenJi answered, 'Divide by three 2

and you will get the answer,' Koremitsu was no longer in any doubt, and
hastily renred, leaving Genji amused at the practised air with which he
invariably handled matters of this kind. He sard nothing to anyone, but
returning to his private house made the cakes there with his own hands.

Genji was beginning to despair of ever restorIng her confidence and,
good humour. But even now, when she seemed as shy of him as on the
night when he first stole her from her home, her beauty fascinated him
and he knew that his love for her in past days had been but a particle
compared with what he had felt since yesterday.

How strange a thing is the heart of man! For now it would have
seemed to him a calamity 1£ even for a SIngle night he had been taken from
Murasakr's SIde; and only a little while ago ....

Koremitsu brought the cakes which Genu had ordered very late on the
following night He was careful not to entrust them to Shonagon, for
he thought that such a commission might embarrass a grown woman
Instead, he sent for her daughter Miss Ben and putting all the cakes into
one large perfume-box he bade her take them secretly to her mistress.
6 Besure to put them close by her pillow, for they are lucky cakes and must
not be left about the house. Promise me not to do anything silly with
them: Miss Ben thought all this very odd, but tossing her head she an
swered, •When, pray, did you ever know me to be silly?' and she walked
off with the box. Being quite a young girl and completely innocent as
regards matters of this kind, she marched straight up to her mistress's
bed and, remembering Koremirsu's instructions, pushed the box through
the curtains and lodged it safely by the pillow. It seemed to her that there
was someone else there as well as Murasaki. 'No doubt; thought she,
·Prince Genji has come as usual to hear her repeat her lessons:

As yet no one in the household save Koremitsu had any knowledge of
the betrothal. But when next day the box was found by the bed and
brought into the servants' quarters, some of those who were in closest
touch with their master's affairs at once guessed the secret. Where did
these little dishes come from, each set on its own little carved stand?

I First, because the Rat comes at the beginning of the series of twelve animal signs;
secondly, because 'Rat' is written with a character that also means 'baby. t

a The phrase which I have translated 'Divide by three' also means 'One of three,' i.e,
?f the Three ~ysteries (Birth, Marriage, peath). That is why Koremitsu was 'no longer
In any doubt. But many other explanations of the passage have been given. It I~ Indeed
one of the rhree major difficulties enumerated by the old-fashioned Genji teachers.
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and who had been at such pains to make these dainty and ingenious
cakes? Shonagon, though she was shocked at this casual way of slipping
into matrimony, was overjoyed to learn that Genji's strange patronage
of her young mistress had at last culminated in a definite act of betrothal,
and her eyes brimmed with tears of thankfulness and delight. All the same,
she thought he might at least have taken the trouble to inform her old
nurse, and there was a good deal of grumbling in the household generally
at an outside retainer such as Koremitsu having got wind of the matter
first.

During the days that followed he grudged even the short hours of
attendance which he was obliged to put in at the Palace and in his father's
rooms, discovering (much to his own surprise) that save in her presence
he could no longer enjoy a moment's peace. The friends whom he had
been wont to visit showed themselves both surprised and offended by this
unexplained neglect, but though he had no wish to stand ill with them, he
now found that even a remote prospect of having to absent himself from
his palace for a single night was enough to throw him quite out of gear;
and all the time he was away his spirits were at the very lowest ebb and
he looked for all the world as though he were sickening from some strange
illness. To all invitations or greetings he invariably replied that he was
at present in no fit mood for company (which was naturally taken as an
allusion to hIS recent loss) or that he must now be gone, for someone with
whom he had business was already awaiting him.

The Minister of the RIght was aware that his youngest daughter I was
still pining for Prince Genji and he said one day to Princess Kokiden:
'While his wife was alive we were bound of course to discourage her
friendship with him in every way we could. But the position is now
quite changed and I feel that as things are there would be much to be
said for such a match.' But Kokiden had always hated Genji and having
herself arranged that her sister should enter the Palace,:z she saw no reason
why this plan should suddenly be abandoned. Indeed from this moment
onwards she became obstinately determined that the girl should be given
to the Emperor and to no one else. Genji indeed st111 retained a certain
partiality towards her; but though it grieved him to hear that he had
made her unhappy, he had not at present any spare affection to offer her ..
LIfe, he had come to the conclusion, was not long enough for diversions
and experiments; henceforward he would concentrate. He had moreover
received a terrible warning of the dangers which might accrue from such
jealousies and resentments as his former way of life had involved. He
thought with great tenderness and concern of Lady Rokujo's distress;
but it was clea.r to him that he must beware of ever again allowing her to
regard him as her true haven of refuge. If however she would renew their

IOborozukiyo. See above, p. 148.
2 Le, become a concubine of the Emperor.
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friendship in quite new terms, permitting him to enjoy her company and
conversation at such times as he could conveniently arrange to do so, he
saw no reason why they should not sometimes meet.

Society at large knew that someone was living with him, but her
idennry was qUIte unknown. This was of no consequence; but Genji felt
that sooner or later he ought to let her father Prince Hyobukyo know what
had become of her and decided that before he did so It would be best to
celebrate her Initianon, This was done privately, but he was at pains
that every detail of the ceremony should be performed with due splendour
and solemnity, and though the outside world was not invited It was as
magnificent an affair as it well could be. But ever since their betrothal
Murasaki had shown a certain shyness and diffidence in his presence.
She could not help feeling sorry that after all the years during which
they had got on so well together and been such close friends he should
suddenly take this strange idea Into his head, and whenever her eyes met
his she hastily averted them. He tried to make a joke of the matter, but to
her It was very serious Indeed and weighed heavily upon her mind. Her
changed attitude towards him was indeed somewhat comic; but it was
also very distressing, and one day he said: 'Sometimes it seems as though
you had forgotten all the long years of our friendship and I had suddenly
become as new to you as at the stare; and while thus he scolded her the
year drew to a close. On New Year's Day he paid the usual visits of cere
mony to his father, to the Emperor and to the Heir Apparent. Next he
visited the Great Hall, The old Minister made no reference to the new
year, but at once began to speak of the past. In the midst of his loneliness
and sorrow he was so deeply moved even by this hasty and long-deferred
VIsit that though he strove hard to keep his composure it was more than
he could compass to do. Looking fondly at his son-in-law he thought that
the passage of each fresh year did but add new beauty to this fair face.
They went together into the inner rooms, where his entry surprised and
delighted beyond measure the disconsolate ladles who had remained
behind. Next they VIsited the httle prince who was growing into a fine
child; his merry face was indeed a pleasure to see. His resemblance to the
Heir Apparent was certainly very striking and Genji wondered whether
it had been noticed.

Aoi's things were still as she had left them. His New Year clothes had
as in former years been hung out for him on the clothes-frame. Aoi's
clothes-frame which stood empty beside it wore a strangely desolate air.
A letter from the Princess her mother was now brought to him: "Today,'
she said, «our bereavement was more than ever present to my mind, and
though touched at the news of your visit, I fear that to see you would but
awaken unhappy recollections.' 'You will remember; she continued,
, that it was my custom to present you with a suit of clothes on each New
Year's Day. But in these last months my sight has been so dimmed with
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tears that I fear you will think I have matched the colours very ill.
Nevertheless I beg that though it be for today only you will suffer your
self to be disfigured by this unfashionable garb ... ' and a servant held out
before him a second I suit, which was evidently the one he was expected
to wear today. The under-stuff was of a most unusual pattern and mix
ture of colours and did not at all please him; but he could not allow her to
feel that she had laboured in vain, and at once put the suit on, It was in
deed fortunate that he had come to the Great Hall that day, for he could
see that she had counted on it. In his reply he said: 'Though I came with
the hope that you would be the first friend I should greet at this new
springtide, yet now that I am here too many bitter memories assail me
and I think it wiser that we should not meet. t To this he added an acros..
tic poem in which he said that with the mourning dress which he had
just discarded so many years of friendship were cast aside that were he to
come to her s he could but weep. To this she sent in answer an acrostic
poem in which she said that in this new season when all things else on
earth put on altered hue, one thing alone remained as in the months gone
by - her longing for the child who like the passing year had vanished
from their sight.

But though hers may have been the greater grief we must not think
that there was not at that moment very deep emotion on both sides.

! In addition to the one hanging on the frame.
, Kiieba, 'were he to come,' also means 'should he wear it.'
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LIST OF MOST IMPORTANT PEl{SONS

(ALPHABETICAL)

AKASHI, LADY OF •

AKIKONOMU, LADY

AOI, PRINCESS

ASAGAO, PRINCESS

CHUjO •

CHUjO, LADY

CHUNAGON •

EMPEROR, THE OLD

FUJITSUBO

GENjI, PRINCE

GOSECHI, LADY

HYOBUKYO, PRINCE

Ivo NO SUKE

JIJU
jOKYODEN, LADY

KI NO KAMI.

KOKIDEN

KOREMITSU •

MURASAKI

OBOROZUKIYO, PRINCESS

OMYOBU

REIKEIDEN •

REIKEIDEN, PRINCE.~S •

ROKUJO, PRINCESS

RYOZEN, EMPEROR

SHONAGON •

SoeHI NO MIYA, PRINLE

SUYETSUMU, LADY

(Suyetsumuhana)
SUZAKU, EMPEROR

To NO CHUJO

UKON NOJO

(Okon)
UTSUSEMI

VILLAGE OF FALLING FLO\\Ei.1.S,

LADy FROM Tl-m

8

• Daughter of the old recluse of Akashi,
· Vestal Virgin at Ise; daughter of Rokujo,

Genji's first ~ife.

Genjr's first-cousin; courted by him in vain.
· Short for 'To no Chujo.'
· To no Chujo's daughter by his legitimate

wife.
· Maid to Oborozuki,

Genji's father.
The Old Emperor's consort; loved by Genji,

· The Old Emperor's son by a concubine.
• Dancer at the WInter festival; admired by

Gen]i.
Fujitsubo's brother; Murasaki's father.
Husband of Utsusemi.

· Maid to Suyetsumu..
Consort of Suzaku..
Son of Iyo no Suke by his first wife.
Original consort of the Old Emperor; sup

planted first by Genjr's mother, then by
Fujitsubo.

· Retainer to Genji.
Genji's second WIfe.

· Younger sister of Kokiden.
· Maid to Fujitsubo..
• Lady-in-waiting at the Old Emperor's Court.
· Niece of Kokiden.
· Widow of the Old Emperor's brother.

Son of Genji and Fujitsubo; successor to
Suzaku.

• Murasakr's old nurse.
Oenji's half-brother,
Daughter of Prince Hitachi; the red-nosed

lady.
Genji's half-brother; successor to the Old

Emperor.
.. Brother of Genji's first wife, Lady Aoi,
• Faithful retainer to Genji; brother of Ki no

Kami.
• WIfe of Iyo no Suke. Courted by Genji.

Sister ofReikeiden; protected by Genji.
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I
THE OLD EMPEROR.

I
I

PRINCESS OMIYA,

m. Minister of Left.
tI

SUZAKU

(his mother was
Lady Kokiden),

I
GENJI

(his mother was
Lady Kirnsubo),

I
PRINCE MOMOZONO

SHIKIBUKYO.

I
PRINCESS Al)AGAO. I

Aor,
I

YUGIiU.

I
To NO CHUJO.

I
LADY CHUJO.

MINISTER OF THE RIGHT.
~ I

I
KOKIDEN

(eldest daughter).

I
PlUNCE HYOBUKYO.

I
MUR-\SAKI

(Genji's second wife).

I
OBOROZUKIYO I

(sixth daughter),
wife of Suzaku, who is

Emperor for a time, but
soon retires.

A FORMER E1vIPEROR.
1

I
FUJITSUBO.

I
RYOZEN (supposed to be
the old Emperor's child j
really Genji's). Becomes

Emperor in Suzaku's
stead.

J V\r~hom in this volume I call Oborozuki for short.





CHAPTER I

The Sacred Tree

A the time for her daughter's departure came near, Lady Rokujo
fell into utter despair. It had at first been generally supposed
that the death of the lady at the Great Hall would put an end

to all her troubles and the attendants who waited upon her at the Palace
in-the-Fields were agog with excitement. But their expectations remained
unfulfilled. Not a word came from Genji, and this unprecedented
treatment on his part finally convinced her that something I had indeed
happened which it was impossible for him to forgive. She strove to cast
out all thought of him from her heart so that when the time came she
might set out upon her journey without misgiving or regret. For a parent
to accompany her daughter on such an occasion was in the highest degree
unusual; but in this case the Virgin's extreme youth was a convenient
excuse, and Rokujo put it about that as the child still needed surveillance
she had decided to quit the temporal world in her daughter's company.
Even after all that had happened the prospect of parting with her for ever
was extremely painful to Genji, and as the day drew near he again began
to send her letters full of tenderness and solicitude. But he did not
propose a meeting, and she herself had by now given up all hope that
there could be any question of such a thing. She was certain that (for
all his politeness) what had happened must in reality have made her
utterly odious to him, a.nd she was determined not to plunge herself, all
to no purpose, into a fresh period of conflict and agitation. From time to
time she made short visits to her palace, but so secretly that Genji did
not hear of it. The Palace-in-the-Fields was not a place where he could
see her without inconvenient restrictions and formalities. He fully
intended to see her, but put off the visit from day to day till at last
months had elapsed since she left the city. Then the ex-Emperor's health
began to decline. He had no definitely serious or alarming symptoms,
but constantly complained of feeling that there was something wrong
with him. Genii's thoughts were therefore a great deal occupied with
his father's condition; but he did not want Rokujo to leave with the
impression that he had lost all feeling for her, nor did he wish those who
knew of their friendship to think that he had treated her heartlessly,
and despite all difficulties he set out one day for the Palace-in-the-Fields.
It was the seventh of the ninth month and the departure of the Virgin
for Ise was bound to take place within the next few days. It may be
imagined that Rokujo and her maids were in no condition to receive visits,

I Rokujo was still uncertain whether it washer jealousy that had killed Yugao.
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but he wrote again and again beggIng her to see him even if it were only
at the moment of her departure, and at last, despite the fluster into which
her whole household was plunged, and feeling all the while that she
was acting very imprudently, she could no longer fight against her longing
once more to see him and sent word secretly that, if he came, she would
contrive to speak to him for a moment from behind her screen-of-stare.
As he made his way through the open country that stretched out endlessly
on every side, hIS heart was strangely stirred. The autumn flowers were
fading; along the reeds by the river the shrill voices of many insects
blended with the mournful fluting 'Of the wind in the pines. Scarcely
distinguishable from these somewhere in the distance rose and fell a
faint, enticing sound of human music. He had with him only a handful
of outriders, and his attendants were by his orders dressed so as to
attract as little notice as possible. They noted that this lack of show
contrasted strangely with the elaborate pains which their master had
bestowed upon his own equipment, and as they looked with admiration
at the fine figure he cut, the more romantically disposed among them
were thrilled at the thought that it had befallen them to accompany
him upon a Journey, every circumstance of which was calculated to
stir to the depth such sensitive hearts 'as theirs. So delighted was Genji
with the scene before him that he continually asked himself why it was
that he had deferred this visit for so long; and he regretted that while
Rokujo was at the Palace-in-the..Fields he had not made a constant
practice of visiting her. They came at last to a group of very temporary
looking wooden huts surrounded by a flimsy brushwood fence. The
archways," built of unsrripped wood, stood out black and solemn against
the sky. Within the enclosure a. number of priests were walking up and
down with a preoccupied air. There was something portentous in their
manner of addressing one another and in their way of loudly clearing
their throats before they spoke. In the Hill of Offering there was a dim
flicker of firelight, but elsewhere no single sign of life. So this was the
place where he had left one who was from the start in great distress of
mind, to shift for herself week after week, month after month! Suddenly
he realized with a terrible force all that she must have suffered, He
hurried to the place where she had told him he would find her (a room
in the northern outbuilding) and sent in a long message contrasting his
present quiet and serious existence with his now discarded frivolities.
She in return replied with a message, but did not suggest that they should
meet. This angered him. ' You do not seem to realize,' he said, 'that such
excursions as this are now no part of my ordinary existence and can
only be arranged with the greatest difficulty. I had hoped that instead
of keeping me beyond the pale, you would hasten to relieve all the anxiety
that I have had concerning you in the long months since we met: To

t Torii.
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this appeal were added the protests of her waiting-ladies who were
scandalized at the idea of Prince Genji being left waiting outside the
house. At first she pleaded the impossibility of receiving a guest in
surroundings so cramped and wretched, her duty towards her daughter
at this critical hour, the undesirability of such an interview Just on the
eve of her permanent departure. But though the prospect of facing him
filled her with unspeakable depression, she had not the heart to treat
him unkindly, and at last, looking very grave, with sighs and hesitation
at every step she came forward to meet him. 'I presume that here one
is allowed no further than the verandah,' he said, and mounting the
narrow bamboo platform that surrounded the building he took his seat
there. An evening moon had risen and as she saw him moving in its
gentle light she knew that all this while she had not been wrong; he was
indeed more lovely, more enticing than anyone in the world beside.
He began trying to explain why it was that for so many months on end
he had not been able to visit her; but he soon got into a. tangle, and feeling
suddenly embarrassed he plucked a spray from the Sacred Tree:l which
grew outside her room and handing it to her through her blinds-of-state
he said: 'Take this evergreen bough in token that my love can never
change. Were it not so, why should I have set foot within the boundaries
of this hallowed plot? You use me very ill.' But she answered with
the verse: 'Thought you perchance that the Holy Tree from whose boughs
you plucked a spray was as ., the cedar by the gate" ?':I To this he
replied: •Well knew I what priestess dwelt in this shrine, and for her
sake came to pluck this offering of fragrant leaves:

Though the position was not likely to be a very comfortable one, he
now thrust his head under the reed blinds and sat with his legs dangling
over the wooden framework of the bamboo platform. During all the
years when he could sec her as often and as intimately as he chose and
she on her side withheld nothing from him, he had gone on serenely
assuming that it would be always so, and never once in all that time
had he felt so deeply moved as at this moment. Suddenly he realized
WIth astonishment that though after that unhappy incident he had
imagined it to be impossible for them to meet and had so avoided all
risk of hIS former affection being roused to new life, yet from the first
moment of this strange confrontation he had immediately found him
self feeling towards her precisely as he had before their estrangement.
Violently agitated he began to cast his mind rapidly over the long years
of their friendship. Now all this was over, It was too horrible.. He
burst into tears. She had determined not to let him see what she was
suffering, but now she could restrain herself no longer and he was soon

I The sakaki,a species of evergreen oak, is planted at Shinto shrines.
2 In allusion to the old song, 'My home is at the foot of Miwa Hill. Ifyou like me, come

some day to visit me. You will know the house by the cedar which grows at the gate.. '
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passionately entreating her not to go down to Ise after all. The moon
had set, but the starlrt sky was calm and lovely. Pausing often to gaze
up Into the night he began at last to speak to her of what had lain so
heavily on his heart. But no sooner was it openly mentioned between
them than all the pent-up bitterness of so many weeks was suddenly re
leased and vanished utterly away. Little by little, in preparation for her
final departure, she had at last accustomed herself to think of him almost
with indifference. Now in a moment all this was undone, and when she
heard GenJi himself entreating her to abandon the Journey her heart beat
violently, and the WIldest thoughts agitated her brain. The garden
which surrounded her apartments was laid out in so enchanting a man
ner that the troops of young courtiers, who in the early days of the re
treat had sought in vain to press their attentions upon her, used, even
when she had sent them about their business, to linger there regretfully;
and on this marvellous night the place seemed consciously to be deploy
ing all its charm. In the hours which followed, no secret was withheld
on her side or on his, but what passed between them I shall not attempt
to tell.

At last the night ended in such a dawn as seemed to have been fashioned
for their especial delighr. 'Sad is any parting at the red of dawn; but
never since the world began, gleamed day so tragically in the autumn
sky,' and as he recited these verses, aghast to leave her, he stood hesitat
ing and laid her hand tenderly in his.

A cold wind was blowing. The pine-crickets in neighbouring trees
were whispering in harsh despairing tones, as though they knew well
enough what was toward. Their dismal voices would have struck a chill
to the heart of any casual passer-by, and it may well be imagined what
cheer they gave to lovers already at the height of distraction and anguish.
She recited the verse, 'Sad enough already is this autumn parting; add
not your dismal song, 0 pine-crickets of the moor.' He knew that it was
his neglect that had forced this parting upon them. But now it was too
late to make amends. Full of useless regrets, while the grey light of
morning spread over the sky, he Journeyed back disconsolately to the
town, through meadows deep in dew. As she watched him go she could
no longer restrain herself, and at the thought that she had lost him for ever
broke into a fit of reckless weeping. Her gentlewomen, who on the even
ing before caught a fleeting glimpse of him in the moonlight, enjoyed
next morning the excitement of detecting in their mistress's room a
lingering fragrance of the princely scent which he had carried. I It may
well be imagined that they at any rate were far from condemning the
crime to which she had been accessory. 'It would have to be a mar
vellous journey indeed that I was going to take, before I could bring my
self to part from such a one as this young prince! ' So one of the ladles

t Princes used rich seents forbidden to commoners,
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exclaimed; and at the thought that they had seen him for the last time
all were on the verge of tears.

His letter, which arrived during the day, was so full and affectionate
that had it been within her .. power she might have attempted to alter her
plans.. But matters had gone too far for that and it was useless to think
of it. Nor were his feelings towards her (she was convinced) of a sort
to warrant such a step. Much of what he had said was inspired simply
by pity for her. But the mere fact that he took the trouble to say such
things-that he thought it worth while to comfort her-showed that
he still retained something of his old feeling, and the thought that even
upon such remnants of affection as this she must now soon turn her back
for ever, filled her mind with the most painfullongings and regrets. He
sent her many costumes and all else of which she could possibly have
need upon the journey, with suitable presents to all her ladies. But to
these handsome and costly gifts she gave hardly a thought, Indeed as
the hour of her departure drew near she sank into a state of utter collapse.
It was as though she had never till that moment fully realized the desola
tion and misery into which an intrigue, undertaken originally in a reck
less and frivolous spirit, had at last plunged her. Meanwhile the Virgin,
who had to the last been far from certain that her mother really meant
to accompany her, was delighted that all was now fixed beyond power of
recall. The unusual decision of the mother to accompany her daughter
was much discussed in the world at large. Some scented a scandal; a few
were touched by so rare an exhibition of family attachment. It is in
deed in many ways more comfortable to belong to that section of society
whose actions are not publicly canvassed and discussed. A lady in
Rokujo's conspicuous position finds her every movement subjected to an
embarrassing scrutiny.

On the sixteenth day of the seventh month the virgin was purified in
the Katsura River. The ceremony was performed with more than ordi
nary splendour, and her escort for the journey to Ise was chosen not from
among the Chamberlains and Counsellors, but from noblemen of the
highest rank and reputation. This was done in compliment to the old
ex-Emperor who showed a particular interest in the Virgin, his favourite
brother's child. At the moment of her departure from the Palace-in-the
Fields Rokujo was handed a letter. It was from Genji and was couched
in all those tender terms that had once been current between them.. Re
membering the sacred errand upon which she was bound he tied the
letter to a. streamer of white bark-cloth. I • Such love as ours,' he wrote,
•not even the God of Thunder whose footsteps shake the fields of Heaven
••• ' a and added the verse: '0 all ye Gods of the Kingdom, Rulers of

1 Used in making offerings to Shinto gods.
, An allusion to the poem (Kokinshu 701), 'Can even the God of Thunder whose footfall

echoes ID the sky put those asunder whom love has joined?'
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the Ma.ny Isles, to your Judgment wrll I hearken; must needs rhis parting
sever a love insatiable as ours?' x Though the letter arrived just when
the processIon was forming and all was bustle and confusion, an answer
came. It was not from Rokujo but from the Vrrgrn herself, and had been
dictated by her to her aunt who was actrng as Lady Intendant: 'Call not
upon the Gods of Heaven to SIt In Judgment upon this case, lest first they
charge you wr rh fickleness and pmless deceit.' He longed to witness the
presentatIon of the Virgin and her mother at the Palace,2 but he had a
feeling that since It was to avoid him that Rokujo was leaving the City,
it would be embarrassing for both of them If he took part ID the ceremo
nies of farewell, and overcoming hIS desire to see her once more, he stayed
in hIS own palace sunk in Idle thoughts The reply of the VIrgin showed
a quite asrorushmg precocity, and he smiled as he read it through again.
The grrl had begun to Interest him. No doubt she was precocious In
charm as well as intelligence, and SInce It was his foible mvariably to
set his heart upon possessing, even at the cost of endless difficulties,
whatever custom and circumstance seemed to have placed beyond his
utmost reach, he now began thinking what a misfortune it was that he
had in earlier days never once availed himself of hIS posItIon in the house
to make her acquaintance, which would indeed at any time have been
perfectly easy. But after all, Iife IS full of uncertamties ; perhaps one day
some unforeseen circumstance would bring her into hIS life once more.

The fame of Lady Rokujo brought many spectators to view the proces
sion and the streets were thronged with coaches. The Palace Gates were
entered at the hour of the monkey.> Lady Rokujo, SItting in the sacred
palanquin by her daughter's side, remembered how her father, the late
Minrster of State, had brought her years ago to these same gates, fondly
ImagInIng that he would make her the greatest lady In the Iand.s Thus
to revisit the Palace now that so many changes had come both to her hfe
and to the Court, filled her with immeasurable depression. At sixteen
she had been married, at twenty she had been left a widow and now at
thirty again she had set foot within the Ninefold Palisade. She mur
mured to herself the lmes: 'Though on this sacred day 'twere profana
tion to recall a rime gone by, yet m my inmost heart a tinge of sadness
lurks.'

The Virgin was now fourteen. She was extremely handsome and her
appearance at the presentation-ceremony, decked in the full robes of her
office, made a profound impression. The Emperor, when he came to
setting the Comb of Parting In her hair, was deeply moved and it was
observed that he shed tears.

I In reality an appeal to the Virgin (representative of the Gods) to dissuade her mother
from accompanYIng her ..

2 Before departing for Ise the Virgin was presented to the Emperor and formally invested•
.l4 p ·W,·

~ Prince Zembo, her father, was at that time Heir Apparent.
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Outside the Hall of the Eight Departments a number of gala-coaches
were drawn up to witness the departure of the Virgin from the Palace.
The windows of those coaches were hung with an exquisitely contrived
display of coloured scarves and cloaks, and among the courtiers who
were to go down to Ise there were many who thought with an especial
pang of one who in his honour had added some gay touch of her own to
the magnificence of this unprecedented show. It was already dark when
the procession left the Palace. When after traversing the Second Wood
they turned into the Doi Highway the travellers passed close by Genji's
palace. Deeply moved, he sent the following poem tied to a spray of
the Holy Tree-'Though today you cast me off and lightly set upon
your way, yet surely when at last you ferry the Eighty Rapids of Suzuka
Stream I your sleeve will not be dry.' When this message was brought
to her it was already quite dark. This and the noisy bustle of her journey
prevented her from answering till the next day. When her reply came it
was sent back from beyond the Barrier: 'Whether at the Eighty Rapids
of Suzuka Stream my sleeve be wet or no, all men will have forgotten me
long ere I come to Ise's Land.' It was hastily written, yet with all the
grace and distinction that habitually marked her hand; but his pleasure
in it was marred by the strange bitterness of her tone. A heavy mist had
risen, and gazing at the dimly....veiled semblances that were belatedly un
folding in the dawn he whispered to himself the lines: '0 mist, I long
to follow with my eyes the road that she passed; hide not from me in
these autumn days the slopes of Meeting Hill."> That night he did not
go to the western wing,3 but lay sleepless till dawn, brooding discon
solately upon a turn of affairs for which, as he well knew, he alone was
responsible. What she suffered, as day by day she travelled on through
unknown lands, may well be guessed.

By the tenth month the ex-Emperor's condition had become very grave
indeed. Throughout the country much concern was felt. The young
Emperor was in great distress and hastened to pay him a visit-of-state ..
Weak though he was the sick man first gave minute instructions as to the
upbringing of the Heir Apparent and then passed on to a discussion of
Gen ji's future. •I desire you, t he said, 'still to look upon him as your
guardian and to seek his advice in all matters, whether small or great;
as indeed I have accustomed you to do during my lifetime. In the handling
of public business he shows a competence beyond his years .. There is no
doubt that his natural vocation is to administer the affairs of a people
rather than to lead the secluded life of a Royal Prince, and when I at
tached him to a clan devoid of Royal Blood it was that he might the
better keep watch for us over the public affairs of our kingdom. I there-

I A river in the Province of Ise..
• 'Osaka' means Hill of Meeting; a gentle slope on the road from Kyoto to Otsu,
J Le, to Murasaki.
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fore entreat you never to act contrary to his advice. 11 He gave many other
parting insrrucnons to his successor, but such matters are not for a
woman's pen and I feel I must apologize for having said even so much
as this.

The young Emperor, deeply moved, repeatedly signified that he would
obey all these instructions m every particular. It gave his father great
comfort and pleasure to note that he was already growing up into a
fine handsome young fellow. But after a short while Court affairs neces
sitated the Emperor's immediate presence, and his father, who longed
to keep him by his side, was in the end more distressed than comforted
by this brief visit. The Heir Apparent was to have come at the same
time as the Emperor; but it was thought that this arrangement would
be too tiring and the little boy x was brought on another day. He was
big for his age and very pretty. The old man looked fondly at him and
the child, unconscious of the purpose for which he had been summoned,
stood watching him with laughter in hIS face. Fujitsubo, who sat near
by, was weepIng bitterly; and, suddenly catching sight of her, the ex
Emperor for a while lost his composure. To this Iittle prince also he gave
a variety of instructions; but it was evident that he was too young to
understand what was being said, and remembering the uncertainties of
hIS future the ex-Emperor gazed at the child with pIty and distress. In
his final instructions to GenJi concerning the management of public affairs
he recurred again and again to the questIon of the Heir Apparent and the
importance of giving him due protection and advice. It was now late
at night and the Heir Apparent was taken off to bed. A vast number of
Courtiers followed in his train, so that his visit created almost as much
bustle and confusion as that of the Emperor himself. But this visit had
seemed to the sick man only too short and it was with great distress that
he watched the procession depart. The Empress Mother, Lady Kokiden,
had also intended to come; but hearing that Fujitsubo was at his side
she felt somewhat disinclined, and while she was trying to decide whether
to go or not, his Majesty passed quietly and painlessly away.

The ex-Emperor's death caused profound consternation in many quar·
ters. Though it was some while since he resigned the Throne, he had
continued to control the policy of the government just as in former days
The present Emperor was a mere child; his grandfather, the Minister of
the RIght, was known to be a man of hasty temper and treacherous dis
position. Courtiers and noblemen alike regarded with the greatest ap
prehension a government subjected to his arbitrary power. But among
them all none had better reason than Fujitsubo and Prince Genji to dread
the coming reign. It was indeed natural that this prince should take a
foremost part in the ceremonies of mourning WhICh were performed by

1 Genji's son by Fujitsubo; supposed to be the Emperor's child. He was now four year!
old.
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the family on each seventh day, and in the Filial Masses for the dead
man's soul; but his piety was generally noted and admired. Despite
the unbecoming dress which custom required, his beauty made every
where a deep impression; and this, combined with his evident distress,
procured him a great share of sympathy.

He had lost in one year his wife and in the next his father. The scenes
of affliction through which he had passed weighed heavily upon his
spirits and for a while deprived him of all zest for life. He thought much
of retiring from the world, and would have done so had he not been re
strained by many earthly ties. During the forty-nine days of mourning
the ladies of the late ex-Emperor's household remained together in his
apartments. But at the expiration of this period they retired to their
respective homes. It was the twentieth day of the twelfth month. The
dull sky marked (thought Fujitsubo) not only the gloom of the depart
ing year, but the end of all fair prospects. She knew with what feelings
Kokiden regarded her and was aware that her existence at a Court dom
inated by this woman's arbitrary power could not be otherwise than un
happy. Above all it was impossible for her to go on living in a place
where, having for so many years enjoyed the old Emperor's company,
she found his image continually appearing to her mind. The departure
of all his former ladies-in-waiting and ladies-of-the-household rendered
her situation unendurable and she determined to move to her mansion in
the Third Ward. Her brother Prince Hyobukyo came to fetch her away.
Snow was falling, blown by a fierce wind.. The old Emperor's quarters,
now rapidly becoming denuded of their inhabitants, wore a desolate
air. Genji happened to be there when Hyobukyo arrived and they fell
to talking of old times. The great pine-tree in front of the Palace was
weighed down with snow and its lower boughs were withered. Seeing
this, Hyobukyo recited the verses: "Because the great pine-tree is with
ered that once with wide-spread branches sheltered us from the storm,
lo! we the underboughs droop earthward in these last moments of the
year: No very wonderful poem, but at that moment it moved Genji
deeply, and noticing that the lake was frozen all over he in his turn re
cited the poem: 'Now like a mirror shines the frozen surface of the lake.
Alas that it reflects not the form and face we knew so well I , Such was
the thought that came to him at the moment, and he gave it utterance
well knowing that the prince would think it forced and crude. Omyobu,
Fujitsubo's gentlewoman, now interposed with the verse: 'The year
draws in; even the water of the rock-hewn well is sealed with ice, and
faded from those waters is the face that once I saw.' Many other poems
were exchanged; but I have other things to tell.

Fujitsubo's return to her mansion was carried out with no less ceremony
than on former occasions, but to her mind the transit seemed tliis time
a distressing affair and more like a journey to some strange place than a
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home-coming, and as she approached the house her thoughts travelled
back over all the months and years that had passed since rhis place had
been her real home.

The New Year brought with it none of the usual novelties and excite
ments. Genji, 10 very dismal humour, shut himself up In h1S room. At
the time when the new appointments were being made, during the old
Emperor's reign and to an equal extent even after his retirement, Genjis
doors had always been thronged wrth suitors. But this year the line of
horses and carriages waiting outside his palace was thin mdeed, and the
bags I of courtiers were no longer to be seen at all.

When he looked about him and saw his reception halls frequented only
by hrs personal retainers, who looked as though nrne were hanging heav
ily on their hands, the thought that this was but a preraste of the drear
iness and msrgmficance with which his whole Iife would henceforth be
tinged reduced him to a state of great depression.

In the second month Oborozukryo was made chief Lady of the Bed
chamber, the former occupant of this office having at the ex-Emperor's
death become a nun. Her birth and education, together wrth her unusual
charm both of person and drsposirion, combined to make her much sought
after even at a Court where such qualrnes were to be found In remarkable
profusion. Her SIster Lady Kokiden was now seldom at Court, and
on the rare occasion when she needed a room she lodged In the Umersubo,
resIgnIng her old apartments to the Lady of the Bedchamber. No longer
was Oborozukiyo buried away In the mconvement Tokwaden; she had
space and hght and a vast number of ladles In her employ, while all about
her was in the gayest and newest style But she could not forget a certain
brief and unexpected adventure 2 which had once befallen her, and
was very unhappy. A desultory correspondence was snll carried on
between them with the greatest caution and secrecy_

He knew well enough how fatal would now be the consequences of
discovery; but this, as has often been noted, so far from discouraging him
served onlv to increase hIS Interest in such an affair.

During -the late Emperor's lifenme Kokiden had been obliged to
behave with a certain restraint. Now she was free to revenge herself
with the ferocity of a long-curbed malice upon those who had hitherto
been sheltered from her spite. Genji found himself thwarted at every
turn. He had expected these intrigues, but having for so long enjoyed
a favoured and protected existence he was at a loss how to cope with
them,

The Minister of the Left felt that his influence was gone and no longer
presented himself at Court. Kokiden had never forgiven him for marrying

J In which they packed the costumes they wore while on duty at the palace.
2 Her relations with (;Cl.tji. See Part I, p 148. She had now become the Emperor's

mistress,
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the late princess his daughter to Genji instead of giving her, as had
originally been intended, to her son the present Emperor. Moreover
there had always been a certain amount of ill-feeling between the families
of the two Ministers. During the late Emperor's re1gn the Mmisrer of
the Left had managed things pretty much as he chose, and It was but
natural that he now had no desire to take part in the triumph of his rival.
GenJi continued to visit him as before and was assiduous in his attention
to Aci's maids-of-honour, as also in providing for the education of the
lrrtle prince her son. This delighted the old Minister and he continued
to treat his son...in-law with the same affecrionate deference as in old days.

The high position to which Genji had been raised two years ago had
entailed much tiresome business and made considerable inroads upon hIS

lersure. He found himself in consequence obliged to discontinue many
of the intimacies In WhICh he had been previously engaged. Of hIS

Iighter distractions he was now thoroughly ashamed and was glad to
abandon them; so that for a while hIS hfe became altogether quiet,
regular and exemplary. The announcement of his marriage WIth Murasaki
was very well received by the world at large. Shonagon and her com
panions naturally attributed their Irtrle mistress's success to the prayers
of her pious grandmother the late nun, and in secret conclave congratulated
themselves on the turn WhICh events had taken. Her father Prince
Hyobukyo asked for nothing better than such a match. But his wife,
who had not managed to do half as well for her own children on whom
she doted, was extremely Jealous of her step-child's triumph, and this
marriage continued to be a very sore point with her. Indeed, Murasaki's
career had been more like that of some step-child in fiction I than of a
real young person.

The Vestal Virgin of Kamo, third daughter of the late Emperor by
Lady Kokiden, was now m mourning and had to resign her charge.
Her successor was the Princess Asagao.> It had not very often happened
that a collateral descendant of the Emperor was chosen for this post;
but on this occasion no other princess of suitable age and lineage was
available. GenJi's admiration for this lady had not, in all the years that
had passed since he first courted her, in any degree abated, and it was
painful to him to learn that she was now to embark upon so different a
way of life. She still sent him an occasional message and he had never
ceased to write to her. He had known her as a Lady of the Court. Now
he must try to picture her to himself as a priestess. This he could not
manage to do, and his repeated failure to evoke any image which cor
responded to her as she now was bitterly tormented him.

The young Emperor punctiliously obeyed his father's last injunctions

x The neglected step ..child who in the end triumphs over her pampered rivals is a
favourite theme in Japanese stones. Cf.. the Sumsyoslu Monogatan and the Oclnkubo.

2 See Part I, pp. 39 and 155-
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and treated Genji with great consideration. But he was still very young,
and being somewhat weak and yielding In character he was easily
influenced by those about him. Again and again, under pressure from
Kokiden or the Minister of the RIght, he allowed public measures to
be taken of which he did not really 10 the least approve. Meanwhile
Kokiden's sister the Lady Oborozukiyo, though her new position rendered
the carrying on of a secret intrrgue In the highest degree difficult and
perilous, was becoming more and more unhappy, and at last found a
mea-os of informing Genji of her unaltered attachment. 11e would have
been glad enough if she had felt otherwise, but after what had passed
between them he could not disregard such a message. Accordingly he
waited till the Court was immersed m the Celebration at the Five Altars x

and went secretly to her apartments. The encounter was brief and dream
Iike as on that first occasion, on the night of the Flower-feast." Her maid
Chunagon smuggled him in by the Irrtle side door which had before
caught hrs attention. There happened to be a good many people about
at the time, and it was with great trepidation that this lady conducted
him through the exposed and frequented ante-chambers which led to
her mistress's apartments. To look upon Prince Genji was a ceaseless
delight even to those who daily served him. It can be imagined then
what rapture his visit brought to one who had waited so long for his
return. Nor was Genji on his side by any means indifferent to her charms.
She was at the height of her youth and good-looks; lively, graceful,
confiding. Indeed, save for a certain Iight-heartedness and inconsequence,
there was nothing In her which he would wish to change. Suddenly
he heard people stirring in the corridor outside and for a moment thought
that it must already be morning. He soon realized however that these
were not the people of the house, but members of the Imperial Guard
come to report themselves. No doubt some officer of the Guard was
known to be spending the night in this part of the Palace; but for a
moment Genji had the wild idea that some malicious person had revealed
to the soldiers of the Guard the unexpected presence of their Commander.'
He was amused at his mistake, but at the same time horrified at the
realization of the risks which he was running. Outside in the corridor
they could still hear the soldiers tramping up and down looking for
their officer and calling out as they went, ·FIrst hour of the Tiger Watch,
first hour of the Tiger Watch I t 4 Then Oborozukiyo whispered the

I A ritual in honour of the Five Mysterious Buddhas of the Tantric Sect, to wit: Gosanze,
Gundari, Dai-itoku, Kongo-yasha and Fudo.

• See Part I, pp. 148 seq.
J Genji was Commander of the Imperial Guard. The soldiers of the Guard had to

report at 4 A.M. to the senior officer of the Guard who happened on that night to be in the
Palace. They had really come to report to some subordinate officer who happened to be
lodging close by.

.. Le. 4 A.M. Thev had to go on calling the hour till thein officer replied 'So be it' to
show that lie had heard the Ill.
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verse: 'Though the watch-man of the night cries out "Enough!" yet
seems It from your tears and mine we are not of his mind: I Her plaintive
tone touched hIS heart and he answered with the verse: ·Must we,
because they say the time is spent, in tears relinquish what our own
hearts' reluctance bids us strll enjoy Pt So saying he left her. Though
daylight had not yet come and the sernng moon was heavily veiled in
rnisr, he felt very uneasy. And in fact, despite hrs disguise, his bearing
and figure were so notable that he was at once recognized by a brother
of Lady Jokyoden 2 who happened, at the moment when GenJi passed
unsuspect1ng on his \vay, to have Just left Fujitsubo's old quarters and
was now standing in the shadow of a trellis-gate. This gentleman was
vastly amused and did not fall to make good use of the episode In his
conversation.

So great were the risks he had run that for some time afterwards Genji
found himself wishing Fujitsubos prudence and reserve were more
commonly practised, and at such times he almost applauded her unkind
ness. At any rate It saved him from these nerve-racking exper1ences.
But such moods did not last long. WIth the Lady of the Bedchamber
his deeper feelings were not Involved, whereas he was drawn towards
Fujrtsubo as though by some secret pO'iVer, and except at rare moments
her coldness caused him nothing but torment and despair,

This princess, though she no longer felt at ease in the Palace and could
not bring herself to visit it, was drstressed that she was now unable to
see her son. It was very awkward that there was no one to advise her
about the child except Prince Genji, who unfortunately still persisted
in regarding her with the same strange adoration. She was in a continual
panic lest he should take advantage of her dependence upon him. True
the Emperor had died without betraying the least suspicion concerning
the child's parentage. But she shuddered to think of the predicament
in which this deception had involved her. Any renewal of their relation
ship, quite apart from the effect it mighr have upon her own fortunes,
would react disastrously upon her son. So heavily did this matter weigh
upon her that when she was supposed to be at her prayers she did nothing
but turn over in her mind, a hundred times this way and that, how best
she might persuade him to feel differently towards her.

Yet despite all her precautions he managed one night to enter the
house and get very near indeed to the room where she was sitting. Not
a soul in the house had conspired With him or expected hIS comIng. He
seemed to have risen mysteriously up among them like a figure in a
dream. He sent her many passionate messages, such as I cannot here
transcribe, but she would not let him come to her. At last, worn out

xThere is a play of words on aku 'enough' and aku 'dawn'; in the next poem between
aku 'enough' and aku 'open/

:aWife of the young Emperor Suzaku.
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by his persistency, she began to feel so faint that Omyobu, Myobu no
Ben and the rest of her favourite waiting-women took fright and were
soon busily employed in attending to her. Meanwhile Genji, in a frenzy
of irritation and disappointment, scarce knew how he came to be in her
ante-chamber nor thought how he was going to retire from it. So com
pletely had he lost all sense of real things that though broad daylight
was come he did not stir from where he stood. The news of her indis
position quickly spread through the house. There was a sound of
footsteps, and Genji, still but half conscious, groped his way into a large
lumber-room or clothes-cupboard that happened to be near by. An
embarrassed lady-in-waiting hastily stowed away a cloak and other
effects which she saw lying about.

Fujitsubo herself remained in much distress both of body and mind
throughout the night. As she was feeling very giddy, her brothers,
who had now arrived upon the scene, sent out for a priest. All this
Genji heard from his hiding-place with great grief and alarm. The day
was far advanced when she began at last to mend. She had not of course
the least idea that he was still in the house and her ladies feared that if
they were to tell her of his presence the news might cause a recurrence
of last night's attack. At last she dragged herself from her bed to the
chair in which she generally sat, and her brothers, thinking that the
worst was now over, withdrew and she was left alone. Even her intimate
and personal attendants had retired from her dais and could be heard
moving away to and fro behind the screens at the other end of the room.
The sole preoccupation of Omyobu and the few other ladies who shared
the secret of GenJi's presence was now how best to get him out of the
house. They were certain that if he stayed where he was the same scene
would be repeated that night, with the same unhappy effects, and they
were whispering together in a tone of great concern when Genji, first
cautiously pushing the door a little ajar and then gently slipping out,
darted from his hiding-place to the shelter of one of the screens which
surrounded her dais. From this point of vantage he was able at last to
gaze upon her to his heart's content, and as he did so tears of joy and
wonder filled his eyes. 'I am wretched, wretched: she was murmuring;
'but soon my misery will end, soon all will be over ...... • She was
looking out towards the centre of the room and he caught a profile
view of her face which he found inexpressibly charming. Presently
Omyobu came with fruit for her breakfast. Though the cover of the
fruit-box was of rare and beautiful workmanship she did not so much
as glance at it, but sat rigidly staring in front of her, like one for whom
life has lost all interest and meaning.

How beautiful she was! And, now that it was possible to compare
them on equal terms, how like in every minutest detail of pose and ex...
pression to the girl at home! Particularly in the carriage of her head and
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the way her hair grew there was the same singular charm. For years
Murasaki had served to keep Lady Fujitsubo, to some extent at any rate,
out of hIS thoughts. But now that he saw how astonishingly the one
resembled the other he fancied that all the while Murasaki had but
served as a substitute or eidolon of the lady who denied him her love.
Both had the same pride, the same reticence. For a moment he wondered
whether, if they were side by side, he should be able to tell them apart.
How absurd! Probably indeed, he said to himself, the whole Idea of their
resemblance was a mere fancy, Fu jitsubo had for so many years filled all
his thoughts. It was natural that such an Idea should come to him, Un
able to contain himself any longer, he slipped out of his hiding-place and
gently crept between her curtains-of-state, trll he was near enough to
touch the tram of her cloak. By the royal scent which he carried she
knew at once that It was he, and overcome by astonishment and terror
she fell face downwards upon her couch.. 4 Can you not bear to set eyes
upon me?' he cried, and in despair clutched at the skirt of her cloak.
She In panic slipped the cloak from her shoulders and would have fled,
leaving it in his hands; but by III luck her hair caught in the buckle and
she was held fast. With horror she realized that a fate too strong for her
V\"as planning to put her at his mercy. He for his part suddenly lost all
dignity and self-restraint. Sobbing violently he poured out to her, scarce
knowing what he said, the whole tale of hIS paSSion and despair. She
was horrified, both the visit and the outburst seemed to her unpardon
able, and she did not even reply. At last, hard-pressed, she pleaded illness
and promised to see him some other time. But he would not be put off
and continued to pour out his tale of love. In the midst of all this talk
that so much displeased her and to which she paid no heed at all, there
came some phrase which caught her attention and for some reason
touched her; and though she was still determined that what had happened
on that one unhappy occasion should never, never be repeated, she be
gan to answer him kindly. Thus by skilful parryings and evasions she
kept him talking till this night too was safely over. By her gentleness
she had shamed him into submission and he now said: 'There cannot
surely be any harm in my coming occasionally to see you in this way.
It would be a great relief to me if I could do so.' This and much else
he said, now in a far less desperate mood. Even in quite common
place people such situations produce strange flights of tenderness
and fancy, How much the more then in such lovers as Genji and the
queen!

But it was now broad daylight. Omyobu and her daughter arrived
and soon took possession of their mistress. Genji, retiring from the room,
sent her many tender messages. But now she sat staring vacantly in front
of her as though she were but half alive. Exasperated by her martyred
attitude, he cned out at last: •Answer me, answer me! I cannot live
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without you. And yet, what use to die? For I know that in every life to
come I am doomed to suffer the torment of this same heinous passion.'
Still, to the alarm of those who waited upon her, she sat staring fixedly
in front of her. He recited the verse: 'If indeed the foeman fate that parts
us works not for today alone, then must I spend Eternity in woe.' When
she heard him saying that the bonds of her love would hold him back
from Paradise, she began to weep and answered with the verse: 'If to
all time this bond debars you from felicity, not hostile fate but your own
heart you should with bitterness condemn.' The words were spoken with
a tenderness that was infinitely precious to him; yet he knew that a pro
longation of the interview could not but be painful to both of them, and
he rushed from the room.

He felt that he made himself odious to her. He would never be able
to face her again, and contrary to custom he wrote no morning letter
For a long while he paid no visit either to the Emperor or to the Heir
Apparent, but lay in his room brooding upon Fujirsubo's unkindness.
Misery and longing brought him at last to so piriable a plight that it
was as though with agonizing paIn his inmost soul were dissolving within
him. Often there ran in his head the lines: 'Soon upon causeways of re
sounding stone my footsteps shall beat out their song I' I And indeed the
world again seemed to him so cheerless that hIS decision would soon
have been taken had he not remembered that there was one over whose
happiness he was pledged to watch. So exquisrte, so trustful a creature
he could not abandon, and the project was soon put aside.

Fujitsubo too reflected upon what had taken place with great un
easiness of mind. She had now learnt how he had concealed himself for
a whole day in her house without giving her the slightest intimation of
his presence.. This fact Omyobu and the rest had not, rn their indignation
at hIS plight, managed to restrain themselves from revealing to her.
Such conduct she could not tolerate. Yet she well knew that if she showed
her displeasure Genii would feel a disinclination towards the Heir Ap
parent, and this she was above all things anxious to avoid. In a fit of
despair he might even take some step which could not be rectified, and
that thought, despite the torment of his importunity, filled her even now
with horror. If such an occurrence as that of last night were often to be
repeated it was certain that both their reputations would soon be irre
coverably destroyed. She felt that it would in a way disarm the censures
of the world if she were to give up the rank of Empress, the bestowal of
which had been received WIth such caustic comments by Lady Kokiden,
She remembered with what intention and with what explicit injunctions
this title had been granted her by the late Emperor. But she felt herself
no longer bound by his instructions; for since his death the whole posi
tion at Court had utterly changed. She had no fear of suffering the fate

I Le. in a monastery.
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of Lady Chi,x but she had every reason to suppose that her position as
Empress would henceforth be both ludicrous and humiliating. She felt
no inchnarion to struggle against ridicule and opposition. Soon her
mind was made up. She must renounce the world. But first she must
visi t her sOO. She could not bear that he should never again see her as
he had known her in days of old. She drove to the Palace without public
escort. On many occasions when she had travelled in even less state than
this, Genji had attended her and arranged every detail of her progress.
This time he pleaded sickness and was not present. Previously he had
been in the habit of sending constantly to enquire after her health. The
fact that he had disconnnued this practice was cited by the sympathetic
Omyobu as a proof that he must be now plunged in the utmost misery.

The little prince s had grown into a handsome boy. His mother's
visit surprised and delighted him and he was soon telling her all his
secrets. She looked at him sadly The step that she contemplated
seemed unendur.ibly hard to take.. Yet a glance at the Palace reminded
her how great were the changes and upheavals that had taken place,
how insecure had now become her own position at the Court. The Lady
Kokiden strll showed the same unrelenting hostility, finding at every turn
some means to inconvenience or humiliate her. Her high rank, so far
from protecting her, now Imperilled both herself and her son. For a long
while she hesitated, torn by Inany conflicting feelings. At last she suc
ceeded In saying to the child: 41What would you think if I were to go away
for a long while and, when at last I came back to see you, were to look
qUite different, almost as though it were another person? t She watched
hIS face while she spoke. · What would happen to you?' he said, very
much Interested. 'Would you become Iike old Lady Shikibu? Why do
you want to be like that?' and he laughed. It was very difficult to tell
him. She began again: "Shikibu is ugly because she is so old. That is not
what I mean. I shall have even less hair than Shikibu and I shall wear a
black dress, like the chaplain whom you have seen coming to say prayers
here in the evenings; but it will be a long while before they let me come
here to see you.' He saw that she was crying and at once said very
decidedly: · If you do not come for a long while, I shall miss you terribly. t

He too began to cry, and ashamed of his tears, turned his head away
As he did so his long hair fell rippling across his cheek. The eyes, the
brow-e-iall was as though a cast had been taken from the face she knew
so well, He had not yet lost his baby-teeth. One or two of them were a
little decayed, their blackness amid a. row of white giving to his smile
a peculiar piquancy and charm. As she watched him standing there in
his half-girlish beauty and suddenly realized how like he was to his father,

I Who, after the death of her lover, the Chinese Emperor Kao Tsu, was tortured and
mutilated (c. B.C. 200) by his wife,

I Genji's child by Fujrtsubo; supposed by the world to be the late Emperor's son.
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she became more than ever unhappy. But if the resemblance was painful
to her and seemed to her at that moment almost to spoil his beauty, it
was only because she dreaded the gossip to which this Iikeness would
gIve rise.

Genji too was longing to see his son, but while Princess Fujitsubo was
at Court he was resolved to keep away. Perhaps this would make her
realize how completely he had been frustrated by her harshness; for she
would certainly be expectrng to meet him in the young prince's
apartments.

He was in very ill humour and the rime hung heavily on his hands.
It was now autumn and It seemed a pIty not to be In the country. He
decided to spend a little while at the Temple in the Cloudy Woods I

Here in the cell of his mother's elder brother, a. master of the Vmaya,>
he spent several days reading the sacred texts and practising varIOUS
austerities. During this time much happened both to move and delight
him. The maple leaves in the surrounding forests were Just turnIng
and he remembered SOJo's song wntten in the same place: · Proud autumn
fields.... ' In a little while he had almost forgotten that this quiet
place was not his home. He gathered about him a number of doctors
famous for their understanding of the Holy Law and made them dispute
in his presence. Yet even In the midst of scenes such as these, calculated
to impress him In the highest degree with the futility of all earthly
desires, one figure from the fleetmg world of men still rose up impor...
tunately before him and haunted every prayer. One day at dawn by
the hght of a sinking moon the priests of the temple were making the
morning offering of fresh leaves and flowers before an Image that stood
near by. He could hear the clink of the silver flower-trays as they scattered
chrysanthemum and maple leaves of many hues around the Buddha's
feet. It seemed to him then that the life these people led was worth
while, not merely as a means to salvation but for its own pleasantness
and beauty. Again and again he marvelled that he could have for so
long endured his own aimless existence. His uncle, the Vmaya-master,
had an extremely impressive VOIce and when he came to the passage,
'None shall be cast out, but take unto him all Iivmg things that call
upon hIS name: Genji envied him the assurance with which he uttered
the Buddha's promIse. Why should not he too avail himself of chis
promise, why should not he too lead this sanctified existence? Suddenly
he remembered Murasaki and his home. What must she be thinking of
him? It was many days SInce he had seen her, and he hastened to repair
this neglect: 'I came here as an experiment,' he wrote, 4 that I might
decide whether it would not be better for me to withdraw for ever from
the world. Since I have been here it has been gradually becoming clearer

x The Unrinin, near Kyoto,
1 Books on monastic disciplme, and morality in general,
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to me that my present way of ltfe can brrng me nothing but misery, and
today I heard something read out loud which made a deep impression
upon me and convinced me that I ought not any longer to delay... .'
The letter was written on sandalwood paper of Michinoku, informally
but with great elegance. WIth it he sent the poem: 'Because I left you
in a home deep-girt with dewy sedge, with troubled rnmd I hear the wild
winds blow from every side.' This he said and much else beside. She
cried when she read It. Her answer was written on a white slip: 'FIrst,
when the wild wind blows, flutters the dewy web that hangs upon the
wilting sedge-row in the fields.. ' He smiled to himself with pleasure as
he read it, noting how swiftly her hand had improved. He had wrr tten
her so many letters that her writing had grown to be very Iike his, save
that to his style she had added some touches of girlish delicacy and
grace. In this as in all else she at least had not disappointed him.

It occurred to him that Kamo was not so very far off and he thought
he would send a message to the Vestal Virgin." To Chujo her maid he
sent the letter: ·That here among strangers m deep affhcnon I languish
unconsoled, your mistress cannot know.' To this he added a long tale
of his present woes and to the VIrgin herself addressed the poem. · Goddess
Immaculate, the memory of other days has made me bold to hang this
token at thy shrine!' And to this, qUOtIng an old song, he added the
words: · Would that Iike a ring upon the hand I might turn TIme around
till" then" was" now." He wrote on Iight green paper, and with the
letter was a twig of the Sacred Tree festooned with fluttering tassels of
white as befitted the holy place to which it was addressed" In answer
the maid Chujo wrote. "There is so little here to break the sameness of
the long empty days that somenmes an Idle memory of the past WIll for
a moment visit the Virgin's heavenly thoughts. Of you she has spoken
now and again, but only to say that now all thought of you is profitless .. '
The gentlewoman's letter was long and written with great care. On a
small strip tied to a white rirual tassel the Virgin herself had written the
poem: 'Full well you know that in those other days no secret was between
us for you to hang as ritual-token at your heart.' It was not written
with much pains, but there was an easy flow in the cursive passages which
delighted his eye and he realized that the Court had lost one who would
in time have grown to be a woman of no ordinary accomplishments.

He shuddered. How pitiless is God' Suddenly he remembered that
only last autumn the melancholy gateway of the Palace-in-the-Fields
had filled him with Just such an mdignation and dismay.. Why should
these Powers be suffered to pursue their hideous exactions?

That strange trait of perversity, so often noted, was indeed at work
again under the most absurd circumstances. For In all the years when
Asagao was within reach he had not made one serious effort to win her,

J: Princess Asagao.
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but had contented himself with vague protestations and appeals. But
now that she was utterly unattamable he suddenly imagined that he had
never really cared for anyone else! Believing him to be the victim of
an inconsolable passion, the VIrgin had not the heart to leave his letters
unanswered, and a correspondence of a rather strange and unreal kind
was for some while carried on between them.

Before he left the Temple in the Cloudy Woods he read the whole of
the Sixty Chapters,' consulting hIS uncle on many obscure points. The
delight of the priests, down to the humblest servitor, may well be
imagined. It seemed as though the Lord Arnida must hold their poor
country temple in especial favour, or he would not have vouchsafed
that such a radiance should shine among them.

But soon Genji began to grow restless. HIS mind strayed constantly
to mundane affairs, and though he dreaded the return, there was one
whom it was not In hIS heart any longer to neglect. Before his departure
he ordered a grand chanting of the Scriprure to be held and gave suitable
presents to all the resident priests both high and low, and even to the
peasants of the surrounding country. Then, after many other rituals
and benefactions, he drove avvay. The country people from far and near
crowded round the gates to see him go, uncouth figures strangely gnarled
and bent. His carrIage was draped with black and he himself was still
dressed in the drab unbecoming robes of mourning. Yet even the mo
mentary glimpse of him that they caught as he entered his carriage
sufficed to convince them that a prince of no ordinary beauty had been
dwellmg near to them and many were moved to tears.

It seemed to him when he was back in hIS palace that Murasaki had
in these last months become far less childish. She spoke very seriously
of the changes at Court and showed great concern for hIS future. That in
these last weeks hIS affections had been much occupied elsewhere could
hardly have escaped her notice. He remembered with a pang that in the
last poem she had sent him there was some reference to 'the wilting sedge
row) t and full of remorse he treated her with more than ordinary kindness.
He had brought her a branch of autumn leaves from the country temple
where he had been staying. Together they compared it with the trees
in his palace garden, and found when they set them SIde by side that the
country leaves were dyed to a yet deeper red. There was one who was at
all nmes paramount in his thoughts, and the sight of these leaves, tinged
with so strong a hue that they eclipsed whatever colours were set beside
them, reminded him that to her alone he had given no token of hIS
return .. The desire to have news of her so tormented him that at last he
wrote a letter to Omyobu announcing that he had left the temple: 'I
heard with surprise and joy of your Lady's visit to the Court. I longed
for news both of her and of the young prince, but though I was uneasy on

I The canonical book of the Tcndai Sect.
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their account, I could not interrupt my appointed course of penance
and study. Thus many days have passed since last I gave you any news.
Here are some sprays of autumn leaf. Bid your Lady look at them when
she feels so disposed, lest unregarded they should waste their beauty
" Iike silken stuffs spread out by night." ,

They were huge, leaf-laden boughs, and when she looked closer,
Fujitsubo saw that the usual tiny strip of paper, such as he always used
In wrrting to her, was tied to one of them. Her gentlewomen were
watching her, and as she examined the offering she felt herself blushing.
So he was still in the same deplorable state of mind! Surely he must
realrze that it was very embarrassing for her to receive offerings of this
kind from one who was known to be her admirer! Wishing that he would
show more regard for her feelings and reputation she bade a servant put
the boughs in a vase and stand it against one of the pillows on the veran
dah, as far out of the way as possible.

In her reply she confined herself to matters of business upon which she
needed his advice. Her cold and impersonal tone deeply wounded him.
But as it was his usual practice to assist her in every difficulty, he felt
that his absence on the day of her departure from Court would give rise
to unwelcome speculations, and hearing that the day had been fixed he
hastened to the Palace. He went first to the apartments of the young
Emperor and finding him at leisure settled down to a long conversation.
In person His Majesty much resembled the late Emperor, but he was of a
quicker and livelier disposition. He was very easy to get on with and
they were soon excha.nging recollections of their late father. The Em
peror had heard that Genji was still on intimate terms with his aunt
the Princess Oborozuki, and had on his own account observed many
signs of such an attachment. H the affair had begun since the Princess's
arrival at Court he would have felt bound to take cognizance of it.
But he knew that the friendship between them was of very old standing
and felt that under these circumstances there was no great impropriety
in it.

They discussed all manner of affairs together, including their Chinese
studies, and the Emperor consulted him about the interpretation of
various difficult passages. They then repeated to one another such poems
of gallantry as they had lately addressed to ladies of the Court, and it
was in the course of this conversation that the Emperor mentioned his
admiration of the La.dyRokujo's daughter and his distress on the occasion
of her departure for Ise. This emboldened Genji, and soon he was telling
the Emperor about his own visit to the Palace-in-the-Fields and all the
sad circumstances attending it. The waning moon had begun at last to
rise. /l It is at such moments as this,' said the Emperor sadly, •that one
longs for music.' x

I The Court was still in mourning and music was not allowed.
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Genji now took his leave, explaining that he must wait upon the ex
Empress before she retired again to her own home. 'You will remember,'
he said, · that the late Emperor our father committed the Heir Apparent
to my guardianship and protection. There happens unfortunately to be
no one else to watch over his interests, and as I am very uneasy concerning
his future I am obliged to take counsel fairly frequently with his mother.'
'Our father certainly asked me to retain him as Heir Apparent; replied
the Emperor, · and I have always tried to help him in any way I could.
But there is really nothing much that I can do for him. I hear he has
made astonishing progress with his handwriting and is in every way
satisfactory. I am afraid he is more likely to be a credit to me than I a
help to him.' 'He does indeed seem to be in most ways very forward and
intelligent;' said Genji, 'but his character is still quite unformed.' And
after some further description of the child's attainmenrs he proceeded
to the Heir Apparent's apartments.

There was a certain To no Ben, a son of Kokiden's elder brother To
Dainagon. Being young, good-looking and popular he had grown some
what out of hand. This young man was now on his way to the rooms
of his sister Princess Reikeiden, For a moment Genii's servants who were
preceding him to the Heir Apparent's rooms blocked his path and forced
him to stand waiting till they had passed. In a low voice, but quite dis
tinctly enough for Genji to hear every word, the young courtier chanted
the lines) 'When a white rainbow crossed the sun the Crown Pnnce 1

trembled.' Genji flushed, but it was obviously best to let the matter
pass.

That Kokiden should have succeeded in infecting her whole clan with
her venomous hostility towards him was both vexatious and alarming.
Genji was indeed much disquieted; but he contrived on all such occa
sions to conceal his discomfiture.

In arriving at Fujitsubo's rooms he sent in a message to explain that
he had been detained in the Presence. It was a moonlit night of unusual
beauty. It was at such times as this that the old Emperor would call for
music. Fujitsubo remembered those dazzling midnight parties. Here
were the old courtyards, the old gardens and rooms, and yet this was not
the Palace after all! Through Omyobu her maid she sent to him the poem:
•Though now dark exhalations hide from sight the Palace of the Nine
fold Wall, yet goes my heart to the bright moon 2 that far above the
cloud-bank dwells.' She did not in this message give any hint that she
wished to see him; yet her tone was not unkind, and forgetting all his
rancour he wrote with tears in his eyes: •Though lovely still as in past

I The CrownPrince sent an assassin to murder the King of Ch'in; whereupon the above
phenomenon was observed and the Crown Prince felt convinced that the plot would fail.
The young courner vaguely hints that Genji is meditating treason.

s Le. the late Emperor.
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years the moonbeams of this night, for me in vain their beauty, since now
10 shadows of unkindness they are wrapped.'

She was to leave the Palace at dawn and was much preoccupied with
the young prince her son. In her anxiety for his future she overwhelmed
him with warnings and instructions. The child understood but little of
what she was saying, and seeing that his attention had wandered, she
felt more than ever that he was of no age to shift for himself. He usually
went to bed very early, but on this occasion he had asked to sit up till
his mother started. It was evident that he was very much upset by her
departure, but he was very brave about it, and this made her feel more
than ever remorseful at leaving him.

GenJi could not banish from his mind the thought of To no Ben's
insolent behaviour. It spoilt all his enjoyment in Iife and for a long while
he wrote to no one, not even to Oborozuki. The autumn rains set in and
still no word came from him. She began to wonder what could be amiss,
and at last sent him the poem: 'While leaf by leaf autumn has stripped
the trees, all this long windy while have I in sadness waited for the news
that did not come.' Doubtless it had cost her some trouble to communicate
with him in secret; moreover the poem Itself was not at all displeasing.
Genji detained the messenger, and going to his desk opened the drawer
where he kept hrs Chinese writing-paper and chose the prettiest piece he
could find. Mending his pen WIth the greatest care, he indited a note
so elegant even in its outside appearance that on its arrival there was
quite a stir among the ladies who were at her side. Who could be the
sender of such a missive? Significant glances were exchanged. 6 I have
for some while, for reasons about which it would be useless to speak, been
in the last depths of depression.' So he wrote and to this he added the
poem: 6 Why, think you, fell the rains of autumn yet faster than of yore?
It was my tears that swelled them, my tears because we could not meet.'
He told her too that if the path of their friendship were but clear, he
should soon forget the rain and his depression and all that was amiss
10 the world. He took much pains with this letter. There were several
other people who had written to complain of his neglect, but though he
sent them all encouraging replies there were some of them about whom
he did not feel very strongly one way or the other.

On the anniversary of the Emperor's death, in addition to the usual
ceremonies, he caused the Service of the Eight Recitals I to be celebrated
with particular magnificence. The day of national mourning was the
first of the eleventh month. A heavy snow was falling. He sent to Fujit
subo the poem: "Though once again the time of his departure has come
back, not yet dare hope we for the day when we shall meet.' a It hap-

I Of the Hokkekyo.
J Ostensibly the poem refers to the late Emperor, but it has a hidden reference to the

meeting of Fujitsubo and Genji. There is a pun onyuki, 'snow,' andyuk~, 'go/
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pened that on that day she felt in utter despair, seeing no hope of hap
piness on any side. She answered: 'Though sad to have outlived him
for so long, yet in this day's return found I some peace; it was as though
the world again were in his rule.'

It was not written with very great display of penmanship, but there
was (or Genii fancied that there was) a peculiar distinction and refine
ment in the writing. It was not quite in the fashion of the moment; but
that did not matter, for she had a style that was completely of her OWl).

invention.
But this, he remembered, was the day of the great masses for his

father's soul. He must put Fujitsubo out of his thoughts; and wet
through by the perpetual downpour of rainy snow, he played his part
in the elaborate rituals and processions.

The Service of the Eight Recitals was to be celebrated in Fujitsubo's
house on the tenth of the twelfth month and the four succeeding days.
She was -at great pains to render the ceremony as impressive as possible.
The tents to be used on each of the five days were wound on rods of
ivory; they were backed with thin silk and laid in cases of woven bamboo.
All was ordered with a splendour such as had seldom been seen before.
But under her management even the most trivial daily arrangements be
came invested with a singular beauty and completeness. It did not there
fcre surprise Genii that the Recitals were carried out with unequalled im
pressiveness and dignity. The adornments of the Buddha, the coverings
of the flower-altars, all were of a beauty that made him dream he was in
deed a dweller in Amida's Land of Bliss.

The first day's Recital was dedicated to the memory of her father; I

the next was on behalf of her mother, the deceased Empress; the third
da.y was in memory of her husband, the late ex-Emperor. It is on this
day that the fifth book is read; despite the disapproval of Kokiden and
her flatterers, the ceremony was attended by the greater part of those
about the Court. The readers of this third day had been chosen with
especial care, and when they came to the passage: 'Then he gathered sticks
for firewood and plucked wild berries and the fruit of the mountains and
trees; the words that all had heard so many times before took on a
strange significance. It fell to the lot of the dead man's sons to officiate
at the altar, circling it with gold and silver dishes held aloft in their
hands, and these dishes piled high with offerings of many kinds. This
rite was performed by Genii with a grace and deftness that was not
equa.lled by any of his companions. You will say that I have noted this
superioriry many times before; that is true, and I can only plead in excuse
that people were actually struck by it afresh each time they saw him.

The last day's Recital was on behalf of her own salvation. To the
astonishment of all present it was announced that she herself wished to

J Ofwhom we are vaguely told that he was 'a former Emperor.'
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take this opportunity of abandoning the world, and had desired the
clergy to intimate her renuncIation to the Lord Buddha. It may well be
imagined with what consternation both Prince Hyobukyo her brother
and Genji himself received this utterly unexpected announcement. It was
made in the middle of the service, and Hyobukyo, without warring for the
Recrral eo end, Iefr hIS seat and went at once to her side. But all his
pleading was In vam, At the end of the service she sent for the Head of
the Tendai Sect I and told him that she was ready to receive the Rules
forthwith. Her uncle the High Priest of Yogawa thereupon ascended the
dais and shaved her head. A murmur of horror ran through the hall,
there was a sound of sobbing. There IS something strangely moving in
the spectacle of such a renunciation, even when some decrepit old woman
decides at last that it is time to take her vows. But here a lady in the
prime of her beauty, who till now had given the world no inkling of her
intennon, was suddenly casting herself away. Her brother found himself
weep1ng with the rest, and even strangers who had come merely for the
sake of the service felt, under the spell of the reader's solemn voice and
of this sudden declaration, that a personal calamity had befallen them.
The sons of the late Emperor who remembered her proud bearing at their
Father's Court were particularly distressed, and all of them intimated
their regret at the step which she had taken. Only Genji stood rooted
to the spot in speechless horror and dismay. At last he realized that his
behaviour must be attracting attention, and when all the princes had
left her he made his way to her dais.

Most of the people had cleared off and only a few ladies-in-waiting,
all of them on the verge of tears, sat here and there in small disconsolate
groups. An unclouded moon heightened the sparkling radiance of the
fresh snow which lay a.round the house. Old memories crowded to his
mind and for a moment he feared that he would break down. But at last
controlling himself he said very quietly, .. What made you suddenly decide
to do this?' .. I have been meaning to for a long while, but so many
things were happening and I had not time to think about it quietly.
. . . ' He was standing outside her curtains-of-state. This answer was
not spoken directly to him, but was brought by Omyobu, her maid.
Within the curtains he knew that her favourites were gathered round
her. He could hear a faint, reiterated rustling, as though a company
of silent mourners were swaying in inconsolable grief. How well he un
derstood their utter despair! From the hanging incense-burner behind her
curtain-of-stare there rose a heavy perfume of kuroho,2 carried through the
room by the fierce snow-wind which had blown since dusk; and with it
mingled a faint remnant of the holy incense which the priests had that
day been burning in the house. Add to this the princely scent which

I The bishop of the Enryakuji on Mount Hie ..
• An incense made of sandal-wood" cloves, etc.
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Genji wore and you may well imagine that the night air was fragrant
&I the winds of Paradise,

A messenger came from the Heir Apparent's household. There rose
before her mmd the memory of the child's pretty speeches and ways, that
last morning in the Palace. It was more than she could bear, and lest
she should break down altogether she left the message unanswered. See
ing the messenger go away empty-handed, Genji wrote a few words on
her behalf. It was now nme for him to take his leave; but both he and she
were in a state of agitation which they could barely control, and he
dared not utter the thoughts that were at that moment passlng through
his mmd, Through Omyobu he sent her this poem: 'Though fain I too
would seek that stainless tract whither the moon has climbed, yet how
unguided in the darkness should those small feet not go astray?' 1 He
spoke of his regret at the step she had taken, but only In formal terms,
for he knew that she was not alone. Of the tumultuous thoughts which
surged through his brain there was not one to which he could at such a
tune give vent. And answer came: 'Though now upon life and all Its
sorrow I have looked my last, yet are there certain earthly things I shall
not soon forget.... ' "The stain of the world clings fast to me.... '
This and much else was in the answer; but he guessed that a great part of
it had been supplied by those who were about her.

There was no more to be done, and heavy at heart he left the house.
At the Nijo-in he lay alone upon his bed, never once closing his eyes.
He was now firmly convinced that if it were not for his duty to Fujitsubo's
son he would certainly renre from the world. The late Emperor had hoped
that by investing Lady Fujitsubo with definite public rank he would
assure the boy's future. But now, by becoming a nun, she had upset all
his calculations; for it was almost certain that she would not continue
to hold her present position in the State. Were Genji also now to desert
the child, what would become of him? These were the thoughts that still
perplexed him when morning came. He remembered that Fujitsubo
would now have to provide herself with such articles as appertain to a
nun's life. In this matter at least he could assist her, and he hastened
to send to her palace before the end of the year a suitable provision of
rosaries, prayer-desks and the like. He heard that Omyobu also had
renounced the world that she might keep her mistress company, and to
this gentlewoman he sent a message of affectionate condolence. In
this letter he touched on many incidents of their common past, and a
correspondence ensued, of such length that it would not be possible to
record it. As was natural on so affecting an occasion many poems were

I I should like to become a priest, but I must stay and look after the child. There is an
allusion to the famous poem on the death of a child: 'Because in Death's dark land he will
not know the way, I will make offerings to the Guardian of Souls that on his shoulders he
may carry him,"
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exchanged between them, and as these were of considerable merit I
regret that they must be omitted.

Now that Fujitsubo had definitely embraced the religious life she felt
that there was less impropriery in her receiving him, and on several
occasions she no longer conversed through an intermediary, but actually
admitted him to her presence. His feelings towards her were absolutely
unchanged, but now that there could be no question of intimacy between
them he could face her with some degree of tranquillity.

The close of that year ended the period of Court mourning, and the
New Year was celebrated at the Palace with the usual festivrtres, including
the Imperial Banquet and the Dance Songs. I But of these things no echo
reached Fujitsubo's house. Day after day was spent in prayers, penances
and meditations on the Iife to come, and he who had been at once her
comfort and despair no longer found any place 10 her thoughts. She
continued to use the old palace-chapel for her dally observances; but for
the celebration of more elaborate rites she built a new chapel 10 front
of the west wing, but at some distance from the house.

He visited her on New Year's Day. Nowhere was there a sign of
renewal or rejoicing. The house was very quiet and seemed almost
deserted. Here and there stood a few of her most devoted retainers,
looking (or was it only his fancy?) very downcast and depressed. Of
the usual New Year offerings from the Palace only the white horse 2

had this year arrived. The gentlewomen of the house could not but
remember how at this season ID former years princes and courners had
thronged these halls. Now they drove straight past, making one and all
for the great palace in the next Ward."

This was under the circumstances perfectly natural and Fujitsubo bad
fully expected it. Yet when it happened she became very depressed.
But now the arrival of one whom she would not have exchanged for a
thousand visitors put all this chagrin out of her head.

So great were the changes that had taken place since he was last in
her room that for a while he could do nothing but stare about him in
bewilderment.

The canopy of her dais and the hangings of her screen-of-state were
now of dark blue; here and there behind the curtains he caught a glimpse
of light grey and Jasmine-coloured sleeves. The effect was not displeasing
and he would gladly have studied it more closely.

The ice on the lake was Just beginning to break up. The willows on
the banks showed a. faint tinge of green; they at least remembered

I Performed by girls on the rfith day and by young men on the 14th and 15th days of
the first month.

I Twenty-one white horses were offered to the Emperor on the 7th day, and afterwards
distributed by him among members of his family.

J The residence of the Minister of the Right, Kokiden's father.
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that a. new season had begun. These and other portents of the
approaching sprlng he watched nll it grew dark. From behind the
curtains Fujitsubo gazed at him as he sat singing softly to himself the
song: 'Happy the fisher-folk I that dwell ... '; she thought that in all
the world there could be no one so beautiful.

She remained all the while behind her curtains, but a great part of
the room was taken up by images and altars, so that she was obliged to
let him sit very near the dais and he did not feel wholly cut off from her.

A number of elderly nuns were installed at her side, and fearing lest in
their presence his parting words might betray too great an emotion he
stole in silence from the room. 'What a fine gentleman he has grown up
to be! ' they exclaimed after Genji's departure. •One might have thought
that it would have spoiled him always having things his own way as he
did in his Father's time, and being first in everything. How little can
he then have guessed that he would ever come to know the world's
ingratitude! But you can see that he bears his troubles manfully, though
there is a graver look in his face now than there was in the old days.
Poor gentleman, it makes one's heart bleed to see him so sad!' So the
old ladies whispered together, shaking their heads and calling blessings
upon him, while to Fujitsubo herself came many painful recollections.

It was the time when the yearly distribution of honours took place.
Fujitsubo's kinsmen and retainers were entirely passed over. This was
quite natural and she did not resent it; but she noticed that even the usual
bounties were withheld, and promotions which had always been taken
as a matter of course were in many cases not granted. There was a great
deal of disappointment and annoyance. Moreover on the ground that
she would shortly have to give up her official rank and would not then be
able to maintain so large an establishment," many other changes and
readjustments were made.

All this she had expected. It was indeed the inevitable consequence of
her retirement from secular life; but when she saw her former pensioners
and retainers going about with dismal faces and in many instances left
without proper support, she was very much upset. But above all her
thoughts were centered on one persistent desire; that, even though she
herself should come to utter ruin, the Heir Apparent might in due course
come peacefully to the Throne, and it was to this end that she caused
perpetual services to be celebrated in the chapel attached to her house.

To what secret peril was the young prince's life exposed? Those who
were called upon to officiate at these incessant litanies could themselves
form no conjecture. But her own prayers were more explicit. Again
and again she called upon the Buddha to save the young prince from the
ruin which would immediately overtake him should the true story of

I Ama, 'fishermen,' also means 'nun.'
I Tht-- State grant allowed to an ex-Empress was sufficient to maintain 2,000 dependants.
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his birth be known; and she prayed with all her heart that, if rerrrbution
must needs come, it mIght fall upon herself rather than upon the child.
These prayers had at least the effect of bringmg her to a calmer state
of mind. Genu, for hIS part, regarded them as by no means superfluous.

His own servants and retamers had In the recent drstribunon of honours
fared Iittle better than hers and were in very ill humour. Thoroughly
discontented with the march of public affairs both they and their master
henceforward appeared but seldom at Court. About this time the
Minister of the Left decided to send in his resignation. The changes in
his home as well as the decline of hIS own political Influence had recently
told very much upon hIS spirrt and he no longer felt equal to hIS charge.
The Emperor remembered the unbounded confidence which his father
had placed m this Munster's sagacity, and how In hIS last hours the old
Emperor had said that to dispense with such a man's counsel must needs
endanger the securIty of the Throne. He was therefore very reluctant to
giv« this resignation effect and for a while attempted to Ignore it. But
the Minister stuck to hIS pomt and, though his retirement had not been
formally accepted, no longer appeared at Court.

Henceforward the whole government of the country fell into the
hands of a SIngle family, that of Kokrderi's father, the Minister of the
Right. The powerful influence of the retired Minister had Indeed been the
last check upon the complete dominance of this ascendant facnon, and
his WIthdrawal from public affairs was regarded WIth grave apprehension
both by the young Emperor himself and by all rrght-rhmkmg people.

The late MInister's sons, who had hitherto enjoyed a consideration in
the world somewhat beyond that to which their own abrliries would
have entitled them, were mortified to discover that they could no longer
have everything their own way. The most crestfallen bf them all was
To no Chujo, who through his connection 1 with the family which
was now dominant, might have been expected to fare rather better than
the rest. Unfortunately he was still on very bad terms with his wife,
and his neglect of her had deeply offended the Minister, who no longer
received Chujo as a son-in-law. No doubt as a punishment for his misde
meanour, his name had been altogether omrtred from the list of New Year
honours and promotions. Such things however did not much interest
him and he was not nearly so disappomtcd as the MInister had hoped.
He could indeed hardly expect to enjoy much influence when even Genji's
fortunes were so obviously on the declme, and leaving public business to
look after itself he would go off to Genji's palace, where the two of them
spent the time in the study of music and letters. Often they would
remind one another of the many absurd exploits in which they had once
been rivals; and even m therr present quiet pursuits the old rivalry con
tinued. Genji was much occupied with the readings of Holy Scripture

1 H1S wife was the fourth daughter of the Minister of the Right.
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which are appointed for sprIng and autumn, and with the performance
of various other annual observances. I He also gathered round him a
number of scholars who seemed, no doubt oWIng to the present state of
pubhc affairs, to be out of employment, and put them to wriring Chinese
poems and essays. He also spent many hours in playing literary games
such as rhyme-covermg and the hke. He soon became so interested In
these trivial pursuits that for a month on end he never once set foot in
the palace. This incrvrlity, together wrth hIS enthusiasm for what were
considered frrvolous and undigrufied occuparions, was commented upon
very unfavourably in many quarters.

The summer rains had set in, and one day when a steady downpour
made other amusements impossible Chujo arrived at the palace WIth a
great pile of books. Genji too opened hIS Iibrary, and after exploring
several cases which had not been unlocked for a long time he produced
some very remarkable collections of ancient Chinese poetry. There
happened to be WIth him that day several friends who, though they were
not scholars by profession, had a very considerable knowledge of such
matters. From among these gentlemen and the learned doctors who were
present Genji picked sides, and ranging them to left and rrght of the room
instituted a. grand competition with very handsome prIzes. In the course
of the rhyme-covering contests they came across some most unusual
and puzzling rhyme-words, and even well-known scholars were occasion
ally at a. loss. More than once Genji was able to come to their rescue.
They were asronished at his knowledge. How, they wondered, did he
find time to pick up so many accomplishments? There seemed to be no
art or pastime 10 which he did not show the same marvellous proficiency.
The 'right' won easily and it fell to Chujo's lot to provide the winners
with a feast. This took place on the following day. It was not an
elaborate affair, but consisted of a collation served in elegant luncheon
boxes.

VarIOUS prizes were also given and when this was over the doctors of
literature were again called upon to divert the company WIth essays.
The rose-trees at the foot of the steps were 10 full bloom and coming
as they did 10 a somewhat dull season, when the brightness of spring is
over and the riot of autumn colours has not yet begun, these flowers gave
Genji an especial pleasure.

Chujo's son, a little boy of eight or nine who had only that year been
introduced at Court, was present that day. He sang well and could play
the shoe Genii was very fond of him and they used often to practise
together. He.was Chujo's second son by his wife, the sister of Kokiden,
and as grandson of the all-powerful Minister of the Right he was treated
by everyone at Court WIth great deference. But he was also not only
handsome but extremely intelligent, and in the present company his

1 Such as Buddha's birthday, Maya's birthday, Buddha's Nirvana day, etc.
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performance received so much encouragement that he was soon singing
that rather noisy song the Ballad of Takasago, which he got through with
great credir and applause. As a reward for this song Genji laid his own
cloak on the boy's shoulders, and as he sat flushed with the excitement
of the party and wearing only an unlined shirt of thin gauze that showed
the delicate texture of his skin beneath, the old doctors of literature
stared at him with delight and amazement from the distant part of the
room where they had respectfully taken up their stand, and many of them
shed tears of wonder and delrght. At the close of the stanza: 'May I
be there where lilies bloom,' Chujo picked up the wine-bowl and handed
it to Genji, reciting as he did so the poem: 'Not the first rose, that but this
morning opened on the tree, with thy fair face would I compare.. ' Laugh
ing, Genji took the cup and whispered the poem: 'Their time they knew
not, the rose-buds that today unclosed. For all their fragrance and
their freshness the summer rams have washed away.' Then Chujo,
who had become somewhat excited, accused GenJi of toying with the
wine-bowl and forced him to drink what he considered a proper draught..

Much else happened before the banquet closed. But to describe in de
tail all that was said and done on an occasion such as this would, I think,
be very unfair to the persons concerned. I will therefore observe Tsura
yuki's warning and refrain from nrmg you with any further particulars ..
Suffice it to say that the company made a great many poems both in
Chinese and Japanese, all of them containing flattering references to their
host, and GenJi soon began to feel in very good humour with himself.
He could not help thinking of the passage in Chinese history where the
Duke of Chou boasts that he is 'the son of King Wen and the brother of
King Wu.' These were very good names and fitted his case exactly. 'Son
of King Wen, brother of King Wu.' Suddenly, as he murmured these
words, he remembered that the Chinese duke had added 'and uncle of
King Ch'eng.' But here he was on difficult ground; something seemed to
have gone wrong with the parallel. The' King Ch'eng ' I of his case,
though something more than a nephew, was still a very long way from
being a king!

Prince Sochi no Miya :I frequently joined these gatherings, and as he
was not only a man of taste and fashion but also an excellent performer on
various instruments, his presence added greatly to the pleasure of the
company.

About this time Princess Oborozuki left the Court for a while and went
to stay at her father's house. She had for some time been suffering from
slight attacks of malaria and it was thought that she could be treated for
this illness more conveniently at her home than amid the bustle of the
Court. Priests were summoned and their incantations were at once

J: The Heir Apparent, Genji's son by Fujitsubo, supposed to be the old Emperor's child,
• One of Genji's stepbrothers. '
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effective. Among the many people who wrote to congratulate her upon
her recovery GenJl was naturally one, and as both of them happened for
the moment to have a good deal of time on rheir hands, a correspondence,
ensued which led In the end to his paYIng her a somewhat reluctant VIsit.
This was followed by others and he was soon seeing her every rughr. She
was well made, tending even to plumpness, so that the slight pallor and
thinness which had ensued from her recent mdisposrtion only enhanced
her charm. It happened that at the time Kokiden was also staying in the
house. ThIS made Genu's VIsits particularly imprudent, but It was Just
this added risk which attracted him and Induced him to repeat them. It
was not of course long before several inmates of the house became aware
that something of this kind was going on, but they were too frightened
of Kokiden to say anything to her about it, nor had the MInister of the
Right any SUspIcIon whatever.

One night when Genji was with her a VIolent storm suddenly came on.
The rain fell In such torrential floods as to be quite alarming and Just
after midnight tremendous crashes of thunder began. Soon the whole
place was astir. The young princes and Kokiden's gentlemen-In-attend
ance seemed to be wandering all over the house, while the ladles-in
wainng, terrified by the thunderstorm, were clinging to one another
hystencally In the passage just outsrde. There were people everywhere
and Genji began to wonder how he was ever going to escape.

It was now broad daylight. Oborozuki's maids had entered the room
and seemed to be crowding round the great curtained bed. Genji was
appalled by the situation. Among these ladles there were two who knew
the secret, but they quite lost their heads in this emergency and were un
able to be of any use. The thunderstorm was over and the rain was now
less violent. The Minister was now up and about. He first paid his elder
daughter a visit, and then, just at a moment when the rain was falling
rather heavily, stepped lightly and briskly Into Oborozuki's room. The
rain was making such a noise that they did not hear him and it was not
till a hand was thrust through the bed-curtains that they realized what
had happened. 'We have had a very bad thunderstorm,' he said, pulling
the curtain slightly aside as he spoke. 'I thought of you in the night and
had half a mind to come round and see how you were getting on, but
somehow or other I didn't. Your brothers were on duty at the Palace last
night. Just fancy .. : So he went on, speaking in an excited inconse
quent manner which, even in his present quandary, Genji could not help
contrasting with the gravity and good sense of that other Minister,
A01'S father, and he smiled to himself. Really if he had so much to say
he had better come right inside and have done with it. Oborozuki, de
termined to screen her lover if she could, now crept to the edge of the bed
and issued cautiously from between the curtains. Her face was so flushed
and she looked so very III at ease that her father was quite alarmed.
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· What have you been doing? t he said, C you are not Iookrng at all well.
I am afraid we stopped the treatment too soon. These attacks are very
troublesome to get rrd of.... ' As he spoke his eye suddenly fell upon a
man's pale violet-coloured belt that had got mixed up with her clothes,
and at the same time he noticed a pIece of paper WIth writing upon it ly
Ing near the bed. How did these things come to be in his daughter's
room? · Whose is this>' he asked, pointing at the paper. · I rhmk you had
better give it to me; it may be something Important. I shall probably
know the wnring.' She looked where he was pomting. Yes, there was
Genu's paper lying conspicuously upon the floor. Were there no means of
heading her father away from it? She could think of none and did not
attempt to answer hIS question. It was evident that she was acutely em
barrassed, and even though she was his own child he ought to have re
membered that she was now a lady of some consequence, whose feelings,
however reprehensible might be her conduct, he was bound in some meas
ure to respect. Unfortunately there was not In his nature a particle either
of moderation or restramt. He stooped to pick up the paper, and as he
did so, without the slightest hesitation or compunctIon he opened the
bed-curtains and peered rrght in. There full length upon the bed and ap
parently qUIte at hIS ease lolled a charming young man, who when the
curtam stirred merely rolled quietly over and hid his face In the pillows,
Enraged, astonished as the MInister was, even he had not qUIte the cour
age to press the discovery home. Blind with fury he thrust the paper Into
his pocket and rushed out of the room.

Genji was Indeed extremely concerned about the consequences of this
incident, comIng as it did in the wake of so many other indiscretions
But his first care was to comfort his companion, which he did as best he
could.

Self-restraint had never been a characteristic of the lady's father and
now that he was gernng old he found it more than ever impossible to
keep anything to himself. It was therefore only to be expected that with
out considering the consequences or turning the matter over In his mind
for a SIngle moment, he went and told the whole story to his daughter
Kokiden,

·Well, there it is,' he wound up, · and you will not be-surprised to hear
that the handwriting was that of no less a person than Prince Genji!
Of course I know qUlte well that this affair has been going on for a long
time. A good deal of hcence is allowed to people in his position and un
fortunately I was weak-minded enough to let the matter pass. Then came
the death of his wife, and it seemed certain that he would now legitimize
his relations with your sister. Instead of doing so he suddenly abandoned
her in the most heartless and disgraceful fashion. I was very uneasy about
what had happened, but there was nothing to do except to make the best
of a bad business, and I sent her to Court, fully trusting that His Majesty
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would not regard this one escapade as a fatal objection. Unfortunately
he looked upon her as still more or less betrothed to Genji and left her
severely alone. One would have thought she had suffered enough already!
It is really disgusnng, after what has happened, that he should have the
face to start the thing all over again. You may say that a young man is
bound to have hIS fling , but this Prince Genji goes a great deal too far.
I hear that he has been behaving very badly with the Vestal Virgin of
Kamo, carrying on a secret correspondence WIth her, and according to
some people gOIng a good deal further than that. If he has no respect for
her holy calling he might at least realize that this kind of thing does his
own reputation no good. How anyone holding an important and re
sponsible POSitIon 10 the State can brrng himself to behave in this way
I simply cannot imagine.... ' Kokiden had always detested Genji and
she now burst out angrily: 'They call him their Emperor, but from the
very beginning they have gone out of their way to heap every sort of
indignity upon him. Even before he came to the Throne they had already
begun to treat him abommably, Remember how the Minister of the Left
behaved about the marriage of his cherished only daughter! He Insisted
forsooth in giving her to this wretched Prmce Genu instead of to my son,
though my boy was older and had already been proclaimed Heir Ap
parent, while Genji did not count as a member of the royal family at all
and was so young that the wedding took place on the same day as his
Inirianon l We too, you may remember, were planning to give my sister
to Genji when we were outwitted by this hasty wedding, of which till
the last minute no one was given the slightest intimation. Everyone was
indeed astonished that we should allow ourselves to be tricked in this
unscrupulous fashion. We should all much have preferred to see her
married to this young man, but when that fell through there was nothing
for it but to do the best we could for her at Court. It is really extraordi
nary that after all the painful experIences she has had with this wretch
she should snll imagine she can make a permanent conquest of him. I
have no doubt he is treating the Vestal Virgin in Just the same way; and
his behaviour in this matter, as indeed in many others, is causing His
Majesty the greatest anxiety; which IS not to be wondered at, seeing that
the heir to the Throne is entirely in this Prince Genji's hands:

She went on in this strain for so long and with so much rancour that
her father, who never remained angry for more than a short time, soon
began to sympathize with Genji rather than with her and was sorry
that he had mentioned the matter at all. 4 I think that for the present,'
he said, 'you had better not speak of this to anyone, not even to His
Majesty your son, Prince Genii's conduct IS certainly outrageous; but
you are very fond of your sister and you cannot denounce him without
getting her too into trouble. Leave the matter to me. I intend to speak to
her very seriously, and if this has no effect, then we, shall have done our
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best and she must take the consequences. But it was too late to mend
matters; she was indeed only further exasperated by his attempt to con
ciliate her. That Genji should have been carrying on this intrigue ID her
own house, and that too at a time when he knew she was in residence,
showed an impudent contempt for her authority which deeply wounded
her, and all that she now thought of was how best she might use this
discovery to hIS undoing.



CHAPTER 11

The Village 0/Falling Flowers

T HE outlook was very black. Not only were his private affairs
in a state of grIevous entanglement, but also his posrtion at Court
was being made every day more drfficulr. So despondent did he

become that he had ser10US thoughts of giving everything up and quitting
the Capital. But this was by no means easy now that so many persons
were dependent upon him. For example there was Lady Reikeiden, a
lady of his father's Court. She had no chtldren to look after her and
had, SInce the old Emperor's death, been living In very bad circumstances.
But for Genji's assistance she would never have pulled through. With
her lived a. sister much younger than herself with whom he had once
had a fugitive affair when both of them were lrving at the Palace. He
never forgot anyone to whom he had stood, even for the briefest period,
in such a relatron as this. Their friendship had never been resumed,
but he had reason to suppose that on her SIde the attachment was still
as strong as ever. During the period of emotional tumult through which
he had Just passed he had many times brooded upon his relations with
this lady. At last he felt that he could neglect her no longer, and the
rams of the fifth month having given place to an enchantmg spell of fine
warm weather, he set out for her sister's house. He went without any
outriders and took care that there should be nothing to distinguish hIS

coach from that of an ordinary individual, As he was nearing the Middle
River he noticed a small house standing amid clumps of trees. There
came from 1t the sound of someone playing the zrthern; a well-made
instrument, so it seemed, and tuned to the eastern mode. I It was being
excellently played. The house was quite near the highway and GenJI,
alighting for a moment from the carriage, stood near the gate to listen.
Peeping inside he saw a great laurel-tree quavering in the wind. It re
minded him of that Kamo festival long ago, when the dancers had
nodded their garlands of laurel and sun-flower." Something about the
place interested him, seemed even to be vaguely familiar. Suddenly he
remembered that this was a house which he had once visited a long
while before. His heart beat fast. . .. But it had all happened too
long ago. He felt shy of announcing himself. All the same, it seemed a
pity to pass the house without a word, and for a while he stood hesitating.
Just when he was about to drive away, a cuckoo flew by. Somehow its
note seemed to be an invitation to him to stay, and turning his chariot

% I.e, as a wagon or Japanese zithern, not in the Chinese style.
S See Part I, p. 158.
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he composed the following poem, which he gave into Koremirsu's hands:
·Hark to the cuckoo's song! Who could not but revisit the hedge-row
of this house where once he sung before?' There seemed to be several
people sItt1ng together in a room on the left. This must be the lady's
own apartment. Several of the VOIces Koremitsu thought he could
remember having heard before. He made a slight noise to attract attention
and delivered the poem He could hear it berng discussed withrn by a
number of young women who seemed somewhat puzzled by it. Presently
a reply was brought: 'That to my garden Cuckoo has returned, his song
proclaims. But how, pray, should I see him, caged behind the summer
rain?' Koremitsu made sure that they were only pretending not to know
who their visitor was. The lady indeed, though she hid her feelings from
the rest, was very loath to send Koremitsu away with this hollow message.
But so long a time had elapsed since her adventure wrth Genji that she
may very well have had good reasons for domg so. Suddenly, as he drove
away, there came Into his mind a picture of this lady dancing with four
others at the Palace. Yes, that was who she was, She had been one of
the Gosechi dancers one winter long ago. How much he had admired
her! And for a moment he felt about her exactly as he had felt before.
It was this strange capacity of his for re-creating in its full intensrty an
emotion suspended for months or even years and overlaid by a thousand
intervening distractions, that gained for him, faithless though he was, so
large a number of persistent admirers.

At last he arrived at Lady Reikeiden's house. Notmg that it wore
an aspect fully as cheerless and deserted as he had feared, he hastened
at once to the elder lady's room. They talked much of old times and the
night was soon far advanced .. It was the twentieth day and the moon had
now risen, but so tall were the surrounding trees that the garden still
looked dark and gloomy as before. The lady herself sat in a room pervaded
by the fragrance of orange-trees She was 00 longer young, but still
preserved much dignity and charm. Though she had never been singled
out as a particular favourite WIth the late Emperor, they had been on very
familiar terms and she was able to entertain Genji with many intimate
recollections of his father's Iife and habits. Indeed so vivid a picture
of those old days soon rose before his mind that the tears came into his
eyes. A cuckoo was suddenly heard in the garden outside, perhaps the
very same that had sung when he was waiting at the gate of the little
house; its note at any rate seemed strangely similar. Had it followed
him> Pleased with this idea he sang softly to himself the old song,
,Knows the cuckoo when he sings?' Presently he handed to her this poem:
.. ~ It is the scent of orange-trees that draws the cuckoo to the village of
falling flowers." I knew you would remind me of many things that I
would not gladly forget; that is why I made my way straight to your
room. Though life at Court gives me much both to think of and to feel,
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there are often times when I should like to have about me people who
would talk of the past, and now that the world has given its allegiance
to new powers such people are hard to find. But If I, amid the bustle of
the town, feel this deprivation, how much the more must you 10 your
long hours of tedious inactivity! '

His prospects had indeed changed very much for the worse since she
had first known him, and he certainly seemed to feel those changesdeeply,
But if her heart went out to him it was perhaps rather because of his
youth and beauty than because she regarded hIS positron in the world
as calling for any particular commiseration. She answered him with the
poem: 'To thesewild gardens and abandoned halls only the scent of orange
trees could draw the traveller's steps!' She said no more and he took his
leave. Yes, despite the fact that greater beauties had overshadowed her
at his father's Court, this lady had a singular charm and distmction of
her own.

Her sister was living in the western wing. He did not hide from her
that he was only calling upon her on his way from Lady Reikeiden's
rooms. But in her delight at his sudden arrival and her surprise at seeing
him under circumstances so different she forgot to take offence either at
his having visited her sister first or havmg taken so long in making up
his mind to come at all, The time that they spent together was In every
way successful and agreeable, and she can scarcely have thought that he
did not care for her.

It was often thus with those whom he met only in this casual way.
Being women of character and position they had no false pride and saw
that it was worth while to take what they could get. Thus without any
ill WJ1I on either side concerning the future or the past they would enjoy
the pleasure of each other's company, and so part. However, if by chance
anyone resented this kind of treatment and cooled towards him, Genji
was never in the least surprised; for though, as far as feelmgs went,
perfectly constant himself, he had long ago learnt that such constancy
was very unusual. The lady in the lrttle house by the road-side was
clearly an example of the latter class; she had resented the infrequence
of his visits and no longer felt disposed to receive him.



CHAPTER III

Exile at Suma

T HE intrigue against him was becoming every day more formidable.
It was evident that he could not in any case go on living much
longer where he was, and by a voluntary withdrawal he might

well get off more lightly than if he merely allowed events to take their
course.

There was Suma, It might not be such a bad place to choose.. There
had indeed once been some houses there; but it was now a long way to
the nearest village and the coast wore a very deserted aspect. Apart
from a few fishermen's huts there was not anywhere a sign of life .. This
did not matter, for a thickly populated, noisy place was not at all what
he wanted; but even Suma was a terribly long way from the Capital,
and the prospect of berng separated from all those whose society he
liked best was not at all inviting. His life hitherto had been one long
series of disasters. As for the future, it did not bear thinking of! Clearly
the world held in store for him nothing but disappoinrment and vexation.
But no sooner had he proved to himself convincingly that he was glad
to leave the Capital than he began to recollect a thousand reasons for
remaining in it. Above all, he could not imagine what would become
of Murasaki if he were to leave her. Even when for one reason or another
he was obliged to pass a few days away from his palace, he spent so
much of the time wondering how she was getting on without him that
he never really enjoyed himself and in the eod dreaded even these short
absences almost as much as she did. Now he was going away not for a
fixed number of days or even years, but for a.huge, incalculable period of
time; perhaps (for who knew what might not happen either to him or
her?) for ever. The thought that he might never see her again was unen
durable and he began to devise a scheme for hiding her in his retinue
and secretly taking her with him. He soon saw however that this was
quite impracticable. First there was the difficult sea-Journey; and then,
at Suma, the total lack of amusements and society. The waves and winds
of that desolate shore would make poor companions for one used to the
gaieries of a fashionable house.. It would moreover be utterly impossible
in such a place to make adequate provision for the comfort of a fastidious
and delicately-nurtured lady.. Her presence would soon involve him in
all sorts of difficulties and anxieties. She herself felt that she would
rather face every danger, every hardship, than be left behind at the
Nijo-in, and 'Chat he should doubt her courage wounded her deeply.

The ladies at the C village of falling flowers, t though in any case they
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saw him but seldom, were dismayed at the news of his departure, not for
personal reasons only, but also because they had come to depend in numer
ous ways on his patronage and support. Many others whose acquainr
ance with him was very slrght, were, though they would not have con
fessed it, shattered at the prospect of his disappearance from the Court.
The abbess I herself feared that if she showed him any open mark of
sympathy at this turn in his fortunes she would give new life to rumours
which had already been used against him by his enemies. But from the
time when hIS decision was first announced she contrived to send him
constant secret messages. He could not help reflecting with some bitter
ness that she might sometimes have shown an equal concern while it was
still possible for her to console him In more concrete ways. But it seemed
to be fated that throughout all this long relanonship each, however well
disposed, should only cause torment to the other. He left the City about
the twentieth day of the third month. The date of hIS departure had not
been previously disclosed and he left his palace very quietly, accom
panied only by some seven or eight mtimate retainers. He did not even
send formal letters of farewell but only hasty and secret messages to a
few of those whom he loved best, telling them in such words as came to
him at the moment what pain it cost him to leave them. Those notes
were written under the stress of deep emotion and would doubtless 1n
terest the reader, but though some of them were read to me at the nme, I
was myself tn so distracted a state of mind that I cannot accurately recall
them. Two or three days before his departure he paid a secret visit to
Aoi's father. He came In a rattan-coach such as women use, and heavilv
disguised. When they saw that It was indeed Prmce GenJi who had
stepped out of this humble eqUipage the people at the Great Hall could
hardly believe that this was not some strange dream. Aoi's old room
wore a dismal and deserted air; but the nurses of his httle boy and such of
Aoi's servants as were still m the house soon heard the news of hIS un
expected arrival and came bustling from the women's quarters to gaze at
him and pay him their respects. Even the new o/'oung servants who had
not seen him before and had no reason to take his affairs particularly to
heart were deeply moved at this farewell visit, which brought home to
them so vrvidly the evanescence of human grandeurs. The htrle prince
recognized him and at once ran up to him in the prettiest and most con
fiding way This delighted GenJI, taking the child on his knee he played
with 1t so charmingly that the ladles could hardly contain their emotion.

.Presently the old Minister arrived: •I have often meant,' he said, "during
these last months when you have been Iiving so much at home, to come
round and talk over with you various small matters connected with the
past, but first I was ill and for a long time could not attend to my duties,
and then a1: last my resignation was definitely accepted. Now I am merely

t Fujitsubo.
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a private person, and I have been afraid rhar if I came to see you it would
be said that it must be to promote some persona] intrigue that I was be
snrrrng my a.ged bones. As far as I am concerned I am out of it all, and
have really nothing to be afraid of. But these new people are very 5US

picious and one cannot be too careful. . . . I am distressed beyond meas
ure that you should be obliged to take the course which you are now con
templating, I would gladly not have lived to witness such a day. These
are bad nmes, and I fully expected to see a great deal of mischief done to
the country. But I confess I did not foresee that you would find yourself
in such a situation as this, and I am heart-broken about it, utterly heart
broken... .' 'We are told,' answered Genji, 'that everything which
happens to UR in this life 1S the result of our conduct In some prev10us
existence. If this 1S to be taken literally I suppose I must now accept the
fact that in a previous incarnation I must have misbehaved myself in some
way. It is clear, at any rate, that I am in bad odour at Court; though,
seeing that they have not thought it necessary to deprive me of my various
offices and titles, they cannot have very much against me. But when the
Government has shown that it mistrusts a man, he is generally con
srdered much to blame if he continues to flaunt himself at Court as though
norhmg were amISS. I could crre many Instances in the history both of our
own and other countries. But distant banishment, the penalty which I
hear is contemplated in my case, has never been decreed except as the
penalty of scandalous and open misdemeanour. My conscience is of
course perfectly clear, but I see that it would be very dangerous to sit
down and await events. I have therefore decided to withdraw from the
Capital, lest some worse humiharion should befall me. It He gave the
Mmtster many further details of his proposed flight. The old man replied
wtth a multitude of reminiscences, particularly of the late Emperor, WIth
anecdotes illustrating his opinions and policies. Each time that Genjt
tried to go his father-in-law gripped his sleeve and began a new story.
He was indeed himself deeply moved by these stories of old days, as also
by the pretty behaviour of his hrtle son, who while they were talking of
pohcies and grave affairs constantly ran up to one or the other WIth his
absurd, confiding prattle. The Minister contrnued ·Though the loss of
my dear daughter is a sorrow from which to my dying day I shall not
recover, I find myself now quite thankful that she did not live to see these
dreadful days. Poor girl, she would have suffered rerribly .. What a night
mare it all is! More than anything else I am distressed that my grandson
here should be left with us elderly people and that for months or even
years to come you will be quite cut off from him.

'As you say, exile has hitherto been reserved as a punishment for partic
ularly grave offences. There have Indeed been many cases both here and
in China of innocent persons being condemned to banishment, but always
in consequence of some false charge being made agamst them. But against
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you a threat of exile seems to have been made without any cause being
alleged. I cannot understand It.... '

To no Chujo now Joined them and wine was served. It was very late,
but Genu showed no signs of going, and presently all the gentlewomen of
the household collected round him and made him tell them stories. There
was one among them, Chunagon by name, who, though she never spoke
of It, had always cared for Genu far more deeply than did any of her com
panIons. She now sat sad and thoughtful waiting to say something to
him but unable to think of anything to say. He noticed this and was
very sorry for her When all the rest had gone to their rooms he kept her
by him and talked to her for a long while. It may perhaps have been for
her sake that he stayed so long. Dawn was begrnning to come Into the
sky and the moon, which had not long risen, darted Its light among the
blossoms of the garden trees, now just beyond their prime. In the court
yard leafy branches cast delicate half-shadows upon the floor, and thin
wreaths of cloud sank through the air till they met the first flicker of the
white grass-mists which, scarcely perceptible, now qurvered in the
growIng hght.

He hung over the balustrade outside the corner room and for a while
gazed in SIlence at this scene, which transcended even the beauty of an
autumn night. Chunagon, that she might watch him go, had opened the
main door and stood holding it back. 'I shall return,' Gen 11 said, 'and
we shall surely meet again. Though indeed, when I think about it, I can
find no reason to suppose that I shall ever be recalled. Oh, why did J not
make haste to know you in better days, when It would have been so easy
for us to meete' She wept but made no answer.

Presently AOl'S mother sent a message by Saisho, the little prince's
nurse: 'There are many things that I want to talk over with you, but my
mind is nowadays so clouded and confused that I hesitate to send for you.
It is kind of you to have paid us so long a V1SIt and I would ask you to
come to me; but I fear that to talk with you would remind me too much
of all that is now so changed. However, pray do not leave the house till
your poor little son IS awake.' He answered with the poem: 'To a shore
I go where the rapenng smoke of salt-kilns shall remind me of the smoke
that loitered by her pyre.' He wrote no letter to go with the poem, but
turning tO I the nurse he said: 'It is sad at all times to leave one's friends
a.t dawn. How much the more for one such as I, who goes never to re
turn I' •Indeed,' she answered, ." farewell" is a monster among words,
and never yet sounded kindly in any ear. But seldom can this word have
had so sinister an import as to all of us on this unhappy morning.'

Touched by her concern at his departure he felt that he must give her
wha.t she evidently expected - some further message for her mistress,
and he wrote: "There is much that I should like to say) but after all you
will have little difficulty in imagining for yourself the perplexity and
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despair into which my present situation has plunged me. I should indeed
dearly like to see the Irttle prince before I go. But I fear that the sight of
him might weaken my resolution to forsake the fleeting world, and there
fore I must force myself to leave this house without further delay:

The whole household was now awake and everyone was on the watch
to see him start. The moon shone red at the edge of the sky, and in its
strange Iight he looked so lovely, yet so sad and thoughtful, that the
hearts of wolves and tIgers, nay of very demons, would have melted at
the sight of him. It may be Imagined then with what feelings those
gentlewomen watched him drive away, many of whom had known and
loved him since he was a child. But I had forgotten to say that Aoi's
mother replied with the poem: <LSeek not another sky, but if you love her, I

stay beneath these clouds with which her soul is blenr.' When he
reached his own palace he found that none of the gentlewomen there had
slept a wink. They were sitting a few here, a few there, m frightened
groups, looking as though they would never hft their heads again.
Those officers of his household and personal retainers who had been
chosen to go with him to Suma were busy preparing for their departure
or saying good-bye to their friends, so that the retainers' hall was abso
lutely deserted; nor had the gentlewomen whom he was leaving behind
dared to present themselves on the occasion of hIS departure, for they
knew that any demonstration of good will towards an enemy of those in
power would be remembered against them by the Government. So that
instead of his doors being thronged, as once they had been, by a continual
multitude of horsemen and carriages, he found them that morning utterly
deserted and realized with bitterness how frail 1S the fabric of worldly
power. Already his great guest-tables, pushed against the wall, were
looking tarnished and dusty; the guest-mats were rolled up and stowed
away in corners. If the house looked like this now, what sort of spectacle
he wondered would it present when he had been absent for a few months?

On reaching the western wing he found the partition door still open.
Murasaki had sat there watching till dawn. Some of the little boys who
waited upon her were sleeping on the verandah. Hearing him coming
they now shook themselves and rose with a clatter. It was a pleasant
sight to see them pattering about in their little pages' costumes; but now
he watched them with a pang at his heart, for he could not help remember
ing that while he was away they would grow up into men and in the
end have to seek service elsewhere. And indeed during those days he
looked with mterest and regret on many things which had never engaged
his attention before. '1 am so sorry about last night,' he said, ·One
thing happened after another, and by the time I was free to come back it
would not have been worth while. You must have thought it horrid of
me. Now that there is so little time left, I hate to be away from you at

I The dead Aoi, Genji's first wife.
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all. But my departure from the Court naturally involves me in many
pamful duties, and it would be qUIte impossible for me to remain shut up
here all the time. There are other people, some of whom I may very hkely
never see again, who would think it unkind of me if I did not even bid
them good-bye.... ' 'It is your going away that matters, t she an
swered; 'nothing else is of any consequence now.... t She said no more,
but sat staring before her in an attrtude of the profoundest despair. And
Indeed, as Genji realized, she had every possible reason to dread his de
parture. Her father Prince Hyobukyo had never put himself out for her,
and since Genu's disgrace he stopped wrItIng and no longer even enquired
about her. She was ashamed of his worldly caution and dreaded lest
others should notice it. For her part she was resolved that, since he
showed no interest in her, she would he the last to remind him of her
existence. Someone told her that her stepmother I went about saying:
'ThIS IS what comes of trying to get on too quickly in the world. Look
how she has been punished! All her relatives expIre and now her lover
takes flighr!' She was deeply distressed and felt that she could not ever
communicate with her stepmother again. There was indeed no one to
whom she could turn for help, and her position was lrkely to be in every
way unlappy and difficult. 'I promise,' said GenJi to comfort her, 'that
if my exile seems likely to last for a considerable time, I w111 send for you
to join me, even if I can offer you nothing better to live in than a hole In
the rocks. But It would be considered most improper for me to take you
with me now. People who are disapproved of by the Government are
expected to creep about miserably in the dark, and If they try to make
themselves happy and comfortable it is considered very wicked. I have
not of course done anythmg wrong, but my misfortune must certainly
be due to some sin 10 a previous Jife, and I am sure that if I dtd anything
so unusual as to take my lady Into exile with me, fate would find some yet
more cruel way to punish me for the presumption.'

He then lay down and slept till noon. Later in the day his half-brother
Prince Sochi no Miya and To no Chujo called and offered to help him
dress .. He reminded them that he had resigned his rank and they brought
him a cloak of plain silk without any crest or badge. This costume had
an informal air which became him better than they had expected. When
he went to the mirror that his servants might do hIS hair he could not
help noticing how thin hi') face had lately grown, and he said, 'What a
fright I look! Can I really be such a skeleton as this? It IS indeed a bad
business if I am: Murasaki, her eyes full of tears, came and peeped at the
mirror. To distract her he recited the poem: 'Though I wander in strange
lands and far away, in this mirror let me leave my image) that it may never
quit your side.' 'That, yes, even so little as that, would comfort me, If
indeed this mirror mighr hold the image of your distant face .. ' So she

J Hyobukyo's wife. Murasaki was his illegitimate daughter.
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answered, and without another word sank into a seat behind the roof
pillar, that her tears rmght not be seen. His heart went out to her, and
he felt at this moment that among all the women he had known she was
indeed the most adorable.

HIS stepbrother now fell to reminding him of scenes In their common
childhood, and It was already growing dark when he left Genjr's room.
The lady at the' village of falling flowers' had wrrtten to him constantly
since she heard the news of hIS approaching departure. He knew that
she had many reasons for dreading hIS absence and it seemed unfeeling
not to pay her one more VIsit before he left. But if he spent another eve
ning away from his palace Murasaki would be very disappomred, and he
therefore did not start till late in the night. He went first to the room
of Princess Reikeiden, who was flattered and delighred beyond measure
that hers should be the only house to which he paid the honour of a
farewell visit. But what passed between them was not of sufficient
interest to be recorded. He remembered that It was only through his
help and protection that she had managed to overcome the difficulties
and anxieties of the last few years. Now matters would go from bad to
worse. In the house nothing snrred. The moon had risen and now
shimmered faintly through the clouds. The lake in front of the building
was large and wild, and dense thickets of mountain-trees surrounded it.
He was Just thinking that there could hardly In all the world be a lovelier,
stranger place, when he remembered the rocky shore of Suma - a thousand
times more forbidding, more inaccessible!

The younger sister had quite made up her mmd that GenjI was going
to leave the house without visinng her, and she was all the more surprised
and delighted when at last, more lovely than ever by moonlight and in
the grave simplicity of his exile's dress, he stole into her room. At once
she crept towards the window and they stood together gazing at the moon
light. They talked for a while, and found to their astonishment that
it was nearly day. 'How short the night has been," said Genu, 'Yet
even such a hasty meeting as this may never be ours agam, Why did I
not know you better in all those years when it would have been so easy
to meet? Never have such misfortunes befallen an Innocent man before,
nor ever will they again. I go from torment to torment. Listen...'
and he was begmrnng to recount to her the disasters and miscalculations
of the past when the cock crowed, and fearmg detecnon he hastened away.

The moon was like last night, Just on the point of setting; it seemed
to him a symbol of his own declining fortunes. Shming through the dark
purple of her dress the moonlight had indeed, as 10 the old poem, 'the
leaden look of those who weep; and she recited the poem: 'Though to
the moonlight my sleeve but narrow lodging can afford, yet rrught it
dwell there for ever and for ever, this radiance x of which my eyes can

J: Genji,
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never tire.' He saw that she was deeply moved by this parting and in
pIty sought to comfort her wrth the poem: 'In Its long journeymg the
moon at last shall meet a clearer sky; then heed not if for a while its
Irghr be dimmed.' · It is foolish;' he added, · to spoil the present with
tears for sorrows that are strll to come,' and with that he hurried away,
that he might be out of the house while it was still dark.

At home he had a great many things to arrange before his departure.
FIrst of all he had to grve instructions concernmg the upkeep of his palace
to the few fairhful retainers who had taken the risk of remaining in his
service. When these had at last all been assigned their functions, difficul
ties arose about some of the attendants who were to have gone with him
into exile, and a fresh choice had to be made. Then there was the business
of decrding how much luggage he should take with him to his mounrain
fastness. Some things were obviously indispensable; but even when
he cut down hIS equipment to the barest possible necessities there were
still all kinds of odds and ends, such as writing-marerials, poems, Chinese
books, which all had to be fitted into the right sort of boxes. And then
there was his zithern; he could not leave that behind. But he took
no large objects of furniture nor any of his more elaborate costumes,
having resigned himself to the prospect of a completely bucolic existence..
Finally he had to explain to Murasaki all the arrangements he had made
about the servants who were to stay behind, and a hundred other matters.
Into her charge too he put all the documents concernIng his varIOUS estates
and grazIng-lands in different parts of the country. His granaries and
storehouses he put Into the keeping of the nurse Shonagon whose vigilance
and reliabiliry he had often noted, grving her the help of one or two trusted
household officers. And here again there were numerous arrangements
to be made.

With the gentlewomen of his palace he had never been on intimate
terms. But he kept them in a good humour by sending for them occasion
ally to talk with him, and he now summoned them all, saying to them:
'I am afraid it will be rather dull here while I am away. But if any of
you care to stay in my service on the chance that 1 may one day return
to the Court, which if I live long enough is indeed certain to happen
sooner or later - please consider yourselves at the disposition of the
Lady 10 the western wing.' So saying he sent for all the other servants,
high and low, and distributed suitable keepsakes among them.

No one was forgotten; to the nurse of Aoi's little son and even to the
servants at the 'village of falling flowers' he sent tokens of his apprecia
tion, chosen, you may be sure, with the greatest taste and care.

To Oborozuki, despite a certain reluctance, he wrote at last: 'That
after what happened between us you should have ceased to communicate
with me was both natural and prudent. But I would now have you
know that the unparalleled ferocity of my enemies has at last driven me
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from the Court. c, The rising torrent of your reproachful tears has carried
me at last to the flood-mark of exile and disgrace." I cannot forget that
this folly alone was the Instrument of my undoing.' There was some
danger that the letter might fall Into wrong hands before it reached its
destination, and for that reason he made it brief and vague.

The lady was heart-stricken, and though she strove to hide her tears,
they flowed In a torrent that her sleeve was not broad enough to dam.
She sent him the poem: ·Long ere I reach the nde of your return shall I,
poor scum upon the river of tears, be vanished out of sighr.' She was
weepIng violently when she wrote it, and there were many blotches and
mistakes, but her wrItIng was at all times elegant and pleasing. He
would very much have liked to see her once more before his departure,
and he many rimes thought of arranging It. But she was too innmarely
connected with just those people who had been chiefly responsible for
his undoing, and somewhat regretfully he put the Idea aside.

On the evening of the day before his departure he went to worship
at hIS father's tomb on the Northern Hills. As the moon did not rise
till after midmght he found hrmself with time on hIS hands, and went
first to visit the Abbess Fujirsubo. She allowed him to stand close up
to her curtain, and on this occasion spoke to him with her own mouth.
She naturally had many questions to talk over concerning the future
of her son, which was now more than ever uncertain. But apart from this,
two people who had once lived on such terms as this pr1nce and princess,
could not now fail to have much to say to one another of a far more
intimate and tender character. He thought her every bit as charming
and graceful as In old days, and this made him allude with birterness to
her heartless treatment of him. But he remembered in time that her
present state made any such complaints 10 the highest degree unseemly
and inappropriate. He was allowing hIS feelings to get out of hand, and
withdrawing for a while into his own thoughts, he said at last: "Thrs
punishment has come upon me qUIte unexpectedly, and when I try to
account for it, one possible explanation of a most alarming character
presents itself to my mind. I am not thinking of the danger to myself
should a certain fact be known, but of the disastrous consequences of
such a disclosure upon the career of the young prince, your son. . . .'
The same possibility had of course occurred to her. Her heart beat wildly,
but she did not answer.. The many painful scenes in which he had recently
taken part had broken his spirit and he now wept unresrrainedly. 'I am
going to the Royal Tombs,' he said at last. "Have you any message?'
She answered with the poem: 'He that was, is not; and he that is, now
hides from the afflictions of the world. What increase but of tears did
my renunciation bring? t

At last the moon. rose, and he set out. Only five or six attendants were
with him, men of low rank, but all of them deeply attached to him,
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Genji himself rode on horseback Iike the rest. This was quite natural
on such an occasion, but hIS companIons could not help contrastrng thrs
melancholy cavalcade with the splendours of his rermue in former days.
Among them the most downcast was Ukon, I who had formed part of
his special escort on the occasion of the Kamo festival a few years, ago
This gentleman had SInce that nme seen himself repeatedly passed over
at the annual distribunon of honours, and finally hIS name disappeared
altogether from the lists Being WIthout employment he had been
obliged to go into service, and was now actIng as Genp's groom. As
they rode along Ukon's eye hghted on the Lower Shrine of Karno which
lay quite near their road, and remembering that wonderful day of the
festival he leapt from his horse and holding GeoJI's bridle he recited
the verse: 'Well I remember how, crowned WIth golden flowers, we rode
together on that glorious day! Little, alas, they heed their worshippers,
the churlish gods that 10 the Shrine of Kamo dwell.'

GenJi well knew what was passing through the man's mind. He
remembered with indignation and pity how Ukon had been the gayest,
the most resplendent figure among those who had ridden with him on
that day. GenJl too alighted from hIS horse and turning hIS face towards
the Shrine repeated this parting poem: 'Thou who art called the Righter
of Wrongs, to Thee I leave it to clear the name that stays behind me,
now that I am driven from the fleetmg haunts of men.' Ukon was a very
impressionable youth, and rhis small episode thrilled and delighted him
beyond measure.

At last they reached the Tombs. Genu's mind was full of long-forgotten
images. He saw his father seated on the throne in the days of hIS prime,
the pattern of a kindly yet magnificent king. Who could then have guessed
that death would In an instant deface all memory of that good and
glorious reign? Who could have foreseen that the wise policies which,
with tears 10 his eyes, he had time and again commended to those about
him, would in an instant be reversed, and even his dying WIshes con
temptuously cast asides The path to the Royal Tomb was already over
grown with tall thick grass, so that in pressing his way along it he
became soaked WIth dew. The moon was hidden behind clouds, dank
woods closed about him on either hand, such woods as give one the
feeling one will never return through them alive. When at last he knelt
at the tomb, his father's face appeared so vividly before him that he
turned cold with fear. Then murmuring the verse: 'How comes it that
thy vanished image looms before me, though the bright moon, symbol
of thy high fortunes, is hidden from my sight?' he set out towards the
town, for it was now broad daylighr. On hIS return he sent a message
to the Heir Apparent. Omyobu had taken charge of the child since
Fujitsubo's retirement and it was through her that Genji now addressed

I See Part 1, pp. 156 seq.
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his So~: 'I leave the City today. That I have been unable to visit you once
more IS the greatest of my many vexations. You indeed know better
than I can tell what thoughts are mine In this extremiry, and I beg you
to com~end me to your Irttle master in such terms as you deem best'
WIth this letter he enclosed a spray of withered cherry-blossoms to which
was ned the poem: · When again shall I see the flowers of the City blos
soming in Spnng, I whom fortune has cast out upon the barren moun
tains of the shore?' ThIS she passed on to the boy who, young though
he was, quite well understood the import of the message, and when
Omyobu added, · It IS hard at present to say when he will return .... !'
the young prInce said sadly, 'Even when he stays away for a hrtle while
I miss him very much, and now that he IS gOIng a long way off I do not
know how I shall get on. . . . Please say this to him for me.'

She was touched by the simplicity of hIS message. Omyobu often called
to mmd all the misery which In past days had grown out of her mistress's
disastrous attachment. Scene after scene rose before her. How happy
they might both have been, If only ... And then she would remember
that she and she alone had been the promoter of their ruin. She had
pleaded for Genu, arranged those fatal meetings! And a bitter remorse
filled her soul. She now sent the following reply: 'His Highness dictated
no formal answer. When I Informed him of your departure, his distress
was very evident. . . .' This and more she wrote, somewhat Incoher
ently, for her thoughts were in great confusion. WIth the letter was the
poem. "Though sad It IS to mark how swift the flowers fall, yet to the Crty
Spring will come again and with it, who can tell, . . .' ·Oh, if that time
were come" she added, and spent the hours which followed in recounting
such mOVIng tales of Genu's wisdom and kindness that everyone in the
Palace was soon dissolved In tears. If these people who but seldom caught
sight of him were distressed at the prospect of his departure, it may be
imagined what were the feelings of those whose duties brought them con
stantly into hIS presence. At the Nijo-m everyone down to the mere
scullery-maids and outdoor servants, who could never hope to exchange
a single word with him and had thought themselves very lucky if they
obtained an occasional glance or smile, had always been in despair when
It was known that he would be absent from the palace even for a few days.
Nor was his downfall by any means welcome in the country at large.
SInce his seventh year he had enjoyed the privilege of running in and out
of the old Emperor's rooms Just as he felt inclined. Everything he asked
for had been granted WIthout question, and there were few who had not
at one time or another found themselves beholden to his boundless good
nature and generosity. Even among the great nobles and Ministers of the
Crown there were some who owed their first promotion to Genii's good
offices; and countless persons of less importance knew quite well that they
owed everything to him. But such was their dread of the present Govern-
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ment, with its ruthless methods of persecution and suppression, that not
one of them now came near him. Expressions of regret were everywhere
heard; but it was only 10 the secrecy of their own hearts that these sym
pathizers dared blame the Government for happenings which they uni
versally deplored. After all, what was the good of risking their own posi
tions by showing to the exiled prince civilirres which could be of no real
use to him? There was some sense in this, but on GenJi their prudence
made a most painful and dispiritmg impression. He suddenly felt the
world was inhabrred by a set of mean and despicable creatures, none of
whom were worth putting oneself out for in any way at all.

He spent the whole of that day quietly with Murasaki at his palace..
He was to start soon after midnight. She hardly knew him as he stood
before her dressed in his queer travelling clothes. 4 The moon has risen,'
he said at last. 'Come out to the door and see me start. I know that at
the last minute I shall think of all kinds of things I meant to say to you
today. Even when I am only going away for a few nights, there are
always so many things to ..remember.... ' He raised the curtain-of-state
behind which she was sitting and drew her with him towards the portico.
She was weeping bitterly. Her feet would not obey her and she stumbled
haltingly at his side. The moonlight fell straight upon her face. He
looked down at her tenderly. The thought came to him that he might die
at Suma. Who would look after her? What would become of her? He
was indeed no less heart-broken than she; but he knew that if he gave
way to his feelings her misery would only be increased and he recited the
verse: 'We who so long have sworn that death alone should part us, must
suffer life for once to cancel all our vows.' He tried to speak lightly, but
when she answered: 'Could my death pay to hold you back, how gladly
would I purchase a single moment of delay, t he knew that she was not
speaking Idly. It was terrible to leave her, but he knew that by daylight
it would be harder still, and he fled from the house. All the way down to
the river her image haunted him and it was with a heart full to bursting
that he went aboard the ship. It was a season when the days are long,
and meeting with a favourable wind they found themselves at Suma be
tween three and four o'clock in the afternoon. I It was indeed a trifling
Journey, but to Genji, who had never crossed the sea before, the experIence
was somewhat alarming, though his fears were mingled WIth wonder and
delight. As they came 10 SIght of that wild and lonely headland where
stands the Hall of Oye 2 marked by its solitary pine) he recited the verse:
· A life more outcast shall be mine among these hills than all those exiles

r The distance is about 60 miles. It could, says Moto-ori, in no circumstances have been
covered in one day. He therefore concludes that the travellers spent a night at Naniwa
(the modern Osaka) on the way. A much more probable solution is that Murasaki was
herself rather vague about the timewhich such a journey would take.

2 Near Naniwa. It was here that the returning Vestals of Ise lodged on their way back
to the Capital. I
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led whose sufferings the books of Kara t have rehearsed. t He watched the
waves lapping up over the sands and then creeping back again. It put
him in mind of the ancient song: 'Oh would that like the tides I went but
to return l ' Those who were with him knew the song well enough, but
never before had it moved them as now when Genji murmured to himself
the Iong-famihar words. Looking back he saw that the mountains be
hind them were already melting Into the hazy distance, and it seemed to
him that he had indeed travelled the classical · three thousand leagues' of
which the Chinese poets so often speak. The monotonous dripping of the
oars now became almost unendurable. 'Now IS my home hid from me by
the mist-clad hills, and even the sky above me seems not the lovely cloud
land that I knew.' So he sang, being for the moment utterly down-cast
and dispirited.

His new home was quite close to the place where in ancient days Ari
wara no Yukihira :2 once lived In exile, 'trailing his water-buckets along
the lonely shore.' At this point the sea bends back, forming a shallow
inlet, encompassed by desolate hills.

He proceeded to inspect the hut which had been prepared for his re
ception. Never had he seen such a place before. Even the hedge was built
in quite a different way from what he was used to; and the hut Itself, with
its thatched roof and wide-spreading gables covered with wattled bull
rushes, seemed to him the most extraordinary place to live In. But he
could not help admiring the ingenuity with which it was constructed,
and he knew that if he had come there under different circumstances the
prospect of staying in such a cottage would have fascinated and delighted
him. How, in the old days, he had longed for such an experience!

Many repairs and alterations were necessary, and GenJi sent at once for
the bailiffs of some of his estates which lay in the neighbourhood. They
and their workmen, directed by the faithful Yoshikiyo, soon carried out
Genii's plans, and the place began to assume a much more habitable air.
The pond was dredged and deepened, plantations were Iaid out. Soon he
settled down to his new life in a way that he would never have dreamed
to be possible. The Governor of the province had formerly been attached
to his household, and though he did not dare to give him a public wel
come, he made it clear in private that his sympathies were on Genu's
side. Thus even in this remote spot he was not entirely deprived of
society; but there was no one with whom he was really intimate and such
conversation as he could get was of the most superficial and uninteresting
kind. He felt almost as isolated as if he had been cast up on a desert
island, and the prospect of spending months, nay years, buried away amid
these uncivilized surroundings still appalled him. He was just beginning
to reconcile himself a. little to his rustic employments when the summer

I China.
:I For the story ofhis 'exile, see the No play Matsukas» in my No PlaysofJapan, p, 268.
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rams set in. During this tedious period of inactivity he thought much of
hIS friends at the Capital, Often he called to mind the picture of Mura
saki's mIsery In those last hours, of the Heir Apparent's Infant beauty or
the heedless antics of Aoi's hrtle son. He determined to send a courier to
the CIty, and began wrrtmg letters to everybody. While he wrote to the
Lady of his palace and agam while he wrote to Fujitsubo in her cloister
he wept so bitterly that the letters had many times to be put aside. To
Oborozuki he dared not write direct, but as he had sometimes done before
enclosed a message to her in a letter to Lady Chunagon, with the acrostic
poem 'That I, though cast like weed upon the barren margin of the sea,
am unrepentant snll, how should they guess - these fisherfolk that tend
their salt-kilns on the shore?' To the retired Minister and to Nurse
Saisho he sent many instructions concernmg the upbringrng of the child.
It may well be imagmed that the arrival of his post-bag In the City set
many hearts a-flutter.

The condition of Murasaki after hIS departure had gravely alarmed her
attendants. She lay for many days utterly overcome by the shock of his
departure. Every effort to cheer her was In vain. The sight or mention of
things which she connected wrth him, a zithern which he had once
played, the perfume of a dress which he had left behind, threw her at once
Into a new paroxysm of grief. She behaved indeed for all the world as
though he were not merely exiled but already 10 hIS grave. At last
Shonagon, becommg seriously alarmed, sent for her uncle the priest and
begged hIS aid. The Iiturgy of intercession which he conducted had for
ItS aim both the recovery of Lady Murasaki from her present prosrranon
and the early recall of Gen ji himself. For a while she was somewhat calmer
and began to go about the house again. She spent much time at her devo
nons, praying fervently that he might soon return and live with her as
before. She sent him sleeping-clothes and many other comforts which
she feared he might not otherwise be able to secure. Among the garments
which she packed were a cloak and breeches of plain homespun. She
folded them with a sigh, remembering hIS Court apparel with Its figured
silks and ghrtenng badges. And there was his mirror! He had left it
behind as in hIS poem he had jestingly promised to do; but his image he
had taken with him, and much good was a mirror that reflected another
face than his! The places where he used to walk, the pinewood prllar
against which he used to lean - on these she could still never look with
out a bitter pang. Her situation might well have dismayed even a woman
long inured to the world; for an inexperienced girl the sudden departure
of one who had taken the place of both father and mother, to whom she
had confided everything, to whom she had looked on every occasion for
comfort and advice, was a blow from which it could hardly be expected
that she would quickly recover. Deep down in her heart there was the
haunting fear that he might die before his recall. But apart from this
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dread (which did not bear thinking of), there was the possibility that
gradually, at such a distance as this, his affection for her would cease.
True, she could write to him, and had his absence been fixed at a few weeks
or months she would have had no great anxiety. But as it was, year
might follow year without the slightest change in his prospects, and
when he found that this was so who knew what mrght not come.. ., .?

The Lady Abbess too was at this time in great distress. The SIn of the
Heir Apparent's birth was a constant weight upon her heart. She felt
that she had up to the present escaped more Iightly than her karma in any
degree warranted and that a day of disastrous reckoning might still be
at hand. For years she had been so terrrfied lest her secret should become
known that she had treated GenJi with exaggerated indifference, con
vinced that if by any sign or look she betrayed her partiality for him their
attachment would at once become common knowledge at Court. She
called to mind countless occasions when, longing for his sympathy and
love, she had turned coldly away. The result of all her precautions did
indeed seem to be that, in a world where everything that anyone knows
sooner or later gets repeated, this particular secret had, so far as she could
judge by the demeanour of those with whom she came In contact, re
married absolutely undivulged. But the effort had cost her very dear,
and she now remembered WIth pity and remorse the harshness which this
successful policy had involved. Her answer to the letter which he sent
from Suma was long and tender, she sought indeed to explain and expiate
her seeming heartlessness in former days.

An answer also came from Oborozuki: 'Not even to fishers that on the
shore of Suma their faggots burn must we reveal the smouldering ashes
of our love.' 'More I have no heart to write,' she added in the margin of
this poem, which was on a tiny strip of paper discreetly hidden between
the pages of a note from Lady Chunagon, In her own Ietter this lady gave
a most melancholy account of her mistress's condition. All these tales
of woe made the arrival of Genji's return post-bag a somewhat depressing
event.

Murasakis letter was full of the tenderest allusions and messages.
With it was the poem: 'Look at the sleeves of the fisherfolk who trail
salt-water tubs along the shore: you will not find them wetter than mine
were on the night you put out to sea.' The clothes and other odds and
ends which she sent him. were all of the most delicate make and colour.
She had evidently taken immense trouble, and he reflected that she could
now have little indeed to employ her. No doubt she had in her loneliness
deliberately prolonged this task. Day and night her image floated before
him and at last, unable to endure any longer the idea of her remaining
by herself in that dull lonely palace, he began to make fresh plans for
bringing her out to join him. But after further reflection he changed his
mind. Such a step would at once bring down upon him the full retribu-
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tion of his offences, and putting the idea out of his head he took to prayer
and fasnng, in the hope that Buddha would have pIty on him and bring
his exile to a speedy end. He was also somewhat distressed at being
separated from Aoi's son. But here the case was different from that of
older people. There was every probabilrry that he would eventually see
the child again, and meanwhile he had the comfort of knowing that It
was in excellent hands.

But stay! There has been so much to tell that one Important matter
had quite escaped me. I ought to have told you that before hIS departure
he sent a message to Ise with a letter mforming Lady Rokujo of the place
at which she must in future address him. An envoy now arrived at Suma
with her reply. It was long and innmate, Both the handwriting and
mode of expression showed Just that extrsordmary distinction and fine
ness of breeding which he had always admired In her. 'I find it impos
sible,' she wrote, 'to conceive of you in such a place as that at which you
bid me to address you. Surely this must be some long, fantastic dream!
I cannot but believe that I shall soon hear of you as again at the Capital,
alas, even so It WIll be far longer before my fault is expiated and we can
meet face to face. "Forget not those who for salvation dredge their
misery by Ise's shore, while you WIth fisherfolk drag dripping buckets to
the kiln." This and much more was wrirten, not as It seemed at one time,
but bit by bit as fresh waves of feeling prompted her. There were alto
gether four or five large sheets of white Chinese paper, and there were
many passages which in the handling of the Ink were quite masterly.
This woman, whom he once so passionately admired, had, after the fatal
outcome of her Jealousy, become utterly distasteful to him. He knew well
enough that she was not to blame for what had occurred and that hIS own
feelings towards her were utterly unreasonable, and now that he was him
self suffering the penalty of exile he felt more than ever ashamed of having
driven her away by his sudden coldness. Her present letter moved him so
deeply that he detained the messenger for several days, quesrionmg him
upon every detail of the life at Ise, The man was a young courtier of good
family and was enchanted at the opportunity of living in the company of
this famous prInce at such close quarters as the Iimited accommodation
of the cottage made necessary. In his reply Genji said: 'Had I known that
I was to be driven from the Court, I mighr have done well to Join you In
your journey. "Were I but in the little boat that the men of Ise push
along the wave-tops of the shore, some converse would at least be mine. "
.... Now, alas, there is less prospect even than before that we shall ever
meet again. .. .. ..'

He had now acquitted himself of all his epistolary duties, and no one
had any rrght to complain. Meanwhile a letter arrived from the lady in
the & village of falling flowers,' or rather a Journal in which she had from
time to nme noted down her impressions since his departure. The manner
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In which she recorded her despondency at his absence was both entertain
ing and orrgmal, The letter was a great distraction and aroused in him a
quite new Interest In this lady. It had come to his ears that the summer
rains had done considerable damage to the foundations of her house and
he sent word to his people at the Capital to get materials from such of his
farms as were nearest to the ladles' home and do whatever was necessary
in the way of repaIrs.

The Emperor strll showed no signs of summoning Princess Oborozuki
to his side. Her father imagined that she felt her position and, since she
was hIS favourite daughter, was most anXIOUS to get matters put right ..
He spoke about it to Kokiden, begging her to use all her influence, and
indeed went so far as to mention hIS daughter's disappointment to the
Emperor himself. It was hoped that he might be prevailed upon to install
her, if not as a regular mistress" at any rate in some dignified capacity in
his immediate entourage. The Emperor had hitherto neglected her solely
because of her supposed attachment in another direction. When at last,
yielding to the persuasion of her relatives, he summoned her to him, she
was as a matter of fact more than ever absorbed in her unlucky passion.
She moved Into the Inner Palace during the seventh month. As it was
known that the Emperor had previously been very much in love with her,
no surprise was felt when he began Immediately to treat her as a full lady
in-waiting. From the first he showered upon her a multitude both of en
dearments and reproaches. He was by no means distasteful to her either
in person or character, but a thousand recollections crowded to her mind
and continuously held her back. He did not fail to notice this, and once
when they were at mUSIC together he said to her suddenly: 'I know why
you are unhappy. It is because that man has gone away. Well, you are
not the only one who misses him; my whole Court seems to be plunged in
the darkest gloom. I see what it is, I ought never to have let him go.
The old Emperor on his death-bed warned me of all this, but I took no
notice, and now I shall suffer for it: He had become quite tearful. She
made no comment, and after a while he continued: 'I get very little
pleasure out of my life.. I am fast realizing that there is no point in any
of the things I do. I have the feeling that I shall probably not be with
you much longer...... I know quite well that you will not be much
upset; certainly much less than you were recently. That poet was a fool
who prayed that he might know what happened to his mistress after he
was gone.. He cannot have cared much about her, or he would certainly
rather not have known: He really seemed to set such store by her affec
tion and spoke in so bitter and despondent a tone that she could bear it
no longer and burst into tears. · It is no good your crying like that,' he
said peevishly, ·1 know well enough that your tears are not in any way
connected with me.' For a while he was silent. Then he began agam:
•It is so depressing not to have had any children. Of course I shall keep
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Lady Fujitsubos son as my Heir Apparent, since the old Emperor desired
it. But there IS sure to be a great deal of opposinon, and It IS very in
convenient... .'

In reality, the government of the country was not in his hands at all,
at every curn he saw his own wishes being violated and a quite contrary
policy pursued by men who knew how to take advantage of his Inex
perience and weakness of character. All this he deplored but was power.
less to al ter .

At Suma autumn had set in with a vengeance. The little house stood
some way back from the sea, but when In sudden gusts the wind came
I blowing through the gap' (the very wind of Yukihira's poem I) it
seemed as though the waves were at Genu's door. NIght after night he
lay lisremng to that melancholy sound and wondering whether in all the
world there could be any place where the sadness of autumn was more
overwhelming. The few attendants who shared the house with him had
all gone to rest Only Genu lay awake, propped high on his prllow, listen
ing to the storm-winds which burst upon the house from every SIde.
Louder and louder came the noise of the waves, trll It seemed to him they
must have mounted the fore-shore and be surging round the very bed on
which he lay. Then he would take up hIS zirhern and strrke a few notes.
But hIS tune echoed so forlornly through the house that he had not the
heart to continue and, puttIng the zithern aside, he sang to himself the
song:

'The wind that waked you,
Came it from where my Ladv lies,
Waves of the shore, whose SIghs
Echo my sobbing?'

At this his followers awoke with a start and listened to hIS singing with
wonder and delight. But the words filled them with an unendurable
sadness, and there were some whose Irps trembled while they rose and
dressed.

What (Genji asked himself) must they think of him> For his sake they
had given up their homes, parents, brothers, friends from whom they had
never been absent for a day; abandoned everything in life which they had
held dear. The thought that these unfortunate gentlemen should be in
volved In the consequences of his indiscretion was very painful to him.
He knew that his own moodiness and ill humour had greatly contributed
to their depression. Next day he tried to cheer them with jokes and
amusing stories; and to make the time pass less tediously he set them to
work to Join strips of variegated paper into a long roll and did some writ
ing practice, while on a plece of very fine Chinese silk he made a number
of rough ink sketches which when pasted on to a screen looked very well
indeed. Here before his eyes were all those hills and shores of which he

I See No Playsof Japan, p. Q68.
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had so often dreamed since the day long ago when they had been shown
to him from a far-off height. I He now made good use of his opportunIties
and soon got together a collection of views which admirably illustrated
the scenery of this beaunful coast-hue. So dehghted were his companions
that they were anXIOUS he should send for Chiyeda and Tsunenori 2 and
make them use his sketches as models for proper-coloured pamtrngs. His
new affabrlity soon made them forget all their troubles, and the four or
five retainers who habitually served him felt that the discomforts of exile
were qUIte outweighed by the pleasure of waiting upon such a master.

The flowers which had been planted in front of the cottage were bloom
Ing wrth a wild profusion of colour. One parncularly calm and delightful
evening Genji came out on to the verandah which looked towards the
bay. He was dressed In a soft coat of fine white srlk with breeches of
aster-colour. A cloak of some dark materral hung loosely over hIS shoul
ders. After reciting the formula of submission C'Such a one, being a dis
ciple of the Buddha Sakyamuni, does obeisance to him and craves that in
the moonlit shelter of the Tree of Knowledge he may seek refuge from the
clouds of sorrow and death J) he began in a low VOIce to read a passage
from the Scriptures. The sunset, the Iighr from the sea, the towering hills
cast so strange a radiance upon him as he stood reading from the book,
that to those who watched he seemed like some visitant from another
world. Out beyond the bay a lme of boats was passing, the fishermen
singing as they rowed. So far off were these boats that they looked like
a convoy of small birds afloat upon the high seas. With the sound of oars
was subtly blended the cryIng of wild-geese, each wanderer's lament
swiftly matched by the voice of his close-following mate. How different
his lot to theirs! And Genji raised hIS sleeve to brush away the tears
that had begun to flow. As he did so the whiteness of hIS hand flashed
against the black wooden beads of hIS rosary. Here Indeed, thought those
who were with him, was beauty enough to console them for the absence
of the women whom they had left behind.

Among his followers was that same Ukon who had gone with him. to
the old Emperor's tomb. Ukon's father had become Governor of Hitachl
and was anxious that he should jom him In his province. He had chosen
instead to go with Genji to Suma, The decision cost him a bitter struggle,
but from Genji he hid all this, and appeared to be quite eager for the
Journey.. This man, painting to the wild-geese above, now recited the
poem: 'Like flocks that unafraid explore the shifting highways of the
air, I have no fear but that my leader should outwing me in the empty sky.'

About this time the Secretary to the VIceroy came back to Court. As
he was travelling with his wife, daughters and a very large staff of attend-

I See Part I, pp. 82 seq,
a Tsunenori was a famous painter, c. 950 A.D. SO presumably was Chiyeda. Some

people say Chiyeda was a name used by Tsunenori..
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ants he preferred to make the whole Journey by water. They were pro
ceeding In a leisurely fashion along the coast and had intended to stop
at Suma which was said to be the most beautiful bay of all, when they
heard that Genji was hving there. The giddy young persons In the boat
were immediately In the WIldest state of excitement, though their father
showed no signs of putting them ashore. If the other sisters, who did not
know Genji, were in a flutter, it may be imagined what a commotion
was going on In the breast of Lady Gosechi." She could indeed hardly re
strain herself from cuttmg the tow-cord, and when the boat put in so near
the shore that a faint sound of string-music could be heard floating down
from Genii's cottage, the beauty of the shore, the proximity of so interest
ing a personage and the Interrupted strains of the tune combined to make a
powerful Impression upon the imaginanons of these young people, and the
tears came into their eyes. The Secretary sent the following letter ashore:
~ I had hoped that after my long absence It would be from your lrps that I
should first hear all the gossip of the Capital. I now learn to my intense
surprIse and, if you Will allow me to say so, to my deep regret, that you
are at present lrvmg in retirement in this remote place. As we are a large
and mixed party, I must excuse myself from troubling you, but I hope to
ha.ve the pleasure of your SOCIety upon some other occasion.' This letter
was brought by his son the Governor of Echizen, a nobleman who had
been one of Genjr's equerries and had been treated by him with particular
kindness. He was distressed at his former master's ill fortune and did not
wish to seem ungrateful; but he knew that there were persons 10 his
father's tram who had their eye upon him and would, if he lingered 10

Genji's 'company, denounce him to the authorities. He therefore handed
in the letter and at once hurrted away.. 'You are the first of my friends
to visit me SInce I left the Capital: said Genji, 'I cannot sufficiently
thank you for sparing me so much of your nme...... ' His reply to the
Viceroy's letter was couched in much the same terms. The young Gov
ernor returned in very low spirits, and hIS account of what he had seen
and heard provoked loud expressions of sympathy not only from the ladies
of the party but also from the VIceroy himself. Ladv Gosechi contrived
to send a short message on her own account, together with the poem:
"Little you guessed that at the sound of your distant lute one hand was
near Indeed to severing the tow-cord of the boat.' 'Do not think me for
ward 1£ under these strange Circumstances I have ventured once more to
address you,' she added. He smiled as he read the letter. She seemed to
have become very demure. .. Had you in truth been minded to Visit me,
what easier than to cut the cable that drags you past this shore?' So he
wrote and again: .. You are a httle taken aback, I think) to find me ~, among
the fishers at their toil." , So much did he long for some distraction that
he would indeed have been delighted if she had found courage to come

J See above, p. 227.
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ashore; nor is this strange when we remember how not far away from
this same place a mIghty exile I found solace in the company of an ostler.

In the Capital Genu's absence was still universally deplored. His step
brothers and some of the noblemen with whom he was most intimate
had In the early days of his exile sent sometimes to enqUIre about him
and had composed elegies in his honour, to which he had replied. This
soon reached Kokiden's ears. She was furious at this proof of his con
tinued populariry: 'It is unheard of, t she burst out angrily, · that a man
condemned of offences against the Government of his country should be
allowed to live as he pleases and even share in the literary pastimes of
the Court. There he SIts (by the way I hear he has got a very pretty
house!) railing all day at the Government, and no doubt experimenting
on loyal servants of the Crown for all the world Iike that man in the
History Book who declared that a stag was a horse.' 2 Henceforward
Genji received no letters from Court.

The lady at the Nijo-in remamed inconsolable. The servants in the
eastern WIng had at first been somewhat reluctant to transfer rheir services
to her, but after a while her charming manners and amiable disposition
completely won their hearts, and none of them showed any signs of seek
ing service elsewhere. Their employment had given them opportunity
of observing, albeit at a distance, most of the great ladies of the Court.
They were soon willmg to allow that in beauty of character Murasaki far
excelled them all, and they well understood why Genji had singled her
out to be hIS pupil,

He, meanwhile, longed more and more to have her with him. But apart
from the fact that the roughness of life at Suma would be utterly unsuited
to her, he knew that hIS sending for her would be regarded as an Impudent
challenge to those who had achieved his downfall.

They were within easy distance of Akashi, and Yoshikiyo naturally
thought of the strange lady whom he had once courted there, daughter of
the eccentric recluse 3 who had made his home near the Bay.. He wrote to
her several times, but received no reply. FInally a note came not from
her but from her father, sayIng that he had something to tell Yoshikryo
and would be glad if he could find rime to call. It was qUIte clear what
this meant. The old man merely wanted to tell him that hIS SUIt was un
welcome. Yoshikiyo saw no point in going to the house on purpose to
be snubbed, and left the letter unanswered. As a rule provincial governors
seem to think that there are no reputable famrlies In the land except those

1 The great statesman Sugawara no Michizane, 845-903.
:I Chao Kao was plotting to overthrow the Second Emperor (grd cent. n.c.). He brought

his majesty a stag, telling him it was a horse. The Emperor laughed, but some of the
Courtiers were so much afraid of Chao Kao that they SIded With hrm and insisted that it
was Indeed a horse. Then Kao knew that they feared him more than the Emperor and
definitely decided to revolt.

3 See Part I, p. 83.
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of other provincial governors, and it would never occur to them to marry
their daughters Into any other class. But this ex-Governor was a man
who not only had Ideas of his own but clung to them with passionate
obsnnacv. For years past, the sons of provmcial officials had been court
ing hIS daughter, and one and all he had sent them about their business.
His own norion of a husband was very differenr. Then came Genu's ar
rival at Suma. So soon as he heard of It, the ex-Governor said to his
wife 'I hear that Lady Kmrsubo's boy, Prince Hrkaru GenJi, has got
into some sort of trouble with the aurhorrnes and has come to Irve at
Suma. I confess I am delighted to hear It. What a splendid opportunity
for our glr1. . . .'

· You must be mad" broke in the mother. · I have been told by people
at Court, that he already keeps several ladles of the highest rank as his
mistresses, and not content WIth that, it appears that he has now got into
trouble about some lady 10 the Imperial Household. I cannot Imagine
why you suppose that a coxcomb of this kind IS likely to take any interest
in a simple, country girl. ... ' · You know nothmg whatever about it,'
interrupted the father testily. 'I have very good reasons for thinking as I
do, and I must trouble you to fall in WIth my plans. I intend to invite
Prince Genu over here at the earliest possible opportunity.' He now
spoke in a gentler tone, but It was evident that he meant to have his own
way, and to his WIfe's consternation he began to make the most lavish
preparatIons for GenJi's enterrainment. 'I cannot Imagine,' she said,
'why you are so set upon marryIng our daughter to this man. However
exalted his position may once have been, that does not alter the fact that
he has now been expelled from the City as a criminal. Even if by any
chance he did take a fancy to her, the idea of accepting such a person as
our son-in-law is one which you cannot surely entertain even as a joke.
. .;' «What is all this about crrminalse' he growled. ·Surely you know
that some of the most distinguished men in history both here and In China
have been forced at one time or another to retire from Court" There is
nothing disgraceful about it. Just consider for a moment who this prince
is. His mother was the daughter of my own uncle, the late Inspector of
Provinces, who having made a name for himself by his public services
was able to obrain for her a position in the Imperial Palace, Here she
at once became the idol of our beloved Monarch, and although the very
exceptional favour with which she was treated aroused a good deal of
jealousy and in the end brought about her undoing, her career cannot be
considered unsuccessful, since she became the mother of His Majesty's
most cherished son, In short, the family with which his august father
was not ashamed to ally himself is surely good enough for this young
prince, and though our daughter is a country-bred girl, I do not think
you will find he turns up his nose at her.... :

The young woman In question was not remarkably handsome) but she
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had considerable distinction and charm, Indeed many of the greatest
ladies at Court had, so far as good looks went) far less to boast of. She
was painfully conSCIOUS of her own deficiencies and had made up her mind
that no one of good position would ever take any nonce of her .. Men of
her own rank m life she knew that she had no opportunity of meenng..
Sooner or later her parents would die, and then she would eirher become a
nun or else drown herself in the sea; she was not sure which .. Her father
brought her up WIth extreme strictness, and her only outings were pil
grimages to the Shrine of Sumiyoshi, whither he brought her regularly
twice a year, secretly hoping that the God would be moved to assist his
ambitious designs.

The New Year had begun. The days were growing longer and already
there was a faint show of blossom on the cherry-trees which Genji had
planted in his garden at Suma, The weather was delightful, and Sitting
idly in the sunshine he recalled a thousand incidents that were linked in
his mind WIth former springs. The twentieth day of the second month!
It was Just a year ago that he left the Capital. All those painful scenes of
farewell came back vividly to his mmd, bringing WIth them a new access
of longing. The cherry-trees of the Southern Hall must now be in full
bloom. He remembered the wonderful Flower Feast of six years ago,
saw his father's face, the elegant figure of the young Crown Prince; and
verses from the poems which he had himself made on that occasion floated
back into hrs mind.

All this while To no Chujo had been living at the Great Hall, with very
little indeed to amuse him. He had been put down again into the Fourth
Rank and was very much discouraged. It was essential to his prospects
that he should not come under any further suspicion, but he was an affec
tionate creature and finding himself longing more and more for Genji's
society, he determined, even at the cost of offending the Government, to
set out at once for Suma .. The complete unexpectedness of his visit made
it all the more cheering and delightful. He was soon admiring Genji's
rustic house, which seemed to him the most extraordinary place to be liv
ing in. He thought it more like some legendary hermit's hut in a Chinese
book than a real cottage. Indeed the whole place might have come
straight out of a picture, with its hedge of wattled bamboo, the steps of
unhewn stone, the stout pine-wood pillars and general air of improvisa
tion" Chujo was enchanted by the strangeness of it all. Geoji was dressed
in peasant style with a grey hunting-cloak and outer breeches over a suit
of russet-brown, The way in which he played up to this rustic costume
struck Chujo as highly absurd and at the same time delighted him. The
furniture was all of the simplest kind and even Genji's seat was not divided
off in any way from the rest of the room, Near it lay boards foi the games
of go and .Jugor'oku, and chessmen, with other such gear as is met with in
country houses" The meals, which were necessarily of a somewhat make-

10
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shift character, seemed to Chujo positively exerting. One day some fisher
men arrrved with cockles to sell. GenJI sent for them and Inspected their
catch. He quesnoned them about their trade and learned something
of the Iife led year 10 and year out by those whose homes were on this
shore. It was a story of painful unremirtmg toil, and though they told
it in a jargon which he could only half understand, he realized WIth com
passion that their feelings were, after all, very much like hIS own. He
made them handsome presents from his wardrobe and they felt that these
shells had Indeed been Iife-grving. I

The stable was quite close by and in full view of the cottage. It amused
Chujo to watch the labourers fetching rice-husks from a queer building
which seemed to be a sort of store-house or granary and USIng them as
provender for the horses, and he would SIng the ballad: 'Sweet is the
shade .. .' 2

He had of course a great deal to tell to his friend, and it was somenmes
with laughter, somenmes WIth tears that they went step by step over all
that had happened in the long months of their separation. There were
many stories of Aoi's little son, happily snll too young to understand
what was going on In the world around him, of the old Minister, who now
was sunk into a state of unremrtting melancholy, and of a thousand
other happenings at the Great Hall and Court, which could not possibly
be recounted in full and would lose all Interest If told incompletely.
Neither of them had any inclinanon to sleep, and at dawn they were still
exchanging Chinese odes.

Though Chujo had said that he no longer cared what the authorities
thought of him, he was reluctant to aggravate hIS offence by lingering
on this forbidden shore, and he now announced that he must start for home
agaIn immediately. This was a ternble blow to Genji who knew that so
short a visit would leave him even more wretched than before. Wine
was brought and as they drank the farewell cup they murmured in unison
the words of Po Chu-i's parting poem:

'Chin on hand by the candle we lay at dawn
Chanting songs of sadness, till the tears had splashed
Our cup of new-made wine ..... '

Chujo had brought with him some delightful presents from the Capital.
With many apologies Genji offered him in return a black colt, saying as
he did so: · I fear that It may be embarrassing for you to receive even so
poor a gift as this from one in my position. But I beg of you to accept
it as a symbol of my longing to return, for in the Old Poem it is written:

"The Tartar horse neighs into the northern wind;
The bird of Yueh nests on the southern bough."

I There is here a play on words. The other meaning is: 'That life was indeed worth
living.'

ll'Sweet is the shade, the lapping waters cool, and good the pasture for our weary
steeds. By the well of Asuka, here let us. stay.' See Part I, p, 25.
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It was in fact a magnificent horse and could hardly have been matched
in all the kingdom. Among the presents brought by Chujo was a cele
brated flute which had long been in hIS possession, and many other small
but beautiful objects such as could easily be secreted and would serve as
tokens of his affection WIthout eXCItIng troublesome comment.

The morning was well advanced before Chujo set out. He could hardly
believe that the long-dreamed-of meeting was already over and looked
back agaIn and agaIn to where hIS friend was standing. The SIght of
Genu gaZIng after him as the boat drew away made It more difficult than
ever to endure so speedy a partIng, and he cried out, ·When, when shall
we meet agains I cannot think that they will let you go on much longer.
....' At which GenJi answered him with the poem: '0 crane, who
travellest at will even to the very margIn of the Land on High, look
well upon me, whether in intent I be not cloudless as this new day of
Spring.' I • Sometimes for a while I have hope,' he added; •but of those
who before have been in my case even the most grave and virtuous have
seldom managed to repair their fortunes. I fear I shall not see the pre
cincts of the Capital again: 'Hapless in cloudland shall your crane's
soli tary voice re-echo till wi rh his lost friend, wing to wing again, he
can renew his flighc.' This was the poem that Chujo now recited as his
boat left the shore.

The third month was now beginning and someone who was supposed
to be well up in these matters reminded Genji that one in his circum
stances would do well to perform the ceremony of Purificanon on the
coming Festival Day.? He loved exploring the coast and readily con
sented. It happened that a certain Itinerant magician was then touring
the province of Hanma WIth no other apparatus than the crude back
scene 3 before WhICh he performed his Incantations. Genji now sent for
him and bade him perform the ceremony of Purification. Part of the
ritual consisted in the loading of a little boat with a number of doll
like figures and letting it float out to sea. While he watched this, Genji
recited the poem: 'How hke these puppets am I too cast out to dwell
amid the unportioned fallows of the mighty sea: ... These verses he
recited standing out in the open with nothmg but the wind and sky
around him, and the magician, pausing to watch him, thought that he
had never in his life encountered a creature of such beauty. Till now
there had not been the least ripple on the face of the sea. Genji, wonder
ing what would in the end become of him, began to review the whole
course of his past Iife and the chances of better fortune in the future. He
gazed on the qUIet aspects of both sky and sea. "The Gods at least, the

I Le, You have access to the Emperor, put in a word on my behalf.
~ The third day of the third month.
s ZesJw, a screen or in some cases curtain with a pine-tree painted on it; used as a back

ground to sacred performances.
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myriad Gods look kindly on my fate, knowing that sinful though I be,
no penalty have I deserved such as I suffer 10 this desolate place.' As he
recited these words, the wind suddenly rose, the sky grew dark and with
out waiting to finish the ceremony everyone began hasnly preparIng to
make for home. Just when they had decided to return as quickly as pos
sible, a squall of rain commenced, beginning so unexpectedly that there
was no time even to put up umbrellas. The WInd was now blowing WIth
unparalleled VIolence and things which the calmness of the morning had
tempted them to leave carelessly Iying about the shore were soon scat
tered in every direction. The sea too was rapidly advancing and they
were obliged to run for their lrves. Lookmg back they saw that the whole
surface of the bay was now covered with a blanket of gleaming white
foam. Soon the thunder was rolling and great flashes of Iighrning fell
across the sky .. It was all they could do to make their way home. The
peasants had never witnessed such a gale before. 'It blows pretty stormy
sometimes,' they said; 'but you can generally see It coming up a long
while before.' Of such a storm as this, coming on WIthout a moment's
warning, they could make nothmg at all. Strll the thunder crashed,
and the rain fell WIth such VIolence that each shaft struck deep Into the
earth. It seemed Indeed as though the end of the world were come. Some
of Genii's servants became very restless and uneasy, but he himself settled
quietly in his chair and read out loud from the Scriptures. Towards eve
ning the thunder became less violent, but the WInd remained very high all
night r: It was soon apparent that if the wind did not change, the waves
would carry away their house. Sudden high tides had often before done
great damage on the coast, but it was agreed that such a sea as this had
never been seen before. Towards dawn everyone went off to get a little
rest. Genji too began to doze a little. There appeared to him in his
dream a vague and shadowy figure who said: 'I have come from the
Palace to fetch you.. Why do you not follow me?' He tried to obey the
command, but suddenly awoke. He realized that the 'Palace' of his
dream did not mean, as he had at first supposed, the Palace of the Em
peror, but rather the dwelling of the Sea God. The whole import of the
dream was that the Dragon KIng I had taken a fancy to him and wished
to detain him. yet longer on the shore of hIS domains, He became very
depressed and from this time onwards took a dislike to the particular
pa.rt of the coast In which he had chosen to reside.

x Sovereign of the Ocean..



CHAPTER IV

A kashi

T HE bad weather contmued, day after day nothing but rain, wind
and repeated thunderstorms, bringmg with them countless
troubles and inconveniences. So depressing was the past to

look back upon and so little hope drd the future hold out for him that,
try as he might, GenJi could no longer keep up even the appearance of
cheerfulness.. His prospects were indeed dark. It was Just possible that
he mighr some day be permitted to return to the Capital. But with the
dommant facnon at Court still working against him he would be subject
to unendurable slights and vexations. He thought more than once of
withdrawing from the coast and seeking shelter at some point well back
among the inland hills, But he knew that if he did so it would be said
he had been scared away by a few days of foul weather. The smallest
actions of people In hIS posmon are recorded, and he did not care to figure
in the history-books as the Prince who ran away from a storm. NIght
after night he had the same dream of a messenger summoning him to the
realms below the sea. It seemed as though the Dragon of the Ocean had
indeed set his heart upon him.

Day followed day without the least break showing in the sky. It was
now a long time SInce he had heard any news from the Capital, and he
was becoming very anxious, To be immured for weeks on end in his
small house was to the last degree enervating and depressing; but in this
villainous weather there was no question of so much as even sticking
one's head out of doors for two minutes. Needless to say no one came to
visit him. At last a pitifully bedraggled figure hove into VIew, fighnng
its way through the storm. A messenger from the NiJo-in. So he an
nounced himself, but the journey had reduced him to such a plight that
Genji would scarce have known that this tattered, dripping mass was a
human being at all. He was indeed a common peasant, such a one as in
old days would have been unceremoniously bundled out of Genji's path.
Now Genji found himself (not without some surprise at the degree of
condescension to WhICh his misfortunes had brought him) welcoming
the fellow as an equal, and commiserating with him upon his plight.

In her letter Murasaki said: 'In these odious days when never for a
single Instant has the least gleam or break pierced our sodden sky, the
clouds have seemed to shut you off from me and I know not behind which
part of this dark curtain to look for you. .t How fiercely must the tem
pests be blowing on your shore, when even here my sleeves are drenched
with ceaseless sprayl" f
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The letter was full of sad and tender messages. He had no sooner opened
it than a darkness spread before his eyes and tears fell in floods, · beh ke
to swell the margrn of the sea.'

He learnt from the messenger that at Kyoto too the storm had raged
with such violence and persIstency that it had been proclaimed a national
Visitation, and It was said that the great Service of Intercession I had been
held In the Palace. So great were the floods that the officers of the Court
were unable to reach the Inner City, and all business was at a standsrrll,
He told his story confusedly and In a broken Jargon that was very hard
to follow. But what matter? Such as It was, his news came from Kyoto,
from the City, and that in Itself was enough to make Genu catch eagerly
at every word. He had the messenger brought to his own room and was
soon plying him with questions. It seemed that the same continuous
downpour had gone on day after day WIthout a. moment's break, varied
only by occasional hurricanes of wind. Thunder they had not had, nor
the alarming hailstorms which along the coast were of such violence
that the hailstones had penetrated far down into the earth. Such hor..
ror came Into the man's face as he recalled the scenes through which he
had passed, and so lamentable was his present condition that even those
who had taken the storm somewhat lightly now began to feel seriously
alarmed. It seemed indeed as though a conrmuance of the present deluge
must speedily wash the world away, but worse was to come, for next day,
from dawn onwards, an even more VIolent WInd raged, caUSIng a tre
mendous flood-nde along all the shore. Soon the breakers were crashing
with a. din so stupendous that you would have thought the rocks, nay
the very hills, could not long resist them. Suddenly a blaze of Iightning,
inexpressibly fierce and dazzling, rushed earthward. They realized that
something must have been struck, and there was now no longer anyone
who even pretended to take the situation lightly. Each of Genu's
servants was wondering in his heart what he had done to deserve at the
hand of Fate so hideous an experience Here, it seemed, they were all to
die; never again to meet mother or father, far from the pitying faces of
wife, of children, or of friends. Genji himself had no desire to end his
existence on this inhospitable shore, but he managed to control his feel
ings and did his best to Introduce some order among his followers. This
proved to be by no means easy. At last he set them to offering up prayer..
strips and ribbons to the God of Sumiyoshi and himself called upon the
God to save from calamity a shore that was so near his own Holy Abode
and, if indeed he were a Present Deity, to prove it now by his aid .. So he
prayed, with many other vows and supplications. And his servants, as
they heard him, forgot for a while the peril that threatened their own

! Instituted in China in the 6th century. It ce-ntred round the reading of the ]en J1. "ang
Ching (Nanjio No. J 7) in which Buddha instructs the great kings of the earth how to pre..
serve their countries from calamity.
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lives, and could think only of the calamity which would befall their
country should such a prince be lost amid the waters of this deserted
shore. Then one, who was of greater courage than the rest and had now
somewhat regained the use of hIS faculties and better feelmgs, began to
call upon the God to take hIS life and welcome, so be it GenJI were saved.
And after this, all began In chorus to Invoke both Buddhas and Gods of
their own land, and presently one said: "Though nurtured in a palace of
princes and inured from infancy to softness and delighrs, our master has
not hidden his face from common men; for In every corner of the Eight
Islands his patience and kindness are known. How many that were down
cast and obscure has he not helped upward to greatness> Tell us now,
Heaven, tell US, Earth, of what crime has he been guilty, that he should
be cast away, a vicnm to the winds and seas? GUIltless he has been pun
ished, has been robbed of rank and office, has been torn from home and
country, nor has been suffered to be at peace either by day or night... :
Genji himself prayed again to the gods, sayIng: · With such sights and
sounds about us we cannot but wonder whether the end of our days is
come. Do ye now, 0 Powers, put an end to this grievous visrtation,
whether it be the fruit of karma or the punishment of present crimes; lest
we should doubt if Gods and Buddhas can Indeed make manifest their
WIll' Then turning In the direction of the Sumiyoshi Shrine he uttered
many further prayers to that God, to the Dragon King of the Ocean and
to a thousand and one other Gods and Spinrs, Suddenly, however, while
he was in the midst of these prayers, there was a louder thunderclap than
ever, and at the same time lightmng struck a pent-house which actually
adjoined Genii's room. Flames shot up and that part of the building was
soon in ashes. HIS men were now without exception in such a state of
panic that they could do nothing. Finally Genji got them to move his
things into a sort of shed at the back of the house, which had sometimes
been used as a kitchen. Here, huddled WIth all his followers and grooms,
he spent the rest of the day, wearied by their ceaseless lamentations,
which indeed bid fair to out-din the thunder. The sky was still black as
ink when night fell. However, the wind began to subside and presently
the rain grew a little less heavy; and at last an occasional star began to
twinkle. The thought of their master spending the night in so strange
and undignified a srruation was very perturbing to his attendants and
they began trying to make hIS proper bedroom habitable again. This,
however, did not prove to be feasible, for although a great part of it had
not been actually touched by the fire, 'the Storm God in his boisterous
passage ~ had left a terrible havoc behind him and the room was strewn
with the tattered wreckage of furniture, screens and bedding. It was
agreed that nothing could be done till next day.

Genji said his prayers and began to consider the situation. It was indeed
sufficiently alarming. So high had the tide risen that, now the moon
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was up, the lme of the incoming waves was plainly visible from his house,
and standing at the open wicker door he watched the fierce breakers
plunge and recoil. Such conditions of storm and tide had not occurred
in recent times and no one was prepared to say how far matters were
Iikely to go. This being the only gentleman's house in the neighbour
hood many of the fishing people and peasants who hved along the shore
had now collected In front of it. Their queer, clipped dialect and the
rustic topics of their conversation were ahke very strange to him; but
he would not suffer them to be driven out of earshot. 4 If this WInd does
not go down,' one of them was saying, 'we shall have the sea right on
top of us before the tide turns. God's help alone can save us.' It may be
imagined that these predictions were far from disposing the townsmen
towards a quiet night's rest. A brisk sea wind was again driving onward
the swollen tide, and though he tried to reassure his men Genji was him
self in considerable anxiety; when suddenly and quite unexpectedly he
fell into a doze and dreamed that his father, looking exactly as in the old
days when he was on the throne, stood beside the crazy bed which had
been improvised for him In this disordered place. 4 Ho"\1V' comes It that
you are sleeping In such a place as this?' the vision asked, and taking hIS

hand made as though to drag him from the bed. And again, 'Put your
trust In the God of Sumiyoshi. Leave this place, take to your ship and
He will show you where to go.' What JOY It was to hear that voice once
more! · Father: Genji answered, •smce your protection was taken from
me nothing but sorrow and ill-fortune have befallen me, and now I am
fully expecting to perish miserably upon this forsaken shore.' · It is not
to be thought of,' answered the Emperor. · Your offence was not so great
that you must needs be driven to such a place as this. Unfortunately I
myself am at present expiating a few small offences (such as it is indeed
impossible to avoid; for the Judges of the Dead have not managed to
prove that during my whole reign I did serIOUS harm to anyone). How....
ever, for the present this expiation keeps me very busy, and I have not
been able to keep an eye upon what is happening here. But your late
misfortunes have been such as I could not bear to think of, and though
it cost me great labour, I have made my way through the depths of ocean
and up again on to the shore, that I might be with you in your suffering.
Yet this time I must not stay longer, but will go straight to the Palace
and tell these things to him who IS now Ruler there.' So he spoke, and
turned to flyaway. · Let me go with you. Do not leave mel ' cried Genji
in his dream. But looking up he found that there was no one there at all.
The full-faced moon stared down at him, cold and undreamhke; a cloud
trailed across the sky, shaped to the dim semblance of a figure in flight.

It was many years since he had dreamed of his father, though 10 his
waking hours he had never ceased to mourn for him and long for his
company. This sudden vision which, though so brief, had all. the vivid-
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ness of a real encounter, brought him great comfort. The thought that
at the hour of hIS greatest despair, nay when death itself seemed close at
hand, his father's SpIrIt had hastened through the air to succour him,
made him almost glad that Fate had brought him to the extremity which
had moved hISfather's compassion. So full was he of new hope and com
fort that in his exultation he utterly forgot the perils that encompassed
him, and lay trYing to recall stray fragments of hIS father's dream-speech
which had faded from hIS waking mind. Thmking that the dream might
be repeated, he tried to sleep agaIn; but this tune all hIS efforts were In
vain, and at daylrghr he was strll awake.

Next mornIng there landed at a pOInt in the bay opposite to Genji's
house a Iittle boat WIth two or three persons aboard her. It proved on
enqUIry that they had come from the Bay of Akashi and that the boat
belonged to the ex-Governor of the prOVInce, now turned lay-priest.
The messenger explained that his master was himself aboard and desired
to have a word In private with the Genshonagon I YOShlkIyO, If he were
at present to be found at Suma. YOShIkIYO thought this very peculiar..
The ex-Governor was perfectly well aware of all that went on in the dis
trict, but though he had been acquainted WIth Yoshikiyo for years, he
had not during all the while they had been at Suma paid the slighresr
attention to him. It seemed indeed (thought YOShIkIyO) as if he were
definirely In the old man's bad books. And now, In the middle of an
atrOCiOUS storm, he took it Into his head to pay a calL It was all very
queer. But GenJi, who saw in this new happening a possible fulfilment
of his dream, said at once, · You had better go,' and Yoshikiyo accordingly
accompanied the messenger back to the boat. How they had ever man
aged to launch it at all, under the condrtions which must have prevailed
at the time they left Akashi, was a complete mystery to him, 'On the
first day of this month,' the old man began, '1 had a most singular and
Interesting dream. What it portended seemed to me at the time very
Improbable; but part of the dream was that if I wished to see the promise
fulfilled, I must get ready a boat and on the thirteenth day, so soon as
there was the slightest lull in the storm, make straight for this coast ..
As this InJunction was several times repeated I had the boat manned and
at the appomted time waited for a chance of getting to sea. There was
a fearful gale blowmg; rain was falling 10 torrents and a thunderstorm
was in progress. It certainly did not seem a very good moment to start.
But there are many mstances in foreign history of people saving a whole
country from peril by obeying an apparently senseless dream. I feared
that if I delayed my departure beyond the day which had been named my
Journey would be of no service to anyone. And so, determined that you

1 A Court title. Yoshikiyo was son of the Governor of Harima and bad courted the
Lady of Akashi. I See Part I, p. 82, where, following another text, I have called him
Yoshizane..
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should know of the divine indication which had been vouchsafed to me,
I launched my boat. What was my surprIse to discover that we had a
quire moderate wind blowing nicely 10 our wake' We had this wind
behind us all the way, and I cannot but regard the whole affair as a clear
instance of drvme mrervention. It is possible that on your SIde too there
has been some warnmg or message which fits Into the revelations which
I have received I am very sorry to disturb HIS HIghness, but I should
be obliged If you would tell him of what has passed.' YOShIkIyO accord
rngly went back to GenJi and told him the whole story. The matter
needed some consideration, Here was a chance which It would not be
wise to let pass. Both actual events, such as the destrucnon of his bed
room, and a general restlessness induced by hIS own srngular dream, WIth
its warning to quit this place, inclmed him to ma.ke use of the ex-Gov
ernor's visit. No doubt that If he retired to Akashi his move would
become the subject of a great many scurrrlous Jokes, I but on the other
ha.nd he would look even more foolish If It turned out that he had not
availed himself of a genuine warnIng from the Gods. And thrs must be
a very dangerous thing to do; for even human berngs are extremely an
noyed if one disregards rheir advice. HIS situation could hardly be worse
than It was already. The old Governor was many years hIS senior, was
even, as things went now, his superior In rank, and was certainly viewed
by the authorities In a very different light from that In which GenJI was
regarded. In fact it would be most unwise not to take advantage of his
visitor's evident fnendliness and desire to be connected WIth him. To
go to Akashi would be to beat a retreat But a WIse man 2 of ancient times
has told us that 'to retreat is no disgrace.' And then there was his own
dream, in which his father had begged him to leave this place. He had
made up hIS mind about It. He would ask 1£he might go back with them
to Akashi. He therefore sent a message to his VISItor saying: 'Though
I am hvrng in a strange land, under CIrcumstances In the highest degree
painful and depressing, from the direction of my own home there does
not come a single message of enqUIry or condolence. Here all is unfamiliar
to me; save the stars and sun there is not one being or thing that recalls
to me the life I used to know. You can imagme then with what JOy I
saw your fishing-boat draw near. Tell me, is there not on your shore
some corner where I could hide myself and be at peace? J

This was just what the old gentleman wanted, and In high delight he
hastened to welcome Genii's suggestion. A great bustle commenced, but
before daybreak all Genu's effects had been stowed away in the boat and,
WIth his usual band of chosen retainers, he at last set sail. The wind had
veered and was behind them on the return journey too, so that the little

I It would be said that he was running after the Lady of Akashi, the old recluse's daugh
ter.

t Lao Tzu, say the commentators; but this saying does not occur in thr- Tao Te eking.
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ship flew to Akashi like a bird. The distance is of course not great and
the voyage does not in any case take more than a few hours. But so assid
uously did the wind follow them on this occasion that rt really seemed
as though It were doing It on purpose.

Akashi was evidently a very different sort of place. Indeed his first
impression was that, if anything, it would be difficult here to find seclu
sion enough. The ex-Governor's estate comprised not only the foreshore,
but also a consrderable extent of mounram-land behind. And everywhere,
in creeks and hill-folds and on river-shores, were felt-roofed huts so
situated that the old recluse might not lack an agreeable place of retire
ment at any season of the year.

On all sides there rose groups of substantial granaries and barns, which
looked as though they must contain rice and corn enough to last for the
rest of hIS present existence, But though so careful to provide for hIS

earthly needs, he had by no means forgotten the life to come. On a SIte

which, commanding as it did a magnificent panorama, was calculated
to InspIre him With the sublrmest thoughts, he had built a handsome
temple, where part of his time was spent in the performance of penances
and mystic rneditarrons.

Durmg the recent storms he had moved his WIfe and daughter to cl

lodge on the hillside and was therefore able to place his seaside residence
entirely at Genji's disposal. It was still dark when they left the boat,
but as they drove along the shore, the growing daylighr at last gave him
an opportunity of taking a good look at hIS guest. So delighted was he
by the young man's appearance and by the rapid success of hIS expeditron
that his usually severe and formidable countenance relaxed into a perfect
efflorescence of smiles and affabihty. But even in this state of preoccu
pation and excitement he did not forget to offer up a prayer of thankful
ness to the God of Sumiyoshi. To the old man it was as though the sun
and moon had been taken down from the sky and entrusted to his keep
ing. It may easily be imagined that he left no stone unturned to make
Genji comfortable and contented. Not only was the place one of great
natural beauty, but it had been laid out with unusual taste and skill.
Copses had been planted, rock-gardens constructed and flower-beds made
- all this around the mouth of a little creek that ran in from the
sea. The charms of the place were such as a very skilful landscape
painter might possibly manage to convey; to describe them in words
would, I fear, be quite useless. The contrast WIth the uncomfortable
quarters where he had been cooped up for months was immense, The
house was equipped with every possible elegance and convenience; it
scarcely fell short of the great mansions which he had been used to fre
quent at the Capital, and Indeed in many respects surpassed them. Thus
admirably served and lodged Genji began to regain some of his equanim
ity and was soon engaged in writing letters to hIS friends at the Capital.
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The messenger who brought Murasakis letter was far too much
shaken by hIS prevIous experiences to be sent back Immediately to the
City and Genu had left him behind at Suma. He now sent for him and
entrusted to him a letter In which he descrrbed all that he had recently
been through and with many tender messages explained the reasons which
had led him to his new abode. He also sent private mnmation of his
whereabouts and present condrnon to varIOUS holy men who were charged
to pray for his welfare. To Fujitsubo he sent an account of the thunder
storm and his own almost miraculous escape from harm. He had trred
to wrrte an answer to Murasakr's letter durmg the melancholy period
when he was strll at Suma, but had never managed to finish It, for hIS

tears fell so fast that he was for ever putnng the letter aside. And It was
indeed a piteous sight to see him stop agaIn and agaIn to WIpe away the
tears that soiled his page. In this letter he said: 'More than once my
misery has become so Intense that I was fully determmed to give up my
career and end my days 10 some cloister cell. But then I always remem
bered your little poem, x and felt that It was impossible to leave the world,
at least till I had seen you once again.

"SWIft as before
My thoughts fly back to thee,
Though now from unknown shore
To stranger and more distant shores I flee...."

Forgive this letter which, written as in a dream, may well say much which
a waking mind can scarcely apprehend. t It was written distractedly and
with a shaking hand: but those who were WIth him could not forbear
from peepIng a htrle as he wrote, such was their curiosity to know what
he would say to one who held so great a sway over hIS affections. And
presently, having seen what they could, his servants too began their own
letrer-wntmg, each of them having some dear one at the City from whom
he was anxious to obtain news.

The bad weather In wluch for so many weeks there had not been a single
break, had now completely vanished. Out came all the fishing-boats,
eager to make up for lost time. The complete desertedness of Suma, which
apart from a few fishermen who Irved m caves under the cliff, had no 1n
habitants at all, was very depressing. Akashi could certainly not be com
plained of on that score; indeed, he feared at first that It might prove some
what too populous. But the beauty of the place was so great and afforded
him so many surpr1ses that he was soon perfectly contented. His host
seemed to be exclusively absorbed in religious exercises. Only one other
matter occupied hIS thoughts; it was clear from stray allusions In his
conversation that he lived in a state of continual agitation about his only
daughter, to whom he was evidently attached with an almost morbid de
gree of concentration. Genji had not forgotten the favourable account

I The mirror..poem, p, 234.
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of this lady which had been given him some years ago. Her presence had
of cours~ been no part of hIS reason coming to this place, but the fact
that accident had finally brought him so near her was in a way intriguing.
Howev~r, his misfortunes were still weighmg heavily upon hIS mind and
he was In a mood for prayer and fasting rather than for any gallant drver
sions, Moreover his thoughts were, for the time being, more than ever
turned towards the City, and he would not have dreamed of doing any
thing that the girl whom he had in hIS palace might feel to be a
betrayal of his promises. He was therefore careful not to show the slight
est interest in the topic to which his host so often returned. But various
indications had already convinced him that the lady in question was a
person of very unusual and attractive quahties, and despite this assumed
indifference he could not help feeling '2. certain curiosity with regard to
her. The ex-Governor showed himself to be an ideal host. He stationed
himself at the far end of the house, in a WIng which was completely cut
off from Genii's quarters. Here he was always to be found when wanted,
but never obtruded himself. The self-effacement was the more remark
able seeIng that he was all the time longing to be in Genji's company)
and he was continually praying Gods and Buddhas for guidance as to how
he might best win the confidence of hIS exalted guest. Although he was
not much over sixty a constant habit of watching and fasting had told
much upon him, so that In appearance he was wizened and almost decrepit.
But he was by no means a dull companion, for owing to the Influential
circles in which his youth had been passed he was extremely well-informed
concerning all the principal events of a period which had hitherto lain out
side Genji's ken, and his anecdotes were ~ considerable source of distrac
tion. Genji found indeed that he had started a veritable landslide of in
formation about a generation which his own distractions) both social
and political, had never left him time to study. So pleased was he both
with hIS host and with his new place of residence that he thought with
horror how easily it might never have occurred to him to pay rhis visit.

Though he had now become so intimate with his guest, the old man was
still daunted by a certain reserve and distance in Genji's manner towards
him; and whereas in the first few days of their acquaintance he had some
nmes mentioned his daughter, he now hardly ever referred to her. But
all the while he was trying to discover some way of unfolding his project
and his complete failure to do so distressed him beyond measure. He was
obliged at last to confess to his wife that he ha.d made no progress, but she
was not able to offer him any useful advice. The girl herself had been
brought up in a neighbourhood where there was not a single male of any
description whom she could possibly think of as a lover. At last she had
a chance of convincing herself that such creatures as men of her own class
did actually exist. But this particular one was such an exalted person that
he seemed to her in his way quite as remote as any of the local people.
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She knew of her parents' project, which indeed distressed her greatly, for
she was convinced they were merely making themselves ridiculous.

It was now the fourth month. A dazzlmg summer outfit was supplied
for Genii's use; magnificent fresh hangings and decorations were put up
in all his apartments. The attentions of his host were indeed so Iavishly
bestowed that they would have proved embarrassing, had not Genu re
membered that he was in the hands of an eccentric, whose exalted notions
were notorrous and must, in a man of such distinction, be regarded with
indulgence. About this time he began to have a fresh distraction; for
messengers again began to arrive from the Capital, and came indeed in a
pretty constant stream. One quiet moonht night, when a cloudless sky
stretched over the wide sea, Genji stood looking out across the bay. He
thought of the lakes and rivers of his natrve land. This featureless ex
panse of sea awakened in him only a vague and general yearning. There
was no intimate mark round which his associations might gather, no
bourne to which his eyes instincnvely turned. In all the empty space be
fore him only the island of Awaji stood out solidly and invited attention.
· Awaji, from afar a speck of foam; he quoted, and recited the acrostic
verse: "Oh, foam-flecked island that wast nothing to me, even such sor
row as mine is, on this night of flawless beauty thou hast power to heal!'

It was so long since he had touched his zithern that there was a con
siderable stir among his followers when they saw him draw it out of Its
bag and strike a few random notes. Presently he began trying that piece
which they call the ·Koryo ' I and played the greater part of it straight
through. The sound of his zithern reached the house on the hillside near
by, mingled with the sighing of pine-woods and the rustling of summer
waves. The effect of all this upon the imagrnation of the impressionable
young lady in the house above may well be guessed. Even gnarled old
peasants, whom one would not have expected to make head or tail of this
Chinese music, poked their noses out of their cottage-doors and presently
came to take an airing along the shore. The Governor could not contain
himself, and breaking off in the middle of his prayers, hastened to Genji's
rooms. ·How this brings back to me the old days at Court, before I
turned my back on all the pleasures of the world,' he exclaimed: · But
surely the enchantment of such music as this is not all earthly! Does it
not turn our thoughts towards those celestial strains which will greet us
when we come at last to the place of our desires>' To Genji too the
sound of the zithern brought recollections of many music-makings at the
Capital. He remembered with just what turns and graces such a one
had played the zithern at a particular banquet or another had played the
flute.. The very intonations of some singer's voice came back to him from
years ago. He remembered many an occasion of his own triumph or that

.. 'I ~vidently a Chinese tune. Attempts to identify it have hitherto been very uncon
vmang.
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of his friends; the acclamatrons, the compliments and congratulations of
the Court, nay, the homage of everyone from the Emperor downwards;
and these shadowy memories imparted to hIS playing a peculiar nnge of
melancholy and regret. The old recluse was deeply moved and sent to
hIS house on the hill for hIS own lute and large zrthern. Then, looking
for all the world Iike a bno» priest, I he played several very admirable
and charming pieces. Presently he handed the large zithern to Genii, who
struck a few chords, but was soon overcome by the tender memories which
this Instrument 2 evoked. The poorest music may gain a certain interest
and beauty from the Circumstances In which it is performed. It may be
imagmed then how enchanting was the effect of Genji's touch as the
notes sped across the bay. Nor indeed could any flowerrng groves of spring
nor russet winter woods have made a better setting for his music than this
huge space of open sea. Somewhere In the region of soft, vague shadows
along the shore, shrike were making that strange tapping sound with their
bills. It sounded as though someone had been locked out and were rap
ping, rappIng, rappIng In the desperate hope that those within might at
last relent of their unkindness. The old recluse then played so delightfully
on both instruments that Genji was fascinated. "This large zithern,'
he said to the old man presently, 'is usually supposed to be a. woman's
instrument and requires a very delicate, fluttering touch. t He meant this
quite generally, and not as an apology for his own playing; but the old
man answered with a deprecatory smile: 'I cannot imagine a touch more
suitable to this Instrument than yours. This zithern was originally a
present from the Emperor Engi 3 and has been In my famrly for three
generations. SInce my misfortunes and retirement I have had little taste
for such distractions as this, and have lost what small skill I ever pos
sessed. But in times of great spiritual stress or deep depression I have
occasionally turned to this instrument for solace and support.. And in
deed there is in my household one who from watching me at such times
has herself developed a strange proficiency, and already plays 10 a manner
which would not, I venture to think, displease those departed princes to
whom the zithern once belonged. But perhaps by now, Iike the mountain
hermit in the old story, I have an ear that is better attuned to the rush
ing of WInd through the tree-tops than to the music of human hands.
Nevertheless I wish that, yourself unseen, you might one day hear this
person's playing t; and his eyes moistened in fond paternal recollection..
'I had no idea," answered Genji, · that I was in the neighbourhood of
genius such as you describe. I fear my playing will have sounded to you
Indeed as a mere ., rushing of wind through the tree-tops, ,t , and he hastened

x Priests who collected money for their community by going round playing the biwa
at street-corners.

2 Which he had taught to Murasaki.
s 898"'93°. Sixtieth Emperor of Japan..
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to put back the zithern in the old priest's hands. 4 It is indeed a curious
fact: Genji continued, & that all the best players of this instrument have
been women. You will remember that the Fifth Princess became, under
the instruction of her father the Emperor Saga, I the most famous per...
former of her whole generation. But none of her descendants seems to
have inherited her talent. Of all the players who in our own time have
achieved a certain reputation in rhis line, there is not one who is more
than an intelligent amateur. That in rhis remote place there should be
someone who IS really a skilled performer excites me beyond measure.
Do please lose no time In arrangIng ... ' 'As for that,' the priest an
swered, 'I do not see why there should be any great difficulty about it,
even if it meant bringmg the player down here to meet you. Was not one

'that had sunk into Ignominy and made herself a merchant's drudge once
summoned to a great man's> side, because she could still play upon her
lute the music that long ago he had loved? And speaking of the lute, I
should tell you that the person to whom I refer is also a remarkable lute
player, though this instrument too is one which IS very rarely mastered
completely. Such absolute fluency, such delicacy of touch, I assure you!
And such certainty, such disnnction of style' Shut away for so long on
this shore, where one hears no sound but the roaring of the sea, I some
times fall a prey to dark and depressing thoughts; but I have only to listen
for a while to this delightful performer and all my sorrows disappear.'
He spoke with so much enthusiasm and discernment that Genu was
charmed with him and Insisted upon his playing something on the large
zithern. The old man's sk111 was astonishing. True, his handling of the
instrument was such as IS now considered very old-fashioned, and his
fingering was all entirely in the discarded' Chinese' style, with the left
hand notes heavily accentuated. But when (though this was not the sea
of Ise) he played the song' Let us gather shells along the clean seashore,'
getting one of his servants, who had an excellent voice, to sing the words,
Genji enjoyed the performance so much that he could not refrain from
beating the measure and sometimes even Joining in the words. Where
upon the priest would pause in his playing and listen with an expreSSIon
of respectful rapture.

FrUIt and other refreshments were then served, all with the greatest
taste and elegance. The old priest insisted upon everyone present drink
ing endless cups of WIne, though the night itself was of a beauty so in
toxicating that the dull realmes of life had long ago faded from their
minds. As the night wore on a cool wind began to blow among the
trees, a.nd the moon, who in her higher course had been somewhat over
cast, now at her setting shone out of a cloudless sky. When the company
was grown "a little quieter, the priest began gradually to tell the whole

I 810-823. Fifty-second Emperor ofJapan.
:I Po Chu-i, The reference is to his poem The Lute Girl~s Song.
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story of his hfe on thrs shore, together with his reasons for settling there
and a voluminous account of his vows and religrous observances, when
without difficulty he led the conversation towards the tOpIC of his daugh
ter. She certainly sounded very interesting, and despite the old man's
volubility GenJi found himself listening with pleasure at any rate to
this part of the discourse. ~ It seems a strange thing to say,' hIS host
went on, 'but I sometimes wonder whether, humble old clenc though I
be, my own prayers are not really responsible for your HIghness's excur
sion to these remote parts!' You Will say that if this is so I have done you
a very bad turn.... But let me explain what I mean. For the last eight
een yea.rs I ha.ve put myself under the special protection of the God of
Sumiyoshi. From my daughter's earliest childhood I have been very much
exercised in mind regarding her future, and every year in the spring and
autumn I have taken her WIth me to the shrine of that deity, where pray
ing day and night I have performed the offices of the Six Drvisrons," WIth
no other desire at heart save that, whether I myself should be reborn upon
a Lotus Throne or no, to her at least all might be given that I asked. My
father, as you know, was a Minister of State; while I, no doubt owing
to some folly committed in a former life, am become a simple country
man, a mere yokel, dwelling obscurely among the hills. If the process
continued unchecked and my daughter was to fall as far below me In
estate as I am now below my illustrious father, what a wretched fate,
thought I, must be in store for her! Since the day of her birth my whole
object has been to save her from such a catastrophe, and I have always been
determined that In the end she should marry some gentleman of good
birth from the Capital, ThIS has compelled me to discourage many local
SUItors, and in doing so I have earned a great deal of unpopularity. I am
indeed, in consequence of my efforts on her behalf, obliged to put up with
many cold looks from the neighbouring gentry; but these do not upset
me at all. So long as I am alive to do it, I am determined to afford her
what httle protectIon my narrow sleeve can give. When I am no longer
there to watch over her, she will no doubt do as she thinks best. But I
confess I would rather hear she were drowned in the sea than that she had
settled herself in the sphere of life to which my folly has for the time re
duced her.' H~ went on thus for a long while, paus1ng now and again to
shed a few tears, but most of what he said would not be worth repeating.
Genji was for varIOUS reasons also in a very emorional and discursive
mood, and presently he interrupted: '1 could never make out why I had
suddenly fallen into disgrace and been compelled to live in these remote
regions; for I have certainly done nothmg in my whole life to deserve so
stern a punishment as this. But at last you have furnished me with the
explanation, and I am perfectly well satisfied. No doubt lt was, as you
suggest, entirely in answer to your prayers that all this has happened to

:.I A service performed at dawn, sunrise, midday, sunset, dusk and nightfall.
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me. I only regret that, since you must all the time have been aware of
thrs, you did not think fit to tell me about It a Iirtle sooner. SInce I left
the CIty I have been so much obsessed by the uncertainty of human hfe
that I have felt no inclination towards any save religious ernploymenrs.
I am now so worn out by months of penance and fasting that no worldly
impulse or desire IS left In any corner of my being I had Indeed been told
long ago that a grown-up daughter lrved here with you; but I knew no...
thmg more, and assumed that the SOCIety of a disgraced and exiled man
could only be distasteful to one of her birth and breeding. But SInce you
thus encourage me, J ask for nothmg better than to make her acquamtance
as soon as possible, I do not doubt that her company wrll prove a solace
to my Ioneliness ' His prompt acceptance was more than the old man had
dared to expect and in high deltght he answered with the verse: · You too
have learnt to know it, the lonelmess of night upon Akashi shore, when
hour and Iistless hour must yet be filled before the dawn can come.' · And
when you consider the anxiety in which I have for all these years
been hving ... ,' the old man added: and though he trembled somewhat
affectedly at the recollection of what he had been through, Genji was
wilhng to concede that to have lived all one's hfe in such a place must in
deed have been very disagreeable. However he would not be too sym
pathetic and answered. · You at any rate have the advantage of being used
to the coast ... ,' and he recited the poem· ·What know you of sorrow,
who wear not the traveller's cloak, nor on an unaccustomed pillow rest,
groping for dreams till dawne ' For the first time Genji was treating him
without the slightest formality or reserve. In his gratitude and ad..
miranon the old man poured out an endless stream of inconsequent but
flattering remarks, which would be wearisome to read. I am conscious
indeed that the whole of this section 1S rather a bundle of absurdities.
But how else could I display the vanity and eccentricity of the old recluse?

At last everything seemed to be turnmg out just as he desired. He was
already beginning to breathe more freely when, to crown his satisfaction,
very early on the mornIng of the next day a messenger from Prince GenJi
arrrved at the house on the hill. The letter which he carried was written
With a certain embarrassment, for the lady had grown up in very different
surroundings from those whom he was used to address. But the very fact
of discovering such talent and charm hidden away in a place where one
would least have expected it was enough to kindle his fancy. He took
unusual pains WIth the letter» writing it on a kurumi-iro I paper from
Korea. In it was the poem: · Long wandered my lonely gaze with nought
to rest on save the drifting pathways of the clouds, till the mists divided
and I saw the tree...tops by your house. t • Love has vanquished discretion
... ,' he ended, quoting from the old song_

Anxious to be on the spot in case such a letter arrived, the old priest
I A double paper; light blue on a white ground.
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had already installed himself in the mansion on the hill before the mes
senger started. He imagined that his presence In the house was entirely
unsuspected. But Genji's man, had he not already been perfectly well
aware that the old recluse had preceded him, would certainly have guessed
It by the almost embarrassing atrenuons which were paid to him when
he reached the house. Despite the distracting refreshments with which
he was being regaled the messenger could not but wonder why the lady
was taking such an Immense while in compOSIng her reply. The truth
was that though her father had gone through Into the women's apart
ments and was gIVIng her all the assistance in his power, she found her
self utterly at a loss to frame a reply. Despite the trouble that Genji had
taken with hIS letter, there was an uneasiness about it which made her
feel that it was not spontaneous; and even had she known in what terms
to reply there was still the questIOn of handwriting. She guessed that
in this matter he would be a severe crinc and felt utterly incapable of
pleasing him. No! The gulf between them was too great. Pretending
that she was unwell she sank helplessly upon a couch. There was nothing
for it but to reply In her stead, and the old priest wrote as follows: · You
wrll think it very peculiar that I should answer your letter in my daugh
ter's stead. Pray attribute her inability to frame a reply not to any want
of gratitude or respect, but rather to the bashfulness engendered by coun
try breeding, pray reflect also that she has never yet had the privilege of
finding herself in your company. She has however ventured to compose
the following poem, which she bids me communicate to you: "That I too
for long years have gazed upon these selfsame pathways of the sky is
token of some strange kinship in the course of our desires." She is, as you
will observe, deeply affected by the arrival of your message. Pray do not
think her answering poem impertinently bold:

This was written on Michinoku paper, and although the style of the
writing was quite out of fashion it had a certain dignity and elegance of
its own. The poem did strike Genji as somewhat forward in tone, and
this surprised him.

He sent back the messenger loaded with handsome stuffs for dresses.
Next day he wrote to her again protesting that he was not used to receive,
in reply to a private letter, an answer dictated as though to a Palace Secre
rary, And he added the verse: 'This surely is a dismal and outrageous
thing, to greet a passerby and get no friendly nod nor U Say, how goes
the world WIth you?" This time he wrote on a very soft thin paper,
with great delicacy and care. The appearance of the letter was such that
a young girl who did not admire it must needs have been rustic, nay brut
ish indeed. The lady to whom it was addressed was by no means insen
sible; but she felt that the writer of it was too far removed from her in
rank and influence for any interchange of affection to be thinkable. The
discovery that a world existed which was populated by such dazzling
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creatures, so far from giving her pleasure, merely left her more unhappy
and discontented than before. Again she found herself utterly at a loss
how to reply, and it was only the persistence of her father which forced
her at last to indite the poem: 41 'c How goes the world>' IS said to friends
That one whom you have never seen should greet more stiffly, can do
small outrage to the feelings of your heart.' It was written in sharply
contrasted hght and heavy strokes on a deep-brown paper, in a masterly
style which would not have disgraced a lady of the Court. Genji was
naturally very pleased, but he did not want it to be reported at the Capital
that he had committed himself to a fresh entanglement. He was there
fore careful henceforward always to leave several days' interval between
his letters to her. He wrote in fact only when It chanced that the evening
hours hung heavy on hIS hands, or upon the pretext of some particularly
beautiful sunrise or other natural effect; at such times in short as he
guessed that she might be under the influence of the same impressions as
himself. In such a correspondence it seemed to him that there could not
be any ImproprIety. He had heard so much about her pride that he felt
sorely tempted to put it to the test. But he remembered that his retainer
Yoshikiyo had spoken of her very much as though she were his own
property. Should Genji now by any chance succeed where the devotion
of years had brought no reward, he would certainly feel that he had
treated his gentleman very badly and suffer the discomfort of remorse.
But on reflection he decided that as she had been so reluctantly thrust
upon his notice, there could be no harm in pursuing a guarded corre...
spondence with her. She did Indeed turn out In the course of this cor
respondence to be possessed of a pride and aloofness which rivalled that
of the greatest princesses whom he had known and, on such occasions as
he pitted his own pnde against hers, it was generally she who came out
on top.

Though now yet another range of hills separated him from the Capital,
his mind was more constantly than ever occupied with thoughts of his
friends at home. HIS longing for Murasaki often became unendurable,
What was there to be done? In such moments he could not resist making
plans for bnnging her secretly from the Capital. But quiet reflection would
show him that it was unlikely he would go on living for more than a
year or two longer at Akashi and no step was worth while which might
merely provoke a fresh outburst on the part of his adversaries.

That year the Court was troubled by a succession of disquieting portents
and apparitions. On the thirteenth day of the third month, during a
night marked by violent thunderstorms and a fierce wind with torrents
of rain, the Emperor dreamed that he saw His Majesty the late Emperor
standing at the foot of the step before his throne, wearing an expression
of extreme displeasure, indeed glaring at him, as it seemed, with an angry
and astonished eye. The Emperor having assumed an attitude of respectful
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attention, the apparition proceeded to deliver a long discourse, part of
which was concerned with Genji's present plighr. The Emperor was very
much frightened, and being in any case somewhat uneasy at Genji's pro
longed absence, he hastened to communicate his dream to Kokiden, She
was not at all sympathetic. d These stormy nights are very disturbing,'
she said. d It is qurte natural that you should have had bad dreams; the
rain alone would have accounted for it. You must not allow such trifles
to upset you.' About this time the Emperor began to suffer from a paIn
in hIS eyes. Remembering his dream, he could not get out of his head the
Idea that this pain was in some way caused by the wrathful glance of the
apparition which had rebuked him. HiS sufferings became more and
more acute, despite the fact that continual services of intercession were
held both In the Palace and at Kokiden's house.

Next came the death of Kokiden's father, the Grand Mimster of the
Right. There was nothing unexpected In this, for he had reached a very
great age. But coming as it did on top of various other public calamities
It caused Widespread consternatron. Kokiden herself, though she had
no definite malady, was also very far from well. As time went on she
seemed gradually to lose strength. A general gloom spread over the
Court. It was felt that if, as was alleged by his friends, Pnnce Genjl had
Indeed been banished WIthout any sufficient cause, the present misfortunes
of the nation might well have been sent as pumshment for this Injustice.
Agarn and again the Emperor thought of restoring Genji to hIS preVIOUS
rank and appomtmenrs; but whenever he mentioned thrs project to
Kokiden, that lady would answer: "To do so would be to incur the public
charge of inconsequence and frivolity. He was banished and if, when less
than three years have elapsed, he is suddenly recalled to the Capital, a
pretty figure you and I shall cut In history!" She spoke with such fierce
conviction that the Emperor was completely overawed. So the months
went by, and meantime both he and Kokiden were gradually sinking un
der the burden of their respectIve maladies.

At Akashi, as frequently happens in autumn, heavy winds were blow
ing In the bay. Genji began to find the long evenings very monotonous
and depressing. Sometimes he would allow the priest to come and talk
to hirn, and in the course of one of these conversatrons Genji said. d I am
longing for a little diversion. Could you not manage, without attracting
too much attention, to bring your daughter here one day to see me?' It
seemed somehow to be accepted that for Genji to pay a visit to the house
on the hill was entirely out of the question. Unfortunately the lady her
self was equally averse to making any move. She knew that gentlemen
who visited the provinces on Government business would often take up
with some wretched peasant girl and, for so long as they happened to be
in the district, carry on a purely frivolous affair with her. The Lady of
Akashi was convinced that Gen)i regarded her in JUSt such a light. To
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accept his advances could only render her in the end more wretched than
before Her parents, she knew, were still clinging to the idea that all those
long years of watchfulness and isolation had at last borne fruit. To them
the Inevitable disillusion would be a crushing blow. Her mind was qUIte

made up; so long as this prince remained at Akashi she would continue
to correspond with him, but further than that she would not go.

His name had been known to her for years past, and she had some
times wondered whether It would ever fall to her lot to meet, even in the
most superficial way, some such magnificent personage as he. Now,
astonishing though It seemed, he was actually hving a stone's throw
away. She could not be said exactly to have met him, but she constantly
caught glimpses of him, heard hIS inimitable zithern-playing, and knew,
one way and another, all that there was to know about hIS daily corn
ings and goings. That such a person should even be aware of her existence
was more than, as an inhabitant of this remote fishmg-rown, she had any
right to expect As time went on it seemed to her less than ever possible
that any closer relationship should be estabhshed between them. Mean
while her parents were far less confident about the situation than she
supposed. They fel t that In their anxiety to see the prayers of half a life
rime at last fulfilled they had perhaps, acted somewhat precipitately. If
Genji did not after all seem to regard their daughter as 'counting,' her
feehngs would have been upset for nothing. True he was a great catch
and was worth certain risks, but that only made it harder to lose him.
They had an uneasy feeling that while they had been placing all their
trust in 'Gods whom no eye seeth ' they had paid too little attention to
the disposirions of the human beings for whose future they had schemed.

'A httle music; said GenJI to the old priest one evenIng, · would
mingle pleasantly WIth the sound of these autumn waves. It is only as
a background to mUSIC that the sound of the sea is tolerable. t

The time for action had come. The old prIest looked in his calendar,
chose a lucky day, and despite the misgivings of his WIfe began to prepare
the house on the hill for Genji's VISIt. Not even to his most intimate
acolytes and disciples did he explain the object of these elaborate prepara
tions. The visit was to take place on the thirteenth day of the month.
It turned out to be a resplendent moonlit night. The old man came to
Genii's room and recited the line: 4 Is this a night to lose?' Gen}i at once
understood that rhis was an invitation to the house on the hill. Suddenly
what had seemed impossible became perfectly simple. He set his cloak
to rights and left the house. His host had provided him with a mag
nificent coach, but the narrow lanes would have made its use inconvenient
and Genii preferred to go on horseback. He was accompanied only by
Koremitsu and one or two of his other trusted servants. The house stood
a little way back from the shore and while he climbed to It he was all
the time looking down overrhe bays that spread out on every side, He
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remembered the verse 'Would that to one who loves what I love I now
might show it, thrs moon that Iies foundered at the bottom of the bay!'
For the first time since he had agreed to set out upon this excursion he
remembered the lady at his palace far away, and at that moment he could
hardly resist turrung his horse's head and riding straight to the Capital.
'0 thou, my milk-white pony, whose coat 15 as the moon-beams of this
autumn night, carry me Iike a bird through the air that though It be but
for a moment I may look upon the lady whom I love! t So he murmured
as he approached rl;e house, which was thickly girt with an abundance
of fine timber. It was Indeed a house impressively situated and in many
ways remarkable, but it had not the conveniences nor the cheerful aspect
of the house on the shore. So dark and shut-In an appearance did it pre
sent as he drew near, that Genii soon began to imagine all Its inhabitants
as necessarily a prey to the deepest melancholy and felt qUIte concerned
at the thought of what they must suffer through hving in so cheerless a
place. The Hall of Meditation stood close by and the sound of its bell
blent mournfully with the whispering of the pme-trees that on the steep
uneven ground grew precariously out of a ledge of rock, their roots clutch
ing at it Iike some desperate hand. From the plantations In front of the
house came a confused wailtng of insect VOIces.

He looked about him. That part of the house which he knew to be
occupied by the lady and her servants wore an air of festive preparation.
Full In the moonlight a door stood significantly ajar. He opened It. 'I
wish to rest for a few minutes,' he said, •I hope you have no objection
to my coming in?' She had in fact the greatest objection, for it was
against just such a meeting as this that she had resolutely set her face.
She could not actually turn him away, but she showed no signs of makrng
him welcome. He thought her in fact the most disagreeable young person
whom he had ever met. He was accustomed to see women of very much
greater consequence than this girl show at any rate a certain gratification
at being thought worthy of his attentions She would not, he felt, have
dared to treat him so rudely but for the present eclipse of his fortunes.
He was not used to being regarded so lightly, and lt upset him. The nature
of the circumstances was obviously not such that he could carry off the
situation with a high hand. But though violence was out of the question,
he would certainly cut a very ridiculous figure in the eyes of the girl's
parents if he had to admit that she showed no signs of wanting to be
acquainted with him. He felt embarrassed and angry .. Suddenly one of
the cords of the screen-of-state behind which she was srttmg fell across
her zithern, making as it did so a kind of casual tune. As she bent over
the Instrument he saw her for an instant just as she must have looked
before his entry had made her stiffen, just as she must look when carelessly
and at ease she swept an idle plectrum over the strings. He was captivated.
'Will you not even play me something upon this zirhem of which I
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have heard so much?, he added, and he recited the poem: 'Were It but from
your zirhern that those soft words came which your Iips refuse, half
should I awaken from the wretched dream wherein I am bemused.' And
she: 'A night of endless dreams, Inconsequent and wild, IS rhis my life,
none more worth telling than the rest.' Seen dimly behind her curtains
she recalled to him 10 a certain measure the pr1ncess I who was now in
Ise. It was soon evident that though she had answered hIS poem she was
no nearer than before to treating hIS VIsit as otherwise than an imper
nnence. She had been srcting there so comfortable and happy, when
suddenly this tiresome person burst in upon her without apology or
warning. However, the remedy lay in her own hands, and rising to her
feet she fled Into a neighbounng closet, fastening the door behind her
with ostentanous care. You might have supposed that this was the end
of the matter, for she had evidently no mind to return, nor he any Inten
tion of forcing bolts and bars. Curiously enough, however, this was not
the end of the matter. The difficulties that ensued may well be imagined
if we remember the lady's unusual shyness and pride. Suffice it to say that
from this night's meeting, which seemed at first to have been forced upon
him by chance and other people's intrigues, sprang an intimacy which
was grounded in the deepest feeling. The night, generally so long and
tedious at Akashi, passed on this occasion all too quickly. It was essen
tral that he should leave unobserved, and at the first streak of dawn, with
many last endearments and injunctions, he crept stealthily from the room.
H1S next day's letter was sent very secretly, for he was haunted by the
fear that some story of this adventure might :find its way back to the
Capital. The lady for her part was anxious to show that she was to be
trusted, and deliberately treated GenJi's messenger without ceremony of
any kind, as though he were bound on some errand of merely domestic
import. He paid many subsequent visits to the house on the hill, always
with the greatest secrecy. Unfortunately the way there led nowhere
else, and knowing that fisher-folk are notorrous gossips he began to fear
that his addicnon to this particular road would be noticed and com
mented upon. His VIsits now became far less frequent) and the lady
began to think that her early fears were soon to be fulfilled. The old
priest's thoughts were, If the truth must be told, for the time being much
more frequently occupied with the coming of GenJi than with the coming
of Amida,» He could not make out what had gone wrong, and was in a
terrible state of agitation. To make matters worse he knew that such
earthly consideranons ought to leave him quite unmoved and he was
ashamed to discover how Iittle his pious observances had availed to
render him indifferent to the blows of fortune.

Genji would not for all the world have had the news of his latest
adventure reach Murasaki as a piece of current gossip, even though it

1 Rokujo. I :I Buddha.
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were represented in the most harmless Iight. Her hold upon him was
indeed still strong as ever, and the mere idea of such a story reaching her,
of her feeling that she had been superseded, of a possible quarrel or
estrangement, filled him with shame and dismay. She was not indeed
given to Jealousy; but more than once she had shown plainly that his
irregulariries, so far from passing unobserved, were indeed extremely
disrressing to her. How bitrerly he now regretted those trivial gallantries,
so profitless to him, yet to her so miserably disquieting! And even while
he was strl] visiting the lady of the hillside, since there was no other way
of quieting his conscience concerning Murasaki, he wrote to the Ni jo-in
more frequently and more affectionately than ever before. At the end of
one of these letters he added: 'How it grieves me to remember the many
occasions when I have spoilt our friendship for the sake of some passing
whim or fancy in which (though you could not believe it) my deeper
feelings were not at all engaged. And now I have another matter of this
kind to confess, a passing dream, the msignificance of which you can guess
by the fact that I tell you of it thus unasked .. "Though with the shining
seaweed of the shore the fisherman a moment toys, yet seeks he but
assuagement of a sorrow that long ere this has filled his eye with burning
tears." ,

Her answer showed no resentment and was couched in the renderesr
terms. But at the end, in reference to hIS disclosure, she wrote. 'As
regards the H dream" which you could not forbear telling me, I have
experience enough in that direction to enable me to draw several con...
clusrons, "Too downrightly, it seems, have I obeyed it, our vow that
sooner would the Isle of Pines by the sea-waves be crossed......'" But
though her tone was good-humoured, there was 10 all her letter an under
current of irony, which disturbed him. He carried it about with him
for a long while and constantly re-read it. During this time his secret
nocturnal excursions were entirely abandoned, and the Lady of Akashi
naturally imagined that all her fears had now come true. He had amused
himself to his fill and had no longer any interest in what became of her.
With no support, save that of parents whose advanced age made it im
probable that they could much longer be of any assistance, she had long
ago gIven up hope of taking her place in the world with those of equal
rank and attainments. But she did now bitterly regret the waste of all
those empty months and years during which she had been so conscien
tiously guarded and kept - for what? At last she had some experience of
the usages which prevailed in the 'grand world' outside, and she found
them even less to her liking than she had anticipated. She indulged
however in no outburst of spleen or disappointment, nor in her letters
did she ever reproach him for his long absence. He had indeed as time
went on become more and more attached to her, and it was only his desire
to be able to allay the anxiety of one who had after all a prior claim upon
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him that induced him to suspend his visits to the lady on the hill.
Henceforward his nights at Akashi were again spent in solitude.

He amused himself by making sketches upon which he afterwards
scribbled whatever thoughts happened to be passing through his mind.
These he sent to Murasaki, inviting her comments. No method of
correspondence could have been better calculated to move and Interest
her. The distance between them seemed In some sort to have 'been
annihilated. She too, at nmes when she was feeling out of spirits or at a
loss for employment, would also make sketches of the scenes around her,
and at the same time she jotted down all that was happening to her day
by day in the form of a commonplace book or diary.

What, she wondered, would she have to write in her diary? And
he m his~

The New Year had come. At the Palace nothing was now talked of
save the Emperor's illness, and the Court was full of restless speculation.
The only child of the present Emperor was a boy born to him by Princess
Jokyoden, daughter of the new Minister of the Right. But he was only
two years old and therefore of no particular account. The Heir Apparent,
Fujitsubo's son, was also a minor. The Emperor was fully determined to
reslgn the Throne to him at the earliest opportunity, but should he do so
it would be necessary to appoint a regent. There were so few people to
whom it would be in any way possible to entrust the affairs of government
that It seemed a pity Genu should be out of the running. His presence was
indeed becoming in every way more and more imperative, and at last the
Emperor decided to recall him, whether Kokiden approved or not SInce
the end of the year her illness had taken a more serious turn. I The Em
peror too - although for a time thanks to the immense efforts made on
his behalf in consequence of certain disastrous omens which had en
gendered something in the nature of a natural panic, although for a time
his eyes showed some improvement-was soon in as bad a way as ever,
and feeling very uncertain of the future, he dictated an edict in which
Genji was commanded to return to the Capital by the end of the seventh
month. That sooner or later there would be a turn in his fortunes Genji
had always been convinced. But the shortness and uncertainty of life
made him little inclined to settle down quietly and wait for events to
take their course. This swift recall came therefore as an intense relief.
And yet, for one reason at any rate, he was by no means anxious to leave
the coast so soon. The priest too had never expected that Genji would
be WIth him very long; but the news of his immediate departure came as
something of a shock. However, it was a consolation to feel that Genii
was now definitely re-embarking upon the path of prosperity, and that
his partiality, should it continue, would be in the future even more
valuable than before. Genji now began again to visit the upper house

I There is some doubt about the punctuation of this and the following sentence.
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almost every evening. Since the beginning of the sixth month the Lady
of Akashi had been slightly indisposed and It was now certain that she
was with child. No sooner had a definite term been put to their fnendshrp
than GenJi's feeling for her redoubled: surely in those last days she was
more charming than she had ever been before! Here Indeed, rash though
hIS courtship had been, was one whom under no CIrcumstances he would
ever feel that he had loved and cherished beyond her deserts! She for her
part sat in absolute SIlence before him, lost In her own thoughts. Poor
soul, he could not blame her.

When three years ago he had set out so reluctantly upon that miserable
Journey to Suma, his only consolation had been to imagine the JOY and
excitement with which on some far distant yet inevitable day he would
retrace his steps to the City. Now that day had come, and to be returning
was indeed very pleasant. But all the while, mingled with dehgh rfu1
anticipations, was the strange fear that he might never be able to rev 1...1r
the place of his banishment I His servants however were all In high spIrl r"
and this, combined WIth the bustle of numerous friendly deputations fnHr
the Capital, created an atmosphere of general liveliness and excitement ..
despite the obvious depression that all these signs of departure brought
to the host under whose roof the numerous VISItors were lodged. The
seventh month had begun, and the summer weather was even more
delightful than usual, Why, wondered Genji, was he, who took such
pleasure in quiet and harmless pursuits, doomed on every occasion to
find himself Involved in the most harrowing and disastrous situations
It had not indeed escaped the notice of those who knew him best that ..1
fresh complication, of the kind they already knew only too well, had
arisen in his life. For several months on end he had never once mentioned
the lady's name, and they began to hope that the affair had run its course.
But the curiously subdued state of his spirits on the very eve of departure
told them only too plainly that this hope was premature. It was whis
pered that all this trouble had arisen from Yoshikiyo's indiscreet eloquence
upon the occasion when after Genu's cure they had climbed the mounrain
summrt and looked down towards the western seas." Yoshikiyo himself,
as Indeed he had every reason to be, was very much irritated by the whole.
affair.

Two days before his departure Genji visited the house on the hill some
hours earlier than was his wont. He had never before seen the lady by
full daylight, and her beauty astonished him. Such dignity of bearing,
such an air of proud decision he had not in the least expected. This
fresh discovery of her, this last-hour revelation filled him with new long...
ings and regrets. Must he lose her? Could not some excuse be formed
for bringing her to the Capital, for installing her at Court? And to ease

I See Part I, pp. 82 seq. Some texts call Yoshikiyo 'Yoshizane,' as I have done in Part I.
See above, p. 237-
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his feelings he began to discuss with her the wildest plans as though they
had been perfectly simple and pracncable.

The austerities which he had practised during the earlier days of his
exile had left hrm still Iooking somewhat worn and thin Yet such was
his beauty that while, touched by her misery, he sat besrde her and with
tears In hIS eyes whispered the tenderest words of pIty and endearment,
for a moment she felt that even if there had been but one such rughr as
that and after it he had disappeared forever, she would still feel hIS love
for her to have been the greatest happiness of her life.

But for all his kindness he was a prInce - the mhabrtant of a world
peopled not by creatures hke herself, but by a remote and superior order of
beings Such was the thought that even at moments like this would obtrude
Itself with painful persIstency. Oddly enough, though the promise that
she would play to him had been the excuse for hIS first VISlt, she had never
once touched her zirhern SInce he had known her For this he had often
scolded her, and now he determined to make a last attempt. 'Will you
not play one small tune, so that I may carry It away in my head to remem
ber you by;' he said, and sent to the lower house for the zithern which he
had brought with him from the Capital. He tuned It WIth special care,
and the few chords that he struck while he drd so floated with a strange
drstincrness through the still midnight air. The old prIest heard these
sounds, and unable to contain himself came busrlmg round to the women's
quarters with his Chinese zithern in his arms and deposited it In the room
where his daughter was receiving her guest. Then he discreetly withdrew.
Genji now renewed his entreaties and at last she could resist no longer.
He guessed at once, by the way that she handled and tuned the instru
ment, that she would prove to be a remarkable performer. Lady Fujirsubo
used generally to be considered the best zithern-player of the day, and
though the applause of the fashionable world was in part a tribute to her
rank and beauty, she was without question a very fine musician. But the
Lady of Akashi, in addition to a complete command of her instrument)
played with an mtensiry of feeling and a power of expression utterly
unknown to the princess. Such indeed was her playing that even he ..
who could now so seldom get from music a pleasure that he had not
experienced many times before, was utterly taken aback. He could have
listened for ever, and his only regret was that he had not forced her to
play to him months ago. Of course he must not lose her! And handing
to her his own zithern he begged her to keep it for him nll they should
play together again. She answered wrth an acrostic poem in which
she prophesied that this loan was likely to remain for ever on her hands.
And he, in indignation - 'Steadfast am I as the middle strings I of this
my zithern that I leave with you until we meet.' · Who knows that it
may not be soon,' he added; 4 Perhaps before these very strings have fallen

x Which remained unaltered whatever tuning was adopted..
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out of tune.' Thus he sought to comfort her, but to her mind one thought
only was present- that he was going away. She began to sob bitterly.

On the day of his departure he was up long before sunrise. The setting
out of so large a party (for the house was now full of friends who had
come to escort him back to the CIty) occasioned a tremendous bustle.
Genji too was much preoccupied, but in the midst of these distractions
he found time to send her a message. ·Because they have left the sea
behmd them, the rIsIng waves creep Iistlessly across the sand. But I, a
sinking wave, cast back disconsolate thoughts towards the shore whence
I retreat.' And she. 'My cabin by the shore the winds have sheltered,
and gladly now amid the receding wreckage of the storm would I drift
out to sea.' HIS friends from the Capital noticed that he was In great
distress, and could only suppose that, despite the untoward CIrcumstances
which had brought him to this place) he had in the course of years become
so attached to it that the actual moment of parting was somewhat of a
wrench. But they could not help thinking that such a display of emotion
was very excessive, On the other hand Yoshikiyo and the rest saw their
worst fears confirmed. ThIS was evidently a serious busrness, and they
foresaw all kinds of complications that mrghr arise from it. These
gentlemen were delighted to be going home, but when it came to the actual
moment of departure they felt a certain regret at leaving this extremely
agreeable coast, and there were naturally many among them who had on
their own account to face somewhat painful scenes of farewell. Many
affecting poems were written and tearful speeches made; but what use
would 1t be to record them all?

In hIS preparations for the departure of the travellers the: old priest had
surpassed himself. For every single person connected with the expedition,
down to the humblest carriers and menials, the most sumptuous equip
ment was provided. It was indeed hard to imagine how in these few weeks
such elaborate preparanons could possibly have been made. The arrange
ments for Genu's own comfort were of the most extraordinary ingenuity;
in fact the Iuxuries forced upon him filled so many boxes that it required
quite an army of porters to carry all his luggage. Genji was indeed
equipped more like a traveller settmg out from the Capital than like one
returning from the provinces. There seemed to be no imaginable contin
gency which the old priest had not thought of. To the travelling cloak
which had been specially designed for that day's journey the Lady of
Akashi attached the poem: 'That this cloak of travel, cut and folded by
the salt seashore, should bear a stain or two of spray, you will not take
amiss I' Despite the noise and confusion of departure, he found a moment
in which to write the answer: 'Though for a while I must wear it in re
membrance, yet soon as certain days and months are safely passed, once
more no garment shall divide us: This message he sent privately, and
when he put on the new cloak he was at pains to tell those about him
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that It was a present from the old priest and worn at his especial desire.
The cloak which he had previously been wearing he sent to the house
on the hill, where for long afterwards the sight of It and the smell of the
rare scent with which It was perfumed awakened tanralizrng mernories
10 those from whose thoughts he would in any case seldom have been
absent.

The priest excused himself from accompanying the expedition even so
far as the frontier of the province, sayIng that in his present state of grief
and agrtarion he did not feel equal to so great an exertion, · Pray do not
think me impertmenr;' he added, · but I ought perhaps to remind you
... in fact, we none of us doubt for an Instant.... But qUIte at your
own nme and convenience, of course!' He did not dare go beyond these
brief, disjornted hints, but Genji, so far from taking offence, was ex
tremely sorry for the old man, who, it was evident, had taken the busi
ness to heart in the most unfortunate way. 'There IS now a particular
reason why I should cherish and remember her,' said Genji presently;
'you may be sure that In a very httle while I shall see to It that she has
her due. To leave you all at such a moment grIeves me more than I can
say. But what would you have me do?' The lady herself was in a strange
state of mind. She was snll convinced that the difference In rank be
tween them precluded any lasnng union and was certain that in the long
run she had no more chance of happiness at the City than she had if left
behind here in the WIlds. But when it came to his actually starting, she
could not bear to be left behind. Try as she might, she could not control
herself. HIS Image perpetually haunted her and every effort to banish it
ended in a wild fit of sobbing. · It would have saved the poor girl untold
misery,' said the mother, havmg in vam tried every means to distract her,
· if this wretched business had never begun. And how unnecessary it all is!
Nothing of the kind need ever have entered the child's head, but for the
odious and perverse advice which certain people ... · · Hold your tongue,'
the old priest said angrily. C This will all come right in the end; he has
told me so himself. He knows about her condirion and will do all that
he can for her.' 'Come, child, ' he said, brmgmg her a basin of hot water
in his own hands, 'you must get up at once and let yourself be dressed.
You really must not go on like this. It is ternble, you know, terrible, t

and he stood at the corner of the bed looking at her encouragingly Not
only the mother, but the girl's old nurse and most of the confidential
servants were in a state of indignation agalnst their master and went
about saying that his misguided promptings had brought them all into
this terrible trouble. But the old man's evident miserv soon dismissed
their anger. He went about muttering to himself: 'To think that I should
have waited all these years for a chance to do something that would help
her! And just when I thought everything was going so well, I find I
have only made the poor thing unhappy... :
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So much did his mistake (for such he was now convinced that it was)
afflict the old man that he became a little queer in the head. During
the day he did hrcle but doze) but at night he would suddenly get up and
seated in an attitude of prayer would fumble with his hands as though
he had forgotten even how to use his rosary. One night his disciples
managed to persuade him to go for a walk in the moonlight. Mumbling
prayers as he went and quite unaware of his surroundings he stumbled and
fell headlong Into the moat. He was soon fished out; but in falling he
had caught hIS leg against a large stone and done himself considerable 10

jury. Durrng the Illness which followed) his mind, strangely enough,
seemed to be somewhat easier and he appeared to be worrying less about
the unfortunate situation of his daughter.

Meanwhile GenJi was on his homeward way. At Naniwa he halted to
perform the customary ceremony of Purification. He did not on this oc
casion go to the Shrine of Sumiyoshi himself but sent a messenger to 10

form the authorities that he was Intending to perform his devotions there
quietly on some future occasion. He was now travelling so hurriedly and
with so large a retinue that a personal visit was impossible. Apart from
the halt at Naniwa he made no unnecessary discursions or digressions,
but pressed on with all possible speed to the Capital.

Upon his arrival the Nijo-in presented an extraordinary spectacle. The
friends who had accompanied him on the journey were here Joined by
numerous others who had awaited him in the City. All of them now
surged in wild excitement through the Palace, some hurraying lustily,
some weeping with JOY, and the scene soon became one of indescribable
noise and disorder.

And now Murasaki, who at the moment of his departure had vowed in
her poem that 'could it but purchase a.n hour of respite, life itself was a
prIce she would not grudge to pay,' was glad that the gift which in her
despair she had bartered so lightly had not indeed been taken from her'

In these three years she had grown even handsomer than before. At first
he could not make out in what way it was that her appearance was altered.
But when they were alone together he noticed that her hair, which even
before he went away had begun to be almost too thick, had been cleverly
thinned out. He had to confess that this new way of wearing it became
her very well. But suddenly, while he watched hoc with fond sansfaction,
the pleasant thought that she would always be near him was interrupted
by a very different image. There rose before his mind the figure of the lady
whom he had left behind in that sad mansion above the bay. Plainly as
though she were with him he saw her loneliness, her misery, her despair.
Why was it that time after nme he of all people should find himself in this
odious position? Lest Murasaki should feel that things were passing
through his mmd which he must hide from her, he began telling her about
the lady of the shore. But he took such evident pleasure in dilating upon
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this subject that his frankness had the effect of convincing her that the:
matter was a far more serious one than she had before supposed. 'It is not
for myself I mmd;' I she quoted, only half meaning him to understand.
How terrible that he had lost three whole years of her company, and lost
them, too, m punishment for those very infidelmes which he would now
have given so much to undo r

Soon after hIS return all hIS original titles were restored and he was
accorded the rank of supernumerary President of Council, while his sup
porters were re-established in offices equivalent to those of which they
had been depnved. Indeed so wide an amnesty was proclaimed that the
Court soon wore the aspect of a withered tree that one spring morning
suddenly begrns to sprout again.

A message came summonmg Genji to the Palace. Great excitement
prevailed among the Court attendants. It seemed to them that he looked
more handsome and flourishing than ever. Had he really spent the last
three years under such harrowing conditions as rumour had reported?
Among the gentlewomen present were some who had served the old
Emperor his father and these old ladies, who had always taken his side,
now pressed round him chattering and weeping. The Emperor had been
somewhat nervous about this interview. Anxious to make a good im
pression, he had spent an immense while over his toilet. On this par
ticular day he was feeling somewhat stronger; but for a long while he
had been seriously out of health and he was looking sadly altered. They
talked quietly till nightfall. It was the fifteenth day of the month. The
weather was calm and fine and, as he sat In the moonhghr, such a host
of memories crowded to the young Emperor's mind that he shed a few
tears. He was indeed at that time full of the darkest forebodings. 'No
thing entertaining has happened here.. ' he said at last. 6 I used to like it
when you played to me; but of course it IS a long time since you did that.
...' Genji answered with the poem: 'For as many years as the leech
baby ::& could not stand upon its feet have I been set adrift upon the wide
plains of the sea.' The Emperor) who felt the sting of this allusion, skil
fully parried the thrust with the verse: "Round the Palace Pillar 3 long
enough have we played hide-and-seek; let us forget the rancour of wasted
spnngrimes that we in amity might better have employed.'

After this visit Genji's first care was to perform the ceremonial Eight
Readings of the Lotus Surra in memory of his father the late Emperor.
He next visited the Crown Prince and found him grown almost beyond

x 'It is not for myself I mind; but since the Gods are just, for him who is forsworn I
am indeed afraid.' No. 38 of the Hundred Poems; it is by Lady Ukon, loth century.

:I The Royal Gods Izanagi and Isanami bore a leech-child: as at the age of three it
could not stand they cast it adrift in a boat.

3 After a sort of game of hide-and-seek round the Pillar of the Palace of Heaven these
Gods met face to face and Izanagi exclaimed: '1 have met a lovely maiden '; whereupon
they became husband and wife and bore the leech-child.
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recognition. The child was surprised and delighted to recover his old
playmate, whom he perfectly well remembered. Genu was relieved to
discover that the boy was unusually quick at his studies and promised,
so far as could at present be Judged, to make a very satisfactory successor
to the Throne

HIS agitation upon being admitted to Fujitsubo was not indeed such as
it would have been some years ago; but the meeting was an affecting one
and they had much to dISCUSS together. One rhing I had almost forgotten:
by one of the priest's servants who had come with them all the way to the
Capital he sent a number of letters to Akashi, among them a long one to
the prresr's daughter, in which, as he was able to convey it to her secretly"
he did his best, by dint of tender messages and allusions, to comfort and
console her. In It was the poem: ' At Akashi is all night spent Z in weep
ing? And do the mists of morning hide the long-looked-for light of day?'

At last Lady Gosechi,> who silently and unknown to all the world
had been grieving bitterly at Genii's exile, was able to relieve her feelings
by taking action. It was natural and proper that she should write to con
gratulate him upon hIS recall. She did so, but left him to guess from whom
the letter came. With it was the poem. 'A seafarer that with reluctant
heart floated past Suma's shore would fain you saw her sleeve that since
that day has never once grown dry .. ' Her fine handwriting at once be
trayed her and he replied. · With better cause might I make tearful plaint,
to whom you steered so close, yet would not stay your course.' Brief as
their meeting had been, he still preserved the happiest recollections of it
and this sudden reminder of her made him for a moment hope that their
friendship might one day be renewed. But what was he thinking of! Now
and henceforward there were to be no more frivolities of that kind. Thus
he cautioned himself, and the result was that even the Lady at the Village
of Fallmg Flowers received only a formal rnnmation of his return. To
know that he was to be seen and not to see him was worse than his being
utterly out of reach, and the poor lady was unhappier than ever now that
he was again at the Nrjo-in.

% Akashi means 'spending the whole night.' a See p, 247.
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CHAPTER V

T he Flood Gauge

SINCE the night of his so VIVId and disquieting dream, the late
Emperor had been constantly In Genu's thoughts. He longed to
succour his father's soul, weighed down as it was (if the words of

that nightly apparItIon were Indeed to be trusted) by a load of earthly
SIn. Now that he was back In the CIty he was anXIOUS to lose no time,.
and the great ceremony of the EIght Readings, for which he had begun
to make arrangements soon after hIS return, was duly carried out in the
Godless Month I; The manner In which this function was attended showed
that Genji had fully regained hIS former ascendancy.

III though she was, Kokiden still had sufficient interest in what went
on about her to be furious at this recrudescence of a force which she
confidently supposed herself to have annrhilated. But the Emperor,
much as he stood in awe of her, was now obsessed by the idea that If he
again disobeyed the late Emperor's Injunction some terrible calamity
would overtake him The feeling that he had successfully Insisted upon
Genji's recall qUIte braced him.. and the paIn In hIS eyes, which had till
recently been very troublesome, now began to show SIgns of improvement.
But he did not somehow feel that he was likely to be very much longer
on the Throne. There were many matters which he desired to see sans
factorily settled while he was still capable of attendmg to them, and he
constantly summoned GenJI to the Palace to consult him upon the most
confidenrial affairs of policy and state. In doing so he was but following
his real inclination; this was very well understood in the country and the
public at large was delighred to see the Emperor once more asserting
himself.

As the time drew near when he Intended to renounce the Throne, the
Emperor became increasingly concerned WIth regard to the effect that this
step would have upon Lady Oborozuki's career. 'My poor grandfather,
the late Chief Minister, IS gone,' he said to her one day; 'and it does not
look as though my mother> would be with us much longer. I myself
have no intention of remaining on the Throne. I am afraid you will be
left in a most tiresome position, I know that there is someone whom
you have always liked better than me. But I do not think anyone could
possibly be more attached to you than I am, and it distresses me con
nnually to think what will become of you when I am gone. Even if your

I Tenth month. The Shinto gods become inaccessible during this month; but the
Buddhas are, apparently, still available.

• Lady Kokiden.
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former friend 15 willing to look after you again, however kind he is to
you, I am qurte certain he will take far less trouble about you than I
do.' The colour rushed to her cheeks and her eyes filled with tears. He
saw that he had wounded her and, moved to sudden pIty by the spectacle
of her humiliation and remorse, he forgot all her misdeeds and connnued
in a gentler tone: 'What a pity that we have never had any children!
I am sure you and he will have some later on, and it will be a pity that
they are his and not mine, because they will only be commoners, you
know.' He went on for some while discussing what would happen after
he was dead, her distress and remorse increasing at every word. Her
charm was such that, despite his Jealousy, the Emperor had grown steadily
more attached to her in the years that had passed, But though his par
tiality had raised her to a position of undisputed pre-erninence at Court,
she had not at any time been happy. At first she brooded incessantly
upon Genji's comparative rndifference towards her, but later, as her sense
of responsibilrry increased, she marvelled more and more at the childish
recklessness which had led her Into that miserable adventure and, besides
destroying her own good name, had reacted so disastrously upon her
seducer.

In the second month of the new year the Initiation Ceremony of the
Crown Prrnce was performed. He was only eleven years old but was big
for his age, and It was already apparent that he was developing an
extraordinary resemblance to his guardian, Prince GenJ1. In this the world
saw nothing to complain of; their future monarch could not, they felt,
have chosen cl better model. But the Lady Abbess, his mother, watched
the grOWIng resemblance with very different feelings and could not but
imagrne that it was arousing the blackest SUspICions.

The Emperor himself was greatly relieved to see that the boy was shap
ing so well, and he now began to prepare Lady Kokiden for the news that
he intended to vacate the Throne. His actual resignation came suddenly,
indeed before the end of the second month, and Kokiden was very much
upset. To put matters right he assured her that hIS abdication had but
one motive: namely, that he rmght be free to devote hIS poor abilrnes to
looking after her. At this she was naturally somewhat mollified.

Fujitsubos son accordingly became Emperor under the title Ryozen,
and Lady Jokyoden's Irtrle son became Crown Prince. The new regime
bore somewhat the character of a Restoration and was marked by a
return to all the galeties and festivities of the old Emperor's reign. From
being President of Council, Genu became Palace Counsellor; It was In
tended that he should fulfil the functions of Chief Minister, and It was
only because the two ministerial posts were already filled that this less
imposing title was given him. Genji however professed himself quite
unable to cope WIth the duties of so arduous a function, and proposed
that Aois father, the MInister of the Left, should be asked to assume
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control. But the old man pointed out that Illness had long ago obliged
him to forgo the executive part of hIS dunes. SInce then he had not
grown any younger, and feared that hIS head was no longer clear enough
to deal with complicated affairs. Genji replied that in the Other Land,>
at nmes of change and uncerrainry, even those who had retreated far
away among the hills had sometimes been prevailed upon to return and
lend their aid to a government that showed Itself to be well-disposed,
Nor had such men ever considered that their white hairs constituted a
bar, but had come forward gladly to take office under the new regime
And Indeed for doing so they had always been deemed true paladins of
wisdom. · It IS my desire: GenJ! concluded, · and that of the Council
that you should resume the posrtion which you held before your health
obliged you to WIthdraw, and we feel that In doing so you may be sure
of incurrrng no hostile crincism from any quarter: It was quire true that
retired Mmisrers had sometimes been known to resume their functions.
The old man withdrew hIS OpposItIon and allowed them to make him
Grand Minister With Plenary Powers. He was now sixty-three. Since the
decline of his public Influence, hIS whole family had lived very much
under a cloud But now that he was again In the ascendant they began to
resume their old place In society. HIS sons were soon once more entrusted
WIth positions of great importance, in parrtcular, To no Chujo became
PrIVy Counsellor of the Second Class. Chujo's daughter, who was now
twelve years old, was being trained for the Court, whither she was to
be sent as soon as she was old enough The boy who had sung the Ballad
of Takasago so prettily some years ago, was already installed as one of the
Emperor's pages and was thought to be doing very well. Besides these he
had a number of other children.. all of them very promrsmg, and GenJi,
whose exiguous progeny was of small comfort to him, qUite envied Chujo
the SIze and prosperity of hIS young family

Yugiri, Genu's son by Aoi, was a fine little fellow. He was already
attached to the SUIte of the new Crown Prince. The princess, Aoi's
mother, remained entirely unmoved by the renewed good fortunes of her
husband and family. Indeed, this return to happier days only served to
awaken fresh memories of the daughter whose loss had marked the be
ginning of all their troubles. Her one consolation had been that by her
death Aoi had been spared the torture which Genji's disgrace and banish
ment would have mfhcred upon her proud and fastidious nature. Now
that he was restored to hIS former glories not even this consideration re
mained valid Genji conrinued to show her the same attentions as before
his exile and lost no opportunIty of going over to the Great Hall, Yugiri's
old nurse and other members of the household had during all these years
remained faithfully at their posts, and Genji contrived, in one way and
another, to show each of them how much he appreciated her patience

I 'China ..
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and fidelity. The recipients of these small favours were in a state of
rapturous granrude and delight.

He was also deeply touched by the conduct of the gentlewomen at the
Nijo-in, In whom he had formerly shown so little interest. He determmed
henceforward to take more pains about them. He soon found himself so
much occupied in paying small attentions to Miss Chujo, Madam Nakarsu
kasa and other good ladles of his household, that he scarcely ever had time
to leave the house. He was also much taken up with the rebuilding of a
lodge which stood to the east of his palace, on an estate which had be
longed to his father. He took great trouble over the work and had the
place put in splendid order, for it was his intention to lend it to unfor
tunate or unprotected persons, such as the lady at 'the village of falling
flowers, t whom he could best assist if he had them near at hand.

Meanwhile he often wondered how the Lady of Akashi was faring,
but he was at this time so much occupied both with private and national
affairs that he could not get news of her as often as he would have liked
to do. He reckoned that her delivery was likely to take place early in
the third month, and about that time he conrnved to send a secret courier
to Akashi and learnt that the event had already taken place SIxteen days
ago. It was a girl, and everything had gone well. This was Genji's first
daughter, and he felt quite excited. But how callous he had been to let
her go through all this alone! Why had he not brought her with him to
the Ciry and looked after her while this was happenings He felt, indeed,
a sudden outburst of tenderness towards her and of remorse at his own
hardness of heart.

Astromers had once told him that he would have three children, of
whom the eldest and youngest would eventually ascend the Throne, while
the middle one would rise to be Chief Minister. They had further said it
would be the lowest-born of the three mothers who would give birth to
the future Empress. All that had happened so far fitted in very well with
their prognostications. The prophecy that his children would attain Im
penal rank and lead the Government of the country had been repeatedly
made by sign-readers of all kinds; but during the difficult times from
which Genji had just emerged it appeared to be wildly Improbable that
any of these hopes would be fulfilled. But now the safe accession of
Ryozen to the Throne made him feel that everything would happen as
the soothsayers had foretold. That he himself was not destined to achieve
such honours had been generally recognized and he" had long ago given
up regarding such a thing as within the bounds of possibihty. So well
had this been recognized by his father, the old Emperor, that although
Genji was his favourite son he had given special instrucrions that he
was to remain a commoner. As regards Ryozen, it was not of course
recognized in the world that His Majesty was Genji's son; but that, after
all, did not in any way invalidate the truth of the sign-readers' prognosti
cations.
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But 1£ this new child were really going to be empress it seemed almost
disrespectful to have allowed her to be born at so strange a place. He
must make amends to this future sovereign, and that he might soon be able
to lodge both mother and child in proper comfort, he ordered his bailiffs
to push through the rebuilding of the eastern lodge as rapidly as possible.

It occurred to him that it would be very difficult for her to secure a suit
able wet-nurse at Akashi. He chanced to hear of a young woman, a child
of the old Emperor's Lady-in-Attendance, who had recently, under dis
tressing circumstances, been left with an infant on her hands. Both the
Lady-in-Attendance and her husband, who had been one of the Royal
Chamberlains, were dead, and the girl had been left entirely to her own
devices; with the result which I have mentioned above. His informant
undertook to interview the girl and, If possible, persuade her to take
service at Akashi. She did not In point of fact need very much persuasion.
She was young and thoughtless and thoroughly tired uf sitting all day in
a large tumble-down house with nothing to do but stare in front of her.
She could not imagine any service which she would better hke to enrer
than his, and at once agreed to go. Genu was of course delighted, though
he felt somewhat uncomfortable at sending away a young gIrl to a place
where she would enjoy so few distractions. There were certain matters
which it was necessary to talk over wirh her, and In complete secrecy,
with many precautions against his absence being noticed at home, he con
trived to visit the young woman's house. She did not actually withdraw
her consent; but she was now feeling very nervous about che whole busi
ness. Genji, however, took so much trouble In explaining to her what she
had to do and in removing all her doubts and apprehensions that 10 the
end she put herself entirely at hIS disposal. It happened to be a lucky day,
and WIth many apologies for giving her so litrle time he asked her to get
ready for the Journey. 'It seems very hard, ~ Genji said, · that you should
be packed off to the country like this to look after someone else's child,
But I am particularly anxious that someone should be there. I know by
experience that it WIll be rather dull, but you must make up your mind
to put up With It for a time, Just as I drd;' Having thus encouraged her,
he gave a detailed description of the place and all that belonged to it.

She had sometimes done service at the Palace and this was not the
first nme Genii had seen her. But her misfortunes had brought her very
low and she looked years older than when he saw her last. The house
was in a hopeless state of disrepair and its vast size, together with the care...
fully planned copses and avenues which surrounded It, made the place only
the more depressing. How had she contrived to hold out there so long?
His sympathy was aroused. The charm of youth had not after all en...
nrely deserted her, and she was rnrelhgenr, He felt inclined to prolong the
interview and said laughing: I Now that it is all arranged I feel quite
sorry that you have agreed to go. What do you feel about it?' She felt
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indeed that If she were destined to enter Genii's service at all, it would
have been agreeable to find herself consigned to a rather less remote part
of hIS household. He now recited the verse: "Can this one moment of
farewell Indeed have been the sum of all our friendship, whose separation
seems now like the partIng of familiar friends?' Smihng she answered
him. 4 Your chagrin, I suspect, is not that I must leave you, but sprIngs
from envy that I not you should go whither your heart IS set.' Her quick
ness delighted him and, whatever truth there may have been in her ironic
exposure of his feelrngs, he was really sorry that she was going.

He sent her as far as the boundary of the CIty In a wheeled carriage,"
under the care of hIS TIlOSt trusted personal servants, upon whom he had
enjoined absolute silence concernIng this affair. Among the baggage was
a vast number of presents, from the Guardian Sword 2 down to the most
rrrfling arncles such as might possibly be useful to the Lady of Akashi at
this crISIS; upon the young nurse too he lavished every small attention
which his Ingenuity could devise, deterrnmed to mitigate so far as was
possible the discomfort of her long Journey. It amused him to pIcture to
himself the extravagant fuss which the old priest, at all times so comically
preoccupied WIth hIS daughter's fortunes, must be making In this latest
crISIS Not but what he was himself filled WIth the tenderest concern for
the Lady's welfare. Above all, he must not let her feel at such a minute
that there was now or ever could be any obstacle to hIS fulfilling the
promIses concerning which she herself had always been so sceptical, and
In the letter which he now sent he spoke in the most defirure manner of
his Intentions towards the child and hIS plans for her future life at the
Capital.

The travellers proceeded as far as the borders of Settsu by boat, and
thence on horseback to Akashi WIth all possrble speed, where their ar
rival was welcomed by the old recluse with boundless graritude and de
Iight. With raised hands he solemnly made obeisance In the directron of
the Capital, and the mother and child, marked henceforward with this
new and unhoped-for SIgn of princely favour, became invested in his eyes
WIth an almost alarming degree of sanctity. The child was indeed a most
exquisite creature, and the young nurse felt, from the moment it was
presented to her, that Genii's care and anxiety on Its behalf were by no
means rll-besrowed. In an instant the discomforts and perrls of her long
Journey seemed like an evil dream, from which she had suddenly awaked
to find this pretty and enticing infant lying in her arms. Henceforward
she had no rhought but how best to tend and succour it.

The mother, it seemed, had for many months past been in very low
spirits, Her confinement had left her in a condrrion of extreme weakness,

f As opposed to a Sedan-chair. A carriage drawn by oxen is meant; this was a great
luxury.

:I L"sed at the birth-ceremonies of a Princess.
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and she was herself convinced that she would not recover. These fresh
tokens of Genii's affection and concern could not fall somewhat to re
vive her. For the first time she raised her head from the pillows and re
ceived the messengers with every sign of mrerest and delight. They in
formed her that they had been ordered to return to the Capital without
a moment's delay. She contrived to wrrre a few hasty Imes, rn which
Iittle Indeed could appear of all that at that moment she was thinking
and feeling. Yet these few words made an ImpressIon upon rheir recipient
the VIolence of which surprised and disquieted him

He had not himself told Murasaki about the birth of his child at
Akashi, nor was it hkely that anyone else would In so many words have
done so.. But he feared that some inkling of the matter might reach her,
and he finally made up hIS mind that it would be better for her to know
all about it. 'I had far rather that this had not happened. It IS all the
more irritating because I have for so long been hoping that you would
have a child; and that, now the child has come, it should be someone
else's instead is very provoking. It is only a girl, you know, which
really makes it rather a different matter. It would perhaps have been
better from every point of view if I had left things as they were, but this
new complication makes that quire impossible. I think, indeed, of send
Ing for the child. I hope that when it arrives you will not feel ill-dis
posed towards It.' She flushed: C That is just the sort of thing you al
ways used to say,' she answered. 'It seems to me to show a very strange
state of mind. Of course I ought to put up with it, but there are certain
things which I do not see how I can be expected to get used to .... ' 'Softly,
softly,' he answered, laughing at her unwonted asperity, "who is asking
you to get used to anything? I will tell you what you are doing. You are
inventing all sorts of feelings for me such as I have never really had at all,
and then getting cross with me for having them. That is not a very
amiable proceeding, is it?' And having gone on in this strain for some
while, he became quite cheerful.

She thought of how they had longed for one another during the years
of his exile, of his constant letters and messages. ThIS whole affair at
Akashi - what had it been but a pastime, a momentary distraction in
the midst of his disappointments and troubles? C You will understand
then,' Gen Ji continued, •that I was anxious to hear how things were go
ing 00. I sent to enquire and have just heard that everything is still as
wen as one can hope for. But if I start telling you about it now I know
we shall soon be at cross purposes again.... · 4 She is of course very charm
ing,' he added presently, 'but I think my feeling for her had a good deal
to do with the place and the circumstances.... ' He began to describe how
exquisitely the smoke from the salt-kilns had tapered across the evening
sky; he spoke of the poems which they had exchanged, of his first glimpse
of her by night, of her delightful playing on the zithern. Upon all these
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themes he enlarged with evident sansfaction. Murasaki while she listened
could not but remember how parricularly unhappy she had been Just at
the very time when the episodes which Genu was now recalling with such
relish were taking place at Akashi, Even If thts affair were, as he rep
resented It to be, a mere pastime of the moment, it was clear that he had
been singularly successful 10 hIS search for distraction. ' Come,' he said
at last, 'I am domg my best to show you that I am fond of you. You
had best be quick, If you are ever going to forgive me at all, life does not
last for ever. Here am I tryIng so hard Just now not to give you the shghr
est cause for one speck of Jealousy or suspicion, And now Just because of
this unfortunate affair ... ' So saying he sent for hIS large zirhern and
tried to persuade her to play it with him as they were used to do. But
Murasaki could not help remembering his enthusiasm for the playing of
the Lady at Akashr, With such virruosrty she did not care to compete,
and say what he would he could not persuade her to play a note.

It sometimes happened that her usual good temper and gentleness
would thus all at once desert her, giving place to a fit of wild jealousy and
resentment. To Genji these outbursts were by no means unattractive.

It occurred to him that the fifth day of the fifth month would be the
fiftieth day of the child's hfe, and he knew that his absence from the
Prayers which would be held on that day would be extremely painful to
the mother. If only he had them with him In the Capital, what a de
lightful affair he could make of this Fiftieth Day Ceremony! It was really
too bad that a daughter of his should have come into existence in such an
outlandish place as this. He ought never to have allowed it. And this
was his first daughter. If it had been a boy he did not think he would
have mmded nearly so much. But this girl seemed very important, for he
felt that in a sense all his misfortunes had come to him as a. preliminary
to her birth, and had, if one could put it so, no other goal or object. He
lost no time in sending a messenger to Akashi with strict injunctions to
arrive there on the fifth day without fail. The messenger duly arrived,
bearing with him the most touching and gratifying tokens of Genji's
anxiety for the welfare of his friends. To the Lady of Akashi he sent an
acrostic poem, lamenting that he should have left her to dwell, like the
pine-tree that grows beneath the northern chff, in a place of shadows, to
which not even the rejoicings of the Fiftieth Day would bring an altering
gleam, 'My anxiety for you both,' his letter continued, · is becoming too
great a torment for me to bear .. Things cannot go on like this and I have
quite decided to bring you to the Capital. Do not however think that my
care for you will end merely with that... ,,' She told her father of Genji's
decision, and this time at any rate the old man had good cause for that
mixture of JOY and weepIng to which he was at all times prone, Looking
round at Genii's Fiftieth Day presents which lay about in astonishing
profusion she realized how dark a day this would have been far her but
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for the coming of this messenger from the City. As a second consolation
she had for the first time, in the nurse whom Genji had sent to her, some
one to whom she could confide the affairs of her heart, and this changed
her whole hfe. Her father had gathered about her, picking them up one
by one as opportunity offered, a collection of dames who, as regards birth
and upbringing, were qUite the equals of the new nurse. But the moun
tain sohtudes of Akashi did not offer much scope for choice and the poor
ladies were one and all the most tottering and antiquated relics of by
gone Courts. Among them the new arrival felt Incredibly brisk and
smart and In this gloomy company her opInIon of herself went up by leaps
and bounds. She had endless stories about Iife at the Capital, and when
these faded, she had only to descnbe some occasion at which Genji had
figured or some incident showing the affection In which he was held or the
extent of the power which he now wielded (subjects to which she con
tinually returned with remarkable zesr): at once the Lady of Akashis
cheeks would glow with pride. She ought indeed to be happy that such
a Prince as this should deign even to undo and abandon her, leavmg
nothing to show for their love save the child that had been begotten of It.
The nurse was allowed to read Gen}l t

S letters, and though she did so with
passionate Interest, she could not but feel somewhat Jealous of her mIS

tress's strange and unforeseen good fortune At such times It would seem
to the nurse that to her alone of all mankind nothing good ever happened,
till suddenly In Genu' S letter she would come across some reference to her
self: ·What about the nurse? How is she turning out?' and so forth, or
sometimes even more personal enqUIry about her health and spirits Then
for a long while the girl, usually so despondent, would feel perfectly happy
and contented.

To Genii's Fiftieth Day letter the Lady of Akashi sent the following
reply: 'Alas that to the little crane who calls to you from among the
numberless islands of the deep, you do not come, though the Fiftieth
Day I be come' · I am for a thousand reasons,' she continued, 'In great
despondency concernIng our future; and for that very reason occasional
kindnesses such as you have today shown to me are all the more preCIOUS.
As for myself I do not rightly know what will become of me. But I earn
estly hope that our daughter at any rate may lrve to be a consolation to
you rather than an embarrassment and anxiety.'

Genii carried this letter about with him and constantly re-read it half
aloud to himself, pausing over every sentence With fond deliberanon ,
Murasaki could not fall to notice hIS preoccupation and once, hearing him
thus employed, she murmured the song: 'Far from me have you drifted
as those boats that, starting from Mikuma shore, now row far out at sea. t

She bad not meant him to hear. But he looked up and said sharply: ·Do
you really think that it is so bad as that! I should have thought you

1 Ika - Fiftieth Day; but also 'Why do you not come?'
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would understand exactly what such a letter as this must mean to me.
It is perfectly natural that I should be interested, deeply Interested in" an
occasional budget of news from a place where I spent so long a time, and
if In reading it I come across references which remind me suddenly of some
interesting event or experience of those days, I think it is qUIte natural
that I should occasionally break out into an exclamation, or something
of that sort. It would be much better if you simply pretended not to hear.
But here is the letter.' He held It out to her, but in such a way that she
could only see the outer fold upon which the address was written. Ex
amining the writmg she saw at once that It was a flawless hand, such as
the greatest lady In the land would have had no cause to disown. From
that moment she knew what was in store for her; this would assuredly
prove no fleeting fancy.

In spite of these preoccupations his thoughts sometimes turned towards
the Lady in the VIllage of Falling Flowers and he realized WIth dismay
that he had not once been near her SInce his return to the Capital, For one
rhing, his new posirion in the Government had given him so much busi
ness to look after and was attended by formalities and restrrcnons which
made it more than ever difficult for him to go about as he chose. Part of
the fault however was certainly hers; for, inured to a hfe that offered few
novelties or distractions, she was wilhng to accept without ill-temper
or complaint such treatment as others would have found insufferable.
But the :fifth month at last brought him a little leisure. Once more he
thought of hIS obligation, and this time he actually managed to slip
away and make the long-deferred ViSIt. It was a comfort that here at
least he was certain of not being treated to any exhibition of fashionable
tantrums, coquettishly wirhermg glances or well-calculated resentment,
for he knew that, seldom as she saw him, his interest in her was by far
the most important fact in her life, and a visit from him was not lightly
to be sacrificed to some useless outburst of Jealousy or irritanon,

The house had in these last years grown rapidly more and more dilap
idated and had Indeed become a most melancholy-looking place. After
paying his respects to the elder SIster he hastened to the main entrance of
the western wing and stood in the porch, It was near midnight; the
moon had sunk behind a bank of Iight clouds. It was with feelings of in
expressible JOY and agitation that she suddenly saw his figure dimly out
lined in the darkness. She had been sitting at the lattice and, in her shy
ness, did not rise when she saw him. They continued to converse thus,
he in the porch and she at her window, but there was in her manner no
hint of unfriendliness or reprobation. What a relief to encounter at last
a disposition so grateful and unexacting! Some water-fowl were clamour
ing quite close to the house. She recited the verse: 'Dare I admit you to
a house so desolate that even the shy water-birds regard it as their home?'
Her voice died away to a whisper as she reached the last words in a way
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which he found strangely alluring. What a lot of nice people there seemed
to be In the world, thoug5.t Genji. And the odd part of it was that It was
just this very fact which made hfe so difficult and fatigumg. He answered
with the verse: 'If the cry of the water-fowl brings you always so
promptly to your door, some visrror there must be whom It IS your pleasure
to admit.' This was of course mere word-play. He did not for a moment
suppose that any such agreeable adventures ever fell to her lot; nor indeed
that she would welcome them. For though she had had to wait years for
this VIsit, he felt confident that her fidehty had never once wavered. She
reminded him of his poem: 'Gaze not Into the sky... ' and of all that had
befallen at that farewell scene on the eve of his departure for Suma, ' It
seems strange;' she said at last, 'that I of all people should so much have
minded your being away, considermg how seldom I see you when you are
here!' But even this was said with perfect gentleness and good humour
HIs reply to this charge was, you may be sure, both prompt and con
ciliatory, and it was not long before he had managed, by kindness of one
sort or another, to make her, for the moment at any rate, as happy as it 15

possible for any woman to be.
He often thought durrng these days of Lady Gosechi, and would very

much have Irked to see her again; but the difficulties seemed too great and
he did not attempt it. Her parents saw plainly enough that she had not
got over her unfortunate attachment and did their best to settle her future
in some other way. But she for her part declared she had given up all
thought of lovers or marriage -If only I had some large convenient build
ing; thought Genu, 'where I could house these friends of mine and be
able to keep an eye not only on them, but on any babies that might
chance to get born, how much SImpler life would be!' The new eastern
wing was Indeed promising to prove a very handsome affair and thor
oughly in the style of the moment. He was ImpatIent to get It finished, and
now appointed special foremen to superintend the different branches of
the work and get It put through as quickly as possible.

Not infrequently somerhmg would happen to remind him of the Lady
Oborozuki and despite all that had happened a fresh wave of longing
would beset him. She for her part had not only suffered but learnt her
lesson and utterly refused to have any dealings with him, which made him
feel very irritated and depressed. Now that the ex-Emperor Suzaku was
relieved of the cares of Government, he became somewhat more animated
and showed a certain amount of interest in music and other Court diver
sions. It was curious that among all his Ladies-in-Warring and Ladies
of-the-Wardrobe It was to Lady Jokyoden, the mother of the Crown
Prince, that he paid the least attention. Not even the singular chance
which made her mother of the Heir Apparent seemed able to restore to her
any particle of the ascendancy which she had lost when Lady Oborozuki
was taken into favour. She had indeed left the Emperor's Palace and now
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Iived in apartments attached to those of the Crown Prince, her son,
Gen J1's rooms at Court were in the old Shigeisa; the Crown Prince was oc
curVlng the Nashitsubo, which was not far away. Thus Genji, as a near
neighbour, was constantly consulted by the Prince's staff and was often
able to be of considerable assistance to them

As Fujitsubo had become a nun, her full rank could not be restored;
but she received a Royal Grant equivalent to that of an Empress Mother,"
together with the services of such State officers as usually wait upon an
ex-Empress The whole of these additional resources went m the cele
bratron of those rel igious functions which had now become her whole
employment In Iife. For many years she had felt that it was impossible
for her to appear at Court and to her great distress her son, the present
Emperor, had grown up a stranger to her. Now that he was safely on
the Throne she could come and go as she pleased, and Indeed her constant
presence at Court now became the greatest grievance of her old rival
Kokiden, who saw in it the frustration of all the schemes to which her
whole Iife had been devoted. Genji bore Kokiden no malice and, without
thrusting hIS services upon her, did what he could to help her. The fact
that these magnanimous overtures were met with unrelenting hostility
was observed by all at Court and made a most painful impression.

Pnnce Hyobukyo had treated Gen]i with marked coldness In the period
before his exile. Now that GenjI's fortunes were again on the ascendant
he appeared anXIOUS to renew their former friendship; but Genii felt little
inclined to do so. That at a time when so many animosities were in
abeyance and so many broken friendships had been renewed Genji and her
brother should be on these very indifferent terms was to Fujrrsubo a
source of great disappointment and anxiety.

Power was now pretty equally divided between Genji himself and his
father-In-law, the old Minister at the Great Hall. In the eighth month
of this year To no Chujo's daughter came to Court.. Her grandfather, the
old Minister, was a conspicuous figure at the Presentation and saw to it
that the ceremony should lack no jot of rts tradirronal grandeur. It was
well known that Prince Hyobukyo would very much have liked to see
his second daughter m a similar position. But Gcnji did not feel suffi
ciently friendly towards him to second this design, particularly as there
were many other young ladles who were quite as well qualified to fill the
post. Prince Hyobukyo saw nothing for rt but to submit.

In the autumn Genji made his pilgrimage to the Shrine of Sumiyoshi,
where, as will be remembered, he had various vows to fulfiL The occasion
was made one of public importance and the splendour of his cortege, in
which all the greatest noblemen and courtiers of the day vied with one
another to take part, made a deep impression throughout the kingdom.
The Lady of Akashi had been unable to pay her accustomed visit to the

I The taxes paid by 2,000 households.
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Shrine either last autumn or during the spring of this year. She deter...
mined to renew the practice, and It so happened that she arrived by boat
at Sumiyoshi just as Genu's magrnficenr procession was passing along the
shore. She saw throngs of servrrors, laden with costly offerings, she saw
the Eastern Dancers, I In companies of ten, riding by on horseback, men
of picked stature, conspicuous In their strange blue-striped dress" Not a
word concerning Genji's VISIt to Sumryoshi had reached her, and turnIng
to someone who was standing near she asked what procession this might
be. 'What procession?' the man exclaimed in asrornshment. to Why, the
Chief Minister's I' and a shout of laughter went up at the notion that there
could possibly exist anybody in the world who had not heard of this all
important event, laughter in which a number of rough scallawags who
were standing by JOined as hearnly as the rest.

She was confounded. That after all these long months of waiting it
should be thus she met him showed indeed to what a drfferent world he
really belonged! Yet after all they were not quite strangers, he and she.
She was at least of more account In hIS eyes than these wretches who had
scoffed at her Ignorance, than all this rabble who cared nothing for him
and had come here only that they mrght boast of having shared in his
triumph. How cruel an Irony that she who thought of him and him
only, who painfully gathered together every scrap of intelligence concern
ing his health and movements, should all unwirnngly have chosen this
disastrous day for her Journey, while all the rest of the world resounded
with the news of his coming; she hid her face and wept. The procession
moved on Its way - Innumerable green cloaks, WIth here and there a
scarlet one among them, bright as an autumn maple-tree amid a grove of
pines. In cavalcade after cavalcade the varying colours flashed by, now
dark, now light." Among the officers of the Sixth Grade there was one
whose sheriff's coat of gold and green made him conspICUOUS; this was
Ukon, the gentleman who upon the occasion of Genji's Visit to the Im
perial Tombs had recited the verse: to Little, alas, they heed their wor
shippers.... ' 3 He had become captain of the Quiver Bearers, and as such
was attended by more numerous officers than any other of the sheriffs.
Among these attendants was Yoshrkiyo, who in a resplendent crimson
cloak, worn WIth an air of the utmost nonchalance, was perhaps the
handsomest figure in all the throng.

Here, prosperous and happy, were all the knights and gentlemen whom
she had seen at Akashi; then a pitiable band, now scattered amongst a
vast cohort of partisans and retainers, The young princes and courners

I These men accompanied a Minister of State on pilgrimages to the great Shinto shrines,
danced in front of the shrine and afterwards took part in horse-races round it.

2 The higher officers wore cloaks of deeper hue, i.e. dipped more often in the dye and
therefore more costly.

J See above, p 238.
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who rode with the procession had vied with one another in the magnifi
cence of their accoutrement. Such gorgeous saddles and trappIngs had
rarely been seen, and It may be imagined how they dazzled the eye of a
country girl, fresh from her hillside retreat At last came Genji's coach.
She could catch but a momentary glImpse of it, and of the face for which
she yearned with so ardent a longing she could see nothing at all. Imitat
mg the example of the great Toru I he was attended by boy outriders.
They were charmingly dressed, their hair looped at the SIdesand ned with
purple ribbons. The ten of them were arranged according to rheir heighr,
and a very pretty sight they were as they filed past in their dainty cos
tumes. A boy rode by, clad In the dress of a Court page, a person of some
consequence evidently, for he was obsequiously watched over and as
srsred, while a posse of boy grooms, each differently dressed, yet forming
between them a carefully designed pattern, rode in his train. She was
told that this was Prince Yugin, Genu's son by Lady Aoi. She thought
of her own daughter for whom so different a fate seemed to be reserved,
and in sad submission bowed her head towards the Shrine. The Governor
of the Province had now appeared, hIS arrrval being attended by greater
pomp than had ever before marked his intercourse with a Minister on
pIlgrImage. The Lady of Akashi saw clearly that even should she succeed
In forcing her way through the crowd, there was Iittle chance that in the
midst of all these excitements the God would pay any attentron to her
insignificant offering. She was on the pornt of going home agaIn, Since
there seemed to be no object in stayIng any longer, when it occurred to
her that she might at any rate row over to Naniwa and perform the cere
mony of Punficanon. This she did, while Genji, still unaware that she
had been so near him, spent the rest of the evening performing his vows
within the Shrine. At last, thinking that by now the God ought to be
thoroughly content, GenJi derermined to enJoy himself a little Into the
bargain: and the rest of the night was spent by the whole company in the
most lively fashion imaginable. Koremirsu and the rest made a mental
note that for certam kinds of religious observance there was much to be
said. It happened that Genji went outside for a little while and Kore
mirsu, who was with him, recited an acrostic verse 10 which he hinted
that beneath the pIne-trees of Sumiyoshi a less solemn stillness now pre
vailed than when the Gods first ruled on earth. ThIS could not be denied,
and indeed to Genji too a Joyful time had succeeded to an age of sadness.
He therefore answered with the verse: 'That from wild waves whose on
slaught drove me from my course this God delivered me, I shall not soon
forget.' Koremitsu then went on to tell him how the boat from Akashi,
dismayed by the crowds that flocked the Shrine, had put out again to sea.
He hated to think that she had been there without his knowing it; besides,
he felt now that it was this very God of Sumiyoshi who had given her to

I For the extravagances of this statesman, see No Plays cifJapan, p. 293.
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him for a. bride He could not ..let her go back without a word from him.
to cheer her. To think that she had come and gone without his even
hearrng that she was at hand would certamly grIeve her worst of all,
But for the moment she had gone further up the coast and there was no..
thing to be done.

After Ieaving Sumiyoshi he visited several places In the neighbourhood.
At Nanrwa he too underwent the ceremony of Purification, together with
other ceremonies, particularly the Ablution of the Seven Streams. As he
passed the estuary of Honye he murmured, 'LIke the Tide-gauge at
Naniwa... ; I hardly knowing why the lines had come into hIS head.
Koremitsu, who was near his coach, overheard these words, and regard...
ing them as a command to him to produce writing materials (a duty for
which he was often in request) he whipped out a short-handled pen from
the folds of his dress and as soon as Genjl's coach came to a standstill
handed it in to him. Genji was amused by his promptness and on a folded
pa.per wrote the lines: 'That once again our love to its flood-mark shall
rise, what better presage than thrs chance meeting by the tide-gauge of the
shore?' This he sent across to Nanrwa by the hand of an underling who,
from conversation with her servants, knew at what address she was to
be found. Much as she had suffered at seeing him pass her by, it needed
only this trifling message to allay all her agitation. In a flutter of gratitude
and pride she indited the answer: 'How comes it 2 that to the least of
those who bide as pilgrims in this town you bear a love that mounts so
high upon the flood-gauge of your heart?' She had that day been bathing
10 the Holy Waters at the Shrine of Ram-coat Island, and she sent him
her poem. tied to a prayer-strip which she had brought from the Shrine.
When the message reached GenJi it was already growing dark; the tide
was full, and the cranes along the river-mouth had with one accord set
up their strange and moving cry. Touched by the beauty of the place and
hour, he suddenly lost all patience with the crowds that surged around
him. Could he but banish them all from his sight and find himself with
only the writer of this diffident poem at his sidel

The journey back to the City was enlrvened by many excursions and en...
tertainments, but all the while hIS thoughts continually returned to the
strange coincidence of that unhappy meeting. Quantities of dancing
girls had attached themselves to his retinue. Despite their total lack of
sense or breeding, their company appeared to afford a vast deal of sansfac
tion to the hot-blood young gentlemen who formed Genjr's escort. This
seemed to him very strange. One cannot enjoy beautiful scenery or works

x 'As to the tide-gauge at Naniwa that now lies bare, so to our love the flood tide shall
at last return.'

2 Pun on Naniwa, name of town and naniwa 'How comes it?' Here and in the preceding
poem there is also a play on miozukush: = tide ..gauge, and mi wo tsukushi == 'with all one's
heart and soul.'
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of art in the company of any but the right person; and surely If, in such
matters as that, one is so easily put off by commonness or stupidity, it
must make some difference whom one chooses as partner in these far more
intimate associations. He could not indeed contrive to take the slrghtest
interest in these creatures. They on their side quickly perceived that they
were not being a success, and at once redoubled rheir efforts, with the con
sequence that he found them only the more repulsive.

Next day was marked a 'good day' in the calendar, and Genji's party
being safely on its way back to the Capital, the Lady of Akashi was able
to return to Sumiyoshi and pursue her devotions in peace, now at last
finding occasion to fulfil the many vows that had accumulated since her
last VIsit to the Shnne. Her recent glnnpse of Genji in all his glory had
but Increased the misgivings which day and night beset her: amid such
surroundings as that it was impossible that so insignificant a person as
herself should not rapidly sink into obscurity and contempt. She did not
expect to hear from him again till he was back at Court. She was counting
the days, when to her surprise a messenger appeared. In a letter, which
had evidently been written during the journey, he named the actual date
at which he should send for her to the City. Once more he sought to dis
pel all her doubts and anxieties; she could rely upon him implicitly; her
pOSItIon in his household would, he besought her to believe, be neither
equivocal nor insecure. Nevertheless, she felt that she was embarking
upon a perilous voyage under skies which, however promising an aspect
they might now be wearing, mighr at any moment change to the threat
of a hideous disaster, Her father too, when it came to the prospect of
actually releasing her from his care, was exceedingly perturbed; mdeed
he dreaded her departure for the Capital even more than he had feared the
prospect of her remaining for ever buried in her rustic home. Her answer
to GenJi was full of reservations and misgivings concerning her fitness for
the position which he promised her.

The retirement of the Emperor Suzaku had necessitated the appoint
ment of a new Vestal at Ise, and Lady Rokujo had brought her daughter
back again to the City. Genji had written the usual congratulations and
this had given her immense pleasure; but she had no desire to give him
the opportunity of once more distracting her as he had done in those old
days, and she had answered only in the most formal terms. Consequently
he had not, since her return, made any attempt to visit her. He did in
deed make some vague suggestion of a meeting; but these hints were very
half-hearted and it was a relief to him that they were not taken. He had
recently decided not to complicate his life by outside relanonships even of
the most harmless kind: he simply had not time. And particularly in a
case of this sort he saw no object in forcing his society upon someone who
did not desire it. He was however extremely curious to see how the Vestal
Virgin, now known as Lady Akikonomu, had grown up. Rokujo's old
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palace in the SIxth Ward had been admirably repaired and redecorated,
and Iife there was In these days by no means Intolerable. Rokujo herself
had gIfts of character and mtelligence which the passage of years had
not obliterated. Her own personalrry and the unusual beauty of many of
her gentlewomen combined to make her house a meeting place for men
of fashion, and though she was herself at rimes very lonely, she was lead
Ing a hfe Wlth WhICh she was on the whole by no means Ill-contented, when
her health gave way She felt at once that there was no hope for her, and
oppressed by the thought that she had for so long been lrvmg in a sinful
place, I she resolved to become a nun. This news was a great blow to GenJi.
That he would ever agaIn meet her as a lover, he had long felt to be im
possible But he thought of her as a friend whose company and conversa
non would always be among hIS greatest pleasures. That she should have
felt rt necessary to take this solemn and irrevocable step was a terrible
shock, and on hearing what had happened he at once hastened to her
palace. It proved to be a most harrowing visit He found her 10 a state
of complete collapse. Screens surrounded her bed, his chair was placed
outside them, as near as possible to her pillow, and In this manner they
conversed. It was evident that her strength was rapidly failing. How
brrterly he now repented that he had not come to her sooner; had not
proved, whrle yet there was time, that hIS paSSIon for her had never ex
pired' He wept bitterly, and Rokujo on her side, amazed to realize from
the very mtensity of his grief that during all the years when she had
Imagined herself to be forgotten, she had never been wholly absent from
hIS thoughts, In a moment discarded all her brtterness, and seeIng that his
distress was unendurable began with the utmost tenderness to lead hrs
thoughts to other matters She spoke after a while about her daughter,
Lady Akikonomu, the former Virgin of Ise, begging him to help her on
in the world In any way he could, 'I had hoped,' she said, 'having cast
the cares of the world aside, to Irve on quietly at any rate until this child
of mrne should have reached an age when she could take her life Into her
own hands... .' Her voice died away. 'Even 1£ you had not mentioned it,
I should always have done what I could to help her,' answered GenJ1,
·but now that you have made this formal request to me, you may be sure
that I shall make it my business to look after her and protect her m every
way that Iies in my power. You need have no further anxiety on that
score .... ' 'It will not be so easy,' she answered. 'Even a girl whose wel..
fare has been the sole object of devoted parents often finds herself in a
very difficult positron if her mother dies and she has only her father to
rely upon. But your task will, I fear, be far harder than that of a widowed
father. Any kindness that you show the girl will at once be misinter
preted; she will be mixed up in all sorts of unpleasant brckerings and all
your own friends will be set against her. And this brings me to a matter

I A Shmto shrine, offensive to Buddha.
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which is really very difficult to speak about. I wish I were so sure in my
own mind that you would not make love to her. Had she my experience,
I should have no fear for her. But unfortunately she is utterly ignorant
and indeed IS Just the sort of person who rnight easrly suffer unspeakable
torment through finding herself in such a position. I cannot help wishing
that I could provide for her future in some way that was not fraught with
this particular danger..... ' What an extraordinary notion, thought Genji.
How could she have got such a thing into her head? (You are thinking
of me as I was years ago,' he answered quickly. 'I have changed a great
deal since then, as you would soon discover 1£ you knew more about
me..... •

Out of doors it was now quite dark. The room where he was sitting
was lit only by the dim glow that, interrupted by many partitions, filtered
through from the great lamp in the hall. Someone had entered the room.
He peeped cautiously through a tear in one of the screens which sur
rounded the bed. In the very uncertain light he could Just distmguish
Rokujo's form .. Her hair was cropped, as is customary with novices before
the final tonsure, but elegantly and WIth taste, so that her head.routlmed
against the pillows, made a delicare and charming picture. On the far
SIde of the bed he could distinguish a second figure. ThIS surely must be
Lady Akikonomu. There was a point at which the screens had been care
lessly Joined, and looking through this gap he saw a young girl sitting in
an attitude of deep dejection with her chin resting on her hand. So far
as he could Judge from this very imperfect view she was exceedmgly good
looking .. Her hair that hung loose to the ground, the carriage of her head,
her movements and expression - all had a SIngular dignity and grace;
yet despite this proud air there was something about her affectionate,
almost appealing, But was he not already beginning to take JUSt that
interest in her person against which her mother had a few moments ago
been warning him? He hastily corrected his thoughts. Lady Rokujo now
spoke again: (I am in great paln, t she said, 'and fear that at any moment
my end may come. I would not have you witness my last agonies. Pray
leave me at once, t This she said with great difficulty, her women sup
porting her on either side. 'How glad I should have been; said Genji,
'If my visit had made you better. I am afraid It has only made you worse.
I cannot bear to leave you in such pain, Tell me what It is that hurts so
much?' And so saying he made as though to come to fter side. 'Do not
come to mer she cried out in terror, 'I am grown hideous; you would not
know me .. Does what I say seem to you very strange and disjointed? It
may be that my thoughts wander a little, for I am dying. Thank you for
bearing patiently with me at such a time.. I am much easier in my mind
now that I have had this talk with you.. I had meant to for a long time.
. .;' 'I am touched,' replied Genji, 'that you should have thought of me
as a person to whom you could confide these requests. As you know,
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my father the late Emperor had a very large number of sons and daughters ,
for my part" I am not very intrmare \IV! th any of them But, \\ hen hIS

brother died, he also regarded Lady Akikonornu here as though she \\ ere
hIS own child and for that reason I have every rIght to regard her as rnv
sister and help her In Just those \vays which a brother 1111ght. It IS true
that I am a great deal older than she IS, but my own farrnl y IS sadly small, I

and I could well afford to have someone else to look after. '
After hIS return he sent Incessantly to enquIre after her progress and

constantly wrote to her She died some crght days later He was deeply
distressed, for a long while took no Interest In anythmg rh.it happened
and had not the heart to go even so far as the Emperors Palace. The
arrangements concerning her funeral and many other matters abour which
she had left behind mstructrons fell entirely upon him, for there "vas no
one else to whom her people could apply Fortunately the oriicers who
had been attached to Lady Akikonornu's suite while she was at Ise still
remained In her service and they were able to gIve her a certain arnoun t
of assistance. Before the funeral Genji called In person and sent In a note
to the bereaved lady of the house A housekeeper (one of the people from
Ise) brought back word that her mistress was completely overwhelmed
by her loss and could not reply to him. He sent in a second message re
minding Lady Akikonomu that her mother had solemnly committed her
to his care and beggIng her not to regard him as an ahen intruder Into
her affairs, He then sent for the various members of the household and
gave them their Instructions. He did so WIth an air of confidence and
authority which surprised those who remembered for how long he had
absented himself from that house. The funeral was carried out WIth the
utmost pomp, the bier being attended not only by her servants, but by
all Genji's servants and retainers.

For a long while afterwards he was immersed in prayers and penances
and but seldom emerged from the seclusion of a thickly curtained recess ..
To Lady Akikonomu he sent many messages of enqUIry, to which she now
a.nswered in her own hand. She had at first been too shy to do so; much to
the dismay of her old nurse, who explained to her that not to answer
letters is considered very uncivil. One day as he sat watching the wild
storms of sleet and snow that were sweeping In a confused blizzard across
the land, he could not help wondering how Lady Akikonomu was faring
in this rough weather and sent a messenger to her palace. ' I wonder how
you like this storm, t he wrote, and added the poem: 'I see a house of
mourning; dark tempests threaten it, and high amid the clouds hovers a
ghost WIth anxious Wing. t It was written on light blue paper tinged
with grey; the penmanship and make-up of the note were indeed pur
posely intended to be such as would impress a young girl. So much did
this elegant missive dazzle her inexperienced eye that she again felt utterly

I Aoi's son Yugiri was his only acknowledged child.
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unable to reply, and It was only when one member of her household
after another reproached her for such rudeness and ingratItude that she
at last took .up a sheet of heavily scented dark grey paper and in brush
strokes so faint as to be scarcely distinguishable wrote the poem: 'Would
that like the snowflakes when they are weary of falling I might sink down
upon the earth and end my days.' There was nothing very remarkable
about the wrItIng, but it was an agreeable hand and one which bore
unmistakable traces of the writer's lineage. He had formed a high opinion
of her at the time when she first went to Ise and had very much regretted
her withdrawal from the world. Now she was an ordinary person again,
and, if he wished to cultivate her acquaintance, entirely at his disposal;
but this very fact (as was usual with him) caused a revulsion of feeling.
To go forward In the direction where fewest obstacles existed seemed to
him to be taking a mean advantage. Although he was, in his attentions
to Lady Akikonomu, merely fulfilling her mother's request, he knew quite
well how everyone at Court was expecting the story to end. Well, for
once in a way their expectations would be disappointed. He was fully
determined to bring her up WIth the utmost propriety and, so soon as the
Emperor reached years of discretion, to present her at Court; in fact, to
adopt her as his daughter - a thing which, considering the smallness of his
family, it was natural for him to do. He constantly wrote her letters full
of kindness and. encouragement, and occasionally called at her palace.
'What I should really like,' he said one day, 'would be for you to look
upon me, if you WIll forgive my putting it In that way, as a substitute for
your dear mother. Can you not sometimes treat me as though I were
an old friend? Can you not trust me with some of the secrets you used to
confide to her?' Such appeals merely embarrassed her. She had lived so
secluded a life that to open her mouth at all in a stranger's presence seemed
to her a terrible ordeal, and her gentlewomen were in the end obliged to
make such amends as they could. It was a comfort that many of her
officers and gentlewomen were closely connected with the Imperial Family
and would, if his project for installing her in the Palace did not come to
naught, be able to help her to assert herself. He would have been glad to
know more about her appearance, but she always received him from
behind her curtains, and he neither felt justified in taking the liberties
that are accorded to a parent nor did he feel quite sure enough of himself
to wish to put his parental feelings to the test. He was indeed very un
certarn with regard to his own intentions, and for the present mentioned
his plans about her to nobody. He saw to it that the Memorial Service
was carried out with great splendour, devoting to the arrangement of it
a care that deeply gratified the bereaved household. Life there was be
coming more and more featureless and depressing as the weeks went by ..
One by one Lady Akikonomu's servants and retainers were finding other
employment. The Palace stood at the extreme outer edge of the Sixth
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Ward, in a district which was very little frequented, and the melancholy
bells which went on tolling and tolling In innumerable adjacent temples
reduced her every evenmg to a state of abject misery. She had always
been used to spend a great deal of time in her mother's company, and even
when she was sent to Ise, though no parent had ever before accompanied
the \7estal Vlrgln, they still remained unseparated. It can be imagined
then that her mother's loss left her peculiarly helpless and desolate; and
the thought that Rokujo, who had travelled so far for her sake, should
now set out upon this last journey all alone, caused her unspeakable pain.
Man) suitors both high and low, under cover of paying attentions to
one or other of her gentlewomen, now began to frequent the house.
Genji however had in his best fatherly style exacted a promise from the
lady's old nurse that she would allow no matchmaking to go on in the
house. Above all he feared that some of her women might wish for their
own ends to keep these gentlemen hanging about the premises. It soon
however became apparent that there was no danger of rhis. The ladies
concerned knew that their doings would probably reach Genji's ears,
and they were far too anXiOUS to stand well with him to dream of abusing
their posinon. The SUItors soon found that their advances were not met
with the shghtest encouragement.

It will be remembered that at the time of Lady Akikonornu's departure
for Ise the renred Emperor Suzaku had, when presiding at the magnificent
farewell ceremony in the Daigoku Hall, been greatly struck with her
beauty. ThIS impression had remained with him, and on her return to
the Capital he begged Rokujo to let her daughter come to him, promising
that she should take her place as the equal of his SIster, the former Vestal
of Karno, and the other princesses, his sisters and kinswomen whom he
sheltered under hIS roof. This proposal did not please her. She feared
that where so many exalted personages were gathered together her
daughter would be likely to receive but scant attention. Moreover
Suzaku was at the time in very bad health, and 1£ he should fail to recover,
his dependants might be left In a precariOUS position. Now that her
mother was dead it was all the more desirable to establish her in a manner
which offered some prospect of security. When therefore Suzaku repeated
his invitation, this time In somewhat insistent terms, Lady Akikonomu's
friends were placed in an awkward position. Genji's private plan of
affi.a.ncing her to the boy-Emperor would, now that Suzaku had displayed
so marked an inclination towards her, be difficult to pursue without too
deeply offending his brother. Another consideration weighed with him:
he was becoming more and more fascinated by the girl's beauty and he
was in no hurry to commit her to other hands. Under the circumstances
he thought the best thing he could do was to talk the matter over with
Lady Fujitsubo, · I am in great difficulties over this business,' he said.
.. As you know, the girl's mother was a woman of singularly proud and
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sensirive temperament. I am ashamed to say that, following my own
wanton and selfish mclinations, I behaved in such a way as to do great
injury to her repuration, With the consequence that henceforward she
on her side harboured against me a passionate resentment, while I on mme
found myself branded not only by her but also by the world at large as
a profligate and scamp TIll the very last I was never able to recover
her confidence; but on her death-bed she spoke to me of Akikonomu's
future in a way which she would never have done had she not wholly
regained her good opInIon of me. This was a great weight off my mind.
Even had these peculiar relations not existed between us, her request was
one which even to a stranger I could hardly have refused. And as It was,
you may imagine how gladly I welcomed this chance of repaIring, even
at this late hour, the grtevous wrong which my light-mmdedness had
inflicted upon her during her hferrme. HIS Majesty IS of course many
years younger than Akikonomu; I but I do not think It would be a bad
thing rf he had some older and more experienced person in hIS entourage.
However, it is for you to decide... .' · I am of the same opirnon, ~ FUJlt
subo replied · It would of course be very imprudent to offend the retired
Emperor. But surely the mother's wishes are a sufficient excuse. If I
were you I should pretend you know nothing about the retired Emperor's
inchnation towards her and present her at the Palace Without more ado.
As a matter of fact) Suzaku now cares very Iittle about such matters.
What energy he strll possesses is spent on prayers and medirarion I do
not think you will find that he minds very much one way or the other.
. . . ' 'All the same, I rhmk It wrll be best under the circumstances 1£ the
request for Akikonomu's Presentation came from you,' said GenJ1. 'I
could then seem merely to be adding my solrcrtarrons to yours. You will
thmk that In weighing the pros and cons of the matter with such care
I am over-scrupulous; and mdeed I fear that you have found me rather
tedious. It is SImply that I am extremely anXIOUS people should not thmk
me lacking in respect towards my brother... ' It soon became apparent
that, in accordance With Fujitsubo's advice, he had decided to disregard
the retired Emperor's Wishes. But it was in Genji's own palace and not,
for the moment at any rate, in the Emperor's household that Lady Aki
konomu was to be Installed He explained the circumstances to Murasaki.
· She IS Just about your age,' he said, 'and you Will find her a very agreeable
companIon. I think you WIll get on famously together.... 11 Murasaki at
once took to the idea and was soon busy With preparations for the recep
tion of the visi tor.

Fujitsubo was all this whrle extremely exercised in mind concerning the
future of her rnece, the youngest daughter of Prince Hyohukyo, for
Genu'5 estrangement from the father seemed to block every avenue of
advancement. To no Chujos daughter, as the grandchild of the Senior

I Akikonomu was now nmeteen; the boy-Emperor Ryozen, seve-n.
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Minister, was treated on all sides with the utmost deference and considers..
tion, and she had now become the Emperor's favourite playmate. 4 My
brother's Iirrle girl is Just the same age as the Emperor" said Fu jitsubo
one day; & he would enjoy having her to play at dolls with him sometimes,
and it would be a help to the older people who are looking after him.'
But quite apart from affairs of state, Genji had (as Fujirsubo knew) such
a multiphciry of prrvate matters to attend to and was plagued from
morning nll night by such a variety of irritating applications and requests
that she had not the heart to keep on bothering him, It was something
that a person like Lady Akrkonomu would soon be at the Emperor's side;
for Fuursubo herself was in very poor health and, though she somenmes
visited the Palace, she could not look after her son's education as she
would have liked to do. It was necessary that there should be someone
grown-up to keep an eye on him, and though she would dearly like to
have seen her niece installed as his playmate, she was extremely glad of
the arrangement whereby a sensible creature lrke Lady Akikonomu was
to have him In her constant care.



CHAPTER VI

The Palace in the Tangled Woods

W HILE Genji, like Yukihira of old, 'dragged his leaky pails'
along the shore of Suma, his absence had been mourned, in
varying ways and degrees, by a very large number of persons

in the Capital. Even those who stood in no need of patronage or protection
and had through his departure lost only the amenities of a charming
friendship were deeply distressed. For some of them, such as Murasaki,
this sad time was mrcigated by constant messages from his place of exile;
some were privileged to busy their needles upon such garments as his
altered state prescribed, or were allowed the consolation of rendering him
other small services such as in his present difficulties he was likely to
require. But there were others who, though they had received hIS favours,
had done so unknown to the world, and these ladies now learned of
Genu's last hours at the Caprtal from the casual gossip of some friend who
had no idea that the matter was of any particular concern to them.
Needless to say they feigned a like indifference, but such concealment costs
one dear and not a few hearts were broken In the process.

Among those who fared worst during his absence was the lady at the
Hitachi Palace.' Durmg the period after her father's death there ha.d
been no one to take care of her and she had for a while led a very wretched
existence. But then came the unexpected apparition of Genji. His letters
and visits, which to him in the crowded days of his glory were insignificant
acts of courtesy, implying no more than a very mild degree of interest and
affection, were to their recipient, with her narrow and unvarying life,
like the reflection of a star when it chances to fall into a bowl of water..
It was but natural, she thought, that when the outcry against him began
Genji should no longer find time for an attachment which had in any case
played only a very subordinate part in his life, particularly as the attacks
upon him were part of a widespread movement which could not but be
causing him the greatest anxiety. Then came his exile a.nd at last his
triumphant return. But still she heard no word from him.

In old days when she heard nothing from him for a week or two she
would become a little tearful it is true, but she still managed to carry on
her ordinary existence. Now months, years had passed; long ago she had
given up all hope, and sank into a condition of settled apathy and gloom.
'Poor princess!' said the elderly gentlewomen who waited upon her.
'Really she has had the worst possible luck! To see this glorious appari
tion suddenly descending upon her like a God or Buddha out of the sky-

l Snyetsumuhana, See Part I, "ch.. vi. I shall henceforward call her Suyetsumu,
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not that he meant very much by it, but she, poor lady, could never get
over the surprIse of hIS noticing her at all - and then for him to disappear
wirhout a.word! She knows of course that lt 1S not from her that he has
run away to Sums, it all comes of this new government! But still, one
cannot help being very sorry for the poor young creature.' She had Indeed
dunng the nme after her lather's death become gradually Inured to a hfe
of extreme monotony and isolanon; but Genu's V1S1tS had awakened m
her qUite new ambrnons ; for the first time In her hfe she began to feel
herself drawn towards the world of taste and fashion. ThIS made her re
newed state of poverty and isolanon all the more difficult to bear. The
fact that Genji frequented the house had for the trme being Induced a
certain number of other visrtors to present: themselves. But SInce his
departure one visitor after another, having grown more and more remiss
m hIS attentions, finally ceased to come at all Her father's ladies-in
waiting were all very advanced In years and every now and then one of
them would die: the other servants, both Indoors and out, were continually
seeking better service, and hardly a month passed but some member of
her staff either died or drifted away. The palace grounds, which had for
long years past been allowed to sink into a sad state of neglect, had now
become a mere Jungle. Foxes had made their lairs In the garden walks,
while from the ornamental planrarions, now grown Into dank and for
bidding woods, the VOIce of the screech-owl sounded day and rughr
alike, so little was there now any sign of human habiranon In that place,
so dim was the dayhght that pierced those tangled thickets. The few
servants who snll Iingered on in the midst of all rhrs desolation began to
declare that tree-spirits and other fearsome monsters had estabhshed
themselves in the palace grounds a.nd were every Jay becommg more open
and venturesome in their habrrs. ·There IS no sense 10 conrrnuing to Iive
like this,' one of these ladies sard. · Nowadays all the government
officials are building themselves handsome houses. Several of them have
for a long time past had their eye on all your timber and have been making
enquiries in the neighbourhood whether you mighr not be prevailed upon
to part with It. If only you would consent to do so, you might wirh the
proceeds easily buy some newer place that would be less depressing to
live in. You are really askrng too much of the few servants that remain
with you.. ".. • 'Hush, how can you suggest such a rhmg !' answered the
princess. 'What would people think if they heard you? So long as I am
alive no such disrespect to my poor Father's memory shall ever be com
mitted. I know quite well that the grounds ha ve become rather wild and
dismal; but this was his home, hIS JCJ.r Spirit haunts the place, and I feel
that so long as I am here I am never far off from him. That has become
my only comfort..... ~ She broke off in tears, and It was impossible to allude
to the subject again. Her furniture too, though entirely out of fashion,
was much of it very beaunful in an old...world way, and enqumes were
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constantly coming from those who made it their business to understand
such matters and had heard that she possessed a work by such and such
a master of some particular time and schooL. Such proposals she regarded
merely as an rll-bred comment upon her poverty and Indeed complained
of them bitterly to the aforementioned gentlewoman. · But, Madam,' the
lady protested, •it 1S not at all an unusual thing........ ' And to convince
her mistress that funds must somehow or other be procured she began to
call her attentron to various dilapidations, the repair of which could not
safely be deferred for a single day. But it made no difference, The idea
of selling any of her possessions seemed to the prIncess utterly untenable.
· If he had not meant me to keep them, he would not have put them here,'
she said, · I cannot bear to think of them becoming ornaments in ordinary,
worldly people's houses. I do not think he would wish me to .... , t and
that was all that could be got out of her..

Visitors and even letters were now absolutely unknown at the Hirachi
Palace. True, her elder brother the Zen priest on the rare occasions when
he: came up to the Capital, usually visrted the palace. But he did little
more than poke his head in a.nd go away. He was a particularly vague
and unpracncal sort of man, who even among his fellow clencs ranked
as unusually detached from all worldly considerations. In fact he was a
saint, and consequently very unlikely to notice that the whole place \\1 AS

overgrown WIth weeds and bushes, still less to suggest any means of
clearing them away ..

Meanwhile, the state of affairs was becoming very acute. The once
elegant courtyard was thickly overgrown WIth weeds, the lusty hemlock
clumps were fast destroying the gables and eaves of the roof. The main
eastern and western gates of the park were barricaded by huge masses of
mugwort and lt was impossible to open them. This mighr have given the
inhabitants of the palace a certain comforting sense of securrry, had rr
not been for the fact that the walls which surrounded the estate were
everywhere either broken down or upon the point of falhng. Horse and
oxen from the neighbouring pastures soon found their way through these
gaps, and when the summer came they began to make free with the palace
lawns in a way which scandalized the hrtle herd-boys who were m charge
of them. At the nme of the autumn equinox there were very heavy gales,
and one day the main roof of the servants' wing was blown right away,
leaving only a ceiling of thin march-boarding, a mere shell> which would
not have wtrhsrood the mildest shower of rain, At thrs the underservanrs
left in a body, Henceforward the few inhabitants of the palace led a
pitiable existence, not even getting enough to eat, for there was no one to
make up the fires or prepare their food. Thieves and vagabonds had the
place completely at their mercy; but fortunately it never occurred to them
to go near it. How could so desolate a ruin contain anything worth med ....
dling with? They shook their heads and trudged on.. But srrangelv
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enough, had he penetrated those savage thickets, an enterprrsmg burglar
would have found, amid a tangled mass of wreckage, a drawing-room I

perfectly appointed in every derail, each ornament, each screen and article
of furniture snll standing exactly where the late prIDce had left It. True,
there was no longer anyone to dust this last-survivmg room, and it needed
dusnng badly. Never mind, it was a real room; not Just a living-place, but
a noble apartment with everything in it handsome and dlgnlfied Just as it
ought to be. And here, year In and year out, her whole hfe was spent.

Solitary people with a great deal of time on their hands seem usually to
turn to old ballads and romances for amusement and distraction, but for
such employments the princess showed little inclinanon. Even In the lives
of those who have no particular interest in poetry there are usually periods
of inacriviry during which they take to exchangrng verses with some sym
pathetic correspondent - verses which, if they are young, generally con
tain affecting references to various kinds of plant and tree. But the prin
cess's father had imbued her with the belief that all outward display of
emotion is undignified and rll-bred; she felt that what he would really
have Irked best would have been for her to communicate with no one at
all, and she had long given up writing even to the few relanons with
whom she might have been expected occasionally to correspond.

At rare intervals she would open an old-fashioned chest and fiddle for a
while with a number of ancient picture-scrolls, illustrations of such stories
as The Cbmese Prefect, The Mtstress of Hakoya, Przncess Kaguya:2 and the like
Then there were some poems which, though all of very ancient date, were
excellently chosen, with the names of the poets and the nrles of the poems
written in a nice clear hand at the side, so that one could really tell what
one was reading. They were wrrtten on the best Kanya and Michinoku
papers, now grown somewhat puffy with age,3 and though it cannot be
supposed that she could derive much pleasure from reading the same
familiar pa.ges over and over again, yet lt was noticed that in her hours
of deepest depression she would often sit with the books spread open
before her. As for reading the Sutras or performing those Buddhist cere
monies which have now become so indispensable an element in fashion
able Iife, she would have shuddered at the thought, and would not have
dreamed of so much as touching a rosary, even though no one was there
to see. Such was the arduous standard of conduct which this lady imposed
upon herself.

I Such a term must only be taken as a rough equivalent.
2 Of these three romances the first is quite unknown; the second must have been a

Taoist fairy story, for 'Hakoya' is the 'Miao-ku-she' of Chuang Tzu, Chapter I - a
divine mountain inhabited by mysterious sages. The third is either identical with the
Taketon Monogatori ('The Bamboo-cutter's Story') or at any rate treated the same theme.

3 Kanya River ('Paper-makers' RIver') is between Hirano and Kitano, near Kyoto.
Mrchmoku paper, from the province of that name, was made of spindle-wood. These
stoutJapanese papers become thick and fluffy with age..
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Of her old servants only JiJu, the daughter of her foster-nurse, had sur
vrved the general exodus of the last few years. ]iJu's friend, the former
Vestal of Kamo, whose company had been one of her distractions, was
dead, and the poor lady's existence had become such as no one could rea
sonably be expected to endure. A Sister of the princess's mother had
fallen on evil days and ended by marrying a provincial official. She now
lived at the Capital, and as she had daughters, together with a bevy of
unusually agreeable young waiting-women, JIJU occasionally visrted the
house, where indeed she was qUIte at home, for both her parents had been
friends of the family. But the prIncess herself, with her usual unsocia
bihty, absolutely refused to hold any communication with her aunt's
household. ~ I am afraid the princess looks upon me as a very vulgar per
son,' the aunt said to JiJu one day. ' She still thinks, despite the wretched
manner 10 which she now Irves, that to have such relations as we is a dis
grace to her. At any rate I suppose that is why she IS so careful never to
come near us' It was In this somewhat malicious tone that she always
discussed her niece' s behaviour,

I have noticed that people of quite common origin who have risen in
the world can In a very short time achieve a perfect imitation of aristo
cratic Importance. And similarly, if through some accident an aristocrat
falls Into low company, he generally exhibrts a meanness so thorough
going that It is hard to believe he has been at any paIns to acquire it .. Of
this second tendency the princess's aunt was a good example. She knew
that after her unfortunate marriage the people at the Hitachi Palace had
regarded her as a disgrace to the family. Now that the prince was dead
and Suyersumu herself was In CIrcumstances of such difficulry, there
seemed to be quite a good chance that the princess might eventually have
to take shelter under her aunt's roof. This was what the aunt herself was
looking forward to. It was her revenge. She saw the princess installed
as a dependant, fetching and carrying for her daughters. And what an
ideal drudge she would make, being so priggish and strait-laced that it
would never be necessary to keep an eye upon her! ' You ought to bring
her round to see us sometimes,' the aunt would say to Jiju, •and if you
could get her to bring her zirhern, so much the better; we have heard so
much about her playing.' Jiju did her best, and the princess, docile as
usual, admirred that there was everything to be said In favour of paying
an occasional visrt. But when it came to the pomt, panic overwhelmed
her. She would do anything, anything that JIJU asked; but she would not
make friends.. And so, greatly to the aunt's discomfiture, the matter was
dropped.

About this time her uncle was appointed treasurer to a provincial dis
trict .. He intended to take his family with him, and was anxious to equip
his daughters with attendants whom rr would be pleasant to name in the
ears of provincial visrrors. The chance of being able to exhibit a real
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princess as a member of their staff was not to be thrown away and the
aunt returned once more to the attack. 'I am very worried at having to
go so far away from you,' she sent word by JIJU. 'We have not had the
pleasure of seelng you much lately; but it was a great comfort to me to
feel that I was near at hand and could help you If anything went wrong.
I am most anXIOUS that, if possible, we should not be separated.... ' All
this had no effect whatever. 'The conceited Irtrle fool! I have no patience
wrrh her,' the aunt erred out at last. 'She may have these grand ideas
about herself if she chooses, but no one else is going to take much notice
of a creature that goes on year after year Iivmg in the hole-and-corner way
that she does, least of all this famous Prince Genji, with whom she pre
tends to be so mnmare.'

At last came Gen JI's pardon and recall, celebrated in every part of the
kingdom by riotous holiday-making and rejoicing. HIS friends of either
sex were soon VyIng with one another In demonstrations of good WIll and
affecnon. These tesnmornes to his popularity, pourIng in from persons
of every rank and condirion in hfe, naturally touched hirn deeply, and in
these stirrmg days it would have been strange indeed if many minor
affairs had not escaped his memory. But for her the rimeof his resrorarron
was far harder to bear than that of his exile. For whereas she had before
confidently looked forward to hIS return, counting upon it as we count
upon rhe winter trees to bud agaIn in spring, rhis glorious home-coming
and restoration, when at last they came, brought JOY to every hut and
hovel In the land, but to her only a hundredfold increase of her former
misery. For of what comfort to her were hIS triumphs, if she must hear
of them from other Iips?

The aunt had the satisfaction of seeing her prophecies fulfilled. It was
of course out of the question that anyone would own to an acquaintance
wirh a. person livmg in such miserable squalor as now surrounded the
princess. There are those, says the Hokkekyo,I whom even Buddha and hIS

saints would have hard work to redeem; and certainly this lady had al
lowed her affairs to dnfr into a disorder which the most generous patron
would shrink from attemptIng to set straight, This contempt for all the
rest of the world, this almost savage unsociability, was of course no inven
tion of her own; it was merely an attempt to perpetuate the haughty
demeanour of the late prince and princess, her parents. But this did not
make the young pnncess's attitude any less rrriratmg and ridiculous.
'There is still nme to change your mind; said her aunt one day. · A
change of scene- a journey through the mountains, for example, is often
very beneficial to people who have some trouble on their minds. I am sure
you think that life in the provinces 1S very uncomfortable and disagree
able, but I can assure you that while you are wrth us you WIll never have
to stay anywhere quite so higgledy-piggledy... : The wretched old

J The Saddharmapundarika Sutra.
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women who still dragged on their existence in the palace eagerly watched
the princess's face while their fate was being decided, Surely she would
not throwaway this opportunity of escape! To their consternation they
soon saw that her aunt's appeal was not making the shghrest impression
upon her. JIJU, for her part, had recently become engaged to a young
COUSIn of the provrncral treasurer's, who was to accompany hirn to his
province, and she was therefore pledged to go down to Tsukushr, whether
the princess joined the party or not. She was however deeply attached
to her mistress and very loath Indeed to leave her in her present condi
tion. She therefore discussed the matter with her agaIn, and did every
thrng in her power to persuade the princess to accompany them; only to
make the extraordinary discovery that Suyetsumu was still from day to
day Irving In the hope that the visitor from whom she had for all those
years had no word would suddenly reappear and put everyrhrng to rights
again. ·He was very fond of me, t she said. · It is only because he has been
unhappy himself that he has not remembered to wrrte to me. If he had
the slrghtest Idea of what is happening to us here, he would come at
once.... t So she had been rhmking for years, and though the general struc
ture of the house fell every day Into a more fantastic state of dilapidation,
she strll persisted as obstmately as ever in rerairnng every trrfhng article of
furniture and decoration in exactly the place where it had always been.
She spent so much of her time In tears that a certain part of her face had
now become as red as the flower which the hillman carries over his ear,
so that her appearance, partrcularly when she showed her face in profile,
would have struck a. casual visrror as somewhat forbidding. But of this
I WIll say no more; it is perhaps always a misrake to enter into matters
of that kind.

As the cold weather came on, existence at the Hitachi Palace rapidly
became more and more difficult. The princess sat staring in front of her,
plunged In unbroken gloom. Meanwhile Genji celebrated the ritual of
the Eight Readings, in memory of his father, the old Emperor. He took
great trouble in choosing the priests for this ceremony and succeeded
finally In assembling a notable band of drgnitaries. Among them none
was more renowned for the sanctity of his life and the WIde range of his
studies than Prrncess Suyersumu's brother, the Abbot of Daigoji. On his
way back from the ceremony, he looked in for a moment at the Hitachi
Palace. · I have Just been celebrating the Eight Readings in Prince Genji's
palace,' he said, · a magnificent ceremony! It is a pleasure to take part in
such a service as that! I cannot imagine anything more beautiful and
impressive. A veritable paradise - I say It in all reverence - a veritable
paradise on earth, and the prInce himself, so calm and dignified, you
might have thought him an Incarnation of some holy Buddha or Bodhisat,
How came so bright a bemg to be born into this dim world of ours?' So
saying, he hurried off to his temple. Unlike ordinary, worldly men and
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women he never wasted time in discussing sordid everyday affairs or
gossiping about other people's business. Consequently he made no allu
S10n to the embarrassed circumstances m which his sister was living. She
sometimes wondered whether even the Saints whom he worshipped
would) if they had found someone In a hke situation, really have suc
ceeded in behaving with so splendid an indifference.

She was indeed beginning to feel that she could hold out no longer,
when one day her aunt suddenly arrived at the palace.. This lady was
quite prepared to meet with the usual rebuffs; but having on this occasion
come in a comfortable travelling coach stored with everything that the
princess could need during a journey she did not for an rnstant doubt that
she would gain her point. With an air of complete self-confidence she
bustled towards the front gate. No sooner had the porter begun trying
to open It than she realized mto what a pitch of decay her niece's property
had fallen. The doors were off their hinges, and as soon as they were
moved tottered over sideways, and It was not till her own men-servants
came to the rescue that, after a tremendous shouldering and hoisting, a
passage was cleared through which she could enter the grounds. What
did one do next> Even such a heap of gimcrack ruins as this presumably
had some apertures which were conventionally recognized as doors and
windows. A lattice door on the southern side of the house was half open
and here the visitors halted. It did not seem possible that any human
being was wirhin hail, but to their astomshmenr, from behind a smoke
stained, tattered screen-of-state the maid JiJU suddenly appeared. She
was looking very haggard, but though age and suffering had greatly
changed her, she was still a well-made, pleasing woman; 'at any rate
far more presentable than her mistress: thought the visitors. 'We are Just
starting,' cried out the aunt to the lady of the house, who, as she guessed,
was seated behind this sooty screen: 'I have come to take JiJu away. I
am afraid you will find it very difficult to get on without her, but even if
you will not deign to have any dealings with us yourself, I am sure you
will not be so Inconsiderate as to stand in this poor creature's way.... ·
She put in so moving a plea on behalf ofJiJu that there ought by rights to
have been tears in her eyes. But she was in such high spirits at the pros ...
peer of travelling as a. provincial governor's wife chat a smile of pleasant
anticipation played upon her lips all the while. ~ I know quite well,' she
continued, •that the late prince was not at all proud of his connection with
us, and I am sure it was quite natural that when you were a child you
should pick up his way of thinking and feeling. But that is a long nme
ago now.. You may say that it was my fault we did not meet. But really
while celebrities such as Prince Genji were frequenting the house I was
not at all sure that humble people like ourselves would be welcome.
However, one of the advantages of being of no importance is that we
humdrum creatures are not subject to the same violent ups and downs as
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you exalted people. I for my part was very sorry to see your fortunes de
clining so rapidly as they have done of late, but so long as I was near at
hand I was quite happy about you and did not consider It my duty to inter
fere. But now that I am gOIng away to another part of the country, I
confess I feel very uneasy. ' 'It would be delightful to go wrth you.
Most people would be very glad Indeed .... But I think that as long as
the place holds together at all I had better go on as I am .... • That was
all that could be got out of her. 'Well, that IS for you to decide;' said the
aunt at last, & but I should not think that anyone has ever before burred
himself alive In such a god-forsaken place. I am sure that if you had
asked him In time Prince GenJ1 would have been delighted to put things
straight for you; indeed, WIth a touch here and there no doubt he would
soon have made the place more sumptuous than the Jade Emperor's I

Palace. But unfortunately he IS now enrirely preoccupied with this young
daughter of Prmce Hyobukyo, and WIll do nothing for anyone else. He
used to lead a rOVIng life, drstriburmg his favours in all sorts of direc
nons. But now that has all stopped, and under these circumstances it is
very unlikely to occur to him that a person Iivmg buried away in the
middle of such a Jungle as this, is all the time expecting him to rush
round and take her affairs In hand ' The princess knew that this was only
too true and she now began to weep bitterly. Yet she showed no signs
of changing her mind, and the Chancellor's Wife, after wasting the whole
afternoon in tormenting her, exclaimed at last: 'Well then, I shall take
Jiju. Make haste, please, please; it IS getting later Weeping and flus
tered JIJU drew her mistress back into the alcove: 'I never meant to go,'
she whispered, 'but this lady seems so very anXIOUS to take me.. I think
perhaps I WIll travel WIth them part of the way and then come back
again. There is a great deal of truth In all that she has been saying. But
then, on the other hand, I do not like to upset you by leaving. It is ter
rible to have to decide so quickly... 7 So she whispered; but though the
pr1ncess loved her dearly and was stung to the quick that even this last
fnend should be making ready to desert her, she said not a word to en
courage JIJU to stay, but only sobbed more bitterly than before. She was
wondering what she could give to her maid to keep in remembrance-of her
long service In the family, Perhaps some cloak or dress? Unfortunately
all her clothes were far too worn and SOIled to give away. She remembered
that somewhere in the house was a rather pretty box containing some
plaited strands of her own hair, her fine glossy hair that grew seven feet
long. This would be her present, and along with it she would give one
of those boxes of deliCIOUS clothes-scent that still survived from the old
days when her parents were alive. These she handed to Jiju together with
an acrostic poem in which she compared her departure to the severing
of this plaited tress of hair. 'Your Mama told me always to look after

:r The sovereign divinity of the Chinese Taoists.

12.
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you,' she said, 'and whatever happened to me I should never dream of
sending you away. I think however that you are probably right to go,
and only wish that someone nicer were taking charge of you.... ' 'I
know Mama wished me to stay with you,' said JIJU at last through her
tears. 'But quite apart from that, we have been through such terrible
times together in these last years that I cannot bear to go off heaven
knows where and leave you here to shift for yourself. But, Madam,
"By the Gods of Travel to whom I shall make offering upon my way, I
swear that never can I be shorn from you like this tress of severed hair." ·
Suddenly the VOIce of the aunt broke in upon them shounng impanenrly:
'What has become of JIJU? Be quick, now, it IS getting qUIte dark!'
Hardly knowing what she drd, J1JU climbed Into the coach and as it drove
away stared helplessly at the dilapidated house.

So at lasr jrju had left her,JiJu who for years past, though in sore need
of a hrrle pleasure and distractron, had never once asked for a single day's
holiday! But this was not the end of the prmcess's troubles; for now even
the few old charwomen who still remained in the house - poor dodder
Ing creatures who could never have persuaded anyone else to employ
them - began threatenmg to leave. 'Do you think I blame her?' said
one of them, speaking of JIJU'S departure. 'Not 11 What had she to stay
for, I ask you. And come to that, I should hke to know why we go on
putttng up with it all. t And they began with one accord remembering
mfluential patrons who had at one nme or another promised to employ
them. No, decidedly they would not stay in the place any longer.

These conversations, which took place in the princess's hearmg, had
the most disquieting effect upon her. The Frosty Month I had now come.
In the open country around, though snow and hail frequently fell, they
tended to melt between-whiles. But In the wilderness that surrounded
the Hitachi Palace vast drifts of snow, protected by the tangled over
growth from any ray of sunltght, piled higher and higher, trll one might
have fancied oneself In some valley among the Alps of Koshi, Through
these arctic wastes not even the peasants would consent to press their way
and the palace was for weeks on end entirely cut off from the outer world.

The princess sat staring at the snow. Life had been dull enough before,
but at any rate she had someone at hand whose chatter at times broke in
up0n her gloom. But now JiJu's laughter, Jiju's tears were gone, and as
she lay day and night alike behind her crumbling curtains-of-state the
prIncess was consumed by a loneliness and misery such as she had never
known before.

Meanwhile, at the Nijo Palace, Genji remained wholly a.bsorbed in
the girl from whom he had so long been separated, and it was only a few
very particular friends who heard any news of him at all, He did some
times think of the Hirachi Palace and wondered whether the princess

• Eleventh month.
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could still be living there all alone. But he was in no great hurry to dis
cover, and the New Year passed without hIS having taken any steps about
her. In the fourth month he decided to call upon the ladies in the Village
of Falling Flowers, and having obtained Murasaki's permission he set
out one evening, clad m his usual disguise. For days lt had rained unceas
ingiy. But now, just at the moment when the heavy rain stopped and only
a few scattered drops were falling, the moon rose; and soon lt was one of
those exquIsIte late spring nights through whose moonlight stillness he
had in earlier years so often ridden out on errands of adventure. Busy with
memories of such excursions he had not noticed where he was driving,
when suddenly looking up he saw a pile of ruined buildings surrounded
by plantations so tangled and overgrown that they wore the aspect of a
primeval jungle. Over a tall pine-tree a trail of wisteria blossoms was
hanging; it quivered in the moonlight, shaken by a sudden puff of wind
that carried WIth It when it reached him a faint and almost impercepnble
odour of flowers. It was for orange-blossom that he had set out that rughr;
but here too was a flower that had a fragrance worth enjoying. He leaned
out of the carrIage WIndow. They were passing by a WIllow whose
branches swept the ground, with the crumbling away of the wall which
had once supported it the tree had fallen forward till its trunk was almost
prostrate. Surely he had seen these grounds before? Why, yes, this must
be- suddenly It all came back to him. Of course It was that strange lady's
house. He was drrving past the Hitachr Palace. Poor creature, he must
discover at once what had become of her, and stopping hIS carriage and
calling to Koremitsu, who as usual on occasions of the kind was in
attendance upon him, he asked him whether this was not indeed Princess
Suyersumu's place. 'Why cerramly!' said Koremitsu. 'In that case,'
said Genji, 'I should like to find out whether the same people are still
living there. I have not time to pay a personal visit now, but I should
like you to go in and enquire. Make sure that you discover exactly how
things stand. It looks so silly if one calls on the wrong people.'

After a particularly dismal morning spent in staring blankly in front
of her the princess had fallen asleep and dreamed that her father, the late
prince, was still alive and well. After such a dream as that she woke up
more miserable than ever. The window side of the room had been flooded
in the recent rams; but taking a cloth she began mopping up the water
and trying to find a place where she could put her chair.. While she did so
the stress of her sufferings stirred her to a point of mental alertness which
she did not often reach. She had composed a poem, and suddenly she re
cited the lines: 'To the tears I shed in longing for him that is no more,
are added the ceaseless drippings that patter from my broken roof!'

Meanwhile Koremirsu had made his way into the house and was wan
dering this way and that looking for some sign of life.. He spent a long
while In poking into all sorts of corners and at last concluded that the
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place had been abandoned as umnhabited. He was Just setting out to
report rhis to GenJi when the moon came out from behind a cloud, Irghtmg
up the front of the house. He then noticed a trellis roll-door which was
half pulled up. A curtain behind It moved. It almost seemed as though
someone were there Koremirsu, feeling oddly enough quite nervous,
turned back and approached this door, clearrng hIS throat loudly as he
did so. In answer to this signal a very aged, decrepit voice answered
from wirhrn the room. 'Well, what is it? Who are you?' 'It is Koremit
su,' he answered, 'could you tell J1JU that I should Iike to speak to her?'
'JiJu?' the aged VOIce answered, 'you cannot speak to her, she has gone
away. But would not I do Just as well>' The voice was incredibly ancient
and croaking, but he recognized it as that of one of the gentlewomen
whom he used to meet here In former days. To those wirhm, inured as
they were to years of absolute isolation, the sudden apparition of this
figure wrapped In a great hunting cloak, was a mystery so startling and
mexplicable that for a while it did not occur to them that their VIsitor
could be other than some fox-spirit or will-o'<the-wisp masquerading
in human form. But the apparition behaved with reassuring genrility
and coming rrght up to the doorway now addressed them as follows:
'I must make it my business to find out exactly how matters stand. If
you can assure me that, on your misrresss side, norhing has changed
Since the time when we used to come here, then I think you wrll find His
Highness my master no less ready to help you than he was In days gone
by. Can I trust you to let her know that we halted here tonrghte I
must be able to report to my master that hIS message IS In safe hands... '
The old lady and her companions burst out laughing. 'Listen to him!'
they cried, 'asking whether Madam has altered her way of hfe, whether
she has taken to new friends! Do you suppose, young man, that If she
were not waiting day and night for this famous prInce of yours, she would
still be living m this wilderness? Why, if there had been a soul in the
world to help us, we should have shifted from these tumble-down quarters
a long while ago. Just let Prince Genji have a look at the place for him
self; he'll soon know how things stand! Yes, and we have been Iiving
like this for years; I shouldn't think anyone 10 the world has ever been
through such times as we have In this house. I tell you it's a wonder we've
been able to bear it for so long, such a Iife as we and our poor young lady
have been leading.... ' They soon got launched upon a recital of their
sufferings and misfortunes, which wandered so far from the purpose in
hand that Koremitsu, growing impatient, at last mrerrupted them.
Il Enough, enough,' he erred; 'that will do to go on with. I will go to
Prince Genji at once and tell him of this.'

"What a long time you have been!' exclaimed Genji, when Koremitsu
finally reappeared. "Are things in the palace much as they used to be?
The whole place is so overgrown with creepers and bushes that I hardly
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recognize It. t Koremirsu described how he at last discovered signs of life
in the house and finally recognized the VOIce of Shosho, J1JU' s old aunt,
who had told him the lamentable tale which he now repeated.

Genu was horror-stricken at what he heard. How she must have
suffered, buried away month after month amid all this disorder and
decay! He was appalled at his own cruelty. How was it conceivable
that he should have left her all this while to her own devices? · Now
then, what am I to do?' he said at last. · If I am to ViSIt the poor lady I
had much rather it was not at this time of night, but if I do not go In now,
I may not get another chance for a long while I am afraid that what the
old ladles said IS only too true; if she were not counting upon my return,
she would scarcely have gone on Irving such a life as you have Just heard
described..... ' He was about to go straight into the house, but suddenly
he hesitated. Would it not be better first of all to send in a very nice
friendly note and discover whether she really insisted upon seeing him?
But then he remembered the extraordinary dtfficulty with whrch she
penned an answer. If she had not very much Improved In this respect since
hIS last deahngs with her, he might easily spend the rest of the rught
waiting for his messenger to return WIth her reply. He had Just dismissed
that Idea as impracticable when Koremitsu broke In: · Pardon me, you
have no notron how difficult It is to force a way through the brambles ..
Let me go first and shake the dew off the long branches. Then you WIll
not get quite so wet.'

Accordingly Koremitsu went in front Iashing the bushes With his
ndmg-whrp But when they got under the trees such showers shook down
on them from the branches (for the woods were snll wet WIth the recent
rains) that Koremirsu was obliged to go and fetch hIS master's umbrella,
quoting as he held It aloft the old song about the dense forests of Mlya
gi-no, where · the drippings from wet boughs are worse than rain.' Even
so, the ends of Genji's trousers became drippmg wet before he reached the
house. It was by no means easy even 10 old days to discinguish which
was supposed to be the front door.. By now such archrtecrural features
as doors and lobbies had long ago become merged 10 the general dilaprda
tion .. Genjr's entry, though effected by a somewhat undignified scramble,
had at any rate the advantage of bemg completely prrvate and unobserved.
At last, Just as she had always predicted, Genji had come back! But In
the midst of her elation a sudden panIC seized her. How could she meet
him In the miserable dress that she was wearing? All seemed lost, when
she remembered the clothes that her aunt had brought for her to travel
In. She had thought at the time that her father would have considered
them very unsuitable and had put them aside after a mere hasty glance.
The servants had packed rhem in a scented Chinese trunk and now brought
them out, smelling deliciously fragrant. She could not receive him in
what she was wearrng and she had nothing else to change into. Much
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as she disapproved of her aunt's taste, what could she do but let them dress
her in these new-fangled clothes? Thus equipped she took her seat behind
the smoky curtains-of-stare and warred, Presently GenJI entered the room.
· It 1S a long nme since we have held any commumcatron, is It not?' he
said, · but on my side at any rate that does not mean that there has been
any change of feeling. I was all the while expectmg to hear from you and
was determined that I would not be the first to give a sign of life. At
last however the sight of the famrliar tree-groups by your gate overcame
this resolution and I could not forbear... .' So saying he lifted one corner
of the curtains that surrounded her dais and peeped in. As In old days
she was utterly overcome by confusion, and sat for some while unable
to make any kmd of rejoinder. At last, almost inaudibly, she murmured
something about Its being , kind of him to have found hIS way ... through
all those wet bushes ... such a scramble!'

'I am afraid you have been having a very dull time,' he went on,
'but pray glve me credit for ronrghr's persistence. It showed some de
votion, did it not, that I should have forced my way into the heart of this
tangled, drrpprng maze, WIthout a word of invrtatron or encouragement?
I am sure you will forgive me for neglecnng you for so long when I tell
you that for some while past I have seen absolutely no one. Not having
received a word of any kind from you, I could not suppose that you were
particularly anxious to see me. But henceforward I am going to assume,
whether you write to me or no, that I shall not be unwelcome. There
nowt After that, if I ever behave badly again you will really have some
cause to complain. t So unhappy was he at the thought of all that she must
have suffered during those years of penury and isolation that) in hIS de
sire to make amends, he soon began saYlng things which he did not quite
mean. He even had thoughts of giving up hIS Intended excursion and
staying here for the night. But the prIncess seemed to be so painfully
conscious of the deficiencies in her domestic arrangements and in general
so completely overwhelmed by the presence of a VISItor, that after pass
ing some time in rather unsuccessful efforts to make further conversation,
he began looking for an opportunity to slip quietly away. There came into
his mind the old song: 'The tree I planted spreads its boughs so high.' I

He had not indeed planted those great pine-trees that closed about the
ruined palace on every SIde, but it seemed to him that they had shot up
surprisingly since he first visited the place. How quickly the years had
sped! And from the thought of what she must have been through during
all this time he passed naturally to the recollection of his own misfortunes
and adventures. 'Yes) when one comes to think of it, it is indeed a long
time,' he said at last. •At Court there have been great changes, many of
them for the worse. Some day when I have plenty of time I must tell

1'1 knewit not; but an old man must I be indeed; the pine-tree that with my hands
I planted spreads its boughs so high.'
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you of my exile and the strange outcast life we led on those deserted
shores. You too, no doubt, have much to tell of all that has befallen you
10 these last dull and dreary days. I could wish Indeed that you had many
friends to whom you could confide your sorrows. But if for the moment
I am the only one, make what use of me you can. You WIll find that, what
ever my faults may be, as a listener I have much to recommend me.'

The moon was now smking.. The main western door stood wide open,
and as the covered gallery which had formerly run along that side of the
house had now completely crumbled away, the moonlight streamed
unimpeded into the room where they were sirrmg. Looking about him
he recognized one after another the famrliar fittings and ornaments. Not
a rhmg was missing from its place. It was strange indeed to contrast the
absolutely unchanged aspect of this corner of the house WIth the sur
rounding wreckage and desolarron. He remembered the old story of the
unfilial son who so much enjoyed pullrng down the pagoda which hIS poor
father had erected. The princess could not Indeed prevent the outward
fabnc of her father's palace from falling into decay, but It was astornshmg
how little trace the passage of ime had left upon the Inner room In which
he had once taken such pride ..

Genu's thoughts returned to the princess herself. She was the shyest,
the most awkward creature he had ever met, and yet there was some
thmg extraordinarily disnnguished about her movements and bearing
She Interested him, as Indeed she had always done, so much so that he had
fully Intended not to lose SIght of her. How should he ever forgive him
self for allowing her affairs to drift into rhis deplorable condition? The
truth was, he had been entirely absorbed In his own troubles and pro
jeers. But that was no excuse.

Had his ultimate destination that night been some scene of lively mod
ern enrerrarnmenr, the contrast would have been fatal. But the VIllage of
Fallrng Flowers struck him on this occasion as particularly staid and
dreary, and he left with the impression that the latter hours of the night
had been by no means more agreeably spent than the former.

The rime of the Kamo Festival had come. On the eve of the festrval
day GenJi was to undergo the ritual of Punficarion and the presents which
are customary in connection with this occasion began pourIng in thick and
fast. Much of his time was spent in acknowledging them; but he did not
forget his promise to the lady at Hitachi. The first thing to do was to
make her palace habitable; and sending for his most relrable bailiffs he
explained to them what he wanted done. Soon a host of workmen were
clearing away the undergrowth, while carpenters went round WIth planks
and stays, here patching a hole, there shoring up a tottering wall or
replacing some rotten beam, trll at last all was tolerably weather-tight
and secure. The mere fact that Genu's men were at work: upon the build
ing at once set the gossips talking and the most absurd stories were cir-
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culated, Somewhat embarrassed by all this GenJl himself remained at a
distance, but he wrote a long letter to the princess, relhng her of the new
rooms which he was now adding to hIS palace and offering her accom
modanon In them, so soon as the place was ready. ' You had better be
looking round for a few nice young maids and pages to bnng with you,'
he told her. Nor did he forget to enquIre Individually after each of the
queer old wamng-Iadres, an attention which put them Into such high
spmrs that the old palace had hardly room enough to hold them, as now
gazing up at the sky, now starIng in the directron from which the mes
senger had come, they gave unbridled vent to their gratItude and admira
tion. It was well known in society that Genu took httle interest 10 the
common run of women. Even the rmldesr flirtation wrth such persons
seemed to hold no attraction for him, their conversarion would have bored
him and indeed he scarcely seemed to notice their existence. Those few
favoured persons with whom he was generally known to have been on
terms of Intimacy were in every case women of entirely exceptional quah
nes. That one who in general showed such discrimmation should single
out as the recipient of hIS attentions a creature who could not lay claim
to a single merit either of person or intellect, caused unrversal astonish
ment. This much at any rate was agreed, that though no one had heard
anything about it, the affair must in reality be of very long standing.

The retainers and dependants who, thrnkmg that the Hrtacht Palace
would never see better days, had a short while ago been in such a hurry
to seek other employment, now one after another came begging to re-enter
the prmcess's service. She at any rate knew how to behave towards those
who waited upon her - treated them even WIth perhaps an exaggerated
consideration. Whereas in the houses to which they had beraken them
selves, belonging for the most part to wholly uncultured and undisnn
guished members of the petty bureaucracy, their experIences had been
such as they would never have imagined to be possible, and they made no
secret of the fact that they heartily repented of their recent experIment.

Prince GenJl's influence was now greater than it had ever been in the
days before hIS disaster. The mere fact that he was known to take an
Interest in the Hitachi Palace was enough to invest the place with a cer
tain glamour. VISItors began to make their appearance, and soon the
once deserted hills presented quite a busy and arumared scene. One thing
which had made the house so depressing was the fact that it was wholly
shut in by bushes and trees .. This jungle GenJi now ordered to be reduced
to tolerable dimensions, he had the ponds cleared and pleasant streams
were made to run in and out among the flower-beds. All rhis work was
performed WIth remarkable despatch, for even the lowest labourers and
serfs knew that It was in their interest to please a lady who, for whatever
reason it might be, evidently stood high m Genji's esteem.

She lived for two years more in the old palace, at the end of which time
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she moved into the new Eastern Wing that Prince Genji had been build
mg, He did not spend much time in her company, but she was well con
tent merely to feel that they inhabited the same domain, and whenever
he had occasion to visit that part of the house he would look in upon her
for a few minutes, that she might not feel she was wholly neglected.
Her aunt's astonishment when in due time she returned to the Capital
JiJu's delight at her mistress's good fortune and shame at the thought
that she had not held out a little longer in the princess's service - all rhis
remains yet to be told. I would indeed have been glad to carry my story
a little further, but at this moment my head is aching and I am feeling very
tired and depressed. Provided a favourable opportunity presents itself
and I do not forget to, I promise I will tell you all about it on some future
occasion.



CHAPTER VII

A M eet in g at the Frontier

JI
T will be remembered that the year after the old Emperor's death
Iyo no Suke I was sent as governor to a distant province and that his
wife, the lady of the Broom-tree episode, was prevailed upon to ac

company him. Vague rumours reached her concerning Genji's banish
ment; it was said that he was In disgrace and was living somewhere along
the shores of Suma. Though obliged to feign mdifference, she was Indeed
naturally very much distressed and longed to write to him. But though
'the wind somenmes blew across the Tsukubane hills' 2 she dared not trust
her secret to so fickle a breeze, and while she waited for some securer
messenger the months and years went SWIftly by. It had at one time
seemed as though Genu's banishment might last Indefinitely, far longer
in any case than Iyo no Suke's short term of office. But 10 the end it so
turned out that Genji had already been back in the Capiral for a year
when Iyo's governorship expired. By an odd chance it happened that on
the very day when the ex-governor and his party were to enter the Barrier
at Osaka, Genji was to pass through this same barrier on his way to
Ishiyama where he was to attend a service in the Temple of Kwannon.
Ki no Kami and various other friends and relations of the ex-governor had
come out from the Ctty to meet him, and from them the returnmg pro
vincials learnt that Genji WIth a vast ceremonial procession would shortly
be passing along their road. Iyo no Suke, wishing to reach the Barrier
while things were still quiet, set out with his party long before daylight.
But his wagons crowded with women and their luggage jolted along so
slowly that when daylight came they were still trailing along the coast
road at Uchi-ide. News now came that GenJi's procession had crossed
the Awata Road. Already his first outriders were in sight. So dense was
even this vanguard of the great procession that to press past it was out
of the question. Accordingly, at the foot of the Frontier Hill Iyo called
a halt. The wagons were drawn up along the wayside, and the oxen
released from the yoke were soon browsmg here and there among the fir
trees. Meanwhile the travellers sat in the shelter of a neighbouring copse,
waiting for the procession to pass ..

Although this was but a portion of Iyo no Sukc's train, for he had sent
some wagons on in advance while others were still to follow, it seemed
a very large party; no less than ten coaches, with such a blaze of shawls,

:r: Utsusemi's husband.. See Part I, chapters 2 and 3.
I 'The wind that blows across the ridge, that blows across the hills would that it might

carry a message to him that I love.'
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scarves and gaily coloured favours protruding from their windows thar'
they looked more lrke the coaches from which ladies of fashion view the
departure of Vestals to Ise or Kamo than the workaday vehicles in which
rustic persons are usually conveyed to the Capital.

In honour of Genji's return to public life the pilgrimage to Ishiyama
was on this occasion carried out wrth unusual solemnity, and at the head
of the processIon rode vast throngs of noblemen and courtiers, most of
whom stared with considerable curiosity at this cluster of gay equipages
drawn up along the roadside.

It was the last day of the ninth month, and autumn leaves in many tints
of red and brown stood out against a dull background of colourless winter
grass. Suddenly from behind the frontier guardhouse there burst forth a
blaze of many-coloured travelling cloaks, some richly embroidered, some
batik-dyed, of every pattern and hue. Genii's coach was passing. He too
scanned the party by the roadside, but instantly lowered the carriage
bhnd He had recognized, among those who had come out to meet the
travellers, hIS page and message-carrier, Utsusemi's brother - a child in
those old days but now Caprain of the Guard. He bade one of his equerrtes
call this young man to his side and when he arrived said to him laugh
mgly: 'I hope your sister notices how attentive I am to her. It is not
often that I go all the way to the Barrier to meet my friends I' He spoke
lightly, but his heart beat fast and there rose up in his mind a host of ten
der memories to which In this hasty message it would have been useless
to allude.

It was years since Utsusemi had spoken of Genji; yet she had never for
gotten what had passed between them and it needed only these few words
from him to renew all the misery in which her yearning for him had
plunged her long ago.

When Gen)i returned from Ishiyama, Utsusemi's brother, the Captain
of the Guard, came out towards the Barrier to meet him and made his
excuses for having taken a day's leave in honour of his SIster's return. As
a boy he had been very good-looking and Genji had taken a great fancy
to him. But despite the fact that he owed everything to Genji, without
whose patronage he would never have been able to enter the Imperial
Guard at all, still less to obtain promotion, no sooner had his master's
fortunes begun to decline than this young man, fearing to offend those in
power, entered the service of his brother-in-law, the provincial governor.
Genjl, though he showed no resentment at the time, found this derelic
tion very hard to forgive. Their old relations were never resumed; but
the Captain was still numbered among the favourite gentlemen of his
household.. Iyo no Suke's SOO, Ki no Kami, had become governor of
Kawachi and was consequently no longer on the spot. The younger son,
Ukon no Jo, had, as will be remembered, followed Genji into exile and
now stood very high in his favour. His position was envied not only by
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this young Captain of the Guard but by many another who 10 the days
of Gen)l 's adversary had thought It WIser to leave him to hIS fate.

Soon after rhis Genu sent for the Captain I and gave him a letter to be
taken to hIS SIster 'So was this affair, which he thought had come to an
end long ago, still draggrng on after all these years?' the young man
asked himself as he carried the letter to Iyo no Suke's house. 'DId not
our meeting of the other day seem almost as though it had been arranged
by Fate? Surely you too must have felt so: With the letter was the
acrosnc poem: 'Though 00 this lake-side Fate WIlled that we should
meet, upon Its rideless shore no love-shell 2 can we hope to find.' 'How
bitterly I envied the Guardian of the Pass,' 3 he added ..

'I hope you \\"111 send an answer,' said the Captain 'He has got it into
his head that I behaved badly to him some time ago. I should be very
glad If I could get back on to the old terms WIth him. I do not myself
see much point In correspondences of this kmd, but when anyone wrrtes
to me such a letter as I suppose this to be, I take care to write a CIvIl an
swer. No one blames me for that, and still less is a woman thought the
worse of for ShOWIOg that a httle harmless flattery does not altogether
displease her.'

She was snll the same shy, inexperienced girl of years ago; her brother's
tone profoundly shocked her and she had no intennon of carrying on a
flirtanon for his benefit. But naturally enough she dtd feel flattered at the
receptIOn of such a note and In the end consented to reply. WIth her
letter was an acrostic poem in which she said that the Barrier of Osaka
had been no barrier to her tears, nor the Hill of Osaka a true hill of meet
ing. 4

She was connected in his mind with the most delrghtful and also per
haps the most painful moment in hIS life. Hence hIS thoughts tended
frequently to recur to her, and he continued to write to her from rime to
time.

Meanwhile Iyo no Suke, who was now a very old man, began to decline
in health, and feeling that his end was near, he called his sons to him and
discussed with them the disposition of his worldly affairs. But what
evidently concerned him above all was the future of his young wife. They
must promIse him to yield to her wishes in everything and to treat her
exactly as they had done during his hfenme. Still unsatisfied by their
assurances he sent for them over and over agaIn at every hour of the night
and day and exacted fresh promises. But Ursusemi, after all that she had
suffered already, could not believe that happiness of any kind could ever
be in her fate. She saw herself, so soon as her husband was dead, bandied
about unwanted from one relation's house to another, and the prospect

r Utsusemi's brother; the 'boy' of Part I, eh .. 3.
, Kai-na..Iu = 'no shell"; but also 'no profit." 3 I.e, Iyo no Suke,
• O·saka means 'Hill of Meeting"; seki means a barrier, but also a flood-dam.
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appalled her. Iyo knew only too well what was passing in her mind. He
desired so persistently to comfort and protect her that, could life be pro
longed by mere anxiety to live, he would never have deserted her. For
her indeed he would gladly have foregone the joys of Paradise that his
ghost might linger on earth and keep her from all harm. Thus, pro
foundly drstrusnng the inrcntion of his sons and full of the blackest fore
bodings, he died at last after a bitter struggle agaInst fate, and only when
his will could no longer hold out against the encroachments of sickness
and old age.

For a while, with rheir father's dying injunctions fresh in their ears,
the stepsons treated her with at any rate superficial kindness; but this soon
wore off and she began to find her position in the house exceedingly un
pleasant. This no doubt lay rather in the nature of the circumstances
themsel ves than in any particular ill will on the part of her guardians
But she felt herself to be the object of a deliberate persecution and her life
became one continual succession of tears and lamentations. The only one
of the brothers who seemed to have any sympathy with her was Ki no
Kami: ·Please keep nothing back from me; he said. 'My father was so
anxious that I should help you and how can I, unless you entrust your
secrets to me'?' Then he took to following her about. She remembered
how amorous he had always been. Soon his intentions became perfectly
apparent. She had suffered enough already in her life; why should she
sit down and wait quietly for the fresh miseries which fate had now in
store for her? Without a word to anybody she sent for her confessor and
took the vows of a nun. Her waiting-women and servants were naturally
aghast at this sudden step. Ki no Kami took it as a personal affront.
,She did it simply to spite met t he told people; C but she 1S young yet and
will soon be wondering how on earth she is going to support such an
existence for the rest of her life' - sagacity which did not impress his
hearers quite as he intended.



CHAPTER VIIr

T he Picture Competition

JI
T will be remembered that after Rokujo's death Genji decided that
her daughter, Princess Akikonomu, had best come and hve with him
till the time came for her Presentation at Court. At the last minute,

however, he altered his mind, for such a step seemed too direct a provo
cation to Princess Akikonomu's admirer, the young ex-Emperor Suzaku,
But though he did not remove her from her palace in the Sixth Ward he
felt his responsibilities towards this unfortunate orphan very keenly and
paid her many lengthy visits. He had now definirely arranged with
Fujitsubo that Akikonomu was soon to enter the Emperor's Palace;
but he was careful not to betray in public any knowledge of this plan,
and to the world at large he seemed merely to be giving the girl such
general guidance and support as mighr be expected from a guardian and
family friend.

Suzaku was indeed bitterly disappointed at the intelligence that the
Princess had been handed over to a mere infant such as the present Em
peror. He often thought of wriring to her but at the same time dreaded
the scandal which would ensue if his attachment became known. When
however the day of Presentation at last arrived hIS caution suddenly
deserted him, and he sent to Akikonomu's palace an assortment of the
most costly and magnificent gifts which his treasury could supply
comb-boxes, scrap-boxes, cases for incense-jars; all of the most exquisite
workmanship and material; with these was a supply of the most preCIOUS
perfumes both for burning and for the scenting of clothes, so that the
bales in which these gifts arrived scented the air for a full league on every
side. This extravagant magnificence, besides relieving Suzaku t s feelings,
had another very definite object. It was particularly intended to annoy the
lady's guardian, to whom, as Suzaku very well knew, the contents of
these packages would immediately be shown. It so happened that Genji
was actually at Akikonomu's palace when the scented bales arrived;
her servants at once showed them to him and told him whence they came
He picked up at random one of a pair of comb-boxes; it was a work of
fascinating elegance and delicacy. Near it was a box for combs such as
are worn in the hair, decorated with a pattern of flowers. In the very centre
of one petal was an inscription. Looking closer he read the poem:

'Come not again!' % Because it fell to me,
Who least would have it so,
At Heaven's command your exile to ordain;
To others, not to me who bade you go,
You come again!

1 The formula with which the Emperor despatches the Vestal of Ise,
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Somehow or other, in cases of this kind, GenJi could never help imagining
what he himself would feel 1£ he were in the same posrrion, Supposmg
that he had fallen in love with someone all those years ago and that the
beloved person had gone away immedrarely to some far-off place; and
suppose that he, instead of forgetting all about her as might have been
expected, had waited patiently year after yea.r and, when at last she re
turned, had been told that she was to be handed over to someone else 
he saw on reflection that the situation was really very painful. Judging
from hIS own experience he knew that Suzaku's complete lack of employ
ment, now that he had resigned all hIS official duties, would gravely ag
gravate the case, Yes, he must indeed be passing through a period of
terrible agirarronl He was now extremely sorry that he had ever suggested
the Presenranon of the young Princess. He had Indeed in the past good
reason to resent hIS brother's conduct towards him. But lately Suzaku
had shown nothing but affability.... He stood for a long while lost in
thought. It was all very perplexing. Turning at last to Akikonomu's
gentlewomen who were inspecting these magnificent presents, he asked
whether their mistress had already composed her answermg poem.
'And surely a letter must also have come with these things?' he added.
There was indeed a letter and the gentlewomen had read it, but they very
much doubted whether it was fit for Genjr's eyes and made no offer to
produce it. The Princess herself was distressed by this exhibrtion of
devotion on the part of one with whom she could no longer have any
dealings. What answer could she possibly contrive? But her maids were
preSSIng round her, insisting that it would be Intolerably rude to allow
the messengers to depart without handing to them a word of thanks,
and Genji was relling her that not to reply was out of the question; a few
words would suffice, No doubt they were right. She felt very much em
barrassed by Suzaku's attentions, but she remembered distinctly how hand
some, how distinguished he had seemed to her on that day of the farewell
ceremony.. There had been tears 10 hIS eyes, and though it all happened
so many years ago she could recall as disnnctly as if it were yesterday the
vague feelings of childish sympathy and admiration which her meeting
with the young Emperor had aroused in her on that last morning when
she went to the Palace for her Crowning. With these memories were
blended others; thoughts, for example, of her mother Lady Rokujo and
of the long exile which they ha.d shared. She wrote no letter, but only
the poem:

'Come not again!' I wept to hear those words,
Thinking you willed it so,
When Heaven's command my exile did ordain;
Now hearing that it grieved you I should go,
I weep again.

The messengers who had brought the presents were richly rewarded
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and sent upon their way. Genji would very much have liked to see her
reply, but she refused to show it to him.

She was small and frail. How well Suzaku, with his almost girlish
beauty, would have suited her; while as for the Emperor, he was years
her junior, scarcely out of the nursery. D1dshe too (though she certainly
breathed no word of complaint) secretly resent the steps which he had
taken for her worldly advancement> This idea troubled him sorely; but
It was by now far too late to undo the arrangement, and the best he could
do was to stay with her for a hrrle while and advise her as kindly and
discreetly as possible hO\1\T to conduct herself m the new hfe that was
before her. He then Interviewed the Court chamberlains who were to
arrange her Presentation, and having settled everything satisfactorily with
them he made his way to the Inner Palace. He did not wish It to appear
that he was himself standing sponsor for the new arrival nor that he was
In the Palace as her relative or guardian. He therefore gave his coming
the appearance of an ordrnary ceremonial visit.

Princess Akikonornu's palace was famous for the unusual number of
good-looking gentlewomen who were in service there. Many of these had
recently been Iiving at their homes, but they now assembled In full force,
and arriving with rheir mistress at Court created a most dazzling impres
sion. Were Rokujo alive, with what solicitude would she be watching
over that day's momentous proceedings, thought GenJi, as he saw the
procession arrive; and remembering her singular gifts and lively intelli
gence, he felt how great a loss she was not to himself only, but to the
whole life of the Court. So rare indeed (as it now seemed to him) was her
perfection both of mind and person that he seldom encountered among his
acquaintance talent or accomplrshment of a.ny kind without immediately
recalling how slender these attainments would seem if set beside those
of Lady Rokujo.

On the day of the Presenranon Fujitsubo was at the Palace. When
she told the Emperor that someone new was coming to see him, he
listened very earnestly and attenrrvely. He was an inrelhgent and lively
child, very forward for his age. After telling him all about the princess,
4 So you see she is rather an important lady,' Fujitsubo connnued, · and
when she comes this evening you must be very polite to her and not play
any of YOU! tricks.... ' The Emperor said nothing, but he thought to him
self that if the lady were indeed so grown-up and so important, far from
wanting to tease her he would be very frightened of her indeed. Great
was his delight then when very late that evening there arrived at the
Palace a very shy, shrinking girl, very small and fragile, not Indeed look
ing like a grown...upperson at all. He thought her very pretty; but he was
much more at his ease with Chujo's little daughter, who had lived at the
Palace for some while and was very sociable and affectionate, while the
new princess was terribly silent and shy. Still, though he found her
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rather difficult to get on with, he felt, partly owing to the deference with
which, as Pnnce GenJl's ward, she was treated by everyone else at Court,
and partly oWing to the magnificence with which she was served and
apparelled - he felt that she was in some way which he did not under
stand a person of very great importance. In the evenings Indeed he
allowed the one to wart upon him as often as the other, but when he
wanted a partner In some game or someone to amuse him In the early
part of the day, It was seldom Akikonomu for whom he sent.

To no Chujo had presented his daughter at Court with the express
mtention that she should one day share the Throne The presence of this
formidable rival at the Palace could not fall to cause him considerable
anxiety.

The poem with which Prmcess Akikonomu had acknowledged the
ex-Emperor's gIfts had but served to increase his agitation. He knew that
he must now banish all thought of her from his mmd, but 1t was hard in
deed to do so. He was brooding now over his loss, when GenJI arrived
on a visit. They talked for a long while about many different matters,
and in the course of this conversanon mention was made of the ceremonies
upon the occasion of Lady Akikonomu's departure for Ise. This was a
subject which they had often discussed before; but now, as on prev10us
occasions, the conversation terminated without Suzaku making the slrghr
est allusion to the real reason why this tOpIC so much interested him.
Gen}1 naturally did not betray his knowledge of the secret, but he was
enVIOUS to know exactly how far this mysterious passion went, and he
could not restrain himself from experimenting upon his brother WIth
varIOUS anecdotes concern1ng the lady in question and her recent admis
sion to the Emperor's suite. It was apparent in a moment that Suzaku
suffered acutely while these subjects were being discussed, and Genji,
ashamed of hIS unkindness, hastily turned the conversation to other
matters.

At such a ceremony as that of the crowning of the Vestal the Emperor
meets the lady whom he IS to initiate face to face and durmg the whole
proceedings no curtain or screen drvides them. Suzaku must therefore
at least know what Princess .Akikonomu looked Iike; which was more
than Genu did, for she had nll this day never received him except in an
unlighted room or behind her curtains-of-state. In what exactly did her
charm consist? What was it that had kindled in the ex-Emperor's heart
a passion that had survrved the lapse of so many years? The problem
Intrigued him and he almost envied his brother the knowledge which he
must possess on the subject. She was indeed evidently of a very melan
choly, indolent disposition, If only she would sometimes forget herself,
show a little of the impetuosity of youth, then In course of time he might
hope for a moment to catch a glimpse of her as she really was' But while
her gravity and reticence seemed to become every day more pronounced,
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all hIS dealings with her tended only to confirm his conviction that under
neath all this reserve was concealed an Interesting and admirable char
acter

Now that all the Emperor's rime was divided between the two prin
cesses of hIS retmue, Prince Hyobukyo had given up all Idea of presentIng
hIS second daughter at Court. Perhaps an opportunity would occur later
on when the Emperor was of an age to perceIve for himself that such a
match was by no means to be despised. Meanwhile his favour seemed
to be pretty equally divided between the two existing claimants. He was
particularly Interested In pictures and had as a result of this taste himself
acquired considerable skill, It happened that Lady Akikonomu painted
very charmingly, and so soon as he discovered this the Emperor began
constantly sending for her to paint pictures with him Among the serv
ing-women in the Palace he had always taken an interest in any who
were said to be fond of pictures; and It was natural that when he dIS

covered painting to be the favourite occupation of the pretty princess
he should become very much attached to her. Hers were not solemn pic
tures, but such clever, quick sketches, so that just to watch her do them
was an exciting game. And when, sittmg so charmingly beside him on
the divan, she paused and held her brush In the air for a moment wonder
ing where to put the next stroke, she looked so daring that the Iirtle
Emperor's heart was completely captivated. Soon he was going to her
rooms at all hours, and To no Chujo became seriously alarmed lest his
own daughter should lose her primacy. But hp' was determined not to
be outdone, and berng of an extremely ingenious and resourceful nature
he soon had a plan for putting an end to this menacing situation, He
sent for all the most skilful paInters in the land and under strict bond of
secrecy set them to work upon a collection of pictures which was to be
like nothing that had ever been seen before. They were to be rllustra
tions to romances, which would be preferable to purely ingenious sub
jects, the significance being more easily grasped by a young mind and all
the most interesting and exciting stories were chosen. In addition to
these illustranons there was to be a set of 4 Months,' a very attracnve
subject, with texts specially written for the occasion. In due time Prm
cess Chujo I showed them to the Emperor, who was naturally very much
interested and soon afterwards asked for them again, saYlng that he thought
Princess Akikonomu would like to see them. At this Princess Chujo
began to make difficulties, and though His Majesty promised to show
them to no one else and carry them with the greatest care straight to the
other princess's apartments, she refused to part with them.. Genji heard
of this and was amused to see that To no Chujo could still throw him-

x Chujo's daughter. Actually she is called Kokiden, but this is a name of another
character in the book, and as the use of it would lead to confusion, I have given her a
name which links her to her father.
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self into these absurd conspiracies with the same childish excitement
as in their young days. 'I am very sorry,' he said ro the Emperor, 'to
hear that Princess Chu]o hides her pictures from you and wrll not let
you take them away and study them at your ease. It seems, too, that
she was qUIte cross and quarrelsome about it, which was most repre
hensible. But I have some very nice pictures, pamred a long while ago.
I will send them to you '

At the Nijo-rn there were whole cupboards full of pictures both old
and new. Taking Murasaki with him he now inspected their contents
and together they went through the whole collection, putting on one
side those which were most Iikely to appeal to modern taste. There
were naturally many Illustrations of the Everlasting Wrong I and the story
of Wang Chao-chun," both of them very interesting and moving subjects,
but unfortunately quite inappropriate to the present occasion. These
therefore had to be excluded. But it occurred to Genji that his own
sketches made dunng his sojourn at Suma and Akashi might be of in
terest, and sending for the box in which they were kept he took advantage
of this occasion to go through them wrth Murasaki. Even someone
seeing thern wrrhout any knowledge of the CIrcumstances under which
they were painted would, if possessed of the slightest understanding of
such matters, have at once been profoundly moved by these drawings.
It may be imagined then wrth what emotion they were examined by one
to whom each scene came as an answer to the quesrionings and anxieties
of some evil dream from which it seemed there could be no awakening,
She told him more of what she had suffered in those unforgettable days
than she had ever done before. Why had he not sometimes sent such
pictures as these? How they would have comforted and reassured her f
And she recited the verse: 'Better had it been for me when I was alone
to look at plctures of the realms where fishers dwell, than stare at nothing,
as I did all day long!' GenJi was deeply moved and with tears in his
eyes he answered with the verse: 'It was an evil time; yet never once
in all those days was my heart sore as now when, hand in hand, we view
the pictured past. '

To one other person only had he shown them - the ex-Empress
Fujitsubo. Going through the whole collection sketch by sketch, in
order to choose out the best and also to give as good an idea as possible
of the different estuaries and bays, he could not help wondering all the
time how things were faring in the house of his host at Akashi.

On hearing of the preparations that were taking place at the Nijo-in,
To no Chujo went through his pictures again and had them all fitted
out with the most elegant ivory-rollers, backlogs and ribbons.! It was

x The story ofMing Huang and Yang Kuei..fei; a long poem by Po Chu-i,
• A Chinese princess given to a Tartar king in marriage and carried away into the

north.
J For tying up the rolls.
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about the tenth day of the third month. The weather was delightful,
things ","ere lookmg at their best and everyone was In a good temper;
moreover it was a time at WhICh no particular fetes or ceremonies oc
cupied the Court, so that uninterrupted arrentron could be now gIven to
those Iighter pastimes In which the Emperor so much delighted, and
whole days were spent unrcllmg paintmg after palntlng.. The one am
bition of everyone at Court was to rout out and brrng to the Palace some
picture which should particularly catch the young Emperor's fancy ..
Both Akikonomu's partlsans and those of Lady Chujo had brought for
ward vast numbers of scrolls. On the whole, illustrated romances proved
to be the most popular. Akikonomu's SIde was strongest In ancient works
of well-established reputation; while Lady Chu JO patronized all the clever
est modern painters, so that her collection, representIng as it did all that
most appealed to the fashionable tastes of the moment, made at first
sight a more dazzling Impression. The Emperor's own Iadies-in-wairmg
were divided in opmion. Some of the most Intelligent were on the SIde
of the ancients, others favoured the present day. But on the whole mod
ern works tended to WIn their approval.

It happened that Fujirsubo was paYlng one of her periodical visits to
the Court, and having given a casual mspecnon to the exhibits of both
parties she decided to suspend her usual religious observances and devote
herself to a thorough study of all these works, for painring was a matter
in which she had always taken a deep Interest. Hearing the animated
diSCUSSIons which were taking place between the supporters of modern
and ancient art, she suggested that those present should be formed into
two teams. On Lady Akrkonomu's SIde the principal names were Hei
naishi no Suke, JiJu no Naishi, Shosho no Myobu, on Lady ChuJo's
Daini no Naishi no Suke, Chujo no Myobu and Hyoye no Myobu. These
were considered the cleverest women of the day, and Fujrrsubo promised
herself very good entertainment from such an interchange of WIt and
knowledge as their rivalry was likely to afford.

In the first contest that archetype and parent of all romances, The
Bamboo-Cutter'J Story,r· was matched against the tale of Toshikage in
The Hollow Tree ~ The partisans of antiquity defended their choice as
follows: «We admit that this story, like the ancient bamboo-stem In

which its heroine was found, has in the course of ages become a little
loose in the Joints. But the character of Lady Kaguya herself, so free
from all stain of worldly impurity, so nobly elevated both in thought
and conduct, carries us back to the Age of the Gods, and if such a tale
falls to WIn your applause, this can only be because It deals with matters

x A 9th-century story about a fairy who was found in a bamboo-stem, set various fan
tastic ordeals to her lovers and finally disappeared in the Land Above the Sky. It is
written in a rather disjointed style. Translated by Victor Dickins in Japanese Texts.
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far beyond the reach of your frivolous femmine comprehensions.' To
this the other side replied 'The Sky Land to which Lady Kaguya was
removed is indeed beyond our comprehensions, and we venture to doubt
whether any such place exists But If we regard merely the mundane
part of your story, we find that the heroine emanated from a bamboo
Joint. This gives to the story from the start don atmosphere of low life
whrch we for our part consider very disagreeable. We are told that from
the lady's person there emanated a radiance which Iit up every corner of
her foster-father's house. But these fireworks, If we remember aright,
cut a very poor figure when submrtred to the august light of HIS Majesty's
palace. Moreover the episode of the fireproof ratskm ends very tamely,
for after Abe no Oshi I had spent thousands of gold p1eces in order to
obtain it, no sooner was It put to the test than 1t disappeared In a blaze
of flame. Still more lamentable was the failure of Prince Kuramochi I

who, knowing that the Journey to Fairyland was somewhat difficult,
did not attempt to go there but had a branch of the Jewel Tree fabricated
by his goldsmIth, a deception which was exposed at the first scratch.'

The pIcture was painted by Kose no Omi 2 and the text was in the hand
of Ki no Tsurayki 3 It was on Kanya paper backed with Chinese silk.
The cover was of a reddish VIolet tinge, the rollers being of sandalwood
- by no means an extraordinary get-up. The moderns then proceeded to
defend their own exhibit: "Toshikage,' 4 they said, 'though buffeted
by wind and wave, pitched headlong Into a stormy sea and in the end
cast up upon an unknown shore, pursued, undaunted by suffering and
disaster, the purpose which he had set before him, and succeeded at last
10 displaying, both at the foreign court 5 and 10 our own country, the
marvellous talent which It had cost him so much to acquire. The ad
ventures of so dauntless a character, affording as they do a comparison
between the manners of the Land Beyond the Sea and of our own Land
of Sunrise, cannot fail to be of interest; moreover the same contrast has
been maintained In the style of the pictures as m the matter of the text. ~

It was painted on thick white paper such as poem-slips are made of,
the outer cover was of blue paper and the roller of yellow Jade. The
artist was Tsunenori; 6 the scribe, Ono no Michrkaze 7 - a combination
that could hardly have been more dazzling in its fashionableness and

lOne of the suitors.
2 Also called Aimi. Successor of Kose no Kanaoka, who founded the Kose school in

the 9th century..
3 883-946 A ..D. Editor of the Kokinshu, the first official anthology of poetry.
4 Having set out from Japan to China he was wrecked on the coast of Persia, where he

acquired a magic zithern and the knowledge of unearthly tunes, armed with. which he won
great fame as a musician in China and Japan.. See Aston's History ofJapanese Literature,
P·76.

5 China. , Asukabe Tsunenori, flourished about 964 A.D.

7 Also called Ono no Dofu, the most celebrated calligraphist ofJapan.
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modernity. Against such claims as these the partIsans of the antique were
quite unable to prevail and Lady Chujo's side scored the overwhelmmg
victory.

In the next contest the Tales of Ise t were prtred against the story of
Sho Sammi 2 A long discussion ensued, but here again the fact that
Sho Sammt deals with persons in a comfortable and prosperous srtuation,
presents scenes of court Iife and shows the world as we know It today
could not fail to render rhis work far more attractrve to the majonty
of these young critics. An opposite opinion was voiced by Heinaishi,
who recited the verse' "Shall we leave the deep heart of Ise's waters
unexplored till time shall have effaced their secret, Iike a footprint that
the nde washes from the shore? ~ · Shall the fame of N arihira,' 3 she added,
'be eclipsed by modern rittle-tarrle dressed up in the finery of a specious
style?' To this Darni no Naishi no Suke replied with the verse: 'Upon
the topmost regrons of rhe sky 4 our hero's heart is set, with scorn he
VIews your shoals, upon whrch, heavy as a thousand watery fathoms,
the ages rest:

'Well; said Fujitsubo, •ambition such as that of Prince Hyoye s is
no doubt a very valuable quahry; but I sincerely hope that admiration
for him and hIS hke w111 never cause us to let the fame of Captain Largo 6

sink Into decay r And she recited the verse: 'Has the old fisherman of
Ise shore, like seaweed that the ebbing tide reveals, so long been flattered
by the public eye, only to SInk at last beneath the rising sea of scorn?'

These feminine discussions are capable of continuing, more or less
at cross-purposes for an indefinite length of time. It would indeed be
impossible to record all the arguments and counter-arguments that were
expended over even one of these pictures. Moreover the younger and
less considered of the gentlewomen present, though anyone of them
would have given her eyes not to miss any of the painrings that were
being unrolled, were hustled into the background, even though they
belonged to the Emperor's own or to Lady Fujitsubo's household, and
were scarcely able to see anything at all, This occasioned much jealousy
and heart-burning.

Presently GenJi arrived at the Palace and was greatly diverted by
the spectacle of this disorderly and embittered combat. 'If you will
get up another competition,' he said, <l I will arrange for the Emperor to
be present and Will myself make the awards..' In preparation for this
event, which he had Indeed been contemplating for some time, he made

1 A collection of short love-episodes, each centring round a poem or poems. See Aston's
History ofJapanese Literature, p. 80..

2 Already lost in the 15th century.
:I Hero of the Tales cif 1S8.

4 Le. upon promotion at Court. Courtiers were called 'men above the clouds,'
S Presumably the hero of the tale of Sho Sammi.
'NariIura) hero of the TalesofIse.
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a further selection from the pictures which he had recently put aside,
and having done so he could not resist Inserting among them the two
scrolls of hIS sketches made at Suma and Akashi. To no Chujo meanwhile,
determined not to be outdone, was strainmg every nerve In preparation
for the new contest. It was indeed a moment in the history of our country
when the whole energy of the nation seemed to be concentrated upon the
search for the prettiest method of mounting paper-scrolls. In arranging
the condirions of the contest Genji had said: · My idea is that It should
be confined to paintings already in existence, we do not want a lot of
new work hurriedly executed for this special purpose.... ' But To no Chujo
could not resist the temptation to set some of his favourite masters to
work, and improvising a little studio WIth a secret door he strove to
steal a march on his rivals. The secrecy was not however as well main
tained as he could have desired; even Suzaku, m hIS secluded apartments,
heard the story and determined to put his own collection at the service
of Princess Akikonomu. He had a series of •Festrvals All the Year
Round,' painted by various famous old masters, texts explainmg these
pictures had been added by no less a hand than that of the Emperor Daigo. I

Why should he not order a series of paintings rllustrating the prmcipal
events of his own reign? Among these subjects one would naturally
be the crowning of the Vestal at the Daigoku Hall upon the day of her
departure for Ise. He entrusted this scene to Kose no Kimmochi 2 and
it may be imagined with what care and insistence he discussed every
detail of a work so dear to his heart. It was encased in a delicately
fretted box of aloeswood. The pattern on the wrappings and decoratrons
of the roll was a heart-shaped crest formed by leaves of the same tree.
Nothing could have been more delightfully up..to-date He sent it by
the hand of the Captam of the Senior Bodyguard, who was one of hIS

retainers. There was no message, save for a poem written on the picture
just by where the Vestal was shown arr1v1ng in her lrtter at the Daigoku
Hall: 'Though I no longer within r.pe Circle of the Gods a place may
cake, yet unforgotten is the concourse which in those hours With bright
Divinities I held.'

To return no answer would show too great a disrespect towards one
who had once occupied the Throne, and though these attentions distressed
her she broke off a piece of the rrtual comb which he had fastened In her
hair on that day long ago, and tying to re the verse, 'Not yet forgotten
is that high converse, and once agaIn within the Precinct of the Gods
oh were it but my lot to stray!' she wrapped the broken comb in Chinese
paper of deep colour and gave it to the messenger, whom she rewarded
with many handsome presents. The ex-Emperor when he opened the
packet was deeply moved, and for the first time regretted that he had so

I 898-930 , a great patron of literature, and himself an important poet and calligrapher.
• Grandson ofthe great Kose no Kanaeka. Flourished about 960 A.D.
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soon resigned the Throne. Not unnaturally he was feeling somewhat
bitterly against Prince Genji; but he realized that he had himself, In

past days, deserved none too well at hIS brother's hands. Most of the
ex-Emperor's pictures had belonged to hIS mother, the Empress Kokrden,
unfortunately a considerable part of her collection had however come
into the possession of Lady Chujo, who was her granddaughter. _

The ex-Emperor's wife, Lady Oborozuki, was also extremely Interested
in painting and had shown the utmost discnrmnarion in forming her
collection.

When the great day came, though there had not been much time
for preparation everyrhing was arranged m the most striking and effec
tive manner. The ladies-in-waiting belonging to the two sides stood
drawn up in line on either side of the Imperial Throne; the courtiers, very
much on the alert, were ranged up in the verandah of the small back
room. Lady Chujos party (the left) exhibited their pictures In boxes
of purple sandalwood mounted on sapanwood stands, over which was
thrown a cover of Chinese brocade worked on a mauve ground. The
carpet on which the boxes stood was of Chinese fine-silk, dyed to the
colour of grape-JuIce. Six lrttle girls were in attendance to assist m han
dling the boxes and scrolls; they were dressed in mantles with whire
scarves hned with pink; their tunics were of scarlet, worn With facings
blue outside and light green within.

Akikonomu's boxes were of aloeswood arranged on a low table of
similar wood, but lighter in colour. The carpet was of Korean brocade
on a blue-green ground. The festoons hanging round the table and the
design of the table-legs were carefully thought out and in the best taste.
The little girls in attendance wore blue mantles, With willow-coloured
scarves; their tunics, brown outside and yellow within. When all the
boxes were duly arranged on their stands, the Emperor's own ladies took
up their places, some with Lady Chujo's supporters, some with the
opposing side, At the summons of the herald GenjI and To no Chu]o
now appeared and with them Genu's half-brother, Prince Sochi no Mrya,
who among the various arts which he cultivated was particularly fond
of painting. He had received no official summons on this particular
occasion, but had In the end yielded to Genji's entreaties that he would
come and help him in his drfficult task. Prince Sochi was at once called
to the Emperor's side and appointed part-umpire in the coming contest.
An amazmg collection of paintings had been assembled and assuredly
the task of the Judges was no light one. A great impression was made
when Akikonomu's side produced the famous series of 'Four Seasons'
by noted masters of antiquity. Both the charming fancy displayed in
the chorce of episodes for rllusrration and the easy, flowing character of
the brush-strokes rendered these works highly attractive; and the mod
ern paintings on paper, being necessarily limited in size, sometimes, es...
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peclally In lands~ape, made a certam impression of incompleteness. Yet
the far greater richness both of brushwork and invention gave even to
the more trivial of these modern works a liveliness which made them
compare not unfavourably with the masterpieces of the past. Thus It

was very difficult Indeed to reach any decision, save that today, as on the
prevIous occasion, both sides had produced many works of absorbmg
interest.

The sliding-screen of the breakfast-room was now pushed aside and
Lady Fujitsubo entered. Remembering how learned she was In these
matters GenJi felt somewhat shy, and contented himself henceforward as
exhibit after exhibit was produced with an occasional comment or sug
gestIon, discreetly thrown In only when some point of especial difficulty
threatened an indefinite delay. The contest was snll undecided when
night fell.

At last the moment arrived when there was only one more picture to
show on each side. Amid intense excitement Princess Akikonornu's
side produced the roll contaming Genu's sketches at Suma. To no Chujo
was aghast. His daughter's side too had reserved for their last stroke one
of the most important works at their disposrrion; but against the prospect
of so masterly a hand working at complete leisure and far from the dis
tracting influences which beset an artist in town, Lady Chujo's supporters
at once knew that they could not hope to prevail. An additional advan
tage was given to Genji's paintings by the pathos of the subject. That
during those years of exile he had endured a cheerless and monotonous
exisrence those present could well conjecture. But when they saw, so
VIvidly presented, both the stern manner of his life and In some sort
even the feelings which this rusric hfe had aroused in one used to every
luxury and indulgence, they could not but be deeply moved, and there
were many (Prince Sochi no Miya among them) who could scarcely
refrain from tears. Here were presented in the most VIvid manner famous
bays and shores of the Suma coast, so renowned in story yet to these city
folk so utterly unknown and unimagmed. The text was wrrrten in
cursive Chinese characters, helped out here and there with a little native
script, and unlike the business day-to..day Journals that men generally
keep it was varied by the Insertion of an occasional poem or song The
spectators now clamoured only for more specimens of Genii's handiwork,
and it would have been impossible at that moment to interest them in
anything else. It seemed to them as though all the interest and beauty
of the many pictures which they had been examining had 10 some strange
manner accumulated and attached themselves to this one scroll. By
universal and ungrudging consent Princess Akikonornu's side was awarded
the victory.

It was a.lready nearing the dawn when Genji, feeling somewhat dis
cursive, sent round the great tankard and presently began telling stories
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to the company. l From my earliest childhood;' he said at last, · I have
a.lways been fond of books, and my father the late Emperor, fearing that
I might become wholly absorbed In my studies, used to say to me: .. Per...
haps learnmg carries With it Inevitably so great a share of the world's
esteem that, to redress the balance, the scholar, once he advances beyond
a certain stage of Iearrung, IS doomed to pay for hIS enviable attammenrs
either by 111 health or poverty. Those who are born to greatness may
be certain that, whether they exert their minds or not, the advantages
of noble birth will suffice to disnngursh them from therr fellows; and for
you of all men the acquisrtion of such Ill-starred accomplishments would
be entirely superfluous. I smcerely hope that you WIll not allow them
to occupy too much of your nme." He arranged that most of my lessons
should be in practical subjects connected with national administration
and economy. I got on fairly well, but there was no branch in which I
showed any particular aptitude. It was only In painnng, which my
preceptors considered a very trivial and unbecommg pasnme, that I
displayed any unusual talent. Often I used to wonder whether I should
ever get the chance of using this gIft to the full, for the time allotted to
these lIghter disrracrrons was very short. At last, with my unexpected
retirement to a remote shore, the longed-for opportunIty arrived. On
every SIde the great sea spread about me, I began to learn its secrets, be
came so mrimate with its every mood and aspect that where these sketches
fail It IS not for lack of understandmg, but because there came at last a
point where my brush could no longer keep pace with the visions that
beset my bram, Not having previously had any opporrumty of showing
these sketches to HIs Majesty, I took advantage of this occasion to dis
play them. But I fear that my action In USIng them for thrs competition
WIll when reflected upon provoke very unfavorable comments.... ' The
conversation was carried on by Prmce Sochi no Miya: · I know, of course,'
he said, · that mere Industry WIll not carry one far In any art; his heart
must be In the matter. But all the same there is a great deal which can
Simply be learnt from masters; so that a man, wrthout any understanding
of what IS really important, will often easily succeed m rmitanng the out
ward forms and procedures of an art. But painting and draughts demand
an extraordinary degree of natural equipment and also furnish us with
the strangest surprises; for some apparently half-witted fellow, who does
not seem capable of any useful activity, will turn out to be a genius at
draughts or painting! On the other hand I have occasionally come across
instances where mtellrgent children of good family have possessed what
I may term a general superiority, showing an unusual capacity 10 every
form of art and learning..

'My father the late Emperor gave personal attention to the training
of all his children, both girls and boys, in every imaginable art and
accomplishment" But it was in your education, Genji, that he took by
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far the greatest interest, and it was to you, whom he considered most
likely to profit by it, that: he was at pains to hand on the great store of
information which in the course of his long Iife he had here and there
acqurred, In Iirerature of course you were far ahead of any of us, Just as
you were In other less Important matters, such as playrng upon the zrthern,
which was indeed perhaps your principal accomplishment. But I remem
ber that, in addition to this, you played reasonably well on the flute,
guitar, and great zrthern, as indeed your father often mermoned with
wonder. These talents of yours were well known at Court, and I for my
part had heard that you occasionally amused yourself with brushes and
paInts. But I had always supposed that this was a mere pastime, and I
confess that the masterpieces which you have exhibited before us today
took me completely by surprise. I assure you that even the great 10k

painters of antiquity would feel no small uneasiness should their works
be set beside these sketches of yours.. You are indeed a prodigy!' He
spoke rather thickly and indrsnnctly, for he was already a htrle bit
fuddled with wine; and being for the same reason somewhat lachrymose,
when mentioning his late father's name he suddenly burst rnto tears.

It was towards the end of the month and the late moon had at last
risen. The rooms where they were assembled were still dark) but the sky
outside was already aglow with dawn. The Keeper of Books and In
struments was asked to bring out the zitherns To no Chujo took the
wagon,! which he played, if not so well as Genji, at any rate In a very
distinguished manner. 50chI no Miya took the great zirhern and Genji
the ksn," The lute was played by Akikonomu's gentlewoman Shosho
no Myobu. There was a certain courtier who had a genius for beating
time; he was now sent for and a most agreeable concert ensued. Dawn
was spreading fast. Colour began to come Into the flowers, and the
features of those sitting by became dimly discernible in the grOWIng light.
The birds were singing lustily; a pleasant morning had begun.

Presents were now distributed to the guests by Lady Fujitsubo on
behalf of the Emperor; Prince Sochi no Miya received 10 addition the
special tribute of a cloak from the wardrobe, in recognition of hIS services
as umpire.

Genji gave instructions that the Suma scroll should be left with Fu
jitsubo. Heanng that it was only one of a series, she begged to be shown
the rest. •You shall see them all in good time,' Gen J1 said; •there are
far too many of them to go through at one srrtrng.. ' The 11ttle Emperor,
too, seemed to have thoroughly enjoyed the proceedings, which was a
great comfort to those who had engineered them.

When To no Chujo saw with what zest Genji supported his ward
Princess Akikonomu even in such trifling marters as this contest he
again became a. little uneasy about Lady Chujo's position. But observing

1 Japanese zithern, a Chinese zithern.
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the situation closely, he noted that the young Emperor, who certainly
began by being very deeply attached to hrs hrtle playmate, after the first
excitement of recognizrng this new companIon wrrh her interesnng grown
up accomplishments had passed away, settled down agam qUIte happily
to hIS old love. For the present a t any rate there was no need for anxiety

Genji had a strong presentIment the Court ceremony and festrvals of
the reIgn were desnned to be taken as a model In future runes It was for
this reason that even in the matter of prIvate paStImes and receptions he
took great pains that everyrhmg should be carried out In the most per
fectly appropriate and pleasurable manner. Hence lIfe at Court durrng
this period became one long series of exqursitely adjusted pomps and
festrvrties.

Genji was still haunted by the lmpermanence of worldly things, and
now that the Emperor was beginning to reach years of drscretron he ofter
thought qUIte seriously of embracing a monastic life It seemed to him
that In history one so oftens reads of men who at an Immature age rose
to high position and became conspicuous figures In the world only to
fall, after a very short rime, Into disaster and IgnomIny. WIth regard
to himself he had fel t SInce his exile that If the POSt non ID WhICh he now
found himself was beyond that to which he was properly enrrtled, this
was only fate's kind compensation for the mdigruties to which in hIS

early life he had suddenly been exposed. But now the debr which fortune
owed him was fully discharged and he could not believe that he was far
from the brink of some fresh disaster. He would have Irked to shut him
self away in some retired corner and devote himself to medications upon
the life to come, he did indeed choose a qUIet site on a hill near the City
and build a hermitage there, which he even went so far as to furnish WIth
Images and holy books. But so many questions arose concerning the edu
cation of his children and their future at Court that there could be no
question of hIS actually taking his vows, at any rate for some considerable
nme; and what exactly he had 10 mmd when he began building this
hermitage it would be hard to say.



CHAPTER IX

The Wind in the Pine-Trees

T HE new quarters which Genji had built to the east of his palace
were now ready and the la.dy from the Village of Fa.lling Flowers
was duly installed there. The western wing and connecting

galleries of the Nijo-m had been arranged in offices for the clerks whom
he employed in hIS capacity as Grand Minisrer. In the eastern wing he
intended to establish the Lady of Akashi. The women's quarters at the
back of the palace he enlarged considerably, making several sets of very
agreeable and comfortable apartments, these he destined for those ladies
who having In the past received some mark of favor which, though
fleeting, had generally been coupled with handsome promises, now looked
ro him for recognition and support. He kept the Grand Bedchamber of
the Palace open, and though he lrved chiefly 10 the new building, he con
rmued to use the other from time to time and none of the necessary fur
niture was removed.

He wrote frequently to Akashi and many times begged her to come up
ro the Capital. But she had heard so many stories of how others had
suffered at hIS hands - how he had again and again toyed with the
affections not only of humble creatures such as herself, but of the greatest
ladles In the land, only to cast them aside a few months later with the
most callous indifference. Surely It would be foolish not to take warnIng.
If this was hIS conduct towards person of rank and influence, what sort
of trea tment could she, a friendless girl, expect? What part could she hope
to play save the humiliating one of a foil to the young princess who
was Genji's lawful bride? Suppose she accepted his offer, suppose she
let him Install her in this new house, how often would he come near
her? Sometunes perhaps on his way to Murasakis room he might look
In casually for a moment; more she could not expect. She saw herself
the butt of every lewd wit in his palace. No, she would never consent.

But there were other considerations. Should she continue to bring
up her baby daughter in this sequestered spot, how could the child ever
hope to take its place among the princes and princesses of the Blood?
Little as she trusted Genji, she must not cut off her child from all pos
srbikiry of an ultimate transference to the Capital. Her parents too realized
with dismay that her prospect at the City was none too bright; but on
the whole they Inclined towards a move.

There was a certain estate near the Oi River I which her mother had

I Also called the Katsura River. Runs near Saga (to the east of Kyoto) where Genji
was building his hermitage..
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inherired (It had belonged to Nakatsukasa no Miya, the morher.s paternal
grandfather). Successive heirs failed to claim It and for two years the
place had been falhng Into decay. A fresh plan had occurred to the old
recluse and his wife. They summoned the caretaker of the place, a de
scendant of the man whom Nakatsukasa had originally left in charge and
said to him: 'We had intended to quit the world for ever and end our
earthly days in this inaccessible retreat. But certam unexpected events
in our family have made it necessary that we should again seek a residence
within easy reach of the Capital. After our long absence from the Court
we should feel utterly lost and bewildered were we to plunge straight
into the bustle of the town, and it occurred to us that while we are
looking for some quiet, old house to live in permanently, it might be a
good thing to use this place at Oi which you have been looking after
for us!' 'I am afraid you will be very disappointed when you see it;
said the man. "For years past no one has been in possession and every
thing is tumbling to pieces. I have been making shift myself to live in a
room which has indeed a kind of ceiling, but no roof! And SInce the
spring they have been buildmg this new hermitage for Prince Genji
close by, and this has changed the whole character of the district. The
place is crowded with workmen; for the hermitage, by what I can make
out, is going to be a very grand affair. If what you are Iooking for is a
quiet, unfrequented spot you will certainly be badly disappointed.'
His remarks had the opposite effect to that which he had intended. To
learn that at Oi they would be living as it were under Genu's very wing
was an astonishing piece of news. He ordered the man to put the large
repairs in hand at once; what wanted setting to rights indoors they could
see to at leisure later on .. This did not at all suit the caretaker. 'If you
want to know,' he said sulkily, 'I reckon this place belongs to me as
much as to anyone. I have been living there quietly all these years and
this is the first I have heard of anybody putting in a claim to it. When
I first took things in hand the pastures and rice-fields were all running
to waste, and hIS lordship Mimbu no Tayu told me before he died that
I could have them for my very own and do what I could with them as
payment of certain sums which he then owed me.' What he was really
frightened of was that, if the family came into residence, they would
lay claim to some of the live stock and grain that their land had produced.
He had suddenly grown very red in the face, his voice quivered with
anger and his whole aspect was so grim and even menacing that the
old recluse hastened to reassure him: 'I am not in any way interested in
the farm or its produce: he said; A with regard to them please go on just
as before. As a matter of fact I htlve got the title-deeds somewhere here,
but It IS a long time since I attended to business matters of any kind and
it might take me a long while to find these papers" I WIll remember to
look into the question and see how it stands..•. • The steward soon cooled
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down. He noted that the old priest was evidently on friendly terms with
Genji. This decided him to be civil. And after all, even if the presence
of his masters rnight for the moment be rather inconvenient, he would
later on have plenty of opporruruties for reimbursing himself. Mollified
by these reflections he set the repairs in hand at once.

Genji meanwhile had no notion of what was afoot and could not
understand why, after all hIS entreaties, the Lady of Akashi still hung
back. He did not at all h ke the idea of their child being brought up
amid such uncivilized surroundings. Moreover, If the story afterwards
became known, It would certainly seem as though he had been reluctant
to acknowledge the child and had behaved WIth great heartlessness in
making no proper provision for It or for the mother.

But at last the house of Oi was ready and a letter came from Akashi
describing how, WIth no Idea that he was building in the district, they
had suddenly remembered the existence of the place and were making
plans for Irving there. He understood quite well the object of this move.
The lady of Akashi was determined that if their intercourse was to be
resumed It must be in a place where she would not be subjected to a
humiliating contact WIth her rivals. To avoid this she was evidently
prepared to make every conceivable sacrifice. He was curious to know
more about her future plan of retreat and sent Koremitsu, who was al
ways employed in confidential mrssions of this kind, to investigate the
place a little and let him know if there was anything he could do to assrst
the newcomers at 01. Koremirsu reported that the house was In a very
agreeable situation which somehow remmded one of the seaside. · It
sounds Just the place for her,' said Gen]i. The hermitage which he was
building was to the south of Daikakuji, which temple, in the beauty
of its groves and cascades, it even bid fair to rival. The house where the
family from Akashi was coming to lrve was right on the river, among
the most delightful pine-woods, and the unpretentl0us way In which it
was planned, in one long building without galleries or side-wings, gave
it rather the air of a farmhouse than of a gentleman's mansron, As re
gards furniture Koremitsu told him what was most needed and he saw
to it that these wants were supplied.

A number of Genu's personal servants now arrived at Akashi to assist
the family in their removal. When she found herself actually faced with
the prospect of leaving these shores and Inlets, near which so great a
part of her life had been spent, the Lady of Akashi was filled WIth
consternation. The present plan was that her father should stay on at
Akashi alone, and the idea of leaving him made her very unhappy .. Look
ing back over the whole affair, with all its consequences, she was amazed
to think that she had ever drifted into this miserable union, which had
brought nothing but trouble and confusion upon herself and those for
whom she cared. She found herself envying those whose fortune it had
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been never to cross this prance's path. Her father, seeIng the house full
of the servants and retainers whom Genji had sent from the Capital,
could not deny to himself that here indeed was the fulfilment of his every
dream and prayer. He had secured his daughter's future. But what about
hIS own? How would hIS Iife be endurable wrthout her? He brooded on
this night and day, but never showed what was passing In hIS mind,
save for sayIng once or twice to hIS wife- 'Do you think even If I went
wrth you I should see much of the little girl?' I The mother was also
much distressed For years past her husband had slept In his little hermit
age and had lrved an ennrely separate Iife, engrossed In hIS meditations
and devotions. There was little reason to suppose that, even should
she stay behind, he would give her very much of his society, and virtually
she would be lrving without any companionship or support. But though
he was a spectator of their lives rather than a participator in them, his
casual exits and entrances had become the rock In which her whole exist...
ence was rooted, the prospect of separatIon appalled her He was a
strange creature, but she had long ago gIven up expecting him to play
In any sense a husband's part. HIS odd appearance, hIS eccentric opinions,
their lonely life - all these she had learnt to tolerate In the belief that
this at any rate was the last stage of her disillusionment, the final and
unalterable ordeal which death alone would end. Suddenly she found
herself face to face with this undreamed-of parting, and her heart shrank.
The wet-nurse and other young persons whom at the time of the child's
birth GenJI had sent from the Capital were beginning to become very
restive and the prospect of the commg Journey delighted them. Yet
even the most frivolous among them could not leave these creeks and
sandy bays without a pang; and there were some who, knowing that it
might never be their lot to VIsit such scenes again, came near to adding
the salt of tears to sleeves already splashed by the breakers of the rising
tide.

Autumn had begun and the country was at its loveliest. At dawn upon
the day fixed for their departure a chill wind was blowing and Insects
filled the air with their interminable cry. The Lady of Akashi, already
awake, kept gOIng to her window and looking out across the sea, Her
father had returned early from celebrating the night service in his chapel;
it was with trembhng lips that he had performed the familiar ceremonies.
But now that the day of parting had come no words of sorrow or ill
omen must be spoken.. So each was determined, but it was no easy matter
to keep things going. The child was brought in, its infant beauty shin
ing like a. jewel in the greyness of the dawn. The grandfather never
wearied of holding it in hIS arms and, young as it was, an understanding
seemed to have grown up between them. He was indeed astonished by
the readiness with which the child accepted a companIon whose appear-

1 The Lady of Akashi's child.
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ance and manners, so different from those of its regular attendants, might
have been expected to have alarmed it in the highest degree. Moreover
there seemed something inappropriate, almost sinister in their alliance.
Yet for long he had scarcely let it be a minute out of his sight. How
should he live without it? He did not want to spoil the journey by an
outburst of unrestrained grief; yet utterly silent he could not remain,
and reciting the verse: 4 While for good speed upon their road and hap
piness to come I pray, one thing the travellers will not deny me, an old
man's right to shed a foolish tear or two,' he tried to hide his tears with
hIS sleeve, exclaiming: 'No, I ought not to; I should not do it!'

His wife stood weeping at his side; there was one thing that she could
not disguise from herself; after long years both of his life and her own
that had been spent in an unceasing protest against the pleasures and
frivolities of the world, it was to those same frivolities and in pursuit
of the most worldly ambitions that her husband was sending her away
from him: ·Together we left the City,' she cried; · how all alone shall
I refind the paths down which you led me over heath and hill?' The
Lady of Akashi also recited a poem in which she said that even to those
who seem to ha.ve parted for ever, life with its turns and chances brings
strange reunions to pass. She besought her father to come at least part
of the way with them; but he seemed to regard it as utterly impossible
that he should venture away from his seaside retreat, and it was evident
that he regarded the negotiation even of the short road down to the
sea as the most venturesome and nerve-racking business.

•When I first put worldly ambitions aside,' said the old man, · and
contented myself with a. mere provincial post, I made up my mind that,
come what might, you, my dear daughter, should not suffer from my
having sacrificed my own prospects; and how best, despite the remote
ness of our home, to fit you for the station of life to which you properly
belonged became my one thought and care. But my experience as Governor
taught me much, I realized my incapacity for public affairs, and knew that
if I returned to the City it would only be to play the wretched part of
ex-Governor. My resources were much diminished and were I to set up
house again at the Capital it would be on a very different scale from before.
I knew that I should be regarded as a. failure both in my private and public
life, a disgrace to the memory of my father who occupied the highest
station in the State; moreover my acceptance of a provincial governor
ship had everywhere been regarded as the end of my career, and as for
myself, I could not but think that it was indeed best it should be so.
But you were now growing up and your future had to be thought of.
How could I allow you to waste your beauty in this far corner of the
earth like a brocade that is never taken from the drawer? But no better
prospect seemed to present itself, and in my despair I called upon Buddha
and all the gods to help me. That, living as we did, any fresh acquaint-

13
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ances should ever be formed by us seemed out of the question. Yet all
the time I believed that some strange chance would one da.y befall us..
And what indeed could have been more utterly unforeseen than the cir
cumstance which at last brought so distinguished a guest to our home>
In this I could not but see the hand of Heaven, and my only anxiety was
lest too great an inequality of rank should divide you, But since the
birth of this child, that fear has not so much troubled me, for I feel that
your union is fated to be a lasting one. A child of Royal Blood cannot,
we must allow, pass all its days in a village by the sea, and though this
parrmg costs me dear I am. determined never again to tamper with the
world that I have renounced.. Princes are the lamps that light this world,
and though they may for a time be destined to cast confusion upon the
quiet of rusticity, soon they must perforce return to their true firma
ment, while those whom they have left smile back, as I do now, into the
lowly Sphere I from whence they sprang. Should you hear that I am
dead, do not tease yourselves concerning the welfare of my soul, and
above all, while less than death divides us, do not worry over what may
be befalling me.' Thus he poured out all that was passing through hIS

mind and at last he added in conclusion: 'You may be sure that each of
the six times of Prayer, till the day when the smoke rises from my pyre,
I shall pray with all my heart for the happiness of the little princess.... '

Hitherto he had spoken with great self-possession; but now his face
began to pucker.

There was so much baggage to be transported that a vast quantity of
wagons would have been required had the whole party proceeded by road.
To send some of the stuff by road and the rest by sea was in many ways
inconvenient; moreover Genji's retainers did not wish to be recognized
on the journey, and for all these reasons it seemed best that the whole
party should proeeed by water. They set sail at the hour of the Dragon,
and soon their ship, like that of the old poet's story," was lost amid the
morning mists far out across the bay. The old priest stood gazing after
it lost in a bewildered trance of grief from which it seemed as though he
would never awake. The wind was fresh and favourable, and they
arrrved at the City punctually at the hour they had announced. Wish
Ing to attract no notice they left their large baggage on board and travelled
inland as quickly as possible, The house at Oi at once took their fancy
and was, as Koremitsu had noticed, In some curious way very reminiscent
of the seaside, so that they soon felt quite at home. The mother had
known this place as a. girl and moving recollections crowded to het,
mind at every turn. By Gen ji's orders a. covered gallery had been added
to the house, which was a great improvement, and the course of the
stream had also been very successfully altered. Much still remained to

:I The metaphor is of souls sinking back into lower incarnations.
• See \\'"alev; Japanese PtJltry (Oxford, 192 0 ) , P. 56.
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he done, hut for the most part only such small jobs as could easily be
finished off later on, when they had got things straight and settled in.
On their arrival they found that entertainment had been prepared for
them at Genii's command bv one of his confidential servants. He in
tended to come himself at the earliest opportunity, but many days passed
before he could conrrrve an excuse for slipping away. The Lady of Akashi
had made sure that he would be there to welcome her. She therefore
spent the first days at Oi in the deepest depression, regretting her old
home and quite at a loss how to occupy her time. At last she took out
the zirhern which GenJI had grven to her at Akashi. She was feeling at
the moment particularly desperate, and as she had the part of the house
where she was sitting entirely to herself she gave vent to her feelings
In a somewhat wild improvisatron, which soon startled her mother from
the couch where she was Iymg and brought her to the player's side.
With the music of the zithern was blended the sighing of the wind in
the great pine-woods that lay behind the house. · An altered and a
lonely woman to this my native village I return. But still unchanged
the wmd blows music through the trees.' So the mother sang, and the
daughter ·Far off now is the dear companion of my happier days, and
none IS here who comprehends the broken language of my lute. t

While things were going thus dismally at Oi, Genji was feeling very
uneasy.. To have established the people from Akashi so close to the
Capital and then neglect them entirely was indeed a monstrous way to
behave, but CIrcumstances made it very difficult for him to escape un
observed. He had not said anything to Murasaki about the move to
Oi, but such things have a way of getting round, and he decided that it
would b~ better not to explain his absence in a note. He therefore wrote
to her one morning as follows: & There are various matters at Katsura t

which I ought to have looked into a long while ago; but I did not at all
want the bother of going there and have kept on putting it off. Some
people whom I promised to visit have settled near by and I am afraid
I shall have to go and see them too. Then I ought to go over to my
hermitage at Saga and see the Buddha there before it is painted. So I
am afraid I shall have to be away for two or three days."

Some faint echo of the business at Oi had reached her, but in a very
garbled form. She heard that GenjI was hurriedly building a large new
mansion on his estate at Katsura. This was of course quite untrue
Murasaki at once concluded that the mansion at Katsura was intended
jor the Lady of Akashi and depressed by this she wrote in answer: "Do
you know the story of the woodman 2 who waited so long that leaves

J \Vhere Genji had an estate.
,4 A. Chinese named Wang Ohih, He 'watched a couple of hermits playing chess in a

(a\ e. The game absorbed his attention so completely that it seemed to him to last only
a few minutes; but whea it was over he found that years had elapsed and leaves had
actually sprouted from the wood of his axe.
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sprouted from the handle of his axe? Do not imagine that I shall be
quite so patient as that.... ,. It was evident that she was out of humour
with him! •How crotchety you are!' he said. 'In the past you did in
deed have some excuse; but now I have entirely changed my habits.
Anyone who knows me would tell you as much.' It took the whole
morning to coax her back into a reasonable frame of mind. At last very
secretly, with no outriders of any kind save for a few intimate personal
attendants, and taking every precaution lest he should be spied on or
followed, he set out for Oi and arrived there Just as it was growing dark.
Even when dressed in the plain hunting clothes that he wore at Akashi
he had seemed to the Lady of the Shore a figure of unimaginable brilliance;
and now when he appeared in full Court dress (he had indeed made himself
as splendid as possible for the occasion) she was completely overwhelmed
by his magnificence and soon, in contemplating this dazzling spectacle,
the whole household recovered from the gloom into which they had been
plunged. The little princess had of course to be fetched and it was natu
rally with considerable emotion chat he now saw his child for the first
time. It was indeed a pity rhat he should make its acquaintance in
this belated manner. What nonsense people talk about children, he
thought. Everyone used to make such a. fuss about Yugiri, Princess Aoi's
child, and pretend it was so remarkably handsome. Such people were
mere time-servers and flatterers. If it had not been the Prime Minister's
grandchild no one would have seen anything remarkable about it at all.
But here was a very different Story. If this little creature did not grow
up into a woman of quite exceptional beauty, he was indeed very much
mistaken. The child smiled at him with such innocent surprise and had
such a perfect little face and air that he at once took an immense fancy
to it. The nurse who when he had first sent her to Akashi was already
losing her looks, had now grown quite middle-aged. He asked her many
questions about her experiences in these last months, to which she re
plied frankly and without any shyness. He felt sorry that he had sent
her to waste the last hours of her vanishing youth in so dull a place and
now said sympathetically: ~ Here too you are a long way from every
thing and it is not at all easy for me to come over. I wish you would
persuade your mistress to make use of the apartments I originally offered
her .... ' 'We must see how we get on,' the Lady of Akashi interposed.

That night at least she had no reason to complain of neglect and day
came only too swiftly. During the morning he gave fresh instructions
to the retainers who were responsible for the redecoration of the house,
and presently a number of people who farmed on and around his Katsura
estate came to pay their respects, having heard beforehand that he was
about to visit his properties in this neighbourhood. As they were there,
he thought he had better make them useful and set them to work repair
ing some places in the Lodge where the shrubs had been trodden down.
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•I see,' he said, 4 that some of the artificial rocks have rolled over and al
most disappeared under the gra.ss. I must get my people to hoist them
up again into some position in which they will not look quite so point
less. However this is not the kind of garden that looks the better for too
much trouble being taken with it; and you may not be staying here very
long. It will not do to make everything here too nice or it will soon be
as hard to go away from here as it was to leave Akashi.: Soon they fell
to talking of those old days, now laughing, now weeping, but all the
time divinely happy. Once her mother came and peeped at them as they
sat talking and the sight of their happiness made her forget that she her
self was old, was wretched. Wreathed in smiles she hobbled away from
the room. A little later she was watching him standing in his shirt-sleeves
instructing the workmen how to utilize the little spring of water that
issued near the gallery of the eastern wing. He had no idea that he was
being watched, till happening to come across a tray for flower-offerings
and other religious gear lying about the house, he suddenly thought of
the pious old lady and said to his companion: 4By the way, did your
mother come with you? I had quite forgotten she might be here or I
should not be going about the house dresser! in this fashion.' He sent
for his cloak and going up to the curtain-of-state behind which he was
told the old lady would probably be sitting, he said in a gentle tone:
'Madam, I have come to thank you; for it is your doing that the little
girl thrives so well. Your prayers and devotions it is that have lightened
the load of her Mf11JII and caused her to grow up so fine and healthy a
child. I know well enough what it must have cost you to leave the
house which had become your sanctuary and mingle once more with the
follies of this transitory world. I know too what anxiety you must be
in concerning the husband whom you have left .... For this and much
else, Madam, I have come to thank you ....• 4 That you should guess how
dear it cost me to come back to the turmoil of the world, and that in these
kind words you should tell me my exertions have not been made in vain,
is in itself sufficient reward for all that I have endured, and justifies a life
drawn out beyond the allotted span.' So the pious old lady spoke and then
continued, weeping: · I have been in great anxiety concerning this U twin
leaved pine," I and while we dwelt under the shadow of those wild cliffs
I scarce dared hope that it would at last find room to spread and grow.
But now I pray more confidently - though still afraid that from roots 2

so lowly no valiant stem can ever spring.... '
There was in her speech and bearing a courtly dignity which pleased

him, and he led her on to talk of the time when her grandfather, the old
Prince, was living at the house. While she spoke the sound of running
water reached them. It came from the buried spring near the eastern wall

I Two-year-old child.
• Referring to the Lady of Akashi's comparatively humble birth.
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of the house; the workmen had Just finished clearing it. It seemed Iike
the voice of one suddenly aroused from lethargy by the mention of old
familiar names 'I, that was mistress here, scarce know the way from
room to room, only this crystal spring remembers still and meditates the
ancrent secrets of the house.' She murmured this poem softly to herself
and did not know that he had heard what she said. But it had not es
caped him; indeed, he thought It by no means lacking in beauty and
power of expression.

As he stood looking down at her, full of interest and compassion, the
aged lady thought him Inore beautiful than anything she could have ever
dreamed would exist in the world. He now drove over to his hernurage
at Saga and arranged for the Readmg of the Samantahhadra Sutra and the
meditations on Amitabha and Shakyamurn to take place every month on
the fourteenth, fifteenth and last days respectively, together with other
rituals for which he now made the final arrangements. The decorarton
of the Buddha Hall and the provision of the necessary altars and furruture
were then discussed and various dunes assigned to those in charge of the
place. He returned to Oi by moonlight. It was strangely Iike those nights
of old when he used to visit her at the house on the hill. It seemed natural
enough that, as in those days, she should bring out a zithern (it was in
Jeed his own, which he had given her), and soon, stirred by his presence
410d the beauty of the night, she began to finger the Instrument He
noticed at once that true to her promise she had not altered the tuning
smce that last night at Akashi, and It seemed as though all that had ha p
pened SInce were obhterated and he were still listening to that farewell
rune.

He was conscious of no Inequality between herself and him. Desprre
her mixed descent and rustic upbrrngrng there was about her an air of per
sonal distinction which made ample amends for her lack of breeding and
worldly experIence. Her looks had indeed greatly improved SIl1Ce he
knew her, and as he gazed, now at her, now at the lovely child, he felt
that both of them were destined to occupy henceforward a very large
share of his attennon. But what was he to do? It would indeed be a grea.t:
pity that the child should grow up In an obscure country-house. Most
people would no doubt rhrnk him perfectly justified In taking It awav
WIth him to the Nijo-in and brmgmg it up in whatever way he chose.
But he knew that this would be a terrible blow to the mother and could
not bring himself to suggest It. He sat watching the two of them wirh
tears in his eyes. The little creature had at first been rather shy wrrh him
But now it was quite at its ease, prattled and laughed in his face and in
fact showed every sign of wannng to make friends with him. The Infant
10this expanslve mood seemed to him more entrancing than ever. He took
it up in his arms, and watching the tenderness with which he held it the
mother felt that its fortunes were indeed secure, Next day he was to re-
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turn to the Capital. He therefore returned to rest for a while, but the
news that he was shortly to leave this house spread with disconcernng
rapidity to his tenants at Karsura and the ante-rooms were soon full of
visitors waiting to escort him on his journey.. A number of courtiers had
also discovered hIS whereabouts and were waiting to pay their respects
While he was berng dressed, GenJi said petulantly: "This is intolerable
If I am being tracked down even to such a place as this, where can I ever
hope to hide my head?' And with a mob of visitors pressIng round him
he was swept away to his carriage. At a window by which they had to
pass, stationed there as though by accident, was the child's nurse wrth
the infant m her arms. Stroking its face tenderly as he passed, GenJi said
to her: 'I should have been sorry not to see this child. But it has all been
so hurried Better than nothing perhaps..... But 4C your village is so
far away 11> 7 I ~ We shall expect rather more from Your Highness than
we did In the old days when we really were a long way off/ the nurse re...
plied. The little princess stretched out her hand as though trying to hold
him back. Pausing for a while he turned and said. 'It is terrible to have
such a sentimental drspositron as rnme. I cannot bear to part from those
I am fond of even if 1t be only for a single day. But where is your mIS

tress? Why did not she too come to bid me good-bye? Tell her that it IS

barbarous.... ' The nurse smiled and withdrawing into the house de
Iivered the message. But so far from being unconcerned at his departure,
the Lady of Akashi was so much agitated that she had sunk helpless
upon her bed, and it was some while before she could muster enough
strength to rise. At last, after Gen ji, not knowing what was amiss, had 10

his heart passed severe censure upon her coyness, she arrived in the front
room supported by her ladles and sank into a seat where, though she was
partly hidden by a curtain, he got a fair view of her face. Such delicacy of
feature, such disnnction, such grace would not he thought have done
discredit to an Emperor's daughter. He went up to the window, pulled
aside the curtain and whispered a few words of farewelL Then he hastened
to rejoin his companions; but looking back for an instant over his shoulder
he saw that, though all this time she had remained motionless and srlenr,
she was following him intently with her eyes. He had in old days been
somewhat too slender for his herghr; now he had filled out a little and she
found this slightly robusrer air very becoming. He must indeed have ex
pended considera.ble thought upon his appearance, every detail down to
the elegantly adjusted billowing of hIS "vide" puffy trousers being cal
culated with the nicest eye for effect. Such at any rate was her impres
sion as he passed out of SIght that morning - a view perhaps somewhat
coloured by partiality.

x Quoting the old song: 'Your village is so far away that I must go back almost as soon
as I come .. Yet short as our meetings are perhaps we should be still unhappier without
them.'
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Ukon, the brother of Ki no Kami, had relinquished hIS office of Treas
urer, and having been appointed Quiver-bearer to His Majesty had this
year been formally invested as an officer of the fifth rank. He now came to
relieve Genji of his sword, and Iooking in the direction from which his
master had come saw the Lady of Akashi's form dimly ourlmed at the
window. He had himself formed some slight acquamrance with her dur
ing the period of GenJit s exile and wished to discover whether she still
had a. liking for him. He therefore drew one of her maids-of-honour aside
and said: C I have not forgotten those hours of pleasant intercourse, but
fear to give offence. Sometimes when, waking before the dawn, I hear
the rustling of the wind among the trees, I think for a moment that I am
back at Akashi, or listening again to the waves that beat upon the shore.
At such moments I long to break the silence with some message or token,
but till now no proper means has come to hand.... t He purposely spoke In

such a way that she might not understand him unless she were already
aware of his feelings towards her mistress. ·The clouds that hang eight
fold about this lonely hrllside screen us from the world no less securely
than the mist-wreaths of that sequestered bay. I for my part thought
that of my friends in those days "none save the ancient pine-tree" I re
membered me, and it is good news indeed to hear that by you at least .. '
She could not have been wider of the markl ? He was now very sorry that
he had in old days so scrupulously avoided all reference to this attach
ment. He would have explained himself further, but Genii was waiting,
and calling out with an assumed cheerfulness, 'Let us talk of this another
time,' he hastened to rejoin his master. Already the outriders were clear
ing mtruders from the road and amid great clatter and bustle the pro
cession started on its way. Two officious gentlemen, the Captain of the
Guard and a certain Hyoye 110 Kami, rode at the back of Genji's coach..
'I object to being tracked down like this,' said Genji wearily, 'when I
go to pay a quiet visit to private friends.' 'The moonlight was so ex
quisite last night, t they said in self-defence, C that we could not bear hav
ing been left behind, and this morning we groped our way through the
early mist to find you. The maple-leaves in the Capital are not yet qUIte
at their best; but in the open country the colours are marvellous. We
should have been here sooner, had we not become involved in a hawking
party that one of the chamberlains has got up .. t 'I must go back to Katsura
first,' said Genji; and accordingly the party set out in that direction. It
was no easy matter on the spur of the moment to provide enrerrainment
for so large a number of persons. However, the cormorant-fishers who
ply their trade on the Katsura river were hastily sent for, and promised
to secure food enough for the whole party.. Their strange, clipped talk

I Allusion to an old poem.
2 The lady was unaware that he had been in love with her mistress and imagined it

was of his feelings for herself that Ukon was speaking.
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reminded Genji of the fishermen at Suma and greatly diverted him. The
falconers, who had decided to camp In the open country, sent a present of
small snipe, each bird tied to a bunch of sedge-leaves. They played at the
game I of floating wIne-cups down the stream. So many times were the
cups set afloat and so steep were the banks of the stream that the game
proved somewhat dangerous. But the WIne made them reckless and they
were still shouting out their couplets long after it grew dark. At last the
moon rose and it was time for the music to begin. The most skilful per
formers on zrrhern, lute, wagon, and various wind instruments were called
upon and were soon playing such tunes as were best suited to the place and
hour. A gentle breeze blew down the stream blending its whisperings
with the music of pipe and string. HIgher and higher the moon rose above
them; never had night been so radiant and still. It was already very late
when a band of four or five courriers made their appearance. They had
come straight from the Palace where the Emperor had been giving a con
cert. 'This is the first of the SIX Fast Days,' His Majesty had suddenly
exclaimed. 'I expected that Gen ji would be here. What has become of
him?' Someone then informed H1sMajesty of Genji's present whereabouts
and messengers were at once despatched to Katsura bearing a letter in
which the Emperor declared himself envious of the pleasant excursion in
which his MInister had found time to indulge. With this letter was the
poem: 'How pleasantly the shadow of the laurel-tree must fall upon the
waters in the village beyond the stream!,:I Genji answered with due
humihry and respect. The messengers found this moonlight concert even
more agreeable than the one which they had left and had soon settled
down to drmk and listen for the second time that night. When at last
they rose it was proper that they should not be sent away empty-handed.
As there was nothing here to grve to them Genji sent a note to Oi : 'Have
you anything that would do to give to some messengers from the Court?'
After looking round for a little they sent such objects as they could lay
hands on. There were two boxes full of clothes. For the chief messenger,
who was now anxious to return to the Palace, he selected a lady's dress
of very handsome stuff.

The company now became extremely animated. Poem followed poem in
a swift exchange, and even Genu's conversation, usually equable and re
strained, began to take so extravagant a turn that his hearers would gladly
have kept him talking thus nll the end of the time. As for things at home,
he reflected - the harm was already done. The rishi's axe must by now
have blossomed, aye, and withered too. Why not one more day? But no;
that would never do; and the party broke up hastily.

They set out for the Capital, each wearing on his head the bright-

t Each competitor had to improvise a verse before the cup reached him.
2 Many puns. Katsura == 'laurel! Also, a katsura-tree was supposed to grow in the

moon.
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coloured scarf with which, according to his rank and station, he had been
presented the night before and with these gay patches that bobbed up here
and there in the morning mist blended the colours of the flowers in the
gardens through which they passed.

There was with them a certain member of the Night Watch famous
for hIS sIngIng of ancient ballads, and to cheer the company he now sang
with great spmt the ballad 'Ho, my pony'; whereupon his companions
doffed their scarves and wound them round the singer's head. The WInd
fluttered through the many-coloured ends that dangled about hIS shoul
ders, weavIng as gay a brocade as that with which the storms of autumn
carpet a forest floor.

The news of his swift return or at least some faint echo of it reached
rhe Lady of Akashi In her chamber, makmg her feel more than ever
desolate. To GenJ1It suddenly occurred that he had never written the cus
tomary x letter. Other things had indeed been occupyIng his attention,
but he wished he had remembered.

On hIS return to the Nijo-in he rested for a httle while and then went to
reIl Murasaki about his country visit. C I am very sorry that I was away
longer than I led you to expect,' he said; C those wretched fellows hounded
me down and, try as I might, I could not get rid of them. I am very tired
rhis morning. I think, if you ""7'111 excuse me, I must get some more sleep,'
and so saymg he retired to hIS own room. When they met later he saw that
things were not gOIng well, but for a time pretended not to notice At
last she became so tiresome that he said somewhat sharply: "This is
ridiculous. You know quite }vell that there can never be any comparIson
between her position and yours. Surely you had better drop this absurd
affectation and make the best of me now I am here.'

He had promised to be at the Palace before nightfall, and now rose to
go. But before he left the room she saw him go into a corner and scribble
d hasty note. She guessed at once to whom it was addressed, What a long
time it was taking! He seemed to have a great deal to say. Her women
saw him grving it to a messenger with many whispered Instructions and
they were duly indignant,

He was supposed to be on duty all night at the Palace. But he was im
patIent to put matters right, and though It was very late indeed before he
could get away he hurried back tu Murasaki at the first opportunity of
escape .. While he was with her, the messenger returned from Oi with an
answer in his hand, Genji read it without any attempt at concealment,
and finding it to be of the most harmless descripnon, he handed it to her
saying: 'Please tear it up when you have read it, and do not leave the pteces
Iymg about; pIeces make such a bad impression! In my position one has
to be so careful.'

He came and sat by her couch; but he was thinking all the time of the
1 The 'next morning' letter.
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Lady at 01 and wishing he could be with her. For a long while he sar
gazing into the lamp and did not speak a word.

The letter which he had handed to Murasaki was spread open before her
but she was not reading it. 6 I am sure you have been peeping,' he said at
last. 'That way of reading letters IS very tiring,' and he smiled at her
wirh such evident affection that the tears welled to her eyes. 'There is
something I want to talk to you about,' he said, bending over her; 'I
have seen the little girl and, as a matter of fact, taken a great fancy to her.
I naturally want to do as well for her as I can, but under the circumstances
that is far from easy, and I am rather worried about it. I want you to think
about the matter a little, and see if you cannot help me. What can be
done? For example, would you be willing to have her here and bring her
up as your own child? She is almost three years old, and at that age they
are so pretty and innocent that it is very hard indeed to harden one's
heart agamst them. It is getting to be time that she came out of her long
clothes Would you be very much upset If I asked you to take charge of
the ceremony?' I & I was cross Just now,' she said; 'but I knew you were
rhinkrng all the while about other things, and there seemed to be no use
In pretending we were friends if we were not. I should love to look after
the little girl. She IS Just the age I like hest. t She laughed with joy at
the thought of having such a creature in her arms, for she was passionately
fond of children. Should he try to secure the child? Genu was still very
doubtful. VIsits to 01 were very difficult to arrange, and he seldom coo
rrrved to get there except on the two days 111 each month when he went
oyer to hear the service at his chapel near Saga

Thus though the Lady of Akashi fared considerably better than the
Weaving Ladv 2 in the story and though her expectations were of the
most modestdescription, it would have- been strange had these hurried
visits contented her.

1 The mogz or 'First Putting On of the Skirt.'
2 The two stars, Weaving Lady and Plough Boy, meet only on the seventh day of the

seventh month.
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LIST OF MOST IMPORTANT PERSONS

(ALPHABETICAL)

· Whom Gen; i courted during his exile.
· Daughter of the above by Genji.
· Daughter of Rokujo.
.. Genji's first wife.
.. Daughter of Prince Momozono Shikibukyo,

courted by Genji since his boyhood, with
out success.

· Daughter of Tamakatsura's old nurse.
.. Brother of the above.
· To no Chujo's eldest daughter (called Koki

den in the original, but this renders her
liable to confusion with Genji's stepmotherJ

Genji's father.EMPEROR, T'IIE OLD

FALLING FLOWERS, LADy FROM

THE VILLAGE OF • Sister of one of the Old Emperor's Court-
ladies under Genji's protection.

Consort of the Old Emperor; loved by Genji.
Son of the Old Emperor by a lady-in-waiting.

· Brother of Suzaku's consort Lady Jokyoden.
Murasaki's father.

.. Eldest son of To no Chujo.
.. Brother of the above.

Consort of the Old Emperor; Genji's wicked
'stepmother.'

.. Genji's retainer.
· Gosechi dancer, admired by Yugiri.
.. Younger daughter of To no Chujo.
.. Brother of the Old Emperor. Father 01

Asagao.
Second 'wife' of Genji (never, technicall)

speaking, his kita nokata or formal wife).

· Younger sister of the Old Emperor"
.. Consort of the ex-Emperor Suzaku, Loved bv

Genji,

• Bastard ofTo no Chujo, reclaimed by him in
error while searching for Tamakatsura.

FUJITSllBO

GENJI "

HIGEKt:RO •

HYOBUKYO, PRINCE

KASHIWAGI ..

KOBAI ..

KOKIDEN

.A.KASHI, LADY OF ..

A..KASHI, PRINCESS FROM

AKIKONOMU, EMPRESS •

AOI

r\SAGAO, PRINCESS.

...\TEKI •

BuGO NO SUKE

(~HUJO~ LADY

OMI, LADY OF

NYOGO, PRI~CESS ..

OBOROZUKI •

MURASAKI •

KOREMITSU •

KOREMITSU'S DAUGHTER

KUMOI

?V{OMOZONO, PRINCE
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.. Mother of Aoi and To no Chujo, Sister of the
Old Emperor.

.. \Vldow ora brother of the Old Emperor.

.. Reputed son of the Old Emperor, but really
son of Genji and Fujitsubo.

• Yugao's maid.

• Husband of Tamakatsura's nurse. Father of
Ateki and Bugo no Suke.

• Genji's stepbrother.
.. Fantastic lady with red nose, daughter of

Prince Hitachi,

· Genji's stepbrother; son of Kokiden,

· Child of To no Chujo by Yugao.

· Swashbuckler in Tsukushi,

.. Wife ofa provincial governor; loved by Genji.
· Faithful retainer of Genji; followed him into

exile.

.. Loved first by To no Chujo, then by Genji.
Dies in a deserted mansion.

• Genji's son by Aoi.
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OMIYA, PRINCESS •

ROKUJO

RYOZEN, THE EMPEROR

SOClU, PRINCE

SUYETSUMU •

SANJO •

SHONI •

YUGIRI •

YUGAO.

SUZAKU, THE Ex..EMPEROR

TAMAKATSURA

TAYU •

UTSUSEMI

YOSHIKIYO ..



CHAPTER I

A Wreath of Cloud

r\: winter drew 00, the Lady of Akashi in her house by the Oi
river became very dispirited. Formerly the prospect of a visit
from GenJi was sufficrenr to rouse her from her melancholy;

but now he found her always in the same dejected posture morning,
noon and night: •How much longer is this to go on?' he cried impatiently.
f Do, I beg of you, make up your mind to come to my palace and use the
quarters I have reserved for you.' But he could never persuade her that
she would not be thus exposing herself to a hundred indignities and
affronts. It was of course impossible to be quite sure how things would
go, and if, after all his assurances, the move did not turn out well, her
vague resentment against him would henceforth be transformed into a
definite and justified grievance. 'Do you not feel,' he said, •that it would
be unfair to your child to keep it here with you much longer? Indeed,
knowing as you do what plans x I have made for its future, you must surely
see that you are behaving towards it with a lack of proper respect..... I
have constantly discussed this matter with my wife and she has always
shown great interest in the child's future. If it is put for a while under
her care, she will no doubt be willing to stand sponsor to it; so that it
will be possible to carry out the Initiation ceremony and other rituals of
induction 2 with full publicity.' So far from being convinced by hIS argu
ments, she saw herself now being inveigled into doing precisely what she
had always suspected with horror that he would one da.y ask of her.
'Take the child away from me if you like,' she said at last, · and give her
to these grand people to bring up as though she were their own. But just
when you think you have repaired the accident of her birth, someone will
let out the secret, and where will you be then?' 'Yes, we must be careful
about that,' answered Genii. · But you need have no fear that the child
will not be properly looked after. As you know, though we have been
married for many years, Lady Murasaki has no children of her own) and
this very much distresses her. She badly needs companionship, and when
at one time there was some question of her adopting Lady Akikonomu,
the former Vestal Virgin, she was obviously delighted at the prospect,
though this lady was already a grown-up person. But when it comes to
a child - at an age, too, when such creatures have an irresistible charm
- it is quite certain that she will welcome it with alacrity and hence-

I Genji had promised in due course to marry the child to the Heir Apparent, son of the
Emperor Ryozen.

2 Buddhist ceremonies corresponding to the Christian 'Confirmation.'
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forward devote all her time to its care. Of that there is no doubt at all
.. ' and he proceeded to a general eulogy upon Murasakr's docility and
charm. But while he was speaking the Lady of Akashi recalled the
stories of Genji's adventurous past, and of numerous other attachments
with which rumour credired hun, It seemed on the one hand very un
hkely that Lady Murasaki would not ulrrmately suffer the fate of her pre
decessors, and why should her child be entrusted to a favourite who might
soon be forgotten or thrust aside? If on the other hand Murasaki were
indeed endowed with such pre-em1nent qualities that she alone of all her
rivals and predecessors was destined to enjoy permanent favour, then as
long as mother and child remained in their present obscurity there was
httle danger that this magnificent lady would regard them as worth J.

moment's thought. But as soon as one or both should make an appear
ance in the Ni]o palace, Murasaki's pride would be affronted and her
jealousy aroused .... Her mother, however, was a woman who looked
beyond the difficulties of the moment, and she now said WIth some
severity· 'You are behaving very foolishly. It is natural enough that
you should dislike parting with the child, but you must make up your
mind to do what will be best for it. I feel certain that His Highness IS

perfectly ser10US in his intentions concernmg Its future, and I advise you
to entrust It to him at once. You need have no misgivings. After all,
even Royal Princes are of very varying stock on the mother's side. I seem
to remember that Prince Genii himself, who is reckoned the greatest
gentleman in the land, could not be put forward as a successor to the
Throne because his mother was so far Inferior to the other ladies of the
Court, and indeed, judged from that point of view, he is a mere warring
woman's son. If such disadvantages are not fatal even in the most exalted
spheres, we lesser folk certamly need not trouble ourselves about them
.. .' The Lady of Akashi took the advice of several other persons who
had a. reputation for sagacity 10 such matters, and also consulted varIOUS
soothsayers and astrologers. In every case the answer was the same.
the child must go to the Capital. In face of such unanimity she began to
waver. Genji, for his part, was still as anxious as ever that his plan should
be carried out. But the subject was evidently so painful to her that he no
longer attempted to broach it, and in the course of his next letter merely
asked what were her wishes concerning the Initiation ceremony. She
answered: · I see now that, being what I am, I cannot keep the child WIth
me without injuring its prospects. I am ready to part with it; but I snll
fear that amid such surroundings ....' He was very sorry for her; but all
the same he ordered his clerks to search the calendar for a suitable day,
and began secretly to make preparations for the child's arrival.

To hand over her own child to another woman's keeping was indeed a
bitter trial; but she kept on repeatlng to herself that, for its own sake, this
sacrifice must sooner or later be made. The nurse whom Genji had orig-
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inally sent to Akashi would of course go to take charge of it at the
palace, and the prospect of Iosing this lady, to whom she had long con
fided all her sorrows, finding 10 her society the one solace of her mono
tonous and unhappy existence, added greatly to her present distress.
~ Madam,' the nurse would say to her, · I shall never forget your kind
ness to me ever since the day when, so unexpectedly, yet as I think not
without the intervention of some kind fate, it fell to my lot to serve you.
You may be sure that I shall all the while be longmg to have you with
me. But I shall never regard our separation as more than an expedient of
the moment. In the end I am convinced that all will come right. Mean
while, do not think that I look forward with any pleasant anticipacions
to a hfe that will take me so far from your side.' She wept; and thus day
after day was spent in sad forebodings and preparations till the twelfth
month was already come.

Storms of snow and hall now made rhe situation at Oi more than ever
depressing and uncomfortable. It appalled the Lady of Akashi to dis
cover what manifold varieties of suffermg one can be called upon to endure
at one and the same time. She now spent every moment of the day In

tending and caressmg her little girl. One morning when the fast-falling
snow was piling up high on every side she sat with the child in her arms)
again and again going back in her mind over all the miseries ot the past,
and picturing to herself the yet more desolate days that were to come It
was long since she had gone into the front of the house. But this morn
ing there was ice on the moat, and she went to the window to look. She
was clad in many wraps of some soft, white, fluttering stuff, and as she
stood gazing before her with hands clasped behind her head, those within
the room thought that, prince's daughter though her rival was, she could
scarce be more lovely in poise and gesture than their lady in her snowy
dress. Raising her sleeve to catch the tears that had now begun to fall, the
Lady of Akashi turned to the nurse and said: · If it were upon a day such
as this, I I do not think that I could bear it..... ' And she recrred the poem:
"If country roads be deep in snow) and clouds return, tread thou the writ
ten path, and though thyself thou comesr not, vouchsafe a sign.' 2 To com
fort her the nurse answered through her tears: ·Though the snow-drifts
of Yoshino were heaped across his path, doubt not that whither his heart
is set, his footsteps shall tread out their way.' The snow was now fall
ing a little less fast. Suddenly Genji appeared at the door. The moments
during which she waited to receive him put her always into a state of
painful agitation. Today guessing as she did the purpose of his visit, his
arrival threw her immediately into an agonizing conflict. Why had she
consented? There was still rime, If she refused to part with the child,

I That Genji fetched the child..
2 There is a play on words: fumr > lette-r'. al-o "treading,' Ato = 'the tracks of feet,'

but also 'tracks of the pen,' Uf,Jl.UTo,.
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would he snatch it from her> No, Indeed, that was unthinkable. But
stay! She had consented; and should she now change her mind, she would
lose his confidence for ever. At one moment she was ready to obey; a mo...
rnenr afterwards, she had decided to resist by every means in her power.

She sat by the window, holding the hrrle girl in her arms. He thought
the child very beautiful, and felt at once that her birth was one of the most
Important things that had happened in hIS life. Since last spring her half

had been allowed to grow I and It was now an inch or two long, falling
in delicate waves about her ears Iike that of a Iittle novice at a convent.
Her skin too was of exquisite whiteness and purrty, and she had the most
delightful eyes. To part with such a creature, to send her away into
strange hands - he understood well enough what this must mean, and
suddenly it seemed to lum that It was impossible even to suggest such a
sacrifice. The whole matter "vas reopened, and a. discussion followed
which lasted the better part of the day. ·Whether it is worth while de
pends on you,' she said at last. 'It is in your power to make amends to
the child for the disadvantages of its birth. And if I thought that you
meant to do so ... t he was worn out by the long discussion, and now
burst into tears. It was terrible to witness such distress. But the child,
heedless of what was going on about it, was lusnly demanding 'a ride
In the nice carriage.' The mother picked it up and carried It in her own
arms to the end of the drive. When she had set it down, it caught at her
sleeve and in the prettiest, baby VOice imaginable begged her to ' come for
a ride too.' There framed themselves in the lady's heart the lines: 'Were
all my prayers in vain, or shall I live to see the two-leaved pine from
which today I part spread mighry shadows on the earth?' but she could
scarce speak the words, and seeing her now weeping wildly Genji strove
to comfort her with the verse: "Like (he little pine-tree that at Takekuma
from the big one grows, grafted to my deep roots long shall this stripling
thrive secure.' •Wait patiently;' he added. She strove hard to persuade
herself that he was right, that all was for the best. But now the car ....
riages were moving away.....

With the child rode the nurse and also a gentlewoman of good family
called Shosho, holding on their knees the Sword, the Heavenly Children?
and other emblems of royalty. In the next carriage followed a band of
youths and little girls whom he had brought to form the child's escort on
the homeward way. All the time they were driving to the Capital Genji
was haunted by the image of the sorrow-stricken figure that had watched
their departure. Small blame to her If at the moment she was feeling bit
terly towards him!

It was quite dark when they arrived. So soon as the carriages had been

:r Babies' heads were shaved, save for two tufts.
~ The sword was the emblem of the child's royal blood. The Heavenly Children were

dolls which were intended to attract evil influences and so save the child from harm.
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drawn in, Shosho and the nurse began looking about them at the splen
dours amid which they were now destined to reside. They felt indeed
(coming as they did from rural and quite unpretentious surroundings)
somewhat awestruck and 111 at ease. But when they were shown the
apartments which had been set aside for the new arrival, with a tmy bed,
screens-of-state, and everythmg which a little lady could require, all
beaunfully set out and arranged, they began to take heart. The nurse's
own room was in the corridor leadlng to the western wing, on the north
srde of the passage.

The child had fallen asleep dunng the Journey and while she was car
ried into the house had not cried or seemed at all put out. She was taken
straight to Murasakr's room and there given her supper. After a while
she began to look round her.

She evidently wondered why her mother was nowhere to be seen, and
after a further search her little I1pS began to tremble" The nurse was sent
for and soon succeeded In distracnng her attention. If only, thought
Genji, who had witnessed this scene - if only the mother in that slow
country home could be as easily comforted! But now there was no way
to make amends to her, save to see to it that never in one jot should the
child's care and upbringing fall short of what its mother might in her
wildest dream have craved for it. For the moment indeed he accounted
It a blessing that Murasaki had not borne him a child of her own, and
was thus free to devote herself to the reparation of the wrong which he
had inflicted upon this little newcomer by the circumstances of its birth.
For some days the child continued occasionally to ask for its mother or
some other person whom it had been used to see daily at Oi, and when
they could not be produced it would have a. fit of screaming or of tears.
But it was by nature a contented, happy little thrng, and soon struck up a
friendship with its new mother, who for her part was dehghted to take
charge of a creature so graceful and confiding. She insisted on carrying
it about in her own arms, attended herself to all its wants and joined in
all its games. Gradually the nurse became a personal attendant upon
Lady Murasaki rather than the under-servant she had been before. Mean...
while a lady of irreproachable birth happened to become available as a.
wet-nurse and was accordingly added to the establishment. The cere
mony of her Initiation did not involve any very elaborate preparatIons,
but the child's little companions were naturally aware that something
was afoot. Her outfit, so tiny that it looked as though it came out of a.
doll's-house, was a charming sight. So many people came in and out of
the house all day even ar ordinary times that they hardly noticed the
guests who had assembled in their little mistress's honour. It was only
when she raised her arms for the Binding of the Sleeves that the unwonted
gesture caught their attention, they had never seen her in so pretty a rose
before.
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Meanwhile the mother at 01 was all the more wretched because she
now felt that her misery was self-inflicted Had she been firm" the child
might snll be wirh her and life 10 some measure endurable. She could not
believe that so extreme a course could really have been indispensable to
Its interests and brtterly repented of her docility. Even the grandmother,
who had been foremost 10 urgIng the sacrifice, missed the baby sadly and
went about the house with tears In her eyes But news had reached them
of the paIns which Genji was bestowing upon its upbringing, and she
felt no doubt that she had advised for the best

A peculiar compunction prevented the Lady of Akashi from sending
any gift or message to the child w hrch was no longer hers, but she took
Immense pains in contriving presents for all its companions and attendants
from the nurse downwards, and would spend hours in the matching of
colours and the choosing of stuffs

Genji did not at all want her to rhink rhar, now she had parted with
the child, his VISIts were gC)1ng to become any the less frequent, and
though it was very difiiculr to arrange, he made a point of going out to
01 before the turn of the year It must at che best of times, he thought,
be An unmreresting place to lrve in; but at any rate she had had the child
to look after, and (what with gettIng lt up and putting it to bed) that
seemed to occupy a good deal of time How she managed to get through
the day now he could not imagine, and coming avvay from this visit wirh
,1 heavy heart he henceforward wrote to her almost daily, Fortunately
:\1urasaki no longer showed any Jealousy on this score, feeling, as it
seemed, that the surrender of so exquisite a child needed whatever recom
pense Genji found it in his heart to bestow.

The New Year 1 was ushered In by a spell of bright, clear weather.. At
the Nijo-in everything seemed to be gOIng particularly well and, now
that all the Improvements were completed, an unusually large number of
guests was entertained during the period of fesnvines. The older, mar
fled visitors came, as is customary, on the seventh day, bringing with
them their children to assist In the ceremonies of congratulation; and these
young visitors all seemed to be in excellent health and spirits. Even the
lesser gentlemen and retainers who came to pay their respects, though no
doubt many of them had worries and troubles enough of their own, man
.tged to keep up, during these few days at any rate, an outward appearance
of Jollity.

The lady from the Village of Falling Flowers, who was now Installed
111 the new eastern wing, seemed completely satisfied by her new sur
roundings. She had her work cut out for her in keeping up to the mark
611 the waiting-women and young ~lrls whom Genji had allotted to her
service. Nor could she feel ChAC she had gained nothing by her present
proximity; for whenever he had cl tew moments to spare, he would come

~ C;eoJi must now have been thrrtv
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round and S1t wrrh her. He did not however visit her by previous ap
pointment or stay at all late at night m her apartments. Happily she
was by nature extremely unexacnng. If what she wanted did not come
her way, she at once assumed that this particular thing was not 4 in her
destiny,' and ceased to worry about it. This habit of mind made her
quire unusually easy to handle, and he for his part lost no opportunity
of publicly showing by his manner towards her that he regarded her as
of scarcely less consequence than Murasaki, with the result that those
who came to the house felt they would be displeasing him if they did not
pay their respects to her as well as to his wife; while stewards and serv
ants saw that she was a person whom it would not be advisable to neg
lect. Thus everything seemed to be working very smoothly, and Genji
felt that the arrangement was gOIng to be a great success.

He thought constantly of the country house at 01 and of the dull hours
VI.hich the Lady of Akashi must be passing there at this season of festivity.
So soon as the New Year celebrations both at his own house and in the
Palace were drawing to a close, he determined to pay her another visit,
and with this object in view he put on his finest clothes, wearing under
hIS cherry-coloured cloak a matchless vesture of deep saffron hue, steeped
ID the perfumes of the scented box where it had lain. Thus clad he went
to take his leave of Murasaki, and as he stood in the full rays of the setting
suo, his appearance was so magnificent that she gazed at him with even
greater admiration than was her wont. The little princess grabbed at the
ends of his long wide trousers with her baby hands, as though she did
not want him to go. When he reached the door of the women's apart
ments she was still clinging to him and he was obliged to halt for a
moment in order to disentangle himself. Having at last coaxed her into
releasing him, he hurried down the corridor humming to himself as he
did so the peasant-song, 'Tomorrow I will come again.' I At the door
he met one of Murasaki's ladies and by her he sent back just that mes
sage, 'Tomorrow I will come again.' She instantly recognized whence
the words came and answered with the poem: 'Were there on the far
shore no person to detain your boat, then might I indeed believe that to
morrow you will come again.' This was brought to him before he drove
away, and smiling at her readiness of wit he answered: 'In truth I will
but look to my business and come back again; come back tomorrow,
though she across the waters chide me as she will.' The little girl did not
of course understand a word of all this; but she saw that there was a joke,
and was cutting the strangest capers. As usual the sight of her antics
disarmed all Murasaki's resentment, and though she would much rather

J: 'Stop your boat, oh cherry-man! I must sow the ten-rood island field. Then I will
come again. Tomorrow I will come again!' The lady answers: 'Tomorrow', forsooth!
Those are but words. You keep a girl upon the other side, and tomorrow you will not
come, no, not tomorrow will you come.'
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there had been no C lady on the far shore,' she no longer felt any hostility
towards her. Through what misery the mother must be passing, Murasaki
was now in a position to judge for herself. She continually imagined
what her own feelings would be If the child were taken from her, never
for an instant let it go out of her sight, and again and again pressed it to
her bosom, putting her lovely teats to rts mouth, and caressing it for
hours together.

C What a pity that she has never had one of her own!' her ladies whis
pered. ·To be sure if this were hers, she could not wish it different.... '

Meanwhile the Lady of Akashi was setting herself to face with resolute
calm the dulness and monotony of country life. The house had a curious
charm of its own, which appealed very much to Genji during his visits,
and as for its occupant - he was astonished at the continual improve
ment in her looks. Indeed, had not that queer father of hers taken such
extraordinary pains to prevent her ever mixing with the world, he be...
heved there was no reason why she should not have done extremely well
for herself. Yes, all she had needed was an ordinary father; even a rather
shabby one would not have mattered. For such beauty and intelligence
as hers, if once given the chance, could not have failed to pull her through.
Each visit left him restless and unsatisfied, and he found himself spending
his time in continual goings and comings, his life •a tremulous causeway
Imking dream to dream.'

Sometimes he would send for a zithern and remembering the exquisite
music with which she had beguiled those nights at Akashi, he begged
her to play to him upon her lute. She would not now play alone; but she
sometimes consented to accompany him, doing so with a mastery he could
not imagine how she had contrived to acquire. The rest of the time was
generally spent in minute recital of the little princess's sayings and doings.
Often he had come over on business connected with his new oratory at
Saga or his estate a.t Karsura; and then there would perhaps be only time
enough to eat a little fruit and dried rice with her at 01 before he hurried
back to town. On such occasions there was not time for intimacies of any
kind; but the mere fact that he snatched at every chance of seeing her
and that he did so without any attempt at concealment, marked her as
one who held a not inconsiderable place in his affections. She was quite
aw-are of this; but she never presumed upon it, and without any tiresome
display of humility she obeyed his orders and in general gave him as little
trouble as possible.. By all that she could hear, there was not one of the
great ladies a.t Court with whom he was on so intimate a footing as with
herself; indeed, he was said to be somewhat stand-offish and difficult of
approach. Were she to live closer at hand he would perhaps grow weary
of her, and in any case there would certainly be unpleasant rivalries and
jealousies. Thus or in some such way may we suppose the Lady of Akashi
to have reconciled herself to these brief and accidental visits. Her father,
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despite his disavowal of all worldly interests, was extremely anxious to
hear how Genji was behaving towards his daughter and constantly sent
messengers to Oi to pick up what news they could. Much of what he
heard distressed and disappointed him; but frequently too there were signs
and indications of a more encouraging kind, and he would grow quite
elated.

About this time Lady Aois father died .. His name had carried great
weight in the country and his death was a heavy loss to the present gov
ernment. It so happened that the period during which he took part in
public life had been marked by much disorder and unrest. A renewal of
these upheavals was now expected and general depression prevailed. Genji
too was much distressed, both for personal reasons and because he had
been in the habit of delegating to the old Minister most of the public
business which fell to his lot. He had thus managed to secure a reason
able amount of leisure. He saw himself henceforward perpetually im
mersed in a mulriplicity of tiresome affairs, and the prospect greatly de
pressed him, The Emperor, though still only twelve years old, was
extremely forward for hIS age both in body and mind, and although it was
not to be expected that he should act alone, the task of supervising hIS

work was not a difficult one. But for some years such supervision would
still be needed, and unfortunately there was no one else to whom GenjI
could possibly entrust such a task. Thus the prospect of being able to
lead the retired life which alone appealed to him was still remote, and he
frequently became very discontented ..

For some while he was occupied with the celebration of rituals and
services on behalf of the dead man's soul; these he carried out even more
elaborately than did the sons and grandsons of the deceased, This year,
as had been predicted, was marked by a number of disorders and calamities.
The Palace was frequently visited by the most disagreeable and alarming
apparitions, the motions of the planets, sun and moon were irregular
and unaccountable, and clouds of baleful and significant shape were
repeatedly observed. Learned men of every school sent in elaborate
addresses to the Throne, in which they attempted to account for these
strange manifestations. But they were obliged to confess that many of the
reported happenings were unique, and of a very baffling character. While
speculation thus reigned on every side, Genji held in his heart a guilty
secret I which might well be the key to these distressing portents.

Lady Fujitsubo had fallen ill at the beginning of the year and since the
third month her malady had taken a serious turn. The August visit of the
Emperor to her bedside and other unusual ceremonies had already taken

I The secret that the Emperor was his son. The safety of the State depended upon the
cult of ancestors. This could only be performed by their true descendants. Moreover the
occupation of the throne by one who was not by birth entitled to it would arouse the wrath
of the Sun, from whom the Emperor ofJapan claims descent.
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place. He was a mere child when she relinquished the care of him, and
he had grown up without any very strong feelings towards her. But he
now looked so solemn as he stood by the bedside that she herself began to
feel quite sad. 'I have for some while felt certain,' she said to him calmly,
· that this would be the last year of my Iife. But as long as my illness did
not prevent mefrom going about as usual, I gave no hint to those around
me that I knew my end was near; for I dreaded the fuss and outcry rhar:
such a confession would have produced, Nor did I alter in any way my
daily prayers and observances. I longed to V1S1t you at the Palace and talk
with you quietly about old days. But I seldom felt equal to so great an
exertion........ And now it is too late.'

She spoke in a very low, feeble voice. She was thirty-seven years old,
but seemed much younger. The Emperor, as he looked at her, was oyer
whelmed by pity and regret. That just as she was reaching an age when
she would need his care, she should, unknown to him, have passed through
months of continual suffering without once having recourse to those
sacred expedients which alone might have saved her - this thought
made the most painful impression upon him; and now, in a last atternpr
to rescue her from death, he set In motion every conceivable sort of rirual
and spell, Genji too was dismayed at the discovery that for months past
she had been worn out by constant paID, and now sought desperately to
find some remedy for her condition. But it was apparent that the end was
at hand; the Emperor's V1S1ts became more and more frequent and many
affecnng scenes were witnessed. Fujitsubo was in great pain and seldom
attempted to speak at any length. But lying there and Iooking back over
the whole course of her career, she thought that while in the outward CIr

cumstances of hfe few women could have been more fortunate than herself,
inwardly scarce one in all history had been more continually apprehensive
and wretched. The young Emperor was of course still wholly ignorant
of the secret of his birth. In not acquainting him with it she felt that she
had failed in the discharge of an essential duty, and the one matter after
her death in which she felt any Interest was the repair of this omission,

Merely In hIS posmon as head of the government it was natural that
Genji should be gravely concerned by the approaching loss to his faction
of so distinguished a supporter, coming, as lt seemed likely to, not many
months after the death of the old Grand Minister. This public concern
could indeed be openly displayed. But concealed from all those about him
there was in his inmost heart a. measureless sorrow, to which he dared
give vent only in perpetual supplication and prayer, That it was no longer
possible to renew even such casual and colourless intercourse as had been
theirs in recent years was very painful to him. He hurried to her bedside
at the first news of the serious turn which her condition had taken.

To his surprise she did, in a faint and halting manner, contrive to speak
a. few words to him when she realized that: he was Dear. First she thanked
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him for carrying out so scrupulously the late Emperor's wishes with
regard to the surveillance of hIS present Majesty Much had happened 10

the last years for which she had cause to be grateful to him, and she had
often meant to tell him how sensible she was of his kindness. And there
was another matter of which she had meant for some nme to speak ..
to the Emperor himself. She was sorry she had never. . Here her voice
became inaudible, and tears for a while prevented him from making a
reply He feared that this display of emotion would arouse comment
among those who were standmg by ~ but Indeed anyone who had known
her as she used to be might well ha ve heen overcome with grief to see her
in so woeful a condition. Suddenly he looked up. No thought or prayer
of his could now recall her, and 10 unspeakable anguish, not knowing
whether she heard him or no, he began ro address her: 'In spite of the
difficulties Into which I myself have sometimes fallen, I have tried to do
my best for His Majesty, or at any rate, what then seemed to me best
But since the death of the old Grand Mirnsrer, everything has gone wrong ,
and with you lying 111 Irke this I do not know which way to turn. Were
you now to die, I think I should soon follow you. ..' He paused, but there
was no reply; for she had died suddenly like a candle blown out by the
wind, and he was left in bewilderment and misery ..

She was, of all the great ladies about the Court at that nrne, the IDose
tender-hearted and universally considerate. Women of her class do nor
as a rule expect to compass their own ends without causing considerable
inconvenience to ordinary people Fujirsubo on the contrary invariably
released even her servants and retainers from any duty which she felt to be
an undue infringement of their liberty

She was devout; but unlike many religrous persons she did not display
her piety by impressive benefactions paid for out of funds which other
people had collected. Her charities (and they were considerable) were
made at the expense of her own exchequer The ranks, titles and benefices
which were at her disposal she disrribured with great intelligence and
care, and so many were her individual acts of generosity that there was
scarcely a poor Ignorant mounrain-priesr in all the land who had nor
reason to lament her loss. Seldom had the obsequies of any public persdl1
provoked so heart-felt and universal a sorrow. ..t\t Court no colour but
black was anywhere to be seen .. and the last weeks of spring lacked all
their usual brilliance and gaiety.

Standing one day before the great cherry-tree which grew in front ot
the Nijo-in Genji suddenly remembered that this was the season when,
under ordinary circumstances, the Flower Feast would have been held at
the Emperor's Palace. "This year should'sr thou have blossomed with
black flowers,' I he murmured and, to hide the sudden access of grief that
had overwhelmed him, rushed mro his chapel and remained there weep-

% Quoting a poem of'Uyeno Mme-o"<upon the death of'Fuiiwara no Mototsune, 891 x.n,
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Ing bitterly nll u began to grow dark. Issuing at last, he found a flaming
sun about to sink beneath the horizon. AgaInst this vivid glow the trees
upon the hill stood out with marvellous clearness, every branch, nay
every twig distinct. But across the hill there presently drifted a thin
fi1ament of cloud, drapmg the summit with a band of grey. He "vas in no
mood that day to nonce sunsets or rretty cloud-effects, but in this half...
currained sky there seemed to him to be a strange significance, and none
being by to hear him he recited the verse · Across the sunset hrll there
hangs a. wreath of cloud that garbs the eyenlng as with the dark folds of
a mourner's dress:

There was a certain priest who had for generations served as chaplain in
Lady Fujitsubo's family. Her mother had placed extraordinary confidence
10 him, and she herself had instilled the young Emperor Ryozen with deep
veneration for this old man, who was indeed known throughout the land
for the sanctity of his life and the unfailing efficacy of hIS prayers. He
was now over seventy and had for some cimc been living in retirement,
intent upon his final devotions But recently the occasion of Lady Fujrr
subo's death had called hrrn back to the Court, and the Emperor had more
than once summoned him to his SIde. .l\n urgent message, conveyed by
Prince Genji, now reached him The night was already far advanced, and
the old man at first protested that these nocturnal errands were no longer
within his capacity. But in the end he promised, out of respect for HIS

Majesty, to make a great effort to arrear, and at the calm of dawn, at a
moment when, as it so happened, many or the courners were absent and
those on duty had all withdrawn from the Presence, the old man stepped
Into Ryozeri's room. After ralkms; for a whrle in hIS aged, croaking
voice about various matters ef public mreresr, he said ar last: "There IS

one verv difficult matter which I wish to dJSCUSS with you. I fear I may nor
have the courage to embark upon it, and I am srrll more afraid tha"'t If I
succeed in broaching this topic I may give you great offence. But It con ...
cerns something which it would be 'Verywrong to conceal; a secret mdeed
such as makes me fear the eye of Heaven. What U3e IS there, now that I
am so near my end, in locking it up so rrghrly in my heart? I fear that
Buddha himself might cast me out should I approach him defiled by this
unholy concealment: He began trying to tell the Emperor something.
but he seemed unable to come to the point. It was strJ.nge that there
should be any worldly matter concerning which the old rrlest ret..uned
such violent emotions. Perhaps, despite his reputation, he had once
secretly pursued some hideous vendetta, had caused an innocent person
to be entrapped, done away with .... a thousand monstrous possibihries
crowded to the Emperor's mind. 'Reverend Father,' he said at last, "you
have known me since I was a baby, and I have never once hrdden anything
from you And now I learn that there IS something which you have for
a long time past been concealing from me I confess, I am surprised.'
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·There is nothmg that I have kept from you, t the old man cried indig
nantly. •Have I not made you master of my most secret spells, of the inner
doctrines that Buddha forbids us to reveal? Do you think that I, who In
these holy matters reposed so great a confidence in Your Majesty, would
have concealed from you any deahng of my own?

'The matter of which I speak is one that has had grave results already
and may possibly in the future entail worse consequences still. The repu
tations concerned are those of your late august mother and of someone
who now holds a prominent place in the government of our country .....
It 15 to Prince GenJi that I refer.. It is for their sake, and lest some dis
torted account of the affair should ultimately reach you from other sources,
that I ha.ve undertaken this painful task. I am an old man and a priest;
I therefore have little to lose and, even should this revelation win me
your displeasure, I shall never repent of having made it; for Buddha and
the Gods of Heaven showed me by unmistakable signs that it was my
duty to speak.

'You must know, then, that from the time of Your Majesty's concep
tion the late Empress your mother was in evident distress concerning the
prospect of your birth. She told me Indeed that there were reasons which
made the expected child particularly in need of my prayers; but what these
reasons were she did not say; and I, being without experience in such
matters, could form no conjecture. Soon after your birth there followed
a species of convulsion In the State; Prince Genji was in disgrace and later
in exile. Meanwhile your august mother seemed to grow every day
more uneasy about your future, and agaIn and again I was asked to offer
fresh prayers on your behalf. Strangest of all, so long as Prince Genji
was at the Capital he too seemed to be acquainted with the instructions
I had received; for on every occasion he at once sent round a message bid
ding me add by so much to the prayers that had been ordered and make
this or that fresh expenditure on some service or ritual. .... '

The disclosure ;E was astonishing, thrillmg, terrifying. Indeed so many
conflicting emotions struggled for the upper hand that he was unable to
make any comment or reply. The old prrest misunderstood this silence
and, grieved that he should have incurred Ryozen's displeasure by a
revelation which had been made in His Majesty's own interest, he bowed
and withdrew from the Presence. The Emperor immediately ordered him
to return. 'I am glad that you have told me of this; said Ryozen, 'Had
I gone on living in ignorance of it I see that a kind of contempt would have
been attached for ever to my name) for In the end such things are bound
to be known. I am only sorry that you should have concealed this from
me for so long; and tremble to think of the things that in my ignorance
I may have said or done. :l .... Tell me, does anyone besides yourself know

1 That Ryozen was in reality Genji's son.
a bee above, note on p. 371, and below, note on p. 378.
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of this, . anyone who IS likely ro have let out the secret?' · Besides
myself and your mother's maid Omyobu there is no one who has an ink
hng of the matter,' the prIest hastened ro assure him · Nevertheless the
existence of such a secret causes me grave misgrvings. Upheavals of
nature, earthquakes, drought and storm, have become alarmingly fre
quent, and in the State, we have had constant disorder and unrest All
these things may be due to the existence of this secret. So long as YOUl

Majesty was a helpless Infant Heaven cook pIty on your Innocence, but
now that you are grown to your full srarure and have reached years of
understanding and discretion, the Powers Above are manifesting their
displeasure, for, as you have been taught, It frequently happens that the
SIns of one generation are visired upon the next. I saw plainly that you
did not know to what cause our present troubles and disorders are due,
and that is why I at last determined to reveal a secret which I hoped need
never pass my lips' The old man spoke with difficulty, tears frequently
interrupted hIS discourse, and It was already broad dayhghr when he
finally left the Palace.

No sooner had he realized the full srgruficance of rhis astonishing reve
lanon than a medley of conflicnng thoughts began to harass Ryozen's
mmd, FIrst and foremost, he felt mdrgnanr on behalf of the old Emperor,
whom he had alwa.ys been taught to regard as his father; but he also
felt strangely uncomfortable at the idea that Genii, who had a much
better righr to the Throne than he, should have been cast out of the Im
perial family, to become a Minister, a mere servant of the State Viewed
from whatever standpomt, the new SItuation was extremely painful to
him, and overcome by shock and bewilderment he lay In his room long
after the sun was high. Learning that HIS Majesty had not risen, Genji
assumed that he was indisposed and at once called to enqUIre. The Em ...
peror was in tears, and utterly unable to control himself even in the
presence of a visitor. But this was after all perhaps not so very surprising.
The young man had only a few weeks ago lost his mother) and it was
natural that he should still be somewhat upset. Unfortunately It was
Genii's duty chat morning to a.nnounce to His Majesty the decease of
Prince Momozono.! It seemed to Ryozen as though the whole world,
with all its familiar landmarks and connections, were crumbling about
him. During the first weeks of mourning Genji spent all hIS time at the
Palace and paid an early ViSIt to the Emperor every day. They had many
long, uninterrupted conversations, Juring the course of which Ryozen on
one occasion said: ·1 do not think that my reign is going to last much
longer. Never have I had so strong Cl foreboding that calamity of some
stupendous kind was at hand; and quite apart from this presentiment, the
unrest which is now troubling the whole land is already enough to keep

.t Prince Momozono Shikibukvo, brother of the old Emperor and father of Prmcess
Asagao,
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me In a continual state of agitation and alarm. Ever since chis began I
have had great thoughts of withdrawing from the Throne; but while my
mother was alrve I did not wish to distress her by doing so. Now, how
ever, I consider that I am free to do as I choose, and I intend before long
to seek some quieter mode of hfe .... ' 'I sincerely hope you will do nothing
of the kind;' said GenJi. 'The present unrest casts no reflection upon
vou or your government. Difficulties of this kind sometimes arise during
the rule of the most enlightened government, as is proved by the history
of China as well as by that of our own country. Nor must you allow your
self to be unduly depressed by the demise of persons such as your respected
uncle, who had, after all, reached a time of life when we could not reason
ably expect ... ' Thus Genji managed, by arguments which for fear of
wearying you I Will not repeat, to coax the Emperor into a slightly less
desperate state of mind. Both were dressed in the simplest style and in the
same sombre hue. For years past it had struck the Emperor, on looking
at himself in the mirror, that he was extraordinarily Iike Prince Genji.
SInce the revelarion of his true parentage, he had more frequently than
ever examined his own features. Why, of course! There was no mistak
ing such a likeness! But if he was Genjl's son, Genji too must be aware
of the fact, and it was absurd that the relationship should not be acknow
ledged between them, Again and again he tried to find some way of
introducing the subject. But to Genji, he supposed, the whole matter
must be a very painful one. He often felt that it was impossible to refer
to such a thing at all, and conversation after conversation went by with
aut any but the most general topics being discussed, though it was notice
able that Ryozen's manner was even more friendly and charming than
usual, GenJi who was extremely sensitive to such changes did not fail
to notice that there was something new in the young Emperor's attitude
towards him - an air of added respect, almost of deference. But it never
occurred to him that Ryozen could by any possibility be in possession of
the whole terrible secret. At first the Emperor had thought of discussing
the matter with the maid Omyobu and asking her for a fuller account of
his birth and all that had led up to it. But at the last moment he felt that
it was better she should continue to think herself the only inheritor of
the secret, and he decided not to discuss the matter with anyone. But he
longed, without actually letting out that he knew, to get some further
Information from Genji himself.. Among other things he wanted to know
whether what had happened with regard to his birth was wholly unex
ampled, or whether it was in point of fact far more common than one
would suppose. But he could never find the right way to introduce such
a subject. It was clear that he must get his knowledge from other sources,
and he threw himself with fresh ardour into the study of history, reading
every book with the sole object of discovering other cases like his own.
In China, he soon found, irregularrties of descent have not only in many
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cases been successfully concealed till long afterwards, but have often
been known and tolerated from the beginning. In Japan he could discover
no such instance; but he knew that if things of this kind occurred, they
would probably not be recorded, so that their absence from native his
tory might only mean that in our country such matters are hushed up
more successfully than elsewhere.

The more he thought about it, the more Genji regretted that Ryozen
should have discovered (as from His Majesty's repeated offers of abdica
tion he now felt certain to be the case) the real facts concerning his birth.
Fujitsubo, Genii was sure, would have given anything rather than that
the boy should know; it could not have been by her instructions that the
secret had been divulged. Who then had betrayed him? Naturally his
thoughts turned towards Omyobu. She had moved into the apartments
which had been made out of the old offices of the Lady-of-the-Bedcham
ber. Here she had been given official quarters and was to reside perma
nently in the Palace. Discussing the matter with her one day, Genji said:
· Are you sure that you yourself, in the course of some conversation with
His Majesty, may not by accident have put this idea into his head?' 'It
is out of the question, t she replied. •I know too well how determined my
lady was that he should never discover ..... indeed, the fear that he might
one day stumble upon the facts for himself was her constant torment.
And this despite the dangers into which she knew that ignorance might
lead him.'! And they fell to talking of Lady Fujitsubo's scrupulous
respect for propriety, and how the fear of scandals and exposures which
another woman would in the long run have grown to regard with indif
ference, had embittered her whole life.

For Lady Akikonomu he had done all and more than all that he led her
to expect, and she had already become a prominent figure at Court. Dur
ing the autumn, having been granted leave of absence from the Palace,
she came to stay for a.while at the Nijo-in.. She was given the Main Hall,
and found everything decked with the gayest colours in honour of her
arrival. She assumed in the household the place of a favourite elder
daughter, and it was entirely in this spirit that Genji entertained and
amused her. One day when the autumn rain was falling steadily and the
dripping flowers in the garden seemed to be washed to one dull tinge of
grey, memories of long-forgotten things came crowding one after another
to Genji's mind, and with eyes full of tears he betook himself to Lady
Akikonomu's rooms. Not a touch of colour relieved the dark of his
mourner's dress, and on pretext of doing penance for the sins of the nation
during the recent disorders he carried a rosary under his cloak; yet he
contrived to wear even this dour, penitential garb with perfect elegance
and grace, and it was with a fine sweep of the cloak that he now entered

:I Into performing ceremonies at the grave afhis supposed father which unless performed
by a true son..were sacrilegious and criminal.
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the curtained alcove where she sat. He came straight to her side and,
with only a thin lartrced screen between them, began to address her with
out waiting to be announced: 'What an unfortunate year this is! It 1S too
bad that we should get weather like this Just when everything in the
garden is at its best. Look at the flowers. Are not you sorry for them?
They came when it was their turn, and this 1S the way they are welcomed.·
He leant upon the pillar of her seat, the evening Iight falling upon him as
he turned towards her. They had many memories in common, did she
strll recall, he asked, that terrible morning when he came to visit her
mother at the Palace-in-the-Fields? 'Too much my thoughts frequent those
vanished days,' she quoted," and her eyes filled with tears. Already he
was thinking her handsome and interesting, when for some reason she
rose and shifted her position, using her limbs wirh a subtle grace that
made him long to see her show them to better advantage.... But stay'
Ought such thoughts to be occurring to him? ' Years ago, t she said, 'at
a time when I might have been far more happily employed, I became
involved, entirely through my own fault, in a number of attachments,
all of the most unfortunate kind, with the result that I never knew an
instant's peace of mind. Among these affairs there were two which were
not only, while they lasted, far more distressing than the rest, but also
both ended under a dark cloud of uncharitableness and obstinacy. The
first was with Lady Rokujo, your mother. The fact that she died still
harbouring against me feelings of the intensest bitterness WIll cast a
shadow over my whole life, and my one consolation is that in accordance
with her wishes, I have been able to do something towards helping you
In the world. But that by any act of mine the flame of her love should thus
for ever have been stifled WIll remain the greatest sorrow of my Iife.' He
had mentioned two affairs; but he decided to leave the other part of his
tale untold and continued: 'During the period when my fortunes were in
eclipse I had plenty of"time to think over all these things and worked
out a new plan which I hoped would make everyone satisfied and happy.
It was in pursuance of this plan that I induced the Lady from the Village
of Falling Flowers to take up residence in the new eastern wing. Her own
resources are quite inadequate, and I used to feel very uncomfortable about
her; it is a great relief to know that she is getting all she needs. For
runately she is very easy to deal with, we understand each other perfectly
and there is (or at any rate I hope so) complete satisfaction on both sides.
Soon after I came back a great deal of my time began to be taken up in
looking after the young Emperor and helping him to conduct the business
of the State. I am not particularly interested 10 that sort of thing, but I
was glad to be of use. It was only when it came to filling hIS household
that I found myself confronted with a task that was definitely uncon-

I From a poem by Ono no Komachi's sister, say the commentarres; but such a poem
is not to be found in her surviving works.
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genial I wonder whether you realize what very strong impulses of my
own I had to overcome before I surrendered you to the Palace? You might
,I r leas t tell me that you feel for me and are grateful; then I should no
longer rhink that rhis sacrrnce was made qUIte In vain.... ' She was vexed.
Why must he needs start talking In that strain? She made no reply. 'For
gIve me,' he said; '1 see that I have displeased you ... " and he began
hastily to talk of other matters: · HO\\T much I should hke to renre to some
quiet place - to know that for the rest of my life on earth I should have
no more anxieties or cares and could devote myself for as long as I Irked
C.l<.h day to preparatIon for the Iife to come But of course all this would
be very dull If one had nothing interesting to look back upon. There are
many things to be thought of first. For example, I have young children,
whose place in the world is "ery insecure; it WIll be a long time before I
can esrablish them sarisfacrorrly. And here you can be of great use to
me, for should you - forgive me for speaking of such a thing - one day
bring increase to His Majesty's house, it would be m your po,ver to render
considerable services to my children, even though I should chance no
longer to be with you.... ' It was evident that this sort of conversation
was far more to her liking. She did not indeed say more than a word
or two at a time, but her manner was friendly and encouraging, and they
were still immersed In these domestic projects when darkness began to
fall. 'And when all these weighty matters are off my hands,' said Genu
at last, · I hope I shall have a htrle time left for things which I really
enjoy - flowers, autumn leaves, the sky, all those day-to-day changes
and wonders that a single year brings forth; that is what I look forward
to. Forests of flowering trees in spr1ng, the open country in autumn....
Which do you prefer? It is of course useless to argue on such a subject,
as has so often been done. It is a question of temperament. Each person
is born with" his season" and is bound to prefer it. No one, you may
be sure, has ever yet succeeded in convincing anyone else on such a sub
jeer, In China it has always been the springtime with its" broidery of
flowers" that has won the highest praise; here however the brooding
melancholy of autumn seems always to have moved our poets more
deeply. For my own part I find It impossible to reach a decision; for much
as I enjoy the music of birds and the beauty of flowers, I confess I seldom
remember at what season I have seen a particular flower, heard this or
that bird sing. But in this I am to blame, for even within the narrow com
pass of my own walls, I might well have learnt what sights and sounds
distinguish each season of the year, having as you see not only provided
for the springtime by a profusion of flowering trees, but also planted in
my garden many varieties of autumn grass and shrub, brought in, root
and all, from the countryside Why, I have even carried hither whole
tribes of insects that were lA' asring their shrill song in the solitude of
lanes and fields. All this I cl id that I might be able to enjoy these things
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in the company of my friends, among whom you are one. Pray tell me
then, to which season do you find that your preference inclines?' She
thought this a very difficult form of conversation; but politeness de
manded some sort of reply and she said timidly: 'But you have just said
you can never yourself remember when it was you saw or heard the thing
that pleased you most. How can you expect me to have a better memory?
However, difficult as it 18 to decide, I think I agree with the poet x who
found the dusk of an autumn evening "strangest and loveliest thing of
all. ,. Perhaps I am more easily moved at such moments because, you
know, it was at just such a rime ....' Her voice died away, and knowing
well indeed what was In her mind Genji answered tenderly with the
verse: 'The world knows it not; but to you, oh Autumn, I confess it: your
wmd at night-fall stabs deep 10tO my heart: 2 'Sometimes I am near to
rhinking that I can hold out no longer,' he added. To such words as
these she was by no means bound to reply and even thought it best to pre
tend that she had Dot understood. This however had the effect of leading
him on to be a little more explicit; and matters would surely have come a
good deal further had she not at once shown in the most unmistakable
manner her horror at the sentiments which he was beginning to profess ..
Suddenly he pulled himself up. He had been behaving with a childish
lack of restraint. How fortunate that she at least had shown some sense!
He felt very much cast down; but neither his sighs nor his languishing
airs had any effect upon her. He saw that she was making as though to
steal quietly and unobtrusively from the room, and holding her back, he
said: •I see that you are terribly offended; well, I do not deny that you
have good cause. I ought not to be so impetuous; I know that it is wrong.
But, granted I spoke far too suddenly - it is all over now. Do not, I beg
of you, go on being angry with me; for if you are unkind.... ' J And with
that he retired to his own quarters .. Even the scent of his richly perfumed
garments had become unendurable to her; she summoned her maids and
bade them open the window and door. 'Just come over here and smell the
cushion that His Highness was sitting on!' one of them called to another.
· What an exquisite fragrance! How he contrives to get hold of such
scents I simply cannot imagine. .•H the willow-tree had but the fragrance
of the plum and the petals of the cherry!" So the old poet wished, and
surely Prince Genji must be the answer to his prayer, for it seems that in
him every perfection is combined.'
. He went to the western wing; but instead of going straight into Mura
saki's room, he flung himself down upon a couch in the vestibule. Above
the partition he could see the far-off flicker of a.lamp; there Murasaki was

1 Anon., in Kokinshu, No. 546..
2 He identifies Akikonomu with the autumn.
3 'If you are unkind, I too by unkindness will teach you the pain that unkindness can

Indict,' Anonymous poem.
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sitting with her ladles, one of whom was reading her a story. He began
to think about what had Just occurred. It was a sad disappointment to
discover that he \-vas still by no means immune from a tendency which
had already played such havoc with his own and other people's happi
ness. Upon what more inappropriate object could hIS affections possibly
have hghted? True, his chief offence In old days had been of far greater
magnitude. But then he had the excuse of youth and ignorance, and it
was possible that, taking this into consideration, Heaven might by this
time have forgiven the offence. But on this occasion he could hardly
plead inexperience; indeed, as he ruefully admitted to himself, he ought
by now to have learnt every lesson which repeated failure can teach.

Lady Akikonomu now bitterly repented of having confessed her par
tialrty for the autumn. It would have been so easy not to reply at all, and
this one answer of hers seemed somehow to have opened up the way for
the distressing Incident that followed. She told no one of what had oc..
currcd, but "vas for a nme very much scared and distressed. Soon however
the extreme snffness and formality of address which Genji henceforth
adopted began somewhat to restore her confidence.

On entering Murasaki's room at a later hour in the day of the incident,
he said to her: 'Lady Akikonomu has been telling me that she likes
autumn best. It is a taste which I can quite understand, but all the same, I
am not surprised that you should prefer, as you have often told me that
you do, the early morning in spr1ng. How I wish that I were able to
spend more time with you! We would pass many hours m the gardens at
all seasons of the year, deciding which trees and flowers we Irked the
best. There is nothing which I more detest than having all my time taken
up by this endless succession of business. You know indeed that If I had
only myself to consider I should long ago have thrown up everything and
retired to some temple in the hills... .'

But there was the Lady of Akashi; she too must be considered. He
wondered constantly how she was faring; but it seemed to become every
day more impossible for him to go beyond the walls of his palace. What
a p1ty she had got it into her head that she would be miserable at Court!
If only she would put a httle more confidence In him and trust herself
under his roof as anyone else would do, he would prove to her that she
had no reason for all these reservations and precautions. Presen tl y one of
his accustomed excursions to the oratory at Saga gave him an excuse for
a visit to Oi, ·What a lonely place to live in always!' he thought as he
approached the house, and even If the people living there had been quite
unknown to him he would have felt a certain concern on their behalf.
But when he thought how she must wait for him day after day and how
seldom her hopes could ever be fulfilled, he suddenly felt and showed an
overwhelming compassion towards her. This however had only the
effect of making her more than ever inconsolable. Seeking for some
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means of distracting her mind, he noticed that behind a tangle of close-set
trees points of flame were gleaming - the flares of the cormorant-fishers
at work on Oi RIver; and with these lights, sometimes hardly distinguish
able from them, blended the fireflies that hovered above the moat. 'It is
wonderful here," said Genji; 'you too would feel so, were not one's pleas
ure always spoiled by farruharity;' 'Those lights on the water!' she
murmured. 'Often I think that I am still at Akashi. U As the fisher's
flare that follows close astern, so in those days and in these has misery
clung to my tossing bark, and followed me from home to home." ·My
love,' he answered, 'is like the secret flame that burns brightly because
it is hidden from sight, yours is like the fisherman's torch, that flares up in
the wind and presently is spent. No, no; you are right,' he said after a
pause; , life (yours and mine alike) is indeed a wretched business.' It
happened to be a time at which he was somewhat less tied and harassed
than of late, and he "vas able to devote himself more wholeheartedly than
usual to the proceedings at his oratory. This kept him in the district for
several days on end, a circumstance which did not often occur and which
he hoped would, for the moment at any rate, make her feel a little less
neglected.



CHAPTER 11

Asagao

T HE death of Prince Momozono meant, of course, the return to
Court of the Kamo Vestal, Lady Asagao; and Genji followed up
his letter of welcome by numerous other notes and messages

For it was, as I have said before, a peculiarity of his character that if he
had once become fond of anyone, neither separation nor lapse of time
could ever obliterate his affection. But Asagao remembered only too well
the difficulty that she had before experienced in keeping him at arm's
length, and she was careful to answer in the most formal and guarded
terms. He found these decorous replies exceedingly irritating. In the
ninth month he heard that she had moved into her father's old residence,
the Momozono Palace, which was at that time occupied by Princess
Nyogo, a younger sister of the old Emperor," Here was an opening, for
lt was perfectly natural and proper that Genji should visit this prmcess,
who had been his father's favourite sister and with whom he had himself
always remained on excellent terms. He found that the two ladies were
living in opposite wings of the Palace, separated by the great central hall
Though old Prince Momozono had so recently passed away the place had
already assumed a. rather decayed and depressing air. Princess Nyogo
received him immediately. He nonced at once that she had aged very
rapidly since he last saw her. She was indeed quite decrepit, and rt was
difficult to believe that she was really younger than Aoi's mother, who
seemed to him never to have changed since he had known her; whereas
in the quavering accents and palsied gait of the aged lady who now greeted
him it was well nigh impossible to recognize the princess of former days.

4 Everything has been in a wretched way since the old Emperor, your
poor father, was taken from us, and as the years go by the outlook seems
to grow blacker and blacker; I confess, I never have an easy moment.
And now even my brother Prince Momozono has left me! I go on, I go
on; but it hardly seems like being alive, except when I get a visit hke
yours today, and then I forget all my troubles..... ' 'Poor thing,' thought
Genji, 'how terribly she has gone to pieces!' But he answered very
politely: 'For me too the world has been in many ways a different place
since my father died. First, as you know, came this unexpected attack
upon me, followed by my exile to a remote district. Then came my resto
ration to rank and privilege, bringing with it all manner of ties and dis-

I: Consequently an aunt both of Asagao and Genji, who were first cousins; Prince
Momozono, Asagao's father, being a brother of Genji's father, the old Emperor, Asagao
was the one lady whom Genji had courted in vain. See Part I, p. 39.
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tractions All this time I have been longing to have a talk with you, and
regret immensely that there has never before been an opportunrty... '
·Oh, the changes, the changes,' she broke in; 11such terrible destruction
I have seen on every side. Nothing seems safe from it, and often I feel as
though I would grve anything to have died before all this began. But I
do assure you I am glad I have lived long enough to witness your return.
To die while you were still in such trouble, not knowing how it was a.11
going to end - that would indeed have been a melancholy business.'
She paused for a while and then went on In her quavering, thin voice
& You know, you have grown to bea very handsome man. But I remember
that the first time I saw you, when you were only a little boy, I was
astonished at you, really I was. I could never have believed that such
loveliness would be seen shining in the face of any mortal child! And
every time I see you I always feel just as I did then. They say that hIS

present Majesty, the Emperor Ryozen, is the image of you; but I don't
believe a word of it. He may be just a little like; but no one is going to
persuade me that he is half as handsome as you.' So she rambled on
Coming from anyone else such flattery would have very much embarrassed
him. But at this strange old lady's outpourings one could only beamused
& Since my exile I have quite lost whatever good looks I may once have
possessed,' he said; & one cannot live for years on end under those depress
109 conditions without its changing one very much. As for the Emperor,
I assure you that his is a beauty of an altogether different order. I should
doubt if a better-looking young man has ever existed, and to assert that
he is less handsome than I is, if you Will forgive my saying so, quite
ridiculous.' & H only you came to see me every day I believe I should go
on living for ever,' she burst out. &1 am suddenly beginning to feel quite
young, and 1 am not at all sure that the world is half so bad a place as I
made out just now.. t Nevertheless it was not long before she was again
wailing and weeping. ·How I envy my sister Princess Omiya,' x she cried,
~ no doubt, being your mother-in-law, she sees a great deal of you. I only
wish I were in that position. You know, I expect, that my poor brother
often talked of affiancing his daughter to you and was very sorry after
wards that he did not do so.' At this Genji pricked up his ears. 'I desired
nothing better,' said he, 'than to be connected on close terms with your
family, and it would still give me great pleasure to be on a more intimate
footing in this house. But 1 cannot say that I have hitherto received much
encouragement.... : He was vexed that he had not discovered this at the
time. He looked towards the other wing of the house. The garden under
the younger princess's windows was carefully tended. He scanned those
borders of late autumn flowers, and then the rooms behind; he pictured
her Sitting not far from the window, her eyes fixed upon these same
swiftly-fading petals. Yes, he must certainly contrive to see her; and

I Aoita mother.
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bowing to Princess Nyogo he said: 41I naturally intend to pay my respects
to your niece today; indeed, I should not lrke her to regard my visit as a
mere afterthought, and for that reason I shall, with your permission,
approach her apartments by way of the garden instead of going along the
corridor and through the hall.' Skirting the side of the house he came at
length to her window. Although it was now almost dark, he could see,
behind grey curtains, the outline of a black screen-of-state. He was soon
observed, and Asagao's servants, scandalized that he should have been
left standing even for a moment in the verandah, hurried him into the
guest-room at the back of the house. Here a gentlewoman came to enquIre
what was his pleasure, and he handed to her the following note: ' How
this carries me back to the days of our youth - this sending in of notes
and waiting in ante-chambers! I had hoped, I confess, that my reticence
during the years of your sacred calling would have won for me, still your
ardent admirer, the right to a somewhat less formal reception.' It would
be hard indeed if she gave him no more encouragement than this! Her
answer was brought by word of mouth: 41To come back to this house and
find my father no longer here, is so strange an experience that it is difficult
to believe those old days were not a mere dream from which I now awake
to a fleeting prospect of the most comfortless realities. But in a world
where all is changed, it would, I confess, be ungracious not to cherish and
encourage a devotion so undeviaring as that which you have described.'

She need not, he thought, remind him of life's uncertainties. For who
had in every circumstance great and small more grievously experienced
them than he? In reply he sent the poem: 'Have I not manfully held back
and kept cold silence year on year, till the Gods gave me leave?' 'Madam,'
he added, 'you are a Vestal no longer and cannot plead that any sanctity
now hedges you about. Since last we met I have experienced many strange
vicissitudes. If you would but let me tell you a little part of all that I have
seen and suffered.... ' The gentlewoman who took his answer noticed
that his badges and decorations were somewhat more dazzling than in
old days; but though he was now a good deal older, his honours still far
outstripped his years.

'Though it were but to tell me of your trials and sorrows that you have
made this visit, yet even such tidings the Gods, my masters till of late,
forbid me to receive: This was too bad! 'Tell your lady,' he cried peev
ishly, 'that I have long ago cast my offence I of old days to the winds of
Shinado; or does she think perhaps that the Gods did not accept my
vows?' 2 The messenger saw that though he sought to turn off the mercer
with these allusions and jests he was in reality very much put about, and
she was vexed on his behalf. She had for years past been watching her

2; I..e. making love to her..
I Allusion to the poem: 'By the River of Cleansing I tied prayer-strips inscribed 141 will

love no more"; but it seems that the Gods would not accept my vow.'
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mistress become more and more aloof from the common interests and dis
tractions of life, and it had long distressed her to see Prince Gen ji's letters
so often left unanswered. · I did ill to call at so late an hour, I he said; 'I
can see that the purpose of my visit has been wholly misunderstood. I

And sighing heavily he turned to go, saying as he did so: ·This is the way
one is treated when one begins to grow old ........ It is useless, I know, after
what has passed, even to suggest that Her Highness should come to the
window for a moment to see me start ... ' and with that he left the house,
watched by a bevy of ladles who made all the usual comments and ap
praisements. Not only was it delightful weather, but at this moment the
wrnd was making a most agreeable music in the neighbouring trees, and
these ladies soon fell to talking of the old days when Pnnce Momozono
was alive; particularly of Genii's visits long ago and the many signs he
had given of a deep and unaltering attachment to their mistress.

After his return from this unsuccessful expedition, Genji felt in no mood
for sleep, and soon he jumped up and threw open his casement. The morn
ing mist lay thick over the garden of flowers, which, at the season's close,
looked very battered and wan. Among them, its blossoms shimmering
vaguely, was here and there a Morning Glory," growing mixed in among
the other flowers. Choosing one that was even more wilted and autumnal
than the rest, he sent it to the Momozono Palace, with the note: 'The
poor reception which you gave me last night has left a most humiliating
and painful impression upon me. Indeed, I can only imagine it was with
feelings of relief that you so soon saw my back turned upon your house,
though I am loath to think that things can even now have come to such a
pass: "Can it be that the Morning Glory, once seen by me and ever since
remembered in its beauty, is now a dry and withered flowers" Does it
count with you for nothing that I have admired you unrequited, year in
year out, for so great a stretch of time? That at least might be put to my
credit.... ' She could not leave so mannerly an appeal qUlte unheeded, and
when her people pressed round her with Ink-stone and brush, she yielded
to their persuasion so far as to write the poem: ' Autumn is over) and now
with ghostly flower the Morning Glory withers on the mist-bound
hedge. I • Your comparison,' she added, •is so just that the arrival of your
note has brought fresh dewdrops to the petals of the flower to whom this
reminder was addressed.' That was all, and it was in truth not very in
teresting or ingenious. But for some reason he read the poem many times
over, and during the course of the day found himself continually looking
at it. Perhaps what fascinated him was the effect of her faint, sinuous
ink-strokes on the blue-grey writing-paper which her mourning dictated.
For it often happens that a letter, its value enhanced to us either by the
quality of the writer or by the beauty of the penmanship, appears at the
time to be faultless. But when it is copied out and put into a book some..

I Asaga»,
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thing seems to have gone wrong.... Efforts are made to improve the
sense or style, and in the end the original effect is altogether lost.

He realized the impropriety of the letters with which he had in old
days assailed her and did not intend to return to so unrestrained a method
of address. His new style had indeed met with a certam measure of suc
cess, for whereas she had formerly seldom vouchsafed any answer at all,
he had now received a not unfriendly reply. But even this reply was far
from being such as to satisfy him, and he was unable to resist the tempta
non of trying to improve upon so meagre a success. He wrote again, this
time in much less cautious terms, and posting himself in the eastern WIng I

of his palace he sent a carriage to fetch one of Asagao's ladies, and pre
sently sent her back again with the letter. Her gentlewomen would them
selves never have dreamed of discouraging far less distinguished atten
nons, let alone those of such a personage as Prince Genji, and they now
urged his claims upon their mistress as one' for whose sake a little virtue
was surely worth sacrificing.' But after all her efforts in the past to keep
free of such an entanglement, this was hardly the moment to give in, for
she felt that both he and she had now reached an age when such things
are best put aside. She feared that even her inevitable allusions to the
flowers and trees of the season might easily be misinterpreted, and even If
GenJi himself was under no misapprehension, there are always those who
made a business of getting hold of such things and turning them to mis
chief, and in consequence she was careful to avoid the slightest hint of
anything intimate or sentimental. About this time a rumour ran through
the Court to the effect that Genji was in active correspondence with the
former Vestal, abetted and encouraged by Princess Nyogo and the lady's
other relatives. The pair seemed very well suited to one another and no
one expressed any surprise at the existence of such an attachment. The
story eventually reached Murasaki's ears. At first she refused to credit it,
making sure that if he were indeed carrying on any such intrigue it would
be scarcely possible for him to conceal it from her. But observing him
with this tale in her mind she thought that he seemed unusually ab
stracted and depressed. What if this affair, which he had always passed
off as a mere joke between himself and his cousin, were to turn out after
all to be something important - the beginning of what she dreaded day
clod night? In rank and in accomplishments perhaps there was little to
choose between Asagao and herself. But he had begun to admire and
court this princess long, long ago; and if an affection grounded so far back
in the past were now to resume its sway over him, Murasaki knew that
she must be prepared for the worst. It was not easy to face what she now
believed to threaten her. For years past she had held, beyond challenge or
doubt, the first place in Genji's affections - had been the centre of all
his plans and contrivings. To see herself ousted by a stranger from a place

J \'\'here Murasaki would not be likely to come.
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which long use had taught her to regard as her own by inalienable right
- such was the ordeal for which she now began silently to prepare her..
self. He would not, of course, abandon her altogether; of that she was
sure. But the very fact that they had for so many years lrved together on
terms of daily intimacy and shared so many trifling experiences made her,
she felt, 10 a way less interesting to him. So she speculated, sometimes
thinking that all was indeed lost, sometimes that the whole thing was her
fancy and nothing whatever was amiss. In his general conduct towards
her there was not anything of which she could reasonably complam.
Bur there were from time to time certain vague indications that he was not
In the best of tempers, and these were enough whenever they occurred to
convmce her that she was undone for good and all - though she showed
no outward sign of the despair which had now settled upon her. Genji,
meanwhile, spent much of his time in the front I of the house and was also
frequently at the Emperor's Palace. His leisure was employed in writing
endless letters. Murasaki wondered how she could have ever doubted the
rumours that were now rampant throughout the Court. If only he would
tell, gIve even the slightest hint of what was in these days passing through
his mind!

WInter drew on, and at last the eleventh month came round. But this
year there were none of the usual religious festivals and processions Z to
distract him, and Genji became more and more restless. One evening
when the delicate twilight was sprinkled with a few thin flakes of snow,
he determined to set out for the Momozono Palace. All day he had been
more than usually preoccupied with thoughts of its occupant, and some
how he could not help feeling that she too would on this occasion prove
less unyielding. Before starting, he came to take leave of Murasaki in
the western wing. ·1 am sorry to say Princess Nyogo is very unwell,'
he said; '1 must go and offer her my sympathy.' She did not even look
round, but went on playing with her little foster-child as though deter
mined not to be interrupted. Evidently there was going to be trouble.
'There has been something very strange in your manner lately,' he said.
· I am not conscious of having done anything to offend you. I thought
we understood one another well enough for me to be able to spend a. day
or two now and then at the Emperor's Palace without your taking offence.
But perhaps it is something else?' '1 certainly understand you well
enough,' she answered, 'to know that 1 must expect to put up with a great
deal of suffering.. .' and she sank back upon the divan, her face turned
a\vay from him. He could never bear to leave her thus, and knew he
would be wretched every step of the way to Princess Nyogo's house. But

I In the men's quarters.
2 During the tenth month the Gods withdraw themselves and cannot hear our prayers;

their return in the eleventh month is celebrated with rejoicing; but this year, owing to
the National Mourning for Fujitsubo's death, these ceremonies were omitted.
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the hour was already late, and as he had promised beforehand that he
would call there that evening, it was impossible to defer hIS departure.

Murasaki meanwhile lay on her couch, continually debating within
herself whether this affair might not really have been going on for years
past - perhaps ever SInce his return - without her having any suspicion
of it .. She went to the window. He was still dressed chiefly in grey; but
the few touches of colour which his mourning permitted showed up all
the more brightly, and as she watched his handsome figure moving against
a background of glittering snow, the thought that she might be losing
him, that soon, very soon perhaps, he would vanish never to return, was
more than she could endure. HIS cortege consisted only of a few favourite
outriders, to whom he said: •I am not feeling inclined just now to go about
paying calls; indeed, you will have noticed that apart from a. few neces
sary Visits to Court, I have hardly left home at all. But my friends at the
Momozono Palace are passIng through a. very trying time. Her Highness
has for years relied upon her brother's aid and, now that he is taken from
her, the least I can do is to help her occasionally with a little encourage
ment and advice ..... ' But his gentlemen were not so easrly deceived and
Whispered among themselves as they rode along: 'Come, come, that will
not do. Unless he has very much changed his ways it is not to chatter
with old ladies that His Highness sets out at this hour of a winter nighr.
There is more here than meets the eye,' and they shook their heads over
his incurable frivoli ty .

The main gate of the palace was on the north side; but here there was
usually a great deal of traffic, and not wishrng to attract attention he drove
up to a side-entrance, the one which Prince Momozono himself commonly
used, and sent in a servant to announce hIS arrival. As he had promised
to appear at a much earlier hour Princess Nyogo had by now qUIte given
up expecting him, and, much put about by this untimely visit, she bade
her people send the porter to the western gate.. The man made his appear
ance a moment later, looking wretchedly pinched and cold as he hastened
through the snow with the key in his hand. Unfortunately the lock
would not work, and when he went back to look for help no other man
servant could anywhere be found. "It's very rusty,' said the old porter
dolefully, fumbling all the while with the lock that grated with an
unpleasant sound but would not turn. "There's nothing else wrong with
it, but it's terribly rusty .. No one uses this gate now/

The words, ordinary enough in themselves, filled Genji with an unac
countable depression. How swiftly the locks rust, the hinges grow stiff
on doors that close behind us! 'I am more than thirty,' he thought, and
it seemed to him impossible to go on doing things just as though they
would last ... as though people would remember., . •And yet,' he said to
himself, · I know that even at this moment the sight of something very
beautiful, were it only some common flower or tree, might in an instant
make life again seem full of meaning and reality. J
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At last the key turned and with a great deal of pushing and pullrng the
gate was gradually forced open. Soon he was In the Pnncess's room,
listening to her usual discourses and lamentations. She began telling a
series of very involved and rambling stories about things all of which
seemed to have happened a great while ago. His artennon began to
wander; it was all he could do to keep awake. Before very long the Prm
cess herself broke off and said with a yawn : · It's no good; I can't tell
things properly at this time of night, it all gets mixed up .... '

Then suddenly he heard a loud and peculiar noise. Where did it come
from? What could it be? HIS eye fell upon the Prmcess. Yes; It was from
her that these strange sounds proceeded, for she was now fast asleep and
snoring with a resonance such as he would never have conceived to be
possible.

Delighted at this opportunity of escape he was just about to slip out of
the room when he heard a loud -Ahem;' also uttered in a very aged and
husky voice, and perceived that someone had just entered the room
"There! What a shame! I've startled you. And I made sure you heard
me come in. But I see you don't know who rn the world I am. Well,
your poor father, the old Emperor, who loved his joke, used to call me
the Grandam, Perhaps that will help you to remember... .' Could this
be... - Yes, surely it was that same elderly Lady-of-the-Bedchamber who
had flirted with him so outrageously years ago, at the time of the Feast
of Red Leaves. x He seemed to remember hearing that she had joined some
lay order and become a pensioner in the late prince's household. But it
had not occurred to him that she could possibly still be in existence, and
this sudden encounter was something of a shock. & I am distressed to find,'
he answered, •that those old days are becoming very dim in my mind,
and anything that recalls them to me is therefore very precious. I am
delighted to hear your voice again. Pray remember that, like the traveller
whom Prince Shotoku 2 found lying at the wayside, I have H no parent to
succour me" and must therefore look to old friends such as you for shelter
from the world's unkindness.' It was extraordinary how little she had
changed in appearance, and her manner was certainly as arch and coquet
tish as ever. Her utterance, indeed, suggested that she now had very few
teeth left in her head; but she snll managed to impart to her words the
same insinuating and caressing tone as of old. It amused him that she
spoke of herself as though she had been a m.ere girl when they first met
and that she continually apologized for the changes which he must now
be noticing in her. He was amused, but also saddened. For he could not
help thinking that of all the gentlewomen who had been this lady's
rivals scarce one was now left at Court. Most were dead; others had fallen
into disgrace and were eking out a miserable existence no one knew where.

I See Part I, p. 140.
• 572-621 A.D.
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Or agaIn, that a creature such as Lady Fujirsubo should vanish so soon,
while this absurd grandam, even in her younger days totally devoid of
charm or intelligence, should be left behind! And Judging by her appear
ance, there was every prospect that she would go on happily pottermg
about and telling her rosary for another twenty years. No; there was no
sense, no purpose in all this.

She saw that thoughts which moved him deeply were passing through
his mrnd and at once assumed that he was recalling the details of what
she was pleased to think of as their clove affair'; and now in her most
playful voice she recited the poem: c Though your father called me Granny,
I am not so old but that you and I were sweethearts long ago.' He fel t

somewhat embarrassed but he answered kindly: C Such motherly care as
yours not in this life only but m all lives to come none save a scapegr~lcc

would forget.' C We must meet again at a more convenient time and have
a good talk,' he said, and with that he hastened towards the western wing
The blmds were drawn and everything was shut up for the night, save that
at one window she I had left a lattice half-unclosed, feeling that to show
no hght ar all on the evening of his visit would be too pointedly uncrvil.
The moon had risen and its rays blended with the glitter of the newly
fallen snow. It was indeed a. most charming night. •An old woman 111

love and the moon at midwinter' : he remembered the saying that these
are the two most dismal things in the world; but tonight he felt this
collocation to be very unjust .. He sent in an urgent letter: if despite her
scruples she intended ever to admit him for a. few moments to her presence,
why not take advantage of this excellent opportunity and not subject him
to the irritation of purposeless delays?

She did not doubt the reality of his feelings; but if at a time when thev
were both young enough to be forgiven a few indiscrenons, when more ...
over her father was actually seeking to promote an alliance between them,
she had without a moment's hesitation refused to yield herself to him 
what sense could there be, now that they were both past the age to which
such Irresponsible gallantries by right belong, what sense (she asked her
self) could there be in parleying with him, indeed, in admittmg him Into
her presence at all? He saw that she was absolutely unmoved by his appeal,
and was both astonished and hurt" She meanwhile disliked intensely rhrs
frigid interchange of messages and notes, but for the moment saw no wav
of bnnging it to a close. It wa.snow getting late, a fierce wind had begun
to blow and Genji, feeling a very real disappointment and distress, was
about to make his way homeward, flinging out as he did so the parting
verse:

'No penance can your hard heart find save such as you long since have
taught me to endure: As usual her gentlewomen insisted that she must
send a reply, and reluctantly she wrote the verse: (Is it for me to change,

J Asagao,
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for me who hear on every wind some tale that proves you, though the
years go by, not other than you were?'

He burst into a great rage when he received her note, but a moment
afterwards felt that he was behaving yery childishly, and said to the
gentlewoman who had brought it- · I would not for the world have any
one know how I have been treated tonight. Promise me, I beg of you,
that you will speak of it to no one; stay, you had best even deny that I
was here at all.. _.' He whispered this in a very low voice, but some
servants who were hanging about near by noticed the aside, and one of
them said to another: ·Look at that now! Poor gentleman! You can
see she has sent him a very stinging reply. Even 1£ she does not fancy
him, she mighr at least treat him with common civrlity. For he does not
look at all the kind of gentleman who would take advantage of a little
kindness .... •

As a.matter of fact, she had no distaste for him whatever. His beauty
delighted her and she was sure that she would have found him a most
charming companion. But she was convinced that from the moment she
betrayed this Iiking he would class her among the common ruck of his
admirers and imagine that she would put up with such treatment as they
were apparently content to endure. A position so humiliating she knew
that she could never tolerate. She was resolute, therefore, in her deter
mination never to allow the slightest Intimacy to grow up between them,
But at the same time she was now careful always to answer his letters
fully and courteously, and she allowed him to converse with her at

second hand whenever he felt inclined. It was hardly conceivable that,
submitted to this treatment, he would not soon grow weary of the whole
affair. For her part she wished to devote herself to the expiation of the
manyoffences against her own religion 1 that her residence at Kamo had
involved. Ultimately she meant to take orders; but any sudden step of
that kind would certainly be attributed to an unfortunate love-affair and
so give colour to the rumours which already connected her name with
his. Indeed, she hadseen enough of theworld to know that in few people is
discretion stronger than the desire to tell a good story, and she therefore
took no one into her confidence, not even the gentlewomen who waited
daily upon her. Meanwhile she devoted herself more and more ardently
to preparation for the mode of Iife which she hoped soon to embrace.

She had several brothers; but they were the children of Prince Zembo's
first wife ~ and she knew very little of them. Other visitors at the Mom
ozono Palace became increasingly rare; but the fact that no less a person
than Genji was known to be Princess Asagao's admirer aroused a wide
spread curiosity concerning her.

x Buddhism. She had been Vestal in the Shinto temple at Kamo, where no Buddhi...t
prayers or observances were allowed.

, Rokujo was his second.
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As a matter of fact, he was not very desperately in love with her, but
her apparent indifference had piqued him and he was determined to go
on nll he had gained his point. He had recently gathered from several
sources of information, Including persons of every rank in society, but all
of them in a position to know what they were talking about, that his
own reputation now stood very high in the country. He felt indeed that
his insight Into affairs had very greatly improved since old days, and it
would certainly be a pity if a scandal once more deprived him of popular
confidence. Nevertheless, if gossip were to concern itself with the matter
at all, he could not help feeling he should prefer to figure in the story as
having succeeded than as having been ignominiously repulsed.

Meanwhile hIS frequent absences from the Nijo-in had already convinced
Murasaki that the affair was as serious as it could possibly be. She tried
to conceal her agitation, but there were nmes when it was evident that she
had been secretly weeping, and Genji said to her one day: 'What has
come over you lately? I cannot Imagine any reason why you should be so
depressed'; and as he gently stroked the hair back from her forehead they
looked such a pair as you might put straight into a picture.

'Since his mother's death/ Genji went on presently, 'the Emperor
Ryozen has been In very low SpirIts and I have felt bound to spend
a good deal of time at the Palace. But that is not the only thing
which takes up my time in these days; you must remember that I have now
to attend personally to a mass of business which the old Mimster of the
Left used formerly to take off my hands. I am as sorry as you are that we
see so much less of one another; but I do my best, and you must really try
henceforward to bear with me more patiently. You are no longer a child,
yet you make as little effort to enter into my feelings and see my point of
view as if you were still in the nursery.. ' And with that, just as though she
were indeed a small child, he put back in its place a lock of her hair that
had become disordered while she was weeping.

But still she turned away from him and would not speak a word. 'This
is quite new; he said; 'who has been teaching you these pettish airs and
graces?' He spoke lightly; but how long, he wondered, was this gOing to
last, how much time were they going to spend in this dismal fashion,
while at any moment one of those countless horrors that life perpetually
holds over us might suddenly descend upon them and reconciliarion be no
longer possible? Determined to bring the matter to a head, he said at last:
'I think you have perhaps been misled by very foolish rumours concern
ing my friendship with the former Vestal. As a matter of fact, It is of the
most distant kind, as in the end you will yourself probably realize. She
has always, since I first got to know her years ago, treated me With an
exaggerated coldness .. This hurts me, and I have more than once remon
strated with her on the subject. As very little now goes on at the Mom
ozone Palace, she has a good deal of time on her hands and it amuses her
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to keep up a desultory correspondence. This is all that has happened be
tween us; and even you WIll surely admit that 1S not worth crYlng about f

If it is really this affair that has been on your mind, I assure you that there
1S no cause whatever for anxiety... .' He spent the whole day in trying
to win back her confidence, and his patience was at last rewarded.

By this time the snow was lying very deep, and it was snll falling,
though now very lightly. So far from obliterating the shapes of pIne-tree
and bamboo, the heavy covering of snow seemed only to accentuate rheir
varying forms, which stood out with strange distinctness In the evening
lrghr. 'We decided the other day,' said Genji to Murasaki, 'that Lady
Akikonomu's season is autumn, and yours spring. This evening I am
more sure than ever that mine is winter. What could be more lovely than
a. winter night such as this, when the moon shines out of a cloudless sky
upon the glittering, fresh-fallen snow> Beauty without colour seems
somehow to belong to another world At any rate, I find such a scene as
this infinitely more lovely and moving than any other in the whole year.
How little do I agree with the proverb that calls the moon in winter a
dismal sight!' So saying he raised the window-blind, and they looked out.
The moon was now fully risen, covering the whole garden with its steady,
even light. The withered flower-beds showed, in these cold rays, with
painful clearness the ravages of wind and frost. And look, the rrver was
half-choked with ice, while the pond, frozen all over, was unutterably
strange and lonesome under its coat of snow. Near it some children had
been allowed to make a monster snowbalL They looked very pretty as
they tripped about in the moonlight. Several of the older girls had taken
off their coats and set to in a very business-like way, showing all sorts of
strange under-garments; while their brothers, coming straight from their
tasks as page-boys and what not, had merely loosened their belts, and
there was now a sight of smart coat-tails flapping and long hair falling
forward till its ends brushed the white garden floor - an effect both
singular and delightful. Some of the very little ones were quite wild with
joy and rushed about dropping all their fans and other belongings in their
mad excitement. The glee imprinted on these small faces was charming
to behold. The children made so big a snowball that when it came to
rolling it along the ground they could not make it budge an inch, and the
sight of their frantic endeavours to get it moving provoked much jeering
and laughter from another parry of children which had just made its a.p
pearance at the eastern door.

41 remember,' said Genji, "that one year Lady Fujitsubo had a snow
mountain built in front of her palace. It is a common enough amusement
in winter time; but she had the art of making the most ordinary things
striking and interesting. What countless reasons 1 have to regret her at
every moment! I was during the greater part of her life not at all intimate
with her and had little opportunity of studying her at close quarters.
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But during her residence at the Palace, she often allowed me to be of
service to her in varIOUS small wa.ys, and I frequently had occasion to use
her good offices. In this way we were constantly discussing one piece of
business or another, and I discovered that though she had no obvious or
showy talents, she had the most extraordinary capacity for carrying
through even quite unimportant and trivial affairs with a. perfection of
taste and management that has surely never been equalled. At the same
nme she was of a rather timid disposrtion and often took things too much
to heart. Though you and she both sprlng from the same stem and neces
sanly have much in common, I have noticed that you are a good deal less
even in temperament than she.

'Lady Asagao, now, has a quite different nature. If in an idle moment
I address to her some rnfling fancy she replies with such spirit that I have
hard work not to be left lagging. I know no one else at Court to compare
with her in this respect.'

'I have always heard; said Murasaki, · that Lady Oborozuki is ex
tremely accomplished and qurck-witred. I should have thought, too,
from all I know of her that she was very sensible and discreet; and that
makes me all the more surprised at cerram stories that I have heard re
peated ...... ,,'

'You are quite right,' said Genji. · Among all the ladies now at Court
she is the one I should pick out both for Irveliness and beauty. As to the
rumours you speak of - I know quite well what you are referring to. I
bitterly regret what happened; as indeed I regret much else that belongs
to that part of my life. And what quantities of things most people must
begin to repent of, as the years go by! For compared with almost any
of my friends, I have led a very quiet and decorous Iife.' He paused for a
moment; the mention of Oborozuki seemed to have moved him deeply.
Presently he continued: 'I have a feeling that you look down upon coun
try people such as the Lady of Akashi. I assure you that, unlike most
women in that station of life, she is extremely cultrvated and intelligenr,
though of course people of her class are bound in many ways to be very
different from us, and I admit she has certain strained and exaggerated
ideas of which I cannot approve.

,About women of the common sort I know nothing; but among our own
people it has always seemed to me that few indeed were in any way re
markable or interesting. An exception however is our guest in the new
wing; 1 she remains charming as ever. But though such beauty and in
telligence are very rare, she has never cared to parade them; and since the
time when I first realized her gifts and hastened to make her acquaintance,
she has always continued to show the same indifference to the worldly
conquests which she might so easily have secured. We have now been
friends for so long that I do not think we are ever likely to parr; I at any

I The lady from the Village of Falling Flowers,
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rate should be very sorry If she were to leaye n1Y house.' While- he thus
talked of one rhing and another, It grew very late. The' moon shone
brighter and brighrer, and a. snllness now reigned that, after the recent
wintry storms, was very agreeable. Murasaki recited the verse: · The
frozen waters are at rest; but now with waves of lrght the moonbeam ebbs
and flows.' She was looking out at the window, her head a little to one
side, and both the expression of her face and the way her hair fell re
minded him, as so often before, of her whom he had lost. Suddenly his
affections, which for many weeks past had to some small extent been
divided, were once more hers, and hers alone.

Just then a love-bird I cried, and he recited the verse: 'Does it not move
you strangely, the Iove-bird's cry, tonight when, like the drifnng SnO\N,

memory piles up on memory>' Long after he and Murasaki had retired to
rest, recollections of Lady Fujitsubo continued to crowd into his mind,
and when at last he fell asleep, a. vision of her at once appeared to him,
saying in tones of deep reproach: 'It may be that you on earth have kept
our secret; but in the land of the dead shame cannot be hid, and I am pay
Ing dearly for what you made me do ... .' He tried to answer, but fear
choked his voice, and Murasaki, hearing him suddenly give a strange
muffled cry, said rather peevishly: 'What are you doing that for? You
frightened me!' The sound of her voice roused him. He woke in a terrible
state of grief and agitation, his eyes full of tears which he at once made
VIolent efforts to control. But soon he was weeping bitterly, to the be
wdderment of Murasaki, who nevertheless lay all the time stock-strll at
his side. He was now too miserable and distracted to think of sleep, and
slipping out of bed presently began writing notes to various temples in
the district, directing that certain texts and spells should be recited, he
did not however dare to state on whose behalf these things were to be
done.

Small wonder that in the dream she turned upon him so bitter and re
proachful a gaze, feeling (as by her words he Judged she did) that this one
sin had robbed her of salvation. He remembered her constant devotions,
never since that fatal day had she ormtted one single prayer, penance or
charity that might serve as atonement for her guilt. Yet all had been in
vain, and even 10 the world beyond, this one crime clung to her Iike a
stain that could not be washed away. In the past he had never thought
clearly about such things; but now they lived in his mind with a terrible
vividness and certainty. Were there but some spell, some magic that
could enable him to seek her out in the obscure region where her soul
was dwelling, and suffer in her stead the penalties of his own offence!
Yet the truth was that he could not so much as have a few poor Masses
said for her soul; for, had he named her, the suspicions of the Court would
at once have been aroused.

I Generally called by the ugly name 'Mandarin Duck.'
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Concerning the Emperor, too, Genii's conscience was very uneasy, for
had Ryozen indeed discovered the true story of his birth, he must now be
living In a state of continual apprehension. It was at about this time that
Genji put himself under the especial protection of Amida, Buddha of
Boundless Light, beseeching the Blessed One that in due time his soul and
that of the lady whom he had undone might spring from the same lotus in
His holy Paradise. But of such an issue he had Iittle hope, and often he
would disconsolately recite the verse: 'Fain would I follow her, could I but
hope to thread my way among the sunless Rivers of the World Below.' I

r Through each of the Three Evil Realms (of Animals, Hungry Ghosts and Demons)
runs a meandering river.
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The Maiden

]IN THE spring of the next year I the National Mourning for Lady
Fujitsubo came to an end. Gay colours began to appear once more
at Court, and when the time for summer dresses came round it was

seen that the fashions were smarter than ever; moreover, the weather was
unusually agreeable and there was every prospect of a fine spell for the Kamo
Festival. 2 Lady Asagao gave no outward sign of what reflections passed
through her mind while she witnessed the ceremonies in which she her
self had a few years ago taken the leading part. But she gazed fixedly at
the laurel tree 3 in front of her Window; and though there was much
beauty in those lank branches, swept to and fro by the roving winds, yet
it seemed as if it must be for some other cause that again and again her
eyes returned to It. In her ladles, at any rate, the sight of this tree aroused
a host of reminiscences and suitable reflections.

From GenJi came a note in which he said: "Does it not give you a
strange feeling to witness a Day of Cleansing in which you take no part?'
And remembering that she was still in mourning for her father, he added
the poem: "Little thought I that, like a. wave In the swirl of the flood,
you would come back so soon, a dark-robed mourner swept along time's
hurrying stream.'

It was written on purple paper in a bold script, and a spray of wistaria ..
was attached to it. Moved by all that was going on around her she re
plied: 'It seems but yesterday that I first "Tore my sombre dress; but now
the pool of days has grown into a flood wherein I soon shall wash my
grief away.' s The poem was sent without explanation or comment and
constituted, indeed, a meagre reply; but, as usual, he found himself con
stantly holding it in front of him and gazing at it as though it had been
much more than a few poor lines of verse.

When the end of the mourning actually came, the lady who acted as
messenger and intermediary in general was overwhelmed by the number of
packages 6 from the Nijo-in which now began to arrive. Lady Asagao ex
pressed great displeasure at this lavishness and, if the presents had been

I Genji is now thirty-three..
2 In the fourth month.
;1 The laurel and the hollyhock form the garlands worn by worshippers at this festival.
oi Her mourning was of dark blue wistaria colour.
S Her period of mourning is almost over. There is a play ofwords;fuji =wistaria, and

fuchi = pool.
6 The presents of gay clothing which are customarily made to a person who has just

emerged from a period ofmourning..
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accompanied by letters or poems of at all a familiar or impertinent kind,
she would at once have put a stop to these attentions. But for a year
past there had been nothing in his conduct to complain of. From time to
rime he came to the house and enquired after her, but always quite openly.
His letters were frequent and affecnonate, but he took no liberties, and
what nowadays troubled her chiefly was the difficulty of inventing any
thing to sa.y in reply.

To Princess Nyogo, too, Gen]i sent good wishes on the occasion of her
coming out of mourning. This delighted her, and the old lady observed
to her maids, whilst reading the letter: 'How strange it is to get this very
nice letter from Prince Genji! Why, it seems only yesterday that he was
a baby-in-arms, and here he is, writing such a. sensible, manly letter! I
had heard that he had grown up very good-looking; but what pleases me
is that he evidently has a quite exceptionally nice disposition.' These
outbursts of praise were always greeted WIth laughter by the younger
ladtes-in-warting, among whom Princess Nyogo's weakness for Genji was
a standing Joke.

The old lady next bustled off to ber niece's rooms. 'What do you say
ro this?' she asked, holding out the letter; 'could anything be more
friendly and considerate> But he has always regarded this house as a
second home. I have often told you that your poor father was bitterly
disappointed that the circumstances of your birth made it impossible for
him to offer your hand to this Prince.... It was indeed definitely arranged
that he should do so, and it was WIth the greatest reluctance that he con
sented to your departure. He talked to me about this constantly in after
vears, and it was obvious that he bitterly regretted not having arranged
the marriage at a much earlier period in your Iife, What held him back
from doing so was that my sister Princess Omiya had already arranged for
the marriage of her daughter, Lady Aoi, to Prince Genji and, frightened
of giving offence, he let time slip by without doing anything towards the
accomplishment of this favourite project. But Lady Aoi's death has re
moved the one insurmountable obstacle which before made it out of the
queStiOn that any person of consequence should offer to this Prince hIS

daughter's hand. For though there are now several ladies in his house
hold, none of them is of the highest rank. Such a person as yourself, for
example, would necessarily assume the foremost place, and I confess I
cannot see why, if an offer came your way, it would be such a bad thing
for you to accept it. At any rate, that is how I feel. He must be very fond
of you, or he certainly would not have started writing again directly you
came back from Kamo.... '

Princess Asagao thought her aunt's way of looking at things very old
fashioned and mistaken: 'Having held out for so long against the re
proaches of my father, who was, as you will remember, by no means used
to being gainsaid, it would be a strange thing if I were now to yield,
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after all that has happened since, to your or anyone else's friendly per
suasions.' She looked so reluctant to dISCUSS the subject further that her
aunt did not proceed, The whole staff of the Palace, from dames-of
honour down to kitchen-maids, being all of them more or less in love with
Genji themselves, watched with great Interest to see how he would fare
at Princess Asagao's hands, the majority prophesying for him a heavy
discomfiture. But Genji himself firmly believed that if only he went on
quietly displaying his devotion, sooner or later there would come some
sign that she was ready to yield. He had long a.go realized that she was
not a person who could ever be hustled into acting against her own bet
ter Judgment and inclination.

It was high time to be thinking about the Initiation of Yugiri, Aoi's
son, who was now twelve years old. It would in many ways have been
better that the ceremony should be performed in Genji's palace. But it
"vas natural that the boy's grandmother should be anxious to witness It,
and in the end it was decided that it should be performed at the Great
Hall. Here the boy had the support of his uncle To no Chujo and of Aoi's
other brothers, all of whom were now in influential positions, and as the
function was to take place under their own roof they were additionally
ready to do whatever they could to help in making the occasion a success.
It was an event which aroused very wide interest throughout the country)
and what with visitors pouring in from all sides and a mass of preparatIons
to be made for the actual ceremony, there was hardly room to turn round
for days beforehand.

He had thought at first of placing Yugiri in the Fourth Rank; but he
was afraid that this would be considered an abuse of power, and there was
Indeed no hurry; for the boy was still very immature, and affairs being now
entirely in Genji's hands he could easily promote him by small steps, till
wirhin a comparatively short time it would be possible to put him in the
Fourth Rank without attracting an undue amount of attention. When,
however, Yugiri made his appearance at the Great Hall in the light blue
decorations of the Sixth Rank, this was more than his grandmother
Princess Omiya could bear. Genji fortunately realized that she would
very likely be somewhat upset. When he went to call upon her she at
once began voicing her grievance. · You must remember,' replied Genji,
'that he is far too young to begin his public career. I would not indeed
have performed his Initiation so early save that I designed to make a
scholar of him. This will give him profitable employment during two or
three years which might otherwise ha.ve been completely thrown away.
As soon as he is old enough to take public office, he is certain to come
quickly to the fore.

'I myself was brought up at the Palace in complete ignorance of the out
side world. Living as I did continually at my father the Emperor's side I
could not but pick up a certain vague familiarity with writing and books;
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it was, however, of the most meagre kind. For I could not at the best
learn more than he chanced himself to have picked up In the same casual
way, so that In every subject I only knew disconnected scraps and had no
notion of how they ought to be fitted together. This was the case par ...
ncularly as regards literature; but even in music my knowledge was hope
lessly Incomplete, and I acquired no real command over either zithern or
flute. It may turn out that he is quicker than I; but on the whole it seems
far commoner for children to have less natural aptitude than their parents,
and I determined that this child of mine should be educated in a far more
thorough way. For if I merely handed on to him the scraps of information
which I in my day had picked up from the old Emperor I feared that
knowledge might reach him in so attenuated a form as would stand him
in very poor stead for the future.

'I have noticed that children of good families, assured of such titles and
emoluments as they desire, and used to receive the homage of the world
however little they do to deserve it, see no advantage in fatiguing them
selves by arduous and exacting studies. Having then in due time been
raised to offices for which they have qualified themselves only by a long
course of frolics and indiscretions, they are helped out of all their diffi
culties by a set of time-servers (who are all the while laughing at them
behind their backs), and they soon imagine themselves to be the most
accomplished statesmen on earth. But however influential such a one
may be, the death of some relative or a change in the government may
easily work hIS undoing, and he will soon discover WIth surprise how
poor an opinion of him the world really has. It is thenthat he feels the dis
advantages of the desultory education which I have described.. For the
truth is, that without a solid foundation of book-learning this "Japanese
spirit" of which one hears so much is not of any great use in the world.

·So you see that, though at the present moment I may seem to be doing
less for him than I ought, it is my wish that he may one day be fit to bear
the highest charges in the State, and be capable of so doing even if I am
no longer here to direct him. For the moment, though you think that I
do not adequately use my influence on his behalf, I will at any rate see
to it that he is not looked down upon as a mere starvelmg aspirant of the
Schools.' But the Princess would not part with her grievance: "I am sure
you have thought it all out very carefully;' she said; •but his uncles and
most other people WIll not understand a word of this, and will merely
think he 15 being badly treated; and I am sure the poor boy himself is very
disappointed.. He has always been brought up with the idea that To no
Chujo's children and his other little cousins are in some way inferior to
him, and now he sees them all going steadily upwards in rank, while he is
treated Iike this..... I assure you he found it very painful wearing that
light blue dress, and my heart went out to him: Genji could not help
laughing: · You must not take these things so seriously,' he said.. 'What
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does it all matter? Please remember that you are talking about a child of
twelve years old. You may be sure he understands nothing whatever of
all this business. When he has been at his studies for a little while, you
will see how much improved he is and be angry with me no longer.'

The ceremony of bestowing the School-name took place in the new
part of the Nijo-in palace, a portion of the eastern wing being set aside
for the purpose. As such a function seldom takes place in the houses of
the great, the occasion was one of great interest, and Pnnces and Courriers
of every degree vied with one another for the best seats, the professors who
had come to conduct the proceedings were not expectIng so large and dis
tmguished an audience, and they were evidently very much put out.
'Gentlemen; said Genji, addressing them, «I want you to perform this
ceremony in all its rigour, omitrmg no detail, and above all not in any
way altering the prescribed usages either in deference to the company here
assembled or out of consideration for the pupil whom you are about to
admit into your craft.' The professors did their best to look business-like
and unconcerned. Many of them were dressed in gowns which they had
hired for the occasion, but fortunately they had no idea how absurd they
looked in these old-fashioned and ill-ficnng clothes; which saved them
from a great deal of embarrassment. Their grimaces and odd turns of
speech, both combined with a certain mincing affability which they
thought suitable to the occasion - even the strange forms and cere
monies that had to be gone through before anyone of them could so much
as sit down in his seat - all this was so queer that Yugiri'S COUSins, who
had never seen anything of the sort in their Irves before, could not refrain
from smilmg. It was therefore as well that, as actual participators in the
ceremony, only the older and steadier among the princes of the Great
Hall had been selected. They at least could be relied upon to control their
laughter, and all was going smoothly, when it fell to the lot of To no
Chujo and his friend Prince Mimbuyko to fill goblets out of the great
wine-flagon and present them to their learned guests. Being both of them
entirely unversed in these academic rites they paused for a moment, as
though not quite certain whether they were really expected to perform
this task with their own hands. So at any rate the professors interpreted
their hesitation, and at once broke out into indignant expostulations:
'The whole proceeding is in the highest degree irregular,' % they cried.
«These gentlemen possess no academic qualifications and ought not to be
here at all. They must be made to understand that we know nothing of
the distinctions and privileges which prevail at Court. They must be told
to mend their manners ... : At this someone in the audience ventured to
titter, and the professors again expostulated: •These proceedings cannot
continue,' they said, •unless absolute silence is preserved. Interruptions

! The professors speak in a mixture of antiquated Japanese and classical Chinese the
effect of which I do not attempt to reproduce.
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are in the highest degree irregular, and if they occur again we shall he
obliged to leave our seats. t Several more testy speeches followed, and the
audience was vastly entertained; for those who had never witnessed such
performances before were naturally carried away by so diverting a novelty,
while the few who were famihar WIth the proceedings had now the saris
faction of smiling indulgently at the crude amazement of their compan
ions. It was long indeed SInce Learning had received so signal a mark of
encouragement, and for the first nme its partisans felt themselves to be
people of real weight and consequence. Not a single word mighr anyone
In the audience so much as whisper to his neighbour without calling down
upon himself an angry expostulation, and excited cries of 'disgraceful
behaviour!' were provoked by the mildest signs of restlessness in the
crowd.. For some time the ceremony had been proceeding in darkness,
and now when the torches were suddenly lit, revealing those aged
faces contorted with censoriousness and self-importance, Genji could
not help thinking of the Sarugaku I mountebanks with their burlesque
postures and grimaces. 'Truly,' he thought, looking at the professors,
· truly in more ways than one an extraordinary and unaccountable pro..
fession r 'I think it 1S rather fun;' he sard, 4 to see everyone being kept
In order by these crabbed old people,' and hid himself well behind hIS

curtains-of-state, lest his comments too should be heard and rebuked.
Not nearly enough accommodation had been provided, and many of the

young students from the College had been turned away for lack of room,
Hearing this, Genji sent after them with apologies and had them brought
back to the Summer House where they were entertained with food and
drink. Some of the professors and doctors whose own part in the cere
mony was over had also left the palace, and Genji now brought them
back and made them compose poem after poem. He also detained such of
the courtiers and princes as he knew to care most for poetry; the profes
sors were called upon to ~ompose complete poems :I while the company,
from Genji downwards, tried their hands at quatrains, Teachers of Liter
ature being asked to choose the themes. The summer night was so short
that before the time came to read out the poems it was already broad day
Iight. The reading was done by the Under-secretary to the Council, who,
besides being a man of fine appearance, had a remarkably strong and im
pressive voice, so that his recitations gave everyone great pleasure.

That mere enthusiasm should lead young men of high birth, who
might so easily have contented themselves with the life of brilliant
gaieties to which their position entitled them, to study f by the light of
the glow-worm at the window or the glimmer of snow on the bough,' 3

t See my No Plays, p. 15 seq.
a In eight lines.
J Like Ch'e Yun and Sun K'ang, two Chinese scholars who bad not money enough to

buy candles (4th century A.D..).
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VV'J.S highly gratifying, and such a number of ingenious fancies and corn
parisons pervaded the minds of the competitors that anyone of these
composmons might well have been carried to the Land Beyond the Sea
without fear of bringing our country Into contempt. But women are not
supposed to know anything about Chinese literature, and I will not shock
your sense of propriety by quoting any of the poems - even that by
which Genu so deeply moved his hearers.

Hard upon the ceremony of giving the School-name came that of acru..11
admittance to the College, and finally Yugiri took up residence 111 the
rooms which had been prepared for him at the Nijo-in.. Here he was put
In charge of the most learned masters that could be procured, and hIS

education hegan in earnest. At first he was not allowed to visit hIS grand
mother at all; for Genji had noticed that she spoiled him shockingly,
rreanng him, indeed, as though he were still a little child, and there
seemed a much better chance that he would settle down to his new life If
it were not interrupted by constant treats and cossetings at the Great
Hall. But Princess Ormya took the boy's absence so much to heart rhar 111

the end three visits a month were allowed..
Yugrn found this sudden restriction of liberty very depressing, and he

thought it unkind of his father to inflict these labours upon him, when he
might so easily have allowed him to amuse himself for a little while longer
and then go straight into some high post.. Did Genji think him so verv
stuprd as to need, before he could work for the Government, a traming
with which everyone else seemed able to dispense? But he was a sensible,
good-natured boy, who took life rather seriously, and seeing that he was
not gOIng to be allowed to mix in the world or start upon his career till
he had read his books, he determined to get through the business as
quickly as possible. The consequence was that in the space of four or 6, e
months he had read not only the whole of the Historical Records,' bur
many other books as well. When the rime Came for his Examinations,
Genji determined to put him to the test privately a little while before
hand.. He was assisted by To no Chujo, by the Chief Secretary of Councrl,
the Clerk of the Board of Rites and a few other friends. The chief tutor
was now sent for, and asked to select passages from the Htstoncal Records. I

He went through every chapter, picking out the most difficult paragraphs
- just such parts indeed as the College Examiners were likely to hrt
upon - and made his pupil read them out loud. Yugiri not only read
without the slightest srumblmg or hesitation but showed clearly in every
doubtful or misleading passage that he understood the sense of what he
was reading. Everyone present was astonished at his proficiency and it
was generally agreed that he had the makings of a first-rate scholar. · If
only his poor grandfather could see him!' said To no Chujo with a sigh;

I By Ssu-ma Ch'lien, 1St century B.O., a book somewhat longer than Gibbon's Decline
a"dFail; by far the most distinguished Chinese historical work.
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and Genji, unable to restrain his feelmgs, exclaimed with tears in his
eyes: · All this makes me feel very old! Before it has always been other
people over whom one shook one's head, saYlng that they were " getting
on in hfe" or Cl not so active as they were.,t But now that I have a grown
up child of my own, I feel (though I am still fortunately some way off my
second childhood) that henceforward he wrll every day grow more in
telligent, and I more stupid.' The tutor Iistened attentively to this speech
and felt much comforted by it. To no Chu]o had been helping him lib..
erally to wine, and the learned man's gaunt, rugged features were now
suffused with smiles of JOY and pride. He was a very un practical man and
his worldly success had never been proportionate to his great attainments.
At the time when Genji first came across him he was without patronage
or any means of subsistence. Then came this sudden stroke of good for
tune, he of all people was singled out and summoned to this all-important
task. Ever since his arrival he had enjoyed a degree of consideration far
In excess of what, in his capacity of tutor, he had any right to expect, and
now that the diligence of his pupil had procured for him this fresh ground
for Genji's esteem, he looked forward at last to a distinguished and pros..
perous career.

On the day of the actual examination the College courtyards were
crammed to overflowing with fashionable equipages; it seemed indeed as
though the whole world had turned out to Witness the ceremony, and the
princely candidate's entry at the College gates wore the air of a triumphal
procession. He looked very unfit to mmgle with the crowd (shabby and
uncouth as such lads generally are) among whom he now had to take his
place, sitting right at the end of the bench, for he was the youngest
scholar present; and it was small wonder that he came near to wincing as
he took his place amid his uncouth classmates.

On this occasion also the presence of so large and profane an audience
sorely tried the nerves of the academic authorities, and it was to the ac
companiment of constant appeals for silence and good manners that
Yugiri read his pardon. But he did not feel in the least put out and per
formed his task with complete success.

This occasion had an important effect upon the fortunes of the College
It began to recover much of its old prestige, and henceforward the students
were drawn not only from the lower and middle, but also to a considerable
degree from the upper classes, and it became more and more frequent for
the holders of high office to have received a certain amount of education.
It was found that the possession of Degrees, such as that of Doctor of
Letters or even Bachelor, was now an advantage in after life and fre
quently led to more rapid promotion. This incited both masters and pupils
to unprecedented efforts. At Genii's palace too the making of Chinese
poems became frequent; both scholars and professors were often his
guests, and learning of every kind was encouraged and esteemed in a man...
ner seldom before witnessed at Court.
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The question of appointing an Empress now became urgent..
The claims of Akikonomu were considerable, since it was the dying

wish of Fujitsubo, the Emperor's mother, that her son should be guided
by this lady's counsel; and in urgmg her claims Genji was able to plead
rhrs excuse. The great disadvantage of such a choice was that Akikonomu,
like Fujitsubo before her, was closely connected with the reigning family,
and such alliances are very unpopular in the country. Lady Chujo I had
the merit of priority, and to her partisans it appeared that there could be
no question of anyone else being called upon to share the Throne. But
there were many supporters of Lady Akikonomu who were equally in
dignant that her claims should for an instant be questioned.

Prince Hyobukyo 2 had now succeeded to the post of President of the
Board of Rites, previously held by Asagao's father; he had become a figure
of considerable importance at Court and it was no longer deemed pol ittc
that his daughter should be refused admittance to the Imperial Household.

This lady, like Akikonomu, had the disadvantage of a close connection
with the ruling House; but on the other hand her elevation to the Throne
was just as likely to have been supported by the Emperor's late mother as
that of Akikonomu, for the newcomer was her brother's child, and it
was thought by many people not to be unreasonable that this elder cousin
should be called upon to take Fujirsubos place, as far as watching over the
health and happiness of the young Emperor was concerned. The claims,
then, were pretty equally divided, and after some hesitation Genji fol
lowed his own inclinations by appointing Akikonomu to share the
Throne. How strange that in the end this lady should have risen to an
even higher position than her celebrated mother! Such was the comment
of the world, and in the country at large some surprise was felt at the
announcement of her good fortune, for little was known of her outside
the Court.

About this time To no Chujo became Palace Minister and Genji began
to hand over to him most of the business of state. Chujo had a vigorous
and rapid mind, his judgment tended to be very sound, a.nd his natural in
telligence was backed by considerable learning. Thus, though it will be
remembered that at the game of 'covering rhymes' 3 he was badly de
feated, in public affairs he carried all before him. By his various wives 4

he had some ten children, who were now all grown-up and taking their
places very creditably in the world. Besides the daughter whom he had
given in marriage to the Emperor there was another, Lady Kumoi by
name, who was a child of a certain princess with whom he had at one

t The eldest daughter of To no Chujo.
:I Murasaki's father, who was anxious to place his younger daughter at Court.
3 See Part 11, p. 220. The rhyme-words at the end of the verses were covered and

the competitors had to guess them.
4 His first wife was a daughter of the Minister of the Right.
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time carried on an intrigue. This lady then was not, as far as blrth went,
In any way her sister's Inferior; but the mother had subsequently married
a Provincial Inspector who already had a large number of chrldren, le
seemed a pity to allow the girl to be brought up by a stepfather among
this promiscuous herd of youngsters, and To no Chujo had obtained leave
to have her at the Great Hall and put her under his mother Prrncess
Orruya's keeping. He took far less interest in her, it is true, than he did
In Lady Chujo; but both in beauty and intelligence she was generallv con
sidered to be at least her sister's equal. She had during her childhood
naturally been brought much Into contact with Yugiri. When each of
them was about ten years old they began to live in separate quarters of
the house. She was still very much attached to him; but one day her
father told her that he did not hke her to make great friends wirh little
boys, and the next time they met she was careful to be very distant towards
him. He was old enough to feel puzzled and hurt; and often when she
was in the garden admiring the flowers or autumn leaves or giving her
dolls an airing he would follow her about, entreating to be allowed to
play With her. At such times she could not bring herself to drive him
away, for the truth was that she cared for him quite as much as he for her
Her nurses noticed her changed manner towards him, and could not un
derstand how it was that two children who for years had seemed to be
inseparable companions should suddenly begin to behave as though they
were almost strangers to one another. The girl was so young that the re
lationship certainly had no particular meaning for her; but Yugiri was a
couple of years older, and it was quite possible (they thought) that he
had tried to give too grown-up a turn to the friendship. Meanwhile the
boy's studies began, and opportunities for meeting were rarer than ever.
They exchanged. letters written in an odd childish scrawl which neverthe
less in both cases showed great promise for the future. As was natural
with such juvenile correspondents they were continually losing these
Jeerersand leaving them abour, so that among the servants in both houses
there was soon a pretty shrewd idea of what was going on. But there was
nothing to begained by giving information and, having read these notes,
the finders hastened to put them somewhere out of sight..

After the various feasts of congratulation were over things became very
quiet at Court. Rain set in, and one night when a dank wind was blowing
through the tips of the sedges, To no Chujo, finding himself quite at
leisure) went to call upon hIS mother, and sending for Lady Kumoi asked
her to play to them on her zithern. Princess Omiya herself performed ex
cellently on several instruments and had taught all she knew to her grand
daughter. 'The lute; said To no Chujo, 'seems to be the one instrument
which women can never master successfully; yet it is the very one that I
long to hear properly played" It seems as though the real art of playing
were now entirely lost. True, there is Prince So-and-so, and Genji "..'
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\ nJ he hegan to enumerate the few Irving persons whom he considered
ro have auv inklmg of this art. · Among women-players I believe the best
IS that gIrl whom Prrnce Genji has settled in the country near OL They
,;ay rhat she inhents her method of playmg straight from the Emperor
Engl, from whom lt was handed on to her father. But considering that
she has Irved by herself In the depths of the country for years on end, it is
Indeed extraordinary that she should have attained to any great degree of
skrll Gen)i has constantly spoken to me of her playrng and, according
to him, It is absolutely unsurpassed Progress in music more than In any
other subject depends upon securrng a variety of companions with whom
to study and rehearse. For anyone lrvmg in isolation to obtain mastery
over an Instrument is most unusual and must imply a prodigious talent ~

He then tried to persuade the old princess to play a lirtle. 6 I am terribly
sriri' 10 the fingers,' she said, · I can't manage the" stopping" at all' Bur
she played very nicely. 'The Lady of Akashi,' said To no Chujo presently,
· must, as I have said, be exceptionally glfted~ but she has also had great
luck. To have given my COU~ln Genu a daughter when he had warred for
one so long was a singular stroke of good fortune. She seems moreover to
he a curiously self-effacing and obliging person; for I hear that she has
resigned all claim to the chrld and allows her betters to bring it up as
though It were their own.' And he told the whole story, so far as the facts
were known to him. 'Women,' he went on, · are odd creatures; it is no
use trying to advance them in the world unless they have exactly the
rrght temperament.. ' After naming several examples, he referred to the
failure of his own daughter, Lady Chujo: "She IS by no means bad-look
ing,' he sard, 'and she has had every possible advantage. Yet now she has
managed things so badly that she is thrust aside in favour of someone I

who seemed to have no chance at all. I sometimes feel that it is quite
useless to make these family plans. I hope indeed that I shall be able to
do better for this little Iadv; J and there did at one time seem to be a
chance that so soon as the Cro\vn Prince 3 was almost old enough for his
Imtiarion I might be able to do something for her in that direction. But
now I hear that the little gIrl from Akashi is being spoken of as the
future Empress Presumptive, and if that is so I fear that no one else has
411Y chance.' l How, can you say such a thing?' asked the Princess in
dignanrly. 'You have far too 10\v an opinion of your own family. The
late MInister, your father, always believed firmly that we should one day
have the credit of supplying a partner to the Throne, and he took im
mense pains to get this child of yours accepted in the Imperial Household
at the earliest possible moment. H only he were alive, things would never

I Akikonomu,
2 Kumoi
J Fhe ex-Emperor Suzaku's little sou..
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have gone wrong like this.' It was evident, from what she went on to
say, that she felt very indignant at Genji's conduct in the matter.

It was a very pretty sight to see little Lady Kumoi playing her mother's
great thirteen-stnnged zithern Her hair fell forward across her face with
a charming effect as she bent over her instrument. Chujo was Just thinking
how graceful and distinguished the child's appearance was when, feeling
that she was being watched, Lady Kumoi shyly turned away, showing
for a moment as she did so a profile of particular beauty. The poise of her
left hand, as with small fingers she depressed the heavy strIngs, was such
as one sees in Buddhist carvings. Even her grandmother, who had
watched her at her lessons day by day, could not hold back a murmur of
admiration.

When they had played several duets the big zithern was removed, and
To no Chujo played a few pieces on his six-stringed Japanese zithern, using
the harsh · major' I tuning which was appropriate to the season. Played
not too solem rly and by so skilful a hand as Chujo's, this somewhat
strident mode was very agreeable. On the boughs outside the window
only a few ragged leaves were left; while within several groups of aged
gentlewomen clustering wl~h their heads together behind this or that
curtarn-of-srate, moved by Chujo's playing were shedding the tears that
people at that time of lite are only too ready to let fall upon any provoca
rion. .. It needs but a light wind to strip the autumn boughs,' quoted
Chujo, and continuing the quotation, he added: 'HIt cannot be the
music of my zithern that has moved them. Though they know it not, it
IS the sad beauty of this autumn evening that has provoked their sudden
tears. H But come, let us have more music before we part.' Upon this
Princess Omiya and her daughter played The Autumn Wind and To no
Chujo sang the words with so delightful an effect that everyone present
was Just thinking how much his presence added to the amenity of any
gathering, when yet another visitor arrived. Yugiri, thinking that such
an evemng was wasted if not spent in agreeable company, had come over
from Genji's palace to the Great Hall, · Here she is; said To no Chujo,
leading the boy towards the curtain-of-stare behind which Kumoi was
now sitting. t You see she is a hrtle shy of you and has taken refuge be
hind her curtains.' And then looking at Yugiri: 'I don't believe all this
reading is suiting you. Your father himself agrees with me; I know that
learning easily becomes a useless and tedious thing if pushed beyond a
reasonable point. However, in your case he must have had some par
ticular reason for supposing that academic honours would be useful. I
do not know what was in his mind, but be that as it may, I am sure it is
bad for you to be bending all day over your books!' And again: '1 am
sure that you ought sometimes to have a change.. Come now, play a tune

I Using 'major) and 'minor) as translations of To and In. The six strings 'Were tuned
to the 1St, 5th, 9th, and grd, 7th, I 1 th, semitones of the diatonic scale..
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on my Ilute IT"our masters can have no objecrron to that, for IS not the rlurc
Itself the subject of a hundred annque and learned stories?' ";{uglrl took
the flute and played a tune or two with a certam boyish falrermg, bur
wirh verv agreeable effect, The zirherns were laid ~slde and while Chujo
beat the measure sofrlv with his hands, Yuam sang to them the old
ballad · Shall I wear rnv flowered dress)' Thl~ 1S Just L the sort of concert
that Genu so much enjoys; said To 110 Chujo, 'and rh at IS why he IS al
wavs trving to get tree from the nes of business ~or do I blame him; for
the world IS an unpleasant place at hest, and surelv one might as well
spend one's nrne doing what one Iikes, insread of rorhng day after day at
things that do not Interest one In the least'

He passed round the wine-tlagon, .ind as 1r w JS now gernng dark, rhe
great Lamp was brought In, soon followed by suprer When the meal \Vd.S
over, To no Chujo sent Lady Kumoi back to her room It did not escape
the nonce of Princess Omivas genrle\vomen that Chujo was anXIOUS to
keep Yugm and his Iirtle daughter as far as possible apart · Whv, he has
sent her awav,' they' whispered, · because he does not want her to he ..ir
the Iirrle gentleman play on the zithern There \\'"111 be a sad a\v;.kenIng
for him one day, If he goes on rrearrng them h ke that ~ When To no
Chujo at length wrrhdrew, he remembered rhar he had not grven certain
msrruc rrons to one of the Prrncess's ladles, and stealrng back mro the
room he dell \ ered hIS message as quietiv as POSS! ble and was on hIS w ~l v
out of the room J,gJ.ln, when he caught the sound of his own name ..:\
group of ancient gcnrlewomen at the far end of the aparrrnenr had not
noticed hIS return and their whispermg had gone on uninterrupted. He
stood srrll and, hsterung Intently, heard the words. · He 15 supposed to be
cl \ ery clever 111J.n, But people are always fools when It comes to deJ.llng
\\ irh their 0\"'11 chrldren. I could never see any sense at all in that Froverb

- YOU know the one I mean --'" ~() one knows a child but Its parentS,"
'\11 nonsense, I s.iv;' and she nudged her neighbour expressively. Thrs w as

,,1 shock to Chuio, it meant, he realized ,15 he hurried from the room, rhar
the friendship between these t\\ 0 chrldren, which he had hoped to keep
wirhrn hounds, had alreadv, In the C'\ es of the household, taken on .1
rOlTI,l11tlC tinge The old l~dles \\ n hm suddenlv heard the sharp cry of
Chujos ourrrders. . Well I Whar do vou think of rhar?' thev sai.I. . Hcs
only JUSt starting! Where has he been hidma all rhis rime> I'll tell vou
what, He's up t~) some of hIS old tricks ag"lll;, YOU mark IDV words!' ...~nd
anorher: · I thought a fresh ruff of scent blew this \\"~tY', but lrrrle Prince
Yugrri has gOt some Just lrke It, .ind I fancied it was hIS Do you rh mk
HIS Excellence was anywhere round here- It would be ,1 rerrible rhrng for
all nf us If he heard what we said after we thought he had gone ,1\\"J.Y

He's got a hasty remper..... ' .. Well, after all, there is reallv nothing to
worrv abour;' thought To no Chujo, as he drove to the Palace. ·It 1$ per
feCtly na.tural thar rhey should ha \"e Inade frIends' But It really won ld ht:

I ~
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very galling if after the failure of Lady Chujo to get herself made Em
press, Lady Kumoi should through this boy-and-girl affair lose her chance
of becoming Empress Presumptive.

Now as always, he "vas really on very good terms with Genji; but, Just
as in old days, their Interests sometimes clashed, and Chujo lay awake a
long while calhng to mind their boyish rivalry and later jealousies, The
old princess saw all that was going on; but Yugiri was her favourite
grandchild, and whatever he did she accepted as perfectly justified. But
she too was very much irritated by various conversations that she over
heard, and henceforward watched over the situatron with all the con
centration of which her vigorous and somewhat acrid nature was capable.

Only two days later To no Chujo came to hIS mother's rooms again.
The princess was extremely flattered and pleased; it was seldom that he
honoured her with two visits in such rapid succession. Before receiving
him she had her hair set to rights and sent for her best gown; for though
he was her own chrld he had become so important that she never felt quite
sure of herself In his presence, and was as anXIOUS to make a good Im

pression as 1£ he had been a. complete stranger. I t was soon evident on this
occasion that he was in a very bad temper: 'I hesitated to come again so
soon,' he said; 'I am afraid your servants must thrnk it very strange. I
know I am not so competent as my father and cannot look after you as he
did; but we have always seen a great deal of one another and, I hope, al
ways shall, Look back over all that time, and I do not think you will be
able to recall one occasion upon which there has been any sort of breach
or misunderstanding between us. It never occurred to me as possible that
I should ever come here with the express purpose of scolding you, least of
all about an affair of this particular sort; but that is why I am here.... '
The old princess opened her eyes very wide and, under all the powder and
paint that she had hurriedly applied when she heard of his coming, she
visibly changed colour. 4 To what are you alluding?' she asked. 'It would
indeed be surprising if you suddenly insisted upon picking a quarrel WIth a
woman of my age. I should lrke to hear what it is all about.' He quite
agreed; it would be lamentable if after so manyyears of unbroken affection
a difference should arise between them. Nevertheless he proceeded: 'The
matter is quite simple. I entrusted to your care a child from whom I my
self had unfortunately been separated during her early years. I was at the
time very much occupied wrrh the future of my other daughter and was
much exercised in mind to discover that, despite all my efforts, I could
not do for her all that I had planned, But I had absolute confidence that
this other child at any rate could be coming to no harm: I now find that
quite the opposite is the case, and I think I have every right to complain.
You will tell me, I know, that the young gentleman in question is a very
fine scholar. He may for all I know be on his '''lay to becoming the most
learned man in the world; but that does not alter the fact that these two
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are first-cousins and have been brought up together. Should it become
known that they are carrying on an IntrIgue, It would look as though
very lax standards prevailed In your house. Such a rhrng would be con
srdered scandalous even in any ordinary farruly .... I am rhinkrng of
Yugrrr's future qU1teas much as that of my own child. What both of them
need IS a connecrion with quite new people; they would In the end find
such an alliance as rhis too obvious and uninreresrmg. And If I on my SIde
object to the match on these grounds, you may be sure that Genji, when
he hears of it, \v111 insist upon the boy Iockmg further afield. If you could
yourself do nothing to forestall this attachment, you mighr at least have
Informed me of its existence. I could then have had a chance of arranging
the match, despite all Its disadvantages, before the matter became the talk
of the whole town. You could not have done worse than to leave these
young people to their own devices.'

That the matter was so ser10US as this had never occurred to Princess
Orruya at all, and she was horrified. · I entirely agree with you'; she said.
'But how could I possibly know what was gOIng on all the while in the
minds of these t\VO children? I am sure I am very sorry it has ha ppened ,
Indeed I have quite as much reason to lament over it as you have. But
I think it is the young paIr themselves, and not I, who ought to bear
the blame for whar has happened. You have no idea of all that I have
done for this girl since you first sent her to me. She has had advantages
such as it would never have occurred to you to suggest, and if, through
a blindness yery natural in a grandmother, I have too long regarded the
boy's friendship for her as a matter of no particular consequence, whar
reason is there to think that any harm has as yet been done? All your
information on the subject is founded on the chatter of good-for-nothings
who take a pleasure in damaging the reputations of everyone round them.
If you were to look into these stories you would probably find they were
pure inventions, and stupid inventions at that!' "Nor at all!' said To no
Chujo hotly. 4 It is not a question of slanders or lies. The \Y3.y in which
these two carry on together is a common matter for jest among your own
Iadies-in-w ..Linng. It is a most disagreeable situation and I am worried
about It'; and wirh that he left the room.

The news of all this rumpus soon went the round of the aged servants
at the Great Hall and there was much wringing of hands. In rarticular
the ladles whose conversation had been overheard felt that, wirhour
meaning any harm, they had done irreparable damage, and could not
imagine how they could have been so rash as to begin discussing such
a subject directly His Excellency left the room.

To no Chujo next looked in upon the young lady herself, and could not
help being somewhat melted by her innocent and appealing arr, He
therefore passed on and went to look for her nurse. 'I understood when
I engaged you;' he said, 'that you were young; but one can be young with-
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our being mfantile, and I supposed you had your wits about you h ke
other people, I seem to have made a great mistake.... t To these sarcasru,
remarks It was rmpossrble to make any reply, but the nurse s.ud afterw ards
to one of her assistants. · HO~N IS one expected to prtyent these rh 111gs~

Just the same might have happened If she had been the Emperor's Ll\0unte
daughter! In old stories the 10\ ers are generally brought together bv
some go-bet\ycen, but we certainly cannot be accused of having pLl} ed
any such rart as that, for these two ha, e been allowed to be together as
much as they chose for years past, and If my lady thought they were so
\. oung that there was no harm In It, what reason was there for us to inter
rere? But they have been seeing much less of each other for some \\ hile
past, and the last thing 111 the world I should have suspected \VJ.S rhar
anvrhmg vvrong could possibly have been going OD. Whv, the Iitrle
genrlemJ.n looks qUIte ,t child, I can't believe such rhings have ever en
tered hIS head '

So the nurse afterwards declared. Bur while she was actuallv heIng
scolded she merelv hung her head, and To no Chujo said at last: "Th.it \\111
Jo. I am not gOIng to menrron rhis business to anyone else at present
I am afraid a good Inany people must have heard about It, but you might
ar least contradict any rumours that you hear going about ... As for the
young lady, I Intend to have her moved to my palace as soon as I can
arrange It. I rhink my mother has acted very Imprudently, but she could
no: pO,sslbly have foreseen that you nurses would behave \\ rrh such nnbe
(111tv',

S~ they \\ ere all going to move to the Prime Minister's palace f Sueh
\VJ.s the young nurse's first thought, and she found this prosr'ect so arrrac
nve that, though she knew the loss of Lady Kumoi \~....ould be a sad blow
to the old princess, she could not feel otherwise than elated •There now,
only thrnk of it!' she said, harping back to To no Chujos injunctron to
secrecy. · And I had half a mind to go round to the Inspector's house 1.111&.1

tell the hrrle lady's mama! I should have thought this Prince Yugrri \\ il~

good enough for anyone; but of course he does nor count as a member 01
the Royal Parody, and they say Lady Kumor's mama has \ery grand IJC4l~

Indeed.' It was clearly no use saying any more to such a fearherhe..td ,LS

t lus, and Kumoi herself was so young that it would be mere waste ot
breath to lecture her.

The old princess V\TJ,S urset by the affair ; but she \\·;15 fdT1J of borh het"
grandthlldren, perhaps especially of Yugiri, and at the bottom of her
heart she was extremely granfied at rheir hd\ It1g taken such a flI1C\ tu
each other On reflection it seemed to her that To no Chujo had been
yery heartless about the matter and had also treated It far more serious! v

than it deserved. After all he had taken verv little trouble about this
girl himself, and had never once indicated that he had any ambmous plans
for the future. Indeed" it really seemed as though the idea of offenng her
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to rhe Imperial Household never occurred to him t111 this trouble arose,
and had been invented, thought the old princess Indignantly, merely in
order to furnish To no Chujo '\1VIth a colourable grIevance. He had cer
tainly never really counted on this Palace plan. and g ....anted that it was
only an afterthought, he must often have contemplated the possibilirv
of the child marryIng a commoner. If so, where could a better match be
found? Yugin was cerrainly, as regards birth and general advantages,
more than the equal of KUIDOi, Indeed, she could not conceive that any
lady would not feel proud to have him as her husband. This 110 doubt was
due to a certain grandmotherly partialrty on Omiya's part; but be that as
It may, she felt very cross WIth To no Chujo. She was however deter
mmed not to let him know it, lest he should become even further incensed
,1galDst the young people

QU1te unconSCIOUS of all the fuss that had been going on at the Great
Hall, Yugiri a few days afterwards- again presented himself at his grand
mother's apartments. On the last occasion there had been ~ many people
about that he had not managed to get a word in private with Lady Kumoi,
.md he nOV\T arri ved very late In the evening, hoping that things would be
qurcrer at such an hour. Old Lady Omrya was usually delighred to see
hun, and full of Jokes and nonsense. But today she was terrrbly gray-e.
· I am very much upset,' she said at last, after talking stiffly of varIOUS

indifferent matters, 'because your uncle is displeased with you. It is un
kind of you to take advantage of us all hke this, because naturally I get
rhe blame lust as much as you. But that IS not why I am tal kmg about it.
I mention the matter because you might not otherwise discover that you
arc 111 disgrace... .' The affair was so much on hIS mind already that after
she had spoken two words he guessed all that was coming. The colour
mounted to his che-eks: ·1 don't know what he means,' he said. 'Since I
began my lessons I have been shut up all the time and have scarcely seen
.mvone. Cerramly nothing has happened that my uncle could possrbly
object to .... ' It went to her heart to see what pain it cost him to dISCUSS

the subject with her. "Tbere, there,' she said kindly. 'Be careful for the
future that IS all I ask,' and she turned the conversation on to other matters

Since in the last month he had done Iirrle more than exchange notes
wrrh his sweetheart, Yugm supposed that even this was considered impro
per and was very depressed. Supper was served, but he would not eat,
and presently it seemed that he had fallen asleep. But in truth he was
yery wide awake indeed, listening with all his ears till the last sounds of
people retiring and settling down for the rught had everywhere ceased
Then he stole softly to the door of Lady Kumor's room, which was usually
fastened on a latch, but not bolted or barred" Tonight it would not yield
an inch No sound was audible within. With beating heart he leant
close ur agamst the door. Despite his care, he had made a certain amount
of noise, and this woke her. But now, as she lay listening, she could hear
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no other sound save that of the wind rustling among the bamboos, and
very faint and far away, the mournful cry of wild geese overhead. Perhaps
because, young though she was, the events of the last fe,v weeks had left
her far more unhappy than her elders knew, there now came into her
head the lines: I l The wild geese that with sorrowful cry... " and think
ing that no one could hear her, she repeated the poem to herself aloud,
causing Yugrrr's heart to beat yet more wildly than before. By what
stratagem could he prevail upon her to open the door? · I am Kojiju,' he
said in a feigned childish voice. •Do let me in!' This Kojiju was the child
of Kumoi's old wet-nurse; so desperate was he that any ruse seemed justi
fiable if he could but bring her to the door. But now all was silent, for
Kumoi, ashamed that he should have heard her speaking to herself, lay
with her face pressed deep into the pillows. HIS ruse had not deceived
her, and it was misery to picture him standing behind the bolted door.
Presently some of the servants in an adjoining room began moving about,
and for a moment both he, standing without, and she on her bed within
remained rigidly motionless. Soon however all was quiet again and he
made his way back to his own bedroom.. As he passed by Princess Omiya's
apartments he heard the noise of someone sighing heavily. Evidently
she was snll awake; most likely indeed she had heard all that had hap
pened! I-Ie crept past the door with the utmost caution and it was with
feelings of intense shame and guilt that he at last reached his room. He
rose early and wrote a letter to Kumoi which he hoped to convey to her
by the hand of that same KOJ1Ju whose voice he had counterfeited in the
night. But the child was nowhere to be seen, and Yugiri left the house
in great distress.

What Kumoi on her side could not endure was being scolded by her
father and grandmother, and she did all she could to avoid it. But she had
not the least idea what theVmeant when they talked about her · future t or
her' reputation. t To be whispered about by nurses and servants flattered
her vanity and was in itself far from acting as a deterrent.. One thing about
which her guardians made terrible scenes seemed to her most harmless of
all; this was the writing of letters and poems .. But though she had no idea
why they forbad it, she saw that it led to scoldings, and henceforward
Yugiri did not receive a single line from her. Had she been a little older
she would have found out some way of circumventing these restrictions;
and Yugiri, who already possessed far more capacity to shift for himself,
was bitterly disappointed by her tame surrender.

To Princess Omiya's great distress To no Chujo no longer paid his cus
tomary visits to the Great Hall. Nor did he ever discuss the matter with
his wife/' who was only able to guess, from his general ill-humour and

J 'Some such sorrow as mine they too must know, the 'Wild geese that with sorrowful
cry trail through the country of the clouds.'

:aA sister of Kokiden.
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irritability, that something had gone amiss. He did however one day
allude to his disappointment concerning their own daughter, La.dy Chujo:
.. I think,' he said, 'that during the ceremonies of Investiture x it would
be better that our daughter should not be at Court. A quiet time at home
would not do her any harm; and although she has been passed over on this
occasion she really stands very well with the Emperor. Indeed, she is
in such constant attendance upon him that it is a great strain on her gentle
women who are kept running about at every hour of the day and night
.. ."; and he applied for her release. The Emperor Ryozen was extremely
loath to part with her and at first refused. But To no Chujo seemed to
attach such extreme importance to the matter that in the end he agreed to
let her spend a short holiday at home, •I am afraid it will be rather dull
for you,' he said to his daughter when she arrived; •but I have arranged
for Kumoi to visit us, so you will have someone to play with. They have
been very good to her at her grandmother's; but I find that the house is
frequented by a certain rather undesirably precocious child, with whom,
as was inevitable, she has struck up a great friendship. She is far too
young for that kind of thing......' And he began at once to arrange for
Lady Kumois removal from the Great Hall.

Princess Omiya whose one consolation, since the death of her daughter
Aoi, had been the arrival of Lady Kumoi, was appalled at this sudden loss.
No hint had been given to her that it was not final, and she saw herself
deprived at a stroke of the one happiness which promised to alleviate the
miseries of old age and decay. And added to all this was the fact that her
own son had taken sides against her and become quite indifferent to her
sufferings. She charged him with this, but he hotly denied it. 'No, no, t

he said, · it is nonsense to say that I have turned against you. I think that
you have behaved foolishly in one particular matter, and shall continue
to think so. Lady Chujo is going through rather a difficult time at Court
just now and I have thought it best to withdraw her for a little while.
It is very dull at my house and it is a. great comfort for her to have a young
companion. This is only a temporary measure.... ' and he added: 'Do not
think that I am ungrateful for all your kindness to the child, I know that
I can never thank you enough......'

Such speeches did little to reassure her. But it was evident that he
was determined to part the two children a.nd it was no use arguing about
that. 'How heartless men are!' she said. •Whatever may have been your
reasons for acting like this, the chief result has been that I have lost the
confidence of both these children. Perhaps that has not occurred to you?
Besides, even if Kumoi is no longer here, Prince Genji, though he is far
from being an unreasonable man, is certain to feel that my house is no safe
place for young people, and now that he has got Yugiri at the Nijo-in, he
will keep him there permanently.'

x or AJa1tonomu as Empress.
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Soon afterwards Yugiri called agaIn at the Great Hall. He was far ex
ceeding the number of visrts for which his grandmother had stipulated;
but he still hoped that by some accident he might get the chance of speak
lng a word or two to the playmate who had been so cruelly wrested from
him, To hIS disgust the first thing he saw when he approached the Great
Hall "vas To no Chujo's carriage. He stole away to hIS old room, which
was snll kept 10 readiness for him, and remained in hiding for some while ..
No; only To no Chujo but all his sons were there - Kashiwagr, Kobai,
and the rest, but Pnncess Omiya would not recerve any of them behind
her curtains-of-state. Sayemon no Kami and Gon Chunagon, who were
not her own children but had been born to the late Minister of the Left bv
another wife, were also in the habit of calhng, out of respect to their
father's memory, and on this occasion, rhinkmg to please and interest
their stepmother, they had brought their Iittle sons with them. But
the only result was that, comparing them In her mind with her favourite
Yugm, she thought them very ugly, unattractive lrttle boys. Yugm and
Kumoi, these were the only grandchildren for whom she really cared
And now the lrtrle girl who had been her delight, upon whom she had
L1YIShed so much tenderness and care - Kumoi, who for all these years
had never left her side, was to be taken from her and put Into a stranger's
hands.

'I have to go to the Palace now;' sard To no Chujo quickly. 'I will
come back towards nightfall and fetch Kumoi away.'

He had thought the matter out very carefully and decided that even
if it should afterwards prove necessary for him to consent to this match,
It Wd.S not one which he would ever be able to regard with any sansfac
non, However, when Yugm had begun his career it would be possible
to see of what stuff he was made and also to judge the strength of hIS

feeling for Kumoi. 1£ the boy still remained anXIOUS to marry her the
betrothal could be announced in a proper way and the whole affair be
carried through without discredit to anybody .. But so long as they were
allowed to frequent the same house, however much they were scolded and
\\ arched, it was, considering their age, only to be expected that they
would get Into a scrape. He could not put it like this to his mother, be
cause to do so would have hurt her feelings; and wishmg to avoid any
suggestion that Princess Omiya had been to blame, he used both at the
Great Hall and at his own house the convenient excuse that Lady Chujo
was at home and needed a companion.

Soon after To no Chujo left, Kumoi received a note from Princess
Omiya: •Your father is gOIng to take you home with him this evening.
I hope you understand that this is ennrely his doing. Nothing that
happens will ever change my feelings towards you ..... Come and see me
at once..... '

The child presented herself immediately. She was dressed in her smart-
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est clothes and, though only eleven and still undeveloped, she had qUIte
the gracIous air of a Irttle lady paying a farewell call. She felt very un
comfortable while Princess Omiya told her how lonely she would be
wrrhout anyone to play with, and how (though the houses were not
far apart) it would seem as though she had gone to live a long, long ~~ay

off All this trouble, the child fel t dimly, as she Iistened to the recital of
Omiya's woe, came from having made friends with that httle boy, and
hanging her head, she began to weep bitterly. At this moment Yugiri 's
old nurse happened to come in. 'Well, I am sorry you are gOIng away from
us!' she said to Kumoi. · I always thought of you as my lady, Just as much
as Prmce Yugm was my little gentleman. We all know what HIS Excel
lency means by taking you away like this, but don't you let him down
vou! The girl felt all the more wretched and ashamed, but did not know
how to reply. 'Don't say such things to the child!' cried Princess Onnya
· It may all come right In the end, without any need to upset the poor little
thing like that!' 'The truth IS; answered the nurse Indignantly, "thar
all of you think my young gentleman IS not good enough for her. You
and HIS Excellency may take It from me that Yugiri is gOIng to be the fin
est gentleman in the land.... ' Just as the outraged nurse was VOIcIng this
opmion Yugiri entered the room. He at once recognized the figure of
Kumoi behind her curtains-of-stare, bur there seemed only a very remote
chance of gettIng any conversation WIth her, and he stood upon the
threshold looking so disconsolate that hIS old nurse could not bear ir
A long, whispered consultation took place. At last Omiya yielded and
under cover of a fading light, at a moment when the movements of the
other guests created a useful diversion, Yugm was smuggled behrnd the
httle princess's curtains-of-state. They sat looking at one another with
nothmg to say; they felt very shy and the eyes of both of them began to
till with tears. 'Listen,' said Yugiri at last. 'Your father thinks that by
taking you away from me he can make me stop caring for you. But by
all hIS cruelty he has only made me love you far more than before. Why
have I not seen you for so many weeks? Surely we could have found SOD1e

way.... ' He spoke childishly, but there was a. passion in hrs voice thar
strangely snrred her. "Darlmg, I wanted to see you,' was all she could
say in reply. 'Then you still love me?' She answered with a quick, child
Ish nod.

But now the grea.t lamp was brought In, and a moment afterwards
there was a shouting and clatter of hoofs In the courtyard outside. 'There
are the outriders, he'll be here 10 a minute" cried one of the maids in great
alarm, and Kurnoi shuddered from head to foot. She attempted indeed
to rush from the room; but Yugiri held her fast. The nurse, who was to
go with her to the Prime Minister's Palace, now came to fetch her and to
her dismay saw the outline of a boy's figure behind the curtains-of..stare.
What folly to allow this kind of thing at the last moment! The old prin-
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cess must suddenly have taken leave of her wits! "Well, you ought to be
ashamed of yourself,' she muttered to Yugin as she dived behind the
curtains to fetch her charge away. · I don't know what your uncle would
say if he knew this. I have half a mind in any case to tell Madam Inspec
ror," and you'll catch it then. You may be Prince Genji's boy and I don't
know what else, but you are only in the SIxth Rank, and have no right
to meddle with such a little lady as this!' It was true enough. He had
been kept back, while everyone else was promoted; and awakening sud
denly to an intense indignation against the powers which had put this
affront upon him, he recited the Iines: ·Pale was the robe they made me
wear; but tears of blood long since have stained it to a hue no tongue
should dare deride .. ' · Hard driven as we are and thwarted at every hour,
how can our love spring upward and put on a deeper hue?' So Kumoi
answered; but she had scarcely said the lines when someone announced
that His Excellency was waiting, and the nurse bustled her out of the
room. There were three coaches altogether to carry away To no Chu]o,
the little girl and her belongings. Yugiri heard them start one after
another. Princess Omiya presently sent for him to come to her, but he
pretended to be asleep. All night he lay sobbing bitterly, and very early
next morning, through a world white with frost, he hurried back to the
Nijo-in. His eyes were swollen with weeping and he feared that if he
stayed longer at the Great Hall his grandmother would insist upon see
ing him, All the way home the most melancholy ideas came one after
another into his mind. Thick clouds covered the sky and it was still quite
dark: ·Unbroken is my misery as this dull sky that day on day has bound
the waters of the earth 10 ice and snow.'

It fell to Genji's lot to supply a dancer for the Gosechi Festival, and
though he was merely supposed to choose the girl from among the chil
dren of his retainers and leave the rest to her parents, he went much fur
ther than this, taking a great interest even in the costumes of the little
girls who were to wait upon the dancer and hurrying on the seamstresses
when he found that they were leaving things to the last moment, The
Lady from the Village of Falling Flowers was put in charge of the dresses
of those who were to be present at the Early Levee before the ceremony.
Genji determined that the dancer supplied by his household should make
a brave show, and he equipped her With a body of pages and attendants
such as the Empress herself might well have been proud of. Last year,
owing to the National Mourning for Fujitsubo, there had been no public
festivals or amusements of any kind, so that people looked forward to
the coming occasion with an unusual zesr, and the families whose turn
it was to supply a dancer vied with one another in the pains they took over
her training and equipment. One came from the household of the Inspec
tor, one from that of To no Chujo's stepbrother Sayemon no Kami, and

I Kumoi's mother.
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one from Yoshikiyo, who was now Governor of Omi, This year the
Emperor had expressed a desire to retain all the dancers in his service at
the Palace, and consequently both these gentlemen had chosen daughters
of their own to send to the Fesnval, The dancer from Genji's household
was the daughter of Koremitsu, who had now become Governor of the
province of Tsu. She had the reputation of being a particularly lively
and good-Iookmg child. When Genii first suggested it, Koremitsu did not
at all take to the idea, feeling that his family had no claim to such an
honour. But everyone pointed out to him that the Inspector had shown
no hesitation, though he was only offering a bastard daughter; and in
the end Koremirsu reluctantly consented, believing like the others that it
would give his daughter a chance of permanent service at the Palace. He
trained the girl at home, taking endless trouble in teaching her dance
steps and also in selecting the attendants who were to look after her, and
on the night before the ceremony he took her to the Nijo-in himself.
Meanwhile Genji was inspecting the little train-bearers and pages. They
had been chosen from among the prerriesr.children in the service of the
various ladies in his household, and seldom can so engagIng a troupe have
been collected. HIS next business was to teach them the curtsey which
they would have to make when they were presented to the Emperor, and
each one of them showed such readiness and perfect grace in executing
the unaccustomed movements that Genji said, laughing: «We should have
no difficulty in producing a second dancer from this household, if one were
wanted!' There were still however more of them than were actually re
quired for the ceremony, and since all seemed equally good-looking and
equally intelligent, he was obliged to select them according to the rank
of their parents.

All this while Yugiri sat hour after hour in his room, giving no heed
to what was going on in this busy house. He was too depressed to work
at his books, and lay all day on his couch staring blankly in front of him.
But at last he grew tired of doing nothing, and thinking that a little com...
pany might distract him, he strolled out to join the throngs who filled the
palace.

He was well-born, handsome, and, in a subdued way, very agreeable
in his manners. The gentlewomen of the household took no sma.ll interest
in him, but he remained somewhat of a mystery to them. With Murasaki
he had few dealings and was indeed barely acquainted with her. Why
it was that he held aloof from her he would have been at a loss to explain.
Was it that some dim instinct warned him against a repetition of his
father's disastrous entanglements? I

The Gosechi dancer had already arrived and a space had been screened
up for her to rest in while she was waiting for her rehearsal. Yugiri
sauntered towards the screens and peeped to see what was behind them.

I With Fujitsubo, his father's concubine.
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There she lay or rather crouched in her corner, locking very rmser.i hlc
She seemed about the same age as Kumoi but rather taller, and was InJe(;J
far more obviously good-lookrng. It was growing dark and he could
not see her features very clearly, but there was cerramly somerhing About
her which reminded him of the girl he loved. The resemblance was not
enough to make him feel m any way drawn towards her, but hIS CUrIOSl!\

was aroused, and to attract her attention he rustled the train of her 51.!l r
She looked up startled and on the spur of the moment he recited the lmes
•Though you become a servant of Princess Hill-Eternal I who dwells ah(,\ ..;
the skies, forget not that torught I warred at your door.' She heard rh.ir
he had J pleasant voice, and evidently he was young. But she had not the
least idea who he was, and was bcgrnmng to feel somewhat nervous \\ hen
her attendants came busrhng along with her dancing-clorhes, and J.S there
were now several other people 111 the room, Yugrn was obhged to ,:-,lq"'
awav as unobrrusivelv as he could He did not like to show himself ar the
FeStlYJlln that \vret~hed blue dress and was feeling very disconsolate de
the prospect of being left all alone, w hen he heard that by Imperral per ..
1111SSIOn cloaks of any colour might be worn at today's ceremony, and ser
off to the Palace. He had no need to hide, for he had a charming YOUIl~

figure upon which, slender though he was, his man's dress sat very well
Indeed, And everyone from the Em peror downwards noticed him on rhis
occasion with partrcular pleasure and admiration.

At the ceremony of Presentanon the dancers all acquitted rhernsclv cs
\ erv credrtably and there "vas hrtle tu choose between the children 111 anv
\vay, though Koremirsu's and rhe Inspector's were generally voted to h.iv c
the hest of It as regards good looks. But pretty as they all were, none of
the others was handsome to anyrhmg like the same degree as the gIrl
from Genji's household J She had been brought up 10 a far humbler \\H\

than the others and at any ordinary gathering would have been qUIre

eclipsed by them. But now, when all were dressed for the same part, he!
real supertoriry became evidenr. They were all J. httle older than the
Gosechi dancers usually are, which gave to this year's ceremony J. char,u,
ter of Its own Genji was present at the ceremony of Introduction, and the
spectacle at Ol1Le recalled to hIS mind that occasion, years ago, when he
had so much admired one of the Gosechi maidens - the daughter of the
Provincial Secrerary.! And now on the evening of the Festival DAy he
sent a messenger to her house WIth the poem: · Be thankful that upon the
maidens of the Sky rime leaves no mark, for upon me, to whom long since
VOU wa\ eJ your dancmg-sleev e, age and its evils creep apace. t

She began to count the years. What a long time ago It had all hap-

r trh(~rp i, a J'.,rf'nd whir h tells how certain d.mc inz..ruarden- took the fanrv of the !{oJ.,
and were -natr hed up to the ;:,k).

z K<)l·t ..mu-u'... daughter.
J See Part Ll, pp. .},,27 and ..q,j.
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pencd ' She knew that this letter did hut betoken a brier moment of renu
mscenr tenderness, but It gave her pleasure that he had succumbed to this
feeling, and she answered: · It needed but your word to bring them back,
chose winter days; though long SInce faded is the wreath that crowned
them with delighr.' Her answer was written on a blue diapered paper In

~l boldly varied hand, heavy and Iighr strokes being dashed in wrth an
almost cursrve sweer - a somewhat mixed srvle but, consrdering the
writer's position In Iife, highly creditable, thought GenJl as he examined
rhe note

Meanwhrle wirh brs Gosechi dancer Yugiri made no further rrogress,
though he thought a good deal about her and would have culrrvared her
.u.•~ll,l1ntance, had It been possible to do so without arrracnng arrentron
lutorrunarely she seemed as a rule to be under extremely close surveil
lance and he was as yet whollv Inexperienced in the art of circurnvennng
such precautions. But he had cerramly taken a great fancy to her, and
rhough no one could replace Kumoi, a frrendshrp with this girl might,
i.; telt, do something towards distracnnz him from his misery.

:\11 four dancers were to be rerained at the Palace, but for the moment
rhcv had to retire from Court in order to perform the ceremony of Purifica
tHH1. YOShlk1YOtS daughter was taken "if to Karasakr, Koremirsus to
\'anl\Va, and soon the dancers had all left Court A post in the Lady-of
the-Bedchamber's office was vacant, and when the Emperor suggested
that Koremitsu's daughter rrughr care to take It Genjr naturally accepted
tor her wrrh alacnry, ThIS was bad news for Yugiri. Young and urnm
portanr as he was, he could not possibly try to restrain her from accept
Ing such a post; but It would he too bad if she never even found out who
It was that had made frrends with her that evening at the Nijo-in, and
though Kumoi still occupied the chief place 10 hIS thoughts, there ","ere
tunes when this subsidrary failure weighed heavily upon him The gIrl
had a brother who was a page at Court and had also often waited upon
Yugin at Genji's palace · When IS your SIster going into residence at
Court>' he asked the page one dav, after making con, crsation with h in)
tor some time. · I do not know , some time this year, I suppose,' the boy
,1nswered 'She has an extraordinarrly beautiful face,' said Yugm ~ I
env v you for seeing her so constantly I wish you would arrange for me
to meet her again.' 'HoV\-" can I~' said the boy. ~ I am much younger than
she. We have not been brought up together, and I do not myself see her
except 011 special occasions. I have no chance of inrroducmg het to gentle
men such as you.... ' ~ But a letter, surely you could man.age a letter?' and
Yugiri handed him a note. The hoy had been brought up to consider this
kmd of thing very underhand; hut Yugm VV,lS so Insistent that, much
~tgalnst his \v111, he at last consented The girl had more taste In such
matters than IS usual at her age, and the appearance of the note greatly
delighted her. It was on a greenish paper, very thin and fine, laid down
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on a stout backing. The hand was snll somewhat unformed;
but it did not promise 111 for the future. the letter was a poem:
· Hidden though I "vas, surely the Maid of Heaven perceived wrrh what
enthralment I witnessed the waving of her feathery sleeves>'

Brother and sister were reading the note together when Korernitsu
suddenly entered the room and snatched rt out of their hands. The girl
sat motionless, while the blood rushed to her cheeks. But her brother,
indignant at Koremirsu's high-handed manner of dealing wrth the situa
tion, strode angrily out of the room. 4 Who sent this?' Koremitsu called
after him. •Prince Genji's son,' the boy answered, turning back; · the
one who is studying for the College. At any rate it was he who gave me
the note and asked me to bring it here.' Koremitsu, who regarded Yugiri
as a mere child, burst into a hearty laugh. 'Well, you have chosen a pretty
httle prince for your sweetheart, f he said; 'I thought this letter came from
some grown-up person. Of course there can be no harm in fun of that
sort ... ,' and showing the letter to his wife he proceeded to tell. her what
a nice child Yugiri was. 'If it ever should happen,' he said to her in an
aside, 'that one of these young princes took a fancy to our daughter) we
should do much better for her that way than by keeping her at the Palace,
where she can never play more than a very humble part. There's this
comfort about it, that if Prince Yugiri is anything like his father he will
continue to show an interest in her when he grows up. You know I have
always told you that once Prince Genji takes a fancy to people, he never
forgets them, come what may. Look at what he has done for that girl
from Akashi.' Nevertheless they hurried on the preparations for their
daughter's departure to Court.

After this brief diversion Yugiri became more than ever preoccupied
with his main misfortune. To Kumoi it was impossible even to send a
letter, and all his time was now spent in endless speculations as to where
and how he should ever see her again. He no longer visited the Great
Hall, for the sight of the rooms where they used to play together evoked
memories that he could not endure. But he was almost equally miserable
at home) and shut himself up for days on end in his own room. Genji now
put him under the care of the Lady from the Village of Falling Flowers.
~ His grandmother is not likely to live very long,' GenJi said to her.
'You have known him since he was quite small and will be much the best
person to look after him.' She always accepted with docility whatever
duties he put upon her, and now did her best to look after the boy, of
whom she was indeed very fond. Yugiri liked her, but he did not think
she was at all pretty. It seemed to him that GenJi, who had gone on being
food of this uninteresting lady for so many years, would surely be able to
understand that if one fell in love with a handsome creature like Kumoi
one was not likely to give her up all in a minute. No doubt the Lady from
the Village of Falling Flowers had quite other qualities to recommend
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her. She was docile and equable, and Yugiri saw that it would be very
convenient only to fall in love with people of that sort. However, 1£ they
were as plain as the lady who had been commissioned to look after him,
love would be a painful busmess, But perhaps his father thought her
beautiful or mtellrgents The question was hard to answer, but one thing
was certain: Gen]r managed not to spend muc., time alone with her.
'No,' said Yugrri to himself, 'I cannot remember hIS doing more than
bring her some hrrle present or chat with her for a few moments from
outside her screen ever since I have been In the house.'

About this rime old Princess Omrya took her vows, and though this
necessrrated a change of costume, it did not prevent her bemg as anxious
as ever to make a good impression, and she continued to take the greatest
possible pains WIth her appearance. Yugiri had Indeed always known
people with whom appearances counted for a great dea.l; while the lady
who had been put in charge of him, having never been particularly hand
some, had, now that she was no longer quite young, grown somewhat
angular, and her hair was becoming scanty. These things made a dis
agreeable impression upon him.

As the year drew towards a close, Princess Omiya's whole attention
became occupied with the delightful task of making ready the young
scholar's New Year clothes. It was a splendid costume, that he could not
deny. But it did not s..eem to interest him very much. '1 don't know why
you have ordered all these clothes,' he said at last; 'I have no intention of
going to Court at all on New Year's day. Why did you suppose I meant
to?' •What a way to talk!' she said In brtrer disappointment. 'One would
think you were already an old gentleman hardly able to drag yourself
about!' · One can have the feeling that one's life is over, without being
old,' he muttered, his eyes filling with tears. She knew quite well what
was on his mmd, and felt very sorry for him. But she thought it better
not to discuss the matter and said gently: •A man ought to bear himself
with pride even if he knows that he deserves a higher rank than that
which for the moment has been accorded to him. You must nor let it
depress you so much. Why do you go about looking so wretched nowa
days? It really becomes quite msufferable;' & I don't know what you are
talking about,' answered Yugin. 'Why should I go to Court if I do not
choose to? As a matter of fact, it is very unpleasant to be only in the
Sixth Rank. People notice it and make remarks. I know it is only for the
present; but all the same I had rather stay at home. I am sure that if my
grandfather were alive, he would never allow me to be treated like this.
One would think my father might do something about it; but he does not
seem to care what becomes of me. I saw Irttle enough of him before; but
now he has put me to Iive right away in the new eastern wing, and never
comes near me ae all. The only person who takes any trouble about me
is this "Talling Flowers" whom he keeps there......' 'Poor child,' said
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Princess Omiya, f it is a rerrible mrsfortune to have no mother, In whar
ever rank of life one may be. But before long you will be old enough to
go out Into the world and shift for yourself. Then people will soon learn
to respect you. Meanwhile you must try to be patrent and not take these
things so much to heart. Your grandfather would Indeed have done more
for you if he were here. For though your father holds the same POSItIon,
he does not seem to have the same Influence over people as your poor
grandfather did. Thev still tell me that your uncle To no Chujo is a man
of very remarkable talents, and I used to think so myself. But I have no
need a change in him lately, and It becomes greater every day, However,
things must Indeed be In a bad \vay If a young boy like you, with all his
hfe before him, can talk so gloomilv about the future.... '

On New Year's day GenJI, being Grand Minister Exrraordmary, did
not go to Court, but following the precedent set by Fujiwara no YOShl
fusa- celebrated the rites of the season at his own palace. On the seventh
Jay a White Horse was presented to the Grand Minister with exactly the
same ceremonies as to the Emperor at Court; indeed, In many respects the
tesnvmes arranged by GenJ! exceeded in their magnificence anythmg that
had ever been seen on such occasions save at the Palace Itself. Towards
the end of the second month came the Imperial ViSIt to the ex-Emperor
Suzaku It was too early for the blossoms to be quite at their best, but
Immediately afterwards came the' month of fasting' in memory of the
Emperor's mother, so the \TI S1C could not be postponed. Fortunately the
cherry blossom was unusuallv early- this year and 10 Suzaku's gardens
It already made a delightful show, A tremendous cleaning and polishing
was set afoot at his palace 111 preparation for the Emperor's arrival: and
meanwhile the noblemen and princes "rho were to accompany HIS Majesty
thought of nothing but their new clothes. They had been ordered to
wear dove-grey lined with pale green, the Emperor himself was to be
dressed all 10 crimson. By special command Genji was also In attendance
on the day of the VIsit .. and he too wore red, so that frequently during the
Jay the figure of the Emperor seemed to merge into that of hIS Mrnisrer,
.md it was as though the two of them formed but one cnrnson grant.
Everyone present had taken unusual paIns WIth his appearance, and their
host, the ex-Emperor, who had grown Into a far better-looking man than
.it one time seemed possible, evidenrly took much more interest In such
matters than before, and was himself magnificently apparelled.

Professional poets had not been summoned for the occasion, but only
some ten scholars from the College who had the reputanon of being able
to turn out good verses.

The subjects chosen were modelled on those given out to the competi
tors for posts in the Board of RItes. It was thought that it would be a
good rhmg to give Yugiri some idea of the themes given out at Palace

x 804-8 72 A.D.
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eXalTIlnatIOns. That his mind mrghc not be disturbed, each poet was set
adrIft on the lake all by himself, and It was with considerable alarm that
these timid scholars, few of whom had ever set foot in a boat before, saw
rherr moormgs Ioosed and felt themselves glrdmg further and further away
from the shore. As dusk drew on, boats with mUSICIans on board began
ro circle the lake, and their tunes mingled agreeably with the sIghing of
the mountain wmd, Here, thought Yugiri, was a profession which
brought one into pleasant contact wirh the world and at the same time
entailed studies far less arduous than those to which he had been so heart
lessly condemned, and he wandered about feeling very disconrenred.

Later on, the dance called 'Warbling of the Spring Nightingales; was
performed, and Suzaku, remembering that famous Feast of Flowers I years
ago said to Genu WIth a sigh: 'What wonderful days those were' We
shall not see their like again.' There were Indeed many incidents belong
Ing to that time whrch even now GenJIlooked back upon WIth consider
able emotion, and when the dance was over, he handed the WIne bowl to
Suzaku, recmng as he did so: 'SprIng comes, and still the sweet birds
warble as of old; but altered and bereft 2 are they that sit beneath the
blossommg tree.' To this Suzaku rephed: 'Today the nightingales have
come to tell me of the spring. Else had no sunshine pierced the mists that
hide my hermrr's-dwelhng from the world's pomp and pride.' It was now
the turn of Prince Sochi no Miya, who had recently become President of
the Board of War, to present the bowl. He did so, reciting the verse:
·Speak not of change; unaltered through all ages 3 shall the flute preserve
their song, the nightingales that In the sprIngtIme warble on the sway
Ing bough.' This was said with a glance towards the Emperor, and in
loud clear voice, that the compliment might not be missed. Ryozen was
Indeed gratified by the graceful allusion, but as he took the bowl he
answered modestly: 'If birds still sing and a few faded blossoms deck the
tree, it is but in remembrance of those happier days when Virtue ruled
the world.' This was said with great earnestness and humility. All the
above poems were exchanged prrvately and only overheard by a few priv
ileged persons, and there were others which did not get recorded at all.
The pavilion of the musicians was some way off, and Suzaku suggested
that those about him should send for their instruments and make a Irttle
music of their own. Sochi no Miya accordingly played on the lute, To no
Chujo on the Japanese zithern, while Suzaku himself played to the Em
peror on the thirteen-stringed zirhern. The Chinese zithern was as usual
played by Genji, It was seldom that so gifted a band of performers chanced
to meet In one place, and the concert that followed was of unforgettable

1 See Part I, p. 147 seq,
J Allusion to the death of the old Emperor, Genji's and Suzaku's father.
S The song and dance 'Warbling of the Spring Nightingales' are attributed to the

mythical Chinese Emperor Yao, third millennium B.O.
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Several the courtiers voices, and the songs
· Was ever such a and the I were now performed.
Finally torches were ht all round the of the island In the lake, and so
the feast at last came to an end. But as it was, Ryozen felt that it
would be unCIVIl on his part if he went away without paY-lng his respects
to Suzaku's mother, Lady Kokiden, who was Iiving In the same house
with him. Genu was naturally to accompany him. The old lady
received them in person and was very much gratified by the
VISlt. She had aged Immensely since he last saw her; but here she snll
was, and it irritated him to think that she should hang on to hfe in this
way, when a much younger woman lrke Fujitsubo was already in her
grave. 'My memory is not so good as it was,' said Kokiden, ., but this
visit of yours has brought back the old days to my mind more clearly than
anything chat has happened to me for a long time past.' ·Those upon
whom I leaned have now been taken from me one after another,' the
Emperor replied, 'and hitherto the year has had no springtime for me.
But my visit to your house today has at last dispelled my grief, I hope
you will permit me to come here often.... ' Genji too had to make a suit...
able speech, and had even to ask if he also might venture to call again.
The procession left the house amid great scenes of popular enthusiasm,
which painfully reminded the old lady of her complete failure to injure
Prince Genji's career. To govern he was born, and govern he would
despite all her scheming. •Well, such is fate,' she thought, and was
almost sorry that she had wasted time contending against it.

It was natural that this visit should bring Oborozuki to his mind.
Not that he had altogether ceased corresponding with her; for lately
whenever an opportunity occurred, he had sent her a word or tw..o of
greeting. And now there rose before him on his way home many delight
fu! recollections of the hours they had spent ,together.

As for Kokiden, despite her professions of good will she did as a matter
of fact intensely dislike all contact with the present Emperor and his gov
ernment. But it was sometimes necessary to communicate with them
concerning her own salary, or the preferment of her friends, and on such
occasions she often wished that she had not lived to see an age which was
in all respects the reversal of what she herself had striven for. Old age
had not improved her temper, and even Suzaku found her very difficult to
get on with, and sometimes wondered how much longer he would be able
to endure so trying a partnership.

So greatly ha.d Yugiri distinguished himself in the literary competi
tions which marked that day's festivity, that upon the strength of them
alone he was awarded the Doctor's degree. Among those who had com
peted were manywho were far older than he and some who were thought
to possess remarkable ability. But besides Yugiri only two others were

% See above, p. 36g.
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passed. When the time of the autumn appointments came round he re
ceived the rank of Chamberlain. He longed as much as ever to see Lady
Kumoi. But he knew that To no ChUl0 had hIS eye upon him, and to
force his way into her presence under such CIrcumstances would have been
so very disagreeable that he contented himself with an occasional letter.
She) meanwhile, "vas fully as wretched as her young lover..

GenJi had long had it in his mind, If only he could find a site suffi
ciently extensive and with the same natural advantages as the Nijo-in, to
build himself a new palace where he could house under one roof the
various friends whose present maccessibrh ry, Installed as they were in re..
mote country places, was very inconvenient to him. He now managed to
secure a site of four mscb« I rn the Sixth Ward close to where Lady Rokujo
had lived and at once began to build.

The fiftIeth birthday of Murasaki's father Prince Hyobukyo was in the
autumn of the following year. The preparations for this event were of
course chiefly in her hands; but Genji too, seeIng that on this occasion at
any rate he must appear to have overcome his dislike of the Prince, deter
mined to give the affair an additional magnificence by holding the cele
brations in his new house; and with this end in view he hurried on the
work of construction as fast as he could. The New Year came; and still
the place was far from finished. What with spurring on architects and
builders, arranging for the Birthday Service, choosing the musicians, the
dancers and the hke, he had plenty to keep him busy. Murasaki herself
had undertaken the decking of the scripture-rolls and images that would
be used at the Service; as well as the customary distribution of presents
and mementos. In these tasks she was aided by the Lady from the Village
of Falling Flowers, and it was at this time that an intimacy sprang up be
tween them such as had never existed before.

The rumour of these preparations soon reached Prince Hyobukyo's ears ..
Mter the general a.mnesty which succeeded his return from Suma, Genji in
general made no difference between those who had remained loyal to his
cause and those who had stood aloof from him. But from the first Hyo
bukyo felt that in his case an exception "vas made. Over and over again
he found himself treated with marked coldness, and the refusal to accept
his younger daughter as a candidate for the Emperor's hand, together With
a number of other small but vexatious incidents, finally convinced him
that he must at some time have given Genji particular offence .. How this
had occurred he was at a loss to conjecture; it was indeed the last thing
in the world which he would have wished to happen. The fact that,
among the many women upon whom Genji had bestowed his favours, it
was Murasaki who had been chosen to be the mistress of his house, gave
to Hyobukyo, as her father, a certain worldly prestige. But it could by no
means be said that he had hitherto taken a. personal share in' any of his

J A machi is I 19 yards.
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d"lughter's triumphs. This rime, however, a celebration In which Hyobu
kyo necessarily played the foremost part was being planned and prepared
by Genp himself on a scale which had set the whole country talkmg
The Prince began to hope rhar hIS old d.ge wouId be Iighrened by a period
of belated conspicuirv, and he began to feel very well pleased wrrh him
self. ThIS mtenselv irrtrared hLS wife, w ha could not endure that honours
should come to h~m through the InH uence of her stepchild, and saw no
reason why Genji should so quickly be forgrven hIS obstructtve attitude
concerning the Presentanon of her own Irtrle daughter.

The new palace was nrushed In the eighth month. The portions corre
sponding to the astrological SIgns Sheep and Monkey I were reserved for
Lady Akikonomu's occasional use, for they stood on ground that her own
surre of rooms had once occupied The Dragon and Snake quarters were
tor GenJl himself, while the Bull and Tiger corner was to be used by the
Lady from the \T111age of Falling Flowers FInally the Dog and WIld
Boar quarters were made ready for the Lady from Akashr, in the hope
that she would at last consent to install herself under his roof.

He effected great improvement m the arpearance of the grounds by a
judicious handling of knoll and lake, for though such features were al
ready there in abundance, he found 1r necessary here to cut awa.y a slope,
there to dam a stream, that each occ U{':lot of the various quarters rnighr
look out of her windows upon such J. prospect as pleased her best. To the
southeast he raised the level of the gro~nd, and on this bank planted a
profusion of earlv flowermg trees Ar the foot of this slope the lake
curved with especial beauty, and In rhe toreground, Just beneath the WIO

dows, he planted borders of cinqueforl, of red-plum, cherry, wrsraria,
kerria, rock-azalea, and other such plants as are at their best 10 sprrng
trmc; for he knew that Murasaki was in especial a lover of the sprrng ,
whrle here and there, In places ",..here they would not obstruct hIS main
plan, autumn beds were cleverly interwoven with the rest

...Akrkonomu's garden was full of such trees as in autumn-tune turn to
t he deepest hue. The stream above the waterfall was cleared out and
deepened to a consider..ible distance; and that the noise of the cascade
rnnrhr carry further, he set great boulders In mid-stream, against which
rhe current crashed and broke It so happened that, the season being far
ad, anced, It was this parr of rhe garden that was now seen at its best ..
here Indeed was such beauty as fAt eclipsed the autumn splendour even of
the forests near Oi, so famous for their autumn tints.

In the northeastern garden there was a cool spring, the neighbourhood
of which seemed likelv to yield an agreeable refuge from the summer heat
in the borders near the house upon this side he planted Chinese bamboos,

1 The points of the compass indicated bv these animal designations are suece-sively,
~.\"\!.'1 SE., M.E., N \\~ Hou-e- wer» pl uuv-d with reference to Chinese astrological
('uU< epuon-,
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and a hrrle further uff, tall-stemmed forest-trees whose thick lea ves roofed
airy tunnels of shade, pleasant as those of the most lovely upland wood,
ThIS garden was fenced wrth hedges of the white deutzia flower, the or
ange tree · whose scent rewakes forgotten Iovc;' the briar-rose, and the
grant peony, with many other sorts of bush and tall flower so skrlfully
spread about among them that neither spring nor autumn would ever Lick
10 bravery.

On the east a great space was walled off, behind which rose the Racmg
Lodge, I In front of it the race-course was marked off with ozier hurdles,
and as he would be resident here during rhe sports of the fifth month, all
along the stream at this pOInt he planted the appropriate purple irises 2

Opposite were the stables WIth stalls for hIS race-horses, and quarters for
the Jockeys and grooms. Here were garhered together the most daring
riders from every prOVlnce In the kingdom To the north of Lady Akashi ~s
rooms rose a high embankment, behind which lay the storehouses and
granarIes, screened also by a close-set wall of pine-rrees, planted there on
purpose that she might have the pleasure of seemg them when their boughs
were laden with snow; and for her delighr in the earlier days of the winter
there was a great bed of chrysanthemums, which he pictured her enJoYln~

on some morning when all the garden was white with frost. Then there
was the mother-oak 3 (for was not she J. mothers) and, brought hrther from
wild and inaccessible places, a hundred other bushes and trees, so seldom
seen that no one knew what names to call them bv,

The move "vas to take place about the time of the Festival of the Further
Shore.! He had at first mtended to transfer all the occupants at one rime
But it soon became apparc::nt that this would be too vast an undertaking,
and it was arranged that Lady Akrkonomu should not arrive till some...
what later than the rest" With her usual amiabilrry and good sense the
Lady from the Village of Falling Flowers readrly fell in With the sugg~s

non that she and her party should not form a separate cortege, but should
1010 wrth Murasaki in the ceremony of removal. GenJ1 regretted that th"
latter was not going to see her new domain at Theseason for which it had
been principally designed; but still, the move itself was a diverting expe
rience. There were fifteen coaches in the procession and almost all the
ourriders were gentlemen of the fourth or fifth rank, The ordering of the
procession was not so elaborate as mighc have been expected, for it seemed
likely at the moment that too lavish d display might try the temper of
rhe common people, and some of the more ostentatious forms and cere
monies were either omitred or abridged.

t Used for residence dur mz the Ka1110 F~tIVdL

:1 Plucked on the fifth day of the hfrh month
1 Que; cusdentata..
" Last-, for a week, centring found the autumnal equmox, I'he Further Shot ~ h:\11 \ ana,

to whn h Buddha carries us in the Ship of Salvation. The fe-rival rs peculiar to Japd.l1.
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But Genji was careful not to let it seem that any of these restrictions had
been carried out to the detriment of one lady rather than another. The
Ladyfrom the Village of Falling Flowers had indeed nothing to complain
of, for Yugiri had been told off to wait upon her exclusively during the
whole ceremony. The genrlewomen and maids found their quarters In

the new house admirably fitted OUi: with every comfort and convenience,
and they were louder than ever In Genu's praises. About six days later
the Empress Akikonomu arrived from the Palace. The ceremony of her
arrival, though it had been intended that the whole move should be as
little ostenranous as possible, was necessarily a very sumptuous and impos
ing affair. Not only had she risen from obscurity to the highest place
which a woman can hold in the land, bur she had herself advanced so much
In beauty and acquired so great a d1gnity of carriage and mien that she
now figured very large in the popular Imagination, and crowds flocked
the roa.d wherever she was to pJ.ss..

The various quarters of which the New Palace "vas composed were
joined by numerous alleys and covered ways, so that access from one to
another was easy, and no one felt that she had been bundled away into a
corner. When the ninth month came and the autumn leaves began to be
at their best, the splendours of Akikonornu's new garden were at last re
vealed, and indeed the sights upon which her windows looked were in
descnbably lovely. One evening when the crimson carpet was ruffled by
a gusty wind, she filled a Iirrle box wirh red leaves from differenr trees and
sent it to Murasaki. As messenger she chose one of the little girls who
waited upon her. The child, a well-grown, confident Irttle thing, came
tripping across the humped wooden bridge that led from the Empress's
apartments with the utmost unconcern .. Pleased though Murasaki was to
receive this prompt mark of friendship, she could for a while do nothing
but gaze with delight at.rhe messenger's appearance, and she quite forgot
to be resentful, as some in her place would have been, that an older and
more dignified messenger had not been entrusted with the Empress's gift ..
The child wore a silk shirt, yellow outside and Iined with green. Her
mantle was of brown gauze" She was used to running about on messages
in the Palace, had that absolute faultlessness of turn-out and bearing
which seems never to be found elsewhere, and was far from being over
awed at finding herself in the presence of such a person as Lady Murasaki.
Attached to the box was the poem: 'Though yours be a garden where
only springtime is of price, suffer it that from my house autumn should
blow a. crimson leaf into your hand. It was amusing to see how while
Mnrasaki read the missive, her ladies crowded round the little messenger
and plied her with refreshments and caresses. For answer, Murasaki
placed in the lid of the box a carpet of moss and on it laid a very 11rrle toy
rock. Then she wrote on a strip of paper tied to a sprig of five-pointed
pine: 'The hght leaf scatters in the wind, and of the vaunted spring no
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nnge is left us, save where the pine...tree grips its ledge of stone:
The Empress thought at first that it was a. real pine-branch. But when

she looked closer she saw that, like the rock, it was a work of art - as
delicate and ingenious a piece of craftsmanship as she had ever encountered.
The readiness of Murasaki's answer and the tact with which, while not
exalting her own favourite season above that of Akikonomu's choice, she
had yet found a. symbol to save her from tame surrender, pleased the Em
press and was greeted as a happy stroke by all the ladies who were wrrh
her. But Genji when she showed it to him pretended to think the reply
very impertinent, and to tease Murasaki he said to her afterwards: 'I
think you received these leaves most ungraciously. At another season one
might venture perhaps upon such disparagement, but to do so now that
the Goddess of Tatsura I holds us all in sway seems almost seditious.
You should have bided your time; for only from behind the shelter of
blossoming boughs could such a judgment be uttered with impunity.' So
he spoke; but he was in reality delighted to find these marks of interest
and good will being exchanged between the various occupants of his
house, and he felt that the new arrangement was certain to prove a great
success.

When the Lady of Akashi heard of the removal to the New Palace and
was told that only her own quarters, as spacious and handsome as any of
the rest, now remained untenanted, she determined at last to hold aloof
no longer. It was the Godless month when she arrived. She looked
around her and, mistrustful though she was, she certainly could see no
sign here that as regards either elegance or comfort she would be expected
to put up with less than her neighbours. And indeed Genji saw to it that
on all occasions she should rank in the eyes of the household rather as
mother of the little princess for whom so brilliant a future was in store,
than as the scion of a poor and undistinguished provincial family.

:t Goddess of the autumn; here compared to Akikonomu. The secondary meaning it
'You must be more civil to Akikonomu now that she is Empress.'
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Tamakatsura

T HOUG H seventeen y~ars had now passed since Yugao's death;'
Genji had not by any means forgotten her. He had indeed SInce
those early days seen much of the world and encountered the most

divers temperaments. But he had yet to find a disposmon such as hers,
and it was with feelings of longing and conrnrion that he looked back
upon their intimacy,

Though Ukon was not a creature of much account, she was the one per
son to whom he could speak of the dead lady. He felt a considerable de
gree of affection towards her, and during the years after Yugao's death
Ukon had practically Irved at the N1JO-1U, being allowed to spend most of
her time with the older servants In the housekeeper's room. Then came
the exile, and with Genjis other servants she went across to the western
w1ng and entered Murasaki's service. She gave the impression of being ..l

harmless, self-effacmg creature, and it would have surprised everyone
very much to know what was all the while gOIng on in her mmd. For
Ukon, particularly after the move to the New Palace, was constantly ap
praising the relanve posinons of the great ladles who ruled the house,
and decrding what place her own dear mistress would now be occupying,
were she st111 alive. "Certainly;' said Ukon to herself, looking crmcally
at the Lady of Akashi, 'my poor lady would not have been eclipsed by
such as you!' And Indeed Ukon had seen for herself that even where hIS

feelings were far less strong than ID Yugao's case, there never came a time
when Genu turned aside from those who had opened their hearts to him,
or behaved as though hIS obligations towards them were at an end
However full might be the cup of his affecnons, he did not allow a drop
to spill; and though Yugao rnight not perhaps have been able to VIe with
so great a personage as Murasakr, yet ir was certain that were she ahve
she would now be occupyIng one of the main apartments in the newlv
finished house.

Such were the sad reflections that dwelt constantly in this solitary Iadv's
heart. She had never attempted to get into communication with the tarn
ily of her late mistress, nor even to discover the present whereabouts of
the child .2 whom Yugao had left behind at the house in the Fifth Ward;
partly through fear of being questioned concerning her own part In the un
happy affair, partly because there seemed to be no object In doing so.
Moreover, Genii had strictly forbidden her to mention the story to any..

x See Part I, Chapter IV.

• To no Chujo's child bv Yugao. He-rname \\U\ Tarnakatsura,
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body, and though she had sometimes thought of wrinng to the people at
the house, she felt that It would be disloyal to him to do so, and was en
tirely without news. She did, however, hear long afterwards a. report
that the husband of the nurse in whose care the child had been left was
now working in a provmcial Treasury and that his wife was with him.
It seemed probable that they had also taken the child.

This was indeed the case. Tamakatsura was four years old when she
made the Journey to Tsukushi, The nurse, after months of vain endeavour
to discover Yugao's whereabouts, during which she had trudged weary
and weepIng from quarter to quarter and house to house without finding
the least glimmer of news, had at last given up all hope. She would have
been glad enough for her own sake to keep the child, to whom she had be
come fondly attached, as a remembrance of the mistress whom she must
now regard as for ever lose. But there were also the little grrl's own in
terests to consider. · We are humble people" thought the nurse, 'and
Tsukushi J: is a long way off. Perhaps It is my duty to tell her father •
of what has happened and give him the chance of making some more
suitable provision for her future.' But it was difficult for such people to
communicate WIth a young gentleman of To no Chujo's quality. 'If I
mention the child to its father,' she said to her husband one day, 'he is
certain to ask at once how I could have been so foolish as to let our poor
young lady out of my sight. And Indeed, I don't know how I should
answer him. Then again, it ISn't as 1£ he had ever seen much of the hrrle
creature. It would be like handing her over to strangers, and I do not
rhmk that, when the time came, I should ever find it 10 my heart to let
her go. He may of course refuse to do anything for her himself; but one
thing 1S certain. rf he hears we are going off to Tsukushi, he will never give
me leave to take her with us!' So the nurse declared to her husband and
companions, Though Tamakatsura was not much over three years old
when her mother disappeared, she had acquired all the airs and graces of
J. little lady; she was remarkably good-looking and it was apparent that
she already had a strong will of her own. But now she was bundled on
to a common trading-ship in which no provision whatever had been made
for the comfort of the passengers, and as they rowed out into the bay, she
began to look very disconsolate. She still thought a great deal about her
mother, and, to reassure herself, she said out loud: · I know why we are
travelling on this ship, we are going to see mother!' She returned to this
idea again and again, but it received no confirmation on any side, and at
last she burst Into tears. Two young women sitting near by were also
weeping, though they suddenly ceased to do so when one of the sailors re
minded them that & tears bring bad luck at sea. ~

Skirting along the coast they passed much lovely scenery, and the nurse,
r The large southern island upon which the modern town of Nagasaki stands.
:a To no Chujo.
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remembering what delight her young mistress had taken in such sights as
these, wished for a moment that she were here to see them. But then she
remembered that but for Yugaos disappearance she and her husband
would never have been driyen to accept this wretched post in the provmces,
and she gazed regretfully In the direcnon of the CIty, envytng even the
waves that stole back so peacefully towards shores · that she, perhaps,
would never tread again.' Soon the rowers began channng In their rough,
wild voices the song -Oyer the distant waves,' and the t\VO young women,
who were sirnng face to face, again began to Vtleep brtrerly. At last the
ship rounded the Golden Cape, and knowing that the coast which now
came into view belonged not to the mainland, but to the island of Tsuku
shi, the travellers felt that exile had indeed begun. The old nurse's heart
sank; but she had her little charge to see to and was most of the time far
too busy to think of anything else. Now and again she would drop off
to sleep and then, as for some time past, she would at once dream that her
mistress appeared before her. But always at Yugao's side there stood the
figure of another woman, who seemed to follow her wherever she went.
The nurse woke from these dreams sickened and afraid, and she felt, after
each such occasion, more certain than ever that Yugao was no longer alive.

Shoni, the nurse's husband, had only been appointed to hIS post in
Tsukushi for a term of five years. But the position he held was a very
humble one and when the time came, he found it difficult to meet the ex
penses of a long Journey. Thus their departure for the capital had to be
postponed again and again. At last, after many months of disappointment
and delay, Shoni fell seriously ill. Tamakatsura was now ten years old
and was growing handsomer every day. Shoni, who knew that his end
was near, kept asking himself what would become of her in this desolate
place. He had always felt that in bringing her with them they had acted
somewhat unfairly to the child. For after all she was To no Chujos
daughter, and her birth entitled her to better surroundings than the
cramped and dingy home of a. provincial clerk. But five years is not a very
long time, and he had always confidently expected that when his term of
office ran out he would be able to take her with him to Kyoto and put her
into touch with her father. True) it was possible that Chujo would refuse
to acknowledge her. But the City is a big place, and Shoni made no
doubt that, once he had settled her there, a girl such as this would not
have to wait very long before a satisfactory opening occurred. For this
reason he had done everything in his power to raise funds for the journey..
But now the last expedient had failed and he knew that for his part he was
fated never to leave Tsukushi. During his last days he worried much over
the injustice which had been done to the child in detaining her so long
a\'\tayfrom the Capital, and sending for his sons he said to them: · As soon
as this is over I want you to take Tamakatsura back to the City. The same
day, Don t t wait for the funeral ..... '
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It was only known to the members of Shoni's family that the little girl
was To no Chujo's daughter. To the other government clerks and to the
world in general she was a granddaughter of Shoni's whose parents were
in trouble of some kind and had left her in hIS charge. But in the family
she continued to be treated as 'the young lady,' and every sacrifice was
made that she might have, so far as possible, the upbringing to which her
birth entitled her. Shorn's sudden Illness and death naturally threw his
wife into a piteous state of distraction, but in the midst of her grief, one
thought obsessed her; would they ever be able to secure a passage back to
the CIty and restore the Irttle girl to her relations> Unfortunately Shoni
had been unpopular with the local people and none of them would give
any assistance. Thus the time dragged on, wretched years full of anxiety
and discouragement; and still there seemed no prospect of return.

Meanwhile Tamakatsura grew to womanhood, She had all her mother's
beauty) and something more besides; for she seemed to have inherited
from her father's side a singular air of high breeding, an aristocratic fine
ness of limb and gesture, that in Yugao, whose beauty was that of the by
street rather than of the palace, had been entirely lacking. She was of a
very generous disposition, and In every way a most delightful companion.
Her fame soon spread through the island, and hardly a day passed but some
local squire or farmer attempted to get into correspondence with her.
These letters, wrrtten for the most part in a rustic sprawling hand and
very crudely expressed, were thrust upon every member of the household
in turn in the hope that he or she would consent to act as a go-between.
Clumsy documents of this kind were calculated to arouse nothing but dIS

gust in the breast of anyone save an islander, and no attention whatever
was paid to them. At last the persistence of her suitors became a nuisance,
and the nurse put it about that though the girl looked just like other
people, she suffered from a secret deformity which made it impossible for
ber ever to marry. It had indeed (so the story ran) already been decided
that she was to live quietly with her · grandmother' till the old lady
died, and after that was to enter a nunnery. But it soon became so irritat
ing to hear everyone saying: · Isn't it sad about poor Shoot's grand..
daughter? They say she has got some terrible deformity; that the old
nurse could bear it no longer and agaIn began racking her brains to dis
cover some \vay of getting the girl back to her father. Was it conceivable
that he would refuse to look after her? After all, he had made quite a fuss
over her when she "vas a baby. The old lady prayed fervently to every
Buddha and God that some \vay might present itself of taking Tamakat
sura to Kyoto. But the chance of any member of her family getting away
from Tsukushi was now remoter than ever. Her daughters had married
local people and her sons were employed in the neighbourhood. In her
heart of hearts she still cherished all sorts of schemes for compassing the
return of the whole family; but every day it became more and more 1m-
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possible that anyrhrng of the kind would ever happen Thus Tarnakarsurz
gre\v uF amid continual lamenrarrons and rerlnlngs and learnt to look
upon Irfe as one long succession of troubles and disappointments, varred
only by three great bouts of penance and fasnng, each January, May and
September. The years wenr by She was now rwenry; her beauty was at
its height, and snll it was bemz wasted In this barbarous and sequestered
land

Some while after Shorn's death the ramrly had moved along the coast
from Chikuzen to Hizen .. hoping for a more peaceful existence In a place
where they were not known. Bur Tamakarsura' s repurarion had pre
ceded her and, htrle inclined to credit the stories about her deformity,
rhe norabilmes of the nerghbouring countryside began pesterIng her
auardrans with such assiduirv that life soon became as harassing as before

Among these suitors there was a cerr.un Tavu no Gen who held a small
posinon under the Lord-Lreurenanr of Tsukushi He came of a famIly
rhat was very influenrial in Hlgo and rhe surrounding country, and on this
srde of the island he ranked as a t""erson of considerable Importance. He
hAd, moreover, greatly disnnguished himself in a campaign against the
.nsurgenrs. To a singular degree of hardihood and endurance there was
.idded In his nature more than a Iair share of sensualrrv. Women were hIS
hobby, he kept a prodiaious quantlty of them always "about him, and was
connnually on the lookout for opporrunirres of addIng to the collecnon
The story of the beaurrful Tamakarsura and of the secret deforrmty which
pre\ enred her marrrage soon reached Tavu's ears. ·Misshapen, is she?'
be cried 'Frightened that people will stare? She need not worry about
rhar 1£ she comes to me I'll keep her locked up all rrghr ' and he wrote
J( once to Shoni's '~"lfe. The old lady, who knew hIS repurarion, was
sadly put about. She replied that her granddaughter was desnned for the
convent and that no proposals of rhis kmd could be enrerrained on her be
half. Tayu "vas not used to be put off like this and, determined at all costs
la get hIS way, he came galloping over to Hrzen ar full speed. He rm
mediarely summoned Shorn's three sons to his lodging and said to them
"Let me have that gIrl, and you may" count on me as a friend for hfe, M,·
name goes for somerhing on the Higo side .... ' Two of the sons were easl1:p

won' oyer and promised to do as Tayu asked. They had, It 1$ true, a
moment's qualm at the thought of handing 0\ er To no Chujo's child io
this lawless provincial swashbuckler. But they had their own way ro
make in the world, and thev knew that Tayu had by no means exaggerated
the value of his own friendship and prorection. On the other hand, life
on this part of the island with Tayu againsr one was a prospect not to be
ftlLed with equanimity .. If the gIrl had failed to cake in the world the place
to which her rank entitled her, that was her father's fault, not theirs
She oughc to be grateful rh It such a man as this (after all, he was the
rrincif'al person rn the nerchbourhood) should have taken such a fancy
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to her. In Tsukushi at a.ny rare there was no prospec.t of domg better for
her, and Tayu, angered by the refusal of his proffered patronage, would
cerrainly srrck at norhrng .. So rhev Argued, doing their best to scare
their mother Into assent by stones of TdYU S violence and nnplacabiliry.
Only the second brother, Bugo no Suke, stood out: · I know a good deal
about this fellow,' he said. 'I r's too much of J sh.une. We simply cannot
hand her over to him... Somehow or other one ut us ought to do what
our father asked us to - take her back to i\. \ oto There must be some
way of manJ.glng it.... ' Shoot '5 two daughters stood by vveeplng. Their
mother was utterly heartbroken What had become now of all her plans
for the grrl's happy future? Of what use hdd been all rhese years of rsol,i
non and subterfuge, If at the end Tarnakatsura must be handed over to
ChIS coarse and unscrupulous barbarian;

It would indeed have astonished Tavu to know that anyone in Hizen
considered him in such a lIght as this He had always regarded his ~H

rennons to women as favours bestowed _ he flattered himself, moreover,
that he knew as well as any man hO\\7 ro conducr ,1 gallant correspondence,
and his letters began to arrive rhrck and f({~r They were wrrttcn 111 ,1

clean, bold hand on thick Chinese pJper, heavrlv scented. It was ev idenr
Indeed that he regarded himself as nu mean calligrapher. H1s style of
composirion was not an agreeable one, beinj; \ erv tortuous and affected
Soon he made up hIS mind that rhe time had come for him to call in per
son, and he arranged wrrh the brothers to meet him at their mother's
house Ta.yu WJ.S cl man of about rhrrry, tall and solidly built. He was
far from Ill-Iookmg , but he had the power twhrch he frequently exercised)
of assuming the most repulsively ferocious expression, ThIS, however,
was reserved for his followers and opponentF-~ When in a good temper
and engaged upon errands of love he adopted an entirely different VOIce

and manner. You would have thought indeed that some hrtle bird was
chirruping, so dexterously end he reduce his rough bass to a small si! very
fluting: •As a lover, I ought to have come after dark, ought I not? Isn'r
that what courting means - cornmg ar nIghc? So I was always told
What extraordinary weather for a ~prlnf! t\t"nlllg' In autumn of course one
expects it. ~

Upon a strrct undertaking that she would not provoke Tayu 10 an.\
\vay, the cId lady's sons had allowed her ro :,ee him. He now turned to
her saying: ·Madam, though I never htld rhe pleasure of meeting your
late husband, I knew hrm to be a krnd-hearted and upright gentleman. I
always hoped that I might one day have an opportunIty of showing him
how much I appreciated his excellent qualities, and It was with deep regret
that I heard of hIS untimely decease But though I can no longer do him
any service, I hope that you will allow me to show my regard for him 111

some practical way. There is, I rhmk, a young la.dy here Cl am right, am
I nots) a ward of yours, or relanx e of some ~(}rrf If I venture to speak of
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It IS with the deference and respect, for I understand that she
15 of extremely birth I assure you rhar, \'t ere I ever privrlcged to
make the acquamrance of such a Ferson, I should kr-eel before her Iike a
slave, dedicate my life to her service, humbly Fctltlun her .. But I see
that you are looking at me somewhat askance. You have heard stories
no.doubt .. Believe me, there 1S no truth In them I have In the past ad
rrured one Of two of our simple country girls, but surely you can under
stand that tbts would be a very different matter Should you admit me
ro the friendship of your exalted kinswoman, I would set her up as my
paragon, my en1press, my all-in-all. ... ' He made many fair speeches of
rhrs kind. At last the old nurse answered '1 should indeed consider rnv
granddaughter singularly fortunate to have aroused the interest of so dl;
tinguished a gentleman as yourself, were lt not for the fact that nature has
played upon her a cruel trick at 'birth... SIr, I have seldom spoken of this
to anyone before, but I must assure you that the poor girl's unhappy
condition has for years past been a sore trouble to me. As for offering her
hand in marriage to anyone - that 15 entirely out of the question... t

· Pray don't make so many apologies,' cried Tayu.: · Were she the most
bleat-eyed, broken-legged creature under Heaven, I'd have her put rrghr
for you in a very short while. The truth of the matter is, the Gods and
Buddhas In the temples round here 0\\ e a good deal to me, and I can make
them do pretty much whatever I choose ... ' So he bragged; but when,
assuming that his offer had already been accepted, he began pressing the
old lady to name a day, she hasnly changeJ the subject, saymg that sum
mer would soon be coming, that the f..irmers were needing rain, plying
him in fact with all the usual tOpICS of the countryside, He felt that be
fore he left he ought to reci re ..1. few verses of poetry, and after a long
period of silent meditation, he produced the following:

If she does not want to be married,
I shall go to the pme-n ee Bay
And complain to the God of the Mirror; t

Then I need hardlv sav
That I shall get m) \\ ay.

'1 don't thrnk that's such a bad poelTI, , he said smiling awkwardly.
The nurse was in far too agi tared a condition to Indulge In literary pas
rimes. Utterly unable to produce any sort of reply, she begged her daugh
ters to answer in her stead. · But mother darling;' the young ladies pro
tested, 4 1£yOJt cannot think of anything ro S41Y, still less can we.. H' At
last after much parnful cogitation, the old h:dy recited the following
poem, speaking as though she were addressing herself as much as him.
j Unkind were it indeed should the Guardian of the Mirror frustrate the
prayers of one :I who ye.ir on re:tr harh been his and his alone.' · What's

l111e God of the Sacred ~11rror, at Matsura, in Hizen.
2 Iier~lf.
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that?' cried Tayu rushing towards her. •How dare you say such a thing?'
So sudden was his onrush that Shorn's wife jumped almost out of her skin,
and she turned pale with fright. Fortunately her daughters were not so
easily scared, and one of them, laughing as though an absurd misunder
standing had occurred, at once said to Tayu: •What mother meant was
this: she hopes that after all the trouble she has taken pray1ng to the
Gods of Matsura on our htrle niece's behalf, they will not allow the poor
girl's deformity to turn you against her. But dear mother 15 gettIng old
and it is not always easy to make out what she is saying: "Oho l Yes,
yes, I see,' he said, nodding his head reflectively. · I don't know how
I came to misunderstand it. Ha! ha! Very neatly expressed. I expect you
look upon me as a very uncultivated, provincial person. And so I should
be, if I were at all like the other people round here. But I've been very
fortunate; you would not find many men even at the City who have had
a. better education than I. You'd be making a great mistake if you set
me down as a plain) countrified sort of man. As a matter of fact, there's.
nothing I have not studied.' He would very much have liked to try his
hand at a second poem; but his stock of ideas was exhausted and he was
obliged to take leave.

The fact that two of her sons had openly sided with Tayu increased the
old lady's terror and despair. All she could now think of was to spirit
the girl away from Tsukushi as rapidly and secretly as possible. She
besought the other son, Bugo no Suke, to devise some means of con
ducting the girl to Kyoto; but Bugo no Suke answered: "1 wish I could;
but I do not see how it is to be done. There is not a soul on the .island
who will help me. We three used to hang together in old times; but now
they say I am Tayu's enemy and will have nothing to do with me. And
with Tayu against one it is a difficult thing in these parts to stir hand
or foot, let alone take passage for several persons in an outgoing ship.
I might find I was doing Lady Tamakatsura a very ill turn... .'

But though no one had told the girl of what was going on, she some
how or other seemed to know all about it. She was in a.state of the wildest
agitation, and Bugo no Suke heard her declare in tones of the utmost
horror that she intended to take her own life rather than accept the fate
which was in store for her. Bugo was certain that this was no empty
threat, and by a tremendous effort he managed to collect a sum sufficient
to cover the expenses of the Journey. His mother, now getting on in
years, was determined not to end her days in Tsukushi. But she was
growing very infirm, and it would be impossible for her to accompany
them did not one of her daughters consent to come and look after her.
The younger sister, Ateki, had been married for several years; but Bugo
no Suke prevailed upon her at last to abandon her home and take charge
of their mother on the journey. The elder sister had been married much
longer; her family was already large and it was obviously impossible
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for her to get away. The travellers were obliged to leave home hasnlv
late one nrght and embark at once, for they had suddenly heard that
Tayu, who had gone home to HlgO, was expected back 10 Hizen earlv
next dav (the twelfth of the fourth month), and he would doubtless los·e;
no nme In claimmg hIS bride.

There were distressmg scenes of farewell le seemed unlikely that the
elder SIster would ever see her mother agaIn But Areki took the parnng
much more calmly, for though Tsukushi had been her home for so long,
she was by no means sorry to leave the place, and it was only when
someone pointed back to rhe Marsura temple and Areki scannIng rhe
quay ...side recognized the yery spor "'.here she had said goodbye to her
Sister, that she felt at all downcast at the thought of the Journey before
her ·Swrfrly we row;' she sang, · the Floanng Islands vanish In the
mist and, pilotless as they, I qUIt life's anchorage to drift amid the
ternpesrs of a world unknown t • No longer men but playrhings of the
'YlIUd litre they who 10 their rmsery must needs take ship upon the uncer
tain pathways of the deep: So Tamakarsura replied, and In utter despair
she flung herself face downward upon her seat, where she lay motionless
for many hours.

The news of her fl1ght soon leaked out, and eventually reached Tavu's
ears He was not the man to let hIS prey sh P from him In this manner,
and though for an Instant he was so angry and surprised that he could
do norlung at all, he soon pulled himself together, hired a light skiff
and set out In pursuIt It was a '\esse} specrallv constructed for S\, rft
launchmg, and the WInd was blowmg hard from shore He shot across
the harbour at an Immense speed, with eyery Inch of sail spread, and cl

moment later was through the Clanging Breakers. Launched upon the
calmer waters of the open sea his craft scudded along more swiftlv than
ever Seeing a small boat chasing after them at reckless speed the caprarn
of the pursued vessel imagined that pirates were on hIS track and pressed
on towards the nearest port. Only Tarnakarsura and her companIons knew
that: in that rapidly approaching craft there was one who, by them at
any rate, was far more to be dreaded than the most ruthless pirate. Louder
and louder beat the poor gIrl t s hearr , so loud Indeed that the: noise of the
breakers seemed to her to ha\ e stopped At last they entered the bay ot
Kawauri. Tayu's vessel was no longer in Sight, and as their ship ar
preached the harbour, the fugiti\ es began to breathe agaln. One of the
sailors '\''';;1S singing a snatch of the song:

So I pressed on from ( hma Port to Kaw ajn i Bay
\\·ith never a thought for 1l1Y 0\\ n sad love or the babe

that \'\ept un het 1ne-e.

He sang in an expressionless, monotonous voice, but the melancholy
tune caught Bugo no Suke's fancy and he found himself joining in: . Wrrh
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never a thought. . ' Yes; he too had left behrnd those who were dearest
to him, with hrrle thought Indeed of what was to become of them.
Even the two or three sturdy youths who worked for him 10 the house
would have been some comfort to hIS wife and babes. But these young
fellows had clamoured to go with him an.i he weakly consented He
pictured to himself how Tayu, maddened bv the failure of hIS purSuIt,
would rush back to Hizen and wreak hIS vengeance upon the defenceless
farnilies of those who had worked against him How far would he go')
What exactly would he do? Bugo no Suke now realized that in planning
rhis fltght he had behaved with the wildest lack of forethought, all his
self-confidence vanished, and so hideous were the scenes which his
imaginanon conjured up before him that he broke down altogether and
sat \veeping with hIS head on hIS knees. LIke the ransomed prIsoner 10

Po Chu-r's poem," though returning to hIS natrve place, he had left wife
and child to shift for themselves amid the Tartar hordes. HIS SIster
Areki heard him sobbing and could well understand hIS dismay. The
plight of those who had remained at Hizen was Indeed a wretched one.
Most of all she prried the few old followers and servants who had con
sented to come with them from the Caprtal long ago, bclievmg that In

five years they would be back again 111 their homes. To leave these faith
ful old people In the lurch seemed the basest of treacheries. They had
always (she and her brother) been used to speaking of the City as their
· home'; but now that they were drawing near to it they realized that
though it was indeed their native place, there was not wirhm It one
house where they were known, one friend or acquaintance to whom
they could turn. For this lady's sake they had left what for most of
their lives had been their world, their only true home - had commuted
their lives to the hazard of wmd and wave; all this WIthout a moment's
reflection or misgiving. And now that their precious cargo was within
hall of port, what were they to do with her? How were they to approach
her family, make known her presence, prove her identrty? Endlessly
though they had discussed these rOlnts durmg the Journey, they could
arrive at no conclusion, and it was with a sense of helplessness and
bewilderment that they hurried mto the City

In the Ninth Ward they chanced to hear of an old acquaint
ance of rheir mother's who was still living in the neighbourhood,
and here they managed to procure temporary Iodgings. The Ninth
Ward does Indeed count as part of Kyoto; but It IS an immense d1S
ranee from the centre, and no one of any consequence lrves there
Thus in their effort to find some influenrral person who would help them
to fulfil their mission, the brother and sister encountered only the strang
est types of marker-women and higglers. Autumn was comIng on, they
had achieved nothing and there seemed no reason to suppose that the

:t See mv 170 Chinese Poems, p. 130
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ensuing months would be any more profitable than those which they had
just wasted. Ateki who had relied entirely upon her brother and irn
agined him capable of dealing with any situation that arose, was dis
mayed to discover that in the City he was lrke a waterbird on shore..
He hung about the house, had no notion how to make enquiries or culti
vate fresh acquaintances, and was no better able to look after himself
than the youths he had brought with him from Tsukushi. These young
fellows, after much grumbling, had indeed mostly either found employ
ment in the neighbourhood or gone back to their native province. It
grieved Ateki beyond measure that her brother should be thus stranded
in the Capital without occupation or resource, and she bewailed his lot
day and night. 'Come, come, Sister,' he would say to her, · on my ac
count you have no cause to be uneasy .. I would gladly come a good deal
further than we have travelled and put up with many another month of
hardship and waiting, if only I could get our young lady back among the
friends who ought to be Iooking after her.. We may have spoilt our own
prospects, you and I; but what should we be feelmg like today, if we
consented to let that monster carry her off to his infamous den? But it is
my opinion that the Gods alone can help us in our present pass. Not
far from here is the great temple of Yawata where the same God 1S wor
shipped as in our own Yawara Temples a.t Hakozaki and Matsura, where
mother used to take the young lady to do her penances. Those two
temples may be a long way off, but the same God inhabits all three, and
I believe that her many visits to Hakozaki and Matsura would now
stand her in good stead. What if she were to go to the Temple here and
perform a service of thanksgiving for her safe journey to the Capitals'
Bugo no Suke made enquiries in the neighbourhood and found out that
one of the Five Abbots, a very holy man with whom Shoni had been well
acquainted, was still alive. He obtained an interview with the old priest
and arranged that Tamakarsura should be allowed to visit the Temple ..

Mtet this they visited a succession of holy places. At last Bugo no
Suke suggested a pilgrimage to the Temple of the Hasegawa Kwannon,
'There is no deity in Japan,' he said, 'who has in recent times worked
so many miracles as this Goddess of Hatsuse, I am told that the fame
of her shrine has spread even to China, I and far off though Tsukushi is,
I know that Lady Tamakatsura has for years past been deeply interested
in the achievements of this Divinity and shown an exemplary piety
towards her, I believe that a visit to Hatsuse would do more for our young
lady than anything else. t le was decided that, to gIve it a greater S1g
nificance, the pilgrimage should be made on foot and, despite her great

% There is a story in Japan that the wife of the Chinese Emperor Hsi Tsung (874-888
A..D) was so ugly that she was nicknamed "Horse-head.' In obedience to a dream she
turned to the East and prayed to the Kwannon of Hasegawa ID Japan. Instantly there
appeared before her a figure carrying Kwannon's sacred water-ve-ssel. He dashed the
water over her face and she became the most beautiful woman in China.
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age and infirmity, the old nurse would not be left behind. Tamakatsura,
wholly unused to such experiences, felt scared and wretched as, pilgrims
in front and behind, she tramped wearily on, turning to right or left
when she was bid, but otherwise too deeply buried in her own thoughts
to notice what went on around her. What had she done, she asked her
self over and over again, to deserve this downtrodden existence? And as
she dragged foot after foot along the dusty road she prayed earnestly
to Buddha, saying '0 Much-Honoured One, if my mother is indeed no
longer m this world, grant that, wherever it be, her soul may look
upon me with compassion and her prayers bring me quick release, that I
may take refuge In the place where her spirit dwells. And if she is strll
alive, grant, 0 Buddha, that I may one day meet her face to face.' So
she prayed, and while she did so suddenly remembered that it was a
useless prayer. For she was very young when Yugao disappeared, had only
the haziest recollection of her appearance, and even if the prayer were
answered, would certainly pass her mother unrecognized! Dismal as
these reflections would at any time have been, they were doubly so now,
worn out as she wa.s by the farrgue of the journey. The party had indeed
travelled at a very leisurely pace and it was not till the hour of the Snake,
on the fourth day, that they at last reached Tsuba Market. I Tamakatsura
was by this time more dead than alive; they arrempred to improvise a
carrying-chair, but the pain in her legs was so great that she could not
bear to be moved, and there was nothing for it but to let her rest at the
inn ..

The party consisted of Bugo no Suke, two bowmen and three or four
very rough-looking boys to carry the luggage. The three ladies had their
skirts tucked in at the belt like country-women, and were attended only
by two aged crones who looked like broken-down charwomen. It
would indeed have been impossible to guess that any person of quality
was among them.

They spent the time till dusk in trimming their holy lamps and pre
paring such other emblems and offerings as are brought by pilgrims to
the Hasegawa Shnne.

Going his rounds at nightfall the priest who owned the inn came upon
the two decrepit old serving....women calmly making a bed for Tamakat
sura in a corner of the best room of the house. •These quarters have been
engaged for the night by a gentlewoman who may arrive at any minute,'
he said in consternation. .. Be off with you at once! Just fancy) without
so much as a i' by your leave"!' They were still staring at him helplessly,
when there was a noise at the door and it became evident that the ex
pected guests had actually arrived. They too seemed to ha.ve come on
foot. There were two gentlewomen, very well-conditioned, and quite a
number of attendants both male and female. Their baggage was on the

J A short distance from the Hasegawa Temple.
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backs of some four or five horses, and though they wore plain lrveries
it was evident that the grooms were in good service. The landlord
was determined that the newcomers should have the quarters which he
had intended for them; but the Intruders showed no signs of moving,
and he stood scrarching his head In great perplexity. It did indeed go
to the hearts of Tamakarsura's old servants to turn her out of the corner
where she was so comfortably established and pack her away into the
back room. But It was soon apparent that the only alternative was ro
seek quarters In a different inn, and as this would have been both humilrar
lng and troublesome they made the best of a bad Job and carried their
mistress to the Inner room, while others of the party either took shelter
10 the outhouses or squeezed themselves and their belongings into stray
angles and corners of the main house.

The new arrivals did not after all seem to be of such rank and conse
quence as the prIest had made out. But It was hard to guess what manner
of people they might be; for they concealed themselves scrupulously from
the gaze of their fellow-guests and hardly spoke to one another at all.

In pomt of fact, the person to whom Lady Tamakarsura had been thus
unceremoniously compelled to give place was none other than her mother's
faithful maid, Ukon! For years past It had been the one comfort of the sol
itary and grief-stncken old lady's existence to make this pilgrimage, and
Genu had always assisted her to do so with as much comfort as possible
So familiar was the journey that it no longer seemed to her in any war
formidable, but having come on foot she was qUIte ready for a rest, and
rmmedrarely lay down upon the nearest couch. Beside her was a thin
parntion of plaited reeds. Behind It she could hear people moving about,
and presently someone entered who seemed to be carryIng a tray of food
Then she heard a man's VOIce saying: 'Please take this to my lady. Tell
her I am very sorry it is so badly served; but I have done the best I can ·
From the tone in which he spoke it was evident that the lady to whom
these apologies were to be conveyed was a person far above him in social
position. Ukon's curiosity was aroused. She peeped through a crack in the
partition, and at once had the impression that she had seen the young
man before. Who could It be? She racked her brains, but could not
imagine, It would indeed have been strange had she been able to identify
Bugo no Suke, who was a mere child when she last saw him, while now
he was a full-grown man, much bronzed from exposure to the sun and
winds of Tsukushi, and dressed in the poorest clothes. 'Sanjo, my lady is
asking for you.' So Bugo no Suke now cried, and to her astonishment
Ukon saw that the old woman who answered to this name was also cer
tainly someone whom she had once known, But here there could be no
mistake.. ThIS Sanjo was the one who had been in service with Ukon 111

Yugao's house, and had afterwards (like' Ukon herself) been one of the
few servants whom Yugao took WIth her to the house In the Fifth \\7ard
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Ir seemed Irke a dream. Who was the lady whom they were accompany
lng;" She stramed her eyes, but the bed in the room behind the parrrtion
was surrounded by screens and there was no possibihry of seeing its oc
cupant She had made up her mmd to accost the maid Sanjo and question
her when part of her doubt resolved Itself spontaneously: the man must
be that boy of ShOUl'S ... , the one they used to call Hyoroda, and the lady
towards whom rhev showed such deference could be no other than Tama
karsura, Yugao's chIld by To no Chujo. In WIld excitement she called to
Sznjo by' name; but the old woman was busy serving the supper and for
the moment she took no norrce. She was very cross at being called away
from her work like this, but whoever it was that wanted her seemed to
he 10 .agreat hurry, and presently she arrived, exclaiming: t I can't make it
out. I've spent the last twenty years in service on the island of Tsukushi,
and here's a lady from Kyoto calling for me by my own name, as though
she knew all about me. Well, Madam, I am called Sanjo. But I think It
must be another Sanjo that you are wanting.' As she drew near Ukon
noticed that the old woman was wearIng the most extraordinary narrow
sleeved overall on top of her frumpy old dress. She had gro\vn enormously
stout. The SIght of her brought a sudden flush of humilration to Ukon's
cheeks, for she realized that she herself was an old woman, and as Sanjo
nO\:\T looked to her, so must she, Ukon, for years past have appeared to all
eyes save her own "Look agam! Do you not know me?' she said at last
looking straight into Sanjo's face. ~ Why, to be sure I do!' cried the old
lady, clapping her bands, "you were in service with my lady. I was never
so glad in my life. Where have you been hiding our dear mrsrress all this
while>... Of course she IS with YOU now?' and in the midst of her excite
ment Sanjo began to weep; for the encounter had brought back to her mmd
the days when she was young. What rimes those had been! And how
long, how cruelly long ago It all was! 'FIrst,' answered Ukon gravely,
"you must giye me a little of your news Is nurse with you? And what
has happened to the baby girl ... and Areki, where is she>' For the moment
Ukon could not bear to dash Sanjo's hope to the ground; moreover it was
so painful to her to speak of Yugao's death that she now hsrened in silence
to Sanjo's tale: mother, brother and sister were all there. Tamakatsura
was gro"vn to be a fine young lady and was with them too. 'But here I
am talking; said Sanjo at last, 'when I ought to have run straight in to
rell nurse .... ; and with this she disappeared. After their first surprise the
chief feeling of Ateki and her mother, upon the reception of this news,
was one of mdrgnarion against Ukon, whom they supposed to have left
their mistress in hiding all these years, callously mdrfferenr to the sus
pense and misery of all her friends, 'I don't feel that I want to see her, ~

said the old nurse at last, nodding in: the direction of Ukon's room, · but
I suppose I ought to go,: No sooner, however, was she sitting by Ukon's
couch, with all the curtains drawn aside, than both of them burst into
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tears. ·What has become of her, where is my lady?' the nurse sobbed.
'You cannot imagine what I have been through in all these years. I have
prayed again and again that some sign, some chance word, some dream
might tell me where she was hiding.. But not one breath of news came to
us, and at last I thought terrible things - that she must be very far away
indeed .. Yes, I have even imagined that she must be dead, and fallen then
into such despair that I hated my own life and would have ended it too,
had not my love for the little girl whom she left with me held my feet
from the Paths of Night. And even so, you see for yourself what I am.......
It is but a faint flicker of hfe ....... '

In this strain the nurse spoke on, supposing all the while that Lady
Yugao herself was somewhere not far away. · How shall I tell her? What
am I to say?' The same questions that tormented Ukon's brain during
those first days after the funeral returned to her now with redoubled
urgency. But this could not go on; it was impossible not to speak; and
Ukon suddenly broke in upon the old nurse's outpourings: •Listen I' she
said.. 'It is no use my telling you how it happened...... But Lady Yugao
died a long while ago.'

After this there was silence, broken at last by the agonized and con...
vulsive sobbing of these three old women. •

It was growing dark, and now with lamps lit and offerings in their
hands the pilgrims were about to start for the temple. The women clung
to one another till the last moment and, still scarce knowing what they
did, were about to set out upon the road together, when Ukon suddenly
berhought herself of the astonishment which her attendants must be feel
ing at this strange addition to the party; moreover Bugo no Suke had as
yet heard nothing of the meeting, and for the moment the old nurse had
not the heart to enter into a long explanation of what had occurred. The
two parties accordingly separated, Ukon scanning with curiosity the pil
grims who filed past her mto the street. Among them was a girl, very
poorly dressed; her hair was caught up in a. thin summer scarf, which held
it tight but did not conceal it. In the procession she walked some way
ahead, but even the momentary back view which Ukon was thus able to
obtain convinced her that the girl was not only of exceptional beauty,
but also of a rank in life very different from that of the shabby pilgrims
who tramped beside her. When at last they arrived the service was already
in full swing and the temple crowded to overflowing; for most of the pil
grims in whose company the party from Tsukushi had set out from the city
were sturdy-legged peasants and working people who had pressed on
through Tsuba without a moment's rest and long ago secured their places
in the holy building.. Ukon, being an habitual visitor to the temple, was
atonce conducted to a. place which had been reserved for her immediately
to the right of the Main Altar. But Tamakatsura and her party, who had
never been there before and had, moreover, the misfortune to fall into the
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hands of a very unenterprising verger, found themselves bundled away into
the western transept. Ukon from her place of privilege soon caught sight
of them and beckoned to them to join her. After a hasty consulranon with
her son, during the course of which the nurse appeared to be explaining,
so far as was possible in a few words, who Ukon was and why she had
beckoned, the women of the party pushed their V\ray towards the altar,
leaving Bugo no Suke and his two followers where the incompetent
sacristan had placed them. Though Ukon "vas in herself a person of no
consequence, she was known to be in Genji's service, and that alone, as
she had long ago discovered, was sufficient to secure her from Interference,
even in such a place as this. Let the herd gape if they chose and ask
one another with indignation why two ill-dressed women from the
provinces, who had arrived at the last minute, were calmly seating them
selves in places reserved for the gentry. Ukon was not going to have her
young lady wedged into a corner or jostled by the common crowd. She
longed to get into conversation at once; but the critical moment in the
service had just arrived and she was obliged to remain kneeling with head
lowered. So it had come at last, this meeting for which she had prayed
year in and year out! And now It only remained that Genji, who had so
often begged her to find out what had become of Yugao's child, should
welcome the discovery (as she felt sure he would) and by his influence
restore to this unhappy lady the place at Court to which her birth en
titled her. Such indeed was the purport of her prayer as she now knelt at
the altar by Tamakatsura's side.

In the crowded temple were pilgrims from every province in the land.
Among them the Wife of the Governor of Yamato Province was con
spicuous for her elegance and consequential air, for most of the wor
shippers were simple country people, very unfashionably dressed. Sanjo,
who, after so many years passed in barbarous Tsukushi, had quite for
gotten how town people get themselves up for occasions such as this,
could not take her eyes off the magnificent lady. · Hark ye,' she said at
last in an awe-struck whisper to the nurse, 4 I don't know what you're
a-going to pray for to our Lady Kwannon. But I'm a-praying that if our
dear young lady can't be wife to the Lord-Lieutenant I (as I have always
hoped she might be), then let her marry a Governor of this fine province of
Yamato. For a.grander lady than that one there I'm sure I've never seen!
HJust do that;' I said to Lady Kwannon in my prayer, .. and you'll be
surprised at the wonderful offerings poor old Sanjo will bring to your
altar:" And smiring her forehead with her hand, she began again to
pray with immense fervour, · Well,' said Ukon, astonished by this ex
traordinary speech. 'You have become a regular countrywoman; there',
no doubt about it. Don't you know that Madam is To no Chujo's own
daughter? That's enough in itself; but now that Prince GenJi, who for

I Of Tsukushi.
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her mother's sake, would do anything for her, has come into his own
again, do you suppose there is any gentleman in the land who would be
too good for her? It would be a sad come-down indeed if she were to be
come some paltry Governor's wife!' But Sanjo was not thus to be put
out of countenance. 'Pardon me,' she said hotly; 41 don't know much
about your Prince Genjis or such-hke. But I do know that I've seen the
Lord...Lieutenant's wife and all her train on their way to the temple of
OUf Lady Kwannon at Kiyomizu, and I can tell you the Emperor himself
never rode out in such state! So don't try to put me in my place!' and un
abashed the old woman resumed her attitude of prayer.

The party from Tsukushi had arranged to stay three days within the
precincts of the temple, and Ukon, though she had not at first intended to
stay for so long, now sent for her favourite priest and asked him to procure
her a. lodging; for she hoped that these days of Retreat would afford her a
chance of talking things over quietly with the old nurse.. The priest knew
by long experience just what she wanted wrirten on the prayer-strips
which he was to place in the holy lamps, and at once began scribbling
'On behalf of Lady Fujiwara no Ruri I make these offerings and burn..... '
·That is quite right,' said Ukon (for Fujrwara no Ruri was the false name
by which she had always referred to Tamakarsura in discussing the matter
wrth her spiritual adviser), <I all the usual texts will do, but I want you to
pray harder than ever today. For I have at last been fortunate enough
to meet the young lady and am more anxious than ever that my prayer
for her happiness may be fulfilled. '

"There" said the priest trrumphantlv. •Was there ever a clearer case?
Met her? Dear Madam, of course you have. That IS Just what I have
been praying for night and day ever Since you were here last.' And much
encouraged by this success he set to work once more and was hard at it
rill daylight came.. Then the whole party, at Ukon's Invitation, moved
to the lodgings that her dattoko t had reserved for her. Here if anywhere
she felt that she would be able to embark upon the story which she found
so difficult to tell.

At last she was able to have a good look at the child for whose happi
ness she had prayed during so many years. Tamakarsura was undeniably
rll-dressed and somewhat embarrassed in the presence of strangers whom
she felt to be taking stock of her appearance; but Ukon was unfeignedly
delighted with her, and burst out: •Though 1 am sure I never had any right
to expect it, it so happens that 1 have had the good luck to see as much
of fine ladies and gentlemen as any serving-woman in the City. There's
Prince Genji's own lady, Madam Murasaki - I see her nearly every day ..
What a handsome young thing! I thought there could be no one to com
pare with her. But now there's this Iirtle daughter from Akashi. 2 Of

% I hesitate to use the word 'Confessor.'
2: Xow about six years old
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course she IS only a child at present. But she gro\vs prettier every day,
and It would not surprise me 1£ in the end she put all our other young
ladles to shame. Of course they dress that child in such fine clothes
and make such a fuss of her rhar It IS hard to compare her with other
chIldren Whereas our young lady (she whispered to the nurse), dressed as
she is at this very mmute, would hold her own against any of them, I
dare swear she would. I have sometimes hea.rd Prmce Genji himself say
that of the many beauties whom he has known, whether at Court or else
\\'"here SInce his father's time, the present Emperor's mother x and the hrrle
glrl born at Akashi stand apart from all the rest. Not one other has he
known of whom you could say withour fear of contradiction from any
Iivrng soul that she was perfection Itself from tip to toe. Those were hIS

words , but for my own part I never knew Lady Fujitsubo; and charming
though the little princess from Akashi may be, she IS still Iitrle more than
a baby, and when Prmce Genu speaks of her in these terms, he IS but guess
Ing at the future. He did not rnenrion Lady Murasaki at all in this conver
sation, but I know quite well that in hIS heart of hearts he puts her above
all the rest - so far indeed that he would never dream of mentioning
her in such a reckoning as rhis; and, great gentleman though he is, I have
heard hun tell her again and agam that she deserves a husband a thousand
times better than he. I have often thought that havmg had about him
at the start such peerless ladles as those whom I have mentioned, he mighr
well chance to end hIS days WIthout once finding their like. But now I
see that I was wrong, for Madam here IS fully their match. Trust me, I
shall not say anvthing high-flown, nor would he listen to fine phrases
such as .. The light that shines from her countenance is brighter than
Buddha's golden rays." I shall Just say" See her, and you will not be dis
appointed '" So said Ukon, smilmg benevolently at the company_ But
the nurse, who knew nothing, it must be remembered, of Genu's connec
non WIth Yugao nor of any reason why he should interest himself in
Tarnakatsura, was somewhat disconcerted. '1 am sure I thank you very
heartily for suggesting this,' she said; · and Indeed you will believe that
no one cares more for this young lady's future than I do, when I tell you
that I gave up house and hearth, quirted sons, daughters and friends,
and came back to the City which is now as strange to me as some foreign
town - all this only for Lady Tamakatsura's sake; for I hated to see her
wasting her youth in a dismal place where there was not a: soul for her to
speak to.... No indeed! I should be the last person to interfere with any
plan that promises to bring her to her own again; and I am sure that
among the grand people whom you have mermoned she would have a
much better chance of doing something for herself in the world .....
But I must sa.y that, with her father at Courrall the while) it seems to
me a queer thing to quarter her on a perfect stranger. Perhaps I do not

l Fujrrsubo. I
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quite understand what you propose ... but wouldn't it be more natural
to cell her father that she is here and give him a chance of acknowledging
her? That is what we have been trying to do, and we shall be very glad
if you would help us.' The conversation was overheard by Tamakatsura,
she felt very uncomfortable at being thus publicly discussed and, shifring
rmpanenrly in her seat, sat with her back to the talkers. \I I see you think
I am taking too much upon myself,' said Ukon, •I know quite well that
I am no one at all. But all the same Prince Genji often sends for me to
wait upon him and likes me sometimes to tell him about anything inter..
esring that I have seen or heard. On one occasion I told him the story of
Madam here - how she had been left motherless and carried off to
some distant province (for so much I had heard). His Highness was much
moved by the story, begged me to make further enquiries and at once let
him know all that I could discover... .' · I do not doubt; said the nurse,
•that Prince Genji is a very tine gentleman. But it seems from what you
tell me that he has a. wife of whom he is fond and several other ladies
living WIth him as well. He may for the moment have been interested in
your story; but I cannot imagine why you should suppose he wants to
adopt her) when her own father is so close at hand. It would oblige me
if you would first help us to inform To no Chujo of Madam's arrival.
If nothing comes of that ...•

Ukon could keep up her end no longer. Unless she told the nurse of
Genji's connection with Yugao, further conversation would be impos
sible. And having got so far as to confess that Genji had known Yugao,
Ukon plunging desperately on finally managed to tell the whole terrible
story. 'Do not think,' she said at last, 4 that Genji has forgotten all this,
or will ever do so. It has been hIS one desire since that day to find some
means of expiating, in however small a degree, the guilt which brought
my lady to her unhappy end; and often I have heard him long that he
might one day be able to bring such happiness to Lady Yugao's child as
would in some sort make amends for all that she had lost. Indeed, having
few children, he has always planned, if she could but be found, to adopt
her as his own, and he begged me to speak of her always as a child of his,
whom he had placed with countryfolk to be nursed"

•But in those days I had seen very Iittle of the world and was so much
scared by all that had happened that I dared not go about making en
quiries.. At last I chanced one day to see your husband's name in a list of
provincial clerks. I even saw him, though at some distance, the day he
went to the Prime Minister's palace to receive confirmation of his new
appointment. I suppos'c I ought to have spoken to him then; but somehow
or other I could not bring myself to do so" Sometimes I imagined that
you had left Lady Tamakatsura behind, at the house in the Fifth Ward;
for the thought of her being brought up as a htrle peasant girl on the
island was nlore than I could endure ... "fI
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So they spent the day, now talking, now praying, or again amusing
ehemselves by watching the hordes of pilgrims who were constantly ar
riving at the temple gate. Under their windows ran a river called the
Harsuse, and Ukon now recited the acrostic poem: · Had I not entered the
gate that the Twin Fir-Trees guard, would the old river of our days e'er
have resumed its flows' To this Tamakatsura answered: 'Little knew I
of those early days as this river knows of the hill from whence it sprang.'
She sat gently ,,,,eepIng. But Ukon made no effort to comfort her, feeling
that now all was on the right path. Considering Tamakatsura's upbring
ing no one would have blamed her if there had been a little country
roughness, a shade of over-simplicity in her manner. Ukon could not
imagine how the old nurse had achieved so remarkable a feat of education,
and thanked her again and again for what she had done. Yugao's ways
had till the last been timid, docile, almost child-like; but about her daugh
ter there was not a trace of all this. Tamakatsura, despite her shyness, had
an air of self-assurance, even of authority. ' Perhaps; t thought Ukon to
herself, "Tsukushi is not by any means so barbarous a place as one is led
to suppose.' She began thinking of all the Tsukushi people she had
known; each individual she could recall was more coarse-mannered and
uneducated than the rest. No; nurse's achievement remained a. mystery ..

At dusk they all went back to the temple, where they stayed that night
and most of the following day, absorbed in various spiritual exercises .. A
cold autumn wind was blowing from the valley, and at Its cruel touch the
miseries of the past rose up one by one before Shorii's widow as she
knelt shivering at the Main Altar. But all these sad memories vanished
instantly at the thought that the child upon whom she had lavished ber
care would now take the place that was her birth-due. Ukon had told
her about the careers of To no Chujo's other children. They seemed all of
them to be remarkably prosperous, irrespective of the rank of their various
mothers, and this filled the old lady with an additional sense of security.

At last the moment came to part. The two women exchanged addresses
and set out upon their different ,vays: Ukon to a little house GenJi had
given her, not far a,vay from his new palace; the others to their lodgings
in the Nmth Ward.. No sooner had they parted than Ukon was suddenly
seized with a panic lest Tamakatsura should attempt to evade her, as
Yugao had fled from Chujo in days of old; and constantly running between
her house and theirs, she had not a moment's peace of mind. It "vas
soon time for Ukon to be back ar the new palace, and she was not loath
to end her holiday, for she was in a hurry to obtain an interview with
Genji and inform him of her success. She could not get used to this new
mansion, and from the moment she entered the gates she was always
astonished by the vastness of the place. Yet so great was nowadays the
number of coaches driving I in and our, that the crush was appallmg and
Ukon began to wonder if she would ever get to the house.

S Pulled bv servants, the oxen being unyoked at the Gate..
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She was not sent for that night, and lay tossing about on her bed, think
ing how best to make known her discovery. Next day, though it so hap..
pened that a large number of Iadies-in-warring and other young people
had just returned from their holidays, Murasaki sent specially for old
Ukon, who was delighted by this compliment. 'What a long hoIidav
you have been having!' cried Genji to her when she entered. 'When you
were last here you looked like some dismal old widow-lady, and here
you are looking quire skirnshl Something very nice must have happened
to you; what was it?' · Sir,' she answered, 'it is quite true that I have
been away from the CIty for a whole week; but I don't know whether
anything has happened that you would call nice. I have been over the
hills to Hatsuse (on foot too!) and came across someone whom I was
glad to meet again.' 'Who was that?' asked GenJi quickly, and she was
about to tell him when it occurred to her that it would be much better
to tell him separately, on some occasion when Murasaki was not present.
But then perhaps the whole thing would come round to Murasaki's ears
and her mistress would be offended that Ukon had not told her first ...
It was a difficult situation. 'Well then If you must know.. ' Ukon "vas
begmning, when suddenly there was a fresh incursion of visrtors, and she
was obliged to withdraw. But later in the day, when the great lamp had
been brought in and Genji was sirnng quietly with Murasaki, he said that
he would soon beready for bed, and sent for Ukon to give him his evening
massage.

Lacly Murasaki was now almost twenty-eight, but never (thought the
old woman when she arrived) had she looked so handsome. It seemed In
deed as though her full charm had only Just matured. Ukon had not seen
her mistress at close quarters for some months past, and could now have
sworn that even in that short space of time Lady Murasaki had grovvn
twice as handsome, And yet Ukon had no fears for Yugao's daughter
There was indeed an undeniable difference between this splendid prmcess
and the shy girl from Tsukushi. But it was only the difference between
obscurity and success; a. SIngle turn of fortune would quickly redress the
balance.

4.1 do not like being massaged by the new young maids,' Genji said to
Ukon when she arrived. 4 They let me see so plainly how much it bores
them to do it. I much prefer someose I have known for a long time. .
you, for example.' No such preference had ever been noticed by those
about him, and smiles were secretly exchanged. They realized that Genji
had only said this in order to please and flatter the old lady. But it was
far from true that any of them had ever been otherwise than delighted at
the reception of such a command, and they thought the joke rather a
tiresome one. 'Would you be angry with me if I took to consorting with
elderly ladies?' he whispered to Murasaki. ' Yes,' she nodded, 'I think I
should. WIth you one never knows where one is. I should be very much
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rerrurbed.... ' All the while she was at work Genji amused the old lady
wrrh hIS talk. Never had Ukon seen him so hvelv and amiable He had
now placed the whole direcnon of public atiairs In To no Chujo's hands;
the experimenr was working well, and such was GenJl's relief at escapIng
from the burden which had $0 long oppressed him that he found It im
possible to be serIOUS for a rmnute. To Joke with Ukon, a very matter-of
tact old lady, "vas found by most people to be out of the question. But
Genji had a peculiar gIft of sympathy, which enabled him to penetrate
the most obsrrnate gloom, the most imperturbable gravrry.

·Tell me about the interesting person whom you have discovered;' he
went on. 'I believe It is another of your holy men. You have brought
him hack here, and 00\\" I am to let him pray for me. Have I nor guessed
nghr:;· 'No, indeed,' Ukon answered Indignantly; 'I should never dream
of domg such a thing l' And then, lowering her voice: 'I have become
ncquamred with the daughter of a lady whom I served long ago..... The
rnorher came to a miserable end .... You will know of whom it is I am
speaking.' 'Yes,' said GenJL ... 'I know well enough, and your news is
indeed yery different from anything I had Imagined. Where has the child
been during all these years?' 'In the country,' answered Ukon y,tguely,
rhis drd not seem a good moment for going Into the whole story. · Some
of the old servants took charge of the child;' she continued, 'and are srill
10 her service now that she has grown up. They of course knew nothing
of the circumstances under which their former mistress ..... It was torture to
speak of it, but I managed at last to tell them..... ' 'I think we had better
talk about this some other time,' Genjr rnrerrupred, drawing Ukon aside
Bur Murasaki had overheard them. 'Pray do not trouble about me/ she
s.ud with a yawn. 'I am half-asleep In any case; and If It is somerhmg I
am not to hear... ' So saying she covered her ears wirh her sleeves.

, Is she as handsome as her mother?' GenJi then asked. 'I did not at all
expect chat she would be,' answered Ukon. · But I must say that I have
seldom seen .. .' 'I am sure she is pretty,' he said. 'I wonder whether you
mean anything more than that. Compared wirh my lady ... r and he
nodded towards Lady Murasaki. 'No, indeed;' said Ukon hastily; 'that
would be going too far..... ' ·Come,' he said; 'it would not be going much
farther than you go yourself. I can see that by your face. For my part, I
must own to the usual vanity of parents. I hope that I shall be able to
see rn her some slight resemblance to myself.' He said this because he in
tended to pass off the girl as his own child, and was afraid that part of the
conversation had been overheard. Having learnt so much, he could not
resist the temptation ,to bear the whole of Ukon's story, and presently he
took her into a side-room, where they could dISCUSS the matter undis
turbed. 'Well,' he said, when Ukon had satisfied his curiosrtv, 'I have
quire made up ,mymind what to do with her. She shall come and live with
me here. For yearspasr I have constantly wondered what had become of
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her, and dreaded lest she should be throwing away her youth in some dis
mal, unfrequented place. I am delighted indeed that you have redis
covered her. My only misgiving concerns her father. I suppose I ought at
once to tell him of her return. But I do not quite see how to set about it;
for he knows nothing of my connection with Lady Yugao, and I have
never been able to see that there was any use in enlightening him. He has
already more children than he knows what to do with, and the arrival
in his house of a fully-grown girl, whom he has not set eyes on since she
was a child-in-arms, would merely be a nuisance to him. It seems much
simpler that I, who have so small a family, should take charge of her;
and it is easy enough to give out that she is a daughter of mine, whom I
have been educating in the quiet of the country. If what you say of her is
true, it is certain that she wrll be a great deal run after. The charge of
such a girl needs immense tact and care; I do not think it would be fair to
saddle To no Chujo with so great a responsibility.' 'That shall be as Your
Highness decides,' answered Ukon, 'I am sure, at any rate, that if you do
not tell To no Chujo, no one else will. And for my part I had rather she
should go to you than to anyone else. For I am certain you are anxious
to make what amends you can for your part in leading Yugao to her
miserable fate; and what better way could there be to do this, than by
promoting her daughter's happiness by every means in your power?'
'The fact that I ruined the mother might to some people seem a strange
reason fQr claiming custody of the child,' said Genji smiling; but his eyes
were filled with tears. 'My love for her still fills a great part of my
thoughts,' he said after a pause, 'You must think that a strange thing for
me to say, considering how my household is now arranged, ... And it
is true that in the years SInce her death I have formed many deep attach
ments. But, believe it or not as you will, by no one has my heart ever
been stirred as it was by your dear mistress in those far-off days. You have
known me long enough to see for yourself that I arn not one in whom such
feelings lightly come and go. It has been an unspeakable comfort to me
during all these years that to you at least I could sometimes talk of your
mistress. sometimes ease my longmg. But that was not enough. I yearned
for some object dear to her upon WhICh I could lavish ceaseless pains and
care. What could be more to my purpose than that this orphaned child
of hers should thus be entrusted to my protection>'

His next step must be a letter to Tamakatsura herself. He remembered
Suyetsnmu's extreme incapacity in tlus direction, and feared that Tama
katsura, after her strange upbrmging, might prove to be a. hundred times
more hesitating and inefficrent. It was therefore in order to know the
worst as soon as possible that he now lost no time in addressing her. HIS

letter was full of the friendliest assurances; in the margin was written the
poem: · It shows not from afar; but seek and you shall find it) the marsh
flower of the Island.. For from the ancient stem new shoots for ever spring.'
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Ukon herself was the bearer of this letter; she also reported much of
what Genu had said to her, especially such expressIons of cordiality and
good wrll as would tend to allay Tamakatsura's apprehensions. He also
sent many handsome stuffs and dresses, with presents for her nurse and
other members of the party. With Murasakr's consent the Mistress-of
Robes had gone through all the store-cupboards and laid out before him
an immense display of costumes, from which be chose those that were
most disrincnve in colour and design, thmking to astonish and delight
an eye used to the homespuns of Tsukushi.

Had all this kindness, nay even the smallest part of it, proceeded from
her own father, Tamakatsura would indeed have been happy, But to be
thus indebted to someone whom she had never seen and upon whom she
had not the smallest claim, was an uncomfortable experience. As for
raking up residence in his house - the prospect appalled her. But
Ukon insisted that such an offer could not be refused; and those about her
argued that so soon as she was decently set up in the world, her father
would repent of his negl1gence and speedily lay claim to her. 'That a.
mere nobody like old Ukon should be In a position to do any service at
all is in itself a miracle; they said, · and could not have happened were
not some God or Buddha on our side. For her to send a message to To
no Chujo is, compared with what she has already done, the merest: trifle,
and so soon as we are all more comfortably settled .. .' Thus her friends
encouraged her. But, whether she accepted his invitation or not, civihty
demanded that she must at least reply to his poem. She knew that he
would regard her cadences and handwriting very critically, expecting
something hopelessly countrified and out-of-date. This made the fram
ing of an answer all the more embarrassing. She chose a. Chinese paper,
yery heavily scented. ·Some fault there must be in the stem of this marsh
flower. Else it bad not been left unheeded amid the miry meadows by the
sea.' Such was her poem. It was written in rather faint ink and Genji,
as he eagerly scanned it, thought the hand lacking in force and decision.
But there was breeding and distinction in it, more indeed than he had dared
to look fori and on the whole he felt much relieved,

The next thing was to decide in what part of the house she was to live.
In Murasaki's southern wing there was not a room to spare. The Empress
Akikonomu was oblrged by her rank to live in considerable state. Eti
quette forbade that she should ever appear without a numerous train of
followers, and her suite had been designed to accommodate an almost
indefinite number of gentlewomen, There was plenty of room for Tama
katsura here; but in such quarters she would tend to become lost amid the
horde of Akikonomu's gentlewomen, and to put her 10 such a place at
all would indeed seem as though he expected her to assist in waiting
upon the Empress, The only considerable free space in the house was the
wing which he had built to contain his official pa~rs. These had for
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the most part been handed over to To no Chujo, and what was st111 left
could easily be housed elsewhere The advantage of those quarters was
that Tamakatsura would here be the close neighbour of the Lady from
the Village of Falhng Flowers, whose sensible and affectionate nature
would, he was sure, prove a great comfort to the new arrival. And
now that all was ready, it seemed to him impossible to install Tamakatsura
In his household wrthout revealing to Murasaki the whole truth about
rhe girl's idennry and his own dealings wrth her mother. No sooner
had he begun the story than he saw plainly enough that she was vexed
with him for having made a mystery of the matter for so long I I see that
vou are vexed,' he said, · that I did not tell you about all rhis before.
But you have always known qUite well that I had many such attach
ments as this in the days before I knew you, and I have never seen that
there was any point In mennorung them, unless some special circumstance
made it necessary to do so In the present case, it IS essential that some
one should be acquainted wrrh all the facts, and I chose you rather than
another merely because you are a thousand times dearer to me than any
of the rest;' Then he told her the whole story of hIS dealings with Yugao.
It was apparent to her that he was deeply moved, and at the same time
that he took great pleasure in recalling every detail of their relationship
·Conversation turns often upon such matters,' he said at last, 'and I have
heard innumerable stories of women's blind devorron, even in cases where
rherr love was in no degree reciprocated. PaSSIon such as this is Indeed
rarely long withstood even by those who have gravely derermmed to rule
out of their lives every specles of romance; and I have seen many who have
instantly succumbed. But such love as Yugao's, such utter self-forget
fulness, so complete a surrender of the whole being to one single and
ever-present emotion - I have never seen or heard of, and were she alive
she would certainly be occupyIng no less important a place in my palace
than, for example, the Lady of Akashi is occupying today.... In many
,vays, of course, she fell short of perfection, as indeed is bound to be the
case. She was not of great intelligence, nor was her beauty flawless.
But she was a singularly lovable creature.... • •Were she as much in your
good graces as the Lady of Akashi, she would have nothing to complain
of ...: broke in Murasaki suddenly; for the Akashi episode still rankled
sore. The little princess,' who constantly visited Murasaki's rooms, was
playing with her toy~ not far away, and Murasaki seeing her look so in
nocent and pretty, in her childlessness forgave Genji the infidelity which
had brought to her so charming a htrle playmate and companion.

These things happened in the ninth month; but Tamakatsura's actual
arri val could not take place for some while afterwards, for though her
quarters had been chosen she still lacked attendants" The first thing was
to find her some pretty pages and serving-grrls. Even in Tsukushi the old

1 The Lady of Akashr's daughter.
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nurse had managed to procure some very passable children to wait upon
her, for it sometimes happened that someone from the City, having fallen
upon evil days, would get stranded on the Island and be glad to place
hIS boy or girl in a respectable home. But In the sudden fhght from
Tsukushi all these young people had been left behind. Orders were gl'ven
to market-women and trades-people to keep their eyes open and report
upon any suitable children whom they came across, and In rhis way, as
could scarcely fall to happen in so vast a town, a fine batch of attendants
was quickly brought together. Nothmg was said to them about Tama
katsuras rank, and they were mustered In Ukon's own house, whither
Tamakatsura herself now repaired, that her wardrobe might be finally
Inspected, her staff fitted out with proper costumes and instructed in their
duties. The move to GenJl's Palace took place in the tenth month.
He had already visired the Lady from the Village of Fallmg Flowers
and prepared her for the arrt val of her new neighbours: 'A lady to whom
I was much attached, being seized with a sudden melancholy, fled from
the Court and soon afterwards ended her days in a remote country place.
She left behind a daughter, of whom I could for years obtain no news
~\1l this happened many years ago and this daughter is now of course a
full-grown woman; but though I have been making enquiries ever since,
It was only quite recently (and In the most accidental way) that I at last
obtained a clue. I at once determmed to invite her to my palace, and I
aID going to give her quarters close to yours, in the unused Record Office.
To one motherless chrld of mine you have already shown infinite kind
ness, and have not, I think, found the care of him unduly irksome. If
V01.1 wrll do for this newcomer what you have been doing for Prince
Yugirr, I shall be deeply thankful to you. She has been brought up in
very humble and rustic surroundings. In many ways she must be ill
prepared for the life which she will lead In such a place as this. I hope
that you will instruct her..... ' and he made many suggestions for Tama
katsura 's polite education. 'I had no Idea,' the Lady replied, 'that you
had more than one daughter. However, I am extremely glad, if only
for the Akashi child's sake. I am sure she will be delighted to find that
she has a SIster......' "The mother,' said Genu, "was the most gentle and
confiding creature I have ever encountered .. This girl, Lady Tamakatsura,
doubtless resembles her; and since you yourself are the easiest person to
get on with .... ' 6 I have so much rime on my hands; she answered quickly.
·Someone of my own sort to look after and advise a Irttle...... That is
Just what I long for.'

Genii's own servants and rerainers had been told nothing save that a
strange lady was shortly to arrsve. · I wonder whom he has picked up
this time?' one of them said .. 'I don't believe this is a fresh affair,' said
another. ~ In all probability she is only some discarded mistress who
needs looking after for a. rime. .. ".. '
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The party arrived in three carriages. As Ukon had superintended
every detail, the whole turn-out was quite adequately stylish, or at any
rate did not betray such rusticity as to attract acrention.. On their arrival
they found their quarters stacked with all sorts of presents from Genji,
He gave them nme to settle In, and did not call till late the same night.
Long, long ago Tamakarsura used often to hear him spoken of in terms of
extravagant admiration; "Genji the Shining One,' that was what people
had called him. All the rest she had forgotten; for hers had been a life
from which tales of Courts and palaces seemed so remote that she had
scarcely heeded them. And now when through a chink in her curtains
of-state she caught a glimpse of him - ",ague enough, for the room was
lit only by the far disrant rays of the great lamp beyond the partition
- her feeling was one of admiranon, but (could it be so, she asked
herself) of downright terror.

Ukon had flung open both halves of the heavy maindoor and was now
obsequiously ushering him into the room. · You should not have done
that,' he protested. · You are making too much of my entry. No such
ceremonies are necessary when one inmate of this house takes it inro his
head to visit another,' and he seated himself alongside her currained chair.
·This dim light reo,' he continued, addressing Ukon, •may seem to you
very romantic. But Lady Tarnakatsura has consented to make believe
tha.t she is my daughter, and family meetings such as this require a better
illumination. Do you not agree?' And with this he slightly raised one
corner of her curtain. She looked extremely shy and was sitting, as he
now discovered, with face half-turned away. But he knew at once that
as far aslooks were concerned she was not going to cause him any anxiety.
•Could we not have a hrcle more Iight?' he said, turnmg again to Ukon.
•It is so irritating.... .' Ukon Irt a candle and came towards them holding
it aloft in her hand. 'It is rather heavy work to get started!' he whispered,
smiling.. "Thmgs will go better presently.' Even the ",ray she hung her
head, as though frightened of meeting his eyes, reminded him so vividly
of Yugao that it was impossible for him to treat her as a stranger; in
stinctively indeed he began to speak to her in a tone of complete familiar
ity as though they had shared the same house all their lives: · I have been
hunting high and low for you ever since you were a baby) I he said, •and
now that I have found you, and see you sitting there with a look that I
know sowell, it is more than I can bear. I wanted so much to talk to you,
but now." .. ' and he paused to ,\-vlpe the tears from his eyes, whrlst there
rushed to his mind a. thousand tender recollections of Yugao and her
incomparable ways. (I doubt,' he said at last, reckoning up the years
since her death, •v\"hether true parent has ever reclaimed a child after so
long a search as I have made for you, Indeed so long a time has passed
that you are already a woman of Judgment and experience) and can tell
me a far more Interesting story of all tha r has befallen you on that Island
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of yours than could be told by a mere child. I have that compensation at
least for having met you so late.... '

What would she tell him? For a long while she hung her head in
silence. At last she said shyly: · Pray remember that lrke the leech-child, I

at three years old I was set adrift upon the ocean. Since then I have been
stranded in a place where only such things could befall me as to you would
seem nothing at all.' Her voice died away at the end of the sentence with
a half-childish murmur, exactly as her mother's had done long ago. I I
was "sorry for you" Indeed; he said, 'when I heard whither you had
dnfred. But I am going to see to it now that no one shall ever "be sorry
for you again.' She said no more that night; but her one short reply had
convinced him that she was by no means a nonentity, and he went back
to his own quarters feeling confident that there could be no difficulty in
launching her upon a suitable career. ·Poor Tamakasura has lived in the
country for so long,' he said to Murasaki later, 'that it would not at all
have surprised me to find her very boorish, and 1 was prepared to make
every allowance..... But on the contrary she seems very well able to hold
her own. It will be amusing to watch the effect upon our friends when it
becomes known that this girl is living in the house, I can well imagine
the flutter into which she will put some of them - my half-brother
Prince Sochi no Miya for example. The reason that quite lively and amus...
ing people often look so gloomy when they come here is that there have
been no attractions of this kind. We must make as much play with her
as possible; it will be such fun to see which of our acqualotanCes become
brisker, and which remain as solemn as ever.' 'You are certainly the
strangest .. father" I' exclaimed Murasaki, The first thing you think of is
how to use her as a bait to the more unprincipled among your friends ..
It is monstrous I' •If only I had thought of it in time; he laughed, 'I see
now how splendidly you would have served for the same purpose. It was
silly of me not to think of it; but, somehow or other, I preferred to keep
you all to myself.' She flushed slightly as he said this, looking younger
and more charming than ever. Sending for his ink-stone Genji now wrote
on a practising-slip the poem: 'Save that both she and I have common
cause to mourn, my own is she no more than a false lock worn upon an
aged head.'? Seeing him sigh heavily and go about muttering to himself,
Murasaki knew that his Iove for Yugao had been no mere boyish fancy,
but an affair that had stirred his nature to its depths ..

Yugiri, having been told that a half-sister (of whose existence he had
never heard) was come to live with them in the palace, and that he ought

J The Royal Gods Izanagi and Izanami bore a leech-child; as at the age of three it
could not stand, they cast it adrift in a boat. It made a song which <aid: '1 should have
thought mv daddy and mammy would have been sorry for me, seeing that at three years
old I could not stand.' See Part 11, p. 282.

a Tamakarura = jewelled wig.
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to make friends with her and make her feel at home, at once rushed
round to her rooms, sayIng · I do not count for veryr much, I know; but
srnce we are brother and SISter, I rhmk vou rrught have sent for me before
If only I had known who you "ere, I would have been so glad to help
you to unpack your things. I do think you mighr have told me .. .'
Poor young gentleman,' thought Ukon, who was close at hand; 'this

IS 1(:1111y too bad. How long "T111 they let him go on In rhis style, thmkmg
~1l1 the while she IS his SIster? I donor think it's fair .. .'

The contrast between her present v\ray of hfe and the days at Tsukushi
\\ as staggering. Here every elegance, every convenience appeared as
t hough by nlaglc; there the simplest arncles could be procured only by
endless conrrivmg, and when found were soiled, dilapidated, out-of-date
Here Prince Genji claimed her as his daughter, Prince Yugiri as hIS SIster

· Now these, t thought old San [o , 4 really are fine gentlemen. However
I c.une to have such a high opinion of that Lord-Lieutenant I do not
know P And when she remembered what airs a miserable creature like
Tayu had gIven himself on the Island, she almost expired with mdrgnarion.

That Bugo no Suke had acted wrth rare courage and wisdom in plan
nIng the sudden fhght from Tsukushi was readily admirred by Genp
\\ hen Ukon had Iaid all the circumstances before him. It was unlrkelv
rh.it any stranger would serve Tarnakarsura with such devorion as this
tostcr-brother had shown, and 10 drawing up for her a Iist of gentlemen
In-attendance, Genji saw to It that Bugo no Suke's name should figure
.llnong them.

Never In his wildest dreams had it occurred to Bugo no Suke that he, a
l"'l:un Tsukushi yeoman, would ever set foot in a Minister's palace; nay,
\\ ould In all hIS lrvrng days so much as set eyes on such a place. And here
he was, not merely walking In and out JUSt as he chose, but gOIng with
the lords and ladles wherever they wenr, and even arranging their affairs
tor them and ordering about their underlings as though they were his
0\'10 And to crown hIS content, no day passed but brought to his mIS

tress some ingenious Intention, some well-devised if trifling act of kind
ness from their host himself.

J.1 £ the end of the year there took place the usual disrributron of stuff
{or spring clothes, and Gen11 was determined that the newcomer should
not feel that she had come off worse than the greatest lad res In the house.
Bur he feared that, graceful and charming though she was, her taste 10

dress must necessarily be somewhat rustic, and among the silks 'VhICh
he gave her he determined also to send a certain number of woyen dresses,
that she might be gently guided towards the fashions of the day. The
genrle\\"omen of the palace, each anxious to prove that there "vas nothing
she did not know about the latest shares of bodice and krrrle, set to work
v irh such a will that when they brought their wares for Genjis inspec
non, he exclaimed · I fear your zeal has been excessive, If all my presents
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are to be on this scale (and I have 110 desire to excite jealousy), I shall
indeed be hard put to ir.' So saying he had his storerooms ransacked for
fine stuffs, and Murasaki came to the rescue with many of the costly robes
which he had from time to time gIven her for her own wardrobe. l\.11
these were now laid out and Inspected. Murasaki had a peculiar talent
In such marters, and there was not a woman in all the world who chose
her dyes with a subtler feeling for colour, as Genji very well knew.
Dress afcer dress was now brought in fresh from the bearmg-room, and
Genjr would choose some robe 00\\-- for ItS marvellous dark red, now for
some curious and exciting pattern or colour-blend, and have it laid aside
'ThIS one In the box at the end ,' he would say, handing some dress to
one of the waiting-women who were srandmg beside the long narrow
clothes-boxes, or ·Try this one In your box. ~ · You seem to be making
a very Just division, and I am sure no one ought to feel aggrieved. But,
lf I may make a suggestion, would It not be better to think whether the
stuffs WIll SUIt the complexions of their reci rlent rather than whether
they look nice in the box?' C I know Just why you said that,' Gen 11
laughed. 'You want me to launch out into a discussion of each lady's
personal charms, in order that you may know in what light she appears
to me. I am gOing to turn the tables. You shall have for your own which
ever of my stuffs you Iike, and by your choice I shall know how )'OU

regard:yoltYJelj' .. I have not the least Idea what I look like,' she answered,
blushing slrghtly; 'after all, I am the last person in the world to consult
upon the subject. One never sees oneself except in the mirror... .' Afcer
much debarmg, the presents were disrribured as follows: to Murasaki
herself, a kirtle yellow without and flowered withm, lightly diapered
with the red plum-blossom crest - a marvel of modern dyeing. To the
Akashi child, a long close-fitting dress, white WIthout, yellow wrrhin,
the whole seen through an outer facing of shimmering red gauze. To
the Lady from the Village of Falling Flowers he gave a light blue robe
with a pattern of sea-shells woven Into It. Lovely though the dress w J.S
as an example of complicated weaving, it would have been too light In
tone had lt not been covered with a somewhat heavy russet floss.

To Tamakatsura he sent, among other gifts, a close-fitting dress with a
pattern of mounrain-kerria woven upon a plain red background, Murasaki
seemed scarcely to have glanced at it; but all rhe while, true to Genjr's
surmise, she was guessing the meanIng of rhrs choice. Like her father
To no Chujo, Tamakatsura (she conjectured) was doubtless good-looking,
but cerrainlv lacked his Iivelmess and love of adventure. Murasaki had
no rdea tha~ she had 10 any way betrayed what was gOing on m her mind
and was surprised when Genu suddenly said: 'In the end this matchmg
of dresses and complexions breaks down entirely and one gives almost at
hazard. I can never find anything chat does Justice to my handsome
friends, or anything that it does not seem a shame to waste '00 the ugly
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ones. and so saying he glanced with a smile at the present which was
about to be despatched to Suyetsumu, a dress white wirhout and green
within, what is called a "willow-weaving," with an elegant Chinese vine
scroll worked upon it.

To the Lady of Akashi he sent a white kirtle with a spray of plum
blossom on it, and birds and butterflies fluttering hither and thither, cut
somewhat in the Chinese fashion, with a very handsome dark purple
lining. This also caught Murasakr's observant eye and she augured from
It that the rival of whom Genji spoke to her so lightly was In reality
occupying a considerable place in his thoughts.

To Ursusemi, now turned nun, he sent a grey cloak, and, in addirion,
a coat of his own which he knew she would remember - jasmine
sprinkled, faced with Courner's crimson and lined with russet. In each
box was a note in which the recipient was begged to favour him by wear
ing these garments during the Festival of the New Year. He had taken a
great deal of trouble oyer the business and could not imagine that any of
the presents was likely to meet with a very bad reception. And indeed the
sansfaction which he had given was soon evidenced not only by the de
hghted letters which came pourIng in, but also by the handsome gratuities
given to the bearers of these gifts. Suyetsumu was still living at the old
Nijo-in palace, and the messenger who brought her present, having a
quite considerable distance to travel, expected something rather out of
the ordinary in the vvay of a reward. But to Suyetsumu these things were
matters not of commerce, but of etiquette. A present such as this was,
she had been taught long ago, a species of formal address which must
be answered in the same language, and fetching an orange-coloured gown,
very much frayed at the cuffs, she hung it over the messenger's shoulders,
attaching to it a letter wnrten on heavily scented Michinoku paper, which
age had not only considerably yellowed, but also bloated to twice its
proper thickness. •Alas, t she wrote, 'your present serves but to remind
me of your absence. What pleasure can I take in a dress that you will
never see me wears' WIth this was the poem: 'Was ever gift more heart
less? Behold, I send it back to you, your Chinese dress - worn but an
instant, yet discoloured with the brme of tears.' The handwritrng, with
its antique flourishes, was admirably suited to the stilted sentiment of
the poem. Genji laughed afresh each time he read it and finally, seelng
that Murasaki was regarding him with astonishment, he handed her the
missive. Meanwhile he examined the bedraggled old frock with which
the discomfited messenger had been entrusted, with so rueful an expression
thlat: the fellow edged behind the bystanders and finally slipped out of the
room, fearing that he had commirred a grave breach of etiquerte in intro
ducing so pitiful an object into the presence of the Exalted Ones. HIS

plight was the occasion of much whispering and laughter among hIS

fellow servants. But la.ugh as one might at the absurd scenes which the
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princess's archaic behaviour invariably provoked, the very fact that
adherence to bygone fashions could produce so ludicrous a result suggested
the most disquieting reflections. c It is no laughing matter; said Genji,
'Her "Chinese dress 1 t and ,. discoloured with the brine of tearst' made
me feel thoroughly uncomfortable. With the writers of a generation or
two ago every dress was H Chinese," and, no matter what the occasion
of the poem, its sleeves were invariably soaked with rears, But what
about your poems and mine? Are they not every bit as bad? Our tags
may be different from those of the princess; but we use them just as hard
and when we come to write a poem are as impervious as she is to the speech
of our own day. And this is true not only of amateurs such as ourselves,
but of those whose whole reputation depends on their supposed poetical
gifts .. Think of them at Court festrvals, with their eternal madoi, madoi.x

It is a wonder they do not grow tired of the word" A little while ago
adabzto c. Faithless one" was used by well-bred lovers in every poem which
they exchanged. They declined it C" of the faithless one," "from the
fai rhless one)' and so on) in the third line, thus gaining time to think aut
their final couplet. And so we all go on, poring over nicely stitched
Aids to Song, and when we have committed a sufficient number of phrases
to memory, producing them on the next occasion when they are required.
It is not a method which leads to very much variety.

«But if we need a change, how much more does this unfortunate prin
cess whose scruples forbid her to open any book except these old-fashioned
collections of standard verse, writren on dingy, native paper, to which
her father Prince Hitachi introduced her long ago? Apart from these
the only other reading which he seems to have permitted her was the
Ma"ow of Natt't'8 SOllg. Unfortunately this book consists almost entirely
of "Faults to be avoided"; its comminations and restricnons have but
served to aggravate her natural lack of facility. After such an education
as this it is no wonder that her compositions have a well-worn and
familiar air. t

'You are too severe,' said Murasaki, pleading for the princess. 'What
ever you may say, she managed this time to send an answer, and promptly
too .. Pray let me have a copy of her poem that I may show it to the Akashi
child. I too used to have such books as the Marrowof Poesy, but I do not
know what has become of them. Probably book-worms got into them
and they were thrown away.. I believe that to anyone unfamiliar with
the old phrase-books Suyetsumu's poem would seem delightfully fanciful
and original, Let us try... : 'Do nothing of the kind: said Gen ji.. 'Her
education would be ruined if she began to take an interest in poetry. It
is an accepted principle that however great the aptitude which a. girl
may show for some branch of science or art, she must beware of using it;
for there is always a. risk chat her mind may be unduly diverted from

1'1 go astray.'
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ordinary dunes and pursuits. She must know Just so much of each sub
jeer that it cannot be said she has entirely neglected it. Further than this,
she can only go at the risk of undermirung the fortress of chastrtv or
drrnirushing that softness of manner without which no woman can be
expected to please.'

But all this while he had forgotten that Suyersumu's letter Itself required
a reply; Indeed, as was pointed out bv Murasaki, the princess's poem con
rained a hidden meaning which might be construed as a direct plea for
further consolanon. It would have been very unlike him not to hJ.YC

heeded such an appeal, and feeling that the standard she had set was not
a very exacnng one, he dashed off the following reply: ·If heartlessness
there be, not mme it is but yours, who speak of sending back the CO.1C

that, rightly worn, brings dreams of love.' I

1: A coat worn Inside out brings dreams of one's 10\ er.



CHAPTER V

The Fi r st Song of The Year

W ITH the mornIng of the New Year's I Day began a spell of the
most delightful weather. Soft air, bright sunshine, and not a
cloud to be seen in the whole sky. In every garden, on the hum

blest piece of waste ground, young shoots that formed each day a clearer
patch of green were pushing up amid the snow; while over the trees hung
a mist, stretched there, so it seemed, on purpose that the wonders it was
hiding might later come as a surprise Nor was this pleasant change
confined to garden and wood; for men and women also, without knowing
why, suddenly felt good-humoured and hopeful. It may be imagined
then what an enchantment these first spring days, everywhere so delight
ful, cast upon the gardens of Genji's palace, with their paths of Jade-dust,
their groves and lakes.. It would be impossible here to describe in any
way that would not be both tedious and Inadequate the beauties of the
four domains which Genji had allotted to his favourites. But this I may
say, that the Spring Garden," with its great orchards of fruit trees at this
moment far excelled the rest, and even behind her screens-of-state Murasaki
breathed an atmosphere that was heavily laden with the scent of plum
blossom. Indeed the place was a Heaven upon earth; but a Heaven adapted
to human requirements by the addition of numerous comforts and amenities.
The Princess 3 from Akashi was still living in Murasaki's apa.rtments.
The younger among the gentlewomen-in-waiting had been placed at her
disposal; while the older among them, and such as had distinguished them
selves in any way, were retained by Murasaki. On the third day they were
already gathered together in front of the Mirror Cake 4 reciting .. for a
thousand years may we dwell under thy shadow' and other New Year
verses, with a good deal of laughter and scuffling, when Genii's unex
pected entry suddenly caused many pairs of hands to fly back into an
attitude of prayer. The ladies looked so uncomfortable at having been
caught treating the ceremonies of the day with undue levity, that Genji
said to them laughing: 'Come now, there is no need to take the prayers
on our behalf so seriously. I am sure each of you has plenty of things she
would like to pray for on her own account, Tell me, all of you, what you
most desire in the coming year, and I will add my prayers to yours:
Among these ladles was a certain Chujo.s one of his own gentlewomen,

J The year began in the spring.. Genji was now thirty-six.
2 Murasaki's,
) The child born at Akashi,
,.( SeX"'. ed on the evening of the third day of the year, with radish and oranges,
S She had always been in love with Genji.
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whom he had transferred to Murasaki's service at the time of his exile.
She knew well enough, poor lady, what rhmg she most desired. But she
only said: <I I tried Just now to think of something to pray for on my own
account; but it ended by my saying the prayer: .. May he endure long as
the Mountain of Kagami in the country of Omi, u • 1

The morning had been occupied in receiving a host of New Year visitors;
but now Genji thought he would call upon the various inhabitants of
hIS palace, to give them his good wishes and see how they looked in their
New Year clothes. 'Your ladies,' he said to Murasaki, · do not seem
to take these proceedings seriously. I found them romping together,
Instead of saying their prayers. You and I WIll have to hold a service of
our own.' So saying he recited the prayer, not wrrhout certain additions
which showed that he took the business only a rrifle more seriously
than the ladies whom he had just criticized. He then handed her the
poem: ·May the course of our love be clear as the waters of yonder lake,
from which, in the spring sunshine, the last clot of ice has melted away.'
To this she answered: ' On the bright mirror of these waters I see stretched
out the cloudless years love holds for us in store.' Then (as how many
times before!) Genjl began telling her that, whatever was reported of
him or whatever she herself observed, she need never have any anxiety.
And he protested, in the most violent and impressive terms, that his
passion for her underlay all that he felt or did, and could not be altered
by any passing interest or fancy. She was for the moment convinced,
and accepted his protestations ungrudgingly.

Besides being the third of the year it was also the Day of the Rar ?

and therefore as fine an occasion for prayers and resolutions as could
possibly have been found.

HIS next visit was to the little girl from Akashi.. He found her maids
and page-boys playing New Year games on the mound in front of her
windows, and pulling up the dwarf pine-trees, an occupation in which
they seemed to take a boundless delight. The little princess's rooms
were full of sweetmeat boxes and hampers, all of them presents from her
mother. To one toy, a little nightingale perched upon a sprig of the five
leaved pine, was fastened a. plaintive message: «In 111:J home the nightin
gale's voice I never hear) ... t 3 and with it the poem:-

o nightingale, to one that many months,
\Vhile strangers heard you sing,
Has waited for your voice, grudge not today
The first song of the year!

Genji read the poem and was touched by it; for he knew that only under
the stress of great emotion would she have allowed this note of sadness

I Kagami =- 'Mirror.'
2 The tint of the cyclical signs..
,You are sHent as this toy bird and send me DO New Year greetings"
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to tinge a New Year poem. 'Come, little nightingale!' he said to the
child, 'you must make haste with your answer; it would be heartless
indeed if in the quarter whence these pretty things come you were un
generous with your springtime notes!' and taking his own ink...stone
from a. servant who was standing by, he prepared lt for her and made her
write, She looked so charming while she did this that he found himself
envying those who spent all day 1U attendance upon her, and he felt that
to have deprived the Lady of Akashi year after year of so great a JOY was
a crime for which he would never be able to forgive himself. He looked
to see what she had written. 'Though years be spent asunder, Dot lrghtly
can the nightingale forget the tree where first it nested and was taught to
sing. t The flatness of the verse had at least this much to recommend it
- the mother would know for certain that the poem had been written
without grown-up assistance!

The Summer Quarters I were not looking their best; indeed at this time
of year they could hardly be expected not to wear a somewhat uninter
esting air. As he looked about him he could see no object that was evi
dence of any very pronounced taste or proclivity; the arrangements be
tokened, rather, a. general discrimination and good breeding. For many
years past his affectron for her had remained ~t exactly the same pitch,
never flagging in the slrghrest degree, and at the same time never tempting
him to the extremer forms of intimacy. In this way' there had long ago
grown up between them a relationship far more steady and harmonious
than can ever exist between those who are lovers in the stricter sense of
the term. This morning he spoke to her for a while from behind her cur
tains-of...state. But presently he cautiously raised a corner of one curtain,
and he looked in. How little she had changed I But he wa.s sorry to see
that the New Year's dress he had given her was not a great success. Her
hair had of late years grown much less abundant, and in order to maintain
the same style of coiffure, she had been obliged to supplement it by false
locks. To these Genji had long ago grown accustomed. But he now
began trying to imagine how she appeared to other people, and saw at
once that to them she must seem a very homely, middle-aged person
indeed. So much the better, then, that he who loved her had this strange
power of seeing her as she used to be, rather than as she was now. And
she on her side - what if she should one day gro\v weary of him, as
women often did of those who gave them so little as he had done I

Such were the reflections that passed through Genji's mind while he
sat with her" 'We are both singularly fortunate; he concluded to him
self. •I, in my capaci ty for self-delusion; she in hers for good-tempered
acceptance of whatever comes her way. lJ They talked for a. long while,
chiefly of old times, till at last he found that be ought to be on his way
to the western wing.

J Allotted to the Lady (ram the Vi11~geof Falling Flowers..
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Considering the short time that Tamakatsura had been in residence
she had made things look uncommonly nice. The number and smartness
of her maids gave the place an air of great animation. The large and
indrspensable articles of furniture had all arrrved ; but many of the smaller
fittings were not yet complete. This was in a. wa.y an advantage, for It

gaye to her rooms a look of spaciousness and simpliciry which had a
peculiar charm. But it was the mistress of these apartments who, when
she suddenly appeared upon the scene, positively confounded him by her
beauty. How perfectly she wore that long, close-fitting robe, with its
pattern of mounram-kerria l Here, he thought, contrasting her inevitably
,'\ irh the lady to whom he had Just said farewell, here was nothing that
It might be dangerous to scrutmize, nothing that kindness bade him con
done, but radiance, freshness, dazzling youth from tIp to toe. Her hair
w as somewhat thmned out at the ends, in pursuance, perhaps, of some
YO\~l made during the days of her tribulation; and this gave to her move
ments an ease and freedom which strangely accorded with the bareness
of her quarters. Had he chosen any but his present role, I he would not
nowr be watching her flit unconstrainedly hither and thither across her
room ... She, however, having by this rime grown used to his Informal
\ isirs, enjoyed his company to the full and would even have had him treat
her WIth a shade less deference ..." when suddenly she remembered that
he was only a make...beheve father after all, and then it seemed to her
rhar she h;d already countenanced far greater hberries than their situa
non demanded, 'For my part,' said GenJI at last, · I feel as though you
had been Iiving with us for years, and am certain that I shall never have
cause to repent your coming. But you have not progressed so fast In
friendship WIth the other Inmates of my household as I have done 10

mine with you. I notice you do not visit Lady Murasaki, I am sorry for
rhis, and hope that in future you will make use of her apartments WIthout
formality of any sort whenever you feel mclined. You could be of great
help to the little girl who Irves WIth her. For example, if you would
rake charge of her music-lessons ... You would find everyone in that
quarter most affable and forthcoming... " Do promIse me to try!' 'If you
wish it,' was all she said; but 10 a voice which indicated that she really
meant to obey"

It was already becoming dark when he arrived at the Lady of Akashr's
rooms. Through an open door a sudden puff of wind carried srraighr
towards him from. her dais a blend of perfumes as exqUIsIte as it was un
famihar. But where was the Lady herself? For a while he scanned the
room 10 vain .. He noticed a writing-ease, and near it a great litter of books
and papers. On a long flat cushion bordered with Chinese brocade from
Lo...yang lay a. handsome zithern; while In a brazier which, even in the dim
hghr, he could see to be an object of value and importance, there burned

J 1 hat of father.
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some of that Incense which is known as ·The Courrier's Favourite. f This
was the scent which pervaded the whole room and, blending with a strong
odour of musk, created the delicious perfume which GenJi had noticed
when he first turned Into the corridor. Coming close enough to examine
the papers which lay scattered about the dais, he saw that though there
were many experiments 10 different styles, some of them quite interesting,
there were no efforts towards the more extravagant and pretentious forms
of cursrve. Her child's letter of thanks for the toy bird and tree had al
ready arrived, and it was evident that, In her delrght, she had just been
copying out a number of classic poems approprIate to such an occasion
But among these was written a poem of her own: "Oh JOY untold! The
nightingale that, lured by the sprIng flowers, to distant woods was gone,
now to its valley nest again repairs: She had also copied out the old
poems: •I waited for thy song" and · Because my house is where the plum...
tree blooms,' and many other snatches and fragments such as were lrkelv
to run in the head of one to whom a sudden consolation had come. He
rook up the papers one by one, sometimes smilmg, yet ashamed of him
self for doing so. Then he wetted the pen and was Just about to wrrre ,1

message of hIS own, when the Lady of Akashi suddenly appeared from a
back room. Despite the splendours by which she was now surrounded
she strll maintained a certain deference of manner and anxiety to please
which marked her as belonging to a different class. Yet there was some
thing about the way her very dark hair stood out against the whrte of her
dress, hanging rather flat against It, that strangely attracted him. It was
New Year's night. He could not very well absent himself from his own
apartments, for there were visitors coming and Murasaki was expecting
him.....

Yet it was in the Lady of Akashr's rooms that he spent the night, thus
causing considerable disappointment in many quarters, but above all in
the southern wing, where Murasaki's gentlewomen made bitter comments
upon this ill-timed defection.

It was snll almost dark when Genji returned, and he persuaded himself
that, though he had stayed out late, it could not be said that he had been
absent for a night. To the Lady of Akashi, on her side, it seemed that he
was suddenly rising to leave her Just as the night was beginning. Never
theless, she was enraptured by his visit, Murasaki would no doubt have
sat up waiting for him, and he was quite prepared to find her in rather a
bad humour. But one never knows, and in order to find out he said: 'I
have Just had the most uncomfortable doze. It was too childish.... I
fell asleep in my chair. I wish someone had woken me. It was the most
mistaken kindness....... ) But no! She did not reply, and seeing that for the
moment there was no more to be dene, he-lay back and pretended to be
asleep; but as soon as it was broad daylight got up and left the room.

Next day there was a great deal of New Year's entertaining to be done,
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which was fortunate, for it enabled him to save his face. As usual) almost
the whole Court was there - princes, rnmisters and noblemen. There
was a concert and on Genii's part a grand distribunon of trinkets and New
Year presents. This party was an occasion of great excitement for the
more elderly and undistinguished of the guests; and it may be imagined
with what eagerness it "vas this year awaited by the younger princes and
noblemen, who were perpetually on the lookout for adventure and flat
tered themselves that the new Inmate I of Genu's palace was by no means
beyond their reach. A gentle evening breeze carried the scent of fruit
blossom mro every corner of the house; in particular, most fragrant of
all, the plum-trees in Murasakr's garden w«re now in full bloom. It was
at that nameless hour which 1S neither day nor night. The concert had
begun; delicate harmonies of flute and string filled the air, and at last
came the swinging measure of •Well may this Hall grow rich and thrive,' :l

with its animated refrain 'Oh, the saki-grass so sweet;' in which Genji
JOIned with excellent effect. This indeed was one of his peculiar gifts,
that whatever was afoot, whether music, dancing or what not, he had
only to Join in and everyone else was at once inspired to efforts of which
they would not have imagined themselves capable.

Meanwhile the ladies of the household, in the seclusion of their rooms,
heard hrtle more than a confused din of horse-hoofs and carriage-wheels,
their plight being indeed much like that of the least deserving among the
Blest, who though they are reborn in Paradise, receive an unopened lotus...
bud as their lodging.3 But still worse was the position of those who in
habited the old eastern wing; for having once lived at any rate within
earshot of such festivities as this, they now saw themselves condemned
to a.n isolation and lack of employment which every year would increase.
Yet though they might almost as well have renounced the Court a.nd en
sconced themselves' by mountain paths where Sorrow is unknown; they
did nothing of the kind nor, real though their grievances were, did the
slightest complaint ever cross their lips. Indeed, save that they were left
pretty much to their own devices, they had little else to complain of.
They were housed in the utmost comfort and security .. Those of them
who were religious had at least the certainty that their pious practices
would not be interrupted; while those who cared for study had plenty of
time to fill a thousand copybooks with native characters. As regards
their lodging and equipment, they had only to express a desire for it to
be immediately gratified. And sometimes their benefactor actually called
uFon them, as indeed happened this spring, so soon as the busy days of
the New Festival were over.

t Tamakatsura,
'\Vell may this house grow rich and thrive
Oh, the saki-grass, the saki-grass so sweet -
Of the saki-grass, three Ieaves, four leaves, 10 trim
Are the walls of this house made. J

) And consequently cannot see the Buddha nor hear his Word.
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Suyetsumu was after all the daughter of Prince Hitachi, and as such
was entitled to keep up a considerable degree of state. Genji had accord
ingly provided her with a very ample staff of attendants. Her surround
ings indeed were all that could be desired. She herself had changed greatly
in recent years. Her hair was now qUIte grey, and seeing that she was
embarrassed by this and was evidently wondering what impression it
would make upon him, he at first kept his eyes averted while he spoke to
her. His gaze naturally fell upon her dress. He recognized it as that
which he had given her for New Year; but it looked very odd, and he
was wondering how he had come to give her so unsuitable a garment
when he discovered that the fault vias entirely that of the wearer. Over
it she had put a thin mantle of dull black crepe, unlined, and so stiff that
it crackled when she moved. The woven dress which he had given her
was meant to wear under a heavy cloak, and naturally in her present garb
she was, as be could see, suffering terribly from the cold. He had given
her an ample supply of stuff for winter cloaks, What could she have done
with it all? But with Suyetsumu nothing seemed to thrive, every stuff
became threadbare, every colour turned dingy, save that of one bright
flower..... I But one must keep such things out of one's head; and he firmly
replaced the open flap of her curtain.

She wa.s not offended. It was quite enough that year after year he
should preserve the same unmistakable signs of affection; for did he not
always treat her as an intimate and equal, taking her completely into hIS

confidence and addressing her always in the most informal manner imagi
nable? If this were not affection, what else could it be?

He meanwhile was thinking what a uniquely depressing and weari
some creature she was, and deciding that he must really make up his mind
to be a lrrtle kinder to her, since it was certain that no one else intended
to take the busmess off his hands.

He noticed that while she talked her teeth positively chattered with
cold. He looked at her with consternation. 'Is there no one,' be asked,
«whose business it is to take charge of your wardrobe? It does not seem
to me that stiff clumsy over-garments are very well suited to your present
surroundings. This cloak of yours, for example. If you cannot do with
out it, then at any rate be consistent and wear it over a dress of the same
description. You cannot get yourself up in one style on top and another
underneath.' He had never spoken to her so bluntly before, but she only
tittered slightly. 'My brother Daigo no Azari,' she said at last, 'pro
mised to look after those warm stuffs for me, and he carried them all off
before I had time to make them into dresses. He even took a.way my
sables. ~ I am so cold without them... .' Her brother evidently felt the
cold even more than she did, and Genji imagined him with a very red

:I: Hana ='nose' and ' flower.'
I See Part I, p.. 121.
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nose indeed. Simphciry was no doubt an engaging quality; but really
this lady carried It a httle too far. However, wrth her It was certainly no
affecrarion, and he answered good-humouredly: · As far as those sables
are concerned, I am delighred to hear what has become of them. I always
thought they were really meant to keep out the rain and snow. Next
nme your brother goes on a mounram pilgrimage.. .. But there IS no need
foryou to shiver. You can have as much of this white material as you hke,
and there is nothing to prevent your wearIng it sevenfold thick, if you
find you cannot keep warm. Please always remind me of such promises
If I do not do things at once, I am apt to forget about them. My memory
was never very good and I have always needed keeping up to the mark
But now that there are so many conflicting claims upon my time and
attention, nothing gets done at all unless I am constantly reminded... '
And thinking it safest to act while the matter was still In hIS mind, he
sent a messenger across to the New Palace for a fresh supply of srlks and
brocades.

The Nijo-m was kept in perfect order and repair; but the fact that It

was no longer the main residence somehow or other gave it an air of aban
donment and desolanon. The gardens, however, were as dclighrful as
ever. The red plum-blossom was at Its best, and It seemed a pIty that so
much beauty and fragrance should be, one might almost say, wasted. He
murmured to himself the lines: ' To see the sprmgtrde to myoId home I
came, and found wirhin It a rarer flower than any that on orchard tWIgS

was hung"
She heard the words; but luckily did not grasp the unflarterrng allusion I

He also paid a brief VIsit to Ursusemi, now turned nun. She had In
stalled herself in apartments so utterly devoid of ornament or personal
touches of any kmd that they had the character of official waiting-rooms
The only conspicuous object which they contained was a large statue
of Buddha, and Genji was lamenting to himself that sombre piety, to the
exclusion of all other Interest, should have possessed so graCIOUS and
gentle a spirit, when he noticed that the decoration of her prayer-books,
the laying of her altar with its dishes of floating petals - these and many
another small sign of elegance seemed to betray a. heart that was not yet
utterly crushed by the severrnes of religion. Her blue-grey curtains-of
state showed much taste and care She sat so far back as scarcely to be
seen. But one touch of colour stood out amid the gloom; the Iong sleeves
of the gay coat he had sent her showed beneath her mantle of grey, and
moved by her acceptance of this token he said with tears in his eyes: · I
know that I ought not now even to remember how once I felt towards you.
But from the beginning our love brought to us only irrttarion and misery.
It is as well that, 1£ we are ro be friends at all, it must now be In a verv
different way.' She too was deeply moved and said at last: · HoV\-- "an·1

1 Hana= 'flower' and "nose.' See above ..
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doubt your good will towards me, seeing at what pains you have been to
provide for me, protect me.... I should be ungrateful Indeed.... ' -I dare
say many another lover suffered just as I did,' he said, attempting a lighter
tone; "and Buddha condemns you to your present hfe as a penance for all
the hearts you have broken. And how the others must have suffered if
their experIence was anything like mine! Not once but over and over
again did I fall in love with you; and those others ... There, I knew that
I was right, You are thinking, I am sure, of an entanglement beside which
our escapade pales into insignificance.' His only inrenrion was to divert
the conversation from their own relationship, and he was speaking qU1te
at random. But she instantly imagined that he had in some circuirous
way got wind of that terrible story... I and blushing she said in a low
voice: 'Do not remind me of it. The mere fact that you should have been
told of it is punishment enough .... .' and she burst into tears.

He did not know to what she referred. He had imagined that her retire
ment from the world was merely due to increasing depression and nmid
iry. How was he to converse with her, if every chance remark threw
her into a fit of weeping? He had no desire to go away; but he could not
think of any light topic upon which to embark, and after a few general
enquiries he took his leave. If only it were Lady Suyetsumu who was the
nun and he could put Utsusemi in her place! So Genji thought as on his
way back he again passed by the red-nosed lady's door. He then paid
short visits eo the numerous other persons who lived upon his bounty,
saying to such of them as he had not seen for some time: "If long mtervals
somerimes elapse between my visits to you, you must not think that my
feelings towards you have changed. On the contrary, I often think what
a pity It is that we so seldom meet. For time slips away, and bound up
with every deep affection is the fear that Death may take us unawares ..
... ' Nor was there anything the least insincere in these speeches; in one
way or another he did actually feel very deeply about each of the persons
to whom they were made .. Unlike most occupants of the exalted posinon
which he now held, Genji was entirely devoid of pomposity and self
importance. Whatever the rank of those whom he was addressing, under
whatever circumstances he met them, his manner remained always equally
kind and attentrve. Indeed, by that thread and that alone hung many of
his oldest friendships.

This year there was to be the New Year's mumming.> After perform
ing in the Imperial Palace the dancers were to VlSIt the Suzaku-in J and
then come on to Genu's. This meant covering a good deal of ground, and
It was already nearIng dawn when they arrived. The weather had at first

x Her relations with Ki no Kami, her stepson. See Part 11, p. 327.
:I A band of young noblemen going round dancing and singing in various parts of the

Palace and at the houses of the great on the 14th day of the I st month. See Part I) p. 126.
J The residence of the ex-Emperor and hiI mother, Kokiden,

17
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been somewhat uncertain, but at dusk the clouds cleared away, and bright
moonlight shone upon those exquisite gardens, now clad in a thin cover
ing of snow. Many of the young courners who had recently come into
notice showed unusual proficiency on Instruments of one kind and another.
There were flute-players In abundance, and nowhere that night did they
give a more admirable display than when they welcomed the arrival of
the mummers in front of Genu's palace. The ladles of the household had
been apprised of the ceremony, and they were now assembled in stands
which had been set up in the cross-galleries between the central hall and
its two wings The lady of the western side 1 was invited to witness the
proceedings in company with the little prIncess from Akashi, whose WIn..

dows looked out onto the courtyard where the dancing was to take place.
Murasaki was their neighbour, being separated from them only by a cur..
rain, After performing before the ex-Emperor the dancers had been sum
moned to gIve a second display In front of Kokiden's apartments. It was
consequently even later than had been anticipated when they at last
arrived. Before they danced, they had to be served with rheir 'mum
mers· t porrions. It was expected that, considerrng the lateness of the
hour, this part of the proceedings, with its curIOUS rrtes and observances,
would be somewhat curtailed. But on the contrary GenJi Insisted upon
its being carried out with even more than the prescribed elaboration. A
faint lrght was showing In the east, the moon was still shining, but it
had begun to snow again, this time harder than ever. The wind, too,
had risen, already the tree-tops were swaYIng, and it became clear that
a violent storm was at hand. There was, 10 the scene that followed, a
strange discrepancy; the delicate pale green cloaks of the mummers, lined
with pure white, fluttered lightly, elegantly to the movements of the
dance; while around them gathered the gloom and menace of the rising
storm. Only the cotton plumes of their headgear, snff and in a way
graceless as they were, seemed to concord with the place and hour. These,
as they swayed and nodded in the dance, had a strangely vivid and satisfy
ing beauty.

Among those who sang and played for the dancers Yugiri and To no
Chujo's sons took the lead. As dayltght came the snow began to clear,
and only a few scattered flakes were falhng when through the cold air
there rose the strains of Bamboo River. 2 I should like to describe the move
ments of this dance - how the dancers suddenly rise on tiptoe and spread
their sleeves hke wings - and with how delightful an effect voice after
voice joins in the lively tune. But it has truly been said that such things
are beyond the painter's art; and still less, I suppose, can any depiction
of them. be expected of a mere storyteller.

t Tamakatsura.
J 'In the garden of flowers at the end of the bridge that crosses Bamboo River - in the

garden of flowers set me free, with youths and maidens round me.' I
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The ladies of the household vied with one another in the decoration of
their stalls. Gay scarves and favours hung out on every side; while shim...
mermg New Year dresses now dimly discovered behind drawn curtains
of...state, now flashing for a moment into the open as some lady...in-waiting
reached forward to adjust a mat or rescue a fan, looked in the dawning
Iight Iike a meadow of bright flowers' half-curtained by the trailing mists
of Spnng.' Seldom can there have been seen so strange and lovely a sight.
There was, too, a remote, barbaric beauty in the high turbans of the
dancers, with their stiff festoons of artificial flowers; and when at last they
entoned the final prayer, despite the fact that the words were nonsense
and the tune apparently a mere Jangle of discordant sounds, there was in
the whole setting of the performance something so tense, so stirring that
these savage cries seemed at the moment more moving than the deliberate
harmonies by which the skilled musician coldly seeks to charm our ear.

Afrer the usual distribution of presents, the mummers at last withdrew ..
It was now broad daylight, and all the guests retired to get a little belated
sleep. Genji rose again towards midday.. · I believe that Yugiri is going
to make every bit as good a musician as Kobai;' I he said, while discussing
the scenes of the night before. ~ I am astonished by the talent of the gen
eration which is now growing to manhood. The ancients no doubt far
excelled us in the solid virtues; but our sensrbrliries are, I venture to assert,
far keener than theirs. I thought at one time that Yugiri was quite dif
ferent from his companions and counted upon turning him into a good,
steady-gomg man of affairs. My own nature is, I fear, inherently fnvo
lous, and not wishmg him to take after me I have been at great pains to
Implant in him a more serious VIew of life. But signs are not wanting
that under a very correct and solemn exterior he hides a disposition
towards just those foibles which have proved my own undoing. If it
turns out that his wonderful air of good sense and moderation are mere
superficial poses, it will Indeed be annoying for us all.' So he spoke, but
he was in reality feeling extremely pleased with his son. Then, hum
ming the tune? that the mummers sing at the moment when they rise to
depart, Genji said: 'Seeing all the ladies of the household gathered to-
gether here last night has made me think how amazing it would be if we
could one day persuade them to give us a concert. It might be a sort of
private After Feast. 'J The rumour of this project soon spread through the
palace. On every hand lutes and zitherns were being pulled from out the
handsome brocade bags into which they had been so carefully stowed
away; and there was such a sprUCIng, polishing and tuning as you can
scarcely imagine; followed by unrenutnng practice and the wildest day...
dreams.

x To no Chujo's son, famous for the- beauty or his voice. See Part 11, p, 221.

J The Bansuraku or 'Jay of Ten Thousand Springs ..'
J The After Feast is held 111the Emperor's palace.



CHAPTER VI

The Butterflies

T OWARDS the end of the third month, when out in the country
the orchards were no longer at their best and the song of the wild
birds had lost its first freshness, Murasakr' s Spring Garden seemed

only to become every day more enchanting. The little wood on the
hill beyond the lake, the bridge that Joined the two islands, the mossy
banks that seemed to grow greener not every day but every hour - could
anything have looked more tempting? ·If only one could get there!'
Sighed the young people of the household; and at last GenJ! decided that
there must be boats on the lake. They were built in the Chinese style.
Everyone was in such a hurry to get on board that very httle time was
spent in decorarmg them, and they were put Into use almost as soon as
they would float. On the day when they were launched the Water Music
was played by musicians summoned from the Imperial Board of Song.
The spectacle was witnessed by a large assembly of princes, noblemen and
courtiers, and also by che Empress Aklkonomu, who was spending her
holidays at the New Palace.

Akikonomu remembered Murasaki's response to her present: x it had
been tantamount to sayIng' Do not visrt me now, but in the springtime
when my garden WIll be at its best.' Genji too was always saying that
he wanted to show her the Spring Garden. How simple it would all
have been if she could merely have walked across to Murasaki's domain
when the fancy seized her, enjoyed herself among the flowers and gone
away]. But she was now an Empress, an August Being hedged round by
sacred statutes and conventions. However, If such liberties were hers
no longer, there were in her service many who could enjoy them In her
stead, and sending for one of the new boats she filled It WIth some of the
younger and more adventurous of her gentlewomen. It was possible to
go by water all the way to the Spring Garden, first rowing along the
Southern Lake, then passing through a narrow channel srraight towards
a toy mountain which seemed to bar all further progress. But in reality
there was a.way round, and eventually the party found Itself at the Fish
ing Pavilion. Here they picked up Murasaki's ladies, who were waiting
at the Pavilion by appointment. The boats were carved WIth a dragon's
head at the pro\-v and parnred with the image of an osprey at the stern,
completely in the Chinese style, and the boys who manned them were
all in Chinese costume, with their hair tied up with bright ribbons be
hmd. The lake, as they now put out cowards the middle of it, seemed

1 The box of autumn leaves. See above, p, 432 •
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immensely large, and those on board, to whom the whole experience was
new and dehciously exciting, could hardly believe that they were not
heading for some undiscovered land. At last however the rowers brought
them close in under the rocky bank of the channel between the two large
islands, and on closer examination they discovered to their delight that
the shape of every little ledge and crag of stone had been as carefully
devised as if a pamter had traced them with his brush. Here and there 10

the distance the topmost boughs of an orchard showed above the mist,
so heavily laden with blossom that it looked as though a bright carpet
were spread in mid-air. Far away they could Just catch sight of Murasaki's
apartments, marked by the deeper green of the willow boughs that swept
her courtyards, and by the shimmer of her flowering orchards, which
even at this distance seemed to shed their fragrance amid the isles and
rocks. In the world outside, the cherry-blossom was almost over; but
here it seemed to laugh at decay, and round the Palace even the wistaria
that ran along the covered alleys and porticos was all In bloom, but not
a flower past irs best; while here, where the boats were tied, mountain
kerria poured its yellow blossom over the rocky cliffs in a torrent of colour
that was mirrored In the waters of the lake below. Warer-birds of many
kinds played in and out among the boats or fluttered hither and thither
with tiny twigs or flower sprays in their beaks, and love-birds roamed 10

paIrs, their delicate markings blending, in reflection, with the frilled
pattern of the waves. Here, like figures in a pIcture of fairyland, they
spent the day gazing in rapture, and envied the woodman I on whose
axe green leaves at last appeared.

Many trifling poems were interchanged, such as: ' When the wind blows,
even the wave-petals, that are no blossoms at all, put on strange colours;
for this is the vaunted cape, the Cliff of Kerria-Flowers .. ·:I And · To the
Rapids of Ide 3 surely the channels of our spring lake must bend, for where
else hang the kerria-flowers so thick across the rocks?' Or this: 'Never
again will I dream of the Mountain 4 on the Tortoise's Back, for here in
this boat have I found a. magIC that shall preserve both me and my name
for ever from the onset of mortali ty. t And agaIn. · In the soft spring sun
shine even the spray that falls from the rower's oars sinks soft as scat
tered petals onto the waveless waters of the lake:

So captivated were they by this novel experience that they had soon
lost all sense of whither they were faring or whence they had come. It
was indeed as though the waters had cast a spell of forgetfulness upon
their hearts, and when evening came they were still, as It seemed to them,
gliding away and away across the lake, to the pleasant strains of the tune

:t See Part 11, p. 349.
t Yamabuki no Saki, a place in Omi, referred to in the Gossamer Diary.
J A place in Yamashiro, also famous for its kema..fiowers..
• Horai, fairyland, the Immortal Island.
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called The Ro)'al Deer.... Suddenly the boats halted, the ladles were invited
to go ashore, and to their complete surprIse found that they were back
agaIn at the FIshing Pavilion.

This place was finished in a manner which combined elegance with
extreme simplicity, The rooms were indeed almost bare, and as now the
rival parties pressed Into them, spreading along the empty galleries and
across the wide, deserted floors, there was such an interweaving of gay
colours as would have been hard to outdo. The musicians were again
called upon, and this time played a sequence of little-known airs which
won universal applause. Soon they were Joined by a troupe of dancers
whom Genji had himself selected, drawing up at the same nme a list of
pieces which he thought would interest such an audience,

It seemed a pity that darkness should be allowed to interfere with these
pleasures, and when night came on, a move was made to the courtyard
in front of the Palace. Here flares were lit, and on the mossy lawn at the
foot of the Great Steps not only professional musicians, but also various
VIsitors from Court and friends of the family performed on wind and strIng,
while picked teachers of the flute gave a display In the · double mode: I

Then all the zitherns and lutes belonging to different members of rho
household were brought out onto the steps and carefully tuned to the
same pitch. A grand concert followed, the piece Was ever such fI day?
being performed with admirable effect. Even the grooms and labourers
who were loitering amid the serried ranks of coaches drawn up outside
the great gates, hrtle as they usually cared for such things, on this oc
casion pricked up their ears and were soon listening with lips parted
in wonder and delight. For it was indeed Impossible that the strange
shrill descants of the Spring Mode, enhanced as they were by the unusual
beauty of the night, should not move the most impercipient of human
creatures.

The concert continued till dawn. As a return-tune 2 Gay Sprzngtttle
Pleasures was added to the programme, and Prince SOChl no Miya carried
the vocal music back very pleasantly to the common mode by singing
Green Willows 3 in the words of which Genu also joined.

Already the morning birds were clamouring in a lusty chorus to which,
from behind the curtams, the Empress Akikonomu listened with irritation.

It would have been hard in these days to find a mote in the perfect sun
shine, of Genii's prosperity and contentment. But it was noticed with
regret by his friends) as a circumstance which must of necessity be pain-

I The mode of the second, beginmng on alto A. Being so high it was very difficult to
play. It symbolized Spring.

, The tune which marked the return from the unusual 'Spring' tuning to the ordinary
mode.

J 'With a thread of green from the willow-tree - Ohe!
The nightingale has stitched himself a hat - Ohe!
A hat of plum-blossom, they say - Ohel'
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ful to him, that Murasaki still bore him no child. It was felt, however,
that this misfortune was to some extent remedied by the arrival of his
handsome natural daughter (for so Tamakarsura was regarded by the
world at large). The evident store which Genji himself set by this lady,
becoming a matter of common report, together with the tales of her al
most unbelievable beauty, soon induced a large number of suitors to seek
her hand; which was precisely what he had anticipated. Those of them
whose position in life entitled them to confidence had, through suitable
channels, already gone so far as to make hints in this direcnon; while
there were doubtless many petty courtiers the flame of whose love burned
secretly as a campfire buried under a pile of stones. I

To no Chujo's sons were, of course, like everyone else, under the delu
sion that she was Genii's child and took a considerable interest in her.
But the principal SUItor was Genji's half-brother Prince Sochi no Miya
It so happened that he had been a widower for three years; he was tired
of this comfortless state of life and had made it clear not only that he con
srdered himself a. suitable match for Lady Tamakatsura, but also that he
should like the weddrng to take place Immediately. This morning he
was still in a very emorional condition; with a wreath of wistarra flowers
about his head, he was indulging in languorous airs which confirmed
Genii's prevIous suspicion that this prInce had lately fallen seriously
in love. Till now, however, GenJi had deliberately pretended not to
notice that anything was wrong. When the great tankard was handed
round, Prince Sochi said in a doleful voice to Genji: 'You know, if I
were not so fond of you, I should long ago have left this entertainment.
It has been a terrible night for me .... ' and he recited the poem: 4 Because
my heart is steeped in a dye too near to Its own blood," life do I prize no
longer and in the surging stream shall shortly cast myself away.. ' So
saying he took the wreath of wistaria from his own head and laid it on
Genji's, quoting the poem: · My wreath shall be thine.' Genji laughingly
accepted it and replied: •Watch by the flowers of spring till the last petal
be unfolded; then will be time enough to talk of whirlpools and despair.'
So saying he caught hold of his brother and held him fast in hIS seat,
promising that if he would but stay, he should today witness a perform
ance far more entertaining than what had gone before.

It so happened that this day marked the openIng of the Empress Aki
konomu's Spring Devotions. Most of the visitors not wishing to miss
the ceremonies connected with this occasion, asked leave to stay on, and
retiring to the guest-rooms, changed into their morning clothes. A few
who had urgent business at home reluctantly withdrew from the Palace;

I: Lest the enemy should see it.
~ He thinks that Tamakatsura is Genji's daughter, and therefore his own niece Union

with a brother's child was ill-viewed. There are numerous puns, which It would be tedIOUS

to explam,
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but on returning later they found that they had missed nothing, for It
was close upon noon before the actual ceremony began. The visitors
reached the Empress's apartments In a long processlon, headed by GenJi
himself. The whole Court was there, and though the magnificence of
the occasion was partly due to Akikonomu's own position, It was in
large measure a tribute to Genu's influence and populanry. At Murasakr's
request an offering of flowers was to be made [0 the presiding Buddha
They were brought by eight little boys disguised some as birds, some as
bucrerfhes, The BIrds carried cherry-blossom in silver bowls; the Butter
flies, mounrain-kerria in golden bowls. They were In reality quite ordi
nary flowers such as you might find in any country place, but in thrs settIng
they seemed to acquire an unearthly ghnt and splendour. The boys ar
rived by water, having embarked at the landing-stage in front of Mur
asaki's rooms. As they landed at the Autumn domain a sudden gust of
wind caught the cherry-blossom in the silver bowls and some of it scat
tered along rhe bank. The day was cloudless and it was a pretty sight in
deed to see the htrle messengers come out Into the sunshine from behind
a trarlirrg patch of mist.

It had not been found convenient to set up the regular Musicians'
Tent, but a platform had been constructed under the pornco that ran In
front of the Empress's apartments, and chairs had been borrowed that the
musicians mrghr be seated In foreign fashion.' The Iittle boys advanced
as far as the foot of the steps, their offerings held aloft in their hands.
Here they were met by incense-bearers who conveyed the bowls to the
grand altar and adding their contents to that of the holy flower-vessels,
pronounced the n rual of dedication. At thrs point Yugiri arrived, bear
ing a poem from Murasaki: · Lover of Autumn, whom best It pleases that
pine-crickets should chirp amid the withered grass, forgive the butter
flies that trespass from my garden of flowers t The Empress smiled. To
her own gift of autumn leaves these fierive birds and butterflies were the
belated response.

Her ladies, who were at first loyal to the season with which their mis
tress was idennfied, had been somewhat shaken in their allegiance by
yesterday'S asrornshmg excursion and came back assurIng the Empress
that her preference would not survive a VISIt to the rival park.

After the acceptance of their offerings, the Birds performed the Kalya
vinka 2 Dance. The accompanYIng music was backed by the warblmg
of real nighnngales; while afar off, with strangely happy effect, there
sounded the fainr and occasional cry of some crane or heron on the lake.
All too soon came the WIld and rapid passage which marks the close.

Now It was the turn of the Butterflies, who after flurrering hither and

I r The Japan~e, as iC\ well known, squat cross-legged on the ground. But the use of
chasr-, had spread \\ uh Buddhism from Central ASIa. I

:I One of the magical birds in Amida Buddha's Paradise.
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rhuher for a while, settled at the foot of a tangled thorn-hedge, over which
the yellow kerria streamed down in splendid profusion, and here executed
their dance.

The Comptroller of the Empress's household, assisted by several cour
tiers, now distributed largesse to the boy ...dancers on her behalf. To the
Birds, cherry-coloured jackets; to the Butterflies, cloaks Iined with silk
of kerria hue. These were so appropriate that they could hardly have
been produced on the spur of the moment, and it almost seemed as though
some hint of Murasakr's intention had reached the Empress's quarters
beforehand. To the musicians were gIven white, unlined dresses, and
presents of silk and cloth according to their rank. Yugm received a blue
Jacket for himself and a lady's costume for his store-cupboards. He was
also charged to carry a reply from the Empress: 'I could have cried yester
day at missing it aIL ... But what can I do? I am not my own mistress.
U If anything could tempt me to batter down the flowery, eightfold
wall of precedent, it would be the Visit of those butterflies who fluttered
from your garden into rnme." •

You may think that many of the poems which I here repeat are not
worthy of the talented characters to whom they are attributed. I can
only reply that they were in every case composed upon the spur of the
moment, and the makers were no better pleased WIth them than you are.

On looking back, I see that I have forgotten to mennon the presents
which Murasaki distributed among her visitors after the ceremonies of
the day before. They were, as you may well imagine, very handsome
indeed; but to describe all such matters in detail would be very nresome.
Henceforward communication between the Spring and Autumn quarters
was of daily occurrence, joint concerts and excursions were constantly
planned, and the two parties of gentlewomen began to feel as much at
home 10 one domain as in the other.

Tamakatsura, after that first encounter on the night when the mummers
danced in front of the Palace, had continued her friendship with Murasaki.
The newcomer's evident desire for cordial relations would in any case
have been hard to withstand. But it was also apparent that she was
extremely intelligent and at the same time very easy to get on with; so
that she was soon a general favourite in the Palace.

As has been said, her suitors were numerous; but Genji had not as yet
shown any sign of encouraging one rather than another. His feelings
upon the subject were indeed very fluctuating. To begin with, he had no
confidence in hIS own capacity to go on playing his present fatherly part
with success. Something must be done soon; and he often thought that
the first step must be to enlighten To no Chujo as to the girl's identity.
So long as he hesitated to do so, the situation was very embarrassing.
For whereas Yugiri had formed the habit of going constantly in and out
of her room in a manner which very much embarrassed her, but which
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It was impossible to cnticrze, SInce all the world believed him to be her
brother (and It must be confessed that he never attempted to behave with
anyrhmg else than brotherly affection), To no Chujo's sons whose in
nrnacy with Yugrri brought them frequently to the house, pressed upon
her attentrons of an unmistakable sort, which she, knowmg her true
relationship to these young men, was at a loss how to receive. She would
very much have Irked her real father at any rate to know of her present
pOSItIOn; but she made no attempt to get Into commurucatron WIth him,
for she had complete confidence that Genp, who would not do so much
for her unless he wished her well, must know far better than she what
policy it was best to pursue Her docihry touched and delighted him,
for though It did not by any means equal Yugao's, it served constantly to
remind him of her. But Tarnakarsura was, as he soon discovered, a per
son of very much stronger character than he had supposed.

The summer came round, bringing with it the drstracriou of new clothes
and an uncertain yet on the whole extremely agreeable weather. Genu
had very Iirtle business at this season, and there was a great deal of music
and enterraining at the New Palace. He heard that love-letters were
pouring into the western v\"'1ng I and WIth the pleasure that one always
feels at discovering that one's anticrparions are being fulfilled he hastened
thither to examine these missives. He took upon himself not only to
read all her correspondence, but also to advise her which letters ought
to be neglected and \VhICh acknowledged with civiliry. To this advice
she listened somewhat coldly. By far the most paSSIonate and profuse
of her correspondents seemed to be Prince SOChl no Miya, and GenJI
smiled as he looked through the thick packet into which that pnncc's
letters had been collected. •SOChl and I,' he said, 'have always been
great friends. With none of the royal princes have I ever been 50 intimate,
and I know that he has always been devoted to me. The only subject
upon which we have ever had any difference of opinion 1S Just this matter
of love-making. He allowed it to play far tOO important a part in his Iife.
I am amused and at the same time, In a way, distressed to find him after
all these years behaving exactly as he did when we were both boys. How",
ever, I should hke you to answer him. I know of no other person about
the Court with whom It would so well become a lady of consequence to
correspond. He is a remarkable man In many ways. His appearance alone
would entitle him. ..' and more to this effect, designed of course nor to
blacken Sochi's character, but to portray hrrn m just such a light as would
Interest an inexperienced girl. These remarks had, howev er, an exactly
opposite effect to that which Genji mtended.

Then there was Prince Higekuro. He had always seemed to be a steady
gOIng, capable fellow, successful 10 everything he undertook. But
glancmg at his letters Genji feared that upon the hill of Love, where,

I Tamakatsura's quarters.
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let it be remembered, even Confucius stumbled, t this wise prince tOO might
easily find hIS undoing. By far the most elegant letter in the whole col
lection was one wrrtren on very dark blue Chinese paper, heavily per
fumed with some delicious scent. It was folded up very small, and Genii,
whose curiosity would have been aroused by this fact alone, now spread
it out, displaying the poem: 'Of my love perchance you know not, for
like a stream that IS burred under the ground, a. moment it springs into
the sunlight; then sinks into the cavern whence It sprang.'

It was very well wnrten, in a hand which combined fanciful originahty
with adherence to the latest fashions. 'Who wrote this?' he asked; but
he received only the vaguest replies. Ukon had now Joined them and
addressing her, Genji said: 'I want you to give your mistress some guid
ance in the answering of such letters of this kind as may in future arrive.
For the unfortunate situations which sometimes result from our present
freedom of manners we men are not always to blame. It often happens
that a. little timely severIty on the lady's part would avert the quandaries
Into which we are led by our determination to treat love as our principal
pastime and distraction. At the time (who should know it better than
I?) such severity is of course resented by the gentleman, who will rail
in the accepted style at hIS lady's "cruelty'" and U insensibilrry. n But In

the end he will be grateful that the matter was not allowed to go further
'On the other hand it may happen that some suitor, whose rank is

not such that he can be considered as a possible husband, may entertam
very serIOUS feelings indeed, yet through fear of giving offence may go no
further in his communications than to make a few conventional remarks
about the weather or the garden. In such a case, if the lady, Insisting
upon seeing in such epistles more than is actually expressed, admirnsrers
a rebuff, the result wrll only be that the affair is henceforward on a foot
Ing of passion, not (as hitherto) of formality. A civil answer, couched in
the same conventional terms as the original letter, may instead dispel
the lover's romantic notrons and lead him to abandon the quest, But
whatever happens the lady has done all that ought to be expected of her.

"On the other hand to mistake the idle compliments and attentions
which it is now fashionable to scatter in such profusion, and to treat these
courtly formalities as signs of genuine feeling, is even more dangerous
than to ignore them altogether, and though such a course may lead to a
little momentary excitement, it IS bound in the long run to produce a
disagreeable SItuation.

· It often happens that a young girl will cast aside all reserve and pur..
. sue without thought of the consequences some quite trivial inclination,
merely in order to convince the world that she 15 a woman of feeling. At
first the discovery of a, new pleasure is in itself sufficient to carry her
through; but repetition palls, and after a few months excitement gives
place to tedium or even disgust.

I The married hfe of Confucius, hke that of Socrates, was very unhappy.
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· I have, however, reason to believe that both my stepbrother and Pnnce
Higekuro are In this case completely Sincere, and whatever her own feel
ings may be It IS Improper that anyone In your misrress's positron should
deal too curtlv with offers such as these. As for the rest, I assume that
their rank IS not such as to make acceptance conceivable, and there can
therefore be no objection to your mistress meting out among them such
varyIng degrees of kindness or severity as her fancy drccares.'

While this exposition was in progress at the far end of the room, Tama
katsura sat with her back towards the speakers, occasionally glancing
across her shoulder with a turn of the head that showed off her delicate
profile to great advantage. She was wearmg a long close-fitting robe,
pink plum-blossom colour wrrhout, and green within, her short mantle
matched the flower of the whire deurzia, then In full bloom. There was
in her style of dress somerhing which made It seem homely without bemg
dowdy or unfashionable. If In her manners any trace of rusticrry could
snll be found, It lay perhaps In a cerrain lack of self-assurance which she
seemed to have retained as a last remnant of her country breeding" But
in every Other respect she had made ample use of the opporrunmes af
forded her by life at the New Palace. The way she dressed her half
and her use of make-up showed that she observed those around her WIth
an acute and Intelligent eye. She had, in fact, SInce her arrival at Court,
grown Into a perfectly well turned-out and fashionable beauty, all ready
to become, alas, not hIS own (reflected Genji WIth chagrin) but some for
tunate young man's immaculate bride Ukon, too, was rhinking, as she
watched them, that Genji looked much more fit to be her lover than her
father. Yes, they were surely made for one another; and Ukon doubted
whether, however long he searched, Genu would find her a partner whose
looks matched her so well, "Most of the letters that come,' said the old
lady, 4 I do not pass on at all. The three or four that you have been look
Ing at, you will agree I could not possibly have returned. But though I
delivered them to my mistress, she has not answered them, and though
of course she w111 do so if you insist upon it .... f 'Perhaps you can tell
me; broke in GenJ1, · who sent this cuneus note. Despite Its minure
size there seems to be a great deal of writing In It: "Ah, that one ... '
said Ukon, · if I returned it once I returned It a hundred rimes l But there
was no getting rid of the messenger. It comes from Captam Kashiwagi,
HIS Excellency To no Chujo's eldest son. This gentleman knows Iitrle
Miruko, my lady's chambermaid, and it was through her that the mes
senger was firsr admitted. I assure you no one else but this child Miruko
knows anything about the matter at all, ... ' · But how delightful!' said
Genji, much relieved. 'Kashrwagi of course holds a rather low rank,
and that is a disadvantage. But no child of such a man as To no Chujo
is to: be scorned; and there are, in pOlnt of fact, a great many Important
officials who In public esteem occupy a. far lower place than these young
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men. Moreover, Kashiwagi is generally considered to be the most seri
ous and competent of the brothers. To receive cornplimenrs from such
a man is very gratifying, and though he must of course sooner or later
learn of his close relationship to you, for the present I see no need to
enlighten him.' And srill examining the letter, he added, 'There are touches
In his handwrrting, too, which are by no means to be despised: 'You
agree with everything I say,' he connnued: .. but I feel that Inwardly you
are raising objections all the while. I am very sorry not to please you;
but if you are thinking that I ought to hand you over to your father with
out more ado, I simply do not agree with you. You are very young and
Inexperienced. H you were suddenly to find yourself in the midst of
brothers and sisters whom you have never known, I am certain you would
be miserable. Whereas if you will only wart till I have settled your future
(In such a way as your father, upon whom. there are so many claims, could
not possibly manage), there will be time enough afterwards to disclose
the story of your birth.'

Though he did not say in so many words that he would far rather have
kept her for himself, he more than once came perilously near to hrn ting some
thing of the kind. Such indiscretions she either misunderstood or ignored.
This piqued him; but he enjoyed the visit and was quite unhappy when
he discovered that it was high time for him to go back to his own quarters.
Before he left she remmded him, in guarded language, of hIS promIse to
tell her real father what had become of her. He felt at this more conscience
stricken than he need have done .. For in her heart of hearts Tamakatsura
was by no means in a hurry to leave the New Palace.. She would have
been glad to have the inevitable introduction to her real parent safely
behind her, chiefly because the prospect of it destroyed her peace of mind.
However kind her father might be, it was impossible that he should take
more trouble about her than Prince Genji was doing; indeed, To no Chujo,
not having once set eyes on her since she was a mere infant, might well
have ceased to take any interest in her whatever. She had lately been
reading a number of old romances and had come across many accounts
of cases very similar to her own. She began to see that It was a delicate
matter for a child to force itself upon the attennon of a parent who had
done his best to forget that it existed, and she abandoned all idea of taking
the business into her own hands.

Genji arrived at Murasaki's rooms full of enthusiasm for the la.dy
whom he had Just been visiting: 'What a surprising and delightful crea
ture this Tamakarsura is!' he exclaimed. 'Her mother, with whom I was
so inrimate years ago, had almost too grave and earnest a character.
This girl will, I can see, be more a "woman of the world"; but she is at the
same time evidently very affectionate. I am sure she has a brilliant future
before her .... ' From his manner Murasaki instantly saw that his interest
In Tamakatsura had assumed a new character. "I am very sorry for the
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girl,' she said. i She evidently has complete confidence in you. But I hap
pen to know what you mean by that phrase i i a woman of the world, .. and
If I chose to do so, could tell the unfortunate creature what to expect .
.... .. ' •But you surely cannot mean that I shall betray her confidences' asked
Genji indignantly. •You forger,' she replied, · that I was once in very
much the same position myself. You had made up your mind to treat me
as a daughter; but, unless I am much mistaken, there were times when
you did not carry out this resolution very successfully..... ' · How clever
everyone is!' thought Genji, much put out at the facihry with which hIS

inmost thoughts were read. But he hastened to rejoin: i H I were 10 love
with Tamakatsura, she would presumably become aware of the fact quite
as quickly as you would. t He was too much annoyed to continue the con
versation; however, he admitted to himself in prIvate that when people
come to a conclusion of this kind, it is hardly ever far from the mark.
But surely, after all, he could judge better than she. And Murasaki, he
reflected, was not judging this case on its merits, but merely assuming,
in the light of past experience, that events were about to take a certain
course.....

To convince himself that Murasaki had no ground for her suspicions
he frequently went across to the side wing and spent some hours in Tama
katsura's company.

During the fourth month the weather was rather depressing. But one
evening, when it had been raining heavily all day, he looked out and saw
to his relief that at last the sky was clearing. The young maples and oak
trees in the garden blent their leafage in a marvellous curtam of green
Genji remembered the lines · In the fourth month the weather grew
clearer and still .. .' :c and thence his thoughts wandered to the girl in the
western wing. He felt a sudden longing, on this early summer evenIng,
for the sight of something fresh, something fragrant; and without a word
to anyone he slipped away to her rooms. He found her practising at her
desk in an easy attitude and attire. She was in no way prepared to receive
such a VIsit, and upon his arrival rose to her feet with a blush. Caught
thus unawares and informally dressed, she was more like her mother than
he had ever seen her before, and he could not help exclaiming: · I could
not have believed it possible! Tonight you are simply Yugao herself.
Of course, I have always noticed the resemblance; but' never before has it
reached such a point as this. le so happens that Yugiri is not at all like
his mother, and consequently I am apt to forget how complete such resem
blances can somenmes be. t

A sprig of orange-blossom was stuck among some fruit that was lying

I Fmm a (,poem written by Po Chil ..i in 821, describing the pleasure of returning to his
own house after a spell of duty in the Palace. '1 sit at the window and hsten to the 'Hod
rustling among the bamboo; I walk on the terrace and watch the moon nsmg between
the trees.'
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on a tray near by. · As the orange-blossom gives its scent unaltered to the
sleeve that brushes it, so have you taken on your mother's beauty, till
you and she are one.' So he recited, adding: · Nothmg has ever consoled
me for her loss, and indeed, though so many years have passed I shall die
regretting her as bitterly as at the Start. But tonight, when I first caught
sight of you, it seemed to me for an instant that she had come back to me
a.gain- that the past was only a dream..... Bear with me; you cannot
conceive what happiness was brought me by one moment of illusion.
But now it is over ... ' and so saying he took her hand in his. She was some
what taken aback, for he had never attempted to do such a thing before;
but she answered quietly: · Wretched will be my lot indeed, should the
flower's perfume prove hapless as the flower that was destroyed.'

She felt that things were not going well, and sat staring at the floor, her
chin propped on her fist. This was just the attitude in which she most
attracted him. He noticed the plumpness of her hand, the softness of her
skin, the delicacy of her whole figure. Such beauty could not, at these
close quarters, in any case have failed to move him; coupled with the
memories which every feature inspired, it proved irresistible, and today
his discretion broke down as never before. True, he did no more than
make a somewhat vague avowal of his feelings towards her. But Tarna
karsura was instantly terror-stricken; of this there could be no doubt, for
she was trembling from head to foot. ·Come I' he said, · you need not look
so horrified. There is no harm in my having such feelings, so long as only
you and I are aware of them. You have known for some time past that I
was very fond of you, and now you have learnt that I care for you even
more than you supposed. But were I drawn towards you by the blindesr
passion that has ever darkened the heart of man, this would not damage
your chances with Sochi no Miya, Higekuro and the rest. For in their
eyes you are my daughter, and it would never occur to them that my
affection for you could in any way hinder their courtship. My only fear
is that you will never find a husband who cares for you half as much as
I do. Such feelings as mine for you are not as common in the world as you
perhaps imagine them to be.... '

He spoke all the while as though what he had said to her implied no
thing more than an unusual access of paternal feeling. It had now quite
stopped raining; 11the wind was rustling in the bamboos," and the moon
was shining brightly. It was a lovely and solemn night. Tamakatsura's
ladies, seeing that the conversation was beginning to take a somewhat
intimate turn, had tactfully withdrawn from her presence.

HIS visits had for some while been very frequent; but circumstances
seldom favoured him as they did tonight. Moreover, now that he had,
quite without premeditation, confessed to these feelings, they seemed
suddenly to have taken a far stronger hold upon him. Unobtrusively,

1 Seenote on p. 488.
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indeed almost without her being aware of what was happening, he slipped
from her shoulders the light cloak which she had been wearing SInce
summer came in, and lay down beside her .. She was horrified, but chiefly
through the fear that someone might discover them in this posture. Her
own father, she ruefully reflected, might refuse to admit his responsibili
ties towards her and even order her out of his sight, but she could be cer
tain that he would not submit her to such ordea.ls as she was here under
going...... She did her best to hide her tears, but before long they burst
forth in an uncontrollable flood. Genji was dismayed. 6 If that is what
you feel about it,' he said, 'you must rea.lly dislike me very much indeed.
I have not attempted to do anyrhmg that the world would consider in the
least reprehensible, even were I in no way connected with you. But as
it is, we have been friends for almost a year. Surely there is nothing very
strange ID the way I have beha.ved? You know quite well that I should
never force you to do anything you would be sorry for afterwards. Do
not, please, be angry with me. Now that you have grown so like your
mother, it is an immense comfort to me simply to be with you... .' He
spoke then for a long while, tenderly, caressingly.. For now that she was
Iying beside him the resemblance to Yugao was more than ever complete.
But happy though he would have been to remain far longer at her side,
he was still able to see that his behaviour had been in the highest degree
rash and inconsiderate. It was growing late; at any moment someone
might return to the room and discover them. 6 Do not think the worse
of me for what has happened this evening, t he said at last, rising from
the couch; 'it would distress me very much if you did. I know quite
well that there are people who never allow their feelings to get the better
of them. I can only say that I am differently made.. But of this at least
I can assure you: whatever you may think of me, such outbursts are not
due in my case merely to some fnvolous impulse of the moment. Once
my affections are aroused they are boundless both in time and extent.
You need not fear that I shall ever act in such a way as to harm your good
name. All I ask is that I may sometimes be allowed to talk as I have
talked tonight; and perhaps I may even hope that you will occasionally
answer me in the same spirit:

He spoke gently, reasonably, but she was now beside herself with
agitarion, and made no intelhgible reply.

-1 see that I have made a great mistake; he said at last. -I always
thought that we got on unusually well together; but it is now clear
that the friendship was all on my side.. For I cannot think that my show
ing a little affection would so much perturb you unless you definitely
dislike me... .' He, broke off, and left the room with a. final entreaty that
she would speak to no one of what bad occurred.

Though Tamakatsura was no longer very young, she was still entirely
innocent. and this made her judge Genjits conduct more harshly than
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she would otherwise have done. He had indeed merely lain down on the
same couch; but she, in her Inexperience, imagined that in so doing he
had taken advantage of her to the utmost possible extent. On returning
to the room her gentlewomen at once noticed that she was looking very
distraught, and pestered her with tiresome enquiries about her health.
No sooner had they withdrawn than Ateki," the daughter of her old
nurse, began (irrrraringly enough) to congratulate her upon her guardian's
extraordinary kindness: (, How gratifying it is,' she said, · that His Ex
cellence is so admirably attentive to youf With all respect to your own
father, I very much doubt whether he would put himself to half as much
trouble on your account.... Prince Genji seems to take a positive pleasure
in looking after you.' But Tamakatsura had been too much surprised and
shocked by Genji's conduct to feel, for the moment, any gratitude for
the more than parental solicitude by which Areki was so deeply im
pressed. She had no desire whatever to see him again, and yet in his
absence felt strangely lonely and depressed.

I See above, p. 44 I.. Ateki of course knew the secret of Tamakatsura's birth.



CHAPTER VII

e Glow-Worm

GENJ I was now in a singularly fortunate position. The govern
ment of the country lay wholly in his hands; but though his
power was supreme, he was now seldom troubled by the unin

reresnng details of public business: for he had some while ago delegated
all such minor decisions to To no Chu]o, and the arrangement continued
to work very successfully. In varying ways and degrees his dependants
naturally benefited by his increased leisure and security. Not only was he
able to devote far more time to looking after their affairs, but they could
also feel that, such as it was, their position was now something permanent
and dependable; whereas in the old days, when the powers arrayed agarnst
him were still unshaken, they knew quite well that he might at any
moment find himself far more in need of patronage than able any longer
to dispense it. Most of them, even those who received a very small share
of his attentions, were nowadays fairly well content with their lot; but
the Princess 1 In the western wing continued to view with great appre
hension the imprudent turn which her guardian had lately grven to their
relationship, and different as were his manners from those of her perse
cutor :1: on the Island, she was now scarcely less alarmed than in the weeks
which preceded her flight. She felt that in first insisting on their playing
the part of father and daughter, and then suddenly revealing himself In

another character, he had taken advantage of her in a very mean way,
and despite hIS protestations it seemed vain to suppose that, out of con
sideration for her at any rate, he would restrain himself sufficiently to
avoid an open scandal. She had no one to whom she could turn, and now
that she was face to face wi th the actual difficulties of life she realized
far more acutely than she had even done as a child the irreparable loss
which she had sustained in her mother's death.

Genji, on his side, was exceedingly vexed with himself for having acted
so imprudently. He had not breathed a word about the matter to anyone,
and being anxious to convince himself that his behaviour on that un
lucky night had been altogether exceptional, he visited her frequently
and, apart from a few rather ambiguous remarks (which however he was
careful never to let fall in the presence of her gentlewomen and atrendanrs)
he behaved in a. manner to which exception could not be taken, Each
time that he began to venture on dangerous ground she felt her heart
beat violently and, if he had been anyone else, would have cut him

J Tamakatsura..
"Tayu.
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short and sent him about his business .. But as it was she merely pretended
not to notice what he was sayIng.

She was naturally of a very cheerful and lively disposition, so that she
made friends easily. Prince SOChl and her other suitors, though they
themselves had obtained so little encouragement from her, continued to
hear on all sides nothing but praises of her good looks and general charm.
They therefore redoubled therr efforts; but to their chagrin the rams of
the fifth month I had already set in without any sign that their industry
was likely to be rewarded.

Among some letters which Tamakatsura was showing to him Genji
found one from Prince SOChl: 'If you could but find rt in your heart to
admrt me for one single moment to your presence, you would earn my
undying gratitude, even though I should never see you agaIn. For I
should thus enjoy a respIte, the first for many months, from the tortures
which I now endure... .' '1 have never seen Prince Sochi making love;
said GenJI as he read the letter. · It would be a sight worth seeing. Please
tell him he may come, t and he began suggesnng the terms m which she
should reply. But the idea did not at all appeal to her, and alleging that
she was feelmg giddy and could not, at the moment, possibly handle a
pen, she attempted to lead the conversation Into other channels. •But
there is no need that you should wnre yourself,' said Gen)i, returning to
his proJect; 'we will dictate a letter between us:

Among Tamakarsura's gentlewomen there was none in whom she placed
any great confidence. The only exception was a certain Saisho no Kimi,
a daughter of her mother's younger brother, who seemed to have far
more sense than most young women, Hearing that this girl was in diffi
cult circumstances Tamakatsura had sent for her to see what could be
done; and finding that Saisho was not only the sort of person whom It
would be useful In a general way to have about her, but was also an un
usually good penwoman, she retained this young cousin in her service.
Genji, who knew that Tamakatsura often used the girl as her amanuensis,
now sent for Saisho and proceeded to dictate a letter. For he was consumed
by an overwhelming cunosiry to see how his half-brother, with whose
conduct in all other situanons he was so familiar, would conduct him
self at such an interview as this. As for Tamakatsura, she had, since the
occasion of Genii's unpardonable indiscretion, begun to pay a good deal
more attention to the communrcations of her suitors. She had no reason
to give any preference to Prince Sochi; but he, as much as any other
husband, represented a way of escape from. the embarrassment in which
she found herself. She was, however, far from having ever thought of
him seriously in this connection.

Little knowing that his success was due to a whim of Prince Genii's
rather than to any favourable impression that his own suit had made,

I It is unlucky to marry in the fifth month.
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Sochi no Miya in great elation rushed round to the New Palace and pre
sented himself at Tamakarsura's door He could not complam of his
treatment, for he was at once accommodated with a divan which was
only a few paces from her curtains-of-state. He looked about him. 00
every side he recognized such presents and appurtenances as far more
commonly emanate from a lover than from a parent" The air was laden
with costly perfumes. There were hangings, brocades, a thousand trifles
a.ny one of which would have been enough to arouse In Sochi's heart the
suspicion that Genu, from whom he was convinced that those bounties
flowed, was not her father. And If he was not her father, then inevitably,
as Sochi ruefully recognized, he must be reckoned wrth as a serIOUS rival.
Tamakatsura herself made no effort to converse with him or even answer
his questions. Her maids seemed quite mcapable of replying on her behalf,
and when even Saisho, reputed to be so capable in every emergency, con
tinued to sic in awkward silence, Geoji whispered: 'What is the matter
with you all? Have you become rooted to your seats? Get up, do some
thing..... Be civil!' But all this had no effect. They merely stared help
lessly in front of them.

The evening was now drawing in, and as the sky was very much over
cast the room was almost dark. Beyond her currarns Tamakatsura could
Just discern the motionless form of her sui tor, gracefully outlined against
the gloom, while from her side a stirring of the evening air would occa
sionally carry towards him a. fragrance enhanced by a strange perfume t

which, though It was familiar to him, he could not then identify. The
room seemed full of diverse and exquisite scents that inflamed hIS Imagina
tion, and though he had previously pictured her to himself as handsome,
he now (as these perfumes floated round him) thought of her as a hundred
times more beautiful than he had ever done before. Her curtains were
thick and It was now quite dark. He could not see her and could only
guess that she was still near him; but so vividly did she now appear be
fore his mind's eye that it was as though no barrier were between them,
and he began to address her in the most passionate terms. There was now
in his style no longer anything of the professional courtier or hardened
man-of-the-world. The long outpouring to which Genji, ensconced 10

his corner of her curtained dais, now lisrened with considerable emotion,
was natural, direct - almost boyish. When it was over, Prince Sochi
was rewarded by a. note from Saisho, informing him that her mistress had
some time ago retired to the inner room!> 'This is too bad!' whispered
Genji, creepIng to the door of her refuge (he had himself been so intent
upon his brother 9 s eloquence that he had not seen her slip away). 'You

I :1 The rare perfume which Genji wore"
~ Sochi had been addressing her through her curtains-of-state. She crept away in the

darkness as an animal at the Zoo might slink 10tO Its back cage. Ge.QJI was, of course, all
the nme with her behind her curtains.
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cannot simply disappear while people are talkmg to you. You are gov
erned by absurd preconceived notions, and never stop to consider the
merits of the case In question. To treat any visitor, and above all a per
son of Pnnce SOChltS standing, in the manner I have just witnessed would
not be tolerated in a child, and In your case, seeing that you are a grown
woman not WIthout some experience of Court hfe, such behaviour is in
sufferable. Even if you are too shy to converse with him, you might at
least SIt wirhm reasonable distance... .' Genp had never yet pursued her
into the Inner room, but she had no doubt that on the present occasion, In
his eagerness to reform her manners, he would have no scruple in doing
so; and reluctantly she left her place of retreat and once more seated her
self near the edge of her curtained dais. Sochi now attempted to begrn a
more general conversation, but no topic seemed to arouse her Interest.
Suddenly her arrenrron was distracred by a light which had begun to
glImmer quite close to where she sat. It seemed to move when GenJ!
moved. She now saw him go to her curtains-of-state and, at a certain
point, hook back the inner curram, leaving only a single thickness of
Iight transparent stuff. Here he suspended something bright that looked
like a paper candle." .. What was he dOIng? She was dumbfounded.

The fact was that on his way to her apartments earlier in the evening
Genji had encountered an unusual number of glow...worms.. Collecnng
them in a thin paper bag he had concealed this Improvised lantern under
the folds of his cloak and, on his arrival, disposed of it in a safe corner.
Startled by the sudden glow of lighr, Tamakacsura snatched up her fan
and buried her face behrnd it, not before Sochi had caught an enchanting
glimpse of her beauty. This was Just what Genji had intended. The
attentions which his brother had hitherto paid to Tamakatsura were, he
suspected, due solely to the fact that Sochi had accepted the current story
and Imagined her indeed to be Genji's daughter. He knew that, despite
her fame as a delightful accession to the Court, Prince Sochi could have
but a vague conception of her charm; and in order that he might the sooner
escape from his own dilemma he was determined that Sochi should no
longer merely pay formal court to the girl, but should really lose his head
about her. He imagined that he was now at any rate indisputably playing
the part of a fond and disinterested parent. A strange delusion! For had
he reflected for a moment he would have seen that nothing would ever
have induced him so crudely to thrust his own daughter, the Princess of
Akashi, upon a suitor's nonce. He now stole away by a back door and
returned to his own apartments.

Sochi was feeling much encouraged. He now discredited Saisho's note
and imagined that the lady had been sitnng during the whole time of his
discourse in the position where the lrghr of the glow-worms revealed her.
·Mter all,' he thought to himself, ·1 have interested her .. She listens
patiently and apparently even hkes to be near me: And with that he
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pulled back the light gauze flap at the part of her curtains where GenJl
had removed the thick Inner hanging. She was now but a few feet away
from him, and though a bag of glow-worms makes no very famous I illu
minatron, he saw enough by this fitful and glImmering light to confirm his
impression that she was one of the most beautiful women he had ever
seen. In another moment Tamakarsura's maids, summoned hastily to the
scene, had detached the strange lan tern and carried it somewhere out ofsight.

Genu's stratagem was indeed abundantly successful. This momentary
vision of Tamakarsura huddled disconsolately upon her couch had pro
foundly disturbed him. 'Does the harsh world decree that even (he Ilick
ering glow-worm, too shy for common speech, must quench the timid
torchlight of its lover So he now recrred; and she, thinkmg that if she
appeared to be taking much trouble about her reply, he would suppose
she attached more imporrance to the matter than was actually the case,
answered instantly; 'Far deeper is the glow-warm's love that speaks In

silent points of flame, than all the paSSions Idle courriers prate with facile
tongue.' She spoke coldly, moreover she had now withdrawn to the far
side of her dais. For some while he pleaded In vain against this rnhospi
table treatment. But he soon saw that he would gain nothing, even should
he stay where he was till dawn; and though he could hear by the water
dripping from the eaves that it was a most disagreeable night, he rose
and took hIS leave. Desprre the rain the nightingales were Singing lustily;
but he was in no mood to enJoy their song and did not pause an Instant
to hear them.

On the fifth day of the fifth month, business at the Stables brought
Genji in the direcnon of her apartments, and he availed himself of this
opportunIty to discover what had happened on the night of SOChl'S visit.
· Did the prince stay very late?' he asked. · I hope you did not let him go
too far. He is the sort of man who might very easily lose control of him...
self... not that he IS worse than others. It is really very unusual indeed
to meet with anyone who is capable of acting with self-restraint under
such circumstances: And this was the match-maker who on the very
occasion to which he was now referring, had driven her into Prince Sochi's
arms' She could not help being amused at his unblushmg inconsistency.
But all the while he was warning her against the very man for whose visit
he had himself been responsible Tamakatsura scanning him in his hoh
day clothes thought that he could not, by any imaginable touch of art or
nature, have looked more beautiful. That thin cloak - what a marvel...
lous blend of colours! Did fairies preside over his dyeing-vats? Even the
familiar and traditional patterns, she thought, on such days as this take
on a new significance and beauty. And then looking again at Gen ji: 4 If
only we were not on this tiresome foormg, l she said to herself, · I believe
I should long ago have fallen very much 10 love WIth him. t

I Ob1Yc.nakz 'fame-less.' I retain this idiom as it correspond- cunou-ly with ours.
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A letter arrived. It "vas from Prince Sochi, written on thin white paper
in a competent hand, and couched in terms which at the time seemed very
spirited and apposite. I fear, however, that were I to reproduce it here,
rhis admired letter would seem in no way remarkable, and I will only
record the poem which accompanied it: · Shall I, like the flower that grows
unnoticed by the stream though holiday-makers in their dozens pass that
way, find myself 5[111, when rhis day closes, unwanted and passed-by?'
The letter was attached to the tallest and handsomest flag-Iris I she had
ever seen. 'He is qUite rrghr,' said Gen ji; ,J today there is no escape for
you.' And when one after another of her gentlewomen had pleaded wirh
her chat this once at any rate she should answer him with her own hand,
she produced the following reply, which had, however, very little to do
with what was going on in her mind: 'Better had the flower remained
amid the waters, content to be ignored, than prove, thus swiftly plucked,
how feeble were the roots on which it stood:

It was an idle repartee, and even the handwriting seemed to Prince
Sochi's expectant eye somewhat vague and purposeless. He was, indeed,
not at all sure, when he saw it, that he had not made a great mistake.
... Tamakatsura, on the other hand, was disposed to be In rather a good
humour with herself. She had this morning received Magic Balls:2 of the
utmost variety and splendour from an unprecedented number of admirers.
A more complete contrast than that between her poverty..stricken years
on the island and her present pampered existence could hardly be imagrned.
Her ideas on a variety of subjects were becoming far less rrgrd than when
she first arrived at the New Palace, and she began to see that provided her
relationship with Genii could be maintained upon its present harmless
footing she had everything to gain from its continuance.

Later in the day GenJi called upon the lady ID the eastern quarter.!
'The young men in the Royal Bodyguard are holding their sports here
today: he said. 'Yugiri will be bringing them back with him to his
rooms and IS counting on you to prepare for their entertainment. They
will arrive just before sunset. There will also probably be a great deal
of company besides; for ever since a rumour spread round the Court that
we were secretly harbouring in the New Palace some fabulous prodigy of
wit and beauty, an overwhelming interest has been taken in us, and we
have not had a moment's peace. So be prepared for the worst!'

Part of the race-course was not far away from rhis side of the Palace and
a good view could be obtained from the porticos and outer galleries. · You
had better throw open all the garden-doors along the passage between
this wing and the main house,' he said. 'The young people will see very

x Irises were plucked on the fifth day of the fifth month..
• Balls made of coloured stuffs, with scent-bags in the middle. Supposed to ward off

disease.
3 The Lady from the Village of Falling Flowers.
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well from there, The Bodyguard of the Right is exceptionally strong this
year. In my opinion they are a far more inreresnng lot than most of the
present high officers at Court.' This whetted, as it was Intended to do,
the curiosity of the young people in that part of the house, and the gal
leries were soon thronged. The pages and younger waiting-women from
Tamakatsura's wing also came to see the sights and were accommodated
at the open doors along the passage, the persons of qual! eybeing ensconced
behind green shutters or curtains dyed In this new-fashioned way accord
ing to which the colour is allowed to run down into the fringe. Among
the dresses of the visrrors were many elaborate Chinese costumes, specially
designed for the day's festivity, the colour of the young dianthus leaf
tendrng to prevail. The ladles who belonged to this wing had not been
encouraged to make any special effort for the occasion and were for the
most part in thin summer gowns, green without and peach-blossom colour
within. There was a great deal of rivalry and harmless self-display, which
was rewarded from time to time by a glance from one of the young cour
tiers who were assembled on the course..

Genii arrived on the scene at the hour of the Sheep,' and found just such
a concourse of distinguished visitors as he had predicted. It was inter
esting to see the competitors, whom he knew only in their official uniforms,
so differently arrayed, each with his following of smartly dressed squires
and assrsrants. The sports continued till evening. The .ladies, although
they had a very Imperfect understanding of what was going on, were at
least capable of denving a great deal of pleasure from the sigh t of so many
young men in elegant riding-jackets hurling themselves with desperate
recklessness into the fray. The finish of the course was not so very far
from Murasakr's rooms, so that her gentlewomen too were able to get
some idea. of what was going on. The races were followed by a game of
polo played to the tune of Tagyuraku.? Then came a competition of rival
pairs in the Nasori.! All this was accompanied by a great din of bells and
drums, sounded to announce the gaining of points on one side and another.
It was now getting qUIte dark and the spectators could barely see what
was going on. The first part of the indoor entertainment which came next
consisted in the distribution of prizes among the successful riders. Then
followed a great banquet and it was very late indeed when the guests
began to withdraw. Genji had arranged to sleep that night in the eastern
wing. He sat up a long while talking to the Lady from the Village of
Falling Flowers. 4 Did you not think today; he said, 'that Prince Sochi
was immeasurably superior to any of the other visrtorse HIS appearance
is of course not particularly in his favour. But there is something in his
manners and mode of address which I at any rate find very attractive ..

r I P.ll.

:I 'Hitting the Ball Tune.'
3 A Korean dance.
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I was able recently to observe him 00 an occasion when he had no reason
to believe that he was being watched, and came to the conclusion that
those who so loudly praise his WIt and ingenuity have no idea what
constitutes his real charm.' · I know that he IS your younger brother,'
she answered; 4 but he certainly looks considerably older than you. I am
told that he has visited here very frequently during the last few months.
But as a matter of fact I had not till today once set eyes on him since
I saw him years ago when my SIster was at Court. I confess I then had
no idea that he would turn out so well as he has done. In those days it
was hIS younger brother, the Viceroy of Tsukushi, whom I used to admire.
But I see now that he had not the same princeliness of air and carriage
which you rightly attribute to Prince Sochi.' He saw that, brief as was
the time she had spent in Prince Sochi's company that day, she had already
completely succumbed to his charms, He smiled, but did not draw her on
into a general discussion of his guests and their merits or defects. He had
always had a great dislike of those who cannot mention an acquaintance
without immediately beginning to pick his character to pieces and make
him seem utterly contemptible. When he heard the Lady from the
Village of Falling Flowers going into raptures over Prince Higekuro,
he did indeed find it hard not to disillusion her, particularly as he was
just then begrnning to be somewhat alarmed lest this prince, whom he
regarded as rather unsuitable, should m the end turn out to be the strongest
candidate for Tamakatsura's favour.

He and the Lady from the Village of Falling Flowers had for years
past been on terms merely of ordinary confidence and friendliness. It was
assumed on this occasion as on others that they would presently retreat
each to a separate resting-place. How and why had this assumption first
begun? He could not remember, and felt that tonight he would very
gladly have broken the rule. But she seemed to take for granted that he
would presently wish to retire, and so far from resenting this or seeming
to be at all depressed, she evidently felt highly gratified that her own
quarters had been selected as the scene of a festivity the like of which
she had not witnessed in person for a very great number of years. "The
withered grass that even the woodland pony left untouched, today with
the wild iris of the pool-side has been twisted in one wreath. t Thus she
expressed her gratitude and pride. He was touched that so small an event
should mean so much to her, and answered with the verse: 'The colt
whose shadow falls upon the waters close where the wild-swan's wing is
mirrored in the lake, from iris and sweet marsh-marigold shall ne'er be
far away.' How easily was she now contented, and how vague had his
own compliments become! 'Though I so seldom manage to see you,' he
said, •I assure you I am never happier than when I am here.' It would
have been unlike her to take him to task for the insincerity of this last
speech. She merely accepted it quietly and they parted for the night. He
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found that she had given up her own bed to him, and had all her rhrngs
carried to another place. Had she not seemed so convinced that anythmg
in the way of greatest intimacy was out of the question, he might have
felt Inclined on this occasion to suggest a differenr arrangement.

Thzs year the rainy season lasted much longer than usual, and whereas
the monotony of the downpour is usually relieved by an occasional day
of sunshine, this time there was norhing but one continuous drizzle for
weeks on end .. The inhabitants of the New Palace found it very hard to
get through the day and tried one amusement after another. In the end
they mostly berook themselves to reading illustrated romances. The Lady
of Akashi had, among her other accomplishments, a talent for copying
out and finely decorating such books as these; and being told that every
one was clamouring for some occupation which would help them to get
through the day, she now sent over a large supply to the Princess, her
daughter. But the greatest enthusiast of all was Lady Tamakatsura, who
would rise at daybreak and spend the whole day absorbed in reading or
copying out romances .. Many of her younger Iadies-in-wairing had a vast
stock of stones, some legendary, some about real people, which they
told with considerable skill. But Tamakatsura could not help feeling
that the history of her own Iife, should it ever come to be told, wag really
far more inreresnng than any of the tales with which her ladies sought to
entertain her. True, the sufferings of the princess in the Sumtyosht Ta-le I

had at certain points a resemblance to her own experiences. But she could
see no reason why for generations past so many tears of indignation and
pIty should have been shed over the fate of this princess at the hands
of her unscrupulous lover." Judged as an episode, thought Tamakatsura,
her own escape from the violence of Tayu was quite as exciting.

One day Genji, going the round with a number of romances which he
had promised to lend, came to Tamakarsura's room and found her, a.s
usual, hardly able to 11fther eyes from the book in front of her. •Really,
you are incurable,' he said, laughing. •I sometimes think that young
ladles exist for no other purpose than to provide purveyors of the absurd
and improbable with a market for their wares. I am sure that the book
you are now so intent upon is full of the wildest nonsense. Yet knowing
this all the time, you are completely captivated by its extravagances and
follow them with the utmost excitement: why, here you are on this hot
day, so hard at work that, though I am sure you have not the least idea
of It, your hair is in the most extraordinary tangle.... But there; I
know quite well that these old tales are indispensable during such weather
as this. How else would you all manage to get through the day? Now
for a confession. I too have lately been studying these books and have,

I The story of a misused stepchild. It is no longer extant, the text which bears this
name being merely a 15th ...century adaptation of the Room Below Stairs.

l A disagreeable old man to whom her stepmother tried to marry her.
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I must tell you, been amazed by the delight which they have given me.
There 1S, it seems, an art of so fitting each part of the narrative into the
next that, though all IS mere Invention, the reader 15 persuaded that such
things might easily have happened and IS as deeply moved as though
they were actually gOIng on around him We may know with one part
of our rnmds that every Incident has been invented for the express purpose
of impressrng us; but (If the plot IS constructed with the reqUISIte skill)
we may all the while In another part of our minds be burning WIth in
dtgnatl0n at the wrongs endured by some wholly imaginary prIncess. Or
aga1n we may be persuaded by a wrirer's eloquence into accepnng the
crudest absurdities, our Judgment being as it were dazzled by sheer
splendour of language.

'I have lately sometimes stopped and listened to one of our young
people reading out loud to her companions and have been amazed at the
advances which this art of fiction IS now making. How do you suppose
that our new writers come by this talent? It used to be thought that the
authors of successful romances were merely particularly untruthful people
whose imagrnatrons had been stimulated by constantly invenrmg plausible
lies. But that is clearly unfair... ' 'Perhaps,' she said, ·only people who
are themselves much occupied 10 pracnsing deception have the habit
of thus dipping below the surface. I can assure you that for my part,
when I read a story, I always accept It as an account of something that
has really and actually happened.'

So sayIng she pushed a\vay from her the book which she had been
copying. Genji continued ·So you see as a matter of fact I think far
better of this art than I have led you to surrose. Even Its practical value
is immense. WIthout It whar should we know of how people lived in
the past, from the Age of the Gods down to the present day? For history
books such as the Chronicles of Japan show us only one small corner of
hfe; whereas these diaries and romances which I see piled around you
contain, I am sure, the most minute information about all sorts of people's
private affairs ... .' He smiled, and went on. · But I have a theory of
my own about what this art of the novel rs, and how it came Into being.
To begin with, it does not SImply consist in the author's telling a story
about the adventures of some other person. On the contrary, it happens
because the storyteller's own experience of men and things, whether for
good or ill- not only what he has passed through himself, but even
events which he has only witnessed or been told of - has moved him to
an emotion so passionate that he can no longer keep lt shut up in hIS

heart. Aga.in and agaln something in his own Iife or in that around him
will seem to the wrirer so Important that be cannot bear to let it pass
into oblivion. There must never come a time, he feels, when men do not
know about it. That is my view of how this art arose.

•Clearly then, it is no part of the storyteller's craft to describe only
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what is good or beautiful. Sometimes, of course, virtue will be hIS theme,
and he may then make such play with it as he will. But he is Just as hkely
to have been struck by numerous examples of VIce and folly In the world
around hrm, and about them he has exactly the same feelings as about
the pre-ernmently good deeds which he encounters: they are important
and must all be garnered in. Thus anything whatsoever may become the
subject of a novel, provided only that It happens in this mundane life
and not in some fairyland beyond our human ken.

'The outward forms of rhis art will not of course be everywhere the
same. At the Court of Chma and in other foreign lands both the genius
of the writers and their actual methods of composirion are necessarily
very dIfferent from ours; and even here in Japan the art of storytelling
has In course of time undergone great changes. There will, too, always
be a. distinction between the Iighrer and the more serious forms of fic
tion.... Well, I have said enough to show that when at the beginning
of our conversanon I spoke of romances as though they were mere frivolous
fabrications, I was only teasing you. Some people have taken exception
on moral grounds to an art in which the perfect and imperfect are set
side by side. But even In the discourses which Buddha in his bounty
allowed to be recorded, certain passages contain what the learned call
Upaya or .. Adapted Truth" - a fact that has led some superficial persons
to doubt whether a doctrine so inconsistent WIth Itself could possibly
command our credence. Even in the scriptures of the Greater Vehicle x
there are, I confess, many such instances. We may indeed go so far as to
say that there is an actual mixture of Truth and Error. But the purpose
of these holy writings, namely the compassing of our Salvation, remains
always the same. So too, I think, may it be said that the art of fiction
must not lose our allegiance because, in the pursuit of the main purpose
to which I have alluded above, it sets virtue by the side of vice, or mingles
wisdom with folly. VIewed In this 11ght the novel IS seen to be not, as
1S usually supposed, a mixture of useful truth with Idle invention, but
something which at every stage and In every part has a definite and ser10US
purpose.'

Thus did he vindicate the storyteller'S profession as an art of real
importance.

Murasaki, who had first taken to reading romances in order to see
whether they were suitable for her adopted daughter, the Pnncess from
Akashi, was now deeply immersed in them. She was particularly fond of
the Tale of Koman0 2 and showing to Genu an illustrated copy of It she said
one day: 4Do you not think that these pictures are very well painted>'
The reason that she liked the illustrations so much was that one of them

I The Mahayana, the later development of Buddhism which prevailed in Tibet, China
and japan,

I1 Now lost.
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showed the little girl in the story lying peacefully asleep in her chair,
and this somehow reminded Murasaki of her own childhood. 'And do
you mean to tell me,' asked GenJ1, · that such an infant as that has already,
at this early point in the story, been the heroine of gallant episodes>
When I remember the exemplary way 10 which I looked after you during
your childhood I realize that my self-restraint IS even more unusual than
i supposed.' It could not be denied that his conduct was 10 many ways
unusual; but hardly, perhaps, exemplary in the common sense of the
word. 'I hope you are very careful not to allow the Iittle princess to
read any of the looser stories, t he continued. 'She would realize, I am
sure, that the heroines of such books are acnng very wrongly m embark
ing upon these secret intrigues; but I had much rather she did not know
that such things go on in the world at all.' ·This is really too much r
thought Murasaki. 'That he could come straight from one of his inter
minable VISIts to Tarnakarsura and at once begin lecturing me on how to
bring up young ladles r

'I should be very sorry,' she said, 'if she read books in which licentious
characters were too obviously held up to her as an example. But I hope
you do not wish to confine her reading to The Hollow Tree. 1 Lady Ate
certainly knows how to look after herself, in a blundering sort of way,
and she gets her reward In the end, but at the expense of so grim a tenacity
In all her dealmgs that, in reading the book, we hardly feel her to be a
woman at all.' , Not only did such women actually exist in those days,'
replied Genji, 'but I can assure you that we have them still among us.
It comes of their being brought up by unsocial and inhuman people who
have allowed a few one-sided Ideas to run away WIth them. The Immense
pains which people of good family often take over their daughters' edu
cation is apt to lead only to the production of spiritless creatures whose
minds seem to grow more and more childlike in proportion to the care
which is lavished on their upbrmgmg, Their ignorance and awkwardness
are only too apparent; and after wondering in what, precisely, this superior
education consisted, people begin to regard not only the children as
humbugs but the parents as well.

·On the other hand if the children happen to have natural talents,
parents of this kind at once attribute the faintest SIgn of such endowment
to the efficacy of their own inhuman system, and become distressingly
pleased with themselves, uSIng WIth regard to some very ordinary girl
or stripling terms of the most extravagant eulogy. The world consequently
expects much more of the unfortunate creatures than they can possibly
perform, and having waited in vain for them to do or say something
wonderful, begins to feel a kind of grudge against them..... t

1 Lady Ate refuses suitor after suitor. Finally she marries the Crown Prince and lives
happily ever after. 'The book seemed as old-fashioned to Murasaki as Hannah More's
novels do to us,
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·Overpraise, , he added, 'does a great deal of harm to the young. Serv
ants are very dangerous in rhis respect .. ' Nevertheless he did not
object, as Murasaki had often nouced, to the little Prmcess from Akashi
bemg praised by anyone who came along, and he often put himself to
immense trouble in order that she might escape a scolding which he
knew she thoroughly deserved.

Stepmothers In books usually behave very spitefully towards the chil
dren entrusted to them. But he was now learrung by hIS own experience
that In real life this does not always happen. In choosing books for
Murasaki and her charge he was therefore careful to elimmate those that
depict stepmothers in the traditional hght , for he feared she might
otherwise think he was tryIng to give her a quite unnecessary warn
Ing.

Yugiri, as has been said before, saw very hrrle of Murasaki, but it was
natural that he should somerimes VISIt hIS Iirrle sister, the Princess from
Akashi, and GenJ1 did not discourage this On the contrary he was
anxious to establish an affectionate relarionshiP between them. For Gen ji,
young though he still was, often thought of what would happen after
hIS death, and he could Imagine CIrcumstances In which the pnncess
might stand sorely In need of her brother's help. He therefore gave the
boy permission to visit her and even go behind her curtains-of-srare as
often as he chose, though he still forbad him to enter into conversation
with Lady Murasakr's gentlewomen. So few were the children of the house
that a great deal more trouble was taken about them than 1S usually the
case. Yugiri certainly seemed to have repaid this care. In the ordinary
affairs of life he showed great Judgment and good sense, and Genu had
the comfortable feeling that whatever went amISS, Yugrn at least could
always be relied upon.

The little girl was only seven years old and dolls were srill her principal
Interest. Yugiri, who a year or two ago used so often to play Just such
games with his little companion at the Great Hall, made an excellent
major-domo of the doll's-house, though the part, bnngrng as It did a
host of recollections to his mind, was often a painful one. Indeed more
than once he was obliged to turn a\vay for an Instant, his eyes full of
tears. During these VISIts he naturally met many of the prmcess's other
playmates, and a great deal of chattering took place on every conceivable
subject. He took hIS share in these conversations, but he did not get to
know any of the Iirrle girls at all well, nor did they, so far as he could
see, take any particular mterest in him. 'Was all that side of life for ever
to be closed to him?' Yugiri asked himself. But though this was the
thought which instantly recurred to him during these meenngs, his out...
ward behaviour seemed only to betoken complete indifference His green
badge! x Yes, it was that which lay at the bottom not only of these

I The mark of the sixth rank. Genji, it will be remembered, had refused to promote him.
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smaller troubles but also of the great disaster I which had all his
chances of happiness

Sometimes the idea came to him that if he simply "vent strarghr to
Kumoi's father and tackled him about the matter - msisted, shouted,
made a great scene - To no Chujo would suddenly give in. But he had
suffered enough already In pr! vate , there was norhmg to be gained by also
making himself publicly ridrculous. No, the better \\l'ay was to convince
Kumoi herself by his behaviour, above all by a complete and OhYlOUS

indifference to the rest of the world, that so far as hIS own feelings were
concerned nothing was altered by one Jot or tirtle SInce the day when he
first told her of hIS love.

Between him and her brothers slrght difficulties were always arismg
which resulted, for the time being, In a cerrain coldness. For example,
Kashiwagi, Kumois eldest brother, In ignorance of the fact that Lady
Tarnakatsura was his sister, continued to pay his addresses to her, and
finding that his letters often failed to reach their desrrnatron, naturally
turned to Yugiri for assistance. Never once did he offer to perform a
similar service in return, though It was presumably as easy for him to
see Kumoi as it was for Yugiri to see Tamakarsura The request irritated
him and he firmly refused. Not that they ceased to be friends, for their
relationship, like that of therr fathers, had always been built up of small
n valries and feuds.

To no Chujo had an unusually large number of children, most of whom
had amply fulfilled, as regards both popularrty and atramments, the high
promIse of their early years. HIS position 10 the State had enabled him
to do extremely well for all his sons: As regards his daughters (who were,
however, not so numerous) he had been less fortunate. HIS plans for the
future of the eldest girl had entirely miscarried; :2 he had signified his desire
to present Lady Kumoi at Court, but had hitherto received no command
to do so. He had not In all these years ever forgotten the little girl who,
along with her mother, had so mysteriously disappeared, and sometimes
spoke of her to those who had at the time been aware of hIS attachment
to that unhappy lady. What had become of them both? He imagined
that her st~ange trmidiry had driven the mother to take flighr with that
exquisite child into some lonely and undiscoverable place. He fell Into
the habit of starIng hard Into the face of every girl whom he met, and the
commoner, the more ill-clad and wretched the creature was, the surer
he became that this was his lost child. For the lower she had sunk, the
less Iikely it was that she would be able to persuade anyone that she was
indeed his daughter. It was impossible, he felt, that sooner or later one
or other of his agents should not get news of her, and then what reparation
he would make for the down-trodden existence that she must now be

r His failure to win To no Chujo's daughter, Lady Kumoi.
t He had hoped to get Lady Chujo made Empress..
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leading f He told his sons her child-name and begged them to report to
him immediately if they should ever come across anyone who bore it.
, In my early days,' he said, •I am afraid I became involved in a great many
rather purposeless Intrigues. But this was quite a different matter. I
cared for the mother very deeply indeed, and it distresses me intensely
that I should not only have lost the confidence of the lady herself, but
also have been able to do nothing at all for the one child that bore witness
to our love. '

For long periods, especially if nothing happened to remind him of the
matter, he succeeded in putting it out of his head. But whenever he heard
of anyone adopting a stray girl or raking some supposed poor relation
into their house, he at once became very suspicious, made innumerable
enquiries and was bitterly disappointed when it was finally proved to
him that his supposition was entirely unfounded.

About this time he had a curious dream, and sending for the best inter
preters of the day asked them what it meant. · It seems to mean,' they said,
· that you have at last heard what has become of a child that you had lost
sight of for many years, the reason that you have failed to discover her
berng that she is thought by the world at large to be someone else's child.'
Heard what has become.. .' he faltered. 'No, on the contrary, I have

heard no such thing. I cannot imagine what you are talking about.'
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A Bed of Carnations

ONE very hot day Genii, finding the air at the New Palace in
tolerably close, decided to pIcnIC at the fishmg-hut on the lake.
He invired Yugin to come WIth him, and they were joined by

most of the courtiers With whom Genu was on friendly terms .. From the
Western River on his estate at Karsura ayu had been brought, and from
the nearer streams ,shthushz and other fresh-water fish, and these formed
the staple of their repast. Several of To no Chujo's sons had called to see
Yugiri, a.nd hearing where he was to be found, joined the picnic. 'How
heavy and sleepy one has felt lately!' exclaimed Genji. 'This is certainly
a great improvement.' WIne was brought; but he sent for Iced water as
well. A delicious cold soup was served, and many other delicacies. Here
by the lake there was a certain amount of movement in the air; but the sun
blazed down out of a cloudless sky, and even when the shadows began to
lengthen there was a continual buzzing of insects which was very oppres
sive. 'I have never known such a day,' said Genji, · It does not after all
seem any better here than it was indoors. You must excuse me if I am too
limp to do much in the way of entertaining you,' and he lay back against
his cushions. 'One does not feel much inclined for mUSIC or games of any
kind in such weather, and yet one badly needs something to occupy the
mmd, I have sometimes wondered lately whether the sun was ever going
to set .... All the same, the young people on duty at the Emperor's Palace
are in a much worse position than we. Imagine not being able to loosen
one's belt and ribbons on a day like this! Here at any rate we can loll about
just as we please. The only difficulty is to avoid going to sleep. Has
not any of you got some startling piece of news to tell us? You need have
no fear that I may have heard it already, for I am becoming quite senile;
I never hear about anything till everyone else has forgotten about it.'
They all began wracking their brains to think of some exciting piece of
intelligence or entertaining anecdote, but without success; and presently,
since their host had invited them to be at their ease, one after another of
the visitors somewhat timidly took up a position with his back planted
against the cool metal railings of the verandah, •Well,' said Gen ji at
last, •as a matter of fact, rarely though this now happens, I myself have
picked up a small piece of information. It seems that His Excellency
To no Chujo has lately rediscovered and taken to live with him a natural
daughter of whom he had lost sight for many years. Come, Kobai,'
addressing Kashiwagi's younger brother, 'you will be able to tell me if
there is any truth in this..' 'Something of the kind has happened,' an-
18
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swered the young man, .. though there is a good deal of exaggeration in
many of the stories which are being put about. The facts are that last
sprIng, in consequence of a dream, my father asked us to enquire carefully
Into every case we could discover of a child claiming parerrnty by him.
My brother Kashrwagi did finally hear of a girl who seemed to possess
absolute proof that she was an illeginrnare child of our father's, and we
were told to call upon her and verify this, which we accordrngly did.
That is all I know about It; and I am sure that there is no one present
who has not something a great deal more interesnng than that to talk
about. I am afraid what I have just told you cannot possibly be of interest
to anyone but the people actually concerned: .. So It is true!' thought
Genji, wondering whether To no Chujo could have been so misled as to
suppose that it was Yugao's child whom he had rediscovered. 'There
are so many of you in the family already,' he said to Kobai, ~ that I wonder
your father should search the sky for one stray swallow that has not
managed to keep pace WIth the flock. I, who nurture so small a brood,
might be pardoned for such conduct; but in your father It seems somewhat
grasping. Unfortunately, though I should feel proud to acknowledge
my children, no one shows the slightest inclination to claim me as a
father. However, it is no mere accident that To no Chujo is more In
request than I am. The moon's Image shows dimly in waters that are
troubled at the bottom. Your father's early adventures were of a most
indiscriminate character, and if you know all your brothers and sisters,
you would probably realize that, taken as a whole, you arc a very queer
family... .' Yugiri, who knew a mass of stories which amply confirmed
Genii's last statement, could not help showing hIS amusement to an
extent which Kobai and his brothers thought to be in exceedingly bad
taste. lilt is all very well for you to laugh, Yugiri,' continued Genjr;
'but you would be much better employed in picking up some of those
stray leaves than in making trouble for yourself by pressing in where
you are not wanted. In so large a garland you might surely find some other
flower with which to console yourself!' All Genji's remarks about To no
Chujo wore superficially the aspect of such friendly banter as one old
friend commonly indulges in concerning another. But as a matter of fact
there had for some while past been a real coolness between them, which
was increased by Chujo's scornful refusal to accept Yugiri as his son-in
law. He realized that he had just been somewhat spiteful; but so far
from being uncomfortable lest these remarks should reach hIS old friend's
ears, he found himself actually hoping that the boys would repeat them.

This conversation about the waif whom To no Chujo had recently
acknowledged and adopted reminded Genji that it was becoming high
time he should himself make a certain long-intended revelation. Tama...
katsura had now lived for over a year ar the New Palace; she was definitely
accepted as a member of the 'Court circle, and there was now no fear
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that her father would be in any way ashamed of her. But the views of
To no Chujo were in some ways peculiar. He made an absolutely hard
and fast distinction between the' right' and the 41wrong' people. To those
who satisfied his very exactIng standards he was extraordinarily helpful
and agreeable. As for the others, he ignored them with a sublime com
pleteness that no other Grand Minister had ever equalled. Was it quite
certain in which class he would place his own daughter? Then a brilliant
idea occurred to Genji. He would introduce To no Chujo to Tamakatsura
immediately, but not reveal her identity until Chujo had once and for
all classed her as ·pass!ble,

The evening wind was by this time delightfully fresh, and it was with
great regret that the young guests prepared to take their leave. 'I should
be perfectly contented to go on sitting here quietly In the cool; but I
know that at your age there are many far more interesting things to be
done,' and with that he set out for the western wing, his guests accom
panying him to the door.

Knowing that in an uncertain evening light all people in Court cloaks
look very much alike, Genji at once summoned Tamakatsura to him and
explained in a low voice why he had arrived with so large an escort.
'I have been entertaining To no Chujo's sons; he said, "Kashiwagi, Kobai
and the rest. It was obvious that they were very anxious to come on
here with me, and Yuguri is such an honest soul, it would have been unkind
not to let him come too. Those poor young men, To no Chujo's sons,
must really soon be told you are their sister. I am afraid they are all more
or less in love with you. But even in the case of quite ordinary families
the sudden arrival of some unknown young lady causes endless speculation
among those who frequent the house, and though there is intense curiosity
to see her, it is apparent that everyone has long beforehand made up
his mind to fall in love. Unfortunately, even before your arrival, my
palace had an undeserved reputation for harbouring bevies of incomparable
creatures. Every visitor who comes here seems to arrive primed up with
compliments and fine speeches, only to discover that there is no quarter
in which they could be employed without impertinence." But you have
often asked me about those particular young men and lamented that you
never get an opportunity yourself of judging whether they are as intelligent
as everyone makes out. So I thought you would not mind me bringing
them here, and would perhaps like to have a word with one or the other
of them..... •

While this whispered conversation was going on, the young men were
standing in the garden outside. It was not planted in formal borders;
but there was a great clump of carnations and a tangled hedge of tall
flowering plants, both Chinese and Japanese, with great masses of blossom
that stood out vividly in the fading light. True, they had come that

:I Akikonomu, for example, had become Empress.
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evening hoping to pluck a very different flower; but as they sat resting
in front of the house they could scarcely restrain themselves from stretch...
ing out a. hand and filling' their laps with these resplendent blossoms.

'They are really very remarkable young men,' GenJl went on. 'There
is not one of them but in hIS way shows unmistakable signs of genius,
and this is true even of Kashiwagi, who in outward manner IS particularly
quiet and diffident .. By the way, has he written to you agaIn? I remember
we read his poem together. You cannot, of course, under the circumstances
risk giVIng him any definite encouragement; but do not be too hard
upon him.'

Even amid these very exceptional young men Yugiri looked surprisingly
handsome and distinguished, and Genji, pointing to him, said to Tama
katsura in a whisper: 'I am terribly disappointed that To no Chujo should
take up his present attitude about that boy. It has come to this nowadays,
that those people will not look at anyone who is not part and parcel of
their own gang. l A drop of other blood, even if it be that of the Royal
House, seems to them a painful blemish.... ' ·That was not the way
Royal Princes were regarded once upon a time,' said Tamakatsura, and
quoted the old folk-song Come to my house.2 'They certainly seem in no
hurry to make ready a banquet for poor Yugiri;' admitted Genji. 'I am
extremely sorry for those two. They took a fancy to each other when
they were mere children and have never got over it. I know quite well
that they have suffered a great deal through this long separation. If it
is merely because ofYugiri's low rank rhar To no Chujo refuses his consent,
he might on this occasion be content to disregard the comments of the
world and leave the matter in my hands, He surely does not suppose
that 1 intend the boy to remain in the Sixth Rank for ever.... ' Again
he was speaking of To no Chujo with asperity and, like her brothers a
few hours ago, Tamakatsura was perturbed to discover that the breach
between them was widening, partly because such a state of affairs made
it all the less probable that Genji would in the near future reveal her
identity to To no Chujo,

As there was no moon that night, the great lamp was presently brought
in. 'It is now just comfortably warm,' said Gen ji, 'and the only thing we
need is a little more light.' He sent for a servant and said to him: 'One
tray of bamboo flares! In here, please: When they were brought he
noticed a very beautiful native zithern and drawing it towards him struck
a few chords. It was tuned to the difficult rits« mode, but with remarkable
accuracy. It seemed indeed to be an exceptionally fine instrument, and
when he had played on it for a little while he said to her: f I have all these

I Le, the Fujiwaras, the clan to which the writer herself belonged.
2 'In my house the awnings are at the doors and curtains are hanging about the bed.

Come, my Prince! you shall have my daughter for your bride, and at the wedding-feast
you shallhave the fish you like best, be it awabi, oyster or what you will.'
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months been doing you the injustice of supposing that you were not in
terested in these things. What I like is to play such an instrument as
yours on a cool autumn evening, when the moon is up, sitting quite
close to the window. One then plays in concert with the cicadas, pur
posely using their chirruping as part of the accompaniment. The result
is a kind of music which is intimate, but at the same time thoroughly
modern. There is, of course, a go-as-you-please, informal qualiry about
the Japanese zithern which makes it unsuitable for use on ceremonial
occasions. But when one remembers that almost all our native airs and
measures originated on this instrument, one cannot help regarding it
with respect. There are stray references which show that its history
stretches back into the dimmest past; but to hear people talk nowadays
one would think it had been specially invented for the benefit of young
ladies, in whom an acquaintance WIth foreign arts and usages is considered
unbecoming" Above all, do make a practice of playing it In concert with
other instruments whenever you get the chance.. This will Immensely
improve your command over it. For though the Japanese zithern is a.
far less complicated mstrument than its rivals, it is by no means so easy
to play as most people imagine, At the present time there is no better
performer than your father) To no Chujo, You would be astonished at
the variety of tone he can get out of a mere succession of open strings;
it is as though by some magic he were able in an instant to change his
zirhern into whatever instrument he pleases. And the volume of sound
which he obtains from those few slender strings is unbelievable!'

Tamakarsura had reached a certain point of proficiency herself. But
she knew that she had much to learn, and longed to meet with a first-rate
performer. 'Do you think I might one day be allowed to hear him?' she
asked, not very hopefully. 'I suppose he sometimes plays when he comes
here to entertainments. Even among those outlandish people 00 the
Island there were several teachers, and I always supposed that they knew
all about it. But from wha.t you have just said I see that such playing
as my father's must be something quite different..... •

'It is indeed; he said, I and you shall certainly hear him play, You
know, I expect, that though it is called the Eastern zithern and is said
to have come from the other side of the country, it is always played at
the beginning of every Imperial concert, being solemnly carried in by the
Mistress of the Rolls. As far as our country is concerned (about the history
of music in other lands I know very little) it is certainly the parent of
all other instruments, and that perhaps the best performer upon it who
has ever lived should be your own father is certainly a great stroke of
luck for you. He does, as you suggested, play here and at other people's
houses from time to time, when there is music afoot; but chiefly on other
instruments. It is really very difficult to make him play on the Japanese
zithern, Often he begins a tune and then, for some reason, will not go on.
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It is the same with all great artists. They cannot perform unless they are
in the rrghr mood, and the right mood seldom comes. But later on you
will, of course, certainly be hearing him.... t So saying) he began trying
over a. few usual chords and runs. Already she wondered how she had
managed to tolerate the clumsy twanging of the island-professors. How
exciting it would be to live with a father, who, according to Genji's own
showing, played far) far better even than this! It was intolerable to feel
that all the while she might have been hearing him day after day, in his
own home, with nothing to disturb or interrupt him. When, oh when,
would this new life begin?

Among other old ballads Genji now sang "Not sofrlier ptllowed is my
head,' and when he came to the line '0 lady parted from thy kin' he
could not help catching her eye and smiling. Not only did she find his
voice very agreeable, but his improvisations between verse and verse
delighted her beyond measure.. Suddenly he broke off, sayIng: 'Now it is
your turn. Do not tell me you are shy; for I am certam that you have
talent, and if that is so you will forget that there is anyone here, once
you have become interested in what you are playing. The lady I who was
.. too shy to do anything but go over the tune in her head t7 wanted all
the time to sing the Sofuren,2 and that is a very different matter. You
must get into the habrt of playing with anyone who comes along, without
minding what he thinks of you..... ' But try as he mighr, he could not
persuade her to begin. She was certain that her teacher on the Island,
an old lady of whom it was reported that she had once been in some
vague way connected with the Capital and even that she was distantly
related to the Imperial Family, had got everything wrong from beginning
to end. If only she could persuade Genji to go on playing a little while
longer, she felt sure she could pick up enough of the right method to
prevent a complete catastrophe, and she sat as near as possible to the
zithern, watching his fingers and listening intently. 'Why does it not
always produce such lovely sounds as that?' she said laughing. 'Perhaps
it depends which way the wind is blowing... .' She looked very lovely
as she sat leaning towards him, with the lamplight full upon her face.
•I have sometimes known you by no means so ready to listen; he said,
and to her disappointment pushed the zithern from him. But her gentle
women were passing in and out of the room. Whether for this or other
reasons his behaviour tonight continued to be very serious and correct.
'I see no sign of those young men I brought with me,' he said at last.
•I am afraid they grew tired of gazing at every flower save the one they
came to see, and went away 10 disgust. But it is their father's visit to
this flower-garden that I ought all the while to be arranging. I must
not be dilatory, for life is full of uncertainties.... How well 1 remember

I In some storv now lost.
2' Literally: 'Thinking of a man, and yearning.'
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the conversation In the course of which your father first told me how
your mother had carried you away, and of his long search for you both.
It does not seem long ago .... • And he told her more than he had ever
done before about the raIny night's conversarion and hIS own first meeting
with Yugao,

· Gladly would I show the world this Child-flower's beauty, did I not
fear that men would ask me where stands the hedge on which it grew.' r

'The truth is, he loved your mother so dearly that I cannot bear the
thought of telling him the whole miserable story. That is why I have
kept you hidden away Iike a chrysalis in a cocoon. I know I ought not
to have delayed... .' He paused, and she answered with the verse: · Who
cares to questIon whence was first transplanted a Child-flower that from
the peasant's tattered hedge was hither brought?' Her eyes filled with
tears as in a scarcely audible voice she whispered this reply.

There were times when he himself took fright at the frequency of his
visits to this part of the house, and in order to make a good impression
stayed away for days on end. But he always conrrrved to rhink of some
pOInt in connection with her servants or household affairs which required
an endless going and coming of messengers, so that even durmg these
brief periods of absence she was in continual communication with him.
The truth is that at this period she was the only subject to which he ever
gave a thought. Day and night he asked himself how he could have been
so insensate as to embark upon this fatal course. If the affair was main
rained upon its present footing he was faced with the prospect of such
torture as he felt he could not possibly endure. If on the other hand his
resolution broke down and she on her SIde was willing to accept him as
a lover, the affair would cause a scandal which his own prestige might
in time enable him to live down, but which for her would mean irreparable
disaster. He cared for her very deeply; but not, as he well knew, to such
an extent that he would ever dream of putting her on an equality with
Murasaki, while to thrust her into a position of inferiority would do
violence to his own feelings and be most unfair to her. Exceptional as
was the position that he now occupied in the State, this did not mean
that it was any grea.t distinction to figure merely as, a belated appendage
to his household. Far better, he very well knew, to reign supreme in
the affections of some wholly unremarkable Deputy Councillor! Then
again there was the question whether he ought to hand her over to his
stepbrother Prince Sochi or to Prince Higekuro. Even were this course
10 every way desirable, he gravely doubted his own capacity to pursue it"
Such self-sacrifices, he knew, are easier to plan than to effect. Neverthe
less, there were times when he regarded this as the plan which he had
definitely adopted, and for a while he could really believe that he was
on the point of carrying it out. Bat then would come one of his visits

I A reference to To no ChuJo", poem, Part I. p.. 33.
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to her .. She would be looking even more charming than usual, and lately
there were these zirhern lessons, which, involving as they did a great
deal of leaning across and sitting shoulder to shoulder, had increased
their intimacy with disquieting rapidity. All his good resolutions began
to break down, while she on her side no longer regarded him with any
thing Iike the same distrust as before. He had Indeed behaved WIth model
propriety for so long that she made sure his undue tenderness towards
her was a thing of the past. Gradually she became used to having him
constantly about her, allowed him to say what he pleased, and answered
in a manner which though discreet was by no means discouraging. What
ever resolunons he may have made before his visit, he would go away
feeling that, at this point in their relanons, simply to hand her over to a
husband was more than the most severe morahst could expect of him.
Surely there could be no harm in keeping her here a little longer, that he
might enjoy the innocent pleasure of somerimes visiting her, sometimes
arranging her affairs? Certamly, he could assure himself, his presence
was by no means distasteful to her. Her uneasiness at the beginning was
due not to hostility but to mere lack of experience. Though ·strong the
watchman at the gate,' she was beginning to take a very differenr view
of hfe. Soon she would be struggling with her own as well as hIS desires,
and then all her defences would rapidly give way.....

To no Chujo was somewhat uneasy about his newly-discovered da.ugh
ter. 1 The members of his own household seemed to have a very poor
opinion of her, and at Court he had overheard people whispering that
she was not quite right in the head.. His son Kobai told him, of course,
about Genji's questions, and To no Chujo laughed, saying: 'I can quite
understand his interest in the matter. A year or two ago he himself took
over a daughter whom he had by some peasant woman or other, and now
makes an absurd fuss over her. It is very odd: Genji says nothing but nice
things about everyone else. But about me and everyone connected with
me he is careful to be as disagreeable as possible, But I suppose I ought
to regard it as a sort of distinction even to be run down by him.' 'Father,
if you mean the girl who lives in the western wing; said Kobai, •I can
assure you she is the most beautiful creature you can possibly imagine.
Prince Sochi and many of the others have completely lost their hearts to
her..... Indeed, everyone agrees that she is probably one of rhe handsom
est women at Court: ' You surely do not yourself believe such stories?'
said To no Chujo, 'The same thing is always said about the daughters
of men in such a position as Genii's; and so oddly is the world made that
those who spread such reports really believe in them. I do not for a
moment suppose she is anything out of the ordinary. Now that Genji
is Grand Minister, faced by an opposition that has dwindled to a mere
speck and esteemed as few Ministers before, I fancy the one £law in his

I The rustic creature unearthed by Kobai in his search for Tamakatsura,
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happIness must be the lack of a daughter to lavish his care upon and
brIng up to be the envy and admiration of the whole Court. I can well
imagIne what a delight the education of such a child would be to him.
But In rhis matter Fate seems to be against him, Of course, there is the
hrtle grrl who was born at Akashi. Unfortunately her mother's parents
are quite humble people and she can never play the part that would natu
rally have been taken by a child of my sister Lady Aoi or of his present
wife, Lady Murasakr, All the same, I have reason to believe that his
schemes for her subsequent career are of the most ambitrous nature.

'As for this newly-Imported princess, it would not surprise me to dis
cover that she is not his child at all. You know as well as I do what
Genii's faihngs are ...... It is far more probable that she is merely some
girl whom he is keeping.' After other somewhat damaging remarks
about Genu's habits and character, he continued: 'However, if he con
nnues to gIve out that she 1S hIS daughter, it will soon be incumbent
upon him to find her a husband.. I imagme his choice will fall upon Prmce
Sochi, with whom he has always been on particularly good terms. She
would certainly be fortunate in securing such a husband; he is a most
distinguished character......'

Nothing more exasperated To no Chujo at the present moment than
the endless speculations concerning Lady Tamakarsura's future which
were now the staple of every conversation at Court. He was SIck of hearing
people ask, 'What are Prince Genii's intentions?' •Why has he changed
his mind?' and so on, while the future of his own daughter, Lady Kumoi,
seemed for some reason not to arouse the slightest cunosity. Why should
not a little of the energy which Genii expended in dangling this supposed
daughter of his before the eyes of an expectant Court be used on Lady
Kumoi's behalf? A word whispered by Genji in the Emperor's ear would
suffice to secure her future; but that word, it was very evident, had never
been spoken..

If GenJi (and this seemed hardly credible) were waiting to secure
Kumoi for his own son Yugiri, let him raise the boy to a decent rank.
Then, provided suitable overtures were made on Genji's side, he was qUIte
WIlling to consider the possibility of such a match. As to what the
young man's feelmgs in the matter might be-he did not give the question
a moment's thought, having always regarded Yugiri merely as a nuisance.

One day when he had been reflecting upon this problem more earnestly
than usual, To no Chujo determined to thresh the matter out with the
girl herself, and taking Kobai WIth him he went straight to her room,
It so happened that Kumoi had fallen asleep. She was lying, a small and
fragile figure, with only a single wrap of thin diaphanous stuff thrown
carelessly across her. It was certainly a pleasure on such a day to see
anyone looking so delightfully cool! The delicate outline of her bare
limbs showed plainly beneath the hght wrap which covered her. She
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lay pillowed on one outstretched arm, her fan strll in her hand. Her
loosened half fell all about her, and though it was not remarkably thick
or long, there was something particularly agreeable in Its texture and in
the Iines it made as it hung across her face. Her gentlewomen were also
reposing, but at some distance away, In the room which opened out
behind her curtained dais, so that they did not wake in time, and it was
only when To no Chujo himself rustled Impatiently with his fan that she
slowly raised her head and turned upon him a bewildered gaze. Her
beauty, enhanced by the flush of sleep, could not but impress a father's
heart, and To no Chujo looked at her with a pride which his subsequent
words by no means betrayed. 'I have told you often before,' he said,
· that even to be caught dozing in your seat IS a thing a girl of your age
ought to be ashamed of; and here I find you going to bed in broad day
Iight..... you really must be a little more careful. I cannot imagine how
you could be so foolish as to allow all your gentlewomen to desert you
10 this way. It is extremely unsafe for a young girl to expose herself,
and quite unnecessary In your case, since I have provided you with a
sufficient number of attendants to mount guard on all occasions. To behave
in this reckless manner is, to say the least of it, very bad form. Not that
I want you to SIt all day with your hands folded in front of you as though
you were recrring the Spells of Fudo.. I I am not one of those people who
think it a mark of refinement in a girl to stand on ceremony even with
her everyday acquaintances and never to address a word to anyone except
through a barricade of curtains and screens. So far from being drgrnfied,
such a method of behaviour seems to me merely peevish and unsociable..
I cannot help admiring the way in which Pnnce Genji is bringing up this
future Empress 2 of his. He takes no exaggerated precautions of any kind,
nor does he force her talent in this direction or that; but at the same time
he sees to it that there is no subject in which she remains wholly unini
tiated. Thus she is able to choose intelligently for herself where other
girls would be obliged merely to do as they were told. For the time it
may seem that the energies of the mind have been somewhat diffused
and extenuated, but in later life, given the best balanced and broadest
system of education in the world, idiosyncrasies both of character and
behaviour will inevitably reappear. At the present moment the Princess
from Akashi IS in the first and less interesting stage. I am very curious
to see how she will develop when she arrives at Court.' After these pre
Iiminaries he embarked at last upon the subject which he had really
cometo discuss. •You know,' he said, 'that I have not been very successful
m my plans for your own future. But I still hope that we may be able to

I Of these there are several, the shortest of which runs (in Sansknt) Namas sarnanta
vajranam ham. 'Praise be to all the Thunderbolt-bearers. Ay verily" Its impressiveness
was partly due to the fact that very few Japanese knew what it meant.

:I The Princess from Akashi.
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arrange something not too contemptible. I promise you at any rate that
you shall not be made ridiculous. I am keeping my ears open and have
one or two projects in mind, but for the moment it 15 exceedingly difficult
to arrive at a decision Meanwhile, do not be deceived by the tears and
protestations of young men who have nothing better to do than amuse
themselves at the expense of confidmg creatures such as you. I know
what I am ralkmg about' ... and so 00, speaking more and more kindly
as he went along.

In old days the scoldings which she had received on account of her
inrimacy with Yugiri had been the more distressing to her because she
had not at that time the least idea what all this fuss was about. But now
that she was a 11 ttle better acquainted with such matters, she recalled
with burning shame time after time when she had mentioned to her elders
things which she now saw it was the wildest folly ever to have repeated.
The old Princess I frequently complained that Kumoi never came to see
her. This put the child in great embarrassment, for the truth was that
she dared not go, for To no Chujo would be sure to think that she was
using her duty towards the old lady as a pretext for clandestine meeting
with her lover.

But another question was at this time occupying a good deal of To no
Chujos attention .. What was to be done with this new daughter of his,
the Lady from OmI? If, after going out of hIS way to track her down,
he were now to send her home again merely because certain people had
said disobliging things about her, he would himself figure as intolerably
capricious and eccentric. To let her mix in general society was, Judging
by what he had heard and seen of her already, quite out of the questIon.
But if he continued to keep her, as he had hitherto done, in the seclusion
of her own rooms, it would soon be rumoured at Court that she was some
paragon who, Just at the right moment, would be produced with dazzling
effect and carry all before her. This, too, would be very irritating. Per
haps the best that could be done under the circumstances was to put her
into touch with his daughter Lady Chujo,> who happened at the moment
to be home from Court. It would then be possible to discover whether,
when one got to know her better, this Lady from Orni were really such a.
monster as some people made out. He therefore said to Lady Chu]o one
day: · I am gOIng to send this new sister of yours to see you. It seems that
her manners are rather odd, and I should be very much obliged if you
would ask one of your older gentlewomen to take her in hand. Young
girls are useless in such a case, They would merely lead her on to greater
absurdities in order to amuse themselves. Her manner is at present, I
gather, somewhat too boisterous"; and he smiled as he recollected some
of the anecdotes which had already reached him. •I will gladly do all

I 1\) no Chujo's mother, Kumoi's grandmother.
z On leave from the Palace; she was one of tbe Emperor's consorts,
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I can, ' answered Lady Ch u jo. •I see no reason to suppose rh at the
poor creature is anything lrke so outrageous as people are making out.
It is only that Kobai, wishing to gain credir for hIS discovery, tended to
exaggerate her charms, and people are a Irrrle disappomred, I do not
thmk there is any need for you to take alarm. I can qUIte understand that
coming for the first time among surroundings such as these, she feels
somewhat lost, and does not always qUIte do herself jusnce... .' She
spoke very demurely. This Lady Chujo was no great beauty, but there
was about her a serene air of conSCIOUS superiority which, combined
with considerable charm of manner, led most people to accept her as
handsome, an impression shared at this moment by her father as he watched
her lips part in a smile that reminded him of the red plum-blossom In
the morning when its petals first begin to unfold. 'I daresay you are
right; he replied; 'but all the same I think that Kobai showed a lack of
judgment such as I should have thought he had long ago outgrown... '
He was himself inclined to think that the Lady from Omr's defects had
probably been much exaggerated, and as he in any case must pass her
rooms on hISway back he now thought he had better go and have another
look at her, Crossing the garden he noticed at once that her bhnds were
rolled back almost to the top of the windows, Clearly visible within
were the figures of the Lady herself and of a lively young person called
Gosechi, one of last year's Winter Dancers. The two were playing Double
SIxes,I and the Lady of Omi, perpetually clasping and unclasping her
hands in her excitement, was crying out' Low, low! Oh, how I hope it
will be low I' at the top of her VOIce, which rose at every moment to a
shrilIer and shri11er scream. 'What a. creature!' thought To no Chujo,
already in despair, and signalling to his attendants, who were about
to enter the apartments and announce him, that for a moment he intended
to watch unobserved, he stood near the double door and looked through
the passage window at a pOInt where the paper 2 did not quite meet the
frame. The young dancer was also entirely absorbed m the game. Shout
ing out: "A twelve, a twelve. This time I know it is going eobe a twelve"
she continually twirled the dice cup in her hand, but could not bring herself
to make the throw.. Somewhere there, Inside that bamboo tube, the right
Dumber lurked" she saw the two little stones with SIX pips on each....
But how was one to know when to throw? Never were excitement and
suspense more clearly marked on two young faces. The Lady of Omi
was somewhat homely in appearance; but nobody (thought To no Chujo)
could possibly call her downrrghr ugly. Indeed, she had several very good
points. Her half, for example, could alone have sufficed to make up for
many shorrcommgs. Two serious defects, however, she certainly had;
her forehead was far too narrow, and her voice was appallingly loud

:& Sugoroku, a kind of backgammon..
• Japanese windows are made of translucent paper, not of glass.
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and harsh. In a word, she was nothing to be particularly proud of; but
at the same time (and he called up before him the image of his own face
as he knew it in the mirror) It would be useless to deny that there was a
strong resemblance.

· How are you gettIng on?' he asked on being admitted to the room.
'I am afraid it v\"111 take you some time to get the hang of things here.
I wish I could see you more often, but, as you know, my time is not
my own.... ' 'Don't you worry about that,' she answered, screaming as
usual at the top of her voice. 'II'm here, a'nr I:> And that's qUIte enough
for me. I haven't had the pleasure of setting eyes on you at all for all these
years .... But I'll own that when I came here and found I shouldn't be
with you all the time, like what I'd expected, I was as vexed as though
I had thrown a "double-one" at dice.' 'As a matter of fact,' said To no
Chujo, · I have not anyone at present to run my messages and look after
me generally, I had It in mind that, when you were a Iirrle more used to
thrngs here, I might train you to help me in that way.. But I am not at
all sure that such a post would sure you. I do not mean that as a lady-in
warring in some other family you would not get on very nicely. But that
would be different.... There would be a lot of other young women. ..
People would not notice so much.... I am afraid I am not expressing
myself very happily. I only mean that a daughter or sister 15 bound to
attract attention. People who come to the house ask, H Now which of
them is the daughter?" H Show me which of them is your sister!" and
so on. That sort of thing sometimes makes a girl feel awkward, and it
may even be rather embarrassing for the parents. Of course, In your
case .... ' He broke off.

Despite all his ingenuity he was in the end saying Just what he had
determined on no account to say. He was merely telhng her that he was
ashamed of her. But fortunately she did not take it in bad part. "That's
quite right,' she said. <IIf you was to put me down among all the fine
ladies and gentlemen, I shouldn't know which way to look.. I'd far rather
you asked me to empty their chamber-pots; I think I might be able to
manage that.' •What odd ideas do come into your head l' laughed To DO

Chujo, 'But before we go any further, I have a small request to make:
If you have any filial feeling whatever towards a father whom you see
so seldom, try to moderate your voice a hrrle when you address him,
Seriously, you will take years off my life if you persist in screaming at
me in this way.... ' How delightful to find that even a Minister could
make Jokes! 'It's no good,' she said. "I've always been like that .. I sup
pose I was born so. Mother was always going on at me about it ever
Since I can remember, and she used to say it all came of her letting an old
priest from the Myoho Temple into ber bedroom when she was lying-in.
He had a terrible loud voice, and all the while he was reading prayers
with her, poor mother was wondering whether, when I was born, I
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shouldn't take after him. And sure enough I did. But I wish for your
sake I didn't speak so loud.. .' It was evidenr that she was sorry to
distress him, and touched by this exhibinon of filial affection he said to
her kindly: 'The fault, then, is evidently not yours but your mother's
for choosing her assocrares among the pIOUS at so critical a moment in
her existence. For it is written: "The tongue of the blasphemer shall
tremble, his voice shall be silenced, t, and it seems that, conversely, the
voices of the pIOUS generally tend to become more and more resonant.'

He himself stood somewhat in awe of his daughter Lady Chujo, He
knew that she would wonder what had induced him to import, without
further enquiries, so Incongruous a resident Into his household. He imag
ined, too, the pleasantries at his expense which would be exchanged
among her people and soon repeated broadcast over the whole Court.
He was on the verge of abandoning the plan, when he suddenly decided
that It was too late to withdraw: 'I wish you would sometimes go out
and see your sister Lady Chujo while she IS staying here; he said. •I
fancy she could give you one or t'VD useful hints. It 1S, after all, only
by mixing in the society of those who have had greater advantages than
themselves, that ordinary people can hope to make any progress. I want
you to bear that in mind when you are with her.... f • Well, that will be
a treat!' she cried delightedly. 'I never thought in my wildest dreams
that, even if you one day sent for me, you would ever make me into a
great lady like my SIster. The best I hoped for was that I might wheedle
you into lernng me carry pitchers from the well. ... • The last words
were spoken In a tiny, squeaky voice like that of a new-fledged sparrow,
for she had suddenly remembered her father's injunctions. The effect was
",ery absurd; but there was no use in scolding her any more, and he said
good-humouredly: 'I see no reason why you should draw water, or hew
wood either. But if I send you to Lady Chujo, you must promise me that
you have made up your mind never again to model yourself on that pious
personage from the Myoho Temple. She took this very seriously. "I'll
do my best; she said. •When may I go and see her?' To no Chujo was
now an important person, indeed, he was reckoned to be the most formi
dable enemy to the then Mmrster of State. But the Lady from Omi appeared
quite unconscious of the subduing effect which hIS presence had upon
everyone else, and for her part spoke to him with the utmost confidence
and composure. 'I will enqUIre which day will be the best,' he said. ·But
come to think of it, probably one day IS quite as good as another. Yes,
by all means go today .. .' and with that he hastened from the room.

She gazed after him. He was attended by officersof the fourth and fifth
ranks, who.made a brave show as they escorted him towards the main build
ing. But why were they all nudging one another and laughing? -Well;
she said at last, · I have got a fine gentleman for my papa, and no mistake.
It does seem queer to think what a funny little house I was brought up
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in, when by rights I ought to have been In this palace an the while'
'If you ask my opimon;' said her friend the dancer, ·1 think he is far too
grand for you. You'd be a great deal better off If you had been claimed
by some decent hard-working sort of man, who wouldn't be ashamed of
you ... ' ThIS was too bad! 'There you go agarn;' the Lady from Omi
cried, · trying to put a body down whenever she opens her mouth. But
you shan't do it any more, indeed you shan't, for they've made me into
a lady now, and you'll have to wait till I choose to let you speak.. So
there!'

Her face was flushed with anger. Seen thus, showing off in the presence
of one whom she now regarded as an inferior, she became suddenly hand
some and almost dignified. Only her manner of speech, picked up from
the absolute rlff-ralf among whom she had been educated, remained irre
deemably vulgar.

It is Indeed a strange thing that a perfectly ordinary remark, if made in a
quiet, colourless voice, may seem original and interesting, for instance,
In conversations about poetry, some qUite commonplace pIece of crrticism
will be accepted as very profound merely because it IS made in a particular
tone of voice. Or agaIn, half a verse from the middle of some Irrrle-known
poem can make, if produced in the fIght tone of voice, a deep Impression
even among people who have no norion what the words imply, Whereas
If someone speaks m a disagreeable voice or uses vulgar language, no
matter how important or profound are the thoughts which he expresses,
nobody WIll believe that it can possibly be worth while to pay any atten
tion to him. So It was with the Lady from OmI. She had a loud raspIng
voice and in general behaved WIth no more regard for the impression she
was making on those around her than a child screammg In its nurse's
lap. She thus seemed far sillrer than she really was. Indeed, her facrlity
ID stringing together poems of thirty-one syIlables, of the kind in which
tbe begmning of anyone poem might just as well be the end of any other,
was qUIte prodigious.

«But I must be getting ready/ she now exclaimed. "My father told me
I was to call on Lady Chujo, and If I don't go at once, Her Ladyship will
think I don't want to meet her. Do you know what? I thmk I'll go this
very night, for though I can see that my papa rhinks the world of me, I
shall never get on in this palace unless the ladies are on my side.. . .'
Which again shows that she had more good sense than one would have
supposed.

She now sat down at once and addressed the following letter to Lady
Chujo: · Honoured Madam, though we have been lrving these many days
past with (as the sayIng goes) scarce so much as a hurdle between us, I
have not hitherto) as they say, ventured to tread upon your shadow, for
to tell the honest truth I was in two minds whether I should not find "No
Admittance" in large letters on your door. But though I hardly like to
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mention it, we are (in the words of the poet) both "tinged with the purple
of Musashi Moor." If I am bemg too bold, pray tell me so and do not
take offence.' All this was writren in a rather speckly hand. On the
back was the postscript: 'By the \vay, I have some thoughts of InflIctIng
myself upon you this very same evening. And please forgive these blots,
which (as the saying goes) all the waters of Minase RIver would not
wash away, so what is the use of trying?' In the margin was the following
extraordinary poem: •I wonder with as big a query as How Cape on the
Sea of Hitachi where the grasses are so young and green, when, oh when,
like the waves on the shore of Tago, shall we meet face to facer

· I'll write no more,' she added at the side of the poem, 'for I declare
I feel as flustered as the foam on the great River at Yoshino... .'

It was written on a single sheet of blue poetry-paper, m a very cursive
style, copiously adorned WIth hooks and flourishes which seemed to
wander about at their own will and stand for nothing at all. The tails
of her · shl,'.r' were protracted to an inordinate length, and the lmes slanted
more and more as the letter went on, till in the end they seemed in danger
of falling over SIdeways. But so delighted was she with her own compo
sition that she could hardly bear to part with it. At last, however, she
gave it a final look of admiration, folded it up very small and atrachmg
it to a carnation-blossom, handed it to her favourite messenger, a little
peasant-boy who did the dirty work in her part of the Palace. He was
a good-looking child, and though he had only been in service for a very
short while, he had made himself quite at home. Sauntering into Lady
Chujo's apartments, he found his way to the servants' SItting-room and
demanded that the note should at once be taken to Her Ladyship. For a
moment they surveyed him with astonishment, but presently one of the
under-servants exclaimed: · Why, it's the little boy from the northern
wing!' and took the letter, WhICh ultimately reached the hands of a
certain gentlewoman named Tayu no Kimi, This lady actually carried
it into Lady Chujo's presence, unfolded it at her bidding and then held
it in front of her. The great lady glanced at It, smiled, and Indicated
that it might now be removed. It happened that a certain Lady Chunagon
was at the moment in attendance. She caught a side view of the letter
where it lay, and hoping to be allowed to read it properly, she remarked:
'At a. distance, Madam, that looks an uncommonly fashionable note. t

Lady Chujo motioned her to take the letter: 'I cannot make head or tall
of it,' she said; •you will be doing me a service if you can tell me "That it IS

about. Perhaps I am being stupid over these cursive characters ... .' And
a few minutes later: 'How are you getting on? If my answer has no coo
nection with the contents of her letter, she will think me very discourre
ous. I wish you would write an answer for me, I am sure you would do it
very nicely.... 1 The young ladies-in-waiting, though they dared not
openly show their amusement, were now all tittering behind their sleeves.
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Someone came to say that the boy was st111 waitrng for an answer. 'But
the letter IS Just one mass of stock phrases that none of them seem to have
anything to do with what she is tryIng to say: exclaimed Chunagon In
despair. 'How can I possibly answer it? Besides, I must make it seem to
come from you, Madam, not from a third person, or the poor creature's
feelings will be terribly hurt.'

'It vexes me; wrote Chunagon in her mistress's name, 'to think that
we should have been at close quarters for so long without arrangIng to
meet. By all means come.... ' And at the SIde she wrote the poem: 'Upon
the shore of Suma, that is on the sea of Suruga in the land of Hi tachi,
mount, 0 ye waves, to where the Headland of Hako with pine-woods IS

clad.' I

'I think you have gone too far,' said Lady Chujo when she saw the
letter. 'I certainly hope she will not think it was I who wrote thrs
ridiculous nonsense .... ' 'I assure you, Madam,' replied Chunagon,
· there IS more sense in it than you think; quite enough at any rate to
satisfy the person to whom it IS addressed.' And with that she folded the
note and sent It on its way. 'How quickly these great ladles take one's
meaning!' exclaimed Omi, as she scanned the reply. 'Look, too, how
subtly she expresses herself! Merely by menrionmg those pIne-trees she
lets me know, as plain as could be, that she is waltIng for me at this
minure...It.' There was no time to be lost. She scented herself by repeated
exposure to the fumes of an incense which seemed to contain far too gener
ous an admixture of honey, daubed her cheeks with a heavy rouge, and
finally combed out her hair, which being, as I have said, unusually fine
and abundant, really looked very nice when she took sufficient trouble
about it.

The subsequent interview can hardly have been otherwise than ex
tremely diverting.

J The Lady of Omi's poem contained three irrelevant place-names, 'This one contains
four, and is intentionally senseless, for Chunagon had not been able to make out what
Gnu's rigmarole was about.



CHAPTER IX

IfT was now the turn of Lady Omr's eccentricines to become the sole
topic of conversation at Court. · All this is very puzzlmg,' said
Genji, 'Her father gave orders that she was to be kept in close con

finement, how comes It, then, that everyone seems to know so much
about her? One hears nothing but stories of her ridiculous behaviour.
So far from keeping the poor half-witted creature out of harm's way he
seems to be positively making an exhibition of her. Here again I think
I see the consequences of his obstinate belief in the impeccability of his
own family. He sent for her without making the slightest enquiry, con
vinced that since hIS blood ran in her veins she must necessarily be beyond
reproach. Finding her an exception to this rule he has taken his revenge
by deliberately exposIng her to derision. However, I can hardly believe
that after all the trouble he has taken, it can really give him much satis
faction that the mere mention of her name should evoke peals of laugh
ter ... .'

The fate of Omi seemed, incidentally, to afford some Justification for
Genu's reluctance to part with Tamakatsura, a fact which she herself
recognized. It was by no means safe to assume that To no Chu10 would
treat a second long-lost daughter any better than the first. The old nurse
Ukon, who dally collected for her mistress's benefit some fresh anecdote
of Omi's discomfiture, vigorously supported the view that To no Chujo
was not a father to be lightly adopted. "True,' thought Tamakatsura,
· Genu's attitude towards me is not quite such as I could wish. But I am
bound to confess that hitherto he has never tried to go further than I
intend he should, and in practical ways no one could possibly be more
kind and considerate.' Thus gratitude was slowly replaced by friendship
and even by a certain semblance of intimacy..

Autumn had now come, and with it a bitterly cold wind - the 'first
wind' whose chill breath •only a lover's cloak can nullify. 11 He made
great efforts to keep away from the western wing, but all to no purpose;
and soon, on the pretext of music-lessons or what not) he was spending
the greater part of every day at Tamakatsura's side.

One evening when the moon was some five or six days old he came
suddenly to her room. The weather was chilly and overcast, and the wind
rustled with a melancholy note through the reeds outside the window.
She sat with her head resting against her zithern, Tonight, too, as on
so ma.ny previous occasions, he would make his timorous advances, and
at the end of it all be just where he started. So Genji grumbled to himself,
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and continued to behave in a somewhat plainnve and reevlsh manner
during hIS whole VIsit. It was however already very late when the fear
of giving offence in other quarters drove him from the room. Just as he
was leaving he noticed that the flares outside her window were burning
very low, and sending for one of his men, he had them kindled anew; but
this time at a little distance from the house, under a strangely Ieanmg
spindle-tree which spread its branches in the form of a broad canopy,
near to the banks of a deep, chilly stream. The thin flares of split pine
wood were placed at WIde Intervals, casting pale shadows that flickered
remotely upon the walls of the unlighted room where she and Genu sat.
He caught a glimpse of her hand, showing frail and ghostly against the
dark background of her hair. Her face, suddenly illumined by the cold
glare of the distant torches, wore an uneasy and distrustful air. He had
risen to go, but snll lingered. •You should tell your people never to let
the flares go out,' he said. «Even in summer, except when there is a moon,
it is not wise to leave the garden unlighted. And in autumn..... I shall
feel very uneasy if you do not promise to remember about this. .. DId but
the torches flickering at your door burn brightly as the fire within my
breast, you should not want for Iighr!" t And he reminded her of the old
song in which the lover asks: •How long, like the smouldering watch
fire at the gate, must my desire burn only with an inward flame?'

•Would that, like the smoke of the watch-fires that mounts and vanishes
at random in the empty sky, the smouldering flame of passion could burn
itself away!' So she recited, adding: ~I do not know what has come over
you.. Please leave me at once or people will think......' · As you wish," be
answered, and was stepping into the courtyard) when he heard a sound of
music in the wing occupied by the Lady from the Village of Falling
Flowers, Someone seemed to be playing the flute to the accompaniment
of a Chinese zirhern. No doubt Yugiri was giving a small party .. The
flute-player could benone other than To no Chujo's eldest son Kashiwagi;
for who else at Court performed with such marvellous delicacy and finish?
How pleasant would be the effect, thought Genji, if they would consent
to come and give a serenade by the srreamside, in the subdued light of
those flickering torches! C I long to join you,' he wrote, «but, could you
see the pale, watery shadows that the watch-flares are casting here in the
garden of the western wing, you would know why I am slow to come ....... '
He sent this note to Yugiri, and presently three figures appeared out of the
darkness. •I should not have sent for you; he called to them, ' had you
not played "The Wind's voice tells me......" It is a tune that I can never
resist: So saying he brought out his own zirhern. When he had played
for a. while, Yugiri began to improvise on his flute in the Banshiki mode 1

Kashiwagi attempted to join in, but his thoughts were evidently em
ployed elsewhere," for again and again he entered at the wrong beat ..

t Corresponding roughly with the white notes from D to D.
la He was in love with Tamakatsura,
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'Too late; cried Genji, and at last Kobai was obliged to keep his brother
in measure by humming the air in a low monotone lrke the chirping of a
medirarive grasshopper. Genji made them go through the piece twice,
and then handed his zithern to Kashiwagi. It was some while SInce he
had heard the boy play and he now observed with delight that his talent
was not by any means confined to wmd-instruments. 6 You could have
given me no greater pleasure,' he said, when the piece was over. 'Your
father is reckoned a fine performer on the zithern; but you have certainly
more than overtaken him.... By the way, I should have cautioned you
that there is someone seated Just within who can probably hear all that
IS going on out in this portico. So tonight there had better not be too
much drinking. Do not be offended, for I was really thinking more of
myself than of you. Now that I am getting on in years I find WIne far
m~re dan?,erous than I used to. I am apt to say the most indiscreet
things.....

Tarnakatsura did, as a matter of fact, overhear every word of this, as
Indeed she was intended to, and was thankful that he at any rate saw the
necessity of keeping himself in hand. The near presence of the two visitors
could not fail to interest her extremely, if for no other reason than merely
because they were, after all, though themselves entirely unaware of the
fact, so very closely related to her, and for long past she had surrepti
tiously collected all possible Information concermng their characters and
pursuits. Kashiwagi was, as to her distress she had frequently ascer
tained, very deeply In love with her. Again and again during the course
of the evening, he was on the verge of collapsing altogether; but never
wa.s the state of agitation through which he was pass1ng for a moment
reflected in his playing.



CHAPTER X

The Typhoon

T HIS year great pains had been taken to improve the Empress
Akikonomu's domain; and by now her gardens were aglow with
the varied tints of innumerable frost-stained leaves and autumn

flowers. Above all, the new pergolas made an admirable show, now that
their timber, here stripped of bark, there used in its natural state, was
thickly interwoven with blossoming boughs. And when at morning and
evening the sun slanted across the dewy gardens, it was as though every
flower and tree were decked with strings of ghtrermg pearls .. Those who
but a few months back had been carried away by the springtime loveli
nessof the Southern Garden, could not fail, as they gazed upon the colder
beauty of this autumnal scene, with one accord to resume their earlier
preference. The lovers of autumn have, I am persuaded, at all nrnes em
braced the larger part of mankind; and in thus returning to their allegiance
the Empress's companions were but following their natural bent.

So delighted was Akikonomu with the scene I have described that she
asked for leave of absence from the Emperor and settled for a while In
her own esrabhshment .. Unfortunately the anniversary of the late Prince
Zembo's :t death fell in the eighth month, and it was with great anxiety
that she watched autumn's almost hourly advance; for she feared that the
best month would be over before she came out of mourning.. Meanwhile
she was confined to the house and all amusements were suspended..

The equinoctial gales were this year particularly violent. Then came
a day when the whole sky grew black, and an appalling typhoon began.
It would have been bad enough wherever one had been to see every tree
stripped of its leaves just when they were at their loveliest, every flower
stricken to the earth; but to witness such havoc in an exquisite garden,
planned from corner to corner with endless foresight and care, to see those
dew-pearls unthreaded in an instant and scattered upon the ground, was
a SIght calculated to drive the onlooker well nigh to madness. As time
went on the hurricane became more and more alarming, till all was lost
to view in a blinding swirl of fog and dust. But while she sat behind
tightly closed shutters in a room that rocked with every fresh blast, it
was with thoughts of autumn splendours irrevocably lost rather than
with terror of the storm 'that the Empress's heart was shaken.

The Southern Gardens were just being laid out with wild plants from
the countryside when the high winds began, and that impatient longing

I Her father" Rokujo's husband, who died early..
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which the poet attributes to the young lespidezas It was indeed fulfilled
in all too ample measure Morning after mornIng Murasaki too saw the
dew roughly snatched from leaf and flower. She was sitting thus one day
on watch at her window while GenJi played with the little princess in a
neighbouring room. It happened that Yugiri had occasion to come across
from the eastern wing, When he reached the door at the end of the pas
sage he nonced that the great double-doors leading Into Murasaki's
room were half-open. Without thinking what he was doing, he paused
and looked In. Numerous Iadies-in-wamng were paSSIng to and fro just
inside, and had he made any sound they would have looked up, seen him
and necessarily supposed that he had stationed himself there on purpose
to spy upon those within. He saw nothing for it but to stand dead still.
Even indoors the wind was so violent that screens would not stand up.
Those which usually surrounded the high dais were folded and stacked
against the wall. There, in full view of anyone who came along the
corridor, reclined a lady whose notable dignity of mien and bearing would
alone have sufficed to betray her identity. This could be none other than
Murasaki. Her beauty flashed upon him as at dawn the blossom of the
red flowering cherry flames out of the mist upon the traveller's still sleepy
eye. It was wafted towards him, suddenly imbued him, as though a
strong perfume had been dashed against his face. She was more beautiful
than any woman he had ever seen. The hangings of her dais had broken
away from the poles and now fluttered in the wind like huge flags. Her
ladies made vain attempts to recapture these flapping curtain-ends, and
in the course of the struggle (only half-visible to Yugiri) something very
amusing evidently occurred, for Murasaki suddenly burst into peals of
laughter. Soon however she became serious again.. For here, too, though
in a lesser degree, the wind was working irreparable havoc, and at each
fresh blast he saw her turn a despairing gaze towards her newly-planted
beds. Several of her gentlewomen, thought Yugiri, as his eye accus
tomed itself to the scene, were noticeably good-looking; but there was
not one whose appearance could for more than an instant have distracted
his attention from the astonishing creature at whose command they
served. Now he understood why it was that Genji had alwa.ys taken
such pains to keep him away from her. His father was wise enough to
know that no one could possibly see her thus without losing all control
of himself. Genji had indeed, in forbidding him all access to her rooms,
foreseen just such a contingency as had at this moment occurred. The
boy, suddenly realizing the extreme insecurity of his hiding-place and at
the same time overwhelmed with shame at the mere thought of being
discovered in such a situation, was 'about' to dart into safety, when a door
on the left opened and Genji himself entered the room. •What a wind!'

x ~II await f your coming eagerly as waits the young lespideza, so heavy with dew, for
the wind that shall disburden it.' I
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he said as he surveyed the exposed condition of her dais. 'It would really
be better just now if you left all the shutters closed. You probably do not
realize that you and your ladies are at this moment exposing yourselves
completely to the view of any gentleman who may happen to come this
way... .' Yugiri had already withdrawn his eye from the crack; but the
sound of Genjr's voice aroused in him an invmcible curiosity, and he re
turned to his former posrtion, His father was bending over Murasaki
and whispering somerhmg In her ear; now he was Iaughrng It seemed to
Yugiri very odd that this high-spirited, handsome, quite young-looking
man should really be his father. As for Genji's companion - he could
not Imagine that she could ever have been more beautiful than at this
moment. He gazed spellbound, and would certainly have crouched at
hIS chink for hours to come, had not the door on the opposite side of the
passage suddenly blown wide open, thus leaving his hiding-place em
barrassingly exposed. Reluctantly he withdrew (as was now possible,
for Murasakis attendants had all retired to the far end of the room), and
working his way round to the verandah, he called to Genji as though he
had Just arrived from the eastern ,vlng. His father answered the greeting
and presently joined him, sayIng to Murasaki as he left the room some
thing which evidently referred to the Imperfectly fastened passage-door.
'Look there!' Genji was saying crossly; 'is not that Just what I told you?
You must really be more careful.. .' 'This; thought Yugiri, •is indeed a
trIbute to the devotion of her guards during all these years! Only a tem
pest capable of hurling rocks through the air and uprooting whole forests
can so.far disarm their VIgilance that for a few seconds she is exposed to
the curiosity of the passerby. t He was bound to confess that towards him
at any rate the dreaded hurricane had done its best to act a benevolent part.

Several retainers now arrived, reporting that the typhoon was assuming
a very serious aspect. · It is from the norrheasr,' they said, •so that here
you are comparatively protected and have no notion of its real violence.
Both the racing-lodge and the fishing-pavilion are in great danger.... •
While those people were busy making fast varIOUS doors and shutters, and
repairing the damage of the previous night, Genji turned to Yugiri and
said: I Where did you arrive from just now?' •I spent the night at my
grandmother's,' he replied. · But everyone says that we are in for a very
bad storm, and I felt I ought to come back here and see if I could be of
any use.... But as a matter of fact it is far worse in the Third Ward than
here in the Sixth. The mere noise of the wind, quite apart from every
thing else, is terrifying at my grandmother's, and if you do not mind I
think it would be a good thing if I went back there at once. She is as
frightened as though she, were a child of two, and it seems unkind to
leave her....... ' , Yes, by all means go back at once, f answered Geo ji hastily..
"One sometimes thinks that the notion of old people slipping back into
a second childhood is a mere fable, but I have learnt lately from instances
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in my own family that it does really happen. Tell her, please, that I have
heard how bad things are in the Third Ward and should certainly come
myself, were I not satisfied that you will be able to do quite as much for
her as I could.'

Yugiri had a high sense of duty. It was hIS practice at this time to visit
his grandmother at least once a day, and it would have been a ferocious
wmd indeed that could deter him either from setting out for the Third
Ward or rerurning thence at the hour when his father usually asked for
him. There were of course' times of observance' when he was obltgcd to
remain shut up in the Emperor's Palace for several days on end. But
otherwise neither pressure of public business nor attendance at state
ceremonies and festivals, however much they might impinge upon his
leisure, ever prevented him from calling first at the New Palace and the
upon the old Princess, before he dreamt of embarking upon any amusement
of his own. Still less upon such a day as this, when, bad as the storm was
already, there seemed every prospect that it would soon develop into
something more alarming still, could he have brought himself to leave
the old lady in solitude.

She was, indeed, delighted that he had not failed her. 'This is the
worst typhoon there has ever been in my lifetime,' she said; -and I can
assure you I have seen a good many.' She was trembling from head to
foot. Now and agaIn came a strange and terrifying sound; some huge
bough that a single breath of the hurricane had twisted from its trunk,
crashed in splinters to the ground. Apart from all other dangers, showers
of tiles were falling from every roof. To go into the streets at all on such
a day was indeed no very safe undertaking, and for a while she Irsrened
with mingled gratitude and alarm to the recital of his perils and
escapes.

The old Princess's lonely and monotonous existence contrasted strangely
with the brrlliant scenes amid which she had moved during the days of
her husband's remarkable ascendancy. Indeed, that the visits of this staid
young grandson should mean so much to her showed only too plainly
how far she had fallen from the days when her ante-chambers were
thronged by the fashionable world. True, her name was still widely
known and even reverenced in the country at large; but this was small
consolation for the fact that her own son, To no Chu]o, had for some time
past been far from cordial in his manner towards her. It was very good of
Yugiri to come on such an evening. But why was it that he looked so
thoughtful? Perhaps the noise of the hurricane distracted him. It was
certainly very alarming.

H Yugiri fell into a meditative mood in this house, it was generally
with memories of his little playmate 1 that his mind was employed. But
tonight he had not, as a matter of fact, thought of her once; nor did the

I tKumoi.
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tempest disturb him. It was the face he ha.d seen this morning, in the
course of his unintended eavesdropping, which now continually haunted
him, till he suddenly checked hIS imagination and asked himself remorse
fully what had come oyer him that in this of all places another face than
Kumor's should have filled his thoughts during a whole evening. And if
it was a crime in him that he should presume to court To no Chujo's
daughter, what view would his elders take if they should discover that
he spent his leisure in rhinking of Genii's wife? He tried hard to think
of other things; but after a moment or two the recollecrron of what he
had seen that morning sprang back into his mind. Was all this a mere
aberration on hIS part? He could not believe it; surely her beauty wa.s in
disputably of the kind that occurs only once or twice in a. century
that a whole epoch may utterly lack? There was nothing to be wondered
at in the impression which the sight of her had made upon him; if there
was anything strange in the matter at all, it was that Genji, having such
a. wife as this, could ever have taken any interest in such creatures as the
lady in the eastern wing. I That did Indeed require some explanation.
It was heart-rending that the most beautiful woman of her generation
should fall to the lot of one whose other intimacies proved him so com
pletely lacking ip discrimination ..

It was characteristic of Yugiri's high sense of proprlety that when in
his imaginings he became better acquainted with this lovely creature,
it was not with Murasaki herself but with someone in every respect
exactly like her that he pictured himself spending hours of enchanted
bliss. Yes, that was what he needed; without it life, he had begun to
discover, was not worth living at all.

Towards dawn the wind became somewhat dank and clammy; before
long sheets of rain were being swept onward by the hurricane. News
came that many of the outbuildings at the New Palace had been blown
to the ground. The main structure was so solidly built as to defy any
storm. In the quarters inhabited by Genji there was, too, a continual
coming and going, which served to mitigate the strain of those alarming
hours. But the side wings of the Palace were very sparsely inhabited.
Yugiri's own neighbour, for example - the Lady from the Village of
Falling Flowers - might easily be by this time in a pitiable state of
panic. Clearly it was his duty to give her his support, and he set out for
home while it was still dark. The rain was blowing crossways, and no
sooner had he seated himself in his litter, than an icy douche poured in
through the ventilator and drenched his knees. The town wore an incon
ceivably desolate and stricken air. In his own mind too there was a.
strange sensation; it was as though there also, just as in the world outside,
the wonted landmarks and boundaries had been laid waste by some sudden
hurricane. What had happened to him? For a moment he could only re-

I: The Lady from. the Village of Falling Flowers ..
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member that It was something distressing, shameful, ..... Why, it was
hideous! Yesterday morn1ng.... That was it, of course. He was mad;
norhmg more nor less than a raving lunatic. He had fallen m love with
Murasakrl

He did indeed find his neighbour in the eastern wing sadly in need of a.
little support and encouragement. He managed however to convmce her
that the worst danger was over, and sending for some of hIS own carpenters
had everything put to rights. He felt that he ought now to greet his
father. But In the central hall everything was snll locked and barred.
He went to the end of the passage and leaning on the balustrade looked
out into the Southern Garden. Even such trees as still stood were heeling
over In the wind so that their tops almost touched the ground. Broken
branches were scattered in every direction and what once had been flower ...
beds were now mere rubbish heaps, strewn with a promiscuous litter of
thatch and tiles, with here and there a fragment of trellis-work or the top
of a fence. There was now a httle pale sunshine, that slanting through a
break in the sky gleamed fitfully upon the garden's woe-begone face; but
sullen clouds packed the horizon, and as Yugiri gazed on the desolate
scene hIS eyes filled with tears. How came it, he asked himself, that he
should be doomed time and again to long precisely for what it was im
possible for him to obtain .. He WIped away his tears, came close to Genii's
door and called. 'That sounds Iike Yugirr's VOIce,' he heard Genji say.
· I had no notion it was so late..... J He heard hIS father nse. There was a
pause, and then Genii laughed, perhaps at some remark that had been
Inaudible. 'No indeed,' he said. · You and I have fared better than most
lovers. We have never known what it was to be torn from each other at
the first streak of dawn, and I do not think rhat after all these years we
should easrly reconcile ourselves to such a fate. t Even to overhear such a
conversation as this gave Yugrri a certain kind of pleasure. He could not
make out a word of what Murasaki said in reply and judging from the
laughter with which the conversation was constantly interrupted it was
not of a very serIOUS descripnon. But he felt he could say to himself,
'That is what happens when they are alone together; and he went on
listening. Now, however, there was a noise of SWIft footsteps. Evidently
Gen]i was about to unbolt the door with his own hands. Conscious that
he wa.s srandmg far closer to it than was natural Yugiri stepped back
guilnly into the corridor. 'Well,' asked Genji, 'was the Princess pleased
to see you last night?' f Yes, I think she was,' answered Yugm. · She
seems to be very much upset about something that has happened between
her and my uncle To no Chujo. She cried a great deal and I was very sorry
for her: Genu smiled. "Oh, I know all about that business,' he said.
•She will soon get over it. You must persuade her not to brood upon such
matters. He thinks she has been indiscreet, and is doing his best to make
her feel uncomfortable about it .. He cares immensely about the impression
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which his conduct makes on other people; and as regards his mother 
he has always gone out of his ,,"ay to convince the world that he is a
paragon of filial devotion. So far as outward show is concerned, this 1S

true enough. But I fancy that it is all done chiefly for the sake of appear
ances. The truth of the matter IS that he has no very deep feelings towards
anybody.. This may seem a hard thing to say; but, on the other hand, I
freely adroit hIS good qualiries. He is extremely well-informed and in
telligent; he is musical to an extent which has become very rare in these
days. In addition to all that, he is good-looking. As I have said, I
think his feelings somewhat superficial. But we all have defects of one
sort or another.... By the way, I ought to find out how the Empress has
been getting on during this appalltng hurricane. I wish you would find
out if there is anything I can do for her ... ' and he gave Yugiri a note in
which he said: · I am afraid the wind prevented you from getting much
sleep. I myself find it a great strain and am feeling rather shaky; other
\VISe 1 should have come round to see you long ago .... '

On approaching the Empress's apartments he saw a hrrle girl with a
cage in her hand trip lightly into the garden; she had come to give the
tame cicadas their morning sip of dew. Further off several ladies were
wandering among the flower-beds with baskets over their arms, searching
for such stray blossoms as might chance to have survived the tempest ..
Now and again they were hidden by great wreaths of storm-cloud that
trailed across the garden with strange and lovely effect. Yugiri called
to the flower-gatherers. They did not start or betray the least sign of dis
composure, but in an instant they had all disappeared into the
house.

Being still a mere boy at the time when Akikonomu came to Genjrs
house, he had been allowed to run in and out of her rooms just as he chose,
and had thus become very intimate with several of her gentlewomen.
While he was waiting for the Empress's reply, t\VC of these old acquaint
ances, a certain Saisho no Kimi, and a lady called Naishi, came into view
at the end of the passage. He hailed them and had a long conversation ..
He used to think Lady Akikonomu a ,"ery splendid person; and he was
still obliged to confess, as he now looked about him, that she lived in
very good style and had shown excellent taste in the furnishing of her
quarters. But since those days he had learnt to judge by very different
standards, and a visit to this part of the Palace no longer interested him
in the slightest degree.

On his return to Murasakis rooms, he found all the shutters unbarred.
Everything had resumed its normal course. He delivered the Empress's
reply, in which she said: "It may be very childish, but I own I have been
much upset by the srorm. I made sure that you would come and see to
things here....... It would still be a great help to me if you could spare a
moment..• : ·1 remember; said Genji, 'that she was always very easily
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upset by anything of this kind. I can imagine what a panic she and her
ladles must have worked themselves up into during the course of the
night' It was wrong of me not to see after her .. .' and he started off to
wards the Empress's apartments. But he found he had forgotten his
cloak, and turning back to the high dais he raised a corner of the curtain
and disappeared within. For a moment Yugiri caught sight of a light...
coloured sleeve; his heart began to beat so loud that it seemed to him
everyone else in the room must be able to hear it, and he quickly averted
his eyes from the dais. There was an interval during which Genji was pre
sumably adjusnng hIScloak at the mirror. Then Yugiri heard his father's
voice saying: 'I cannot help thinking that Yugiri is really looking quite
handsome this morning. No doubt I am partial, and to everyone else he
looks a mere hobbledehoy; for I know that at the between-stage he has
now reached young men are usually far from prepossessing in appearance.'
After this there was a pause during which he was perhaps Iooking at hIS
own countenance in the mirror, well content that the passage of tune had
as yet done so little to impair it. Presently Yugiri heard him say very
thoughtfully: 'It is strange; whenever I am going to see Akikonomu I
suddenly begin to feel that I am looking ternbly shabby and unpresenr
able. I cannot think why she should have that effect on one. There 15

really nothing very remarkable about her, either in intellect or appearance
But one feels, I think, that she is all the while making judgments, which
If they ever came to the surface, would seem oddly at variance with the
mild femininity of her outward manner.... • With these words Genji re
appeared from behind the curtains. The look of complete detachment
with which Yugiri imagined he met his father's gaze was perhaps not so
successfully assumed as the boy supposed; for Genji suddenly halted and
returning to the dais whispered to Murasaki something about the door
which had been left unfastened yesterday morning. ·No, I am sure he
didn't;' answered Murasaki indignantly. 'If he had come along the
corridor my people would have noticed. They never heard a sound.... '
•Very queer, all the same,' murmured Gen ji to himaelf as he left the room.
Yugiri now noticed that a.group of gentlemen was waiting for him at the
end of the cross-gallery, and he hastened to meet them. He tried to join
in their conversation and even in their laughter; but he was feeling in no
mood for society, and little as his friends expected of him in the way of
gaIety, they found him on this occasion more obdurately low-spinted
than ever before.

Soon however his father returned and carried him off to the eastern
wing. They found the gentlewomen of this quarter engaged in making
preparations to meet the sudden cold. A number of grey-haired old ladies
were cutting out and stitching, while the young girls were busy hanging
out quilts and winter cloaks over lacquered clothes-frames. They had
[use beaten and pulled a very handsome dark-red under-robe, a garment of
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magrnficenr colour, certainly unsurpassed as an example of modern dyeing
- and were spreading It out to air. •Why, Yugiri,' said Genji, · that is
your coat, is it not? I suppose you would have been wearing it at the Em
peror's Chrysanthemum Feast; but of course this odious hurricane has
put a stop to everything of that sort. What a depressing autumn it is
going to be!'

But Yugiri could not summon up much interest in the round of VIsits
upon which his father had embarked, and slipped away to the rooms of
his 1ittle sister, the Princess from Akashi. The child was not there. 'She
is still with Madam; her nurse said. 'She went later than usual today.
She was so frightened of the storm that it was a long time before she got
to sleep, and we had a job to get her out of bed at all this morning:
· When things began to be so bad,' said Yugiri, 'I intended to come round
here and sit up with her; but then I heard that my grandmother was very
much upset, and thought that I had better go to her instead. What about
the doll's house? Has that come to any harm?' The nurse and her com
panions laughed. toOh, that doll's house!' one of them exclaimed. •Why,
if I so much as fanned myself the little lady would always cry out to me
that I was blowing her dolls to bits, You can imagine, then, what a time
we had of it when the whole house was being blown topsy-turvy, and
every minute something came down with a crash..... You'd better take
charge of that doll's house. I don't mind telling you I'm sick to death
of it!'

Yugiri had several letters to write, and as the little girl was snll with
her stepmother he said to the nurse: 'Might I ha.ve some ordinary paper.
Perhaps from the writing-case in your own room..... t The nurse however
went straight to the little Princess's own desk and taking the cover off
her lacquered writing-case laid upon it a whole roll of the most elegant
paper she could find. Yugiri at first protested. But after all, was not a
rather absurd fuss made about this young lady and her future? There was
nothing sacrosanct about her possessions; and accepting the paper, which
was of a thin, purple variety, he mixed his ink very carefully and, con
tinually inspecting the point of his brush, began writing slowly and
cautiously. The air of serious concentration with which he settled down
to his task was very impressive; more so, indeed, than the composition
itself, for his education had been chiefly upon other lines.

The poem was as follows: "Not even on this distracted night when
howling winds drive serried hosts of cloud across the sky, do I for an 10

stant forget thee, thou Unforgettable One.' He tied this to a tattered
spray of miscanthus that he had picked up in the porch. At this there was
general laughter. 'It's clear you haven't read your Karano no Shosho' I

said one of the nurses, l or you would at least choose a flower that matched

I A tale of the 'perfect lover,' very popular in Murasaki's day, but now lost. et:
Part I, p, 21.
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your paper... .' 'You are quite right,' he answered rather sulkily, 'I have
never bothered my head about such matters. No doubt one ought to go
tramping about the countryside lookmg for an approprIate flower; but I
have no intention of doing so.v...' He had always seemed to the nurses
and other such ladies of the household very difficult to get anything out
of. Apparently he did not care what impressron he made upon them, and
as a. matter of fact they were begmnmg to think him rather priggrsh and
stuck-up.

He wrote a second letter, and sending for his retainer Uma no Suke put
this and the ongrnal note Into the man's hand. But evidently the two
letters were to go in quite different directions. I For Uma no Suke, having
scanned the addresses, entrusted one to a page boy and the other to a dis
creet, responsible-looking body-servant. These proceedings were accom
panied by a great many whispered warnings and injunctions. The curi
osity of the young nurses knew no bounds; but it remained wholly un
satisfied, for hard though they strained their ears, they could not catch
a word.

Yugiri was now tired of waiting and made his way to his grandmother's
house. He found her quietly pursuIng her devotions, surrounded by
gentlewomen not all of whom were either old or ill-looking. But in
dress and bearing they formed a strange contrast to the chartering, frIVO
lous young creatures from whom he had just parted. The nuns, too, who
had come to take part In the service, were by no means decrepit or dIS

agreeable in person, a fact which gave an addmonal pathos to their
assumption of this sombre and unbecoming guise.

Later in the day To no Chujo called, and when the great lamp had been
brought in, he and the old Princess had a long, quiet talk. At last she
screwed up her courage to say. 'It is a very long time since I saw Kumoi
.. .' and she burst into tears. •I was just going to suggest sending her
round here in a day or two,' said To no Chujo, 'I am not very happy
about her. She is certainly thinner than she used to be, and there is
sometimes a. peculiar expression in her face.... It is almost as though she
had something on her mind. I do not understand how it is that, while I
have never had a moment's anxiety over my boys, with these daughters of
mine something goes wrong at every turn, And never through any fault
of mme ......' He said this WIth an Intonation that clearly showed he had
not entirely forgiven her. She was sorely wounded by this obstinate in
Justice, but did not attempt to defend herself.

'Talking of daughters; he went OD, 'you have probably heard that I
have lately made a very unsuccessful addition to my household. You have
no idea 'what worries I am going through......• He spoke in a doleful tone,
but no sooner were the words uttered than he burst out laughing.. 'I
cannot bear to hear you talking in that way,' said the old Princess. "Of

I One to Kumoi, one to Koremitsu's daughter..
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one thing I am quite sure. if she is really your daughter she cannot be so
bad as people are making out: · I think, all the same,' said To no Chu]o,
'that it might be possible to put too great a stram upon your habitual
indulgence towards everything connected with me. That being so, I have
no intention whatever of introducing her to you.. '
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Brought back by Genji from his place ofexile.
· Daughter of the above.

Daughter of Rokujo, Consort of the Emperor
Rvozen,

Genj: 's first \\ ife, Her death is recorded at
the end of Part I.

Courted in vain by Genii.
Daughter of To no Chujo, Concubine of the

Emperor Ryozen.
• Maid in service of Higekuro,
• Son of Suzaku, Afterwards ascends the

Throne. "rhe New Emperor,"
See Croum Prince.
Lady Irom the Village of. 1\ mild and patient

lady, entrusted with Yugirr's upbringmg,
(;enJI '5 stepmother. Secretly loved by him.
The hero.
Husband to Makibashira, who goes mad..

Subsequently marries Tamakatsura,
Murasaki's father.
Censor t of Suzaku,
Son of Nyosan and Kashiwagi. Supposed by

the 'world to be Genji's son.
Son of To no Chujo. In love with Nyosan,
Kashiwagr's brother.
Maid to Nyosan.
Genji's favourrte retainer..
"The Goserhi dancer.' Yugirr takes a fancy

to her at the time when he cannot get
access to KUD101.

. 1'0 no Chujo's daughter. Yugiri's wife.
Higekuro's mad wife.

· Maid In servu e of Higekuro.
Gcnji's w ile. The low rank of her mother

prevented her ever being installed as kita
no kala or "legitrmate spouse.'

.. Son of the New Emperor and the Akashi
Prmcess. Genii's grandson.

Murasaki's eldest sister,
Fa\-OUIne daughter of the ex..Emperor Suzaku.

.:\C( cpted by (;("rlJi as his h.1ta no kata, in
dctcreuc e to Suzaku's wishes, Loved by
Kasluw ~H~i..
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YUGIRI •
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" Consort of Suzaku. Formerly loved by Genji.
.. Daughter of Suzaku. Married to Kashiwagi;

after his death, loved by Yugrri,
.. Tllegrtirnate daughter of To no Chujo.
.. To no Chujo's mother. Yugrri's maternal

grandmother.
.. Loved by GcnJl in his early days. Violently

jealous of his other attendants.
.. Thought by the world to be the son of the

Old Emperor (Genji's father); but in
realny SOIl of GeUJi and the Old Emperor's
consort, Lady Fujnsubo,

• :rvIaid to Tamakatsura..
.. Genji's half-brother.
• Genji's half-brother. Father of Nyosan and

Ochiba.
• Daughter of To no Chujo and Yugao.

Adopted by Genji.
• Genji's great fi rend, Brother of Genji's first

wife, AOl.

.. Nephew of Ochiba's mother.

.. Loved by Genjl in his youth. Withered by
Rokujo's jealousy, DIes in the deserted
mansion (see Part I) Chap. IV).

• Genji's son by Aoi,



CHAPTER I

The Royal Visit

G ENJI 'S mind was still occupied with the question of Tamakar
sura's future. He was, as he put it to himself, exploring various
possibilities - honestly endeavouring to discover a plan that

would ensure her happiness. But meanwhile the girl's reputation had,
true to Murasaki's prediction, already begun to suffer, The fact that
rumours connecting Genjrs name with hers were now generally current
made his situation with regard to her true father more than ever em
barrassing. Where other people's conduct was concerned To no Chujos
standards were singularly exacting. The moment he heard that the sub
ject of all this gossip was his own daughter Chujo's moral indignation
would know no bounds, and he would certainly not consider it any
part of his duty to save Genii's face or lighten the consequences of his
equivocal behaviour, Was it, GenJi now began to ask himself, of any
advantage either to the girl or her father that their relationship should
be disclosed? Fat better, surely, to find her a suitable husband as soon
as possible, or best of all, induce the Emperor to admit her into the Palace.

This year the Emperor was to take part in the Oharano Festival."
People came from all over the country to witness the ceremony, and the
sightseers included several parties from the New Palace.s The procession
left the Suzaku gate at the hour of the Hare.s turning to the right when
it reached the Great HIghway of the FIfth Ward. All through the town,
and beyond it as far as the Karsura river, the road was thickly lined by
coaches. The procession was, strictly speaking, an Imperial Progress;
but on this occasion the Palanquin was followed by most of the younger
princes and noblemen, on horses sumptuously saddled and equipped.
Their retainers, also on horseback, were all men of fine stature and ap
pearance, clad in magnificent costumes, so that the general effect was one
of extraordinary splendour * All the great Mmisters of State were there,
from the Ministers of the Right and Left, the Palace Minister and Chan
cellors downwards. Even the lower officers, including those of the Sixth
Rank, were as a special privilege allowed to wear the dove-grey cloak
and wine-red tunic" There had been a. slight fall of snow, but during
the time of the procession the weather was perfect, Such of the cour
uers as had been raking parr in the recent hunting expeditions were

I A religious ceremony which took place in the twelfth month. The Oharano shrine
was situated in the hills to the west of Kyoto ..

J Genji's palace.
15 A.M.
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snll in their strange falconers' costumes. They were attended by the
hawk-trainers drawn from the falconries of the SIX Bodyguards. These
men, 10 their rather wild-looking, patterned dresses, quite unfamiliar to
most residents of the Capital, attracted a great deal of attention. Though
there was much In the proceedings that lay outside the scope of what
young ladies are supposed to understand, the -mere mterest and beauty
of the sight brought them to the scene in their thousands, and it was
touching to observe how many crazy, tottermg conveyances Just man
aged to creak and lumber to the spot in time to see the procession pass.
The most fashionable viewpoint was Just before the Bridge of Boats.
Here the really smart equipages were seen in greatest abundance; among
them, that of Lady Tamakatsura, It was of course towards the open
window of the Emperor's Palanquin that she at once turned a fascinated
gaze. Clad in a bright scarlet cloak, he sat motionless, not for an instant
turning his young face to right or left. Never in her life had she seen so
many handsome faces and fine clothes; but the Emperor could hold his
own. She could not help casting a secret glance towards her father as he
rode by with the other MInisters. He was a finely built man, and wore an
air of vigour and enterprise that marked him out from among all the other
commoners in the train. But it was not for long that she diverted her
gaze from the scarlet..robed figure in the Palanquin. As for such or such a
young prince whose conversation or appearance she had heard praised,
this or that chamberlain or courtier who had plied her with love letters 
though her friends kept pOIntIng them out, she did not pay the slightest
attention, but continued to gaze at the figure In the red cloak, who was
not only her Sovereign, but also the handsomest young man in all the
throng. In cast of countenance he was, she thought, extraordinarily like
Prince GenJl, though the august position which he held had given to
these same features a sternness, an imperturbable dignity very different
from the habitual expressIon of her guardian's face.

By the lesser figures in the procession she was, she must needs confess,
very much disappointed. Used to Genji and Yugiri, she had fallen into
the habit of supposing that beauty was the common property of all well
born gentlemen, and it was with some consternation that she today en
countered such chins and 'noses as she could scarcely believe to be varieties
of the organs with which she was familiar. She recognized Prince Hyo..
bukyo; I and also her own suitor Prince Higekuro, who, though not
usually very particular about his appearance, was today quite smart in
his guardsman's dress, with a stylish Persian quiver across his shoulders.
He was dark-skinned and very hairy. This disgusted her, though she
knew that men cannot be expected /to have faces as smooth and complex
ions as delicately graded as those of a lady fresh from her toilet-table.
No doubt she was unreasonable, but she could not help it, Argue with

, :Yfurasakl'~ father.
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herself as she might, the appearance of such people as Prince Higekuro
distressed her. Her thoughts went back to the Genji had
spoken lately about the possibility of her being summoned to the Palace.
She did not want to become the Emperor's concubine. That kind of
thing did not appeal to her; moreover she did not think herself sufficiently
presentable, and could not imagine that she would ever stand a chance of
being chosen for such a purpose. But to be attached to the Palace in some
general capacity, and if not actually to enjoy the Emperor's friendship,
at any rate often to see him in a far less fleeting manner than she had done
today - such a notion pleased her, and henceforward her mind fre
quently dwelt upon It.

At last the procession arrived at Oharano, the Palanquin halted, and a
great banquet was served in the Imperial Tent. While such of the guests
as had arrived in Court dress were changing into their cloaks and hunting
jackets, a great hamper of wine and fruit arrived as a present from the
New Palace. The Emperor had expressed a wish that Genji should be
present at today's proceedings; but he had excused himself, saying the
day fixed for the ceremony clashed with a religious observance x which it
was impossible for him to neglect. His Majesty, upon the receipt of
Gcnji's hamper, sent a heutenant of the Guard back to the New Palace
with a return present of game - a dozen or so partridges strung to the
bough of a tree. With it was a prose message of the usual kind, which I
will not here reproduce, for the pronouncements of Royalty on such
occasions are not necessarrly of great interest. The Imperial Poem was
as follows: 'The tracks these woodland birds imprinted on the snowy
hill would guide you safely on the path that Precedent decrees. t By this
he meant that the Grand Minister had never before been absent on the
occasion of the Royal Visit ..

Genii entertained the messenger with suitable respect, and finally sent
him back WIth the poem: ~ So thick this morning's snow that, where I
seek my way, no ancient track remains upon the wind-drifts of the deso
late hill: 2 I have, as a matter of fact, heard a good deal more of what
took place on this occasion; but there are still several gaps that I have not
been able to fill In, and I shall therefore at present say nothmg further
about it.

Next day Genji wrote a note to Tamakatsura in which he said: •How
did you get on yesterday? Were you able to see the procession properly?
I am sure that, if you were, you now take a very drfferent view about
my recent proposa.l.... .' She was at first amused by the notion that a
fleeting glimpse through the window of a palanquin could have altered
her decision about serving at the Palace. But after a moment's reflection

J Perhaps the anniversary of Lady Rokujo's death?
t ThIS Royal Visit is so much more splendid than any previous one that precedents do

not count. There b a play of words. ml-yuki means 'deep snow,' but also 'Royal Visit..'
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she realized that this was precisely what had happened. How clever he
always was at guessIng what went on in other people's heads!

In reply she sent the poem "How think you I could have seen the Light
of Heaven when snow-clouds dimmed the morning with their sullen
breath?' I Genji showed the letter to Murasaki, and explained the srrua
non, • I have been suggesting that she should apply for a post at the
Palace,' he said, «But I am not sure that I could get her accepted. You
see, it was from my house that Lady Akikonomu entered the Imperial
service, and it might be thought that I was asking too much in trying to
establish a second ward of mine in a high position at the Palace. Nothing
would be gained if I restored her to her father; for he too has already sup
plied His Majesty with a consort.' It is all very difficult and confusing.
. _. The Emperor is extremely attractive. Now that she has seen him,
were she only a few years younger and somewhat less diffident about her
own powers to please, she would not, I am sure, rest content till she se
cured a footing in his household..... ' «How horrible you think every
one is,' Murasaki answered, laughing. «Even if she admired the Emperor
(and there is no reason to suppose that she did), a grrl such as she would
never dream of putting herself forward.... We women are really far
less immodest than you suppose.. ' 'Possibly; replied Genji. 'But on
the other hand the Emperor 15 far handsomer than you suppose, as you will
admit when you have seen him.'

Another difficulty was now beginning to present itself. So long as she
continued to live quietly in the New Palace the question of Tamakatsura's
clan-rights was not likely to be raised. She would pass as a member of the
Minamoto, Genji's own clan, and be admitted without further scrutiny
to the worship of his family gods. But supposing he succeeded in gettlng
her into the Palace or in finding her a husband, it would then be necessary
to come into the open about which clan she belonged to. He would, of
course, if he intended to pass her off as his own child, have to pretend
that she was a Minamoro. If this only meant depriving the Kasuga Deity 3

of a. worshipper, it would not be of much consequence. But there was
always the risk that the true facts might one day come to light, and then
his own conduct towards those who had accepted her at his hands would
appear so discreditable that he would never be able to face them again.

He knew of course that ordinary upper-class people changed over from
one clan to another without the slightest compunction; it was, indeed,
rather a fashionable thing to do so....

No, it was no use arguing in this way, Such adoptions did not alter
the facts of the case. Tamakatsura was not his child, but To no Chujo's.

r Again there is a play on the two senses ofmi-yuki.
• Lady Chujo, To no Chujo's eldest daughter..
J Clan god of the Fujiwaras, the family to which To no Chujo and consequently Tame

katsura belonged.
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Sooner or later her father would become aware of and that being so
it: was far better that he should learn the truth from Genji's own lips
He accordingly wrote to To no Chujo, and without givrng any explana
don asked him to be sponsor x for the girl at the long-deferred ceremonj
of her Initiation, which was fixed for the second month of the new year.

The old Princess, To no Chujos mother, had been very unwell all the
winter, and though custom demanded that, if To no Chujo were sponsor,
the ceremony should take place in her house, Genji feared that this would
be putting her to too much inconvenience. He noticed that Yugiri, who
was constantly with her, looked more and more care-worn every day.
This was a bad sign; probably the old lady would not last out many weeks
more. But if she died before his intended conversation with To no Chujo
had taken place, Tamakatsura would not be able to wear mourning for
her, and would thus, through no fault of her own, be guilty of a serious
offence. Accordingly he set out for the Third Ward, calling first at the old
Princess's apartments. He was obliged to act with great secrecy, for he
had pleaded only yesterday that a. religious obligation confined him to his
rooms. But lest she should be disappointed, he robed himself for the
visit quite as magnificently as he would have done for the recent proces
sion. Her joy at the sight of this dazzling spectacle knew no bounds.
III though she was, she immediarely cast away all her troubles, dragged
herself from her couch and received him, propped up on an easy chair.

She was evidently very much enfeebled; but she was perfectly well able
to carry on a conversation. •I always know how things are going here
by watching Yugiri, , Genji said to her. •Lately he has been very absent
minded and depressed, and sometimes I have heard him sighing heavily
when he was by himself. I knew this meant that he was worrying about
you, and I felt I must come and enquire on my own account. Nowadays
I do not even visit at the Palace except on very special occasions. I strll
hold the position of Grand Minister; but you would not find a single busi
ness document on my table. I live shut away in my own house, and am
quite out of touch with everything that goes on in the outside world.
You probably think it very reprehensible of me to withdraw from all
public responsibilities at so early an age; and I know that you could quote
to me cases, both ancient and modern, of indomitable old men who have
gone on tottering to their government officesevery day of their Iives nll
their backs were bent double. If I do not manage to supply the world
with so edifying a spectacle, it is partly because I feel myself wholly
lacking in capacity for such matters, partly because I am by nature 10

curably indolent.. ".t 'You're only making excuses because it's a very long
time since you have been to see me,' she answered. ' Well, I haven't

I The sponsor was usually the father; but also sometimes an uncle, brother-in-law or
the like.. The Initiation, frequently mentioned in the Talc, was a religious ceremony
corresponding to our Confirmanon,
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been getrmg on so badly. Till this year I had nothing to complain of,
except the usual inconveniences of old age. But now they have not much
hope for me. I have been wondering lately whether I should ever see you
agaIn. As a matter of fact, I am better than usual today, and do not feel
at all as though my time were up. I have never thought there was much
to be said in favour of draggIng on long after all one's friends were dead,
and for my part I was ready and anxious to be gone. If I have hung on till
now, it has really been chiefly because of Yugrri's extraordinary kindness
and devotion. I can see that the Idea of losmg me upsets him terribly.

.. ' She cried a good deal while she spoke, and her voice was so tremulous
that he found It hard to catch her words, but the emotion which lay
behind her quavering and often incoherent phrases was always such as he
could most easrly comprehend and share. In the course of this conversa
tion Gcn]i said. 'I suppose To no Chujo comes to see you several times a
day? I should be glad to have a word with him, if he looks In while I am
here. There IS something I have been wanting to tell him about for a long
time. I should be sorry to miss this opportunity; for nowadays we seem
very seldom to meet.' 11 I don't know how it IS,' the old Prmcess replied;
· It may be that he is very busy, or it may be that he simply does not want
to come. I can only tell you that he has not been here once since my illness
began I wonder what sort of thing it is you want to dISCUSS with him?
I wish he were not so set against poor Yugiri. I have said to him ever so
many times: .. It's no good arguing about how it all began. The harm is
done now; they've got themselves talked about, and if you go on keeping
them a.part, you WIll only turn everyone a.galnst you:' But once he gets
an idea into his head there is no doing anything with him. He was always
the same.... ' GenJi smiled at her assumption that whatever was to be
said must necessarily concern her darling Yugirr. & I am afraid I was
partly to blame,' he said. · I was led to suppose that To no Chujo did
not regard the affair as worth hIS interference, and took the same lme
myself. Afterwards, when I discovered how angry he was, I wished I had
not meddled In the matter at all.

'However, that 15 not what I want to talk to him about now.....
Some while ago I happened quite by chance to discover the whereabouts
of a person in whose face I Imagine him to be deeply Interested. I ought
of course to have spoken to him at once; but there were reasons that made
me very reluctant to go into the whole matter. A home had to be found
for her immediately, and having a very small family myself, I took her
into the New Palace, never inrendmg this to be more than a temporary
measure...... I was seeing very little of To no Chujo at this time, and
month after month went by without my having a chance to discuss the
matter with him, as I fully intended to do as soon as an opportunity
arose•...

, It now appears that the Emperor is looking for a Lady-of-the-Ward..
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robe. The posirion has been allowed to remain vacant far too long, the
work being entrusted to mere housekeepers and lower servants, with the
result that everything is in a state of hopeless confusion. In old days
there seemed to be no dtfficulty in filling the post. All that is required IS a
ladyfree from domestic ties, who is also of good birth and tolerable char
acter. But now, qUIte apart from birth and breeding, it seems impossible
to produce anyone who even as regards previous conduct and experience
is in any way qualified for the position. Having seen several applicants
who came with the highest recommendations, the Emperor decided that
he must look for someone of quite a different class.

· I at once thought of Lady Tamakatsura, the girl whom I have taken
into my house. So far as I can make out, she is Just the sort of person His
Majesty is lookmg for. Service at the Palace has, I know, usually been
regarded solely as an avenue to Imperial notice and favour, with the re
sult that the work of such offices as the Wardrobe has been treated as
something to scramble through with as little effort as possible. But it IS

not Intended that this shall continue, and Lady Tamakatsura seems to me
just the rrght person to put things upon a more sensible footing.

· However, I can do nothing till I have seen her father and talked the
matter over with him. I have already asked him to stand sponsor at her
Inrnation, and now that you are feeling stronger I hope that the ceremony
WIll soon be able to take place at your house.. ' · If I understand you
nghrly,' said the old lady, 'this is some child of To no Chujo's. Your
story very much surpr1ses me. He was rather wild in his younger days;
but he never failed to make provision for hIS chrldren, and, indeed, he has
in his trme collected some very queer waifs and strays who succeeded in
convmcing him he was their father. I thmk it is most unaccountable
that, if this girl 1S really his daughter, he should have completely lost
touch WIth her and allowed you to pass her off as your child. What
strange things you are telling me! But now I come to thmk of it, there
was some story that I heard years ago.... '

· It may sound to you very improbable,' he replied, 'but all that I have
told you IS true so far as it goes. I shall necessarily be telling To no Chujo
a good deal more about it, and you can get the details from him, It is a
long and rather sordid story, and you would soon wish I had not begun
It. Even Yugiri still knows norhmg, and believes that the girl is my
daughter. You will not of course allow the matter to go any further:
So he cautioned her. Meanwhile To no Chujo heard that Prince GenJi
was at hIS mother's house, 'Of course my mother will be delighted;'
said he, 'but I wish he had let us know that he was coming.. Only Yugiri
is with her.... It is most unfortunate, There will be no one to receive
him or see to it that his escort is properly entertained.' Much agitated,
To no Chujo began routing out such of his own sons and of Genji's par
trcular acquainraace.as could be procured at such short notice, and sent
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them round post-haste to the old lady's apartments, begging them to make
sure that the disringurshed guest was not being shamefully neglected.
•The wine I' he called after them. · Be sure that he is offered wine and a
little fruit. I would come with you myself, were I not afraid of giving
trouble....•

Just then a note from his mother was handed him. "Genji is here; she
said. '0£ course I was delighted to see him. But I knew well enough that
he had not come merely to chatter WIth me. It now appears that he
counted on finding you here. There 15 something he wants to discuss with
you.' It was qUite clear what had happened. The Princess, thinking that
her end was near, had again been beseeching Genji to champion Yugirr's
cause. · He himself; thought To no Chujo, 'is probably tired of seeing
the boy moping about day after day with the same lovelorn expression.
He no doubt imagines that a word from him, preceded by a little Judicious
flattery, will suffice to alter all my VIews. If more is required, there IS

always the plea that, in her present condition, my mother must at all costs
be allowed to have her way. At this moment, I suppose, they are putting
their heads together and decidrng hO\1\7 to propItIate me ... under the
circumstances it will be very difficult not to give V\Tay; and yet I don't at
all see why I should!' So he havered, feehng very much irritated by the
whole affair, and extremely disinclined to obey the summons. But he
valued civility very highly, and he could not WIthout great rudeness re
fuse his mother's invitation just on the one occasion when Genji was in
the house. It would be better not to put himself in the wrong.... It
was evident, indeed, that he had decided to go; for he began dressing in
hIS finest clothes, and soon afterwards he set out, WIth only a handful of
outriders, but accompanied by all the gentlemen of his household. The
party was an imposing one as it s':vept along, dominated by the resplendent
figure of To no Chujo himself, who was noticeably taller than the rest
and broad-chested to match, fulfilling in dignity of mien and gait all that
the popular imagination expects of a great political leader. He was mag
nificently dressed in long trousers of wine-red silk and a lined cloak, white
outside and red within, with a very long and sunlptuous train. HIS cos
tume contrasted in the strangest manner with that of Genji, who had
changed into a plain cloak of Chinese silk thrown about him with just
that touch of negligence which is proper to a great lord on a small occa
sion, But the contrast, which would have put anyone else at a disad
vantage, only served to show that Genji at his very shabbiest could hold
his own against the most grandiose display of trains and trappIngs.

The friendship of To no Chujos sons with Yugin made it natural that
they should accompany their father on this VISit. It happened that
Chujo's two younger brothers, sons of a different mother, holding now
the positions of .Tutor to the Crown Prince and Representative of the
Fujiwara Family on the Gra.nd Council, were also at hand; and though
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no particular meeting of the Government had been called, circumstances
had obliged some ten or twelve of the great officers of State (the Chief
Treasurer, the Treasurer of the FIfth Rank, the Colonel of the Bodyguard
and others) to foregather in To no Chujo's house that morning, They
too, with a number of squires and commoners, Joined the throng, and it
was an ImpreSS!ve concourse of courtiers and gentlemen that was now en
rerrained in the old Princess's Reception Hall. The great tankard went
round again and again, everyone became very much elated, and scenes
took place which (as was generally observed) far exceeded in brilliance
and gaiery what is usually witnessed in an antiquated dowager's apart
ments .. Genji and To no Chujo were soon engaged 10 an animated conver...
sation, When they were apart it seemed to each that an exasperating
accumulation of small grievances was all that now remained of their
ancient alliance. But: from the first moment of this unpremeditated and
almost accidental meeting all consciousness of these recent jars and irri
tations utterly vanished .. No sooner were they seated side by side than a
host of common memories crowded to the mind of each. What miseries
they had suffered together, what delights they had enjoyed! It seemed
impossible that such trivial incidents as those of the last few months could
have sufficed to raise a barrier between them. But so it had been; and for
that very reason there was more to talk about now than there could pos
sibly else have been.. Enquiries, recollections, allusions followed hard
upon one another, and when dusk fell the two friends had still not come
to a pause in their conversation. At last To no Chujo remembered that
the guest must be in need of refreshment) and handing him the tankard he
said: 'It has for a long while past distressed me very much to see so little
of you; and I felt that it would indeed mark a disastrous climax in our
estrangement if you should come today without my being here to receive
you.. I imagined that, had you not expressly desired to avoid me, you
would certainly have told me of your intended visit. Fortunately, how
ever, I decided that to come unwanted would endanger our friendship less
than to stay away when I knew that you were honouring my mother's
house. . ..' 6 If anyone has been endangering our good relations, it is I,'
answered Genji. "Did you but know it, I stand in need of all the charity
and forbearance that you can muster .. ' I

To no Chujo was puzzled by this; but he naturally assumed that it re...
ferred to the trouble concerning Kumoi and Yugiri, and certain that some
rhing very disagreeable was coming, he waited for Genji to continue.
"In old days it was very seldom that we differed about any matter of im
portance, whether it concerned our own lives or the affairs of the country,
and for this reason I felt perfectly confident in handing over to you the
direction of the Government. It seemed as little likely that our views
would clash as that a bird's two wings should start flying in different

I Genji is of course referring to his seque~tration\ofTamakatsura ..
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directions. If lately I mav seem to you sometimes to have acted in a \,-'ay
at variance with this old concord, ) ou cannot claim that It has been in
matters of any wide or general importance. But that IS not enough; as I
grow older I feel all the Inure an}..10US that not even these small domestic
drfficulries should continue to mar our fnendshtp or In any way alter It

from what It was in earlier days. You seemed to avoid me, but I knew
from experIence that the dutle~ I myself had thrust upun you leave little
time for frrendship, and h ad I been merely an acqu..unrance I should not
ha ve been surprised at your becoming sornewha t (ht1llU1t of access. But
despite all that had arisen between us our rel.monshtp was merely of J.

somewhat different kind.. '
To no Chujo had not the least idea what all this "vas going to lead up

to. t Certainly we were very mtrmare at one rune;' he answered, 'It IS

possible that I presumed too much upon our Iriendship - Ignored roo
completely the great distance that sep.irated U~. You have compared us
to the two wings of a bird Such WaS never our positron. You were al
ways far above me, and If I have risen frorn msignificance to high rank
and office I know quire well that It IS enrrrclv your dorng. Perhaps I
ought more frequently to have acknowledged rlus obhgarron, but as one
grows older one tends more and 1110re to take things for granted. ·
To no Chujo, who had arrived in such ill-humour, \VAS now SreJ.klog
almost apologcncally It \V,lS at this pOInt char Gcnji ventured upon an

allusion to the rainy rughr's convcrs.mon," then tu Yugao, and last to
To no Chujos hrtle daughter, Tama karsura. 'I have news concerning
her which will verv D1Ulh surrrIse vou,' Genu s.ud at last, and, WIthout
gOing Into the whole srorv, broke to To no ( hujo the news that Yug.io
was long ago dead, and rh.it T arnak atsura had for some while been I1vlng
with him

Tears sprang to Chujo's c:"c::'. · I think that .i t the rime when I first lost
~lght of her,' he said at last, '1 tolJ rOLL and some uf my other friends about
mv endeavours to trace Yuaao and her c hild. It would h.ive been better
not to speak of the matter, l,ur I was so wrctc hcd thar I could not contam
myself. However, the search brought no result, and at last I gtlVe up ,1I1
hope. It W,lS only recenrlv, when mv .H.lCSSl0n to high office induced .111
kinds of odd and undesirable creatures tn every quarter to clairn relation
ship with me, that I began to rhtnk OI1lC more about this true child or
mine. How much more gLldlv \\..ould I have acknowledged .1IH1 welcomed
Yugao's daughter than the hand of discrcdrrable and unconvrm ing
claimants who henceforward thronged rnv gates' But new that I know
she is in good 'hands.: Graduallv the convervarron drtfted back to
rhar rainy night and to rhe rheorres \VhH..h e.u.h of rhcm had. then rur
forw ard Had life refu red or conlirrncd thcrn? And ~O, between tears wd
laughter, the tal], \\'CIH on, with not J. sh.idc of reproach or coolness on

1 :;<."t" Part I, p ~ I ~.q,
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either side, till morning was almost come. 'I have no desire to go away"
sard Genii, rising at last. 'The things of which we have been speaking
happened so long ago that they are already ancient history, and I thought
that they no longer much concerned me. But this meerrng of ours to
night has brought them back out of the past, and .. .' Perhaps it was
rarely because he had been drinking (some special reason there must have
been, for it was very seldom indeed that he betrayed his emorion), GenJi
at [hIS pOlnt broke down completely and burst into a flood of tears.

Nor was he the only person in the house to \Veer that night. For the
old Princess, seeing Gen Ji so far increased in dignines and pov~ler since the
trrne of Aoi's death, could not help pIcturIng to herself the impression
that the more consequential GenJ1 of today would undoubtedly have made
upon her fastidious daughter. A year or two longer, a Irrtle more ex
perience on ei ther side, and all rnighr have been well.

The matter of Yugiri and Kumoi had not been so much as mentioned
during To no Chujo's visit. GenJi was by no means anxious to start the
subject, for he knew that the girl's famtly considered that he had been
rerniss in not putrmg in a word for her at Court, and he felt no inclination
to defend himself; while Chujo, not venturing to embark upon a topic
which Genp seemed deliberately to aVOId, gave the impression rhar upon
rhis point he snll harboured a grievance. ~ I shall not escort you to your
palace tonight; he said to Genji, 4 Our JOInt cavalcades, suddenly let
loose upon the sleeping town, would cause an uncomfortable commotion ..
But next time we meet here we will let IC be known in advance chat I am
going to escort you....... '

It now seemed certain that the old Princess would by the appointed day
he suthcienrlv recovered to allow of the Irntiarion t taking place in her
house ·On that occasion, If not before;' said Genii, · we may count on
rneermg :l?::l1I1.'

It was noticed by the companions who waited for them that when
GenJl and To no ChUl0 at lasr reappeared they were both smiling with
evident sarisfacrron, as though some difiiculr negotiation had been suc
cessfully arranged between them. What was it all about? With what new
powers could To no Chujo have been invesrede Many wild guesses were
made, nor would It have occurred to anyone that poll rics had nor once
been mentioned between them.

The news of Tarnakatsura's whereabouts came as such a shock to To no
Chu]o rhar he was at first qUIte unable to decide whether he was glad or
sorry at what had happened. Only one reason (not referred to by GenJi
In hIS account of the aff.nr ) LouIJ possibly have induced him to adopt the
gIr1. Nothing had been sard about restoring her IO her real father, and
To no Chujo was certain that under the circumstances Genji would make
every possrhle effort to avoid doing so, If he had not openly accepted her

1 See above, p. 5-1-6.
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as his concubine, it was through fear of Murasaki and the rest. Certainly
It was most unfortunate (the real situation being such as To no Chujo
guessed) that GenIi should have insisted upon spreading this ridiculous
report about the girl being his daughter. After all, in the mere fact of his
raking a fa.ncy to her there was nothing discreditable either to her or
himself, and only this stupid pretence would make the attachment, should
It become known, seem In any way reprehensible ..

Should Genji decide to escape from hIS dilemma by presenting Tamakar
sura at Court, she mighr prove (thought To no Chujo) a formidable rival
to his eldest daughter, who already had difficulties enough at the Palace.
But in any case, having now resumed his old relations wirh Genji, he was
determined to let no matter of this kind endanger them, and was quite
prepared to do whatever GenjI seemed to expect of him.

The reconcihation took place early in the second month. The sixteenth
of this month, being the first day of the Higan 1 Fesnval, seemed particu...
larly favourable for the holding of Tamakatsura's Initiation Ceremony.
An inspecnon of the calendar showed that there would not be another
suitable day for a long time, and as the old Princess maintained her im...
provement, there seemed a good chance that the ceremony would be able
to take place at her house on the sixteenth.

The next time Genji visited hIS ward he was able to inform her that he
had at last arranged the long-promised meeting with her father, and had
told him, if not the whole story, at any rate as much of it as It was neces
sary for him to know. He seemed in the end to have chosen hIS time so
well, and managed the disclosure with so much tact, that she felt no real
father could possibly handle her affairs with more judgment and devotion,
and she had no desire to change her lot. But all the same it was a weight
off her mind to know that To no Chujo had been duly informed of her
existence, While he was about it Genji thought that he had better tell
Yugin too, for it was awkward that he should still imagine the girl to
be hIS sister. The news that she was not Genji's daughter hardly came
as a surprise to him, for his father's manner towards her had in the course
of the last months continually aroused his suspicion. But when he remem
bered the glimpse he had caught of her on the morning of the typhoon
(he was obliged to admit to himself that he thought her handsomer even
than the lady from whom a cruel fate divided him), for a.moment he felt
that he had been a fool not to guess the truth and use the opportunities
that chance had provided. But no sooner had this idea crossed his mmd
than he rejected it with horror. Could it be that even in thought he had
for an instant been disloyal to the love upon which his whole life was
founded?'

When the day of the ceremony came round, a messenger arrived from

, I In Sanskrit, Paramita. The festival is held in autumn and spring, apparently in
Japan only.
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the San]o palace bearing presents from the old Princess. There was the
usual lacquered box in which to lay the severed lock, and though there
had been very little time for preparation, both rhis and the other presents
were of the handsomest kind imaginable. In her letter she said: · I am not
certain that it is proper I for me even to write upon such an occasion as
this. I should not in any case have been able to witness the proceedings,
for I am far too ill to leave my bed; and if a few presents and a letter from
me are unprecedented in such a case, so too is the age which I have now
reached, and it is clear that the ordinary rules must not be applied to me.
In accordance with surprising and delightful information which I have
just received, I long to address you as my granddaughter, but hesitate to
do so except at your express command....•. Since son and son-in-law
both claim ,~?U, a double reason have I to greet you as a long-lost scion
of my race. ::I

Letter and poem were written in a very aged and trembling hand.
Genji was present when the messenger arrived, having come across to
Tamakatsura's apartments to make the final arrangements for the cere
mony .. 'The style to which she was brought up looks to us very quaint
and old-fashioned,' he said, inspecting the writing; · but I have been told
that in her day she was considered the best penwoman at Court. One is
apt to forget that she is now, poor thing, a very old lady indeed. Look at
that line. How terribly her hand shook!' Then) after reading the poem
through a second time = • What ingenuity! There is in the whole poem not
a single phrase which has not some special application to today's cere
mony. It would be difficult to imagine lines in which so little space was
wasted,' and he smiled.

Even a man of far less hasty disposition than To no Chujo would, after
such a revelation as that which had recently taken place at the old Prin
cess's house, have awaited the day of the Initiation Ceremony with the
utmost impatience. It was evident, when the time came, that the pro
ceedings were to be attended with every possible pomp and formality. In
fact the whole complexion of the affair only served to convince To no
Chujo more firmly than ever that his daughter had from the start been
Genii's mistress. In his capacity as Sponsor he was admitted behind her
screens at the Hour of the Swine.! Over and above the equipment that is
customary on such occasions he noticed that her dais was furnished with
a magnificence such as he had never witnessed. When the main ritual
was ended and food had been served behind the screen, Genji sa.w to it
that the Great Lamp was so disposed as to illumine this corner of the

x She had taken Buddhist orders, and this was a Shinto occasion.
I An ingenious poem in which every word has some allusion to the ceremony in hand.

For examplefuta -= 'both' and 'cover of the box'; kakego -= 'hidden child' and 'nest 01
boxes, fittIng one into the other.*

JgP.K..
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room far more clearly than usual; and it was in a flood of lamplight that
father and daughter now met face to face. But merely to see her was not
enough; he longed to pour upon her a thousand questions concerning
her own childhood and later adventures, concerning her mother's death,
and all that had led up to the present extraordinary situation. However,
it was clear that for the moment any such conversation was impossible,
and he had the strange experience of being called upon to tie the girdle of
his daughter's dress without having yet exchanged a single word With
her. · I have not yet publicly announced that you are her father," WhIS"

pered Genji, · so please behave as though you were standing Sponsor to
her as my friend." 'You need not worry about that,' whispered To no
Chu 10 in reply; '1 t will be difficult enough under the best of circumstances
suddenly to begin addressing her as my daughter, and at the present
minute .. .' While the tankard was going round he added; · I am so over
whelmed by the splendour of today's proceedings and the trouble which
you have evidently taken to make them a success, that I feel It would be
ungrateful of me to ask why I was not taken into your confidence before.
But you will admit, I am sure, that it would be strange if I were not some ...
what puzzled :: Genji made no reply.

Most of the Royal Prmces were waiting in the ante-room, among them
several of Tamakatsura's SUItors, who were curious to know why the
two Minrsters were so long in reappearIng from behind the screen, Of
To no Chujo's sons, only the two eldest, Kashiwagi and Kobai, had been
let into the secret. Their feelings about the matter were necessarrly some
what mixed, for with the disappointment of finding that Tamakarsura
was their SIster was mingled a feeltng of Intense relief that their courtshi P
had hitherto remained secret. · I may tell you,' whispered Kobai, leaning
across to Kashiwagr, · that I have h.id a very lucky escape I was on the
point of giving myself away over rhis. But as it 1S t I don't think anyone
knows about It.' "There's something very odd about Genu,' whispered
Kashiwagi in reply. ·This IS really the second time that he has adopted a
girl apparently because he had himself taken J. fancy to her, and has then
pressed her into the arms of anyone who cared to take her....

Genji, as a matter of fact, overheard horh these remarks, and going- to
To no Chu]o, he said: ·1 must beg of you to he very careful for a hrtle
while; otherwise both our reputanons are likely to suffer .. Were we ordi
na.rv citizens we should only have our 0\'10 consciences to sarisfv, and If

our"mutual affairs got into rather a mess It would concern no onebut our..
selves. Unfortunately, however, we both of us hold POSitions In which
the good opinion of all sorts of people (some of whom Judge bv standards
quite different from ours) is of the greatest Importance to us) and can only
be disregarded at the risk of disagreeable consequences. It would be
fatal, for example, if this siruanon were suddenly sprung upon the world
in all its details But allowed to Ieak out piecemeal, It WIll do very lrrrle
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harm. What matters is that should have plenty of time to get
used to one part of a scandal the next is allowed to leak out .. t • I
had no mrentron of putting her under your wrng;' replied To no Chujo ,
· but I must confess that It has worked out very well, In face, it seems as
though she were Intended by Fate to be your c"hiId rather than mine; you
may count upon me to do exactly as you think best:

Great efforts were made to hush up for J. hrtle whrle longer the true
facts concerning Tarnakatsura's birth, But talking about other people's
affairs is so indispensable an occupation that such efforts are commonly of
little avail ; and In this case It was not long before every derail was known.
Being a great gossip, the Lady from Omi was soon 10 possession of the
secret, and one day in Lady Chujo's room, when Kashiwagi and Kobai
were both present, she screamed out: 'Here's news for you! My father's
found another new daughter! What do you think of that? And she's a
luckier girl than I am, for before father found her Prince GeoJi said she
was hIS daughter, and made no end of a fuss over her. And listen now,
this is the queer part of it: that gIrl's mother was no better than miner
All rhis WAS blurted out at her usual high pitch, and without a thought of
the effect which she was producmg. Lady Chujo, upon whom these out
bursts made a painful impression, drd not answer. Kashiwagi thought it
his duty to say severely, .. It is qUIre true that Lady Tamakarsura is our
father's child. There were reasons whv It was more convenient that she
should be brought up by Prince GenJ'L But lt is undesirable that this
should be talked about, I cannot understand how you came to hear of rr
at all; and st111 more surprised that you should regard it as a piece of news
that can be shouted all over the house. However, as I know by experi
ence, several of our gentlewomen are particularly bad at holding their
tongues, and one of them might possibly have overheard..... The
Lady from OmI laughed boisterously: · Well, I never!' she said. •What
a srlly fuss to make! Why, no one talks of anything else! And Jook here!
They say she thinks she's going [0 he I...ady-of-rhe-Bedchamber. Now
lisren to me all of you. I wouldn't ever have come to fetch and carry for
my sister in these grand rooms and do all the Jobs that the rest of you
thought yourselves too good for, if I hadn't been told she would put in a
word for me when she got the chance. I could be Lady-of-the-Bedcham
ber tomorrow, yes, so I could, if my sister didu'r choose to let a stranger
get off with the job.' This outburst provoked peals of laughter. · I don't
know why you should have got it into your head,' said someone at last,
· rhar 1£ there was a vacancy for the post of Lady-of-rhc-Bedchamber,
the choice should lie between you and Lady Tamakarsura.' · It's no good
your tryIng to make fun of n1C:,' she shouted angrily... I know quite well
what it is: you think I'm not fit to live among such grand people as you.
And whose fault IS it, pray, that '} came at all? Master Kashiwagi here
thought it 'was a very clever thing to take a poor girl away from her vil-
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lage and make a Joke of her in this fine house. Yes, you're very grand
people, Prime Ministers and I don't know what! I do you reverence.... t

And with this she retreated to a corner, stepping backwards in mock
obeisance.

Kashiwagi surveyed her as she crouched panting in her corner. She
was not such a bad-looking creature. But at the present moment, wirh
her face contorted by rage and her eyeballs extended to twice their proper
size, she cut so fanrastrc a figure that he was obliged to agree with her
own dictum: it was indeed a mistake on his part ever to have brought her
here. He now made vain efforts to calm her, which were seconded by his
brother Kobai, who said: •It is quite true that our Sister Lady Chujo has
a certain influence in such matters, and I am sure she will do her best for
you. But you must first calm yourself down a hrtle. At the present you
look for all the world like the Sun Goddess,I when she cc stamped on the
hard stones of her courtyard till the chips flew like snow." Be patient
a little while longer, and you Will find that Lady Chujo is most anxious
to do what she can for you.' 'If you go on Irke this,' Kashrwagi could
not help observing, 'we shall all hope that, like the Sun Goddess, you
will end by shutting yourself up in a cave.' At this point he and Kobai
withdrew.

'Your brothers would never dare come here and make fun of me like
this unless you put them up to it,' Omi now gasped to Lady Chujo be
tween her tears. But she still did not despair of WInning her sister's good
graces, and to that end she now flung herself wrrh alacrity into all the odd
jobs which the charwomen and scullery-maids would not touch. She
could be seen at any hour of the day running at full speed hither and
thither (but generally in the ~"rong direction) wirh a zest never equalled
in the annals of this ancient house. Whenever she met her sister she called
out to her: 'Now you will recommend me, won't you, for that post at
Courts' Lady Chujo resented this continual persecution, but thought it
better to make no reply.

The story of Omi's misguided aspiration reached To no Chujo's ears and
diverted him extremely. He went straight to Lady Chute's apartments
and called for the Lady of Omi to be sent to him. She was not far off, and
hearing her own name uttered she at once replied with a. loud whoop and
came flouncing into the room, 'You seem to have plenty to do nowa
days; he said, 'If you put the same energy into this Palace work that I
hear you are asking for, you would certainly be setting a new precedent!
But why did you not tell me before that you wanted this place? I have only
this moment heard about it.' Her father at any rate was not making fun
of her, she said to herself with great satisfaction. 'I did hope you would

r When the God Susano..o returned from the Ne-therWorld, his sister the Sun Goddess
was enraged at his presumption and 'stamped on the stones of her courtyard till the chips
flew hke snow." Later on she was so much upset by her brother's conduct that she retired
to a cavern and the Earth was plunged m darkness.
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hear about it,' she answered To no Chujo; 'but Madam my sister or some...
one else promised me they would tell you, and I thought it was all in safe
hands. Indeed, I'd counted on it so, thar when I found out this Lady
Tamakarsura was after my place and everyone seemed to think she'd get
it, I felt like the poor tinker who dreamed of mrlhons, and was so put
about I didn't know, as the sayIng goes, whether my hands grew out of
my arms or my chest .. ' There was no denying that she expressed herself
with considerable Vigour. To no Chu]o found it hard to maintain his
gravity, but he succeeded in saYing at last: "1wish you had taken me into
your confidence. If only I had known that you wanted this post I could
have put in for it before there was any other candidate in the field. Of
course Lady Tamakatsura has considerable claims, But I am sure that if
I had known in good time I could easily have convinced His Majesty that
you were something not to be missed. Even now I dare say it is not too
late. You had better make haste and compose your letter of application,
and write it out in your best hand. When His Majesty sees that it is full
(as no doubt it will be) of conceits from the Long Poems and other such
archaic compositions, he will certainly give your case very serious consid
eration. For he is particularly open to impressions of that sort. J She
had not the least idea that she was being made game of by a heartless and
facetious parent. ·If that's all I have got to do" she answered gaily, 'I
sha.ll manage famously. I can make Japanese poems one after another;
there's no stopping me. I get a bit mixed up about these terms of respect.
But if you'll just give me a little help WIth those, I'll manage to work in
something nice about you into the bargain.' So saying she rubbed her
hands with delight at the prospect of being allowed to exercise her won
derful po,vers of composinon, The gentlemen who were in attendance
upon Lady Chujo heard the whole of this conversation, and nearly died of
suppressed laughter. Several were afflicted by so terrible a fit of the giggles
that they had to be removed from the room. Lady Chujo herself, so far
from being amused, merely went hot and cold all over while this painful
exhibition was in progress. To no Chujo insisted upon treating the
matter as a joke. · Whenever I feel at all depressed,' he said to Lady Omi,
'I shall come to you for distraction. You are an unfailing source of enter
tainment.' It was, however, said at Court that To no Chujo was in
reality very much distressed by the girl's silliness, and only made a joke
of it in order to cover up his disappointment.



CHAPTER 11

Blue Trousers

T HOUGH both Genji and To 110 Chujo strongly urged her to ac
cept the post of Lady-of-the-Bedchamber, Tamakatsura still
hesitated The position did not necessarily Imply that she would

have personal contact with the Emperor or be m any way under his pro
tection. But since so many people (even her supposed 'father") seemed
to find her interesting, she now assumed, without any very good reason
for doing so, that the Emperor too would doubtless become attached to
her, and she foresaw endless conflicts of the most disagreeable kind with
both Akikonomu and Lady Chujo, not to mention other minor favourites.
Her own rapid rise to fame and the deference with which she, a mere
foundling from the hedgeside, was treated by both the Chief Ministers,
had inevitably aroused hostility in many quarters; among her female
acquaintances there were many (she was sure) who regarded her as a
pampered upstart, and would with the greatest pleasure in the world
have seen her placed in a painful and undignified position, She was old
enough to be fully aware of the disadvantages and dangers of every course
which lay open to her, and though she concealed her troubles from those
about her, she was during all thrs time In a condition of great depression
and perplexrry ~

Many people would not have regarded her present situation as any
thing to be complarned of Genji's behaviour towards her was still be
yond reproach, and in many respects her life at the New Palace was
obviously a very enviable one. But she felt that their relation was equiv
ocal, the subject for months past of many Jests and speculations. She
was occupying a position which was in Its essence utterly distasteful to
her, and longed to clear herself finally of the suspicions which were
bound to hang over her as long as she stayed under this roof.

To no Chujo, anxious to remain on good terms with Genji, and certain
that, whatever might be his friend's professions, he could not really WIsh
to part with the girl, made no effort to remove her from her present quar...
rers or In any way assert his parental authority"

The extraordinary posinon which she occupied, thus hung as it were
precariously between two rival parents, naturally caused her name and
story to become more than ever notorious in the CIty, and to make matters
worse, just at the moment when all eyes were turned upon her, Genji be...
gan once more, as the summer drew on, to be far less discreet in his be...
haviour; as though, having heroically discharged his duty by informing
her father of her whereabouts, he were exempt from any further obliga
non to play a. sober and paternal part. How she longed at this time for
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some female mother or sister, with whom she discuss
even some small part of the difficulnes WhICh now beset her! Unfor
tunately, her most frequent visitors all these months were Gerni
and To no Chujo, precisely the two persons in whom it was lease possible
that she should confide.

Tarnakarsura's mourning I was now over; but until the end of the
month," there could be no questron of her formal affiancemenr. The Em
peror was Impatient to get the matter settled, and her various lovers
pressed their claims more vehemently than ever upon those whom they
imagmed to be responsible for her decision. But in whatever quarter they
apphed, the answer was the same. norhing could be done until the tenth
month had begun.

Her new brothers J received no encouragement to visit her. But it
would he their business to look after her affairs should she take service
at Court, and they were anxious to discuss with her several matters in con
nectron WIth this .. Kashiwagi had been much attracted by Genii's daugh
ter. The rapidity with which he had adjusted himself to the new srtua
non caused a good deal of amusement. ThIS embarrassed him, and it was
only at his father's request that he VIsited the New Palace. Outwardly,
there was no change m the manner of hIS reception. When he first ar
rived, announcing that he had a message to deliver, he was left waiting in
the garden, and as he had been instructed to perform hIS commission
secret!y, he was obliged to hide in the shadow of a laurel-tree, for a
bright moon was shining. Having protested that his message was of a
very prIvate nature, he was at last allowed to address Tarnakarsura
through the curtains of the southern window. But In her nervousness she
did not feel capable of speaking to him herself, and her replies were made
through her maid Sarsho. •When my father chose me to deliver this mes
sage, I am sure he took for granted that you would do me the honour of
replying to it with your own lips. The matter will require a certain
amount of further discussion, and I fear we shall find this roundabout
method very inconveruenr. Even though you do not consider me worth
purring yourself out for in the usual way, you must remember that we
are now recognized to be children of the same father. I may be old
fashioned, but I came here hopIng that a brother counted with you for a
good deal. .... ·

She felt tha t she m usr make some concrete excuse, and said to her maid:
· Tell him that I should very much lrke to thank him for all hIS kindness
to me during the last year or so; but unfortunately I am feeling very un
well and cannot leave my couch, I should not feel justified in treating

J: For the" old Print t ,';:;, To no Chujo's mother, and consequently her grandmother,
whose death i~ here a-xumr-d, thouuh not at.tually referred to till three chapters later.
The blue trousers. after whrch the chapter b named, were \'I..orn ill ~it{n of mourning,

:l The runth I1l01Uh. In w h« h no marnaze- r ould be celebrated,
J Kashiwagj, Kob.u, and j'o Ill) (:hUIO'~ oth-r SOIl4i.
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him with such informality but for the family tie which now unites us.'
This, repeated to him by the maid Saisho, sounded very stiff and un
accommodating. · If your mistress is unwell; he said, 'would it not be
better If I came and stood at her bedside? The matter is an Important one,
and I do not at present feel as though I were getting Into touch with her
at all. But I will not insist... ' and he began in a low voice to read out
his father's message. Kashiwagi was as well turned-out as any pnnce at
Court, and the maid by no means regretted her mistress's obduracy. · I
have heard nothing more from you' (the message ran) 'about our Palace
project, It is high time that a decision were reached, and I should hke to
have another talk with you. But I think that, for obvious reasons, it is
better for me to keep away at present. There can, however, be no objec
tion to your sending me an occasional note, and your complete silence is
somewhat perplexing.' 'Tell your mistress,' Kashiwagi added on his own
account, 'that however distasteful to her my conversation may in the
past have been, it cannot in our altered Circumstances be of a nature to
cause her the slightest offence. I am snll at a loss to know why my pre
vious advances, made in ignorance of our true relation, were so coldly and
unfeelingly rejected. Still less do I understand why now, when I can no
longer he suspected of coming as a lover, she should insist upon putting
the whole breadth of her apartments between us. Never again shall I
consent to be treated in this way. Polite society, please point out to her,
will have to change a great deal before such discourtesy is tolerated.v..'

How was she to pacify him? 'The change in our relationship is not
generally known,' she said in her reply; 'moreover, I do not think that
having left me to rusticate for so many years amid the savagery of Tsuku
shi, your family ought to expect of me the last refinements of urban de
meanour.' So she rallied him, and with complete success.

•Forgive me for intruding,' said the maid, 'but I think Madam's diffi
culty today has been that she did not know whether you came as a suitor
or a brother. She is extremely sensitive to what is thought of her by the
world at large; that, I am sure, is the only reason she did not come and
converse with you at close quarters. But such behaviour is quite unlike
her, and you will find that next time you come... : 'No, thank you,' he
cried, I I fancy I might have to come a great many times and sit here a
very long while before your mistress would own that my service had re
deemed me from her ban.' So saying, he left the house.

Prince Higekuro served in the same Guard Regiment as Yugiri, and was
continually seeking him out in order to have long and emotional con
versations about Tamakarsura. He always hoped that Yugiri would plead
hie; cause with Genii. A more suitable husband for her than himself
could not, Higekuro felt sure, possibly be imagined. He was amiable,
good-looking, qualified by rank and birth to secure for her at Court a far
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higher place than that to which she had any right to aspIre. What more
could Genji want? But, as Yugirr pointed out, the main difficulty was
that, as things now stood, she was in a few months' time to take service
in the Palace; this was Genji's idea, and To no Chujo, convinced that it
was part of some subtle plan, did not think it wise to Interfere.

Prince Higekuro was the elder brother of the ex-Emperor Suzaku's Con
sort, Lady Jokyoden .. WIth the exception of Genji and To no Chujo, he
was by far the most influential man in the country. He was now about
thirty-two or three, His wife, an elder sister of Murasaki, was four years
his senior. In many cases such a disparity of age would not much have
mattered; but Lady Makibashira 1 seemed far older than her actual years.
He nicknamed her ·granny,' and in this there was something more than
a jest, for soon her old-maidish ways began to annoy him" and they had
not been together many months before he was wondering how long he
should be able to go on enduring her society.

It was the existence of this unfortunate entanglement that had dis
couraged Genii from furthering Prince Higekuro's suit. The Prince had
not, indeed, by any means the reputation of leading a disorderly or even
frivolous existence. True, he was seldom at home; but apart from his
courtship of Tamakatsura herself, his time seemed to be devoted entirely
to practical affairs. Having heard that To no Chujo thought well of him
and also that the lady herselfwas by no means anxious for a career at the
Palace, Higekuro, who had almost lost hope, again plucked up heart ..
Genji, he admitted to himself, was evidently against him, But everyone
knew why Genji was so reluctant to part with her..

One morning 10 the ninth month, when the whole world lay glittering
in the first frost of the year, messenger after messenger began to arrive
with the usual fancifully decked and folded love-letters .. Tamakarsura re
fused even to look at them, and only reluctantly consented to hear them
read aloud.

From Higekuro came a note in which he said: 'The changing skies tell
me that the time of my respite 2 is almost spent. "Lived I in hope, so were
this Month of Fasting my despair; but being what I am, I hang my life
upon the weak thread of its dwindling days .. " • He seemed to assume that
a decision had been reached and would irretrievably take effect at the be
ginning of the next month. She herself knew nothing of this ..

Another suitor, Prince Sochi, was equally despondent: 'Why am I writ
ing?' he said in his letter. '1 have lost you, and there is no more to be
said. But "Though you be standing in the radiance of the Morning Sun,

% Not named in the book. But in English she needs a name. Makibashira is the name
of her little girl, who appears so seldom as not to need one, so I have used this name for
the mother..

~ The ninth month, during which no such step as the affiancement of Tamakatsura
or her presentanon at Court could take place. See above, p. 560.
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perchance one drop of dew may hnger of those your sleeve once gathered
in shadowy garden walks." Did I but thmk you knew how much it costs
me to lose you, I should derive some trifling comfort ..... ' The note con
taining this poem was attached to an Ice-cold spray of bamboo, plucked
from near the ground and carried with such care that It was snll thickly
covered wrth hoar-frost. The messenger was on this, as upon every oc
casion, a person whose quality matched the elegance of the letter ..

Yet another suitor, whose communications were of the most pressing
nature, was Prince Hyobukyo's son, Sahyoye. Being Murasaki's brother»
he was constantly at her apartments, and his present despondency seemed
to prove that, according to the information to be gathered in that quarter,
Lady Tamakatsura's fate was already decided. His messenger now brought
a letter In which Sahyoye said: 'Even though I should at last forget you,
how, oh how, shall I learn to support the dreariness of a life into which no
thought of you may find its way? .. : And so on.

These letters were a source of great interest and pleasure to Tamakat
sura's gentlewomen, who discussed with unfailing relish the colour of
the paper, the style of penmanship, the various kinds of scent with which
the letter was perfumed, and many kindred questions. 'I hope Madam
will not make up her mind for a long while to come,' said one of them..
(We shall be bored to death when this is all over.'

Her reply to Prince Sochi was short and vague, but not altogether dis
ccuraging; for in her poem she said: "The sunflower, that seems so will
ingly of its own nature to turn towards the Light of Day, would fain
enough (who knows?) have kept the bright frost glittering on its leaves.'
This could be interpreted in several ways; but Prince Sochi was very agree
ably surprised by even so faint a flicker of regret. That in entenng the
Palace she was acting against her own will and judgment he did not at all
believe, and he could only regard her reply as a sign of well-bred gratitude
for his patient courtship, yet it gave him a considerable degree of pleasure.

In the course of the morning lovelorn communications arrived from a
number of less distinguished suitors. For most of them she had no special
feeling one way or the other, and dealt with each of these protestations as
her guardians informed her that the position of the writer required.. She
showed indeed throughout the whole business (as both Genji and To no
Chujo were forced to admit) a good sense and dociliry that other members
of her sex might have done well to imitate.



CHAPTER III

M aki bash ira

][

AM very much perturbed by what you have just told me,' said
Genji to Prince Higekuro some months later. · It will very likely
upset all my plans.. I hope you are not telling everyone about it ..... •

That is precisely what Higekuro teas doing; the temptation to brag of
such a success was one indeed which he could hardly be expected to re
sist. Some time had now elapsed since the episode to which Genji referred.
Tamakatsura had then yielded less to his importunity than to a feeling
that this man, from whose touch she strll shrank with horror, was not
so much a lover as an instrument of Fate, no more to be avoided than were
those other strokes of destiny that had pursued her so relentlessly since her
earliest years. He hoped at first that she would grow used to him, and pre
tended not to notice her depression. But as time went on matters only be
came worse, and Higekuro was already beginning to regard the situation
as hopeless, when it became clear that she was with child. This gave him
fresh courage; he felt that Heaven had set its seal upon their union, and
derermmed to bear with patience her present wayward humour.. For the
mere sight of her beauty gave him an increasing pleasure, and the thought
that he had still no hold upon her and might any day wake to find that she
had fledfrom him to the Emperor's Palace, perhaps even into His Majesty's
arms, was more than he could bear. He attributed his momentary success
quite as much to the astuteness of Ben no Omoro x as to the compassion
of the Ishiyama Buddha, to whom hIS prayers had for long been addressed.
But his human ally was now in deep disgrace for the part she had played
in the affair and was at present a prisoner 10 the servants' rooms. •Though
all the blame falls upon me,' thought this unfortunate creature, · it is clear
that the Blessed Buddha is really responsible. For I have played the go
between without a grain of success for a score or so of my mistress's
lovers; and if I did better this time it was only because the Buddha of
Ishiyama knows an honest gentleman when he sees one .... '

Genji would have given worlds that this thing should not have bap"
pened; but both he and To no Chujo had encouraged Higekuro's suit, and
though they had every right to complain of the unfortunate manner in
which he had urged it, it was now too late to scold him or send him
about his business. Indeed, if the girl's reputation were to be saved, the
only possible' course was to treat Higekuro as an approved and accepted
lover;' and henceforward on his visits to the New Palace he was openly
received with every mark of 'consideration and respect.. Higekuro for his

:I One otTarnakatsura's maids.
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part was anxious to go through the necessary formalities and establish
the young bride in his own palace at the earliest possible moment. But
Genji was determined that this should not take place if there was any
chance that the girl's reception there would In any quarter be an un
favourable one. Such at least was the pretext which he used for delaying
Tamakatsura's departure. 'Do, I beg of yOll, make sure: he said to her
father, 'that she is not suddenly plunged Into scenes of Jealousy and
intrigue. Anything In the shape of scandal or bickenng would be ex
tremely painful to her.' 'On the contrary,' sard To no Chu]o, 'I should
be much more uneasy if she were going to the Palace, which I imagine to
be now out of the question. His Majesty has an undoubted partiallty for
her; and anyone in that position, unless backed up by the most powerful
family connections, is apt to have a very disagreeable time. I should cer
tamly do all I could for her. But you see for yourself what difficulties I
am having over Lady Chujo's Palace career... .' There was much truth in
this. The Emperor had himself suggested her application for the vacant
post. But his interest in her, if it existed at all, was based only on one
brief glimpse, and so casual an approbation by no means imphed that he
would protect her wrth the full weight of Imperial authority against the
contemptuous hostility of her rivals.

In the formal letter of committal sent by To no Chujo to the husband
on the third day after the wedding, he purposely laid great stress on the
part played by Genji in her upbringing, expressing in the warmest terms
his gratitude for her foster-father's unceasing care and kindness, for he
was certain that the content of the letter would end by reaching Genu's
ears. The marriage was of course concluded with the utmost secrecy; but
the news of it was too interesting a piece of gossip to remain long con...
cealed. It was whispered, in strictest confidence, from ear to ear; before
long it had reached the Palace, and was finally recounted to the Emperor
himself.

He was very nice about it. 'I am extremely sorry that we are to lose
her,' he said. ~ But of course, If her thoughts have been occupied else
where, that quite explains her long hesitanon..... I Can easily understand
that at such a moment as this she would not be willmg to take up per
manent duties at Court. But if she cares to assist us occasionally.... '

It was now the eleventh month. Tamakatsura had agreed to discharge
the functions of Lady-of-the-Bedchamber from her apartments in GeoJl's
palace. It was a tune of year when a great many religious ceremonies take
place at Court, and the new Lady-of-the-Bedchamber had not a moment's
leisure. Her subordinates were continually coming over from the Palace
to ask her advice, and her rooms were full of bustle and youthful chatter.
Much to her annoyance, Prince Higekuro was no longer content to pay
long evening visits, but had now installed himself permanently in her
quarters. Prince Sochi and the. other suitors, who were still unaware that
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a. secret wedding had taken place, were indignant at the liberties
which they saw accorded to their rival. One of them, indeed, had a.
double reason for annoyance, This was Sahyoye, the brother of Lady
Makibashira. Not only was his own SUIt rgnominiously unsuccessful, but
his sister was being made publrcly ridiculous by the continued presence of
her husband in another woman's house.. The young man was furious,
but at present saw no means of bringing his brother-in-law 1 to book..

The situation was really rather comic. Higekuro had for years past been
held up as a model of regularity, industry, sobriety; and now his hectic
courtship, with its secret journeyings at dead of night and break of dawn,
was the talk of half the Court. Romantic touches were added to the story,
and in the end it really seemed to Higekuro's astonished friends that he
must have undergone some mysterious transformation. Tamakarsura, too,
was by nature sociable, good-humoured and full of high spirits; but in
Higekuro's presence her whole being underwent a profound change: she
became gloomy, irritable, sharp-tempered, to a degree that must have
made it sufficiently apparent to everyone that she did not care in the least
for him. But she constantly wondered whether Genji thought that she
was really enjoying herself with this repulsive man, and blushed at the low
opinion he must now have formed of her taste. She remembered too Prince
Sochi's attractive warmth and liveliness of disposition. What could have
possessed her?.. And she became more disagreeable to Higekuro than
ever ..

Genji was much relieved at having put an end once for all to a
situation which had involved him in much unpleasant suspicion. Feelings
beyond his control might sometimes lead him into odd and equivocal
positions, but (Genji assured himself) his natural tendency was to shrink
from such entanglements. He was with Murasaki when these reflections
passed through his mind, and said to her suddenly: •Do you remember
how suspicious you were when Tamakarsura first came to us? You see
now that there was no reason for your alarm....... ' Yes, he could at last be
certain that he was quite safe. Even if circumstances should bring them
together again and some part of their former intimacy revive, there would
never be the same danger as before ..... " And he began to recall the time
when he was most in love with her, when he bad even persuaded him
self that he could find a way of keeping her for hIS own. But stay! Had
things changed so much after all? Could the thought of parting with her
ever have been more painful to him than at this very minute it was?
Henceforward the image of Tamskatsura haunted his mind more con
stantly than ever.

One morning, hearing that Prince Higekuro had for a short while
quieted her apartments, Genii once more paid her a. visir, He found her
looking extremely depressed and unwell, He was told that for some time

I PI ince Higekuro,
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past she had seemed incapable of making the slightest exertion. But
hIS arrival seemed to give her a lrrrle strength, for she raised herself on
her couch and had her screens drawn partly back. Genu was careful to
behave wrth the utmost restraint, and for some while they conversed
rather stiffly about the general news of the day. What a relief It was to
be In the company of someone really good-lookmg, after such a long spell
of Higekuro's society! Her husband, It was true, had a straIghtforward,
well-meaning sort of face, but how commonplace, how ordmary l She felt
bitterly ashamed at the choice that GenJl and the world at large must be
clunking her to have made, and the tears welled into her eyes. Gradually
their conversanon became less strained, he moved to a low stool which
he drew up qUIte close to her couch. She was much thinner in the face
than when he last saw her, but rhis showed her features to even better
advantage, and the prospect of losmg her entirely was unendurably pain
ful to him.

· Though when I stooped I drew no draught, yet never thought I that at
the Shallows of the Stream of Death another would stretch out hIS hand
to claim what I had lost.' 1 He looked at her more tenderly than she
could bear. She hid her face, murmuring as she did so the lmes: ·Long ere
he guide me across the Shallows of Death's Stream, may my Iife, a foam
fleck on the Waters of Trouble, have vanished quite away.' 'Come,' he
said smilmg, 'the River has got to be crossed; we cannot escape it by
··vanishIng." However, I promise you I WIll be there too to hold your
other hand. But let us be serious. You know, I am sure, how wretched
I am at what has happened. Clearly, when I struggled as I did to over
come my feelings for you, it was not that you might be free to yield your
self in this rash way to one who, after all, cares far less for you than I did
It seems to me now incredible that I should ever have placed such con
fidence in his discretion; but who could foresee ... ?'

He saw that the whole matter was too painful for her to discuss; and to
change the subject he continued hastily: ~ The Emperor is very much dis
appointed that you have not once been seen at Court. How would it be if
you were to stay at the Palace for a Iirtle while after you leave us? It WIll

not be so easy for you to get away, once you have settled in your new
home. The Emperor WIll in any case think that I have behaved in a very
inconsistent way .. But I am glad to say your father is quite sansfied at
what has happened... .' So he spoke, trying to distract her by such com
fortable considerations as occurred to him. But it was all of no avail,
and she was soon hopelessly involved in tears .. He was aghast to discover
into what depths of misery her own inexplicable act had plunged her, but
it was clear that sympathy could not help her, and in as sensible and dis
passionate a tone as he could muster he began to give her advice concern-

*The soul of a woman i$ helped across the Stream of Death by the spectre of her first
lover.
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log her immediate future, insisting above all as were," there
could be no question of her Iivrng at Higekuros house ..

Pnnce Higekuro himself was at first very adverse to the idea of her
going to the Palace at all. But in the end he saw that it would be easier
to move her thence to his own palace than to snatch her straight from
Genjr's hands, and he at last consented to her spending a few weeks at
Court..

His present mode of existence, stowed away in a corner of Tamakat
sura's apartments, was very cramped and inconvenient; but even should
he persuade her to return with him to his own palace, much required to
be done before he could house her with even tolerable comfort. In the
last year he had allowed everything to go to ruin, and there was hardly a
corner in the whole building that drd not urgently need repairs. For many
months he had ceased to make any enquiry concerning his wife's present
condrtion of mind, and even his children, of whom he had always been
particularly fond, seemed no longer to interest him. But he was at bottom
a kind-hearted and even rather senrirnenral man, he realized in a vague and
general way that this refurnishing of the house in honour of another
woman's arrival was probably rather painful to her, and he did his best
to spare her any unnecessary Inconvenience or humiliation. But his
thoughts were all the time so entirely occupied with other things that his
precautions were not in the least successful, indeed, everything seemed to
happen In the way most calculated to wound her susceptibilities ..

Lady Makibashira had not been brought up in a way to prepare her for
servihty or self-effacement. The daughter of a Royal Prince, and herself
not lacking (at least in girlhood) either charm or good looks, she had
been universally flattered and applauded. But in recent years a change
had come over her; she had been subject to some strange possession or
spiritual disorder. Her behaviour became more and more peculiar, and at
times she seemed barely conSCIOUS of what was going on around her.. For
these and other reasons there had for a long time past been no question
of Higekuro living with her as a wife in the ordinary sense of the word.
But he contmued to treat her in the way that her rank demanded, and
nothing had occurred till now which could suggest to the world at large
that she did not occupy the foremost place in his affections.

News of these preparations for Tamakatsura's arrival reached Prince
Hyobukyo's ears: ·So it has come to this!' he said with a sigh. 'I hear
she is extremely handsome and intelligent. No doubt he will make ar
rangements to keep her out of sight; but once this girl gets a foothold in
the house, my daughter'S position will become such as no woman of her
quality should be called upon to endure. I shall at once take steps to pro
tect her from this humilianon; if Higekuro cannot be brought to reason,
she must leave this house immediately.. Mter all, so long as I am alive,

1 While Makibashira, Higekuro's mad wife, was still there.
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she will not lack a home ... ' and he began setting to righ rs an unoccupied
wing in his O\VO palace.

But Lady Makibashrra had been a married woman for many years.
Though Prince Hyobukyo was her father, she had long since ceased to
think of his palace as her' home,' and so far from reassurIng her, the news
that he intended her to come back to him completely overwhelmed her
already distracted brain. She became first desperately violent and irra
tional, and then for days on end lay stretched out motionless upon her bed
In a state of complete exhaustion.

She was by nature very quiet and even-tempered, seemIng at nrnes more
Irke a. child on its best behaviour than a full-grown woman. But for some
while past she had suffered from sudden attacks, during which she played
upon those about her the most unaccountable and repulsive tricks. Lately
she had allowed no one to come near her, and her room had fallen into an
indescribable state of filth and disorder. Such a scene would have at any
time disgusted Prince Higekuro, to whom the least sign of slovenliness
was an unforgivable offence. But cOIDIng as he now did straight from
Tamakatsura's scrupulously clean and well-ordered apartments, he was
appalled at the slatternly scene that lay before him.

But he had shared his life with her for year upon year, and even now
pity soon prevailed over disgust. She seemed to know him and be qUIte
capable of carrying on a conversanon. After a while he said: «It IS

obvious, is it not, that the relanon between two people cannot go on be
ing always exactly the same. But it is only among savages or qUIte un
educated persons that this leads to wranglings and altercations. People
of our sort know how to control themselves, show a reasonable amount
of forbearance so long as they choose to put up With the situation; and
when there is obviously nothing to be gained by holding out any longer,
they part good-humouredly. You, on the contrary, have worked your
self up into such a state over this business that you are quite 111, and
though I have wanted to talk things over with you, I did not know
whether you were in a fit state to take part in such a conversation. Not
that there is anything new to say. We agreed about all rhis some time
ago. For a long while after you first began to suffer from these attacks I
waited patiently and was careful to do nothing that might distress you.
But you always admitted that I could not be expected to wait for ever,
sooner or later someone fresh would have to be called in to manage the
household. Well, that's what is now going to happen; you must try not
to be cross, with me about it. Quite apart from my affection for you, if
it were only for our little people's sake, you may be quite sure I should
never ill-treat or neglect you. This continual state of grievance and
jealousy in which you now live is simply due to your abandoning your..
self unresistingly) morbidly to wild dreams and imaginmgs. I can quite
understand that while all this was still undecided you passed through a.
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very anxious and agitated time. But now everything is and you
must make up your mind to give the new a trial before you
decide that you are being treated unkindly. that your father is
full of indignation at my alleged barbarrty, and mrends to remove you
to his own house. Do you rhink he really means anything by It, or is it
only a threat by which he hopes to bring me to my senses?' He laughed
as he said this, but in reply she only stared at him WIth an expression of
reproach and anguish. Even Hrgekuro's personal servants, the maids
Moku no Kimi and Chujo no Omoto, were against him in this matter, and
expressed loud indignation at the prospect of Tarnakatsura's arrival.

One day when Makibashira, apparently better than she had been for
some time, lay quietly weeping, she suddenly said to Chujo no Omoro:
, If he told me straight out that he IS ashamed of me because I look so old
and do odd things, I should not mind. But I cannot bear his dragging in
my father's name. He would Dot dare say such things to my father's
face, and if they were to get round .... What he says to me does not much
matter. I have heard it all before, and it does me no harm to hear it
again. But my father ..... ' At this moment Prince Higekuro entered. She
quickly turned on the couch so that her face was hidden from him. She
was very lightly built, and emaciated as she now was by months of
constant Illness, she presented as she lay there a spectacle of almost un
conceivable fragility. Her hair was long and fine; but It had lately been
falling out rapidly, and had in places become very thin. It was now in a
hopeless tangle and pitiably bedraggled with tears. She could never have
been very strikingly handsome, but there was enough of her father in
her to give her face great distinction and charm, which, however, in her
present uncared-for and haggard condinon, had not much chance to take
effect ..

· What is this you are saying about your father?' asked Higekuro as he
entered. «You will make terrible mischief between us, if you put it
about that I speak slightingly of him. Besides, it 1S qUite untrue.... .'
Then more kindly: <5I have never felt at my ease in that magnificent palace
of Prince Genji's, and should not care to stay there for long at a. time.
But I am determmed to go on seeing the lady whom I have just been
Visiting, and as I am not suited either by age or temperament to these
perpetual ruonings to and fro, I have arranged for her to come and live
with us here. This will certainly be much pleasanter for her and me;
and, I think, for you too. The face that she is at such a distance and in so
closely scrutinized a place makes the whole affair far more conspicuous
than it need be. Prince Genji, as you know well enough, is a very impor
tant person; he has made himself responsible for this lady's happiness,
and if he hears that you 'are being unkind to her, he will be very angry
both with you and with me. So please be as nice to her as you can ........
But of course if you feel you would rather go and live with Prince Hyo-
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bukyo for a little while, by all means do so. I promise to come and see
you frequently. But in either case you need not be afraid that I shall cease
to care for you and look after you. I wrsh I could be as sure that you, on
your side, will begin to take things a little more quietly and sensIbly.
You do not reahze, I am sure, that all this outcry (which presumably you
would not make unless you were fond of me) is doing me a great deal of
harm .. For years past I have done all that was in my power to make you
happy, and you may rest assured that I shall continue to do so ......' He
tried to soothe her, speaking somewhat as he would have spoken to a
cross child. 'There is no need for you to tell me about your love affairs,'
she answered. 'I am not interested in them. You know quite well what
is worrying me. My father has been terribly upset by my Illness ever
since it began. What the effect upon him would be 1£ I were to go home
in my present condition, I dread to think. It distresses him immeasurably
to see me suffer...... I cannot do it.... My father says that, after all, Ladv
Murasaki is my own sister, and it is very wrong of her to spoil my happi
ness by Introducing you to this girl. But I do not a.t all agree with him.
Let her Introduce you to anyone she hkes, It is no affair of mine ... .'

She spoke quite calmly and sensibly. But Higekuro had seen her in
this mood before, and knew only too well that it might at any moment
terminate in an outburst of the WIldest irrationahcy. <I You are quire
mistaken about Lady Murasaki, t he said. •She had no hand whatever
in this. She lives locked away in her bower like an Enchanted Princess in
a fairy ...story, and would never dream of interfering In the affairs of
persons such as you or I. She regards us all, I can assure you, with
complete contempt. Certainly nothing would distress her more than
that it should be thought she had tried to interest me In Lady Tamakat
sura. Please do not spread such a report; it might do a great deal of harm.'

He stayed chatting with her all the afternoon, By dusk hIS attention
had already begun to wander, and he was conscious that his replies were
often somewhat ar random. For he was trying to decide whether he
could contrive, without too much hurting her feelings, not to spend
the whole of the evening in her society. Just as he was about to rise,
a violent snowstorm began. To Insist upon leaving at such a moment
would have shown with too painful a clearness how anxious he was to
escape from her company. Had she spoken one word of complaint or
showed the slightest sign of ill ....humour, it would have been easy enough
for him to flare up on his side and so escape from his predicament. But
she had, on the contrary, been a marvel of tolerance, reasonableness and
amiability. It seemed too cruel to leave her, but he had not yet quite
made up his mind> and stood with his hand on the door, staring out into
the dusk. "I am afraid it is going to be a very heavy storm,' she said)
watching him. "You will never find your way. It has suddenly grown
quite dark.... ' Suddenly her expressIon changed. He knew exactly what
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was passing in her mind, 4 That is all over now,' she was thrnking. 1$ If
he does stay, what will be the use> ... ' •I wrll wart till it clears a htrle;'
he said to her. And later: 4 Another time I shall be able to stay here as
long as you like. But tonight there are reasons .... It might be mis
undersrcod.v.. Both Genji and To no Chujo particularly desired that I
should not miss.... But there 15 no need to explain. You are so good and
patient that I am sure you will forgive me. Tonight will be the last time.
When Lady Tamakatsura is living here everything will be easier....
But really, you are so much better tonight that there seems no reason to
have anyone else 10 the house at all: 'I know you would not really like
to stay here tonight,' she said gently. «I shall be happier if you go.
So long as I know you are thinking kindly of me I do not mind where
you go. I promise not to cry any more. Look! My sleeve is almost
dry... :

Then she sent for her incense-burner, poured in fresh perfumes one
upon another, and with her own hands scented his great riding-cloak
from tip to toe. Her own dress was of a soft yielding stuff, and as she
bent over her work, this dress fell in loose folds that gave her figure a
homely, useful air. But how thin, how frail she had grown! She seemed
like some pale phantom flickering across the WInter night, Her eyes
were swollen with weeping, yet her face, he thought, was beautiful.
He felt a sudden tenderness towards her. She ha.d never been to blame.
Ought he not to have waited months, years if need be, before he inflicted
this terrible suffering upon her? For he knew in that moment all that
she had suffered since his dereliction of her began. But in the midst of
his remorse the image of Tamakatsura rose up before him, and sighing
deeply he began to put on his cloak, perfuming it once more with a
mmiature brazier that he held for a.moment inside each sleeve. He was
not as handsome as Genii, but he was magnificently built; and as he
stood there handling his great riding-coat he looked a man not Iighrly
to be trifled with. One of his retainers remarked loud enough to be
heard, though not speaking directly to the Prince, that it had 01almost
stopped snowing and was getting very late. J The maids Chujo no Omoro
and Moku no Kimi were lying on a couch in the corner telling one another
dismal stories and sighing, 'What a sad world it is to be sure!' at regular
intervals. Makibashira herself was lying calm and still at Higekuros
feet. her head resting on a low stool. Suddenly she leapt up, seized a large
brazier that was used for drying damp clothes, and coming up from be
hind, emptied it over his head",

The thing was done in a moment; so swiftly indeed that Higekuro had
no idea what had, happened.. He only knew that suddenly his eyes and
nostrils were full of fine, penetrating dust, Blind, choking, and still but
dimly aware of what had happened to him, he found himself shaking
ashes out of his coat, his breeches, his shirt, his hair. Her ladies stood
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by terror-stricken. Would he understand that this was one of her .£its
one of those strange accesses of perversity in which her frenzy drove he;
to play the most revolting tricks precisely on those whom she most
wished to please? If he thought that she had acted deliberately, was 1U

possession of her senses when she played this odious prank, it was In ...
conceivable that he would ever come near her a.gain. They pressed round,
dusting him, sponging him, offering him fresh clothes; but nothing took
away this dry, grItty sensation that pervaded his whole person, so that
he: still felt as though he were smeared with ashes to the very roots of
his thick, stubborn hair.

He could not present himself at Tamakatsura's immaculate apartments
in this condition, and dismissing his followers, he prepared to settle in
for the night.

Makibashira was now in her gentlewomen's hands. He knew that it
was impossible to hold her responsible for what she had done.. Yet the
look of complete unconcern with which she surveyed the havoc she had
just created stung him to a sudden fury, and he felt that he would have
shouted abuse at her, had he not been terrified of provoking on her part
a fresh outburst of devilry.. It was now midnight, but he sent for priests
and exorcists, and soon a service of Intercession was in full swing, The
mad woman was now cursing and raving in the most horrifying manner.
All night long she was cudgelled and pulled about by the priests; I

dawn found her still maundering and weepIng, but after a little while she
became somewhat quieter, and Higekuro took this opportunity of send
ing his apologies to the New Palace. ·Someone here was suddenly taken
ill last night; he wrote, "and it was impossible for me to get a""'ay..
Besides, it looked as though we were in for a very heavy fall of snow, and
it would have seemed to my friends very odd if I had insisted upon setting
out. TIme after time I was on the point of starting, and at this moment
I am chilled to the bone with waiting about for a chance to escape...
I know well enough that you will not be heart-broken at my failure to
appear; but I fear that others may have taken advantage of my dis
courtesy.... •

He was right. His absence had certainly not caused Tamakatsura the
slightest concern, and the letter of apology, which he had penned WIth

such agitation in the midst of a scene of utmost horror, she did not open
or in any way acknowledge.

Next day Higekuro's wife was still in a very distracted condition, and
further incantations were performed. His own secret prayer was that she
might at least recover her reason for a sufficient length of time to permit
of his installmg Tamakatsura in the house. For at present any such step
was clearly impossible. He who knew her as she ought to be could realize
that her present savagery and malice were merely the result of her illness;
but a stranger would be terrified and disgusted.

1 In order 10 drive the 'possession' out of her.
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At dusk he set out as usual for Tarnakatsura's rooms. Since his wife's
illness his wardrobe had been much neglected, and he was continually
complaining that the garments put out for his use ","ere so badly cut as
to make him an object of ridicule as he drove the streets. Today
a new cloak had been put out, which fitted him so 111 that he refused to
appear in it. The one he had worn on the night of the catastrophe was
full of small holes made by fragments of red-hot charcoal, and though
it had been carefully cleaned, there still clung to it a most unpleasant
smell of burmng. Yet in all his clothes the fragrance of the incense
with which she had perfumed them that night was still distinctly per
ceptible. To arrive In this charred and smouldermg condition at the
New Palace was not to be thought of.. He threw off all these garments,
sent them to the washhouse, and once more had them thoroughly cleaned
and set to rights. When they came back, Moku no Kimi was sent for to
give them a good final perfuming. At last he was ready to start.

Even this one night's absence made her seem to him more marvellously
lovely than ever. To be with her drove the thought of what was gOIng
on in his own house completely out of his head. And some such solace
was needed, for the scene which he had Just left had been agonizing in
the extreme. He stayed at the New Palace till far into the next day.
Spells and incanranons seemed powerless against the spirit which had
possessed the sick woman, and she continued to rave in an unabaring
frenzy.. Terrified lest she should attempt to disfigure him, or, at the best,
play upon him some other sinister prank, Higekuro for the next few days
kept as far away from her rooms as possible. When from time to time
business compelled him to spend an hour or two at his house, he estab
lished himself at the farthest possrble end of the building, and it was here
that with great precautions he sent for his children to come and see him.
The eldest was a girl of twelve; the two boys were younger. They had
grown gradually used to the fact that their father and mother did not
often meet; but till now there had never been any question of their
mother's place being usurped by someone else, and primed by their
nurses with the notion that Tamakatsura's projected arrival was part of
a dark and monstrous conspiracy, they obeyed his summonses very
sullenly.

Hearing what had taken place, Prince Hyobukyo's first thought was
to get his daughter as quickly as possible out of Higekuro's house. "This
is certain to lead to a definite and final breach,' he said. 11She cannot with
any dignity remain a. day longer under his roof. After all, so long as I
am alive; she can have a very good time here ...... There is no need to rake
this business too tragically....... And without any warning he arrived at
Higekuro's to fetch her away" It so happened that she was on this
occasion enjoying an interval of comparative quietness and lucidity;
though on recovering het' self-possession, and realizing to some extent
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what had been passing, she was serzed with a terrible fit of melancholy.
When informed that her father was at the door she knew at once what

this implied, and determined to offer no resistance. To stay meant only
to witness the last remnants of her husband's affection for her dwindle
and disappear, In the end she would probably be forced out of the house,
under circumstances of even greater humiliation. Thinking that it would
give her a feeling of support, her father had brought with him all her
brothers; both the elder ones, Sahyoye and the rest, all of whom were
now great officers at Court, and had come uniformed and attended as
though for a state ceremony; and also her younger brothers, who by now
were making their way in the world, one of them being a Captain in the
Bodyguard, another a Lieutenant; a third, Assistant in the National
Board. The whole party filled no less than three coaches. That if her
father ever came to fetch her, it would be in this cumbersome and cere
monious way, both she and her gentlewomen had long anticipated. But
the sight of the formidable cortege which was to put an end for ever to
her married life completely overwhelmed her. To make matters worse,
it was announced that the part of his palace which Hyobukyo could put
at her disposal could not possibly house both her and all her gentlewomen.
Hasty consultations followed. It was arranged that about half the maids
should go back to their own homes. There was much weeping, whispered
promises of reinstatement 'when Madam recovers herself; and hasty
sorting out of small personal belongings. Then there was the sick wo
man's own baggage to be considered, and heated discussions as to what she
would need in her new home. Amid this scene of tears and confusion the
three children strayed about, apparently quite unmoved. Calling to them,
their mother now said: · I have been in great trouble for a long nme;
but now everything is over, and I do not care what becomes of me. But
you three snll have all your lives before you, and I do not want you to
be dragged down with me in my ruin. You, my hrtle girl, I shall keep
with me, come what may. But I shall let the boys go to their father as
often as he wants them- indeed, I would leave them with him alto
gether if I thought he would go on taking any interest in them. Their
grandfather will give them all the usual advantages and make them as
happy as he can; but when they grow up they will find it a great handi
cap to have been connected with him; for nothing can nowadays be done
except through Prince Genji, and your grandfather is on very bad terms
with him. What I should really like would be to take you all to some
forest far away in the mountains where no one could lever find us....
But I know that would be a crime .. t and she burst into tears. The
children had very little idea what all this was about, but they too began
quietly weeping. & Poor little things;' said the nurses. 'One knows from
old stories that the kindest father will turn against his children if his
heart IS set upon another woman; and a man so barbarous as our master,
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who puts his own wife out of his when she is is not likely
to show much pity towards these defenceless creatures.. .. It was now
getting late. It looked as if more snow were and was indeed a
most cheerless and uninviting evening. •Make t someone shouted
from outside, "it's blowing up for a storm.' Wiping her eyes, Maki
bashira went to the window and looked out. She was ready for the
journey; but the little girl, who had always been a great favourite with
her father, could not believe that he would wish her to go away without
even having said good-bye to him; and she now flung herself upon a
couch and declared that the carriage must start without her. Her mother
tried to coax her, saying that things were bad enough as it was, and it
was very unkind of her to be disobedient at such a time. But the child
was all the while hoping that her father would come back to say good
bye to her, and was determined not to start until she had seen him. But
the storm had now commenced, and she at last saw for herself that there
was not the remotest chance of his stirring on such a night.

There was a certain pillar on the right as you went into the women's
rooms. Here it was that the little girl generally had her seat; and now)
hating to think that this favourite corner of hers might soon become some
stranger's sitting-place, she took a folded sheet of dark-brown paper, and
hastily scribbling something upon ir, she pushed it into a crack in the
pillar with the point of her long hair-pin. What she wrote was: "Though
I say good-bye to this house and shall never see it again, do not forget
me, 0 pillar of the Steadfast Tree!' As the carriage drove away the maids
looked wistfully at the familiar haunts that they would in all Iikelihood
never set eyes on again. At this last moment many a tree, never nonced
before, seemed the one place where .lt would be pleasant to seek shade
when the summer-time came round; and neither Lady Makibashira nor
her ladies ceased to gaze behind them till the topmost bough of the last
tree had faded out of sight. For this place had been their home for year
upon year, and even though they had been leaving under very different
circumstances, they must needs have forsaken it with many a bitter
pang.

Meanwhile their arrival was awaited at Prince Hyobukyos palace
with great trepidation. His wife, sharp-tongued as ever," was bitterly
reproaching him for having fallen out with Genji, whose hostility (she
now made sure) was at the bottom of all their present trouble. •It all
began with your miserable cowardice over that Suma affair. You did not
write to him once all the time he was away from Court, and then were
surprised that he would not help you to make an Empress of our younger
daughter. You know quite well why it was that he would do nothing

1 For this woman's ~ha~cter see Part I, p. 87. She had pursued her rival, MurasakPs
mother, 'WIth constant vexations and affronts, day in and day out this obstinate persecu
non continued, till at last she died of heart-break.'
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for you, as you confessed to me at the time and everyone agreed. How
ever, I did think that you had learnt your lesson and would take the first
opportunity of re-establishing yourself in his good graces. But nothing
of the kind. Prince Genji was completely under the sway of this bastard
of yours, Lady Murasaki, Everyrhing is easy for you. You had only to
interest the girl in her sisters - people in her privileged position are
expected to do something for their relations - and we could have got
anything we liked to ask for. Instead of that, having got into a scrape
with this supposed •daughter' of his, and being under the necessity of
passing her off on anyone who was fool enough to take her, he hit upon
this simpleton Higekuro, whose wife, being your daughter, could easily
be hustled out of the way. Upon my honour, I wonder you are willing
to sit down under it all. ... •

«Silence, woman,' he broke in. •Prince Gen ji is our lord and master,
and must be spoken of in this house with proper respect. A man of his
intelligence is not as easily wheedled into friendship by one whom he
believes to have done him an injury. My blunder at the time of his exile
has turned out to be a grea.t misfortune for us all. But I was not the only
person to make that mistake. Indeed, if you look round the Court and
note who has gone under and who has kept afloat, you will see that in
every case it depended on what line they took in those Suma and Akashi
days. So meticulous a scheme of punishments and rewards has surely
never before been put into practice. I certainly have not fared worse than
the rest. On the contrary, when a year or two ago I celebrated my fiftieth
birthday,' Prince Genji's interest in the affair gave it an importance far
beyond what my rank and birth demanded; and this was solely due to
his affection for my daughter Murasaki, a feeling which you accuse me
of never having turned to proper account:

But his wife's bitterness only became more intense than ever; more
over, she began to spread the most scandalous stories about Genii's
conduct in the affair. And it may be imagined that in these inventions
he did not come off lightly; for hers was the most dangerous tongue in
the whole Court. The removal of his wife and children came as a com
plete surprise to Higekuro, He assumed that Lady Makibashira had, in a
sudden fit of childish spleen, implored her father to take this drastic step.
But Prince Hyobukyo must himself be held largely to blame, for Maki
bashira's mind was in an entirely volatile condition, and if her father
had exercised a little tact she would a few hours later have been begging
him to leave her where she was. 'This has come as rather a shock,' he
said to Tamakatsura when he heard the news. 'Of course, in a way it
makes it much easier for you to come and live with me. But in any case
she is in a condition which would soon have made it absolutely necessary
to shut her up in some outlying wing of the house; and then you could

, See Part Ill, p. 429.
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ha.ve lived with me quite comfortably. I resent her
suddenly. It implies that I am not looking after her ......1'"l'"\'f"VIlIorl"ltT

a.t once to her father and complain.'
He was wearing a very handsome cloak lined with willow-green and

blue-grey silken breeches. The costume became him particularly well,
and the waiting-women who saw him pass out on the way to Hyobukyo's
palace could not for the lives of them make out why their mistress was so
down upon him.

The news that she had just heard convinced Tamakatsura more firmly
than ever of the folly that she had committed in blindly yielding herself
to such a man, and as he left the room she did not even raise her eyes to
watch him go.

On the way to Prince Hyobukyo's he called at his own house. He was
met by Moku no Kimi, who being his personal servant had been Jeft
behind, and from her lips he heard the full story of his wife's departure.
His distress was obvious, and when she was telling him of the little girl's
reluctance to leave the house Without saying good-bye to him Moku no
Kimi feared that her master would altogether lose his self-possession ..
"Hyobukyo;' he said at last, •does not in the least realize all that I pa
tiently endured during the earlier stages of my wife's insanity. I do not
think there are many men in the world who would have sacrificed them
selves as I did. As regards her happiness, it is doubtful if this change of
residence will make any difference at all, for her mind is now breaking
down ennrely, But in any case what sense can there be in letting her carry
off those unfortunate children?." Just then his eye fell upon the little
girl's favourite pillar. He saw that something was poked into the crack,
and grasping at once who had put it there, he rescued the folded note
and put it in his sleeve. On the way to Prince Hyobukyo's palace he read
it, obliged to wipe the tears from his eyes while he did so, for though the
handwriting had as yet no beauty, the sentiment expressed in the child's
poem could not fail to move him.

On his arrival he found that there was no question of his wife or
daughter being allowed to see him. From her parents he received this
message: ·If your neglect of our daughter were of recent origin, we might
be willing to listen to your protestations, and if satisfactory assurance
were forthcoming might consider the possibility of permitting her return.
But we are fully aware that your affections have for a long time past
been engaged in another quarter, and we see no reason to suppose that
time would bring any amendment to your ways. We therefore decided
to act without delay, and are persuaded that by so doing we have saved
you from much annoyance and discomforr.' He replied that they had
taken advantage of him in an extremely unfair way, They knew how
great was his affection for the children, and might have assumed that his
feelings towards the mother were at least sufficiently humane to make it
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worth while discussing this matter with him (many times, if necessary)
before raking so drastic a measure" As it was, the world at large, which
knew norhing of the real facts, must inevitably be led to the most damag
ing and at the same time erroneous conclusions

So he Justified himself, but with no effect; and Hyobukyo would not
even allow the little grrl to come out and talk to him. The elder boy,
now ten years old, had already become a page at Court. He was a fascinat
ing chrld and much beloved; not exactly handsome, but very quick
witted and alert. The other, a boy of eight, was particularly good-looking
and bore a strong resemblance to his SIster. This child was now brought
to Hlgekuro, and patting it on the head, he said sadly: ~ It is well that
you are so like your sister, for you are all that I shall see to remmd me
of her in the years that are to come.' He begged Prince Hyobukyo to
accord him even a few moments' interview. But the prince excused him
self on the ground that ~ he had caught cold and was at present avoiding
all exertion: There was nothing for It but to drive away. His two sons
had climbed into the carriage to talk to him. They now begged for a
drive; but as he was going straight to Tamakatsura's, this was rather
embarrassing. · You had better stay here,' he said, ~ I will c01:D.e and see
you agam soon.' They gazed after the carnage, and when they presently
saw that instead of going in the direction of their father's house it had
turned towards the New Palace, they looked at one another in bewilder
ment. But once he was back again in Tamakatsura's presence, the picture
of these two children staring after him In consternation, the memory of
his unhappy wife's ravings and conrorrions, all vanished completely
from his mind, and it was long before he again attempted to get news from
hIS father-in-law's house. He felt indeed that he could hardly be expected
to risk the repetition of such a welcome as he had met with last time he
called; but Hyobukyo insisted upon regarding this abstention as a fresh
offence, and made many caustic remarks concerning Higekuro's callous
indifference.

· Even I have been getting into trouble over this business,' saidMurasaki
to Genji one day. 'My stepmother says I ought not to have let you upset
her daughter's domestic arrangements!' 'It has been very difficult to
know what to do,' he replied. CH it had rested with me only, I should
never have encouraged her to marry Higekuro. But her father was bent
upon it, and I fell in with his desire. The Emperor was not at all pleased,
and one naturally hears it said that all the other suitors are in a rage with
me; though I can hardly believe this of Prince Sochi, who is such a sensible
fellow, that I am sure as soon as he sees that I have really given Tama
katsura up he will not, despite his disappointment, be so unreasonable
as to pick,a quarrel with me. I am very glad that the: true nature of my
relations with her is now known. For though I think that in general it
is better for people to keep their private affairs to themselves, there are
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cases where, unless all be far worse
there is any warrant for assuming.'

Meanwhile Tamakatsura was taking less trouble than ever to pretend
that Higekuro's caresses were agreeable to her. But his efforts to over
come her distaste for him were untiring, and when the rime came for her
to spend a. few days at the Palace in order to be presented to the Emperor,
Higekuro did his best to prevent or at least postpone this separation.
But it was evident that the Emperor would regard any further refusal as
an act of discourtesy; GenJl and To no Chujo both strongly urged him to
obey at once, and Higekuro himself discovered, on looking into the
matter, that there were numberless precedents for the Emperor's request.
Accordingly he yielded, and in the spring of the next year she was brought
to the Palace. There was a dancing festival going on at the time, and
consequently the ceremonies connected with her Presentation attracted
very little notice. But it was known that Genji, To no Chujo and Hige
kuro, the three most powerful men in the country, were her sponsors;
while she was actually attended at the time of her arrival by Yugiri and
several of her elder brothers, so that it was by no means likely that she
would be overlooked. The room that was allotted to her was separated
only by a covered gallery from the apartments of Lady Nishi no Miya,
Prince Hyobukyo's eldest daughter; but though their habitations were
divided by so small a space, their interests and sympathies could hardly
have been farther apart, and no civrlities were exchanged between them.

It happened to be a moment when the scene at Court was simplified by
the absence of low-born favourites or clandestine mistresses. Four great
ladies, Akikonomu, Lady Chujo, Nishi no Miya (whom I have just
mentioned), and finally a daughter of the Minister of the Left held abso
lute sway. Apart from them, two young girls, daughters of the Junior
State Secretary and the Chancellor, enjoyed a certain prominence; but on
the whole the field was remarkably clear.

This year the Mummers visited all the apartments at Court where
they had kinswomen or connections of any kind, and the whole affair was
far more animated and interesting than usual. The reception given to the
dancers in the various quarters they visited was of the most magnificent
kind, such a display of hangings and gay-coloured favours seldom having
been witnessed. One of the most dazzling displays took place in the rooms
of the Crown Prince's mother, Lady Jokyoden. The Prince was still a
mere child, I but his nursery had already become a centre of fashionable
activities.

After performing before the Emperor, theMummers visited the quarters
of Lady Akikonomu, and finally finished their round very late in the day
at the ex-Emperor Suzaku's palace.. There had been some talk of their

I He must by now be about ,eleven, having been born shortly before Genji's exile.
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going on to Genu's, but it would have been inconvenient to receive them
at such an hour, and he discouraged the visit. On their way back from
Suzaku's, already much enlivened by the hospitality which they had
received during the course of the evening, they went the round of the
Crown Prince's apartments, singing the 'Bamboo River' Z at the tops of
their voices. Farnt streaks of light ","ere already appearing In the sky
when they were joined by a band of young men, which included some ~f

To no Chujo's sons and a number of courners famous for the beauty of
their voices. The youngest among them all was Chujos eighth son, who
being the child of his legitimate wife, had been brought up to regard
himself as a little person of considerable consequence. He was a good
looking child, about the same age as Higekuro's eldest boy, wrch whom
he was often favourably compared.. Unlike many of the other children
who saw the sights tha.t day, he was not at all overawed by the first ap
pearance at Court of this much-talked-about lady, but on the contrary
5tared at her to hIS fill.

Tamakatsura had not so much experience of Court festivities as was
possessed by most of her rivals and neighbours. She wisely refrained
from venturing upon any unusual or particularly ambitious combinations
of colour. But upon the general lines laid down by the taste of her com
penrors, she often achieved a success considerably greater than theirs.
Both she and her gentlewomen found this sojourn at the Palace a most
welcome distraction, and only wished that it might be indefinitely pro
longed.

Wherever they went the Mummers were received with presents of costly
wadded cloaks and a profusion of good things both to eat and drink
Though it was not at Tamakatsura's that they were to have their set
banquet, the entertainment she gave them was, by Higekuro's help, on
so generous a scale that it was hard to recognize in it the mere · passing
refreshments,' 2 ,~...hich it was supposed to represent. Higekuro was him
self on duty at the Palace that d..ly, and said to his wife more than once
during the course of the festivities, 'There is no need whatever for you to
sleep here a second night; it would look as though you had changed your
mind and meant to stay on in the Palace: She did not answer. But her
gentlewomen protested that Genji had only allowed her to leave the
New Palace on the express understanding that she should pay a leisurely
visit to the Emperor, which, considering she had never once been to
Court before and might not go a~,l1n for a long time, was the least that
or .linary good breeding demanded. To leaye so soon as this would be far
too preCIpItate....

He noted with pain her obvious reluctance to leave a place the chief

I See Part Ill, p. 4i6.
I '~[ilu-UrH~l\ a/ or \\ ater-stabling, as it was technically called by the dancers. The

ft'gular banquet was called 'u-umaya,' or rice-stabhng.
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cha.rm of which, as he conjectured, lay in the face that it afforded her
refuge from his embraces.

Prince Sochi was present when the Mummers performed at the Palace,
and his heart ~eatwIldly as he presse~ near the Lady...of-the-Bedchamber's 1

office. Knowing that if she recognized a note as coming from him she
would not open it, he found an excuse for going to Higekuro 's official
quarters and sent a messenger from there. Tamakarsura naturally thought
that the note came from her husband, and reluctantly opened it: fo Hate
fullest of seasons for me has Spring become, who must stand by and watch
the birds of the deep forest folded wing in wing.' So ran his poem. She
blushed crimson as she read it, and was just thinking how she could
possibly reply, when the Emperor himself came that way. The moon
had risen, and in rts full light she scanned his countenance. He was, she
at once noticed, extraordinarily like Genji, and it was a relief to her to
discover that there were perhaps people in the world who possessed
Genu's beauty yet at the same time were not cut off from her by fictitious
parental ties. But her guardian had been extremely fond of her, of that
there could be no doubt; whereas this young man unfortunately showed
no signs whatever of feeling for her one particle of the affection which
Gen]i had attributed to him. His Majesty expressed in a very good
tempered and considerate way his regret that she had decided not to live
permanently at the Palace .. This made her feel extremely uncomfortable;
she hid her face in her sleeve and did not reply. •I should like so much
to know what is going on in your mind" he said at last. · I have a small
piece of news for you which I flattered myself would not be unwelcome.
ButI now remember that not answering is a peculiarity of yours.' He then
handed her an acrostic poem in which he at the same time asked what
previous affection on her side had for so long delayed their meeting, and
also announced that she had been promoted to the Third Rank. 'I had
hoped that in time we might become 'Very close friends,' he added. 'But
I see that you hold a different view.. ' There came into his voice as he
said these few words a. new tone, which proved to her in an instant that
the Emperor's feelings as well as his outward appearance were after all
uncommonly like those of Genji. Her heart leapt, and she replied with
the poem: "Of what former love you speak I know not; but hencefor
ward him alone I serve who put the purple on my sleeve. t:& • It is now
my duty to earn what hitherto I have done so little to deserve,' she said
timidly. At this he laughed. 'No,' he said, 'you have got your reward,
and you had better make the most of it. I did not mean it as a bribe. But
I think that any reasonable person would admit I had come very badly
out of the business ..... t He spoke lightly, but it was evident that he was
genuinely piqued. fo This is dreadful,' thought poor Tamakatsura. fo Will

J Tamakatsura.
J Promoted her to the Third Rank.
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a handsome man never fall in love with me without saying in the same
breath that we must part for evert Evidently he regarded her marriage
as a. fatal bar to friendship. She became very staid in her manner. Noting
this, the Emperor feared that he had shocked her, and made up his mind
(for he had by no means abandoned the Idea of contmumg the acquaint
ance) henceforth to advance more cautiously.

Meanwhile it reached Higekuro's ears that the Emperor was with her,
and falling into a panic he agam began scheming to carry her home at
the earliest possible moment. Nor did she attempt to dissuade him, for
repeated disasters had at last destroyed in her all capacity for resistance.
Higekuro invented one pretext after another for her Instant removal, and
when each in turn had been easily disposed of, he tried to enlist the help
of To no Chujo and others of the Court Council. At last the Imperial
sanction was obtained. · I see that I had better let her go,' said the young
Emperor good-humouredly. · If I keep her now, Higekuro will not allow
her to come here again, and I am hoping for frequent visits. I think I am
right in saying that I first began to take Interest In her long before Prince
Higekuro set eyes upon her. But he got to work much more quickly than
I, and fully deserves the advantage which he has gained.... I have an
Idea that there was a famous case I of this kmd in years gone by, but
cannot now recall the names.' When he had seen her in the distance years
ago hIS curiosiry had been aroused, and he had felt that she might be
worth getting to know. But at close quarters he found her far more
attractive than he had Imagined or been led by those who knew her to
suppose. He could not now forgive himself for having handled the affair
so incompetently. Having at one moment determined to give her con
fidence by slow stages, he felt at the next that he had not made his senti
ments sufficiently plain, and plunged into the most impassioned and
hectic avowals. She could not help thinking how well her own state of
mind matched that of the lady to whose story the Emperor had already
referred.

Meanwhile the letters of several public men who were seeking audience
with His Majesty had for some time been waiting in the corridor, and just
outside the door Higekuro stood officiously mounting sentry over the
apartment. · I know he is an officer In the Bodyguard,' said the Emperor,
annoyed by his persistency, · but I think that on this OCCaSIon he 15 per
forming hi's professional duties rather too thoroughly.'

At partl0g he gave her the poem: l Because the Ninefold Hedge of
royalty girds me about, not even ,I the scent of the plum-blossom, nay,

I In the 9th century Fujiwara no Tokihira carried offa lady who had for some time
been admired by Taira no Sadabumi. When reproached by Sadabumi for her fickle
ness, the lady replied 'What In waking hours I may have promised I know not;
but now I wander In the mazes ofa dream; or someone wanders, for I scarce think it can
bel!
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not even so much t is carried to the steps of my Throne: Not a very re
markable poem, as on later reflection she would easily have perceived;
but at the time it seemed to her a masterly performance. •Higekuro;'
the Emperor added, 'is like the man who "went to gather violets"; I
cannot expect that he should be willing even for the briefest space to
,. quit the fields of Spring: '2 Nor have I the heart to ask it of him. Hence
forward I shall not a.ttempt to approach you .... •

She could not but admire his delicacy of feeling: 'Though the scent of
rhis blossom be not as that of others that grow upon the tree, yet even so
much let the wind carry to and from your Throne.' 3 It cost him much to
part from her for the last time as he supposed, and it was with many
backward glances that he now left her room.

Higekuro was determined that she should not sleep another night at
the Palace. He knew that if he broached the matter beforehand to his
colleagues on the Council they would certainly refuse to countenance so
precipitate a step.. Accordingly, without mentioning the matter to any
body, he went straight to Tamakarsura and said: 'I have suddenly caught
a severe chill, and it is essential that 1 should go at once to some place
where I can be properly looked after. There is nothing so awkward as
being ill in other people's houses.' He spoke in such a weak, plaintive
tone that she felt quite sorry for him. A few hours later she was already
installed in Hrgekuro's house.

Her father To no Chujo soon heard of this. He was not best pleased,
for he feared that the Emperor would regard so sudden a flrght as very
discourteous. But on the whole he was glad he had not been consulted,
for he had no desire to quarrel with Higekuro over so small a matter.
In fact, as he usually did when things went wrong, he chose to regard it as
Genji's affair rather than his own; and Genji, although this sudden ter
mination of his tutelage over the girl came as a great shock to him,
naturally did not feel called upon to interfere.

Higekuro, though in hIS heart of hearts he knew that Tamakarsura
had no more chosen this destiny than the smoke from the salt-krlns
chooses to be blown back across the hill, was so much elated by his suc
cess that for the moment her contempt for him did not in the least spoil
his pleasure. His state of mind was indeed that of some brigand chief
who has carried off an unwilling bride at his saddle-croup, He did in
deed scold her for having remained closeted so long with the Emperor.
This seemed to her insufferably petty and vindictive on Higekuro's part.
Henceforward she took less and less pains even to keep up in publrc the
appearance of being on any kind of terms with him. He was also cut otE
from all intercourse with Prince Hyobukyo's family. He tried to give the
impression that he regarded this as no great loss; but in reality he felt this

I Ka bakari means 'so much,' and also 'only the scent.'
I Allusion, to a poem .by Yamabe no Akahito (8th century)•
• Le, write to me sometimes.
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isolation acutely. However, he did not attempt to communicate with the
Prince, and henceforward spent the whole of his time in lavishing un
wanted attentions upon hIS new-won prlze.

To Genji, who had for months past been preparing himself for Tama
katsura's departure, her loss came as a far greater blow than he had ever
anncipated. It: was not indeed her departure (he explained to himself)
that he found difficult to bear, but the suddenness and completeness with
which Higekuro had taken possession. But be that as it may, he could
not for an instant stop chinking about her, and soon fell into a condition
of absent-mindedness and melancholy that was observed by all who met
him. It is said that whatever happens to us is ruled by our conduct in
previous existences, or, as others would express it, by Fate. But It
seemed to Genji that for the miseries into which he constantly found
himself plunged, no other person or power could possibly be held
responsible. They sprang from his own excessive susceptibility, and
from no other cause whatever. He longed to write to her; but it seemed
impossible, now that she was in the ha.nds of the grim, unbending Hlge
kuro, to address to her the small humours and absurdities of which their
correspondence was usually composed. In the second month a period
of heavy rain set in; after the ceremonies of the New Year this season
is apt to seem rather flat and stale, and, desperately in need of disrracrion,
GenJi broke all hIS resolutions and called at Prince Higekuro's house. He
knew, however, that there was no chance of hIS seeing her personally,
and though it was painful to him, who had been used to spend hour after
hour in her company, merely to send in a note, this was the most he dared
to attempt. And even S0, despite the fact that he was able to get hold of
the old nurse Ukon and send the letter through her, he thought it unwise
to send a. closed note and was therefore obliged to express himself in the
most guarded manner, trusting that she would be able to read between the
lines. 'In these dull days when hour on hour the spring rain spills upon
the quiet earth, do you at times recall the people and the palace whence
you came>' So he wrote, adding: 'This is a dreary season at best; and
worse than ever for me, who am tormented by longings and recollections
of WhICh I cannot now speak: Ukon took the letter and succeeded in
conveying it to Tamakatsura at one of the rare moments when Higekuro
was absent from her side. The old woman, of course, knew nothing of
Genji's sentiments towards her mistress, who had never breathed to any
one a word concerning his occasional indiscretions and excesses; but
watching Tamakatsura's face as she read the letter Ukon now guessed a
good deal of the truth. But exactly how much had happened between
them? That was a question about which Ukon henceforward frequently
puzzled her head; but she was unable to reach any conclusion.

Throughout this time Genji was constantly reminded of his separation
from Oborozuki I at the time when she became Consort of the Emperor

& Part 11, p..200.
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Suzaku, She too was Lady-of-the-Bedchamber; she too was carried away
and locked up in a place whirher It was impossible for him to pursue her.
He remembered having been very unhappy then, but nothing like so
miserable as he was now. Was it that he was becoming more and more
sentimental, he asked himself, or merely that the suffermgs of the moment
always seem more acute than those which we conjure up out of the past?
But whether or no the miseries of today were really worse than those of
yesterday, of this much he was sure, that from none of his divagations
had anything but torment and agitation ever ensued. Well, it was all over
now; henceforward his existence would be free from these devastating en...
tanglements, and no doubt he would be a great deal happier than ever
before. But for the moment it was not so very easy as he had imagined
to begin this new life of resignation and tranquillity. He thought he
would make use of the bad weather to practise a little on his zithem;
but no sooner did he take it into his hands than he began to recall how
Tamakatsura had played this and that phrase or run at the time when he
was giving her a lesson every day. To break the spell of these recollections
he tuned his instrument to the Eastern Mode and played the old song' Let
the weeds grow.· 1 Could she have seen him as he sat playing that lovely
air, it would have been strange indeed if she had not wished herself back
in her late home.

The young Emperor too, though their acquaintance had been so brief,
could not get Tamakatsura out of his head. 'As she went by, trailing the
skirts of her crimson gown...'" .' 2 For some reason these words haunted
him, though the poem could scarcely be more Ill-soundmg and crude than
it is; and he too began to contrive secret ways of communicating with her.
But she had long ago made up her mind that happiness was not to be her
fate, and could not bring herself to toy with lt by the familiar inter
change of pretty thoughts and lmages. Letter after letter arrived; but in
her replies she never went beyond a. formal acknowledgment. Often she
remembered with gratitude Genji's untiring devotion to her interests and
comforts. What matter if he fell between the two extremes of parent and
lover? No one, she felt sure, would ever look after her as be had done.

It was now the third month. The wistaria and mountain-kerria in the
gardens of the New Palace were in full bloom, loveliest of all at evening,
when the light of the setting sun slanted through the hangmg sprays of
delicate blossom, This was a moment of the year that had always given
him an intense delight; but now it hardly seemed to move him. He left
Murasaki's domain and made his way to the western garden.' Here too

I 'The water-weeds that grow in the pool on the plain ofOshitaka where wild doves
feed - do not cut them at the root, for they will not grow again. Do not cut them at the
root.'

I 'Outdoors I think, at home I think of how she looked that day as she went by trailing
the skirts of her crimson gown.' Manyoshu 2550. A very rough, primitive poem..

J Tamakatsura's former apartments.
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the mountain-kerria was in magnificent bloom. In especial he noticed a.
great trail of it that hung across a clump of Chinese bamboos and recited
to himself the, poem: '0 mountain flower that Iovest to grow upon the
rocks," thou shalt teach me to endure in silence, r the love that I must hide. t

Never before had he repented so bitterly of his determination to surrender
the girl into other hands. It had seemed while she was with him so easy
to be wise, to make self-sacrificing resolutions. But now that he had lost
her it was incredible that he could ever have deliberately planned and
executed so terrible a disaster. He happened to notice that there were a
lot of eggs in the pigeon-house, and arrangmg them pretrrly in a basket
along with oranges and lemons he sent it as a present to Tamakatsura,
not with any very definite inrention .. :;! When Higekuro saw the basket
with its accompanying note, he burst out Iaughing: 'What an extraordi
nary man this Genji is!' he said, 'Why, even if he were your real father
he could not now that you are married expect to meet you except on par
ticular occasions. What does he want? He seems, in one way or another,
to be always complaining that he does not see you .. ' She did not seemro
have any intention of acknowledging the gift, and as the messenger was
still waiting, Higekuro said: 'Let me answer it for you!' «I am not minded
that a.ny should reclaim her, this fledgling that was not counted among
the brood of either nest: Such was the poem he sent, and he added:
'My wife was surprised at the nature of your gift, and was at a loss how
to reply without seeming to attach an undue importance to it..... t

Genji laughed when the note was brought to him. '1 have never known
Higekuro stoop to concern himself in such trifles as this,' he said. 'What
is the world comrng to?' But in his heart he was deeply offended by the
arrogantly possessIve tone of Higekuro's letter.

As the months went by Lady Makibashira became more and more
deeply buried in her own dark and frightful thoughts. Soon she seemed to
be gradually lapsing toto complete helplessness and Imbecility.. Higekuro
enquired after her constantly and did everything in his power to make her
comfortable, incurring considerable outlay on her behalf, and indeed
watching over her practical interests exactly as he would have done if she
had still been at home. He continued to be devotedly attached to his
children, but Prince Hyobukyo would not allow him to see the little girl.
The boys, however, were constantly at their father's house, and came
back chattering about ~ such a nice) new lady' who had come to live there.
«She knows all sorts of lovely games and plays with us all day,' they said.
The little girl stared at them open-eyed, having formed in her mind a very
different picture of the woman whom her present guardians represented

J Iwa- 'rock' and 'silent.'
s But there is a hint that Tamakatsura is shut away in Higekuro's palace like a tame

bird in a eager The bird mentioned is really a kind of duck, but much smaller. 'Duck's
eggs' would give a wholly wrong visual impression.
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always as the unscrupulous monster who had ruined their father's home.
But in realiry It was not surprising that Tarnakarsura should have won
the boys t hearts, for she possessed an extraordinary for making
herself liked by people of all sorts and ages wherever she went.

In the eleventh month of that year she bore Higekuro a handsome boy.
The father's delight knew no bounds, and the sohcitude with which he
watched over both mother and child can easily be imagined. To no
Chujo too rejoiced that the match should be turning out so unqualified a
success and felt that he had acted very wisely in recommending it. And
certainly, he said to himself, she deserved a success, for she possessed qui re
as much charm as the sisters over whom he had taken a. great deal more
trouble. Kashiwagi too was glad that all seemed to be going well, for he
had settled down into the position of an extremely helpful and admiring
brother. Perhaps, however, he still cared for her with something more
than brotherly affection, he had a feeling that he would have preferred
the child to be someone else's rather than Higekuro's; for example, if
only she had borne such a child (so he reflected as he gazed at the infant)
to the Emperor Ryozen, who constantly lamented that he had no children,
what a future might have been in store for itl

After her recovery Tarnakatsura continued to administer the business
of the Bedchamber from her husband's house, and seemed to show no in
rennon of ever again appearing at the Palace. There were precedents for
such an arrangement as this, and no exception could well be taken to 1t.

But to go back a little. In the autumn of this year To no Chujo's eccen
rric daughter, foiled in her ambition to become Lady-of-the-Bedchamber,
added to the embarrassment of her relations by a series of the most flutter
brained flirtations. Her sister Lady Chujo lived in a constant state of
agitation, convinced that sooner or later this Lady of Omi would get into
some scrape of a kind which might seriously compromise the whole
family. She saw no reason why she should be saddled with so needless a
responsibility and begged her father to intervene. To no Chujo accord
ingly sent for her and warned her as impressively as he could that she
must in future stay in her sister's rooms and not wander all over "the house,
as she had lately developed the habit of doing. This remonstrance) how
ever, had no effect, and she was soon causing as much anxiety as ever to
her unwilling sponsors.

It happened one day that a number of distinguished courtiers had come
to the house; it was an autumn night of exceptional beauty, music was in
progress, and everyone was 10 uncommonly good spirits. Even Yugiri,
usually so quiet and orderly) was talking in rather an excited manner.
Someone amid the group of ladies at the end of the room pointed him
out to her neighbour and made some remark to the effect that she had
never seen him look so handsome. •Handsome! Who's handsome'?'
screamed a piercing voice, the owner of which suddenly craned her neck
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in the direction indicated; and before anyone could stop her the Lady of
Omi had pressed her way to the front of the throng, where she stood star.
ing at Yugiri open-mouthed, while everyone present wondered what
hideous piece of folly or impertinence would shortly issue from those
ecstatically parted lips. But all she did was to point at the embarrassed
Yugiri and say in a voice which, though it was meant to be a whisper"
was audible all over the room: 11Look at that one, now, just look at himl'
And she recited in a ringing voice the poem:

If your ship is lost at sea
And you cannot land where you'd like to be,
You'd better come aboard of me.s

11Like the man who lost his rudder said, when he found himself at the
same place where he started: 11' It all comes to the same thing in the end," I

she a.dded encouragingly.
Who on earth could this extraordinary madcap be, wondered poor

Yugiri, when suddenly he recollected the queer stories that had a little
while ago been current about some odd girl whom To no Chujo had
adopted. This of course must be she, and laughing, he answered her with
the poem:

Though my good ship should split in two,
I'd rather be drowned with all my crew
Than trust my life to one like you.

Tha.t does not sound very kind, she thought.
I Ifyou cantt have Kumoi, why not marry me?



CHAPTER IV

T he Spray 0/ Plum-Blossom

~
THOUGH it was early days to begin thinking about the little

:\~ashi Prrncess's Initiat~on, Genu seemed bent upon celebrating
re immediarely. The Heir Apparent's Putnng on of the Trousers

was to take place in the second month, and it was perhaps Genji's wish
that the girl should go to the Palace as soon as the little pnnce set up a
separate establishment. Towards the end of the first month, a moment
when there is very Irrrle going 0.0. at home or abroad, Genjr held an inspec
tion of the perfumes and incenses that were to be used at the Initiation..
He first looked through the scents that had recently been forwarded to the
Capital by the Governor of Tsukushi.. He soon came to the conclusion
that these modern importations fell far behind what used to reach rhrs
country in former times, and opening his storehouses at the Nijo-ia he
brought out all the old Chinese perfumes he could find and had them car
ried to his New Palace, •With perfumes, J he said, 'it IS just as it is with
embroideries and woven brocades, The old ones are far better workman
ship than anything that is turned out today.' So saYing, he began to look
out for likely pieces of embroidery and gold brocade; for many would be
wanted to fringe the box-covers, carpets and cushions used in the ceremony
of Presentation at the Palace. Luckily he came upon some particularly
fine pieces presented to his father, the late Emperor, by the Korean sooth
sayers who had come to Court in the earlier part of his reign.' These so far
excelled what was now imported that he determined to make use only of
ancient pieces, and distributed among his friends 2 the stuffs sent in for
the occasion by the Governor of Tsukushi, But with the perfumes to be
used at the Initiation such a method was impossible, for the stock of
ancient perfumes would soon have run out. In distributing a. supply of
perfumes to the various members of his household, he therefore ordered
that new and old should be mixed.. Then there were the presents to be
got ready, for no one who came to the Initiation could be allowed to go
away without some small gift; and in addition to these there were the
particular rewards granted to the princes and noblemen who took the
leading part in the affair. Both at the New Palace and at the Nijo-in there
was such a. bustle as seldom before, accompanied, in every quarter of each
establishment, by a continual jinghng of pestle and mortar.! Meanwhile
Genji, who by some means or other had contrived to get hold of two secret

I At the time of Genji's birth. See Part I, p.. 20.

I Instead of using them for the ceremony•
• The ingredients of the perfumes were pounded in metal mortars.
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recipes very Jealously guarded by the Emperor Nimmyo,' and thought
never to have been transmitted to any of his descendants, was locked away
in his own rooms, completely absorbed in certain mysterious experiments.
Murasaki, not to be outdone, succeeded in discovering a. recipe that had be
longed to Prince Motoyasu, the son of Nimmyo, and ensconcIng herself
in a secret closet behind the double-doors of the Great Bedroom, refused
to give any information as to what was afoot, though, as Genj1 remarked,
he would soon know how she was getting on by the scent that emanated
from her hiding-place. Indeed they both threw themselves into the thing
wirh such abandon that it was hard to believe they were to play the part
of dignified elders at the coming ceremony. Both he and she were obliged
to seek the assistance of a few chosen attendants, for even when the per
fumes were made there was still a great deal of work to be done. Such
exquisite scents could not be crammed into any stray vessel that lay handy.
Hours were spent in selecting Jars of appropriate shape, incense-burners
incised with an exactly suitable flower-pattern, boxes that would not
disgrace the marvels they were to contain. And to add to their difficul
ties, there must be a touch of novelty, a suggestion of surprise, about
every article. Meanwhile similar scenes were in progress throughout the
New Palace and the Nijo-in, each competitor straming every nerve to
produce a blend which should attract the notice of her fastidious patron.

On the tenth day of the second month there was a little rain, not more
than was needed to bring to perfection the smell and colour of the red
plum-blossom in front of Genii's palace Prince Sochi had heard of the
existing preparations which were afoot, and being on intimate terms with
the household, ventured to call, though he knew that everyone must be
very busy. Afrer talking of one thing and another, he went out with
Genji to look at the flowers; suddenly a messenger arrived, bearing a letter
tied to a spray of half-scattered plum-blossom. He announced that he
came from Princess Asagao, the former Vestal Virgin. SOCh1 had heard of
Genii's admiration for this lady: 'What does she say?' he asked. Cl hope
you are beginning to make a little progress.' Genji smiled. 'It is a busi
ness letter,' he said. 'She has heard that we are all making perfumes,
and as she has had a good deal of experience in that line, she gives me a. few
hints. ~ So saying, he quickly hid the letter. But there was evidently some
truth in his account, for the messenger had also brought a cedar-wood box
containing two glass bowls, each filled with large balls of incense. One
was of blue glass, and on this there V\'"as a five-pointed pine-leaf pattern;
the other wa.s of white glass, carved with a plum-blossom spray. Even
the cord with which the box was tied had evidently been chosen with
the greatest care, and was delightfully soft to the touch. "Whae an
elegant affair!' exclaimed Prince Sochi, staring hard at the box. He was
able as he did so to decipher the poem which was attached to it: "Though,

19th century.
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like the plum-branch that I send, these have small fragrance of
their own, yet worn by you they not lack for scent" ... 'The
entertainment of the messenger was entrusted to Yugrrr, who plied him
with drink, and as payment for his trouble gave him a close-fitrmg Chinese
lady's gown, red plum-blossom colour without, yellow within" For his
reply Genii chose paper of the same colour as the blossom she had sent,
and attached the letter to a spray from the aforementioned trees 10 front
of his own window. 41I can imagine what sort of thing he IS writing,'
thought Sochi as he watched Genji compose the answer. 41 But I really
wonder that, after all the confidences we have exchanged, he should think
it necessary to be so secretive,' and he wondered whether there were not
some additional mystery beyond what he could possibly surmise. 'I can
see you think you have scented a mystery; said Genji, •You are quite
wrong; there is no corner of my heart which I am not willing you should
explore.' GenJi's poem ran: 'Only too profoundly does the scent of your
blossoms stir me, though lest the world should see my weakness I have
hidden their fragrance deep within the folds of my dress.'

· You wrll think,' he said, turning to Prince Sochi, · that we are making
a great deal too much fuss over the coming celebration. For my part I
excuse myself on the ground that she is my only daughter. I am under no
delusions about her looks or intelligence, and did not like to trouble any
outside person to come and stand sponsor for her at the ceremony.. The
Empress Akikonomu, who is staying here on leave from the Palace, has
kindly consented to undertake the task, and it lS in deference to her posi
non that I am doing everyrhmg in proper style.' 'I am. so glad you got
hold of the Empress,' said Prince Sochi; 'I think it is a very good idea;
for we all hope that your little girl will one day occupy the position that
Akikonomu holds now.' At this moment messengers arrived from all the
various quarters of the establishment where the blending of perfumes had
been in progress, for Genji had decided that the last time to make trial of
them was when the evening air began to grow damp. 'You must help me
to Judge these perfumes,' said Genji to his brother. '1 am sure there is no
one who knows more about it than you.' The incense-burners were
brought, and though Prince Sochi protested that this was not at all 10

his line, he was soon amazing everyone present by the incredible delicacy
of his perceptions. He would say of some perfumethe ingredients of which
were quite unknown to him: 'There is a fraction too much cloves in this,'
or of another: 'Just a trifle too little aloes.' He never made any sweeping
criticism, but established a sufficient number of small points to allow of
arranging the competitors, all of whom would to any common critic have
seemed equally unimpeachable, in a definite and justified order of preced
ence.

When this was over, Genji's two secret blends were at last submitted
to the light of day. Just as the Emperor Nimmyo had on 1 famous occa-
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sion buried his incense at the edge of the moat near the barracks of the
Bodyguard of the RIght, so Genji had now buried his two secret corn..
pounds under the bank of a"httle stream that ran out near the western
cross-gallery of his palace. Koremrtsu's son Hyoye no Jo was now sent to
dig them up, and they were finally laid before Prince Sochi by Yugiri.
'No, no,' said Sochi, 'The room IS getting too smoky. In such an at...
mosphere it is quite impossible to go on judging... : But nothing could
be done, for in every quarter of the house the manufacture of incense had
been proceeding so busily that the air was laden with perfume. The
Prince went on sniffing bravely, and the subtlety with which, even under
such adverse circumstances, he detected small merits and defects, won
universal applause. Though there was very Iittle to choose between the
different kurobo submitted, on the whole Princess Asagao's was declared
to be the best, for it combined the strong fragrance usual to this species
with a delightful delicacy and mildness. Among the various jiju incenses,
Genji's easily came out on top, for it was indeed an extraordinarily delight
ful and intriguing mixture. Murasaki had submitted three kinds, It was
agreed that her hatkwa was a more distinctive and ingenious blend than
the other two; Prince Sochi was full of enthusiasm for it, saying he could
imagine no incense that would mix so well WIth the prevailing scent of
the air at this season.

The Lady from the Village of Falling Flowers, thinking that if she
allowed the gentlewomen under her control to send in a variety of per
fumes the task of the judges would be tiresomely complicated and lengthy
(for even in such a matter as this she did not fail to show her usual mod....
esty), sent in only one kind of incense, the sort called Lotus Leaf, but of a
very delicate and subtle variety, which seemed to Genji characteristic of
her unassuming personality. The Lady from Akashi, who presided over
the Winter Garden, and might have been expected to offer an Incense
appropriate to her own season, was not inclined to risk so direct a chal
lenge to the mistresses of Summer and Spring. Fortunately she remem
bered a recipe that had been invented by Mmamoto no Kintada I with
the help of notes inherited from the Emperor Uda. 2 This by itself would
have sufficed to win considerable approbation; but she also succeeded in
recollecting the ingredients of the famous Hundred Steps Incense.! and
Sochi was obliged to pronounce each of those contributions deserving of
the highest honours. 'Our judge is losing his subrlety;' complained
Genji, · and is obliged to fall back upon praising everything indiscrimi
nately:

The moon had now risen, Supper was served, and afterwards stories
were told by various members of the party. A slight mist veiled the moon

I Grandson of the Emperor Uda, A famous poet and aesthete.
• A..D. ~8g-897.
J Socalled because it could be smelt a hundred feet away.
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with the most entrancing effect .. The rain of the morning had left a slight
breeze in Its rrail, that continually wafted into the already thickly per
fumed rooms of the house fresh perfumes from the trees In the garden.
From the Music Room CaITIe sounds of flute and String, for a practrce was
in progress, mUSIC t"'eing destined to rL1Y an important part in the cere
monies of the ensuing day. Many courriers had arrived, and there was a
noise of zirherns being got into trim, and an agreeable meandermg of
flutes. To no Chujos sons Kashiwagi and Kobai had come merely to make
the formal announcement of rheir intention to take part In tomorrow's
proceedings. But they were now prevailed upon to stay and JOIn in the
music, Genji himself providing the instruments. At the same time he set
a lute in front of Prince Sochi, and himself sent for his great Chinese
zrrhern. Kashiwagr played upon the wagon./ and so a qUIte inrerestmg
combinanon was possible. Yugiri then played upon the crossflute, choos
ing airs appropriate to the season; away went the shrill notes on their
Journey to the country of the clouds. It "V'\"111 be remembered that Kashi
wagr's brother Kobai was famous for his voice. It was he who as a boy
sang the Ballad of Takasago at the time of the rhyme-covermg cornperi
tions. He now sang [Imegaye: 'Look, to a bough of the plum-tree the
nightingale has come to tell us that Spring is here. But though he sings,
but though he SIngs, the snow is falling fast.' Gen Ji and hIS brother
joined in the refrain, and though more practice would have been required
to make the thing a complete success, It: afforded a very agreeable even
ing's entertainment. When the Wine "vas handed round Prince Sochi re
cited the verse; •To an ecstasy the" Song of the nightingale" has carried
us, who by the beauty of the snow-white boughs already were enthralled.'
To which Genu replied: · Prince, if this spnngrime no other beacon guide
you to 111y house, let these frail flowers suffice to bring you back before
their time is passed;' So sayIng he handed the cup to Kashiwagi, who
addressing Yugiri recited the verse: 'Play shrilly once again the flute
songs of the night, lest on his bed of flowers the \\~eary nightingale should
fall asleep.' And Yugiri: •Ask me not to shake with the shrrll blast of
piping those flowers that even the wild Spring wind had not the heart
to snr.' At this whimsical excuse everyone laughed. When it came to
Kobai's turn, he sang: 'Did not the mists of Spring enfold both earth and
sky) the'birds that sleep so sound had long a.go burst out into their clamor
ous daybreak song.' And true enough, the first streaks of light were
already appearing in the eastern sky. Sochi announced that he must go
at once. As a reward for his services in judging at the competition Genjl
gave him a cloak from his own wardrobe and two Jars of incense which
had been left unopened during the trials. These were put in his carriage,
and finding them there, Sochi improvised the poem: · Incense and fine
clothes! What gifts are these for an honest man to carry home at dawn?'

I Japanese zithcrn.

2.1
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'You must not be so frrghrened of your family; laughed Genji, waiting
beside the carriage while the bulls were being yoked; and he answered
Sochi wirh the poem: 'Well can I believe It, dear friend, that your famlly
will rub their eyes at seeing you come home wrrh so decent a coat upon
your back.' Sochi, who thought himself a very well-dressed man, did
not take this In very good part. The other guests also received small
presents in memory of the occasion - a gown, a brocaded under-robe,
or the lrke.

The ceremony of Inrriarion took place in Akikonomu's rooms in the
evening of tbe next day. The company arrived at the hour of the Dog.x
The Empress herself was in the small side-room behind the double-doors
at the western end of the corridor, and here she was soon joined by the
gentlewomen entrusted with the dressing of the Initiate's hair. For this
room had been set apart as her dressing-place. Murasaki was also there,
and as both ladies were attended by a full complement of gentlewomen
in-waiting, there was not much room to spare. The little Princess herself
did not arrive till the hour of the Rat," when the actual Tying of the Belt
took place. The room was lit only by the flickering rays of the great lamp
in the corridor outside; but, from what she could see of the child, Aklko
nomu (who happened not to have come across her before) made her out
to be very good-looking. Genji, however, whispered many apologies
for her. ~ I knew you would help me: he said. 'But of course the child IS

nothing out of the ordinary, and it seems a shame to give you all this
trouble. You are doing what I suppose no Empress has ever done before.
.. .' 'I thought nothing of coming, and indeed imagined it would be a
mere family affair. If it is on my account that you have done things on
this grand style, I assure you it is I not you who ought to feel embar
rassed;' She looked so charming and still so young as she made this polire
speech that GenJi congratulated himself upon an occasion which, if it
possessed no other Importance, had at least the ment of bringing together
in one room so many delighrful women.

He would very much have liked the child's mother to take part in the
ceremony, for he knew that it would pam her deeply not to be invited,
but as the girl had been formally adopted by Murasaki, it was hard to
see in what capacity the Lady from Akashi could be summoned, and very
reluctantly he abandoned the idea.

For To no Chujo it was extremely galling to hear the accounts of all
these preparations and festivities. HIS own daughter Lady Kumoi was
now at the height of her beauty, and to see her wasting her youth and
charm in the dull seclusion of the home, while the Akashi girl's success
was being bruited on every side, was naturally very hard for him to bear.
Yugirr's attachment to her seemed neither to have ripened not', on the

I 7 P.'M.

• 11 P.M..
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other hand, declined. To do anything that savoured of a WIsh to negotiate
with him might now only lead to a humiharing rebuff - a risk that had
not existed in the days when Yugiri's passion was snll open and declared.
He felt that he had let things drift too far» and was indeed in these days
more angry with himself than wirh Yugiri.

The young man heard that hIS uncle no longer spoke of him with any
asperity; but the harshness of years was not so easy to forget, and Yugiri
could not bring himself to plead for the termination of a quarrel which
had been ennrely of Chujos making. He therefore continued to behave
exactly as before. Not but what his fidelity suffered at one time and
another from considerable strains and stresses. Naturally It did; but he
could never forget the day upon which her nurses had taunted him with
his light-blue dress, and he was determined that until he could come
forward as a full-blown Counsellor he would make 00 further advances.

Genji disapproved extremely of the boy's solrrary and unsettled mode
of existence, Some time ago he had received a hint from the MInister of
the Right that a proposition from Yugiri would not be unwelcome; and
now a similar intimation had come from a certain Prince Nakatsukasa ...
Surely the boy would not allow a childish attachment to stand in the
way of such solid a.lliances as these> He told Yugiri of the two offers.
One or the other you must certamly accept,' he said. 'Try to make up
your mind as quickly as you can: Yugiri did not answer, but merely
waited respectfully for his father to continue. 'I know that, in away,
It IS rather absurd for me to advise you about things of this kind,' Genji
said after a pause. 'I remember how tiresome I used to find my father the
old Emperor's lectures on these and similar subjects. But I assure you that,
irritanng as it was at the time) his advice generally turned out to be
perfectly sound, and I wish I had more often followed it .... But what I
wanted to say to you now was this: your present unsettled way of living
is doing your reputation a great deal of harm. Naturally everyone as
sumes that a prevlous attachment of some kind is holding you back, and
the impression most people are Iikely to get is that you have got tied up
with someone so low-born or discreditable that you cannot possibly intro
duce her into your family. I know that this idea is the opposite of the
truth; indeed no one could possibly accuse you of aiming too low.. But it
is now perfectly clear that you cannot get what you want ..... Under such
circumstances the only thing to do is to take what one can get, and make
the best of it ....

· I myself had lust the same sort of trouble at your age. But things were
even worse, for in the Palace one is hedged round by all kinds of rules and
restrictions. All eyes were upon me, and I knew that the slrghrest indica..
rion on my part would be eagerly seized upon and exploited by those who
stood to gain by my undoing. In consequence of this I was always ex
tremely careful, .. ~ Yes. In spite of all my precautions I did once get
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into trouble, and it even looked at one nme as though I had ruined myself
for good and all. I was still low in rank then and had not particularly
distinguished myself in any way. I feIt that I was free to do as I chose
and that if things went wrong I had not much to lose. As a matter of
fact lt is just at such a moment m life that one makes the most far-reaching
and irreparable mistakes; for It is then that passion is at its strongest,
while the checks and restramrs, that in middle age Inevitably protect us
against the wilder forms of folly, have not yet come into play. To suggest
that you need advice on this subject is in no way derogatory to your in.
telhgence; for in their relations with women people who show the ut
most good sense in other matters seem constantly to get into the most
inextricable mess. One of the difficulties is that we tend to be attracted
precisely by those people with whom It IS most impossible that V\Te should
be permanently connected. I can thmk of a case in which the lady's repu
tation was fatally Injured and the man's happiness destroyed, not only
in this world but probably in the next, by the fierce resentment which
she bore against him in consequence of this youthful indiscretion,

,And one thing more: suppose you get married and find that the match
is not altogether a success. There will be moments at which you WIll be
tempted to throw the whole thing over. But do not act rashly. Think
out the situation afresh each time that it appears to you insupportable.
Probably you will find that there is a very good reason for hanging on a
lrttle longer. Even 1£ you have lost all affection for the lady herself, you
may perhaps feel that for the sake of her parents you ought to make one
more effort.... Or even if she has no parents or other supporters to whom
you are under an obligation, you WIll very Iikely find on reflection that
she has some small trick of speech or manner that still attracts you. It
will in the end possibly be best both for you and for her if you can keep
things going even in the most precarious way.'

So at moments of leisure used Genji to admonish the young man, never
WIth any note of asperIty in hIS tone Nor did he once bO beyond the
vaguest general reflections and remmiscences,

The suggestion that at his father's advice he should at once transfer
his affecnons to some quarter where they would be more acceptable
struck Yugiri as the most gratuitous piece of folly imaginable. Let them
compel him if they chose, but at least refrain from Insulting his love by
veiling such senseless propositions under the cloak of kindness.

Meanwhile Kumoi noticed that her father, who for a long time past
bad eyed her with a strangely sorrowful look, now gazed at her more
mournfully than ever. She felt that through her own fault something
had gone wrong with her life, and ceased soon to hope for any kind of
happiness; but outwardly she showed no signs of this despair and seemed
'content to let her youth shp by unmarked. Yugiri's letters, written at
moments when a sudden access of Ionging compelled him to seek an outlet
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for his emotion, were as passionate as at the first day of their separation..
But did they represent his true feel1ngs? Sometimes she came near to
doubting it, and had she possessed other lovers who gave more tangible
proof of their devotion, it would have been easy for her to assume that
Yugiri's outpourings were utterly insincere. But an inexperienced girl
cannot afford to doubt - that privilege is reserved for those with whom
love has become a familiar distraction .. His letters were her only interest,
and she read them again and again. It soon reached To no Chujo's ears
that Prince Nakarsukasa had offered his daughter, and that the suggestion
had not been ill-received by Genii, He drew Kumoi aside and spoke of
this, with evident agitation. 4 I am afraid this means that the young man
has given way; he said .. "No doubt Genji is offended at my not having
accepted Yugiri at the start, and is anxious to show that it is now too late
for me to change my mind. For your sake I should be willing to humble
myself before him to any extent; but I am afraid we should only be making
ourselves ridiculous .. ' There were tears in his eyes while he spoke. Em
barrassed, for she had never seen him weep before, Kumoi turned away
her head, thus managing also to conceal her own tears, which by now
were beginning gently to fall.. What should he do? It was unendurable
to watch her misery" And determined to make a last desperate appeal to
Genji, he fled abruptly from the room.. At the sound of his departure she
turned her head, and coming to the window stood gazing after him..
What would her lover think, what would he do, could he but have seen
her father's strangely belated tears? It was not thus, she felt sure, that
Yugiri pictured the tyrant who stood between them. Just at this moment
a messenger arrived, A letter from Yugirif Her first thought was that it
would announce his engagement to this daughter of Prince Nakarsukasa,
and for a while she had not the heart to open it. But when at last she
did so she found that it was couched in -terms as passionate as ever before..
His poem ran: 'Now faithlessness, that once was held a crime, rules all
the world, and he a half-wit is accounted whose heart is steadfast for an
hour." There wa.s not in the letter a hint of any intention such as her
father had referred to, but the more she thought about it the more con
vinced she became that the rumour could not be without foundation. •It
seems that you, who preach so much of steadfast faith, yourself will soon
be following the world's new treacherous way. 9

He had no notion what
this could mean, and puzzled over it fruitlessly for many an hour.



CHAPTER V

Fuji no Uraba

D ESPITE his friendship for the little Princess, Yugiri had shown
no interest in the recent proceedings at the New Palace. He had
indeed lately heard that the ·watchman of the gate,' 1 worn out

by a vigil so unexpectedly prolonged, already showed signs of collapse.
The boy, extremely sensitive to rebuffs, would far rather that the first
step should be taken by the other side, and though constantly planning to
approach his uncle, he felt when it came to the point unable to do so
unless Chujo's manner towards him in some way indicated that the ru
moured change of attitude had really taken place ..

Meanwhile Kumoi, convinced that Yugiri's engagement to the Nakat
sukasa girl would soon be announced, was doing her best to wipe out from
her thoughts all memory of the lover who had betrayed her. Thus,
though In effect the way was now clear, a tangle of misunderstandings
made it impossible for either SIde to advance. Her father, whose 111
judged obstinacy was responsible for the whole situation, was by now
willing to make any compromIse. Above all it was essential, at the cost
of whatever humiliation, to forestall Prince Nakatsukasa's definite and
final offer, which did not seem yet to have been made. For after all that
had happened it might be exceedingly difficulr to procure the girl an even
tolerable alliance.. Despite all the precautions of her family Kumoi's early
friendship with Yugiri had become known, and innocent though it had
been, she would inevitably share in the discredit which attaches to the
jilted" He foresaw indeed that belated efforts to find her a husband would
involve both him and the girl herself in even greater humihations than
would ensue from an Immediate surrender. This time he determined to
approach the boy himself; but though they occasionally met and were to
outward appearances on perfectly good terms, he found it very difficult
to embark suddenly upon such a subject as this. To send for Yugiri on
purpose to discuss the matter seemed to be making altogether too much
fuss about it, and would indeed mark a point of surrender beyond what,
even in his present mood, he was prepared to bring himself to. At last,
however, CIrcumstances afforded just such an occasion as he sought. On
the twentieth day of the third month, the anniversary of his mother's 2

death, a memorial service was held at the Gyokurakuji.! There was a
great gathering of princes and noblemen, among whom Yugiri, now grown

I To no Chujo. Reference to a passage in the Ise Monogatari.
• Princess Omiya.
I The mausoleum of the Fujiwara family.
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to his full stature and magnificently cut no crscrecnaoie
figure. The presence of To no Chujo, who was of course ID charge of the
proceedings, always had the effect of damping and his
particularly subdued, cautrous manner did not his uncle's
notice. A special recitation of the scriptures was at Genji's
expense, and Yugiri himself, as grandson of the deceased, was naturally
responsible for many of the arrangements. They were all going home
late in the afternoon amid a shower of falling blossoms, when To no Chujo,
overcome by the memories which had crowded to his mind during this
melancholy celebration, paused for a moment to gaze upon the scene
about him. Yugiri too was deeply moved by the beauty of the evening
and had also halted. There was a rainy feeling in the air, and some of
their companions shouted to them to come on quickly if they did not want
to catch a wetting. Turning round To no Chujo saw that, like himself,
Yugiri was spellbound by the sadness of the closing day, and pulling him
gently by the sleeve he said: 4 What does this mean? All day you have
been doing your best to avoid me. I should have thought that on such an
occasion you would have been willing to call a truce. I feel that today
I have reached a turning-point in my life. I am beginning to be an old
man, and I cannot afford to lose the affection of those who are growlng up
around me......• 'I remember,' Yugiri answered, 'that before she died my
grandmother begged me if I were ever in trouble to come first to you for
advice. And I would gladly have done so, had you not made it clear that
you had no wish at all to see me..... .' But there the conversation ended;
for the wind had suddenly risen, bringing with it a violent storm of rain,
and the whole party were obliged to make for home as fast as they could ..

Never before had To no Chu]o addressed such words to him; and though
there was 00 direct allusion to the trouble over Kumoi, he could not
help feeling that they were meant as a definite hint of encouragement.
For Yugiri's thoughts were continually occupied by this subject, and he
was apt to see a reference to it in the most ordinary remarks. Of this he
was conscious, and all night long he turned over in his mind what Chujo
had said to him.

But in point of fact Yugiri's years-long patience had at la.st triumphed
completely. H there was a slight further delay it was only because To no
Chujo was waiting for a not too inappropriate occasion upon which to
make his full and unqualified surrender.

Early in the fourth month, one evening when the unusual magnificence
of the wistaria in his courtyard (it had never been so profuse in blossom
or so splendid in colour as this year) induced him to invite a few friends
with whom to feast and make music, when the dusk was already gather
ing and the beauty of the flowers, as they gleamed in the half-night, was
even more dazzling than before, To no Chnjo plucked a spray of the
blossom and asked his son Kashiwagi to deliver It to Yugiri with the
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message: ·1 should very much like to continue our conversation of a few
days ago, and If you have nothmg better to do, please come round and
see me.... ' Attached to the wisraria spray was the poem: 'The wisraris
in my garden is at its deepest hue, and now not many nights are left in
which to see it shining through the dusk.' Yugiri could not for a moment
doubt that this was the signal he had waited for. He thanked Kashiwagi
for bringing the message and handed to him the poem: 'Alas, I fear lest
groping through the dusk I now may mISS the hour when these deep-
coloured blossoms shed their splendour on the night.' · I am ashamed of
this poem,' he said to Kashiwagi, ·and beg you to amend it in any way
you can: •Are you not coming straight back with met said the other.
'No,' answered Yugiri decisively. "My retainers would be a trouble to
you; and he sent Kashiwagi away. This took place in Genii's presence,
and looking at the poem, he said: 'This of course is all you could desire.
Well, I am glad it has happened at last. No doubt the other day's pro
ceedings awakened in him the feeling that he had often treated his mother
very badly, and his present surrender is a sort of propitiation... .' This
confident, offhand tone jarred on Yugiri. · I don't think this invitation
means anything out of the ordinary; he replied) blushing. 'The wisrana
is in bloom and they are having some mUS1C in the courtyard. It is quite
natural that he should send for me ... ' 'Well, in any case,' replied Genji,
'he is evidently anxious to have you there, or he would not have sent
Kashiwagi on purpose. You had better go at once.' To a casual observer
Yugiri would have appeared at this moment apathetic - impassively
obedient. But his heart within staggered with excitement, and in sheer
intensity of expectation he almost fainted away. 'Wait a minute!' his
father called after him. 'That dark cloak will not do at all! It was well
enough while you were a young nobody and did nor attend the Council,
But now you have every right to make a better show..... Let me lend
you something,' and sending a servant to his wardrobe, he presently
displayed a whole pile of the most magnificent Court cloaks, one of which
Yugiri carried off to his own room. By the time his toilet was complete,
twilight had turned to darkness. He hurried to his uncle's house, arriving
just when To no Chujo, to his chagrin, had decided that it was useless to
expect him. He was led into the house by a band of some seven or eight
young men, headed by Kashiwagi, A seat of honour had been set apart
for him by To no Chu]o, who for the moment was absent, having gone to
change his Court hat for a more comfortable form of headdress. His
wife and some young ladies-in-waiting helped him to change. •You
must take a peepat our new guest,' he said to them. '1 saw him arriving
a moment ago. He has really grown up into a most distinguished-looking
young man; and he dresses admirably. He looks to me as though he would
turn out to have more strength and decision of character than his father.
Genji of course was always very good company; when one is with him)
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one is indeed so completely carried away hIS and charm
that the worries and drfficultres of everyday seem to lose all
reahry, But In public affairs he seems to me to suffer from a certam lack
of earnestness, of gravity...... However, that may be a fault on the right
SIde. Certarnly this son of his has not mherited any such defect; I hear
that he IS a better scholar than hIS father, and IS indeed a most serious and
persevering character..... ' To no Chujo now rejoined hIS guests, and after
the usual cornplirnenrs had been exchanged he said to Yugrrr: •You should
have come when the spring flowers were at their best. It was an astomsh
ing srghz this year.. Every imagmable colour. But the spring treated us
badly; never has its stay been so short. And now all that is left us to
console ourselves with is these wonderful blossoms here, which are al
ready almost in summer bloom.. For my part I take an immense delight
in them, and I hope that to you as well their colour has tonight a special
significance ... J I and he smiled reassuringly. The moon had now risen,
and having admired by its lrght what little was to be seen of the wistaria
blossom, they settled down again to music and drink .. Seeing that Yugrris
shyness required overcornmg by some more drastic procedure than mere
friendly encouragement, To no ChuI0 affected to be more drunk than he
actually was, and under cover of this pretence pressed the drink upon
Yugiri with a boisterous insistence. But the boy was determined to keep
all his wits about him, and over and over again refused. · I hear,' said
To no Chujo, 'that you are becoming such a scholar as In these latter days
we never hoped to see again. Perhaps that is why you are so cold towards
your old acquaintances who can boast no such world-WIde reputation.
But even in your learned books I fancy there is a good deal about .~ family
visits," and there is a certain person," very dear to those of your persuasion,
who made such small formaliries the groundwork of hIS reaching. You
must know far more about all this than I do, and it can only be for some
very parncular reason that you so determinedly avoid your uncle's house..
.... .' Such a complaint came quire naturally amid the general sentimen
tality induced by wine and music. ·Come,' answered Yugiri, · did nothing
else attach me t~ou, the memory of my mother and grandmother would
alone make me ready to serve you with my last breath, and I cannot con
ceive what I have done to merit such a reproach. It was you who in the
first place gave me to understand that I was not welcome..... .' To no
Chujo held hIS peace; but when a. suitable opportunity occurred he rose
to his feet and sang the old song: 'If hke the leaf... ,' 3 while Kashiwagi,
evidently at hIS father's bidding, plucked a spray of wistarra blossom, the
-deepest-coloured and longest he could find, and twined it round the guest's

~ Purple, a presage of high rank..
a Confucius,
3 'If like the leaf of the wistarie through which the sun darts his rays transparently

,;rougive your heart to me, I will no more mistrust you.'
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wine-cup. Yugiri modestly protested; whereupon To no Chujo recited
the verse: "Thar as token of kinship this flower you should invoke I
waited? till the blossom hung lower than the pme-boughs, then at last
I humbled my pride. 11

Yugin, holding the cup, made a slight obeisance, and answered: 'Strange
that through so many dewy springtimes I was doomed to pass before I
met the season when this flower for me its blossom should unfold.' So
saying he handed the cup to Kashiwagi, and as it went the round every...
one in turn produced the best he could in the way of a poem. But amid
the confused revel it was not likely that anything very good should come
to light, and the verses that followed were even more ragged than those
I have already quoted. The moon was only seven days old, and across
the mirror of the silent lake hung a thin veil of mist. The trees still
lacked their full profusion of summer green, and it was over bare and
lonely-looking boughs that the wistaria, not merged as at a later season
in the general mass of leafage, hung its heavy loads of blossom. Kobai,
whose voice was always in request upon such occasions, sang' The Hedge
of Reeds' 2 very charmmgly. 'Come,' broke in To no Chujo, 'no one has
broken down any hedges here I' and next time the refrain came he drowned
it with the words: 'Welcome to this ancient house!' oS Soon all trace of
embarrassment on either side had completely disappeared, and the party
was kept up with a great deal of noisy singing and other merriment till a
very late hour in the night. At last Yugiri thought the time had come
for a hint on his side, and pretending to be much more drunk than he
really was, he said to To no Chujo: 'I am afraid I am not good for much
more of this. Could you possibly allow me to sleep here tonight? My
head goes round, and I doubt whether, even if I managed to set out for
home, I should ever get there safely: •Kashiwagi l' cried To no Chujo,
'a bed for YugiriI I would see to it myself, but I am already far more
drunk than an old person of my age has a.ny right to be, and I must ask
you to continue the concert without me. 1I So saying, he went straight to
his room. 'I know what it is,' said Kashiwagi, turning to Yugiri. I , You
came to see the flowers, and with the flowers you woUld stay." I'll do
what I can for you. But it may not be so easy as you suppose.' "This is
no wild fancy of the moment, 1I answered Yugiri. •Is not the pine-tree
called Hthe lover of these flowers," and does he not all the year "wait
changeless till at their own time the blossoms come"? Bring me to
her ....

Kashiwagi was not sure that this was what his father had intended,

I The usual pun: matsu = 'pine-tree,' and 'wait."
:I 'About that broken place in the reed-hedge, in the front hedge, someone has told

my mother. I think it was that chatterbox, my younger brother's wife. For she saw you
climbing over, and she it must have been who told.'

I 3 From another old song.
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and was somewhat loath to take so great a but he greatly
admired Yugrn and had always hoped that matters end in this way.
It was therefore without any great misgivmg that he now led the way to
his sIster J s room......

Next day was the Festival of Buddha's Baptism.' The priests carrying
the sacred image arrived somewhat late, and It was evening when the little
girls sent from the various quarters of Genji's household arrived with their
thank-offerings and alms" This part of the ceremony was carried out in
Genji's palace exactly as at Court, while Genji's levee on the evening of
the festival was even better attended than that held by the Emperor; so
that the priests in charge of the image, who had got through the ordeal
of appearing before the Emperor pretty comfortably, felt much less sure
of themselves at this second and, as it seemed to them, far more critical
gathering. But these proceedings did not in the least interest Yugiri, who
at an early hour put on his best clothes and hurried away towards To no
Chujos house. Several of the younger ladies-in-waiting at the New
Palace, without being actually in love with him, had always taken a
considerable interest in his doings, and were not best pleased to hear that
his prolonged bachelordom had at last come to a. close.

The accumulated longing of years, satisfied at last in a manner beyond
the wildest dreams of either, made the union of these two yOUl')g people
into a basket 2 that certainly let no water through. To no Chujo, too"
liked Yugiri more and more as he got to know him better, and lavished
upon him every sort of attention. He could not help still feel1ng a little
sore at having had to surrender in so abject a manner.. At the same time
he had a. great respect for the tenacity and single-hearredness which
Yugiri had displayed in the face of every discouragement during these last
years, and he bore the boy no grudge at all. There was a certain feeling
against him in the household, for Kumoi had now grown to be indubi
tably prettier and in every way more interesting than her sister, Lady
Chujo. This had for some time past excited the jealousy of Lady Chujo's
mother and of such gentlewomen as sided with her; and this faction in the
household did its best to keep Yugiri in his place.. But Kumoi's mother 3

and many other people were delighted to hear of the engagement..
The Akashi Princess's actual move into the Crown Prince's palace was

fixed for the twentieth of the fourth month. Meanwhile Murasaki..ex-

1 Eighth day of the fourth month. Images of the Infant Buddha (four inches high, with
right hand raised towards the sky) are carried in procession and sprinkled with water.
The festival commemorates the occasion when the Rain Dragons sprinkled the head of
the Infant Buddha..

:&There is a proverb 'It is no use pouring water into a basket,' Auga means 'union,'
and also 'basket,' 'wicker panier,, of

3 A princess with 'whom To no Chujo had had an intrigue in early days. Subsequently
she morganatically married a Provincial Inspector.
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pressed a desire to visit the August Birthplace," The other ladles of the
household were eager to accompany her; but she did not like the Idea of a
huge miscellaneous excursion, and in the end she confined the party to her
own gentlewomen and servants. Even as lt was there were twenty coaches,
but everything was done as unostentatiously as possible, and the number
of outriders was extremely small, The VIsit to the Shrine was made very
early In the mornmg of the Festival," and Murasaki was back in time to
VIewthe processions from the usual Stand. There was a good deal of rough
hustlmg and pushing among the grooms and outriders of various ladies,
each of whom was determined to secure a prominent place for her equi
pa.ge; but as soon as Murasakis carriage came in SIght the rest fell back
respectfully to let her pass. Genji, who was already wairrng in the Stand,
could not but recollect how at that other Kamo Festival years ago there
had been an awkward clash of coaches. '1 am glad you got through with
out any trouble,' he said. ·There 1S often a good deal of ill-feeling on these
occasions I am afraid the favourite of the moment is apt to abuse her
power, sweeping mercilessly aside all who stand In her path. Yugiri's
mother was by no means given to self-assernon. Yet her death was due
to the resentment she incurred by allowmg her servants to behave with
insolence during one of these holiday encounters. It was the present
Empress's mother who suffered upon that occasion, and it is strange that
whereas her child has reached the highest positron to which any lady
can aspire, poor Aoi's son has only just begun to get on, even In the most
modest way_ We must never forget how uncertain everything in this
world is. I have no reason to suppose that things wrll not now go
smoothly with me to the end. But should you survive me, you mighr
easily find yourself in a very precarious position.... '

A number of princes and noblemen had now assembled near Murasaki's
Stand to pay her their respects, and Genji Joined them. Kashiwagi was
today the representative 3 of the Imperial Bodyguard, and it was at his
father's house that the gentlemen who now accompanied him had that
morning assembled.

Koremitsu's daughter, who, as will be remembered, now held a post in
the Bedchamber, was also present as representative of her office. She was
just now having a prodigious success at Court, and today her coach was
attracting as great a throng of admirers as that of any lady from the
Palace, the Crown Prince's apartments or the Sixth Ward. 4 Among those
who paid their respects to her this mornmg was Yugiri. He had courted
het in old days, in a somewhat half-hearted way it is true, but the news

x The place at the Kamo Shrine where the Goddess Tamayorihime gave birth to Wake-
ikazuchi, the Thunder God" It is this event which the Kamo Festival commemorates.

2 Fourth month..
J Each of the Palace departments was pfficially represented at the Kamo Festival•
.. Genji's palace.
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of his sudden engagement to the daughter of so eminent a house
her more than she would have expected. 'If on no other then surely
wrth this wreath I about your brow, lady, you call to that once we
met' ':I Such was the poem that he handed into her coach, and distracted
though she was by the irnportunrries of her admirers, she was touched
that he should remember her at such a moment, and despite the fact that
a carriage-seat 1S no place for writing verse, she answered him with the
poem: 'That" hollyhock" spells to meeting" is for scholars to conclude..
They know it not who pluck the flowers, nor they that weave them as a
crown about their brow.' It was not meant seriously; but Yugir; felt that
it was a snub a.nd retired, somewhat surprised to find that 10 his present
happiness any other woman's reply could make the slighresc difference to
him.

It was usual, when the Heir Apparent's consort was of very immature
age, for her to be accompanied at Court by her mother or guardran.
Murasaki had adopted the Akashi Prmcess In Its Infancy, and according
to the usual practice it would now be she who followed the grrl to the
Eastern Palace. But GenJi would not sanction a plan that involved con
tinual and prolonged absence from home, and the opporrunrry seemed an
excellent one for restoring the child to the care of her true mother, the
Lady of Akashi. Murasaki had long felt that the separatIon of the girl
from her mother, though from a worldly pOInt of view advantageous to
her, was an arrangement too Inhumane to be otherwise than temporary.
The little Princess herself, now that she was of an age to understand the
SItuation, was obviously becoming more and more dissatisfied with It.

To stand in the way of a reunion which promised so much happiness on
both Sides was out of the question, and on her own mitianve Murasaki
said to Genji: "Would It not be possible for the Lady from Akashi to go
with the chrld to the Eastern Palace? She still needs a lot of lookmg after,
and almost all her ladles are far too young to be much use In that respect.
She has her nurses, of course, who WIll do all they can. But there are
many points which people of that kind cannot reasonably be expected to
decide. Were I myself to take charge of her I could not possibly be on the
spot all the time. I would much rather she had someone who could give
undivided attention ... ' What a comfort that she took so sensible a view!
Genji hastened to inform the mother of this decision, and her delight was
touching to behold. Indeed, her only anxiety was lest after all these
years of retirement she should herself have become too dowdy to mingle
with the bevy of resplendent young creatures who had been chosen for
her daughter'S service, and she began hastily providing herself with a. new
outfit.

Her mother, the old recluse's wife, heard with profound relief that the
t Wreath of hollyhock, ao-hi; also means 'Day of meeting.'
• Katsu, once; katsura, 'Iaorel,' also used for festival wreaths.
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hrrle girl's prospects were now finally assured, and henceforward she clung
desperately to life, despite many infirmines and troubles, in the one hope
that she might see her grandchild again before she went down into the
gra.ve. But she lived a long way from the Court, and at last began to
wonder disconsolately whether the meeting would ever really take place.

On the night of the actual Presentation Murasaki accompanied the
child in the hand-litter which was to convey her to the Eastern Palace.
It was open to the Lady of Akashi to follow on foot, and as far as she her
self was concerned she would have been ready enough to do so. But she
feared that her presence would spoil the effect of the Princess's entry, and
remained for the time bemg in her own apartments, feeling, as may well be
imagined, very unwanted and forlorn. The ceremony of introduction was,
at Genii's request, performed with as little publicity as possible. But it
is in any case an elaborate affair, such as is bound to arouse a good deal of
interest. While dressing the little Princess in all the finery that this try
ing occasion demanded, Murasaki could not help passionately wishing
that this lovely child were really hers. And to Genji as well as to Yugiri
the same thought occurred: if only this one thing were not lacking,
surely Lady Murasaki would be the happiest, the most fortunate woman
on earth!

Mter three days she left the Palace, and on the way out met the child's
own mother, who had now come to take charge. They got into coo..
versation, and Murasaki said: ~ Seeing the lrrrle Princess in these grown
up clothes has reminded me how long it 15 since you first came to live with
us. I think, having been neighbours all these years, we ought by now to
know one another a little better than we do.... ' It was not an ea.sy con...
versation to get started, but Murasaki's manner was so obviously kindly
and symparhetrc that a friendship was soon struck up between them.
Murasaki, for her part, was so much attracted by the other's manner and
way of speaking that she soon well understood Genji's admiration for
her; while the Lady of Akashi could not fail to be delighted by Mura...
saki's noble bearing and faultless beauty. She felt it to be perfectly natural
that among all the women who had received Genji's favours, thrs lady
should always have held the unquestioned supremacy; she thought in
deed at this moment that even to have been set beside her as the humblest
participant in Genii's affection was an honour of which she might justly
be proud.

Murasaki's return was attended by great pomp and solemnity. She was
permitted the use of a hand-litter, a privilege usually restricted to the
Emperor's consorts, and the Lady of Akashi, as she watched her leave
the Palace, once more felt for a moment painfully conscious of her own
utter inferiority.

The sight of her lovely child, waiting for her with a. doll-like and neat
composure. was more than she could bear, and so near are the outward
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signs of grief and joy that no one her then could have that
the tears which now rushed to her eyes were those of the and
renderest delight. For years it had seemed as fate were utterly
against her, and she were destined to drift on only into greater depression
and obscurity. But now a brighter prospect had opened, and remembering
her pIOUS father's constant prayers and oblations she could not but think
that it was the God of Sumiyoshi who had at last set her fortunes on a
fairer course.

The little Princess had been so carefully brought up by Murasaki that
she needed very hrrle guidance. Everyone in the Eastern Palace was at
once charmed by her beauty and friendly disposition, not least the Crown
Pnnce himself. For, mere child though he was, he could not fall to per
ceive that she far outshone all other companions whom fate had put in
hIS way. Those whose designs had been frustrated by the little Princess's
arrival made a point of speaking drsparagrngly In His Highness's presence
of the child's mother, sayIng with mock sympathy that It would be a
great handicap to her at Court to have so homely a creature always at her
side. But such remarks had no effect. Not only was the child unusually
quick-witred, but 1t soon became apparent that she already possessed con
siderable will and character of her own. Her every whim was now gratified,
and as many of her ladles had admirers among the most fashionable
young noblemen at Court, her rooms became the scene of the most dazzling
fe:tes and receptions. It was indeed all the Lady of Akashi could do to
keep the ladies-in-waiting in proper trim for all these festivities, after she
had attended to the Princess's outfit and made the necessary household
arrangement. Murasaki managed occasionally to visit them, and was de
lighted to find that there was in the Lady of Akashis manner towards
het no longer any of the distrust and coldness which had for so long made
it well-nigh impossible for them to meet.

Genji, who could never think of himself as living to any great age, was
profoundly thankful that he had now provided for his daughter in a man
ner which seemed to make her happiness assured. And even Yugiri,
whose excellent qualities of heart had seemed at one time likely to con
demn him to a state of permanent unsettledness a.nd despondency, was
now happily provided for .... It seemed in fact to Genji at this time that
all the worst dangers and difficulties of his life had been successfully over
mounted, and that he might now even manage to arrive at the finish with...
out any very serious disaster. Were he to die now his only anxiety would
be on Murasaki's behalf; but so long as Akikonomu, who had always re
garded her as a second mother, retained her influence, Murasaki was not
likely to come to any great harm. Moreover, as foster-mother of a future
Empress she would be certain of a considerable position at Court even
in the event of Akikonomu's death or retirement..

He sometimes had qualms about the Lady from the Village of Falling
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Flowers. She, poor thing, certainly did not have a very gay tune of it ..
but for the moment she had Yugrri to keep an eye on her. GeneraU;
speaking, he could remember no time at which hIS affairs had been In such
hopeful mm.

Next year would see hIS fortieth birthday, and he heard that both at
Court and in the country at large great preparations were afoot for cele
brating rhrs event. Already in the autumn of the present year he was pro
claimed equal in rank to an Imperial Parent, and his £iefs and patronage
were correspondingly increased. HiS actual power had for a long time
past been absolute and complete, so that these changes brought him no
great advantage. Indeed, In one respect they were Inconvenient; for in
defiance of a very well-estabhshed precedent he was burdened with the
special retinue of his new rank, which, magnificent though it made hIS
public appearances, rendered his cornings and goings in the Palace very
burdensome, and he was no longer able to meet the Emperor so often as
he desired.

Ryozen still felt acutely the illegality of his own position and would
at any moment have been prepared to resign the Throne, had not Genji
refused to sanction such a step, poinnng out that It would have a dis
astrous effect on public opinion if it became known that the true line of
succession had been impaired.

To no Chujo of course succeeded to the posrtion which GenJi had va...
cared, and Yugiri at last became a Palace Counsellor. On the day when the
new officers went to Court to receive their Investiture To no Chujo was
greatly struck by the Improvement in the boy's carriage and appearance.
For the first time he felt that Kumoi would after all be far better off with
this young man as her devoted slave and protector than she would ever
have been 10 the Palace, where she could not at best hope for more than
a perfunctory share of the Emperor's attention.

Yugrri's new estate required more spacious quarters than were avail...
able 10 his father's palace, and soon after hrs promotion he moved into
his grandmother's old house in the Third Ward .. It was somewhat out
of repair, but the damage was soon put to rights, and the Princess's former
apartments were modified to suit the requirements of the newly-married
pair. For both of them the place was full of old and tender memories.
They could remember as clumps of scraggy, freshly planted trees, planta
tions that now yielded an ample shade, and one bed of miscanthus,
planted by the old Princess herself, had by now grown so thick and
tangled that they were oblrged to thin it out and cut it back, lest it should
keep the sun off the plants around. The moat too needed clearing out
and, when fresh water-plants had been set in it, looked very inviting.
One lovely autumn evening the young pair stood by the water, talking
of their childhood and of all the tribulations rhsr were now happily
overcome. Kumoi, among much tha.t it was delightful to recall, could not
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help remembering several small incidents that had seemed to her of no
slgnlficance at the but now made her somewhat in
the presence of her grandmother's old servants, most of whom had JOY
fully welcomed the opportunity of returning to their old positions.
Yugiri, gazing into the water, recited the poem: · Guardian of secrets,
thou only could'st tell whirher her soul is but speakesc not, 0
rock-fed wellspring of our house.' To this Kumoi answered: 'Of her that
is departed no shadow haunts thy waters, 0 spnnglet, as calm and un
repentant thy waves flow onward to their goal!'

At this moment To no Chujo, drawn hither by the beauty of the autumn
leaves, came Into the garden for a while on his way back from the Palace..
The house, full once more of movement and Iife, looked (thought To no
Chujo) Just as he had known it on many an autumn day in his parents'
lifetime, and as he wandered from one familiar spot to another it affected
him strangely to find those whom he had recently thought of as mere
children playing the part of dignified masters and possessors amid the
scenes where he himself had once submitted to his elders' rule. Yugiri
too seemed slightly embarrassed by the situation; he blushed noticeably
when giving orders, and his manner was oddly subdued. They were,
thought To no Chujo, a singularly handsome and well-matched pair.
Kumoi, indeed, was no very exceptional beauty) but the boy was cer
ramly as graceful and well-built as any young man he knew, Glancing
among some papers covered with pracnce-writing, Chujo noticed the
poems about the wellspring which the young pair had Just composed.
Deeply moved, he said: 'I too have It In my heart to invoke the spirit of
this farmlrar stream; but for one who stands so near the margin of the
grave_.... t I Nevertheless, he took a brush and wrote the verse: · Long
must it be indeed since the old tree withered; for already its seedlings
spread their green roots across the shaded earth. t Some of the old
Prmccss's aged servants were sitting in a group near by, croaking myste
rious tales of vanished wonders. Among them was Yugiri's old nurse.
She had never forgiven To no Chujo for his former harshness towards her
young master, and overhearing the recital of his ·seedling' poem, she was
unable to restram her indignation and burst out WIth the lines: 4 Some of
us have tended these two seedlings since first they put forth leaf, and have
not only at this last hour discovered that they cast upon the earth a pleas
ant shade." ThISencouraged several of the other aged dames to vent their
VIewS, and Yugiri for his part was much amused by their quaint im
promptus. But Kumoi found their fulsome comphments somewhat em
barrassing, and was glad when their inspiration ran out.

Late in the tenth month the Emperor declared his intention of visiting
Genji in the New Palace, Knowing that the maple leaves would be
particularly lovely at this season, he invited the ex-Emperor Suzaku to

I He speaks..of himself as though he were an old man.
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accompany him. The visit of a reigning sovereign and his predecessor to
the house of a subject had seldom if ever occurred before, and the event
aroused great interest throughout the country. The srmul taneous recep
non of two such august visirors was a. matter that required much fore
thought, and the dazzling preparations which Genji set afoot cost him
hours of deliberation.

The guests arrived at the hour of the Serpent," The first ceremony was
a parade of the Bodyguards of the RIght and Left, who Imed up beside
their horses exactly as at the Imperial Race-meeting in the fifth month.
Early in the afternoon the Emperor proceeded to the Main Hall. All
the plank bridges and galleries along which he passed were carpeted with
costly brocades, and his progress was screened from the public gaze by
heavy canvas curtains painted with landscape scenery. At the Eastern
Lake the party embarked on boats, and the head cormorant-fisher from
the Palace, combined with Genji's men, gave a displa.y with hIS birds,
who brought up a number of small gibel in their beaks. This fishing
display was not part of the original programme, but was improvised at
the last moment, lest the royal personages should be bored on the way
from the parade-ground to the main palace. Every knoll in the gardens
was crowned by the scarlet of maple leaves; but nowhere were they in
better colour than in Akikonomu's Western Garden, and in order that His
Majesty might m pass1ng have a better view of them, part of the wall
that divided her domain from the Great Gardens had been hastily re
moved.

The seats of the two visitors had been placed side by side in the Great
Hall, With Genii's at a considerable distance; but at the Emperor's request
Genu's seat was brought into line WIth theirs. This treatment, which
to those present appeared in the highest degree flattering, was indeed far
less than the Emperor would have liked to do for Genji, before whom
the laws of filial piety demanded that he should kneel in humble reverence.
The fish caught on the lake were to be submitted to the Emperor's approval
by the Colonel of the Bodyguard of the Left. Meanwhile Genj1's fal
coners returned from the Northern Fields with a string of birds which
were handed over to the Colonel of the other Guard, who entering the
Main Hall by the eastern doors submitted the game kneeling at one
side of the seeps,' while the fish were displayed on the other side. To no
Chujo, at His Majesty's command, directed the cooking of these viands,
which were served to the Emperor himself, while the princes and noble
men in attendance were offered a repast of the most appetIzIng kind, in
which every dish was served in a manner to some degree out of the
ordinary. When everyone had had as much as he wanted and dusk WaJ

sernng in, the musicians were sent for. It was not a formal concert,
%9 A. M.

S Of the Imperial Dais.
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but there was some very from
Court. The ex-Emperor Suzaku could not at
the Festival of Red Leaves years ago, an occasion which came
back to his mind. When the Ga-o-on I was To no Chujc's sons,
ten in all, danced to it with such success that rewarded them
with the gIft of his own which To no Chujo received on their
behalf with an elaborate hudo. 2 Genji was meanwhile recallmg the day
when he had been To no Chujo's partner in the Dance of the Blue Waves,
and plucking a chrysanthemum he addressed to him the poem: 'Though
like this flower you have as time goes by put on a deeper hue, do you recall
a day when in the autumn WInd your sleeve flapped close to mine?' Yes,
then indeed (thought To no Chujo) they were partners, and there was
little to choose between them in rank and prospects. But now, despite
the very important position he held, he knew well enough that, com
pared with Genji, he was in popular estimanon a. very insignificant person
Indeed. 'Not to a flower shall I compare thee, who hidest amid the
pomp of regal clouds, but to a star that shines out of an air stiller and
clearer than our own.' Such was To no Chujo's answer. By now the
evening wind was stirring among the red leaves that lay heaped upon
the courtyard floor, weaving them Into patterns of brown and red. Here
some pretty Iirrle boys, children of various noble houses, were imitating
in play the dances of their elders. They wore blue and crimson tunics,
and shirts of yellow with dark...red facings. Apart from their little Court
hats they had no formal insignia, and it was a pretty sight to see them
capering about amid the maple leaves, through which the setting sun now
slanted its last rays, The professional musicians were not called upon to
give any very exacting performance, and at an early hour the prrvare
playing began, led by the Emperor) who sent to the Palace Library for a
selection of zithems. Prompted by the beauty of the season and hour,
one after another of the great personages there present called for his in ...
strument and gave vent upon it to the feelings of the moment. Suzaku
was deeply moved at hearing the familiar tones ofUda no Hoshi.3 Turning
to the Emperor he recired the verse: 'Though) watcher of the woods,
through many rainy autumns I have passed) such tints as these it never
was my lot in any devious valley to behold.' He said this in his usual
tone of gentle complaint. The Emperor answered: •You speak as th.ough
mere leaves were on the ground; here rather has autumn woven a brocade
that, could it be an heirloom, after-ages would covet to possess .. •

Now that he was grown to full manhood the Emperor's likeness to
Genji was astonishingly complete. Equally striking was his resemblance
to Yugiri. The latter of course had not that complete self-possession and

I 'Thanking for the Prince's Favour,' a Chinese dance.
2 A form of obeisance so elaborate as to be almost a dance,
s Name of a famous]apanese zithern.
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authority of manner which His Majesty had naturally acquired durIng
hIS years of rule; but Yugiri had distinctly the better complexion. He
was now called upon to play the flute; among the courtiers who, drawn
up along the steps, were singing the words of the tune was To no Chujo's
son Kobai, long famous for the beauty of his voice. It was indeed a
memorable occasion, and one which it seemed that some special Providence
must have contrived.



CHAPTER VI

Wakana

C' YDUNG SHOOTS')

PAR.T ONE

FOR years past the ex-Emperor Suzaku had been ailing, though it
was hard to say exactly what was wrong with him.. Soon after his
visit to Genu's palace he became much worse, and began preparing

himself for admission to the priesthood. He would indeed long ago have
entered a monastery, had not his mother Lady Kokiden, masterful as ever
in her extreme old age, obstinately opposed such a step. But now she was
dead, and the only remaining difficulty was the question of his family ..

Oborozuki remained childless; but Lady Jokyoden had borne him four
children: one boy (the present Heir Apparent) and three girls. But he had
another daughter, born to him by a certain Princess Wisraria, a younger
sister of Lady Fujitsubo. Suzaku was extremely fond of this princess, and
their daughter, Princess Nyosan, was undoubtedly his favourite child,
But under the influence of Kokiden, who had subsequently thrust Oboro
zuki upon him, he kept Nyosaa's mother very much in the background.
After his abdication her life became more than ever dull and purposeless.
In a short while she pined away and died.

Nyosan was, at the point we have reached in our story, about thirteen
years old. Already the retreat that Suzaku had built for himself on the
Western Hills was nearing completion; soon he would be immured for
ever, and his one anxiety was to get his child started in life before he dis
appeared. The first consideration was her Initiation, which could not any
longer be delayed. When Suzaku gave his children toys, it was always
Nyosan who had the first choice, the others never getting the smallest
trinket unless she had first refused it. You may imagine then with what
care he now ransacked his treasury for rare and costly objects that might
add splendour to the coming celebration..

Hearing that Suzaku was on the point of departure from the City, his
SOO, the Heir Apparent, accompanied by Lady]okyoden, came to pay him
a farewell visit. Suzaku had never cared much for this Lady Jokyoden,
who had indeed been imposed upo,n him solely out of political considera
tions; but as mother of the future sovereign she was a person of great con
sequence at Court, and there were now many matters that he was glad to
talk over with her. Having discussed his son's future, about which he
felt no forebodings, he said to his visitors: 'It is the girls that I am
worried about. I cannot imagine what will become of them. I have so
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often seen this sort of thing happen before. It is torture to foresee in every
detarl how they will be taken advantage of and insulted. When I say
"they," of course all this does not really apply to your chrldren, you will
no doubt see to it that they get properly settled. It is about Nyosan that
I am chiefly troubled. I wish you would undertake to look after her... .'
But this was asking a good deal. Nyosan's mother, for whom the Emperor
cared far more than for Jokyoden, had behaved very disagreeably to her
when their rivalry was at its height, and though Jokyoden had no inten
tion of avenging herself upon a defenceless orphan, she saw no reason why
she of all people should be expected to assume responsibilrty in the matter.

Day and night Suzaku brooded over the future of this favourite child.
Meanwhile his weakness steadily increased and by the end of the year he
was no longer able to leave his bed. To visitor after visitor he poured out
the same tale of perplexity, and received much sympathy, though nothing
In the way of practical suggestions. Genji sent frequently to enquire and
even promised to come in person, but ultimately sent hIS son Yugin In ...
stead. 'I am afraid your father has a grudge against me, t said Suzaku.
'I have myself always regarded him with the utmost affection; but at one
time the powers arrayed against him were very strong, and I allowed cer
tain measures to be taken.... People are always coming here and warning
me to be on my guard.... 4C Some day he WIll find a way of getting even
with you," they say. 11 Many a man has warred far longer than this to
settle an old score, " and so on. But I am bound to say nothing comes of it.
I cannot remember a single occasion on which Genji has shown me the
slightest:trace of Ill-will. It is of course to him that I should most naturally
turn for help in my present difficulties. But I know how trying people are
when they talk about their own children; and so I have ended by discuss
ing th.e matter with all and sundry, rather than WIth GenJi, whose sym
pathy I was particularly anXIOUS not to lose. But my visit to his palace
this autumn made me feel how unfortunate it is that I see him so seldom.
I wish you could persuade him to come here one day .... ' •I am sure he
would be delighted to come,' answered Yugm. 'Of course I know noth
ing of what happened between you in the past. But lately he has fre
quently discussed political affairs with me, and I have never heard him
mention you in a way to suggest that he bears you ill-will for what hap
pened in the past... ..: While Yugiri spoke, a new idea entered the ex
Emperor's head. How would it be to confide to this competent and agree...
able young man the care of the daughter whose future was causing him so
much anxiety? •I hear you have now got a house of your own,' he said
to Yugirr, C I have known for a long time past of your difficulties over
this matter and was extremely sorry for you. However, now your troubles
have all ended in a. manner completely satrsfactory to you, I suppose~

BUnt what I feel about It is that really, after all that happened, To no
Chujo hardly deserves you as his son-in-law. Indeed, I must confess, in
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that respect I feel somewhat Jealous of him......• For a moment was
mystified; but then he remembered having heard that Suzaku was in a
great state about one of his daughters ........ However, he was shy letting
It be seen that he understood this hint, and only answered: 'I am sure
you need not be Jealous of anythmg that concerns me, As you know well
enough, I am a very insignificant person........ '

That was the end of the conversation. Some of the gentlewomen who
had caught a glimpse of Yugiri as he passed were loud in their admiration
of his costume and person. But an older lady-m-warring croaked out in
dignantly: 'Nothing to what his father was at that age! You don't see
such men nowadays. He really was a handsome young gentleman: •She
is quite right,' said Suzaku, overhearing this outburst, 'There will never
be anyone like Genji. He has aged, of course; but I think that the ex
traordinary vividness and radiance of his expression - the quality which
in his infancy won for him the name of Hikaru x - has if anything in
creased as time goes by. His face when in repose has now a. nobility and
dignity that in his younger and more irresponsible days were lacking; but
I still think that he is never so arrracrrve as when laughing and ralking
sheer nonsense. Then he is the real GenJi whose like has never been seen
in the world before.'

One day when the little princess had been brought to his bedside,
seeing her so childlike and helpless, the ex-Emperor exclaimed: 'What
I should really like would be for someone to take a fancy to her and
bring her up privately, with a view to making her his wife later 00.

Then I should feel that both her education and her subsequent career
were safely provided for .... .' He called the head nurse to him, and having
discussed one or two matters connected WIth Nyosan's Initiation, he said
to her presently: •You have probably heard the story of Lady Murasaki's
upbringing.. I wish I could find someone who would adopt my little
girl in that fashion. Outside the Imperial Family it is difficult to think
of anyone suitable; and in the Palace, Akikonomu has everything so
much her own way that the other ladies of the Household come off very
badly. If Nyosan had strong backing at Court, I might risk It; but as
things are... I wish, by the way, I had thought of approaching this
young Yugiri while he was still available. I feel certain that he has a
great future before him.' •You would have had to think of this a. very
long time ago if you wished to secure Prince Yugiri,' the nurse assured
him, 'For years past he has been waiting for this daughter of To no
Chujo, and I do not think you would have found it an easy matter to
interest him in any other proposal. Genji himself is far more promising.
Of one thing you may be quite certain: if he once took a fancy to our
young lady he would never abandon her .. Why, I hear that despite all
his other preoccupations he still goes on Visiting Princess Asagao and all

I The Shining One.
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those other ladles about whom we used to hear so much in early days.'
"Come,' said Suzaku, 'the fact that so many youthful affairs are still In
his hands does not particularly recommend him for our present purpose.
... ' But the idea stuck in his head. Although Nyosan would in Genji's
household grow up as one among many, she would at least enJOY the
advantage of having come there as a child, an orphan whose Interests
Genjr was pledged to defend. 'If anyone were looking for a place where
a young girl could be sent to pick up a lrttle knowledge of the world, I
cannot rmagme anywhere better than Genu's palace. I only wish that
I could spend the little that remains to me of Iife In surroundings half so
pleasant and enrerramrng l Were I a girl I should certainly have fallen in
love with GenJ1. Indeed, when I was young I did feel somethmg of
the kind; and I entirely understand how It IS that he carries everything
before him.... ' Suzaku paused, Perhaps he was thinking of his own
failure WIth Oborozuki."

The longer Suzaku reflected, the more difficult did it appear to find any
one more promIsing than Genji, There was certainly no one else who could
do more for her If he chose. And as for the other ladles in Genji's house
hold - their presence would not necessarily be a disadvantage; Genii
could easily prevent that, If he was by way of taking any trouble about
her at all. A man living 10 retirement with plenty of time on his hands,
of rare charm, settled habits - what more could be asked> One or two
other names did, however, cross his mind. There was Prince Sochi.
No one could say she was marrying beneath her, for he too was the
child of an Emperor, and there was Indeed ID that way nothing to choose
between them .. But Suzaku regarded him as weak, frivolous, irresponsible;
and there were stories.... No; certainly he would not do.

R1S mind roamed from possibrhty to possibility. For a moment he
even. considered To Dainagon, the Superintendent of his household,
who would himself never have dreamed of applying for the Princess's
hand, but had offered 'to look after her affairs,' in the event of her being
left an orphan. And admirably he would do it, Suzaku felt sure, for this
gentleman was a model of painstaking devotion. But he was, after all,
a mere Junior official, without influence or distinction of any kind. Things
had indeed come to a pretty pass if for an Emperor's daughter no better
match than this could be found! His thoughts agaln took a more ambi
trous turn, Oborozuki told him that her Sister's son Kashrwagi was
secretly anxious to form a connection with the Imperial House. Perhaps
it was this ambition that kept him still unmarried, and though many
people would have laughed at such aspirations, Suzaku was by no means
ready to condemn them. They showed at least that Kashiwagi had
definite aims in life, and this fact alone sufficed to mark him out from
among the ordinary run of easy-going young courtiers who lived solely
for the pleasures of the moment.

% See Part 11, p.. 245.
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As a scholar his talents were respectable, and in the natural course of
things he would one day be at the head of the Government...... A brilliant
match for any other woman; but when it came to imagining him as
Nyosan's husband, Kashiwagi (as indeed everyone else of whom Suzaku
thought) seemed somehow hopelessly Inadequate. Indeed, he worried
a thousand times more over Nyosan, who had already received numerous
flattering offers, than over the other sisters who could scarcely muster
one wretched suitor apIece.

The ex-Emperor mighr never have reached a decision at all, had not
the Crown Prince taken a very firm line on the subject. The young man
did not of course openly venture to advise his father on such a point;
but it came round to Suzaku that his son was in the strongest possible
way opposed to Nyosan's marrying a commoner." The matter was one
that did not merely concern her happiness, but would create a precedent
and thus affect the stability of the Imperial Family.

The only course the Crown Prince favoured was one that had already
occurred to Suzaku: Genji must be persuaded to take charge of the
girl.

At last Suzaku allowed hIS mind to be made up for him, and employed
Sachuben," the brother of Nyosan's head nurse, to obtam Genji's views
on the matter, Genji had of course for some while past known that the
question of Nyosan's future was tormentmg the ex-Emperor, and was
anxious to assist him. 'But there can be no suggestion of my adopting
the child,' he said. 'The ex-Emperor is, I fear, failmg rapidly> and no
doubt in the ordinary course of things I shall survive him by a certain
number of years. In that case I shall be glad to do what I can in a general
wa.y to help all his children. But I cannot accept a special responsibility
for any particular child...... As for taking her as a concubine, considering
the difference of age between' us, the question is too absurd to discuss.
However, there is no necessity for so strange a choice. Yugiri, for ex...
ample, has not got far at present; but he has a brilliant future before
him...... However, I quite see the difficulry there. Yugiri is a faithful
fellow, and perhaps at present he would be unwilling. No doubt Suzaku
is right not to suggest ir.'

Not to be put off by this first refusal, Sachuben now gave so harrowing
a picture of the effect such a reply would have upon the ex-Emperor's
already precarious condition that Genji could not help smiling: 61 know
that he 15 ill and she is his favourite child,' he said. '.But that surely does
not give him the right to impose ber willy-nilly on anyone he pleases.
Am I to have no say in the matter at all? But for my part I do not see
wherein lies his difficulty. Why not simply send her to the Palace? She
would have competitors, of course; but the last arrival does not alwa.ys

J Le.. not a member of the Imperial Family.
'One of Genji's retainers..
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do worst. His own mother's I career was a case in point. While my
father was Crown Prince, and during the early part of his reign, Kokiden
carried all before her; but later on she was completely superseded by Lady
Fujirsubo. Lady Wisraria, Nyosan's mother, was a sister of Fujitsubo.
I hear the child is exceedmgly good-looking, rather in Fujitsubo's style,
they say; though of course to a far less remarkable degree ..... Why should
not the same thing happen agaIn? With birth and good looks both on
her side rt would be strange indeed if she did not make her way..•.•

But even while giving this advice he felt a certain curiosrty to see the
child for himself.

Three days after Nyosan's Initiation the ex-Emperor received the
tonsure.. However commonplace, however uneventful a man's life has
been, this final ceremony is always painful to witness. But here was
one, who had formerly stood upon the highest pinnacle of glory, ready
now to obliterate at a. stroke all that remained to him of comeliness and
youth. A murmur of horror ran through the ranks of his gentlemen and
attendants as the pnests began to set about their fatal work. Oborozuki
was at his side, and unable to bear the sight of her woe, Suzaku said:
'I always thought the hardest thing would be parting with my children;
but they, fortunately, seem cheerful enough on their side - WhICh IS a
great help to me. Whereas you, with your tearful faces ....'

Though he was not fit to be out of bed, they had carried him to a chair,
where despite great weakness and discomfort he remained till the Abbot
of Hiyeizan, attended by three senior priests, had administered to him the
rules of the Tendai Sect, arrayed him in the habit of their order and
performed such other rites as mark a final severance from the world.
During these proceedings even the officiating priests could not restrain
their tears, and such a storm of sobbing broke out among the princesses,
consorts and miscellaneous gentlewomen who thronged the room,
that Suzaku devoutly wished he were already safely Installed in his
mountain retreat. It now seemed unlikely, however, that he would ever
be able to perform the journey. And if he had thus irrevocably deprived
himself of the quiet monastic days with which he had always hoped to
close his life, it was (as he now confessed to himself) solely his perpetual
worrying about Nyosan's future that had kept him in the Capital till
too late.

After the ceremony he received numerous visitors, including the
reigning Emperor. As the result of all this excitement Suzaku rallied
slightly, and hearing of this GenJi went to pay his long promised visit.
He was received quite informally and accommodated in the seat commonly
used by Suzakn when in health, a few extra hangings and ornaments hav
ing been added to smarten it. For a.moment it was a great shock to Genji
to see the companion of his youth arrayed in this solemn and penitential

I Kokiden..
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garb. Controlling himself by an he said at last: · Ever since my
fatherJs death, which for the first tune me wrth the
shortness and furihty of human existence, have been to
compass what you have now successfully achieved. I wish your
strength of mind. The sight of you in those robes makes me feel thor-
oughly disgusted with my own continual If you, who
have known what it is to be lord of all Can bring yourself to
take this step, there is certainly no reason why a humble person like my
self should shrink from it" But every rime I think that the last obstacle
has been removed, some fresh drfficulty crops up ......' They talked much of
old times, and fina.lly Suzaku said: 'You have no need to apologize ID

my presence for your slowness in breaking with the world. I myself
have delayed from day till day, unnl it looks as though the better part
of my plan will never be fulfilled. But though I doubt whether I shall
ever reach my retreat among the Western Hills, I hope I may live long
enough to get through a few quiet prayers here in my own house. What
now bothers me is that I have not been nearly so strict m my observances
as I might have been, though all the while my thoughts were certainly
turne.l to holy things, for It was only in the hope of spending a few last
years in a sacred place that I struggled on against all this illness and
pain..... ' Having mentioned several small matters concerning which
Genji could be useful to him, Suzaku continued: 'You have heard no
doubt that I am very much exercised in mind over the future of my
daughters. There is one in particular I should feel profoundly thankful
to leave in the charge of some responsible person who would really give
proper attention to her.... .'

•Surely he is not going to start that business all over again?' thought
Genji in alarm. Yet in a way he was not sorry to return to the subject,
for he had a certain secret curiosity concerning this little prIncess. 'I
quite understand,' he said, · that a girl of Nyosan's rank needs, far more
than anyone of ordinary birth, to be provided from the outset with a
settled home. But falling this, she will surely come to very little harm
with her brother the Crown Prince to keep an eye upon her. He is a.
young man of remarkable abilities, and the whole country looks up to
him with confidence and respect. He would in any case consider it his
duty to take so near a relative under his especial protection; and if you
mention the matter to him in advance, still less will you have any need
to worry about her future, Later on your son Will of course succeed to
the Throne, and if to provide for awomaa's happiness were as easy as to
make new laws, Nyosan would indeed be assured of perfect felicity.
But I admit that in the Issr resort there is very Irttle that even an Em
peror can do for women, save to admit them to his household, which in
this case does not come into quest10n. So if you want here and now to
make a permanent provision for her whole future, you must arrange
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with someone to adopt her after your death, and either marry her himself
or promIse to effect her marriage with someone previously selected by
you. Then you surely need not fear that any mIsgIvIngs will disturb
you in the life beyond the grave..... ' 'What 15 the use of tellIng me this>'
Suzaku asked. · Naturally I have thought of It all long ago. But It IS

not so easy as you make out. It is a difficult matter even for a reigning
Emperor to find suitable alliances for several daughters. And for me,
who have not only long ago resigned the Throne, but am on the verge of
renrmg to a monastery (If Indeed I do not die before I succeed 10 gettlng
there), the whole business is so perplexing that I verily believe half my
illness IS due to worryrng about It ..... I cannot afford to let another day go
by wirhout getting this thing settled.... I know it is asking a great deal
of you, but do, I beseech you, consent to taking this one daughter of
mine under your protection. As to finding her a husband, I will leave that
to you I am sure your choice would be all that I could desrre, Were
Yugiri still available, hIS is the name I should suggest .. But unfortunately
To no Chujo has anncipated me.... .'

'Yugirr,' replied Genji, 'has a. great deal of steady-going good sense,
and I think he would have made her an excellent husband. But he has had
very Iirrle experIence, and I doubt whether in any case I could recommend
him as sole protector to a girl in Nyosan's position.. As regards myself, I
think it 1S qUIte true that if she IS left an orphan she would under my care
suffer the smallest possible mconvenience from the change in her posrrion.
Well, if I have hesrrared to say "yes," it is only because It IS Iikely
enough, after all, that I shall not long survive you:

It was unbelievable. GenJi had consented; and apparently in the most
whole-hearted way, for it was henceforward assumed on both sides that
he would In due course marry x Nyosan himself.

Murasaki had already heard some rumour of Suzaku's intention. Her
first feelmg was one of alarm. But then she reminded herself of all the
groundless and unnecessary misery she had suffered on finding that Genji
was still visi ting Princess Asagao. So determined was she not to attach un
due importance to the affair that on his return she refrained even from ask
ing him whether the subject had been discussed. He meanwhile naturally
assumed that she knew nothing about the matter, and was wondering
what line she would take. If there were to be difficulties, they could only
last for a very short time. Mnrasaki would soon realize that the presence
of this girl in the house, even as his wife, would make no difference what
ever to her own POSItion. But he knew that promises and assurances on
his Side would be of no avail. Time alone would convince Murasaki that
nothing could change his feelings towards her; meanwhile, it was possible

I Since Aoi's death Genji had no wife, Murasaki being technically only a chief con
cubine, her mother's low rank making it impossible for her to be a kstanokata or "legiumate
consort.'
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that a rather troublesome period was ahead. It was now so since the
slightest difficulry or suspicion had arisen between them that Idea of
saying anythmg hkely to upset her or interfere even for a few moments
with the habitual tenderness of the hours they spent alone together was
extremely painful to him, That night at any rate, he thought, matters
might be left as they were, and he made no reference to his conversation
with Suzaku,

Next day the weather was wretched, and while storms of snow swept
a sullen sky he sat WIth Murasaki, Iaying plans for the future, and recall
lng many episodes of their common pa.st.

e I thought I had better go and see the ex-Emperor before it was too
late,' said Genji at last. 'It was in many ways a painful meeting. He
seems unable to think about anything but who is gorng to look after this
daughter of hIS, little Princess Nyosan. He at once attacked me on the
subject, and considering the pitiable state he was now In, I felt it was
impossible to refuse ....... I know that tiresome stones will be put about, I
cannot help that..... As a matter of fact he made a similar proposal to me
some time ago, but indirectly, through a servant of mine. On that occa
sion I refused unhesitatingly, for I did not at all like the Idea of taking
on fresh responsibrlrties at my age. But when, during my Visit, he re
turned (as I had thought it impossible he should do) to the same subject,
and besought me passionately not to persist in my refusal, I could not help
feeling that It would be inhuman to hold out...".. She will not in any case
come here until Suzaku moves into hIS mountam retreat. 1 can quite un
derstand that you would rather I had not consented. But please believe me
that, at the worst, nothing can happen which wrll make the slightest
difference to you. Try to enter into Suzaku's feelings. I am sure that if
you do so, you will be glad that I am helping him in this way. With a
little tact and forbearance on both sides, I do not see why there should be
any great difficulty.... .'

He had only to tease her a little - pretend jokingly to admire some
quite absurd and impossible individual, and instantly Murasaki would
fall into a panic, certain that here was the beginning of a final disastrous
episode. Yet now, for some reason, she felt that at all cost he must not
see what was passing through her mind, and she answered quietly: 'Poor
Suzakul I do not see how under such circumstances you could possibly
have refused. Nor should I dream of raising any objection on my own
account" Indeed, I shall be very unhappy if I do not quickly succeed in
convincing her that, as far as I am concerned, she is doubly welcome here.
For not only am I touched by her father's plight, but I also recollect a
fact of which she no doubt is fully aware, though you have not men
tioned it: her mother, Lady Wistaria, was my father's sister. I should
be thought churlish indeed if I did not make a cousin feel at home in my
house.... '
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He knew her too well not to guess that, behmd this tone of complete
reasonableness and accord, there might easily be hidden qUIte other
thoughts and feelings, But if this did Indeed, quite contrary to what he
had expected, turn out to be her real arritude, 1£ she managed both to
make the httle princess feel at her ea-e, and at the same time to be happy
herself, then he would have more reason than ever to prize her as the
greatest treasure that life had YIelded to him. ·There are sure to be all
sorts of absurd rumours ... ' he said. 'Do not pay any attenrion to them.
Remember that, as regards matters of this kind, the most circumstannal
accounts frequently lack the shghtest foundation in fact. It IS best to ob
serve for oneself, and not let outside stories affect one's Judgment. So
whatever you may hear, wait trll your O\iV'O experIence confirms It before
you decide that I am not treatlng you as I should.... ~

After all, she thought to herself afterwards, the care of this girl was a
duty that he could not possibly have avoided. It had fallen upon him as
It were from the sky, and to be cross with him for acceptIng It would be
ridiculous. If Nyosan had been some girl that he had taken a fancy to or
gone out of hIS way to befriend, the case would have been different. But
it was perfectly true that this step had been imposed upon him; and
Murasaki was determined to show the world that she was not going to
lose her head. But she knew that once people take a dislike to one, it does
not make much difference how one behaves.... For example, her step
mother had even held her responsible for Makrbashrra's fall, it was Mura...
saki's jealousy (so this woman asserted) that had forced Genji to plant
Tarnakatsura in Higekuro's way! No doubt her tortuous imaginanon
would not fad to supply equally coziphcared slanders in the present case.
For though generous and long-suffering, Murasakr was capable of making
judgments that were by no means devoId of sharpness. And now, though
as yet all was well, there came back to her agaIn and again the thought
that perhaps the dreaded turnIng-poi11t had come. HIS confidence, his de
vorion, the whole sovereIgnty In hIS affections that had been so long her
pride, would begin to shp away from her....

But during all rhrs time there was nothmg in her behaviour which
could haye suggested to her companions that any such fears Vvere paS~Htlg

through her rmnd.
So the year drew to a close. Suzaku was still Iymg bed-ridden in the

Capiral, but he had now made up his mind that Nyosan was to move Into

the New Palace at once. Not only were the varIOUS aspirants to her hand
much put out at hearing that Genji was to take possession of her, but the
Emperor himself, who had counted on being gIven a chance of adding her
to his establishment, was disrinctly disappointed. However, he did not
think lit worth while disputing the matter, and decided to let things take
their course. ThIS year, as has already been said, Genji was to cele
brate his fortieth birthday, and resolutions were passed by the Govern-
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menr concerning the festivities that were to mark this event. The prospect
was a formidable one for who dishked an-
niversaries and commemorations. The whole bent upon
devising elaborate and costly methods of disturbing peace, all of which
be discouraged firmly.

But there was one small attention which he had no chance of forestall
ing. On the third day of the first month, being a day of the Rat, Tamakat
sura determined to take upon herself the customary Presentation of Spring
Shoors." She allowed no breath of this intention to leak out beforehand;
but as wife of a State Minister she could not appear WIthout a considerable
escort, and her arrival at Genu's palace made far more of a stir than she
desired.

Genii's seat was in the side...room opening out of the great Front Hall.
His dais was surrounded by newly-painted screens, and there were fresh
white canvas hangings round the walls; but the special stools, tables and
stands used in the formal celebratron of a fortieth birthday had all been
dispensed with, The forty little mats laid out around him, hrs cushions
and seat - indeed all the details of his installation were very daintily
chosen. The four boxes containing the customary presents of clothing
were displayed upon two stands of mother-of-pearl Inlaid with enamel.
These clothes (complete outfits for both winter and summer), together
with the incense Jars, medicine boxes, inkstand, hairwashing appliances,
comb boxes and such things were all of the finest. The mirror-stand was
of cedarwood, and the mirror itself, though no other substance was in
laid in the metal nor was any sort of colounng apphed to it, was grained
on the back with a delicate leaf-pattern. All these arrangements had been
devised by Tarnakatsura herself) who had a particular gift for the happy
ordering of such small elegancies, The whole affair was very quiet and in
formal. Tamakatsura had audience with him before he took his place on
the birthday throne. It was a long while smce they had met, and, in the
mind of each, recollections of a curious, possibly even of an embarrassing
kind must have arisen * He seemed to her very young to be celebrating
such an anniversary, and looking at him she found herself wondering for
a moment whether there had not been some mistake! Could this be the
head bf a household, the founder of a family? It was very difficult after
all these months of separation to know what tone to take up or even
what to talk about. But soon she found herself carrying on very much
the same sort of conversarion as in the old days. She had bronght with
her her two little boys." Genji had often asked to see them, but hitherto
she had refused, and on rhis occasron it was only in obedience to her hus
band's absolute command that she had brought them to the New Palace.
They were handsome little fellows, both dressed exactly alike in miniature

I A Chinese custom, imitated by tbeJapanese Court.
S They must have been about four and three years old.
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Court cloaks and breeches, with their hair parted in the middle and done
up in a loop on either side. Speaking of growIng old, he said to her:
41Please do not think that I do It on purpose. I should have been per
fectly content to remain just as I was; and Indeed I could keep up the
pretence fairly well, did not such creatures as these, whom I now see
sprIngIng up on every SIde, convict me of being, in age at any rate, a grand
father. Perhaps indeed I really am one; for I hear very little of Yugiri
nowadays, and am not at all sure he would think it worth while to tell
me. However, I had quite made up my mmd to go on bemg young for a
little while longer, when you of all people come to warn me that I have
overstepped the fatal mark.... '

She too had outwardly suffered very little from the passage of the years,
though she seemed less diffident and renrmg.

At the Presentanon of the Spring Shoots, which followed a few minutes
later, she recited WIth great dignity and composure the congratulatory
poem-

'With these new shoots fetched from the green hillside, young pine
boughs have I brought to crown your fortunes with eternal spring: The
young shoots were presented for hIS inspection on four trays of sandal
wood. Taking the great WIne flagon in his hand, he recited the answer:
'Though loath to pile the years about my head, not lightly shall I quit the
field where spring by spring these pInes spread Wider shade.'

A number of visitors were assembled In the southern side-room. Prince
Hyobukyo had made up his mmd to stay away; but hIS absence being
noted, a special messenger was sent to summon him. Being nearly related
to so many of those who were concerned In today's ceremony, he could
not, Without marked discourtesy, have persisted In hIS refusal, and to
wards noon he at last arrived. The spectacle of his son-in-law Higekuro
flaunting hIS new bride In the face of the company was more than he
could have been expected to bear with equanimity. But Makrbashira's
two children were there, and for their sakes he did hIS best to be friendly,
raking a hand, whenever he was wanted, m the small arrangements of the
enSUIng ceremony. The presents, in forty baskets and forty boxes, were
offered by a band of noblemen and courtiers, led by Yugiri. The great
flagon went round, and Genu tasted the broth that had been brewed WIth
Tamakatsura's offering. The August Cup and other urensils were daintily
Iaid out on four low tables of sandalwood. The ex-Emperor was still
thought to be in,danger, and consequently no professional musicians were
employed. But the flute-music was 10 charge of To no Chujo, who was
determined that an occasion of such Importance should not be marred by
lack of music, and had drawn up an excellent programme. As for other
instruments, he saw to it that the rarest and oldest of every kind should
be produced, sertmg the example himself by bringmg out a Japanese zith
ern that had for centuries been one of the most treasured possessions in
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his family He, the greatest performer of the time, on it himself,
with delightful but somewhat embarrassing effect. everyone else
suddenly became shy, and when Genji asked Kashiwagi to play some...
thmg, the young man for a long while refused. But at last he overcame
his reluctance, which was a good thing, for his performance was by no
means Inferior to that of his father. Everyone was both pleased and sur
prised, for such talent is very rarely inherited. And here must benoted a
pomr that IS often overlooked: It is far easier to learn ancient Chinese
tunes, though every note has to be played exactly as It is handed down,
than to improvise upon the Japanese zirhern, where one has complete
freedom, save for the necessity of gIVIng scope to the accompanying play
ers. It was Just in this way that Kashiwagi excelled. He was now play
ing in concert with a full orchestra; but managed in the most astonishing
way to keep in touch With all the other instruments.

To no Chujo had, in his solo, played with his zithern tuned very
low, so that the strings vibrated with a dull, rumbling sound. But
Kashiwagi's was tuned to the ordinary high pitch, and this (by contrast)
gave to his playing a quality of lightness and gaiety. Never had the
company heard him in such good form ..

About the middle of the second month Nyosan moved into the New
Palace. Great preparations were made for her reception; the room where
the Presentation of Young Shoots had taken place was set apart for her
own use, while several rooms in the neighbourmg wing and galleries
were made ready for her attendants, after a great sweeping and scrubbing.
She brought her own furniture WIth her, Just as is done by a new arrrval
at the Emperor's Palace. Her coming took on the aspect of a great public
ceremony, being attended by the whole Court. Genji (though, his rank
being equal to that of a retired Emperor, he was under no obligation to
do so) went out to assist her in alighting from her coach.

The exchange of compliments I on the third day was carried out in the
most formal manner. Murasaki had naturally not been slow to realize
what Genji had not hitherto definitely disclosed - that Nyosan had
come as a bride. The discovery came as a cruel blow, yet even so there
was no reason to suppose that the new-corner was likely in any sense
to take Murasakis place. After all, this was not the first time that
she had been called upon to suffer the presence of a rrval in the house.
But hitherto these rivals had been without exception her inferiors in birth,
and not much less than her equals in age; whereas Nyosan was a person
of quite as much social consequence as herself, and, mto the bargain,
was just entering upon that season of sunshine and flowers to which
Murasaki was already bidding farewell ..

But she did not show, or hoped she did not show, any of these feelings,

J: On the third day after the arrival of a bride the husband notified the bride's father
that the marriage had been consummated and was likely to prove a success..

2.2
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and in the preparations for Nyosan's arrival she gave GenJI all the help
she could. While side by side they were devising plans for these new
household arrangements, she seemed to enter with the greatest interest
into every detail: and looking at her fondly, Genll wondered whether any
other woman in the world would have done the same. The little pnncess,
though now well on in her thirteenth year, was very small for her age,
and indeed still looked a mere child. Her conversation and behaviour
also savoured solely of the nursery, and Genii could not help remembering
how lively, how full of character and imagination little Murasaki had
been when twenty years ago he had carried her to his home. But perhaps
it was a good thing that the new-corner was, except m actual years, so
very much of a. child, She would certainly be less likely to get into scrapes ..
But unfortunately, Genji reflected, people who do not get Into scrapes are
a great deal less interesting than those who do.

During the first three nights Murasaki saw nothing of him, and though
this was quite natural under the circumstances, she felt it deeply, for It

was now several years since they had thus been separated. Each evenIng
she perfumed his clothes with more than ordinary care. Never had she
seemed to him more complete, more all-sufficing than at these moments;
and watching her grave, eager face as she bent over the work, he wondered
that a dying man's pleadings and Iamenrarions should have sufficed to
lead him into such a course. But stay! Old not hIS own restlessness, his
own insatiable curiosity have something to do with this rash consent?
There was Yugiri. Young though he was, It had been Justly assumed
that it was not worth while even approaching him with the proposal to
which Genu had so readily consented. 'Just once more; he said on the
third night. 'After this I shall not have to desert you again; or, if I ever
do so, you may be certain it WIll not be at my own desire. I must not give
Suzaku the impression ... '

HIS predicament seemed to her a strange and rather absurd one. 'If
it 15 Suzaku and not yourself whom you are trying to please, t she said,
smiling, 'I am sure you can judge better than I can what will suffice to
keep him happy:

In the end lt was at Murasaki's persuasion that, far later than he had.
intended, he made his way to Nyosan's room. But it was WIth aching
heart that she watched him cross the threshold, clad in the soft, fine cloak
that she had scented with her own hands.

If all this had happened a few years ago, at the time when she lived
constantly on the watch for the first signs of some such trouble, she would
have been better able to meet it. But lately she had grown used to life
running in an even tenour that seemed incapable of change, and even 1£
it had been a mere matter of rumour or SUSrlClOO, her sense of .securiry
would have received a rude shock. As it was, she knew that, hence ...
forward, come what might, she would not have many easy moments,
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of this she did not breathe a word to anyone, Not so her gentle
women, among whom there was tonight a great deal of nudg-
lng and whispering: <l Who would have we should ever hve to
see such a day l' ' Well, this isn' t the first time taken a fancy to some-
one....... ' ·Of course not; but none of the others was anything to worry
about, so far as I ever heard.. I don't mean that even now there is any real
danger. But small difficulties are bound to crop up now and again. It
is not going to be any too pleasant a time for most of us..... : Murasaki
affected to be unconSCIOUS of these dialogues, and sat talking, spirrredly
enough, till a late hour in the night. Anxious that her women should
have no excuse for spreading in the world at large the impression that she
was taking up a hostile line towards Nyosan, she said at last: •I am so
glad that this young princess has come to lrve with us. For though we
are already so large a household, His Highness badly needs new society ..
I think he will get on very well with her, and she will make a fresh
interest in his life. I too shall be delighted to have her here, for since
the Akashi Princess went away there has been no one for me to play
games with, and oddly enough I still enjoy them just as much as when
I was a child. It is too bad that people are saying I am opposed to her
living here. Nothing could be further from the truth. Perhaps if His
Highness were to take someone of my own rank, or someone whom I
regarded as very inferior, too much into his confidence, I might for a
time feel a little bit jealous. But as it is, I am glad that he should have
found any way of assisting this unfortunate creature......'

With such sentiments as these it was hard for Nakatsukasa and Chujo
no Kimi to keep patience, and they exchanged glances which clearly
meant: 4 Sympathy can be carried too far!' Formerly they had both been
in Genii's personal service; but for a long while past they had waited
upon Murasaki, and were both devotedly attached to her..

Meanwhile speculation was rife among the other ladies of the house
hold as to how this new development would affect Murasaki's positron;
and for the first time they felt a certain satisfaction in their own poor
estate, which, humdrum though it was, could never land them in one of
these humiliating predicaments..... To each of them separately it occurred
that it would be kind to call upon Murasaki, and they arrived In rapid suc
cession, thus bringing home to her in the most painful fashion the fact
that she had become an object of sympathy.

Again and agaIn Murasaki told herself that life was very short. Soon
this and all else would be over; what sense could there be in minding
things so much? But when night came she felt she could not rest, and it
was only to avoid the comments of those about her that at last she crept
under the bedclothes, And though such nights as the one I am describing
had become common enough since Nyosan's arrival, Murasaki still felt
awkward and. lopsided asshe tried to arrange herself in bed, This re-
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minded her of the days when he was at Suma. She found herself, strangely
enough, wishing that he were now equally far away. SImply to know that
he was alive - that was all she asked; and she afflicted herself afresh by
imagining him at the ends of the earth, while she remained alone 10 the
Capital. To vary this, she imagined her own death, rapidly followed by
his. Here she checked herself. A pretty pass things had come to when
she had to conjure up such VISIons 10 order to allay the torment of reality!

A dismal wind was howling. She tried in vam to sleep, lying dead still,
that the gentlewomen who were near her might think she was asleep
despite the storm; and she wa.s lying thus when a dreary cock-crow seemed
to tell that the night was past. But opening her eyes she saw that lt was
still dark.

She had not all this while thought of Genii with any rancour or hostil
ity, but her distress was vivid enough to find a way mto his dreams, and
it was after a terrrfying vision of her that he woke up with a start and
hearing the cock crow told Nyosan he must be gone, for it had been agreed
that he should leave at daybreak, and now, m his anxiety to discover
whether Murasaki was m some special need of him, he affected not to
notice that, desprte the crowing of the cock, lt was snll black night.
Nyosan was still so young that she Irked to have her nurses sleeping close
at hand, and when Genji opened the passage-door, they sat up and craned
their necks after him. In the east a faint semblance of light was beginning
to show, dimly reflected by the snow that lay on the path. The perfume
of his dress Iingered where he had passed, and one of the nurses whispered,
"Though black the night .. .' J:

The snow only remained in patches here and there, but the sand of the
garden-paths was very white, and often he was in doubt whether he was
going to tread on sand or snow" While he knocked at the outer door of
Murasakr's room, he murmured to himself those lines of Po Chu-i:

In broken places of the Castle wall snow is still left;
Down streets unwoken by the morning drum no foot has yet stirred"

It was a long time before there was any answer to his summons, for her
people were qUIte unused to answering the door at such an hour, and when
at last they undid the bolts, he grumbled: 'You have kept me standing
here till I am half frozen. A poor reward for hurrying home so early! I
wish now that I had not bestirred myself.... '

He came to Murasaki's bedside and pulled back the coverlet. As he did
so, with a quick movement she hid the sleeve of her dress, that was still
wet WIth the tears she had shed during the night. He began treating her
as' though norhmg were amiss, speaking with the utmost tenderness and
affection. But coax and pet as he might, she remained serious and pre-

I 'Though black this night of spring, what guide need we save the scent of their blos
soms to guide us whither the plum-trees bloom?'
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occupied, from him as she felt he had no right
to have come. sat warchmg of admiratron and dehghr, Cer-
tainly it was not in search of beauty that he had need to go abroad at
rught! He spent all day with her, recallmg a thousand tender passages
in their past hfe together, begging her not to shut her thoughts away from
him When night came he sent a note to Nyosari's quarters saying that
the snowy weather had upset him and that it was thought best he should
remain where he was. The nurse, who took hIS message, knew very well
what to make of it, and came back in a minute or two, saying curtly: · I
have told my Lady.' Evidently Nyosan's people were not best pleased
WIth the excuse. What if they should carry their complaint to the ex
Emperor? ThIS was only the fourth night after the marriage. Perhaps
after all it was rather soon to begin suspending his nightly visits, he had
better invent some fresh excuse and go to Nyosan at any rate this one time
more. But a moment later, looking at Murasaki, he wondered how it
could ever have occurred to him as possible to leave her Meanwhile she
on her side felt that he had treated Nyosan almost contemptuously, and
wished that he would take the trouble to manage things a 11ttle better... ,.

Next morning he sent a. note of apology to Nyosan's apa.rtments, and
though It was not to be supposed that at her age she was very critical in
such matters, he trimmed his brush with the utmost care and wrote on
exquisitely white paper: 'No deep drifr bars my path, but with their
whirhng these thm, parched snowflakes have bewrtched my dizzy bram, f

This he tied to a sprIg of plum-blossom, and sending for one of his ser
vants, bade him take it not across the garden, I but by way of the western
gallery. The answer was long in coming, and tired of wainng he went
back to Murasaki in the inner room. He was still carrYing in his hand
the rest of the plum-branch from which he had detached the spray) and
conscious that Murasaki was looking at it curiously, he said: · How
pleasant it would be if all flowers had so delightful a scent as this! How
ever, it is a good thing for the other flowers that the cherry-blossom can
not borrow this smell. The rest would seem to us mere weeds) and we
should never give them another thought again. The plum-flower, how
ever, has this advantage over the others, that it comes first. Our eyes
have not yet been sated with blossom, and we accord to this earliest
corner what is perhaps a.n undue attention. Then, wisely, it vanishes, be
fore the cherry has reached its prime......•

At this moment (when he had almost given up expecting it) Nyosan's
answer at last arrived. It was on thin crimson paper, and the extreme
ingenuity and daintiness with which it was folded made his heart beat
fast as he opened it. Alas) her writing was still quite unformed, and he
wished that it had been possible to prevent Murasaki from seeing it some
while longer.. Not that the letter contained anything in the slightest de-

I That Murasaki might not see.
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gree innmate. But considering the writer's rank and what would n ....·I!"''' ..·... I , ......

be expected of her, it seemed a shame to show so childish a production.
But to conceal it from Murasaki would be sure to lead to misunderstand...
ings, so he let her read what she could see of it over his shoulder as she lay
beside him. The poem ran: -So Iighr the last spring snow that, should the
least waft of unkindness come, those thin flakes soon would vanish down
the windy cross-roads of the sky.'

It was indeed a childish, scrawling hand, far behind what one would
have expected in a girl of Nyosari's years; but GenJi merely glanced at it
and put the letter away. If it had come from anyone else he would cer
tainly have discussed this strangely backward letter with Murasaki and
attempted to account for Its inefficiency. As It was, he merely said with a
sigh: 4 Well, well! That at any rate must prove to you that you have small
ground for anxiety. '

During the day he paid a short visit to Nyosan's rooms. He had taken
more trouble than ever with his costume, wishing her to feel that hIS

failure to appear last night was not due to carelessness or disrespect. Her
younger gentlewomen were easily mollified by the magnificence of his
get-up; but the head nurses regarded last night's non-appearance as a very
grave omen. "Corne, come,' they said. "It's no use his trying to mend
matters by weartng hIS smartest clothes.' The Irttle princess was cer...
tainly very pretty, but all her surroundings were so exquisitely appointed
and she herself so marvellously dressed, that looking at her one began to
wonder whether, apart from her clothes and grand belongings, she had any
existence at all. It could not be said that she was particularly shy; but
her friendliness and composure were those of a child that barely dis
ringuishes between friends and strangers, rather than of a young lady tu
whom experience has taught the art of self-possession. Her father
Suzaku, though always somewhat effeminate and over-sensitive, or at
any rate constantly criticized on this score by his subjects, was assuredly
not lacking in feeling for the elegancies of life, and to Genji it was incom
prehensible that he should have allowed his favourite child to grow up
backward in just those accomplishments to which he himself had al
ways paid the greatest attention. Genjl was upset) for the girl's deficien
cies were such as must inevitably make her an uninteresting associate for
some while to come. However, he did not take an actual dislike to her,
and soon began attemptIng to draw her Into conversation. She agreed
with everything he said, but did not succeed in introducing any fresh
tOpiC of her own, and not so many years ago he would have set her down
as a hopeless simpleton. But recently he had grown much more tolerant.
If one was going to dismiss people because of a single shortcoming, there
would 'soon be no one left. He had made up his mind henceforward to get
as much pleasure as possible out of what was interesting in the people
he met and forget about their bad points. To be bored by this girl, for
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whose hand in marriage the whole Court in a short while have been
scrambling, was really too perverse. Yet far more than at any time before
Nyosan's arrival he now felt how unique Murasaki was .. Surely his adop
tion of her wa.s the one step in his life that he would never have cause to
regret. Such time as he spent with Nyosan by day or night) he
found himself grudging more and more, was frightened at his own
increasing inability to live more than an hour or two on end in any but
Murasaki's company.

The Crown Prince had taken an immense fancy to his little bride from
Akashi, and never allowed her out of his sight. One day she announced
that she was tired of Court and bad decided to go home for a while to
Genji's palace. But the Crown Prince would not hear of it.. She was
obliged to give way; not however without considerable resentment, for this
was the first time in her life that she had ever failed to get her way. In the
summer she was not very well, and it was agreed in principle that she
should be allowed a short leave of absence. But day after day her de
parture was deferred, and she began to feel as though her marriage had
sentenced her to perpetual captivity. Presently it became clear that there
was a special reason for her indisposition. Her attendants would indeed
have reached this conclusion sooner had she not been so very young; :a:

but as soon as it was apparent that she needed rest and care, leave of
absence was granted, and she moved mto the New Palace. Her old rooms
were no longer available, and she was put into a suite that opened out of
Princess Nyosan's quarters, her mother of course accompanying her. This
was the first time that the Lady of Akashi had inhabited the New Palace
without being separated from her child, and her delight knew no bounds.

One day when Murasaki and Genji were about to visit the Crown
Princess's rooms, Murasaki said to him: 'Would not this be a good op
portunity for me to make Nyosan's acquaintances That dividing-door
could so easily be opened ........ I have for some time past been meaning to
visit her, but it has always been very difficult to arrange. This seems the
best chance that is likely to turn up....... • 'Certainly, nothing could be
easier,' replied Genjr, •you have only to walk in .. It is impossible to treat
het otherwise than as a child" So far from standing on ceremony with her,
I hope you will help me to correct her faults. It is the kindest thing you
can do .... .' He went to Nyosan, and in the course of conversation said to
her: 'Later on this evening Lady Murasaki will be visiting your neigh
bour, the Crown Princess. It is an excellent opportunity for you to make
her acquaintance, and I hope you will allow her to come straight through
into these rooms. Murasaki is a delightful person, and she is just as fond.
of games as you are .. I believe you would have great fun together: Nyosan
looked rather scared, ~I should not kaow what to say to her•... ' she an
swered he1pl~lsIy.,' "Oh, that would be all right,' he hastened to assure

I Barely fourteen. I
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her. "She would talk, and you are quite good at finding things to say if
someone helps you out by leading the way. In any case, make friends
with her. That IS all I ask.'

So anxious was he for them to get on well together that he had for
some time past been positively dreading the inevirable encounter, and had
done norhing on his Side to promote It. For he feared that Murasaki
would, when it came to the pOInt, find Nyosa~'s childish ways merely
nresome and her insrprd conversation exasperatIng. However, this time
it was Murasaki herself who had suggested the meeting, and there could
be no sense In opposing it.

Meanwhile Murasaki went to her room to get ready for the visit. Even
while she did so she assured herself that, despite all the care she was tak
ing In her preparations and the feeling (dictated by all the CIrcumstances
of the visir) that she was about to pay her court to a reigning power,
Nyosan was neither her superior 10 this household, nor to any considerable
extent in the world at large. While warring for Genji to fetch her, she be
gan doing a Iittle wrmng-pracrice, not composIng the poems, but writing
old ones that she knew by heart. She was not feeling depressed, but only
the most desolate and love-Iorn verses came Into her head, and by an odd
accident each seemed in some special way to fit her own case.

Coming from the presence of younger women, such as Nyosan, Genji
always expected that Murasaki would appear to him inevitably (and he
was willing to make allowance for it) a little bit Jaded, a trifle seared and
worn. Moreover, he had lived with her so long, knew her, as he sup
posed, so well by heart that, even had not age touched her charms, it
would scarcely have been strange if they no longer had power to excite
him. But as a matter of fact it was Just these younger women who failed
to provide any element of surprIse, whereas Murasaki was continually
astounding him, as indeed she did tonight, dressed in all the splendour
that the coming VIsit demanded, her clothes scented with the subtlest and
most dehcious perfumes, her whole person ever more radiant this year
than last year, today than yesterday.

Seeing him enter, she hid the papers on which she had been writing
under the inkstand; but he rescued them before she could protest. Hers
was not a. hand of the sort that occurs once in a generation, and is re..
membered {or ever afterwards. But there was great beauty in it, and
scanning the papers he found the verse: 'Is autumn xnear to me as to those
leafy hills, that even while I watch them grow less green?' Taking her
brush he wrote beside her poem: •Look to the moat! Sooner shall yon
bird's emerald WIngs grow white, than autumn bind its frosts about my
Love.'

Again and again, from small indications that she gave him uninten-

t Aki means 'autumn," but also 'to be tired of,' and there is the secondary meaning:
'Is the day when Genji will grow tired of me near at hand?'
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tionally and unawares, he saw that she was If he made no
allusion to this, it was not either that he to irH"'\C~JII"r1'1""'" It, or that he
did not know what struggles she made to conceal her

WIth Murasaki the Crown Princess was as
her own mother, and this part of the VISIt Jl, ... al~ .......a."""4..IL

enough. The girl had grown very good-looking, Murasaki, to whom
her existence had once been a reminder of unpleasant things, no longer
felt in her SOCIety anything but the most pleasure. After a short
conversation she proceeded through the dividing door Into Nyosari's
apartments. The little princess's childish lack of convenrional small
talk proved to be the reverse of embarrassing, for it enabled Murasaki
from the start to treat her as a young relanve who had been put into her
care. It was necessary first of all to explain the rather complicated chapter
of family history which made them cousins. Sending for Nyosan 's head
nurse, she said: · We have been working things out, and It cerramly
seems beyond doubt that your mistress and I are connected by family ties
10 many directions. I hope you do not think it rude of me to have been
so long In coming. It seemed so difficult to arrange. But your nnstress
and I have now made great friends, and I hope you wtlI not only allow
me to VISIt you agaIn, but also bring her to my rooms. Please consider
henceforward that, if we do not frequently come together, the fault WIll
he on your SIde.' 'Well, madam/ replied the nurse, 'what WIth her
mother dead and her father shut away in a monastery, I am sure my little
lady would have a sad time of It, were it not for kindness such as yours.
But I know quite well that her father would never have brought himself
to leave the CIty 1£ he had not been certam that you would welcome us as
you have done today, and make it your business to watch over our young
lady WIth a friendly eye For, madam, as you see, she IS very young in
her ways, and not only needs your help, but 15 used to being guided by
those about her, and fully expects you to take her under your Wing.'
'The ex-Emperor's appeal was couched in such terms,' answered Mura
saki, 'that Prince Genjr could never have dreamed of rejecting it, and
I for my part was only sorry that It lay in my power to do so lrrrle for
this poor child ~ 5 happiness.' Then turning abruptly from this serious
conversation, to which Nyosan had herself paid very little attention,
Murasaki began talking about picture-books and dolls with such know...
ledge and enthusiasm, that Nyosan at once decided she was not so dull
as most grovvn-up people, nor Indeed like one at all. Henceforward they
met very often, or when that was impossible, exchanged lrttle notes con ...
cerned exclusively with the behaviour of Nyosan's dolls and the fortunes
or reverses of her other toys.

At the first news of Nyosan's removal to the New Palace, people had
hastened to make the obvious prediction that Murasaki's day would soon
be over. When, however, as time passed, it became abundantly clear that
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Genji, so far from being exclocrs ely inrerested in the new arrival, was
treannz Murasaki WIth an even gr~a:cr considcranon than before, they
waxed mdrgnant on Nyosan 's behalf, and 5.11J thar If Murasaki had him
so completely in her power he ought never to have taken the lrttle prmcess
into hIS house. Now came the news (drsconcerrmg to gOSSlp of either
kind) that perfect harmony prevailed between the t\VO ladles, and to these
outside observers the srtuarron lost all further interest.

The Crown Princess was now neanng her time, From the beginning
of the next year a service of contrnual intercession was kept up in Genii's
palace, and 10 every Buddhisr temple or shrine of the old faith throughout
the land prayers were said on her behalf. A previous experience I had made
Genji particularly nervous about such events, and though Lt was a. grief
to him that Murasaki had never borne a child, he was 10 a way relieved
that he had never been called upon to endure the agonies of suspense that
such an event would have inflicted upon him. The Princess's extreme
youth was another source of anxiety, and when at the beginning of
Kisaragi :zher strength showed signs of failmg, not only GenJ1 but all those
10 charge of her began to take serIOUS alarm. After careful investigauon,
the magicians decided that the srruarion of her present room was un
favourable, and insisted upon a change. To move her away from the
Palace altogether would clearly be a very risky undertaking, and she was
carried to the central hall of her mother's former apartments in the
northern wing. These had the advantage of being surrounded on every
side by passages and covered galleries in which it was possible to accom
modate the huge band of priests (with their altars and other gear) that
had now assembled in the palace. For every healer of any repute in the
country had been summoned to work his spells.

The Lady of Akashi, quite apart from the anxiety that she must in any
case feel at such a time, was in a state of the utmost suspense; for the safe
delivery of an heir would mean that all her sacrifices had not been made
In vain. On this occasion her mother, now a. very old lady indeed, had
come up from the country, unable to bear the anxiety of being at a dis
ranee from all news.

The Crown Princess knew very Iittle about the circumstances of her
birth; but once admi tted to her bedside, the old grandmother was soon
pouring out a tremulous flood of anecdotes and Iamentations that, con
fused though it was, for the first time did something towards enlighrernng
her. The girl had at first stared at thrs exrraordmary visrtor, wondering
who on earth she could be; but she was Just aware of the fact that she
possessed 'a grandmother, and when it became evident that this talkative
old woman was certainly she, the Princess tried to be as ClviI as she
could.' The VIsitor began describing Genu's life at Akashi, and the

I Aoi's death In childbirth
:I The second month
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despa« into which had fallen at the time recall. · We
never thought we of us set eyes on him 11 she said. 'Oh
dear, oh dear! If I have known then that it was all going to
work out for the best .... It was your comIng into the that saved us..
I don't believe that but for you we should ever have heard a word from
him after he went away.' And she burst into tears of gratitude and JOY.
The Princess also wept, partly because it always moves one to hear about
one's childhood, partly because this revelation of the true facts about her
birth had come to her as something of a shock. She had always known
that her mother was not quite of the same class as the people With whom
she now associated. But the careful education she had received at Mura
saki's hands, combined with the admiring attitude of all her companions
at Court, had destroyed in her the last trace of diffidence or timidity.
She had long felt herself to be in every way on an equality with the greatest
ladies in the land. With burning cheeks she recalled occasion upon
occasion when she had spoken scornfully of persons who were (as she
now realized) very far indeed from berng her inferiors. The true facts
about her origin were probably known to most people at Court, and
though in her presence no sarcastic comment had ever been made, she
could imagine the mirth that (behind the scenes) had always been pro
voked by her Ignorant self-conceit. Akashrl" Born at Akashll What a
hideous thought! That things were as bad as that she had never for a
moment suspected; for it was her nature to turn away instinctively from
enquiries that were likely to yield unpleasant information. Well, here
indeed was a. disagreeable and humihanng surprise. She wondered how
she would ever be able to hold up her head again.

She was obliged next to listen to a long account of her grandfarherts
odd ways; he had become, it seemed, a kind of rishi, living in the world
but not of it. A queer place she came from and queer people she belonged
to, thought the Princess, remembering the high line she had always taken
on questions of birth and breeding. At rhis moment her mother entered,
and noticed at once that she was looking very rueful indeed. In the pas
sages outside there was a great stir, for the priests and magic-workers drawn
from every quarter of the land were Just assembling to recite the Rites of
the Day.. But actually in the Princess's room all was quiet, and availmg
herself of this opportunity the old nun had installed herself at the bed
side and seemed to have taken complete possession of her granddaughter
and all that appertained to her.

11I wish she wouldn't do that; thought the Lady of Akashi as she
entered. 11She might at least put up a. small screen. Anyone seeing her
planted at the bedside like th,at will wonder how on earth she got there..
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You would think she was the herb-doctor come to give the child a pill.
How nresome people do become at that age: The old lady saw in a
moment that she was thought to have taken too much upon herself.
But she was getting very hard of hearmg, and, as was usual when she was
afraid she had missed some remark, she cocked her head on one srde:
IoEh? Eh?' "Really, she's not so old as all that,' thought the Lady of
Akashi, "She can't be more than sixty-five, or at the most SIxtY-SIX.'

The old lady looked very neat and respectable, even drgrnfied, 10 her nun's
robe; but her appearance was spoilt for the moment by the fact that her
eyes were red and swollen with weepIng. The Lady of Akashl knew only
too well what this meant: her mother had been reminiscing, and turning
to the Princess she said nervously: "I can see that grandmother has
been telling all sorts of extraordinary tales about the days of long ago.
You must not believe everything she says; for she is apt to mix up all sorts
of fairy-stories, legends and marvels with things that really happened.
I am sure she has been treating you to the oddest extracts from our family
history. t Her suspicions were confirmed by the Princess's extreme quiet
ness; it was only too evident that the old nun had chattered WIth the
greatest possible mdiscrenon. The Lady of Akashi had long ago decided
that the moment of the Crown Prince's ascent to the Throne would be the
right occasion for revealing to the Prmcess In their entirety the painful
facts concerning her birth. As Empress she would have reached the ut
most Irmit of a woman's ambition, and intelligence such as this, dIS
agreeable though It might be, could not greatly depress her But at the
present moment It might have a very upsetting effect, and she regretted
that her mother should have thought fit to take such a liberty.

The Rires of the Day were now over, and there was a great clatter as
the priests left their work. To distract the Prmcess's thoughts her mother
now brought her some fruit, coaxing her with: 'Could you not manage
Just one of these?' and such-like motherly phrases. The old nun's delight
in the presence of her lovely grandchild mamfesred Itself In the most
curious way.. For whereas tears streamed from her eyes and her brows
were contracted into what looked Irke the most disapproving frown, her
lips were parted in a perpetual smile of delight, revealing a painfully
toothless mouth. So truly alarming was the old lady's expression that
she was positively afraid of the effect It might have upon the Invalid, and
tried to catch her mother's eye, apparently without success.

Presently, however, the old nun recited the verse: •Blame not the tears
of love that like a running tide have stranded this old bark upon a profit
able shore.' · When I was young,' she added, 'people of the age I am now
were privileged to weep as often as they felt inclined.'

· Following the pathway of that bark across the foam, I would retrace
its course and find the felt-roofed hut whence It was launched upon the
deep.' Thus the young Princess wrote upon the sheet of paper that was
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[oomo~st in her .. '-. ,...- c._ and the Lady of Akashi: · he that
on that shore SInce of every has his

breast, perchance of the darkness I a little clings to him and clouds
hIS nature snll.'

There was then talk of the morning upon which they had parted with
the old recluse The Princess, who was at that rime a mere had
not the haziest remembrance of this episode, but she could well believe
that rt had been very affecting.

About the middle of the third month she had an extremely painless
and easy delivery, strangely at variance WIth what seemed to be portended
by her previous weakness and distress. It was WIth intense relief that
Genji heard of this event. The child was a boy; so that everything had
turned out in the happiest manner possible. Her present temporary
quarters were inconvernenrly far from the front of the house, but it
was pleasant for her to be so near her mother, and pleasant too for the old
nun to watch the arrival of the presents which poured In from every side.
She could indeed feel that the storm-tossed voyage of her hfe had cast
her up at last upon · a profitable shore: as she herself had said. But this
arrangement could not continue, as it was too much at varrance WIth
traditronal practIce, and It was decided that the Princess must be moved
back into her own apartments. Here she was VIsited by Murasaki, who
found her sittrng up in her white Jacket, holding the htrle boy 10 her
arms. It was a pretty sight; but It was hard Indeed for Murasaki to
accustom herself to the idea that the little Prmcess from Akashi was a
mother!

Not only was she herself without experience of this kind, but it so hap
pened that she had never before been brought into contact with such
events, for this was the first child to be born 10 the house. Her delight
In handling and attending to the child was so ObVIOUS that the Lady of
Akashi had not the heart to deprive her of these offices, contenting her
self with the bathing of the infant. She even consented to play this part
on the official occasion when the Crown Prince's envoy came to adrmmster
the Bath of Recognition," and the man, who had some general notion
concerning the true state of affairs, thought how disagreeable it must
be for the Princess to be continually reminde-d by her mother's short
comings of this flaw In her lineage. But to hIS surprise he found during
the performance of hIS duties that the Lady from Akashi had drgniry
and high breeding enough to be the mother of the grandest imaginable
Princess.

Any further account of the birth-ceremonies would not be of special
interest, and I shall therefore hurry on WIth my story. It was on the sixth
nighr after the child's birth that the Princess moved back into her own

J: 'The heart's darkness,' kokoro noyasm, is the love of parent for child.
2 By sending this representative the Crown Prince acknowledged pate-rnity of the child.
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quarters. On the seventh night the Emperor himself sent his presents.
Suzaku's vows forbad that any gift from him should figure on such an
occasion; but it was generally understood that a. magnificent largesse
from the Public Treasury, brought by To no Ben and Senji, two officials
of the Imperial Purse, was due to Suzaku's insrrgarion.. Presents of srlk
came In abundance, the Empress Akikonomu's offering exceeding that of
the Emperor himself The various princes and Ministers vied with one
another in the magnificence of their gifts, and even Genji, who hated
display and was apt to cut down all public demonstrations to the mini..
mum, this time saw to it that everything should be carried through with
the utmost splendour.. Indeed the whole Court was in such a state of chat
ter and excitement that my head was in a whirl, and I forgot to make any
note of the many beautiful and interesting ceremonies that took place in
the Palace at the time of this little Pnnce's birth.

Genji, too, constantly took the child In his arms .. 'Yugiri,' he once
said, 'has never mvired me to make the acquaintance of hIS children, so
that it 15 a great treat for me to be allowed to handle this pretty
fellow ..... '

.The child was filling out fast. It was high time to find nurses for him,
but GenJI, rather than employ persons whom he did not know, spent
some time searching round among those 111 hIS employ for ladies of good
birth and Intelligence with whose record he was thoroughly familiar.
Through all this period the behaviour of the Lady of Akashi provoked
universal admiration. She had shown dignity without touchiness, humil
ity without disagreeable self-abasement. Hitherto Murasaki had always
continued to feel a slight discomfort in her presence. But after the birth
of the Prince they became much better friends. Though childless herself,
she was extremely fond of children. She made the Guardian Dolls 1 and
other toy figures with her own hands, and would sit for hours working
their joints and making them do tricks.

During the third month there was a spell of delightful weather, and on
one of these bright, still days Prince Sochi and To no Chujo's son Kashi
wagi called at the New Palace. 'I am afraid things are very quiet here;
Genji said to them. 'At this time of the year, when there are no public
or private festivmes of any kind, it is harder than ever to keep people
amused. I wish I could think of some way to distract you.... Yugiri was
here just now 0) I cannot think what has become of him. I suppose we shall
have to watch some more of this shooting on horseback; though I confess
that for my part I am sick to death of it. I expect Yugiri caught sight of
some of the young men who always clamour for it, and that was why he
vanished so soon. ' , I saw Yugiri,' someone said. 'He IS in the fields near
the Race-course, playing football. There are a lot of them there..... ' 'I
am not myself very fond of watching football;' said Genji. 'It is a rough
I t The original object of dolls is to divert evil influences from the child.
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ga.me. But: I feel that today we all need to wake us up .. .' and
he sent a. message to him to come round to the front of the
house.. The young man a band of
courtters. · I hope you have not ball ' he said to them ..
·How have you arranged the teams?' told hrrn how had been
plaY1ng, and promised to find a fresh where the g:une could be seen
from the windows of the house. The Princess having now rejomed
her husband, her apartments were vacant, and as there "vas a large stretch
of ground not intersected by rivulets or in any other \vay obstructed, this
seemed the best place to set up the posts. To no Chujos sons, both
young and old, were all expert players. Neither the hour nor the weather
could have been bettered, for It was the late afternoon, and there was not
a breath of V\ InJ~ Even Kobai abandoned himself wrth such excrrcrnent to
the game that Genu sard : ·Look at our PrIVy Counsellor! I He has quite
forgotten all hIS dignmcs. Well, I see no harm in a man shouting and
leapmg about, whatever hrs rank may be, provided he IS quire young.
But I am afrard I have long passed the l1"';C when one can go through such
VIolent contortrons without becoming ridiculous. Look at that fellow's
posture now. You must admit it would SUIt a man of my years very Ill,'

YU31rl soon Induced Ka~111\Vagl to JOIn in the game, and as, a:;.l1nst a
background ef flowering trees, these two sped hither and thither In the
evening sunlight, the rough, noisy game suddenly took on an unwonted
gentleness and grace. ThIS, no doubt, "vas In part due to the character of
the players, but also to the influence of the scene about them. For all
around were great clumps of flowering bushes and trees, every blossom
now open to Its full. Among the easer group gathered round the goal
rost, itself tinged with the first faint promlse of green, none was more In
tent upon victory than Kashiwagr, whose face showed clearly enough
that there was a question of measuring hIS skill aga1nst that of opponents,
even in a mere game, it would be torment to him not to prove himself in a
different class from all the other players, And indeed he had not been in
the game for more than a few moments when lt became apparent, from
the vvay 10 which he gave even the most casual kick to the ball, that there
was no one to compare with him .. Not only was he an extremely handsome
man, but he took great raIDS about his aprearance and always moved with
.t certain rather cautious digrnry and deliberation. It was therefore very
entertaining to see him leaping this "vay and that, regardless of all
decorum.. The cherry-tree :2 was qU1te near the steps of the verandah from
which Genji and Nyosan were watching the game, and It was strange to
see how the players, their eye on the ball, did not seem to give a thought
to those lovely flowers even when they were standing right under them.

I Kobai was now a member of the- Cl and Council
2 The four g,).ll-po~t~ were a pine-tree, a r-ianlr- ~ a \\ illow and a cherry-tree, growing

In tub,
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By this time the costumes of the players were considerably dIsordered, and
even the most dignified amongst them had a ribbon flyIng loose or a hat...
strIng undone. Among these dishevelled figures a constant shower of
blossom was falling. Yugrri could at last no longer refrain from lookIng
up. Just above him was a half-wilted bough Pulling It down, he plucked
a spray, and taking It with him, seated himself on the steps with hIS back
to the house. Kashiwagi soon Joined him, saying: 'We seem to have
brought down most of the cherry-blossom. The poet I who begged the
spring wind H not to come where orchards were In bloom" would have
been shocked by our wantonness.... ' He turned his head and looked be...
hind him to where Nyosan and her ladies were dimly visible beyond their
curtains.

Kashrwagt had been on intimate terms wrth the ex-Emperor Suzaku,
and at the time when her future was strll in question had corresponded
occasionally with Nyosan. Suzaku was aware of this, and seemed on the
whole to encourage it Kashiwagi was therefore both surprised and dIS

appointed when her marriage WIth Genu was announced. He had become
very much Interested In her, and through one of her gentlewomen with
whom he happened to be acquainted he still heard a great deal about her
This, however, was but a poor consolation, and to make hIS chagrin the
greater, he heard rumours that Nyosan was very Inadequately appreciated
at the New Palace, Lady Murasaki still reraming an undrmirnshed hold
over His HIghness's affections. Kashiwagi might be her inferror In birth
and thus unsuited to claim her as a WIfe; but at any rate she would not in
hIS house have been subjected to the hunulrarions that he supposed her
now to be enduring. TIred of merely hearing news about her health and
employments, he made friends with a certain KOJiJu, the Iitrle daughter
of Nyosan 's nurse, and tried to persuade her to carry messages. One never
knew what might not happen. After all, GenJI was always talking of
rermng to a monastery. Some day he might really do so, and then would
come Kashiwagr's second chance. Meanwhile he continued to plot and
scheme for a renewal of the acquaintance.

And now on the day of the football match he found himself not many
steps away from her. As usual, her gentle\vomen were not under very
good control, and a patch of brrght sleeve or skirt constantly obtruded,
as some spectator, rn her excitement, tugged back a corner of the currams
through which the ladles of the house were watching the game. And
behind the curtains there showed all the time gay strIps of colour, flashing
Iike prayer-strips at the roadside on a sunny spring day. The Princess's
screens-of-state were carelessly arranged, she was not In the least protected
on the side from which she was most likely to be seen. Srill Iess was she
adequately prepared for such an accident as now occurred; for suddenly a
large cat leapt between the curtains m pursuit of a very small and pretty

I: Fujiwara no Yoshikaze, 9th century.
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Chinese krtten. Immediately there Was a. and scurninz
the screens, figures could be seen darting to and and there was a great
rustling of skirts and sound of objects bemg The cat, It soon
appeared, was a stranger 10 the house, and lest It should escape It had been
provlded with a leash, which was a very long one, and
had now got entangled in every object In the room. During its wild
plunges (for it now made violent efforts to get free) the creature hopelessly
disarrayed the already somewhat disorderly curtains, and so busy were
those within disenranglmg themselves from the leash that no one closed
the gap. In the foreground was plamly visible a group of ladles 10 a state
of WIld excitement and commotion. A short way behind them was a little
figure sranding up, dressed in a long robe WIthout mantle. It was a
red plum-blossom gown, With many facings, that showed one overlapping
another, in different tinges of the same colour, like the binding of a book.
Her hair, shaking Iike a skein of loose thread, was prettily trrmmed and
chinned out at the ends, but still reached to WIthin a few Inches from the
ground. The contrast between the numerous overlappmg thicknesses of
her dress and her own extreme slimness and smallness was very alluring,
her movements were graceful, and her harr, above all when seen WIth her
head In profile, was unusually fine. Kashiwagi, as he peered through the
grOWIng darkness, WIshed that the accident had happened somewhat
earher 10 the evenmg. At this moment the cat gave a frenzied scream, and
Nyosan turned her head, revealing as she did so a SIngularly unconcerned
and confident young face. Yugiri feared that he would be held responsible
for this indiscretion, and was on the pOInt of gorng up to the WIndow and
proresnng; but he felt that this would draw further attention to the
mcidenr, and contented himself WIth clearmg hIS throat in a loud and
SIgnificant manner. Nyosan immediately vanished amid the shadows,
rather too rapidly to SUIt the taste of Yugrrr, who had a considerable
curiosity about the girl, and would, had he dared, gladly have availed
himself of this opportunity to look at her for a little while longer. But
by now the cat had been extricated, the screens and curtains were restored
to proper order, and there was no chance that the mrriguing visron of a
moment ago would be repeated. And if It was WIth a slight feeling of
disappointment that Yugm saw his hint so rapidly obeyed, it may be
imagined how loud Kashiwagi's heart had all this while been beating.
From the first moment of her appearance there had been no doubt which
was she, for she was differently dressed from any of the ladles about her,
they wearIng Chinese cloaks, and she an under-robe WIthout cape or
mantle. He hid, or hoped that he hid, the excitement through which he
was paSSIng. But Yugin guessed easily enough what impression such an
episode was Iikely to have made, and being still in a way Identified with
this house, he blushed for Nyosan's immodesty. The cat was now straying
at large, and to distract his thoughts Kashiwagi called 1t to him, The
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creature Jumped Into his lap and began purring complacently. It had not
long ago been in Nyosan's own arms; of this he was sure, for its soft fur
stall exhaled a strong perfume of the royal scent that only she could wear,
At this moment Genu arrrved, and seeing Kashiwagr fondling the Prin
cess's cat with an expressIon of dreamy tenderness, he said sharply to the
young men on the steps: 'Yall had better not sit so close to the house.
It 15 embarrassmg for the people in the room behind... _Won't you come
In here?' and he led them through a neighbouring door. They were soon
JOined by Prince Sochi, and a. lively conversation began The football
players now began to arrive, taking their seats on straw cushions hned
up along the verandah, and refreshments were served, first and foremost
the usual Camellia cakes;' then pears, oranges and other such fruits, the
exhausted players srrerching for them greedily as the tray came their way,
Finally, the great wine-flagon went round, accompamed only bydried fish,

Kashiwagi took very httle part in the conversation and gazed all the
while srraight in front of him, apparently at the flowering trees In the
garden. But Yugiri knew well enough what vision it was that floated
before his friend's eyes. The whole episode was very unfortunate. It must
certainly have given Kashiwagi the rmpression that the Pnncess was
extremely loose in her ways. He could not Imagine Murasaki allowing
herself to be exposed like this, and the fact that such things could happen
showed plainly how right the world was in declaring Genji to be repre
hensibly inattentive to his new wife. Of course the Princess's lack of
precaution was not due to shamelessness, but rather to the unsuspecting
and serene self-confidence of extreme youth. All this no doubt was very
attractive; but 1£ he were in Genji's place he should find it also somewhat
perturbing,

Kashiwagi for his part was not occupied in censoring either Nyosan or
her attendants for the carelessness to which he owed his vision of her
Rather he regarded the affair as a happy accident - an omen, if one Irked
to consider it So> that hIS atrachrnent was destined to ripen into somerhmg
less shadowy than had hitherto seemed probable.

GenJI began talking to Kashiwagi of his early rivalries with To no
Chujo: 4 At football; he said, 'your father was always far ahead of me.
I do not suppose that you have actually learnt your skill from him, for
such things cannot be taught; but no doubt you inherit an aptitude for
the game. ThIS evenIng you certainly gave us a. masterly display... .'
Kashrwagi laughed. "1 am afraid, f he said, · that of all my father's talents
this is the only one I have inherited. I am sorry for my descendants;
apart from this one trifling gift, they will have nothing to inherit at all.'
"Never mind,' said Genji, "so long as there IS something at which you are
better than other people, you deserve a place in history. You shall figure
in your family records as a. footballer; that would be rather amusing..... )

1 Always served to footballerv,
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While they talked and laughed the convicuon was borne in upon Kashi
wagt that no one in the world could possibly turn from GenJ1 to him.
Nyosan might like him, but there was no conceivable way in which she
would not be the loser by such an exchange. HIS hopes, so high a moment
before, suddenly sank to nothingness. She who had been so near in a.
moment became in his thoughts utterly inaccessible and remote, and he
left the New Palace In the depths of despair..

He drove away in the same carrIage as Yugiri, and said to him presently:
'One ought really to visit Genji more often, particularly at this time of
year, when there 18 so Irtrle to do. He said he hoped we should come
again before the blossom was all gone. It is getting very near the end of
Spring now. Do meet me here one day this month, and bring your bow
....' A day was fixed upon, but this was not what was really m his mind.
He was trying to find some way of introducing Nyosan's name into the
conversation, and presently he said: 'GenJI does not seem to worry much
about anyone except Lady Murasaki, I wonder how the young Princess
feels about it. She IS used to being made such a. fuss of by her father that
I cannot help thinking she must :find her new life rather wretched.' 4 You
are entirely wrong: Yugin replied .. 'My father's relations with Murasaki
are of a kmd it is difficult for outside people to understand, He adopted
her when she was still a child, and there is naturally Cl great intimacy
between them. He would not for the world do anything to hurt her feel
l11gS; but if you suppose this means he does not care for Nyosan, you are
vt.:ry much mistaken.' Yugiri had raised his voice.. 'Don't talk so loud,'
Kashiwagi rebuked him, 'the grooms can hear every word you say, For
my part I am certain that she is often very unhappy, and I do not think
anyone has a right to put a girl of her birth and breeding Into such a
position as this ..... .' He seemed to take the matter very much to heart.

Kashiwagi still lived in his father's house, all alone in the eastern wing.
It was not a very lively form of existence for a. man of his age, but this
solrtude was entirely of his own seeking.. Sometimes he felt wretched, and
thought of marrying the first girl who came his way. But then he re
membered that hIS father was Grand Minister. There was no reason at
all why he should content himself with a plebeian marriage, and he
determined to remain as he was until he obramed the bride to whom he
considered himself in every way entitled. Tonight he sat all alone in
his room puzzling till his head ached..... How should he ever manage to
see her again, how contrive to catch even so hasty and unsatisfying a
glimpse as he had enjoyed today? With other women it was different.
There was always the chance that some religious vow or omen of the
stars might drive them into the open. And if such things did not spon
taneously occur) they could easily be arranged........ But with Nyosan
these simple and recognized expedients would be of no avail. Nothing
was more Improbable than that she should ever leave het apartments,
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and it was difficult enough even to let her know of his feelmgs, However,
he wrote a letter (by no means the first with WhICh Nyosarr's maid KOJIJU
had 10 recent days been entrusted): 'Madam, one day not long SInce, the
springrime lured me to crespass wrrhin the barrier chat hides your sovereIgn
precincts from the grosser world, an audacrry for which I fear you con
demn me with the brtrerest scorn. On that occasron, Madam, lrke the
poet I of old, 'I saw, yet did not see.' SInce when such a turmoil has
reigned In my heart as only the vision of what those bafllmg shadows hid
from me can ever put to rest.' With this was the poem: 'Though flowers
of sorrow only, my hand could reach on the high tree, would I were back
amid the shadows of that provoking night.'

Kojiju knew nothing about the' day not long since,' and thought that
the letter was an unusually poinrless collecnon of stock Iamenta nons.
Waiting for a. moment when Nyosan was alone she brought In the letter,
saying: 'I wish your Kashiwagi were a. Iittle less faithful. I am tired of
bringing these continual messages. Why then do I accept them? you ask.
I suppose it is because I can see that he would be in despair if I refused
But why should I mind hIS being In despair? Really, I have not the least
idea ...: and she burst out Iaughmg. 'What odd rhmgs you say,' re
plied Nyosan, taking the letter. By the allusion to ' seeing yet seeing not'
she understood at once that he had caught sight of her during that un
fortunate accident with the curtains. She blushed, not however at the
idea of Kashrwagi's having seen her, but at the recollecnon that Genji
had more than once warned her not to expose herself In Yugirr's presence.
Now she remembered that Yugiri had on that occasion been sirrrng at
Kashrwagr's side. What one saw, the other too would have seen. Her
sole concern was lest Yugrn should mentron her carelessness to GenJ1,
and then she would get a scolding. As had often occurred before, the task
of wnring an answer fell to Koji]u. Only a conventional acknowledg
ment was necessary, and she dashed off the followrng: 'Why you should
speak of 'seeing, yet not seeing' passes my comprehension, Despite the
embarrassment in which your proximity placed us, you certainly posted
yourself at a pOInt of vantage where nothing was Iikely to escape you.'
WIth this was the poem: 4 Feel what you will, but tell not to the world
that where no hand may reach, upon the mountain cherry's topmost
bough your heart you fain would hang.'

The promised archery meeting at the New Palace took place on the
last day of the third month. Kashiwagi felt very hrrle inchned for com
pany, and if he accepted the invitation it was only 10 the vague hope of
some second accident such as that which had occurred at the football
march, Yugiri at once noticed that his friend was still particularly SIlent
and distracted. He knew well enough what this meant, and was genuinely

r In section 99 of the Tales ofIse the poet 'sees, yet does not see,' a lady in her carriage
at the summer raC"e..meeting.
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d1stressed not only at the prospect of unpleasant scenes in which he would
hImself be Involved, but also on Kashiwagr's account. For Yugrn was
extremely fond of him, and could never bear to see him, even for small
everyday reasons, depressed or in ill-humour.

On this occasion Kashiwagi had come wrth the firm mtenrion of be
having wirh perfect propriery, for not only did he stand In great awe of
GenJI, but also was extremely sensitive to publrc opInIon In general, and
nothing was more painful to him than the Idea of hIS name figuring in
the scurrrlous gOSSIp of the Court. If he had designs of any kind, they
were not upon Nyosan but upon her cat. A fancy seized him that It would
make hrm less miserable 1£ he could get possession of this creature and
have it always about him. But even rhis, as he well knew, was a mad
idea, and under the circumstances to purlorn the cat was not much easier
than to make off with Its mistress, The archery meering proved unevent
ful. But a few days afterwards he 'Villas reminded of hIS project by seeIng
in the Crown Prmce's rooms a very handsome kitten which had JUSt

arrived as a present from the Emperor's Palace. HIS Majesrys court-cat
had Just gIven birth to a large family of kitrens, which had been drstrib
uted among hIS acquaintances. <I I happened the other day,' said Kashi
wag! casually, · to catch sight of a remarkably fine cat belonging to one
of the Ladles at Genu's palace I never saw so handsome a creature. By
the \vay, I rhmk they said char It IS your sister Nyosans .. .' This was a
very good move, for the Crown Prince had a passion for cats, and the
subject was one that he was willmg to converse upon for any length of
nrne. He began questIonIng Kashrwagi about this marvclous cat. of
Nvosari's, which he did not remember to have seen · You have some of
the same breed here,' said Kashrwagi, · but there was somerhmg un
common about that partrcular creature. It seemed so much more friendly
and mrcll igenr than any that I have ever known' Thus began a long
convers..ition upon the merits of different cats. The Crown Prince first
of all borrowed those belonging to his Wife, the Akashr Princess, and
tin.tllv sent a message to hIS SISter Nyosan asking If she would mmd lendrng
him hers. Upon irs arrival everyone agreed that It was undoubtedly J.

ycry fine cat. Kashrwagr, who knew rhe Crown Pnnce would give his
sister a full account of the reception that her favourire had received,
thought it better on rhis occasion not to displav any grear Interest in the
animal. But some days later he called ,1gaIn, on the pretext of gIVIng the
Prmce a long promised lesson upon the zrrhern. · Which 1S the fellow I
saw at Gcn 11' s?' he asked, In the course of conversatron "Is he st111 here?
You have so many that I find It hard to keep them arart · But as a
matter of fact he had already recognized Nvosarr's cat, and was soon
fondlrng It upon his lap 'Isn't he behavrng bcaunfully?' said the Crown
Prince. "Considering you only saw hrm in the distance the other day, it
is exrraordrnary that he should recognize you. But he certainly does, for
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they are by nature very distrustful creatures, and w111 not let anyone
touch them unless they remember having seen him before. However,
our cats often remember someone who has only been here for a moment
and took no particular notice of them. t 'They may not have reasoning
povvers such as we have,' answered Kashiwagi, · but I am convinced that
some of them at any rate have souls like ours.' Presently he added: 'Per
haps, as you have so many delightful cats of your own here, you would
lend me this one of Nyosan's for a little whiles' It was only after he had
made this request that he realized how eccentric it must appear ..

The cat lay close by him all night, and the first thing he did in the
mornmg was to see to Its wants, combing It and feedmg it with his own
hand, The most unsociable cat, when it finds itself wrapped up in some
one's coat and put to sleep upon his bed - stroked, fed and tended with
every imagmable care - soon ceases to stand upon its dignity; and when,
a Iirtle later, Kashiwagi posted himself near the window, where he sat
gazIng vacantly before him, his new friend soon stole gently to his side
and mewed several times as though In the tenderest sympathy, Such
advances on the part of a cat are rare indeed, and smiling, he recited to
the animal the following verse: 'I love and am not loved. But you, who
nestle daily in my dear one's arms - what need have you to moans' He
gazed Into the car's eyes as he spoke, and again It began mewing piteously,
t111 he took it up Into his lap, and he was still nurSIng It thus when the
first visitors of the day began to arrive. 'This IS very sudden, t they whis...
pered to one another. "He used not to take the slightest Interest in such
creatures .. ' Presently a messenger arrived from the Crown Prince, asking
that the cat micht be sent back at once. But Kashiwagi refused to pa.rt
with it.
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PART TWO

SO Tlrvrn I went by, bringing with it remarkably few changes either
ar home or In the world at large. Even so Important an event as
the abdicanon of the Emperor Ryozen seemed to make very little

difference, for though he had no herr of his own, his nephew the Crown
Prince had now reached manhood, and would, it was confidently ex
peered, merely carry on his predecessor's policy. The actual resignation
came very suddenly) Ill-health being given as a pretext. But during the
eighteen years of his reign Ryozen had never ceased ardently to long for
an opportunity of escapIng from a position that entailed at every turn the
most dangerous concealments and deceptions. 2 He had many friends WIth
whom it would be possible for him as a private person to associate in a
far freer and more interesting way; moreover his childlessness (decreed,
as he thought, by Heaven as a punishment for his unwilling impiety),
would not weigh upon him so heavily when the future of the Throne was
no longer involved.

As sister to the new Emperor, Nyosan naturally became more prominent
than ever both at Court and in the estimation of the populace. But she
was still very far from occupying a posirion anything like that of Mur
asaki, upon whom, as the years went by, Genji seemed to become more
and more dependent. Yet it was from time to time clear that, despite his
unchangrng tenderness and confidence, Murasaki was not wholly con
tented with her present position. 'There are too many people in this
house,' she would sometimes say; 'I wish I lived in some quieter place"
where I could pursue my devotions undisturbed. I have reached an age
when one cannot expect much more pleasure in this world, and had better
spend the time in preparing oneself for the next: But Genji always as
sured her that he too intended quite soon to quit the Court, and Indeed
would long ago have done so, had he not feared to leave her In solrtude.
'Life here would be intolerable without you,' he said. 'Will you not wait
till I have arranged to take my vows?'

One night, on going to Murasaki's apartments, Genji found she was

I About three and a half years. This jump, which may read as though it were a 'cut'
made by the translator, exists in the origmal.

2 He was really GenII'S son, not the old Emperor's. In sacrificing at the Imperial tomb,
etc., he was committing an outrage upon the dead.
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not there. It was already long past midrught when she returned. There
had been music, it appeared, In Prrncess Nyosan's rooms, and afterwards
Murasaki had stayed talkmg to her C What did you thmk of Nyosan's
playing?' Genji asked. · It seems to me that she has really improved very
much lately.' 'When she first came to lrve with us,' Murasaki answered,
'and I used to hear her pla Ylng In the distance, I confess I was rather sur
prised by her Incompetence. But It is quite true that she now plays very
nicely. This no doubt 1S all due to your frequent lessons: 'Very hkely,'
he replied. 'The truth of the matter 1S, hardly anyone gets properly
taught nowadays. GIving music-lessons, if one really does It properly,
correcting every mistake and continually guid1ng the pupil's hands, is a
troublesome, exhausting business. Moreover it takes up an Immense
amount of rime. But both Suzaku and her brother the present Emperor
evidently counted upon me to take charge at any rate of her zirhern
lessons, and I had not the heart to disappoint them. Well, I am glad you
think that, if in other ways she has got no great advantage through com
ing to live here, she has at least made progress m her music. When you
were at a. learner's stage I was unfortunately far busier than at present,
and was never able to grve you such long and thorough lessons, and
lately one thing after another seems to have prevented our practising
together I was delighted, therefore, to hear from Yugrrr, the other day,
the most enthusiastic accounts of your progress.'

It seemed to him strange Indeed that Murasaki, whom he was still apt
to regard as hIS "hrtle pupil,' should now in her turn be grving lessons
to hIS grandchildren. But such was the case, at any rate as regards mUS1C.

Nor for the matter of that was there any side of their education of which
she would not have been well qualified to take charge. For she had al
ways mastered fresh subjects with astounding ease and quickness, showing
a versatility which often disquieted him, In VIew of the common opinion
that such brilliance and rapidity of atrarnment often presage an early
death. HIS only consolation was that her knowledge, however quickly
garnered, was always solid and complete; whereas in the cases of precocity
that he heard quoted a merely superficial variety of talents seemed to be
the rule. She had recently celebrated her thirty-seventh brrthday, and
after talking for a while of their life together during all those years,
Genji said: · You must be very careful this year. You have reached a
dangerous age I and ought to have special prayers said on your behalf.
I will help you so far as I can; but probably there are all sorts of contin
gencies that it would never occur to me to provide against. Just think
things over, and If there is any particular form of intercession that you

I The soothsayers taught that there were several (dangerous ages' in the- lives both of
men and women .. A few centuries later thirty -three was cornmonlv regarded as a woman's
most dangerous age, Nowhere else IS thirty-seven mentioned, but It IS to be noted FUJlt.
subo died at the age of thirty-seven.
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would like to be used, let me know, and I will arrange it for you. What
a pity that your uncle I 1S no longer alive. For the ordinary, everyday
prayers he would have done excellently... ' For a while he was srlent;
but presently he said: 'What a strange Iife mine has been! I suppose few
careers have ever appeared outwardly more brilliant; but I have never
been happy. Person after person that I cared for has in one way or an
other been taken from me It IS long since I lost all zest for hfe, and if I
have been condemned to contmue my existence, it is (1 somenrnes thrnk)
only as a punishment for certain misdeeds " that at all times still lie
heavily on my mmd. You alone have always been here to console me,
and I am glad to think that, apart from the time when I was away at
Akashi, I have never behaved in such a vvay as to cause you a moment's
real unhappiness. You know quite well that I do not care for grand
society. Women with whom one has to behave according to set forms
and rules are In my opinion simply a nuisance. It is only with people
such as you, whom I have known all their lives, that I am really happy.
But you know all this quite well, and there is no use in my repeating it.
About Princess Nyosan - of course it was tiresome for you that 1 was
obliged to have her here, but since she came, I have grown even fonder
of you than before; a change you would have noticed quickly enough,
if it had been my affection towards someone else that was on the increase!
However, you are very observant, and I cannot believe you are not per
fectly well aware.... ' '1 cannot explain It,' she said, '1 know that to
any outside person I must appear the happiest of women - fortunate
indeed far above my deserts. But Inwardly I am wretched.... Every day.
... ' She felt It would take a long time to explain, and had not the courage.
, As a matter of fact,' she said at last, 'I do not feel as though I should
lrve much longer. You yourself have told me that this is a dangerous year.
Let me meet the danger by doing what I have long been wantlng to do.
Then you will have less need for anxiety about me.' As usual, he declared
that such a thing was out of the question; the mere thought of separation
was unendurable; therr dally meetings, the only semblance of happiness
that remamed to him. 'Surely, you would rather that I did not want
you to go?' he asked, seeing her disappomtment. She was now weeping
bitterly, and he knew that the only way of putting a stop to this was to
go on sreadily for some whrle talking of indifferent topics. He began
telling her about various people whom he had known years ago. It was
natural that he should mention, among other acquaintances of old days,
Lady Rokujo, the Empress Akikonomu's mother. "Despite all that
happened,' he said, 'I alVC{ays think of her as the most brrlliant creature
that was ever at Court. Never have I encountered a sensibilrty so vivid
and profound, and this, as you can imagine, made her at first a most fasci-

1 See Part I, Chap. V.
• His intrigue with Fujitsubo.
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naring companIon. But there can never have been anyone with whom it
was more impossible to have relations of a permanent kind. It IS natural
that people should sornenmes feel out of temper or aggrieved, and equally
natural that, after a rime, the feeling should wear off. But in her mind
the smallest sense of injury grew deeper from day to day, till it had pre
sently become coloured with emotions, the violence of which I cannot
describe. The Circumstances were such that It was, as she well knew,
impossible for me to go to her whenever I wanted to, and equally im
possible for her to receive me. But her pride demanded that every absence
should be treated as a delinquency on my part, requiring prolonged cold
ness on her SIde, and on mine an abject apology.. In the end, all dealmgs
With her became impossible. Unfortunately the secret of my relations
With her was not well kept. Considering her temperament, nothing
could have been more disastrous. The idea that her name was being
bandied about the Court was torture to her, and though all the difficulties
had arisen through her inordinate Jealousy, and not through any fault
of mine, I was extremely sorry for her, and in the end felt quite as wretched
as though I had in fact been to blame.. That is why I have taken so much
trouble over Akikonomu's career, incurring thereby, as I well know, a
great deal of unpopularity. But what does lt matter 1£ I am accused of
favourinsm and I know not what, so long as I feel that, in the grave, her
mother can no longer doubt my good wlll? But I own that far too often
in my life I have yielded to the impulse of the moment - have sought
pleasures of which I afterwards bitterly repented.. ' He went on to discuss
the characters of varIOUS other women whom he had known, and said
after a while: · I used to think that the Lady of Akashi, always conscious
of her humble origins, was content with very little; and indeed the diffi
culty seemed to consist in persuading her to put herself forward at all.
But I found out one cannot judge her by what appears on the surface.
Modest, docile, self-effacing though she may seem to be, somewhere 10

the hidden depths of her nature there is more than a suspicion of self-will
and pride.'

'Most of the people about whom you have talked,' answered Murasaki,
now calm and composed, I I never saw, and therefore do not know whether
you are right about them or no, But with the Lady of Akashi I am now
fairly well acquainted, and I confess that her extreme sensitrveness and
pride, so far from being hidden away in some secret corner of her being,
have always seemed to me extremely conspicuous .. Indeed, when with
her I feel myself to be" in comparison, singularly lacking in reserve and
sensibihry. But though her shyness has often baffled me, I have persevered
In the knowledge that the child understands me, and would put things
right.. ' Here was a wonderful change! Genji could remember the time
when it was impossible for him so much as to mention the Lady of Akashi's
name; and here was Murasaki singing her praIses. He knew that this had
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come about through her affection for the little Princess, and he felt thank
ful for the existence of the chrld. 'I do not think that you have any reason
to feel over-sensitive or too easy-goIng in whatever company you may
find yourself,' he replied. "My experience has at least had the effect of
reachmg me how rare it is to find anyone who so successfully steers the
middle course. You are Indeed a prodigy.... But I must go to Nyosan
and congratulate her on the progress she has made with her music.'

To Nyosan it never occurred that any other woman could be incon
venienced by her presence In the house. She flung herself wrth childish
absorption Into the distractions of the moment. Just now It was her
zirhern that occupied her thoughts, and nothmg else seemed of any im
portance. & You have earned a hohday,' Gen Ji said. 'I hope your teacher
WIll always be as pleased with you as he IS today .. We have had some
arduous times together, haven't we, and it is a comfort that something
has come of It all at last. For the first time I really feel quite confident
about you' ; and so saying he pushed the zithern from him and fell fast asleep ..

On the nights when Genji was a"vay, Murasaki used to make her
women read to her. She thus became acquainted wirh many of the old
fashioned romances, and she noticed that the heroes of these stories,
however light-minded, faithless or even vicious they might be, were in
variably represented as In the end settling down to one steady and un
divided attachment. If this were true to life, then Genji was, as he him...
self so often said, very differently consntuted indeed from the generality
of mankind. Never, she was convinced, never as long as he lived would
his affections cease to wander in whatever direction his insatiable curiosity
dictated. Say what he might, wish what he might, the future would be
just what the past had been. With such thoughts going round and round
m her head she fell asleep very late one night, only to wake a few hours
later, long before it was light, with a violent pain in her chest. Her
people did what they could for her, but with Irttle effect. They were
anxious to summon Genji; but she would not allow it) saying she did
not wish him to be disturbed. She bore her pain as best she could till
dayltght came. She was now in a high fever and very restless. Again
her maids begged her to let them summon His HIghness. But Genji was
still in the other part of the house, and she would not let them go to him.
Presently, however, there came a note from the Crown Princess, and in the
answer that she dictated Murasaki mentioned that she was unwell. The
Princess felt alarmed, and guessing that Genji might not have heard,
she sent a note to him, repeating the little that Murasaki had told her
In a moment he was at her bedside in a state of the utmost concern. 'Are
you better?' he asked, but laying his hand upon her burning forehead
he knew that she was not. At once he remembered their conversation
of the other day. What if this were the very danger against WhICh he
had warned her? He was ternfied.
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Presently, seeing that he would not leave her, hIS people brought him
his breakfast on a tray; but he did not touch It, and all day long he sat
motionless by the bedside, gazIng at her as though stupefied wirh grIef.
Thus many days passed. She was evidently In great pain, not a morsel
of food would she eat, nor did she once raise her head from the pillows.
Meanwhile his messengers set out at top speed In all direcrions, arrangIng
for prayers on her behalf to be said m every Important temple throughout
the land, and prIests were sent for to work rheir spells at the bedsrde.
She was now in grea.t general distress and discomfort The parn 10 her
chest was no longer continual, but at each fresh attack was so severe that
she hardly knew how to bear it. Every known remedy was tried, but
nothing brought her any relief. It was apparent that she was very III
indeed, but Genji tried to find encouragement In the fact that there were
now considerable intervals between these severe attacks. This showed,
he thought, some natural resistance to the disease, perhaps rn nme the
mrervals would gradually become long enough for health to reassert itself.
But he was still m the greatest agrtatron and anxiety. He ought at this
very time to have been superVIsIng the arrangements for the celebration of
Suzaku's fiftieth brrthday. But he was utterly unable to gIve hIS rnmd
to a.ny outside subject, and left the busmess In orher hands. Suzaku In
his monastery heard the news of Murasaki's Illness, and constantly sent
messages of enqUIry.

Week after week passed without any improvement. The only expedient
which now remained untried was a change of scene, and, as rhis was recom
mended, Genji, with extreme reluctance, moved her Into hIS old palace,
the NIJo...in.

Often she was hardly conscious of what went on around her; but once
dunng a moment of comparative calm and Iucidrry she reproached Genu
for not having allowed her to seek the consolations of religion while there
was still time. But if It was terrible to see her thus carried from him by a
stroke of fate, by this cruel sickness agalnst which she struggled In vain,
how much worse would it have been to see her deliberarely proclaim as
worthless the love he bore her, to stand by while she cast away her beauty,
her talents, her charm, and 10 preference to Irving' with him chose as a
more tolerable lot the gloom and squalor of a convent? ~ Long, long
before you ever thought of rt,' he said, ~ I earnestly desired to take my
vows, and if I did not do so, it was wholly for your sake. Think what I
should have felt if, after all, you had deserted me first ... t

She was now so weak that small hope of her recovery could be enter
tained. Again and again It seemed as though the end were come, and
Genji lived in so continual an agony of suspense that during this whole
time he never once went near Nyosan's rooms. There were no more music
lessons, and week after week her lute and zitherns lay packed away in
their wrappers.. Many of the servants belonging to the New Palace had
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followed Murasaki to the Nijo-in, so that, what with her own rooms
empty and so Iitrle stir of any kind going 00, the place wore a strangely
crepuscular air, and lt seemed as though the whole life of this once so
brllliant and 10 YOUS house had depended on Murasakr's presence, and
on that alone.

One day GenJ1 brought the Akashi Princess r to see her. "Come quickly!'
she called to them. "Strange visions haunt me, and I am afraid to be
alone: The Prmcess had brought her little boy, Prince NIOU, with her,
and seeing him Murasaki burst Into tears. · I longed to watch him growing
up,' she sobbed. 'Now he will not even remember me.' 'No, no; Genji
lnterrupted her, 'we must not let you talk like that. You are going to
get well. Everything depends on what we think. If our thoughts are
large and courageous, all kinds of good rhrngs will come our way; but if
they are small and timid, then rll-luck will always attend us. And it is
Just so wirh health. Even people of the highest birth, surrounded by
every comfort, often worry themselves Into the grave by frettmg over
every trifle, and never learning to take life as it comes. But you have
always been so sensible and even-tempered. That is sure to stand you in
good stead... .' And in his prayers to Buddha and to the Gods of our
land he menrioned her great beauty of character, beggmg them to spare
one who in her dealings with others had always shown such gentleness
and forbearance. The priests and miracle-workers, who were on duty
night and day, being told that her condition had reached a very crrtical
phase, now redoubled their efforts, and for five or six days she seemed to
be a little better. After that she had another bad attack; but things had
gone on thus for so long that it seemed qU1te probable she would again
rally. Of her final recovery GenJl no longer had any expectation. Those
in attendance upon her could discover no sign of any actual possession,"
nor was it clear where the principal seat of her malady lay. But she was
growing steadrly weaker, and knowing that at any moment the end
mighr come, Genu watched by her bedside hour after hour in an agony
of contrnual suspense.

Among those whom recent changes in the government had tended to
bring to the fore was Kashiwagi, He had for long past been one of the
new Emperor's most intimate friends, and it was evident that, should he
choose to take advantage of hIS position, a great future was in store for
him. Realizing at last the hopelessness of his designs upon Nyosan, he
had been prevailed upon to take as a concubine her elder sister, Lady
Ochiba, who being the child of a waiting-woman and thus at a. great
disadvantage in the world, was glad enough to accept the position now
offered to her by a very half-hearted lover. She was quite good-looking.
Indeed, many would have regarded her as extremely attractive. But

2: She was now Consort of the Emperor; but had not been proclaimed Empress.
2 Byspirits, demons or the like.
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Kashrwagi was under no delusion that this alliance would in any way
console him for his failure wrth the younger sister. HIS own old nurse
was a Sister of Nyosari's nurse (the mother of KOJiJu, whose assistance
had proved so fruitless before). It was through the relationship of these
two old ladles that Kashiwagi had first heard of Nyosan. Indeed, while
the Pnncess was snll a child, his old nurse had whenever he visited her
regaled him with continual stories of the little grrl's clever s~Ylngs and
pretty ways, and of Suzaku's extraordinary attachment to her, and It was
these tales, repeated from her nurse to hIS, that had first aroused hIS curi
OSIty. It was now long SInce Kashiwagi had attempted to hold any corn
municanon WIth her; but seemg the New Palace almost deserted (for
SInce Murasakr's illness Genji was always at the Nrjo-m and most of
the servants had followed him), Kashiwagi felt that the time for a further
attempt had come, and sending for KOJIJU he begged her to assist hrm.
, I feel no compunction in the matter,' he said, •for Gen1i IS neglecting her
scandalously Indeed, he ought never to have accepted such a respCilS1
bihty, for his affections were already engaged in many other quarters, and
it was clear from the beginning that she would be left entirely to her own
devices. Months pass wrthout hIS ever going near her, and she leads (1
gather) the dullest life rmaginable. Suzaku has heard something of this,
and is now extremely sorry that he did not give her to some commoner
who would have appreciated the honour and devoted himself to making
her happy. I am afraid he thinks that in providing for Ochiba he has found
just such a sready-gomg, conscientious husband in me! I WIsh it were so,
but though they are SIsters and in some ways very much alike, Ochiba 15

Ochiba and Nyosan IS Nyosan. That is all there is to be said about It••• .'

Kojiju was horrified .. "Come now!' she said. 'That beats all, You have
Just promised to devote your Iife to one sister, and now you tell me that
the only person in the world vou care for is the other. J • I know it seems
very odd,' said Kashiwagi, srruh '1 g. 'But I believe both Suzaku and. HIS

Present Majesty would really have liked to give me Nyosan. And even
now, since it is clear that Gen j1 does not take any interest in her, I gather
they are by no means displeased that I should feel as I do. They have her
happiness to consider, and at present she is leadmg a miserable existence.
• H Comel I think you might oblige me by having one more try.' 'You
are asking a great deal more than you suppose; said KOJiJu heatedly. "To
begin WIth, she knows that you have Just married someone else. And
then, do you really think you have reached such a position in the world
that you can afford to make an enemy of Prince Genji? I may be mistaken,
bur it does not seem so very long ... ' She was beginning to remind him
how recent was his present promotion" but so indignant was she at hIS
audacity that the words tripped over one another anti she suddenly broke
off. 'That wrll do,' he said. · Let us stick to the pOInt All I ask is that
one day when you and she are alone together you should mention me.
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This surely cannot be very difficult now that so little is going on at the
New Palace. I only want her to know that I have not forgotten her.. I
am not asking you to arrange a meeting, or indeed to say anything that
could possibly bring a blush to the most modest cheek.' , You are asking
me to do precisely what is most likely to lead you both into trouble.
Besides which, how can I suddenly begin talking about you? And for
the matter of that, how am I to get at her when she is alone? It is hardly
ever possible..... ' So she fenced, trying her best to put him off. ' You are
simply inventing difficulties," he said Impatiently at last. 'And why all
this fuss? Is it so strange a thing for a lady to be admired? Queens, I seem
to remember, and Empresses too have sometimes been known to have
their lovers. And who is Nyosan that you should think it sacrilege for
anyone to dream of her? Certainly the way she IS treated at present does
not suggest that GenJi considers her to be of any great importance.. You
must learn to be less rigid In your ideas ..... ' •If you think that Nyosan
feels herself to be imperfectly appreciated and is on the lookout for some
one to rescue her from her humilianons, you are very much mistaken. It
was clearly understood from the beginning that this was not to be an
ordinary marriage.. She was extremely young, and came to the New Palace
that, after her father's retirement from the City, she might have a fixed
home and gain a little experience of polite Iife. All your talk of her being
neglected or maltreated is beside the point.' She was beginning to lose
her temper; but by adroit flattery he managed to prevent her flingrng out of
the room, and at last she said: •H I ever do find myself alone with my
lady, I will speak of this. But even when Genji is away at the Nijo-in
there are always a lot of people gathered round her curtains-of-state, and
even by her chair there is generally someone in attendance. So don't
ask me to make any promises.' F

Day after day he badgered her, and at last, about the middle of the
fourth month, there came from her a hurried note bidding him at once
repair to the New Palace. He set out heavily disguised.. HIS expectations
were of an agreeable but by no means exorbitant kind. He did not for a
moment suppose that she would admit him within her curtained dais ..
But she would, he hoped, be willing to converse with him, and if he were
fortunate he might catch a glimpse of her sleeve, her fan, the train of
her dress.

The Purification of the new Kamo Vestal was to take place next
day. Twelve of the lames who were to attend her were 10 service at
the New Palace and were now in their own rooms busily engaged in
trimming and sewing. The other gentlewomen of the household were to
be present at tomorrow's show and were busy with their preparations,
so that in Nyosan's part of the house there were very few people about;
and even her confidential maid Azechi was absent, for she had received
a sudden summons from a certain young captam Ca member of the Mina.
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moto clan, who had been paying her attennons for some time) and Nyosan
had given her a holiday. Indeed, only KOJIJU was in attendance, and she
now led him noiselessly to a seat close by the side of her misrrcss's dais,
Well, he thought, even should matters go no further, this was already a
great deal more than he had expected when he set out.

Nyosan was asleep, and presently waking to find a man's form outlmed
agaInst the curtains of her dais she naturally thought that it was Genii.
But it was certainly not at all lrke Genu to SIt nervously at the end of hIS

chair in an attitude of constrained obeisance. For a moment she thought
herself haunted by a ghost and hid her face in her hands, but finding
courage to look up once more she saw clearly enough that the VIsitor,
though not Genji, was a person quite as real. Seeing that she was now
awake, Kashrwagi began explaining his presence. Protestatrons, entreat
ies, apologies .... Who was he, and what did it all mean? More terrified
now than when she had thought him a ghost, Nyosan called for help.
But no one came, for there was no one to hear her call. She was now
trembling from head to foot and drops of perspIratIon stood out on her
brow. In this exhibrtion of childish panic there was something that
fascmated him; but he was at the same time ashamed of having terrified
her, and again began rather confusedly apologizing for his intrusion:
·My rank does not, I know, entitle me to address you as an equal. But I
had hoped all the same you would not consider me qUIte outside the pale
of possible acquaintance. ThIS claim at least I have upon your interest;
that for years past you have occupied my thoughts to the exclusion of all
else, as your father could bear witness. For utterly unable to lock up
these feelings in my own breast (where indeed they were already grown
rank with keeping) I long ago made confession of them, and found him
by no means discouraging, But I was soon disrllusioned, For weighed In

the balance against one who had never given a moment's thought to you
I, who loved you so dearly, was found wanting merely for lack of gov
ernmental digrunes and royal pedigree. So soon as your lot was cast I
derermmed to banish all thought of you for ever from my heart. But love
had burnt down too deep into the core. Months, years passed, and still
I thought of you, longed for you, wept for you; until, unable for an in
stant longer to support my misery, I rushed thus uncivilly into your
presence, showmg, as I fully perceive, a lack of consideration for your
feelings that makes me blush for shame" But now that I am here, let me
make amends by assuring you that you shall at least have no cause to
repent of my having been admitted. ' While he spoke she kept on asking
herself who he was, and it was only gradually that it dawned upon her
he could not very well be anyone but Kashiwagr, This realization made
her feel more than ever scared, and she did not manage to bring out a word
in reply. •You know so lrttle of me, ' he went on, · that I am not surprised
you should be somewhat nervous. But after all, such visits as this of
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mine tonight are of fairly frequent occurrence! If you persist In treating
It as an affront, my misery wrll drive me to ... But no ' Have pIty on me,
say one krnd word, and I \v111 leave you' Her complete lack of self
imporrance had, however, somewhat upset hIS calculations He had ex
pected to find her haughty, stiff, unapproachable - in a word, all that
women of such rank are generally supposed to be. Consequently rr had
never occurred to him that on thrs first VISIt he would by any conceivable
chance get beyond the stage of a Irtrle stiff and unadventurous conversa
non. But to his surprIse she was not grand, not proud, not contemptuous.
She was only a singularly handsome girl, lookmg up at him with a shy,
questIo01!1g yet almost trustful air. His good resolutions suddenly broke
down. Soon the world and I(S Inhabitants seemed norhmg to hrm, nor
would he have stretched out a hand to save them from instant destruction.

At last, Iying by her side, he did not exactly fall asleep, or cerrainly
had no mind to do so, but must indeed have dozed a Irtrle. For suddenly
there appeared before him the cat 'VVhICh he had once conrrived to steal
from her. It advanced towards him rurrIng loudly, and woridermg in
hrs dream how it had got there, he supposed that he must have brought
it with hirn. What had made him do that? .. So he "vas asking himself
In hIS dream, when he woke with a start. There was of course no cat any
where to be seen, and he wondered why he should have had so curious a
dream

The Princess felt that something terrible had befallen her; and yet, so
sudden had It all been, she could scarcely believe that anything had hap
pened at all "This was in our destinies,' he whispered. ~ Surely you too
'\"111 admit that It could not but come; and he began to tell her about the
evening of the football match, and how he had seen her through the gap
In her Ill-fastened curtains, thanks partly to the plunging and tuggIng of
the runaway cat.

So he had seen her - everyone had seen her on that unfortunate night!
But what happened then was a small disgrace Indeed compared with what
had followed as the direct consequence of that unguarded moment. How
should she ever face Genji again> So she asked herself, and burst into
agonlzed tears -- the tears of a child that 1S at the same time sorry and
a{rald. Tenderly, almost respectfully he helped her to wipe those" tears
aV~Tay. It was grOWIng 11ght, and Kashiwagi, whose one thought for
months past had been how to get Into her rooms, was now face to face
with the much more difficult problem of how to escape from them How
ever, he '\"3.S dercrmmed not to go trll he had obtained from her some SIgn
that she did not altogether detest him. · All this rime you have hardly
spoken a word;' he said. 'Do say something - no matter how unkind 
that I nlay nor go avvay from you for ever wrrhout even knowing the sound
of your VOIce. For, having shown so plainly that I am distasteful to you,
you need not fear that I shall ever trouble you agarri.'
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In vain he entreated her. She was far too scared and pcrutent to utter
a smgle syllable. · You need not think that by prolongmg your srlcr ce
you WIll reduce me to ~ny greater pitch of misery;' he said at last. 'MeJre
downcast than I am at this IDt 11.itc no human being could ever be.' Snll
she remained mute, and maddened by her obstmacy, he burst out: 'I see
it IS no use. Viell, that decides rnarters for me. This IS my last night on
earth. It was the thought of you that alone gave hfe any value 10 my
eyes, and now that I must think of you no more ... But stay, are you so
heartless that, knowmg I have scarce an hour to live, you grudge me the
gIft of one kind word to take wit.i me as my prize to the grave;J' So say
ing he picked her up In his ar:11S and carried her back to the outer room.
The door by which he had entered last night was strll open. Why did l.e
not leave her? She watched him wrth consternation. Surely he did not
Intend to wait till some fresh harm was done? The house was still quite
dark. But rmdrught must by now be long past; and thinking that out of
doors there might already be a Iirrle Iighr, he gently rarsed the shu.rer,
and turnIng round caught (as he had hoped to) a clearer VIew of her form
and face..

'I cannot think, I cannot move; he cried, looking at her desperately.
'If you WIsh me to recover my senses, to be calm, to leave you, let me hear
you say one word. Speak, though It be only in pIty..... t Never had she
seen anyone behave Iike this; what could it matter to him whether she
spoke or not? At this point, however, she did try to say something, but
so violently was she trembling that the words turned into mcarungless
Jan;Ie of sound. The room was growing hghrer every moment. ·Listen f·

he said excitedly, 'I had a wonderful dream last night. I know what It
means and wanted to tell you, but how could I, when I found you hated
me so? Well, you shall not hear it. Dut time will show me whether I
read It right or no.' fie stumbled towards the door.

It "vas early summer, but never had autumn sky looked to him colder
and sadder than that WhICh now met his eyes. 'So dim to TIle the dawn
109 world, I know not whither I go, nor whence I came, save that the
place was dank "VIrh showers of dew. t Such was his parting poem, and
as he spoke It he held up the sleeve With which he had WIped her tears
Now that he was really gOltl3, she plucked up heart a. little, and managed
10 a [amr voice to murmur the reply: 'Would that With the shadows cf
this dawn my grief rmght vanish, and of last night no token but a dream
be left: behind.. ~ Her soft, half-childish VOIce was echoing In his ears as
he left the room, and for the first time In hIS life he knew that it was no
mere phrase when the poet said: 'Though the body move, the soul may
stay behind t

Instead of going home he went to his father's house, slipping' in quietly
wrthout being seen. He lay down and erred to sleep, but did not succeed
That dream.... It was, as a matter of fact, very unlikely that it could
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signIfy what It IS generally supposed to," and looking back in derail upon
all that had happened he felt that there was no need to worry. He even,
wrth a certam pleasure, recalled the details of his dream. But whether
his drearnmg of a cat really signified anything or no, he had commitred
what the world would consider a terrible crime. For many days after
wards he was haunted by a shame and fear that made It impossible for
himto set foot outside hIS own door. These feelmgs Indeed were gradually
assuming an rntensity quite out of proportion (as Kashrwagi kept telling
himself) to the magnitude of his offence. No doubt he had behaved In
discreetly, and should the meeting have certain consequences the girl
mIght conceivably find herself In an embarrassing position. But that was
only a remote chance, and In all probability no harm of any kind had been
done. Why was it that such a weight of shame and conrnrion had settled
upon him? If he had seduced the Empress herself and hIS crime were al
ready known, he could not have been in a greater panic - a state of mind
all the more unreasonable SInce he was convinced that no punishment,
not even death itself, could be more terrible than the torture that he "vas
now endunng,

Long before Nyosan could possibly have shown any outward sign such
as might betray her, he began to fancy that Genji was looking at him
with a peculiar expressIon, and those supposedly accusing eyes filled him
with terror and shame.

There is in many high-born women an abundance of natural appetIte
that the good manners instilled into them from childhood render invisrble
to the common eye. But upon the mildest provocatIon this tendency will
manifest Itself in the most surprising ways. With Nyosan, however, this
was not the case. Her innocence was every bit as great as it seemed. The
experiences of that fatal night had left in her mind no impression but that
of the most abject terror. She could not convmce herself that all was
safely over, that no one had betrayed them, and hardly daring to appear
even among her own people she spent week after week in the darkness of
the back room. She felt that something had gonewrong with her, and
at last, unaided by any outside person, she realized what was amiss.

Genii heard that she was indisposed and hurried round in alarm to the
New Palace. Had a fresh burden now been added to the already unbear
able load of his anxiety? He was glad to End her, to all appearances, un
commonly well, All he noticed was that she looked very much ashamed
of herself and persistently refused to meet his gaze. No doubt she was
cross with him for having left her so long to her own devices, and in order
that she might better understand how he had come thus to neglect her,
he began descnbmg Murasaki's Illness. 'I do not think she can last much
longer now;' he said after a while, 'and you may be certain that you will
never find yourself neglected h ke this ag,lln. But Murasaki has been

1 Dreaming of a cat signifies that a child \\111 be boi n,
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with me since she was a child, she has become an inseparable part of my
hfe, and you w111 guess, I am sure, that during these last weeks I have been
in no condition to think or speak of anything else. I am sure you are not so
unreasonable as to be cross with me.. .' He was gone agaIn. EVIdently
her people had not told hrm the nature of her malady. But In the long
run he would have to know, and as soon as she was alone Nyosan burst
into a flood of tears.

So seldom did Genji now visit the New Palace that he had much to do
there and did not Intend to return immediarcly. He was wondering un
easily what condition affairs would be In when he got back to the NIjo-in.
Suddenly a messenger arrived announcing that Murasaki appeared to be
sinking fast. In a moment all else was forgotten, and With darkness clos
ing about his heart he rushed round to hIS old palace. It seemed to take
an interminable time to get there. At last, corning into view of the house,
he saw that something terrible must Indeed have happened,. for the whole
space between the main building and the highway was filled with a surg
ing throng of people, whrle from within came a contmual sound of weep
ing.

Not looking to right or left, he tore towards her apartments, where he
was met by one of her maids. 'All day she had seemed much better,' said
the lady. 'ThIS faintness came upon her quite suddenly: Withm, all was
weeping and confusion. Many of those that had served her longest, frantic
with grief, were callmg upon death not to leave them behind, while such
of the priests and miracle-workers whose duty for the day was over were
noisily dismantling their altars and making ready to depart. There was
nothing unusual in this; their places would soon be taken by new-corners
and the long services of intercession would contmue. But to Gen J1 there
seemed on this particular day to be an air of finality in the methodical
clatter cf their departure. He rushed towards them, sharply bidding them
make their exit more quietly. Murasaki was now unconscious, but he
was convinced that this was merely a trance, due to 'possession' by some
evil influence, and so far from allowing the priests to slacken their efforts,
he now sent for a number of celebrated miracle-workers from all parts of
the land, and bade them preside over a grand service of exorcism. The
form of their prayer was that, even though the sick woman's days were
numbered, she might In accordance WIth the Promise of the Immovable
One, I be granted a half-year of reprieve. The prIests, intent upon their
ritual, bent so close over the burnt offering that it seemed as though the
smoke was rising not from the altar but from their very heads. The most
Genii now hoped for was that she might for a brief spell recover con
sciousness before she died. The thought that she would perhaps never
know him agaIn, that he would never be able to ask her forgiveness for
all that he had done am1SS, threw him Into such a state of agitation and

r Fudo.
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despair as those about him had seldom witnessed, and they felt it was
impossible he should survive her loss. Perhaps the sight of so deep a
sorrow touched even Buddha's heart, be that as it may, sIgns of a definrte
'possessIon'- the first that had been visible for many months - now be
came manifest In the patient, and the exorcists were soon able to transfer
this posseSSIng spirit to the body of a small boy whom they had brought
with them to act as medium. While, through this boy's mouth, the
spirrt railed against the pnests who had forced it to do therr bidding..
Murasaki gradually regained consciousness, and It was with mingled feel
ings of JOY and horror that he watched on the one hand her slow recovery,
and on the other the raVIngs and contorrions of the boy. At last, sub
dued to reason by the spells and passes of the exorcisrs, the spirit srill
speaking through the boy's mouth said quietly: · Let everyone save
Pnnce Genji leave the room. What I must now say, no one else but he
must hear. You have plagued me this long rime past WIth your spells and
mcantatrons. I do not love you for ir, of that you may be sure. And I
would here and now take my vengeance on you all; It is not that I lack
the power ... rather, I have chosen of my own free wrll to postpone the
task, for strange though you may rhmk It, we ghosts love as we loved on
earth; and when I saw Prince Genu frantic with grief, shattered by long
days of watching and apprehension - when I saw that, did I not Ieave
my work a while, he too would fall beneath my blow - then I was sorry
for him, I, that have become a foul and fiendish thing, pitied him as
tenderly as any Iiving creature can pity. That IS why I have shown my
self to you. I did not mean that you should ever know.... f

The hair stood upright on the bey-medium's head, while at the same
time huge tears trickled down hIS cheeks. Where had he seen before this
strange blending of rage and misery? Yes Such had been the face of the
apparItIon that had appeared at AOl'S bedside. He was dumbfounded.
Nothing then, not death Itself, could alter the hideous trend of evil
that the passionate agony of those old days had set upon its course.
All else was fading, slipping away. But this terrible thmg had never
changed.

He took the medium by the hand, and Ieading him to a safe distance
from Murasakis bed, he said: · GIve me some proof..... Speak of somethmg
that I shall remember, but no one else could possibly know about. Then
I shall believe that you are she. But not till then, for fox-spirit and the
Iike often cause great harm by rasslng themselves off as the spIrIts of our
dead friends, and I must be on my guard.' While GenJl spoke thus, the
medium was shaken by VIolent sobbing, At last a voice sounded amid the
sobs, and though distorted by anguish, it was, raSt all denying, the proud
passionate voice of Rokujo , 'You know me well enough; for changed
though I may be, I still remember what It means when you put on that
stupid, Innocent air, You at least are what you always were - heartless.
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dishonest.... ' Again the voice was choked by sobs. He was filled with
pity, but, at the same time, a kind of repulsion, and made no attempt to
reply. Presently the medium spoke agaIn: 'Do not think that, even in
my most distant wanderings, banished amid the realms of outer space,
I have ever for a moment been Ignorant of what was passing here on
earth. All that in penitence you have done for my daughter, the Em
press's sake, is known to me, and I thank you for It. And yet - it is
strange - nothing now seems the same to me. She IS mine, I have not
forgotten her. But do not think that I love her as a living woman loves
her child. Nothing, not one thought nor feeling, have I brought WIth
me unaltered into the world of death, save this insensate passion, that
even on earth made my own nature loathsome and despicable to me.
Rage, jealousy, hatred - they alone cling to my soul and drag it back
each moment closer to the earth.

, And do you know what hurt me more than all your cruelty to me when
I was alive? It was to hear you entertaining this friend of yours with
stories of my 'bad temper; my 'grievances; my 'inordinate Jealousy.'!
I should have thought that the dead at least might be spared such insults
and lies! A thousand times I have asked myself how you of all men,
you with your fine breeding, could speak of me thus to another woman.
Bad as I was before, this fresh insult has worked in me a ghastly change.
Never before have I done harm to those on earth, but now - LIsten!
If you think I have any desire to prey upon this woman on the bed, you
a.re wrong. I want to leave her, to leave you all; but if you wish to be
rid of me, put an end to all these spells and incantations, that can but
keep me at a little distance, and use these mighty miracle-workers and
priests) whom you have set like a hedge about you, to pray for my soul's
release, for the cancelling of all my sins. Do not think that because for
the moment I could stand your dronmgs and bUZZ10gs no longer - your
prayers and scripture-readings that beset me like tongues of flame - do not
think that I am conquered.. Back I shall come and back again, till in your
liturgies I hear some word of comfort for my own soul. Say masses for
me, read them night and day. Tell my daughter the Empress to pray for
me with all her heart; ,and bid her never for one mstant, though she may
fall from favour and another be set in her place, never so much as in a dream
to let one envious or jealous thought creep Into her heart. She has guilt
enough on her conscience, having spent many months at Ise, Z where the
name of the Blessed One may not be spoken.. t

The medium continued to rave; but this conversation with a ghost
was too eerie to be prolonged. Already those who had been asked to retire
from the room must be asking themselves what was happening. He

r See above, p. 652 •

~ As it was a Shmto shrine, the rival religion (Buddhism) could not be mentioned
there.
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readtnitted them, had the boy-medium placed in a sealed romo, I and
Murasaki carried secretly to a different part of the house.

Somehow or other a rumour got started that Murasaki was dead, and
Cenji had the painful experience of receiving innumerable letters of
condolence. It "vas the day of the Kamo festival, and among the courtrers
returnmg from the Shrine many jokes "vere made on the topic of Mura
saki's sudden fall and eclipse. Someone said that since she had lost her
power to charm the sunlight s it was not to be wondered at that the rain
should have washed her away. And another: 11Prodigies of that kind never
last long, and perhaps it is as well for them that they do not. Otherwise
they might tend to fare like the cherry-blossom in the proverb.! Old they
not so quickly retire from the scene they would end by getting all the
fun Into their own hands and spoilmg things for everyone else. It IS nice
to think of that poor little Pnncess Nyosan coming Into her own again.
I am sure it was hIgh time.... '

Kashrwagi had stayed at home on the previous day, but had found the
time hang so heavily on his hands that today he set out for the Festival,
taking hIS brothers with him 10 the back of the carriage. On the way home
they heard the rumour that was being bandied from coach to coach. The
brothers were by no means convinced of its truth, and to offer premature
condolences would be very embarrassrng. But they decided that there
could be no harm in paying an ordinary visit, as though In Ignorance of
what was being said. Their first impression upon arriving at the New
Palace was that the end had indeed come. On every side rose the sound
of weeping and wailmg, No sooner had they entered than Murasakis
father Prince Hyobukyo rushed past them into the house, obviously in
a state of frenzied agitation.

Presently Yugiri came out, wiping the tears from his eyes, and Kashi
wagi said to him: 'Tell us quickly what has happened. We heard very
bad news on the road, but were loath to believe it, and have come, as we
intended to do in any case, merely to enqulre..... We hoped for some
Improvement. This has been gomg on for so long... .' 11She has indeed
been in a very serIOUS condrnon for some weeks past,' said YugirL 'FI
nally, early this morning, she lost consciousness altogether. However, at
this point the presence of a "possession' became obVIOUS, and when this
had been dealt with, she came to, ~nd is now, I hear, considered not to
re in any immediate danger. Of course, this IS a great relief to us all.
But I am afraid there is, not really much hope..... ' It "vas ObV10US that he
was deeply moved.. I He must have been crying a great deal, for his eyes

! Partly with' the idea of securing Murasakr's safety; partly lest the words spoken by
Rokujo through tl.e boy's mouth should be overheard

~ A pun on Genji's name Hikaru, "The Shming One.'
3 'If It were in our power to keep the cherry ..blo-sorn on the tree, we should cease so

much to admire It.'
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were quite swollen. · Why should he mind so much?' Kashiwagi asked
himself, remernberrng that Yugrri had been brought up by his mother's
family, and had, ostensrbly at any rate, always been kept at a distance
from hIS stepmother. And at once, suspectmg others (as we always do)
of harbourmg the same gul1ty secrets as ourselves, he began irnagmrng that
Yugrn not Genu had been the partner of Murasakr's great romance.

A message now came from Gcnji asking the visitors to excuse him
from appearIng In person. 4 You w111 forgive me, I know,' he said, ·when
I tell you that we have all been taking part In what had every appearance
of berng an actual death-scene. Our gentlcworncn have not yet had nme
to recover their composure, and I myself am snll, I confess, far too agitated
to recei ve you properly. I hope you \Vl11 do me the honour of repeating
your VISIt at some tune when I am better able to appreciate It.' The
mere mention of Genu's name filled Kashrwagi WIth shame and embarrass
ment; he for hIS part was glad it was upon so distracted an occasion that
he had come to the house. As for repeatIng the experiment, the others
might come If they chose, but he most assuredly would not be WIth
them.

Meanwhile Murasaki remained conSCIOUS; but the services of inter
cession were continued, and to them GenJl added secret masses for the
Release of Rokujos soul. And he had reason enough of every kind to
hope ardently that these would be successful. Even during her lifenme
he had experienced In fashion sinister enough the evil potency of her
rage; and now that she was 10 another world, changed Into a thing devoid
of all human pIty or compuncnon, 1t was hideous to think that her malice
towards him was still unappeased, Apparently all that he had done for
Akikonomu was useless! But what was the good of trying to please
women? If they were not fundamentally evil, they would not have been
born as women at all. I Perhaps he ought not to have spoken of her to
Murasaki, But he remembered the occasion perfectly well, it was the
rughr before Murasaki's Illness began, and really he had not said any
thing very bad ... It was difficult enough to sansfy the lrving; but
existence was intolerable If even one's most mtirnate conversatrons might
at any moment let loose the vindicnve fury of the dead.

Murasaki strll longed to recerve the tonsure, and thinking that the
ceremony might help her to rally a hrtle, Genp at last consented Her
reception into the Order was more a semblance than a reahty, for no at
tempt was made to do more than cut away a lock or two from the crown
of her head, and only five of the Ten 'TOWS were administered. During the
whole ceremony Genu, regardless of convention, sat by her Side, and With
tears in hIS eyes helped her to repeat her responses.

The fifth month was now closing, and the weather was exceedingly hot.
She began again to have frequent famnng-nts, and grew much weaker.

I A Buddhist doctrine.
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But though her mind often wandered, she was perfectly well aware of
the tense anxiety with which GeoJi watched her progress .. She had herself
no desire or hope of recovery, and if she now occasionally forced herself
into a sitting posture or managed to swallow a little broth, it was that
Genji might feel her to be still a livmg creature, rather than (as she knew
herself to be) a strangely Iingering ghost. At the beginning of the sixth
month she astonished and delighted him by even lookmg about her a
little. But he was still In great alarm, and did not once succeed in getting
across to the New Palace.

Nyosan's condition was now quite definitely established; but she was
not by any means In bad health. Indeed, save for the fact that her com
plexion was rather sallow and her a.ppetIte not so good as usual, she had
not much to complain of. Kashrwagi had not been able to restrain him
self from several times repeatIng his visit, but the girl had made it abun
dantly plain that she would much rather he left her in peace. The truth
was that Kashrwagi had made no such impression upon her as could out
weigh her fear of gettIng into trouble WIth GenJI. True, her lover was one
of the handsomest and most talented figures at Court, and many a grrls
head would have been completely turned by hIS advances; but to Nyosan,
used as she was to Genu's far more striking looks and personality, this
young man seemed almost insipid in character, no more than passable
in aprearance, and (Palace Counsellor though he was) none the more
impressive on that account to one whose upbringing had been such as
hers.

Her old nurse and gentlewoman had, of course, long ago discovered
the conditron she was in. 'Do you remember exactly when it was that
His Highness was last here?' one of them said. 'It seems to me as though
it were a very long time ago.' They felt rather uneasy about the matter,
but thought It their duty to inform Genji. He at once came round to the
New Palace.

It was as a matter of fact (Genji remembered this quite clearly) more
than a year......Surely there must be some mistake> He said nothmg to
her about the reason of his visit. She did, he thought, perhaps look a
trifle out of sorts, and he treated her with every mark of tenderness and
concern. Really, she was a charming girl. Now that, after bemg so many
times obliged to postpone hIS VISIt, he had at last managed to get here,
he ought to stay for a night or two. And so he did ; but he was all the
while In such a state of anxiety about Murasaki that he could think of
nothing else, and spent most of the time in writing messages to her.
'That's good!' said oneof Nyosan's ladies indignantly" 'He saves up all
his letter-writing till he comes here. We appreciate the compliment, I I am
sure!' KO}1 JU for her part only wished that Kashrwagi took a like VIew of
Genu's VIS1t. No sooner did the young man hear of it than he fell into a
state of violent agiration and began pourIng in upon Nyosan a stream
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of letters, couched in the most hectic terms of Jealousy and desperatl0n
- all of which It fell to KOJiJu's lot to dehver.

"Don't show me these tiresome things,' said Nyosan, when Kojiju,
seeing Genji go to fetch something from Murasaki's old rooms, hastily
produced one of these frenzied epistles. 'I do WIsh you would Just read
what he says here in the margin,' Kojiju pleaded. '1 am sure you would
feel sorry for him .... " So saying, she unfolded the letter and had Just
placed it in Nyosan's hands, when there was a noise of footsteps. A
sudden panic descending upon her, KOJiJu glided from the room. There
was no time to destroy the letter or lock it up In a safe place. Her heart
beating wildly, Nyosan stuffed It under the mattress of the couch upon
which she lay.

Next morning he rose early, wanting to go back to the Nijo-in before
the sun became unpleasantly strong. 'Where is that fan 1 had yesterday?'
he asked his servant. 'This one is no good at all. I think I must have
left it where I was sittmg with the Prrncess yesterday evemng. I had
better go and look.' Having hunted high and low, he went towards the
couch where Nyosan had lam, and suddenly noticed that a piece of Iighr
blue paper was sticking out from under her mattress, which was pushed
slightly out of place. WIthout paYIng any particular attention to what
he was doing, he pulled out this piece of paper, and glancing at it, saw
that it was covered WIth writing in a man's hand. He nouced too that it
was heavily scented, and in every way as elegantly devised as a note could
possibly be. Moreover, oddly enough he knew the wriring (of which
there was plenty, for it covered both SIdes of a double sheet). There could
be no mistake. This was Kashiwagi's hand. HIS servant, who had
brought a mirror into the room and now began to do his master's hair,
was not in any way surprised to see him take possessIon of the note, for
he supposed it to be one that Genji and Nyosan had been reading together
on the day before. But KOJ1Ju, who was also present, was startled to ob
serve that it was of the same colour as the letter she had herself delivered.
While serving Genji's breakfast she never for an instant took her eye off
this blue letter, that lay folded beside hIS bowl.. Of course it could not be
the same. Lots of people wrote on paper like that. The mere fact that it
had been left lying about showed that It must be somethmg quite different.
The Princess would never have been so mad ....

Meanwhile Nyosan was quietly sleeping. What a feather-hearted little
creature she was! He had always suspected that expressions of feehng
conveyed nothing to her mind whatever; and from the way In which she
left such a letter as this (for he had already cast an eye over it) lying
where anyone might find it, he was convinced that its contents had no
meaning for her at all. It was fortunate indeed that it was he who had
found it, and not some outside person, upon whom the fact that she was
receiving such letters would make a wholly erroneous impression.
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"What did you do with that note I brought yesterday?' KOJiJu .said,
when GenJl left the room. '1 saw His Highness looking Just now at a
letter that looked very much like it.' Nyosan immediately remembered
only too well what she had done with it. ·Where did you put it?' went on
Koji]u, seeing that her eyes had suddenly filled with tears. · When we
heard someone coming, I thought it might look as though there were a
secret between us if I were found alone with you, and to be on the safe side
I made off as fast as I could. But as a matter of fact it was some while be
fore His Highness actually entered the room, and I supposed that during
this time you would have managed to find somewhere safe to put the
letter.' •I had only that very moment begun reading it when he came in,'
she sobbed. •I just stuffed it away anywhere I could, and then I for
got about it.... .' Helplessly she indicated the place under the mattress.
Kojiju went and examined it. ·There's nothing there now,' she said.
'ThIS is an awful business. I would give anything that it should not have
happened. It was only the other day that Kashiwagi begged me to make
you be more careful, He IS terrified of Prince GenJi gecnng WInd of this.
And now, no sooner do I put a letter in your hands than you leave it Just
where It was most likely to catch His Highness's eye. However, It is all
of a pIece with the way you have always carried on. I shouldn't say it"
but you have no more Idea how to behave than a baby. FIrst of all you
leave all your screens in disorder and let him see you. Then you allow him
to go on for month after month wrrting desperate letters to you, and
finally drive him to such a pitch of madness that he Insists upon being al
lowed to see you. It was I who arranged It, lawn, but I don't mind tell
mg you I would never have dreamed of bnnging him, if I had supposed
that you could look after yourself no better than you did. Well, II'm sorry
for you both!' So she scolded the girl, speaking to her as though she were
a person of her own class; for Nyosan was so completely Iacking 10 self
consequence that it was difficult for those about her to remember she was
Genu's favourite and the Emperor's sister.

At KOJIJU'S harsh words she only wept the more. During the course of
the day her people noticed that she was in very low spIrIts and ate no..
thing at all. · Instead of fussing all the w hile about Lady Murasakr, who,
1£ she was ever III at all, is now perfectly recovered, His Highness might
give a little more attention to our young lady, who really has got some
thrng the matter WIth her,' they said.

As soon as he was alone Gen]i pulled out the letter and studied it more
attentively. He did not now feel so certain that it was wrrtten by Kashi
wagi The writing Indeed looked to him much more like an attempt to
mutate Kashiwagis hand, and he came to the conclusion that it must
be the work of some waiting-woman, who had concocted the letter as a
practical Joke. But the style did not in the least bear out this supposition.
Granted the document was genuine, several faces emerged: the writer had
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been in love with Nyosan for several years, he had once at any rate ob
rained access to her, but now something had gone wrong, and the wnrer
of the letter was evidently very ill at ease. All this could have been de
duced without difficulty by anyone who saw the letter. Since when
(Genjl wondered) had people taken to writing in this reckless and incon
siderare manner? For letters are ticklish things; one never knows Into
whose hands they may fall - as he himself had good reason to remem
ber I But, after all, there are ways of prorecnng oneself. Never had GenJ!
in his life Cor so he now felt convinced) addressed a woman whom he loved
In terms so crude, so tactless, so flatly mcnmmaring; and he was filled not
so much with anger at Kashrwagi's presumptIon as contempt for hIS

srupidrry.
Genu's thoughts ran on. What must he do with Nyosan? Of course

there was no longer any doubt how she came to be In her present condi
tion. The simplest thing would be to go on as 1£ nothing had happened
This, he felt, would have been impossible 1£ the knowledge of their
intrigue had come to him from ourside. But havmg made the drscoverv
for himself, he was free to use it as he chose. Yet was he free? He tried
to imagine himself visitmg her, Joking, pretending to know nothing....
It was easy enough to decide on such a course, but utterly Impossible to
carry it out. He knew that when he was merely amUSing himself with
someone, without really being in love, the discovery that this person was
receiving artennons from another man at once made It impossrble for him
to continue hIS own mild dalliance. In such cases it galled him that an
other should receive what he himself had never even claimed, And now
Nyosan.... No, this was something that he could never forgive. As for
Kashiwagi, hIS conduct had been of an Insolence and treachery such as
Genjt would not have Imagined any human being to be capable of. Sud
denly 1t occurred to him that there was a certain resemblance between this
episode and another) in which he himself had figured. But that was a
very different affair There IS something special about an Emperor's con
cubines. To begm WIth, many of them hold their position for reasons of
State; no personal tie attaches them to their Master, and It is assumed
that they are free to seek disrracnon elsewhere Then again, the ladles
and gentlemen of the Emperor's entourage are through the very nature of
their service thrown together in a way peculiar to the Court, and In
timacies, such as could not without the gravest scandal be divulged, are
constantly springing into existence, to be suspended at a moment's nonce
1£ they are In any danger of being observed. Nor In the promISCUOUS hfe
of the Palace are such shifts and changes, such sudden alliances and dIS'"

solutions, hkely to attract the slighresr attention. But the seduction of
Nyosan was an entirely different matter. She, on her side, knew qUIte
well all the circumstances that had induced him to take charge of her,

I I 1. et.. l'art 11, p, 2~3.
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knew that he had expended Infinite pains In her education and Imrrove
merit, had risked on her behalf a breach wirh the one being to whom his
whole heart was drawn. Such ingratItude was unthrnkable! That any
one who belonged to him should turn elsewhere for affection - and to a
person such as Kashiwagi - was more than he could be expected to en
dure. And yet, unless he were willmg to make himself ridiculous, the
alternatives to enduring it were not very obvious

Suddenly it occurred to Gen J1 to ask himself whether perhaps his father,
the Old Emperor, had not been in just the same fix. No doubt he too
(though Genji had never before suspected it) knew perfectly well what
was going on, and had merely pretended not to see. There was no deny
Ing it: that was a disgraceful affair, as indeed he had always known;
though all that his father might have suffered through it he had never trll
this moment guessed.

Murasaki at once saw, when he arrived, that something was on his
mind. She thought that he had reluctantly letr the New Palace merely
out of pity for her, and was worried at being obltged to spend so much
rime out of Nyosari's comrany. 'You really need not have come back so
soon,' she said .. 'I am much better navy, while Nyosan, they tell me, is
very poorly.. t

'She looks a little bit out of sorts,' he answered. 'But there is nothing
serIOUS the matter with her, and I do not feel there is any need for me to
remain there But her family makes a great fuss The Emperor 15 always
sending to enqUIre after her. A messenger came while I was there today ..
I do not think he is really worried, but hIS father I expects It of him, and
is always keeping him up to the mark. They both of them have their eye
on me, and so I have to be extremely careful: 'I don't mind what the
Emperor thinks,' Murasaki replied 'But I should be very sorry indeed
if my illness caused Nyosan to think you were neglecttng her. And even
If she understands, I am so afraid that some of her genrlewomen may make
mrschief...... ' 'You are evidently far more solrcirous concerning Nyosan
than I am myself,' he said, laughing. 'And for your sake I must try to
take my responsihiliries more serrouslv. But I fear I shall never succeed
In working out what effect my acnons may have on her maids and de
pendants. You may think me heartless, but I confess that if I avoid
getting into trouble with the Emperor, I shall be quite satisfied. I am
hoping that next nrne I go to the New Palace you wi ll be able to cattle
with me.' 'I am afraid rhar ,v111 not be for some \\ hile vet,' she answered.
'Do, I beg of you, go and live there again at once. It would be such a
comfort to Nyosan I WIll follow when I can ~ But days passed without
hIS makmg the move.

Nyosan regarded his absence as a sign that she was in disgrace. True,
he had often before deserted her for weeks on end .. but in those days she

I Suzaku.
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had done nothing bad, and it had therefore not occurred to her that his
staying away might be meant as a punishment. She was also terrified
lest her father should hear that Gen J1 never came to see her, for she had
got It Into her head that Suzaku too would at once think she had done
something wicked.

The next time Kashiwagi tried to send a letter, Kojiju, rather glad of
an opportunIty to bring the busrness to an end, told him flatly what had
happened to hIS last note. Kashrwagi was appalled.

If such an affair as this went on {or a considerable time it was almost
inevitable (he knew) that some rumour of It should eventually leak out.
But there was no reason why any actual proof should exist, and If the
partles concerned chose to deny It stoutly enough, people often ended by
belrevmg that norhrng much had really happened. And here was Nyosan,
after the mfirnre care that he had taken not to arouse the famtest sus
pIcIon on any side, leaving under the very nose of the person pnncipally
concerned a document of the most incrimmaring kind. It was the hottest
time in the year; but at the recerpt of this news he turned so ICY cold from
head to foot that he verrrably thought he would freeze to death. It was
not as though Genji had been a stranger (though even then it would have
been bad enough, considering his rank and Influence). Always, for years
past, it had been for Kashrwagi that he had sent whenever either pleasure
or business demanded the presence of some chosen friend whom he liked
and could trust, And this obvious partiality of GenJi for hIS company
had been one of the greatest joys in Kashiwagr's life. There could now be
no question of their ever being friends agaIn. That was of course the
worst; but the actual and immediate question of how to behave towards
Genji for the moment fretted Kashiwagi nll he became posrrively ilL If
he stayed away altogether everyone would want to know the reason, and
GenJl himself, if by any chance he had failed to be absolutely convinced
of Kashiwagi's guilt, would then no longer be in doubt. Beset by con
tinual panIC and forebodings he shut himself up Indoors. Constantly he
assured himself that this overwhelmmg sense of guilt was out of all
proportion to the magnitude of his crime. But he could not get out of his
head the Idea. that by this one act he had forfeited all right to exist.

He felt now that it was madness on hIS part not to have foreseen what
would happen. From the moment she exposed herself on that ill-fated
evening of the football match he ought to have known she would prove
utterly undependable. No doubt Yugiri, to whom he had certainly be
trayed hIS excitement on the way home that night, had known quite well
what was in store for him, should he attempt to carry on a secret intrigue
with a creature so completely lacking in the most elementary sense of re
sponsibiliry or even loyalty (for he could hardly imagine that anyone
could merely forget to put a note of that kind somewhere out of sight).
But though he tried at times to escape from his own sense of guilt by
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reflections of this kind, he was all the while extremely sorry for Nyosan
and fully conSCIOUS of the terrible predicament In whrch he had landed her.

At last Genji VISIted the New Palace. Of course there could be no ques
non now of hIS ever again feeling any affection for her, yet, so much
sympathy did her ObVIOUS wretchedness and terror arouse in him, that he
found himself Iongrng to console her, caress her - to pretend, in fact,
that everything was the same as before. But this lasted for a very short
while. Expenditure on her behalf, solrcirude for her comfort - these
were easy enough, but when lt came to speaking to her In such a manner
that those present would not detect any embarrassment or frrgidny, then
he was hard put to It Indeed, and by hIS own unavarlrng struggles knew
something of what her misery must be. It soon became clear that he did
not Intend to refer In any way to what had happened; but this, so far
from gIVing Nyosan confidence, seemed only to impnnt a more abject
look of shame and contrrrron upon her downcast face. She could not be
certam how much he had discovered or what conclusions he had drawn;
and to look as though she were being scolded, when precisely the op
posite was happening, in itself betrayed her guilt. Such behaviour was
Indeed part and parcel of the same utter childishness that had brought
about this whole catastrophe..

Meanwhile the news of Nyosari's condition reached Suzaku in hIS
mountain retreat. He was of course delighred. He knew that durmg the
worst period of Murasakr's Illness GenJ! had for months on end been a.b
sent from the New Palace; but this, under the circumstances, was per
fectly natural, It appeared that even after her partial recovery GenJI had
continued to be perhaps unduly nervous of leaving her, and this pro
tracted neglect, for which Nyosan would see no adequate cause, had no
doubt tried her patience. Not that In any of her letters she had ever com
plained. But it was only too Iikely that some of her people had, in their
Indiscreet zeal, talked against Genji at Court or in social gathermgs else
where. Suzaku could only hope that Nyosan had herself done nothing
to countenance such gOSSIp. He had lost interest in all other worldly
matters; but hIS affecnon for hIS daughter remained as keen as ever. The
letter that he now wrote to her happened to arrive on one of the rare
occasions when GeoJI was at the New Palace. •I am afraid It is a. long
time since you heard from me,' he said; •but I always thmk about you a
great deal. As soon as I heard of your condition I put a special supplica
non on your behalf Into my prayers. Please be sure to let me know how
you get on. I am afraid that, through no one's fault, you have been left
a great deal alone in the last few months. Remember that, even 1£ this
should connnue, it 15 no fault of Genjr's, and above all things aVOId giving
him or anyone else the ImpressIon that you are In the shghtest degree
resentful of these long absences '
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The position was a very difficult one. GenJi had not Intended ever to
speak to Suzaku of what had happened. But sooner or later the girl's
father would see that Murasaki's Illness was quite unconnected with the
present estrangement. Unless he were told the truth Suzaku would think
that Genii had broken all hIS promIses In the cruellest and most treacher
ous manner. 'How are you going to reply?' he said, turning to Nyosan.
, I wonder who told him that I was neglecting you? If we are nowadays
on rather distant terms, It is certainly through no fault of mine. ~ Blush
ing deeply, she turned away her head. 'I think what most bothers your
father,' he continued, 'is the knowledge that you are so childish and en
nrely unable to look after yourself. You must try in future to show him
that he need no longer worry about you on that account. I had not meant
to tell him about this business. But it is clearly rmpossible that you and
I should be on the same terms as before; and If he IS going to interpret this
change as a dereliction on my part, I should be obliged to explain matters
to him. I had not meant to dISCUSS this even with you, but while we are
on the subject, I may as well say that If you have found someone who
can make you happier than I do, by all means go to him.... I think that
from your own point of view you are behaving very imprudently, but
whether that is so, events will prove.

41It does not in the least surprIse me that you should feel as you do.
For one thing, novelties are inevitably more inreresung, and you have
known me since you were a child. But the real trouble IS that I am too
old for you. It is true. I am hideously old. Indeed, what in the world
could bemore natural than that an infant like you should desire to escape
from me? I only make one condition. So long as your father is alive we
must keep up the pretence, tiresome old person though you may find me,
that I am still your husband, Afterwards you may do as you Iike, But I
cannot bear that Suzaku should know what has In reality been the end of
this wonderful marriage of ours, upon which he built all his hopes. It
is not at all likely that he will live much longer. If you do not wish to
add to his sufferings, please let us for the present have no more episodes of
this kind.'

But as he said the words he caught in his own voice a familiar intona
tion. How often, years ago, those responsible for his upbringrng had
adopted just this tone, and how dreary, how contemptible he had thought
their 'self-righteous hornihes. 'Boring old man l' That was what she
must be thinkmg, and in sudden shame he relapsed into a complete silence,
during which he drew her writing-case towards him, carefully mixed the
ink and arranged the paper. But Nyosan was by now sobbing bitterly,
and her hand shook so much that at first she was unable to write. How
very differently must her pen have flowed, Genji mused, when she sat
down to answer the letter he had found under her cushion' But now, even
when her hand ceased to tremble, she was qurte unable to frame her
sentences, and he was obliged to dictate the whole letter.
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The celebration of Suzaku's fiftieth birthday, again and again deferred,
had now been fixed for the middle of the twelfth month. Arrangements
for the dancing and mUSIC were already in actrve progress at the New
Palace, and Murasaki, who had meant to put off her return some time
longer, suddenly took It Into her head that all this bustle would help to
distract her from her sufferlngs. She was accordrngly moved into her old
apartments wirhout further delay. The Akashi Princess was also in res
idence at the New Palace, with her little boy, Niou, and her second child,
also a boy. They were both delightful children, and it was a great pleasure
to have them in the house. GenJi, who had not taken at first kindly to
the Idea of being a grandfather, now played with them for hours on end.

Kashrwagi was of course invited to the rehearsal. He knew that if he
stayed at home on such an occasion he would feel extremely bored and
miserable; moreover his absence would be remarked upon by everyone and
might arouse unwelcome suspicions, But when the invitation arrived he
wrote that he was too III to come. GenJl was certain that only a very
serIOUS and definite illness would have kept him away upon such an oc
casion, and wrote agaIn, begging him to accept. His father To no Chujo
pointed out that GenJI would certainly be offended. 'Everyone knows
that there IS nothing serious the matter with you, J he said, 'and on
musical occasions of this kind your help is very much needed: Finally
Kashiwagi promised to go. He arrived before the other princes and
courtiers who were expected, and was at once admitted behind Genji's
screens-of-state. He did Indeed not look at all well. He was thin, pale,
utterly lacking In the buoyancy and high spirits that were the common
possession of his family. He wore a thoughtful, serious air, like one who
IS over-conscious of his responsrbrhties .. Just the kind of person, thought
Genji, whom one would hit upon to put in charge of a flighty young
princess. Probably they were very well suited to one another, and if only
such an arrangement had been thought of before.... Indeed it was not so
much what had happened, as the way in which it had taken place, that he
would never be able to forgive. If only either of them had behaved with
the sligh test consideranon....

But he spoke to Kashiwagi without a trace of coldness or disapproval.
'What a long time it IS since we last met!' he said. •And there has really
been no parricular reason. I have, of course, a great deal of Illness in the
home. Things are better; but the arrangements connected wrth Suzaku's
birthday have kept me very busy, and I have also been obliged to have
services read on behalf of his daughter, who, as you know, is now living
here with me. Suzaku has taken his vows, and it would be unseemly to
celebrate hIS birthday with the same festivities that we should use were
he a layman But it so happens that there are at present In my house a
number of young boys, and I know that it would give Suzaku great pleas
ure if I rrained them to do a few dances in his honour on the day of the
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celebration. There is no one who can be so useful to me rn this matter as
yourself, and I am very grateful to you for having forgiven my long
neglect and thus hurried to assist me' While these words were beIng
spoken Kashiwagi felt hIS colour connnually come and go. It was some
time before he could master hrs feehngs sufficiently to reply. At last he
said; 'I was very sorry to hear of all your troubles SInce the sprIng I
myself have been very unwell. I thmk It 1S really an attack of ben-ben.
I have often been almost unable to walk. It IS months SInce I got even so
far as the Palace, and I feel as though I had been utterly shut off from the
world. No one owes more to Suzaku than I do, but I am afraid that, had
not my father renunded me, I should have entirely forgotten about hIS

fiftieth birthday. If you w111 forgive my suggesting it, I do not think
that a very elaborate ceremony would be at all to Suzaku's taste. When
the deputation visits him, a. few unambitious songs and dances, with
plenty of nme afterwards for qUIet conversation with hIS guests - that,
I think, is what would give him most pleasure.' 'I entirely agree with
you,' answered GenJ1. 'Of course, we must not cut things down so much
as to seem disrespectful; but if you are in charge I shall have no anxiety
on that score. Yugrn 15 now thoroughly competent as regards public
ceremonies and the Iike, but he has never understood much about art.
Suzaku 15 so good a entre in all such matters, particularly as regards mUSIC

and dancing, that what little we do must at all costs be done properly
That IS why I want you to help Yugin in arrangIng the little boys' dances
The professional dancing-masters are hopeless. Each of them has hIS own
set of tricks, and nothing can persuade him to vary them.'

It would have been impossible for anyone to speak more kindly than
Genji had Just spoken, but Kashrwagr, though fully sensible of this fact,
still felt as uncomfortable as when he first entered the room. Once this
business about the rehearsal had been settled, there seemed nothrng else
to talk about, and after a few unsuccessful attempts to begm their usual
sort of conversation, Kashiwagi quietly withdrew.

The rehearsal took place 10 the Music Room that opened out of the
Fishing Pavilion, the dancers appearing at the foot of a high mound
There was a thin spnnkling of snow upon the ground, but the air had In
it a softness which suggested that sprtng was camp1ng somewhere close
at hand, and already the orchards were whitening with the first faint
tinge of bloom.

As the day wore on, the scene grew somewhat riotous. Everyone drank
heavily, and the older men, at the srght of their grandchlldren lls per
formance (which was Indeed a. very pretty one, the dancers all being of
minute size), tended to become rather maudlin. · All right, Kashiwagi;
don't look so contemptuous!' Genji shouted across to him 'Just wait a
few years, and you'Il find a little wine will make your tears flow quite as
fast as ours!' Kashiwagi made no reply, and Genji, looking at him more
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attentively, saw that he was not only (alone among the whole company)
entirely sober, but also extremely depressed. Surely, thought Kashiwagi,
everyone can see that I am far too 111 to take part In such a scene as thrs
How mconsiderare of Genji (who was certainly not nearly so drunk as he
pretended) to call artennon to him by shouting across the room in that
way! No doubt it was meant as a Joke; but Kashiwagi found It quire Im
possible to be amused. He had a VIolent headache, and each time the flagon
came round he merely pretended to drink out of It. Genii presently noticed
this, and sending it back, pressed him again and again to take his share.

At last he could endure the banquet no longer, and though the proceed
ings showed no sIgns whatever of commg to a close, he dragged himself
to his feet and left the room. He had such difficulty In walking that he at
first imagrned he must have drunk far more than he intended. But this
explanatron would not hold, for he could clearly recollect all that had
happened, and was qUIte certain that he had not taken enough to cause
any such effect as this, He defimtely connected hIS present sensatrons with
the strain of appearIng in GenJi's presence. But embarrassing though the
ordeal had been, It would scarcely account for the fact that he was In hIS

present state of complete collapse ..
It soon became apparent that hIS was no mere migraine or surfeit, but

the beginnmg of a desperate malady. His mother proposed to remove
him to his father's house, where she thought he could be better looked
after. Kashiwagi knew that such a step would be extremely painful to
his wife Princess Ochiba, who had for months past endured his complete
neglect of her WIth exemplary patience, always hoping that he would In
the end recover from his present disastrous infatuation. The assumprion
that now, at the onset of a serious Illness, she was not the proper person
to take charge of him, would seem (as Kashiwagi was well aware) to
mark the end of their brief and unhappy relationshrp Ochrbas mother
was also present. 'They ought never to have suggested such a thing,'
she said indrgnantly. 'Under no possible circumstances have the parents
any rrghr to separate a man from his WIfe. Even if Kashrwagi only stays
there till he recovers, the separation will be a most painful one for my
daughter. She is perfectly capable of looking after him, and I can see no
reason why he should not remain here, at any rate untrl it IS proved that
he is not making sufficient progress.' Kashiwagi heard all this, and he
felt that she was right. · I knew from the first,' he said to Ochiba's mother,
• that as regards birth I was hopelessly inferior to the Princess. But I
hoped as time went on to climb high enough in the Government to com
pensate for this inequality. However, since this terrible illness came
upon me I have lost all hope of justifying myself in that way, and all I
care about now is that she should not feel I have been altogether unkind
to her. Shall I have time ever to do so much as that? Who knows? In
any case) I have no desire to move.... ' The upshot was that for the
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present he stayed 111 hIS own house. But his mother could not believe he
was being properly looked after. · I elm very sad about Kashiwagr;' she
said. · He does not any longer care to have me with him. In old days,
If he was the least brt unwell or out of SpIrIts, I would always leave my
other children and come to look after him. And he liked me to be there;
I know he did ... ' She went to her son's house and made another attempt
to bring him away. This tirne he relented. It was qUIte true that his
mother had been fender of him than of the rest. Perhaps it was only
because he "vas her first child. But be that as It may, her devotion to
him both in the past and SInce his marrIage had been such that he felt
It would be cruel to the pOInt of wickedness not to let her take him to .a
place where she could during those last days be always at hIS side. I-le
s.ud to Ochrba 'Do not worry about me. As soon as I am any worse I
will Iet you know, and you can come round quietly to my father's house.
Forgive me for having treated you as I have done. I cannot understand
now how I came to behave so foolishly. If only I had known that I bud
so short a time ahea.l of me ... ' \\1':Cf'lOg brtterly, he was carried to hIS

father's house; Ocluba remained behind, In a state of unspeakable agita
non and suspense .. The arrival of Kasnrwagi m this condrcion was a great
shock to hIS father To no Chujo But he reflected that the Illness was not
so sudden as people were making out, He had noticed for months that the
boy was hardly eating anything, often taking no more than a paltry orange,
and somerimes refusing even that. Under such CIrcumstances he could
not fall to lose hIS strength.

The sudden collapse of so well-known and talented a figure provoked in
all qua.rters the hvehest regret. Everyone at Court came to enqUIre after
his progress; the Emperor and Suzaku both sent frequent messengers,
while the grief of his parents need not be described. Genji too was very
much upset, sent constant messages of enquIry, and wrote several letters
of encouragement and sympathy to To no Chujo. Above all, Yugrn, who
had been his closest friend, was in great distress, and now spent most of
his time at Kashiwagi's bedside.

The celebration of Suzaku's birthday was fixed for the twenty-fifth of
the twelfth month. The serious illness of so prominent a person, casting
a gloom not only over hIS own family, but also over so great a part of the
higher CIrcles at Court, made the time chosen a singularly unfortunate one.
But the affair had for so long been postponed from month to month, that
to defer It on account of an illness that might go on indefinitely was out
of the question. Moreover, Nyosan, who had already spent much time
in planning the arrangements, would (he thought) be grievously disap
pomred. The ceremony accordingly took place on the appointed day;
prayers were said In the usual fifty temples, and In Suzaku's own retreat
the Scripture of the Great Sun Buddha I was solemnly recited.

x In Sanskrit.. Maha-vairocana; in japanese, Daimchi. The chief Buddha of the Mysti
cal (Tantrrc) beet.



CHAPTER VIII

Kashiwagi

T HE NewYear brought with it no change m Kashrwagis condition ..
A fatal Issue seemed cerrain, and on hIS own account he had not
the slightest wish to avoid It. If indeed from nrne to time he

seemed to be struggling agamst his fate, it was because he dared not reveal
to hIS parents how Irttle he dreaded a separation, the prospect of which
manifestly caused them so bi tter an afilrcuon.

From hIS early childhood the one thing that he had never been able
to endure was the feelmg of inferrorrry. In small things and great It had
always been the same if he could not gain the prize, 'VVIO the game, receive
the highest appoIntment, he at once conceived the profoundest contempt
for himself and felt hIS whole hfe to be utterly useless. And now, when
thmgs had indeed gone far more vvrong with him than ever before, this
feehng of self-contempt was so overwhelmmg that all thought of his
earthly existence became intolerable to him. He would have been happiest
had it been possible to end his days in some country temple, but he knew
only too well that his parents' distress at such a step would be continually
present in his mind, and utterly destroy the peace which such a place
would otherwise afford. Supposing he did after all recover from this
illness? Worse than the general scandal and discredit, worse than the
spectacle of Nyosari's misery and disgrace, would be the knowledge that
Genu no longer respected him. They had been friends for so long, were
bound together by so many ties of common recollection and experience,
and only In rlns one matter had he ever betrayed this friendshrp He knew
that when he was dead, nay, so soon as It was apparent that he "vas dying,
hrs final act of treachery would be forgotten, and the long years of their
mnrnacy be cherished and remembered, So sure was he of this that it
made the prospect of death doubly welcome to him.

One day, berng left: alone for a lrtrle whrle, he wrote a letter to Nyosan,
in which he said: · I rmagme you heard that I had fallen dangerously ill.
You have, since then, shown no sign of wanung to know what has become
of me Perhaps that IS qUIte natural under the circumstances, but It makes
me sad to feel ... • His hand trembled so much that he could not write
all he meant to, and closed suddenly ''\~1rh the poem' "Even amid the
smoke that hangs above my smouldering ryre shall burst into new bright
ness the unquenchable glI trer of my love.' , Gr ye me one kind word,"
he added, •to Iight my steps through the darkness that my own folly has
cast about the path where I musr walk.' ThIS he sent by the hand 0 1
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KOJiJu along with many last messages and rnjuncnons. The servant-girl,
though she was well enough used to being employed on these errands
(for the affair had begun when she was a mere child), had since Kashi..
wagr's abuse of her good offices been In a state of violent mdrgnarion
agamst him But now, hearing such phrases as · for the last time' and
•never again,' she at once lapsed Into tears, and when she delivered the
letter, besought Nyosan to answer it while there was still nrne. 'I am
sorry that he IS 111,' said Nyosan; 'but I am far too wretched now all day
long to feel very differently because this thing or that has gone wrong.
Kashrwagi has made enough mischief already, and I am not going to
make more by being caught in correspondence with him.' Such resolu
rions on her part were never the result of firmness, but rather of fear that
Genji, who had still only referred In vague terms to her escapade, might
agaIn find It necessary to speak to her upon this shameful subject - a
prospect that filled her WIth the utmost misery and dismay. But KOJiJu
began quietly preparIng the Princess's writing things, and presently,
with many hesrrations, she produced an answer, which KOJ1ju under
cover of nrghr managed to convey secretly to To no Chujo's house.

The qUIet of Kashiwagr's apartments now began to be rudely disturbed;
for To no Chujo, still desperately clinging to the hope that hIS son's hfe
could be saved, was connnually bringing to the bedside some new miracle
worker or healer. Ascetics from Mount Katsuragr, famous clerics from the
great temples and prIestS from obscure VIllage shrines, holy men of every
rank and description filled the house. Among the magic-workers whom,
at their father's bidding, Kobai I and the rest brought back from the
hills, were some Yamabushi 2 of the most repulsive and ferocious aspect;
nor were the priests from nearer at hand much less uncouth in appearance,
as with wildly rolling eye and harsh voice they intoned their Sanskrit
spells. The soothsayers and diviners were for the most part agreed that
the evil influence at work upon the SIck man was of a femmine kmd,
But they did not succeed In detecting any actual 'possession,' and it was
10 the hope of finding someone who could dislodge this mysterious in
fluence that To no Chujo had collected this motley crowd of clerics and
healers. · How I hate this noise!' cried Kashiwagi at last. 'It may be
because of my SIns - I do not know - but so far from giving me any
comfort this Jangle of holy words dismays me, and I feel I should live
longer were it utterly to cease.' So saying, he dragged himself into the
inner room. His real object was to meet Kojiju, but to To no Chujo It

was given out that Kashiwagi was asleep. Chujo was no longer young;
but he was still for the most part very lively and amusing in his conversa
tion. To see him now solemnly and endlessly diSCUSSIng Kashiwagr's
symptoms with these grim practicants was a strange and saddening

x Younger brother of Kashiwagi.
, Mountain ascetics..
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spectacle. Lrstenmg from the inner-room Kashiwagi overheard him
saYIng: · I am convinced there 15 a defirure U possession;" and I Implore
you not to rest rill you have detected it.' · What 1S that he is sayIng?'
said Kashrwagi to KOJiJu. •I suppose the soothsayers have discovered
that It 15 a female influence, for I am sure my father srrll knows norhrng
of the real story. Well, 1£ Indeed her spirrc clmgs to mine I am proud to
die from such a cause. But as for my offence itself, we make too much of It.
Such things have happened often enough in the past, and wrll happen
agaIn. What makes me glad to dre IS not remorse for my guilt, but a
strange terror that comes over me when I think that Prrnce Genji knows
my secret. In some way It IS hIS glamour, hIS dazzlmg ascendancy that,
after what has happened, make hfe impossible for me. From the moment
I met hIS gaze on the night of the music-pracnce some sudden cleavage
took place In my soul, and its brighrer element floated away from me,
far off, perhaps to her side, leaving only the dull dross behind. KOJiJu,
should you find a soul at large In the New Palace, bmd it fast to your
gIrdle and bring It back to me.' He was now very weak, and said this
half-laughmg, half-crying. KO]l]U then told him Nyosan had received
hIS message. Her shame, her contrition, her downcast gaze and sunken
cheeks - all appeared so vividly before him that he did indeed feel as
though, at the mere mention of her name, hIS soul was torn from him and
drawn irresrsnbly to her side. C So soon as I have heard that she has passed
safely through her present danger; Kashrwagi conrmued, C I shall be
ready to depart. You remember that dream I had - of a cat following
me into the room? I never consulted anyone about it, but In my heart of
hearts I always knew what It foretold.' The intensity of hIS passIon,
which seemed, while he la.y here Inactive, conrinually to gather fresh
depth and concentration, struck Kojiju usually as something morbid
and terrifymg. But now she could not withhold her sympathy and began
weepIng brtterly. Kashiwagi now sent her to fetch a paper candle and by
Its Iight examined Nyosarr's reply. Her hand was still unformed, but was
beginning to have certain good pomts In it. · Do not suppose" she wrote,
'that I have all this while been indifferent to your suffermgs. But was it
easy for me to express my sympathy? Put yourself for a moment into my
posItIon. As for your poem, "May the smoke of my ashes mingle with
the flame of your pyre, for to evade the torment of condemning thoughts
my need is as great as yours."· Never had she addressed him m such a
tone, this at least was something to carry Into the other world. His reply
looked much as though birds with wet feet had walked over the paper;
for he wrote it lying on hIS back, and the rll-guided pen strayed weakly
in every direction. "Though nought of me remains save smoke drawn
out across the windless sky, yet shall I drift to thee unerringly amid the
trackless fields of space. '

That evening Nyosan was much indisposed, and the more experienced
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among her gentle\vomen at once recognized that her delivery was at hand.
They sent hastily for Cenu, who, as he made hIS wav to the New Palace,
could nor help reflecnng how h:trpy and exerted this news would have
made him, If only the child h,tJ indisputably been his As It was, he
muse show not only the elation but all the solicitude of an expectant
father. Services of mtercess.on must be ordered, prIeStS and miracle
workers summoned to the Palace, spells and incanratrons set at work,
Her rravail lasted all nrght Ar the first ray of morning sunlrghr a child
was born It: was hard indeed for GenJl to receive this news, and to be
told too that the child ","as a boy, with all the paternal pride and thank
fulness that the occasion (If he were not to betray hIS secret) so urgently
demanded. As rhings were, he was cerramlv glad that It was a boy; for
with a girl's upbrmgmg he would have been expected to take much more
trouble, whereas a boy can be left to his 0\\"0 devices. But should the
child, when it grew up, show a strrkmg resemblance to Kashiwagi, this
would be far more Iikely to attract notice in a boy than in a glrl. With
how strange an approprIateness he had been punished for the crime I

that never ceased to haunt hIS conscience f The only consolation was
that sins for which we are punished 10 rhis world are said to weigh less
heavily against us In the Iife to come In pOInt of fact he did for the child
all that those who believed It to be hIS own could possibly expect of him.
The Birth Room was fitted out with the utmost prodrgaliry and splendour,
and the usual trays, magIC boxes 2 and cake-stands poured In from every
SIde, the donors VyIng with one another In the elegance and IngenUIty of
the designs WIth which these customary gifts were adorned. On the
nighr of the fifth day there arrived from the ex-Empress Akikonomu a
rresent of delicacres for the young mother, and grfts for each of her ladles
chosen according to their rank and standing, the presentatIOn of which
was carried out In the most formal and ImrosIng manner. On the seventh
night the Emperor's presents arrived and were delrvered by hrs State
messengers WIth all the solernmry of a public occasion. To no Chujo was
anXIOUS to show his good will towards GenJ1 upon what appeared to be
so auspicious an occasion, but OWIng to Kashiwagr's alarming condition
he was unable to appear in person. However, the callers Included almost
every other figure of Importance whether at the Palace or In the Govern
ment. It may be Imagined, however, that all these ceremonies, in which
to outward appearances Genji was inrimatelv concerned, gave him In
reality nothing but awkwardness and discomfort There was even talk
of a grand feast and concert, but with these he managed to dIS

pense.
Nyosan was completely shattered by the ordeal through which she

had just passed, the alarming experience of a first childbirth havmg come
J: His relations WIth hb father's mistress, Fujitsubo
, Sets of boxes fitnng one Into the othl"'r.
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upon her at a time when she was already In a very enfeebled and morbid
condition. She would not take even so much as a cup of broth; the pre
sence of the child only served to remind her of her disas ter, and she hearrily
wished that she might never recover. Genji did what he could to give
those about him the Impression that he took an interest In the child,
but days passed wrrhout his ever asking to see It, and this one fact was
enough to set the older nurses gossIping" 'You'd thmk he would show
more feehng than that,' they said. · Such a lovely child as Madam has
glven him, and he never chooses so much as to set eyes on re!' These re
marks were overheard by Nyosan. ThIS, she felt, was only a foretaste of
the attitude that he was about to take UD towards herself and the child ..
Under such CIrcumstances Iife at the Pal~ce would not, she well knew,
be endurable; and she deterrmned so soon as she was strong enough to
en rer a nunnery ..

He did not spend the nrghr In her apartments, but every morning he
looked In to see how she was gettIng on, 4 I am sorry I have spent so
Iittle nrne with you,' he said .. 'The truth IS, I have lately been much
absorbed In varrous penances and devotions. I feel that I have not much
time left In which to make ready for the Iife to come - and In any case
there was no use In visitmg you when all the ceremonies, with their
attendant bustle and disturbance, were g01ng on m your p"trt of the house ..
But I am very anXIOUS to know how you are. Do you feel quite strong
agaIn?' So sayIng he bent over her couch and gazed at her Raismg her
head, Nyosan replied, not in the childish voice that he knew, but 10 a.
strangely sobered and drsillusioned tone: 'I do not think I should have
lrved through it, had I not known that to die In SULh a way I 1S reckoned
shameful in the world to come. I am going to enter a nunnery and see
whether I cannot lrve on there long enough to lighten the burden of my
SIns: 4 Do not say such things,' he answered. ~ That the exp. r ence
through which you have Just passed should have tried you severely is
natural enough, but surely it "vas not so terrible as to deprive you of all
wish to lrve?' Did she really mean what she had said? He was appalled
a.t the idea of her carrying out such a resolution. And yet he knew well
enough all the difficulties that would arise If they attempted to go on
Irvmg as though nothing had happened. He knew his own feelings,
knew that 110 effort of hIS own could alter them, and that, try as he mighr
tu forget the past, Nyosan would suffer at every Instant from the know
leJge that In hIS heart of hearts he had not forgiven her. And other reople,
her father for example, would inevrrablv notice the change m their rela
tions. If, on the other hand, she insisted upon taking her \IOV"S, It would
be far better that she should do so at once, making her ill-hcalrh the
pretext. Otherwise the step would certainly be attrrbured to hIS unkind-

t Those who die In childbirth are much handicapped in spiritual progress beyond the
grav c.
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ness. But then hIS eye fell upon her long, lovely hair, that should by
rights have delighred his eyes for so many years longer; and the Idea of
its being shorn from her by the clenc's knife was Intolerable to him.
·Come, come,' he said, 'you must pluck up your courage. Things are
not so bad as that. Look at Murasaki, she was much worse than you
have been; but now she ISquite out of danger' He persuaded her to drink
a lrrrle of her soup. She was certamly very thin and pale, Indeed In every
way alarmingly fragile. But nevertheless, as he looked at her lyIng
motionless on the bed, he thought her singularly beaunful, and at that
moment all thought of her unfarthfulness vanished from his mind. To
such beauty all things could be forgiven.

The ex-Emperor Suzaku was much perturbed by the accounts of Nyosan's
slow recovery. She on her Side had, SInce her extreme physical weakness
set In, felt the need of hIS support far more than she had ever done during
the early years of their separation, and her women constantly heard her
moanlng to herself, 'If only my father were here! I cannot bear to die
without seelng him once again.' A messenger was sent to Suzaku's moun...
ram temple, rr being thought fight he should know that she was continu..
ally askrng for him, Immediately upon this the ex-Emperor did what
he had thought never in his life to do again - he left the preCIncts of the
temple, and under cover of night made hIS way to the New Palace. Genji
was quite unprepared for this sudden arrival, but hastened to thank the
august visitor for the singular honour he had conferred upon them by his
comrng. · Well;' said Suzaku, 'a few weeks a.go no one would have been
more surprised than myself If it had been suggested that I should ever
appear In your midst again. But I have lately been so much perturbed
by the accounts of Nyosan's health that I find it impossible to go on with
my ordinary round of prayers and devotions. The thought that she, a
mere child, may go first, and I, old and enfeebled, be left behind without
even the consolatron of having seen her these many months past, is so
terrible to me, that though I well know my sudden reappearance may
easily give great offence,' It was without a moment's hesrtatron that I
thus hastened to her side.' Even m hIS monastic garb Suzaku was still
a graceful and attractive figure; and though, to escape attention, he had
dressed in the SImple black robes of a common priest, his bearing gave to
them a cerrain drgmty and grace of hne that made the sight of his altered
gU1se less saddening than 1S usually the case. Genji's eyes indeed filled
wrth tears when Suzaku first entered the room; but they were tears of
envy rather than sorrow. '1 do not think there is much the matter with
her,' he said. ·Considering how Iirtle proper nourishment she has taken
in the last few weeks it would be strange if she were not feeling out of
sorts. But if you do not mind putting up with a rather uncomfortable
seat......It So saylng, he led the ex-Emperor to her bed and motioned him

I Suggest that he was meduanng a CfJUpd'etat.
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to a low divan that had been pushed alongside of it. With the help of
her people she shifted a little towards the near side of the bed. He raised
the bed-currare and said gently: · I am afraid I look very much like the
household chaplain arrrving to read the evening incarnations. But it
does not seem that I shall ever make much of a name for myself in
that line, for all my prayers on your behalf appear to be singularly un
successful. If I have come, it was not In the belief I could be of a.ny
use to you, but merely because I could not endure to stay away.' 'If you
had not come,' she answered amid her tears, 4 I do not think I should
have lrved for many hours. But now that you are here, let me take my
vows before It is too late.' •ThIS is a very serious matter,' he answered.
'Of course, if you have considered it properly and are certain that you
would not repent of such a step, I should be the last person in the world
to oppose it. But you are very young. Should you survive this illness,
you have in all probabihry a long while yet to Irve, Your renouncement
of the world at such an age would cause great astomshment, and hard
things would mevirably be said of those on whom your happiness here is
supposed to depend. I hope you have reflected upon these points.... '
Then turning to Genji: ~I think we ought to consider whether such a step
would not In any case be a great help to her. Even if, as she fears, she
has only a very short time to live, her wishes in such a matter ought to
be respected.' ·She has been saying this for days past,' said Gen ji. · But I
had the impression that the evil Influence which has possessed her was
causing her to speak thus 10 order that we might be deceived, and I paid
no attention.' 'Doubtless,' answered Suzaku, 'when spirits suggest evil
courses to us it is better not to obey them. But when someone who is
obviously in the last stages of weakness and exhaustion asks us to take
a certain step, we are likely afterwards to suffer from great remorse if we
pay no attention to the request.' This then, thought Suzaku to himself,
was Genii's attitude towards the loved being whose happiness he had so
confidently entrusted to his keeping. It was evident, from the way in
which Genji spoke, that Nyosan's wishes had long ceased to have any
importance to ham. Indeed, the tone of what he had just heard fitted in
only too well with rumours that had been reaching him for years past.
Well, if Genji's treatment of her was such that she preferred the rigours
of the cloister, much scandal would certainly be avoided were she to take
her vows now, when her illness offered a reasonable excuse. However
unsatisfactory Genji might have proved as a husband, he had certainly
provided very handsomely for her in material ways.. This fact would
under ordinary CIrcumstances have made it difficult to remove her from his
control. But if she took orders Suzaku could establish her very com
fortably in that roomy pleasant palace in the Third Ward, which his
father, the old Emperor, had once presented to him. While he was alive,
he could keep an eye upon her himself; and Genji, whatever might be his
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other preoccupations) would surely not be so unfeelrng as wholly to
abandon her. But as to that, events would show.

On finding that Suzaku was not averse to Nyosari's project, Genli
(With now no thought 10 hIS head of the wrong that she had done hrm)
rushed to her bedside, beseeching her at least to wait until she was stronger.
•At present and for a long while to corne you would be far too weak to
perform the offices of a nun, Eat, drink, recover your strength, and then
will be rime to talk more about this.' But she shook her head, hatIng
the hypocrisy (as It seemed to her) rh.it forced hrm to act thus In Suzaku's
presence. He saw at once that she thought hIS forgiveness only a pretence;
but how was he to convince her? It was now nearIng dawn, and as Suzaku
WIshed to be back In hIS monastery before daylight, it was necessary to
act at once. ChOOSIng from among the pnests who were on night-duty
in her apartments those who seemed to him DIOSt suitable for the task,
he brought them to her, bade them admrrnsrer the vows and shave her
head. To see those long and lovely tresses cast aside, to hear her recite
the dismal vows, was more than Genji could bear, and he \vept bitterly
during the whole of the ceremony. Nor could Suzaku stand by unmoved
while the child for whom he had desired every worldly blessmg, upon
whom he had lavished a hundred times more care than upon any of
the rest, made that renouncement of which none would dream who
hoped for further happiness In this earthly life I You can say the prayers
when you are stronger,' he said hastrly and drove away. For It was grow
ing rapidly lighter. Nyosan was now so weak as to be but half-conscious
of what was going on, and she did not bid him farewell or, apparently,
even notice hIS departure.

During the course of the early morning rituals a •possession' declared
itself, and presently, in tones of lau'~hing malice, a VOIce "vas heard to
sa.y: 'Ha, ha' you thought you were done WIth me No such thing. When
number one turned me off, I took service WIth 111y lady here, and, unsus
pected of you all, have been gIVIng her my very best arrenrron ever SInce.
Now I shall go back.....'

The news that Nvosan had taken her vows was the final blow to Kashi
wagi's last flickermg desire of recovery. He thought often of Ochiba,
and wished that he could have had her with him. But hIS parents had
now taken such complete possession of him that he feared she would feel
her posinon more acutely here than at home, and Instead he made the
hopeless suggestion that he should be moved for a while back into his own
house. To rhis they naturally refused consent. He discussed Ochiba's
future with varrous people. Her mother had always been strongly opposed
to the match, and had only yielded to the insistence of To no Chujo, and
also of Suzaku himself, who thought that he had found in Kashrwagi
the straightforward, steady-going husband that Nyosari's disaster had
ta\l1ghr him to prefer - a roan who would be so flattered bv the offer of
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rhis connecrion With the Imperial Family that all his energies would be
spent In proving himself worthy of the honour! Kashiwagi blushed when
he remembered what had been expected of him. · I hope,' he said to his
own mother one day, 'you will do what you can for Ochiba when I am
gone. I know it is wretched for her to be left Iike this, and though it is
not my fault that our life together has lasted for so short a time, she will
have the feeling that she has got very Irrrle out of this alliance.' · It's no
good your asking such rhings of me,' said his mother. · I shall be In my
grave almost as soon as you' It was evident that she did not mean to be
of any use, and he turned to his brother Kobai, to whom he gave a number
of detailed mstructions about this and hIS affairs In general. Kashiwag!
had always been regarded in the family as a model of sohdity and good
sense. His brothers and other young men of the household had looked
upon him as a kind of general parent and protector" so that the prospect
of hIS loss was a shattenng blow to them all.

The Emperor, too, was greatly distressed, and being told that Kashi
"vagi was not expected to Irve much longer, he thought he might safely
confer upon him the rank of Counsellor Extraordinary. He hoped that
perhaps the excitement of receiving this promorron mrght act as a spur to
Kasluwagis failing strength, and even bring him back once more on a
final VISit to the Palace. Kashiwagi was of course delighted; but was
obliged to reply that 1t was rmpossible for him to receive the investiture
In person.

The first visitor who came to congratulate him on this honour was
Yuglrl, with whom he had always been on parricularlv inrimare terms.
The gate nearest Kashiwagr's apartments was thronged with riders and
coaches, but since the turn of the year he had been too weak even to sit
up 10 bed, and was able to receive none of these visitors. But the very
fact of hIS extreme weakness warned him that, If he were ever to see
Yugiri again, It would be as well not to let this 0F'rortunlty pass, and
asking him to forgr ve the unndy condi tron of the room, he dismissed the
priests and attendants who were at his bedside, that he and Yugm might
enjoy this Imal VISIt undisturbed. · I hoped to find you a Irtrle stronger
today. I thought that perhaps this promotion ... ' Yugiri said, pulling
aside the bed-curtains. The white bed-clothes and (despite hIS apologies)
the neatness and cleanliness of all his surroundings made Kashiwagi's
abode seem positively enviable in its brightness and peace. Pleasant
perfumes had just been burnt in the room, and It was evident that the
sick man was deternuned, though he could do nothing for Yugirr's en
tertainment, not to let the visit remain In hrs memory as a disagreeable
experience. Yugiri bent close down over the pillow, but Kashiwagi was
so weak that hIS voice was scarcely audible, and it seemed as though he
had grear difficulty in brearhing. 6 You do not look nearly so bad as I had
expected,' said Yugiri. 'One would never guess you had been laid up for
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so long' But as he said these words he was obliged to pause and dry hIS

tears. 4 Tell me about this Illness of yours,' he went on. · When did It first
begin to be so serious> Though I know you so well, I feel very much In
the dark about it all.' After rellrng him a good deal about the outward
course of hIS Illness, Kashrwagi said: · But it IS all connected with some
thmg that has been very much on my mind. I ought perhaps to have
spoken about this before, but there cannot be any use In doing SO now.
I have often longed to speak to someone, to my brothers, for example.
But whenever I was on the pOInt of talking about it, there seemed some
reason why that particular person was out of the question as a confidant
on such a subject. It was - how shall I say? - a kind of awkwardness
that had arisen between GenJl and me. For weeks past I had been meanIng
to go into it with him, and already the thing had begun to weigh so much
upon me that hfe was becoming quire unendurable, when suddenly he
sent for me of hIS own accord. It was the night of the music-rehearsal.
The moment I entered hIS presence I felt that in his heart he was con
demrnng me, and when I met hIS eyes there was something 10 them that
robbed me of all courage, of all desire to face my shame, and SInce that
day I have not known an Instant's happiness or peace. Of course, GenJl
must always have regarded me as In every way far beneath him, but ever
SInce I was a boy he had always shown the greatest confidence in me. I
felt I must have all this out with him, for If I died with it on my conscience
I should be held back from Salvarion In the Iife to come. However, It is
too late now.... But the greatest krndness you could do me would be to
explain matters to him when I am gone. I know quite well that he will
at once forgrve me then. If you would only consent to do that ... .' Ob
scure as this request was, Yugrri had some notion what It was about.
However, he dared not assume that he had guessed correctly, and only
replied: ~ I think your fears are entirely imaginary. My father Invariably
speaks of you WIth the greatest good will, and SInce your Illness he has
been very anxious about you, and shown qUIte clearly agaIn and again
how heavy a loss to him your death would be. If there has been any sort
of misunderstanding between you, why did you not tell me about It before?
I am sure I could easily have cleared it up for you.' •Perhaps it would
have been better If I had; he answered. · But every day I thought that
next day I should be stronger and more able to tell about such a thmg
as this, and so In the end I have left It till too late. Of course, It is essennal
that not a hrnr of this business should go any further. I only spoke to
you because I was sure you would one day contrive to bring up the subject
and do your best to make him see the rhmg in its true light.

.. And there is something else .. Do what you can for Ochiba. I do not
want Suzaku to think that I have left her with no one to keep an eye
upon her.' There was much more that he eagerly desired to say.. But his
voice had qUIte gIven out, and when he was finally furnished with paper
and a brush, all he had strength to write was: 'Please go away!'
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Once more the miracle-workers crowded round the bed, hIS parents
were hastily summoned, as also his sisters, Lady Chujo and Yugiri's wife,
Kumoi. Tarnakarsura, too, who did not forget that Kashrwagi had been
her suitor before he became her brother, was extremely upset by the news
of hIS condition, and had many services on his behalf read In her tavourrte
temples. Yet all was to no purpose, for he now expired In the presence
of hIS family; but so suddenly that there was no time to fetch Lady Ochiba
from the house in the FIrst Ward. Though he had never really grven her
hIS affection, he had always treated her with the greatest possible con
srderarron and outward kindness, and she had no feehng of grrevance
agaInst him. She was only sad at being left a WIdow at so early an age,
after having been married to a husband who seemed, as she thought when
looking back upon It, to have taken no pleasure in life at all.

Nyosan, who SInce hIS unhappy exploit had often thought that death
would not be too bad a punishment for him, was aghast to hear of hIS end.
She remembered how he had predicted the birth of her child. Perhaps
he had not come that day intending to do any harm. Some meetings (her
religion taught her) are ordained by Fate." Had she after all Judged hIS

rransgression too harshly?
Yugrri thought agaIn and again of Kashiwagis mysterious request.

That the trouble to which he had alluded was In some way connected
with Princess Nyosan he could not doubt. To begin WIth .. Kashiwagi
had repeatedly betrayed by signs of one sort or another the fact that he
took a parricular Interest in her. This 10 the case of Kashrwagi, usually
so rericenr, so perfectly in command of himself, meant that some tremen
dous force was at work within, and it was not drfficult to imagine that
such a passion might have broken out in some painful scene or rndiscreer
declaration. Indeed, it was almost certain that a definite scandal had
occurred, 1£ not, why had Genji perrnitted the Princess to take her vows
at such a rrdrculously early age, and upon the pretext of an Illness that
appeared to be of very 11trle consequence?

He did not mention the matter to anyone, not even to Kumoi, who
shared all hIS secrets. But he was determined, next time an opportun: ty
occurred, simply to repeat to Gcnji what Kashiwagi had said, and see
whether Genji could make sense of It all, or no. Meanwhile there was
another VISIt he must ray. For Ochiba, alone with her mother in that
vast, empty palace, the days passed in cheerless fashion enough. Occa
sionally one of her brothers-m-law would look In; but apart from this
she had no company and no drsrractions. From time to time she would
catch sight of hIS favourite hawk or horse, or merely of some falconer or
groom mOr'lI1g disconsolarely about, and note how man and beast alike
wore the same cast-off, ownerless air, and a like Impression of gloom was
created by the SIght of hIS other possessions - his lute and zithern above

I Karma,
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all, which looked so forlorn with their strIngs detached.' Over the trees
in front of the house there hung already a thick haze of blossom. These
things, she thought, as she gazed out of the window, went on Just as
before; and amid her women who crept to and fro In their dark mourning
dress she was feeling very lonely, when suddenly there was a sound of
shouting and a great rIngIng of hoofs In the road outside. She expected
the sounds to pass by and fade away into the distance. But to her surprise
the cavalcade drew up at her own door. For a moment she forgot every
thing, and thought this was Kashrwagi driving back from the Palace.
A note was brought in. It must of course be Kobar or one of his brothers.
Who else Indeed ever came near her? It caused her some perturbarron to
discover that the visitor was no less a person than Yugiri. She was on
the point of sending her women to make him welcome, when she reflected
that this was not the sort of treatment to which he was probably used,
and in the end her mother ushered him into the side-room of the great
hall. He expressed hIS sorrow at her daughter's bereavement and told
her how, shortly before his death, Kashiwagi had committed Princess
Ochiba to hIS care. 'I hope before very long to have an opportunIty of
showing you that I take this duty very seriously indeed .. I should have
come to talk the matter over with you before, had not this last month
been crowded with Court functions which etiquette obliged me to attend.
You can imagme that, as far as my own inclmations were concerned, I
have not been feehng at all in the mood for such junketings, and would
far rather have remained quietly at home. I can Judge something of
what poor Ochiba's feelings must be by what I have seen and heard at
To no Chujo's house. The loss 1S after all a far heavier one for her than
for hIS parents.' Ochiba's mother had at first been rather shy of this un
wonted VISItor; but his tone was friendly and reassuring. 'Poor thing!'
she said. 'We older people do our best to keep up her courage. After all,
she is not the only young widow in the land .. She must try to remember
that. I have hved long enough myself to know that loss and sorrow are
wha.t we must expect as our portion in this life. If happiness comes In,
it is only by the way_ And I do indeed wish she would try to be more
cheerful. If she goes on like this she will soon follow him to the grave.
You, I know, were Kashiwagi's great friend, but I must tell you that I
was opposed to this match from the start. I don't know why Suzaku was
so pleased about it. I suppose he wanted to do To no Chujo a good turn.
But It now seems that, though the reasons I gave may have been very
bad ones, I was perfectly right 10 my objection, and I only wish I had not
let them talk me down. Not that I foresaw what would happen. I was
merely old-fashioned enough to disapprove in any case of a marrIage
outside the Imperial Family. It turned out, however, to be somethrng
even worse than such an alliance. For her life with Kashiwagi was such

:r In sign of mourning.
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that you could call her neither wife nor maid. That she should now pIne
to death at the loss of such a husband may be very good for hIS repurarion
m the world outside; but as her mother I cannot be expected to applaud
the sacnfice.'

It was growIng late, and as he was due at To no Chujo's house he wa.s
obliged to retire. Ochiba did not put in an appearance. But this was by
no means his last visit to the Palace in the First Ward.

It was the fourth month, and the same level shade of green lay upon
every thicket and wood. The grief-srrrcken palace and those In It who
had been committed to hIS charge recurred constantly to YugIl1'S thoughts
during these enjoyable summer days. One afternoon, finding the rime
hang heavy on hIS hands, he set out earlier than usual upon hIS VISIt to
the FIrst Ward. He noticed that a film of grass was already spreading
across the courtyards, and here and there where the sand had worn thin
or in sheltered crannies along the walls, clumps of motherwort had al
ready squeezed themselves a place. Ochiba's seat was today for the first
nme surrounded by thin, summer curtains-of-stare, which, as the wind
and light of the early afternoon filtered through them, looked delight
fully fresh and cool. He was met by a lrtrle girl, whose exquisitely poised
head pleased him, though she, hke everyone else 10 the house, wore
garments that by their drab colour told the same sad tale. While he warred
to learn whether Ochiba could receive him (her mother was unwell and
was said to be Iyrng down) he was looking at the copses 10 front of the
house and thinking that they at least knew nothing of what had befallen
Its Inmates and did not scruple to flaunt their gay summer nnts, when he
noticed an oak and a maple, both conspicuous for the brightness of their
fresh foliage, standmg side by SIde, their branches rntertwrned', 'I wonder
how they became such friends?' he said to one of Ochiba's ladles, and'
approaching the curtams-of-stare, he recited the verse: · What to the
oak you gave, now to Its trusted friend the maple-tree, ungra.cIous God
dess of the Woods, will you deny?' 'Those soft summer clothes look very
well on him,' whispered the Iadies-m-wainng, as Yugin bent over the
curtains. ' \\ hat elegance I What grace!' A maid called Shosho presently
brought the answer: 'Though the oak be fallen, not yet to a chance comer
shall I give the small twigs of the roof.' Ochiba's mother now appeared,
and Yugiri hasnly moved further away from the curtains. <I All these
weeks of sorrow and disturbance have upset my health,' she said, 'and I
am very shaky. But really, it IS so good of you to keep on coming Iike
this, that I felt I must make an effort to thank you In person.' She did
certainly look very unwelL 'I am afraid you are having a very difficult
time WIth Ochiba,' he said, 'It IS of course natural that she should be
upset; but there 1S a Iimit to all things. We must accept what Fate sends,
and make the hest of It. Mter all, Iife is short - our sorrows will soon be
over.' But what he was really thinking was that this Ochiba had ob-

2.4
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viously a great deal more in her than people had led him to suppose. Why
was It that she mourned so Inconsolably for someone whom she had
scarcely known? He was derermmed to probe the mystery, and asked all
manner of questions about her. Perhaps she felt now, more than durIng
hIS hfetime, that her marriage had rendered her ridiculous m the eyes of
society. Poor thing! She was far from being a great beauty. Yet she was
not downright ugly, or certainly did not appear to be so from what he
had been allowed to see of her. But even If she were, one ought not to be
unkind to a woman merely on account of her plainness, any more than one
had a right to take Iiberries with her merely because she was handsome.
"Please somenmes try to be quite frank with me and confide your difficul
ties to me as you would have done to Kashrwagi.' There was nothIng
actually improper m this speech of Yugirr's, but it was said In so im
passioned a tone of VOice as to be somewhat embarrassing.

Meanwhile Kashiwagi's loss continued to be severely felt in the country
and at Court. He had been unusually popular In every class of SOCIety,

and among people of all ages and professions. Even the most unlikely
kitchen-men and rottenng dames at Court continually bemoaned hIS loss;
while the young Emperor, whose constant companion he had been at all
concerts, feasts and excursions, felt a bitter pang whenever he thought of
the past. And Indeed there were few occasions upon which some did not
suddenly exclaim: '0 Kashiwagi, poor Kashiwagi!' Only Genu knew
that he had not quitted the world without Ieaving one small keepsake
behind him, a fact that would have interested the friends of the deceased,
but unfortunately could not be communicated to them.

Nor was this memento of Kashiwagi's career any longer so insignificant
a.creature. For by the time autumn came round it was already crawlmg
on the floor, and was destined soon to learn other accomplishments..



CHAPTER IX

The Flute

T I-IE first anniversary of Kashiwagis death had come. Every day
GenJI felt hIS loss more keenly. The number of persons with
whom he was on easy and informal terms was in any case none

too great. But Kashiwagi had been something more than this. They had
shared each other's lives and thoughts - at least until the disastrous
episode which Genji now did his best to forget. Besides the masses that
on his own account he caused to be said In Kashiwagr's memory, he set
apart a sum of a hundred golden pieces which he spent on services that in
hIS own heart he regarded as being performed in the name of Kaoru, the
dead man's child. But this must of course rernam a secret, for he con
nnued to bring up the boy as though he were his. Yugiri not only cele
brated the annIversary 10 the most solemn manner, but was upon this sad
occasion so prodigal in his attenrrons to the ladles in the FIrst Ward I

that To no Chujo could not help remarking it. 4 Yugiri;' he said, a is tak
ing a far larger share in managrng my poor son's affairs than I should ever
have expected. Kobai and the rest are not nearly so active. He must have
been far more intimate WIth Kashrwagi than I supposed: Yugiri's zeal
and all the other marks of the affection and esteem In which the deceased
had been held, served but to make his parents feel more bitterly the pang
of his untimely loss.

To Suzaku, had not the affairs of this world been by now of shadowy
import to him, the trag1c outcome of all hIS paternal solicitude would In
deed have been a shattering blow. Here was Ochiba left stranded, after
a short experience of a marriage that had from the first been mere mock
ery, and Nyosan, his beloved Nyosan, for whom he had hoped such
splendid things, dead - at least to all the friendly and human part of
Iife. As it was, however, it gave him considerable pleasure to think that
hIS daily occupations - his own round of prayers, penances and offerings
- had now become hers, and he constantly wrote to her upon small mat
ters connected with the religious life. One day he sent her a bamboo
sprout taken from a wood near his retreat and some tokoro 2 dug up on the
neighbouring hillside, and in the margin of his letter, which was a very
long one, he wrote: ·1 send you these tokens of a hermit'S life, none too
easy to come by, now that the spring mist lies so thick upon the hills.
"Though far behind me you walk upon Salvation's path, go boldly on

1 Kashiwagi's WIdow (Princess Ochiba) and her mother.
I A bitter root.
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and let my goal be yours" 'I She "vas reading this poem with tears in
her eyes, when Genji entered. What were those strange objects reroslng
in the lacquer bowls which she usually kept filled with fruit? Then he
saw that she was readrng a letter from Suzaku, which she handed to him.
It was very long, conrained many reflecnons upon hIS own approachmj
death, and lamenting the rmpossibihry of their ever meetIng again. The
passage about the tokoro came oddly from Suzaku's peo, belongmg as It
did to pietism rather than to poetry, but Genji read It with a feehng of
deep remorse. No doubt Suzaku had suffered great anxiety and disappomr
ment over Nyosan's marriage, and though GenJl could not regard this as
his own fault, · I do Indeed hope,' he said, · that you have no mtenrron of
takmg your father's hint. That you should dream of scahng these rnoun
tarn fastnesses IS a rerrible rdea.." Now that his relation to her could only
be of the slenderest kind, he began to be more than ever struck by her
ra ther childish beauty, the effect of v: hich seemed only to be enhanced
by the way her hair was cut at the Sides, so that Its ends lay flat against
her cheeks. It had all been hIS fault. It was he who had allowed her to
drift away from him; and as though In a futile effort to repaIr the re
missness of past years he now came very close to her curtains and spoke to
her almost caressmgly.

The Iittle boy was asleep in his nurse's quarters, b-it presently he was
waked, and crawling into the room made straight for GenJl and grabbed
at his sleeve. He was dressed in a little shirt of white floss, over which
was a. red coat with a Chinese pattern finely worked upon It. The skirts
of this garment were remarkably long and traded behind him In the
quaintest way, but it was (as IS usual with children of that age) qUite

open at the front, showing hIS httle hmbs, white and smooth as a fresh
stripped willow wand. There was certainly in hIS smile and the shape of
his brow something that recalled Kashiwagr. But where had the child
got his remarkably good looks? Not from hIS father, who was passable
In a.ppearance, but could not possibly have been called handsome. To
Nyosan, curiously enough, he could see no resemblance. Indeed the ex
preSSIon that chiefly gave character to the boy's {ace (or so Genu con..
trrved to fancy) was not at all unlike his own.

The child was Just begrnnmg to walk, As soon as he entered the room
he caught SIght of Suzaku's strange-lookrng roots lying in the fruir-drsh,
and toddled 10 that direction. AnXIOUS to discover what sort of things
they were, he was soon pulling at them, scattermg them over the floor,
breaking them in pieces, munching them, and in general making a terrible
mess both of himself and the room. 'Look what mischief he IS up to,"
said Genji, 'You had better put them somewhere out of sight. I expect
one of the maids thought It a good joke to tell him they were meant to

1 Tokoro also means 'place, destination.' 'Seek out the same Tokoro as I have done,' i.e.
leave the City and take refuge in a mountain retreat
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eat.' So saying, he took up the child In hIS arms. "What an expressive
face this boy has!' he continued. · I have had very little to do with chil
dren of this age, and had got it into my head that they were all much
alike and all equally unIntereStIng. I see now how wrong I was. What
havoc he wrll Iive one day to work upon the hearts of the princesses that
are growIng up In these nerghbouring apartments! I I am half sorry that
I shall no: be there to see But H though Spring comes each year ... '" ..
'1-10\" can you talk of such a rhmg>' everyone said WIth horror. Little
Kaoru was cuttIng hIS teeth, and thinking that one of Suzaku's bamboo
shoots would be JUSt the thrng to press against hIS swollen gums, he
managed to grab at them, and dnbblmg monstrously, thrust one into hIS
mouth. · Now he's really enjoyIng himself,' said Genjr. · What depraved
tastes children do have! "Though there be that In lts stem which IS

birrer to recall, yet from this bamboo-shoot no more my heart can I with
hold.'" Recmng this acrostic poem, he took the child by the hand and
rried to persuade him to put the thmg down. But Kaoru, smilmg broadly,
cook not the slrghrcst nonce, and WIth a great clatter crawled away with
hIS prIze as fast as hIS arms and legs could carry him.

As the weeks "vent by, the child gre,v more and more attractive, and
before long even the' touch of bitterness' that ItS existence had been wont
to lend to Genjis thoughts utterly disappeared. He felt that the child,
now a source of so much delight to him, was desrmed to be born In that
way and no other. Kashiwagi had but been the Instrument of Fate.
Among the strange mconsrsrencies of hIS apparently enviable lot, none
(thought GenJI) was more curIOUS than this, that the one lady In his
household who was of faultless hneage, young, beautiful, In every way
Immaculate, should after a short spell of marriage WIth him declare her
preference for the convent! At SUCh moments some of the old bitterness
agaInst Kashiwagt would for a \'1 hile return.

All this nrne Yugrn had been turning over in his mind what Kashiwagi
had said to him on his death-bed Had he been entirely ignorant of what It

referred to, he would probably have discussed the matter WIth Gcnji long
ago But as lt was, he knew Just enough to feel that the subject was a
very embarrassing one, and he wondered whether he should ever have
the courage to embark upon It.

One melancholy autumn evenIng when he went to pay his accustomed
VIsit to the ladles in the FIrst Ward, he fonnd Ochiba busily engaged in
playing upon her zrrhern. She did not Wish to be disturbed, and he was
shown into the southern or SIde-room. As he took hIS seat he heard the
SWIsh of retreating skrrrs and caught a pleasant whiff of scent, those things
denormg (as he guessed) that a bevy of ladles had, at the news of his ar-

1 'The lntle daughter of the Akashi Princess.
2 "Though Sprmq comes back each year and fresh flowers bloom, we shall be there to

sec. them orrlv so lOll~ as Fate gives us leave/
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rival, hastened to take cover in the inner room. The VISIt began by his
usual conversation with Ochrba's mother. While they were talking to
gether of old times he could not help contrasting the utter stillness and
desolation of this house with the lively stir and bustle that went on from
dawn to dusk In his own palace, teemrng as it did with unruly children
and their innumerable attendants. There was a digniry, a severIty about
the place; and lookmg round him he felt that he who broke In upon this
flat tranquillity with so much as a hint of common passIons and desires,
who fluttered this decorous stillness by any coarse vehemence or un
warranted familiarity, would be gUIlty of a breach of taste, for the con
demnation of which no word could be strong enough. He was grven a
zirhern, and recognized It to be Kashiwagr's, After playing a few chords
he said to Ochiba's mother: 'I know the tone of this Instrument, It is the
one that Kashiwagi used, is it not? How I wish that your daughter would
play something on it. They say that a dead man's touch lmgers in the
Instruments that he played, and can be recognized even after hIS death.'
·I fear that cannot be so In this case,' the mother replied, 'for after hIS

death the strIngs were removed, and those are new ones. Ochiba has
played very Iittle lately, and is, I am sorry to say, In danger of forgettIng
all that her father taught her. Suzaku, who, as you know, took a lot of
trouble with hIS daughters' mUSIC, often said Ochiba was the one that
showed the greatest promise. But since all this trouble came, I fear her
playing has gone utterly to pieces... ' She begged him to play again;
but he refused, saying that if any hand could waken the echoes of Kashi
wagi's touch, it would be that of Ochiba; and he msisted upon the zirhern
being lard near her chair. But she seemed dismclmed to comply with his
wish, and he did not press her.

The moon was shining out of a cloudless sky; a flight of wild geese
passed over the house, WIng to Wing, In faultless Iine. How she,
companionless, must envy that blissful troop! I At last, moved by the
beauty of the autumn evenIng, with Its sudden stirrings of light wind,
cool to the skin, she took up a large Chinese zirhern and played a few
chords, which by their passionate Intensity stirred hIS feelings far more
than mere words could have done. But she showed no inclmation to play
in concert with him, and as It was now very late, he made ready to depart.
Just as he was leaving, the mother handed him a flute. JThIS had been in
his family for years,' she said; <I but there is no use In its Iymg idle in this
deserted house, He used to play it as he sat in his coach, and its mUSIC

blended with the cries of his outriders. I long to hear It played so again,
even in another's hand... .' He saw at once that it was Kashrwagi's
familiar flute, and remembered having often heard him express the hope
that it would fall mto the hands of someone who could make good use
of it, and not merely be treated as a keepsake when he was gone. Yugiri

1 The male and female wild goose were supposed to fly wing interlocked with wing.
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played a few runs upon it and then suddenly stopped. ' You let me play
on his zirhern;' he said, · and encouraged by you I felt no compuncticn.
But somehow when it comes to playing on this flute ... .' He broke off,
a.nd Ochrba's mother recrred the poem: "Tonighr at last has the voice
of the cicada sounded as of old in the dewy bushes round my house.'
'Though hole for hole, unaltered are the notes the flute gIves forth, what
should these fingers conjure from it now, save the choked sound of tears?'
So Yugiri answered, and after many hesitations and delays, at last, far on
into the night, went back to his own house.

The shutters were closed and everyone was asleep. Kumoi had heard
the extraordinary trouble he was taking in arranging the affairs of the two
ladies in the First Ward. It seemed to involve hIS coming home very late
at night, and though Kumoi distrnctly heard him arrive on this occasion,
she felt In no mood for conversation, and pretended to be asleep. 'Why
have you locked yourselves in Iike this>' he cried, when he was at last
adrmrred. 'I should have thought that WIth such a moon as this abroad
in the heavens no one would have the heart to shut rheir windows.' So
saying he threw back the shutters, and rolled up the blrnds of her divan,
whrle he himself took a seat at a pOInt from whence he could see the
beauties of the night. 'How anyone can lie a-bed when there are such
sights to be seen, I cannot imagine,' said Yugiri. _'Do come here and
look. I hate your not seeing it!' But she was in a bad temper, and pre
tended not to hear. The apartments seemed to be Iittered with children,
their lirtle faces blank with the vacancy of infant slumber, and wherever
he turned were bevies of dames-in-waiting, nurses and the hke - a perfect
tangle of sleeping forms. Again he contrasted this crowded scene WIth the
death-like mansion that he had just left. Taking the flute out of hIS pocket
he played a few notes. Were they already asleep in the FIrst Ward, or was
Ochiba at any rate thinking of him, WIshing he were still in the house?
Perhaps she was at rhis very instant playing upon the zithern that he had
placed within her reach. Had she changed the runmg? I And her mother
too, she was a fine player on the Japanese zirhern. So his thoughts rambled
on as he lay in bed, Why was it, he asked himself, that Kashrwagi had
seemed to take so little interest in Ochiba? Though no one could say he
had actually ill-treated her. The idea that if one possessed Ochiba one
could ever grow tired of her seemed to him preposterous. Yet he knew
that such things did happen, and indeed it was rarely enough that any
attachment subsisted unaltered through the years - his own relarion to
KumOI was the one example that occurred to him. And the result was
that by this exclusive fidelity he had spoilt her. She had grown a trifle
touchy and exacting...... At this point he fell asleep. He dreamt that
Kashiwagi appeared to him, and picking up the flute examined It curi
ously. It occurred to Yugiri even in his dream that it had been unwise

;r In sign of dislike for him.
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of him to play on It, for this had certamly drawn Kashiwagr's ghost to
his side. 'Could I, Iike the wind among the reed-stems, blow where I
would, then Into the hands of a true heir should fall the mUSIC of this
flute.' So the dream-figure recited; and Yugiri was about to question It
concerrnng the rneaning of this strange verse, when he woke with a start.
One of hIS children was crying. The pIercIng noise went on and on.
It would not take its milk, and the nurses were scurrying about, evidently
In great concern. Presently Kumoi took the child In her own arms and sat
with It near the lamp, her hair thrown back behind her ears and her
dress open In front, showing the pretty curves and undulations of her
breast. She did not attempt to feed the child, but let It put its lrps to her
breasts, and by one device and another had soon stopped Its tears. Yugin
was now sranding by her side. 'Is there anythmg amISS with the child>'
he asked, and to show hIS concern began scattering handfuls of rice and
reciting spells of protection; an actrvity \VhICh, 1£ It did not greatly help
the child, served at least to dispel the Impression of hIS own dream. 'It
1S no use your doing that,' she said. 'The boy IS 111. Probably he caught
some Infection when you insisted upon opening the wmdow. You come
back Iike this, after amusing yourself I don't know how or where, and
flood the house with unwholesome night air, merely that you may have
the pleasure of staring at the moon.' But he saw from her face that she
was no longer cross, and was now only teasing him. · I am certainly very
much to blame,' he said, 'If it IS true that" mfections" can only enter
through doors and windows. Had anyone else suggested this I should
have thought It a rather Infantile VIew. But coming from the mother of
half a dozen children it must of course be treated with respect: After
that he sat silently watching her in a manner that Kumoi found very dIS
concerring, and she said at last: 'Had not you better go to bed> I am
afraid I am not dressed for show.. ' She was conSCIOUS that, SItting in the
full glare of the lamp, she did not look her best. So far from being irritated
by this coquetry, Yugiri felt touched that she should snll care so much
what impression she made upon him, The child did Indeed seem to be
very much mdisposed. It continued to cry at Intervals all through the
night, and no one In the house got much sleep.

Yugrn \VJ.S worried about this flute. The dream seemed clearly to in
dicate that it had not reached its right destmatron. Kashiwag; cer
tainly could not have wanted it to go to a woman.. What good could it
be to her? And there was no man who seemed to come into question.
Recollecting hIS late mtervrew with Kashrwagi, Yugiri became more
than ever convinced that he had died with some desperate entanglement
clinging about his soul, some secret or remorse such as might for ever hold
him back from Release; and turning over in his mind what were generally
considered the best ways of dealmg with such a. case, he arranged for all
manner of services to be said on behalf of Kashiwagr's soul at Otagi I and

I \\,'h~re Kaehiwa71 had presumably been buried.
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at the varIOUS temples with WhICh the dead man's farmly had been con
nected. He thought of dealing with the flute by cfferrng it as present to
some Buddhist shrine; but on reflection he saw that this would be less
than CIVIl to the lady who had Just grven It to him, and he derermmed to
consult his father upon the subject. Genji, he was told, was wrrh the
Akashi Prmcess, As he was passing through Murasakis apartnlents
YugIr1 was greeted by Iittle NIOU, now three years old. He was Mura
saki's great favourire, and perhaps the prettIest of all the children in the
palace. ' WIll you pick me up, please,' he said, 'and do yourself the
honour to carry me back to my mummy?' He still got hIS words mixed
up, and applied to himself the terms of respect that he heard hIS nurses
use when they spoke of him. 'Come up then,' said Yugrri, laughing.
'But we shall have to pass In front of Lady Murasakr's screen.. Won't she
rhrnk that very rude?' 'She can't see you now; said NIOU, covermg
'Yuglrl's face with hIS little sleeve, and thus, guided by the child, Yugrri
arnved blindfold at the Akashi Princess's door. Here Kaoru was playing
along with the other Akashi children. Seeing Niou being deposited upon
the threshold, hIS elder brother, Ni no Mrya, rushed up to Yugiri, crying.
'Me too, a ride!' But NIOU tried to stop Yugiri from taking the other child
in his arms. 'No, no,' he said, 'he's my uncle Yugirr, not yours .. I want
him for my own: 'Behave yourselves, children;' cried Genji, who was
standing near by. 'Yugrn does not belong to either of you. As a matter
of fact, he IS the Emperor's gentleman, and if HIS Majesty were to hear
that either of you had stolen the Colonel of his Bodyguard, he might be
very angry. As for you, Niou, you're a little rascal. You are always try
ing to get the better of your elder brother J' "Ni no Miya,' said Yugiri,
'is already beginnmg to forgo hIS rights with quite an elderly resrgnation.
In a child of hIS age such unselfishness is alarming." Genji thought he
had never seen three such charming children, and despite the hubbub they
were creatIng, smiled indulgently upon them all, .At last, however, he
said. 'But this is no place to receive a visitor, let us go somewhere where
we can talk more comfortably.' So sayIng he led the way to his own
room. But they had hard work to escape, for the three Iittle prInces clung
to them tightly and would not leave go. It was of course qUIte wrong
that Kaoru, the child of a commoner, should be brought up with the
Akashi Princess's children. But, as Genji well knew, the shghresr sign on
hts pa.rt that he was conSCIOUS of this Impropriety would be taken by
Nyosan as a reproach. He was indeed, as has before been noted, par
ricularly good at guessing what effect his actions would have upon the
feelings of others; and he therefore lost no opportunity of showing that
the child ranked with him on exactly the same plane as hIS own grand
children.

Yugin had often watched Kaoru from a distance, but had never made
friends with him. Seeing the little boy now peeping at him through a
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chink in the screen, he picked up a spray of cherry-blossom that had
fallen to the floor and, holding it out, called the child to him. Instantly
he came toddling along, in hIS dark blue overall, that contrasted so
strongly with the even pallor of hIS skm, He was, thought Yugiri, a far
handsomer child than the two Akashi boys Was it only hIS fancy
the fruit of a SUSpICIon that had long ago formed in his mmd - or did
Kaoru really bear a certain resemblance to poor Kashiwagi> In the ex
pression of the eyes and the way they were set (though In the child this
peculiariry was far more marked) there was something that he could not
remember to have met elsewhere. And that smile too.... Was he imagm
ing? No. Surely GenJI could not see that smile without at once thinkmg
of Kashrwagr, And if so, what did he make of it all? The Akashi princes
were a paIr of sturdy, qUIte ordinary good-looking boys. But Kaoru had
about him something refined, disnnguished, that would have marked
him out among a. hundred other well-born children. 'What a terrible
pity it is,' thought Yugiri, 'that To no Chujo, who IS so heartbroken at
Kaskrwagi not even leaving a child behind to continue hIS name, should
not know the truth about this little one - always supposing that It is
the truth... ' And despite all To no Chujo's past hosnlity, Yugm felt a
longing to give him this great pleasure; though when he came to thmk
how he should do so, he saw that the Idea was qUIte impracticable.
Meanwhile, he was making friends with Kaoru, who was not In the least
shy, and they were soon having wonderful games together.

Genji listened wrth a slightly ironical smile to Yugiri's description of
his recent VISIt to the First Ward, and after a few enquiries about such
parts of the story as concerned old friends and acquaintances, he said sud
denly: 'I hope you are not behaving in such a way as to give Princess
Ochiba a false Impression. I know by bitrer experience that there is a
grave risk of this. No doubt you are acting entirely out of regard for the
memory of your friend; but anyone who hears of these numerous visits IS

likely to draw a very different conclusion, For your own sake as well as
hers you must be careful to make it clear that you have completely drs
interested motives for frequenting the house.' Advice on this sort of sub
ject was, thought Yugiri, hIS father's specialty .. How high-minded were
Genji's principles, and how unsuccessful he was in applying them! 'So
far from being censured for my attentions to those two ladies; he an
swered, t I should certainly be thought to have behaved very badly if I
had not taken their affairs a little in hand. I daresay my description of
these visits might easily gIve the impression that either she or I had not
been very discreet. But everything depends upon the circumstances under
which things are said or done. A remark that might be very impertinent
at one moment may be perfectly harmless at another. Much again (as I
am sure you WIll admit) depends upon the character and age of the people
concerned. Ochiba is no longer very young, and I am by no means given
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to miscellaneous flirtations. If our relation sounds to you to be some
what too informal, It is because I know that she takes life seriously, and
she, that I am to be trusted.' Hence he led on the conversarion to a point
at which it 'was quite natural that he should recount his dream. Genji
listened without making any comment, but he perfectly well understood
the meaning I of the dream. 'I know the flute of which you speak,' he
said at last. 'As a matter of-fact it ought, properly speaking, to be in
this house, for it belonged to Murasakr's father. He allowed Kashrwagi
to take it away one day after the Lezpideza Concert, knowing that he was
such a fine player. Of course, Ochiba's mother would not know anything
of this; it was quite natural that she should give It to you.' ThIS was a
mere invention, and GenJi was farrly certain that Yugiri recognized it as
such, and all the time knew quite well who was this mysterious 'heir"
spoken of by Kashiwagi in the dream. But until Yugiri made some more
definite SIgn of being in the secret, Genji was not going to give himself
away. Yugiri, seeing that his father was not at all inclmed to take him
into his confidence, thought he had better postpone the attempt (long
overdue) to deliver Kashrwagi's crypnc death-bed message. But the
tempratron to get the thing over was too much for him, and he said at
last, as though it were a casual recollecnon: 'Soon before Kashiwagi
died he gave me various instructions concernmg the disposition of hIS
affairs, and at the same time charged me with some mission that was con
nected wrth hISdevorron towards you, or so It seemed. But though he made
several attempts to explain the matter I never succeeded In discovering
what It was, nor on subsequent reflection have I ever been able to make
out exactly what he meant.' He rather overdid these prorestations of be
wilderrnent, with the result that Genji became more certam than ever of
hIS having learnt the whole secret. But he was still determined not to
commit himself. 'I certainly know no reason why Kashiwagi should
ever have thought that I was cross wrth him,' he said. 'As for the dream,
I will think it over quietly and let you know how you should act. There
is a saying among old women that dreams should only be discussed by day
light!' It was evident that nothing was to be got out of him. But the
story Yugiri had Just told must have made some impression upon his
father. What precisely was going on in Genjis mind, he respectfully
wondered.

x That the flute should be given to Kashiwagi's son Kaoru,



CHAPTER X

Yugiri

SO HIGH was YugirI's reputation for .prudence and fidelity that his
constant visits to the FIrst Ward gave rise to no scandal whatever,
and were merely regarded as a touching proof of his attachment to

Kashiwagr's memory. And hitherto his behaviour had indeed been be...
yond reproach; but down underneath hIS thoughts was a feeling that
things would not always go on like this. Ochiba's mother was at a loss
how to thank the young man for his extraordinary kindness. She was now
less and less able to distract herself, and his continual letters and visits
were her chief source of pleasure. In his relation towards Ochiba there
had at the beginnmg been nothing of gallantry or sentiment, and this had
become so much a matter of habit that a sudden change on his part would,
for both of them, have been very embarrassing. But sooner or later cir...
cumstances would surely arise such as would put their friendship naturally
and Imperceptibly onto a less formal foonng. Such circumstances cer
tainly did occur; but watching Ochiba closely he was obliged to confess
that she seemed SIngularly unwilling to avail herself of them. Tired of
these experiments, he was just beginning to think it would be better to
tell her straight out that he was In love with her, and see how she took
it, when the mother fell seriously ill and was moved away from the City
to her estate on the hills, Her former chaplain, a man of great sanctity,
who had frequently been successful in exorCIsIng demonic seizures and
possessions, was now lrving In the h111s, under a srrict vow never to leave
the VIllage. But fortunately his place of retreat was quite near to her
estate, and It was with a view to securing hIS services that she now left
the City. The outrrders and the carrIage In which she travelled were sup
plied by Yugiri. It might have been supposed that this would offend
Ochiba's brothers-in-law whose business it clearly was to supply such
assistance. But as a matter of fact they were fully occupied with their own
affairs, and it never even occurred to them to offer therr services. The only
one that took any personal interest in Ochiba was Kobai, but he had al...
ways found her so discouraging that in the end he gave up going to the
house.

There seemed to be no end to Yugiri's thoughtfulness. When he heard
that services of intercession were being held at the old lady's bedside, he
sent alms for the priests and new vestments. The letter of thanks was
written by Ochiba herself, for the mother was too ill to write, and every ...
one agreed that It would be uncivil to send a letter dictated to an ordinary
amanuensis. The handwriring pleased him uncommonly, and so agree-
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able was it to receive such a letter, even though the writer was merely
transmItting another's scnnrnents, that he wrote to Ochibas mother even
more often than before, In the hope of receiving srmilar replies. He longed,
of course, to VISIt them in their country home; but he knew that Kumoi
would regard this as a confirmation of her worst SUspICIons, and he de
crded, for the present at any rate, that It would be a misrake to go.

But as the autumn drew on he longed more and more to find out how
thmgs were going. Moreover, he knew that on the h111s the leaves would
be changrng, and he had a burning desire to get out into the country.

The excuse he made was that the old chaplain, who seldom left his
solitary and unapproachable retreat, had consented to visit hIS former
ratron. 4 There are varIOUS rOlnts about which I should Irke to consult
him,' said Yugin 4 Such an opportunity may never occur again, and I
shall be able at the same time to find out how Ochiba's mother IS really
getting on.' He made the Journey with only a few outriders and half a
dozen personal servants, all clad In hurinng-dress. The place lay only a
hrtle way into the hills, but the colours of Oyama, near Marsugasaki,
though doubtless not to be compared with the wild and rocky country
farther on, excited him far more than the cunningly contrived autumn
effects of the great palace gardens at home. The house was surrounded
merely by a low brushwood fence, but looked very trim and neat. Inside,
though all the arrangements were of a temporary nature, there was every
thing that the most exacting taste could require. The altar of inrercessron
had been put up in a side-wing opening out of the main hall. The sick
woman herself was at the back of the house, and her daughter occupied
the western side. It was thought that the malady might be catchmg,
and Ochiba had been advised to stay in the CIty. But nothmg would In
duce her to do so, and the utmost precaution she would take was to re
main at the other end of the house. There were no guest-rooms, and
Yugiri was brought straight to Ochiba t s quarters. From here he conducted
the usual interchange of messages with the old Princess. Ochiba was cer
tamly at the far end of the room, for from behind the curtains of her dais
(which having been put up hastily on her arrival was a very flimsy affalr)
he heard the soft rustling of a skirt, and caught the outline of a form that
could only be hers. HIS heart beat wildly; but the business of communi
eating with the sick woman was a very slow one, as she was at tbe far
end of the house, and in the intervals, while the messengers were going
to and fro, he fell into conversation with one of the old Princess's gentle
women. · Considenng It is now more than a. year SInce I took your mis
tress's affairs in hand,' he said, 'it is extraordinary that Ochiba should
still affect to treat me as a complete stranger. She must have heard me
arrive; yet she does not send a word of greetIng. I have never known such
a thing before. It is the height of absurdity 10 my case, and people who
know the sort of man I am must really find it hard not to laugh in her
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face. Just think of it, a steady-going married man of my age, who even
when he was younger certainly displayed Iittle of the wildness of youth!
How do you explain her attitude?' The lady was In any case at no loss to
explain Yugiri's present mdignation. She went and urged Ochiba to show
a hrtle more hospitahry; but the Princess replied: 'I was obliged to wrrte
to him occasionally on my mother's behalf. But he must not take this as
a SIgn on my part that I desire to correspond with him. At the present
moment I am far too much taken up with my mother's Illness to want to
see anybody.' "This is all very senseless,' he replied, when these words were
reported to him. -She IS obviously fretting so much over her mother's
illness that she will soon destroy her own health. If you don't mind my
saying so, I think your mistress's Illness has been largely caused by the
distressing spectacle of Ochiba's persistenr brooding. I believe that if
she could rouse herself a little, it would have an extraordinary effect on
her mother, and be the best thing for Lady Ochiba herself. ThIS pretence
that my relations are solely with her mother 1S very tiresome.' To this
everyone agreed.

Towards sunset a heavy mist began to rise and the hill at the foot of
which the house stood now hung above it 10 dark, featureless bulk, from
a.mong the child-flowers grOWIng along the hedge (their colour subdued
to a strange greyness by the misr) came unabated the ceaseless murmurIng
of Insects; while from among the wild and tangled plantations sounded,
cold and clear, the noise of runrnng water. From time to time a melan
choly gust of dank wind swept the hills above, shaking the deep woods;
and at intervals there sounded the booming of the gong which marked
the close of one service and at the same time the beginning of the next 
the new voices stnkmg in almost before the closing notes had died away.
Though these sounds and the whole aspect of the place were of a nature
to subdue the ravings of an idle fancy, they served but to heighten the
passion that was mounting in Yugrrr's breast. The noise of spells and
chanting rose more and more insistent from the sick woman's apartments.
A rumour spread that she was sinking, and everyone trooped off in that
direction. A better opportunity to declare hISfeelings could not, thought
Yugiri, possibly have arisen. The house was now completely shut In by
mist. •It IS no use my starting at present,' he said, · I should never be
able to find my way back.' And he sent her the poem: 'Lovelier in their
coat of mist, the hills shut out for me the pathway of escape: 'To hide
our country hedge this mist arose; not to detain the idle-hearted guest.'
So she answered. That she should reply at all was unusual, and the mere
fact that she had done so put out of his head any notion of returning to
the City that night. •But In sober truth,' he said, •I cannot possibly find
my way back. And you will not let me stay here. What do you expect
me to do?' Hitherto hIS indiscreet speeches had always been of such a
nature that it was possible to ignore them. But she considered this plea
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[mpertmcnt, and was so much vexed that she refused to conrrnue the dis
CUsSIon. He was all the more disappointed because he reahzed that such
an opportunity might never occur again. He hated her to feel that he was
rakrng advantage of her lonehness, but It could do her no harm to hear
once and for all from hIS lips exactly what were hIS emotions towards
her. He sent for one of his gentlemen who served under him in the Guard
and In whom he had complete confidence. · I cannot go away until I have
seen the chaplain;' he said. 'HItherto he has not for a moment left the
Pnncess's SIde; but I rmagrne that he WIll soon be raking a rest. I shall
stay here and try to get a word with him when the nighr service IS over.
I wish you and the other officers to stay where you are. But send some of
the men to my farm at Kurusuno, whrch IS not far from here, I think.
They WIll be able to get together some fodder for the horses. And there
must be no talking among those of you who remain here. If your VOIces
are heard, people will know I have stayed here for the rnghr, and spread
a false impression of my object In coming.' 'It is useless for me to think
of returrung;' he then said to Ochiba In an offhand manner, 'and I may
as well wait here as anywhere else. I hope this will not disturb you.
When the chaplain leaves your mother's room, I shall J01n him.' Never
before had he behaved in this nnpertinent manner.. The only effective an
swer to his Insolence would have been to seek shelter In her mother's
rooms. But such a course seemed under the CIrcumstances too extreme,
and she sat morionless In her chair, wondering what would come next.
Nor had she long to wait. For a few minutes afterwards a gentlewoman
came WIth a message, and Yugiri, upon some excuse or other, accom
panted her behind the curtains. The fog was now so thick, even Inside
the house, that despite the lamp It was almost dark. In sudden terror she
made for a slrdmg-door at the back of the room. Dark though it was, he
darted unerringly upon her tracks, and was just In rime to seize the train
of her dress before she closed the door. She shook herself free, but there
was no bolt or catch on her SIde, and holding the door to, she stood
trembling like water. 'Is it really so very shocking that I should venture
behind your curtains?' he asked. 'I may not be of much importance in
your eyes, but I have known you for some while, and rendered you, per
haps, a few small services.' He now spoke calmly and reasonably of his
feelings towards her; but she could only think of hIS Impertinent be
haviour In vccurrng this interview, and in her indignation at his intrusion
she was scarcely conscious of what were the sentiments that he was
patiently labouring to express. · If to feel as I do,' he continued, •is an
offence, then I have indeed merited your displeasure. But do not for a
moment fear that I could possibly be guilty of any other misdemeanour. I
am here to speak, and only to speak. Surely I have the right to tell you
of thoughts that, unexpressed, would by their violence soon shatter my
heart to dust. I have tried again and again to let you know in other ways
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of the torment I was enduring, but you would not Iisten to me. Is it so
surprising that I should have seized this kindly opporrurntr~ Do not,
however, think me worse than I am. Provoke me as you may, I swear to
you that I w111 do no more than frame in words the turrnoil that I can no
longer lock up unutrercd In my breast.' She was srrll holding the door,
but lt was clear that he could easrly open It if he chose, and he made no
attempt to do so. · MIght you not save yourself this trouble>' he asked at
last, with a laugh that somehow convinced her he meant no further
harm. Her hand fell, he pushed back the door and entered. · I do not
thmk you know what I am enduring for your sake,' he said presently.
~ I am beginning to thmk that, though you were a wife, you do not under
stand even the rudiments of love.'

To this and many other remarks that he had made she could think of no
reply. He had Indeed charged her before with not · undersrandmg' 10\ e;
but so far as it meant anythmg at all the phrase seemed to Imply merely
a readiness to yield oneself at demand, rrrespectrve of one's 0""·0 prmciples
or inclmarions. 'You are qUIte wrong,' she said between her tears. 'I
know a good deal more than you suppose - enough to be sure that such
cruelty as you have displayed tonight has hrrle Indeed to do wrth love.'

He tried to lead her Into the moonlighr, for a. great wind was now blow
ing, and the mist had cleared away. But she still held aloof. 'Surely I
have proved to you by now that I mean no harm,' he said earnestly.
'Trust me, and you will find that I do notlung wrrhout your leave. Come
... ' and he drew her to him, It was now nearing dawn. The moon was
shinrng out of a cloudless sky, Its lrght penetratIng even the last hovering
remnants of the mist. They were SIttIng on an open verandah, so shallow
that the moon seemed to thrust Its face into theirs. He began to talk
about Kashrwagi, and she now JOIned In the conversation qUIte calmly
and happily.

He could not, however, forbear from reproaching her for showing more
tenderness to the memory of Kashrwagi, who neglected her, than ktnd..
ness to himself, who offered her an unbounded admirarion. She did not
reply, but Silently reflected that though there was not much to recommend
Kashiwagi either in rank or birth, he was at least a legirimarc husband,
approved both by her father and his, and able to grve her the place tha t
was her due. If even an alliance that seemed so certain of success had
failed thus disastrously, what could she expect from an lntrIgue that
would be carried on In the teeth of endless opposrtion and obstruction?
It was not as if Kumoi were a stranger; she was Kashiwagis sister, and
Ochiba had made great friends wirh her .. And To no Chujo, too! What
would he think of it all? Wherever her thoughts turned, they fell upon
some person near and dear to her whom the news of this liaison would
profoundly shock and offend. And if she herself, who alone knew that,
despite appearances, her conduct had been irreproachable - if she her-
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self were already so much horrified what would be the VIew of those
whose Ignorance left them free to make the blackest con lectures? Nor
was It any consolation that, for the moment, her mother knew nothing
of what was gOIng on. For she would cerrarnly find out m the end, and
the fact that It had been kept from her would give the affair In her eyes
an even more gullty turn.

Ochibas mother, though she showed no real signs of recovery, was on
certain days perfectly conSCIOUS and rational. On one such occasion, when
the Daily Intercession was over, the chaplain remained behind and sat
by the bed readrng incantarrons. He felt extremely granfied at the
patient's improvement. 'The VO\VS of the Great Sun Buddha I were not
made In vain;' he said. 'I knew well enough that the spells we have
worked at so hard could not fall to have their effect The evil spirit that
possesses you has fought well; but It IS, after all, a frail wretched thrng,
shackled wrth such a load of SIn as \~/11l nev er let It prevail against weapons
of holiness." In mentlon1ng the evil splrtt he spoke In a stern and angry
VOIce. Then, with a curtness that IS often assumed by men of uncom
promising pIety, he suddenly asked· "How long has your daughter been
gOlng with Yugrrr? 'I don 'r know what you are talking about,' said the
old lady indignantly. 'He was a great frrend of Kashiwagi 's, and In
memory of rherr frrendshrp has helped us In one way or another from time
to nme. I heat he has been here constantly to enqUire after me durmg my
rllness, and I am sure it 1S "err kind of hrm ." This IS all quite un
necessary" broke in the priest. 'There IS no quCstlon of concealing the
matter from me. This morning as I was gOing to early service I drsrrnctly
saw an extremely handsome young man go out at the door of the western
wing. There was a good deal of mist about, and I should not myself have
recognized him. But I heard my servitors sayIng to one another: "There
goes Prince Yugiri. The same business as before. When h1S carriage came
he sent It d,\VJ.Y, a.ndsettled in for the night!" As a matter of fact I should
have guessed for myself who lt 'vas by rhe smell he left behind him. It
made my head ache. But that young 111an has always used too much scent.

"This wrll never do. You must not think I am prejudiced agJ.1nst him.
On the contrary, I have been under oblrgatrons to his family for a long
while, H1S grandmother always made use of me when she required
prayers to be said on hIS behalf, and SInce she died he has frequently sent
for me himself, But I am not gOIng to coun rcnance an Intrigue of this
kind. His wife, Lady Kurnoi, is 'nOt ~ person wrrh whom it IS s;fe to trifle.
What important office of stare 15 there now which one or the other of her
relatives does not hold? Moreover, she has borne him eight (or is It
nines) children. You surely do not imagine that your daughter IS going
to oust her from her place~ There will be endless jealousies and bicker
ings, leadrng at last to just such shameless and frenzied passions as all

I See' ahov e, p rliB
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too commonly prove to be a woman's undoing, when it IS her fate at last
to enter Into the Long Darkness. And even though your daughter her
self may gIve way to no violent feelings, the Jealousy that her srtuatron
arouses in this young man's wife will In the end prey equally on Lady
Ochiba's soul, and gravely endanger her salvation. In a word, this must
StOP at once. I Insist upon It '

He became more and more excited and violent in his denunciarron of
the supposed intrrgue, and It was only with difficulty that the old lady at
last obtained his attention. C I was absolutely unaware that anything of
the kind was raking place,' she said. 'There was one occasion when my
people told me he had been unwell and was restrng here so that he mighr
VISIt me next day. Perhaps that IS what has given rise to these rumours.
He has always been so serious-minded, so reliable, that I really cannot
think ... ' But she had as a matter of fact noticed one or two queer things,
and though Yugiri was so puncnlrous, so scrupulously careful to aVOId
anything that might gIve rise to gOSSip, SO deferential and courtly in his
treatment of women, she yet could Imagine from various small Indica
tions that, left to himself, WIth no strange eye upon him to crrticize or
make note, he mrght qUIte well have taken the most unwarranted hbernes.
And for the last few weeks Ochiba's part of the house had been almost
deserted. However, there was one person who must certainly know the
truth about the matter: she sent for the maid Koshosho, who was
reluctantly obliged to tell all she knew. 'I was gIven to understand,
Madam,' she said, 'that Prince Yugiri merely desired to unburden hIS
heart upon some question that has been occupying him SInce the end of
last year. He left before dawn, and I can answer for it that nothing of any
consequence took place. I don't know what can have put this idea into
people's heads' She was racking her brain to think who had been the
tale-bearer. It never occurred to her that the chaplain might have played
this part.

The old lady was extremely upset by these revelations, and began to
weep so bitterly that Koshosho WIshed a thousand rimes that she had not
been so simple as to tell the truth She now tried to repair her error by
puttIng the matter in as good a hght as possible. 'But, Madam, there
was a screen between them ... ' 'But, Madam, they were not together
more than a moment,' and so on.. 'What difference does that make?'
groaned Ochiba's mother. 'No g1rl With any common sense or decency
would have recejved him at all. Maybe they did no harm together at all
But that's not the way the story WIll be told among the prIests here, nor
in the kitchens and sculleries either. If only there were some way of ex
plaining to people what really happened! But unfortunately no one 10

this house can be trusted to do anything.. .." So she gasped, being now
seized upon by a fresh paroxysm of pain..

Very reluctantly Yugiri decided to spend the next night at home. An
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immediate repetition of his visit would only serve to strengthen any sus
picion that might have been aroused on this last disastrous occasion.
IrrItable as he had been for months past, he was now a thousand times
more restless and gloomy. Kumoi knew, or at any rate could very well
conjecture, where he had spent the night. But she did not allude to the
matter, and disguised her chagrin by taking part In the games of her chil
dren. Late in the evening came a note from Ochiba's mother. It was
wrItten in so shaky a hand that he found it hard to read, and was obliged
to hold it close to the great lamp. Though Kumoi was behind her curtains
of-state, she instantly became aware of what he was doing, and slipping
up behind him, took the letter out of his hand. 'What are you domge'
he cried, starting VIolently. 'That IS not the way to behave. As a matter
of fact, this letter is of no interest. It is from Her Ladyship in the eastern
wing. I She was not very well this morning, and after my audience 2 I
ought to have called upon her. But being pressed for time I sent a note
to enquire how she was. You can see for yourself that It does not look
much Iike a love-letter! You really must not grab at things in that fashion.
You are allowmg your rudeness to go further and further every day. You
might at least behave properly when there are people in the room.' •If
anyone is going H further and further every day" at the present moment,
it is surely you,' was all she answered. But she forced herself to speak
lightly, hoping at all costs to dispel his present grimness. He laughed.
'Perhaps you are right,' he said. 'But have you really anything to corn
pla.in of? Everyone must be allowed an occasional disrraction; and surely
there is not another roan in the world who has used this right so sparingly
as L The fidelity of a husband who seemed incapable of venturing one
step further afield would in the long run become a. very slight satisfaction
to you .. Indeed, you lose by my particularity .. For surely the position of a
woman who stands first among many rivals is far more disnnguished than
that of one who stands alone? Moreover, the affection of the husband is
far more likely to be permanent if he is allowed a certain amount of variety
and diversion. You would not set much store by my admiration, if It

merely meant I were too dull to see the beauty of other women.' He
hoped thus to divert her attention and quietly regain possession of the
letter. But she laughed at him outright, and presently said: 'You have
made these kind provisions for my happiness at a time when I am too old
to profit by them. Perhaps if I had more experience in chat direction, your
present preoccupation would not depress me so much as it does" If ever
before I had received unkindness at your hands... .' 3 The allusion was
apt; but he would not accept it. 'Come,' he said, 'to hint at "derelic-

t The Lady from the V111age of Falling Flowers.
:I With his father, Genji.
J 'If ever before I had received unkindness at your bands, this sudden dereliction would

be less hard to bear.'
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cion" IS absurd. You must have been hearing stories that are utterly un...
true. It is strange, but some of your people have never lost the spite they
felt against me at the begmnmg - you remember - when I was In the
Sixth Rank, and they thought I was not good enough for you. I am sure
that now they have been trying to turn you against me by some Iie or
other. It IS too bad. I feel rt on Ochiba's account as much as my own:
But though Kumoi had probably heard rhings which were, at the moment,
still untrue, the hope he felt that they would soon be true prevented him
from protesting ve.ry effectively. He discovered that Kumor's old nurse
had Indeed been speaking to her very bitterly about him, but he let the
matter pass and did not attempt to justify himself.

As rega.rds the letter, it would have been very unwise to show too much
interest In It, and he went to bed without attempt1ng to get it back. But
it was very worrying not to know what It contained. He managed un
obtrusively, under some pretext or other, to get up and look for it under
the couch where she had been Iying, but norhing was there. Having
passed a troubled night, he lay in bed late into the morning, and it was
only when Kumoi was called away to look after the children that, under
cover of dressing and so on, he set to work upon a fresh search. Kumoi,
on her Side, seeing that he did not press her for the return of the letter,
concluded that it "vas Indeed of the dull nature he had described, and even
forgot that she had taken It. All the morning she was busily occupied IQ

makrng dolls, gIving first wntmg-Iessons, and rompIng WIth high-spirited
babies, so that It was small wonder If the matter never entered her head.
But Yugiri was still thinking of nothing else. It had now become im
perative that he should send an answer. But If It was apparent by his
reply that he had not got the letter with him (and he had really only
managed to make out a few words here and there) the old lady would at
once suspect that he had left It lying about.

Breakfast was followed by a. quiet mornmg, Suddenly Yugrri said:
'What happened to that letter you took from me yesterday? You saw I
had scarcely read rt; I wonder you did not gIve It back to me. I feel rather
tired today and though I ought really to VISIt her,' I do not think I shall
even call upon my father. The least I can do IS to write her a note. What
did she say?' He managed to pass this off so well that she felt she had be
haved ridiculously over the letter, and said (keeping up her end as best
she could): 'You ha.ve a very good excuse. You can say you caught cold
when exposing yourself to the mountain air the other night.' •I did
think we had heard the last of that business, t he answered. 4 I wonder
you are not ashamed to talk of me as though I were a vulgar pleasure...
seeker. Your waiting-women, among whom my rigid domesticity has
long been a standing Joke, would be excessively amused if they could hear

); The Lady from the Village of Falling Flowers. Yugm rs pretending that it was from
her the letter came,
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the lme you are now taking" Then, breaking off he suddenly exclaimed:
'Well, anyway, where is that letter?' She promised to find it, but did not
rmmediaeely do so; and after a htrle further talk, he went to take a rest,
for It was already growing dark. He was soon disturbed by the drn of the
enckets In the garden outside. This set him thinking of how noisily they
had cried on that mist-bound evening at Ono.. 1 He must not let another
day go by without answering. He got up quickly and began grIndIng his
Ink. Surely there must be some way of framing a reply so that she would
not reahze he had not kept her letter? As he sat pondering, he felt a slight
unevenness in the cushion under him, and pulling It up to see what was
amISS, to his deltght and also, as it proved, to hIS embarrassment, he dis
covered the missing letter. For it was no less committal than in his most
gloomy forebodings he had Imagined it. · Your lasc letter,' she wrote,
'came at a time when my daughter was visrtmg my bedside, and was
brought to her here. As she seemed at a loss how to reply, I am now
writmg in her stead: "Full clearly have you shown that In your eyes a
place for one night's dallying is the moorside where droops the Lady
{lower." ,

·One night.' It was quite clear what the writer meant to imply. And
what must be the conclusion that she had drawn from hIS protracted
silence! It was obvious to him on a. second InspeCtIOn of the letter that it
had been written in great distress of rnmd. He could not help feelmg some
what bitterly against Kumoi, whose foolish trick had inflicted such sus
pense. But after all, a year or two ago she would never have dreamt of do
Ing such a thing. It was his own changed conduct that had altered hers.
He thought for a moment of going straight to Ono. But he felt certain
Ochiba would not receive him, even though her mother countenanced his
VIsit. As a matter of fact, it was hopeless in any case; for today was his
Black Day." Perhaps It was a good thing that Circumstances thus con
spired against him, he thought virtuously, and hastened to answer the
letter. 'The SIght of your letter delighted me in more ways than one,'
he wrote. · But the hint of reproof which It contains IS rather mysterious.
What is it that people have been telling you? H In truth, I lay amid the
thickets of the autumn heath, yet by no dalliance of pillowing leaves was
my rest comforted." I do not In general think there is much sense m re...
plying to such reproofs, but on this occasion I must protest that you have
jumped to conclusions somewhat too rapidly.... '

There was a separate letter for Ochiba, and both were given to Tayu,
the prmcrpal retainer who had been with him on his last visit to Ono,
the man being instructed to use the swiftest horse in the stable, WIth a
light Chinese relay-saddle. •Say that I have been detained at my father's
palace,' he whispered, · and have only just returned:

J: Ochiba's house in the mountains.
I According to the astrologers..
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Meanwhile things at Ono were not going well. Rather recklessly, as
she felt, Ochiba's mother had taken matters Into her own hands and pro
tested against Yugirr's hght-minded and casual escapade. And now It
was clear that she had offended him. Hour after hour went by; it grew
qUIte dark and still no answer came. ThIS so much upset her that her ap
parent convalescence was soon a thing of the past, and before the end of
the day her condition was as serious as ever. Ochiba, on the other hand,
so far from being perturbed by hIS failure to reappear, regretted nothing
save that she had not been a Iittle curter wrrh him on that one occasion,
Seeing her mother's distress, she attributed It to horror at the things
which were supposed to have taken place on that unfortunate night, and
she began trying to explain how little had really happened. But the sub
jeer was not easy to talk about. Confusion overcame her, and she left off
in the middle. Seeing the girl's embarrassment, her mother was doubly
distressed: 'Poor creature!' she thought. · Has anyone of similar talents
and position ever been so consistently unfortunate?' At last she said rather
bitterly: · I am going to be disagreeable - a.thing which I thought I had
long ago done for the last time. It may not have been your fault .... But
really, from what I hear, It seems as though your behaviour had been in
credibly childish, This particular matter is at an end; for it 1S clear that he
does not mean to come near us again. But do, I beg you, be on your guard
about this sort of thing in future. I am sure I have taken immense pains
WIth your upbringing. And after all, with regard to affairs of that kind,
you are not without experience.... Perhaps it was foolish of me, but I
assure you this, of all ways, is not the one in which I thought you would
get Into trouble. A little firmness, good sense, decision - nothing more
was required. I see that you are far indeed from being capable of looking
after yourself, and It perturbs me beyond measure to think that I must
leave you so soon. Even among commoners there is a feeling -at any
rate among the better sort of people - that flippancy does not become a
widow; still less should anyone of your rank dream of allowing admirers
to go in and out in that fashion. I am very sorry your marned Iife brought
you so little happiness. You know that the choice always seemed to me
singularly inappropriate; but your father, the ex-Emperor, and Kashi
wagi's father pressed me so hard that in the end I came aver to their side,
convinced for the moment that this qUite unnecessary match was pre
ordained by Fate. It turned out to be a terrible misfortune, the results of
which you will feel all your life. But you had at any rate the satisfaction
of knowing that you yourself were in no way to blame, and could reproach
Heaven without fear of retort. Such feelings you can no longer entertain;
but 1£ you. could ma.nage to take no notice of all the unpleasant things
that were being said around you, I suppose you might find considerable
solace in relations with rlus young ma.n- if he made a practice of coming
here, which I am certain he has not the least intention of doing!'
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To this cruelly faithful picture of her predicament she could find no
reply She now sat gently sobbing. Her mother, watching her Intently,
was moved this time by a sudden outburst of affectionate admiratron.
'How handsome you are!' she said. 'There IS no one like you. What
kInk IS It In your fate that made such beauty the rallying pOInt of every
ImagInable check and drsappoinrmenr>' Her agrration soon reduced her
to a state In which she fell an easy prey to the next onslaught of the
'possessIon' that had for long past been assailing her In a moment she
had lost consciousness, and an ICY coldness had settled upon her limbs ..
The chaplains hastrly assembled and with frantic supplicatrons sought to
revrve her. They were all holy men, drawn from maccessible mountain
temples, which they had vowed never to leave trll death. The entreatrcs
of Ochiba and her friends had Induced them to break their vows; and if
they should now pull down their altars and return to their cells defeated,
surely (they protested to Buddha) the Faith would suffer a grave dis
credrt.

It was at this moment that Yugirr's letter arrived. The sick woman
was able, In a fleenng Interval of consciousness, to comprehend that Yugiri
made no suggestiOn of repeatIng hIS visit. All, then, was as bad as she
had feared. He had on this occasion merely been heartlessly amUSIng
himself, 'And,' remembered Ochiba's mother -It was her last con
SCIOUS thought - 'whatever scandal IS talked about this at Court WIll as
lrkely as not be founded on my own letter.' I

Her people were slow to realize that the end had come. She had often
before suffered from seizures during which life appeared to be extinct.
But now the usual spells had no effect, and at last It was apparent that
all was over.

The ninrh month had come. Storms were raging in the hills. Not a
leaf on any tree, the whole country wore its most desolate air, and Ochiba,
sensrtive to the changing aspects of nature, was in a more wretched state
than ever before. So gloomy Indeed were her thoughts that she longed
conrinually for death to terminate the terrible monotony of her lonely
existence. True, Yugiri wrote almost every day. HIS enquiries and the
presents he sent gave great sansfacnon to the resident priests, whose long
seclusion made such distractions exceedingly welcome. But Ochiba,
though he sent the most solicitous messages, and somenrnes long notes
In which he enquired after every item of her health with the utmost con
cern, gave no SIgn of granfication. This was the man, she reasoned, whose
heartlessness had preyed upon her mother's mind so that she had died
unquierly and carried WIth her to the grave a. burden that would endanger
her salvatron .. 2 It nowadays sufficed merely for hIS name to be mentioned,
and Ochiba's tears would break out afresh. Her people did their best to

I See above) p. 7 I O.

a Those who died With anything on their minds cannot enter Paradise.
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assist Yugtrr's cause, and when he faded even to obrain a single lme in
reply he at first attributed this to the mental confusion caused by her
mother's death. But as time went by It was apparent that there must be
some other cause for what he regarded as her crudely msulnng conduct..
Had he wri tten letters In which her loss was ignored, letters devoted to
the pageants and frivolmes of the day, he could have understood her
irrirarion. But he was conscious of having shown the renderest sympathy,
the most delicare appreClatIOn of all she must be feeling. He remembered
how when his grandmother had died he had been for a time very much
dispinred, more so, he thought, than hIS uncle To no Chujo, who had
taken the death of his mother very much as a matter of course, and while
anxious to do everything that the public would think proper, obviously
regarded the whole business as a tiresome waste of time Even Genp,
who was only a. son-in-law, had shown much more concern. Among
Yugirr's own contemporaries, the one, strangely enough, who most
entered into his feelings was the qtuet, almost stolid Kashrwagi. How
glad he had been to see him during those days, and how preCIOUS his
sympathy had been! And it seemed to Yugrri exceedingly odd that Ochiba
showed no desire for similar consolanon ..

Kumoi still remained In the same uncertainty as to what was going on.
The frequent letters to Ono were all supposed to be connected WIth Ochi ...
ba's recent loss. But the death of this excellent lady was not in itself
sufficient to account for Yugirr's Iisclessness and preoccupation, One
evening when he lay on his couch, gazmg at the evening sky, she sent one
of the children to him with a scrap of paper on which was written:
· Gladly would I console you did I but know whether for the dead you
mourn, or for the living thus consume your heart' He smiled. Why
(he asked himself) did it please her to give him this loophole> She knew
well enough that, greatly though he had liked the old Princess, her death
could not conceivably weigh much on hIS rnmd after all these months.
Swiftly and negligently he dashed off the reply: 'Nor rhis, nor that.
Who grieves that one particular dewdrop vanishes into the morning a1r?'
This was all very well, but putting aside general considerations as to the
fate of dewdrops, It was evident that he had no intention of taking her
into his confidence; and Kumoi was very unhappy.

Yugiri had thought of waiting till the period of mourning was over
before he attempted another VIsit to Ono. But he found himself unable
to hold out so long, and reasonIng that, so far as her reputation was con
cerned, no more harm could happen than had been done already, he was
determined not to abandon the quest t111 hIS full purrose was achieved.
Kumoi might think what she pleased.. And however Irtrle encouragement
he received from Ochiba herself, that phrase about' one night only' in her
mother's letter gave his renewed attentions a. sort of sanction, and would
in the last resort make it difficult for her to dismiss him altogether ..
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It was about the middle of the nmth month. The grandeur of the
scenes through which Yugiri passed was such as could not have failed
to awe the dullest, the most urumpressionable visitor. HIS way lay
through forests 10 which not merely every leaf, but every bough had
been caught by the tempest and hurried earthwards, to toss amid the
whirhng wreckage from the heights above. As he approached the house,
the noise of distant chantmg mingled with the clamour of the storm.
Close under the fence a group of deer was sheltering from the blasts of the
storm, their hoofs preSSIng upon the brown race-stalks; nor did even the
harsh tones of the bird-clapper I drrve them from their refuge. They stood
together, crymg with a prnful air. The noise of the torrent startled
Yuglri from hIS thoughts, burstmg upon his ear WIth its thunderous
clang. Only the crickets, their arbours laid low by the storm, were
strangely qUIet. But one flower, the blue Dragon's Gall, was now re
warded for its long patience, and shining out all dewy amid the dead
grass, triumphed at last In Its desolate supremacy.

In all this there was nothing out of the ordinary; but given the nature
and circumstances of his VISIt, these commonplaces of the autumn land
scape moved him to an almost unendurable sadness.

Remernbermg Shosho no Kimi's gay laugh and handsome face, he felt
that to be WIth her for a lrttle might help to drive away this mtolerable
depression, and it was for her that he sent when he arrived at the usual
western door.

'Closer,' he said. · If I am obliged to raise my voice we may be over
heard, and I want to talk with you seriously. Surely you count It to my
credit that I have made my way through the hills at such a season.' He
glanced towards the mountain, · And now the mist IS nsmg,' he said.
'Look how thick.... ' · Closer, closer,' he whispered. She pressed forward
the curtain behind which she sat, rill it obtruded a lrttle way beyond the
edge of the reed-blmd She kept pullmg her skirts to one Side. ThIS
Shosho DO Kimi was a sister of the Governor of Yamato, and conse
quently a cousin of Ochiba, with whom she had been brought up on terms
of complete equality. She was therefore wearing the deepest mourning.

'I am sure It is natural enough that Lady Ochrba should be very much
upset,' said Yugm at last, "but I still do not understand why this should
involve such perSIstent rudeness to me. I am exasperated to the verge of
madness by her refusal to grant me a single word of reply. My mind is
gOIng to pieces altogether, everyone notices it: So he went on, and
presently merinoned the old Pnncess's last letter, breakrng mro tears as
he did so. "Your slowness in replymg," said Shosho no Kimi, weeping
even more bitterly than he, "seemed to have a disastrous effect upon her.
She had been much stronger lately; but that one day's suspense undid all
the good work. The evil influences that had before possessed her saw

:I A rattle used by peasants to scare awav birds from the crops.
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their opportunIty and were quick to use It. She was In a bad way on one
or two occasions at the time of her son-in-law's death, and we some
times thought It was all over with her. But she had only to remember
Lady Ochiba's need, and she would at once make an effort to recover
herself. I wish indeed we had someone like her to comfort my cousin
Ochiba. She's In such a state she hardly seems to know her own name,
and so it goes on from one day's end to another.' So, amid her sobs, she
somewhat Inconsequently sought to explain Ochiba's SIlence. 6 That's
all very well,' he sard, •but it leaves me as puzzled as ever by her mystifi
cations. I am, I hope I may say without rudeness, the one person who
can be of use to her at present. Her father I IS buried away In the clouds
on some distant mounram peak, and if he ever gIves a thought to famIly
affairs, he IS too far off to be of any practical assistance. There 15 no reason
why you yourself should not remonstrate with her when you get the
chance. It is really turning into a kind of obstinacy. However, It WIll all
come right in the end. She feels at present that she will never want to
return Into society; but people do not rernam In that state of mind in
definitely. Nor do things happen as one plans... .' But Shosho no Kimi
ga.ve him no help, and to hIS repeated messages Ochiba sent only the
reply that upon some future occasion, when feeling less dazed by her
loss, she would attempt to thank him for his repeated visits.

Back in hIS palace, he mooned about In so vague and distracted a man
ner, that the ladies of the household said to one another in shocked tones:
'What a wretched SIght the man IS! And the last person too whom one
would have expected to see in this state.' As for Kumoi, he remembered
how often he had praised in her hearing the pleasant relations that pre
vailed between the members of Genji's household. If she showed any
signs of resentment at his interest in Ochiba, he would at once think her a
most disagreeable, ungenerous creature. She, too, Kumoi felt, could have
endured rivals well enough if she had been used to them and if those
around her had learnt to take them as a matter of course. But from the
very beginning her father, her brothers - everyone had quoted Yugiri
as an unparalleled example of single..minded devotion; and that even this
prodigy of steadfastness should grow tired of her was a humiliation Indeed.

So they lay till it was almost dawn, neither heeding the other or show
ing the least disposition to make friends; and long before the mists had
cleared he Irritated Kumoi by getting up and writing his usual letter to
Ono. This time, however, she played no trick upon him. He wrote at
considerable length, and then pushing the letter away from him, began
humming a poem to himself. He did this very softly; but Kumoi heard
the words: "No message will you send me save that no message you will
send till an unending night its dreams shall end?' ·The SIlent Waterfall S

1 Suzaku.
:I Otonashi no Taki.
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that from Mount Ono drops ... ' she thought she heard him quote.
The answer came later In the mornmg, It was a solrd-Iookmg epistle,

wnuen on stout, brownish paper; and as usual the wrrter was Shosho no
Kimi. Kumoi watched hIS face while he read rt, Had Pnncess Ochiba
at last broken her silence? As a matter of fact the letter contained nothing
but remonstrations from Shosho upon the uselessness of hIS continuing
to wrrte. "To prove my pomt;' she said, · I enclose your last letter to her,
Just as It was when I rescued it: And here was his letter Indeed, torn
In pIeces and covered all over with random scribblmgs. HIS first feeling,
however, was not so much of pIque at the use to which it had been put,
as of delight that she had seen and handled it. PIecing together the frag
ments, he thought he could make out a poem somewhat in this style:
'Ceaseless as the waters of Mount Ono, day and night my Silent tears flow.'
It was only the old Ono poem twisted a little to SUIt her own phghr;
but there were points of interest In the penmanshiP:

How often had Yugrn watched other men fallmg into the helpless
state In which he now found himself! There had always seemed to him
something unreal In their languishings; and he had spoken of such people
wirh considerable seventy, feeling that with a hrtle effort they might at
any moment have escaped from their difficulties. But no, there was no
escape; nothing to do but to endure.

It was not long before Genu heard what was going on. It had always
been a comfort to him that Yugiri possessed so much good sense and
moderation. It was pleasant, for instance, to feel that whatever scandals
had to be investigated, Yugirr's name would never be involved; and the
more so because Genji himself had suffered from the effects of a quite
0pposlte reputation. ThIS attachment with Ochiba in any case could
bring little happiness to either of them. But It would not have been
quite so bad If she had been someone quite outside their circle. As it
was, what must To no Chujo and the rest be feeling about it? However,
Yugiri was qUIte capable of seeing all this for himself. There was nothing
that Genji could usefully say. He did not indeed think so much about
Yugiri as about the two ladles. For them he could not help being ex
tremely sorry. He mentioned the affair to Murasaki one day when he
was talking things over with her, and spoke of his own anxiety as to what
would become of her when he, like Kashiwagi, should have passed away.
She blushed and a look of pain crossed her face, for she knew well enough
how unlikely It was that she would survive him, She pitied all women..
How impossibly difficult was their position! IT they shut themselves
away, ignored the existence of beauty, tenderness - of all emotion
what was left, save to sit thinking of darkness and the grave? Nor was it,
in the end, of the slightest satisfaction to the parents who bore one, that
one should grow up into an inexperienced nonentity; on the contrary,
they were extremely disappointed. Was there not a story about the Silent
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Prince? t That was the kind of life women were expected to lead. They
must lock everything up In their hearts. But even the clergy regarded
silence as one of the hardest penances; and it was only by conSentIng to
speak at last that the Silent Prmce, despite all his -knowledge of good
and evil,' managed to avoid being burred alive And even If one could
settle, to one's own sansfactron, on a correct middle course, the dIfficultIes
of pursuIng It were Immense... It was not of herself, of course, that she
was thrnkmg, but of her adopted child, the Akashi Princess.

Curious to see how he would take It, GenJI began speaking of their
friends at Ono next rime Yugrri came to his palace. -So the mournIng for
Ochiba'5 mother wrll soon be over,' he said. -It must be Just thirty years
SInce Suzaku first took her under hIS protection.... A hfetrme, yes,
that is what a whole Iiferime looks hke when one sees It stretched out f

The night IS soon over, the dewdrops vanish In the sun, and H what worth
gaining, to hold so short a while?' But after she had taken her vows and
turned her back on the world, I fancy she settled down Into a not too un
comfortable existence, I am sorry she is gone. A great misfortune, a very
great misfortune.' -Yes, indeed,' said Yugrri, il when one sees what useless
and unimportant people are spoken of at their decease as -'losses to the
country:' t 'The ceremonies on the Forty-ninth Day,' he conrinued, 'are
left entirely in the hands of her nephew, the Governor of Yamaro. It IS

a wretched business; and somehow her evident loss of all Influence and
proper support makes a more painful impression now that she IS gone
than ever during her hfecime ·

'It has no doubt been a great shock to Suzaku,' said Genji, 'But I am
chiefly sorry for the daughter. I hear, by the way, that she IS pretty,
after Nyosan, she was certainly her father's favourite: · About the
daughter,' said Yugrri, -1 know very little. But I believe the mother
was a very agreeable woman, I did not know her well, but on one or
two occasions 1 was able to be of some slighr service to her.' If his son
had lied less flatly, Genji would have felt it possible to continue the
conversation. But such an attitude betokened a state of mmd that was
far removed from either mvrting or acceptIng advice. He felt 111 a.ny case
the absurdity of such a person as himself taking a high Iine about these
questions, and changed the subject.

In point of fact the arrangements for the service of the Forty-ninth
Day were made almost entirely by Yugrri, who took the utmost paIns
10 planning every detail. The reason for all this zesr on his part was

x A Buddhist story. The Prince, being endowed with knowledge of good and evil, and
memory of his past existences, remembered that In the Iavt but one he had spoken an
angry ~ord, and consequently spent his next existence in Hell. Having now been born
as a prince, he determmed to be on the safe side, and did not speak at all. \Vhen he was
thirteen, the King lost patience with him and gave orders that he was to be buried alive.
Upon which the Silent Prince at last spoke, For a version of the story see Chavannes,
CtnqCentContes et Apologues, i, 126.
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naturally the subject of much speculation. To no Chujo, when the matter
was mentioned to him, was dismclined, from what he knew of Yugiris
ch~r2.cter, to credit the existence of any scandal, and chiefly blamed
Ochiba for allowing an ourside person to play so promInent a part In the
proceedings.

It reached Suzaku's ears that she intended to stay at Ono and become a
nun. 'I hope you will do norhmg of the kind,' he wrote. 'It is, I know,
generally considered creditable for a widow to remain in retirement.
But there are CIrcumstances under which, for a girl like you, with no
one to take her side, such a course might have an OpposIte effect, both 10

this life and the next, to that which you imagine. At this moment I
,fa not think you can eirher Withdraw from the Court wrrhour giving
countenance to undesirable rumours, or embrace the religious Iife in a
suitable state of mind. If you are really bent upon rehgron, pray do
nothing irretrievable rill you ha.ve given your feelings time to subside.... t

He wrote several times to this effect. It was evident that he had heard
her name coupled WIth Yugrrr's, and was afraid it would be thought
that she was leaving the world In a fit of pique at the affair's Dot havmg
gone as she wished.

The news that Ochiba was soon returning to Court put Yugiri in a
difficult position. If he acted as one already having claims upon her, it
would gIve the impression that the late Pnncess had not exercised her
functions WIth proper strictness - an aspersion which, even though it
were not taken very seriously, he did not care to inflict upon the dead
woman's reputation. But to convince the world that the attachment had
Just commenced, to re-enact all the familiar stages of incipient attraction,
courtship and melancholy was more than could be expected of him.

As soon as the day of her arrival had been fixed, he sent for the Governor
of Yamato and consulted with him as to what could be done to make the
palace In the First Ward less uncomfortable. Even before the removal
to Ono the place had for so long been Inhabited by women only that
everything had run very much to seed. He now gave orders for a. general
cleaning up of the rooms and a complete new set of hangings, screens,
curtains-of-state and the like, seeing to every detail himself, It was
arranged that these fittings should be made as quickly as possible in the
Governor's own house.

When the da.y came Yugiri sent his carriage and outriders to fetch her,
but did not go himself. To her protestations that she had no intention
of lea.ving Ono, her cousin, the Governor of Yamaro, replied: 'Madam,
in this matter you must bow to my Judgment. I feel for you deeply, and
have for some time past done everything In my power to assist you. But
I have my province to think of; urgent affairs await me, and I must return
at once. Fortunately things are not so bad as they might be. I am handing
on the direction of your household to a most loyal and painstaking sue-
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cessor. I am not suggesting that you should accept him 10 any capacity
other than mine has lately been. But should you choose to do so, you
would have many precedents In your favour, nor would anyone have a
right to blame you, even though it were known that the attachment
were solely on hIS side. For a lady's Intentions, however determined she
may be, cannot be put into practice without the aid of some admirer who
is ready to place hIS influence and resources at her disposal. Do not think
that I mistrust your mtelligence. Your decisions, I am sure, will always
be excellent, I merely questlon your abihry to carry them out.' And th~n
turning to Ochiba's ladles: 'I regard you all as very much to blame In
this matter. You set the whole thing going, and now, I have reason to
believe, you are refusing to carry messages or give the unfortunate gentle
man any reasonable assistance.' Thus reproached, her wartrng-women
gathered round her and began to attire her In the new clothes into which
she was to change for the Journey. She was prevailed upon at last to let
them dress the hair - full six feet of It - that she longed so ardently to
sacrifice.' It grew a little thinner than formerly, though not to an extent
that anyone else would have noriced. But Ochiba now surveyed It WIth
dismay How altered she was, 10 this and every way! Never again would
she dare to show herself......' 'Come now,' her ladles erred, · we should
have been on the road hours ago. It will soon be getting dark.' One
had slipped out WIth a toilet-case, another with a clothes-box. Hampers,
sacks one by one had been laid upon the wagons. There was no one left
In the house, and at last, since she could not stay there all alone, weepIng
bitterly she climbed Into the carrIage that Yugiri had sent

ltt last they arrived. What had happened to her mother's house?
Who were all these people that crowded the passages? Whence this
strange air of festivity? And hardly able to believe that this was Indeed
her old home, Ochiba sat motionless in the carriage long after It had
halted.

Yugiri was wartmg in the eastern WIng of the Palace. He had brought
so many possessIons with him that Kumois people concluded he was
about to make a long stay. 'He might have given us a Iittle warning,'
they said. •When, pray, did the ceremony 2 take placer It was assumed
that a relationship had been going on in secret for years past. To no one
did it occur that the attachment was not mutual; a state of affairs very
unfortunate for Ochiba,

When supper was over and everything had quieted down, Yugiri "vent
to Shosho no Kimi and commenced his usual appeal. 'Surely you can
make up your mind to let her alone for a day or two,' the girl said. "We
can all trust you to remain faithful for as long as that. Madam, so far
from being any more cheerful today, has felt this homecoming very

I I e. to become a nun.
a The formal betrothal.
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bitterly, and it is no use trying to approach her. I must ask you, on my
own behalf, to show a Irttle consideranon; for if anything puts her out,
all the burden falls on me. It really is not possible to do anything with
her when she is In this state: 'That 1S very odd,' said Yugiri. · I should
never have supposed, from what I know of her, that she was so churlish
and unmanageable .. : and he began to advance every reason why it must
inevltably be not only to hIS advantage but also to hers - why no one
could possibly blame them, till Shosho no Kimi Interrupted impanenrly:
· You might as well ask me to bnng messages to a corpse. I tell you she
is half out of her wits, and were I to talk to her all night, she would not
at the end of it have understood a word I said. I am sure, SIr, you would
not wish to take advantage of her while she is in such a condition.' And
she wrung her hands. "This IS unheard-of,' he cried. 'No one can ever
have been insulted in so brutal a manner before. It would surprise her to
learn how any outside person would be struck by such conduct.' 'You
have very little experience of the world,' she laughed, 'If this is what
you call .. unheard-of." And as for appealing to outsiders, I think the less
said about that the better. I am not at all sure that they would be on
your side.' But though she stood up to him so well, she could not, as he
was now in charge of the household, close doors against him, and pre
sently the two of them together entered the Princess's room How could
one combat such impertmence, such callous lack of consideranon> Ochiba
did something which she knew would be thought childish and undignified
PIcking up a mattress, she rushed into the storeroom and locked the door
from wrthin, How long would she have to stay here? There was no
knowing. All her people seemed now to be on Yugirr's side, and in utter
wretchedness she settled down there for the night. He for his part, when
he had got over his first indignarion and surprise, felt calmer. This was
decisive; there could be no question of any completer rebuff. Here they
were for the nighr, for all the world like those unfortunate birds the
yamadort,x one on each side of the door. At last the dawn broke, and as
he was not anxious to publish too widely the fact that thts was the way
in which they had spent the night, he now left the house, after once more
attemptIng In vain to Induce her to open the door even so much as a crack.

He went to hIS father) s palace to rest, and there got Into conversation
with the Lady from the VIllage of Falling Flowers. · What does Kumoi
think of Ochiba's return to the First Ward?' she asked in her mild, tran
qurl voice. 'So people are making a story out of that, are they?' he said.
'The truth is quite simple. At first Ochiba's mother was adverse to my
taking charge of her daughter. But in her last hours she felt very anxious
as to what would become of Ochiba, were she left with no one to manage
her affairs, and as I had been a great friend of Kashiwagi, she withdrew

I The copper pheasant; the male and female are supposed to sleep one on each side
of the valley. I
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her objection and begged me to help Ochiba in every way. There was
nothing scandalous or surprising in my having brought her back to the
First Ward; all such Ideas are the mere inventron of gosSIpS and busy
bodies. As for Ochiba' - and here he laughed slrghtly - 'she talks
of nothing but becoming a nun, which shows that my devorron is Dot
of much interest to her. Perhaps it would be the best thing, after all, If
she did go into a nunnery, for at present my posrnon both with her and
with Kumoi IS an nnpossible one. But till she does so, I must continue
to help her as best I can - to do what her mother would have wished.

'Next time my father comes to see you, please explain all this to him,
if you get the chance. I have been frightened to mention it, lest he should
think that, after all this time, I have suddenly become frivolous in my
behaviour... Though as a matter of fact in things of that kind there IS
no reason for me to fear reproach, either from others or from my own
conscience.' 'I always thought,' she answered, 'that a quite wrong ac
count had been given of the matter; and now I see that I was right. And
really, there 1S no reason why you should not have two wives If you
want to. I am only sorry for the poor lrrtle prIncess. She has had things
all her own way for so long;' ." Poor little princess," indeed!' exclaimed
Yugrri Indignantly. 'It IS hard to recognize her in such a descripnon,
She 15 very well able to look after herself, I assure you. "Little demon"
would describe her better, when she fancies her rights are being infringed.
And why should you suppose I am going to ill-treat her? If you will
forgive my saying so, I should have thought your own case showed how
much was to be gained in the end by a httle patience and self-restraint.
A man may for the moment be hustled by tears and demonstrations, but
promises exacted in that way are broken immediately, and at the same
time leave behind them a disagreeable feeling on both sides. As you
know, I have always admired my stepmother in many ways; but nothing
about her has ever struck me as more admirable than her forbearance WIth
regard to you.' She was not deceived by this flattery. ·That is only
your way of makmg clear how little so Insignificant a person as myself
can know of such a. situation,' she said, snulmg. 'But I cannot believe
that Genji, of all people, would dare to make any fuss about a matter of
this kind, even to me in private. That would really be more than one
could tolerate, ... ' 'You' are quite wrong, t answered Yugiri.. 'He has
often held forth to me about such matters; and naturally, however bad
his advice may be, I am bound to appear impressed. I know the situation
is rather absurd'

But to return to the palace in the First Ward. ·Madam; said Ochiba's
maids, · you cannot continue to shut yourself up every time he calls.
Would it not be better to receive him once in the usual way, and if you
wish to break With him, tell him so properly, and have done with the
business for good and all?' But she did not feel that she owed any consid-
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eranon to one who had shown none to her and had already inflicted
upon her reputation injuries which It would take years to efface.

'Our mistress says that if later on, when she 15 feeling more inclined
for conversation, you are still kind enough to remember her, she wrll see
whether she cannot arrange to talk with you. But at present, while the
memory of her mother's death is strll so recent, she begs to be excused.'
So reported one of the maids. 'But the fact of the matter IS,' she went on,
'that everyone already regards you as a married paIr, and this naturally
annoys her extremely.' 'But it 15 not as though on any prevIous occasion
I had taken advantage of her, as tnany men would have done..... Tell her
that If she will come out Into her room, I will make no objection to
there bemg a screen between us, so long as I am allowed to tell her of
what I am suffering - which wrll certainly not break her heart to hear'
Let her grant me this, and she shall hear no more from me for many a
long month.' So Yugin pleaded; and when all other arguments proved
vain, he put it at last to Shosho no Kimi that If he were now to absent
himself altogether, It would be thought that he had tired of Ochiba 
an assumption more wounding to her pnde than any of the rumours
that were already afoot.

This was undeniable, and Yugiri (it was evident) would be so abjectly
grateful for a mere glimpse of the prrncess, that Shosho no Kimi weakened,
and finally showed him how to enter the storeroom by a secret door that
led Into the maids' rooms on the north SIde. That one of the ordinary
servants should be talked round Into betraying her was natural enough,
the world being as it 15. But here was Shosho no Krmi, her kinswoman,
the one person whom she believed to be really on her SIde, handing her
over to the enemy without a moment's compunction. Yugrri was now
addressing to her every conceivable form of specIous argument and en
treaty. But though he spoke with what she recognized to be great elo
quence and SpIrIt, she remained entirely unmoved, SItting before him with
her robe (for she was wearing no mantle) clutched rrghtly to her. Her
determmation to thwart him was evidently so intense, and her whole
artrtude expressed such profound horror at hIS prOXImIty, that for the
first time he began to think this was no mere shyness or widowly discre
tion. Almost any woman, he felt, would have shown some response to
such a courtship as hIS had been. But she, through It all, had been un
bending as an oak. He had heard of intense, unreasoning dislikes, for
which no cause, save an adverse experIence in some previous life, could
be assigned. But so clear a case as this he never thought to have dis
covered. Was this all that he had got in return for so much that he had
thrown away? And he remembered the time before any difficulties grew
up between him and Kumoi - all the small secrets and confidences that
had made those years so delightful. Suddenly he lapsed into silence;
his pleading was at an end. They both sat warring for the dawn.
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Though called a storeroom, the place where they sat was not much
encumbered. There were a few chests, full of perfumes, and some tray
stands, all pushed well out of the way, so that the effect was that of a small
and rather cosy room It had hrtherto been qUIte dark; but now a ray of
daylight suddenly darted In at the open door She had burred her head
In the folds of her robe. He leant forward and pulled the dress. Her hair
fell m a tangle about her face, and it was only when he had pushed It back
that he could at last make out her features In the grOWIng Iight. It was an
interesting, Irvely face that met hIS gaze; aristocratic, yet soft and wom
anly. And what did she think of him> In truth, she Irked him as she saw
him now far better than when he was dressed up for company. But it
was impossible that he should see anything in her. Had not Kashrwagi
(who had far less right to be particular) found her utterly unattractrvee
And that was years ago, when she was very different Indeed from what
she was now... Thus she reasoned with herself. And what would her
father and To no Chujo think? Then there was her mother's death....
If only the period of mourning were over.... It took Yugiri a long time
to contend WIth all these arguments.

When breakfast was served (not In the storeroom, I need hardly sayf)
it was thought that the dark furniture used during her mourning would
srrike a jarring note, and a space was divided off at one end of the room,
her screen-of-state being of clove-grey, and the furniture In general of not
too sumptuous a nature. The meal was served on a two-shelved side
board of plam sandal-wood, all these things havmg been provided before
hand by the Governor of Yamaro.

The attendants were dressed In inconspicuous shades of yellow, plum
colour, grey and brown, with a few In Iighter and gayer colour mixed
among them. As the union had taken place in a woman's esrablrshment,
there were many details in the tradrnonal rite which could not be ob
served; nor had there been anyone except the Governor to arrange matters
and Instruct the under-servants in their duties. On hearrng that so dis
tinguished a guest was settled in the house, many family retamers who
were not for the moment on duty hastened to the palace, and were received
by Yugiri in what I think 18 called the estate-office.

When Kumoi found that he showed no signs of returning from the
palace 10 the First Ward, she felt that she had gone on long enough de
fending him. People were right. He was no longer the same steady,
unchanging Yugm of former days. Of that Yugrri not a scrap was left;
and seeing no reason why she should put up with further humiliation at
his hands, she called at To no Chujo's house, and alleging an unfavour
able conjunction of the stars, established herself there apparently for
the night. It so happened that Lady Chujo was home on a VIS!t. Kumoi
found considerable comfort in her sister's company, and prolonged her
stay.
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To no Chujo had heard rumours of Yugiri's new attachment, and
was not surprised that the affair should have come to a head. He thought
Kumor's flight an unnecessarily violent form of protest, but then she had
always been quick-tempered and headstrong.

However, if Kumoi was difficult to deal with, her father was ten times
more so. No one had ever Insisted so punctrliously upon his rights as
head of the family. He seemed almost to take pleasure in parading his
intractab111ty. Yugiri was convinced that If he presented himself at the
Great Hall, his father-in-law would behave in the most unreasonable
way. 'Disgraceful. Not a word. Out of my sight!' That was his style,
and YugirI felt he could not face such a scene.

Kum01 had left some of the children behind, but the little girls, who
were mere babies, she had taken with her to To no Chujo's palace. Upon
Yuglrl ts first return to his home the little boys were wild with delight and
clustered round him. One of them, however, began to cry, saying he was
unhappy wrthout his mother, which Yugiri found very harassing. He
wrote letter after letter begging Kumoi to return, and even sent a carriage
to fetch her; but all to no effect. Her obstinacy was begrnnmg to irritate
him, and he felt very much Inclined to leave things as they were. But
this, he feared, might make a bad impression upon her father, and towards
evening he called In person at the house. He went at once to the quarters
she usually occupied when on a VIsit here. Kumor was nowhere to be
seen, but he eventually found some of her ladles, and the little girls with
their nurse. From them he learned that Kumoi was hving In the central
building wrth her sister. •You establish yourself in your SIster's apart
ments, as though you were not yet of age, leaving some of your children
at home and the rest in a distant wing of this palace. Pray tell me what all
this means. I have realized for a long nme past that your head was full
of the mos t ridiculous notions; but I did not think that, after all the
devotion I have shown you in past times, you would fly both from me and
our large family of children upon what is after all so flimsy a pretext.'
This was the rather testy note he sent in to her. She replied: 'What
good can come of my returning to you? At present you are tired of me,
and I see no reason to suppose that this feeling is not permanent, As for
the children, I am delighted to find that you take such an interest in them. t

He made no further effort to bring her back WIth him, and spent the
night alone. What kind of man can he have been (Yugiri asked himself)
who started the notion that love was an agreeable business? To distract
himself he had the little boys put to sleep where he could see them. But
he got little rest; for no sooner had he stopped thinking about the dis
astrous flight of Kumoi than he began worrying about Ochiba, How
much would she be upset by his absence tonight? Would all his work
in that quarter have to be begun over again?

Next mornmg he wrote to Kumoi: 'I think vour decision will be re-
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garded by everyone as very unreasonable, but such as It is I am wllling
to accept it. The children you have left behind with me are naturally
much distressed at your absence. But I presume you had reasons of your
own for deserting them as you did, and you must leave It to me to make
such provision for them as I thmk best. J There seemed In this to be
hidden some form of threat. DId he mean to hand them over to a step
mother? Monstrous as such a demand would be, she thought him quite
capable of it. Later on he even asked that the girls might be sent back to
him. 'It will henceforward be very difficult for me to have any dealings
with your father,' he wrote, 'and I shall probably never see the Iittle
girls at all, unless they come here. Surely It would be better to bring up
all the children together?' The boys were pretty creatures, strll qUIte
small. 'Do not listen to your mother, t he said to them. 'There are many
things which she does not properly understand, and this has given her
some harsh ideas, that are doing us all great harm.'

So far from being indignant WIth Yugiri, To no Chujo thought that his
daughter was merely making herself ridiculous by rhis sudden decamp
ment. 'You mrght have waited a htrle,' he said to Kumoi, 'to see how
thmgs would go. Yugiri IS after all a man of considerable good sense.
Such headstrong and precipitate behaviour does not sit at all well upon a
woman. However, since you have adopted this hne, you must srick to
It for the present. We shall see later on what steps he will take to get
you back.

To Ochiba To no Chujo sent the poem: 'Because of the bond that was
between us I will keep you a. place in my heart. But for sympathy you
must ask me no longer - you who now have more than your share!'
As messenger he chose hIS son Ben no Shosho, who had known the house
very well In Kashiwagr's time, and walked straight in. He was gIven a
seat on the verandah outside the women's quarters, but none of the ladies
seemed much Inclined for conversation. In Ochiba his visit naturally
awakened painful memories. He was the best-looking and most promising
of To no Chujo's sons, and as she watched him from within, Ochiba was
astonished by his resemblance to Kashiwagi. 'Cat.. it be,' he wrote, 'that
you intend to treat me, who came so often to this house, as an utter
stranger?'

She found To no Chujo's poem very hard to answer. Her maids insisted
that it could not be dealt WIth by proxy. If only her mother were there
to help her with it. She perhaps would be vexed at the circumstances
that had called forth To no Chujo's protest. But her mother had always
been ready to help her out of a difficulty, even to screen her rmsdoings.

, How can I, that am but one person, at the same time merit both sym
pathy and reproach>' Such was the tenor of her reply, and merely folding
it up she sent it out to Ben no Shosho unsealed. 'For a person who used to
know the house; he was saying to her ladies, •it is rather dispiriting to
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be left on the verandah in this way. I see that if I am to be regarded as a
privileged person I must come here often. Full adrmrrance is no doubt
only granted as the reward of long assiduity. So expect to see me here
frequently,' and with this attempt at levity he withdrew.

At the cime when Ochiba was gIvIng him no encouragement
a.nd Yugiris distracnon was most trying to those who Irved with him,
Kumoi suddenly received a letter from Koremitsu's I daughter. Kumoi,
this lady supposed, had always regarded her wirh complete indifference
Yet somehow the news of what was going on at Ono moved her to write
a letter of sympathy, and It was followed by others. In her poem she
said: 'I that am nothing, not for my own sake but for yours with tear-wet
sleeve lament that love grows cold.' KumOI thought this perhaps a. trrfle
impernnenc, but receiving it as she did at a time of profound discourage
ment, she was by no means displeased to discover sympathy even in so
humble a quarter. 'How often have I grieved for others in this same
plighr, and Irtrle dreamed how soon It would be mine.' ThIS was all that
she sent In reply; but simple though the words were, Koremitsu's daugh
ter did not doubt their smcerrty.

It should be explamed that during the period when To no Chujo kept
Yugiri away from Kumoi, he bad carried on a secret affair with this
diughter of Koremitsu. After hIS marriage he saw her only on very rare
occasions. By KumOI he had four boys and four girls, by Koremitsu's
daughter two boys and two girls. All twelve were handsome and well
grown children, particularly the four born to him in this secret union,
who were also very mtelligent. The younger girl and younger boy were
left with Koremitsu's daughter. But the older boy and girl were educated
by the Lady from the VIllage of Fallmg Flowers, who made a great fuss
of them. Here they were often seen by Genji and became great favourites
with him.

And so for the present we may leave Yugiri and his affairs.

x Genji's retainer. See Part 1, passim. Yugiri had fallen in love with her when she was
at the Palace as a Gosechi dancer. See Part Ill, p. 423.



CHAPTER XI

The Law

T HOUGH Murasaki was apparently no longer in immediate danger,
her illness had now lasted so many months that there appeared
to be little hope of recovery. To Genji it seemed that her strength

was gradually ebbing away. The thought of surVIving her appalled him;
and she herself, without anxiety for the future % (she was indeed to a.
singular extent devoid of such fetters as commonly bind us to the world),
had no misgiving, save the thought of what her death would mean to
one who had been her companion so long.

Her thoughts, as was natural, turned much upon the life to come, and
her rime was spent in numerous charities and consecrations. Best of all,
she would still have liked to spend the remaining moments of her life In

some place where they could be wholly devoted to rehgion; but Genji
would not give her leave. However, he had himself often expressed an
intention of pursuing the same course. Why should they not then do so
together? But certain though their faith might be that 10 Amida's Para
dise the same lotus would be their throne, in the meanwhile, he In his
convent and she in her nunnery, however near they might be, would not
be able to meet. His anxiety, 1£ she should grow suddenly worse, the mere
thought that she was in paln, would (GenJi well knew) make havoc of hIS
meditations .. Yes, he must content himself to lag behind, where so many
frail creatures 2 had gone forward unafraid.

She might indeed have acted without his permission; but to have ob
tained her end by such a course would, she knew, give her no sansfaction,
and she felt aggrieved that her wish was still denied. Perhaps, however
(she reflected), lt was not his fault. No doubt some sin of her own was
weighing upon her and holding her back from spiritual progress.

Some while ago she had caused a thousand copies of the Lotus Scripture
to be made, and she now hastened to give them as an offering. The cere
mony was to take place in the Nijo-in, which she had come to regard as
her home. The robes for the seven ministrants were also her gift, and
every detail, down to the stitching of the seams, was designed according
to her directions. She had not told Genjl what was afoot, but he naturally
saw something of the preparations, and admired the taste and knowledge
that marked her handling of religious as well as of all other activities;
and he managed, while not knowing exactly what was needed, to make a
few such general contributions as could not come amiss. Yugiri was in
charge of the dancers and music. Presents and contributions poured in
from the Emperor, the Crown Prince, the Empress, and all the great

1 She had married off her adopted child, the Akashi Princess, to the Emperor.
2 Utsusemi, Fujitsubo, Nyosan, etc.
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ladies at Court, in such numbers that the messengers would at any time
have packed the corridors almost to overflowing. It may be irnagrned
then what was the scene when they were added to the throngs that were
already assembled for the Service."

It was the tenth day of the third month. The trees were all m blossom,
the weather mild and calm; Indeed It seemed as though Paradise itself
were not far away, and even an unbeliever could not but have regained hIS

innocence. The Woodmari's Song, resounding from so many lrps, moved
MurasakI intensely, as Indeed It would have done at any rime In her hfe,
But today the words had a new srgrnficance 'Though In Iife no prize
awaIts me, yet am I sad to know the firewood is burnt out and soon the
flame will sink." So she wrote, and sent the poem to the Lady of Akashi,
by the hand of little Prince NIOU. To answer In the same strain would
be thought unfeeling, should anyone chance to hear of It, and though the
reply seemed to her somewhat forced, the Lady of AkashI wrote: 'For a
thousa.nd years did the Blessed One that hermrt serve; and shall your flame
so soon amid the faggots of hIS Law expire>'

All night long the chanting continued, to the perpetual beatings of
gongs and drums. As dawn began to break and the colours of the flowers
showed forth again where the morning air had rent the rnisr, Murasaki
felt that spring, the season she had loved, still had the power to call her
back. And while from every branch came a twrttering of birds that made
even the shrrll music of the flutes seem dumb, the dancer stepped the dance
of Prince Ling ? The effect of the final movement, especially of the gay,
rapid passage at the end (given the place and hour), was tremendous.
GIfts poured in upon the performers, those present in their excitement
smpping the cloaks off their own backs and heaping them before the
dancers and musicians. Then followed a concert in which all the notable
players at Court took their part. Everyone seemed happy and excited.
· A Iittle longer,' thought Murasakr; and she felt there were after all many
things that It was sad to lose.

But she had on the day before exerted herself far more than usual, and
was now very fatigued. When she thought that all these people, whom
she had for so many years past seen at similar gatherings, such a one
always with his flute, another with his zithern, were before her for the last
time, she raised herself WIth an effort and looked fixedly at each one.

x The service consisted of the reading ofthe Lotus Scripture, this required eight sittings.
There was also the drama of the Woodman, one priest playing the part of Shakyamuni
when he was a woodman, and the rest walking round him in circle and chanting the
Woodman's Song: 'Had I not cut firewood and drawn water for the rtshi, would you now
possess the Scripture of the Lotus Flower?'

This refers to a legend that in a previous incarnation Buddha obtained the doctrine of
the Lotus Scripture from a rishi whom he served as henchman"!

, TheRanryo-o. Prince Ling had a face of womanish beauty and found that in battle his
enemies were not afraid of him. He therefore took to wearing a ferocious mask. But
some say he wore it to protect his complexion,
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And then there were the ladles with whom, at the summer and WInter
festrvals, she had carried on a kind of rivalry. Sometimes, over these con...
certs and sports, there had even been, underneath the outward show of
good manners, a certain element of Jealousy and brtrerness. Yet she loved
them all, and now they, for a. time at any rate, would stay behind, while
she, all alone, set out she knew not whither,

So grave was her condirion during the summer heats that the Akashi
Prmcess obtained leave of absence from the Palace, and settled In the
Nijo-in. She was to occupy the eastern WIng, but ceremonies of reception
took place in the Main Hall. The procedure was the same as that which
Murasaki had witnessed many times before. But today it moved her
strangely, for she felt it to be her last glimpse of the outside world; and
as the names of the attendant officers were called, her ear strained eagerly
for the response of this or that Iong-fanuliar voice. It was some while
since she had seen the Princess and there was much to say. 'I am so glad
you have come here first,' Murasaki greeted her. '1 hear you are to be
quartered far off 10 the eastern WIng. Once you are settled there, it will
be tiresome for you to come over here, and I am afraid I shall scarcely be
able to visrt you.... '

The Princess remained with her a long while, and they were presently
JOIned by the Lady of Akashi, During the conversation that followed,
Murasaki made no allusion to her own approachrng death. But she let
fall now and then a few words, spoken very seriously and quietly, which
showed that the transience of all human things ran constantly through
her thoughts. Seeing the Akashi Prmcess's children she shed a few tears.
How dearly she would have loved to see what became of them! Her tear
stained face was so lovely, and she looked In every way so far the reverse
of haggard or ailmg, that the Princess could hardly believe the truth of
the dismal reports she had heard. This mysterious and ever-grOWIng
weakness - whence came it and how had It begun? Murasaki did at last
refer to her death, but in a quite matter-of-fact way, sayIng in the course
of conversation. 'There are one or two servants who have been here for
years past. 1 do not like to think of their being left without support.
Perhaps, when I am no longer here, you would not mind keeping an eye
upon them,' and she named several of such officers and retainers to the
Ak ashi Prmcess,

Presently, when the others had retired, to prayers or what not, Mura...
saki, during a respite of her malady, sent for Iittle NI0U, who was her
favourite among all the royal children, and said to him: 'If 1 were not
here, would you sometimes think about me?' , Yes, indeed I would,' he
said. 'I love my father, the Emperor, and Madam my mother too; but
not half as much as I love my dear granny. Without you 1 should be very
sad,' and trying to hide his tears, he hastily brushed his sleeve across his
face with so pretty a gesture that she could not help smiling. 'When you
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are grown up,' she said, 'you shall have this house for your own, and In
the flower-season you will have the red plum and cherry-tree In front of
your window. Enjoy them, and sometimes, should you think of it, offer
a spray or two of blossom to the Lord Buddha.' He watched her face
earnestly while she spoke, and nodded at the end. Then, feeling that he
could no longer check his tears, he left the room.

The cool of autumn brought her a certain measure of relief; but the:
shghtest exertion was sufficient to cause a relapse. The weather was at
no time very severe; but as the season wore on she suffered from a con
tinual sense of damp and chill. The time for the Prmcesss return to Court
had come. Murasaki longed to beg for an extension of her visit; but the
Emperor was already chafing at her long absence. Messengers were con
nnually arrrving from Court, and it would have been ImpertInent to detain
her for more than a few hours longer. SInce it was utterly out of the
question that Murasaki should pay the customary visit to the Princess's
quarters, the Princess, contrary to all precedent, condescended to visit
her. The sick woman felt embarrassed at causing this difficulcy; but she
longed passionately to see the girl once more, and finally all the royal
gear was carried to the Main Hall.

A cold wind had sprung up towards evening; but Murasaki, wantIng
to get a better view of the garden, had been helped onto a couch by the
WIndow. Genji was delighted to see her capable of so much exertion.
•You seemed to get on much better today,' he said. 'I believe it has gIven
you new strength to have the Princess so near you.' H1s delight at her
supposed Improvement only brought home to her all the more poignantly
how terrible was the blow that awaited him. 'Hopes then the dewdrop
upon the wind-swept grasses of the heath to build a safe abode?' Such
was the acrostic I poem she recited; and he:' Where all things race so madly
to their doom, why think one fragile dewdrop will be first to reach the
destined goal?'

'Now; she said presently, 'you had better go back to your rooms. I
am feeling very giddy; and though I know you would forgive me if I did
not entertain you properly, I do not Iike to feel that I have been behaving
badly.' Her screens-of-state were drawn in close about the couch. The
Princess stood holding Murasaki's hand in hers. She seemed indeed to be
fadmg like a dewdrop from the grass. So certain seemed the approach of
death that messengers were sent In every direction to bid the priesrs
read scriptures for her salvation. But she had more than once recovered
from such attacks as these, and it was hoped that this was merely another
onslaught of the 'possession' that had attacked her years before. All
night long various prayers and incantations were kept going, but in vain,
for she died next morning soon after sunrise.

The Akashi Princess WaS profoundly thankful that she had stayed to
I Play on oku, 'to settle' (of dew) and oku, 'to rise from bed/
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witness the end. The event, though so long expected, left all her people
in a state of dazed bewilderment. Genu himself broke down completely,
and when Yugiri arrived, felt disposed to put all arrangements into his
son's hands. Summoning him to where she lay, GenJi said: 'You know
that it was always her desire to take Orders before she died; but not realiz
ing how swiftly the end would come, I would not gIve her leave - which
I now deeply regret. The chaplains who were on duty during the night
have apparently all left the house, or at least I hear no sound of them.
But there is probably still some priest or other to be found. It is not too
late to do what may, with Buddha's help> aid her on the dark road she
must tread: I

· I have known many cases; said Yugiri, 'in which a possessing spirit
was thwarted by such a course, and it might well have been so in her
case. They say that to have JOIned a holy Order for a single day or night
brings great benefit in the Iife hereafter. But now that she is dead, what
sense can there be 10 administering the tonsure? You w111 only be making
the scenes which must ensue more depressing for yourself, WIthout afford
ing any assistance to her in the journey beyond the grave.' Certam priests
had, it was found, stayed behind to watch the body, and sending for
them Yugiri now instructed them in their duties. It was many years since
his thoughts about Murasaki had been other than he could publish to all
the world.. But since he caught SIght of her on the morning of the ty
phoon, he had often wondered whether they would ever again be brought
together. Her voice he now knew he would never hear; but there was still
a chance to see her once again, and while scolding one of the maids for the
loudness of her sobbing, as though absent-mindedly, he pulled up a cor
ner of the curtains. The daylight was still feeble, and he could see very
little. But at that moment Genji :1 himself held up the great lamp, bring
ing it so close to the couch that Yugiri suddenly saw her in all her loveli
ness. ·And why should he not see her?' thought Genji, who knew that
Yugiri was peeping. But in a moment he covered his eyes with his sleeve.
· It is almost worse to see her now while she 1S still unchanged: he said.
·One thinks that she will speak, move ... .' Yugiri brushed away the
tears that kept on dimming his eyes. Her hair lay spread across the pil
lows, loose, but not tangled or disorderly, in a great mass, against which
in the strong lamplight her face shone with a dazzling whiteness. Never,
thought Genii, had her beauty seemed so flawless as now, when the eye
could rest upon it undistracted by any ripple of sound or motion. Yugiri
gazed astounded. His spirit seemed to leave him, to float through space
and hover near her, as though it were he that was the ghost, and this the
lovely body he had chosen for his habitation.

As neither GenJi nor any of the ladles who had been long in Murasaki's
I Ad.m:inister the tonsure; this was often done to the dying, and occasionally to the dead.
• From inside the curtains.
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servicewere in a condition to make the final arrangements, all this, as well
as the duty of encouragIng and consoling the bereaved, fell upon Yugiri.
His life had brought him occasion to witness many scenes of sorrow, but
none so pitiful as those that now ensued; nor did he imagine that it could
ever fall to hIS lot again.

For many days afterwards he remained in close attendance upon his
father, trying by every means he could think of to distract and console
him. The equinoctial gales had begun to blow, and tonight it came back
vividly to Yugiri's mind how he had caught sight of her on the morning
of the great typhoon. And then again on the day she died. That Genji
should mourn was well enough; but what right had Yugiri to this griev
ous pain? And to hide hIS sorrow he drew a rosary towards him, and
clicking the beads loudly he muttered, 'Amida, Amida, Amida Buddha,'
so swiftly that the falling of his tears could not be heard.

Day and night Genji wept, till it seemed that a veil of tears hung be
tween him and the world. A thousand times he asked himself what use
they had ever been to him - this beauty, of which so much had been
said, these talents that were supposed to raise him above all his peers?
No sooner did he come into the world than loneliness and sorrow fell to
his share. And then as though Buddha feared that even now he might
harbour some remnant of trust in life and its joys, loss upon loss was
visited upon him, from all of which he had in the end recovered. But now
at last this greatest of imaginable sorrows had indeed effected what all
preVIOUS affhctions had failed to achieve. No longer did he ask for a day
more in the world, save that he might devote it to penances and fasting.
And yet, if anything stood between him and the demands of religion, it
was this very sorrow, which by its insensate violence had so unarmed
him that he knew himself to be in no fit state to take his vows. Often he
prayed earnestly that a moment of oblivion might come in which he could
embrace the life he craved for. There were times too when another con
sideration weighed with him. If he were at once to enter an Order, it
would be thought that he had done so yielding weakly to an impulse of
the moment - had been unhinged by the shock of a sudden bereave
ment; and this was an impression that he by no means wished to create.

Thus the struggle between his desire to embrace a. different life, and his
distaste for the impression he would create by domg so, further increased
his agitation.

Even in the matter of condolences To no Chujo made a point of never
going beyond what, in his view, the occasion strictly demanded. And it
indicated on his part a very high view of Murasaki's worth that he now
not merely paid the formal visit of sympathy, but followed it by numer
ous letters. He remembered that it had been just this time of year, the
middle of the eighth month, when his sister Aoi died; and of those who
had then mourned her, how many had since followed in her tracks! So he
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was reflecting one cheerless evening, when autumn had more than ever set
its mark upon the sky. Sending for his son Ben no Shosho, he wrote a long
letter to Genji, and 10 the margin: · An autumn of the past seems like to
day, and adds fresh dewdrops to a sleeve already drenched with tears.'
Memories of the past, not only of the rime when Aoi died, but of a thou
sand episodes In which he and To no Chujo had been linked together, now
crowded to his mind, and it was through a stream of tears that he wrote
the reply: 'This grIef and that are mingled in my thoughts, and only this
I know: that hateful is this season and all its ways.' In the letter that he
wrote with this poem there might have been, had he expressed the half
of what he felt, a passionate outpollrlng of misery and despair. But he
knew that To no Chujo was apt to regard the expression of such feelings
as a sign of reprehensible weakness, and promising to write again later,
he now merely said: 'I cannot thank you enough for the sympathy that
your many enquiries have shown.' 'Though light in hue the dress ... .'
So had GenJl once I written. But custom could no longer restrain him,
and he now wore what was not far removed from full mourning.

Nor indeed was grief confined to the immediate circles of the Court.
It frequently happens that those who by favour have risen to such an
eminence as that which Murasaki enjoyed are subjected to a good deal of
general spite. Often they are felt, even when showing themselves most
affable, to be so conscious of their superiority, that what they mean as
kindness has merely the effect of making ordinary people addrtionally
timid and uncomfortable. In Murasaki there was no suspicion of this.
The rare loveableness of her nature had in one way or another made its
Impression even in the most unlikely quarters, and her partlsans were as
warm as they were ubrquitous, There were many who, though they be
longed to a class of SOCIety very different from hers, could not during these
autumn days hear with dry eyes either the rush of the WInd or the cry of
Insects.

The Empress Akikonomu wrote constantly to Genji at this time. In
one of her poems she said: 'Rightly she Judged (no more WIll I gaInsay
it) who to dead leaves and weary autumn fields gave but a grudging
praise. '

This letter, listless though he was, he read many times, and felt that if
anyone's company could serve at this moment to drstract him a little
from his misery, it would be hers. 'You that in far-off countries of the
sky can dwell secure, look back upon me here; for I am weary of this frail
world's decay: So he answered, and having folded the paper, sat for a
long while gazing abstractedly before he sent It on Its way.

So little could he trust himself to behave with proper dignity and re
straint, that he altogether avoided the more public parts of the Palace,

,I At the time of Aoi's death. See Part I, p. 169- Full mourning was worn for a parent,
but not for a wife.
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spendIng most of his time in a room near the women's apartments at the
back. Here he was able to pursue his devotions undisturbed. One thing
only mattered to him now. to attain the certainty that, parted though
they were upon earth, in Paradise they would for ever be refreshed by the
dew of the same lotus.

The ceremonies of the Forty-ninth Day, for which (in his distraction)
Genji had omitted to give any insrrucnons, were arranged by Yugiri ..
And so rime passed, Genu constantly thmking that he would tomorrow
take the step for which he longed. .. But somehow he did not do so.
For one thing, he longed first to see the Akashi Prmcess and her children.



CHAPTER XII

Mirage

SPRING shone once more upon the world; and as in other years his
doors were thronged by visitors. But he pleaded illness, and re
mained behind the screens-of-state. It was only when his half...

brother, Pnnce Sochi, came that he felt inclined for a less formal saluta
tion, a.nd calling him into the screened recess, GenJi recited the verse:
«Seek not in this domain the gladness of the year; for gone is she with
whom 'twas joy to praise the shining boughs of Spring: Prince Sochi
answered: 'Think not that I have come in quest of common flowers; but
rather to bemoan the loss of one whose scent has vanished from the air:
And when later on Genji watched his brother walking away beneath
boughs of red plum-blossom, he felt that if anyone could this year Incite
him to take pleasure in the beauty of the garden, it would be this Prince
Sochi, to whom his heart always warmed. The flowers were not yet fully
open; but that is just the time when their scent is sweetest. But this year
there were no concerts or picnics; indeed, all was changed.

Those of Murasaki's ladies who had been long in her service were still
dressed in deep mourning and were inconsolable as ever for her loss.
Their only comfort was that Genji had quite ceased to pay any visirs, and
they were thus able to distract themselves by continually warting upon
him. It was long since he had had any serious dealings with people such
as this. But there were some of them to whom he had at one time or
another taken a fancy. If any of these now hoped to profit by the situa
tion, they were sadly mistaken. He slept alone; and those ladies who
were retained for night service went on duty several at a time and were
posted at a considerable distance from where he lay. Sometimes he would
talk to them about old days. It seemed that, despite the increasing earn
estness of her convictions, small matters (likely to have no lasting effect
upon their relations) had at the time very much disturbed her; and it was
intolerable to him that, trivial or ridiculous though the occasion might
have been, he should ever have caused her to suffer. And much more when
he came to think of the few more serious occasions.... How often, while
perfectly understanding all that was going on 10 his mind, had she re
frained from any reproach or complaint! But there must all the same have
been times when, at any rate for the moment, it was quite impossible for
her to foresee how this affair or that would turn out 10 the end, and he
bitterly regretted that he should ever have caused her to watch him with
anxiety and misgiving. He sometimes talked this over with those who
had known her best in those days. There was the time when Nyosan first
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came to live with them. Murasaki had never been openly hostile; but she
had certainly suffered very much. He remembered that snowy morning,
when coming back to their room at dawn he found that she had been
weeping. How gentle, how forbearing she had been, how she struggled
to hide from him what she was enduring! And now he lay all night long,
hoping against hope that he might so much as see her for an instant in his
dreams. 'There's been quite a heavy fall of snow: He woke up to hear
someone saying this - no doubt one of the ladies, going back to her own
quarters. More vrvidly than ever did he remember that other snowbound
morning, and his loneliness became unendurable.. To distract himself he
dressed hastily and was soon absorbed in his devotions. Presently the
dead ashes were swept from his fire-stand, the buried flame shot up again
and burned brightly in his room. Chunagon and Chujo, two of Murasakr's
ladies) were with him. 'You may well imagine,' he said, •that last night
was no very good one for sleeping all alone .. Why, when every circum
stance seems aimed to wean me from the world, I should still cling to this
sort of life, is more than I can explain.' But he was really thinking that to
these ladies of hers the task of waiting upon him did afford some small
comfort) and he wondered what would become of them when he was gone.

He had known Chujo SInce she was a child, and there had at one time
been an intimacy between them. ThIS, while Murasaki was alive, made
Chujo very shy in Genji's presence. But since her death, they had (on
quite different terms) again become friends. For the girl had been a great
favourite of Murasakr' s, and this reason alone sufficed to make her dear
to him; he grafted her on to hIS life, hke the pine-tree that grows on the
green barrow of a tomb.

The princes with whom he had been most intimate, his bsothers and
cousins, called constantly; but he would see none of them. For despite
all the efforts he made to get himself into a fit state for company, months
of despondency had, he felt, worked such havoc with him, that if he were
again to receive his friends, they would remember him as he now was,
and not as they had once known him. But merely to hide would defeat
his end; for if it got about that he was ashamed to be seen, or was so
broken by sorrow that he could not maintain a rational conversation, an
even worse impression might get abroad than was warranted by the truth.
And lest it should be said that he had ended his days in decrepitude and
imbecility, he began again to admit Yugiri and a few others to his pres
ence. But he spoke to them always from behind his curtains-of-state.
About one thing he was determined: he must recover himself sufficiently
to meet people and show a good face to the world before he took the final
step that he was contemplating. He attempted several times to visit the
various ladies of his household, but he found himself unable to control his
grief, and hastening home determined in future not to make any further
effort to keep in touch with the world.
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The Akashi Princess was now back at the Imperial Palace, but GenJi
persuaded her to let Prince Niou stay with him for a while. The child
showed a great interest in the red plum-tree in front of hIS room, con
stantly trottmg out to see that no harm came to it HIS granny, he said,
had told him to .. It was only the second month, and though the flowering
trees were all in bloom, they were not fully out, so that the shimmer of the
blossoms hung hke a delicate mist along the boughs, and when a night
ingale began to sing in full voice upon a branch of NI0U'S tree, Genji could
not refrain from coming out to Irsten. •Knows he that she who built hIS

shining bower hears him no more - the nightingale upon the red plum
tree?' So he murmured as he walked..

Spring advanced, and Murasaki's gardens took on their wonted splen
dour; but the sight of them gave him no pleasure, and indeed he longed
to be in some place far off among the mountains, so bare and desolate that
neither sight of flower nor song of bird would sharpen his sorrow. First
the globe-flower reached its glory in a tangle of dewy blossom. Then
when the single cherry had fallen and the eight-fold giant cherry was al
most over, the birch-cherry began to open, while the wistaria was still
but faintly colouring, and held all its treats in store. How skilfully she
had contrived her planting, so that wherever one turned there were later
flowers to follow those that were early over, and others and ever more to
take their place ..

Little Niou, who had not yet discovered that the Nijo-in and the New
Palace I were separate places, cried out in delight: ·Look, my cherry-tree
is in bloom. I know what we'Il do to prevent its Iosrng the flowers. We'Il
put screens-of-state all round it, and then if no one opens the flaps, the
wind cannot possibly get in: This was certainly a good idea, and Genji
smiling asked him if he knew the poem: «Would that my sleeve were wide
enough to cover ..... ' :I «But yours is a much more sensible plant' he added.
This little prince was the only person in whose company he now took
pleasure. 'I am afraid we shall not be able to play together much longer,'
he now said to the child. 'I do not mean that 1am going to die; but I shall
be living at a place where we cannot meet .. ' 'At a place where we cannot
meet? That is what my granny said too .... : and Niou lowered his
eyes..

One evening when a faint haze mingled with the fading light, Genji
at last set out to visit the Lady of Akashi. His VIsit took her completely
by surprise; for it was a very long while since he had been near her. But
she managed all the same to receive him in good style, and to make so
agreeable an impression that he found himself wondering whether she

I Genji's old palace (where Murasaki died) and the New Palace in the Sixth Ward,
where the child now' was,

.' 'Would that my sleeve were wide enough to cover the spaces of the sky; then should
the wind no longer at his pleasure scatter the flowers in Spring.' - Anon.
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were not after all the most charming person in the world. But then there
cameinto his face an expression, the meaning of which she was perfectly
well able to decipher: he was thinking how hrtle she had ever interested
him compared wrth Murasaki, and how useless it was to seek consola
tion in this or any other quarter.

I Even during my exile at Suma,' he said, when they had talked quietly
for a while, 'I was already thinking of entering some monastic retreat far
away from all human habirarion, and there ending my days. And at the
time there was not much reason why I should not do so. But 10 my latter
years a thousand nes and duties have made such a prIsoner of me that I
could no longer dream of escape. But I feel ashamed that, while it was
still possible, I had not firmness enough to take this step.' 'I do not think
anyone IS likely to reproach you,' she answered. I Even those whom no
one would miss are often prevented from leaving the world by ties and
affections that exist only on their Side. And how much the less can
you, upon whom so many persons depend, be expected to take such a step
wtthouc misgiving- I rhmk you are much more likely to be blamed for
taking Orders in a rash and inconsiderate manner than for conrinuing your
present Iife too long. I remember many cases of people leaving the world
because they were upset about something; but I have always considered
that a very foolish course. I feel sure you had better wait until the little
prInces are older and things have been settled in a manner that will rrd
you of all agitation and anxiety.' How wise such advice sounded! 'I
fear,' he said, 'that such extreme circumspection as you recommend seems
to me more culpable than any rashness.' He talked for a while about their
own long friendship, and then said: 'Do you remember the Spring when
Lady Fujitsubo died? Then I did indeed feel that "if the cherry-tree had
any heart, it would flower with black blossom.' t I admired her for her
taste and elegance; beside, we had been brought up together as children,
so that it was natural I should feel her loss. But this is a very different
business. It is not only as a wife that I miss her. She came to me so young,
and it seemed as though we had so many years before us.... When I con ...
sider her charm, her talents, her wit, I am overwhelmed at the thought
of what has befallen me.... '

They sat talking of old times till late that night. He would indeed
have, in a way, been happy to stay there till morning. But nonethe
less, he went home, though he knew that this would disappoint her
·What a change from the Genji of old days!' he thought, as he left her
rooms. Going straight to hIS day quarters he resumed hIS devotions, tak
lng no more repose than a few minutes' rest upon his couch.

The time of the Festival " came round, and Genji, thinking of the
lively throngs that would soon be gathering at the Shrme, sent all
Murasaki's people back to their families. "They V\TIl l be disappointed if

1 The Kamo Festival in the fourth month.
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they miss the sights,' he said. ' Let them go quietly home and attend the
Festival from there.' It so happened that as Genji came along towards
the eastern wing he found Chujo no Kimi taking a hurried sleep. She
rose quickly when she heard his step, and In the moment that elapsed
before she hid her face 10 the wide sleeve of her gown he had time to note
the liveliness of her features, the fine poise of her head. Her hair, ruffled
during her nap, spread down in a wide tangle, as she now stood with
bent head. Her trousers were red, with faint markings in yellow. Her
robe, of sombre purple, with patterns in very dark colours, was folded
all awry, and her Chinese cloak had slipped from her shoulders. While
setting herself to rights she laid down the hollyhock I she had been carry
ing in her hand, and picking it up Genji said: 'What is this thIng? I
have positively forgotten what they are called.' 'On this day of all days,
when the warerplant is set In the pot to which the God descends, Can you
forget the garland's name?' Such was the acrostic poem with WhICh she
answered him, and he: 'Nothing, I thought, In the wide world could
tempt me. But 10, the hollyhock has shown that in my fancy lurk
treacheries unsubdued.'

During the heavy rains of the fifth month he grew weary of sitting day
after day with nothing to distract him, and towards the middle of the
month, one night when the rain had stopped and the moon appeared in
marvellous splendour between the clouds, he called Yugiri to him. The
orange-blossom glowed in the moonlighr, and an exquisite fragrance
was wafted towards them where they sat. They were hoping every mo
ment to hear' the voice that eternally revisits those changeless haunts,' 2

when huge clouds came rolling, rain began to pelt, and a sudden gust of
wind almost blew out the lamp. '1 am getting used to solitude,' he said
to Yugiri; 'but tonight for some reason I was feeling very lonely. My life
here is certainly such that I shall be in very good practice when I arrive
at my mountain temple!' He remembered that Yugiri had not been offered
anything. •One of the ladies can bring the fruit, t he said. · We shall not
require any gentlemen in attendance tonight. They would only be a
worry to us: Yugiri meanwhile, watching his father's face, wondered
whether he were really so well prepared for the cloister as he imagined.
It was clear that his thoughts were still at every moment centred on the
one subject of his loss, and this was hardly a state of mind that promised
him much success in his devotions. But Yugiri, who was still haunted by
the glimpse of her he had caught on that unforgettable mornIng, felt that
he could understand his father's condition. 'The anniversary will soon
be here; he reminded Genji. 'Have you any instructions to give?' · I do
not know,' replied Genji, 'that there is much point in doing anything out

:r Worn by worshippers at the Kamo Festival. Its name also means 'day of meeting,'
and there is a play on this in both poems.

:I The cuckoo.
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of the ordinary. But I think this would be the right time to dedicate that
picture of Amitabha's Paradise which she ordered before she died. I
know that she gave one of her chaplains full instructions about the
dedication, and If there is anything else that requires doing, you had
better go to him for advice.' '1 am sure we shall have no difficulty about
anything of that kind;' answered Yugiri, 'for she went into all these
ma.tters with the minutest care; indeed, if any soul ever deserved salva
tion, I am sure it is hers. But what a pity it is that, dying so young,
she left behind her no real heir to her beauty and talents! It is a thing I
have always regretted... .' «The fault,' said Genji, 'lay perhaps not so
much in her destiny as in mine. Look how few children I have had
altogether! You are the one whom Fate has endowed with a fine brood
ofheirs! There is no fear of your house shrinking into oblivion. t He knew
that if the conversation turned upon the past, he might at a.ny moment
display his weakness 10 a manner that he WIshed above all thmgs to avoid.
Suddenly the long-expected voice of the Cuckoo came to hIS rescue, and
with singular appropriateness he quoted the poem, 'How can the Cuckoo
have known?'

, Come you in quest of her that is no more, 0 Cuckoo,
Who through the drenching rain did hurry from your hill?'

So Genji now sang, and Yugiri answered him: 'Search rather in your
Dark Land," 0 Cuckoo, and tell her that the tree she planted is in bloom. t

Yugiri remained at his father's disposition all night; and it gave
him a strange sensation to move without restraint in these quarters which,
during Murasaki's lifetime, had been surrounded by so much mystery.

During the Gosechi dancing :I that year Yugiri's two older boys acted
as pages at the Court. They were about the same height, and looked very
pretty together. Kurodo and his brothers.t who had been chosen to act
as heralds at the Tasting of the New Rice and were wearing the mag ....
nificent blue-printed robes of their office, took charge of the boys and
introduced them into the Presence. What, Genji asked himself as he
watched the boys, lay behind that wondering and innocent expression?
And once more he vividly recalled the little Gosechi dancer who had
caught his own fancy years ago.

As the day drew near when his present life of seclusion in the midst of
the Court was to reach its close, he spent his time chiefly in going through
hIS possessions and deciding what was to become of them after his de
parture. Much of his property he now dispersed in a succession of small
gifts, avoiding any such considerable transference as would excite atten
tion; for up till now his retainers knew nothing of the disaster that

t The cuckoo is called Headman of the Hill of Death.
2 In the eleventh month.
J Younger sons of To no Chujo.
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awaited them. But It was known that his heart was set upon renremenr,
and they awaired the turn of the year with great apprehension.

One task that now devolved upon him was the destruction of letters
such as It would be embarrassing to leave behind. Many he had torn up
long ago, but often he had put a letter aside meaning to destroy it, and
then had never brought himself to do so. Now, as opportunity offered,
he took them out a few at a rime, and went through them carefully.
Among those that he had received at Suma, most of which he now tore
up or threw away, there were a lot of Murasakr's letters carefully tied up
In a bundle It must Indeed have been he himself who did up the packet,
though so long a time had passed that he had no recollection of doing so.
The Ink was as fresh as on the day when they were written, and looked
as if it would remain so for hundreds of years. But what was the use of
such a keepsake? He could not take it with him.... He sent for two or
three of the ladles with whom she had been most intimate and began
handing them the letters, one after another, to tear up. But soon, while
he held the letters, his tears flowed so fast upon each page that fresh
tracks were added to those the pen had made, and at last, unwilling to
display his weakness, he pushed the bundle of letters away from him,
reciting as he did so the verse: 'So longs my heart for her that past the
HIll of Death is gone, not even upon the tracks she left can I endure to
gaze.' 1 The ladles did not, of course, unfold the pages that were handed
to them; but they caught sight of a phrase here and there - sufficient to
tell them what the letters were; and It was with a pang that they now
destroyed them, They remembered several of those letters being written.
And 1£ then, when she and Genjl were separated only by a few miles and
there was every prospect of their soon meetIng again, Murasaki's misery
had been such as they well remembered, could they wonder that now the
SIght of them was more than he could bear?

He took one from the bundle, and without stopping to read it, he wrote
in the margin: 'Go, useless leaves, well steeped in brine, to Join the smoke
that through the pathways of the sky trailed from her smouldering
pyre'; and forthwith he had the whole lot burnt.

He celebrated the Festival of Buddha's Names 2 with unusual solemnity,
for he knew that It was the last he would see in his Palace. Never had been
heard such jangling of shakujo 3 as on those nights. It was strange to hear
the priests repeating the usual prayer that he 'might long enjoy his
present high estate,' and he hoped that the Lord Buddha would know how
far this prayer was removed from his real desires. Snow lay deep on the
ground and was still falling. When the services were over, he sent for the
leader of the procession, and having gone through the usual forms of

l' Ato means 'tracks> and also 'handwriting!
a On the 21St, 22nd and 2grd of the twelfth month.
3 The long, priest's begging...staff; with metal rings attached to the top.
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handIng him the wine-cup and so on, made handsome presents to all
who had taken part in the ceremony.

The leader had for years past been employed at the Imperial Palace;
he had been well known to the Old Emperor," and Genji noted wrth
emction how grey the old man's head had grown in the service of his
family.

There was the usual levee of princes and courtiers. On a few plum
trees there was already a faint hint of blossom, all the lovelier for the
snow that lay heaped upon their boughs. There should have been feasting
and music in the Palace; but even this year his grief st111 stifled 10 him all
desrre for song, and he arranged that only a few Chinese verses, approprIate
to the season, should be recired at his levee.

But I had forgotten to mention the poem he made when he handed the
wine-cup to the head priest. It was as follows: 'Who knows In winter
if the springtime he shall see? Wait not for blossom, but take the budding
spra.yand wear it at your brow.' 'For nought else have I prayed, save that
a thousand springndes you might see; till silver snow has blossomed on
my brow.' So the priest replied, and many other poems were made, which
need not be here recorded.

ThIS was the first occasion since Murasakis death upon which GenJI
had mingled with his guests. They thought him more beautiful than ever,
and the aged priest could not refrain from tears of JoY.

Remembering that this wa.s the end of the year, Iirtle NI0U went
scampermg about saying everyone must do something to scare away
the demons, and asking what noise he might make. In a few days Genji
would see the child no more; and sadly he recited the verse. 'Whilst I
10 heedless grief have let the days go by, together now the year and my
own hfe are ebbing to their close.' He gave orders that the New Year
ceremonies should be performed with more than usual splendour, and
saw to it that the princes and Court officers who came to the Palace should
receive such presents and bounties as never before.

x Genji's father.
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• The elder daughter of Hachi no Mrya. Loved
by Kaoru.

• (The Empress). Daughter of Genji and the
lady whom he brought back from exile.
Married to the Crown Prince - the Em
peror of Part V. Aged thirty when this
part begins ..

· Consort of the ex-Emperor Ryozen.
· An old woman, servant in the house of Hachi

no Mrya.

.. Daughter ofGenji's great friend To no Chujo.
Concubine or the ex-Emperor Ryozen.

· Son of the ex-Emperor Suzaku. Aged thirty
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· See Akashi.
(Prince Hachi), A much younger half-brother
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• Husband of Makibashira, whose madness is
described in Part IV. Already dead when
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Kashiwagi.
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.. Kobai's elder daughter.
· The ex..Emperor. Thought bv the world to

be the son of the old Emperor (Genji's
father), but really Genji's son by the old
Emperor's concubine, Fujitsuho. Aged
forty-one when Part V begins.

· Prince Genji's half-brother.
· Daughter of To no Chujo and Yugao (the

lady who dies in the deserted mansion in
Part I). Adopted by Genji. Aged forty-five
when Part V begins.

• Genji's great friend. Already dead when
Part V opens.

· Tamakatsura's younger daughter
• Genji's son by his first wife, Aoi, Aged thirty

eight when Part V begins.



CHAPTER I

Niou

GENJI was dead, and there was no one to take his place. True, he
left behind him a considerable number of descendants. But in
one way or another many of these were disqualified. The ex

Emperor Ryozen, for example, could not for obvious reasons be publicly
regarded as his heir," Among his grandchildren Niou, the Akashi Prin
cess's third son, was a good deal talked of as a possible successor; whrle
another candidate was Nyosan's Iittle boy Kaoru,? who had been brought
up under Genii's care. Both of them were thought to promise well, and
had indeed more than a common share of good looks and charm There
was however nothing dazzlmg about them either in mind or appearance.
They were merely two very agreeable and presentable young men who,
if they were feted and sought after far more than, at a like age, Genji him
self had been, owed it not to any superiority of their own but simply to
the fact that they were so closely connected with him.

Nl0U had been Murasaki's special favourite and after her death he con
tinued to live in her old quarters in the Nijo-in. The Emperor and Em
press were however also extremely attached to him and, apart from the
Crown Prince, there was no one about whom they took more trouble.
They were anxious indeed that he should occupy rooms in the Imperial
Palace. But this idea did not appeal to him, and he remained in the Nijo
in where he had lived since he was a child. As soon as his Initiation 3 was
over he was given an honorary position in the Board of War. His sister,
the First Princess, occupied the eastern wing in the southern block of
Genii's New Palace. These rooms too had been occupied by Murasaki,
and the young Princess, in devotion to her memory, was at pains to keep
the arrangement of them exactly as it had been in old days. Niou's
brother 4 too, in addition to his official suite at the Imperial Palace, also
had rooms at Genji's New Palace. He was married to Yugiri's second
daughter, and as he stood only at two removes from accession to the
Throne he was regarded as a person of considerable importance, an im
pression which was increased by the uncommon vigour and independence
of his character.

Yugiri's daughters were indeed very numerous. The eldest was married
to the Crown Prince, and had managed to maintain her position very

I He was in reality Genji's SOD, but was supposed to be the child of the old Emperor,
Genji's father.

2 Supposed to be Genji's son, but in reality Kashiwagi's.
, Into manhood•
..Who, in age, came between him and the Crown Prince.
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well. x The Emperor and Empress seemed to assume that, as things had
started like this, nothing remained but in due course to marry off the rest
of their sons to Yugirr's successive daughters, and the same assumption
was made by society at large. But Niou made it clear that if he married
it would be to please himself and not with the object of rounding off some
neat family scheme. Yugin himself was inclined to sympathize with this
view" but at the same time if a definite proposal had come from the Palace
he would have been prepared to consider It, and with such a possibihty
in VIew he devoted to the education of hIS remainmg daughters an un
usua.l degree of care. The most popular was hIS sixth daughter," WIth
whom at the time of which I write every self-respecting young prince or
nobleman Imagined himself to be passionately In love.

Prince GenJi had collected under his roof, at one time and another, a
considerable number of gentlewomen whom after his death it was no
longer practicable to harbour; and there was a succession of tearful de
partures. An exception was the Lady from the VIllage of Falling Flowers,
to whom quarters in the eastern court of the NIJO-1n had been specially
bequeathed. Nyosan 3}ived in her father's palace in the Third Ward; the
Empress was always at Court. Genu's New Palace began indeed to have a
depressmgly deserted air ·One knows,' said Yugirr, 4 so many cases
of houses which it has cost infinite trouble to plan and build, being al
lowed to go to rack and ruin the moment the owner died The spectacle
of such ruins may provide an edifying lesson on the uncertaInty of human
proJects, but so long as I am here I am derermmed that not only shall this
palace be kept in repair, but that the avenues which lead to it shall be
as thronged as In my father's Iifenrne.'

He therefore moved Lady Ochiba into the quarters which the Lady
from the Vrllage of Falling Flowers had vacated, sleeping half of each
month WIth her, and half WIth Kumoi who was Iiving In the Third Ward.

It seemed as though the Nijo-in with all its improvements and repairs
and a great part of the New Palace - residences that were a byword for
their spaCIousness and magnificence - now existed chiefly for the benefit
of the Akashi Lady and her descendants, and Indeed it was to her that (as
part of her duty towards the numerous princes and princesses under her
care) fell the task of administering these two great households - a busi
ness m which Yugrri did not interfere.

But he was obliged to confess to himself that If, instead of the Lady of
Akashi, it had been Murasaki 4 who had been left In this position, he
would not have been content to stand aside. WIth what pleasure and

t Le. not to be supplanted by some subordinate consort.
:I Hies child, not by his Wife Kumor, but by Koremitsu's daughter. For Yugiri's WOOIng

of Korernitsu's daughter, see Part Ill, p. 422.

3 Kaoru's mother .
.4 It will be remembered that Yugiri was in love with Murasaki, See particularly Part

Ill, p. 528.
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alacnry would he have hastened to her assistance! With what Ingenuity
would he have contrived, In her case at least, to carry out Genji's wish
that those he left behind him should be deprived of none of the comforts
that they enjoyed before! And a thousand times he regretted that he had
never during all those years once had the courage to gIve her some inkhng
of the feelings she aroused In him.

In the country at large Genji's loss was felt and lamented at every turn.
The spectacle of life lost all Its glamour; it seemed as though a sudden
darkness had spread over the whole world. Of the depression which
reigned at his two palaces it is needless to speak; and here another loss 
that of Murasaki - weighed constantly on the minds of those who were
left behind, and of the two bereavements was indeed perhaps felt the more
keenly. For she had died very young, and her memory, like the flowers
whose blossoming IS shortest" was the more highly prized.

It had been Genu's WIsh that Nyosan's boy Kaoru should be put under
the ex-Emperor Ryozen's care. It so happened that his consort, the Lady
Akikonomu, had no children of her own, and she was delighted to have
Kaoru under her care. His Initiation took place at Ryozen's palace. In
the second month of his fourteenth year he received the rank of heutenant,
which in the autumn was changed to that of Captain of the Bodyguard of
the RIght. These promotions were of course secured for him through Ryo
zen's Influence, and in consequence of them he found himself, though only
just arrived at man's estate, already ra.nked as a public officer of the
Fourth Class. A wing near to the rooms occupied by Ryozen himself was
fitted out as Kaoru's official quarters, where the ex-Emperor saw to it
that the pages, Iadies-in-warting and under-servants should be the very
best that could be procured, taking quite as much trouble over the matter
as he had done in the case of his own daughter.

He handed over to the boy a number of his own handsomest and most
agreeable ladies-in-warnng, and Akikonomu did the same. They seemed
indeed both of them determined to make his hfe in their house as easy and
agreeable as they could. By hIS consort Lady Chujo I Ryozen had one
daughter, and the fact that Kaoru, who ranked as Akikonomu's adopted
child, figured quite as prominently in the household as did this only
princess was regarded as further proof of the surprising ascendancy that
Akikonomu, at Lady Chujo's expense, had gained over the ex-Emperor's
affections.

Nyosan :2 appeared to be entirely absorbed in her devotions. Every
month priests were summoned to her apartments to hold a great prayer
meeting, and twice a year she held the Eight Recitals of the Hokkekyo.3
But at times when she was not thus occupied she looked to Kaoru for
protection and advice, and his visits were more like those of a parent than

1 To no Chujo's daughter, 2 Kaoru's mother..
.J The \\illk \'\..t.' rt"'~~d 111 ~iKht portions, at eight sittings,
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of a child He was extremely fond of her, but Ryozen and the Emperor,
not to mention the Crown Prince and other princes who were constantly
requiring his presence at banquets and musical parties, made such frequent
calls upon his time that it often seemed impossible, short of, as the phrase
goes, "cutting himself in two,' to make any engagement without offending
somebody, and he saw his mother less often than he would have wished.

Ever since his childhood he had been vaguely aware that some mystery
attached to the circumstances of his birth, but could think of no one who
would be likely to enlighten him. The obvious person was Nyosan her
self. But it was impossible to embark on the subject without revealing to
her that certain suspicions existed; and this might be a painful shock.
The longing to discover the real facts about his origm continually haunted
him. Was he fated to spend his whole life with this uneasy thought per
petually like a shadow at his side? H only he were possessed of the art
that enabled the Resourceful Prince x to dispose so easily of a similar
doubt! And he recited to himself the poem: 4 Who, who will rid me of my
doubts? For groping now I know not whither I am carried nor whence
mto this world I came.'

But there was none to answer him.
He was constantly oppressed by a feeling of insecurity. He would turn

the matter over and over in his mind, and Just when he was half-convinced
that his suspicions were in reality ungrounded, it would occur to him, for
example, that his mother's sudden retreat from the world 2 just when she
was looking her best was not likely to have been dictated solely by an
access of religious feeling. Such actions were far more often the sequel
to some scandal or disastrous entanglement. If anything of this kind had
occurred there must be someone besides Nyosan who knew about it, and
the fact that he had, no doubt quite dehberately, been left in such com
plete ignorance, only showed how unpalatable to him the real facts were
Judged to be.

Nor had he much confidence in the efficacy of his mother's devotions.
For constant though were her observances he could not feel that her gentle
and rather helpless character was at all consonant with such a strength of
conviction as would 'turn the dewdrops on her lotus into heavenly
Jewels.' Vaguely too there came into his mind something about 'the
five drawbacks,' J and he felt that, if only he had been the person to give
it, she needed help far more urgently in regard to her future life 4 than over
the small affairs of her everyday existence..

1 Buddha's son Rahula was born when his parents had been separated for six years.
Other members of the family threw doubts upon his claim to be Buddha's heir; but
Rahula, by means differently described in various scriptures, skilfully allayed their sus
picions.

2 Nyosan became a nun after Kaoru's birth. See Part IV, p.. 685.
~ The five drawbacks of being a woman. She cannot, in a future incamation, become

Brahma, Indra, Yama, a Wheel..turning Monarch, or a Buddha.
.. Le, her next incarnation.
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Then there was the other person in the case.% Constantly he figured in
Kaoru's thoughts, a. restless and distracted ghost. To meet him face to
face - that was the boy's one desire, even though to do so he must him
self become an inhabitant of that darker realm. It was accordingly with
no very eager anticipation that he approached the ceremonies which would
formally admit him to manhood. But spontaneously, and in such a way
that he could not in any case have avoided them, favours, distinctions and
decorations were thrust upon him. In the eyes of the world he was
uniquely fortunate; but sunk in perpetual broodings and speculations
Kaoru himself barely noticed the grandeurs that made many shy of ap
proaching him.

Yet his position was an extraordinary one. For the Emperor was Nyo
san's brother, and was therefore bound to take an especial interest in him.
The Empress :% still continued to treat him with rhe same affection as when
he had run about and played with her children in the New Palace. She re
membered indeed how in his Iast days Genji had constantly regretted that
he had not lived to see the child 3 grow to manhood, and this made her
all the more determined to do for him whatever Genji might under hap
pier circumstances have done. And as if this was not enough, the Minister
of the Right" treated him with extraordinary kindness, often taking more
trouble about him than about his own sons.

In the old days Genji had indeed enjoyed an extraordinary popularity
and prominence. But almost immediately a hostile faction had arisen,
and this, combined with the early loss of his mother, had given his charac
ter a serious side, which to some extent counterbalanced the dazzling im
pression made by his gifts and beauty. Then came rea] disaster.s leaving
however no permanent trace behind it; and in the years rhar followed his
patience and good-temper had enabled him time after time to pass quietly
through each portending crisis.

Kaoru's career was shaping very differently. Prominence had come to
him far earlier in life, and nothing had outwardly happened to shake his
self-esteem. His life indeed seemed to the eye of the spectator more like
that of a fortunate spirit casually frequenting the earth than of the world
of men.

In his appearance there was nothing that could be singled out as in any
way pre-eminent or remarkable. He was merely a very pleasant-looking,
rather shy young man with, one would say, a sensibility far beyond the
average. The one remarkable thing about him was his personal fragrance.
This, of an exquisite and even entrancing quality, was perceptible wher
ever he went, and at such a distance that it was indeed a 'hundred-step
scent: But it was entirely natural; for unlike most young men in his

1 His father. • The Akashi Princess, Genji's daughter.
J Kaoru must have been about six when Genji died. ..YugirL
S Genji's banishment to Suma.
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position, who are convinced that they can only survive competitIon by
scrupulously concealing their natural advantages and subsnrunng for
them attractrons of a wholly facnrrous kind, Kaoru, who above all drs
Irked anyrhing that tended to make his private goings and earnings
difficult to conceal, never used scent of any kmd, But his precautions
were useless, for so strong was this natural smell that it ecltpsed each and
every of the countless perfumes buried away In hIS Chinese scent-boxes.
The very plum-blossom In the garden, if he but chanced to brush the tree
wrth his sleeve, took on an altered fragrance, and the' orchids that we
love to gather though we be drenched In the drippmg of the sprIng raln'
the blue-skirted orchids that "he ownerless in the autumn-fields' - sud
denly took on an altered and bolder fragrance from the fact that he had
touched them. And this surprISIng scent of Kaoru's own body - a thing
which naturally aroused comment wherever he went - was, among
many other pOInts of rrvalry, one of the principal things that stirred hIS

friend NIOU to emulation. The young prince was for ever rummagIng
among his stores for fresh forms of incense and perfume, devoting indeed
a substantial part of the day to the blending of new and striking scents.
All the springtime his eye was upon the flowering orchards, which he
laid freely under conrributron; while in the autumn it wandered from the
petal of · the flower the world loves' I to the dew' upon the leaf which is
the young deer's bride.' 2 No perfumed plant or tree escaped him. From
the plant of immortahry 3 he tore a fragrance, from the fading orchid and
even from the mconspicuous waremoko.4 So that at Court it was as an
expert In the blending of perfumes that In those days he was best known,
and it was thought a p1ty a young man should become immersed in an art
that made so Iittle call upon his robuster side. And indeed the fact that
he allowed himself to be thus identified with a particular distracnon
showed how different was his nature from that of Genji, who would
never have suffered one enthusiasm to eclipse the rest.

At musical parties in NI0U'S rooms it often fell to Kaoru in some way
or another to compete with his host, and there was, as I have said, a
keen rivalry, though only such as commonly exists between young per
sons in such CIrcumstances. Their names - people called them the Fra
grant Capram and the Perfumed Prince - were on everyone's 11pS, and
there was not a good family with marriageable daughters that was not
immediately aflutter at the sound of these names.

Nor did NI0U for his part wholly disregard the numerous hints that
reached him, but made a point, in quarters where the prospects were
at all favourable, of conducting his own investigations. But so far he
had come across no one that really appealed to him. If only he had been
offered Ryozeu's daughter, Ichi no Miya! There was a wife obviously

x The ominabeshi, 2 The lespideza,
I The chrysanthemum, 4 The burnet.
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worth having! The mother I was a woman of extraordinary taste and re
finement, and it was generally said at Court that the Princess herself was
all that one would expect.

But NIOU had more particular information. Chance had brought him
into contact with some of her nearest personal attendants, and what
they told him made NIOU extremely anxious to know her.

Kaoru, on the other hand, feehng that he might at any moment find
life at Court utterly unendurable,> kept clear of any relationship that
could be regarded as mvolving a permanent responsibihry. So at any
rate he explained to himself his own circumspection, which may in reality
have been due merely to the fact that he had never yet chanced to fall
seriously In love. Still less did he feel drawn towards affairs of an irregular
or 1111C1t kind.

In hIS nineteenth year he was promoted to the Third Rank whrle still
retaining his rank as Captain of the Guard. To the world he seemed
the most enviable man at Court. The Emperor and Empress showered
kindnesses upon him; an outside person J had rarely occupied such a
poaitron, But all the while he was haunted by the feeling that he was
not what he was supposed to be. He grew melancholy, losing all capacity
for throwing himself into the pleasures of the moment, and his manner
became so restrained and subdued that those who met him felt he had
grown old before his nme.

Ichi no Miya, NI0U'S admiration for whom seemed to Increase every
day, Kaoru naturally knew very well, for they had been brought up
together in Ryozen's palace. From what he heard of her and what he
himself knew he felt sute that the extraordinary care taken in her up
bringing had been duly rewarded, and he sometimes felt that rf he was
ever to be married at all this girl was probably the sort of person that it
would be least unendurable to have about one for the rest of one's Iife.
But though in every other respect the ex-Emperor Ryozen showed the
greatest confidence In him, as regards Ichi no Miya he was not in the
least accommodatmg. The two young people were never allowed to
meet, and to evade this resrricnon would have led to more trouble than
the meetIng was worth. Should such an encounter prove a success, should
he find that she really attracted him, the consequences would be dis
astrous to both of them.

Meanwhile Kaoru's popularity was proving embarrassing. He had
only to write a trivial poem or a few conventional words, and at once a
host of confidences would pour in upon him. HIS admirers, with startling
alacrity, would cast themselves at his feet, and he would find himself

1 Lady Chujo. :I The alternative was to take Buddhist vows..
3 As Genji's son (or equally if regarded as Kashiwagr's son) Kaoru was not a member

of the Imperial clan. Genji had been aihhated to the Mmamotos, and Kashiwagi was a
Fujiwara,

2.6
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involved in countless visits and correspondences which did not in the
least interest him. He was careful never to respond to these solicitations
in such a. way as to arouse excessive expectations. But 1£ he was not
actually rude he would often find that hIS admirer, greatly flattered by
this unlooked-for encouragement, had procured herself a post among
the waiting-women in his mother's palace.

To Yugirl, who would otherwise, as he rightly suspected, have pressed
upon him each of his many daughters in turn, he explained that most
of his time was taken up in looking after his mother. So long as she was
alive marriage was out of the question. Yugiri accordingly refrained
from discussing the matter. And indeed so close was the relationship 1

that such a match would in some ways have been a rather uninteresting
one. But one might certainly search the world in vain for a husband so
eligible in all other ways as this young man.

As a matter of face Roku no Kimi, Yugiri's child by Koremitsu's
daughter, was far prettier than any of her half-sisters 2 and seemed Iikely
to prove very intelligent. At Court however she was, owing to her
mother's low rank, likely to be somewhat condescendingly treated, and
knowing how women feel anything of that kind, he took her from her
mother and had her brought up as the daughter of Princess Ochiba, who
had no children of her own. Quietly, without calling attention to what
he was doing, he began, whenever he had the chance of doing so, to
introduce her to such young men of his acquaintance as seemed Iikely to
appreciate her merits, certain that if he left things to themselves she
would not fall to make an impression. He allowed her indeed a good deal
more freedom than was customary, and at the same time took pains to
initiate her in all the lighter arts and graces of modern life, so that if
one accomplishment failed to attract she should always have another
to fall back upon.

The banquet in honour of the mounted archers 3 took place this year
in Yugiri's palace. He was at great pains to arrange it in such a manner
as would appeal to the royal princes, and the invitation was indeed ac
cepted by all of them that were old enough to appear on such an occasion.
Among the Akashi Princess's handsome and high-spirited sons Niou
attracted by far the most attention. His younger brother, Prince Hitachi,
was the Emperor's child by a waiting-woman, and though this may
have been mere prejudice, he did certainly seem very lumpish compared
with the rest. As usual it was the Bodyguard of the Left that had won,
and so easily that the whole thing was over much earlier than usual.

1 Yugiri was Genji's son, and Kaoru was supposed to be.
• His children by Kumoi.
3 At the beginning of the year a competition of mounted archers took place in the

Emperor's presence, and afterwards the competitors were entertained by the Minister
of the Right or the Minister of the Left.
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On leaving the Palace Yugrn invited Niou, Hitachi and the Empress's
youngest son Nakatsukasa to JOIn him in hIS carriage. Kaoru had been
on the losing side and was creeping silently away when Yugiri called to
him: 'The princes are all commg home with me. Are you not going to
help me entertain them?' Kaoru halted. A crowd of young men were
there - Yugirr's sons EroOD no Kami, Gon Chunagon, Udaiben and
many more. Yugiri extended his invitation to them all, packed them
into one carriage or another, and the whole party drove off towards the
New Palace. The road, and they had a good way to go, was covered with
a thin layer of snow that sparkled in the evening light. It was the moment
for music, and in every carriage the noise of flutes was still sounding as
they entered the palace gates. And what Paradise, what abode of Gods,
they wondered, could be more enchanting than the snow-eovered gardens
through which they were now being drawn?

As usual the party assembled in the southern verandah of the Main Hall.
Kaoru was at once placed among the guests of honour with his face to the
garden, while many of the princes and gentlemen had to content them
selves with being «under the hedge: I After the great tankard had been
passed round and things had warmed up a little the Motomeko 2 was danced.
Close to the verandah the plum-trees were in bloom, and the waving of
the dancers' sleeves shook and scattered the delicate flowers, which cast
a shower of perfume as they fell, But mingled with this fragrance was
anorher,s equally agreeable. 'It is too dark to see; but judging by the
smell it can surely be no one else,' murmured one of the ladies-in-warring,
peeping from inside the house. Yugiri also both noticed and envied it.
He had never seen the boy look more charming than he did tonight. But
why did he remain so cold, so aloof? «Come, f he said to Kaoru, «Join in
the singing. One would have thought that by now you must feel pretty
well at home in this house.' 'A god dwells ... t 4 Kaoru sang without
hesitation......5

I Ega, i.e, facing the house; the position of those who are invited to assist in entertaining
the guests of honour.

:I One of the AzumaAsobi, 'Eastern Dances'; the meaning of its name is unknown.
3:Kaoru's own..
.. From the folk-song Ta Otome, the refrain of which is 'The many virgins! Oh, my

many virgins.' It was sometimes used to accompany the Motomeko dance, so that Kaoru
had an excuse for singing it now. But he was ofcourse alluding mischievously to Yugiri's
many unmarried daughters.

• The sentence is not meant to break off in this way. A word or two is missing at the
end of the chapter (Kaneko).



CHAPTER 11

Kobai

KASHIWAGI'S younger brother Kobai, who as a child I had
already shown sIgns of unusual capacity, rose as the years went
by to a posrnon of great importance. His first wife died young;

and he was now married to Makibashira's daughter, the lrrtle girl who
had clung to the pillar of her home." She too had been married before 
to Prince Sochi.! Her relatronship with Kobai began soon after Sochi's
death and continued for some years to be a secret one. But there came
a. time when there was no further object to concealment and she moved
Into Kobar's house brmging wrth her an only daughter. Kobai already
had two daughters by hIS first wife. He was now extremely anXIOUS for
a son and In answer to his prayers the Gods and Buddhas vouchsafed him
a boy. For his part he treated Prance Sochi's gIrl exactly as though she
had been his own child, but there was a good deal of Jealousy and mis
chief-making between her waiting-maids and those of the other daughters.
Fortunately the new WIfe was, in the modern manner, very sensible and
straighrforward in her ways of dealing with people, and generally man
aged to smooth out these squabbles. Even where the Intrigues were
aimed at herself she showed a very easy and forgiving disposinon, paying
to such petty outbursts no more attention than they deserved.

The three daughters grew up to womanhood and in turn assumed the
Skirt.s Oigimi, Kobai's elder daughter, was given apartments in the south
wing; the second girl, Naka no Kimi, in the west; while Prince Sochi's
daughter lived on the east side. It was of course a disadvantage for this
girl that her father, who could have done much for her, was no longer
alive. But from one quarter and another she had brought with her a
substantial inheritance, and she was able to live in an extremely handsome
style. It was known that Kobai had spared himself no pains in directing
the three girls' upbringing and education, and they were naturally re
garded as excellent matches. Both the Emperor and the Crown Prince
had hinted to Kobai that they would not be unwilling to receive one of
these girls into their household. But it was generally known that the
Emperor was entirely absorbed in the Akashi Princess, and the career
of a girl in his entourage did not promise to be a very interesting one.
Almost the same situation prevailed in the Crown Prince's household,
where Yugiri's eldest daughter held a position which it would certainly

I For a description of Kobai at the age of eight, see Part 11, pp. 220, 22 I.

:1 See Part 11, p .. 577.
3 Genji's half-brother. .. Went through their Initiation into womanhood.
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be hard to invalidate. But none of these considerations seemed to justify
keeping from service at Court a girl who obviously had as good a chance
as anyone of holdmg her own, and 10 the end It was agreed that Oigimi
should be Installed in the Crown Prince's palace. She was a handsome
girl, about seventeen years old, and from all points of VIew a very desir
able addition to his household.

After this event it seemed a pity to give Naka no Kimi, who had per
haps even more charm than her sister, to a member of one of the ordinary
clans, and Kobai somenmes wondered whether Prince NIOU might not
be wtlling to consider her. His son Tayu I was now a page at Court, and
Niou when he chanced to catch sight of him there would often carry the
boy off to take part with him In some sport or game. He was a promising
boy, WIth parncularly intelhgent eyes and expression. 'Tell your father,'
NIOU said to him one day, · that I am a little hurt at his only allowmg
me to know one member of hIS family.'> Kobai smiled complacently
when the boy delivered this message. 'Well, well,' he said, ·for an or
dinary girl, who would not have a chance of coming to the fore in the
Imperial household, NIOU would not make a bad match. He is quire
unattached, and if he set his mind to It, he could certainly provide anyone
whom he really fancied with an extremely agreeable existence. t But
before anything further could be done In this direction Oigimi must be
settled In her new pOSItIon. H only the God of Kasuga.s who was sup
posed to have taken such things into his hands before, would again
Intervene! And in his prayers Kobai pointed out to the clan-god that
here was an opportunity to re-establish his credit, and show that the
women of the clan could not always be set aside 4 SoIrghrly as Lady Chujo
had been. Thus praying, he took Oigimi to Court, and it was generally
agreed that the Crown Prmce was exceedmgly pleased with her.. As
she was quite inexperienced, and it was doubted whether she would at
first be capable of looking after herself, her mother came with her and
indeed helped and directed her at every turn.

At home Naka no Kinn, who had never been separated from her sister
before, was very disconsolate. So too was Sochi's daughter, who had been
exceedingly intimate with the elder girl, sleeping beside her and relying
on Oigimi to instruct her in all the small accomplishments and distrac
nons that were current at the moment. She was a very unusual girl, shy
beyond all reason" It was only by the greatest effort that she could bring
herself to let even her mother really see her, and in general she carried
the dislike of being looked at to the verge of insanity. Yet she had no

1 Kobai's son by his new wife.
2 A hint that he would like to know Kobai's daughters.
3 The clan-god of the Fujiwaras. In ancient days he was supposed to have appeared on

earth and commanded that the Imperial consorts should be chosen from no other clan•
..By Ryozen, in favour of Akikonomu, who was not a Fujiwara..
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defect either of person or intelligence which could have prompted her
to behave in this fashion. On the contrary she had in looks and in every
other way more to recommend her than most of her contemporaries
could boast of.

Kobai, with whom it was a point of honour to take as much trouble
over a stepchild as about hIS own children, soon began to feel that
Sochi's daughter was being neglected. 'We must do something for her,' I

he said to his wife. 'Think it over and tell me what you have decided.
I should be very sorry not to do as well for her as for the others. t 'I
assure you,' she answered, · that no thoughts of marriage or anything of
the kind ever enter the girl's head, and indeed any allusion to that sort
of thing upsets her so much that I see nothing for it but, so long as I am
here, to leave her as she is. When I am dead, dismal though the prospect
sounds, I really think the best thing to do with her would be to send her
into a convent, where at any rate she would be left to herself a.nd be free
from the ridicule into which her peculiarities are otherwise bound to
bring her.' Though at the same time, with tears in her eyes, she thanked
Kobai for his kind intentions towards a child that was not his own.

Kobai, though he had so scrupulously avoided making any difference
in his treatment of Sochi's daughter, had strangely enough, owing to her
extraordinary bashfulness, never yet seen her." He could not in the least
understand all this secrecy and thought it a poor return for his kindness.
He often crept softly to her apartment hoping to catch a glimpse of her
without het knowledge, but she invariably disappeared. He sent a
message one day to say that, in her mother's absence at Court, it was
clearly his duty to look after her. 'It makes me unhappy,' he said, 'that
you should seem so determmed to have nothing to do with me.' Seated
in front of her screen-of-state, he managed this time to obtain a few mur
mured words from her and in a dim way to discern the outlines of the
figure crouching within. She had an agreeable voice and so far as he
could make out a distinguished and even captivating presence. He had
made up his mind that one might search the wide world around wrthout
finding handsomer girls than his own two daughters, and the thought
that perhaps here in his own house was one who might prove to be more
than their equal rather piqued him.

'I have been so busy lately; he said, 'that it is months since I heard
you play. I believe Naka no Kimi has been taking a lot of trouble over
her lute-playing, and is getting on very well. It is an instrument which,
if unskilfully handled, can easily be very disagreeable to listen to. When
you have nothing better to do, please help her with it a little. I have
only heard you trying pieces over occasionally, but I could see at once
that yours is the true, old-fashioned style. I have never been able to make

x She had always been.hidden by the curtains of her couch, been behind a screen, or
the like.
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a. special study of music. But in the old days I played a great deal, and as
far as knowing what things ought to sound like, I think you can trust me
pretty well. Yugiri, nowadays, is the only one whose playing is at all like
what Genii's used to be. Kaoru and Niou are both, by what I can hear,
young men of remarkable attainments and they have taken a lot of trouble
about their playing. Perhaps 10. other respects they may be on the same
level as their forerunners. But as regards their lute-playing I can tell you
it is certainly not so. There is something weak and indecisive in their
touch. Yugiri's playing is entirely lacking in that defect, and yours re
minds me of his. With the lute a great deal of tone is not required. What
matters is an accurate use of the frets and a wide range of different strokes
with the quill. These you have, and particularly in a woman that is all
one should require. Come, let us have some music. Bring the la.dy her
instrument. '

Unlike their mistress the maids to whom this order was addressed
showed no disposition to shrink from the display of their charms; all
save one very young girl, obviously of better birth than the rest. She,
out of laziness or timidrry, simply remained where she was. 'You arc
beginning to teach even your maids to be shy of me,' Kobai said testily.

The boy Tayu was just about to start out to the Palace. He was in the
informal costume used for night attendance, and looked even more charm
Ing than in his usual Court dress. 'Here is a message for your sister at
Court,' Kobai said to the boy, looking at him admiringly. 'Tell her that
I am feehng tired and hope she will forgive me if I do not come up to the
Palace this evening.'

'But let me hear how you are-getting on with your flute,' he added.
'It would be awkward, you know, if you were commanded to play at
the Palace. You have still so much to learn.' 'Let us have the notes of
the SOJo tuning,' I he said smiling, and Tayu blew them very creditably.
'That is not too bad; said Kobai. "Now you will be able to accompany
the lute.' 'Play something for him, t he urged his step-daughter, and
after a. while, with an air of great reluctance, she obeyed, doing no more
than softly finger 2 the strings, but following the boy's flute very skilfully.

Close to the verandah of the eastern wing, almost touching the eaves,
there grew a red plum-tree, the scent of which was unusually fine. 'What
a splendid show of blossom you have outside your rooms!' said Kobai,
•I happen to know that Prince Niou is at the Palace. You might pluck
a spray of the blossom and give it to him. "Who better than he ...?" , 3

'When I was your age,' he went on, '1 used to meet Prince Genji at
Court just as you are meeting Niou now. I shall never forget those days;

I Roughly, ,the scale" ofG major, but with F natural•
... Not using the plectrum.
,J 'To whom but to my lord can I send it..- this plum-tree spray? Who better than he

can prize its gift of colour and smell?' Poem by Kt no Tomonori, 9th and roth centuries.
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it was just when he was at the height of his career These young princes
of yours are certainly somewhat out of the ordinary - though their
circumstances are such that they were bound In any case to be flattered
and admired - but when people compare them with hzm, I cannot imagine
what they mean. Ah well, perhaps this IS mere prejudice. Often one
cannot recognize qualities simply because one does not expect them to be
there. Not that I ever knew Genji very well; enough however to realize
what must be the feelings of those to whom hIS death was a real and
innmare loss.' He stood silent for a while, and then, as though glad to
busy himself WIth somethmg that would help him to shake off a train of
melancholy reflecnons, he helped the boy to pluck a spra.y of blossom and
get ready to go off to Court.

'Perhaps after all,' Kobai added, ·Niou w111 one day surprise us as
Ananda. surprised the Assembly.' I do not want to bore him, but for the
sake of old remembrances I WIll write a word or two for you to take with
t he flowers ... ' 'SInce purposeful the wind comes laden WIrh the perfume
of Spring flowers, soon surely you will vistt, 0 nightingale, the garden
where they grow.' Such was the poem that he now wrote on scarlet
paper in a hand that strove not to appear old-fashioned, and folding It
in Tayu's handkerchief, he sent the boy to Court. Tayu was dehghred at
any excuse for talking to the grown-up person whom he most admired,
and hurrying as fast as he could he arrrved Just when Niou, accompanied
by a. large troupe of attendants and admirers, was leaving the Empress's
apartments. The boy joined this throng, but was immediately noticed by
NI0U~ who said to him, 'You disappeared very early yesterday. How
long have you been back?' 'I came back rhis evenmg;' he said, 'to make
up for going away so early yesterday, besides, I heard that you were here.'
He spoke boyishly, but without any trace of shyness. 'You must come
home with me one day to the Nijo-in,' said Niou; 'one can't do anything
here. You would have great fun. There are always crowds of young
people there: He beckoned Tayu to wait. His followers withdrew to a
respectful distance or disappeared, and when he and the boy were alone
NI0U said: 'Does the Crown Prince never send for you now? I remember
a rime when you and he were inseparable. I am afraid you have been
completely cut out by your sister.' 2 'It was a nuisance having to go there
so often/ said the boy. 'I would much rather be with you.' 'He does
not take much Interest in me, t said N10U, 'and Indeed there is no particu
lar reason why he should. But it does rather annoy me when he behaves
as though people who are not heirs to a Throne were scarcely human
beings at all. You might remind him, if you get the chance, that we are

Z After Buddha's death, at the first Assembly, his disciple Ananda, who had seemed an
insignificant person by Buddha's Side, made so imposing an impression that for a moment
It was believed that Buddha had returned to life.

a Oigimi, who had become the Crown Prince's concubine..
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after all both members of the same musty old family. t It was at this mo
ment that Tayu produced the plum-blossom. Niou laughed. 4 In another
mmute,' he said, 'I should have been saying somerhmg disagreeable
about your father too.' He held the flower in front of him for a long time.
It was a magnificent spray, unsurpassable not only in colour and scent, but
also in the formation of the blossoms and the way they were set on the
bough. 'People are struck by the colour of the red flowers, t said Niou,
4 and pretend that It IS to the white ones one must go for smell. But I
challenge anyone to say about these that the scent is less amazing than the
colour.. ' They were Indeed hIS favourite flower and he was genuinely
delighted at receIvIng them. 4 I am on duty tonight,' he said presently,
'and I have to sleep In the Palace. Will you not stay with me?'

Forgetrmg all about his message for the Crown Princess the boy fol
lowed him and lay happily enough beside this prince, the scent of whose
garments put even the perfume of Kobar's blossom to shame. 'Why was
It, t Niou asked him presently, •that your father chose Oigimi for the
Crown Prince instead of giving him this other sister, from whose garden
the flowers came?' 'I don't know,' said the boy. 'They said somethmg
about having to wait till they could find someone who would understand
her.' Niou Imagined this to be merely an excuse of Kobais for preferring
his own daughter. But for some reason he himself felt more Interest m the
stepchild, and in his answer was careful to avoid making any definite
response to Kobai's hint. With the letter which the boy brought home
next day, scribbled rather carelessly, was the poem: 'Were my heart such
that by the scent of any.flower it could be thus enticed, think you that I
would pass unheeded the perfumed message of the wind?' 'Give this to
your father,' he said.. •But be sure to put in a word for me with the other:
one I when your elders are out of the way. t

Tayu had always taken a particular interest in his unapproachable
steps1ster. The fact that she surrounded herself with such an atmosphere
of mystery made her seem to him far more important that hIS whole
sisters, who allowed him to consort with them on perfectly natural
and friendly terms. He had been mdignanr when Oigimi was chosen
as participant in the splendours of the Crown Prince's palace, and was
now delighted that, as a sequel to the plum-blossom incident, there was
a chance of her wrongs being righted.

Kobai was evidently not best pleased by Niou's answer. 'It is ridiculous,'
he said, · for him to speak of himself in such terms,> It is well known he
has numerous affairs on hand, and if hIS disposinon leads him in that
direction there would be no sense In hIS forcing himself to behave un
naturally. But he has got it into his head that Yugrri and I disapprove
of his life, and whenever we are there he makes this absurd parade of
austerity. t

S Sochi's daughter. 2 'Were my heart such that by the scent of any flower .. /
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Not long afterwards hIS wife came back from Court. 'The other morn
109,' she said, ·Tayu came from the Emperor's Palace smelling deljcrouslv
We thought at first that It was natural. But the Crown Prrnce nonce.
It as soon as he came in and said at once that he must have been witl
Prince NIOU.'4 "That's the way things are," he said. "Tayu has qUltl

deserted me lately:' He was chaffing the boy, of course, but he pretende
to be really angry. I assure you It was very amus1ng. I heard some
thing too about your wrItIng to Niou... '

'That is true,' said Kobai, 'He 1S fond of plum-blossom, and as thl
red plum-tree on the other side of the house was In full flower I felt
must pluck some for him. You know that he is an expert In perfume
making. I am sure that none of the ladles at Court understand the bust
ness half so well. Prmce Kaoru, on the other hand, does not go In fa
perfumes at all, and has no need to, for his natural smell rs unsurpassed
No doubt this IS due to something that happened in a prevIous incarna
non, I should lrke to know more about it. But It is no adder that som.
human beings should smell nice than that some flowers should. Certainlj
the plum-flower, which grows on such a common-looking Iittle tree
is a perpetual wonder to me.' So he rambled on about scents and flowers
but was all the time thinking In reahty about Niou and hIS seconc
daughter.

SOChI'S girl was neither childish nor ignorant. She knew qUIte wel
what was gomg on In the world around her and had merely made uI
her mind that she preferred to remain as she was. Nor did anyone make
much effort to break in on her seclusion, for SUItors are in general more
attracted to girls with fathers who can back their interests than to ~

fatherless creature immured in dull seclusion. It was however just the
accounts of her strange and depressing existence that had excited NI0U'~

Interest, and he was determined to get into contact WIth her. Tayu was
made the bearer of continual secret letters and messages. Of these the
girl's mother was not unaware and It was WIth distress that she saw
Kobai snll obstinately strivmg to obtain from NIOU some hmt that hn
pro jeer had not failed. & I am afraid,' hIS wife said to him one clay, · that
Niou's interest is all in a drrecrion where It is entirely wasted. He has
begun sending notes. It IS a hopeless business.'

The notes were not answered, but rhis only increased Niou's deter
mination. Sometimes it seemed to the girl's mother that she must be forced
at all costs to accept a match which would not only provide her WIth ar
excellent position at the moment but also held out such glowing pros ..
peers for the future. But, apart from everything else, the mother heard
very disquieting accounts of Nl0U'S character. It appeared that he was
conducting an inordinare number of secret affairs, and had also become:
deeply involved in an entanglement with one or the other of Pnnce
Hacbi no Miya's daughters and spent a great deal of his time at Uu,
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In short, she was obliged to conclude that he was thoroughly dissipated
and untrustworthy, and finally dismissed from her mind all thought of
encouraging him. But occasionally, for the sake of politeness, she would
write a brief and formal acknowledgement of the notes that he continued
to shower upon her daughter.



CHAPTER III

'Bamboo River'

W HAT here follows was told me by some of the still surviving
gentlewomen of Tamakatsura's household. I myself was in
clmed to regard much of It as mere gOSSIp, partrcularly where

it concerned Genu's descendants, with whom they can have had very
htrle contact. My informants however were indignanr at the idea that
Genji's or Murasakis women must necessarily know better than they.
'H anyone gets things wrong,' they said, lIt IS far more lrkely to be
Genji's people, who are all so old that their memorres are begmning to
fall. •

For my part I have made no effort to decide the question, but SImply
put things down as I was told. I

Tamakatsura 2 and Higekuro had three sons and two daughters, for
each of whose careers their father had made elaborate plans. But while
he was still impanenrly counting the months and days that must elapse
before his schemes could be fulfilled, death suddenly carried him off, and
the dream of his life, which was that one at least of hIS daughters should
be accepted at the Palace, had now no prospect of being fulfilled So
time-serving a creature IS man that no one could hold a public pOSItIon .)
such as Higekuro's without accumulanng a vast quantity of gifts and
lands. Thus in one way his family cannot be said to have been left badly
off. But the magnificence of their home and possessIons only served to
accentuate their lonelmess and isolation. True, Tamakarsura was related
through her father to some of the best families in the land. Unfortu
nately however it is precisely such families that take least trouble about
their relations. Moreover Higckuro's peculiarities - his unreliable
temper and curious lack of sensibrlity - had prevented him from making
any close friends. Genji had of course continued to treat her exactly as
before, and in his written testament her name figured next to that of the
Akashi Pnncess as a residuary heir. Moreover Yugiri, in obedience to
hIS father's Wishes, occasionally visited her.

Her boys were grOWIng up.. But though the death of their father very
much injured their prospects, Tamakarsura felt little doubt that they
would make their own way. The future of the daughters presented a far

1 It IS clear from this preamble that 'Bamboo River' was written at a time when Mura
saki was separated from her manuscript and feared that her mernory rmght play her false,

2 Yugao's child by To no Chujo.. Discovered by Genji and treated for a while as his
child; afterwards married to Higekuro. The ex-Emperor Ryozen had been in love with
her..

3 Minister of the Right.
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more disturbing problem. During his lifetime Higekuro had Informed
the Emperor of hIS great desire to see one of his girls at the Palace. They
were at that time mere children; but the Emperor had not forgotten
Hrgekuros request, and as soon as sufficient rime had elapsed to allow of
the girls having reached a suitable age, he reminded Tamakatsura of her
husband's promise. He repeated this invrrarion several rimes. But Tama
katsura avoided any definite reply. It was clear that the Empress I was
for the present occupying the Emperor's whole atrennon, and Tamakat
sura could not reconcile herself to the idea of seeing a daughter of hers
relegated to an mferior position among a host of superfluous nonentrties.
The ex-Emperor Ryozen also wrote in an encouraging way, reminding
her of the disappomrment she had caused him in old days. · I am getting
old,' he said, · and have in my own person nothing to offer that a young
girl could possibly find attractive. She would have to regard me in the
Iight of a friend and father, ready to shoulder for her all the burdens and
anxrenes of existence. '

Her own marriage had turned out very badly, and she was certain that
Ryozen must at the time have thought her mad to make so extraordinary
a choice. To give him one of her children seemed a way of adrmttmg her
mistake and (so far as at this late day such a thing could be) making
amends for the injury she had done to his pride.

The two girls were said to be very good-lookIng, and a great many
young men were already anxious for their favours. Kurodo no Shosho,
one of Yugirr's sons by Kumoi, was continually sending poems. He was
the favourite among all the sons, and had been brought up with immense
care.

In more than one way 2 the two houses were connected by close ties,
and it was natural that Tarnakatsura should allow Yugrri's sons to run
in and out of her house as they pleased. But Tamakatsura's women began
to complain that Kurodo was becoming a nuisance. Day and night he
pestered them with messages to Himegimi, the elder girl, till they were
tired of the sight of him. Tamakatsura herself thought that things were
going too far, and she was not best pleased that both the boy's mother
and Yugiri were continually pressing Kurodo's claims upon her. 'He
has still to make his way in the world,' Yugiri said. · But we should
both be very grateful if you would consider the matter.' But she was
determined the elder girl at any rate should not be the wife of a com
moner. The second girl perhaps - if and when Kurodo reached a posi
tion of rather more stability and Importance.

But little as she liked the prospect of Kurodo as a husband for her
elder daughter, it would be a far worse calamity if he were allowed to

1 The Akashi Princess..
2. As Genji's adopted daughter Tamakatsura ranked as Yuzirr's half-sister; moreover

Kumoi, Yugiri's wife, was (hke Tamakatsura in reality) a daughter of To no Chujo.
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force himself upon her as a clandestine lover, and Tamakatsura kept or
irnplormg the ladles who were actmg as his go-berweens not to allow the
affair to get out of hand. Thus, pestered on both sides, these ladl~

had no very enviable time of it.
At the moment of which I am speaking Kaoru was snll only about

fourteen, but his character seemed to be already formed, and In general
he promised so well for the future that Tamakatsura would not have
been at all averse - and, indeed, why should she have been? consIderIng
that the boy was Genu's son, the Emperor Suzaku's grandson, the adopted
son of the ex-Emperor Ryozen, and already an officer of the Fourth Rank
- to acceptmg him as her daughter's suitor.

Her palace and that of Kaoru's mother were both in the Third Ward,
and it often happened that Tamakatsura's boys would brmg Kaoru home
with them. The house happened at the time to be full of particularly
Irvely young waiting...girls, who were a source of great interest to the
visrrors, Among those visitors one of the handsomest and by far the
most frequent was Kurodo. But the most elegant and, in a reserved way,
the most attractive, was undoubtedly the boy in the Fourth Rank. I

Everywhere, partly because something extraordinary was expected of
Genu's son, he was treated as someone different and apart. The young
girls in Tamakatsura's service were lost in admiration of him, while she
herself declared that he was 'extraordinarily good to look at,' and had
long, innmate conversations with him whenever he came to the house,
mamtaining that he was the only person left whom she could even expect
to remind her of Prince Genji. "For Yugiri,' she said, 'is now a public
character of such importance that except on special occasions I can no
longer hope to see him.' She regarded Kaoru in the hght of a brother,
and he too accepted the house as one which he could treat almost as hIS

own. It surprised Tamakatsura that he was so smgularly lacking in any
taste for the frivolous pursuits of the day. Indeed his quietness was
lamented by the young girls both in her house and his own, and they
declared that, in the last resort, it made him very disappoinnng to deal
with.

On New Year's Day Tamakatsura's brother Kobai, Higekuro's son
To no Chunagon, and Yugiri with his six sons all came to see her. Yugiri
himself was looking extraordinarily handsome and imposing. The boys
were, each in his own way, quite presentable. All of them had received
very encouraging promotions at the New Year, and 1t was, Tamakarsura
thought, a family that must on the whole cause very htrle anxiety. But
it was strange that the youngest son, Kurodo no Shosho, despite the fact
that such a. fuss was made about him at home, looked every time she saw
him more preoccupied and depressed.

Yugiri stationed himself 10 front of her screen-of-state and discoursed
1 Kaoru.
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on affarrs in general much as he had been used to do in old days. l It is a
long while SInce I have managed to get here,' he said. f As the years go
on I seem to go about less and less. I assure you a VISIt, except to the
Palace, I~ qUIte an experience for me. Yet I am constantly thinking how
agreeable It would be to come and chat WIth you about old rimes. My
sons however have more leisure than I. Do make them useful sometrmes.
They are always sayIng they Wish they knew of anythmg they could do
for you. t 'People take so Iirtle nonce of my existence nowadays,' she
answered, 'that I somenmes wonder whether I do really exist at all. But
to be visited by someone Iike you makes me almost feel that the old days
have come again .. ' and her mind went back to Genjr's marvellous VISltS.

They fell presently to talking of the offers that had come from the ex
Emperor Ryozen. 'I ampuzzled what to do about it; she said. 'It is a
great risk to let a girl go to Court unless she has really powerful back
ing: "1 hear; said Yugiri, I that you have also had a request from the
present Emperor; so that there IS a further question for you to decide.
Ryozen's glories are of course a thing of the past, and there is always a
certain atmosphere of depression in a household of that kind. But he
himself has a charm that time does very little to diminish. I can only say
that If I myself had a girl of a fairly suitable kind, I would not hesitate.
But unfortunately I have not one whose CIrcumstances are such that she
could move comfortably In such surroundings.' Your daughter would
certainly have the advantage of Lady Chujc's 2 support; whereas it has
been precisely a fear of opposition from that quarter which has held sev
eral people back from offering their girls:

'Lady Chujo;' she replied, 'has very little on her hands nowadays, and
if she set her mind to it she could certainly give the girl a very good time.
Yes, I think if Lady Chujo were to suggest it, that would decide me.'

The VIsitors then went on in a body to Lady Nyosarr's, bringing with
them Tamakarsura's sons. For Nyosan was still visited both by such of
her father's J relations as continued to feel obligation towards him, and
by those of Genji's friends whom. he had begged not to neglect her, and
it was now qUIte a troupe that flocked through her doors - Tamakat
sura's sons Sakon no Chujo, Uchuben and J1JU; Yugiri and all his sons,
with a great crowd more. Towards evenIng Kaoru came in. All day long
the place had been full of young men, none of whom could have been
called commonplace or ugly. But no sooner did Kaoru enter the house
than every eye was turned upon him. 'What a difference!' one of the
young waiting-girls whispered. 'There's the bridegroom that Lady Tama
katsura ought to be chinking about for her elder girl!' And indeed there
was a singular charm in h1S boyish air and 10 the fragrance that wafted

I He is thinking of Roku no Kimi, his illegitimate child by Korermtsu's daughter.
I Lady Chujo, daughter of To no Chujo, was Tamakatsura's half..sister.
3 The ex-Emperor Suzaku,
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from him wherever he went. Inexperienced though Lady Tamakatsura'~

daughter was supposed to be, 1t was hard to believe that, if she were If

her senses at all, she could be in any doubt on which side her choice
should Ire,

Tamakatsura at once summoned Kaoru to her prrvare chapel, and
mounting the eastern step he conversed with her through the curtain
that screened the chapel-door. Near by on a plum-tree that was Just
nrnorously struggling Into bloom a nightingale was singing its first frag"
menrary song. Even at such a moment as this, was lt Impossible to make
this strange young man unbend? So the ladles of the household asked
themselves, and made more than one attempt to engage the boy in con
versation. But he answered sedately in the fewest possible words, and
at last a girl called Saisho no Kimi became so provoked that she recited
the verse' 'Would that your colour I Iike your scent, 0 first flower of
the plum, grew sweeter close at hand!' It "vas only an improvisation, and
he contented himself WIth the reply: "Fair and sweet-scented are the buds
it hides - the tree that from afar seemed black and bare.' 'If you doubt
it ..... ' he added, and laughing held out hIS sleeve. They were still trying
one after another to ehcir some sign of interest from him, when Tama
katsura, coming across to them, whisperingly inrerce.led: 'You tiresome
creatures, can you never leave anyone alone? Don't you see that you are
only making him uncomfortable? He 1S a serious young man. '

'A serIOUS young man.' He overheard this depressing description,
and did not feel flattered.

Tamakatsura's third sou, JiJu, now came back, for business had not
yet recommenced at Court and he had no desire for the usual round of
New Year visits. He brought in fruit and wine on two trays of aloe...
wood. 'Yugrrr,' said Tamakatsura, 'grows more lrke Prince Genji every
day. But in you, Kaoru, I can see no lrkeness at all. Of course when he
was qUIte young 2 he may have had your sort of quietness and gentleness
of manner. Yes, I dare say that was just what he was like at your age.'

Later in the month, when the plum-blossom had come into full bloom,
Kaoru set out to call on JIJU, Tamakatsura's son. He was determined on
this occasion to effa.ce the impression that he was 'serious' or difficult to
get on with. As he was going through the big door that led into the
courtyard of the women's apartments he became aware that someone,
dressed like himself in ordinary clorhes.s was standing in the shadow,
apparently hoping not to be observed.

Kaoru caught hold of the intruder's sleeve and found, not greatly to his
surprise, that it was Kurodo no Shosho. Somewhere inside a zithern and

1 A play on iro 'colour' and iro'love,' 'gaiety.'
:& Tamakatsura, having been brought up by Yugao's woman Ukon in the country, did

not see Genji when he was quite young.
, I e not In Court dress.
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lute were being played, and it was no doubt this sound that had drawn
Kurodo no Shosho to his hiding-place behind the door. Kaoru was
pamed. Kurodo, it was clear, had set hIS heart on a prize that he could
never, by fair means, hope to win. There would be trouble, dire trouble
The mUSIC had stopped, and Kaoru said quickly, · Show me the way
You know the house better than I do.' They crossed together to the
western corridor and halted at the foot of a red plum-tree that grew out
side, Kaoru whistlmg as he approached it the arr Bough of the Plum-tree. I

Someone inside set the double-doors ajar, and several zitherns began at
once to accompany Kaoru's tune. That the players were women he could
at first hardly believe, for the song is m one of the ryo 2 modes, but when
he repeated It someone inside, this time on a lute, followed the melody
with faultless skill.

This was evidently a quarter worth cultrvarmg! Kaoru's interest was
aroused, for once, he began almost to be carried away by what was going
on around him.

Presently someone handed out a Japanese zithern from behind the cur
tains. Kaoru motioned to Kurodo to take it, and he in turn tried to make
Kaoru play; so that the zrthern remamed where it was. ThIS seemed a
pity, and Tamakatsura 3 sent her son JiJu to Kaoru with a message saying
that she had been told his touch on the zithern resembled that of hIS late
Excellency To no Chujc, and she was curious to hear whether this was
so. Though at the moment Kaoru was feeling like doing anythmg In the
world rather than exhibrr his touch, he picked up the instrument and
carelessly played a few notes. She saw however at once that he had a
great command over the instrument. · You know, it is not so much To
no Chujo as his son Kashrwagi that your playing reminds me of,' she
said. •You are really extraordinarily like him In many ways. t And
though she had not known Kashiwagi very well, the mere thought that
someone was no longer 10 the world was enough - as is the case with
most people who are themselves growing old - to bring tears into her
eyes ..

Kurodo, who had a very agreeable voice, now sang The Trejozl,« and
as there were no tiresome elderly people there to interrupt with msrruc
trve suggestions the two of them went on from one old song to another.
But Tamakarsura's boy JiJu being, like his father, a poor hand at mUSlC

had nothing to do but SIt and make headway with the WIne. ' Come,'
they said to him at last, 'you must have a try, if only for luck!' and

I 'Look, to a bough of the plum-tree the nightingale has come.....' See Part IV, p. 595.
::or The modes were divided into two classes, ryo and ritsu, only the latter of which were

generally mastered bv women, being considered more appropnate to their sex.
3 Who was behind the curtains.
4 'Rich is my house that has three roof-beams, hke the trefoil that grows three leaves

upon one stem....'
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nmidly he joined m when they were sIng1ng Bsmboo Rsoer.' His voice
was still quite unformed but not at all disagreeable.

After a while the great earthenware tankard was brought out from the
Inner rooms. Kaoru had already drunk a good deal, and he remembered
having heard that after a certain point one begins to talk without want
ing to about thmgs one meant to keep secret. He pushed the tankard
away. 'Do you Irke this better?' said Tamakatsura, sending him a boso
nagaZ with a ko-uchtgt 3 inside It, both agreeably scented and arranged Just
as she had worn them. Kaoru pretended not to know what they were,
and after much scuffling and laughing succeeded in passIng them on to
JIJu. He then tried to get away, but JIJU prevented hIS leavmg the house,
and agarn decked hrm wrrh Tamakarsura's dress. 'Let me go,' said
Kaoru; 'I cannot spend all night in the water-stables!' 4 and he dashed
away.

Kurodo no Shosho was convinced that If Kaoru began frequenting this
part of the house, he himself would have no chance at all He became very
depressed, and told everyone that the life of anyone so unattractive as
himself was not worth Irving.

Next morning JIJU had a letter from Kaoru. It was written chiefly in
kana,s so that It was evidently meant to be shown to JIJU'S mother. It
was clear that he regarded himself as havmg behaved very wildly the
evening before ' What can you all have thought of mer he said, On the
margIn of hrs letter was written the poem: 'On Bamboo River, standing
at the brrdge, 'twas but a shallow trickle that I showed of my deep heart's
full nde.'

In Tamakatsura's room she and JiJu examined the letter. 'It is a de
lightful piece of handwriting,' she said. · I cannot think where he has
picked up all his accomplishments. He was only a few years old when his
father died, and hIS mother has given very hrtle attennon to him.' She
hoped the sight of this letter was making Jiju feel a little uncomfortable
about hIS own uncouth handwriting. 'It was only the water-stables 6

that we minded;' JlJU wrote in reply.. 'No one noticed anything else to
complain of' WIth the letter was the poem. 'Small wonder that you
fled; for in the garden of flowers by Bamboo River is no perch on which
your thoughts could rest.'

But this was evidently not quite true, for Kaoru began coming to

:l See Part Ill, p.. 476, and Part IV, p.. 575.
2 A garment used by women and young boys.
3 An undergarment used exclusively by women..
4 When half their round of visits was over the New Year mummers stopped for refresh

rnents at a building called the Water Stables. One of the songs they sang was Bamboo Ruier,
which Kaoru and the rest had now been singing; Kaoru means that he has other calls
to pay.

S The syllabic writing used by women"
6 Le.. you.r treating us as a temporary halting-place.
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JiJu's rooms with a frequency which needed some explanation, and which
filled Kurodo no Shosho, who could not imagrne that anyone would not
instantly prefer Kaoru to himself, with utter despair. And Kurodos
assumption did indeed appear not to be far wide of the mark. J1]u, to
name one member of the household only, was content that any CIrcum
stance should have given him a companion so mtimate and so delightful.

It was the third month, which is the real season of cherry-blossom,
for not only are the boughs laden with It but the very air quavers with a
storm of fallmg flowers. At Tamakatsura's palace a profound stillness
reigned. No visitor had set foot there all day, and It seemed so unlikely
that anyone would come that Himegimi and her sister were sitting at the
window, both of them handsome, lively girls of about seventeen to
eighteen.

Himegrmi herself was certainly the more striking of the two, and her
beauty was so thoroughly in the style fashionable at the moment that
it seemed inconceivable she would not do better for herself than marry
into an ordinary clan. She wore a white dress lined with dark purple,
and a skirt of a tint that recalled the globe-flower, as fold on fold It spilled
its yellow shimmer on the floor. There was about her a singular air of
competence and self-possession.

Her sister was dressed in a light reddish-brown, a. colour which suited I

the long, rippling tresses of her hair. She was very tall, but graceful and
adroit in her movements. Her expression was more serious than that of
her SIster, and she looked as though she were capable of far deeper feel
ings.

Himegimi, the elder girl, was generally considered the more attractive
of the two. On this particular occasion they were sitting opposite one
another playing draughts, an occupation that can show a woman's charms
to great advantage, with its dangling tresses and raising and sinking of
the head. Their younger brother JIJU was with them, 'to see that they
did not cheat,' he said. Presently the two elder brothers, Sakon no Chujo
and Uchuben, looked into the room. 'JiJu has stolen a. march upon us,'
they said. 'Look, their Iadyships have taken him on as referee in a. game
of draughts: And with a rather patronizing arr, complete men of the
world, they advanced towards the draughts-board, leavmg It to the ladies
in-waiting to make room for them.

'It is too bad,' said Sakon no Chujo, •that while I am slaving at the
Palace Jiju should step in and supplant me here.' 'And what about me?'
said Uchuben, •My work in the Council of State takes up fat more time,
and I might easily be forgiven for neglecting my courtly duties in this
house, were I so faithless as to do so.'

The girls had stopped their game and were sitting looking in front of
them with an air of slight bewilderment that was very engaging. Sakon

r A brownish tinge is not unknown in Japanese women's hair.
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no Chujo knew how much, both at the Palace and wherever he went, he
missed the late Minister's support. And as he looked at his sisters tears
filled hrs eyes at the thought that their case was worse than his own.
But he was now twenty-seven. He was beginnmg to have some influ
ence, and he must use the whole of it to do for these girls some part at
least of what hIS father would have done.

Out in the garden there was, among the many flowering trees, one par
ricular cherry-tree with a scent that far exceeded that of all the rest
Sakon sent someone to pluck a branch and set It in his sister's hands.

· What blossom!' Himegrmi said. "There is no flower hke it!' 'That
IS the tree,' said Sakon no Chujo, 'about which we had a quarrel when
we were small. Each of you said that it was yours, and I said it belonged
to me. Father said it was Himegimi's, and mother said it was Waka
gimi's I tree. But no one said it was mine, and I remember that though
I did not cry or make a fuss, I was very unhappy about it. It is growing
old Itself - this cherry-tree,' he went on, · and makes one feel old along
with it. So many people that once shared it with us are gone now.' He
spoke sadly, yet half-smiling. The sisters had seldom seen him in so
serIOUS a mood. He was married now, and lived with his WIfe's people,
so that he could seldom spend a quiet hour like this at his mother's house.
But today he had been determined to come, simply for the sake of this
tree.

It was strange to think that this full-grown man was Tamakatsura's
son, for she looked far younger than her age, and had indeed reramed
much of her beauty; and if the ex-Emperor Ryozen continually asked
about her intentions with regard to Himegimi, it was not so much the
daughter as the mother who was in his thoughts. For turning the matter
over in his mind he saw no other prospect of his ever meeting Tamakat
sura again.

About his sister's future Sakon no Chujo had decided views. 'Every
thing has its time,' he said, 'and Ryozeri's is long past. He is, I grant,
still a fine-looking man; but even if he were the handsomest and most
attractive person in the world, his present situation would make his life
a depressing one to share. It is the same with everything. The zithern
and the flute WIth their tunes, the trees With their blossom, the birds
with their song - each keeps to its own season and then only can please
the eye or ear. But the Crown Prince, now... '

·Oh come,' broke in Tamakatsura, 'she is not wanted there. His atten
tion is already fully occupied. If Higekuro were alive, we could take the
risk, but now we must arrange something that will make her future, if
not brilliant, at any rate secure. t

When Sakon no Chujo went away his sisters resumed their game of
draughts. It was to be the best out of three, and the winner, they laugh-

t The younger sister.
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ingly decided, should have the cherry-tree for her own. As it was getting
dark they moved the board as close as possible to the window, and the I!

respecnve waiting-women, raising the blmds, gathered round, each bent
on the victory of her own side.

Presently, as usual, Kurodo no Shosho arrived and went straight to
Jiju's room; but Jiju had gone out with his brothers. There seemed in
deed to be no one about, and as the door of the corrrdor leading to the
women's apartments was ajar, Kurodo stepped lightly towards it and
looked in. He was dumbfounded at his own good fortune. His heart
stood still as it might have done if Buddha himself had suddenly risen
up in front of him. It was misty as well as late, but soon among the mass
of dark figures he distinguished the sharp contrasts of a 'cherry' I dress.
Yes, that surely was she. He gazed and gazed, that he might at least have
something to remember 'when the flowers were fallen.' 2 He saw her
clearly now; but her beauty filled him only with a greater sadness. Better
now than ever before he knew how much it was that he was doomed to
lose.

The young girls in attendance, who were for the most part very lightly
and negligently clad, presented a charming spectacle In the evening light.
The elder SIster lost the match. ' Where IS the Korean 3 fanfare?' someone
wittily asked. 'The trouble has always been,' said one of Wakagimi's
ladies, 'that although you have a tree of your own, for it is nearest to
your lady's room, you people would insist year after year that this other
one was your tree. Well, that's over anyway!' The' Junior side; elated
by its victory, was becoming qUIte truculent.

Kurodo had not the least idea what all this was about. But the con
versation amused him, and he longed to join in it. This however was
for the moment out of the question, for to break in upon a party of ladles
whose costumes and attitudes showed so clearly that they were counting
on not being disturbed, would be the height of ill-breeding. He slipped
away and, hoping that before long a better opportunity would occur,
hung about somewhere in the dark.

It was a windy evening, and now the cherry-blossom, for the possession
of which the two sisters had contended, was tumbling in great showers
to the ground.

'Though you would not be mine, uneasy, faithless blossoms, grows my
heart, to see the night-wind rise.' Such was Himegimi's poem, and her
maid Saisho: 'A brittle victory, that at the wind's first breath casts all
its guerdon shivering to the ground.' And- Wakagimi: 'Though flower
from branch be this world's windy law, because the tree is mine, my

1 The robe that Himegimi wore was called a 'cherry dress/
t In allusion to the old poem: '1 will dye my dress to the deepest cherry hue, that when

the flowers are fallen I may have something to remember them by,'
S After the horse races when the 'junior side" won a Korean fanfare was played ..
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heart can have no rest.' I And her maid, Taru- 'WIse flowers that fall
towards the margin 2 of the lake, and lappmg surf-Iike drift to your own
side.'

At this, one of Wakagrmr's page-boys went to the foot of the tree and
collected an armful of petals which he brought back, recinng: 'Though
the great winds of heaven scatter them, mine are they, mine to gather
as I will- these blossoms of the cherry-tree.' To which Nareki, a little
girl in Himegimi's service answered. 'Were your sleeve wide enough,
even the perfume, 0 selfish folk, you would enfold, I thmk, and keep it
for your own.' 3

As trme went on the ex-Emperor became more and more insistent.
Lady Chujo, his Consort, also wrote, pointing out that Tamakatsura's
delay" was awkward for her also; for Ryozen had got It into his head that
it was owing to her protestations that Tamakatsura still hesitated. 'Up
till now: she wrote, 'he has only suggested this Jokingly. But I am in a
very difficult position. Unless you have any special reason against doing
so, I implore you to carry the matter through without further delay.'

Tamakatsura saw that she could not allow the royal pair to plead any
longer. This was evidently to be Himegimi's fate, and there was nothing
left but to get together as quickly as possible such things as she and her
gentlewomen would need in the ex-Emperor's palace. The news of these
preparations soon reached Kurodo no Shosho's ear. Beside himself, he
rushed to his mother, Lady Kumoi, imploring her to take some step in
the matter. HIS life, he wildly said, depended on it She accordingly
wrote to Tamakatsura, saying: 'I know it is very foolish and impertment
on my part to write to you about such a thing; but there is some excuse
for me rf I am astray, for the darkness 5 in which perhaps I have lost my
way is the blackest that life holds. You indeed, who are in my own posi
tion, should be the last to misunderstand me. I am sure you will find
some way to set my misgivings at rest.'

It was a distressing letter to receive, all the more so because Tamakatsura
was by no means certain that she had acted for the best. 'I assure you,'
she answered, 'that I myself am extremely uneasy about it all, though I
feel that Ryozen's msistence left me with no choice. I can only ask you
to wait patiently for a while. Later on I hope I may be able to suggest a
way out of the difficulty that will prove creditable and satisfactory to
everybody. t What she had in mind was that, when It was all over, Kurodo

% Play of words on utsurou = (I) change ownership, (2) wilt.
:I Play of words on migi= (1) the 'Junior side,' the right, (2) the margin of a pool or

lake.
3 The little girl has in mind the old poem: 'Oh that my sleeve were wide as the great

heavens above I Then would the storms of spnng no longer at their will destroy the budding
flowers.'

4 In sending Himegimi to the ex-Emperor.
s The, lore of parents for children is called KQkoro no.1amt, 'darknessof the heart.'
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no Shosho might be persuaded to take the younger girl, Wakagimi,
instead. Ryozen, she was sure, would have consented to take both girls
into hIS household. But she felt that to suggest such an arrangement
would be rather an imposition. Kurodo no Shosho, on the other hand,
was at a stage in hIS career when his prospects were wholly uncertain .
... She need not however have troubled to debate the matter, for Kurodo
himself, so far from bemg prepared to shift hIS affections at a word of
command, was more than ever obsessed by hIS unattainable desire. The
memory of that sprIng evenIng perpetually haunted him, and even now,
though all hIS hopes had vanished, his only thought was how that mo
mentary VISIon might be repeated.

One evening when, as so often before, knowing that his errand would be
fruitless, yet unable to keep away, he came to JIJUtS room, he found him
reading a letter from Kaoru. JiJu at once put the letter away. This was
sufficient to convmce Kurodo no Shosho of the subject I WIth which the
letter must deal, and he snatched at It unceremoniously. To keep it from
him would merely be to admit that his SUspIcIon was well-founded, and
as In realiry it was not at all in the nature of a love-letter, containing
indeed only the vaguest expression of a general discontent, JIJU made no
attempt to recover It.

The note of gentle and restrained melancholy which pervaded Kaoru's
letter irritared Kurodo profoundly For It seemed by contrast to make
hIS own wrld outbursts, to which as he was aware hIS friends were so well
accustomed that they 00 longer paid the slightest atrentron to them,
appear merely Ill-bred and ridiculous. He handed back the letter WIthout
a word, and for a moment thought of gomg to see Omoto, a gentlewoman
of Himegimi's, to whom he was in the habit of unburdening himself.
But what was the use of saying all over again what he had said so often
before?

-I must answer this letter," Jiju said presently, and went off towards
Tamakatsura's room, evidently meaning to show her the letter before
he answered it. A moment later Kurodo, despite himself, was again in
Omotots room, describing hIS sufferings In a manner more harrowing than
ever before. To take him seriously was impossible; to laugh at him would
have been brutal. She simply let him talk.

Presently he revealed the fact that on the evening when Himegimi lost
her draughts-match he had watched the game unseen, and he told Omoto
that If she could only, before Himegimi departed for ever, promIse him
another such fleeting glimpse, It would gIve him for the moment at least
something to lrve for .. "For soon I shall lose everything,' he said, "even
these talks of ours which, painful though you have made them for me,
WIll one da.y seem precious, for they will be all that I shall have to look
back: on.'

" Kaoru's love for Himegimi,
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She knew him too well to dream of cajolmg him by Tamakatsura's
too simple method) I and irritated at her own mabihty to say anythmg
that could comfort him, she began to scold him instead. Really, he was
more rrying tonight than ever before. It was no doubt the unfortunate
Incident of the other evenIng that had brought on the change. 'If I were
to tell Lady Tamakatsura of your insufferable conduct the other nrghr,'
she said, 'she would certainly never let you into the house again. And
as far as I am concerned I have lost all sympathy with you. I feel that
you are no longer to be trus red at all '

'1 don't care what you feel; he said. 'And Lady Tarnakarsura may do
as she pleases. Do you think that anyone suffering as I suffer IS lrkely to
be frightened of her, or of anythmge And as for your sympathy - you
could easily have helped me if you had wanted to. The other night,
for example, you could have sent for me to watch the game. As a matter
of fact, I saw all the time what moves your SIde ought to have made, and
I could have helped you to win.'

But in an altered voice he suddenly recited the verse: 'Why, unaccount
able partner of my days, has it pursued me thus - the thought that I
could win?'

The next day was the first of the fourth month." But Kurodo instead
of going with his brothers to pay the compliments of the season at Court,
sat moping at home.

'1 wish now: said Yugiri to his wife, who, worn out by Kurodo's cease
less lamentations, was herself almost in tears, 'I wish now that I had put
in a word for Kurodo when I saw Tamakatsura on New Year's Day. But
the first thing she told me was that the girl was being courted by the
ex-Emperor Ryozen, which made me think it was useless for me to say
anything. SInce then however I have sometimes thought that If I had
pressed Kurodo's claims very strongly, I might have made some lrnpres
sion.'

In Tamakatsura's quarters a discussion arose among some of the higher
gentlewomen concerning the manner in which Himegimi's varIOUS
suitors were bearmg the prospect of her departure.

Outwardly of course Kurodc's case seemed to be by far the most des
perate. But many of the ladles insisted that all this talk about dying for
love and so on meant nothing at all. 'I wish it were so,' said Omoto,
with feelmg. And Tamakarsura, who overheard the conversation, felt
very uneasy, not merely on the boy's behalf, but also because she foresaw
a complete breach between herself and hIS parents. For a moment she
thought of suggesting to Ryozen that he should accept the younger
daughter Instead. But the idea of allowing a person in Kurodo's position
to stand between Himegimi and the ex-Emperor was, when one came to

x Offering him the second daughter.
J The beginning of summer..
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look into it, preposterous. Moreover it was concernIng Himegimi and
not the younger girl that Higekuro had left particular instructions which
debarred her from marrying a commoner. It was doubtful even if in
accepting Ryozeri's offer she was aiming as high as Higekuro would have
wished.

The Presentation took place on the ninth day of the fourth month.
Yugirl provided a coach and a great number of outriders. Kumoi felt very
little disposed to make any sign. But after years of estrangement this
affair had brought her once more into communication with her sister,"
andIt seemed a pity to let their relationship lapse once more, as it certainly
would if she did nothing now ~ and in the end she made a very handsome
present of stuffs and dresses. •I have had poor Kurodo,' she wrote,
'so much on my hands and have felt so alarmed by his condition that I
am afraid I have quite neglected your affairs. I am however disappointed
to have heard no more from you with regard to a suggestion that you
once made ... .' The tone of the letter, Tamakatsura was ready to admit,
could scarcely have been more conciliatory, nor the hint 2 which it con
tained more delicately suppressed. Yugiri excused himself from coming
on the ground that it was a bad s day for him; but he sent hIS elder sons,
begging Tamakarsura to make use of them in any way she could. The
coaches for the ladies-in-waiting were provided by Kobai. Being closely
related both to Tamakatsura and to her late husband 4 he would, but for
Higekuro's curious disposmon, probably have been a constant visiror.
But as it was, they had not seen him for years.

To Chunagon, Higekuro's son by his first wife,s was in charge of the
proceedings, assisted by Sakon no Chujo, Uchuben and the rest. Tama
katsura surveyed the preparations sadly. It was Higekuro's plan that
they were carrying out that day, and he alone was not there to witness it!

Kurodo was making the darkest threats. In a letter which Omoto
received that day he spoke of having only a very short while to live.
·Surely, no woman, however great her general indifference, could hear
this without feeling some sort of sympathy with the doomed man? And
who knows but that she might not vouchsafe to him the one word of
pity that even now would rally him to a brief prolongation of his days?'

Omoto went with the letter to her mistress's rooms. She found the two
sisters in very low spirits. Himegrmi's Presentation robes, though more
beaunful than anything she had ever worn before, were a constant re
minder to her not only of the separation that was about to ensue, but also
of her father and the JOY it would have been to him to see her thus attired.

1 Tamakatsura.
11 That Tamakatsura should give the younger daughter to Kurodo, as she had vaguely

suggested.
3 Astrologically speaking. ..Higekuro..
J The mad wife, see Part IV, p. 575.
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She was already In a state of considerable emorron when she took the Iern
from Omoto's hand.

She felt completely mystified. The young man could scarcely ha,
been in a more enviable posrrion, At home hIS parents were devoted t
him, a prosperous career lay open before him, and yet, as the result of or
small drsappoinrrnent, he imagmed himself to be dying of melanchoh
But what 1£ he should indeed be dyIng? She hesitared for a while and the
wrote In the margin of Omoto's letter. · Not to one mortal only but to a
that In rhis dark world dwell, that word I I must accord.' · Understand
she added, 'that this IS written only m VIew of the terrible news whic
your letter contams.'

Kurodo was at first overjoyed; but his pleasure soon gave place to th
reflection that, had she not known that in a few hours she would be safel
in another's possession, even these few cold words would never have bee
written, and once more he gave way to an uncontrollable paroxysm a
despair.

Presently he folded the letter back and on the outside, after variou
descants on the theme of ~ When I die of love,' z he wrote the poem
'That word, save to the dead refused, I shall not hear; for Iivmg speed
to dead men's ears is mute: t. Were I but certam;' he added, 'that yo:
would lay your pity on my tomb, how swiftly would I go!' She saw a
once that lt had been a great misrake to reply at all This nrne she wouk
return the letter to him Just as It was. But when Omoto offered to talc
it, she said neither yes nor no.

Soon it was ume to start. Received with elaborate pomp and ceremony
waited upon and attended by a magnificent bevy of gentlewomen an:
pages, she could scarcely have begun her new Iife wrth more splendou
even had Ryozen still been on the Throne.

On her arrival she was taken by her mother straighr to Lady Chujo':
rooms. It was not: till late at night that she was brought to Ryozen
His other consorts - Lady Chujo and Akikonomu - were no Ionge,
young and had lost much of rherr good looks, the newcomer was at the
height of her youth and beauty. Ryozen could not fail to be charmed, anc
it was Indeed at once apparent that she had made an excellent impression
Great personage though he was, she did not find him In the least alarming
His manner towards her was easy and natural. In every way her new life
seemed to have started as well as could be wished. He had Indeed secretlj
hoped that Tamakatsura, who had accompanied her daughter, would re
main with her for some time, and it was a great disappointment to heal
that she had slipped away at the earliest opportunity.

Kaoru's position in this household was one such as no commoner hac

x 'Pity..'
:I 'When I die of love, though death walks daily in the world and is no marvellous thIng

what name but yours upon men's lips will rise?' Poem by Fukayabu, roth century.
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occupied in an Imperial palace since Genu's early days. Not only was he
constantly in the ex-Emperor's company, but both with Akikonomu and
Lady Chujo he was on terms of the utmost famiharrty. It was natural
therefore that he should cultivate the friendship of this newcomer I

to the palace. His behaviour was indeed such as to suggest that he felt a
considerable partiality towards her, but in reality he was chiefly curious
to discover whether she felt any interest in him.

Most of Himegimi's suitors had by now transferred their attentions to
her SIster. Remembering her promise to Kumoi, Tamakatsura wrote to
Kurodo, hinting that his SUIt would be particularly acceptable. But she
received no answer.. Yugiri's sons had always been constant VISItors
to Ryozea's palace; but after Himegimr's arrival there, Kurodo completely
absented himself. He Indeed appeared at Court at all only 00 the rarest
occasions and spent most of his time buried away at home, interested in
nothing that went on and flying from all who approached him.

The Emperor was surprised that Higekuro t swishes 2 had not been
respected, and sent for Tamakatsura's son Sakon no Chujo to ask for an
explanation. 'I am afraid the interview 1S going to be a very difficult
one,' he said to his mother.. '1 told you from the start that we were cer
ram to be adversely cnricized. But you thought otherwise, I have al
ready been finding It difficult to defend our action, and now comes this
Imperial message. You have put yourself as well as me into a very
awkward position.'

'Oh come,' she answered, 'you cannot pretend that the matter was
settled with any undue haste. It was only when Ryozen, after months of
patience, began to press urgently for a decision that I was forced once and
for all to balance up the advantages and disadvantages of the two offers.
I came to the conclusion that the Emperor's household, where there was
no one in particular to look after her, had from the point of view of her
real happiness hardly anything to recommend it; whereas Ryozen -
But you have seen for yourself how happily she is settled. It is a pity
if you were so much against it that you none of you made this clearer
while there was still time. Yugiri is Just the same. He has been telling
me that he entirely disapproves of what I have done, I'm sorry; but
the thing had to be.' 3

She spoke with quiet confidence. It was evident that she was not in
the least shaken by all these crincisms. ~ Unfortunately,' replied Sakon
no Chujo, 'it is my sister's present life with which we are dealing and
not what may have happened to her in some, previous existence. No
doubt His Majesty's annoyance was also decreed by karma, but that does
not make it any the easier for me to pacify him. Nor is it any use my say
ing that we were afraid of offending the Empress; for he will immediately

I Himegimi. :1 That Himegimi should be sent to the Emperor..
, Was determined by something that happened in a previous incarnation.
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ask why we are not equally afraid of offending Ryozen's consorts." An
as a matter of fact, though at present Lady Chujo seems disposed to b
friendly and helpful, this cannot possibly go on. Consider the quesrio
dispassionately and you will see at once the absurdrty of your attitude
What, pray, would become of the Court If the existence of an Empres
prevented any other lady sernng foot rheree The mere fact of being call.
on to serve the Emperor has in the past always been considered a sufficien
honour in itself, irrespective of how many other people were similarl
honoured. The situation at Ryozen's is qUIte different, There her whol
comfort depends on the good nature of others. A single slight misunder
standing, and there may spring up such a wrangle between aunt and niece
as will provide the world with a very unedifying spectacle.'

She found that her second son, Uchuben, was of exactly the same opinion
and began to feel very uneasy.

Meanwhile Ryozen seemed to become more engrossed 10 his new favour
ite every day. In the seventh month it became clear that she was going t<
have a child. Her indisposition however seemed only to enhance he
beauty, and those in charge of her could well understand why she ha:
been so eagerly courted and why news of Tamakatsura's decision had beet
greeted in so many quarters with such extraordinary outbursts of rag.
and disappoinrment.

Her principal recreation was mUSIC, and the ex-Emperor spent hou:
after hour Iistenmg to her. On these occasions he often brought Kaori
WIth him. He was interested not so much in her playing as In that 0

her maid Omoto, She it was, he ascertained, who had accompanied se
skilfully the day he whistled the Plum-tree tune. Ryozen would nov
often send for her to play on the Japanese zithern, which she did in se
delightful a manner that Kaoru found himself thinking a good deal abou
her.

Next year the Palace mumming was held. There happened at the time
among the young men at Court, to be a great many who danced and san~

well, so that the Emperor had a. wide choice tn making up the two teams
The right side was captained by Kaoru, and Kurodo was also chosen re
dance. An almost full moon was shining from a cloudless sky when the}
made their way from the Emperor's Palace to that of Ryozen. Both Lad}
Chujo and Himegimi were WIth the ex-Emperor on this occasion. A
great crowd of princes and courtiers who had followed the mummers
from the Palace were also among the audience; but it was noticed that
every single visitor of any importance belonged either to Yugiri's or Tc
no Chujo's J family. The world seemed at the moment able to produce
good looks and real elegance in no other quarter.

I Akikonomu and Lady Chujo.
:I Lady Chujo wasTamakatsura's sister, and therefore Himegimi's aunt.
, Genji's great friend. Father of Kobai, Tamakatsura, Lady Chujo, etc.
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It was known that in matters of this kind Ryozenwas far more fastidious
than the present Emperor, and the performers were all particularly on
their mettle. None Indeed more so than Kurodo no Shosho, who being
aware that Hrmegimi was present could scarcely conceal his agitation.
The costume, with its head-dress of cotton plumes, 15 an uncouth one, but
Kurodo had the right figure for it and looked unusually well, his singing
too was very good. Bamboo Rsuer was one of the mummers' songs, and
as he approached the royal dais singing this tune a rush of recollection
assailed him, and the tears so filled hIS eyes that he could scarcely stumble
through hIS part.

Another performance was given in Akikonomu's apartments, and
Ryozen was again present. It was now very late, but the moon was high
In the sky and shone down upon the dancers with so searching a light that
they showed up even better than in the daytime. 'Was she looking at
hlm? What was passing through her mind?' Kurodo no Shosho, obsessed
by these thoughts, mighr have been treading on air, so Iitrle was he
conscious of the movements of his feet; and when, after the dance, wine
was handed along, he surprised everyone by absent-mindedly clinging
to the cup as though it had been meant for him alone.

Kaoru was tired out when he got back to his mother's palace in the
Third Ward, for he had spent the whole night dancing and singing in
place after place. No sooner, however, had he lain down than a message
came summoning him back to Ryozen's apartments. 'How irritating!'
he said. 'I did think that this time I was really g01ng to get a little rest .. '
And grumbling as he went, he set off to obey the summons. Ryozen
merely wanted to hear some details about the performance at the reign
ing Emperor's Palace. 'It has always been the custom,' he said presently,
'to choose one of the older men as captain. So you may consider the
Emperor paid you a. great compliment,' and he eyed the young man ad
miringly. Presently he led Kaoru off to Himegimi's rooms, humming the
Bansuraku r as he went. Her apartments were still crowded with friends
whom she had invited to see the performance, and the scene was one of
great elegance and animation. At the door of the cross-gallery Kaoru
heard a VOice that he knew - it was no doubt one of the gentlewomen
from Tamakarsura's palace - and got into conversation. 11 can't im
agine what we looked like,' he said. 'Moonlight, when it is as strong as
that, is terribly unbecommg.. Poor Kurodo no Shosho seemed to be com
pletely dazzled by it; though oddly enough at the Emperor's, where the
moonlight was almost as strong, he did not seem to be in the least put
out.' :a

Some of the gentlewomen who heard this remark thought it rather

J: The tune that the mummers sing when they are about to depart. See Part Ill, p. 477.
:I Kaoru is ironically suggesting that it was not the moonlight, but the presence of

Himeginu which confused Kurodo,
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spiteful. But one of hIS flatterers, thinking to please Kaoru by bringing the
conversation back to the subject of his own appearance, assured him that
he need not worry. 'Everyone,' she said, 'was remarking how particu
larly well the strong contrasts of the moonlight suited features such as
yours.' And she pushed out a scrap of paper with the poem: 'Do you re
member that night In the garden, and Bamhoo Rzver? Or In your memory
for things unmemorable IS there no room at all>'

'Ceaseless SInce that hour the waters of the River have flowed and
carried with them all fond hopes to the deep.' So he answered, and the
words seemed to contain a suggestion of such infinite melancholy that
everyone wirhm hearing was deeply touched. Yet in point of fact, com
pared with those of a person really in love, Kaoru's feelings towards
Himegimi were of a qUlte negligible order. But there was something
about hIS appearance and character which tended to arouse sympathy
even when he was least m need of It, and he was constantly being credited
with emenens that he did not In the least feel. "This positrvely mustn't
be repeated,' he said rising to go. 'Indeed, it was wrong of me to talk
in that way at all.' At this moment a message came from Ryozen asking
what had become of him, and though he was In no mood for further
exertion he was obliged to go.

'Genp,' said Ryozen, 'on the mornmg of the men's mumming had
women's dancing as well. Apparently it was a great success. Yugm told
me about it I don't thmk we could manage that now; we lack the talent.
It is extraordmary to think what a number of unusually accomplished and
gifted women there were at the New Palace in those days. They made it
possible to do all sorts of delightful and entertaining things.' The instru..
menrs were then tuned, Hrmegtmi playing the thirteen-stringed zithern,
Kaoru the lute and Ryozen himself the Japanese zithern. They played
The Trefoil I and other tunes. It was extraordinary what progress the girl
had made under Ryozen's tuitron. Her touch was in the latest style, and
nerther song-accompaniments nor the most difficult zithern-pieces gave:
her any trouble. It was impossible, Kaoru was sure, that someone so
unusually gifted In every other way should not also have great beauty."

Occasions of this kind were frequent at Ryozen's palace, and in course
of time Kaoru naturally got to know the girl very well. When, as some
times happened, he expressed hIS great admiration for her, it was always
in the most guarded and respectful terms, though he would somenmes
go so far as to hint that her mother's decision had been a great disap
pointment to him.

The disappoinrmenr indeed may not have been only on his side. Who
knows?

In the fourth month Himegimi bore a daughter. The event was not

1 See above, p. 77X.
i He had of course only seen her behind her curtains or screen-of..state ..
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of course of the same importance as it would have been in the case of a
boy, or If Ryozen had strll been on the Throne. But it was evident that
the ex-Emperor was delighted and everyone at Court, from Yugm down
wards, thought it perrrussible to mark the occasion by sending toys and
birth-presents. The child was born at home. Tamakarsura instantly
took a great fancy to It, and was never tired of dandling it in her arms.
But Ryozen kept on msistmg that Himegrmi should return at the earlrest
possible moment, and on the fiftieth day after her delivery she came back
to his palace. Apart from Ichi no Miya;' who was now grown up, he
had no other daughter. Himegrmi's baby, who was Indeed an exception
ally fine and promISIng child, at once became a great favourite, and Ryozen
tended more than ever to spend all his time In Himegimi's quarters.

ThIS state of affairs was resented more by Lady Chujc's gentlewomen
than by herself. Between her people and Himegimi's feeling began to run
high; and a number of unpleasant Incidents occurred. Tamakacsura heard
of what was gorng on, and remembered her conversations with Sakon
no Chujo. He was young, and at the rime she had not been inclined to
pay much attention to hIS warnings. But he was the girl's brother. He
had been rrght to speak out, and certainly everything seemed to be
happening just as he had foretold, Ryozen, it could not be doubted,
was deeply attached to the girl. But if Lady Chujo's women, who had
been in her service for years, made up their minds to cause trouble between
her and the girl, norhing Ryozen could do would save Himegimi from
finding herself In a very painful position.

The Emperor, it seemed, was still constantly hmring that he would
like to have the second girl, Wakagimi, at the Palace, Determined
not to expose her to the same vexations as Himegimi was enduring,
Tamakatsura made up her mind to offer Wakagimi not as a concubine
but in a public capacity.. The easiest way to effect this was to hand on
to Wakagimi her own office of Lady-of-the-Bedchamber. The position
was one for which suitable occupants were difficult to discover, and though
Tamakatsura had sent in her resignation many years ago;r it had never
been accepted. It was however discovered on looking into the matter
that there were ancient precedents for the office descending from one
generation to another, and in consideration for the services which Hige
kuro had rendered to the Government the Emperor gave his consent. It
seemed indeed providential 2 that Tamakatsura's resignation should have
remained unaccepted for so many years.

There really did seem to be some chance that Wakagimi was now dis
posed of in a way that would ensure her happiness. But Tamakarsura's
own troubles were not at an end.. She was conscious that she had more or
less promised the younger girl to Kurodo no Shosho, whose mother would
now no doubt consider that she had behaved very badly, With the hope

J Lady Chujo's daughter. :I Literally, karma.-determined.
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of putting this right she sent her second son Uchuben to Yugiri;' asking
him to explain that had she been free to act as she chose she would not,
quite apart from her obligations to Yugirr's family, ever have dreamt
of puttIng both her daughters into Court service. Such a course, she
knew) must savour of ambition. But the Emperor's decree had left her
no choice.... 'The Emperor,' replied Yugiri, 'was very much annoyed by
what had already occurred; and he had good reason to be. As for the
office of Lady-of-the-Bedchamber - personally I think your mother
should have been allowed to resign years ago, when she stopped appear...
ing at Court. The sooner Wakagimi takes It over, the better.'

It was thought advisable to obtain formal permission from the Empress,
a somewhat humrlianng step which, Tamakatsura sadly reflected, would
have been quite unnecessary had Higekuro been still alive and in power.
The Emperor had heard a great deal about Himegimi's extraordinary
charm, and very little about Wakagimi. He was however agreeably
surprised by her. She had great elegance, and set about her work at
Court very competently.

It seemed to Tamakarsura that her task in the world was finished and
she decided to take the Vows. 2 But her sons persuaded her that her
thoughts were In reahry strll far too much occupied with the welfare
of her two daughters. ' Wait;' they said, ~ trll you can apply yourself
calmly and wholeheartedly to your devotions.' She let the matter drop,
and even took to paying an occasional secret visit to Court, where she
saw Wakagimi, but never the older girl, for she did not feel capable of
responding to Ryozeri's gallanrries.r She felt indeed that she had more
tha.n made up for the pain she caused him In old days by the conces
sion 4 she had now made in defiance of everyone's advice. As for her
self, she had reached an age when anything of that kind, or even the sus
picion of it, merely served to make one ridiculous. She had however of
course not explained this to Himegimi, and the girl was hurt that Tarna
katsura never visited her. But her sister, Himegimi reflected, had always
been Tamakatsura's favourite. Even in the trivial matter of the cherry
tree this preference had been evident. Only Higekuro had ever really
been fond of her! She felt very unhappy about it. Ryozen himself, who
had looked forward to constant visits from Tamakatsura, was naturally
very much disappointed.... 'Though I can see that there is every reason
why she should prefer the other Palace,' he said. 'Here we are all growing
very dull and out-of-date.'

Several years later Himegimi bore a son. In all these years his three
consorts had between them only produced two children, and both were
girls. The event therefore caused a considerable stir, and Ryozen him-

x Kurodo's father. t To become a nun.
3-Ryozen, it will be remembered, had always been in love wi th her.
4 Giving Himegimi to Ryozpu.
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self was delighted. For his son's sake, indeed, he now regretted that he
was no longer on the Throne, for he seemed by his abdication to have
wantonly deprived the child of what would have been a magnificent
posmon.> Ichi no MIya,3 to whom he had formerly been devotedly
attached, ceased after the arrrval of Himegimr's two children to Interest
him at all, and even Lady Chujo, long-suffermg though she was, felt that
things had gone too far. Incidents were constantly occurring which It

was very difficult to smooth over, and whereas the ill-feelIng had pre
viously been confined to their rival gentlewomen, relations between the
two mistresses themselves now became more and more difficult.

In srtuations of this kind, in whatever class of sociery they occur,
opinion from that of the most insignificanr menial upwards is always
loudly voiced on the side of old-established rights as opposed to the
claims of a new-corner. And at Ryozea's palace everyone from top to
bottom, irrespective of how little their dunes brought them mto contact
with either SIde, would hear nothing said against the two great ladies 3

who had for so many years had things all their own way, but invariably
attributed whatever Himegimi did or sard to the basest possible motives.
The worst that Tamakarsura's sons had foreseen was being fulfilled, as
they themselves were not slow to point out to her. She saw all about
her girls for whom no such ambrrious plans had been made settling down
to a qUIet and comfortable existence, and she felt a sudden conviction
that except for people with every possible circumstance in their favour,
Court service was a complete mistake.

Meanwhile, as the years went by, Himegimi's former suitors rose from
rank to rank, and many of them were now, as Tamakatsura was bound to
confess, in such high positions that there no longer seemed to be any
incongruity in the idea of their marrying a Grand Minister s daughter ..
Kaoru, for example, whom in the old days she had regarded as a mere
schoolboy, was now a Counsellor with the rank of Colonel in the Body
guard, and he and Niou were the most talked-of figures at Court. That
two such desirable young men should remain unmarried struck Tamakat...
sura as quite unaccountable. She knew indeed for a fact that they had
rejected offers from one great prince and statesman after another .. 'They
were certainly both interested in Himegimi,' she said. 4 But in those days
they were mere boys and it was impossible to tell how they would turn
out. If they had been as they a.re now...... 11

Kurodo no Shosho was also a Colonel, and a counsellor of the Third
Rank. The more malicious a.mong Tamakarsura's gentlewomen lost no
opportunity of mentioning his success 1D her presence. .. And as far as
good looks go,' they would add, •there was never much amiss with him.'
'It would have been better than all this unpleasantness;' 4 they whispered

1 That of Heir Apparent. :J Lady Chujo's daughter.
3 Akikonomu and Lady Chujo. 4 Better if she had married Kurodo.
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behind her back, wonderrng how a woman of her experrence could have
behaved with so little discretion.

The new Colonel I was apparently still in exactly the same love-sick
conditron as years before. He had accepted as his wife a daughter of the
Mmister of the Left, but did not take the slightest interest 10 her. He
seemed snll to clmg to the idea that somehow, in the end, Himegirm
would be his, and the Oracle of Hirachi 2 figured continually both In
hIS conversation and in hIS copybooks.!

Meanwhile Himegmn, worn out by the constant bickerings at Ryozeri's
palace, spent more and more time at her mother's, which only served to
make Tarnakarsura feel how completely her plans had failed. Wakagimi,
on the other hand, caused no anxiety .. She delighted In her new Iife, and
had Indeed become one of the most conspicuous figures at Court.

Kurodo's father-in-law, the Minister of the Left, died about this time,
and there was a general adjustment of offices. Yugrn became MInister
of the Left, and Kobai Minister of the Right, with the rank of Major
General. In the general shuffhng Kaoru was promoted to the posrnon of
Middle Counsellor, while Kurodo filled Kaoru's old place.

In his round of VISits 4 Kaoru began WIth Tamakarsura, and did formal
obeisance to her In the courtyard in front of her rooms. Subsequently
she received him in pnvare. 'Nowadays,' she sard, '" the grass grows
so deep at my doors" that you might easrly have passed me by. But I
am glad you did not forget me, for your VISits never fad to remind me of
certain occasions in days long ago: 5 Her voice always pleased him..
There was something in it gracious, distinguished - a youthful buoy
ancy, even, that always astonished him. No wonder that after all these
years Ryozen still hankered after her.. Perhaps even now, Kaoru thought
as he hstened to that fresh, animated VOIce, something might come
of it.

'I don't particularly want to be congratulated,' he said. 'There is
indeed nothing very exciting about this promotion. But it gave me an
excuse for coming to see you - which I have been meaning to do for a
long time. I am afraid your remark about my not passing you by was a
hint that I somenmes seem to do so .... ' 'What I really want to do;' she
said, 'is to talk to you about this trouble at Ryozen's palace.. Today, I
know, is hardly the time to worry you WIth an elderly woman's perplexi
ties. But I could hardly ask you to come on purpose, and It is all far too
complicated to write about. Lady Chujo, as you know, promised to take

I Kurodo,
2' 'Surely as if the oracle of Hitachi had spoken it, the oracle that is at the end of the

Eastern Road, I know that in the end we shall meet.' The oracle at Kashima in Hitachi
Province specialized in advice on love-affairs..

3 In which he practised handwriting.
..Paid in order to receive congratulations on his promotion..
S Genji's visits on similar oceasions,
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a special Interest 10 the girl, and Akrkonomu went out of her way to assure
me that she had no objection. But now they both seem to treat her as
though she were some drab who has been clandestinely smuggled into the
Palace. The two children must remain where they are. But Himegimi
herself was becoming so worn out by all this that I decided to bring her
home, where at any rate she can get a htrle rest and quiet. But Ryozen
has already said that It looks bad for her to stay here so long, and I do
not know what is gOIng to happen. Do speak to Ryozen about It the
next time you get a chance. I see now that under the circumstances it
was madness on my part to have any confidence In eirher of her sponsors
But both of them were so friendly and made such defirnre promises that
I was completely taken in. I cannot think how I can have been so child
ishly incompetent.' 'You make far too much of all this,' said Kaoru. ·A
certain amount of friction is and always has been inevitable in such situa
tions, and it is bound to be worse in a household Iike Ryozen's where,
compared with what it used to be before hIS retirement, life is rather
tame and monotonous. So far as I can see both of the ladles in public
mamtain a perfectly friendly attitude. I But it would be strange indeed if
they were not inwardly a little bit jealous. As a matter of fact both of
them have always been rather inclmed to take offence where it was not
meant and to brood over small trifles. But you must have realized that
there would occasionally be misunderstandings of this sort when you
sent her there. All Himegimi needs is a little patIence and the capacity
sometimes to shut her eyes to what is going on around her.'

4My poor grievances!' she said laughing. 'It was hardly worth storing
them up for you so long if you were gOing to dispose of them so easily.'
It was as though she had suddenly thrown off all weight of parental
responsibility, and could for the moment take the thing as Iighrly as
he did. He had an impression that Himegimi was capable of Just such
transrtions, and it was certain that what most attracted him in the Prin
cess of U)1 ~ was something very much of this kind.

Soon after this Wakagimi also paid a VIsit to her home, and with both
wings of the house occupied and the quiet, happy life of the sisters going
on Just as in old days it seemed as though nothmg had ever happened to
interrupt It. Kaoru was Indeed almost the only visitor. He was always
acutely conscious, when he came to the house, that two pairs of eyes, used
lately to far more animated scenes, were giving him their undrvided at
tention. This put him on his best behaviour, and Tamakarsura regretted
more than ever that she had not given a young man so well-balanced
and sensible the chance of entering her family.

The new Minister of the RIght J lived In a palace inherited by his wife

x Towards Himegimi,
:I See the next chapter.
3 Kobai,
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from Prince Sochi, It was the next house to Tamakarsura's. At the
Great Banquet I a vast number of princes and nobles were present, and
Kobai had hoped to get Prince NIOU, who had recently consented to
appear both at the Archers' Banquet given by Yugiri and at the Wrestlers'
Feast. But though Kobai had assured him that the whole success of the
occasion depended on his being there, NI0U failed to appear. It was
known to be Kobai's great ambinon to secure him for Oigimi or Naka
no Kimi, the two daughters to whom he was so devotedly attached. But
for some reason Niou showed no sIgns of interest In the plan.

Failmg him, there was much to be said (as both Kobai and his wife
agreed) for the Middle Counsellor," who seemed to be turnmg out un
commonly well.

The rattle of coaches and the shouting of the outriders were plainly
audible In the house next door. Such sounds, Tamakatsura remembered,
had once enlivened her own courtyard, and they started a train of ab
sorbing recollections. ·Some people," she said at last, •have criticrzed
SOChl'S widow for allowmg Kobai to frequent her house so soon after
the Prince's death. But there 1S after all perhaps something to be said for
keeping the flame of love burrung. One cannot make rules about such
things. Sometimes I feel that she was righr.'

On the evening after the Banquet Kurodo no Shosho called. He had
no doubt discovered that Himegimi was in residence again, and this had
thrown his feelings into a fresh access of commorion. · It is of course
gratifying in away,' he said, · that the Government has recognized my
services. But inwardly I remain in such a state of continual torment that
I am barely conscious of my promotion. This has been going on, as you
know, for years now, without a moment's respite.' He passed his sleeve
across his eyes, as though to brush away a tear. But she felt that this
was done chiefly for effect. He was now about twenty-seven, a strong,
handsome man, with a fresh healthy complexion which It was difficult
to associate with an incurable despair .. 'These young men; thought Tam
akatsura, · are really becoming insufferable. They are so used to hav
ing everything their own way that honours and promotions no longer
mean anything to them.' Her own sons, who had no father to get fair
play for them, were far indeed from having time to mope about in this
way, fretting over trifles. Sakon no Chujo had by his own efforts become
Major in the Bodyguard of the Right, and Uchuben was a Senior Ad
viser in the Executive Department; but neither of them was on the
Grand Council, Wh1Ch was miserable. To no Jiju, the youngest, was a
senior in the Chamberlain's Department, which was not bad for his age,
but wretched compared with most other people.

So Tamakatsura impatiently reflected, while Kurodo, still in the
same strain ...

I Given by Kobai to his new colleagues. • Kaoru..



CHAPTER IV

The Bridge Maiden

T HERE still lived at that time a certain old Prince Hachi no Miya,
one of Suzaku's many brothers, whose very existence was al
most forgotten at Court. HIS mother was of good birth, and It

was at one time generally supposed that he was destined for very great
things;' But times changed; the conspiracy in which he was intended to
play the leading part became impossible of execution, and he found him
self not merely deprived of hIS former brilliant prospects, but cut off
from all hope of public credit or advancement. HIS supporters and
guardians," unable to face the ignominy Iota which the exposure of their
schemes had brought them, had in one way or another soon all completely
vanished, at least from secular hfe, and in the end the young Prince found
himself, both privately and pohrically, in a state of unparalleled isolation.

His only consolation was his wife. She was the child of a. former
Grand MInister who had fondly imagined that In securing for his favourire
daughter this prince's hand he had made the most brilliant provision for
her future. What, the Princess often wondered, would her father have
thought, had he lived to see her in her present inglorious situation?
And she herself, naturally enough, suffered not infrequently from fits
of depression. But husband and wife were bound together by so unusual
a. degree of affection that to both of them their mutual attachment seemed
an ample compensation for all their losses and disappointments.

Another sorrow however was soon to cloud their lot. The birth of a
child would more than anything else have helped to relieve the empti
ness and monotony of their present existence. But years passed, and no
child came. At last, however, to the Prince's intense delight, a girl was
born - a fine and handsome child on whom the parents lavished every
care.. In due time it was apparent that the Princess was again to become
a mother. A boy was of course ardently hoped for, but this wish was
not fulfilled. The delivery was easy, and the mother seemed at first to
be recovering very well. But an unexpected relapse set in, her condition
became more and more alarming, and not long afterwards she died ..

The Prince was beside himself with grief and bewilderment. Even
WIth her love to console him he had often found the ignominy of his sit
uation difficult to endure, and but for his unwillingness to desert her
he would long ago have taken the Vows. And now he was left to face

I After Suzaku's accession Kokiden (Genji's wicked stepmother) attempted to make
Hachi no Miya Heir Apparent instead of Ryozen.

2 His father, the Old Emperor, was dead, and we must suppose that his mother was
dead too..
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hIS troubles in what was worse than solitude, for upon him fell the sole
care of two young children. He at once determined that It would be
ludicrous and unbecoming (for after all, despite hIS misfortunes, he was
still a prince) for him to attempt to take charge of them himself, and he
looked about for someone to whom he could entrust them, intending as
soon as they were safely disposed of to fulfil his great desire." But
no suitable person could be found, and so things went on from month to
month and year to year, the Prmce half-thmking of simply deserting the
children, but never able to bring himself to do so.

Meanwhile the girls grew up, and as time went on so far from being a
burden to him they became hIS great comfort and distraction.

The waiting-women, as is commonly the case, could never forget the
circumstances of the second child's birth,s and it was with difficulty that
they overcame their feeling of repugnance sufficiently even to look
after her properly. The Prince, too, could not help to some extent shar
ing In this prejudice. But his WIfe had almost with her last breath be
sought him not to neglect the child, moreover, though its birth was the
immediate cause of the present disaster, the child itself, he knew well
enough, could only be regarded as the innocent Instrument of Fate. His
first unreasoning sentiment soon gave way to feelings of compassion, and
as the child grew up she began to assume in his affections no less Impor
tant a place than that already occupied by Agemaki, her sister. In
beauty Indeed Kozen, the younger girl, as the years went by became more
than Agemaki's equal, In disposrtion however the elder had perhaps the
advantage, showing from the first signs of a deeper and tenderer nature,
while there was in her manners a grave restraint and dignity which made
her, despite Kozeri's great beauty, undoubtedly the more distinguished
figure of the two.

The Prince did all that lay in his power to procure for them the usual
advantages. But a serres of further misfortunes overtook him, and It
became every year more difficult to maintain in hIS palace any sort of
hfe or stir at all.

HIS servants could hardly be expected to put up indefinitely with such
an existence, and one by one they found other and more hopeful employ
ment, In the general confusion which followed upon the wife's illness
sufficient attention had not been paid to securing a really good nurse.
The woman they had hurriedly found left, as was to be expected, long
before they could get on without her, and the child's upbringing fell
a.lmost entirely upon the Prince himself.

The Palace was large and its grounds very pleasantly laid out with
knolls and pools, the charm of which no neglect could impair. But grad-

t To become a monk.
=- The fact that the child's birth had caused the mother's death.. In primitive communi

ties such children are often done away with.
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ually the house itself was fallmg Into hopeless decay, and there was
no one left to repaIr It, or Indeed to do any of the work that was needed.
Weeds were sproutIng 10 the courtyards, and shtnohu-grass doing as it
pleased with the roofing of the eaves. The Prince himself made no effort
to save hIS spacious garden from becoming a mere wilderness, In hIS

wife's Iifetime he had taken a great interest in It; but such an Interest
needs to be shared, and now the scent of blossom and the scarlet of autumn
leaves meant nothing to him, and such resources as he could snll dispose
of he expended solely on the adornment of the prIva.te chapel where In
prayer and mediranon he now spent the greater part of the day.

Though to his great regret CIrcumstances made it impossible for him
actually to escape from secular life, he regarded himself as In effect 00

longer a participant in the ordinary carnal world, a.nd he became, as the
years went by, so completely detached from mundane affairs that in spirit,
if not in actualrty, he finally ranked as an ecclesiastic rather than a mere
layman. Since his wife's death he had not shown the slightest interest
in any of Iife's ordinary pleasures or amusements. Still less had he shown
any sign of mrending to marry again. The general view was that he had
carried things too far. 'No doubt,' the world said, 'he was unusually
devoted to his wife, and it was natural enough that at first he should
feel her loss very deeply. But it is now high time that he began to behave
like other people ... « One thing however is certain, no newcomer to the
house would tolerate for a SIngle day the disgusnng state of drlapidatron
into which he has allowed that handsome palace of his to falL'

These and many other observations of the same nature reached the
Prince's ear, some of his crrrics even going so far as to hint how their
advice might most appropriately be carried out. But he paid not the
slightest attention. What little leisure his religious observances left
him he devoted to the education of hIS daughters. MUSIC came first, then
draughts, the word-game I and other lighter accomplishments, which
though unimportant In themselves gave him an opportunity of seeIng in
what way their characters were forming. It was apparent that Agemaki,
the elder girl, was the more painstaking and serious-minded of the two,
while Kozeri had the sweeter and easier disposition, though she was not
without a certain shyness about the things that deeply affected her.

One fine spring day he happened to notice two water-birds sporting
wing to wing on the sunny waters of the pond.. There was somerhmg
about their happy darting and chirruping that reminded him with a sud
den bitterness of his own widowed and desolate state, and to distract his
thoughts he decided to give the girls their music-lesson. Considering
their tender ag'e they handled their zitherns with remarkable skill, and
the tears welled to his eyes. 2

x Guessing characters of which one half is covered.
2 As regards mUS1C 'sad' and 'beautiful' are interchangeable terms in the Far East.
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& How long thus comfortless, like a bird that has lost its mate, on the
waters of life shall I float?'

Such was his poem. He was a handsome old man, and though constant
watching and fasting had made him somewhat frail, there was in hIS bear...
ing a great dignity and charm, enhanced at the moment by the tattered
old court-dress that he had Just sent for in honour of the music-lesson.
The elder girl, gently drawing the Ink-stone towards her, began tracing
letters upon It for practice. · Write on this;' the Pnnce said, handing her
a pIece of paper. · Ink-stones are not meant for writing on.' I Rather
timidly, she wrote the poem: 'How should I learn to spread my WIngs,
o water-bird, and leave the nest, had you not hngered on the lake?' It
was not at all a good poem, but It pleased him at the moment. In the
handwrrtmg there was considerable promise, though she still did not JOIn
up her letters properly.

Kozeri, being called upon in her turn, took a much longer nme and her
production, though creditable, was quite childish: 'Had not the water
bird, despite its sorrow, wrapped me in its wings, ne'er should I have
been hatched!'

Everything that he possessed was gOIng to ruin. There had for years
past been no one in the house capable even of mending hIS clothes, much
less of distracnng him by their conversation And now he discovered
to hIS delight that In the midst of all this desolation were two creatures
who could acquit themselves with so much credit In an interchange of
poems!

Still holding a sacred book in one hand he would sometimes break
off from his regular Intoning and sing the words of the tune that the girls
were playing. He had taught Agemaki the lute and Kozeri the thirteen
stringed zithern. Young though they were they had spent a great deal
of time practising, and they now really played unusually well together,
so that it was quite ~1 pfeasure to hear them.

Prince Hachi no Mrya himself had, as we have seen, been left an orphan
at an early age. HIS guardians took very little trouble about his educa
tion and he grew up WIth only a scanty knowledge of books and an igno
rance of worldly affairs which was quite extraordmary. Compared indeed
with other noblemen of his age he seemed, in his complete lack of prac
ncal training, far more like some grand lady, who has never had to trouble
her head about what she would consider sordid details. He had inherited
from the late Grand Minister, his'motherts father, what should by rights
have been a very considerable property, but somehow or other, without
his having any notion as to what had become of it, the whole of this for ..
tune disappeared, and he was loft with nothing even to remind him of
it, save some handsome and imposing pieces of furniture. For political

I In medieval Japan there was a superstition that it was unlucky to write on inkstones.
It is not certain however that this belief existed so early as Murasaki's time.
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reasons hardly anyone came to the house, and to occupy himself he took
lessons from some of the best music-masters of the day, and worked WIth
them so hard that 10 nme he acquired, In this art at any rate, a most
unusual proficiency.

The great disaster of his hfe had been that, at the time when Ryozen
was Heir Apparent, Kokiden, as part of a general scheme to combat
Genjr's growIng Influence, had attempted to make Prince Hachi no Mrya
heir to the Throne. The plot ended In total failure, but Prmce Hachr's
connection With it at once estranged from him all those whose sympathies
were on Genu's side, Kokiden's faction meanwhile rapidly sank Into com
plete impotence and obscurity, and soon there was no longer any quarter
where the unfortunate Prince was not looked at askance. But for years
past his mind had become more and more centred on spiritual things, and
now in his old age he never gave the whole unhappy business a thought.

Meanwhile a fresh disasrer befell him. HIS palace caught fire and was
totally destroyed. No other suitable house could be found at the Capital,
and he was oblrged to move to UJI,r where fortunately he still possessed
a small estate. It cannot be said that hIS Iife at the Caprtal had teen such
as to make him suppose he should leave with regret. But when it came
to the point, the move cost him many a pang. HIS new house had what
at first seemed great disadvantages. It was near to the fish-weirs, which
rather spoilt the view; moreover, he found the continual noise of the
rapids very disturbing. However there was nothing to do but make the
best of it, and after a time he began once more to take an interest in flowers
and autumn woods, and would even spend hour after hour simply watch
ing the river flow. How happily, he often thought, would his wife have
shared with him this wild and sequestered life ..

Of visits or company of any kind there was of course less question than
ever, now that he was buried away in the depths of the country. No
one indeed came near the house save the few gnarled peasants and rough
country people who did the work on his estate; and loneliness lay fast
upon him as a mist upon the morning hills. But soon a welcome relief
came, for in a neighbouring country temple there lived a certain holy
Teacher. Though a man of great erudition and deeply respected at Court,
he took no part in public ceremonies, and Indeed could seldom be pre
vailed upon to leave his mountain retreat ..

Hearing however that Prmce Hachi had settled so near by and was
sadly in need of distraction, he would sometimes go and assist the Prince
in hIS observances, or study some passage of the Scriptures WIth him, and
finding In Hachi a real devotion to the fairh, he took to coming more
and more frequently.

For the first time Prince Hachi began to understand the inward mean...
ing of the doctrines WIth which he had been familiar for so long. More

1 About eleven miles south of Kyoto.
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than ever before he fel t the hfe of the senses to be mearungless and unsans...
fying. 'My thoughts,' he explained to the Teacher, "dwell wholly In
another world. But I have young children with me, and so long as they
need nly care I must be content to have altered only my sprritual gUIse,
the greater change must waIt'

The Teacher was also on intimare terms wirh the ex-Emperor Ryozen,
who had studied the Scriptures WIth him. Happenmg one day at about
this time to have gone down to the CIty, the Teacher presented himself
at Ryozeri's palace, and after gIvIng hIS assistance WIth regard to a num
ber of difficult passages he led the conversarron on to the subject of Prince
Hachi. 'Of sacred Iiterature;' the Teacher said, 'he has a very wide know
ledge, and shows a profound understanding of It. I cannot help feehng
that the priesthood is hIS true vocation. In his utter detachment from
worldly things he IS Indeed already the equal of many a professed saint.'
'I wonder,' said Ryozen, 'that he has not entered the Church. "The
priest in disguise" - that is what the young people call him, It is a
pity.'

Kaoru happened to be present on this occasion. He too, Iike this
prInce of whom the Teacher spoke wrrh such respect, had set hIS heart
on what lay beyond the shifting fabric of the vrsible world. But hIS
devorrons, he was obltged to confess to himself WI th shame, had not
hitherto been of a kind that could possibly have excited anyone's admira
non. The notion that It might be possible to rank as a holy man WIth
out actually abandoning the life of the world was new to him, and he
pricked up hIS ears.

· Prince Hachis one great desire,' the Teacher continued, 'has Indeed
always been to JOIn the pnesrhood. But obstacles of one kmd or another
stood in the \vay And now I am sorry to say that this desire is less lrkely
than ever to be fulfilled; for he has two grOWIng daughters whom it IS
impossible for him to leave.'

The Teacher had a great love for mUSIC. I These two girls,' he added,
· play together remarkably well on their zrrherns. I Could you hear their
mUSIC blend WIth the splash of the neighbourmg river, you would irnagrne
yourself In Paradise.' Ryozen smiled. The old-fashioned style In which
the Teacher expressed himself always amused him. 'That is indeed unex
peered;' he said. 'One would not have thought that the CIrcumstances
of therr upbringing would have favoured the learnmg of such accomplish
ments. But 1£ the Prince IS Indeed so perplexed as to how to dispose of
them, why does not he entrust them to me? So long as I am spared I
would do whatever I could ....'

Ryozen was considerably younger than Prince Hachi. The proposal,
he thought, was qUIte a reasonable one Had not Suzaku entrusted his
daughter Nyosan to the late Prince Genji under very SImilar circum-

x The word kot» I" used of all stringed instruments, inc luding the lute,
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stances? And he began to imagrne how agreeably a leisured person h ke
himself might whrle a'\vay the hours with two such accornplished mu
sicians at hIS beck and call. Kaoru, on the other hand, had hardly no
need the mention of the daughters It was the account of the father
that Interested him. In what did hIS pIety consist? What were hrs
thoughts and srnvmgse How, In any case, he longed to meet such a man!
'Would you mind telling Prmce Hachr," he said, slipping up to the
Teacher just as he reached the door, 'that I should very much like to do
some readrng with him? Don't arrange anyrhing definite, but simply
find out whether he IS wilhng."

Ryozen, after this conversation, sent a message to Prince Hachi.
'Someone,' he said, 'has gl'ven me a most moving account of your present
situation." WIth this letter was the poem: 'How comes it that the sullen,
high-packed clouds have rolled between us "vvha in our scorn for worldly
things are one>' I The Teacher arrived at U11 sooner than Ryozerr's mes
senger, and went straight to Prince Hachis house. It was seldom indeed
that a messenger of any kind found hIS way to this remote spot. The
Prince was overjoyed, and taking advantage of the Teacher's warning
he hastily got ready such entertainmenr as the produce of stream and
garden could afford. 'Wholly to scorn the world I cannot claim, though
the world's scorn alas drove me to these sad hrlls.' Such was the poem
with which he replied, and It was meant merely to disclaim the compli
ments which Ryozen had paid to hIS eminence as a spiritual authority.
But Ryozen took the Prince's words as a rebuke to those who had worked
against him, and regretted that Hachi should be so unwilling to forget
the past.

'He seems to be seriously interested in these things; said the Teacher,
in menrionmg Kaoru's request. 'It appears he IS most anXIOUS to get a
thorough understanding of the Scriptures, and has been studyrng them
SInce he was a mere boy. But I am told he lives in such a whirl of engage
ments both at Court and at home that other work IS Impossible; and his
position in the State is not such as to allow of his retiring for any length
of time to a monastery or other suitable place. He could do so of course
occasionally, so long as he did not create the impression that he was
abandoning public Iife. But he has so much to get through and 1S (it
appears) often so worn out that such perrods of tuition would be very
difficult to arrange. He was therefore particularly Interested by my
account of your studies, and begged me to find out whether there was
any chance of your accepting him as a pupil..'

'His case IS very unusual,' said Prince Hachi. C A realization of the
vanity of life is almost always the result of some personal sorrow or
particular disappointment. For a young man at the height of his career,

x Ryozen compares his abdication of the Throne to Prince Hachi's retirement from
Court. Their estrangement was of course due to the plot to put Hachi in Ryozen's place.
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with every advantage that fortune can bestow, to show such an interest
in the life to come IS indeed remarkable. In my own case you would
rhink that enough had happened to weary me of my present existence
and turn my thoughts wholly towards spmrual things. Catastrophe has
Indeed followed so fast on catastrophe that It has almost seemed as though
the Lord Buddha, knowing the stubbornness of my heart, had been de
termined that I should not have one excuse left for feelmg any attach
ment to the outward world. Yet here I am, on the bnnk of the grave,
with half my thoughts snll tied to this Iife, unmindful of the future,
deaf to the warrnngs of the past - that such a one should set up as an
instructor is unthinkable. Tell him that if he comes it must be not as a
pupil, but as a friend and equal in the Law.'

An exchange of letters followed, with the result that a visit was
arranged. It was a strange life that he stepped into at UJi - far stranger
than he had been led to suppose. The house, to begin with, which he
had not expected to be large or elaborately furnished, turned out to be a
mere cottage, furnished with only the barest necessaries. Again, one of
the great advantages of the country is its quiet.' But here the perpetual
roar of the stream gave such a feeltng of unrest that one could settle one's
thoughts on nothing else. Was it possible, Kaoru wondered, what with
this noise of rushing waters and the icy blasts that rismg from the river
shook the little house - was it possible that anyone here ever managed
to get a moment's sleep? Such a place might be suitable enough as a
scene for the Prince's vigils and penances. But how did two young girls
manage to exist here? They must, he felt sure, long ago have divested
themselves of all ordinary feminine tastes and characteristics. Only a
paper partition divided him, as he sat working with Prince Hachi, from
the room where the young princesses seemed always to sit. The thoughts
of anyone less serious-minded would have been almost bound under these
circumstances to wander occasionally to the other side of the partition;
and Indeed a certain curiosity as to what girls brought up in these strange
condirions could look like or say for themselves was inevitable. But it
was not to waste time in casual flirtations that he had come to this remote
and unfrequented spot. Only indeed the determination to have done
forever WIth such trifling could have brought him to this place at all,
and he resolutely drove out of his head all thoughts as to what was going
on behind the paper door. To Prince Hachi he at once took a great fancy,
and his visits to Uji soon became frequent.

From his lessons with the Prince he got exactly what he wanted.
Though only an upasaka I Prince Hachi was thoroughly competent to
explain both the sacred texts and the observances of his religion, and he
did so in the simplest manner, without any display of irrelevant erudition.
There are of course always plenty of pious scholars and learned prlests

1 Corresponds to the lay reader of the Anglican Church.
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who if one had the courage to trouble them with one's questions could no
doubt be of great assistance. Kaoru Indeed had come across many such,
but they were men In high POSt rions, WI rh the afTairs of their monas
reries and congregations to look after - far too busy and too Important
to be easrly approachable. Then on the other hand there were common
priests, the sort who prrded themselves on bemg plain 'disciples of Buddha'
and had norhrng to their credit but the harsh austerity of their lives.

Unfortunately he found that rheir shabbiness, vulgar accents and clumsy
familrarrtres Jarred on him so much that it was impossible to have any
dealing with them. In the dayrime they might perhaps have been toler
able. But it was only at a very late hour that his engagements left him
any leisure for these mrerviews, and to have such people brought to one's
pillow-head seemed, when they arrived, to be merely a wilful outrage
upon the rranquilhty of the night ..

How different was hIS present experience! Prince Hachi was drstin
guished in appearance, subdued In manner, and used a language so different
from that of the ordinary expounder that It was at first hard to believe
he was dealing wrth the same texts and doctrines. There was nothing
complicated or mysterious in what he taught; Indeed, he tended towards
parables and rllustratrons of a very simple and easy kind. But the fact
that he was a man of breeding and sensibihry seemed to make all the
difference. Kaoru became more and more devoted to him, and was miser
able if his duties at Court caused him to miss a single lesson. Indeed,
he would have liked them to have gone on continuously.

Kaoru's constant ViSI ts to U}1 brought about a renewal of relations
between Pnnce Hachi and his brother, the ex-Emperor Ryozen, whose
messengers now began to give qUIte an air of anrmarion to this lonely
place. At New Year and other such times Ryozen sent very handsome
presents, while Kaoru, whenever a chance presented Itself, showed his
gratitude to the Pnnce by gifts both of an ornamental and of a solidly
useful kind.

So three years passed. It was the end of autumn and the time had come
for the Prmcc's seasonal Prayers. He was finding the noise of the stream,
as it beat agaInst the fish-weirs - a noise which at this time of year
becomes posrtively deafening - very unrestful, and he decided to spend a "
week at the temple where the Teacher Irved, though he knew that his
daughters would have a very dull and depressing time while he was
away.

It happened that Kaoru had been unable to leave Court for some while.
But one night, enticed by a moon that rose late, he determined to set out
there and then. He went secretly, with only a single groom to escort
him and Inconspicuously dressed. Fortunately the house was on the near
side of the river. There was no need to worry about ordering a boat.
He could go on horseback all the way. As he neared the village, a heavy
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mist came down He lost the path and was obliged to push his way
through dense woods, where he was soon drenched to the skm with the
dew that shook upon him from the leaves that were patterIng down on
every side. It was indeed a chilly adventure that he had let himself In

for, and it was of a kind that was wholly new to him, and gave him an
agreeable thnll.

He had no desire to wake the vrllagers, and forbade his groom to
announce his approach. I As he passed through the brushwood hedge
that surrounded the estate, he had to cross a number of minute rivulets,
and even here he walked his horse very carefully, so as to avoid making
any noise. But to many a cottage there floated, as he stole past, a sweet
smell unlike the fragrance of ' any flower they knew.' 2

As he approached the house he heard a vague sound of music. He
knew of the Prince's fondness for it, and had for a long while been wanting
to hear him play. But he had never had the chance. This seemed to be
an excellent opportunity. It was, he soon discovered, a lute that was
being played. It was tuned to the Ojiki mode 3 and at the moment only
an ordinary accompaniment was being tried over. But the place and hour
gave the familiar notes a new sound, and the back-strokes of the plectrum
were delightfully firm and clear. Every now and then a thirteen-stringed
zithern would Join in very sweetly and delicately. He decided to wait
for a while and listen, but despite all hIS precautions hIS arrival had been
heard, and a rough fellow, who seemed to be a sort of night-watchman,
came out and accosted him. 'The Prince isn't here,' he said. 'He's staying
at the Temple. Do you want us to send for hrm>' 'Certainly not,' said
Kaoru. 'He is probably only there for a few days, and 1 should not dream
of interrupting his devotions. It will be enough, I think, 1£ I ask the
princesses to tell him how sorry I was to go back WIthout seeing him,
after getting wet all through like this ... ' 'I'll see that they hear about
it,' said the man, With a broad and rather unpleasant grIn. 'Wait a
moment,' said Kaoru, calling him back. '1 am very anxious to hear your
young mistresses play. I am always being told that their talent for music
15 remarkable, and this seems too good an opportunity to lose. Is there
not some corner where I could listen properly WIthout being seen? I know

" that If I announce myself in the ordinary way they will at once stop
playing, which is the last thing I desire ' The watchman, common vil
lager though he was, had by now begun to realize that he was dealing
with someone of distinction and importance. Speaking this time in a
more respectful tone he said: 'When no one is about, they often play from
morning nll night, But If there are strangers here, particularly anyone
from the city, no matter who it is they will not play a note. The fact is,

1 By shouting 'Clear the way!' or the like.
2 Allusion to a poem by the priest Sosei, end of the 9th century.
• Approximately G sharp, B, D. G "harp.
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I don't think His HIghness likes It to be known that they are here at
all- not generally known, that IS to say.' · If that 1S so: said Kaoru
laughing, · his efforts to conceal their existence have cerrainly been very
unsuccessful I constantly hear them spoken of as the two most talented
gIrls of the day. But come now, show me the way ' Whatever they may
be like, they must certainly - when one rhmks of the way they have
been brought up - be somerhmg qUIte out of the ordmary.P '1 don't
much care about this;' said the man. 'There's gOIng to be trouble for me
afterwards ... ' But yieldmg to Kaoru's Importunity he led him to a bam
boo fence that screened the whole of the side on which the Prmcesses
Iived. There he left him, himself raking charge of Kaoru's groom, whom
he entertained In the western verandah. There was a gate In the fence,
and pushing It ajar Kaoru peeped In. Heavy wreaths of autumn mist
were trailmg across the moon and It was no doubt in order to enjoy the
beauty of this effect that the people wrthm had left one of the blinds
slrghtly raised On the sunoko,z lookmg rather cramped and miserable in
the cold, crouched a young warrrng-maid, and near her was what seemed
like an older woman. Insrde the room, partly hidden by a pillar, was
someone wrrh a lute In front of her and the plectrum srrll In her hand.
She made a casual movement with the plectrum, and it so happened that
Just at that moment the moon, which had been hidden behind a bank of
mrst, suddenly came out rn all Its brightness. "How stranger said the
lute-player. 'One can beckon to the moon with one's plectrum Just as
one summons people WIth a fan.' Her face was raised towards the window
while she spoke, and Kaoru could see enough of it to reach the conclusion
that the speaker was decidedly good-looking.

'It was to turn back the settmg sun that the plectrum was used 3 Yours
is quite a new idea.' The person who said this was propped against a
cushion, and her head was bowed over a zithern that lay on the floor in
front of her. She laughed as she spoke, but there was at the same time a
certain seriousness In her manner of makmg the correcnon, as though
facts were of great importance to her.. 'Well, whether I invented the idea
or no,' replied the elder girl, 'you cannot deny that lutes and moons
have a great deal to do WIth one another.' 4

The conversation continued in this stram. It showed a readiness of wit
and neatness of phrase which were far indeed removed from what he had
expected to find in girls brought up under these strange circumstances.

:t For tamawanu read tamaymu,
:2 A narrow platform running round the outside of a house.
3 Kao Ch'ang-kung, Prince of Lan-ling in Shantung, who was obliged to go into battle

masked because his womanish beauty would have heartened rather than dismayed his
enemies, I'.> shown in one form of the- Rarva dance turmnz back the" sun to nOOl1 .. that the
Chinese armies might hav e more tune [0 defeat the I urk- See Takano's Nthon KayoShi,
p. 103,1. 2. The Prince flourished In the third quarter of thr- 6th century A.D•

..The two sound-holes on the-face of the lute are called the 'half-moons.'
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He had thought hitherto that the finding of marvellously handso1lle
and cultivated young ladles locked away In remote country mansions was
a thrng that belonged not to real Iife, but exclusrvely to the type of ro
mances read by young waiting-women It now appeared that these stories
were much more like hfe than he had supposed. He wished that the mist
were not so thick. He could see hardly anythmg now But when at
last the moon came out again, down went the blind! No doubt the
people inside had been warned that someone was about Indeed, before
the blind was drawn they had, without any display of panic, gently and
gracefully withdrawn to the back of the room. He noted many things
in their favour. They moved well, and silently, not WIth a great rustle
of skirts like country girls. He was becoming very much interested ..

Rennng from his post of observation Kaoru now gave orders for his
carriage to be fetched from the city. 'I was unfortunate,' he said to the
watchman, 'in not finding His Highness here. But thanks to you I have
not altogether wasted my trme, I should be glad rf you would now tell
their Iadyships that I wish to wait upon them. I imagine they would
not like me to go without giving them a chance of apologizing for the
wetting I got in coming here.'

That Kaoru had actually been watching them did not of course occur
to the ladies. But even the thought that he had perhaps heard them
practising on their instruments annoyed and embarrassed them extremely.
'Did you not notice that strange perfume?' said Agemaki.! 'How slow
of us not to guess that he was here!'

The girl to whom the watchman had given Kaoru's message seemed
to be very incompetent, and feeling that the circumstances justified him
in taking matters into his own hands, he felt his way b-ack through the
heavy mist to the window through which he had been Iooking before.
The country girls who did service in the house had no notion how to
address him, and when he attempted to converse with them, made no
reply. But one of them, very awkwardly and clumsily, pushed out a
cushion for him to sit on. '1 cannot say that it is very comfortable out
here,' he protested. 'The journey from the city to this place is something
of an undertaking. The road is steep and in places none too good. I
think I am entitled to rather better treatment. I hoped at any rate that
before I repeated my damp journey you would at least show some appre
ciation of my endurance.' None of the young maids felt capable of reply
ing in this rather elaborate strain, and to rescue themselves from therr
embarrassment they sent someone to fetch another gentlewoman who was
apparently asleep somewhere at the far end of the house. But the woman
took a long time coming, and feeling that all this fuss was ridiculously
artificial, Agemaki herself presently Intervened. '1 am afraid we none
of us have any idea what you are talking about, t she said in a low voice,

1 The elder girl.
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at the same nrne reriring to the back of the room. 'AIrs of mnocence
are common enough at Court,' said Kaoru, 'but I should be sorry Indeed
If I were to force you, Madam, to assume them. For I cannot believe
that It IS possible to lrve under one roof wrrh anyone so WIdely informed
as the Prince your father and to remain ignorant of the commonest deserts
and obligations. No, Madam! Your powers of Judgment are I am sure
excellent, and I entreat you to use them - If Indeed you can bring yourself
to regard the state of my feelmgs (which I make no effort to conceal
from you) as an object worthy of your consideration.' Needless to say,
It 1S not In any spirit of gallantry that I approach you. Towards such
levines I have no inclmarion of my own, nor have the persuasions of
others ever in the faintest degree prevailed upon me, as indeed you are
no doubt already aware. All that I ask is that you should permit me
to relieve the tedium of my existence by an occasional talk or correspond
ence; and 1 cannot believe that you on your side, when you get to know
me better - Iivmg as you do In this lonely place - WIll find such a dIS
tracnon wholly unwelcome.'

What was one supposed to say in answer to such a discourse as thIS?
Fortunately Agemakr's embarrassment was relieved by the arrival of an
elderly lady - the gentlewoman who had Just been dragged from her
bed. She at any rate was not afflicted with shyness.

'Shame on you now! Where are your manners?' she cried briskly, turn
ing to the maids. 'What a place to leave a gentleman waiting in! Bring
him inside at once! These young girls, sir;' she exclaimed, 'don't seem
to understand their dunes at all ... ' Old though she was she spoke with
a firm authorrtarive VOIce which (the princesses felt) put their own in
competence to shame.

'Your visit, sir; she went on, 'is all the more welcome because so many
of those whose duty it is to come here seem to have put It out of their
heads that there is such a person as His HIghness my master in the world
at all, 1 confess that even I, little though It IS my place to say so, feel
touched by your visit, and I am sure that the young ladies would say
the same and more, were they not too shy to speak. I

She took a good deal upon herself, Kaoru thought; and he was at first
inclined to dislike her. But she seemed to have a great deal of character)
and her voice was distinctly agreeable.

'1 was just beginning to feel desperate,' he said. 'But I see that you
really understand things, and it is a great relief to me that you have
come.' So saying he stepped into the room and seated himself with his
back against a 5tOO1. 2 The maids, peeping at him from behind their
screen, saw by the growing light of dawn, which now made colours
distinguishable, that his hunting-cloak - a very plain and common one

I Kaoru speaks in the elaborate style used by the courtiers of the period.
:;r Stools were for leaning against, not for sitting on.
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at that - was completely soaked wrth mist and dew. Yet it exhaled a
perfume so entrancing that It seemed to come from another world.

Suddenly the old lady burst Into tears. '0 S1r,' she said, 41 know I am
gOIng beyond my duty, and I have tried to restrain myself, but there is
somethrng I feel you should know ... For years past I have been hoping
for a chance - not to tell you the whole story, for that would take too
long, but Just to get a word WIth you. Why, I have mentioned It, Sir,
in all my prayers, and now that they have been answered and you are
here in front of me, Just when I am begrnrnng to tell you what I wanted,
I am taken hke this. I am afraid It is no good,' she said sobbing '1 shall
have to stop.'

He knew that old people are often prone to tears. But it seemed that
In this case somerhmg more definite could alone account for such an out
burst. He was curIOUS to know what It could be. 41 wish they had told
me about you before, t he said. 'This 1S not the first time that I have got
wet through coming here, but hitherto I have always set out again
through those drenching thickets WIthout gettIng so much as a word of
sympathy. However, as regards what you were gOing to tell me - had
you not better try to finish the story? We are not likely often to get so
good an opportunity.'

'That is true enough,' she answered through her sobs, 'and even should
such an opportunIty come, who knows whether I shall be here to take
advantage of It~ For we none of us, as they say, know whether we
sha.ll wake up alive in the morning. Well, I will try at least to tell you
how an old woman like me comes to be mixed up in it. You must know
that what I want to tell you concerns Princess Nyosan, your mother. My
name is Ben no Kimi, and my Cousin KOJiJu I was this Pnncess's favour
ite gentlewoman. Kojiju died long ago, and Indeed all those WIth whom
I was brought up are dead now, though I did not learn of it till after
wards, for I was a long way off, almost (it seemed) in another world."
But five or SIX years ago I came back, and took service where I now am.
I do not know whether you have ever heard of Kashrwagi, the elder
brother of our present Grand Counsellor? 3 I imagine you must have
heard his name mentioned in one connection or another. He died - oh
dear, how well I remember it all, though it must be a great many years
ago now since that terrible day, for you were only a baby then, and here
you stand before me a full-grown man! Well, this dear Lord Kashiwagi's
nurse was my mother, and In those last days it was I who looked after
him all the rime. So he grew used to me, and though I was not at all of
hIS station in life he got into the habit of telling me whatever was on his
mmd, There were things tha.t he did not care to mention to anyone
else .. But to me he would often speak pretty freely, and when at the end

T See- Part IV, p. 65&seq; 2 In the Province of Chikushi See below, p. 8I~.
J KobaL
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of his illness he knew that hIS time bad come, he sent for me and told
me a. great many thrngs he wanted me to do when he died. Above all,
there was somethmg I was to tell you. But rf you want me to go on,
you must come close and let me whisper in your ear. The maids over
there are already nudgmg one another. They are wondering, and small
blame to them, how I can have the presumption to detain you so long.'

He felt as though he had been listening to the rigmarole of some witch
or fortune-teller. The old lady, he could not help clunking, was unneces
sarily mysterious. But one thing was certain; whatever this secret was
that she was trying to reveal, it must surely have some connection with
the great uncertainty which had for so long oppressed him. The moment,
however, was singularly unfavourable. Many eyes were, as the old lady
had already observed, turned questioningly upon them, and to be seen
thus precipitately plunging into an intimate colloquy which bid fair to
last for the rest of the night was so embarrassing that he rose to his feet,
saying: II am afraid I still have very little idea what it 15 you wish to
tell me. But it always Interests me deeply to hear about those old days,
and if the moment were not so unsuitable I would gladly go on iistening.
But as It is, I have already stayed much longer than I Intended. Besides,
as you must already have nonced, I am not dressed in a manner at all
suited to broad daylight. In a. moment the mist will have cleared, and I
dread to think what a spectacle I shall present! You must tell me the
rest another time.'

As he spoke the bell of the temple where Prince Hachi was staying
began to toll dimly and at the same time the mist once more descended,
wrapping the house in a dense pall. What a depressing thing it would be
to live in such a place! No wonder the young prIncesses, condemned to
these dispiriting surroundings, should have become somewhat morose
and unapproachable.

'Him whom I sought the mountain mists withheld, I and now at day
break bar my homeward way.'

Such was the poem that he sent, while waiting for his carriage to
arrive. The people of the house were beginning to stir and it ma.y be
imagined with what curiosity they stared at this young man whose
appearance, even in the Capital where it is so hard to attract notice,
never failed to create a sensation. Agemaki could not persua.de her maids
to answer on her behalf, and at last with a faint Sigh she recited the verse:
'Who over cloud-girt hills on perilous tracks at autumn's mistiest hour
would choose to seek his way?' Her answer was brought to him just as
he was setting out. I

It was stra.nge how reluctant he was to leave a. place that had, if one
considered it dispassionately, so little to recommend it. However he w
anxious to get back to the city unobserved.

I Prince Hachi was away at the Temple.
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'The slender acquamtanceship that we have made tonight,' he wrote
to Agemakl, 'only makes me feel how much there is that I should like
to tell you, if you would only take me a little more Into your confidence.
That you should persist in treating me Iike some ordinary visitor from
the outside world pains me, and shows indeed a lack of discnminanon
such as I should not have expected of you.' And so saying he went off to
the western wing where a room had been got ready for him.

'Have you seen the people down by the fish-weir?' his groom asked.
'1 should think by the look on their faces that it's a poor catch.' He It
seemed knew all about these things, which to Kaoru were so unfamiliar
and mysterious.

Down the stream strange rafts were now passing loaded with timber.
All along the river were people busy in one way or another with the
humble tasks that kept them alive. How strange an existence it must be,
day In and day out, to live thus frailly supported above the peril of those
toss1ng waters! And yet how often had he, amid his terraces of jade, felt
that he too was perilously afloat - was drifting from uncertainty to
uncertainty, with no solid ground beneath his feet! I

He sent for an inks tone.
'Sad must her life be truly - the Lady of the Bridge,> If even my sleeve

be dripping with the spray of ships that pass. '
'You too must often watch them,' he added, and sent it to her by the

night-watchman who, he noticed, looked a poor, pinched, shivering
creature in the morning light. It was humilianng to answer such a note
on ordinary, unseented paper; but it would have taken a long search to
find anything better, and as an immediate reply seemed to be the essential
thing, she wrote at once: 'No life more of the waves than mine, whose
lot at dawn and dusk the Guardian of the Stream- with dripping oar
bedews.. '

Anyone whose handwriting was so full of distinction must, Kaoru felt
sure, be interesting in other ways, and he felt very disinclined to hurry
away. But it had already been announced more than once that his carriage
was at the door, and promising to come again as soon as Prince Hachi
returned, he got the night-watchman to help him out of his wet clothes
and put on a day-dress that had been sent from the Capital.

Naturally, what was uppermost in his mind all the way home was the
old lady's unfinished story. But at the same time there floated before
him the images of Agemaki and her sister. Yes, they were certainly both

t Botankwa Shohaku (1443-1527), commenting on this passage, admires the skill with
which Murasaki depicts the egotism of Kaoru, 'He brings everything, however trifling,
into connection WIth his own thoughts and feelings.'

:& The Hashihime, 'Bridge Maiden,' was the guardian-spirit of Uji Bridge. Here Kaoru
compares Agemaki to the Bridge Maiden,

J Agemaki compares her father to the Kawa-osa, or river-headman, whose duty it was
to go morning and evening up and down the river inspecting the banks, bridges, etc..
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of them far more attractive than one could possibly have expected. The
world, after all, he began to feel, despite all his resolutions, was rather an
enjoyable place to lrve In. At any rate, for the moment he felt in no
particular hurry to leave It.

He was careful not to give hIS letter of thanks in any way the appear
ance of a love-letter. It was written on rather thick, plain paper. But
he chose and prepared his wriring-brush with great care, and the grada
tions of tone were contrrved with considerable delicacy and skill. ·1 find
myself,' he said, 'regretting now that, in my great fear of seeming im
pertInent, I left so many things unsaid. But, as I have already to some
extent confessed, I am counting on you to allow me on future occasions a
far freer access. So soon as I hear that HIS Highness's retreat 1S ended, I
shall make haste to wait upon you, confident that you will this time
clear away the perplexities of our late groping and misty conversation.'

The tone was certainly sober enough. He gave it to one of his retainers,
a certam Sakon no Jo, WIth instructions that it was to be delivered by
Ben no Kimi, the elderly woman with whom he had previously conversed.

Remembering the starved appearance of the night-watchman he sent
him a great hamper full of good things to eat. The day after he sent
presents to the DJI temple. It was In an exposed position, and he imagined
that the prIests must at this time of year suffer terribly from cold. No
doubt Prince Hachi would desire to recompense them In some way for his
stay there, and in order to enable him to do this on a handsome scale,
Kaoru sent him a large quantIty of silk and cotton-quilting, which ar
rrved Just on the morning of the Prince's departure, so that he had the
satisfaction of being able to reward every resident in the temple with
either a new cassock and underrobe, or enough stuff to make them out of.
He had already told the night-watchman to keep the wet hunting-cloak
that he had discarded at the time of his last VIsit. It was a magnificent
garment, made of a priceless white damask, The man who under all
this splendour remained the same poor skinny creature as before, cut an
extraordinary figure in it, Moreover, wherever he went, there hung about
him a strange fragrance which, though it procured for him several grati
fying successes, in the end proved so embarrassing that he did everything
he could think of to get rid of it. 'These Court gentlemen do know how
to make themselves smell!' he said. 'It's beyond me how they get hold
of such scents.'

Soon came Agemaki's reply. It was artless and almost childlike in its
simphciry. Prince Hachi on his return was shown this correspondence,
and noted the sobriety of Kaoru's tone. 'It is not, I grant,' he said, 'at all
10 the style I that most young men would adopt under the circumstances.
But that is easy to explain. His interest in you is due to a hint I once

r The commentators wrongly interpret these remarks as referring, not to Kaoru's letter,
but to Agemaki's reply.
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let fall - we were talking about what would become of you both in the
event of my death, and he was kind enough to say that he would keep
an eye on you. Under these circumstances a tone of gallantry would have
been qUIte out of place. '

In his own letter of thanks Prince Hachi qualified Kaoru's presents as
so far 'exceeding the capacity of his solitary hill-cave' that it was im
possible to express his granrude 10 writing. This of course constituted
an invitation to an immediate VISIt. But Kaoru suddenly remembered
that to make such a drscovery as he himself had just made - to unearth
In some Improbable and secluded spot a girl whose beauty and talents
were entirely unsuspected by the rest of the world - had long been
Prince NI0U'S dream, and he could not resist the temptation to give his
friend a. somewhat highly coloured account of his recent experience. So
soon therefore as he had a free evening he called on NIOU and presently
managed to bring round the conversarron to the subject of Prince Hachi
and his daughters. It was obvious from the start that his description of
this romantic daybreak adventure was interesting Niou extremely, and
Kaoru as he went on found himself embellishing the story with every such
detail as was most calculated to inflame his friend's excited imagina
tion.

· And then,' said Niou, when Kaoru came to a pause, C she presumably
wrote a reply, which if you were a decent fellow you would show to me.
You know quite well that If I got such a letter... .'

"Oh, do I though?' said Kaoru, indignantly. 'How many, of the hun
dreds that you must obviously have received, have I ever so much as set
eyes on? But I have not the least desire to keep these girls to myself.
They would indeed be sadly wasted! My first thought, I assure you, was
that you must certainly get to know them. I quite forgot for the moment
that you .are not free to go about as you please. I My position is, of course,
quite different. If I wanted to carry on secret affairs, there would be no
thing to prevent it. And it certainly seems as though anyone who had a
taste for such adventures could find abundant material for them, even
in what one would have regarded as the most unlikely places. Out in the
country, scattered about in all sorts of queer holes and corners, there
must be any number of girls, just of the kind you have always dreamed
of, buried away in lonely farms and country houses, with nothing to do
but brood on their own misfortune. At this place I have been telling
you of one would never have expected to find any but the most raw
boned, awkward creatures, with no knowledge of anything outside their
father's prayer book. For years past I have known that they existed,
but never bothered even to ask whether they were the sort of girls who
were worth cultivating. Yet Judging by the fleeting glimpse I caught of
them the other nighr, they are perfect. Such grace of movement, such

I Members of the Imperial family could not leave Kyoto without permission.
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profiles.. So far as I could see if one were imagining the ideal woman, one
would not make her different.'

NIOU took all this quite seriously and he was by now feelmg dreadfully
Jealous. Coming from Kaoru, who in general showed hrrle interest in
such matters, the story made all the deeper an Impression. 'You will of
course try to see her again>' he said, as though he were afraid Kaoru
would let the matter drop, but in reality (as Kaoru saw much to his
amusement) burrnng with rage at the thought that the restrictions of
hIS posrrron debarred him even from InItIatIng, let alone purSUIng such
adyen cures.

'Come,' said Kaoru, 'you must surely have seen that I was only teasing
you. I am not like other people. There 15 something which I cannot
speak about that has always prevented me from taking any part in the
ordinary pleasures of the world. It has had the effect of making me very
bad even at the usual sort of banter that men exchange with women,
and when it comes to a question of real love, of the kind when one's
whole being becomes changed - that for me is out of the question, for
it would mean giving up what In my heart of hearts I know to be my
only real purpose and conviction. t

·Tremendous I' said Niou, laughing. "I have of course heard you speak
In rhis elevated way many times before, but I did hope that after what
you were tellmg me about this evening we should be spared this sort of
thing at any rate for a while.'

But during all this visit and indeed at every moment since his return
from DJ1, Kaoru's inmost thoughts had been solely occupied with the
aged woman's revelation, and It was all one to him how beautiful, inter
esting or accomplished these or any other females might be.

It was early in the tenth month before he got a chance to go to UJ!.
· You will be going to the Fishers t Fete, I of course?' everyone said to
him. ·No,' said Kaoru, 'I think I shall manage to keep clear of the tlJtro,z
as indeed most of the fish do.'

He went practically unattended, not on horseback but in a light,
basket-work carriage, dressed in a shot-silk robe and baggy trousers,
which he had ordered to be specially made for the occasion.>

Prince Hachi was delighred to welcome him back and prepared in his
honour what was, considering the slender resources of the place, a mag
mficent banquet. When it grew dark they sat together near the lamp and
went back over the texts they had studied before. There were strll certain
points that the Prince did not feel competent to explain, and he presently
sent up to the temple for the Teacher to help him wirh some of the more
obscure and difficulr passages" It was a wild night. A high wind, blow-

1 When the people from all round come to see the trapping of the fish in the fish...weirs ..
In Kaoru's reply there is a pun which I have not attempted to translate.

a Fish-weir. .} So that he might be le~s easily recognized.
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ing up from the river, crashed through the trees outside the house, whirl
ing leaves and branches 10 every direction, and the roar of the stream was
so loud as to be ternfymg. Sleep was out of the question, and towards
dawn, or at any rate when he felt that the night would surely soon be
over, Kaoru started a conversation about music, in the course of which
he mentioned that on the occasion of his recent early-morning call he
had heard a few notes played on an Instrument which struck him as
unusually fine. He was very anxious to know all about it. The Prince
sent someone for his zithern. ' I doubt though,' he said, ·whether I shall
be able to play anything on it. My mind has been too much occupied
with quite other things. I believe however if anyone else were to play,
I could still manage to accompany... ' and he sent for a lute, which he
placed In Kaoru's hands. 'There is no question,' Kaoru said, when he had
tuned it, 'but that this is the instrument the tone of which I admired
so much the other day, little as you would think it from the sounds
that I have just been producing. I see now that the qualities I was so
much struck by depended chiefly on the way it was played.' 'Come,'
said the Prince when Kaoru, after playing a few notes, put the lute aside,
· you are being absurd. It can only have been my daughters whom you
heard playing, and who is there here who can possibly have taught them
to play in a way that could excite your admiration?' So saying the old
Prince took up his zithern and began to play a very strange and moving
tune, which owed perhaps some of Its beauty to the fact that its notes
were mingled with the noise of wind rushing through the steep woods
above the house. But he still insisted that he had forgotten everything
he ever knew; and this was the only proper piece that he played right
through. ' I confess,' he said, puttIng the Instrument aside, 'that I have
myself sometimes been surprised at the progress my daughters seem to
have made. Occasionally I have caught sound of a passage or two on
the thirteen-stringed zithern I that really seemed to me masterly. But
it is some time since I have been able to give any real attennon to therr
music, If they have got on at all, it must be in a style entirely of their
own invention. For the noise of the river is the only music but their
own that they have ever heard, and if it came to playing in time and tune
with outside people, I imagine they would find that they had got no
where at all.' However he sent a message asking his daughters to play
something. But they thought it quite enough that Kaoru should have
taken the liberty of Iisrening on that previous occasion, when he must
have known that they were playing only for their own amusement, and
nothing would now induce them to repe~t their performance. Kaoru was
naturally very disappointed, and the old Prince himself was in despair.
That they should be shy was, considering the circumstances of their
upbringing, inevitable; but to find them so utterly incapable of taking

1 The instrument played by Kozeri, the younger daughter.
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their part in the most ordinary acts of social intercourse was a sad sur
prise. · I have of course brought them up very quietly;' he said to Kaoru,
'and they have met scarcely anyone. But I confess I hardly realized to
what a pitch things had come. It is Indeed very perturbing, for I am not
likely to be here much longer, and what will become of two young girls
so wholly unfitted for general society I tremble to think.'

'I can of course quite understand; said Kaoru, 'that you should not
consider me suitable as an actual guardian. But I have already under
taken, as you know, to do what I can for them in a general way, in the
event of my surviving you, and you may count on me not to forget my
promise.'

I Yes, yes,' said the Prince, 'that is' of course a great comfort, t and as
It was already close on daybreak, went off to say his prayers.

When he was gone Kaoru sent for the old gentlewoman Ben no Kimi,
who immediately resumed her story. She must, he thought, have been
almost sixty, but there was nothing in her speech to suggest decrepitude
nor any influence of the remote provmce in which she had lived so long.
In telling the tale of Kashiwagr's desperate love, the illness that ensued
upon it and his miserable end, she wept profusely. The story was of a
kind that would certainly have moved Kaoru profoundly even if it had
in no way specially concerned him. But now as he heard the great un
certainty that had weighed upon him ever since he could remember,
being step by step removed, he too could hardly refrain from tears. For
years he had never uttered a prayer to Buddha WIthout imploring that
these torturing doubts might be resolved, and now suddenly, when he
had given up hope, the whole of that pmful past flowed by him as in a
dream.

'Tell me at once,' he said, 'how many other people know about this.
It is not very easy to believe that I am the first person to whom you have
told a story of so sensational a descripnon - though it is strange, I
must say, that no inkling of it has ever yet got round to me.' •My cousin
Kojiju,' said the old lady, 'is the only person besides myself who ever
knew anything about it. Despite our humble position in life your father
had singled us out for constant attendance upon him, and we could hardly
be at his beck and call at all hours of the day and night without having
some notion of what Was going on. Moreover it was through our hands
and ours only that all communications passed - for even after he had
ceased to see the Princess your mother there were times when his feelings
got the better of him and he could not refrain from writing. But he
naturally never discussed the matter with us. It was only on his death
bed that he referred to it openly, at the same time entrusting me with a
commission such as was bound to prove most embarrassing to a person
in my humble position. For years I prayed a.nd prayed that some chance
might enable me to carry out his desire. And now I know that there is
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indeed a Buddha in the world, for my prayers have been answered and
here I find you standing in front of me. And it IS as well that rhrs has
happened now, for I had quite decided to burn the things.. ,Who knows,"
I said to myself, U how suddenly I may be taken away?" I did not
Iike the idea, you see, that 1£ I risked leaving them behind they might fall
Into wrong hands. But from the moment I heard that you were VIsItIng
here from time to time I was thankful that I had waited For I felt cer
tarn that sooner or later I should get a chance to carry out my commission,
However, as things are, It has all turned out providentially. t And between
her tears she now told him the whole story of hIS birth ..

'Close upon all these upsets, t she went on, 'came my own mother's
illness and death, and I was so shaken by all this trouble and bereave
ment that when a man far below me In social posmon, who had been
paying me attentions for years, offered once more to take me away with
him I could not resist the temptation to get clear from all this, and went
off with him far away to the West, where I lost all touch wrth the people
I had known m the Capital. But presently my lover too fell III and died,
and after an absence of nearly ten years I came back to what seemed lrke
an unknown world. My first thought was to seek service with Lady
Chujo, the ex-Emperor Ryozeu's consort, for she, as you know, 1S my
late master's Sister, and I used to hear a great deal about her In old days ..
But when it came to the pOlnt I did not feel equal to plungmg all at once
Into the life that 1Sled at a place of that krnd. I am, as a. matter of fact)
related to the young ladles here. My father was a connection of their
late mother's. I have known Prince Hachi since my earliest days, and
so it came about that m the end I did not stay In the Capital, but have got
fixed Iike an old tree-stump in the mountainsrde. KOJIJU, my cousin,
IS dead, as Indeed are almost all of the people I knew 10 those old days.
No, there 18 not much pleasure In hngering Iike this, when all one's
friends have gone on before .... t She was evidently prepared to go on talk
Ing for a long while. But It was now broad daylighr, and Kaoru was
obliged to check her I I fear,' he said, 'there is not rrme for you to finish
your story now. You must continue it the next time we can arrange to
be together quietly hke this. JIJU I vaguely remember, but I can only
have been about five years old when she died suddenly - of consump
non, I think It was. As for what you have told me, I need say no more
than that, but for our meeting, I might have gone on for ever lrving with
the weight of a terrible sin upon me. t I

Ben no Kirni now brought out a bag conrainmg a number of scraps of
paper, all neatly folded and ned together, but already mouldering with
age. ·Do not let this out of your hands,' she said as she handed It, over ..
· His Excellency put these papers I together and gave them to me when
he knew that his time was come. He thought that It would be easy

% Unable to IUake the Offerings that a SOD oUght to make to his father's spirit.
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enough for me to convey them to you through KOjlJU, whom he imagined
I must constantly meet. But as a matter of fact 1 was never able to see
her again, though it worried me far more to be swept off leaving His
Excellency's commission undone than it did to leave my own affairs
all topsy-turvy.'

He took the little bag and without a word stuffed it into the folds
of his dress That the old woman should really have been capable of
keeping so excmng a story to herself seemed to him very improbable.
But she had sworn by everything holy that it was so, and he supposed
that he had better try to believe her. HIS mind was in a turmoil ; but
at this moment a servant arrrved with his soup and steamed rice. There
was no time to be lost, for though yesterday had been a public holiday
today the taboo was at an end and he had a great deal to get through at
the Palace. Moreover, Princess Ichi no Miva I was unwell and it was his
duty to pay a visit of enquiry. He sent a message to Prrnce Hachi, promis
lng to return before the autumn leaves fell. I Your visits,' said the Prince,
·make us, under the shadow of our secluded hill, feel as though we were
not quite cut off from what is going on in the world.'

His first act on his return was to take out the little bag. It was of
damask with a raised pattern, and near the top the one word [o 2 had been
written. It was gathered together at the mouth by a delicate cord to
which was attached a slip with his 3 name on it. HIS hands trembled
while he untied the knot. There were a number of papers, contanung
notes and messages of all kinds. Among them were five or six 10 Nyosari's
hand. Of those that were evidently from Kashiwagi to her, some were
written quite at the end of his illness, when circumstances had no doubt
made it impossible for them to be delivered. One of these referred to
Nyosan's having become a nun. It covered five sheets of Michinoku
paper, and was wrrtren in a shaky, sprawling hand, as though a bird
had hopped over the pa.per. & My soul a longer sadder journey goes than
you who, while I linger, haste to leave the world." Such was his poem,
and beside it a reference to Kaoru himself, concerning whom Kashiwagi
professed to feel no anxiery, 'for it will never be known,' he wrote,
'that he is not Genji's child.' Here the letter broke off, and 10 a hand
even more shaky and confused was written on the outside, 'To be given
to Kojiju.' The paper had been attacked by bookworms and was in a
mouldering condirion, but the characters were as clear as if they had been
written yesterday, and seeing them staring at him there, as plain as day,
Kaoru was thankful indeed that the documents had passed safely into
his hands. So full was his mind of this story of his birth - the strangest
tale, incidentally, that he had ever heard told - that he found it im-

I Ryozen's eldest daughter.
:I 'Upper,' meaning that it concerned the 'upper people,' i.e, ~I\'S masters,
, Kashiwagi's.
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possible to face going to the Palace, and presently went to his mother's
chapel. She was sitting placidly reading the Scriptures. She looked
very Inexperienced and young. She hid her book I when she saw hrm
enter. What point could there be In telling her that he knew? He sat
for a long while wrapped in his own thoughts, which sorely needed time
to recover from their confusion.

I It was unbecoming for a woman to be seen reading the Scriptures.



CHAPTER V

At the Foot 0/ the Oak-Tree

ON THE twentieth day of the second month Niou made a pilgrim
age to Hasedera.> He did so in pursuance of a vow made many
years ago, and the fact that now, after letting the matter drop for

so long, he suddenly put this project into execution was perhaps chiefly
due to his curiosrry about UJi, where a halt is generally made on the
way back to the Capital. The name of this place, thanks to a certain
well-known verse," has indeed an unenviable notoriety; but Niou had
more particular reasons for looking forward with interest to a Journey
that would take him in that direction. He was accompanied by so vast
a. throng of friends and retainers that the Court seemed strangely dere
het. Arrangements were made for his reception at an estate on the far
side of Uji river. The house, a large and very agreeable one, had been
inherited by Yugiri from Genji. Yugiri himself at first Intended to meet
the returning pilgrims at Uji, but the astrologers had suddenly discovered
this to be very unadvisable, which of course was in a way a disappoint
ment. But on the other hand Kaoru promised to come, which was very
fortunate, for his presence imposed no restraint on the company, and he
would be useful owing to his acquaintance with Prince Hachi; whereas
with Yugiri there one had to be on one's best behaviour - no, it was on
the whole a great relief that he could not come.

But his sons, Udaiben and the rest, were all there. Indeed owing to
the great preference for him which was shown by both the Emperor and
the Empress Niou was immensely sought after even by those who nom
inally adhered to other factions; while among those, of whatever rank,
who had the slightest connection with the New Palace 3 he was looked
upon as a kind of private sovereign and master.

Everything possible had been done to make his halt in this rustic
place agreeable. What with draughts, backgammon and tag;4 the time
passed quickly enough. Early in the afternoon Niou, tired out by the
journey (it was the longest he had ever made) and being anxious for
other reasons not to hurry away from the place too quickly, went and
la.y down. But towards evening he sent for his zithern and the whole
party made music.

In quiet places such as this, particularly where there is water, sound
carries with remarkable clearness. Prince Hachi's house, though on the

I The great shrine of Kwannon south-east of Nara,
la The poem in which Kisen (9th century) puns on 'Uji' and ushi'dismal.'
3 Built by Genji and inhabited by his descendants.
4 Played with six counters a side. They are flipped across a raised 'hill' in the centre

of the board.
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far side of the river, was only a short distance away, and every now and
then a gust of wind would carry to him tunes and cadences that awakened
deep-buried memories. .. I wonder who that IS playing the flute?' he said
to himself "Whoever he IS, he knows how to blow. Genu was our
great flute-player 10 old days, and certainly he got charming effects out
of the instrument. But this fellow has a clearer tone, and gets more
expression into lt too. I should think it must be someone connected with
To no Chujo's family.">

What a long nme it was, the old man thought, since he had himself
taken part in such festivities! Yes, it was appallrng to think how many
years this dead-alive existence had been going on at Uji, But for them
for hIS unhappy daughters - it must stop. They must not go on for ever
Irvmg thus tucked away in the hills. Of course Kaoru was the one per...
son who would have been perfect as a son-in-law. But Kaoru showed no
sign of desiring any such thing - though this was in a way an additional
advantage, for had he shown a disposition to flirt with the girls in the
way most modern young men would have done, one would have ceased
to feel the same confidence in him. It was all very perplexing. The old
man gazed across the river. It seemed as though this spring night would
never end. But to N10U, for whom a night away from home was a great
event, it seemed as 1£ this visit to UJi, to which he so much looked for
ward, had lasted no time at all. But he had drunk a good deal, and had
rather a confused impression of what had actually occurred.

Great wreaths of mist stretched across the sky. The air was full of
cherry-blossom, yet every tree seemed laden with buds that were only
just opening. What lovely things there were to look at r Those willows
on the river bank, for example, swaying gently up and down, their every
movement reflected in the water. Niou had never seen such things before
and was filled with delight and astonishment.

Kaoru naturally did not wish to lose this opportunity of visiting the
house on the other side But he had no desire to bring a whole crowd
of people with him, and to go off in a boat all alone would be to treat
the rest of the party In too offhand a manner. He was hesitating what
to do when a messenger came from Prince Hachi. C Though through the
morning mist the hill-wind carries the music of your flute, yet to my
sorrow fie unbraved between us the white waves of the stream.' 2 It was
penned in a very delicate cursive hand. Niou, who was near by, guessed
at once from what quarter this graceful reminder came. -Give it to me,'
he said. 'I will write the answer.'

"Though, set between, the torrents of Uji roll yet, gladly would I
think, on either bank the self-same gentle WInd its music blows.'

:r;Presumably Kaoru was the flute-player. Being in reality not Genji's, but Kashiwagi's
SODt he-was To no Chujo's grandson.

::A hint that a visit would be welcome.
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So Kaoru and Niou set out, taking wrth them those among the com
pany who were most Interested In music," While crossrng the stream
they .played the Kansuzraku :: Their landing was effected with no difficulty,
for there was a very convenient gangway leading straight Into a portico
which overlooked the river, It had been specially contrrved by the old
Pnnce, who had once been an expert In such matters. The place had
been simply but very tastefully prepared far their reception, the screens
being of wattled bamboo with lacquered wooden frames - in fact, just
such as ordinary country people use. He had looked out a number of
very fine ancient instruments, which he left Iying about casually in one
place and another, so that they mighr not gIve the impression of having
been routed out purposely for the occasion. The guests formed them
selves Into an orchestra and played the Che"y Man,3 tranSposing it into
the Ichikotsu mode.s Prince Hachr's skill as a. musician was well-known,
and everyone was anXIOUS to hear him But though he sat with the
rhrrteen-srrmged zithern in front of him, he only JOined occasionally In
the accompanimenr To these young people however his manner of
playing was qUIte unfamihar, and they found it a welcome change from
the superficial style to which they were accustomed. The whole manner
of the enrertammenr was indeed an agreeable surprIse. The Prince was
assisted by a number of quire disnnguished-Iooking elderly persons, all
apparently members of the Imperial Clan, and some of them officers of
the Fourth Rank Without official employmenr,s who having heard of
Niou's visit to UJ! were upset at the idea of their kinsman having to
enrertain him SIngle-handed, and had at the last moment offered their
services.. The royal visrtors thus found themselves waited upon by per
sons of their own standrng, and it was generally voted a very well-arranged
if rather old-fashioned country entertainment. But was nothing going
to be heard of the two princesses who were supposed to live here? Natu
rally all the guests were exceedingly curious about them, and not least
so NI0U himself, who at this moment felt more than ever the disadvan
tages of a position in society which made his every gesture a matter of
comment. He could not however resist getting someone to pick a fine
spray of cherry-blossom which he gave to the prettiest among the Im
perial pages who were in attendance upon him, WIth orders that it was
to be taken to the mistress of the house. WIth it he sent the poem: 'Led
hither by the scent of flowering woods, this garland - flower to fair
flower - I send ' Agemaki was at a sad loss how to reply to this effusion,
but the elderly gentlewomen about her insisted that a lady seems at

I Prince Hachi being celebrated as a musician.
2 Some texts read Kasuiraku, i.e, River Water Music. 3 See Part Ill, p, 369 ..
4 D major, with C natural. This was a more convenient mode for the flute-players ..
5 The Prince's relations - members of that section of the Imperial family which had

fallen into disrepute owing to their plot against Genji. J
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once to attach an undue importance to such trifles If she falls to deal with
them promptly, and when Agemaki could not be prevailed on to reply,
they pressed her sister Kozeri into the service. · What save the search
of flowers to wreath hIS head could In this desolate spot a traveller's feet
detain?' Such was the poem that the gentlewomen dictated, and Kozeri
wrote rt out very skilfully and damtily.

More mUSIC followed, and presently Kobai arrived In an official ea...

pacity to conduct the young Prmce I back to the CIty. It was with a
great clatter and bustle that this notable concourse of visitors now made
ready to depart, the younger among them casting back many longing
glances at a quarter the amenities of which they would gladly have
further explored. 2 Niou, for his part, was fully determined that this
should not be hIS last visit.

All around them, as they made their homeward way, were misty
hills, covered with trees in fullest bloom. Naturally many Chinese
and Japanese poems were made; but with these it IS unnecessary for me
to trouble you. N10U was not at all certain that amid the mterruptions
and distracnons of the moment he had managed to convey exactly the
meaning he intended, and on hIS own account J he followed up his cherry
poem with a senes of messages and letters. 'You had better answer;
said Prince Hachi, 'though only in a natural, friendly way. Anything
of the other sort would suggest that you are raking him far too seriously.
He has the reputation of being very susceptible, and I rmagme he never
VIsits a house where there are young people such as you without begin
nIng a correspondence of this kind. He really does noj mean anything.'
The task of framing these replies fell to Kozerr; for Agemakt had an
mvincible dislike for these gallant exchanges of fashionable Insincerity.

During the ensuing spring months Pnnce Hachi was more than ever
perturbed concerning the future of the two pnncesses, He would some
nmes find himself going so far as to WIsh that there were discoverable
In either of them some such fault or deformity as would serve, if not as
an excuse for his farlure, at least as a mitigation of hIS responsibility.
But no; every day their beauty grew more radiant and complete. And
he had indeed reason to feel that the matter was an urgent one, for
Agemaki was already twenty-five and Kozeri twenty-three.

It happened that this was for Prince Hachi a dangerous year,4 and he
took the precaunon of redoubling his daily penances and devotions. As
far as hIS own life and convicnons went, it would have been hard to
imagme a case where Salvation seemed more thoroughly assured
provided only that at the moment of departure his serenity was not
clouded by this one ineradicable affection.' Whether however, as matters

I Niou, ::They would like to have been introduced to the princesses.
J WIthout waiting for Kaoru's assistance. 4 See Part IV, p.. 650.
5 Only those who have divested themselves ofall human affections can go to Paradise.
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stood, he had any chance of leaving the world with a heart set solely on
the things of the spinr not only he himself but all those about him were
Inchned gravely to doubt.

It could not be said that he was unduly ambitious. If even a tolerable
son-in-law, not necessarily of good birth but merely with a position that
would make the match not too great a scandal, had come to him wrth a
genuine desire to offer either of his daughters proper support and pro
rection, the Prince would have been willmg to overlook a great deal.
Indeed, even wirh only one of the girls properly esrablished, he would
die quire happily; for the married one would naturally be In a position
to make a home for the other. But so far no serIOUS suitor of any kind
had presented himself. Occasronally on one feeble pretext or another
irresponsible young men had rried to enter Into gallant correspondence;
but it was clear that they meant nothmg by It - were merely looking
for something to serve as a distracnon on their way to or from places
of pilgrimage, and imagined that, despite the Prince's royal birth, girls
brought up In such a wilderness would welcome any escapade, however
discreditable, provided it made a break In the motonony of their ex
istence - to such SUI tors as these Prince Hachi would gIve no countenance,
and he saw to it that their commumcarions remained unacknowledged
and unanswered. Of course, there was Pnnce NI0U Hachi profoundly
hoped that before long he would repeat hIS VISIt. Yes; something might
come of It. 1

It was this autumn that Kaoru became Middle Chancellor. This
promotion brought with it many new responsibihtres at a time when
his own private troubles made it difficult for him to turn his mind to
anyrhing else. For years he had been conrmually tormented by uncer
tainty. But the truth, once he had heard it, was of a kmd indeed that
removed all further doubt or speculation, but was far from calculated
to set a troubled conscience at rest. The circumstances 2 of Kashrwagr's
death were such that the filial offices 3 which Kaoru's ignorance had
forced him to leave unperformed could not have been more imperatively
required. Here was a task to which he longed to set himself in earnest,
and he was deeply grateful to the old woman, whose revelation had at
least set him on the right track, and though he was for a long time un
able to go to Ujr in person, he managed In an unconspicuous way to show
the old lady many small kindnesses.

It was the seventh month when he was at last free to pay another visit.

I Literally 'Some karma may have determined It.' When karma determines a thing,
'something comes of it.' For example, when karma determines a marriage (when the
parties have been united in a previous incarnation) 'something happens/ i.e, children are
born; but otherwise the marriage is childless. Such idioms had becorne part of current
speech, and arc not to be Interpreted In their str u.t theological seusc,

2 He had died In 10\ e, which meant that he was certainly in Hell.
J Masses for the Dead.

2.8
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In the City there was as yet no sign of autumn But as he approached
Mount Oroha I there was a cold touch 10 the wind, and on the slopes of the
Maki H111s 2 the leaves had already begun to change colour Kaotu'vv'as
delighred to find himself - and fortunately Just at the loveliest moment
- once more amid such scenes as this, and Hachi was parricularly glad
to see him, for there was much that lay heavily on the old man's mmd
'I hope you wrll sornetnnes come and look after these girls for me a httle
when I am gone,' he said, not content till he had heard Kaoru repeat hIS

prevIous assurances 'Why, of course,' Kaoru answered quickly, · I
thought that was already understood As far as I am concerned, I shall be
only too happy to do what I can for them. A word from you was all that
was needed ... But you must not count on me too much. I am derermmed
as soon as I can manage it to rerrre from the world,« and it would therefore
be wrong for me to undertake any great commrrments So long however
as I am available, I WIll conrinue to do my best. That I promise
absolutely. »

The Prince appeared to be much comforted.
Late at night the moon came out from behind the clouds, seemIng

almost to touch the shoulder of the h111, and SIttIng in the moonlight
Prrnce Hachi recited hIS prayers Afterwards he fell to talking of old tunes
· I do not know how It IS now; he said, 'but when I was at Court they
used always to have a grand concert at the Palace on such nights as this
All the best performers on every Instrument were summoned and there
was a long succession of very elaborate orchestral pIeces. I confess it was
all too formal for my tastes There IS only one place In the Palace where
one hears mUSIC worthy of the name, and that IS In the prIvate quarters
of some of the more important Iadres-in-wartrng That IS where you WIll

hear a mUSIC that VIbrates with real passion, for It is the only means by
which the bitter jealousies and rivalrres that all the time exist under the
surface can find their outward expression. And what tragic IntensIty
there was In those rhrobbing notes that used suddenly to break the 5t111
ness of the autumn night!

'Indeed, In all sports and pastimes woman is the fittest cornparuon
For though she is in herself in every way mferior to man, her mere pre
sence keys him up to a great capacity for pleasure and exciremenr; which is
of course the reason why she 18 regarded as the prmcipal cause of human
sin. And when one thinks of the anxiety that children cause their parents,
the sons really do not come much into account. It 15 chiefly the daughters
one thinks of - though really I believe a parent does best, after a certam
point, SImply to let a gIrl take her chance, however dIfficult it may be
to make up his mind to It .... • He spoke as though he were merely refer-
ring to parents in general. But It was obvious enough that It was his own
case that he had In mind. Kaoru thought it better to change the subject.

1 Near Kyoto. 2 :'\par Uji. 3 RtO
( orne a monk.
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· Music, t he said, '15 a to which I have never gIven serious attennon,
at any rate so far as my own playrng was concerned. I suppose I have
felt about It as about so many other chrngs that for anyone in my posrrion r

It was hardly worth while. But this does not prevent me from takrng
a great inreresr in other people's performances, which IS surely qUIte
permissible, for did not even Kasyapa, the srernest of the Sages, rise up
and dance at the sound of Druma's lyre?' 2

What he was hoping for was that the Prince mighr tonight succeed
In persuading Agernaki to play properly, for he was Intensely curIOUS to
hear her, and hitherto had really never heard more than a few stray notes.
Hachi at once went off to the women's quarters 'Perhaps Agemakl would
gl ve us a tune,' he said, delighted to find that there was at any rate thrs
one link between Kaoru and hIS daughter But it was the thirteen
strmged zithern ' that after a while sounded out of the snllness, only to
relapse Into sudden silence after one shore tune.

The remoteness of the spot, the singular beauty of the night, the utter
silence of the house - all conspired to make him find In these few,
SImple notes an otherwise unaccountable charm He was on the pornt
of proposIng that the two sisters should play together properly. But no,
that would certainly be useless.

'Well, now that I have set things going,' said Hachi, '1 must leave
you to deal with these two young people as best you can, t and he dIS

appeared Into his small chapel, recinng the poem: 'Though, when I am
gone, of this grass hut no stick or straw remain, yet shall one word of
yours a shelter be from every storm and fray Forgive me,' he added,
· if I have been rather nresome tornght. I felt it was probably our last
meeting, and that made it difficult for me to control myself.'

.. As now It SIts, firm shall it be for ever - the thatch that promise binds
upon your grassy 1oaf.. •

Such was Kaoru's poem. 'I shall be very busy for the present with the
Wrestling Competition 4 and other things of that kind,' he said. 'But as
soon as they are over I will call again.'

When the Prince was safely m his chapel, Kaoru sent for the old lady,
Ben no Kimi, and questioned her about various points which her previous
story had not made clear.

He went then to the Princesses' quarters. The moon, now close to the
horizon agaln, was shining straight into the room and through the
curtains-of-stare, setting off the forms of the two sisters in delicate out
line. He began to talk to them quietly and seriously about a number of

x Anyone about to become a monk. The playing of musical Instruments, except the
zithern (koto), was forbidden to monks.

:;& See Druma Kmnara-raja Sutra.. Taisho Tripitaka XV, p. 371.
3 Kozerr's instrument.
4 At the end of the present month. Strong men from all 0\ er Japan took part in it ..

Needless to say Kaoru's activity was only as an organizer.
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tOpICS, in a manner wholly devoid of any touch of senrrmenr or gallantry,
and rhis rime both of them occasionally replied.

What would not NIOU give (he could not help thmking) for such an
opportunity as this? And indeed he wondered whether there was anyone
else ID the world who, having been given the encouragement I that he had
just received, would have been so slow to benefit by It. Yet this did not
In the least mean that he found the sisters unattractive On the contrarv
In the course of the present conversatron he was more than ever struck
by their unusual mtellrgence and sensibility, and he realized that he would
not at all like It If anyone else took a fancy to them and carried them
away - which seemed to show, he reflected, that he already to some ex
tent regarded them as his own property.

He was obliged to leave before dawn. He thought continually about
the old Prince's appearance and conversation that night. Never had he
seen him in such 10~1 SpIrIts, and he made up his mind to go back to UJl
the moment that things at Court had quieted down a lrrtle. NIOU too was
very anXIOUS to get out to VJi sometime before the autumn leaves were
gone, and was trying to find an excuse for absenting himself. He snll
conrrnued to write to Agemaki who, though she was convinced that he
was merely amusing himself, since hIS letters did no one any harm oc
casionally sent a reply.

As the autumn drew on Prince Hachi became more and more depressed.
He determined at last that the time had come for him to retire once more
to his usual place of retreat, where he had at any rate the advantage of
being able to apply himself to his religious exercises without fear of
interruption. 'I feel,' he said, when giving his daughters various final
instructions prior to his departure, «that the time is soon coming when
I shall have to bid you a final farewell. You know as well as I do that
such a moment is bound to come, and could you look to the natural
quarter :2 for support and consolation, I should not be so concerned. But
as it is, I confess I am very worried about you; for so far as I can see there
is no one on whom you will really be able to rely I must however make
an effort to put all this out of my head; otherwise it is clear enough that
I shall myself suffer countless aeons of darkness and perdrnon without
a.ny corresponding advantage to you. It would be absurd if after managing
to abstract my thoughts fairly successfully from worldly things even while
you were at my side I could not now stop worrying about what 1S going to
happen when I am no longer there to see. But it is not only of myself I
am thinking. Do, I beg of you, if only for your dead mother's sake,
avoid doing anything rash or unseemly. Above all, on no account let
yourselves be persuaded to stray a single step from your present home,
unless in exchange for it you are offered some position of the most definite

1 The permission to make friends with the princesses.
2 Their mother, who was dead.
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absolute security. It may be that, if the worst comes to the worst)
you wrll have to end your here where they began. In that case, be
patIent, bear wirh the hours as they come, and you w111 find that even in
idleness and sohrude rime passes far more quickly than you would ever
have supposed. And indeed for women, to whom a single false step IS

often of such fatal consequence that they are rightly thought to have
achieved no small success in hfe 1£ they have merely managed to pass
through It WIthout incurring unpleasant notoriety - for women such an
existence as yours has Its own advantages.'

So far were Agemaki and her sister from worrying about who would
look after them after their father's death that they had hitherto hardly
managed to conceive the possibrliry of their surviving such an event by a
SIngle hour, and all these over-anxious instructions and premonItIons
merely bewildered them. What pained them most was the discovery that
all the while when he had looked after them day by day and seemed to
take such pleasure In being WIth them, he had only been pretending to
be fond of them and had In hIS heart of hearts all the time been wanting
to get away. They could not understand why, unless one was tired of
people, one should want to separate oneself from them. On the day be
fore his departure for the temple he was unusually restless, wanderrng
conrmually from room to room of this house that he had never nl! now
regarded as more than a mere temporary refuge after the destructron of
his city palace. But today he could see it only as the scene where would
be enacted the events that hIS mind now brooded on WIth perpetual
apprehension - the place where, after he was gone, Agemaki and
Kozen would cope unaided WIth all the difficulties of hfe,

WIth tears 10 hIS eyes and tremulous VOIce he recited his prayers, and
then sent for the older members of the household. l I entrust Their
HIghnesses to your safekeeping,' he said. 'Remember that they are not
of that walk of life in which the downfall of a family from one generanon
to another 1S so common a. thing as to pass almost unpercerved. Their
position is very different. QUIte apart from any regard for the good opinion
of others they owe a solemn duty to the august line from which they
sprIng. Remember then that what I commit to your charge IS not merely
the credit of your mistresses but also the fair name of a mighty house
that has mamramed its honour from generation to generation.

'I know well that your life here is not a gay one. It IS however no
worse than that of countless other people in your position, and you must
content yourselves with the reflectron that to carry out farthfully the duties
that belong to one's station m life 1S the only way not merely to gain
the good opinion of others, but also to keep one's own self-respect.
Above all, do not in the hope of securing for yourselves and them a life
less cut off from the common excitements and pleasures of the world,
ever dream, I entreat you, of embarking on ambrtious schemes which, if
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they end as they are only too Irkely to do, can brmg nothrng but dis
honour upon those whose good name It IS your duty to defend.' It was
arranged that he should start before dawn, and he now went once more
to the sisters" room.

· When I am dead,' he said, «you must try to keep up your spmts.
There IS no sense 10 giving way to sorrow. Devote yourselves to mUSIC,

and things of that kind Do not worry your heads about worldly affairs r

which, Iife berng what It IS, one must take as they come and not expect
them to happen as we ourselves should choose'

It was with an aching heart that he left them, and again and again he
looked back longingly. In many long conversarrons that stretched far
Into the night the sisters tned to dispel the dismal forebodings that
weighed upon them after the old Prince's departure. On one thing they
were agreed: whatever happened, they must snck together. But the
ways of the world are uncertain, and each at once imagined herself left
solitary at UJ! The Idea was hideous and they burst Into tears. But a
moment afterwards they were laughing at the absurdity of their own
fancies. For not only did they share the same feelings about the deeper
things of life, but they were also amused by the same triflmg Jokes, and
so long as they were together time never seemed to hang heavy upon their
hands.

On the evenmg when the Prince's course of devotions was supposed to
end and the Prmcesses were expecting him back at any moment, a mes
senger arrrved sayIng that HIS Highness was unwell, and that hIS return
had had to be postponed. 'It began this morning;' the man said. «We
think it must be a cold and are treating it accordingly. But the worst
thing about it IS that he is worryIng so at not being able to see Their
HIghnesses. "

How serious was it? There was no means of tellmg , and in consterna
tion the SIsters at once despatched piles of warm clothing and other
comforts to the temple.

Days passed, and the Prmce still did not arrive. Agemaki sent letter
after letter to her father begging him to give more particulars about
hIS disorder, but when at last an answer came it was only a verbal mes
sage to the effect that there was really not much wrong with him. It
was a general feeling of discomfort, impossible to define. As soon as it
passed off he would make an effort to get home. The Teacher was with
him all the time. · Your rllness,' this holy man told him, · IS not in Itself
of any great importance. But I think all the same that you are drawing
near your end. You must now make an effort to put fanuly matters en
tirely out of your head. It is time you realized that misery or good
fortune will come to your daughters according to their karma, and that
It IS useless for you to worry about them.'

I Le. love.
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011 puttlng before the SH.,k 111&.0 the necessi ty of
~ .... \."4""J'.I."'JU'.";;" hIS materral and finally him to put
out of his mmd Idea of return to UJ1

It was the twcrmerh of the eighth month, a nrne when the weather
IS always very depressing, and this year at U J1 there was a thick mist
which never cleared for a moment night or day. Suddenly however
towards dawn the moon shone out brrghrly, dartrng Its rays on the stream,
and the Princesses were locking out over the rrver at a window on that
SIde of the house when through the raised shutters came the farnt tollrng
of a bell. 'Can It be so late;>' I they were wondermg, when a messenger
came running from the temple. 'He died Just before midrnght;' the man
said, brushing the tears from hIS eyes. They had Irved In constant ex
pectarion of this news for weeks past, and yet it came in the end with the
shock of a complete surprise. Such sorrow as theirs seems in some strange
vvay to dry up tears at rherr source. The sisters drd not weep, but sat
for a long while motionless, their faces buried In their hands.

They felt, naturally enough, that terrible though their loss was in
any case, It would have been easier to bear If they could have been WIth
him to the last. In their first bewilderment of grIef It seemed to them
Indeed Impossible that their exisrence could go on WIthout him. But
death, they began to realrze when the first stupefying shock was over
and tears came at last, would join them to him at Its own good time.
There mighr not be long to wait.

The Teacher, In fulfilment of a promise made many years before, under
took all the arrangements for the funeral To the Princesses' request
that they be allowed to look for a last nme at therr father's body, the
holy man gave a discouraging reply. 'I succeeded,' he said, 'In persuad
rng him that it was for his good to cut himself off from you enrirely 10

those last days, and you on your SIde must now lose no rime In learmng
to do WIthout him.' They longed to hear more about rheir father's Irfe
at the temple and all that had happened durmg those last days. But the
Teacher's accounts, full of moralizmg and theology, seemed to them
painfully Inhuman, and cerrainly told them nothing of what they really
wanted to know It had Indeed greatly distressed the pIOUS man that
Prince Hachi, having allowed hIS affecnon for his daughters to stand
10 the way of religion till the very end, should even on hIS death-bed
have been so VISIbly preoccupied WIth this unsuitable worldly attachment.

It was WIth deep regret that Kaoru heard the news. He felt that WIth
one more quiet long talk he could have come to an understandrng about
so many things that needed setrlmg In a clearer way. The uncertainty of
life appalled him, and he wept brtterly. Not that he had not been warned.

I The morning bell was sounded at 3 A.M What they heard was of course the 'parting
bell,' tolled because It helped the dead mall \ spmt to cohere and solidify in the nebulous
regtons of the Intermediate State.
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Hachz himself had said that they would probably not meet agam. But
then he was always saying things of that kind, and Kaoru had paid no
particular attention. It was a terrible blow. He at once wrote letters
of condolence to the temple and to DjI It was the only letter of the
kind that the SIsters had up to the present recerved, and distraught though
they were they could not but be touched by this fresh sign of solicitude
in one who had, they were bound to confess, been kindness itself for
years past.

It is the way of the world for bereaved persons to regard their own
loss as unique and to feel that they are entitled to give way to their grief
to an extent that In others they would consider exaggerated. But here
1£ ever (Kaoru thought) was a loss which it would reqUIre the very
summit of fortitude to endure. There was Iittle he could do. But he
sent to the Teacher an ample supply of Incense and other such things as
he imagined would be needed for the funeral ceremonies and subsequent
ritual, while to the old gentlewomen of the household he gave such
presents as would enable them to pay for special prayers to be said.

Would the long night of their sorrow never end? Every day, now that
the mnrh month was come, the weather grew gloomier and wilder,
Fallen leaves raced over the sodden ground, the stream roared, and all
the while, as though the SIsters too were possessed with the tempestuous
spIrit that swept the dripping countryside, their tears fell and fell.

"This,' said the gentlewomen who were in charge of them, 'will never
do. If we cannot find some way to stop them they will, poor souls,
have cried themselves into their own graves before the year IS our.'

But nothing avarled, Services were held at UJi as well as at the temple,
and one or two friends of the Prmce who had occasionally come out
to see him during his Iifenme, now went into retreat In his chapel during
the seven weeks of mourmng, so that both here and on the mountain I

prayer for the dead man's soul was going on without Intermission.
From Niou messages of condolence and enquiry now kept continually

arriving. But the prIncesses felt utterly incapable of answering them.
He was certain that Kaoru was not treated 10 this way, and felt hurt that
despite all hIS atrentrons to the household he himself should still be
regarded as so very distant an acquaintance. He had meant to VIsit Ujr
at the season of red leaves, hoping to get material for a few Chinese
poems that he had planned to write. But Prince Hachi.'s death, coming
Just at this moment) put a stop to all thoughts of such a visit, and the
plan was reluctantly abandoned.

But the forty-nine days of prayer were now over, and imagining that
the sisters must surely by now have somewhat recovered from the shock
of their bereavement, he wrote a long and circumstantial letter.

·On such a night as this when tears trickle from the flowers and the
I At the temple.
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young deer cry in the cold, how fares It with you, tell me - at autumn,
in your mcunram home>' Such was hIS poem (for It was a rainy nIght)
and in the letter that accompanied it: 'Surely on such an evening it
would be harsh Indeed once more to deny me all recognition of my solrci
tude ' Must I gaze across these sodden fields with no hope of a word to
rouse me from my despondence?'

'It does Indeed seem very rude to let him go on wrItIng like this,'
said Agemaki to her sister. 'I rhmk you had better make an effort to
reply:

How strange it was to be sitrmg down once more to wrrte l Kozeri
began to count the days, and this brought back the tears into her eyes.
She pushed the Ink-stone away. 'It's no use: she said. 'I thought I
was begrnning to be able to do things again. But when it comes to this,
I simply haven't the heart .. : and she burst Into such pitiful weeping that
Agemaki felt she could not pursue the matter.

Niou's messenger had started from the ciry late in the evening and it
was already night when he arrrved. 'He had better wart here trll to
morrow mornmg;' Agernakr said. But it appeared that the man had
Instructions to bring back an answer immediately. Under these circum
stances Agemaki - not that she herself felt any more In the mood for
such an effort than did Kozeri, but somethrng had to be done - took
the task upon herself: "Behmd a screen of tears that cuts the mountain
village from their sight, as with one voice the mournful deer lament."

The poem was written on dark paper I by a dim hghr, There could be
no questIon of producing anyrhmg in the way of fine calligraphy, and
she dashed off these few hnes, folded the paper and conveyed it imme
diately to the messenger ..

The path over Mount Kohata, particularly during a storm, at dead of
nighr, is not WIthout its terrors. But this was a stout fellow who had
been chosen because it was known that he would ride full tilt in the dark
through any rhrcket or tangle, and soaked to the skin he was back at
the city In no rime. NI0U gave Ium a handsome reward, and hastened to
scan the paper he had brought. He saw at once that the handwriting
was not that of the notes he had previously received. He thought it
was a more formed hand and probably that of an older person. But as
he had imagined the preVIOUS notes to be penned by Agemaki, he was
inclmed, despite appearances, to regard the present poem as the work of
her sister. He puzzled over the question so long, Just when the wairmg...
women who looked after him were hoping he would at last go to bed,
that they began to lose patIence. 4 First he said he must sit up because
he was waitmg for an answer, t they grumbled, 'and now that It has
come, he seems as if he were going to sit staring at it for the rest of the
night. It's something serious this time, that's quite clear. t And

x Grey paper used for mourning.
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no wonder they were in a bad temper, for they were all longIng for
bed.

He rose early next morning. 'Can I wrth common pIty hear its cry 
the deer whose friend the baleful mists enfold?'

In hIS letter too he described himself as prostrate wrth grief. Agemaki
felt that the correspondence had reached a pOInt at which great caution
was required, If tiresome consequences were not to ensue. HItherto she
had always been able 10 the last resort to appeal to her father for advice
when things were threatening to take an undesirable turn. But now she
felt that It was dangerous to let matters go even so far as to require deh
care handlmg. Moreover it was concerning the risk of Just such entangle
ments as this that her father had particularly warned her, and If anything
were to go wrong, it would seem 10 a way like an insult to his memory
These considerations embarrassed her so much that she did not succeed
in answering at all. But it must not be thought that she put NIOU on a
pelr with the common ruck of young courriers, with rheir stock of in
SIncere compliments. Both the calligraphy and the diction of the notes
that he hurriedly tossed off made a deep impression upon her, partly
because her experIence in this directron was very small. This however
only Increased her difficulties, for she felt that the particular tone of
well-bred gallantry and concern 10 which his letters were couched was
one she was totally Incapable of imrtanng. No, it was no use. A hermir I

she had been brought up and a herrnit she would rernain. WIth Kaoru
however It was fortunately not so difficult to deal. He really seemed to
mean what he said, and she no longer found any difficulty 10 writIng to
him. As sooo as the forty-nine days were over, he hastened to UJl He
found the sisters in the deepest mournIng and seared not on the dais but
on the lower level of the room.>

HIS presence, like a sudden lrght flashmg upon the darkness of their
bereavement, at first bewildered and bhnded them 'I am afraid;' he
said, finding them completely tongue-tied, 4 that If our conversations are
to be so very one-sided it will be drfficult for me to help you in the way
vour father intended. I am qUite unused to the sort of situations In which
everythmg has to go round by way of a third party. Indeed If I am not
directly addressing the person for whom my remarks are intended I be
come completely incoherent.'

~ I thmk you do not realize, seeIng us srrnng here,' said Agemakl, I how
li rtle we have yet managed to shake off the first terrible impressions of our
loss One surely cannot be expected to converse sensibly and freely wrrh
people from outside when one IS In this dazed condmone' 'I know,' said
Kaoru, · how deeply you feel things and did not for a moment suppose
that I should find you gOing about and domg things as though nothing

J .\J'fl1JJn~u~hl, a particularly t,r")f(clte tvpe of mountain ascetic.•
2: \,,, a "H';H of mournmg.
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happened. That clearly would be wrong. But I am very sorry your
feehngs compel you to cut yourself off so completely from me, for I came
hoping that some at rate of your difficulrres were of a kind which 1t

would be really worth confiding to me. But 1£ you are certain that I
can be of no use ." However bad you may be feeling, Madam,' Agemakr's
gentlewomen said, 'you must try to be more open with him, for it 1S clear
he really wants to be of use.' So they coaxed her, and gradually, as she be
came less agrtated and was able to reflect a lrttle on the srtuatron In general,
she saw that quite apart from any Interest Kaoru might feel in herself and
her SIster, It was after a1110 obedience to their father's wishes that he was
pavrng this visit It was a long way to come! And feeling that she had
been rather ungracious, she moved a 11 rtle nearer, while Kaoru discussed
wrrh the utmost delicacy and consideratron both the drfficulties of her
present srruation and the best means of performing the friendly offices
wrth which her father had entrusted him There was In hIS manner a
gentleness that was almost feminme, and she found that she slipped easily
enough Into confiding in him WIthout any of the embarrassment that she
would at present have felt 10 the case of an ordinary VISItor. But he saw
that the effort to speak to anyone from outside and to appear Interested
and hopeful were cosnng her dear, Painful recollecnons, it was only too
evident, were crowding upon her at every turn of the conversation, and It

was clear that she was strll In far too distracted a condinon to give him
more than a very small part of her attenrion. He could not help contrast
Ing the figure that he now dimly deserted disconsolarely huddled behrnd
the black mourning-curtains wrth that first moonlit vision years ago, at
dawn. 'Sad when at autumn's close the woods and fields their darkened
dress put on!' He murmured the verse to himself, not meaning her to
hear.

"Happier the autumn fields, on which the dew of Heaven srrll falls,
than we who for our tears no resting-place can ever hope ro know' 1

'The frayed threads .. .' she began, but her V01ce died away, and 1£ she
now stole back to the far side of the room, It was not in unfriendliness,
but merely that she could control herself no longer. \ He saw that for the
moment it would be cruel to detain her, and reluctantly he allowed the
ever-wilhng Ben no Kimi to take her place. The old woman certainly had
a wonderful collecnon of strange and moving tales, both old and new.
Moreover he could not forget that but for her he would never have dis
covered the one rhing that it concerned him most to know, and old
though she was he had become exrraordmarrly attached to her.

"Genu's death,' he said to her presently, "happenmg when I was a
mere child made - I now chink In lookmg back upon it - a disastrous
impression upon me. I greV\" up feeling that nothing was stable, nothing
worth while, and though in course of time I have risen to a fairly higb

r There 1'.. a play of words on \ arious senses of oku, 'to settle, t
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position in the State and have even managed to win for myself a certain
degree of celebrity, these things mean nothing to me I would much rather
have spent my time In some such quiet place as this And now PrInce
Hachrs death has made it less possible for me than ever to seek satIsfac
non in the ordmary pleasures of the world. To say that it IS on the Prin
cesses' account that I still put off taking my Vows mighr give a wrong
ImpreSSIon. But the delay really IS connected WIth them, for as you know
I am bound by promises to their father which at present make It nnpos
sible for me to follow my own rnchnations. But above all of course the
terrible thing you told me now makes It Imperative that I should sever
myself from the world at the very earliest moment I get the chance.' He
wept as he spoke, and she too was in no condition to reply, for Kaoru's
extraordinary resemblance to her late master brought back at every turn
some forgotten mcident of those terrible days, and she was completely
overcome.

This old woman, Ben no Kimi, was as has been said of a better class
than ordinary wartmg-women, her father Sachuben having been the uncle
of the Prrncesses' mother. It was Indeed because of her unusual capabihty
and good sense that Prmce Hachr had taken pains to secure her. Though
she had lrved for years in the closest possible contact WIth the Princesses 
Prrnce Hachi had got her there prmcipally that the two girls might have
an older person to appeal to - and was on very intrmate terms WIth

them, concernmg her preVIOUS place she was scrupulously careful never to
utter a word But Kaoru, knowing that old people often chatter more
than they should, could not help feeling rather apprehensive. He was sure
she would not have gossipped about the secret to all and sundry. But it
seemed almost inconcervable that she had not said something to the Pnn
cesses, on whose discretion she would no doubt feel that she could com
pletely rely. And, though he was not aware of it, probably the fear that
with the departure of either of the Princesses from DJ1 his secret too would
go beyond his control made him addrnonally reluctant to take any definite
steps about their future.

There seemed no longer any particular point in stayIng for the night, I

and he now started back towards the city. But all the way home there
ran in hIS head the sound of Prince Hachr's VOIce, tellmg him that this
might be their last meeting Why had he not heeded the warning? He
should have kept 10 touch, VIsited the Prince more regularly There was
so i.iuch that they had both left unsaid. And when one came to think of
it, though It seemed now an interminable time SInce he heard that Hachr
was dead, It was only a matter of days. Around him, as he rode, was
autumn - the same autumn. It seemed unbelievable that Hachi should
now be none knew where, while in hIS quarters - which though they
had always been very scantily furnished and utterly devoid of the orna-

1 He used to pass the night reading texts with the old Prince.
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ments and knick-knacks with which ordinary people surround themselves
were always scrupulously clean and well kept - priests were trampIng 10

and out, and even knockmg up temporary parritrons, I so that the whole
place was In a state of lrtter and disorder. HIS rosaries, books and so on,
were being left as they were. But Agemaki had heard that all the sacred
images were to be transferred to the temple. For the moment the presence
of all these holy men gave a kind of spurIous air of amrnation to the house.
But once they were gone It would be, thought Kaoru, a terrible place to
go on Iivrng In.

One of hIS men now came and reminded him that it was gettIng very
late. He roused himself from his reverie and turned to go. Just as he was
starting a wrld goose flew cryIng overhead.

'So desolate the place that even In the high country of the autumn
clouds the WIld-goose passes WIth a cry'

Whenever Kaoru was WIth NIOU their conversation turned upon the
household at UJi. NI0U had mistakenly assumed that Prmce Hachr's
death would make the SIsters much easier of access, and he had again be
gun to write constantly to DJ!. But the SIsters found it more than ever
difficult to frame even the barest acknowledgment, for NIOU was at this
time continually being quoted as the great connoisseur of elegant and
tender correspondences How he had got it Into his head that, buried
away as they had been, either their poetical conceirs or their handwrrnng
could possibly come up to the standard they did not know. But in any
case the mere SIght of his notes made them at once feel stupid and behind
the-times.

So the days at UJi passed sadly but uneventfully by. The uncertainty
of Iife and the need to be prepared against it had indeed been a constant
topic in their father's conversation. But familiar though his maxims had
become, the sisters accepted them as general laws of the world, merely
Implying that nothing can go on Indefinitely; and the actual siruarion in
which they now found themselves was one which during his lifetime they
had never really contemplated.

When they looked back on the past it seemed to them that, comfortless
though it had in many ways been, their life had about it at least an agree
able quietness and sense of security. But now they seemed to live in a
constant state of panic and humilianon. 'It is ridiculous,' Agemaki said,
· a sudden gust of wind, or the sound of someone arriving at the door, if
the attendants' voices are unfamihar to me) is enough to put me into a
state of the most appalling agreation.' And both of them agreed that
these sudden fits of terror were at the slightest provocation constantly
overcoming them. The loneliness of their life was indeed becoming al
most intolerable.

And so, with tears seldom far away, they saw the year draw to its close.
J To use as cells while they were in residence performing Masses for the dead.
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There were heavy storms of hall and snow. The weather was Indeed no
worse at Uji than elsewhere. But the sisters, for the first time SInce they
had lived there, felt that It was a terrible afflicrion to be In the depth ~f

the country at this stormy season. Their V\r a1tIng-women had great hopes
that the commg of the New Year would make things better. 'The Sprmg,'
they said, 'always helps people In trouble to make a fresh srarr;' But the
Princesses could not feel that a turn of the calendar was going to Improve
matters

In old days there had been a good deal of gOIng and coming between
Hachis house and the temple, for during his Retreats he had made the
acquaintance of a good many priests But now even the Teacher no longer
came In person, but contented himself with a brief occasional letter of
enquiry.

That these old acquaintances of their father's should not continue their
vtsits was natural and Inevitable, as the Princesses realized. But It meant
a complete absence of company or news from ourside such as was very
difficult to endure. SInce their father's death Indeed even the occasional
appearance at the house of uncouth country people, whose presence
they would in old days scarcely have nonced, became an eXCItIng event.
Now and again some peasant would come WIth firewood or such wild
fruits as happened to be in season, or someone would come from the
Teacher WIth a present of charcoal or the like, for the holy man feared
that the Princesses would feel hurt If he discontmued these small offerings
that he had been in the habit of making for many years past; and they on
their SIde remembered the wadded clorhing and other comforts that the
Prince always sent at this rime of year, to help the Teacher through the
rigours of hIS winter retreat.

They stood at the window watching the Iittle band from the temple 
some priests and an acolyte or two - struggling through the deep snow
WIth their cumbrous burden, now vanishing, now reappearing at some
turn in the path that wound up the hill. •Of course, even If father had
lived,' said Agemaki, WIth tears In her eyes, 'he would sooner or later
have become a prIest. But even then he would not have been far off.
Messengers would have been going between here and the temple all the
nme, and perhaps - though indeed it would have been a sad sort of
meeting - we should sometimes have been allowed to see him ·

Kaoru knew that once the New Year set in he would be too busy to get
.away, and despite the bad condition of the roads he determined to VISit

UJi before the end of the month. The snow had indeed been so heavy as
[0 put a stop to traffic of every kind, and that anyone in Kaoru's positron
should so hghtly have embarked on It was really - the Princesses were
bound to admit - extremely flattering, and they took great trouble to
recerve him in a way that would show their gratitude, even going so far
as to rout our from the store-cupboards a brazier that had not been painted
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There was indeed such a pohshmg and sweepIng as had not,
everyone said, attended Kaoru's arrival SInce the old Prince's days.

The preparations then left nothing to be desired. For the in tervrew
Itself Agemaki felt very little mclinanon. · But when people are so ex
travagantly kind, what can one do?' she said, and though strll far from
being at ease with she was certainly much more communicanve
than she had ever been before. So attractive Indeed, once she began to
talk more freely, did he find her great range and delicacy of feelmg that
he began to wonder whether It was after all gOIng to be so easy a matter
to carry out the task of renuncianon that he had so lightly set himself to
perform. Strange that one's whole attitude towards life could change so
radically from one moment to another, yet that such might be the case,
experience had taught him on more than one occasion before.

·Niou IS very cross with me,' he said · Somehow or other - possibly
OWIng to some hint that I Inadvertently let drop or merely by a lucky
guess of his own, for he has such a quick mind that it is never much use
tryIng to keep things from him - he has managed to find out about my
promIse to your father.' He assumes that under the circumstances I must
certainly have a great influence over you and that your present discourag
ing arntude towards him IS entirely due to me. You must surely admit
that I was far Indeed from forcing hIS society upon you. CIrcumstances
arose 10 which I was obliged to bring him here; but now that 1t has hap
pened, it IS most unfair on me that you should treat him as you do.
People, I am told, make out that he IS dissipated. But underneath all that
he has an unusually sohd character; indeed I know of few people capable
of such deep and lastmg emotion. There may of course be cases - I have
heard of some myself - where he may seem to have behaved badly. But
this has only happened where it was clearly understood that both sides
were merely amusing themselves, and the conduct of the women involved
has always from the outset been of a kind so utterly frivolous and rrre
sponsible as to deprive them of any claim to be treated with a delicate or
scrupulous consideranon. He is however the sort of man who if a woman
took things as they came, did not set herself and her reputation on a
pinnacle, was broad-minded and wrllmg to take the world as she found
It, overlooking casual short-cornmgs here and there and accepting a
certain number of unpleasanmesses as Inevitable 10 any relatIonsh1p
to such a woman I believe Niou might show a most uncommon degree of
fidelity. Too often however a woman will allow one crumble in the cliffs
of Tatsuta River to mar love's whole stream.! But to a sensible woman,
capable of the sort of tolerance I have described, Niou would, I am cer
rain, if he had once evinced a strong affection for her, remain devoted to

I In sign of mourning. 2 To look after the sisters.
3 'The ferruginous SOlI of the cliffs reddens the whole stream when there is anytlung m

the nature of a landshde.
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the end. I believe, as a matter of fact, that there IS no one who under
stands hIS character better than I do, and If what I have told you makes
you feel that you would lrke to know him better, my services are com
pletely at your disposal. Try me In this new capacIty of a go-between, and
you wrll find that the energy with which I throw myself Into the task
will surprise you.'

The offer seemed to be made in all seriousness. Agemakr's only difficulrv
was to frame her reply In such a way as to make clear that the proposal
concerned her only In her capacIty of elder sister and adviser. 'Up till
now we had been getting on much better, hadn't we>' she said. 'But
at this point the conversation seems to be taking a turn which makes It
more difficult for me than ever to thmk out a reply.. '

She spoke quietly bur With a faint suggestion of mockery that he
found very attracnve.

'Nothing In the least difficult 15 expected of you,' Kaoru said. 'All
I hope for is a word or two of gratu:ude, to which I think I can Justly
lay claim after comIng all this 'vvay through the snow. It IS In your SIster
Kozen that NI0U 18 interested, as Indeed he has always hinted In hIS

poems and letters, though under the circumstances It was not very easy
for him to make this clear. I do not know, by the way, which of you
has been In the habit of wrirmg the replies?' Fortunately for Agemaki
she had as a matter of fact never herself written more than a word or two.
But the thought of how easily she might have chanced to do so and
might, without the least intending It, have given NI0U the impression
that she took his advances as addressed to herself, now covered het
with such confusion that she could not bring herself to reply On a piece
of paper however she wrote the poem: 'Look on the snow-clad hills and
you will :find no track that leads to other gate save yours,' I and handed It

out to him from behind her screen.
"That is a poor excuse,' he said. 'Indeed, your treatment of NI0U is a

sign of unfriendliness to me rather than the reverse. _. Over the Ice-bound
river that splinters under my horse's hoofs how dare I send others, till I
myself have crossed?":2 That much encouragement I can at least lay claim
to, lf I am to throw myself with full energy into my task.'

She had not expected this sort of thing from him, nor was it at all
to her taste, and she did not reply. ThIS however did not surprise hrm,
It would have been strange indeed, considering her upbringing, if she
could have thrown herself at once into the business of pretty speeches
and poetical rejoinders so aptly cultivated by the young people of the day.
It was enough for the moment that she was not definitely hostile or
discouraging. He had formed his conceptIon of her character and would

t I 'write to no one but you.
2 Kaoru hints that it would be only fair ifAgemaki encouraged him by a little kindness

on her part, before expecting him to interest himself on Kozen's behalf..
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have been drsappointed if, even to his advantage, she had behaved at
variance wrth it. After several further attempts to bring the conversa
tion round to the subject of his own feelings towards her - attempts
which Agemaki was careful completely to ignore - he suddenly began
to feel rather ashamed of himself, and In the end fell back upon harmless
anecdotes and remmiscences. 'It IS snowing so hard,' one of his men
presently announced, 'that If we wait till dark we shall certainly lose
our way.'

'I cannot bear to think of Their Highnesses Iivmg out here under
such conditions as this,' Kaoru said, as he went out. 'There are parts
of my mother's palace that are Just as qUIet and unfrequented as It is here,
and if Their HIghnesses ever cared to honour us with a VIsIt... ' The
offer was overheard by some of the wairing-women, who were naturally
enchanted at the idea of getting their noses into so resplendent a place
as Nyosan's palace. Agemaki was out of earshot. But Kozeri, who was
sitting with these gentlewomen, caught the remark, and remembering
her father's warning I instantly made up her mind on no account to let
herself be lured by any such proposal.

Orders were given that Kaoru's fruit was to be served as dainttly as
possible in the men's quarters, and a special supply of dried fish was sent
for his followers, along wrth the great earthenware wine-flagon. The
watchman to whom Kaoru had gIven his cloak was standing about, WIth
a peculiarly helpless expression on hIS rustic, heavily whiskered 2 face.
It was disquieting to think that the safety of the Princesses depended on
so wretched a creature. Kaoru called the man to him and asked how he
was getting on now that he was left to his own devices. ~ Why, Sir,'
he said, 'I spent thirty years of my life in hIS service and had not another
friend in all the world. Believe me, if I was to go out beyond these gates
today there isn't, as the saying goes, so much as a tree that would hold
Its branches over me.' While he spoke his face underwent the strangest
contortions and the tears streamed down. He did indeed present a most
distressing spectacle.

Before leaving, Kaoru sent for the key of the late Prince's apartments.
The Buddha's splendour was still untarnished, but dust lay deep on the
floors. The main piece of furniture was a low couch, of the kmd used
for the practice of religious exercises. He had this shifted, and got his
men to give the whole place a good sweeping. As he stood by, super
Intending this work, there came into his mmd the occasion when he had
told the Prince of his desire to become a priest and promised that, when
he did so, Hachi should be his Master.

x Not to leave Uji.
:I Kazura-hsg», 'Wig-whiskers,' an expression that has puzzled all the commentators, is

surely an abbreviation of Takazura..h%ge, 'hair on the upper part of the face' as opposed to
the chin (cf. Uji Shui Monogatari. Bungaku Taikei X, 239). The upper classes wore only
slight 'imperials' on the point of the chin.
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,Alas that of the oak-tree under whose spreading boughs I thought to
take my rest nothing should be left now save a bare and empty bed!' I

He stood leaning agaInst a prllar as he recited this verse, in an attItude
which filled the younger maids, who could Just see him from their room,
wrth deep admiranon.

It was so late that Kaoru's men, not at all certain that he did not intend
to stay the night, had on their own rnmatrve sent for fresh supplies of
horse ...fodder, which were easy to procure, for he happened to have
several propertIes 10 the neighbourhood. The news that Kaoru was at
U}l had thus spread over the countryside, and to hrs embarrassment on
leaving the house he found himself gaped at by a curious crowd of
1abourers and peasao ts.

He preferred it to be thought that hIS business at UJi was with the
older gentlewomen of the household, and In order to give this impression
he now sent {or one of them and engaged her 10 conversance. He then
addressed the country people, begging' them to serve the Prrncesses and
their household with the same alacrity that they had shown in comIng
to welcome him today.

After the New Year milder weather set in, the ice disappeared from
the garden lakes, and the sisters began to realize that despite all their
misery they had struggled through to another spring From the Teacher's
cell came a present of WIld parsley, rock-fern and other green things that
were springing up from the wintry earth. He hoped they would be a
welcome addmon to the Princesses' meagre> diet, and the gentlewomen
of the household remarked that, If one lrved 10 such a place, It was
pleasant from time to time to set eyes 00 things Iike this, which at least
helped one to keep count of the days and months as they passed.

To the Princesses, however, such reminders seemed merely painful.
'Were he still dwellmg on the hilltop whence these fernshoots came,

I could believe that spring was here.' Such was Agemakr's poem.. And
Kozeri'5: ~ The young parsley that on the snowy margtns of the pool wakes
to fresh life, for whom now shall we cull?' Often they would compose
verses of this sort, which tnVIal though they were, at least helped the
long hours to pass.

New Year letters came punctually both from Kaoru and Niou, but
they contained nothmg of consequence and It is not necessary to trouble
vou WIth them. Niou remembered, when the cherry-trees came Into
bloom, how last year he had sent the sisters a wreath to wear, and all
the lords and gentlemen who were with him on that occasion recalled

r Prince Hachi was an upasaka or lay..brother, and an old folk ...song says, 'Ala,; for the
u;ulfakas who do penance in the hillv; for under the oak they lie and the hard earth is their
bed.' For the correct text of this folk-song, see Utsubo Monogatari, chapters 'Kiku no En'
and 'Saga no In.' It does not, as the commentators state, occur in the 'Kokin Rokujo'
tat any rate as we possess the work), and the last word should be araneba, not araneda.

~ Fasting went hand in hand with mourning.
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wrth pleasure their reception at Prince Hachr's hands and regretted that
they had not been to UJl again. NI0U Indeed was extremely anxious to
make further progress In this direcnon, and sent the poem: 'This year
my garland shall it be, the cherry-blossom that In days gone by through
\ eil of spring I spied.' While not wishing to seem actually to encourage
hrrn Kozeri was anXIOUS to keep up at any rate a reasonable semblance of
good manners. Moreover the poem came at a moment when time was
hangIng partrcularly heavy on her hands, and it was evrdent that he
had taken great pains With the handwriting. 'Where, SInce a cloud of
mournrng hangs dark upon our house, would you pluck gay cherry for
vour wreath?'

NIOU had expected something a great deal more forthcoming than this,
and was very disappomted, HIS disappointment was indeed more than
he could keep to h I1D.Self, and the only possible confidant was Kaoru,
whom he srrll upbraided as the person really responsible for his difficul
nes, This under the circumstances was rather comrc. But Kaoru did not
reveal the fact that he had been interestmg himself on hIS friend's behalf.
On the contrary, he played to perfection the part of a crusty guardian,
rebuking NIOU whenever his imagination seemed to be running ahead too
fast WIth regard to his chances at 0J1, so that Niou found it necessary
to protest: · I know you thmk I am not to be trusted," he said. 'And it is
true that I have had rather a large number of affairs. But that, I assure
you, was only because I had never found anyone that really attracted
me: He was in trouble at the moment with Yugiri because he refused
to be Interested in Roku no Kimi, Yugiri's sixth daughter. · It is not
only that the match itself has no particular attraction for me, 'I Niou
prrvately explained to his friends. •But the prospect of having HIS

Excellency I always fussing round to see whether I am behaving myself
IS really more than I can face. r

Early that summer there was a fire at Nyosans palace in the Third Ward,
Kaoru was obliged to move his mother Into the New Palace .it in the SIxth
Ward, which involved making a great many arrangements, and what
WIth one thing and another he found himself for weeks on end unable
to get away from the City.. This however did not worry him. He had
made up his mind to let things at Dj1 take their course. It was not In

hIS nature to force his attentions on anyone who seemed to hold back.
Agemaki was virtually his; of this he felt sure. But at present she was
not in the mood for that kind of thing, and undoubtedly the best way to
WIn her confidence was to convince her that he was bent on serving the
household at Uji in the spirit of her father's dying behest. As the summer
went on the heat became almost unendurable. The thought of the cool
breeze that always blew up from the river suddenly decided him to put
all busmess aside .. He started for UJi very early in the morning. But even

J Yugiri. a Built by Genji.
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at this hour he found the sun overpowering by the time he arrIved,
and was glad to rest for a while In the western side-room, where Hachi
used to have hIS quarters. He had one or two matters to discuss with the
night-watchman, and asked someone to send the man to him. The
SIsters had been at prayer in the chapel. But on being told of Kaoru's
arrival they moved to their own rooms at the back of the house. Thev
tried to make as little noise as possible, but the chapel opened out of th~
room where Kaoru was srtting, and he was bound to hear them leave.
He remembered noticing that there was a small chink in the slrdmg-door
that led from the mam hall Into the women's apartments - the hole
through which the latch went had split a htrle at the SIdes. He tiptoed
to the spot, but though there was as yet no noise of footsteps and he
knew that he was in good time, he found that a screen had been put
against the door on the outer SIde. He lifted it away, only to discover
that a curtamed couch was standing right against the door on the inside.
He was Just turning away in disappointment, when a VOIce from inside
said: 'Just look at those window-blinds! People can see right in. Push
that couch over here. It's no good where It is, and it will help to keep
the blinds 10 place.' EVIdently a gust of wind had blown back the
blinds of the WIndows that looked onto the garden. 'Thank you!' said
Kaoru to himself, and returning to hIS post found that two curtained
couches, a large and a smaller one, had been moved from the door and
set up agaInst the blinds of the two WIndows at the SIde of the room.
Opposite to Kaoru's door was another, through which as he knew the
SIsters must presently emerge.. And indeed at that instant a figure ap
peared, but turned instantly towards one of the couches by the window,
and reclining there began to watch Kaoru's men, who were walking up
and down enjoying the cool of the garden. This, he knew, must be Kozeri,
She was In an unlined dress of dark grey-brown, that was pleasantly set
off by her wide sedge-coloured trousers. Some people are born to wear
mourning - so far from being disfigured by it they look more radiant
than ever, and it seemed that Kozeri was one of these. Her long sash
was hitched up and in its folds her rosary lay tucked. She was unusually
tall but had, he saw, an extremely well-proportioned figure. Her hair,
which must, he thought, reach well below her knees, was smooth and
glossy, and though rather thick seemed to be of a lovely quality and
texture. Her profile was good, and her movements singularly graceful
and deliberate. Niou's sister, the First Princess, to whom he had been
rather attracted when they were both children, must, he thought, have
grown up to be very like this. Another figure, evidently that of Agemaki,
was now visible in the room. 'That door ought not to be left uncovered,'
she said, looking nervously in Kaoru's direction. 'Oh, that's all right,'
one of the maids replied. 'There is a screen on the other side. Anyone
would have to take that away first before he could see in .. t 'Are yo J
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sure?' Agemaki asked, only half-reassured. ·There is nothing so dis
agreeable as the feeling that one may be being watched'; and as she
retreated to the screened couch, casnng watchful glances as she went, he
thought he had never seen a beanng that indicated such sensibihry, such
passionate pride.

Though she wore a dark, lined cloak, the general colour-scheme of her
costume was the same as that of her sister's. But in her he found it 1n
firutely more attractrve, and his sympathies 1 were moved to a pOlnt that
was posrtively disquieting.

Her hair, which she had evidently plucked In sign of mourning, looked
a hrtle thin at the ends, but it was of a marvellous quality, having in
It that slight kingfisher tint which he always found so enchantrng, and
it hung straight and rather stiff on her back, like the threads in a loom.
In one hand she held a Buddhist book, the characters of which were wrrt
ten on purple paper. He was able to study this hand and was struck by
rts extreme fragility. She was certainly much thinner than Kozeri, In
fact rather alarmingly emaciated. At this moment something happened
in the room which made the younger sister look straight towards him.
And it was evidently something amusIng, for there was a smile on her
face. Yes, certainly she too was in her way very attractive.

% Aware implies both sympathy and admiration.



CHAPTER VI

Agemaki

N EVER In all their many autumns at UJi had the wailmg of the
river wind struck such a chill Into the hearts of the SIsters as
rhis year while they hurried forward the preparanons for the

Anniversary I The general form that the ceremonies were to take was
decided by Kaoru and the Teacher. But for their help the Princesses
would have been entirely at a loss, there were so many questions concern..
rng the setnng out of the sacred books, the correct use of sacerdotal robes
and Innumerable other points of ritual that had to be settled. It was ID

deed a fortunate accident that such excellent advisers were at hand. Kaoru
called from time to time, and on the day when therr full rnourning came
to a close he wrote In the kindest and most solicrrous manner; while the
Teacher called In person.

On one occasion during the preparations for the Annrversary, Kaoru
arrrved when the sisters were plainng scented tassels," and murmuring
the words of the old poem 'Could hfe's thread.".' J Part of the wooden
frame on which they were doing their plamng was VISIble through a tear
10 their screen-of-state. He guessed at once what they were making and
in hIS turn murmured the verse ' 'Would that my tears were pearls that I
could thread".,,' 4 Lady Ise herself could not have put more feeling when
she first recited them - so everyone else thought. But the Prmcesses,
faced WIth the neceSSIty of finding a quotation which fitted 10 WIth the
CIrcumstances of the moment and at the same rime showed that they had
recognized Kaoru's allusion, were sorely perplexed.. Tsurayukr's "'Were
you lrke a thing on a thread ... ' occurred to them, and it was appropriate
In that it carried on the same conjuncnon of sorrow with weaving. But It

referred to a hving person and was therefore wholly unsuitable on the
present occasion. Unsuccessful though they were in finding a verse that
would do, they realized now, as never before, how helpful this business
of furukoto 5 might be as a means of giving vent to one's feelings.

Kaoru had been writing the drafts of some Buddhist inscriptions that
were needed in connecnon with an offermg of Scriptures and sacred Images
that he was making in the late Prince's memory.. H1s inkstand srill lay by
him, and taking up hIS brush he now wrote: 'Would that like the threads

I Of their father's death. 2 For the four corners of the altar..
J 'Could life's thread by sorrowful thoughts be snapped, I had not woven thi ... trailing

strip of years upon its loom.'
4 From a poem written in g07 by Lady Ise, on the death of her mistress, the Empress

Atsuko.
5 'Old words,' allusions to ancient poems.
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of the tassel, that once lay apart but now for ever are joined, we too might
be united In the bond of steadfast love!' and handed the poem through
the curtains.

'Why should he find It necessary to affect sennrnenrs of this kmd-' t

Agemaki wondered. 'Too bitter and too many are my tears to strmg on
love's short thread ... ' Such was her answermg poem. •"On what thread
am I to strrng my days?" t he thought dejectedly, recallmg another ancien t

poem. I But he was determined not to Importune her with unwelcome ad
vances, and seeIng that she snll gave him no encouragement, he turned
the conversation to the tOpIC of N IOU. 'You may think It strange,' he
said, 'that on the strength of a smgle VISIt NIOU should have fallen so
deeply In love. But whether this IS due to the exceprional impressionabil
ity of hIS character or to the strong emotions that are often aroused bv
OpposItIon to one's desires, I cannot say. Certain however It is that the
attachment he has formed for your SIster IS of the deepest kind, and you
may forward hIS SUIt WIthout the shghtesr mIsgIvIng. You are not, I
can see, so Ignorant of the usages of the world but that you could find
ways of encouragIng him, 1£ you WIshed to do so. And you must surely
realize that your failure to do this IS not merely impolire to him but shows
a rather ungrateful attitude towards me, considering all the trouble 1
have taken to be of use to you. In any case, I thmk you mighr make some
attempt to gIve me a clearer idea of what your real views are In the
matter. '

·There can be no question of ingrantude, t she said. 'Indeed, it IS only
10 recognrrron of all you have done that we have allowed you what IS, I
would have you remember, an unparalleled degree of hberty 10 this house.
The fact that you take these pnvileges as a matter of course seems to me
to show on your side a rather curIOUS lack of perceptIon.

'You wrll say that lrving here with nothing to do all day my SIster and
I have at least had rime to consider the question of our future. But we
ourselves are, as you know, completely incompetenr to decide about such
matters, and our father, though before hIS death he left us mstrucrions
how to deal WIth all sorts of contIngenCIes, and was in a general \vay
clearly much preoccupied WIth the queStIon of what was to become of us,
gave no Indication whatever as to how we were to deal with such an
offer as you have Just transmitted. Indeed, we both have the impression
that he meant us simply to go on lrvmg In the old way. But I realize that
particularly for my sister, who still has all her youth before her, It IS a
thousand pines to remain buried away in this desolate corner of the hills,
and though I have not hitherto said much about it, I feel as strongly as
vou do the necessity of gettIng her away. But how it ought to be done,
I have not the least idea.' And she SIghed with an air so troubled and

:t 'If like the side...threads of the loom we are to be for ever apart, on what thread an} I
to srrina my days?"
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perplexed that he longed to comfort her But clear-headed and sensible
though she evidently was, it was hardly to be expected that at her age
she should feel capable of taking the responsibilrty In such a matter, and
gOIng to the outer rooms he sent for the old lady, Ben no Kuru.

'As you know,' he said, 'I came here orrginally as Prince Hachr's pupil,
and for years I knew nothing about the rest of hIS family. But when he
began to feel that hIS heal rh "vas failmg, he became anXIOUS that I should
be on fnendly terms with the Princesses and made me promise to do all I
could to help them, leaving It entirely to me to decide what form thrs
help should take. Unfortunately they seem to have made up their minds
to do everything In their power to prevent me from carryIng out therr
father's request, and I am even begmning seriously to wonder whether they
have not, without consulting me, committed themselves In some quite un
suspected direction As you probably know, I am so consnruted that my
feelings do not easily run away with me - which under the CIrcum
stances IS providential, for most people would have found the SItuation as
It has existed up to the present a quite impossible one. Gossip has of
course already begun to lmk my name with theirs, and If I am ever to
marry at all, there would surely be something to be said for such a match.
It would certainly be the SImplest way of carryIng out Prince Hachr's
desires, and though I am not of course their equal In birth, even takIng
me for what I am, there would be nothing unprecedented 10 such a mar
riage. '

Had Ben no Kimi been of the class from which waiting-women are
ordinarily drawn, he would have got nothmg from her but a mixture of
cringmg compliments with imperrinent and meddlesome advice. But
Ben was a woman of a very different kind, and though she longed for
nothing so much as to see one or other of the Princesses wedded to Kaoru,
she merely said: ' I suppose It comes of their hying such a strange hfe here
- but however that may be I can truthfully say that I have never known
them once betray the slightesr Interest of a sentimental kind In any outside
person; so that on that score you need not have the slightest anxiety. But
as to their gOIng on Iivmg as they do now - even we servants began
years ago to feel that we were stranded here wrthout any prospects at all,
and those of us that had any ambrnon dnfred off to find better places else
where. Many of those that went had been connected WIth the family for
generations, and If even consideration for Prince Hachl did not hold them
back, It is not likely that in the future we shall be able to keep anything
of a. household together. The wainng-maids can understand that Prince
Hachi had old-fashioned Ideas and that while he was alive it was Im
possible for our mistresses to consider a match WIth anyone of a different
rank in society; but in the present CIrcumstances they are free to marry
anyone in the world that takes their fancy, and no one in hIS senses will
rhmk the worse of them. They cannot, whatever happens, go on Iiving
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in their present v;,ray, nor ought they to expect anyone else to. Why, even
among the holy hermits of the mountain drspensanons prevail, and some
rhmg more than the dew of a pine-leaf IS permitted when one of them IS in
danger of actual collapse. And what IS more, those for whom a discipline
IS too strict may, while remaInIng good Buddhists, go off and found a
sect of their own. Such threats and cnticisms are constantly reaching the
Pnncesses' ears, and I can see that they are very much upset. Agemaki
herself seems to have no Intention of gIvIng way, but I feel certarn that she
15 now very anXIOUS to find an escape for Kozerr. She IS, I know, deeply
grateful to you for your constant VISIts and all the krndness that you have
shown them In years past, and would be very sorry to lose the benefit of
your help and advice, so that what she would really Iike is that you should
marry Kozen. Despite all his poems and letters she does not think that
NIOU CAn be taken very seriously. t

'There is no question;' answered Kaoru, 'of my interest in Their High
nesses ever ceaSIng, come whar may. My promise to their father alone
suffices to make such a thing Impossible That Agemaki should have
sufficient confidence in me to desire me as a husband for her sister is of
course very gratifying; but it implies that It IS a matter of complete in
difference to me which of them I marry, and that IS far Indeed from berng
the case. It IS Agernaki alone who attracts me, and It IS the hope of one
day WInnIng her affecnon that has for the moment reconciled me to a
world which, as you know, I was on the very pOInt of abandoning.
Convenient though this might be, I fear I cannot adjust my feelmgs so
easily as she supposes.

'It IS not however love in the ordinary sense of the word for which I
ask. What I long so passionately for and have never been able to find is
someone to whom I could speak freely and openly about whatever came
10tO my head, however trivial or however secret and intimate the thmg
might be - it comes perhaps of never having had brothers and sisters or
anyone with whom I stood on that sort of footing. I have been terribly
lonely - all my sorrows, joys, enthusiasms have been locked up inside
me, and if at the present moment my greatest craving is simply for some
one to share my life with, to talk to, to be near - is that so very un
natural? There 1S of course the Empress, I who is supposed to be my sister.
But with a person In that position 1t is impossible ever to be really at ease.
One sees her only for a few minutes at a time and in so ceremonious and
formal a way that it would be out of place to trouble her wirh anything
so trivial as one's own feelings and affairs. My mother indeed seems so
exrraordinarily young that one is inclined to regard her as belongmg to
one's own generation. But she leads a life apart," and I do not feel that I

I The Akashi Princess, who was Genji's daughter, and therefore theoretically Kaoru's
sister.

2 Nyosan had become a Dun.
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can ever have any real mtimacy wrth her As for the other women WIth

whom I have come m contact - one and all they have Inspired a sort
of horror in me, and though I Just now complained of berng lonely, I
realize qUIte well that lt 1S I who am chiefly to blame, for at the slighresr
sign of advance on the part of others, I Instantly run away. Even ar the
ordinary Jokes and repartees of casual intercourse I am excessively awk
ward and Incompetent, directly they take at all an amatory turn, and
when It comes to really deep feehngs, such as mine towards Agemakl, J
find It absolutely impossrble to express myself. It IS very stupid, I krtow ,
but a sudden wave of shame overcomes me and I drop the subject. The
result 1S that she has not the least conception of all that I am suffering

C But as to my plan about NI0U - she must surely see that I have no
motive but her SIster's good, and I hope she WIll not go so far as actuallv
to Impede It.'

As far as the old lady was concerned, on every ground - it mighr even
bring a Iittle brightness Into her own life - nothing would have pleased
her better than to see Agemaki married to Kaoru But it seemed to her
that when two people were both so outrageously sensrtrve and drfiiculr,
it was better to interfere as httle as possible.

He hung about all day, doing nothmg 10 particular. In the evening,
he hoped, there would be a chance for a qUIet conversarron WIth Agemakl
But when the nrne came she found the attitude of vague reproachfulness
that had been grOWIng on him for some nme very difficult to deal with
If only he would make up hrs mmd to explain in so many words exacrlv
what It was that he expected of her! But apart from this she found him
so enterrarmng and in every way so exrraordrnarily sympathetic that she
could not bnng herself to refuse him a hearing.

Tonight Agemaki was In the chapel She had left the door open, and
the lamps at the altar were burning brightly, while screens had been set
againsr the edges of the blinds through which Kaoru, seated on the Ye
randah, was expected to converse with her. Outside, too, the great lamp
had been lit. 'I was feeling tired this mornmg,' Kaoru said, ~ and dressed
rather carelessly. I would far rather not be so conspicuous,' and pushrng
the lamp to a distance, he lay full length on the ground. Here he "vas
brought hIS evenIng fruit, which was served in the simplest manner,
while his servants had their wine and fish in a sort of verandah on the
other SIde of the house. Everyone indeed had tonight collected on that
side, and the chapel-WIng was absolutely SIlent and deserted. Though it
seemed that she strll felt this strange shyness In hIS company, Agemakl,
he thought, spoke tonight in a tone which certainly expressed good wrll- 
perhaps even something bordering on affection. And while with apparent
unconcern he connnued to discuss the topics of the day, there flamed up
within him such a yearning for her as he had never felt before. What
separated them at this mmucee A strip of paper, a few sticks-e-dudicrous
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obstacles indeed to a man that felt as he If It "vas they alone that
htrn from her side

But he knew that this was not so The real barrier - and one, It

seemed to him, far more ridrculous - consisted in hIS own miserable
tlmldltleS and compuncrions. ..o\l\vays there was this dread of strrkrng
(00 soon, of mflictrng upon her against her \\1"111 caresses that, If he had
warted , she would In the end have come to desire

Agemakl had arranged with several of her maids that they should
remain wrrhrn call But the gIrls had no desire to stand In Kaoru's way,
and had very soon withdrawn ro a safe distance. Mosr of them indeed
were now fast asleep, so that there was not even anyone to see after the
lamps

Agemaki felt uneasy and trred to attract someone's atcenrion. But no
one came. 'I feel rather worn out,' she said at last. 'Perhaps I had better
rest a lrtrle now I WIll see you as soon as It IS light tomorrow morning;'
and it seemed that she was making ready to return to the women's quar
ters. 'I irnagine I am qUIre as tired as you, t he said, "considering the
distance I have travelled But vour conversarion has charmed me so
much that I have not rrll rhis rrnnure realized how fatigued I really am
You really cannot be so unkind as to go off and leave me.'

As he said these words he pushed the screen back a Irttle and squeezing
between It and the blrnd stepped Into rhe room. She was already half
way towards the door and nO'\1\1 stood rooted to the spot in terror that
was mingled WIth mdrgnanon. Now at any rate I know what you
mean by asking that I should allow you more freedom,' she said con
temptuously; · and I confess I had thought better of you, t and she turned
upon him a look of scorn that so far from bnngmg him to his senses
served only further to fan the flame of his excirement. 'Yes, indeed,'
he answered quickly, · your failure to understand In what sense I use this
word" freedom" has for some rime past been exasperatIng me, and 1£ I
have now taken steps to show you what I mean, 1 see no reason why you
should think the worse of me. I swear by the Buddha whose image stands
before us that you have no cause whatever to be afraid. A strange, J.

mad compuncnon - I call it so because I see no SIgn that the rest of the
world is handicapped in any such inconvenient way - makes it absolutelv
impossible for me, however strong my feelings, to force upon other people
demonstrations of affection that they have shown they do not desire.'

As he spoke one of the dying lamps suddenly flamed up for a moment,
casting Its flickering light full on her upturned face from which, with an
impatient gesture of the hand, she was brushing back the long strands of
her silky hair.

She stood before him lonely, unprotected. It was wrong, he felt, that
she should be Iivmg in such a place; and It occurred to him that had he
not been for long past their only visrror - had any ill-disposed person
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arrived at such an hour - things would not have remained as they were.
· And why should they?' he asked himself, astounded once more at the
folly of hIS own hesitation when she was so completely In hIS power
Bur at that moment he suddenly saw that she was trembling and weepIng.
Whatever feelings there might be on hIS side, on hers It was evident were
only those of utter misery and fear A wave of contrary feeling overcame
him - of tenderest pity for her helplessness and Isolation No, it could
not be done. Anyrhing rather than rhis, He must wart - and surely
the time would not be very long - rrll her feelings had come to match
his own. For the moment his only desire was to comfort her in her
dIstress.

, You know quite well,' she said at last, 'that If I had for a moment
supposed you to be capable of behaving as you have done tonIght, I
would never have allowed you to slip Into the habit of meeting me on
the inrimare terms that you have now grown accustomed to Nor does
it make matters better that this has happened at a time when I am In

deep mournIng, and have, I should have thought, a particular claim on
your considerarion. But leaving all that aside, what bitterly distresses
me IS my own imprudence, and for that you cannot even pretend to con
sole me. t

She was no longer afraid; but it still annoyed her exceedingly that he
should have seen her like this, with the lampltght full upon her, dressed
in mourning, which she felt did not at all become her and at a moment
when she was far Indeed from having prepared herself for public inspection

· I am sorry,' Kaoru said, 'that the thought of ever having admitted
me to your friendship should so much depress you, and there 1S no more
to say. As for your being snll in mourning - that is of course true
enough. But considering how often I have been here Since your father's
death I could hardly expect that you would wish me to treat you exactly
as if your loss were still In its first days. I think to brrng up the question
of your mourning at all is really rather pedantic t

He revealed to her then how he had first seen her playing her lute by
moonlight on that mornmg years ago, and how SInce that day stage by
stage hIS love had continually grown, rill It was beyond hIS power any
longer to hide it. She listened with mingled feelings of shame, as he told
of the various occasions when he had contrived to catch a glimpse of
her, and astonishment at the success with which he had for so long
concealed his true feelings ..

She was once more seated on her couch, which was protected by a
low screen on one side. Pushing this away towards the altar where
the Buddha stood, he came and lay down by her SIde.

A strong smell of anise and other holy perfumes floated down from the
altar, pervading the whole room, and Kaoru, deeply religious as he was,
found that this familiar smell of incense seemed to set a sudden barner
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ben,veen him and his desire. ...;\n instant before, mourning or no mourn
lng, he was ready to act on the spur of the moment, by force if need be,
but now -- All his old resoluuons came back to hIS mind. He was
a.ppalled at hIS own levity. Afrerwards, perhaps, when the period of
mournIng "vas over, If Agemaki herself seemed to desire It .... A sudden
and extraordinary fit of sobriery had overtaken him.

From time to time a gust of WInd blew down from the hills, there was
a low bUZZIng of insects In the hedge.. It was indeed an autumn night
such as even In the CIty would have been poignant In its beauty, and
here was of an mconcervable loveliness. He began to talk of one thing
and another, givmg her news of what was gorng on 10 the world. Her
occastonal comments and replies struck him as singularly sensible and
Intelhgenr.

The sleepy maids, convinced that by now everything had happened as
they hoped and Intended, had one and all WIthdrawn to their own rooms.
As for Agemakl, she realized now only too well what her father had
meant when he warned her of the embarrassments and false positrons into
which a girl m her posmon might so easrly be led. Such an indescrrbable
depression filled her soul that she felt, should she now begm to cry, her
tears would flow on for ever, lrke the waters of the swirlmg stream
outside. ·

Faint signs of dawn were appearIng. Some of hIS followers were
already awake, and their voices, as they gave signal for the musrermg
of hIS retmue, and the neighing of the horses somehow reminded him of
scenes of travel that he had read about or heard described. He suddenly
had the feeling that he was on a Journey, and a strange excitement came
over him. He pushed open the paper-window at which light was begin
nIng to come and both of them sat silently watching the dawn. Presently
she moved a httle nearer the window, Quite close to her the dew was
lYIng thick on the grasses of the eaves. Now the sunlight, moving
slowly across the house, began to sparkle In the dew. Now it shone
full into the room, lending a golden lovelmess, Kaoru thought, to him
and her. 'This is what I ask for, this and nothmg more; he said. 'For
you and I have the same feelmgs about such things - moonlight, flowers,
the sky, all the subtle changes that go on in the world about us - and
should never be unhappy so long as we could watch them together .. '

He spoke so kindly, so tenderly, that It was impossible for her to be
any longer afraid, 'You must not think,' she said, 'that even when we
cannot be together like this - when there are curtains or Iarnces be
tween - my feelings are qUIte shut off from you.' It was now day indeed.
There was a rustling of many WIngs as bird after bird fluttered past the
window. In the distance, floatrng hazrly on the morning air, was the
sound of a temple-bell. She WIshed that he would go. Surely he could
see what impression it would make if he were found here when the house-
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hold began to stir. Kaoru however showed no sIgn of movIng ~ I had
better stay quietly where I am,' he said presently ~ Norhing could look
worse than to be seen plunging out Into the morning dew. But in any
case It is useless to expect anyone else to understand the nature of our
fnendship. Let them draw what conclusions they please, so long as we
may meet again In the same way. All that matters is that you yourself
should feel safe with me Surely after what has happened tonight, you
cannot doubt that I am capable of showing self-control>'

A sudden fit of resolution seized her. She was not going to have him
found rdlmg rn her room. 'As for what you will or WIll not be capable
of on subsequent occasions,' she said) 'I can express no opmion, That IS

vour affair, But at this moment vou will do as I tell vou.'
.. EVIdently there was norhmg fo~ It but ro obey · I ~hink you are rather
severe,' he said 'It 1S not as though I had any experience of these morn...
lng partmgs . I do Indeed feel Iike ' . losmg my way." , I Somewhere a
long way off a cock crowed, remindmg him of the City," and he recited the
verse: ' As though the countryside had nor already its multrrude of SIghts
and sounds, the cock must needs disturb us, In this mountam village at
dawn r ·Safe from hfe's fret and stir these hills and woods I thought, yet
even here the worldly crowing of rhe cock has tracked me down'; such
was the answer she gave him as she followed him to the door. Back 10

the men's quarters, he lay down, but could not sleep. Why had thrs
uncontrollable agitation suddenly descended upon him, when for months
past he had found no difficulty in behaving coolly and sensibly;' He longed
passionately to be back in her room and It was only by a great effort of
will that he dragged himself from the house and prepared to set off for
the Ca pi tal.

Agemaki too lay awake on her bed She knew only too well what
everyone m the house must be thrnkmg It was misery to have no dis
interested person to turn to. Never before had she felt herself so utterly
in the power of those who were supposed to serve her. Hardly a day
passed but odious messages of one kind and another reached herself or
Kozeri by way of some unscrupulous member of the household. Sooner
or later, it seemed to her, rf they went on living in this way, both she
and her sister were bound to get involved in some sort of unpleasantness.
Kaoru alone offered them a respectable way of escape. But though she
was far from actually dishking him, and her father, she remembered, had
sometimes spoken of him in such a way as to suggest that he would not
altogether ha-ve disapproved, Agemaki herself did not feel the slightest
mclination to change her lot. Kozeri was different. That her youth and
charm should continue to be wasted in this deserted place was deplorable,

I Reference to a poem which says, 'So unfanuliar to me i~ this whole sensation of parting'
at dawn, that in the strange world which Iies before me I fear I shall lose my way,'

2 The cock was an urban bird.
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and Agemaki felt there was nothmg she would not do to secure for her a.
reasonable share of hfe's ordinary pleasures and distractions. 'If only
there were in all the world anyone to look after me as I look after Kozeri r
she thought. As for Kaoru," 1£ he had been some humble, msigruficanr
person, she would have felt It to be almost irnpossrble, considering all
the kindness she had consented to receive at hIS hands for many years
past, not to soften her heart towards him and gIve him what he asked.
But hIS beauty, hIS talents, hIS rnrellrgence - all the quahries that had
gIven him, as she knew, so conspicuous a place 10 society - so far from
recommending him to her served merely to fill her with an exasperating
sense of her own dullness and insufficiency. No, marriage, she felt sure,
was not for her; and chinking again about the whole unhappy course that
their lrves seemed lately to have taken, she lay weepIng till, overcome at
last by the need to have someone near her, she went and lay down m
Kozerr's room. Waking several rimes durmg the night Kozeri had heard
the sound of a whispered conversanon gOIng on in her SIster's room. She
hoped this meant that Agemaki's relations with Kaoru had at last come
to a. head And now, spreading the coverlet that Agemaki had brought
with her from the other room, this hope was completely confirmed; for
she recognized the moment she handled this coverlet the scent that had
made Kaoru's cloak so embarrassing a gift for that wretched night
watchman. Perhaps indeed this had been going on for some rime. Some
of the maids had hinted as much. And feelmg hurt that Agemaki should
not have taken her into her confidence, Kozeri pretended to fall asleep.

Kaoru, before his departure, had his usual conversation with Ben no
Kimr and gave her a long message for Agemaki. Reading It she suddenly
remembered his poem, 'Would that Iike the threads of the tassel .... 1l

which now took on a new significance.' Had he meant it In that way at
the rime? In any case it could scarcely have occurred to Kozeri that like
the boy in the song he had been content to lie 'with a hand-stretch be
tween.' She felt too utterly wretched and humiliated to face the world,
and saying she did not feel well remained all day in bed. ·This is the last
day before the mourning expires,' everyone said. WIth so much to be
arranged and no one to manage things but herself, she could not have
chosen a worse time to fall 111.

Kozeri set to work on the braidings for the altar 2 and managed to finish
them single-handed. But she had no idea how to make the rosettes and
Agemaki was at last prevailed upon to creep out under cover of the grow
ing darkness and show her how It was done, While they were at work,
a letter came from Kaoru She did not write an answer, but simply sent

I I.e. seemed as if it must be an alluvion to the old folk-song The Tassel. 'Boy with the
tasselled locks, a hand-stretch away, a hand-stretch from me you tried to slee-p. But I
rolled towards you; rolled over till I touched vou.'

2 In connection WIth the anniversarv of her father's death.
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word that she had been ill all day and hoped he would excuse her from
replying - behavior which greatly shocked the warnng-mards, 'She
ought to have manners enough at her age,' they said indIgnantly, ·not
to answer a next-morning letter I by word of mouth:

It was not with any feeling of pleasure or relief that next day, their
period of full mourning being over, the sisters put away their black
clothes. Could it be a whole year? And there was a time when it seemed
impossible to live without him for a single hour! But sadly though they
put on their Iight grey," Agemaki could not help noticing that the colour
was "'Very becoming, particularly to her sister, who seemed to her to grow
more lovely every day. Indeed while helping Kozeri to wash her hair
she became so lost in admiration of her sister's beauty that for a while
she forgot all her troubles. One thing was certain: if she could only
carry out her secret plan for bringmg those two 3 together, Kozeri could
not fall to carry all before her. Such scheming might indeed be thought
unwomanly. But someone must plan for the girl as a father would, and
there was no one else to do so.

Believing that Agemakis mourning was indeed the main reason for
her coolness towards him, Kaoru warred impatiently for the Anniversary.
At last the day arrived, and he set out at full speed. Assuming that he
would at any rate not be received less favourably than before, he sent
in a. note to announce hIS arrival. A message came back that Agemaki
was unwell. He sent note after note Imploring her to see him, but all
to no purpose. ·This comes as a complete surprIse to me,' he wrote. ·I
will not ask you to consider my feelings. But do at least reflect a little
upon the impressIon that your treatment of me must be making in this
house.' To all his entreaties however he got no reply save a message that
she was completely overcome by the emotions of the day and could not
think of receiving anyone. In consternation at this rebuff Kaoru sent
for Ben no Kimi and told her what was happening. LIke all the servants
in the house this old lady was far indeed from wrshing that Kaoru should
have any difficulty in obtaining access to her mistress; for on the success
of his suit depended their one chance of gettIng back to a reasonable and
civilized existence. And Agemaki herself had some mklmg of their
attitude; which was confirmed by the fact that she had lately seen Kaoru
in earnest conference with Ben no Kimi, stroking her hand and treating
her with a familiarity which she was sure Kaoru would never have shown
unless the two of them were hatching some dangerous scheme. In novels
this was always how trouble came. Some old and trusted servant, the
last person of whom such a thing would have been expected, flatly dIS

obeys her mistress's instructions...... It was best to count on no one; and
if her own household betrayed her, then she must turn their treachery to
Kozeri's good. She felt centain that even if her sister had been far less
• 1 A letter sent after a love..meeting, :.& Half-mourning. 3 Kaoru and Kozeri ..
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attractive than she was Kaoru's objections would not survive the first
real and unhampered meermg; and as it was, he was bound to succumb
completely as soon as he found himself face to face with her. 'Mter
all, t she thought, «when I made the suggest10n I he could not very well
Jump at It straight away, as though that was what he had wanted all
the while. But in realrty I do not think that he IS held back by any
real preference for me. What worries him IS the impression that such a
change might make on others. He has a horror of appearIng to be the
sort of person that does not know hIS own mind.' If however she em
barked on any scheme for getting Kaoru painlessly started on his new
path her sister must certainly be Informed of it. To act without her
knowledge and approval would be exceedingly wrong. And g010g to
Kozeri she began to put the whole situation before her.

·Father,' she said, «made us promise him that, if the worst came to
the worst, we would make up our minds to go on just as we are sooner
than put ourselves Into the power of unscrupulous people. Anything, he
said, was better for a girl - even the dull and empty existence that we
are leading here, than the risk of Iosing her good name. I always felt it
to be a dreadful thrng while he was alive that we stood between him and
hIS religion, and I thmk the least we can do now is to follow hIS advrce e-«

but then for me that is not very difficult, for really I have grown so used
to Iiving Irke this that it scarcely troubles me at all. The only thing I
cannot bear is having everyone in the house against me. They think
I am simply being obstinate, which is not the case at all. But as far as
you are concerned there is a good deal of truth in what they say. It
certainly does depress me beyond measure to think of you going on year
after year making no use of your youth and looks, and I confess it would
take a great load off my mind If we could discover some way of grving you
a more reasonable sort of existence.'

Kozeri however would not let her continue. C I am sure,' she said
indignantly, 'that whatever father may have said, he never intended one
of us to get married and the other to go on as before. If he had thought
there was any chance of that happening, he would have been even more
worried about us than he was. I don't see why you should have a load
to be taken off your mind at all, so long as we are here to keep each other
happy.' I have only succeeded in hurting her feelings, thought Agemaki,
without doing any good. ·1 didn't mean to hurt you,' she said. 'It is
all the fault of these wretched people. Really, they are driving me
distracted by all the horrible things they are saying about me .... • and she
did not return to the subject.

The day drew on and Kaoru showed no signs of leaving the house.
From time to time Ben no Kimi brought a note or message from him,
but despite the old woman's entreaties - and really, Ben felt, he had

x That he should marry Kozeri instead.
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this time good cause to complain - Agcmaki absolutely refused to make
any reply.

Was she acting rightly? She hardly knew. Certain it was that 1f
either of her parents had been alrve and had found a husband for her she
would have accepted him with resrgnation whether he attracted her or
not, for she knew well enough that these are matters In which one cannot
expect to follow one's own mclinatrons; nor would anyone dream of
regarding such a drsmclinanon on her SIde as a drawback to the project
But she saw no reason to submit with the same meekness to the dictates
of a parcel of old women who, while making a great display of adVISIng
her only for her own good, were obviously chinking of nothing but their
own interests. They might go on for ever poinnng out the marvellous
convenience and suitabihry of the match. Agemaki knew perfectly well
that not one of them had breeding and good sense enough to make her
advice of the shghtest value. All they were thinking about in reahty
was how to get away from UJ!. The sooner they stopped all this brow
beating and arguIng the better For nothing they said could have the
slightest effect on her at all. Kozen, with whom she had hitherto shared
all her troubles, was evidently, as their recent conversatron showed, too
young to understand or sympathize with her present difficulties. Wishmg
that she were anyone but herself, Agemaki lay with her face turned to
the wall.

~ Madam, how would it be If you were to wear coloured clothes JUSt

for tonight?'
Why must they all keep on coaxmg and worrying her> One thing was

certain, they had all set rheir hearts on It! There would be no prorecnon
In that quarter. And as for hiding in a house built hke this - the pear
tree on the naked hillside might as soon think of concealing itself

Nor was It in the least to Kaoru's taste that hIS affairs should be
managed for him with all this whispering and fuss. A relarionshrp of
this kind should, he felt, be allowed to pass secretly and insensibly from
one stage to another, and if at any point Agemaki felt for the mornenr
disinclined to continue it, he had no desire that she should be hustled.
It exasperated him beyond measure to see Ben no Kimi, of whom he had
thought better than this, holding open conclave with her cronies. What
must Agemaki's feelmgs be, with this gOIng on all around her? All this
was not in the least lrke Ben when he first knew her, Had age played
some strange trick with her character?

Agemaki, meanwhile, the next rime that Ben came to her room, called
the old woman to her. ~ LIsten,' she said. ~ ThIS friend of ours succeeded
in persuading my father that he was some kind of paragon, devoid of any
human weaknesses I was foolish enough to accept this notion of him
and allowed him, I am afraid, [0 rake unheard-of Iiberries .. It now turns
out, as I might have foreseen, that he IS In no way different from other
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human beings. No doubt, regarded simply as a means of escape into less
dismal surroundings, hIS offer has much to recommend it. But for my own
part, I made up my mmd long ago to remain where I am, and these con
nnual reproaches and remonstrances only serve to exasperate me.. But
that 1S no reason whv Kozerr should be condemned to waste the best
years of her Iife shut "'away In this desolate spot, and If Kaoru IS really
bent on carrying out my father's wishes, he ought to regard himself as
responsible for her happiness no less than mine. My father - If one can
look at the matter in that wav - bequeathed to us an equal share in his
affecrions. Very well then, vou may tell him, puttIng It in any way
you please so long as he understands, that I renounce my half in
Kozerr's favour. t She Intensely disliked having to dISCUSS the matter;
but It was high rime, she felt, that Ben should understand her point of
view.

'There is norhmg new to me In all this;' the old lady declared; 'I saw
for myself long ago that you felt hke this, and have told him so nme and
agaIn. But he says that qUIte apart from his own feelrngs in the matter,
NI0U has really taken a great fancy to your SIster and would be deeply
offended if for no apparent reason Kaoru suddenly stood In hIS way
"' And I thmk;" he says, .. that If I get her Prince NI0U as a husband,
Kozerr can hardly complain that I have neglected my duties towards her."
And really I do not see how 1£ both your dear parents were here to lavish
on you all their scheming and care they could possibly have done any
better for you both than this

· I don't know whether I ought to mention such things - but I am
afraid we are runnIng very near to the end of our resources up here, and
however your marriages might turn out In other ways, you would at any
rate, as regards the ways and means of Iife, be magnificently provided
for.

'It is natural enough, I am sure, that you should want to do as your
father would wish.. But all hIS warrungs were agamsr people of a very
differenc kind from these rwo gentlemen. What he was afraid of was
that you might get mixed up with people not of your own class. '" If
His Excellency x were to take a fancy to either of them," he said to me
more than once, .. nothing of course would please me better. "

'Orphans, as you know - and it IS the same in all classes of society 
are bound to be at a great drsadvantage and are often obliged to content
themselves with alliances far below what under happier CIrcumstances
they would have every right to expect. This IS understood by everybody,
and no girl srruared as you are was ever thought the worse of for taking
such chances as came her way. You ought then, If I may say so, to think
yourselves uncommonly fortunate each to have the prospects of such a
match as you could surelv not improve upon in your wildest dreams.

x Kaoru..
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For even If, Iike the Prince your father, you shut yourself up and say your
prayers from morning to night, you cannot hve on arr ' I

All this seemed to Agemakl qUIte beside the point. She buried her
face In her hands and made no reply

Kozeri, without knowing exactly what was wrong, saw that her
sister was unusually depressed and derermined, as under such CIrcum
stances she had often done before, to spend the night In her room.

That something unpleasant was gOlng to happen Agemaki was con
vinced, but though she thought of one place after another where It mIght
be possible to hide, she soon realized that none of them would really be
of any use, and tuckrng her own soft, lovely blanket over Kozeri, she
herself lay down at a little disrance, for she found the night oppressrvely
hot.

Kaoru, when the old lady told him what Agemakl had said, took the
news with far more resignanon than she had expected. ~ I cannot really
be angry with her,' he said, 'because I am ccnvinced that all this IS due
to a state of mind that I myself know only too well I can see that she
has been got hold of - and constderrng how long she 11ved shut up with
a man lrke her father, It IS hardly to be wondered at - by the feeling
that life 1S too short and uncertain for anyrhing to be worth while. But
whether this explanation IS right or not, I can hardly be expected to go
back now to the old business of conversation through curtains and
screens. It IS of the utmost 1mportance that I should dISCUSS matters
with her, and I must ask you to arrange secretly for me to get into the
place where she 15 spending the night. '

Ben no Kimi and one or two of her older associates accordingly con
trived to pack off all the maids to their rooms at an unusually early
hour

It was a windy night, and soon every door and shutter 111 the house
was rattling. Ben could not have Wished for a better opportunity. Amid
so much banging and clattering neither footsteps nor the openIng of
doors could possibly be heard, and she had already slipped Kaoru safely
mro the room before Agemaki became aw-are that anyrhing was wrong
It was a pity, Ben thought, that they should have chosen this particular
nrght to sleep In the same room. But With that arrangement It was now
obviously too late to interfere, and no doubt In a minute or two Kozeri
would have the sense to rettre. There was hghr enough 10 the room,
Ben was certain, for him at any rate to see which was which.

Agemaki was lying wide awake on her curtained couch Suddenly she
became aware that there was someone standing In the room. She got up,
and quietly slipped into the pa.ssage. But no sooner was she there than
she repentedof her flrghr. Kozeri was asleep. Surely It would be a terrify..

I Literally 'on clouds and mist' Ben had alreadv hinted that the material resources
of the establishment were dangerously depleted.
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ing experience for her suddenly to wake up and find a stranger by her bed
side! And though Agernakr's flight was part of a scheme that she had
thought out carefully beforehand, her first insnnct nOV\T was to go back
and wreck all her 0\""0 plans by waking Kozen and taking her wrrh her.
But it was too late to turn back, for casting a trembling glance over her
shoulder Into the dimly hr room she caught srght of a coarless figure
that, advancing towards the couch, calmly drew back the currains and
slipped 10. •Poor Iirrle thing, how frighrened she'll be!' thought Age
maki, aghast at the situation she had created, and none too comfortable
herself at the moment, for the only refuge she had been able to find was
the space between some screens and a very knobbly wall She remem
bered how horrified Kozen had been at the mere suggestion that she could
ever rhink of Kaoru as a future husband 4 She wrll never, never forgive
me,' Agemaki kept on saying to herself. She thought of all the miseries
and affronts that they had endured together SInce Prince Hachi's death.
OhI how at this moment she longed for hirn, her dear father - pIcturIng
him as she remembered him best, going up the hill to the temple on that
last evening.

For a. moment Kaoru, who had been warned by Ben that Agemaki
would not be alone, findIng only one figure on the bed, imagined that
Agemaki had sent her sister away, but hIS excrrement and delight were
soon rudely dispelled by the discovery that the girl asleep on the bed was
not Agemaki at all.

It was Indeed someone, he was obliged to confess to himself as he
gazed down at her, a good deal handsomer and better made than Agemaki
She opened her eyes, and it was immediately apparent by the look of
utter bewilderment which came Into her face that whatever plot there
might have been, Kozeri herself knew nothing of the part she had been
made to play. He felt very sorry for her and at the same time indignant
at the way in which Agemaki had treated both himself and her. He drd
indeed feel strongly drawn towards Kozeri. But he had not yet given up
all hope of success in the only quarter where it could really mean anything
to him, and were he now to yield to the Impulse of the moment one thing
was certain - all chance of succeedmg with Agemaki was gone forever.
But to some small extent It cheered him to feel that if fate proved to be
utterly against him, he had at any rate something to fall back upon.
In any case, Kozeri was no stranger, and having Intruded upon her in
this way it behoved him at least to be CiVIl. He pulled himself together,
and successfully concealing every trace either of disappointment or ex
citement he began to talk to her in JUSt the same tender and reassuring
manner that he had adopted towards Agemaki so often before.

'Things are not going as they ough t to,' said one of the old ladies whom
Ben had taken into her confidence, · or we should have heard Kozeri go
back to her room long ago.' ., It sounds as though something were happen-
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ing all the same,' said another, straining her ears 4 It beats me how
anyone can have the heart to treat him like rhis;' whispered another
a fearsome-looking old hag -' such a dear young gentleman as he IS.

Why, simply to see him about the house the way we do IS enough, I
don't mmd telhng you, to make me feel as I haven't felt for many a long
year. It's not right or natural to go on the wav Madam IS dOIng, and
If you ask me I believe the Evil One I has got at her!' And as she hissed
these last words through a gap In her teeth she herself looked the very
essence of all that IS old and evil 4 Now then, old sorceress, leave th~
Bad Spirits alone, wrll you, and not talk nonsense about people being
bewitched, when It's easy enough to see whv she IS srrll so scared> Who
wouldn't be, brought up Iike this, with not a soul ever comIng near the
place, and no one to tell her about things 10 the proper way? Just grvc
her time to get used to him, and you see If she doesn't come round'
'Well, let's hope she wont he too long about It,' said another, 'for a
better match she'll certarnly never find' So they chattered together,
while at Intervals a violent sound at snoring would announce that one
or another of them had fallen asleep.

The autumn night, which would have ended all too quickly had he
spent it as he had hoped to do, dragged on and 00. At last a lrrrle Iight
began to filter In from the world outside Yes, she was certainly as
beautiful as Agemaki , that could not be denied. Yet here he was, about
to leave rh IS room as irri tared and unsa nstied as cver, des pI re the fact
chat this nrne the fault was enrirely hIS own 'Think kindly of me,'
he said 'Never let your SIster teach you how to make me as unhappy as
she has done.' And promising to VISit her AgaIn as soon as he could,
he slipped out of the room. Had It all been J. fantastic dream? Surely
now that It was over, the longed-tor meermg WIth Agemaki would
begIn? He must calm himself, he must rest

He was already lyIng down in hIS usual quarters when Ben no Kimi
put her head in at the door of Agernakr's rOOlTI • What has become of
Kozeri?' she said, imaguung the figure on the bed to be that of the elder
sister. Kozert did not stir What had It all rneanr? The evenrs of the
night left behind them at first nothing s.i\ e J. 'ague feehng of shame and
bewilderment. But presently she remembered yesterday's conversanon.
If that had anything to do with It, then i\gem,tkl had played a cruel and
ha teful trick upon her

At that moment Agelnaki, like a crrcker that [he full lIght of day has
driven out of Its chink In the wall, crept dazed into the room What must
Kozeri be rhrnking of her? As for Kaoru, perhaps now that he had tor ...
merited each of them In turn he would be content to leave them alone
J\'S far as she was concerned, he had forfeited for good and all whatever
regard she had once had for him.

i I'he evil spirit 'who is supposed to pos-e-s girls \'\ho remain VIrgin, too long.
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Meanwhile Ben no Kimi was hearing from Kaoru's own hps the whole
story of her mistress's outrageous obstinacy.

, Up till now,' he said, 'she has always shown some kind of considera
non for my feelings, and I have come away from our meetings discouraged
perhaps, but not altogether in despair. But after what happened last
mght I really feel as though I had better go straight into a monastery,
which I should have done long ago, had not Hachr's pitiable concern
about the future of these Princesses involved me inextricably in all this
wretched busmess Henceforward, If I come here at all, It can only be
as a matter of courtesy. Such downright rudeness is a thing I can hardly
be expected ever to forget I realize now that I am the last person in the
world to deal with a temperament such as that of your mistress. What
she needs IS someone not too sensitrve - someone Iike Niou, in fact 
who would go straight for what he wanted, without stopping at every
turn to consider what ImpressIon he was making. Well, I do not blame
her; his, no doubt, is by far the better way. I unfortunately am not so
consnruted, and bemg what I am should feel more comfortable if these
good friends of yours I were not kept so well posted In all my movements.
Please remember that next rime, and above all tell no one of the absurd
posrtion in which I found myself last rnghr.' w

'One can't help feelmg sorry for both of them,' the maids whispered,
seeing him hurry away from the house far earlier than usual and evidently
very much out of humour.

Even Agemaki, now that It was all over, felt that she had perhaps gone
roo far. What if Kaoru should really have taken offence and abandon
them both altogether? Honly the people round her would stop Interfering
wirh things they did not in the least understand! However, perhaps things
were not as black as she feared, for his next-morning letter came as usual,
and she found herself for once in the odd position of being positively glad
to receive It. The letter was attached to a branch, half of which the
autumn seemed to have strangely neglected, for the leaves were strll
green, though the leaves on the other half were tawny red. 4 Thought
you of autumn, 0 Lady of the Hills, or spring, when this one branch with
opposire tinge you hued>' Such was his poem, and though the letter that
accompanied it was brief and SImple, there was nothing in it to suggest
that he bore her any 1l1-\vI!1. It seemed Indeed as though he were ready
to pass over the whole mcidenr as of no Importance. But she was srill
too agrtared easrly to concentrate her thoughts upon composing an
answer, and when her women clamoured round her, urging her to lose no
time, her first instinct was to bid them go to Kozeri for a reply. But on
second thoughts, Irttle though she felt: Inclined for such an effort, it
seemed better to do what she could.

4In what intent I know not, but on the autumn side she lays her deeper
t Ben's confidantes. The honoruic latematsuramu is ironic.
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hue - this Lady Goddess of the Hills.' So she answered, and though the
poem was written hastily there was such beauty In the brush-strokes that
he knew he should never be angry with her for long.

But reviewing all that had happened he realized now that this Idea of
handing him over to Kozeri had started far earlrer than he had supposed.
Irrrtated (as he saw It now) by hIS persistent refusal to fall In WIth her
plan, she had devised last rughr's unfortunate stratagem, and the fact
that he had faded to succumb to it would, he was sure, serve only to
aggravate her sense of grIevance. In short, his prospeCtS of success were
nil, and his SUIt was at present serving no other purpose but to prOVIde
gOSSIp for the old women whom Ben had so krndly enlisted. HIS great
mistake consisted In ever begmrnng this sort of thing at all. It was al...
ready bad enough that he had made himself ridrculous by gOIng about
everywhere sayIng he was on the pOInt of becoming a monk, and then
being seen year after year taking no steps 10 that direction at all, But
what must people be thmking now? Here he was - he who had re
nounced the world - drifnng "Iike a rudderless boat' I always to the same
spot, helpless as the most fatuous rake to resist the current of hIS own de..
sires. He lay tOSSIng wretchedly all rught, and while the beauty of dawn
was still in the sky went to Visit NIOU.

Since the fire at Nyosari's, he had been stayIng in the SIxth Ward 2 and
was constantly in NI0U'S company - a state of affairs '\VhICh NIOU felt
sure he would before long be able to turn to good accounr.s For the VISItor
it was an Ideal place of retreat. All the arrangements of the house worked
WIth perfect smoothness, the gardens were the finest in existence, and
indeed it was strange how here even the commonest plants and trees rook
on an unfarmhar air, bending, it seemed, more delicately to the WInds that
passed; while at night when the moon was on the moat the scene was one
of such surpaSSIng beauty that It was impossible to believe NI0U would be
in bed.

Nor indeed was he. The familiar perfume, floating through the night,
told him at once who this visitor was, and hastily ad lusting his dress he
went to meet hIS friend. Half-way up the steps Kaoru sat down, and NIOU,

withour urging him to come any further, leant against the wooden rail
mgs and plunged at once into conversation. The subject of UJ! was not
long In cropping up. It was one concerning which NI0U expressed him ...
self with considerable bitterness. And Kaoru, who after much thought
about the matter had deCIded that, his own SUIt having gone so badly,
the one chance of ultimate success lay III first disposing of Kozen, showed
himself much more ready than before to further Niou's cause.

At daybreak a cold mist rose, through which the moonlight straggled

I Allusion to an anonymous love-poem in the Kokinshu.
2 At the New Palace, where NIOU lived.
3 Niou hoped to persuade Kaoru to bring him to Uji.
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brokenly, leaving grey spaces under the overhanging branches of the
trees The scene, In Its solemn beauty, reminded Kaoru of many that he
had witnessed In the garden at Uji, and some such thought had evidently
crossed NI0U'S mind. 'You won't put It off too long>' he sard, And when
Kaoru began once more to make difhculties, he Iaughingly recited the
verse. 'Who so churlish that he would set up a fence round the meadow
where sweet-maidens I bloom?'

"Thick hes the mist upon the fields at dawn, and shrewdly must he
search who would those flowers descry.' He could not resist the tempta
tion to tease hIS friend. 'Surely this Joke has gone on long enough,' he
said at last, beginning to feel really annoyed,

In old days when this subject cropped up, he had discouraged Niou
partly because he himself still knew very hnle about Kozerr, and was
afraid that, at close quarters, she might prove hopelessly to belie the
glowing descnprrons by which he had so recklessly kindled hIS friend's
imagmatron. On rhis score, at any rate, he no longer had any mIsgIVIngs.
The awkward thing was that Agemaki seemed to have set her heart on
hIS marryIng Kozeri himself. But really it was too much to expect that
he should be able to transfer his affectrons at a moment's notice to suit
other people's convenience, and though he would have done anything else
In the world to WIn her approval, this she ought to realize was out of the
question, It would indeed be preposterous 1£ by brmging such a. bride
groom as Prmce NIOU Into the family he forfeited either Agemaki's or
Kozerr' s affecnon.

Meanwhile NIOU, he could see, had not the least idea what was gOIng
on 10 his head, and evidently arrributed his hesitatron to mere selfishness.

'LIsten: he said at last. 'I have not the least objection to your com
ing wrth me If you really want to, but It must be clearly understood that
I am not brmging you there to amuse yourself in your usual way. I am
responsible for what happens there, and should like to feel rather more
certain that you are not SImply going to make her unhappy.. '

'Your imagination;' said NI0U, 'is running on a great deal too fast.
It strll remains to be seen whether I shall Iike her at all. t

'Judging by my own experience;' Kaoru confessed, '1 should say they
were both of them pretty well able to look after themselves. Let us fix
a day.. '

The Higan 2 ceremonies closed on the twenty-sixth, and this seemed a
good moment to choose. Rumours about Niou's way of life had lately
been reaching the Empress's ears, and she had strictly forbidden him to
leave the CIty. But he had set his heart on this excursion, and though all
the lying and pretences Involved were a great nuisance, he succeeded at

x The name of a flower.
2 Celebrated for a week in spring and autumn, at the time of the equinox. Though a

Buddhist festival, it is apparently unknown in India and China.
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last 111 persuading hIS parents that the expedrnon was of a perfectly harm
less character

Thrs nrne he did not make use of Yugirr's mansion which, besides beIng
on the wrong side of the ri ver, was far too much under observation to be
suitable to hIS present purpose Instead, Kaoru took him to a house on an
estate of his O\\1n which was on the near SIde of the river and ensconcing
hU11 there verv secretlv - for though the place was uninhabited there
\V.:tS a watchman who was apt to COUle there on hIS rounds - he went on
to U j1 and announced himself In the usual way

It was wrth far less rrepid arron than usual that Agemakt heard he was
there One thing seemed cerr.un It could hardly be for her sake that he
had come - consrdering al! that had occurred She could only suppose
then that he had come to see Kozerr, and It was a comfort that he was
capable of showing so much good sense. Kozeri, meanwhile, was not 10

the least agrrared by the news of hIS arrival, for It was 111 Agemaki 
Kaoru himself had made rhrs sufficiently clear -- and Agemakl alone
rh ..it he was Interested .This tune, however,' Kozeri said to herself, i I
\\'111 take good care to keep out of their way.' It was terrible to have to
he on one's guard aga1nsc ~'\gemakl, of all people In the world' But SInce
that fatal nrghr Kozeri ha-cl lost all confidence In her SISter

There were various matters of business to arrange WIth the rmsrress of
the house Kaoru made no a.ttempt to see her, but dealt WIth these by an
exchange of notes. EVIdently, thought all the waiting-women, matters
were gOing from bad to worse NI0U arrived on horseback and Kaoru
shpped him Into the house unpercerved In the darkness. 'I must have one
word WIth Agemaki,' Kaoru said to Ben no Kimi. · I feel very reluctant
to face her, after the way she treated me the other night, but 1 have some
thing to tell her which it IS really essenrial I should get off my mind im
medrarelv. Later on I should like vou to let me Into the room yOU took
me to bdfore · -' .t

ThIS seemed clear enough 1

· Well, It's all one to m~ which of them he wants,' thought Ben, 'pro
vided he goes through wrrh It,' and she went off to deliver her message.
i What a relief" thought Agernaki. · He has really behaved sensibly and
taken mv advice.' She made sure that the door which led Into Kozerr's
quarters "was not bolted, and havrng securely bolted her own, she talked
to him through the latciced w mdow i There IS something private I want
to tell you,' he said '1 dare nor speak any louder Can't you open the
door a htrle> One feels so cut off:' 'There's no need to,' she answered.
'I hear you perfectly ,\-vell.' However probably all he wanted was to
obtain her formal assent to the new arrangement - which was only CIvIl,
considering that Kozen was her younger Sister. There was really no
reason to treat him more distantly on this occasion than she had done

I ~ht thought Kaoru had tr..in ...Ierred his SUIt to Kozen..
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before l I had better make an effort to be nice to him for a few moments,
she thought. l As he IS on hIS way to Kozeri he certainly won't stay here
yery long.' And Ieavrng her couch, she came close up to the grill through
whrch he was speaking. Srretching hIS hand through the opening he
caught at her sleeve and began to pour out a flood of lamentations and
reproaches. She cursed herself, while she Iisrened to hrrn, for having been
so foolrsh as to believe for a moment that he was to be trusted. But as he
had evidently arranged to go to Kozeri, the sooner she could get him
there the better. She did everyrhmg she could thrnk of to quiet him.
· We are almost the same person,' she said gently, 'and If you are fond of
me you cannot help Iikmg her In Just the same wa y.'

Meanwhile NIOU arrived at the door of the women's apartments and
rustled hIS fan, as Kaoru had told him to Someone - It was Ben not
Krmi I of course - drew the bolt on the mside and let him in He was
amused to see the smooth way In which these clandesrine arrangements
\" orked EVIdently they were not being put in practice for the first time.
Of all this however Agemaki was qUIte unaware, and she continued to do
everyrhrng in her power to start Kaoru 011 hIS way.

He was able, despire his unhappiness, to see that there was a comic SIde
to the whole situatron It would however be puttIng himself In an im
possrble positron 1£ he let her go on in Ignorance of what was happening
In Kozerr's room. 'NI0U,' he said, 'kept on borherrng me to bring him
here, and In the end I could not refuse. In fact, he IS now With Kozeri.
The OffiCIOUS Ben smuggled him quretly In. So If you drive me from here,
there is nowhere for me to go.'

She gasped. What was it he was saying? It was mcredrble. Strange
as his Ideas were, she would never for a moment have expected that he
would be capable of such J. baseness as rhis What a simpleton he must
rhmk her, to have fallen so easy a prey to his crude deception!

'Well, the thing is done now,' he said, ~ and I arn afraid it is qui re
useless for you to protest. But If it is any relief to your feelings, p~ay

tear me and my character to pieces as savagely as you please NI0U has
of course much more to offer In every way than I have, and I can quite
understand that you should be disappointed at losing him.:' But you
must admit that the person who comes OUt of it worst is myself, for here
I am, left in midair, with nothing to hope for now either from you or
her. And yet - what have you to gain from all this obstinacy? The
mere fact that this door remarns locked and barred IS not going to con
vince anyone that nothing happened. Do you suppose, for example, that
NI011 imagrnes I am spending the mght in this depressing way?'

For a moment It looked as though he meant to force the door, She

1 Ben i, not in the secret, and imagines that she is admitting Kaoru..
2 Kaoru. in his anger, pretends to believe that Agemaki's consternation was due' to his

hav iJl~ ...ent Xl0U to Kozeri and not to her.
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was at her wits' end how to deal with him, but knew that It would be
fatal to show her agiranon. · As for the explanation that you have
chosen to give of what you call my H disappomrmcnt," , she said quierly,
· I shall pass that over In SIlence. I have real troubles enough both now
and In prospect without your InventIng ImagInary ones for me. But I
think, all the same, I have a right to ask what Induced you to behave In
this extraordinary way. I am srill so appalled that I can hardly grasp
what has happened. The whole thing seems too grotesque to have any
connection WIth real Iife - If people ever hear about It all, I am sure
they Will think It comes out of some novel. And what, I should like to
know Incidentally, does Prince NI0U make of this ingenious arrange
ment? That IS a subject I should very much lIke to have a Irttle Iighr on.
For nlY own part, I can only beg you to spare us for the present any more
of these surprises. Some day, when I have had time to recover a lrttle
from the shock of the present one, we w111 contmue our conversation.
At the moment I am afraid I do not feel equal to any further diSCUSSIon,
and should lrke to go and rest. So please let go my dress.'

He could not help seeing that the request was a very reasonable one.
Her pa nence and gentleness put him to shame. · Go, then, t he said. 'It
is clear that you recognize me for what I am - a prodigy of meekness
and obedience. Bur.if you really dislike me as much as you seem to, I
have nothing more to say. My last hold on hfe IS gone.' 'If I do this,'
he said, Iettmg go of her sleeve, 'you will st111 speak to me through the
lacnce - you will not go away altogether?' She retreated a short way,
but showed no signs of leaving the room. 'We wrll stay each of us where
we are,' he said, as she sank wearily down, 'I see enough of you to be a
little consolation to me. Sleep quietly. No harm shall come to you.'
He too lay down, but could not sleep. There was the usual nrght-wind
and the deafenrng norse of rhe river.

So, like a pair of mountam-pheasants, they spent the night each in a
separate nest. I At last came the usual tokens of dawn Footsteps stirred;
the temple-bell chimed. But: of NIOU there was still no SIgn. No doubt
he was sleeping heavily, Kaoru went to the door and called softly.
There was no reply.

·Not he whose steps I led, but I - distracted guide - in night's dark
avenues have lost my way.) Such was the poeln he recited And she,
hearing him: 'Willing you lost your way, more hapless we by blundering
tracks decoyed Into the maze of nrght ,' The low VOIce In which she
murmured these words enchanted him, and he began once more the worn
out reproaches of last mghr, simply In the hope of hearing her speak
again.

Suddenly the door of Kozeri's room opened and in the uncertain morn
log Itght appeared the figure of a young man. Never had the old women

I Such IS the popular belief about the yamadori, copper pheasant.
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who were already astir about the house been so surprised In all their
hves, For the figure, whose langurd and sensuous movements were ac
companied by a heavy smell of burnt-Incense, was cerrarnly not that of
Kaoru. However, presumably Kaoru knew all about it, and they were
sure he would not have brought anyone to Up whom It was not suitable
that the Princesses should know,

AnXlOUS to arrrve at the CIty before people were about, they set out
at once. To NI0U, who had so seldom left the Capital, the distance
seemed enormous. He saw that it was gOIng to be drfliculr enough for
him to get there even occasionally, and as for ~ not a.night vv111 I miss.... I

that was out of the question Notrcing how long the Journey was raking,
he became very depressed. It was not however really so very late 10 the
mornIng when they arrived, and scarcely anyone was about. On entering
the grounds of the New Palace they left their horses and were smuggled
into a hrter meant for women. Here they cut such odd figures that look
mg at one another they suddenly burst out laughing.

"Well;' Kaoru said when they arrived, "thats over. You've done your
duty by your cousins at U ji.' He gave no hint of the disasrrous way in
which, from hIS point of view, last night's arrangement had worked out.

NIOU lost no rime m despatching his nexr-morrnng letter. The house
hold at UJl was this morning 10 a general state of turmoil and bewilder
ment. Kozeri had a fresh grievance agamst her sister, for she felt sure
that what had happened last night was the result of a plot between her
and Kaoru, and she thought It Infamous that she had not been consulted.
Agemakl qUIte realized that this must be her Impression, but felt utterly
incapable of explaining the whole distasteful busrness. Meanwhile the
ladles of the household made desperate efforts to discover what It all
meant. Why, for example, with Kozeri sitring there looking still so
scared and bewildered, did their mistress make no attempt to enlighten
or comfort her? And who on earth, 10 any case, was this rnysterrous
VIsitor?

The letter was handed to Agemaki, She read it and passed it on. Kozeri
was strll Iymg on her couch, staring in front of her. For a long time she
held it unread in her hand. The messenger began to grow impatient.
At last Agemaki saw that she must take the matter into her own hands ..

~Were this a common dallrance, would I through the dew-deep grass
have cut my toilsome way?'

The metrculous spacing and management of the ink proclaimed it for
what it was," and though If she could have brought herself to look at it
simply as a piece of beautiful writmg, the poem would certainly have

I 'Now that my new bnde, fresh as the young grass, has pillowed her head on my ann,
not a night will I miss....' Manyoshu 2542. Anon. Attributed in the Kokin Rokujo to
Tsurayuki.

2 A next ..morning letter.
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delighted her, she was for the moment far too much occupied wirh the
questIon of NI0U'S ultrmate rnrentrons

It was easy enough to compo~e a SUI table answer The difficul tv was
to get Kozeri to wrrte It, and Agernaki felt shy of doing SO herself At
last she succeeded 10 making Kozen SIt up and wnre to her dicrarron.
The messenger, when the reply was handed to him, was rather ern
barrassed to receive at the same time a pale-green dress 1 and a pair of
doubly lmed trousers. Considermg the secret nature of hIS mISSIon the
gift was an inconvenient one. He had the clothes wrapped up In a cloth
and gave them to hIS servant to carry. You are perhaps already picrunng
this messenger as some great lord or valued retainer. He was however
merely the Iitrle rage boy who generally warred upon NIOUIn the Palace.
This present to hIS messenger did not, NIOU was sure, come from Kozeri
herself; for he had made It clear to her that he wished the affaIr to be
kept secret. More probably it was an effort on the part of one of the
wamng-women - the old lady who had unlocked the door to hrrn v-

to show her farmlrarity with Court usage. In any case It was very trresome
That night he tried to persuade Kaoru to go with him agaIn. But he

said he had accepted an engagement at Ryozen's palace, and could not now
get out of it. NI0U felt that his friend was shocked by hIS eagerness to
rush back to UJi. Well, that was lust the difference between them He
could never hope to emulate Kaoru's cold and detached attitude towards
things of that kmd,

AgemakI meanwhile felt that there was norhrng for rr but to make the
best of a bad business. The hmited resources of the house made It far
from easy to receive such a visitor as NI0U In a suitable way. But it

would not do to be taken unawares, and she managed In the end to pro
VIde for his enrerrainmenr In a way which she hoped was not too In
adequate. His prompt arrrval on the following day was both granfving
and wholly unexpected, for she knew that for anyone in his posmon It

was regarded as a long Journey Kozen herself was in an agitated and
nervous condition, and many a tear fell upon the sleeve of the dark-red
bridal-dress 10 which her maids were robmg her. Nor was her agrrauon
lessened when she saw that her sister tOO was \Veeplng.

'You are the only rhing 1U hfe that 1S preCIOUS to me,' Agemaki said
between her tears, 'and If I have ever brought myself to consider plans
that would take you from me, it was only because the people here kept on
dinning into my ears day and night that It was my duty to arrange a
marrIage 2 for you. As they are older than me and have far more ex
perience of the world, I did not feel capable of pIttIng my own vague in-

I A sluon, brown-red with pale-green lining. The giv mg of such a present to the I1W ...•

senger who brought the morning letter was part of the n adiuonal Court betrothal (t 1c·
monies.

2 'Marriage with Niou,' say the commentators, wrongly, I think, for the household
had not previously any reason to regard NIOU as a suitor. ,
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stincts agarnsr their solid arguments and assurances, and in the end I
faced the fact that sooner or later I must lose you But that the thing
should begrn ID this sudden and Irregular \,\"ay I never for a moment con
templated or Intended. However Fate seems to have decided the matter
for us, and I can think of nothmg that It 1S of any use to say, except that
untrl this had happened I knew nothing whatever about It. So it 15

\vrong of you to feel cross with me You have no reason to at all '
She stroked Kozerr's head while she spoke, tryIng to coax her back into

a better humour The girl made no reply But In realrty her srlence did
not mean resentment, she was certain that whatever part Agemaki had
played In the matter her SIster had not meant to harm or distress her
Indeed what filled Kozerr's thoughts at the moment was the dread not so
much of what she herself would suffer 1£ NIOU proved fickle, as of the
effect that such a derelicnon would have upon Agemaki.

NIOU arrived WIth no m1sgIvings. Even last night, when it was ObVl0US
that, OWIng to the unexpected nature of his VISIt, she was bound to be
rather shy, she had completely captivated him. Tonight, of course,
everything would be different. She was no longer faced WIth the terror
of the unknown.

But when he began to tell her about the Journey that seemed to him so
tremendous and eventful an undertaking - he was still aching in every
Iimb, he said - she showed no signs of being particularly impressed.
He was used to girls who, however carefully they might have been brought
up, had at any rate some notion how to deal WIth men; for there were
generally brothers or other male relarrons In the house, and a girl had
opportunities of noticing how more experienced women handled them
But he was qUIte prepared to find that Kozeri, though he did not suppose
she had been nearly so strictly watched and guarded as most of the girls
he knew, would be extremely awkward, shy and countrified in her ways
Very few VIsitors, he imagrned, ever came near the house, so that she must
he quite unused to recerving company of any krnd, and to find herself sud
denly closeted with someone of whom she still knew so little must, he
was sure, be somewhat innrmdaung. But when, though he parienrlv
rned one topic after another) he could not succeed m getting two con
nected words out of her, he began to feel yery puzzled. .. And this,' he
said to himself ruefully, 'IS according to all accounts the cleverer and
11velier of the two sisters t'

'We must have the cakes ready for tonight,' the old women said; and
AgemakI vaguely realized that the cakes in question must: be in some \'\lay
connected with her sister's betrothal. -You had better make them In mv
room, t she said, not prepared for the fact that the maids would appeal to
her for directions. She felt the absurdity of having so grandly taken charge
of the proceedings, and being now discovered by her women not to have
the least idea of what was needed. The others saw that she was blushmg,
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and thought how well a Iirrle extra colour became her. Presently how
ever she threw herself Into the work with a wrll, and no one seeIng her
hght-hearred and eager movements as she helped her maids would have
recognized the severe and discouragrng Agemaki of the encounters with
Kaoru, But 111 the capacIty of elder sister one IS a different person

Presently a letter came from Kaoru 'I thought of coming tonight;'
he wrote, ~ but there seems to be very htrle I can do for you at present,
and I dislike obtruding myself where I am evidently not wanted. I nllght
perhaps have been of some assistance to you in arrJ.nglng the betrothal
ceremonies. But I have not yet by any means recovered trorn the effect
of last night's very distressrng and uncomfortable experiences, and on the
whole I feel more Inclined to stay quietly here and rest'

It was written straight ahead I on coarse Michmoku paper. With the
letter came a large parcel of flat dress-boxes. They contained, however,
not stuffs made up into dresses, but simply a number of rolls of various
kinds of materral. The parcel was addressed to Ben no Kirni, who assumed
that these must be hIS betrothal gifrs to I(02erI's ladles. No doubt he
had simply taken what lay to hand in Lady Nyasan's Iimired 2 wardrobe
It was a wonder Indeed that he had found as much But hidden away
under some rolls of SIlk and damask she found two exquisitely made
under-shifts of the costliest material. These evidently were Intended for
Agemakl and her sister. Upon the sleeve of one of them - a custom that
is fast disappearmg - he had wrrtten the dedication: ·On these that are
love's trappings, though love's self be scorned, must kindness look
askance>'

The implicanon was true enough, there were few indeed of their secrets
that he had not explored. So ambiguous Indeed had their relations with
him become that neither of them could find a suitable answer. The
messengers grew tired of waiting and disappeared. It was found, however,
that one under-servant, who had helped to carry the parcel, was still
hanging round, and though he was a person of the lowest possible class,
they were oblrged In the end to entrust him with their answer 'Though
kindness Iike a garment next the heart from day to day be worn, must It
needs claim the glamour of love's garb?' They felt this to be very com
monplace, but hoped he would realize that it had been wrrtten at a
moment of hurry and distraction. To Kaoru, however, who had prepared
himself for something even more drscouraging in tone, it gave con
siderable pleasure.

That day Niou felt obliged to appear at the Palace, and as evening
came on it did not seem as though he were going to get a chance of slip
ping away. He was already fuming inwardly when his mother the Em
press said to him, (It is high time, you know, that you settled down and
got married. People are beginning to talk in a way that is doing you a

I Without decorative spacing. 2 Because she was a nun.
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great deal of harm You must really yourself together. The Emperor
is getting very worried ... '

He knew that what made the worst rmpression was hIS frequent dis
appearances at night. It was very tiresome, but this evenIng there seemed
nothmg for It but to wnre. He went off to hIS own room and was In the
middle of a letter to UJi when Kaoru was announced. 'You are Just the
person I wanted,' NI0U said. 'I am In a terrible fix. I have been hoping
to get away all the evenmg, but It has been absolutely impossible, and
now It IS horribly late. I don't know what to do about It..•. ' 'You've
been in the Palace very Iitrle lately, J said Kaoru, curIOUS to test the
strength of NIOU'S devotion, · and if you disappear agaIn tonight, I have
an impression that Their Majesnes will not be best pleased. I have Just
been 10 the ladles' common-room and heard things that made me turn
blue at the thought of what is gOIng to happen to me If my responsibility
in this matter ever becomes known.' 'You always read such a smister
meaning Into everythmg you hear said;' Niou retorted. 'In any case,
1£ they are saying anyrhing that appears to be at all to my discredit, the
facts must have been grossly distorted. What have I ever done, I should
like to know, that any reasonable person could object to. It's no fun,
I can assure you, being hedged round with warnmgs and restricnons,
as one IS In nlY position.' Kaoru relented. "There'Il be worse trouble at
DJ1, If you don't go,' he said. 'I shall be In the Palace rorught and am
ready to take all the blame, 1£ there is any unpleasantness That Kohara
hill is norhing with a good horse. Of course, you're more Irkely to be
recognized than in a coach. But time IS short - and really, does It matter
so very much what people think or say?'

It was Indeed very late, and if he was going at all he must do so in the
quickest way.. 'You understand why I do not offer to come with you?'
Kaoru said. 'It is only because I can be more use to you on the spot.'
He went off to the Emperor's rooms, and Niou went to order a horse.

'Where IS NI0U, pray?' asked the Empress, 'You don't mean to say
he has gone out again l This is Intolerable. What will everyone rhmk?
If the Emperor finds out he will think I did not scold him properly when
I spoke about it today. It 1S really most mconsiderate of him.'

Though she now had several grown-up sons, the Akashi Princess x was
as lovely as ever. People said that her daughter, the First Pnncess, was
going to be very like her. But the girl was being very strictly brought up,
and Kaoru, though he spent so much time in the house, had never yet
managed to even hear her VOIce.

What a strange feature, in great families such as this, were these
shadowy presences - beings always at hand and in a 'Vvay familiar as the
rest of the household, yet utterly unapproachable! Anyone else, fre
quenting this part of the New Palace as much as he did (Kaoru thought)

I The Empress, NIOU'S mother.
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would find such a srtuatron exceedingly ranralizing, and more probably
rh.m not would end by losing control over himself and gettIng Into an
,tppalhng scrape Naturally he himself had always taken a certain tn..
reresr In the FIrst Prmcess , but he was not so constituted that cunosirv
of rhis kind could ever serrously disturb him So fixed was this habir ~f
regardmg himself as qUIte drfierenr from other people that even hIS recent
experiences at UJ1 had not uprooted It, and only as an afterthought did
It occur to him that this view of hIS character was rather out of date

Still it remained a facr that though the Empress had not one lady In
her service who was not In one way or another unusually clever and good
locking, and though there were several among them who definitely
attracted hrrn, he could say confidently that here 10 the New Palace at
any rate hIS record was absolutely clear. ThIS perhaps was due in part to
Her Majesty's own high sense of decorum which she succeeded In imposing
ro a large extent upon those about her But among so large a number
there were bound to be some who were less amenable than others to this
repressive drscrpline, and though outwardly a very severe standard of
reticence and modesty were preserved, one or two of them had found
means of mdicanng clearly enough that their virtue was not so unassail
able as appearances miahr lead him to suppose But though he was never
msensible either to cleverness or good looks, here 10 the New Palace
nothrng that happened e\ er for J. mornenr banished the sense of hfe's
furrhry and msecurrrv which had haunted hrm SInce he came rnro the
world

At TJ Ji It had been J. bad day FIrst came Kaoru t s tiresome letter') then
one from NI0U, rhe tone of which made It doubtful whether they were
to expect hrrn Now it was gettIng very late, and there seemed no chance
whatever that he would appear. When therefore close upon mrdnight,
flushed with hIS long tide through the cold wind, he burst upon them
In all his eager vourh ..md freshness, It was small wonder that they found
him irresrsnble Kozen indeed was completely carried off her feet. She
\VJ.S very lovely, he thought -- radiant, In fact, decked out as she was

In all the splendour of her crimson dress His experience of women was
fairly large, but among all the professed beaunes of the Capital he could
real! y think of none to C011' pare Wl th her. And he was beginning torugh t

to find that she "\.15 far indeed from being so dull and slow-wrrted as he
had thought

'There now;' muttered one of the warrmg-wornen, wirh a wicked,
toothless old grIn, "wouldn ' t it have been a thousand ptties if Madam
had married her the way she wanted to?;( ThIS really 1S a wonderful bit
of luck!' And they whispered that Agemakl herself had better be quick
and make up her mind, for It would be a miracle Indeed If she ever got
another such chance as the one she was now being so foolish over.

1 1() Kaoru, a commoner ) e. not a member of the Imperial Clan) .•
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To celebrate the occasion the old ladles had all made themselves cos
tumes out of the most garish and strikmg material they could lay hands
on

·Such patterns at therr age' Really, It'S unforgivable;' Agemaki said to
herself, glancing at the old women severely. Suddenly it occurred to her
that she was too now no longer so very young. She looked 10 the mirror.
She had become much thinner lately, that was true. Strll she could not
honestly call herself ugly. But that proved norhrng, for it was clear
enough that these old women by no means regarded their own looks as
pa.st repaIr. DId one not see them scrarlng forward their poor rhm locks
oyer their foreheads (regardless of the terrible effect from behind), pow
dering, rouging and in general gettlng themselves up 10 a way that
showed they had no norion of what they really looked Iike? "Obvrcusly,'
Agemakl Solid to herself, 'I arn not an absolute monster, my eyes and nose
are 10 the rrghr place. .' And yet after all, how could one tell~ Where
oneself was concerned, there were evidently no limits to one's blandness.
In any case she felt more than ever determined to hrde herself from every
one that mattered. Whatever she might be now, 10 a few years she would
cerramly have lost every vestIge of good looks, and she gave way to an
access of self-pity which anyone seeIng the extreme emaciation of her
hands would have known to be due chiefly to mere bodily weakness

In the midst of his happiness Niou remembered that though on this
occasion he had succeeded m playrng truant, the experrmenr was not one
which it was gOIng to be easy to repeat. He began to tell Kozeri about
his difficulties with the Empress. 'Promise;' he begged, 'that if despite
all I do I cannot manage to come again for some hrrle while, you will not
be cross with me, If every time they prevent me from coming, you take
it into your head that I am making excuses and have really found some
thing better to do, It's g01ng to be absolute torture" But all this is only
for the moment. As soon as re can be arranged I "'1'111 move you to some
where more at hand:

But Kozeri, who knew norhmg of the Court and its rules, but had
heard a great deal about NIOU'S supposed frrvoliry, the moment she
heard him talk of mtervals and difficulties began to wonder whether her
lot were indeed so beatific as those around her seemed to suppose.

At daybreak he opened the double-doors and they stood together
watching the river. Now and again, half hidden by the heavy autumn
mist that traded across the stream, a boat would rass laden with timber>
leaving behind it a long white track. 'How wonderful it would be to
Irve in such a placer thought Niou, sensitive as he was to every kind of
beauty and utterly unfamilrar with any sights save those of the town ..
There was sunlight now on the tops of the hills. He turned to gaze
tenderly at the girl by hIS side. There were certain qualities, a fineness
of skin, a delicacy of feature, that he had thought belonged only to the
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pampered children of great houses such as the one where he himself had
been reared. But among all the Court beauties of his own class and
standing he could think of few who in these respects came up to this
neglected country girl; and he began to think that much of the supposed
superrorrty of such women as Ryozeri's daughters or hIS own SIster, the
FIrst Pnncess, was the outcome of mere snobbery. More than ever he
wished that she lived somewhere he could get to without all these diffi...
cuInes, If only she were in the CapItal!

The place began, as the morrung wore on, to lose its charm for him.
A menacing note came Into the noise of the stream; the country on the
far side stood out of the mist In all its sohrary wildness. The bridge
looked gaunt and forbidding. How, he wondered, could anyone manage
to endure such an outlook year after year? And Kozen herself felt
ashamed I that he should see the surroundings amid which her Iife had
been spent.

He began now to whisper in her ear the tenderest vows and promises.
How strange it was, she thought, while she hstened to him, that she
should find herself here, hand in hand with a handsome young man whom
she had known only for three days, and yet feel not the slightest trace of
embarrassment! Whereas if It had been Kaoru, whom she had known all
these years .... With NIOU, although of course when he was strll a mere
name to her, she had found it embarrassing to be constantly receiving
letters from hrm, once she got to know him she did not feel in the least
shy, indeed, so fast had things gone that the thought of being parted
from him for what might not after all be more than a few days was
making her feel thoroughly miserable. It was strange about Kaoru,
She was never at her ease with hnn; Indeed, incredible though this might
seem, she had really been more embarrassed by his harmless VISIt the other
night than by NIOU'S startling incursion!

NI0U'S men were calling to him. If he meant to arrive in the city at a
respectable hour there was 110 rime to be lost.

'Did absence mean forgetfulness then might you well, 0 Lady of the
Bridge, spread out your sleeve and weep.'

Such was his parting poem. But it was hard to go, and many times
he turned to leave her, and then came back.

'Though absence and forgetfulness prove one, patient in her far home
she needs must wait - the Lady of the Bridge.'

So she answered; but looking Into her face he read all too clearly the
misgivings that her words did not express. No wonder If her young heart
fluttered as she watched him go; for It was a figure of rare and entrancing
grace that vanished into the dawn. Nor was It she alone who was moved,
for the ladies of the house, seeing him now by daylight for the first time,
were lost in admiration. 'HIS Excellency, t 2 one of them said, · is very

.l It was considered a disgrace to lrve in the country. a Kaoru.
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taking, but rather on the quiet side. This Niou - though perhaps one
would not think so If one did not know he was a prince - has Just an
extra touch of something that makes all the difference. ·

All the way back to the CIty he kept on recalltng her trusting yet
troubled expression. He could hardly restrain himself from flmgrng
prudence to the wmds and turnIng back to give her one last assurance,
but there was hIS repurarron to think of, and he managed to restrain
hrmself.

Once back in the CIty he found to his chagrin that he was virtually a
prisoner. So closely, at any rate, was he watched that a secret evasion
was impossible. He managed however to convey letters to UJi several
rimes a day and there seemed at first no reason to doubt that he was really
very much 10 love. But as time "vent on and strll he faded to appear
Agemaki began to harbour misgivings which were none the less painful
for the fact that the SItuation was precisely the one which she had always
foreseen. She was careful not to make matters worse by letting Kozeri
see how worried she was. But as far as she herself was concerned, this
experience made her feel less Inclined than ever to embark upon a SImilar
hazard.

Kaoru, too, was watching the SItuation wirh great concern. He felt
that If things went vv"rong he would, not unnaturally, be held responsible,
and he made a practice of dropping In on Niou at unexpected moments
to see what impression he would make when taken unawares. Invariably
he found him in a state of listless melancholy which seemed to show that,
from Kaoru's pomt of view, there was no cause for alarm.

As things were turning out, the only solunon - NI0tl began to think
was to bring Kozeri to the City. But where could he put het? The ObVIOUS

place was the New Palace. But there she would be under the same roof
as Yugrrr, 'which would be very awkward,' Nl0U thought, 'after the
way he has continually pressed his own daughter I upon me.' It was
indeed, he felt convinced, largely owing to complamrs from Yugiri con
cernmg his loose life that his reputation WIth Their Majesties had
suffered. Of course the remedy suggested by Yugrn was that NI0U should
be subjected to the steadying influence of marriage, and he had persuaded
Their Majesties that for this purpose a woman of the highest rank and
consequence was essential - someone, in fact, like hIS own daughter.
This made it In the highest degree unlikely that a girl such as Kozerr,
without family influence and utterly unknown at Court, would be ac
cepted by his parents as a possible match. If he had Simply taken a fancy
to her he might, in order to have her close at hand, have procured for
her some post in the Empress's household. But his feelings towards her
were of a very different kind. Niou knew it had been arranged that if his
father died and his brother succeeded to the Throne, he himself should

I His SIxth daughter, Roku no Kirni,
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become Heir Apparent. Then he would be in a posrtion to do sOmethIng
really splendid {or her. This made It all the more Irritating that for the
present he was obliged to treat her so shabbily.

Kaoru, who was not hampered by the same difficulries, was fullv
derermmed to bring Agemaki to hIS palace as soon as the rebuilding of
it was finished. It was really drsrressmg, he felt, that Niou's pOSItIOn

should make a simple matter such as hIS affair WIth Kozeri so difficult
and distressing for both of them. He felt strongly tempted to explain the
whole business to the Empress and try to obtain her support NIOU

might resent his Interference; but from Kozerr's point of VIew It could
certainly do no harm Norhmg indeed could be worse than the present
state of affairs, and if attentron were called to the Princesses' condition,
it might lead to something being done towards restoring them to their
proper position in the world. Meanwhile, thinking that they might be
in drfficulrres over rherr WInter decorations, he sent the bed-curtains and
wall-hangrngs which he had really Intended for Agemaki's use later on,
if he were able to persuade her to come to the palace he was rebuildmg
'There is no reason you should not have the use of them at once,' he said,
sending them very secretly. He also sent a number of costumes for the
maids, which he chose in consultarion WIth hIS own old nurse.

At last, on the first day of the eleventh month, an opportunrty for
gettIng NI0U to UJi seemed to present itself. It was the time when the
fish-traps are at work, which gave him some excuse for suggestIng UJ!
as a SUItable place for NIOU'S maple-leaf excursion I Permission was duly
accorded, and It was arranged that the expedrrion should be of a qUIte
private character, only one or two of hIS closest friends being asked to
JOIn the party. But, as in the case of all Niou's plans, the news soon
leaked out, and much to his annoyance he suddenly found that Yugirr's
son Kurodo no Shosho had been added to the party. However, the only
officer of high rank was Kaoru, though there were of course a good many
ordinarv courtrers In attendance.
Kaor~ thought it as well to warn the people at UJi. 'They are certain

to make this theIr headquarters,' he sard, 'so you had better be prepared
Several of the gentlemen who came With NI0U to see the sprIng flowers.
a yea.r or two ago are to be with him again, and are most anxious to
improve their acquaintance with you both.'

Hasty prepararions were at once set afoot The curtains were changed,
the house vigorously swept, the river bank cleared of dead leaves and the
moat of encumbering water-weeds. Kaoru sent a handsome supply of
fruit and fish, and lent a number of his own servants. It was painful to
her to be so completely dependent on him, but It was really unpossrble
to refuse, and considering how diminished their own resources were at

1 The 'viewing of the autumn-leave')'; in the ca\e of a Prmce of the Blood It had a
~etll1..official charac ter.
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the moment, It was certainly provrdenrral that he Vi/as there to step into
the breach.

Pleasant strains of mUSIC, growrng louder then dying on the breeze
as the boat paddled Idly up- and down-stream, were the first mtrmatron
that the VISItors were at hand. Immedrarely the young maids crowded
to the WIndows on that SIde of the house, hoping to catch a glimpse of
these wonderful gentlemen from the Capital, But so laden was the boat
With };reat boughs of maple that it was rmpossrble to drsnngursh any
body - even NIOU himself, - and all they got to satisfy their curiosirv
was the mUSIC that poured out ID tempestuous gusts from under this leafy
arcade. NIOU, these ladles felt, must be an Immensely important person,
1£ even on a small and private excursion such as this he was attended by a
bevy of followers so magnificent as those whom they could dimly descry
between the red leaves, and they felt that, even though lrke the Spinning
Maiden and the Herd Boy I he and Kozen met but once a Year, she rrughr
srill consider herself fortunately matched.

As he meant to write some Cb.lne~e poems Nl0U brought professors WIth

hrm, When rwilrght began the boat was moored on the far shore, and
while the mUSIC srill continued, he began attempting to compose. How
pleased With themselves they all looked WIth their garlands of lrght and
dark leaves, playing the Sea Fairies' MUSIC on their flutes! NI0U could
clunk only of the girl across the stream Norhing could have been more
ranrahzing than to be so near and yet so far away Would she understand
hIS difficulnes> ..

But now the professors gave out a series of themes suitable to the season
and occasion, and everyone began droning snatches of verse. He had just
arranged that the moment this was over Kaoru should help him to shp
away," when one of Kurodo no Shoshos elder brothers suddenly arrived
WIth a whole company of retainers and attendants, saying the Empress
had given orders that he was to J010 the party. It appeared that on the
records being looked into no case could be found of a Prince of the Blood
sertrng off hke this on his Maple Leaf Excursion with only one officer of
high rank In attendance, and rt was thought most undesirable to create
a precedent. Both Kaoru and NI0U were naturally aghast at this fresh
mtrusion, and as far as NIOU was concerned It meant that the proceedrngs
lost all further mterest for him. 'Everyone drank a good deal, there was
a lot of rather Inconsequent music and dancmg, and in the general ex..
citement no one noticed that both Kaoru and Nl0U were standmg aloof
As though enough had not already been done to keep NI0U under oh
servation, the Controller of the Empress's household now arrived WIth
a crowd of lesser courtiers saying that he hoped for the pleasure of seelng
His Highness safely home, and Niou now saw to his dismay that he was
going to be hustled back to the CIty without the chance of so much as a.

l Two stars that are said to meet once a year. 2 Tu Kozeri.
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word with Kozeri. He sent her a note in which he explamed exactly
what had happened that day and professed the keenest dIsappolntment.
But lt conramed none of the usual pretty and tender touches and mIght
quire as well have been written to a complete stranger. She Imagined
him entirely preoccupied by hIS nOISy companions. A letter reaching
him at such a moment would be passed round. She made up her mind
not to reply.

The sight of Kaoru and NI0U among their friends only made Agemaki
feel all the more acutely how hopelessly unfitted she was for thar kind of
secrecy. As for Kozeri, during the long period of his absence she had
managed to persuade herself that painful though the separation was,
she had no cause for alarm. I-Ie had explained that It was not his fault,
and certainly he seemed as much upset by the SItuation as she was. But
to have him disporrrng himself Iike this at her very door, and then see
him go away wirhout making any real effort to see her was more than
she could bear, though had she known It, Niou's agitation was fully as
great as hers.

Even the hto fish seemed to be on their mettle today, and there had been
a splendid catch at the traps. These were now served on a bedding of
varIOUS autumn leaves, amid a general acclamation in which NIOU did
his best to participate. But he could hardly have felt less mclined than
at that moment for the company 10 which he found himself, and It wa.s
all he could do to be crvil,

He gazed across the river. Prince Hachi had taken particular trouble
with his trees. But now these grea.t cedars, overgrown with a tangle of
ivy, seemed, even from a distance, to grve the place a gloomy air.

It made Kaoru very unhappy to think of all the wasted prepararions
that, solely on the strength of his own assurances, had been made in the
house on the other Side.

Some of the visrtors, who had accompanied NIOU to UJ1 while Prince
Hachi wa.s still alive, spoke of hIS kindness to them on that occasion,
and of the terrible loss hIS death must have been for the two daughters.
It was evident from the remarks of one or two of them that they knew
something of NI0U'S relations with Kozeri, and even among those who
were quite Ignorant in this respect there were many who displayed a.
knowledge concerning the general affairs of the household that was re...
markable considering Its remoteness and obscurity.

'The younger one IS exceedingly good-looking;' someone informed the
company, 'and plays the rhirteen-strmged zithern. Music was the old
Prmce's specialty, and he devoted all hIS time to teaching her t

'Sad is it now, for those that once in gay and lusty bloom this garden
saw, beneath the desolate shade of wilting boughs to stand:

Such was Kurodo no Shosho's poem, addressed to Kaoru, whom he
regarded as protector of the family.
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· Beauty was lost, but in red leafage came again, and once agaln was
lost. Of thee, best mirror of the World's Incertitude, 0 cherry-tree, I
speak'I Such was Kaoru's reply; and Kurodos brother: 'Go we less
loath today from the bright shadow of the maple-trees than he 2 whom
once another autumn drove from this his mountain home?'

'Can he be gone, when still upon the rocks' hard face the steadfast
arrow-root precarious clings>' Such was the Contro.Ier's poem. Alone
among those present he ","as the late Prince's contemporary, and recalling
Hachi as he had known him when they were both young men he was
deeply moved.

'On these sad gardens, desolate enough at autumn's close, blow not too
harshly, WInd from the mountain-woods!' 3 ThIS was Niou's poem. There
were tears in his eyes while he recited It, and those who knew something
of hIS relations with Kozen began to chink that the affair was more serious
than they had imagmed. They realrzed how painful it must be for him
to be thus spirited away without a chance to see her, and would have
done anything for him that they could. But In the face of this constantly
growIng supervision his well-washers were helpless.

During the course of the visit a great many Chinese poems had been
made, and passages from these were now recited, together with numerous
Japanese poems. But parties of this kind, where a great deal of drink
goes round and everyone IS rather over-exci red, do not produce poetical
masterpieces, and on gOIng through these pieces I cannot find one that
IS really worth preserving

The sisters, when first they realized that the party was on its way
back and then heard the voices of the outriders growIng dimmer and
dimmer in the distance, were grIevously disappointed, as were naturally
all those who had taken part in the wasted preparations.

To Agemaki It seemed clear enough that NI0U'S reputation was thor
oughly well...founded. She had of course often heard her women say
that lying was · the only thmg men were any use at,' and that they thought
nothing of addressing the roost paSSIonate speeches to women about whom
they hardly cared at all. But she had always supposed that this applied
only to men of the same class as these women themselves - people
among whom It was natural that a low standard should prevarl; whereas
men of decent breeding, quite apart from any question of higher principles,
knew that the eyes of the world were upon them and simply did not
dare to treat people too badly. Evidently she had been mistaken. Her
father knew better; he had always spoken doubtfully of NI0U'S character,
and taken the view that it would be a bad thing to have too much to do
with him, Certainly to admit him into the family as they had done was

I The poem refers partly to Kozeri's ups and downs.
2 Prince Hachi. I follow Mote-cri's interpretation.
, The poem expresses a hope that Kozeri is not too unhappy.
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to court disaster. What, Agemaki wondered, drd Kaoru think of the
situation that hIS officiousness had produced? The only consolation she
could rhmk of was that here In DJl there was no one who mattered sufh..
ciently tor one to mind him witnessing one's discomfort. All the same,
It was not very pleasant, however Iittle respect one mighr have iot the
people about one, to meet mocking glances wherever one "vent. She
fretted so much about the whole affair that she became posirrvely 111,
whereas Kozen, though brrterly drsappoinred at not seeIng NI0U, snll
refused to admit that all his tender VQ\VS and promIses had been mere
hypocrisy He maintained that he was being prevented from seeIng her,
and for the present she must believe him. But she could not manage
to appear very cheerful, and Agemaki, watching her sister connnually
and brooding over her misfortunes, mistook for a tragic sorrow what "vas
no more than a momentary fit of disappomtment and depression, Never
would he have dared treat Kozen In this '\vay, Agemaki sard to herself,
had she lrved In the ordinary way and occupied the place in SocIety to
which her birth entitled her, and this reflection made her all the more
apprehensrve concerning her own future, for It was obvIOUS that she was
herself exposed to exactly the same dangers Kaoru t s prOlTIlSeS that their
friendship should remain on whatever foormg she chose to give It meant
nothing at all. He said this merely to humour her, and presently it would
begin all over again. However determrned she might be to make hirn
keep hIS distance, It was at the best a wearIng business, and In the end
she felt certain that all her efforts would be frustrated by the rnachina
nons of one or the other of these mcorrigible old busybodies, who
seemed to have no other thought in their heads.

She knew now why her father had always spoken of an unmarried
girl's dealrngs with the world as 1£ they demanded a qUite exrraordinary
degree of circnmspecrion and care.

The truth was that both of them were evidently born to misfortune
Losing their parents was only the begmrnng of it. Kozeris present srr
uarron was all part of the same thing, and as every fresh drsasrer that
overtook them was also a fresh torment for their parents 10 the world
beyond, Agemaki was derermmed for her part to escape from hfe before
this rragrc desrrny was fulfilled, and partly for this reason, partlv
because she was really feelmg very unwell, she began to refuse all
food.

NI0U kept on thinkmg that he would presently find a chance to escape
from the Palace. But the drfficulries were greater than ever, for on return
ing from UJ! Yugrrr's eldest son I had gone straight to the Emperor,
telling him that NI0U'S sudden determination to view the maple leaves
at Up was now fully explained , it was clear that rhis was one of the
places where he carried on a secret and scandalous Intrigue. NIOU'S

1 'Vho had been sent to keep an eye on the maple..leaf party.
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conduct in turnIng the autumn excursion to account in chis impudent
way had, he said, excited much unfavourable comment

The Empress sighed, and the Emperor looked very cross. · The whole
thing 15 entirely wrong,' he said. ·ThIS comes of lettmg him go and
live at home r whenever he feels Incl1ned' Stern measures were taken,
and NI0U placed on perpetual duty at the Palace. He srrll told Their
Majesties flatly that he was not Interested In Yugirr's daughter, Roku
no Kuru, but despite this the arrangements for the marriage were already
being made Kaoru heard of rhrs and was extremely upset A fine end
to all the efforts he had made on Kozerr's behalf' And It had all, from the
very begmning, been due to the odd disposrrron with which an unkind
fate had endowed him. For it was on account of hIS supposed Immunity
from the common foibles of mankind that Hachi had selected him as
guardian to hIS beloved daughters. No one could say that Kaoru had
taken hIS obliganons lightly. The Idea. that two gIrls so richly endowed
wrth every sort of charm should waste rheir lrves In solirude and obscurrtv
was as painful to him as It could have been to anybody, and It would have
been perverse Indeed If he had resisted NIOUtS continual demands for an
introduction, coming as they did at a time w hen Kaoru himself was
racking his brains to find some scheme which would set their lives on ,t

reasonable foormg He had been piqued of course at Agemaklts arternpt
to get him off her hands by passing him on to her sister, and this had led
to hIS bringrng Kozen and Niou together far too precipitately. As rhings
were before thrs ghastly blunder It would have been perfectly possible
for him to bring both gIrls to the City But the mischief he had done
was Irretrievable, and he could only curse hIS own miserable stupidrty.

For Niou meanwhile noching could have been more painful than
zhis gilded captiviry. What could he do or say that would make Kozeri
believe In him? He chafed and fretted conrmuallv, and It became so obvi
ous there was something on hIS mind that his mother said to him at last.
· If there IS anyone you really care for, you had better bring her here and
put the thing on a respectable footing When your father dies you wil l
be heir to the Throne, and it IS of the utmost Importance that people
should begin to feel yOll are someone whom they can take seriously '

One very raIny day, when nothing "vas gOIng on at the Palace, Niou
paid a VIsit to hIS SIster, the FIrst Princess. No one else wa.s there, and
she was occupyIng herself quietly with her books and pIctures He sat
outside her screened couch and began to talk to her. For years she had
been his ideal. Where else could one ever hope to find this extraordinary
combmation of haughtiness and yielding charm, of proud reserve and
gaiety? If anyone could possibly be compared to her it must) he Imagined,
be the ex-Emperor Ryozeri's daughter, about whom he had heard things
that Interested him very much, though he had never managed to get 111tO

J In the ~ew Palac e, where the Empress had her priv ate re--idence.
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touch with her. But now ... However this was not the moment to begm
thinking agaIn about DJ!, and to distract himself he began looking at
the picrure-rolls that were lying scattered on the floor. There were some
sets of famous women and their lovers, with VIews of gardens and country
houses that kept on remmdrng him of varIOUS mcidenrs at UJ!. He thought
for a moment of telling hIS srster somerhmg about It all and askmg If
he might have some of these pIctures to send to Kozeri. One of the rolls
was The Tales of Ise, and going through It he came to the episode of the
brother and SIster. I The picture showed him teaching her to play the
zirhern 'What would the FIrst Princess thrnk of this picrure>' NI0U

wondered He drew a hrtle nearer. 'I should lrke to have Irved then;
he said mysteriously, #. nowadays SIsters do not treat one half as well '
'What picture can It be that he has got hold of?' she was wondering,
when he held up the roll in front of her. She bent her head over It, and her
hair fell forward, the ends protruding beneath the fringes of the curtam
Yes, she was very attractrve, it was ranrahztng that a mere accidenr of
birth should suffice to set so rrgrd a barrier between them ' How loath
am I that alien hands should tear from fresh and tender roots the plant I
may not touch f'

Such was his poem It meant either nothing at all or else something
too horrrfying to rhink of. She knew that several of her women, shy of
meermg NIOU when they had not had rime to prepare themselves, were
hiding behmd a screen. ThIS added to her embarrassment, and she made
no attempt to reply - which was perhaps the best plan, thought NIOU,

for even he would have been shocked If her reply had In any way resembled
that of the lady in the story. 2

NI0U and the FIrst Princess had been Lady Murasakr's favourires and
in childhood had spent much time together in her rooms, indeed among
all hIS brothers and SIsters she was still the one he saw most of. The
Empress doted on her, and gave her everything her heart could desire.
In partrcular she would have thought it a crime that a single one of the
Pnncess's women should not reach the very highest standard both in
looks and upbnnging, and many among them were daughters of the
greatest drgrntanes In the land.

It would have been surprising if anyone so susceptible as N IOU, who
since his confinement in the City met these wonderful creatures more
constantly than ever, had not Indulged in a good deal of flirratron. ThIS
did not mean that hIS feelings towards Kozeri had in any way changed,
hur it seemed to take up a lot of time, and for days on end the usual letter
to Kozeri failed to get written.

Just when the suspense at UJi was at its height and everyone was
sayIng that unless news came Immediately it would be clear that the

r: Episode 49 of the Ise Monogatari,
3 The reply of the lady in the Tales ofIse was not by any means discouraging.
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whole thing was over, Kaoru arrived, saying that he had come to enquire
after Agemaki, having heard that she was indisposed. Weak though she
felt, she was not feverish or dehrrous and was qUIte capable of carrying
on a conversation. But she was glad to be able to use her Illness as an
excuse, and sent word that she could not see anyone. 'If I am only to
hear other people's reports about her condrnon,' he said, 'I might as
well have stayed in the CIty. It was to see her for myself and form my own
opinion that I came all this way, and nothing else will allay my anxiety.'
She consented finally to let her people brmg him to her sick-room and
put his seat at the SIde of her curtained bed. She did not at all Iike re
cerving a. visitor under such circumstances. But she did not, now that
he was here, WIsh to seem bad-tempered, and pushrng her hair back from
her face, she exchanged the usual greetIngs with him. He told her how
unhappy NIOU had been the other day at being carried back to the CIty
WIthout seeing Kozeri, 'There is norhing to worry about; he said. 'In
any case, it 15 not NIOU who is to blame. 1 'He has stopped writing,' she
said. 'I can see I have let Kozeri spoil her Iife In much the way my father
warned us agaInst. It is a rerrrble thmg to have done.' 'A woman's
hfe is a difficult busmess at the best of times,' Kaoru answered, feeling
all the same none too happy about the part that he had played in this
matter. ' If you had as much experience of the world as I have you would
realize that, difficult though Kozerr's position may be, there is really
nothing very unusual about it. As to NI0U'S ultimare Intentions I have
not 10 my own mind the slightest doubt. A Iirtle patience on your side
is all that is required.' But was he, Kaoru asked himself, in a.ny way
authorized to make such undertakings on Niou's behalf? In reality the
whole affair was making him feel very uneasy.

Her worst time was generally at night, and Kozeri, thinking that, in
case another of these attacks came on, she would rather not have a stranger
In the room, suggested to Kaoru that he should now retire to his usual
quarters. In this she was backed by several of the old ladies, and he was
obliged to consent. 'I think it is rather unfair to send me away now,'
he said to Ben no Kimi, 'it was on purpose to be present at one of these
attacks that I came here, for what I had heard of them was causing me
great anxiety. You might easily, at such moments, be glad to have some
one at hand on whom you could rely.' He thought it would be a good
thing that services of intercession should be held, and spoke to Ben
about it.

It irritated her that all these efforts should be made to prolong her
hfe, when she herself, who surely had a righr to be consulted, asked for
nothing but to be allowed to die 10 peace. But to protest in any way would
have seemed very ungracious, and she was touched by Kaoru's evident
anxiety to keep her alive"

'I hope you feel more yourself today,' he wrote next morning. 'In
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any case I wrll come presently and sit with you as I did last night.' She
sent back a message saying that she had for some rime past been growmg
weaker every day, and had not expected any Improvement this morning.
But of course, if he liked to come, she would do her best to receive him

He expected to find some terrible change and It was wrth relief and
delight that he saw, from the moment he approached the bed, that she
looked, If anything, better than yesterday. He sat as close as he could
and began telhng her about everything that had been happening. Pre
sently however she Interrupted him, saying In a very faint VOIce that he
was tIrIng her. Perhaps sornerrme later on In the day when she was feehng
a 11 ttle better ...

However he could not hang about here all day WIth nothing to do, and
though he still felt very anXIOUS, he made up hIS mind to go back to the
CIty. 'Her Iivmg out here makes everything much more difficulr,' he
said to Ben no Kimi ' As soon as she can be moved we must get her to
somewhere more convenient. Her rllness in Itself provides an excuse for
such a move;' 1 and havrng sent word to the Teacher that Agemaki needed
his prayers .. he set out for home.

It happened that a rerarner of Kaoru's was courting one of Agemaki's
younger maids 'You've heard the news, I suppose?' this man said to the
gIrl one day 'They've put a stop to Prince NIOU '5 excursions. He has
to report at the Palace every night. The Munster of the Left IS bent
on the Prince marryIng hIS SIxth daughter. The lady herself has been
In love with him for a long rime past, and they have made all arrange
ments for the wedding to take place before the end of the year. But
Prrnce Niou has no mind to lose his Iiberty. They say that even at the
Palace he thinks about nothing else but carrying on WIth the ladies
in-wainng. The Emperor and Empress are always callrng him to order,
but he takes not the slighresr notice. My own master IS as different
from him as possible, He gets no fun out of hfe at all, I sometimes thmk
It bothers him to get too much mixed up with other people. That makes
It all the stranger that he should come here so often. But people say that
this is hIS one exception. ...' All this was repeated by the girl to her friends
and bandied from mouth to mouth 111 Agemakr's hearing.

This was the end. Hitherto, though she had believed Niou's affair
with Kozeri merely to be one of many frivolous attachments, she had
ar least believed him not to be committed in any influential quarter. Of
this not a word had been breathed, and she suddenly felt a conviction
that the whole of NI0U'S courtshrp had Simply been undertaken to SUIt
Kaoru's convenience In any case Niou had behaved in the most callous
way imaginable. Agemaki; weak enough already, felt the last atom of

I Illness was thought to be due to "pov-ession,' and It was beheved that the posses-ins
-pn It could be got rid of by Hl<)\ Hlg" the pauent about. \Ve call the same form of treat
ment a 'change of ail .'
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any desire to live slippmg away from her while she hsrened to the recrtal
of rhis incredible piece of news. It did not much matter what these people
thought, but all the same she closed her eyes and pretended not to be
Iisrenrng. By her side lay Kozeri, who was not merely pretending to be
asleep Lately indeed, the night being Agemakt's worst time, Kozeri
had got into the habit of dozing a good deal during the day. 'ThIS dozing
against which my dear parents warn me ... ' I Agemaki remembered the
old poem, and seeing her SIster lie there, her head propped on her bent
arm, her lovely hair flooding the pillow, agaIn and again she reproached
herself for havmg so wantonly neglected her own dear father's vvarnI0g.

Was he 10 some sphere of beIng where he knew of their predicaments
Though he had died a layman, st111 the weight of hIS SIns was not such
as to have borne him down Into the remoter depths of rerrrburion. 'Send
for me, J she said passionately. · I WIll come to you wherever you are.
Do not abandon us In our misery. If our waking eyes may not see you,
VIsit us at least in our dreams.'

It was growIng late. Outside, from a gloomy, sodden sky the rain
s\vept across the woods, and the WInd howled. A sudden gust shook
everything in the house and Kozeri woke WIth a start In her yellow
dress faced with light blue, her cheeks flushed WIth sleep, she looked
particularly gay, and It would have been a clever person indeed who could
have recognized in this handsome, lrvely girl the vicnrn of a hearrrendmg
rragedy I > 'I have Just been dreaming of father,' she said. · He kept
on glancing anxiously in my direction, as though he were afraid some
rhmg dreadful were going to happen to me.'

'I have longed to dream of him ever SInce he died; but he has never
come to me. 11 Agemaki burst Into tears, and seeing her weep, Kozeri
wept too.

Long after it was quite dark, a messenger arrived from Prince Niou.
For the moment things began to seem a Iirrle brighter. * Answer nicely
Just as though nothing had happened; Agemakl advised, seeing Kozen
hesitate before opening the letter. 0; When I am dead you will have to
defend yourself against people even less scrupulous than he, and you
will certainly have less trouble With them if It is thought that a person
In Nl0U'S posinon has you to some extent under hIS protection. I think
In that way he may be of some assistance.'

'You must not speak of one going before the other,' Kozeri said. "I
cannot bear it'; and she hid her face In her sleeve. 'That is what I felt
before father died,' Agemaki said. 'But somehow or other one lives on
from day to day, simply because one must, But then, I had you to
think of..... '

I "This habit ofdozing by dav, against which my dear mother warns me, come- (if she
only knew) of being too unhappy to sleep at mght.' Anonymous poem from the Shutshu..

2 Murasaki implies, of course, that Agemaki takes her sister's situanon too tragically.
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The lamp was brought In and she read NIOU'S letter It was certainly
very affectionate, but seemed only to repeat the old phrases. 'SInce
over both our heads the self-same tempest hangs, why should this rainy
nighr beyond all bounds my restlessness Increase?'

Such was hIS poem. 'Not all the rains of the Godless Month ... t; I

WIth this and other well-worn allusions he had atte~pted to give the
approprIate tone. But Agemaki thought the whole affair very perfunc..
tory, and her spirits sank once more. But NIOU, she reflected, was not
only very good-Iooking but also knew very well howl to lay himself out
to please. That Kozen should be taken In was only natural. Indeed,
no young girl in her place could be expected to realize that all his fine
speeches and attentions meant as lrttle as they actually did,

Kozeri herself, though the long suspense was becoming rather a strain,
never for a moment believed that NIOU meant to let things stay as they
were. His promIses had been so definite, the strength of his afiecnon
(It seemed to her) so obvious - but In any case, even 1£ he was merely
triflmg with her affecnons, what pOInt could there have been In hIS
comrmttmg himself In all these unnecessary ways? The messenger sent
word that he could wait no longer., as he had orders to be back before
dawn. WIth the help of her ~,men Kozeri produced the verse: 'Day
in, day out upon our lonely hills t.,rhe hailstone falJs, while dark above
and ever darker grows rhe country of the sky.' She sent it by Itself, with
no covering letter.

This happened on the last day of the tenth month. A whole month had
gone by without his gettIng to DJ!. NI0U was horrified to find how the
time had passed, and every night he ~ade plans for slipping away, 1'.1'.
something always prevented It. Halfway through the eleventh month
his prospects of escape grew more remote than ever, for the Gosechl
Dancing fell early rhis year, and he was soon Immersed in Palace fesnvities
which entirely occupied his time and attentron. Thus qUIte against
hIS will the period of hIS absence from UJi was still further protracted.
Needless to say he did not pass these two months In complete seclusion
from the female society. Nevertheless, he was thinking about Kozeri
all the time, and was very unhappy 4We are both very anxious to see
you settle down properly,' the Empress said to him one day, speaking
of the arrangements for his marriage to Roku no Kimi. 'But once you
are married, 1£ there IS anyone else you have a particular fancy for, there
1S nothing to prevent your brrngmg her here as well and puttIng the thmg
on a proper footIng'

'There is no hurry about that, IS there?' he said. 'I should like time
to think it over.'

Kozeri knew nothing of the plans he was making on her behalf, and

1 'Not all the rains of the Godless Month [tenth month] have wetted my sleeve so much
as this hour of weeping.'
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after all these weeks of waiting she was indeed beginning to feel rather
in despair. Kaoru too decided that Niou was after all a hopelessly un
trustworthy character; the way he had treated Kozeri was really unfor
givable. And for a time the two friends seldom mer. But with UJi
Kaoru remained in constant communication.

Early in the eleventh month he heard that Agemaki was rather better,
and as he had a great deal of business on hand for nearly a week on end
he did not send anyone to enquire. Then he suddenly became nervous and
cancelling all his engagements he rushed to UJ!' Here he found that,
although he had given instructions for the ritual of mrercession to be
carried on until Agemaki was completely recovered, the Teacher had
already allowed her to send him away, on the plea that she was going
on as well as could be expected. Indeed the place seemed almost entirely
deserted. The account that Ben no Kimi gave was not reassuring. .. She
has no very alarming symptoms,' the old woman said, 'and does not seem
to be exactly In paIn. But she eats nothing at all. She was never really
strong, and since this disappomtment about Prince NI0U, which she
seems to have taken terribly to heart, she won't so much as look at her
food. Naturally she is losing strength every day, and it does not look to
me as though she Will last much longer. There is nothing we can any
of us do, and I wish I had not lived to see this day, indeed I do ... ' and
she burst into tears.

'1£ things are really as bad as that, I wish you had let me know be
fore. I have been so busy the last few days that it has been absolutely
impossible for me to send anyone. But I have been very anxious ... '
He hurried to her bedside, but when he spoke to her she did not seem to
have the strength to reply. He was furious that they had not let him
know of the grave turn that things had taken, but It was no use grumbling,
and he began at once to make arrangements for the Teacher and all the
most celebrated wonder...workers he could lay hands on to begin a great
service and recrtation of Scriptures at the break of day.

A number of his retainers had JOIned him at Uji, there was a rumble
and stir in the courtyards; and the presence of so many men about the
place gave to the warring-women a sense of security such as they had not
known for many a long day ..

At dusk they told him that his. supper had been served in the usual
place. But he wanted to go again and see for himself how she was. The
place where he sat before was now occupied by the recreant priests; but
the maids screened a space for him on the other side of the bed, and he
stationed himself there without bothering about his food. Kozeri was
afraid that Agemaki might be upset by this intrusion, but the general
view seemed to be that Kaoru was on terms with her that entitled him to
do as he chose, and no effort was made to restrain him.

In the last watch before midnight the Continuous Reading of the

3°
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Hokkekyo began. The twelve pnests chosen for the purpose all had mar..
vellous VOIces) and the effect was very rmpressive. There was a lamp
In the adjoinmg room, but where the sick woman lay It was almost dark
He raised the corner of one of the bed-currains and, pushing hIS head and
shoulders through the gap, peered In. Two or three old women were
watching by the bedside. Kozeri, who had been lying beside her sister,
slipped away, and he found Agemaki Iying on the bed alone. He took
her hand and begged her to try and speak. · My mind IS quire clear,'
she said, in a VOIce so low that It was hardly audible, · but I have not the
strength to speak Why have you not been here for so long? I was afraid
I should not see you agaIn .. .' Old she then really attach some importance
to his vis! ts?

He touched her forehead. It seemed rather hot. •I thmk vou are
feverish;' he said. · I wonder why you should be? Very often, they say,
It IS the result of having made someone else unhappy.' And he began to
whisper once more in her ear the tale of his own suffermgs.

She could not bear It. Why, why could he not spare her this agony>
She covered her face WIth her sleeve How srill she lay! For a moment
he thought that all was over.

'You must be nred out WIth so many nights watchrng,' he said pre
sently to Kozeri, who had appeared agaIn .Go and rest. I will take duty
tonight.' She would not under ordinary circumstances have dreamed of
leaving him with Agernaki hke this. But perhaps in such an emergency.
She resigned her place to him, but was careful to keep within call.

Agemaki's face was still burred In her sleeve. But she was conSCIOUS
that he had crept closer and was looking down at her. Providence seemed
to have sent him to look after her: It was useless to resist the decree.
And after all he was extraordmarrly sympathetic and gentle.. She could
not imagine herself ha.vIog such confidence In any other man as sick
nurse - 111 NIOU, for example, who whatever might be hIS superiontv
In other respects VI10uld not, she felt sure, for a moment compare WIth
Kaoru at such a time as this. She hated to think of him Iooking back
upon her after she was dead as hard-hearted and ungrateful. She deter
mined not to let him feel that she was repulsing his kindness. But
though at Intervals throughout the night he got her people to bring her
broth and one thing and another In the hope of persuading her to take
nourishment, these efforts were quite in vain. HIS failure both mortified
and alarmed him, for he was convinced that In getting her to take food
immediately lay the only chance of saving her.

The chanting of the Scriptures was going on all the nme. The sudden
breaking in of a. new VOice x at dawn was parricularly impressive.

The Teacher was also spending the nighr ID the house, it being hoped
that his sancrity would repel evrl rnfluences. He had dozed for a while,

r'The Hoklcekyo was bemg read by twelve pnests In rotation.
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but now woke up and began to recite a dart/Ill I HIS voice was rhrn and
cracked, but gave the impressron that he knew hIS business thoroughly,
and somehow Inspired one with confidence Havrng enquired how
Agemaki was, he began with trembling VOIce to speak of his friendship
with the old Prince. · I had made sure,' the Teacher said, 'that by now
hIS soul had safely won Its way to Paradise. Bur a night or two ago he
appeared to me 10 a VISIon, Just as we knew him on earth, saying that
though he had successfully rid himself of all other earthly attachments
and desires, there was snll one rll-ordered thought that persistently barred
the road to Salvation; and he begged me to do sornerhmg to assist him
I could not at the moment make up my mind what would be the most
suitable rrte, but as five or SIX of the priests at our temple happened to
be at my disposal I set them to work upon the Recitation of Amirabha's
name. Since then however It has occurred to me that the Sadaparrbhura 2

would probably be the most helpful, and I have arranged for Its per
formance.'

Unfortunately he said all this 10 Agemakr's hearing and it had a de
plorable effect upon her. It was bad enough that already during her
father's Iifenme she and her sister had Impeded his devotions; but that
his affection for them should bar hIS progress even In the world beyond
was a rerrible thought. Of one thing however she was more than ever
determined. She must Join him now, while hIS soul srrll hovered between
incarnation and incarnation, so that they might be born together In the
Land of Happiness,

The Teacher relapsed Into silence and presently left the room. The
priest whom he had sent out to perform the Sadaparibhuta visited all
the surrounding VIllages and even got so far as the outskirts of the Cap
rtal. But at dawn 3. heavy storm drove him back to shelter;' and he ""T;lS

presently seen doing his final homage, this time to the Teacher, who was
waiting near the main gate. Kaoru, sensrrive as he was to such impres
sions, found the whole scene and in parricular the closmg words of the
valediction 4 inexpressibly moving,

Presently however he heard Kozeri steal up to the far side of the
screened couch to see how Agemaki was gettIng on. "Wasn't the chan tlng
wonderful?' he said.. sirting up and arranging himself more udily. . It
IS a rrtual that IS never used on public occasions, but I know none that IS

I Sanskrit spell.
:l Consistmg in going round from place to place doing homage to whomever one me-t,

in reverence for the Buddha...nature that is In all of us. The rite is based on Chapter ~X
of the Hokkekyo; but in China it was associated with the heretical Sankai Sect, and \\ as
suppressed,

J Unlike the abbot Shonyo (9th century), whose sanctitv was such that when he was
performing this rite (he held the record, havrng abased himself before 167,800 people)
the heaviest rain failed to wet his coat.

,. Ekomon, Numerous forms are used, the commonest ending with the words '!\lay we
and every creature that has life in all the worlds attain Buddha's Way.'
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more impressive: "Sad as the haunting cry of birds at dawn that shake
the glirtermg hoar-frost from their wIngs'" Had It been NIOU that now
suddenly stood before her and recited these words, she would, despite
the heartlessness with which he had treated her, have answered readily
enough But with Kaoru - though the two were 10 some ways strangely
alike - do what she would she could never overcome her shyness. Hap
pily Ben no Kirni was standing close by, and It was to her that Kozen
whispered the answer: 'Know they how great a sorrow fills this house
the birds whose woe pervades the frozen shore?' A more unlrkely sub
snrute I could hardly have been Imagined; but she acquitted herself of
the task with great spirit.

Though in other ways she closed her heart to him, for interchanges
of this kind Agemaki had before her Illness already begun to show a
marked inclinanon, and Kozerr's unwillingness made him feel all the
more how Irreparable her loss would be.

The descripnon of Hachi as he had appeared to the Teacher in a vi
sion - snll distracted by the same pitiable anxiety as had hampered his
spiritual progress on earth - suspended, as it were, between this world
and the next, harrowed Kaoru so much that though his messengers were
already flymg from shrme to shrine on Agemakr's behalf, he also found
time to arrange that special services should be said for the old Prince's
soul at the temple where he died. Indeed hIS whole time seemed now to
be occupied In arrangmg for innumerable intercessions and purifications,
and his own affairs both public and private had to be put entirely aside.

Had Agemaki's illness indeed been the work of some offended deity,
all these efforts might have produced some effect, and still more mighr
this have been the case If she had herself been willmg to pray for her own
recovery. On the contrary, she felt that her release could not have come
at a better hour. Unwillmgly she had been drawn on by Kaoru Into
habits of intimacy from which she saw no means of extracting herself,
and though it was obvious that at present he felt a considerable affection
for her, Agemaki was certain that once they had Irved together for a
little while he would find, Just as NIOU had done m Kozeri's case, that
she did not come up to hIS expectations - a discovery which would,
she knew, lead to a situation as painful to him as to her.. If by any chance
she recovered, she was determined to become a nun; for this, she was
certain, was the only way to ensure that their friendship should really
be Iastmg. The plan however was by no means an easy one to carry out.
It would obviouslv be a mistake to mention it to Kaoru. She did indeed
ask Kozeri to speak about it to the Teacher, saying she had heard that
in cases such as hers the taking of religious Vows often had a beneficial
effect. But the idea met with a clamour of protestation on every side:
His Excellency 2 was worried enough already. He would go into a frenzy

S Ben recited the poem on Kozeri's behalf: 2 Kaoru.
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if it were so lunch as suggested. How could such an idea have entered
her head? She saw that even if she persisted no message of hers to the
Teacher or any other person capable of helping her 1 would ever get
delivered.

The news of Kaoru's retirement at DJ! was beginning to spread, and a
large number of vrsirors now waited upon him dally. It was apparent
to everyone that his deepest feehngs were involved, and several of his
followers and mtrmate retainers inmared services of mtercession at
their own expense.

One day he suddenly realized that Carnrval ' had begun in the City.
Here the weather was atrocious: nothing day after day but blizzards
and howling winds. .l\t the Capital, people said, It was not anything
Iike as bad. What good, he sometimes asked himself, was he doing by
hangrng on here? Why give himself the pain of seeing with hIS own eyes
what he would in any case be able to guess so easily - that she had died
without relenting towards him. But Just as he was thrnkmg of what a
relief it would be to give the whole thing up, to escape from all this
stress and srrain, he remembered the supreme happiness that a word or
look of hers, though he knew all the nme they meant so little, had often
gIven him, and the faint hope that she might even 1£ it were only for a
few moments recover strength enough to talk wirh him as she used
to do, held him rooted where he stood.

The day ended cheerless as it had begun.
'Dawn follows dawn, but still no daynme comes to these WIld uplands

where In sorrow's cloud the garland of Iight 3 is hid.'
Such was his poem. He felt himself simply to be wasnng time. As a

matter of fact however his presence at U)1 was a great help and comfort
to everyone.

He was sitting by the couch as usual when a violent blast of wind blew
up the curtains, and Kozeri prudently retreated into the Inner room. The
two or three maids who were warchmg at the sick-bed happened to be
particularly unpresenrable old creatures, and they too beat a hasty re
treat. 'How do you feel?' he said, bending over the couch. 'Surely you
might find one word to say to me, after all the trouble I have been taking
to make you better. You must really try hard to get well, mustri'r you?
I don't know how I should get on without you.' For hours past she had
seemed to be unconscious; yet she had strength and wit enough, the mo
ment he approached, to draw her sleeve over her face. "Somenrne;' she
said, 'when I am feeling a little better, I want to talk to you. Just at the
moment it 18 impossible. I am feeling much too faint ... ' There was a
note of great tenderness in her voice. He could control himself no longer,

.t The commentators were certainly wrong in taking tanomoshibitc as referring to Kaoru,
:2 Toyo-akari, the merry-making that marks the close of the solemn harvest rituals.
J A reference to the sun-flower worn by the feasters in their hair on Carnival Day.
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and though there was nothmg he more disliked than violent dIsplays
of emotion, he began to sob loudly and bitterly. Sometrmes after long
Illnesses people, he knew, lost all their attractiveness, and he felt that
In a '\vay rhis must make rheir death easier to bear. He gazed at Agemalo,
almost hoping to find in her some such sirnsrer change Certainly her
arms and hands were very thin, she was indeed a mere shadow But her
skin, in Its dehcare pallor, was lovelier than ever She had thrust back
the coverlet and lay among the billowrng folds of her whire dress Iike a
doll in its box Indeed as it was she who had been grIevously 111 for so
long that looked damty and unruffled; while the women about her, half
of whose time seemed to be spent In peer1ng anxiously into the mirror,
already showed SIgns of the stress through which they were passIng.

Kaoru began to speak of Kozeri Surely the sound of her SIster's name
would draw some spark of arnmauon from that dumb, morionless form.

"YDU must not count on me to look after her,' he said "Something
tells me that If you leave me now I shall not very long survive you;
and even if I do lrve on for.a httle while, It will not be here or at Court
--- chat 15 quire cerrain I shall be m a hermir's cell, far off among the
Ioneliesr hills t The mention of Kozeri was not WIthout effect. Agemaki
half...uncovered her face

"It was partly,' she said, "because I felt I would not lrve long that I
wanted you to take Kozeri Instead of me. In this way I was gIVIng,
I felt, not less but more than you asked. If you had listened to me then,
WIth what happy tranquillrty might I now be gOIng to lIly death! For
there is no other reason that could make me loath to dre, t 'You asked
what was impossible;' he protested. 'I had never cared for anyone but
you, and Indeed could never have brought to you this store of garnered
feeling had not fate locked my heart for so long. What I did for Kozerr
cannot be undone, but I still believe that you have not the slightest
grounds for anxiety on her account.'

So he sought to reassure her. But it was evident that she was in great
pain. Once more he summoned the miracle-workers to her bedside. The
most potent spells were recited, the darkest powers invoked) while he
himself called passionately on Buddha's name. But, as though the gods
had determined this rime once and for all to wrest his thoughts from the
shackles of earthly desire, at each prayer that he uttered he saw her
shrink and fade.

At the last moment the old women, in their superstitious terror of
the dead, dragged Kozeri, who was but half-conscious of what was
happening, from her sister' ~ side.

At first Kaoru was as though m a dream. What was all this clamour
and confusion? She WAS unconscious -- had fainted perhaps. But she
could not be dead. He held up the lamp close to the bed. Her face,
uncovered now, was lovelier than he had ever known it. She lay as
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though asleep. Her SpIrIt had flown. But could as an Insect leaves
Its husk, have left behind her this sleeping form, he felt that to gaze
upon it would have been happiness enough Someone brushed the half
back from her forehead. Why, If Buddha wished us to turn with frightened
hearts from hfe and love, did he make death so tranquil, so beaunfule

For a while he prayed desperately for consolation. But whence could
it come> He threw himself almost with a feeling of relief into makmg the
varIOUS arrangements that were necessary In connecrion with the death
services and Interment, though when the day came It was with trembling
and uncertain steps that he followed the bier. A constant stream of
condolences came from NIOU during the course of the day. But the
belief that a single gesture from hrrn, made at the righr time, might have
saved her SIster's life, deprived these belated attermons of any merit in
Kozerr's eyes. With Kaoru, despite his assurances that Agemakl wished
her to confide all her difficulrres to him, she would at first have no dealmgs
at all, and even when he had persuaded her to let him visit her, she hardly
spoke a word. But there were varIOUS matters that they had to decide
between them, and he felt that he was gettIng to understand her better
than before. Her Judgment In practical matters was excellent, and though
snll subject to childish lapses her raste was on the whole excellent. But
In range of feeling and pOV~ler of imagmanon it seemed to him that she
was far from equalling her SIster.

Once when all day long he had sat warchrng the snow whrrhng through
the dark sky, at dusk the clouds suddenly cleared, and raismg the blinds
he looked out on such moonlight as only the glicrering nights of late
winter can show. Far off the famt chimmg of the temple-bell whispered
that another day had passed ..

· Beyond the reach of gathering darkness, with the moon that drops
through the clear spaces of the western sky,? would that my soul might
walk!' Such was hIS poem.

The wind was very strong. He went to let down the shutters, and
Iooking out saw hilltop after hillrop white with snow and glirrering
In the moonlight; while on the moat there was bare ice that shone like
a polished mirror. Lovely as the sights of winter might be in the Capital,
what was there ever to compare with this? If only there were someone
here at the window with him who felt about such things as he did!
He thought of those magical Snow Mountains famous in story: 'Because
without you I am lonely, would that like a track in the snow of desolate
mountains my life might magically cease!' Once, he remembered, on
those far-off mountains a boy J had yielded up his hfe to the hungry

x Reference to Amida's Paradise, where he imagines Agemaki's soul to be. Pun on
sumu 'to dwell,' and sumu 'to be clear, cloudless.'

2 He gave his life in order to hear the second half of the Hymn of Impermanence. See
Nirrana Sutra, Southern Version, Takakusu, vat xii, P: 692.
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spinrs of the place.... But the comparIson was blasphemous; for It was
a cravIng higher than earthly love that had made this Hirnalayan boy
so ready to die.

Presently he gathered the people of the house about him, and encouraged
them to talk Among the younger maids hIS graceful bearing and debcare
sensibihry caused many an adrnirmg sigh; while the old women shook
their grey heads once mote at the thought that death had denied them the
spectacle of so lovely a match. 'If you ask me,' one of them said, dISCUSS'"

lug the cause of Agemakr's Illness, 'I believe It was drsappomrmenr
about Prmce NIOU and nothing else that did it. She made up her mind
not to let her sister see what she "vas suffering, and It was all that trouble,
shut up In her own heart, that did the mischief She was not one to show
her feelings, but underneath, from the rime Prince NIOU began to cool
off, she felt she had betrayed her dear father's trust, and as the days
went by and still NIOU did not come, she worried over .her sister day and
nighr, ate nothing at all, and finally, poor soul, fretted herself Into the
grave.'

The old woman quoted things that Agemaki had said to her during
the Illness, and soon everyone was in tears.

And all this, despite hIS excellent intentions, was Kaoru's doing. A
thousand times he cursed the facile self-deception that had persuaded
him NIOU could be trusted. In violent discontent WIth himself and the
world in general he began to tell his beads, and spent the whole night
in fervent prayer. Suddenly, Just before dawn, voices came tloanng to
him through the dark, snowy air, then a noise of horses. Was it concerv
able that anyone could have come at this hour and on such a night>
But he had not dreamt it, the priests too had woken WIth a start. A
moment later a figure heavily muffled and disgursed hurried drippmg
into the house. At the first rap 011 the door Kaoru had recognized NIOU'S

knock, and hidden himself away.
NI0U knew that the Forty-nine Days were not over. He should have

kept: awJ.y. But a chance of escape had presented itself; his anxiety was
becoming unendurable, and here he was, after spending the whole night
losing his \vay in tile trackless snow. Surely this was enough to wipe
out the memory of all his delinquencies! To his surprise however he
received a message that Kozeri was unable to see him, The truth was
that his arrival was painful to her in several unexpected ways, It made
Agcrnakr's tragic attirude towards the whole matter seem forced and
superfluous in a way that, at the moment, was more than Kozeri could bear.
Then again, the feeling that a visit of this kind a few weeks ago would
certainly have saved Agemaki's l1fe made his present belated arrival
definitely painful to her. But when everyone in the house had one after
another taken up Niou's eause, she at last relented so far as to speak to
him from behrnd a screen. He began to pour out the whole tale of his
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repeated efforts to escape from the City, and their continual frustration.
She seemed to be very little interested, and replied to hIS questIons in so
weak and listless a VOIce that he became seriouslv alarmed. Was she too
about to fade a\vay like that unfortunate srsrer? So great was his anxiety
that he determined to throw prudence to the winds and spend the rest of
the day at UJi. Again and agam he begged her to dispense with the
screen; but she replied that at present she did not feel rhat she had self
possessIon enough to do so.

Kaoru heard of these difficulries and hoped to improve the situation
by remonstrating with Kozeri. · He must, I know,' he said to her In a
note, 'seem to you to have behaved very neglectfully and I can quite under
stand your feeltng that he stands 111 need of a rebuke. But I must remmd
you that he IS not used to so severe a disciphne and may take it to heart
more than you desire or suppose.' The well-meant advice only streriarh
ened her determination to do as she felt inclmed. •This 18 terrible!' NI0U

bewailed. 'I might as well be a complete stranger. You seem ro have
entirely forgotten all that has passed between us.'

As night came OD, the wind grevv very nOISy. No one who was not used
to the place (Kozen knew) would have a chance of getting to sleep,
In NI0U'S case the obvious remedy was for him to go back to the Capital
But as he showed no sIgns of doing so, she sent for him and let him agaIn
talk to her through the screen. He vowed by every god and shnne that
come what nught he would never desert her; but these passionate protes
tations came SO glibly from hIS tongue char he must, she felt, have had
considerable practice at them. But It W:lS one thing to disapprove of him
when he was not there and quite another to resist, at such close quarters
as this, his singularly endearing and engagIng ways.

., Of what has gone before, short were my memory indeed If in the
things to come I dared to put my trust.' She murmured the random
verse half audibly. It wounded him, he felt even further away from her
than he had been during all those weeks 10 the CIty.

'SInce yesterday IS past, and promises you deem too short to trust, this
day alone for tenderness is left. t

'LIfe IS not long enough for us to enjoy each other's good points,' he
said, 'let alone to reprove each other's shortcomings.' 'I am feeling so
tired,' she said, and disappeared Into the Inner room. Apart from all
else, his vanIty was wounded. He was not used to being seen left out In

the cold .. It was not her refusing that he minded, but the way she did it.
She was of course still in mournrng, and he ought not to have come-so
soon. But there "vas no need to treat him as though their relationship
had never existed at all. He wept tears of anger and morrificatron; yet
this very indignation served only to make him realize what she herself
must have suffered during the long days of his absence, and soon they
were tears not of anger but of tenderness.
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On going later on to Kaoru's quarters he could not help being touched
and at the same nme amused by the air of complete proprietorship with
which he ordered everyone about and had hIS meals served by a whole
bevy of gentlewomen. Niou was however shocked to observe how hag
gard and pale Kaoru was looking. It was evident that he was very much
upset by hIS loss. They had a long and serious conversation For a mo
ment Kaoru thought of revealrng the fact that his relations wirh Agemaki
had never been such as NIOU evidently supposed. But what object could
there be in gratuitously exposIng his own inadequacy? It was true, as
Niou had noticed when they first met, that the events of the last days had
left their mark on Kaoru, not however 10 any unbecoming way. Indeed
he felt a Iittle nervous of leaving Kozen so long In Kaoru's hands, for he
could not see how any young girl could fail to find him extremely attrac
tive, and once more he began to devise plans for bnnging her to the
Capital in some way that would not cause too disagreeable a conflict.
But Kozeri herself would be extremely annoyed If she found that he had
broached the matter to hIS mother the Empress Just now, when there was
a rift between them.

Before returning perplexed to the Capital he tried by every conceivable
plea and endearment to get a fevv affectionate words from her. But It was
no use; she seemed determined to let Niou know {or once in his life what
It felt like to be harshly treated.

The year closed with blizzards that even down on the plains below
were the worst that anyone could remember, and at DJ! the dnfts were so
deep that it was impossible to move. Kaoru spent the days in a kind of
stupor, his only occupation being the arrangement of the Masses that were
to be said for Agemaki's soul. Niou too sent lavish provision for the re
citing of Scriptures. From every side however Kaoru was receiving ap
peals not to shut himself up at UJi any longer. Surely, his friends wrote,
he would come back for the celebration of the New Year? He saw that
they were right; but he could hardly have been more loath to go, not
only on his own account but on that of bis friends here, who he now
realized had grown used to having him about the house and would, now
that all their visitors both lay and clergy were deserting them, begin to
feel their mistress's death more acutely than during the stir and bustle
of those first days. They had indeed got to know him far better during
this sad time than during all the years of hIS hurried comings and goings,
they had learnt to appreciate his extraordinary kmdness and considera
tion for the feelings of others even in matters of the most trivial kind,
and they were exceedingly depressed at the prospect of losing him.

Niou wrote that, unable to face the prospect of being again cut off for
an indefinite time from all chance of getting to UJ!, he had managed to
arrange for Kozeri to live' somewhere much closer.' What had actually
happened was this: the Empress had heard of Kaoru's devotion to A..gc:-
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maki and hIS great unhappiness at her death. This seemed somehow to
have suggested to her that, since everyone said the two sisters were so
much alike, Niou's feelmg for Kozeri might be of much the same kind.
In any case she suddenly relented, took a great Interest In the affair and
prrvately suggested to him that Kozeri should have rooms in the western
wing of the Nijo-in, where he could VIsit her from time to time Though
Her Majesty did not actually say so, it was clear that she intended Kozen
to act as lady-in-waiting to Niou's sister, the First Princess. He regarded
such an arrangement as very unsuitable, but was pleased all the same,
for anything was better than having her buried away at UJi.

Kaoru, when he heard of the plan, could not help betraying a certain
disappointment. The rebuilding of his palace in the 'Ihird Ward was
almost finished. To see the rooms he had intended for Agemaki wholly
untenanted would be melancholy indeed, and for a time he had derived a
certain consolation from the thought that they might at least be useful
to Kozeri. But NI0U was quite wrong m assumIng, as he seemed to do,
that there was any particular understanding between them, Kaoru had
long ago been entrusted with the direcnon of her practical affairs, and
at present it did not seem as though anyone else intended to rake over the
serious side of his responsibihry,



CHAPTER VII

Fern-Shoots

SPRING shines on ruined walls 'To Up, as to the rest of the world,
the sun came back, the rughtmgale sang again. But Kozeri sat
dreammg The beauty of the changing seasons seemed wasted now.

All their lrves she and Agemaki had shared these things - the flowers,
the trees, the music of the birds One would begin a poem, the other
would end It, and as the year went on there were so many thoughts and
fancies to be exnressed that there was no rime ro remember the miseries
and vexations of their derelict existence. But now she had no one with
whom to share either her amusements or her sorrows, and this second
loss, far more than her father's death, which Agemaki had helped her to
bear, for the rime utterly crushed Kozerr's spirit. A letter came from the
Teacher. ,. How does the New Year find you?' he wrore, 'I pr3.Y constantly
for your welfare, and at rhis glad season have redoubled my prayers'
He also sent a very pretty basket full of fern-shoots, and mullein, saYing
that a boy had brought them to him as an offering 4 SInce, Lady, for you
too I were meant my oft-repeated offerings spring by spring, shall they
forget their custom now the fields are green - these first shoots of the
vear?' The poem and letter were marked · to be read aloud to Her Hlgh
ness,' which was no wonder, for the wrirmg was extremely bad, the
poem m particular being wrrtten in clumsy sprawling letters which he
had made no attelnpr: to JOln. 2 But she felt sure that the composrnon
of the poem, SImple though it "vas, must have cost the old prrest a great
deal of tirne and effort, and it was certain at any rate that the sennrnent
it expressed was entirely sincere, and not simply' used as an excuse for the
introduction of pretty conceits and phrases, as too often seemed to be the
case with more expert and elaborate epistles.!

,Since with the dead I cannot share them, 10 the trough of remembrance
shall they be left - these yo ung shoots of the h111 "

She was deeply 'touched by the letter, read it again and again with
tears In her eyes, and gave the messenger a reward.

Kozen had always been much less slim and fragile-looking than her
sister. But since her recent troubles she had gro\-vn much thinner m the
face, which nor only gave her a more distinguished apr'earance~ but in
creased her resemblance to Agemaki, To their women Indeed, who
constantly saw them SIde by side, they had never seemed alike at all

1 A.~ well as Prince Hachi.
2 He was more used to writing Chinese characters, in the square detached form u-ed

In Buddhist texts.
J In particular, those of Niou,
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But often now they would for an instant forget all that had happened
and take Kozeri for her sister. They wondered whether Kaoru had been
~ truck by this increasing resemblance. It did indeed seem a thousand
pines that Kozeri was otherwise disposed of; for they could see how
strongly Kaoru felt about anything that in the least renunded him of
Agemaki, and they were certain th at but for Kozen t s unfortunate entangle
menr with Niou he would now mevitably be turnIng to her, the very
Image and counterpart ot Agemaki, for companionship and consolation

Several of Kaoru's retainers were cournng girls at Up, and thus through
her maids Kozerr heard almost daily accounts of him, It seemed that he
was finCllng, great- difficulty 10 settling down to his occupations in the
Capital, and had after all taken very lrtrle part m the New Year fesrivrries
which were the chief reason for his return It touched Kozeri to find how
Jeep had been his affection for her sister, and her feeling of antipathy
towards him began to disappear.

NIOU meanwhrle was chafing more than ever at the restraints that his
POSItiOn Involved, and was determined to lose no time in gettmg Kozeri
to the Capital. After the busy period of the Palace Banquet and other
New Year cclebratrons was over, he was visited one sril] and Iovely
evenmg by Kaoru, who was longmg to talk about Agemaki to someone
who had known her.

NI0U was Sitting near the WIndow, enjovrng the fragrance of the plum
blossom - his favourite flower - and playing the thirteen-srrmged
zithem. Kaoru as he passed plucked a spray from the lower boughs of
the tree, and came towards NI0U holdmg it out In his hand. The scent
was indeed astonishing.

· Small show they make, like the heart of him that plucked them,
rhese close-folded buds, yet inward hide a fragrance unforseen.' Such
was Nl0U'g poem; and Kaoru's: 'Wanly m the garden must we walk if
they who watch would read so deep a moral into the plucking of a scented
~pray I' It was a very successful meering. Niou was naturally very anXIOUS
to hear recent news of DJ1, and to Kaoru it was a great relief to tell the
whole story of Agemaki's illness and death, and hIS own unhappiness
ever SInce. But It must not be supposed that Kaoru's tale was one of Ul1

hroken gloom. There were always things that, even under the blackest
CIrcumstances, struck his imaginarion and amused him. Indeed) during
this long conversation they laughed quite as much as they wept. It. was
in fact one of the advantages of Niou as a companion that his extreme
rmpressionabrliry was not by any means confined to his own experiences.
Never could there have existed in the world anyone whose tears flowed
more readily at the misfortunes of others. Moreover there was, when
they first began to talk, even in the misty sky above them, a strange look
of softness and gentleness that made the winter seem far away indeed.
Suddenly however an icy Wind sprang up, the lamp blew out, and they
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were left in cold and darkness. But barely conscious of what was going
on about them they talked far into the rughr, and at the end of it all snll
had the feeling that they had said but half of what they wanted to.

'You surely don't mean to say norhing more ever happened?' Niou
asked in astonishment after Iistening to a long descrrpnon of Kaoru's
dealings with Agemaki. Either Kaoru (he thought) must be the oddest
person in the world or else the account, Judgtng from all his own experr
ences of women, must certainly be very incomplete. But NIOU was always
smgularly quick to understand other people's emonons even when they
were of a kind he would himself have been the last to feel, and by a word
of commrseranon here or encouragement there he could often succeed 10

clearing away the darkest clouds of depression. Here was an excellent
opportunity to employ this talent, and he did mdeed use it to such good
effect that Kaoru found himself gradually led on to talk about things of
a sort he had never imagined he could bring himself to speak of to anyone.

Niou, in turn, spoke of his plans for bringing Kozeri to the city. 'I am
very thankful you are going to;' said Kaoru, 'I was begrnrnng to be
afraid that in introducing you to her I had made a terrible mistake. Not
that I have any such interest In her as you seem constantly to assume
But she is the only person in the world who in the least reminds me of
Agemaki, and it IS only natural that I should Iike to keep in touch with
her and help her In any way I can .. ' He went on to tell NI0U how Age
maki had wanted him to marry her sister, he did not however say any
thing about the night when she had fled from the room Ieaving him and
Kozeri •in the forest of Iwase' I together.

But inwardly he was beginning to feel that, like though she was to
Agemaki, he was not gOIngto get much comfort out of the fact with thmgs
on their present footing. He ought really to be in NIOU'S place. But It
was too late to go back on that now. Things must of course remain as
they were, the slightest suspicion of anythmg else would g1ve rise to a
most awkward and unpleasant situation, and was surely the one thmg to
be avoided. He would indeed have been glad If there had been someone
to whom he could hand over the business of helping her to arrange her
move to the city, But unfortunately no such person existed, and he
applied himself to the task with the best grace he could. At DJ1 the
younger maids and serving-girls who had been chosen to follow Kozeri
to the Capital were naturally countIng the days In a state of WIld excite
ment, But Kozeri herself felt no such elation. She had known no other
home, and the thought of leaving the place - dear to her despite all its
disadvantages - to fall into neglect and decay, filled her with unspeak
able sadness. But if she felt that she could well enough have put up WIth
the loneliness and monotony of her present existence for a long time to
come, N10U viewed the matter in another Iighr. r I could not be fooder

I The allusion has not been explained.
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of you than I am, l' he wrote, 'but I am afraid that even my affection is
likely in the end to be damped by the difficulty of getting to you in your
present preposterous place of residence. You have never made the Journey,
and do not realize what a business It is .. '

No doubt, she admitted, it was a great nuisance for him to come so far;
but on the other hand the last thing that she felt inclined for was to leave
this place that she loved and knew.

The move was arranged for the beginnmg of the second month, and as
the time drew near Kozeri wandered from tree to tree, Iingermg anxiously
over the buds that this year she mighr never see unfold. To leave these
hills Just when the mists were beginning to rise, to go among strange
people, into a world she had never known - filled her with dread. The
Court WIth its censuring eyes and thousand unfamiliar usages could never
become her home. She spoke of her fear to no one, but thought now of
nothing else all day. The end of her three months' mourning was also at
hand. There seemed something callous In this perfunctory Iustrarion that
was supposed to mark the limit of her grief. As she had never known
her mother and Agemaki had played almost a mother's part it seemed to
Kozeri as if she owed something more than the scanty period of mourning
that convention assigned. But this seemed to be regarded as out of the
quesnon, and henceforth she must mourn in secret..

Kaoru supplied Doctors of Ceremony to superintend the Iustration,
as well as coaches and outriders for the move.

,Scarce winter's garb is cut, when shimmering mist athwart the hills
proclaims it time to wear the flowery robe of spring.'

Such was his poem, and it was indeed a delightful choice of coloured
dresses that he sent. Nor did his forethought end here. It would be neces
sary for her to give SUitable presents to the gentlemen who formed her
escort on the Journey, and although for this purpose he provided nothing
showy or of great value, he thought out carefully what would be suitable
to every person concerned, and made quite certain that her store would
not run short.

Could anyone in the world ever have shown such unfailing thoughtful
ness on all possible occasions? ' Your own brother could not do more
for you, t someone said.

It was indeed the practical and solid aspect of his devotion that most
impressed the more staid and elderly among the gentlewomen. But the
younger ones were agreed that there were other things besides Kaoru's
actual assistance that Kozeri would badly miss. 'She has been used to
seeing him here so frequently; they said. 'Of course everything is bound
to be quite different now, and she's sure to feel it at first; he has alwa.ys
been so good to her. l'

Kaoru himself arrived at Uji early on the da.y before the move, and
was at once shown to his old quarters, He was convinced that ifAgemaki
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had lived she would by now have grown used to the idea of hIS approach
tug her as a lover. It was strange to think that long before Niou figured
in the business at all he had himself planned for Agemaki just such a
move as they were preparIng for today. He kept on calling to mind wirh
a strange vividness things that Agemaki had done or said in this house
that he was perhaps vismng for the last time. It did not seem to him now
that she had really ever behaved as though she actually dislrked him.
More than anyrhing else it was hIS own diffidence - hIS Inability in
such matters ever to press home an advantage - that had kept them
apart. He remembered the hole In the door. There it still was. He put
his eye to It; but something solid had been placed In the way, and he
could see nothing at all.. He could however hear a great deal of weepIng
going on inside. The preparations for the move kept on recallrng to
Agemaki's maids memory after memory of their dead mistress; while
Kozeri herself lay so stupefied by continual weeping that she could give
no attention to the arrangements for tomorrow's move. Presently came a
note from Kaoru saying that he had often been rather worried about her
dunng his long absence from UJi and should be very glad of a qUIet con
versation. · If possible,' he wrote, · I should much prefer to see you today
In a friendly, Informal way. You can Imagine how strange it feels to
come back here under these circumsrances.' She had no desire to be
'unfriendly'; but really this was a very unfortunate moment for him to
have chosen. Everything was 10 confusion, and she hardly knew what
she was doing or saying. She felt quite Incapable of replying to his ques
nons in a reasonable and connected way; but her maids one after another
pleaded with her not to be unkind to him, and in the end she let him come
and talk to her through the half-opened door. She was astonished by
his beauty. Had she forgotten how handsome he was, or could he really
have changed in so few weeks' space? Of course hIS taste in dress was
wonderful, and that helped. In any case she was amazed. And Kaoru
on his side was drawn towards her by the fact that she immediately
began to talk about Agemaki. 'We must not talk about sad things to
day,' he said presently - · I shall be moving back Into my own palace in
a few days. It is qUIte close to the Nijo-in where you will be, and when
one is as near as that it is always possible to find a stray moment
· neighbours call at odd hours, f you know the proverb. But though as
far as I am concerned I should always be glad to go on helping and advising
vou just as I have done in the past, I don't know whether you would
want me to. People feel very differently about such things, and it is not
a question about which I myself hold very decided views.' 'I am far
too much upset about leaving my real home,' she said distractedly, her
voice often fading away in the middle of a word, · to be able to think
about the advantages of our living in the same part of the Capital." There
was a note of weariness in her voice that reminded him instantly of
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Agemaki; but so far from allowing himself for this reason to slip mto a
tone of greater intimacy, he kept up an attitude so courtly and correct as
to contrast strangely even wirh his behaviour on that night of wasted
opportunitres.x

Close by her window stood a red plum-tree, singularly lovely both in
colour and scent. Even the nightingales seemed to be irresistibly drawn
towards it, and If for a moment they perched elsewhere would always
come back again to sing. For such a conversation as theirs, strrcken as
they both were with the consciousness that 'spring was not the spring
of old,"> it was as moving a place and hour as they could well have
chosen. How many times had she sat with Agemaki looking at this
tree! How often had its beauty driven from both their hearts all thought
of their own weariness or misery: "Far hence the soul of her that gazed
the winds of fate have carried, but still there lingers as of old the fragrance
of the mountain tree. ~ Such was the poem that she murmured faintly to
herself in broken cadences. Kaoru repeated the words tenderly. 'Touched
by a vanished sleeve, with such familiar scent the tree is charged that
scarce can I believe the garden which awaits it is not mine.'

Such was his poem. He managed hasrrly to brush aV\lTay the tears that
he felt coming, but could not trust himself to speak further. 'You must
often let me come and talk with you hke this,' he said presently, and
after settling some points connected with tomorrow's Journey, left the
room. There were still various arrangements to make about the move,
and the upkeep of the estate after Kozeri's departure. The house Itself
was to be left in charge of the bearded watchman, but the grounds were
to be looked after by the people on his own property which lay near at
hand. He went into all the pracncal derails with the utmost care, and
then sent for Ben no Kimi. He was deeply affected to learn that she had
taken her Vows. It had been suggested that she should accompany
Kozeri to the city. But she dreaded meeting fresh people who had nor
known her in her less decrepit days and would make her feel more than
ever that she had outlived her time. & If death does not choose to take
me,' she said, '1 can't help lingering; but there is no reason why anyone
should know I am still in the world.' She made difficulties at first about
meeting him; but he insisted on her coming and for a long while she
sat telling him stories of the old days.

&0£ course I shall have to come here occasionally to see that everything
is in order" Kaoru said presently, & and rt would be very melancholy to
find no one at all living here; so that I am particularly glad you have
made this decision .. ~

'It sometimes seems,' she said, •as though the more one longs to escape
the tighter life clings. 1 felt when my mistress left me as though she

1 When he found himself with Kozeri instead of Agemaki.
2 From the Tales ofIse.
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had done so on purpose to take away my last excuse, and lingerIng day
after day I began not only to hate myself, as we all of us have the right to
but also the world and everyrhing In it, so that from mornIng to nigh~
I do nothing but grumble and complain, which is I know a grievous sin.'

She was very difficult to deal with; but in the end he managed to coax
her into a rather less lugubnous frame of mmd. Despite her great age she
had still kept a fine head of hair, and the loss of it changed her appearance
and expression In a way that was at first rather startling. But Kaoru came
to the conclusion that she really looked younger and more distingUished
In her present guise. He wondered whether it might not perhaps have
been worth while to make Agemaki take this step. It did sometimes
seem to give people a new lease of Iife. She would certainly have grown
to have i deep understanding of her religion, and he would have loved
to talk about such things with her. He envied Ben no Kimi. She alone
had succeeded in doing what he and so many others still only talked
about. He pushed the screen behind which she was sitting slightly to
one side and talked earnestly to her for a long time. Her powers of mind
were by no means decayed, and she expressed herself in a way that clearly
showed she had once been something better than her present appearance
would suggest.

•Better were it for the aged could they be drowned in the rrver of their
own quick tears, rather than that their dear ones should go before them
to the grave.' Such was her poem. ·To drown oneself,' Kaoru protested,
•is a worse sin than grumblmg l If you talk in that way you Will never
get to the Far Shore, but on the contrary sink to the lowest depths of
Damnation. What one should try to do IS to look upon the world as real
only from our own particular point of view, and therefore incapable of
producing in us affections that have any finality.'

He had stayed talking so long that It was now getting very late; but
though he had no desire to return he felt that it would make a bad im
pression on Niou if he spent the night, and he set out in darkness for
the city.

Ben repeated to Kozeri the whole of her conversation with Kaoru and
had of course to be caressed and comforted all over again. It Irritated
the old woman particularly to see Kozeri's gentlewomen, many of whom
were not much younger than herself, plying their needles on what she
considered the most inappropriate finery, and evidently counting the
minutes till they should make their entry at Court - an event that It
seemed inconceivable they should look forward to without some mis
givings.

'I am not made for that sort of life,' Kozeri consoled her. •You will
in all probability see me back again before long. But I wish you were
coming with me, for as you know I shall find it hard to get on without
you even for the short time that I am likely to be at Court. However,
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happily you have not joined an Order that insists on strict seclusion, and
there is no reason why, even as you are, you should not occasionally
come and see me in the city, Just as you would If you were an ordinary
person.' She then went with Ben through Agemaki's things, setting
many of them aside to be left In Ben's care. C I know,' Kozeri said, 'that
you felt her death more than any of the others did. No doubt you were
brought together in some previous incarnation. It draws my heart toward
you when I think of it.... ' At which the old woman once again broke into
a wailing as dismal as that of a new-born child.

The early part of the next day was spent In a tremendous clearing out
and tidying. Presently the carriages arrived. The escort was of an impos
ing kind, consisting entirely of high Court officials, mostly of the Fourth
and FIfth Ranks. Niou was extremely anxious to come 10 person, but it
was thought that this would be making more of the affair than was at
the moment advisable, and he was obliged to remain hanging about at
Court, concealing his agitation as best he could. A large number of
Kaoru's retainers also JOIned the escort, and it was he indeed who made
all the derailed plans for the removal and journey, providing wirh extra
ordinary foresight and care for every possible contingency, while NI0U

gave only the vaguest and most general directions.
'The sun will soon be down,' people were calling inside the house and

out. To what fate would this Journey lead her, Kozeri asked herself with
darkest forebodings as she set foot in her carriage. 'Well, I'm glad that
I for one didn't cast myself into this river or any other!' exclaimed one
of the gentlewomen who came with her, in mocking reference to Ben
no Kimi's tearful poem. Her satisfaction at getting clear of VjI and all its
memories plainly jarred on Kozeri's distracted nerves. 'Well, surely,'
said another, 'we may all be glad of what's happening today without
forgetting what is done with and gone.' They were both women who
had been in the house a long time and had been devoted to Agemaki.
But they were now so full of this new adventure that they seemed posi
tively anxious not to spoil the pleasant anticipations of the moment by
allowing her name to be mentioned. C How little people really care!'
Kozeri thought, and took no part in the ensuing conversation.

The distance was far greater than she had imagined, and as they toiled
along the steep and dangerous mountain paths she began to feel that
Niou, so far from making (as she had often thought) an unnecessary fuss
about the journey, had shown extraordinary devotion in coming at all.
The autumn moon shone from a sky that was cloudless but veiled with
a faint mist. But Kozeri, utterly unused to the fatigues of travel, was
already too worn out to enjoy the beauty of the scenes through which
they were passing.

j Because I dread the world and its ways, would that I too, like the
moon that from the hillside rose, to the hills might turn again!'
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Such was the poem that she murmured. It seemed to her now that all
the miseries and discomforts of the last few years had teen as nothmg COD1

pared with the torturing hazards and uncertainties of the unknown life
upon which she was embarking. It was already well mto the nrght when
they arrrved, The oxen were unyoked and the carrIages drawn In rase
buildmg after building of a splendour such as she had never pictured In

any dream In a moment Niou, who had been waitmg in a fever of im
patience, was at her carriage-side, he took her hand and led her In.

The apartments designed for her own use could not have been more
magnificent, and even those Intended for her varIOUS gentlewomen haJ
been arranged with the utmost taste and care. Indeed the reception was
In every way perfect, and from the first moment left no doubt in the minds
of those about her that all apprehensions could be set aside; it was to the
supreme place in this household and to nothing less that their fortunate
mistress had been assigned - an assumptron that was at once confirmed
by the deferential attitude of everyone both here and In the world at large.

Kaoru was now hoping to get into his palace in the Third Ward on
about the twentieth of the month. He went there every day to see how
work was gettmg on, and as It was almost next door to the Nijo-m I he
stayed there trll late in the night 10 order to get early news of Kozerr's
safe arrival.

The retainers whom he had lent as part of the escort found him waitmg
amid the Iitter of hIS unfinished house and at once told him about Koze
ri's move and extremely gratifying reception. Kaoru would certainly have
been upset had he been told that she had been badly recerved. And yet,
he found himself much less pleased than he would have expected to hear
about her welcome. No one could have been more conscious than he was
of the absurdity involved in feeling, under the circumstances, anything
akin to Jealousy - no, it was not that, but one thing at any rate was
certain: could it have been granted to him to live this part of his life over
agaIn, he would have handled matters very differently!

Unfortunately it was In this same month that Yugiri had fully Intended
to send his daughter Roku no Kimi to the New Palace, and the arrival
of Kozeri at the Nijo-in, happening just at this moment, was bound to
be looked upon by him as an attempt to forestall this plan. The last
rhrng NI0U desired was to incur this powerful personage's hosttlrty,
and he was careful not to suspend his usual correspondence with Roku
no Kirni. Her Iniriarion " was an event that had been so much talked
about beforehand and was awaited at Court with such interest that
though under the circumstances Yugiri would rather have delayed it,
he felt that to do so would seem too much like an admission of defeat,
and she was duly robed on the twenty-first, the date originally fixed.
For a time Yugirr's thoughts began to turn towards an alternative plan

I Genji's old palace, where NIOU had installed Kozeri, 2 Into womanhood..
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~~H)rU was of course only a commoner, and a match with him had none
of the attractions of marriage Into the Imperial clan; moreover he was
so near a relation that as a son-in-law he would bring no fresh element
Into the familv But In every other way he was a desirable match, and
If It was true that, as some people saId," he had recently suffered a secret
bereavement, he was probably rather at a loose end, and would be glad
of something that would distract hIS attention. He got someone to
sound him on this subject, but Kaoru seemed hurt at the suggesrron
· It IS true,' he said, 'that I have recently suffered a severe loss. But I
do not know why people should take for granted that an experIence of
thrs kind WIll Incline one towards marriage. Personally, I feel far more
like turning my back on the world altogether.'

'These young men,' said Yugiri, when Kaoru's attitude was reported
to him, ., might at least be civil No one, I think, can say that I am the
sort of person to pester anyone with a proposal, if I see It IS not welcome.'
But there was something in Kaoru's character that mtmudated Yugm
and prevented him from using hIS family authorrty In the way that their
close relationship made natural. The matter was never referred to aga1n.

The trees were now in full bloom and Kaoru, looking across towards
the gardens of the Nijo-in, thought at once of the 'deserted house' 1

and Its exquisite cherry-blossom, the petals of which must now be 'flutter
lng unmourned.' Longing to talk of UJi he went to look for NIOU, who
In these days was almost mvariably to be found in the Nijo-in, a. fact
which could only be regarded as extremely satisfactory. And yet some
where at the back of hIS mind lurked a secret desire - as surprising to
Kaoru himself as it could have been to anyone - that rhings should not
go quite so idyllically.. But It was of no Importance, he decided - this
strange side-current of feelmg. What else could he really desire? What
else could bring him any sansfacnon or peace of mind save that N10U

should be as devoted to Kozeri as possrbler
They talked together for a long time about one thing and another till

towards evening Niou was obliged to get ready for a visit to the Em
peror's Palace. A number of retainers, who were to form his escort,
began to assemble, and Kaoru slipping away from this crowd went off to
Kozeri's rooms. How different a life it was already that went on behind
rhose screens! He could see the forms of gaily dressed page-girls moving
to and fro. No sooner had he given in his note than a cushion was handed
out for him to sit on - an attention that he owed no doubt to one of
(he maids who had known him in Uji days.

'I am of course so near,' he said, 4 that it is no trouble to me to come
round, and I would gladly spend much more time with you, did I nor

! 'The cherry-blossom of the deserted house far off among the reeds- in the light wind
it flutters to the earth unmourned ' Ekei Hoshi, end of loth century. Kaoru refers, of
course, to the house at Uji.
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feel that perhaps, as things are, NI0U dislikes my coming here, except to
discuss some particular arrangement. I realize that henceforward things
are bound to be qU1te different, I have come now because your cherry
blossom (that I can see all shimmering in the mist, from my own garden)
reminded me so much of DJ1. But I am afraid that is a very msufficienr
reason ... '

She was very sorry for him. It was clear that he needed a companion.
If only he had been able to marry Agemaki l And Kozeri began picturing
to herself how delightful it would have been If they had come to the
City together, and her sister were now in the Third Ward. They would
run in and out of each other's palaces all the year round, enjoying together
the coming of each new songster or flower .... For the moment she felt
lonelier m the midst of her new gaieries and splendours than she had
ever felt in the desolation of her mountain village.

'0 Madam,' her maids were clamouring round her, 'now is the time
to show him how grateful you are for all he has done for us. You must
not treat him Iike an ordinary visitor.' She was Just debating in her
mind whether she should come and meet him face to face when NI0U
arrived to say good-bye to her before gOIng to Court. She loved to see
him all dressed up Iike this, on grand occasions. 'Don't be too hard on
him,' NI0U whispered, seeing Kaoru seated outside the curtains. 'Of
course I have always been rather uncomfortable about hIS doing so much
for you; indeed it has probably been very foohsh of me to allow It. But as
things are, you owe him a great debt of gratitude, and you must not let
him feel that you are unaware of It. There is no harm in your receiving
him in a less formal way, just to talk about old times and so on. All the
same,' he added a moment later, 'I think you ought to be rather careful.
I am really not at all certain what hIS feelings towards you are. I some
times have the feeling that underneath ... f

Well, what line dzd he want her to take? These contradictory admoni
tions made it very hard to know. As far as she herself was concerned she
was glad to be given the chance to show Kaoru her gratitude for all he
had done. In particular she wanted him to feel that she was touched by
his desire to play in her life to some extent the same part that Agemaki
had played. But if there was any truth 111 Niou's suspicions, such a rela
tionship was going to be far from easy to maintain ..



CHAPTER VIII

The Mistletoe

BESIDES the Empress, the present Emperor had another Consort,
the daughter of a former MInister of the Left, who had come
to him In very early days, a considerable time before he ascended

the Throne. He was extremely attached to her and it seemed at first
certain that he would reserve for her the supreme position. But later
came his marriage to the Akashi Princess, who was soon proclaimed
Empress, and as time went on less and less was heard of this earlier
Consort who to her additional disadvantage had only one child, whereas
the Empress's numerous sons and daughters were now beginning to exer
cise a predominanr influence at Court.

This one child was a daughter, known as the Second Princess, and the
mother's one desire was to secure for this girl a future exempt from the
humiliations and discomfitures of her own career. The Second Princess
was exceedingly pretty and a great favourite WIth her father the Emperor)
and If she had not in the world at large anything Iike the celebrity of the
FIrst Princess, I her position in the Palace was exactly the same as that
of the Empress's children. Nor was she on the material side at all at a
disadvantage, for her grandfather, who had been very well off, left his
affairs in good order; it was possible to secure for her waiting-women of
distinguished family and appearance, and she was dressed on every
occasion in excellent taste and in the height of fashion.

Her Initiation was to take place when she was fourteen, and from the
beginning of the year the Emperor devoted himself almost exclusively
to the preparations for this event, determined that it should eclipse
every ceremony of the kind that the Court had hitherto known. The
Palace treasuries were ransacked for heirlooms that he would not on
any other consideration have dreamt of touching, and everyone was work
ing frantically to make the thing a success when the Princess's mother,
who had picked up a demoniacal possession of some kind during the hot
weather, suddenly died. The Emperor was heartbroken. She was a
woman of singularly lovable and engaging disposition. Those whom
she met as equals were agreed that no other loss could have cast such a
gloom over the Court, and there was not a serving-girl at the Palace who
did not feel she had lost a true friend.

For the Princess, who was after all still a mere child, this sudden be
reavement was a terrible experience. The Emperor was extremely sorry
for the young thing and as soon as the Forty-nine Days 2 were over he

I Ni~u's whole..sister.
I During which the soul is in the Intermediate State between one incarnation and

the next.
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had her brought secretly back to the Palace, where he visited her every
day. He thought she looked very distinguished In black and found her
mmd already singularly well formed. It even seemed to him that though
less Irvely than her mother she perhaps had a better Judgment, and It
was obvious that as far as her personal qualrnes went she would make a
most desirable match. What she lacked was family support on her mother's
side. There were two uncles; but they were only half-brothers to the late
Consort, and unfortunately neither their rank nor general Influence and
standing were sufficienr to be much help to a young girl Just embarking
on what was, without substantial backing of this sort, always apt (as
the Emperor well knew) to be so painful and difficult a course. He saw
that despite her superficial advantages It was not going to be easy to do
so well for her as he would have liked, and he worried about it a good
deal.

One autumn day when the chrysanthemums In front of the Palace had
wilted to the loveliest hue I and the raIny sky had a melancholy beauty
of rts own, the Emperor thought at once of the young Princess and went
to see her 10 her room. He talked for a while about her mother, and
was very favourably impressed by her answers, WhICh were sensible and
reasonable without being unfeeling Both In character and appearance
she had everything in her favour, and It was certain that as soon as she
became known at Court she would have plenty of admirers. Her position
naturally reminded him of Princess Nyosan's, whose father on the eve
of his complete retirement had handed her over to be looked after by
Genji. It was indeed possible that something of this kind would prove
the best solution in the present case. 'But such arrangements are not
always very satisfactory/ he said to her, 'and I hope we shall be able to
do better than that.' But if Nyosan, despite her retreat from worldly
life, had managed to retain a distinguished place in society and was still
unrversally regarded as a person of great importance, this was entirely
due to the devotion of Kaoru, who had always watched over her interests
and directed her affairs in a way no other son would ever have done. But
for his efforts it was certain that she would not merely have drifted into
obscurrty, but would probably have been taken advantage of and imposed
uPOP1D a very disagreeable manner.

Kaoru's record on this head alone sufficed to make him worth taking
into consideration, and on looking further into the matter the Emperor
found that there was really no one else at all who had the requisite
qualifications ..

That Kaoru's birth entitled him to marry a princess of the blood could
not be questioned. The only unfavourable CIrcumstance was that, ac
cording to some reports, his affections were already engaged. 2 But he

1 The colour to which white chrysanthemums faded was much admired.
2 An allusion to his relations "With Agemaki.
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was not the kind of person who, if he got as far as accepnng the Second
Prrncess as his legrnmate wife, would treat her with any open or scandal
ous disregard, and as- he was certain, like everyone else, to get married
In the end, It mighr be a good rhrng to sound him on the subject at once,
though the Princess's mournIng had still many months to run.

Today he was keeping her amused by playing draughts and other
such games. As evening came on the garden became more and more
lovely, sharp showers alternating with moments when the sertmg sun
flashed among the drrpping flowers. 'What courtiers are there in the
Palace?' the Emperor asked "Prmce Nakarsukasa,? Prince Kanzuke,"
and His Excellency the Middle Counsellor,' may rr please Your Majesty;
the gentleman-In-waiting replied. 'Send His Excellency to me,' the
Emperor commanded.

'It IS difficult to know how to amuse oneself on a rainy day like this"
he said when Kaoru arrived. 'Music of course would be out of place just
now What do you feel about a game of draughts? The Prmcess and I
find It a very pleasant way of passIng the nrne,.'

There was nothing unusual in hIS sending for Kaoru like this. Pre
sently however His Majesty added mystenously: 'You shall have a present
If you win, and a handsome one too - something I am not at all anxious
to part with; but you know how fond I am of you.... ' Kaorn began to
suspect what was afoot; but he made no remark and continued to wait
attentively upon his sovereign. In the match that followed Kaoru won
two games out of three. 'You wretch!' said the Emperor. •You shall
be paid presently. Meanwhile you may take one of those flowers as
a pledge.' Without answering Kaoru went straight to the garden and
brought back a handsome spray of white chrysanthemum. 'Were this a
flower that in the hedgerow of a common garden grew, then would I
gaze my fill.' The words could not have been chosen more diplomatically.

Other hints of the same kind followed from time to nme, and coming
direct from His Majesty they were certainly very gratifying. Later on
perhaps (Kaoru thought, with his usual tendency to put off all such
decisrons) he might feel more inclined to consider the question. But to
embark on such a marriage would be quite agamst the principles that
he had Iaid down for himself, and if after successfully avoiding anything
of the kind for all these years he were suddenly to Involve himself in so
great a responsibilrty he would feel, he knew, very much lrke an eccle
siastic when he dresses up as a layman and has for the time being to take
his part as an ordinary being 10 the COIDmon affairs of the world. Certainly
however he ought to feel flattered. There were any number of young men
at Court who were burning to receive from His Majesty such a hint as
tho~e that Kaoru was now getting almost every day. But as a matter of
fact if there were any question at all of his marrying one of the Emperor's

I NIOU'S brother. 2 Otherwise unknown, 3 Kaoru.
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daughters, he would far rather it had been the FIrst Princess, in whom
he had always taken a great interest. But that, no doubt, was asking
too much."

Yugiri had continued to hope that, if his plans with regard to Roku
no Klm1 2 and NiOU ultimately fell through, It might still be possible to
persuade Kaoru to reconsider his decision. It seemed to him indeed
difficult to believe that Kaoru would under the Circumstances be so dis
obliging as to persist in his refusal. He was therefore not best pleased
to hear that Kaoru had been offered the Second Princess. It looked as
though Roku no Kimi would have no choice but to make the best of
NIOU, who, though his courtship could hardly be described as enthusi
astic, still connnued to send her the most charming and arousing letters.
And even supposing his serious affections were engaged elsewhere - he
could not be blamed if it were so, for such matters do not lie within our
own control - surely it would be far better for the girl that she should
play the part even of a mere distraction in NI0U'S life rather than marry
some humdrum person who, however devoted he might be and however
much fuss he might make about her, was Simply not 10 a position to give
her such surroundings as she had been brought up among and had every
right to expect. 'This business of finding husbands for one's daughters
is really becoming very formidable. I gather that even HIS Majesty
IS not finding matters any too easy,' Yugiri said to hIS friends rather
spitefully, 'and you can imagine how difficult things are for a mere com...
moner Iike myself, especially in the case of a. girl like this who has been
talked about for some time... .' As usual he carried his grievances to the
Empress. 'I really didn't know what to say to him,' she told Niou after
wards. 'Considering how you have tried his patience during the last two
years, I can't help thinking we should be behaving very badly if we tried
to get out of it. I must say he has always been very reasonable. You
probably do not realize to what an extent the influence of people in your
position ultimately depends on a good marriage. Your father has quite
made up his mind to retire shortly, and you WIll have to look elsewhere
for support. Even commoners do not find that the plan of having one
woman in the household and one only can really be made to work satis
factorily. Look at Yugiri himself. He 18 generally supposed to be an
unusually serious-minded character, but for years past he has divided
his attentions between Kumoi and Ochiba, and so far as one can judge
the arrangement has always been very successful. And why you, who
if all goes well will shortly find yourself in a position of the greatest
eminence, should not in addition to your lawful wife have one or indeed
several consorts of your own choosing, I find it hard to see.'

1 The First Princess (Niou's sister) was the child of the Empress, not of a subordinate
consort.

• Yugiri's daughter.
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This was all perfectly reasonable, and to Roku no Kimi herself NIOU

had never had any objection. What he dreaded was under the
constant observation of Yugm , ThIS he felt sure would mean the end
of such scanty remnants of Iiberry as snll remained to him, and the pro
spect was one which he had dreaded for years. But disagreeable though
such a srtuation might be, he had sense enough to see that a complete
breach with the Grand Munster, I would entail even greater disadvantages.
Probably It would be better to see the rhmg through. Meanwhile Roku
no KImI was by no means the only recipient of his lIghter attentions.
Among others there was Kobar's daughter, with whom he strll carried
on an animared correspondence. He was sorry, Indeed, that he saw so
httle of her. WIth the New Year came the termination of the Second
Princess's mourning, and it was now time to get to business. Kaoru
was several rimes told that the Emperor was wairing for a sign on his
SIde. Completely to Ignore the srruanon would clearly be ungracious ..
He made more than one guarded allusion to the project and it was obvious
from the Emperor's replies that he was far from wrshing to discourage
the topic, Indeed from prIvate sources of information he learnt that His
Majesty had actually settled on a date for the wedding, and from his own
observations Kaoru could well believe It. But he was still completely
obsessed by the memory of Agemakl. The thought that he had allowed
this great love - the only deep and lasting passion of his hfe, of that
he felt sure - to end as it had done, barren and unconsummated, destroyed
all his happiness. He felt that could there be any question now of his
feelings ever again being stirred It would not be by some pampered crea
ture such as the Second Princess, but rather by anyone of however low
a rank in society who in mind or feature in the least resembled the lady
he had lost.

The marriage of Niou and Roku no Kimi was now announced for a
date in the mrddle of the eighth month. Kozeri heard the news with
consremacion. She was convinced that all was now lost. Soon she was
certain would come those first signs of coldness that Niou's reputation
had long ago taught her to expect. But nothing of the kind occurred.
So far from reassuring her, this merely made her dread all the more
the sudden change which at a given moment must inevitably occur. But
perhaps there would be no sudden change. Ordinary people, she knew,
were capable of simply breaking off a relationship, To Niou, she realized,
there would seem to be a certain crudity in any such downright behaviour.
That however would not alter the facts of the situation. In effect she had
lost him, and there was no further object in her remaining at Court.
But it would be an ignominious return, and the prospect of facing the
village rabble, who at the best of times were not much given to sparing
one's feelmgs, was by no means an atrracnve one..

t Yugiri,
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WIth NIOU however she cried to -behave as usual, and made no refer
ence to what she had heard" while he on hIS side, without openly alluding
to the matter, tried to show her by every possible mark of tenderness and
affection that nothing could. ever change hIS feehngs towards her.

In the fifth month she began to show s1gns of mdisposmon. It was
evidently nothing very serIOUS, but her appetIte was not so good as usual
and she tired easily. N IOU, who had very little experience of these matters,
attributed her condition to the weather, which was unusually hot At
the same time there were symptoms which rather puzzled him. When
he suggested the obvious explanation she blushed but said she had no
reason to think so, and henceforward tried to behave as though nothrng
were the matter Her women of course had formed their own conclusions,
but none of them took It upon themselves to inform Nl0U, who rernamed
uncertain.

The eighth month came, and Kozeri began to pick up details about the
,l.rrangementsfor the wedding NI0U had no desire to keep her In ignorance
of what was afoot, but the subject was a painful one to embark on, and
though the time was now so close at hand he had still never once referred
to the matter. This she attributed to a stupid secrecy, which made her very
mdignanr Surely he must realize that it was a public event, openly dis
cussed In every quarter? It was ridiculous and msulnng to imagine that
she alone ought to be kept In ignorance of it.

Since her arrival at the Nijo-in, except 011 very special occasions, even
during his periods of duty at the Palace he had always come back to her
in the evening and had entirely given up all hIS other places of night
resort. But he would soon be obliged I to absent himself occasionally
and in order to make this less of a shock he purposely remained on duty
at the Palace all night on one or two occasions Just before his marriage.
This too was of course interpreted by Kozeri as a sign that his affecrion
was already cooling.

Kaoru was very much upset by the news. A person so susceptible as
Niou, fond though he obviously was of Kozeri, would certainly be captI
vated by Yugirr's handsome and fashionable daughter, who belonged
so much more to his own world, Roku no Kimi herself he knew to be
singularly capable of looking after her own interests. She would cer
tainly see to It that no one else occupied any considerable share of NI0U'S

time and attention, and even if NIOU managed occasionally to escape from
the New Palace, it was certain that Kozeri, who for months past had
hardly been separated from him for a single hour, would be completely
heartbroken by this new situation. What struck him now as absolutely
unbelievable was that he himself should ever have been so insensate as to
arrange the affair. Viewed by rtself his conduct on that fatal night when
he had first brought Kozen and N10U together seemed sheer msamty.

I By his marriage wtth Roku no Kimi,
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He let his mind travel back over the V\' hole hisrorv of the busmess. He
had always been used to think of himself as vowed ~to an existence which
was at any rate much simpler than that of other people; there was a whole
side of hfe which did not concern him, the stream of his thoughts ran
on unruffled by any wave. But suddenly all this had been up~et by his
love for Agemakr, and the disturbmg preoccupatIons which seemed to
convulse the rest of humznrty, so far from bemg kept out of hIS hfe, m
an Instant filled the whole of it, to the exclusion of everythmg else
And yet there remained in him from the past a settled habit of restrainr
whtch made it impossible for him to lead the way - to force upon her
high-handedly a love that did not sprIng from her own heart So he had
gone on year after year, building on the future, waiting for ~lg11S of ~l

change that did not come; while she on her side, Irking him a great deal
(though In a quite different way; and lookmg about for some way of
keeping him as a fnend and at the same time making him happy, hir
upon the unfortunate suggestion that he should marry Kozen insread
At the moment this proposal of Agemaki's had stung him to the quick
In a fit of senseless petulance he had determined to show her that he was
not so easily to be fobbed off. If Kozeri were drsposed of - that muse
have been his motive, but nO~N the whole thing seemed so childish as to
be scarcely believable - Agernaki's last avenue of escape would be
cut off.

'Surely,' he thought, 'even NI0U, unless, as IS h kely enough, he h..l~
completely forgotten the p,lrt I played 111 bnnging him and Kozeri to
gether, must feel slIghtly uncomfortable about the way he has treated me
in the matter. And come to think of It, he certainly has forgotten, at an j'

rate he never now makes the slighresc allusion to that period. But after
all, it is not only women that people of Niou's sort treat badly. Such
total rrresponsibrlity as he has shown comes from a radical defect of
character, and IS bound to be just as evident in his treatment of his own
sex.' For he was apt to Judge others with a seventy which took no
account of the fact that his OVvn standards of conduct were, as he had long
ago recognized, highly irrational and peculiar.

Night after night alone on his bed (when there was no reason why
he should be alone) Kaoru would go back time after time over all that
had happened, waking at the least noise of wind or ram to begin all
over again. As far at any rate as his relations with other people were
concerned, his life, he decided, had been a complete failure in the ras t
and seemed Iikely to remain so. He had plenty of acquaintances, people
with whom It was agreeable to talk, dependants whom he was used to
having about him and to some of whom he was, m a way, rather at
tached. But among them all there was not a soul with whom he was 111

any real sense intimate. He remembered NI0U'S suggesrion that hidden
away in remote country houses there must he many ~lrls whose familres
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had seen better days, and that one ought to get hold of them. He had
listened without the slightest Interest while NI0U unfolded these dreams.
How could they concern someone who, Iike himself, was on the very
bnnk of retiring for ever from the world? Indeed his one thought In
those days had been to keep hIS life clear of all responsrbihnes and en
cumbrances. Then came hIS VISIts to DJ1 and the discovery of the t"VQ
Princesses, who strangely enough were the very Incarnation of the gIrls
imagined in NIOU'S daydream What followed was utter ruin - the
abandonment of his resolutions, the betrayal of hIS convrctrons, the defeat
of all his plans ...

It was growing light. One by one the flowers in the garden, seen
before only as grey objects, began to stand out agaInst the misty hedge.
Among them, showing dimly here and there, were some pale blossoms
of the morrung-glory 4 that In the self-same hour both blooms and fades'
- flowers that in his fancies had always played a special part, imbued
as he was with a constant sense of hfe's uncertamty, He opened all the
wooden shutters and lying down again dozed a Irttle. When he awoke
it was qU1te Iighr. Already the morning-glory had crumpled and faded
He was the only person who had seen it bloom!

'I am going round to the Nijo-in,' he said to one of his servants. 'Tell
them to get ready - any carriage will do.' 4 Prince NI0U,' the man said,
'has been at His Majesty's Palace SInce yesterday. I saw h1S carriage
come back empty to the Nijo-in last night.' 4 In that case,' said Kaoru,
'I will go to Princess Kozeri's apartments. I hear she has been unwell
I am on duty at the Palace today and must get this visit over before the
Court is astir.' He dressed and on his way out turned aside for a moment
to walk among the flowers. Lovely gestures and attitudes came naturally
to him, and it would have been a mistake to suppose that at this moment
his exceedingly alluring movements as he stooped to peer at blossom after
blossom were designed to attract attennon. He caught hold of a morning
glory by the stem and pulled the flowers towards him. A shower of dew
fell on his sleeve.

C Why to my heart must things be ever dearest, that vanish swifter than
the morning dew?' Such was hIS poem. He went off with the flowers in
his hand. With the coming of full day the mist had risen and was circling
in beaunful patterns through the sky. To knock at the shutters or double
door at an hour when the ladies of the household were presumably still
in bed seemed rather inconsiderate: nor did he care to shout for admit
tance. Perhaps it was an absurdly early hour to have called at all. But
a man whom he sent to look at Kozerr's side of the house through the
middle gate reported that her shutters were all open and her women
evidently dressed and astir. Leavmg his carriage he stole through the
mist and crept softly into the house. The ladles within could not see
who it was and thought at first that NI0U had suddenly returned from
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some secret excursion. But in a moment Kaoru's scent betrayed him.
'Handsomer he could not be,' whispered the younger wai ring-women,
'The only pity is that he takes everything so seriously.' They showed no
sign of surprise, but promptly handed out a cushion and seemed in every
way disposed to welcome this early visit.. 'No doubt it is by your mis
tress's orders that you have put me here, and I do not wish to seem un
grateful. But I find it so painful to be treated in this formal way that I
have not the courage to come here nearly so often as I would do if she
showed more confidence .... ' · Well, then, where do you want us to put
you?' someone asked. '1 should have thought,' he said, 'that for an old
friend like me somewhere in the shelter of the alcove would be a more
natural place. But no doubt you are, as I have said, only acting on your
mistress's instructions, and I have no choice but to accept her ruling.'
Her curtained couch was near the door and he rea.lly was very uncomfort
ably poised on the threshold. ·Let him come round the other side,' the
gentlewomen pleaded with Kozeri, His appearance was always, she
was bound to confess, far indeed from being in any conceivable sense
aggressive or alarming. It was odd that she always had in his presence
this uncomfortable feeling of embarrassment and restraint. But at the
present moment he looked so singularly gentle and subdued that Kozeri
found herself gradually overcoming her usual distrust and talking to him
quite naturally and easily, as though he were an ordinary person. It was
only when he began to ask about her health that she relapsed into silence.
He could see for himself that she was in very low spirits and took great
trouble to distract and amuse her, discussing the events of the day and
trying to arouse her interest in what was happening around her in his
best fraternal manner. At every meeting now he found in her some point
of resemblance with Agemaki that he had never noticed before. Scarcely
able to believe that it was not Agemaki herself who was seated behind
the curtain he put out his hand meaning to pull it away; but the eyes of
her gentlewomen were upon him, and his hand fell to his side. There
were things in life, he was coming to the conclusion, that were impossible
to evade. And continuing his thoughts aloud he said: 'Of course I never
had any prospect of a very brilliant career from the worldly point of view.
But I always had the idea that it was possible to get through life without
the violent stresses and upheavals by which most people seem to destroy
their health and happiness. It is rather strange to look back on that
ambition now! For what with Agemaki's death on the one hand and my
own cursed folly about you I on the other I could hardly be further re
moved from the tranquillity that was my ideal, And yet all around me
I see people in real trouble - losing their employment and so on - and
cannot help feelmg that they have a far better right to be miserable.'

He had laid the morning-glory on a fan, and looking at them now he sa.w
1 His precipitate handing over of Kozeri to Niou.
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that they were already turning a rusty brown. But they were, he thought
if anythmg more lovely than when he plucked them, and taking them u;
very gently he handed them to her through the curtains: "Still shines It

lovely as at dawn, though all its whiteness to the dewdrops now the
morning-glory has bequeathed.' I

She was charmed by the dexterity wirh which, without any apparent
precaurions, he had contrived to lay the flowers before her with the dew
drops still upon them: "Happier the flower that in dawn's freshness died
than I that dew-like lmgering meet the blaze of day.' 'Yes, even these
dewdrops have their resting-place, but I .... ' She murmured the words
under her breath and broke off as though afraid he might hear her
Again It was as 1f Agemaki herself were behind the curtain.

,Lately,' he said, 'I have been more depressed than ever - as tends to
happen in autumn - and to pass the time I paid a VISIt to DJl; but It
was almost more than I could bear to see how things there are gOIng to
rum. People have told me how two or three years after GenJI fs death
when they visited the New Palace or the monastery at Saga, where he
spent so much of his time in those last days, they had much the same
impression. The stream, the flowers, the trees - everything reminded
them of him, and their one thought was to get away as quickly as possible.
It was of course extraordinary what an attraction he had for everyone)
high and low, that was brought into the slightest contact WIth him
The ladles of his household lost all Interest in life and most of them
drifted away into various nunneries and retreats. Pitiable stories are
told of waiting-women who, though their relations with him had been
of the most superficial kind, were so overwhelmed by his loss that they
wandered away among the woods and hills, and have never again been
seen in the Capital. But Just when it seemed that the ., herb of forgetful
ness" was about to possess for ever the halls of the New Palace, Yugin
went to live there, and presently various of the Royal Princes put the
place in order, so that in a short time it looked much as it used to in old
days. And It was felt that if an event so tragic as Genji's death could
thus fade from everyone's memory, there must, happily for the world,
be no grief that time could not efface. Of course I am telling you all this
from hearsay. I myself was far too young at the time of Genji's death to
feel it as others did. I tell myself that there is no reason why, as the
years pass, we too should not recover from our own recent loss. But I
feel, all the same, that as far as I am concerned I shall carry my sorrow
with me beyond the grave.. '

He wept bitterly.. Even had she not shared his grief, the sight of such
affliction must have moved her heart towards him. For a moment she
too could not speak and while she wrestled With her tears they sat in
silent sympathy ..

1 It is hmted that Kozeri has inherited all Agemaki's beauty.
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'I would give anything to be back at UJi,' she said at last.... Loneliness
cannot wound..." I I knew the poem, but trll now I had no chance to
compare. This much I know, that however dull life might be there, if
I could only go back I would never leave the place agaIn. You cannot
Imagine how I envy Ben no Kimi.? In a few days It will be the Anni
versary of my father's death. I long to hear the tolhng of the temple-bell
and have been tryIng to bring myself to ask whether lt would not be
possible for you to take me there.'

'I am afraid that IS out of the question,' he said, •At this time of year
the road is difficult even for a man. I meant to go again myself and get
things into better order; but rt has been quite impossible. It 1S more than
a month since I was there. I have made all the necessary arrangements
with the Teacher for the celebration of your Father's Anniversary. If
I were you I should let him turn the place into a temple. Going there
occasionally, as I have been doing, only serves to awaken painful mem
ories and does no good to anybody, whereas to turn the place into a temple
would certainly bring great comfort to the souls of the dead. I would
not of course dream of doing anythmg in this direction wrthout your
consent. Tell me what you feel about it. You may be sure I shall do
exactly as you think best:

· I should hke to dedicate some scriptures and statues beyond those
that you have arranged for with the Teacher,' she said, 'Could not that
be made an excuse for my spending a short time there In retreat?'

,; No, that is impossible, t he said. 'For the present you must try and
make the best of things as they are.'

The morning was already far advanced and visitors were beginning to
arrive, It would look bad if he stayed too long. 'I could never feel recon
ciled, either here or anywhere else,' he said as he rose, 'to remaining
outside your curtain. But all the same, I promise you that shall not
prevent me from coming again.'

It occurred to him that unless he gave some explanation Niou might be
annoyed at his having called when he was away, and sending for one of
NIOU'S servants he explained to him that he had nnagmed NIOU to be
back from Court. 'I heard that he came back last night,' he said.. •I
came early hoping to catch him, as I myself am on duty at the Palace this
morning.. t C HIS Highness will be returning from Court later in the day,'
the man said.. Cl will come back in the evening,' said Kaoru,

It was with the same reflections that he always returned from a visit
to Kozeri. Why, when Agemaki proved obdurate, had he not listened
to her advice Instead of plunging both himself and Kozeri into all this
gratuitous unhappiness?

I 'Desolate indeed is the VIllage, yet its loneliness cannot wound like the stabs of the
busy world.' Kokinshu, Anon.

2 \Vho was still hying at Uji,

31
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He still continued to be as deeply immersed as ever in prayers and
penances for the good of Agemakl's soul. HIS mother, Lady Nyosan
who in general was little given to asserting her authority and rarely'
if ever, interfered with Kaoru's affairs, began to be seriously alarmed b;
this preoccupation. 'When I am gone,' she said, 'of course you may do
as you please. But don't now deprive me of my only prrde and comfort.
It is strange, I know, that havmg taken the Vows myself I should put
any obstacle in your way. But you must consider that if you were to take
·such a course it would upset me terribly, and so prove a fatal hIndrance
to my salvation.' Poor soul! That was the last thing he desired. Hence
forward he was careful to avoid in her presence any allusion either to his
general unhappiness or to his penances and devotions.

It was on the sixteenth night of the eighth month that Niou was
expected in the eastern wing of the New Palace," where under Yugiri's
orders a tremendous polishing and sweeping had been taking place. When
the moon rose higher and higher and strll NIOU did not appear Yugiri
began to grow seriously alarmed, all the more so because he knew well
enough NIOU had for years past been doing hIS best to avoid this match.
A messenger whom he had sent to enquire what was happening came
back With the news that H1s Highness had left the Emperor's Palace
early in the evening and gone straight to the Nijo-in." That did not
sound very promising, for Yugiri knew he had installed a mistress there;
but everyone was expecting the betrothal to be consummated that night
and he would look very foolish if NI0U failed to appear. He sent hIS son
Kurodo no Shosho with the poem. 'High stands the moon above the
expectant house. Night's hours creep on, and strll no footstep comes:

It had been NI0U'S original intention to go straight from the Emperor's
to the New Palace without calling on Kozeri, for he thought that such
an arrangement would really give her less pain. But while he was at the
Emperor's Palace he wrote her a note and received a reply that determined
him to go back for a little while to the Nijo-m, and once there he found
It extraordinarily difficult to get away. Never had he found her more
attractive. It cut him to the quick that he was forced to grreve her, and
sitting WIth her in the moonlight he poured out a thousand tender vows
and promises; while Kozeri, who for days past had been Irving in per
penial terror of this hour, was determined that he should not see what
she was suffering, and succeeded so well in hiding her feelings that even
when Kurodo was announced it would have been impossible to tell from
her demeanour that she knew the significance of hIS arrival. Touched
though he was by her bravery, Kurodo's note remmded him that there
were, after all, other people to be considered. •I shan't be long,' he said ..

! To consummate his betrothal to Roku no Kimi. The wedding ceremonies did not
take place till the third night after the consummation of the marriage.

a To Kozeri's rooms.
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'Don't look at the moon I while I am away. It is a bad thing to do unless
one's thoughts are occupied elsewhere,' and to make a better impression"
he went back first to the main building before going out to J01n Kurodo.
For a moment she watched him go. He did not turn round. She sank
back on her pillow, knowing that something terrible had happened but
hardly conscious of what it was. Then came a flood of tears, and her mind
began to work more clearly: this was Jealousy, the thing she had heard
so much of and vowed it should never come her way; jealousy, the greatest
torment that the soul of man can be called upon to bear!

Her childhood had been melancholy enough, with no one to care for
herself and Agemaki but a father who had long ago transferred his
thoughts from this world to the next. Yes, those years at UJi had been
uneventful and even depressing, but they were at least immune from the
agitations and torments that had been her lot: SInce she entered into the
larger world.

True, when her father died and again when his death was followed
by a loss even more terrible, she had felt that the end of everything had
come. But so far from stopping her life had presently taken a new turn.
Her match wrth Niou had astonished everyone. It was more than, in
her position, she had any right to hope for or expect. But she herself
had never lost her head. From the first she knew that the thing could
not last, and though hIS apparent devotion had in the end somewhat
allayed her suspicions, she was now under no delusion; the end had come.

And yet - this could not be said m the sense that it was true of those
whom death had taken from her. Despite what "vas happening romght
she believed in her heart of hearts that he had loved her and might love
her again.

It was a hushed and gentle wind that, as she sat gazing at the com
fortless moon, whispered through the pine-trees of the palace garden 
a pleasant contrast, her ladies thought, to the deafening tempests that
shook the solitary house at Uji, But Kozeri at that moment would gladly
have exchanged the sighing of those gentle breezes for the roar of the
wind in the oak-trees: · Never did the wind of the mountains in that
solitary village at autumn's wildest strike such a chill to my heart!'

So easily can the suffering of the moment efface the sorrows of the past!
'Come avvay from the window,' an old dame called to her. 'Don't

you know It IS dangerous to look at the moon? Mercy on us, look at her
supper! She has not touched a thing. Madam, what has come over you?
Do you want to go the \vay of your poor sister? Come now, you must try
to be reasonable.' The younger maids were inclined merely to wring
their hands and say that it was a bad business. ·Not at all l t said one of

I A woman who looks at the moon when alone loses her good looks and dies young.
:.I 'A better impression upon Kurodo,' is, I think, the meaning, The commentators may

however be right ID saying that it means "a better impression on Kozeri,'
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them however 'I know someone who IS really in love when I see him
Mark my words, he wrll come back. This other affair counts for nothIng
at alL'

Why could they not be qUIet and let things take their course? It was
her business, not theirs, to enticize or condone. 'He's not the only per...
son in the world. There's His Excellency I who's as fond of you as can be
and would be glad enough to take HIS Highness's 2 place.' On one thing
they were all agreed: something very strange must have happened to
Kozeri in a prevIous eX1Stence.

Painful though he found it to leave Kozeri, NIOU approached the New
Palace in a state of considerable CurIOSItyand excitement. He was anXIOUS

to appear ar his best and had perfumed himself with his choicest Incenses,
while Roku no Kimr's rooms had been marvellously decorated and ar..
ranged. He could not expect to find in her the fragile charms of extreme
youth; but on the other hand she would in many 'Vvays be more interest
mg than a mere child What he dreaded was the pretentiousness, the
hard, self-satisfied brilhance that made so many girls of her sort utterly
distasteful to him. But he saw at once that she was of quite a different
type It was clear that they were g01l1g to get on together very well

The long autumn night was soon over. It was indeed far spent before
he arrrved, As soon as it was light he hurried back to the Nijo-in, not
however straight to Kozeri's rooms, but to the men's quarters, where he
slept for a while and then composed his next-morning letter. 'He does
not look at all as though it had been a disappomtmenr,' whispered the
ladies who were m attendance upon him. 'It's a poor lookout for OUI

misrress. The Prince's heart may be as high as heaven and as wide as
earth, but with things as they are she is bound to suffer m the end I

Their attitude towards the situation was indeed not wholly dispassionate.
for most of them had in some degree enjoyed his favours and had fit

desire to see his allegiance transferred to the New Palace.
Niou would rather have stayed where he was till Roku no Kimi's

answer arrived. But he knew that the hours which had elapsed mUS1

necessarily have been painful ones for Kozeri, and as soon as hIS owr
letter was despatched he hastened to her side, just as he was, withou
waiting to tidy his hair or dress She had gIven up trying to sleep anc
was half-sitting, half-lying on her couch looking, he thought, lovehe
than he had ever known her as she crouched there, turning towards hin
a face flushed with weeping. For a moment tears of tenderness and Plt)

started to his own eyes. He gazed at her without speaking, and Ioatl
to meet his eyes she buried her face in the pillows, her lovely hair rrailinj
Across the couch. He felt rather uncomfortable. It seemed impossibh
to get back immediately to the endearments of the evenIng before and t<
hide his embarrassment he began to talk about her indisposition. '

.t Kaoru
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wonder why it is,' he said, "that you are still so poorly. We thought,
you remember, that It was due to the heat, but that cannot really be so,
for the hot weather stopped long ago. I have been havmg all sorts of
Iiturgres recited on your behalf. But they seem to produce extraordinarily
little effect. However the only thing to do is to go on with these rituals.
I wish we could find a pnest who was clOy good. I·ha\e an abbot in mind
whom I think I will ask to take duty here at night ·

She knew well enough that he was sayIng all rhrs srmply in order to
gain rime, and his ghbness irritated her. It seemed srlly to contmue
a conversation in which neither of them was mrerested, but at the mo
ment nothing was more painful than silence. "It really isn't anything
new; she said. cl have always tended to be different from other people
In this way. The best thing IS to let It alone. It always comes right in
the end.' She spoke so naturally and sensiblv, It was as though the cloud
had suddenly blown over. How enchanrmg she was! But even this
thought no longer stood by Itself. H1S admrrarron of her was Imked at
once In his mmd with a new point of comparIson, and though she sur
vrved the contrast, the mere fact that 1t was made showed Roku no Kimi
to have taken an uncommon hold upon hrs thoughts. All the same so
long as he was with Kozeri nothing, he assured himself, had changed a
Jot. Once more he vowed to cherish her In this hfe and all lives to come,
but while she lrsiened to him she could not help reflecnng that, short
as this present hfe IS, he had already found time In It to break her heart
once, and It was askrng a good deal to expect that she should look for
ward to their union in a succession of future existences with any great
sense of comfort or security. The efforts of yesterday and of the many
unhappy days that had preceded It, durmg which she had struggled SQ

bravely to hide from him all that she was suffering, had worn her out,
and now quite suddenly she lost all power to restrain herself. Tears began
to come and once they had started could not be stopped. Humiliated hy
her own weakness she tried to turn her face away from him, but he would
not let her. ~ I have been believing all this while chat you really trusted
me/ he said" •But now I see that I was completely deceived - unless
Indeed you 4ave changed since yesterday;' and he began to WIpe awu}
her tears with his own sleeve. 'Changed since yesterday! Thank you
for supplying me with those words,' she said, smiling through her tears.
, You do not know how childish you are being," he protested, I However
my conscience is quite easy_ I have promised a great deal; but by no means
more than I can perform. Your Ignorance of the world and ItS ways IS
no doubt part of your charm, but it has Its inconvenient Side. You must
try to put yourself in my place.. At present I am not my own master.
But unless scmething unforeseen occurs I shall before long be In a position
to do all I want to for my friends. 1 I know this sounds like mere boasting,
but it is all perfectly true, as you will live to discover. ~

1 When he became Crown Prince,
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The messenger now arrived from the New Palace. He had been given
so much to drrnk that, entirely forgetting the dehcate nature of 1'JI0u'S
situation, he staggered straight towards the southern windows of Kozeri's
wing, under a load of priceless damasks and brocades, that made the
nature of his errand only too obvious." 'When and where had NIOU

written the letter to which this messenger had brought the answer?'
Kozeri wondered uneasily.

Niou indeed would far rather have kept his dealmgs with Roku no Kimi
quite separate and apart, and he wished that the messenger had shown
more tact. But as things were there was no sense in making a mystery
of the business, and he at once sent a lady-m-waiting to brmg in the
letter.. Since it had to be delivered in Kozerr's presence it was better, he
felt, to take her entirely into hIS confidence, and there "vas certainly
he was relieved to see as soon as he opened it - no particular need for
secrecy, it was not In Roku no Krmr's handwriting, but In that of her
stepmother, Lady Ochiba." But even so it was, as he soon found, far
from being Intended for general circulation. 'I hope you will not thrnk
me very Interfering,' she wrote. 'I did my best to make her wrrte a proper
reply. But she seems very upset this mormng, and there was no vvay out
but for me to answer: "How comes it that SInce I walked there the flower
of my garden should so suddenly have faded? Can it be that the dewdrop
of the morning, unkind, has passed her over?" ,

The handwriting was very graceful and distinguished. 'These people
are determined to keep me up to the mark,' NI0U said. 'It is really rather
bad luck, when all I want from life at the moment 1S to be left m peace
to enjoy myself 10 my own way."

Actually however he knew well enough that even had he desired to do
so his position made it impossible for him to set up permanently, as
common people do, with one wife and devote the whole of his attention
to her alone. Indeed, even had he been an ordmary member of the Im
perial Clan, no outside person would have expected this of him or dreamt
of regarding Kozeri, for example, as an injured party merely because
circumstances had forced upon him another obligation. Still less in the
case of anyone wirh his expectanons "vas there any possible reason why
he should not enlarge his household to any point he chose. He knew
that as a matter of fact, in the world at large, Kozeri was regarded as
singularly fortunate to ha ye had him to herself all this time The trouble
came from hIS having spoilt her, he had let her get accustomed to a posi
tion which could not in any case be more than temporary. Naturally the
inevitable change had been a shock to her and she was bound to feel it
very much at first.

1 The bearer of a first 'next..morning letter' was rewarded 'with costly presents.
a Yugiri's second consort. She had adopted Roku no Kirm, who was Yugiri's child

by a concubine or low rank.
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Of situations such as that in which she now found herself Kozeri
already knew a good deal both from novels and also from stories of real
life. She had often wondered why people in such circumstances could not
manage to behave more sensrbly. But now nothing she had read or heard
any longer in the least surprised her"

Meanwhile Niou's manner towards her was even more tender and
affectionate than usual. ' You seem nowadays to be eating nothing at all,'
he said. 'That IS very bad'; and sending for dainties from his palace he
made his own cook prepare them specially for her. But she could not be
persuaded to touch a single thing and at last, in despair, he retired to the
men's quarters. It was a windy evening with lovely cloud-effects which
N10U, who Iike most modern young men had a great feeling for that sort
of thing, was able to appreciate to the full, But Kozen was in far too
agitated a condition to get any pleasure from the beauty of this autumn
evenmg. Each Sight and sound reminded her of the mountain home that
she had lost. Even the chirpmg of the crickets, that at DJ! used to charm
her, seemed now a note of birrer woe. Tonight Niou set out qUIte early
for the New Palace. As the VOices of his outriders died away in the
distance she Lurst once more Into a fit of uncontrollable weeping" She
lay listening and Iistenmg, while there swept through her a storm of
feelings such as she herself hated and condemned" Every unkind thing
that he had ever said or done rushed to her mind, and for the moment it
seemed to her that she detested him. She was ill too. How was that
going to end? Her family seemed to be very short-lived. Perhaps after
all it would be a good thing 1£ she did die - if only she had been in a
better frame of mind I to meet her end. Daylight came, and she had not
closed her eyes.

It was announced next morning that the Empress was unwell and
everyone hurried to Court. But it turned out to be nothing worse than a
cold, and Yugiri was back at the New Palace 2 before noon, bringing
Kaoru in the same carr1age.

It was evident that, though it was after all only a domestic affair,
Yugiri was determined to celebrate the occasion in the most formal and
elaborate way. He had at first felt disinclined to invite Kaoru, who
might possibly feel that his own refusal to receive the girl into his house
hold had been too Iighrly accepted. But it was usual for an uncle to play
a prominent part in such affairs and Kaoru was his only brother; more
over there was no one else whose presence was better calculated, in a.
general way, to enhance the importance of the gathering. However it
would have flattered his paternal feelmg if Kaoru had accepted rather
less promptly. It was evident that the passing of Roku no Kimi into

1 If she died when her mind was not at rest she would not get to Paradise.
2 To prepare for the wedding-ceremonies, which took place on the third day after the

consummation of marriage"
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other hands did not arouse in him the slightest feeling of regret, Indeed
during the rest of the day Kaoru threw himself into the task of arrangIng
this evening's celebrations with an enthusiasm which Yugrri found rather
irritating.

Niou arrived rather late. The entertainment was given in the side
rooms on the south SIde of the main hall. There were eight tables, all
splendidly laid out with the customary silver vessels, and on one Side
two drminunve tables upon which the wedding-wafers were dainnly
arranged In goblets WIth floral stands; but I WIll not weary you wirh
tedious descnptions. Presently Yugm complained that It was gettIng
very late and sent a Iady-in-warting to summon NIOU from the bridal
chamber. Apparently however the moment was not a favourable one,
and another long wart ensued. At last Lady Kumor's brothers, Sayemon
no Kami and To no Saisho, managed to produce him. Yugiris son Kurodo
no Shosho bore the Cup and waited on NIOU at table. The great earthen
tankard went round again and again In all the ceremonies of toastmg
and congratulation no one was more puncrrhous than Kaoru Indeed
Niou was almost mclined to suspect that hIS friend was makmg fun of
him, for he remembered confessing to Kaoru that the one thing which
made him doubtful about the match was Yugrrr's fussiness about all
sorts of dreary rires and ceremonies. But It was rrnpossible to detect In
Kaoru's countenance the slightest SIgn of mockery.

Niou's followers were entertained 10 the eastern WIng. Most of them
were Court officers of high standing. There were SIX of the Fourth Rank,
each of whom received as his guerdon a hOJonaga 1 as well as an ordinary
woman's dress. The ten members of the FIfth Rank received Chmese
robes, doubly lmed, the waist-bands of each bemg differently orna
merited The four officers of the Sixth Rank received each S01ne such gar
ment as a damask bosonag« or a pair of trousers, and though It was of
course not possible to reward the various mmor officials on the same
scale, no one among the whole band received a present that was not
either 10 pattern or cut a thing of unusual beauty. Even among the mes
sengers and so on there were many who received such presents as people of
that sort had never set eyes 011 before At the risk of disappoinring D1Y

reader/ who I fear may have turned to this story chiefly in the hope of
finding minute particulars of weddings and other festive ceremonies, I
shall confine myself to the above meagre descnption.

Back in his palace Kaoru overheard one of hIS men glvIng a descnp
tion of the proceedings. 'And the worst of it is,' the fellow said, 'that
it ought by rights to have been our master who was married tonight
Think of the presents we should have got! It's a bad business to be In

1 A 'narrow-long' woman's dress.
t Earlier novels (for example, The Hollow Tree, Ut-ubo Monogatari) had consisted

largely of minute descriptions of banquets, weddings, concerts, etc.
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service with a bachelor P Kaoru was parricularly amused because the
man had no business to have been there at all. No doubt, being a person
of little consequence, he had slipped Into the New Palace unrecognized
and passed himself off as one of NI0U'S followers. How the other servants,
Iisrenmg sleepily to this man's story, must be envyIng NI0U'S men,
who no doubt were still havmg a magnificent nrne at Yugirr's expense!

Yes, it was all very well for the guest, thought Kaoru, Iyrng in hrs own
room, but for the bridegroom himself what a tryIng experlence the whole
rhing must be! Tonight, for example. Of course NIOU knew Yugiri verr
well, and was Indeed related to him; but the Mimster of the Left remained
none the less a formidable personage. And then the bridal-chamber with
Its blaze of torches, the mrermmable ceremonies of the banquet. However
lookmg back on it he could not remember that NI0U had once shown the
slightest sign of discomposure. It w as extraordinary how well he figured
on such occasions. ·If I had a daughter myself,' Kaoru reflected, · I
believe I would gIve her to NI0U, rather than let her go into the Emperor's
Palace.' However for some rime past it had been on Kaoru that numerous
parents, disappomted by the news of NIOU'S betrothal, had set their hopes
Already he had begun to be pestered In innumerable quarters, so that
evidently for some reason or another he too was considered a great catch,
which parrtcularly for anyone who was accustomed to regard himself
as a failure In society was really rather gratIfyIng.

Then there was always this offer I of the Emperor's. If It strll held good,
a difficult situation was going to arise, for Kaoru's own feelmgs about the
matter had not in any way altered since he first affected to ignore the pro
posal, Of course such a match would add enormously to his prestige,
if only he could brmg himself to it. The FIrst Princess did Indeed remind
him rather of Agemaki, and he felt that if she had been offered he mighr
perhaps have considered it. And even as things were, the offer was clearly
not one that he ought to dismiss from hIS mind altogether. As usual he
could not get to sleep, and bored with lyIng there he went to the room
of Azechi no Kimi, a young maid of his mother's whom he Irked rather
better than the rest. Much to her drsappoinrmenr however he left her
soon after daybreak, rather hurriedlv, for he wanted to be back 10 hIS

own room b~fore the household was astrr, · If 111 this land where you
have brought me no eye must see that I dwell, what shall ir profit me to
have forded the shallows that lie between?' Such was her poem. 'I Though
shallow to the eye it may seem - the river that divides these lands
vet far down beneath the troubled waves runs a current that will never
~e~se.' So he said to comfort her. But it was the visible 'shallowness'
that wounded her, and it was not likely that she should get much comfort
from the improbable things that were alleged to be going on underneath.
On his way out he opened rhe double-doors and begged her to come and

:I: Of his daughter, the Second Pnnce-s,
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look at the sky. 'You really mustn'r go on lying there when there are such
lovely things to look at,' he said. 'You will see that It IS worth while
to be up early on such a morning. I know something about sunrises 
not that I have much experience of stealing home at dawn. But I have been
sleeping very badly of late - tormented by all sorts of doubts and worried
about this life and the next - and my one consolation has been that I
have not, like so many people, missed the beauty of these early hours.'

There was somethmg In hIS appearance and manner that, even when
nothing he actually said In any way justified such a conclusion, made
people feel that he was deeply Interested in them. And It happened again
and again that ladles with whom he had perhaps only exchanged a few
trivial words would - as everyone else thought - rum their careers by
seeking employment in Lady Nyosan's cloistral estabhshment," simply
m order to have a further chance of gettIng into touch with him; an
expectation in which they were for the most part grievously disappointed.

Niou was better pleased than ever with Roku no Kimi when, next day,
he saw her by daylight for the first time. She was Just a good height and
very well-proportioned. The poise of her head and the way her hair hung
were admirable. Her complexion was excellent - the only thmg that
could possibly be said against it was that there was perhaps a trifle too
much colour in her cheeks - her features were exceedingly delicate and
refined, her eyes Irvely and inrelhgent though not in the least pert. In
short she was a beauty of the rarest order. She was of course "veil over
twenty, she had thus had far more time than most girls when they marry
to correct whatever natural defects she may have possessed, hers indeed
was the beauty not of the bud, but of the flower in full bloom. It was
easy for NIOU to understand why Yugrn had expended such extraor
dinary care on this girl's upbringing. Her gentleness reminded him at
times of Kozeri. But in conversation, although not tiresomely glib, she
was far readier than Kozeri and showed Indeed extraordinary talent in a
variety of direcnons. Her father had given her thirty maids and six young
girls to wait on her, all of good birth and appearance. NIOU, Yugiri was
certain, must be sick to death of the ordinary costumes, however costly
might be the stuff they were made of, and a completely new style was
designed, of a dainnness that was calculated to allure the most Jaded eye.
Yugiri had indeed always taken even more trouble over this girl than over
his eldest daughter) the Crown Princess) partly because NI0U was credited
with being more fasrtdrous than any other member of his family.

For some time afterwards NI0U was of course unable to spend a night
at the Nijo-in, and as his days were to a great extent taken up by public
duties, he found it very difficult to see Kozen at all. Roku no Kimi's
rooms were those that Murasaki had once Irved in and Niou had spent so
much of hIS childhood on this south side of the eastern Wing that he felt

% Nyosan, Kaoru's mother, had taken her Vows.
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quite at home. It was only on the rarest occasions that he got as far as
the Nijo-in, and though Kozeri had for long past been preparIng herself
for a nme when his visits would be less frequent, she had never envisaged
so complete a dereliction as this. The Court - as she had always guessed,
but now knew to her bitter cost - was no place for stray intruders such
as herself. Looking back at her life SInce she left UJl it seemed to her
utterly unreal. She was determmed to get back there, even if It was only
for a short time. Above all things she needed repose - an interval In

which to gain strength to meet her troubles. Surely this could be managed
without giving offence to Niou or anyone else. It was however impossible
for her to carry out such a plan without assistance, and though loath to
do so she determined to approach Kaoru. 'The Teacher,' she wrote,
'let me know of all your kindness at the time of the Anniversary." It
is sad, but true, that of all my father's friends you alone retain any rem
nant of feeling for the past. I am touched by what you have done and
should be glad of an opportunity to express my gratitude in person.'

The letter was written on stout Michinoku paper and was a business
like document, not In any way tricked out or ornamenred, but it was
beautifully written. He had indeed arranged for the usual services of
Intercession on the Annrversary of Hachis death, and there was nothing
surprising either in Kozeri's writmg to thank him or in her manner of
doing so. But there was something about the letter which made him
feel that she was really grateful. True, it was exceedingly short and re
strained, but that had always been the case, even when she was not, as
on this occasion, initiating the correspondence, and the desire to express
her gratitude · in person' was quite unprecedented.

He knew Niou well enough to be sure that at the moment he was not
finding much time to spare for visits to the Nijo-in, He could well
imagine what Kozeri must be suffering, and was touched at her having
made the effort to write at such a time. It could hardly be said that the
letter showed anything more than ordinary politeness; but it gave him
extraordinary pleasure, and he read it again and again ..

· It is true,' he wrote in reply, · that I was at Uji the other day, and took
part in the rehgious ceremonies. I had, as you know, good reason for
concealing this project." I am only sorry that you should speak of my
feeling for the past as a thing that time could ever dim. I have much to
tell you when we meet. WIth deep respect.' This was written in a re
strained and sober hand, on a plain white slip.

It was not till the evening of the next day that he made his appearance.
It may have been that he set certain secret hopes on this encounter, for
he dressed with the utmost care, choosing garments of the softest material
and scented himself so heavily that even his clove-dyed fan, after he had

1 Of Prince Haehi's death.
.aIf Kozeri had known she would have wanted to come too.
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carried it about for a little while, would by itself have filled any room
with its fragrance.

Kozeri, remembering as she often did his behaviour on the night when
Agemaki had left him with her and his extraordinary consideration and
kindness ever since, sometimes went so far as to feel that, so long as thIngs
stopped at the same point, she would not be at all sorry to find herself
in the same position again," Looking back on her dealings with him now
that she was older and had some experIence of hfe, she felt that she had
often treated him with an unnecessary coldness - in a way indeed which
he must often have thought Ill-bred. Today, for the first time, she ad
mitted him behind the curtams of the SIde-gallery, herself withdrawing
behind a screen set up against the curtains of the mam room.

•Your invitation did not, t he said, · name any particular hour or dav,
But I was delighted that, for once, you should send for me, and wouid
have come yesterday had I not heard that NI0U was here. I am touched
Indeed that at last you are begmnmg to feel some confidence in me. Inside
the screens! That is indeed an encouragIng sign, though not unmerited,
I think, after so many years of devotion. t

Now that she had him in front of her all her desire to express her
gratitude to him completely vanished. But having summoned him, how
could she remain silence •I have let you do so much for me WIthout
attempting to thank you; she said, 'that when I heard of your recent
VIsit to DJ! I felt I must really make an effort this time to show some
small part of the gratitude WhICh indeed I have always felt and shall
continue to feel.. t She had retreated so far towards the back of the room
and spoke so low, particularly at the end of her sentences, that he really
found It difficult to hear her. 'Won't you come a Irttle nearer?' he said.
'I am most anXIOUS to hear how you have been getting on, and at this dIS
ranee conversarion of a connected kind IS almost impossible.' ThIS was
true, and she drew up a little nearer to the screen. He heard the SWIsh of
her skirt as she moved, and the sound thrrlled hrm, But he kept himself
under control, and began ID a calm and dispassionate way to discuss
Niou's remissness, admrttmg that his friend was behaving in a manner
hard to forgive, but sayIng everything he could think of to console her.
She herself contributed little, for not only did she feel that she could not
WIthout disloyalty complain to him of ~Niou's conduct, but more than
that - she had really ceased to feel that she had anything to complain
of. The fault, if there was any, was hers In having intruded into a world
to which she did not belong. But she was still very anxious to escape at
any rate for a short time to U)1.

'I should lrke to help you, t he said. · But I am afraid I can do nothing
about it on my own responsibrhty. If you ask NI0U nicely, I dare say he
will raise no objection. In that case I WIll do all I can. Otherwise, If

I Left alone with Kaoru,
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anythmg went wrong, he would think I had encouraged you In a gross
Imprudence and the situation would be very unpleasant. But if you can
secure his permrssion I wrll guarantee to take you there and fetch you
back. There would surely be nothing compromlsIng in that; NI0U knows
better than anyone how admirably I am qualified for such a task."

Presently however he began to hint how bitterly, ever since the fatal
rnght when he handed her over to NIOU, he had regretted his folly and
wished that the past could be undone. He went on In this strain trll it
was growing quite dark. She began to think he would never stop. · I
am feeling very unwell, t she said at last. · I shall be better presently, and
then you shall finish what you are saying. t She made as though to retire
to the inner room. 'When do you think of going to Vji?' he asked, as a
pretext to detain her. 'The road is in very bad condition and I should
like to know beforehand, so that I may send some of my people to im
prove it: She paused. 'I don't thmk this month would be possible:
she said. ·We had better make It the first of the ninth month; and I
would rather that no one knew. I do not want all the fuss of explaining
to everybody and gettIng permission... '

And something in her voice and manner of speaking reminded him so
strangely of Agemaki that he could not restrain himself, and supportIng
himself agamst a pillar he stretched out as far as he could under the screen
with his other hand and caught hold of her sleeve. ·So that was what he
was after!' Sharp words came to her tongue, but she was too much
taken aback to utter them and contented herself with retreating at full
speed towards the inner room. Kaoru, however, strll clutched her sleeve
and diving under the screen calmly seated himself against the pillar,
this time with his head and shoulders entirely inside the screen. ' I
tbought, t he explained when she looked at him in consternation, 'you
said you would rather no one knew. Naturally I took this to mean that
you wanted to discuss the matter in private. If I misunderstood you,
please enlighten me. If I was mistaken, I apologize. But there is really
no need in any case to look so horrified.' She was seeing a side of him
that she was not at all prepared for and was quite at a loss what line to
take. She managed however to say at last with some show of calm:
·This 18 the last thing I should have expected of you. What will my
women think? You might show me some consideration!' Despite her
efforts to remain calm the tears were welhng to her eyes. If she felt like
this, of course he must humour her. But what had he done that anyone
could possibly be shocked by? ·We have been together like this even in
old days at Uji,' he protested. · Indeed your sister expressly permitted
and even desired it. I cannot think you would show such horror if you
realized that I am doing nothing which would not have her complete
approval. And I promise most absolutely that I will not in any way take
unfair advantage of such latitude as you allow me.. '
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He did indeed behave with the utmost gentleness and restraint. But
he continued to tell her how in the last few months his regret over the
manner in which he had disposed of her had gradually grown into being
a perpetual torment - on and on the story went, so that she began to
wonder whether he would ever let go of her sleeve. But it v-as hard to
see what she could do, except resign herself to what was at any rate a
harmless experience compared WIth many that she had lately been called
upon to endure. 1£ only these confessrons had come from someone whom
she did not know or care for! She began to find the recital unendurably
painful, and burst into tears

·Come,' he said, 'what is this? You are behaving childishly: But
seeing her, despite her present distress, even more lovely in her grave
womanhood than on that night of their first encounter, he himself, at
the thought of what he had lost, was none too far from tears.

Two gentlewomen were supposed to be In attendance, and had it been
a stranger who thus suddenly Intruded on the wrong side of the curtains,
they would have come to the rescue. But Kaoru was so old a friend that
they imagined Kozeri must wish to discuss some puvare matter of busi
ness with him, and they thought it discreet to retire to another part of
the house.

She was thus left entirely in his hands. It cannot be said he succeeded
entirely In fulfilling his promises of good behaviour. But, lust as on that
first night, when he saw that she was in real distress, he could not bear
to force her, and he did not do all that he would have wished to do. It
is not necessary that I should go into further details. Suffice it to say
that in the end he saw that it was useless to insist. The house was already
asnr, which seemed strange, as it was surely not much beyond midnight.
To his surprise he found It was almost light. He would certainly be seen
leavmg the house, which was very annoying for Kozeri.

He put it to himself that he could not have behaved otherwise than he
had done. Consideration for the state she was m alone sufficed to make
a high-handed policy out of the question. Yet he knew quite well that
at the bottom of his failure lay the same defect of character as had proved
his undoing so often before. But after all what he wanted was a return
of his affections. Supposing that, carried away by the excitement of the
moment, he had forced himself upon her - once that had happened he
would never ha.ve been able to think of her in any other way. A secret
intrigue would have followed under circumstances which would neces
sarily make It of the most harassing description for himself as well as
Kozeri. So he wisely reflected. Yet even while he did so, by a strange
perversity, he continued to imagine to himself scenes in which he pos
sessed her. It made no difference that she had driven him away.. Her
presence -,- the delicate features, rather thinner rhan in old days, the
grace and dignity of her movements - seemed still to attend him, to
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the exclusion of all besides .. It seemed clear that she was anxious to go to
UJi and willing to let him take her there. But would Nl0U consent? It
hardly seemed Iikely, and to effect the visit without his knowledge would
be to treat him In a way that was really unpardonable. How, Kaoru
asked himself, agiratedly tOSSIng on his bed, how could he effect hIS

purpose without involving them both in disgrace?
HIS next-mornmg letter arrrved very early, It was in the form of a

twisted note and had, outwardly at any rate, the usual business-Iike air..
In his poem he reminded her of that other autumn night when he had
come away empty-handed. 'It is useless for me to attempt any comment
on our meeting last night. Your attitude has left me utterly dumbfounded.'

To leave the letter unanswered would merely excite the curiosity of
her people. She had the excuse that at the moment she was actually
feeling very unwell and she merely wrote: 'I have received your letter,
but am too unwell to answer it:

It was terribly brief and discouraging. To comfort himself he was
obliged to call up before him once again the gracious Image that at once
belied these brief, cold words. Looking back on it he was surprised by
the calm self-assurance with which she had resisted him. But of course
she was no longer a mere inexperienced girl. She had indeed been obvi
ously shocked and distressed, but there was nothing panic-stricken about
her resistance. She had simply talked him into reason in the gentlest
and most considerate way. He went back over the whole scene agaIn
and again, each time more bitterly provoked at the hopeless position in
which his own incompetence had landed him. In every way she seemed
to him to have improved since the old days at Uji .. If, as seemed probable,
Niou abandoned her altogether, she would be forced - Kaoru reflected
to look to him for assistance. But even so an oren alliance would be out of
the question. But it would be easy enough to have access to her secretly.
Yes, she should be the great love of his life, the first and the last - so
his thoughts ran on, perpetually moving towards more and more danger
ous channels. 'Prince Niou is at the Nijo-in.' I For the first time he
heard this announcement not with the satisfaction of one responsible
for Kozeri's happiness, but with the jealousy of a lover..

Niou himself, after an absence of several days, had seized with alacrity
on the first opportunity of absence from the New Palace. Kozeri on her
side was determined to show no resentment. What was left for her now
in life but to put the best face on things that she could? All her hope
of a retreat to Dji had been dashed to the ground by Kaoru's behaviour
the other night. She contrived indeed to meet Niou with such gentleness
and good humour that he was both touched and delighted, and with
every conceivable endearment begged her to forgrve him for his repeated
absences. He saw that she had let out her belt a little even since he was

1 Le, with Kozeri..
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last with her. He had never before been at close quarters with a woman
In her condition and felt the greatest concern. But It was wrth little con
viction that she Iistened to hIS endearments. Had not Kaoru wirh equal
eloquence been assurIng her for years past that her rnterests were hIS only
care> Yet now he had shown not only that his motives were of a very
different kind, but that he was capable of pursuing them without the
least regard for her feelmgs and reputation. It was hard indeed, after
what had happened, to believe In his assertion that his relations with
Agemaki had been mnocent. 'Most likely the whole story was mvented
simply to put me off my guard,' Kozeri thought bitterly. In any case
sufficient had happened to show that she could never trust him again.
He would of course be indignant at such precautions as had now become
necessary, and would eventually suspend his visits. But she felt quite
Incapable of conducting her affairs WIthout hIS assistance and in her
feeling of helplessness she threw her arms about NI0U and clung to him
in a way she had never done before. HIS delight at this exhibition of
confidence and affection was suddenly arrested. He became conSCIOUS of
a strange yet familiar perfume. Expert as he was in this art he knew at
once that it was not any of the usual burnt-Incenses. At once a suspicion
rushed to his mind which was amply confirmed when, upon his question
Ing Kozen, she merely shrank away from him with a. look of agonized
entreatv. But the matter could not be allowed to rest there. Not that the
discovery was any surprise to him. For from the first he had suspected
that their relation was of a very different kind from what Kaoru had
always pretended.

She had indeed changed every particle of clothing that she was wearing
the night before. But all to no purpose, for the perfume seemed to have
sunk Into her very flesh. In vain too did she now protest that, though
Kaoru had been with her, nothing had occurred. He would not believe
her. No scent, he persisted, could transfer itself in this way merely
through two people sitting In the same room. She heard him storming
and raging at her, and longed only to escape, to hide, "You ought by
rhis time to know something about my feelings towards you,' he went on .
. But even if you thought that I was going to desert you, this business of
·getting in first" I is a mean trick. And after all, have I really left you to

yourself long enough to gIve you any cause for disquiet?'
He continued to pour out rebukes and reproaches too numerous to

recount.. But Kozeri made no reply.
By next morning however he had completely recovered his serenity.

He had his washing-water and breakfast brought to her room. After
Roku no Kimi's apartments, resplendent with damasks and brocades

I 'If our love is going to end, I may as well get in first; for so little do I trust you that
not even in your unkindness can I any longer trust' KokmRokujo (Zoku Kokka Daikwan
32974).
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from Korea and China, these rooms looked almost dmgy; and among
Kozerr's people there were some whose dresses had seen their best days.
She herself wore a mantle of soft, Iight brown stuff, with a robe of
nadeshrko I style, the contrasts of facing and lining very negligenrly
arranged. But she looked, he thought, quite as smart as Roku no KIIDl

m her faultlessly correct and fashionable attire. For hIS affecnon was
strong enough to cause that strange parrialtry which makes merits our
of defects.

She had grown, he nonced, not only thinner in the face since her
pregnancy, but a trifle paler, which made her look more than ever dis
nnguished. Even before rhis mcident of the perfume it had seemed to
him utterly inconceivable that anyone, other than a parent or brother,
could be constantly at close quarters with a girl so unusually attractive
wrthout entertainmg other feelings than those to which Kaoru had
always professed. Such a relationship as he conceived must certainly
have betrayed Itself In their correspondence. At moments when he found
himself alone in her rooms he made a hasty search for such documents in
hkely boxes and drawers; but he found nothing but the briefest and
most matter-of-fact communications left Iying about or stuck mto things
in a way that showed them not to have been regarded as of the slightesr
consequence. But even this was not enough to allay his suspicions
It was obVIOUS, after the perfume incident, that love-letters must eXISt,

even if a superficial search had failed to reveal them. That Kaoru
should fall in love with her he had alreadv decided to be inevitable. And
why should she reject his advances? They were very well suited to one
another....

Niou was working himself up into a frenzy of jealousy. He spent all
day at the Nijo-in, but wrote no less than three times to the New Palace,"
a fact which the old women in Kozeri's service, noting that the length of
these communicarrons was out of all proportion to the short period of
time that he and Roku no Kimi had been separated, interpreted as an
ill sign for Kozeri's permanent happiness.

Kaoru, when he heard that Niou was still at the Nijo-in, was at first
plunged in despair. Presently however he succeeded in reminding himself
that he was, after all, responsible for the success of the match and ought
by rights to be glad or at any rate to make some effort to be glad that
Niou was still conscious of his obligations. In his letters to Kozeri there
was, despite all his efforts to recapture the sensible and busmess-Iike tone
of their previous correspondence, henceforward a constant undernote of
passion, which made their arrival a fresh burden upon her already
harassed existence, IT he had been a stranger, it would have been easy
enough to send him about his business. But everyone knew of her de
pendence on him in the past and any open breach between two such old

J Yellow outside; green-blue inside. 2 Le. to Roku no Kimi,
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friends would at once arouse just the suspicions that she most wished to
avoid. Moreover she was, she could not help confessing, extremely fond
of him, and it was singularly unfortunate that he had reduced thmgs to
a p~ss In which the slrghtest Indication of her feelings was bound to prove
disastrous. Among her wainng-women there was not one whom she
cared to take into her confidence. Several of the younger ones seemed
quite decent, sensible creatures; but they had been with her only a few
months and she hardly felt that she knew them at all. The old women,
who had come with her from UJ!, were mere peasants, with whom she
felt no Inclination to dISCUSS her prrvate affairs. Never had she so longed
for her elder sister's comfort and advice. But if Agemaki had been alive,
the srtuation could mdeed never have arisen. Kaoru's behaviour now
weighed upon her mind even more than the prospect of Niou's dereliction.

Kaoru had made up hIS mind to keep at a distance, but one rather
gloomy evemng, unable to support hIS loneliness, he called once more at
the Nijo-in.

After some delay a cushion was handed out to him from inside the
screens, but he was told that Kozeri was indisposed and could not possibly
see him. This was a terrible blow, but the presence of her gentlewomen
forced him to conceal his disappointment and he sent in the message:
· I have come hoping to be of service to you. But If we are merely to
exchange messages in this way, I fear my visit will be in vain .. You think
nothing, however ill you may be feelmg, of admitting completely un
known priests and even mere apothecaries and so on behind your screens, ... '

He spoke in as light a tone as possible; but his great disappointment
was obVIOUS to Kozerr's people, who having seen him admitted behind
the curtains a few nights before could not understand why he should now
be treated so inhospitably. They therefore took it upon themselves to
let down the blinds between the alcove and the main room and lead him
to the seat r where the nighr-priest was usually accommodated.

Kozeri was indeed actually feeling very unwell. But to raise objec
tions to what her maids had done would merely have excited their sus
picion; and in the end, reluctantly enough, she even moved a Irttle towards
the alcove SIde of the room and allowed him to converse with her. Her
languid posture and occasional murmured replies reminded him painfully
of Agemaki during her last illness - an impression which became so
intense that he found it difficult to continue the conversation. Moreover,
she seemed to be so far away from him that talking was a strain. He
reached under the blind and pulled her curtained couch a little further to
his side. Kozeri however felt in no mood for a performance such as that
of the other evening, and immediately called out to her maid Shosho:
'I've got such a pain In my heart. Do come and massage 2 me for a Iittle.'

J In the alcove.
S Literally 'press down.' There is, in Kaoru's exclamation, a play on osau, 'to press

down with the hand,' and osau, 'to repress feelings'
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C Ah, pains at the heart! I know what it costs to repress them,' he sighed,
making room for Shosho to pass, though it scarcely pleased him that a
third person had been added to the party.

I You ought not to be suffering so continuously,' he said presently.
C People tell me that as a rule the bad periods are quite short and between
times you should be feeling perfectly well. You must try not to think
so much about it. It seems to me that you are worrying about yourself
far more than is really necessary. I

'The pain I spoke of,' she answered, '1S nothing to do with this. I
have had it constantly all my hfe, Agemaki was Just the same. They
say it is a sign that one will not live long:

Were all his friends going to be swept off lrke this one after another?
Kaoru was deeply moved, and despite the presence of Shosho, he began
to pour into Kozeri's ear a fresh recital of his passion. This time however
he showed a discretion for which she was duly thankful - carefully
omitting references to anything of an embarrassing character, and Indeed
so framing and directing his remarks that Shosho could make out very
little of what was said. Moreover he soon left the subject of Kozen
herself, to turn to that of her sister.

'You know,' he said, 'that from my childhood I had made up my
mind to become a monk and for years on end framed all my life and habits
to that end. Never till I met Agemaki had anything shaken this resolu
tion. But when I had lost her, it was impossible to resume the habits
of the past. Not that my nature was changed; but it was imperative that
I should find some way of distracting my thoughts. I went aimlessly
hither and thither hoping always to chance upon some diversion. But
it seemed as though no other wind could blow me. Yau Will think all
that has happened since very strange, considering that at the time when
Agemaki permirted and even encouraged it, I made so little effort to pur ...
sue your acquaintance. You must remember that I was sunk in despair
and hardly capable of attending to what was going on around me. Above
all things I should hate you to regard me as unfaithful to her memory.
I know that it is not borne out by what happened the other night - it
was horrible, and shall never occur again. But there is no reason why we
should not often meet Irke this and talk things over. Surely there is no
harm in it? It would not perhaps do if anyone else came in this way; but
everyone knows I am different. You need not be afraid.'

'If I had any tendency to be afraid; she answered, •I should hardly
be receiving you as I am doing at this minute, in a way that any outside
person would be astounded at. Indeed, if I do so, it is only because I
always remember that you have done innumerable kindnesses to me both
here and at Uji for years past. You know how precious your help is.
Did I not send for you specially, not so long ago?'

'Did you?' .he said. 'I am not sure that I remember. I feel flattered,
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anyhow, that you should have thought of using me.. Oh yes, of course,
It was when you were so anxious to get back to Uji, and could rhmk of
no one but me to arrange It for you! Well, I suppose I ought to feel it to
have been a great privilege.... ' He was about to launch out on a further
embitrered harangue, when he fortunately noticed that Kozerr's peopl~
were well wirhm earshot, and managed to hold himself in check.

It was growing dark outside. From the garden came no sound but the
conrmual chirping of insects. The· mountain' I cast heavy shadows,
everything was enveloped in gloom.. Kaoru sat staring out of the window
with a depressed air, and it seemed certain that, despite his assurances,
more trouble was brewing..

'If only I had something that would recall her to my mind,' he said
at last. 'Some place where I could go and weep my fill, I should lrke to
put up a statue or picture of her 2 somewhere at UJi - not necessarl1y m
a special building - and go there sometimes to burn incense and so on
in front of it. D::> you think that could be done?'

'It is a beautiful Idea,' she said 'But I cannot help associating the
making of images WIth the desire to forget 3 rather than with the wish
to perpetuate someone's memory. And one dreads to think what sort of
picture of her a paInter would produce! No doubt he would make her
hideous unless we paid him tremendous sums.'

'You are rrghr,' he said. 'What an ordinary painter or sculptor could
produce would never satisfy us. Nothing short of a magician would be
any good - someone like that man - and after all the thing happened
not very long ago - whose statue was so beautiful that the sky rained
flower-petals upon it. t 4

She was touched by his devotion to Agemaki's memory. Despite his
curious behaviour, this did seem to be perfectly genuine. She came a
hrtle closer. «Your talking about Images and portraits;' she said, 4 re
minds me of a most surprising thing that happened lately.'

There was this time something SIngularly friendly and encouragIng In

the way he spoke. 'Tell me about it, t he said, at the same nrne srrerchmg
out under the curtains and feeling for her hand, which he took in his. It
did not seem, thought Kozeri at her wits' end, that all her efforts to calm
and distract him were having much success. But to draw away her hand
would only have called her people's attention to the Iiberries he was tak
ing, and it seemed better to behave as though nothing were amiss. 'ThIS
summer, t she said, «I suddenly got a letter from someone I had not heard
of for years and indeed scarcely irnagined to be still alive. She said that
she had just returned from a distant province, and wished to see me. It

I An artificial mound-in the garden. :I Agemaki..
3 People desiring to escape from the toils of love cast images of the loved person mto a

sacred stream. If the god "received' the image, the lover was able to 'forget.'
f .. This reference has not been explained.
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is someone with whom I am in a way connected. But there seemed no
reason why she should suddenly descend on me In this way, and I was
not very encouraging about the VISIt. However, she insisted on coming,
and to my surprise I discovered that she bore the most astomshing re
semblance to Agemaki. We were friends immediately. You have often
told me that I remind you of her, but no one else sees it. Whereas this girl,
who IS far less closely related to me, is almost rndisnnguishable from
Agemaki. Really, it IS such a Iikeness as you would hardly rhink con
cervable. '

It all sounded like a dream. 'She must have had some particular reason
for suddenly claiming kinship with you hke this;' Kaoru said. "The
whole rhmg puzzles me. Why did you not tell me about it at the nmee'
· Unrrl qUIte recently,' she said, 'I knew no better than you do what
reason these people had for gettlng into communicanon with me. Besides,
It IS not a thing that I want people to know about. It is bad enough that
I have fulfilled my father's worst anticipatrons as to what would become
of us both when he was dead, without reminding people of rhis other
failure of his... :

From what she said it was clear to Kaoru that it must be some illegin
mate child of Prince Hachi's who had now suddenly turned up. He would
not have been much Interested, save for the mention of her extraordinary
hkeness to Agemaki, 'If she is indeed as closely related to you as what
you say seems to suggest, I think that having told me so much you might
Just as well tell me the rest,' he said. She felt she had told him qUl te as
much as he could reasonably expect. 'That is all I know: she said. · If
you want to make her acquaintance there IS no difficulty about it; I can
~iYe you her address. I don't intend to tell you any more about the im
pressIon she made upon me, for fear you should be disappointed when you
see her.'

, You know well enough,' he said, 'that if it were indeed a question of
one moment's meetIng WIth Agemaki herself I would go down to the
bottom of the deepest sea to find her What you have told me is of course
a very different matter. But all the same, I admit that my curiosrry is
aroused. I would, you may well Imagine, far rather have a Iiving person
to remind me of her at Uj; than set up the statue we spoke ofl I wish you
would tell me the rest of the story. J 'I am not at all sure,' she said,
yieldmg at last to his insistence, · that I ought to have told you about her
at all. It is clear that my father did not wish her to be regarded as his
child. But it really did seem a pity that you should begin looking round
for magicians to construct her likeness, when all the while there was t~is

hvmg image of her so near at hand. Exactly what happened was this
Ukifune - for that is her name - was brought up in a very remote
place. Her mother longed to do better for her and wrote, rather lmpertl
nenrly I thought at the time, trying to get into touch with me. I could
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not refuse point-blank; and the next thing was that the girl, who had
travelled up from the country on purpose, presented herself at my doors.
It is true that I saw her In the evenIng, by a rather dim Iight, but I was
cerrainly astonished by her appearance, considermg the CIrcumstances
under which she has been brought up. Her mother evidently has great
ambitions for her, but I think that even she might regard your proposal
to set the girl up like a god on an altar as a lrrtle excessive!'

If she laughed at him it was not out of unkindness, but merely because
she was ready to clutch at any means of diverting hIS attention and avoid
ing unpleasant happenings of the sort that had marked his previous visit.
He saw tlus clearly enough, and "vas piqued, but at the same time grateful.
It was something that, though determined to keep wrthm bounds, she
should see the necessity for a certain amount of subterfuge. It at any rate
showed that she realized his feelings about her to be deep, and wished to
spare them. It was getting very late. Kozeri Eel t that the eyes of her
gentle\vomen were turned questionmgly upon her, and catching Kaoru
unawares she slipped from hIS grasp, and retired to the far side of the room.

In a way he was glad that the Interview had ended thus. Yet at the
same rime he was disappomred and aggrieved, and torn by a medley of
conflicting emotions he was on the verge of tears. But other eyes than
hers were upon him - after all there could be no such thing as a happy
Issue to any of their meetings. For the more successful he was, the greater
the miseries and complicatrons that he was bound in the end to brrng b0th
to himself and her.

Somehow or other, he reflected when he reached home, he must con
trive to escape out of the present dilemma, which was so rapidly making
his l:fe insupportable. Surely there must be some way of getting at her
without endangering anyone's reputation. So small was hIS experience
in these matters, he had not learnt of the risks that in such cases must
mevirably be taken, and all night long he lay inventing schemes for the
protection now of his good name, now of Kozerr's,

As for this Ukifune, who was said to bear so strong a resemblance to
Agemaki, he was curious to see for himself how far the likeness went;
and as the girl's mother was apparently of quite low rank there would be
no difficulty In getting access to her. It would be awkward however if
he found he did not take to her. Perhaps it would be better to do nothing
about it.
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THE BRIDGE OF DREAMS
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.. The elder daughter of Prince Harhi, Dead
before this part begins.

An old nun at Dj1.

Engaged to Imoto's daughter, who dies
voung, Makes love to Ukifune at Ono.

Son or the ex-Emperor Suzaku,
Dauzhter of Genji and the lady he brought

bat k from Akashi,
Fa t her of Agemaki, Kozeri and Ukifune,

Dead before this part beams,
Ukrlune~t stepfather.

. A nun, sister of Sozu.
C.rr-ntlt"wolnan to Ukifune at LJl-
P a..,~p;.. In the world as Germ's son. but 1~ 1n

reality the son of Kashiwagi, w ho deceives
(~enJl with Kaoru's mother, Nyosan .. Aged
about twenty-five when this part begins.

· Lady-in-waiting to the First Princess. Has a
long-standing friendship with Kaoru,

Niou'v t etamer,

Daughter of Genji's half..brother. Is r cduc ed
to taking service as a Iady-in-waitrng.

Kaoru's retainer.
· Third son 01 the Emperor and Empress...\gt-d

about twenty...four when this part begins.

Niou's elder sister,

.. Born to the Emperor by a concubme, Becomes
Kaoru's wife.

Sixth daughter of Yugiri; becomes Niou's
secondary wife,

Engaged to Ukifune, but breaks it off on the
discovery that she is not the Governor's
daughter.

.. A nun at Ono.
· An important clerical digmtary at Yoaawa

on the Hieizan,

· Niou's retainer.
Illegitimate daughter of Prince Haclu,
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· Badly treated by Prince Hachi. Afterwards
marries the Governor of Hitachi.

· Gentlewoman to Ukifune; daughter of her
old nurse.

• Genji's son by his first wife, Aoi, Aged about
fifty when Part VI begins.



C H APT E R V I I I (continued)

The Mistletoe

J[T WAS a long while since Kaoru had been to Vji. He felt he was get
ting out of touch with the past, and towards the end of the ninth month,
in a heavy gale, he set out once again on the familiar road. The aspect

of the place could not have been more depressing than on this stormy, grey
afternoon. In the wind-swept gardens there was not a sign of Irfe. The
menacing roar of the flooded river pervaded the whole house, and seemed
Indeed to have become Its only occupant. At last, however, the old nun,"
Ben no Kimi, appeared behind the grey> curtains of a couch that had been
pushed towards the open door. 'Forgive me!' she said. 'I haven't the
heart to let you see me as I am. I wasn't much to look at before; but now,
in this strange garb .. .' 'I've often wondered how you were getting on,'
Kaoru said. 'You're the only person in the world who can really enter
into my feelings about what happened last year t-e-yes, a whole year ago
it is now. How the days have flown!' Tears dimmed his eyes; and the
old woman was already weeping bitterly. 'It's just the same wild sort
ofweather, too, t she said, 'as when my dear lady was worrying so terribly
about my Lady Kozeri, How this hateful autumn wind brings it all
back to me! Never have my eyes been dry since it began to blow. And
it seems my poor lady was not so far wrong either, judging from what
I hear... .' 'Oh, things aren't going so badly/ 4 Kaoru said. 'I don't
doubt that it will all come right in time. What mattered was that she
convinced herself it 5 would be a disaster. Undoubtedly rt was this con
viction that brought about her death; and I, who arranged the match,
shall never - that is what is so terrible - escape from the feeling that
it was I who killed her. But as a matter of fact even now 6 there is
really nothing to worry about. Such situations are the commonest thing
in the world. So, too, you will say, is death. And indeed it is not hard
to face the fact that we ourselves and those we love must turn to ashes
in the end. What haunts one is the thought of being left behind, as has
happened to me now... : Again his tears began to flow.

Presently he sent for the Teacher. "I have thoughts of making some
changes here; he said, when he had given directions for the celebration
of the Anniversary," "I shall be obliged to come here from time to time;
and to find the place just as it was in the old days save for the absence

1 For Ben no Kimi's decision to become a nUD) see Part V, p. 899.
2 In sign of mourning for Agemaki, 3 Agemaki's death.
~ Between Kozeri and Niou, S Kozeri's marriage with Niou.
6 Even now that Kozeri has a rival in the shape of Roku no Kimi,
7 Of Agemaki's death.
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of those who made it dear to me is an experience which I do not WIsh
to repeat. What I should Iike to do would be to pull down the main
\\ Ing and rebuild it In the form of a chapel, close to your temple on the
hill And If you are in favour of this, the sooner the work begins the
better' He made a sketch showing what he wanted to be done, how
the cloisters were to lie, where the prresrs' cells were to be, and so on.
The Teacher srgrufied hIS enure approval. · I hope you don't think It

heartless of me,' Kaoru said, 'to undo the work that Prince Hachi
planned with so much taste and care. What I feel IS that he would certaInly
have done something of this kind himself, had he not been deterred by
consideration for those I whom he was leaving here. On Agenlakl's
death the place of course went to Kozen, and through her it has now passed
Into the control of Prince NI0U. That being so, I cannot simply hand It

over to you to use as a temple. In any case, the situation is unsuitable.
There is a good deal of traffic on the river, and you would not here have
the qUIet necessary for monastic life. It would certainly be much better
to pull down the main hall and rebuild it elsewhere, though naturally
I cannot do anything of the kind WIthout obtaining His HIghness's per
mission.' I Whatever the upshot of this may be," the Teacher replied,
your determinanon to obliterate useless reminders of the past is thor

oughly In accordance with the precepts of our Faith. I wonder if you
know the story 2 of the man who for years on end carried the remains
of hIS dear one in a sack tied to hIS neck. At last he met the Buddha,
who by a pIOUS ruse persuaded him to drop the sack and enter on the
True Path. These buildings would be a continual remrnder of what It

IS better to forget, and you would be upset every time you came here
Whereas the dedication you propose would certainly be of great avail
to you in the life to come. I hope you will allow me to carry it OUt at
once. Let me know what date your astrologers consider SUItable, provide
me with a few competent overseers, and I will see to it that all is done In
.iccordance with the dictates of the Blessed One.' By' the trme he had
discussed the details of the plan, and gIven the necessary instructions
to the people from his estates, whose services he put entirely at the
Teacher's disposal, Kaoru found that It was too late to return to the City,
and decided to stay the night. He felt he must go and have a last look
round. The Buddha-images had all gone to the /temple on the hill, and
save for Ben no Kimi's few things the place was entirely denuded. He
hated to think of her dragging out her existence in the midst of such
desolation" 'I have a plan,' he said, I for rebuilding these quarters, and
while the work is going on you had better move into the side WIng If

r •\~("maki and Kozeri,
2 Said to occur in the Great Commentary on the Valrocana Sutra (Takakusu, vol.

""'l\.~ p.. 579). It is not to be found in the versions accessible to me; but the work (, x
hl" ill several different forms.
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you come across anything that belongs to my lady in the Capital I you
can get one of the men who work on my estate to take it to her.'

A strange palr they made, Kaoru and this old creature, as far Into the
night they lay side by side whispering together, almost like lovers, any
one at a first glance might have thought. The opportunity was indeed
an excellent one and he was able, wirhour fear of their berng overheard
or disturbed, to hear much that was new to him in his father's unhappy
story. 'When I remember,' she concluded, 'how constantly in those last
days he questioned me about you and how full his thoughts were of your
future, I cannot cease to marvel and be thankful that at last this strange
chance has brought us together and that after all these years I can reckon
myself a servant of my dear master's child! But what with our great
sorrow 2 and then these troubles 3 that followed so soon, I don't now
adays feel fit for much, and though our dear lady in the Capital has begged
me time and again to visit her and told me she would take it as very
unkind to her If I shut myself up here till the end, I have not felt, since
I became as I am,s that I WIshed to look on any face save that of Amida
the Blessed One.'

They talked for a long while about Agemaki, Ben repeating to hrm
things that her mistress had said, on this occasion and that, In the years
gone by, and recalling In her tremulous yet by no means displeasrng VOIce

the stray verses that Agemaki had made when moved by the beauty of
sprIng blossom or autumn leaves. In language many of these poems
were crude and inadequate, but they showed a pomt of view that was
intensely sympathetic to him, and he listened eagerly. Compared WIth
AgemakI as she then was, Kozeri as he knew her today seemed an easy
gomg woman of the world. But then he only knew her on one side. To
someone Iike himself, in whom she had confidence, she might appear
quite lacking in trmidity or reserve. But he could imagine that to any
stranger who attempted to get onto terms of intimacy, she would gIve
very short shnft. And so from the two sisters he had known his though ts
passed to that other, about whom he was srrll curious - that Ukifune 5

who was said to be the living image of the lady he had lost.
'1 don't know whether she is in the Capital now or not,' said Ben no

Krmi. 'I only hear about her indirectly. While Prince Hachi was srrll
at the Capital, shortly before hIS wife's death, he took a fancy to one
of the upper serving-women, The affair was of no importance and no
one knew of it, but they met once or twice in secret, and a child was
born. He knew that the little girl was his, but coming as it did when
his thoughts were absorbed in his great sorrow, he could not bring him
self to see the mother again. She saw that he had quite lost interest in
the world and was leading to all intents and purposes the life of a monk.

r Kozeri. 2 The death ofAgemaki, 3 Kozeri's troubles with Niou ..
4 Became a nun, .s The name means Floating Boat,
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In this life there could be no place for her, and qUIttrng hIS service she
married the Governor of Michmoku and went with him to his province.
After a year she wrote to Prince Hachi reminding him of the Irttle girl's
existence. But hIS only reply was to beg her never to allude to the subject
again. Later on her husband was moved to Hitachi, and for years I
heard nothing more about her. This spring, however, someone told me
that she had come back to the Capital and been to see Lady Kozeri, The
girl must by now I suppose be about ninereen. I know that In a long
letter she wrote some time ago to Lady Kozeri her mother spoke of her
as being very good-looking, which made it, she said, all the sadder that
she could not come into her own.' Kaoru drank in every word. All this
exactly confirmed what Kozeri had told him.. He felt an intense desire
to make Ukifune's acquaintance. 'I would travel the world over,' he
said eagerly, •to get so much as a glimpse of anyone who might turn
out to bear the faintest resemblance to Agemaki. The fact that Hachi
did not acknowledge her cannot from that point of Vlew make any differ
ence to me. I don't want you to go out of your way to do It, but if you
should by any chance come across her, tell her about what I have Just
said' ·The mother,' Ben no Kimi replied, 'is related to the family of
Prince Hachi's wife, and so am I. But she has been away so much that
I can scarcely say I know her at all. I did indeed have a message not long
ago from one of Lady Kozeri's women saying that it was thought the
girl ought to visrt her father's grave, and begging me to do what I could
about it. But she has never been here. Certainly, however, if she does
come, I will tell her what you have said. t

Meaning to return to the Capital at break of day, Kaoru had, after hIS

arrival at UJi, sent for silk, wadding and so on, and he now despatched
a supply to the Teacher. For Ben no Kimi too he had a present, as also
for the priests and the women who waited on Ben, to all of whom he
sent parcels of stuffs. Certainly life was not particularly gay at Uji;
but so long as Kaoru's visits continued it could not be said that for a
person in her posinon, anxious to lead a life of quiet devotion, Ben no
Kimi did so badly.

The autumn storms had been particularly violent and not a leaf re
mained on any bough. The great unrrodden carpets of red leaf that
stretched before him were of a beauty that kept him Iingermg long
after he had meant to start. But bare though were the forests one tree
stood out, mantled in a blaze of red. It was some kind of mistletoe or
creeper growing upon an old withered tree. He sent someone to pluck
a cluster of it, to bring back to Kozeri.

'Had not remembrance found, like mistletoe upon the bough, its host
and harbour, desolate indeed were this night's sojournmg.' Such was the
verse that Ben no Kimi heard him murmuring; and she in reply: ·How
dire the case, when even upon this tree-stump, seared and tottering, the
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mistletoe can deign to rest.' Her poem could scarcely have been, in its
cadences, more stiff and out-of-date. But the allusion I touched him and
he was thankful for her sympathy.

On arrrvrng at his palace he at once sent round the mistletoe to the
Nijo-in, NIOU was present when it arrived, and rather to Kozeri's em
barrassment it was brought to her wirh the message 'From the palace
to the sourh.'> Any attempt at concealment would only have made
matters worse. Kaoru's notes (and one was attached to the spray) were
not always very discreet. She could only hope for the best. 'Those are
very pretty leaves!' NIOU said meaningly, and asked If he might look at
the present. He glanced at the note. · What have you been doing lately? ...
I have just come back from UJi. But of that and the "mornIng mist
on the hilltops" 3 I will tell you when we meet. I have spoken to the
Teacher about rebuilding the main hall. Nothing shall be moved with
out your express permission. You can give your instructions to Ben no
Ki1Dl, who has promised me to see to everything.' 'Well, that's harm
less enough, anyway,' exclaimed NI0U, "which, however, is easy to ac
count for: he knew I should be here when it arrived .. ' ThIS was meant
more or less as a. joke, but was in fact not entirely untrue. She was in
any case relieved that the letter he had chanced to light on happened
to be so harmless. Yet oddly enough she at the same time felt Injured
that NI0U should have regarded it with any suspicion at all. But as she
sat there her expression, half of relief, half of indignatron, entranced
NIOU to such an extent that he would have forgiven her ten thousand
faults or indiscretions.

'Now you must write your answer,' he said. 'Say what you please.
I won't look: And he turned his back. To make any difficulty about
replying in his presence would again arouse his suspicions, and she at
once wrote: 'So you have been at Uji? I can't tell you how jealous that
makes me. I approve entirely of your plan for turning the hall into a
sanctuary. Sooner or later I shall need somewhere of that sort to retire
to, and I had far rather go back there than have to wander round
searching for a refuge. I hoped that some way might be found of keeping
the hall intact, and if you can manage something of the kind you suggest
I shall be deeply grateful. t

She showed her answer to Niou, It was certainly a model of correct
ness. But as such a relationship between man and woman as this letter
suggested was a thing that he had never himself experienced, he was
not in the least reassured, but on the contrary more and more convinced

r Ben's poem is an allusion to the fact that she and Kaoru were drawn together by their
common sorrow at the death of Agemaki ..

:2 Le. from Kaoru's palace.
3 Symbol of unending sorrow, in reference to a poem in the Kokinshu about morning

mists on the hilltops that 'never clear up.'
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that behind all this show of innocent helpfulness something SInISter
must be concealed.

Amid the desolation of the autumn garden only the pampas-flowers
stood out, their long stems beckoning from the borders like waVIng arms
Even on those that had run to seed pearl-chains of dew still hung quaver
Ing. These were not flowers of great beauty, yet now, in the evening air,
the scene was not altogether devoid of charm. '0 pampas-grass, though
Innocent your flower, those beckoning sleeves betray you," drenched 111

sorrowful dew!' So NI0U murmured He was informally dressed, WearIng
only a simple cloak, and had sent for hIS lute. He began to play an ac
companiment in the ojtkl, 2 mode, and Kozen cared far too deeply for the
Instrument to remember, once he started playing, any of her anxieties
or grievances. Leaning on a stool behind a screen-of-stare so small that
It only In part concealed her, lost in the rapture of the mUSIC, she looked
lovely enough to charm the heart of any pnnce, 'That desolate autumn
hurries through the fields apace, to nodding flowers the wind's cold
breath betrays: 3 So she recrted. ·Though not for me alone... t 4 she
added, shedding a tear that she hastrly hid WIth her fan. NIOU watched
her critically, She seemed at that moment the embodiment of goodness
and gentleness. And yet - it was just this sweetness, this look of having
no harm in her, which he was convinced must prove irresrstible to Kaoru
The chrysanthemums 5 were only beginning to turn, and indeed here
where they were so well tended they kept their whiteness very late
Scanning the borders, Niou had some difficulty 10 finding one that was
really at its best. At last, however, he chose his flower, humming as he
did so those lines of the Chmese poet: 11It 1S not that of all flowers ... ' ()
·One evening when a certain pr1nce 7 was admiring such flowers as
these;' NIOH reminded her, 'a SpIrIt came .flYlng through the air and taught
him a lute song. If only we had lived then! Norhing of that sort ever
happens to people nowadays,' and with a despondent gesture he pushed
the instrument away from him. 'Such rhings do not happen to us,'
Kozeri reasoned with him, disappointed, 'because we no longer deserve
It. But even if we have changed for the worse, the old tunes have not,'
and she begged him to show her the rrght way to take several passJgo
about which she was uncertain. 'Why not?' he said. 'But it would be:

I Pun on ha tu izu, 'run to seed ~ and "how In the face.' 2 See Part V, p. Boo
3 Pun on ak», 'autumn,' and aki, 'sanety,' suggesnng that he had transferred Ill:'! aflec

dons to Roku no Kimi.
4' ••• is autumn sad.' Reference to a poem in the Kokmshu.
c:; \\bite chrysanthemums were particularly admired when their petals had turned

'{old-brown.
6 'It is not that of all flowers I hke this one best, but only that when this has gone, there

are no more flowers.' By Yuan Chen, died A.D. 832.
7 Various stories are told of how the spirit of the Chinese lute-player Lien Ch'eng-wu

appeared in Japan.
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far better 1£ you accompanied me. It is much more amusing!' He sent
for his thirteen-stringed zrthern and set it before her. 'I had some les
sons once with my father: she said, 'but I never really got very far.'
·Oh come,' he exclaimed indignantly, 'It 1S too much If my being here
makes you shy even over such a trifle as this. That other friend of mine,
though I have known her such a short time, 1S not 10 the least ashamed
to let me help her with things that she IS only Just learning. I don't
think that Kaoru, whom you are so fond of quotIng, would at all approve
of such mock modesty. I have often heard him say that in women an
easy, obliging disposition IS the first essential. I am sure that you make
no difficulty about playing when he is WIth you. But then obviously
vou are made for one another.'
.. She SIghed, and takmg up the instrument began rather half-heartedly
to tune it. The strings had stretched a good deal, and it was simplest to
tune 1t to the banJtkt I mode, in which she now accompanied him, He
thought she followed very credrrably, and her touch was good. The
wamng-women, gathered behind screens and curtains, heard hIS clear
fine VOIce singing the 'Sea of Ise t 2 and beamed wrth sansfacnon. 'What
matter,' someone said, 'If he has more establishments than one, and why
shouldn't he? Our lady has much to be thankful for; there's no denyrng
It. And to think that, after all those years cooped up at UJi, she should
now be talking of going back there!' · What? Back there?' the younger
women cried, 'Don't speak of such a thing!'

So what with lute lessons, zirhern lessons and the like several days
went by without Niou Ieavrng the Nijo-rn. The plea of a nrual defile
ment that he sent to the New Palace was far from satisfying Yugtri,
who now, on his way back from the Emperor's Palace, came bustlrng
round to find out what was happerung. 'It is such a bore,' Niou said,
'ro have him always coming round like this.' However, he pulled him
self together and duly appeared in the reception-hall. 'It always feels
strange to be back here,' Yugiri said. "Of course in my father's time I
was here a great deal, but now it is different.' After a few anecdotes
and reminiscences he took Niou by the arm and dragged him off to the
New Palace.. They were accompanied by many of Yugirr's sons, as well
as by a host of noblemen and courriers, forming a procession which gave
to Kozeri's peeping ladies an imposing notion of the rival family's
imporrance. 'Just look at His Excellency the Minister,' they erred
·What a fine gentleman! For all the youth and strength they've got on
their side, there's none of his sons can touch him: .. And yet; said an
other, "he can't get the Prince to his house without coming all the way
to fetch him. Well, I suppose if the truth were known everyone has
his troubles f·

% B, C sharp, D) E, F sharp, G sharp, A..
2 'By the sea of Ise, on the clean sea-beach, I will gather shells ., ,'
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But Kozen, contrasting- her own quiet upbringing with the brl1hance
of Roku no Kirru's surroundings, felt utterly unable to satIsfy anyone
to whom this hfe, with all its glitter a.nd glibness, was a matter of
course. More than ever she felt that the one sensible thing to do was to
return once more to the solrtary hfe that she understood.

So the year passed. From the end of the first month onwards she Was
very unwell. NIOU, In hIS complete inexperience of such matters, became
very anXIOUS and had all manner of rites and supphcarions added, In temple
after temple, to those that he had already commanded. Hearing that
Kozeri's condrtion really gave cause for alarm, the Empress herself sent
to enquIre; and NIOU'S friends, despite the fact that the relationship
had remained normnally a secret one, being pretty generally aware that
his affections had been engaged in this quarter for the uncommonly
long period of three years, felt themselves able without indiscretion to
convey to him their sympathy and good wishes. Kaoru was naturally
no less perturbed than Niou. But he felt that at such a moment It was
more tactful to keep in the background, and though he sometimes sent
to enquIre, he did not call In person. He too, however, secretly arranged
for services to be held on her behalf.

This was the time that had been fixed for the Second Princess's Putting
on of the Skirt, which event was the great tOpIC of conversation at Court.
Such mmute personal attention did the Emperor give to all the rrepara
tions for the coming ceremony that the Princess's bereaved 1 condition
hardly made itself felt. Much of what was necessary had been set aside
for her by her mother, and offerings also poured in both from the Office
of Works and from the treasuries of numerous provrncial governments.
It was assumed that so soon as this event was over the Princess's marriage
to Kaoru would follow as a matter of course, and there was much that
he ought to have been arranging. But as a matter of fact he hardly gave
these coming responsibihties a thought, so occupied was his mind WIth
Kozeri 's condinon,

In the second month came the announcement of what I believe are
called the Supplementary Appointments. Kaoru became Acting Chief
Counsellor, WIth the military rank of General of the Right, a vacancy
having been created by the retirement of Kobai from the post of General
of the Left. Among numerous other visits which Kaoru paid in connec
tion with this new appo1ntment was one to the Nijo-in. Niou was at
the moment in partrcular anxiety about Kozeri and was in her apart
ments when Kaoru arrived. 'It is too bad, J Niou said, 'to brmg you here
at such a time. As you see, we are overrun by pnests.' The upheavals
in the household were not at all reflected in NIOU'S appearance. He came
down the steps to go through the formal act of congratulation in a new
and faultlessly adjusted dress, and was indeed perfectly turned out from

x She had lost her mother.
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top to toe. 'You won't fail me, will you,' Kaoru said 'vhen the for
malrties were over, 'at my banquet tomght - the enrerrammenr, you
know, that I have to give to my future colleagues?' But NI0U seemed
very uncertain whether, WIth things as they were, he would be able to
get away. It was decided that the banquet should be modelled on that
given when Yugiri became MInister, and it was to be held in the New
Palace. The number of princes and noblemen who came to help Kaoru
entertain his guests was so great that the whole affair had more the air
of an Imperial Banquet than of a prrvate enrertamment. NI0U put 10

an appearance, but hurrred back to the Nijo-in long before the pro
ceedmgs were over, to the chagrin of Yugiri and his friends, who re
garded so perfunctory an attendance almost as an affront. As a matter
of fact in actual rank Kozen was more than the equal of her rival, and
the general assumption that Roku no Kimi must necessarily be treated
with Infinitely more deference and consideration was due merely to
Yugiri's immense public prestige.

Early next morning, to Niou's delight, Kozeri was safely delivered
of a boy. It was too a great weight off Kaoru's mind, and as soon as he
heard the news he went round to the Nijo-in, where indeed he would
have been gOIng anyhow to thank Niou for his attendance at last night'S
festivity. The place was crowded WIth visitors, people knowing that
for the next few days they would be certain to find him at home. Follow
ing the usual custom the birth-presents on the third day came only from
NI0U himself. But on the night of the fifth day there came from Kaoru
a present of fifty rice-balls, counters for gambling at draughts and other
customary trifles, and for the mother a nest of thirty boxes containing a
nursing robe of five thicknesses, with swaddlmg-clothes fq.r the child.
He had chosen simple things, but all of them bore witness on closer
examination to his taste and powers of invention To Niou he sent flour
cakes on sandal-wood trays and high one-legged stands. To the ladies
in-waiting he sent, in addition to the usual nests of boxes, thirty picnic
hampers full of all sorts of supplies. But he took care, in making these
gifts, to attract as little attention as possible.

On the night of the seventh day presents arrived from the Empress,
the messengers being accompanied by a host of influential Visitors, in
cluding the Intendant of the Empress's Household.

·After all/ the Emperor said when he heard of the event, · it's a thing
that happens only once in life - having a first child. I feel rather in
clined to do something about it ... ' and he sent the child a sword. J: On
the ninth day a deputation came from Yugiri. He was naturally far from
enthusiastic about what had happened, but he saw that it was for many
reasons inadvisable for him to be on bad terms with Nl0U, and he in
structed all his sons to go and pay their respects. Kozeri indeed had no

1 As a sign that he acknowledged the child as his grandson.
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cause of any kind to complain of the way In which the event had been
received, and now, after a long period of Illness and worry had reduced
her to a state of permanent despondence, the marks of fnendlmess and
even deference WIth which the birth of her child had been greeted drd
much to restore her SpirIts and self-confidence. Kaoru felt that the event
must inevitably set a fresh distance between them. It seemed certain
In any case that the birth of the child would serve to cement her relanon...
ship with NI0U, which in a way was a relief to lum, since he was respon ...
SI ble for brmgrng them together.

Towards the end of the second month the long-expected Irurianon of
the Second Prmcess took place, and on the followrng day Kaoru visited
her at the Palace. The actual ceremonies of union that rughr were of a
prrvate character. The Second Pnncess had for long been so much In

the public eye owing to the Emperor's marked partralrty for her that her
marriage to a commoner I came rather as a disappointment. Many
people thought that, whatever the Emperor's personal feelings towards
Kaoru might be, he would have done better to look round a Irttle first
But his Majesty, once he had decided on a plan, liked to carry it out
Immediately, and could never be persuaded to waste rime In the usual
search for precedents. As a matter of fact such a marriage as th IS was by
no means unprecedented, though It had perhaps seldom happened that
the daughter of a reIgnIng monarch had been disposed of after her Irnrra
non with a haste usually witnessed only In the matrrmonial affairs of
ordinary families. 'I cannot help regarding the young man,' Yugiri
said, 'as SIngularly fortunate. It was only after Suzaku's abdicanon and
Indeed on the eve of his complete retiremenr from the world that he
offered Genji hIS daughter." And as for me, if I was fortunate enough
to secure you' - he was speaking to Princess Ochiba 3 - 'it was certainly
not OWIng to any encouragement from your parents.' This was true
Indeed, and Pnncess Ochiba, Iooking slrghtly embarrassed, made no
reply.

On the. evening of the third day, at the Emperor's request, the Second
Prmcess's guardian 4 and all her retainers and supporters secretly disrnb
ured presents among Kaoru's outriders, attendants, runners and house
servants. All the ceremonies, however, were of a completely private
character. In the days that followed Kaoru continued to VIsit the Pnn
cess, He found it, however, Impossible to banish from his mmd the
memory of the lady he had lost It was a strange hfe - hurrying home
In the mornIng, only to pack off again reluctantly to the Palace when
night came. It Involved altogether too great a change in his habits, and
he made up his mind to bring the Princess to his mother's house.. Nyosan
was delighted and even offered to move out of her own apartments.

1 Le .. not a member of the Imperial family. 2 Nyosan, the mother of Kaoru.
1. Also a daughter of the ex-Emperor Suzaku, .. Her maternal uncle.
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To this he would not at first consent, but eventually planned a new wIng
close to the chapel, on the west side of which he erected new quarters
for hIS mother. The east wing of the palace had suffered severely 111

the fire, and though it had been rebuilt and was quite comfortable, he
now had it completely refurnished. The Emperor heard that he was
planning to install the Princess at home and, with a parent's natural
anxiety, could not help wondering whether such a step were not some
what premature. In hIS letters to Nyosan his Majesty continually re
ferred to the marriage, beggIng her to let hrm know If It seemed to be
gOIng well. The ex-Emperor Suzaku had on hIS death-bed given special
Instructions to the Emperor concernIng the treatment of Nyosan, and
though she was now a nun she held a pOSItIon of considerable influence
at Court, her every request to the Emperor being invariably granted and
all her Interests forwarded with the utmost despatch..

That two such exalted personages should be conspiring together on
behalf of his domestic happiness ought, Kaoru knew, to have been verv
gratifying. But actually the thought inspired him WIth considerable
uneasiness He found himself Indeed, SInce hIS marrIage, more restless
than before, and could interest himself in norhing save the building opera
rions that were In progress at Up .. He kept count of the days and was ready,
when the fifnerh day came," WIth his offering of cakes, himself supervising
the making of the boxes and cases in which they were to be presented
He went indeed so far as to assemble for the purpose all the best workers
In sandal-wood, cedar, gold and srlver, who VIed with one another to
achieve such crafrsmanship as the world had never seen before. Waiting
as usual till he knew NI0U to be absent from the Nijo-in, he went to pay
his respects. Was it, Kozeri asked herself, only her fancy, or had he indeed
changed somewhat since his promotion? Certainly It seemed to her that
there was something more authoritative and self-assured In his manner,
It was a comfort at any rate that he was now a married man, and there
could be no more difficulties of the kind that had rrll now tended to
spoil their fnendship. But the moment that they embarked upon a con
versation It became evident that such an assumption was premature. He
began at once to tell her that hIS marriage meant nothing V\ hatever to
him, hIS hfe was a complete failure, he saw no gleam of happiness any
where. · It's very unwise of you to talk of your marrIage lrke that;' she
protested. · You may easily have been overheard .. ' But though she did
not say so, she was in realr ty rather pleased to find that the highest fa your
a monarch can bestow was powerless to console him, His nature, it could
not be denied, was extraordinarily faithful, and that was a qualrty which
one ought to appreciate. He was anXIOUS to see the baby, and although
she felt rather shy about it she told herself that It would be churhsh to
deny him such pleasure as it was In her power to give when there was

1 Since the child'< birth.
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so much that she was forced to withhold, and she at once ordered the
nurse to show him the child, Coming of such parents he was sure it
would not be ugly. But now he was amazed by the delrcate whuenes,
of its skrn; and while the child lay before him roisterously laughing and
crowing he felt that, If it were hIS, hfe would assume a very different
aspect. Or Indeed what a difference It would have made If Agemaki had
left him such a chrld! Strangely enough, not once did It occur to him
that he might presumably expect soon to become a father In another
quarter. I am afraid that hIS whole attitude towards hIS marriage gIves
a. rather unpleasant impression of his character. I can only say that 1£
he had really been so Ineffectual a character as he must necessarily ap
pear to be in the story which I have to tell, It is obVIOUS that he would
never have been singled out by the Throne and heaped with honours, as
in fact he was.

He appreciated her having shown him the child long before it was
Iikely to be seen by any other outsider. They talked for a long while,
gettmg on together far better than usual, but hIS obligatrons at the
Palace made it Impossible for him to stay nearly as late mto the night
as he could have wished. The young warring-maids crowded to peep at
him as he went out. 'We shall be having the nightingales lookmg us
up,' they said, so sweet was the fragrance that drrfted to them as they
watched him go.

Kaoru would have Irked to bring the Pnncess home in the summer. But
the astrologers said that the conjuncnon of the stars would be unfavour
able, and It was therefore necessary to make the move before the first
of the fourth month. On the day before her departure the Emperor
visited her and held the Wisraria Festival in her apartments. The curtains
of the southern SIde-wing were raised, and the Imperial party accommo
dated there. The occasion was regarded as a public one and the whole
burden was not allowed to fall on the princess, the entertainment of the
various courtiers and officers who were present being undertaken by the
Treasury. The Administration was represented by Yugm, Kobai and
Higekuro's two sons; the Imperial clan by Nl0U and several of his brothers.
At the foot of the wistaria-tree in the courtyard facmg the Imperial
Seat the courtiers and lesser guests were accommodated. In a neighbour
ing portIco the musicians had been assembled, and when evening came the
flutes played an overture in the SOJO mode. I The Instruments for the
Emperor's own use were offered by the Princess herself, and were placed
before him by Yugiri, who was also charged to put at His Majesty's
disposal two volumes of zithern-airs to which a spray of five-needled
pine was daintily attached. Various zitherns, native and Chinese, and a
lute came from the collection of the ex-Emperor Suzaku. The flute was
the one of which Kasluwagi had spoken to Yugiri when he appeared to

I Part V, p. 761.
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him in a dream.' The Emperor had on a previous occasion expressed
amazement at the beauty of Its tone, and it seemed that there could be
no better moment than the present for producing it

Kaoru, everyone agreed, had never played 2 so as today, and as
the other guests had been chosen chiefly for their skrll 10 accompanying
instruments wrth the VOIce the concert was a very agreeable one. The
refreshments were provided by the Prmcess, They were served on four
aloes-wood trays, laid out on a high sandal-wood stand. The mats were
dyed to different tints of wistarra colour and embroidered with a pat
tern of wistana-blossom. The dishes were of silver, the cups of crystal,
the bowls of lapis Iazuli. Higekuro's son Hyoye no Suke was in charge
of the general arrangements. The presentation of the Imperial tankard
had fallen so often to Yugiri's lot that everyone felt a change was needed.
Among the princes, however, there was none who seemed particularly
well suited for the task. Finally Kaoru was asked if he would not under
take it, and as this choice was evidently approved of by the Emperor,
he was at last prevailed upon to accept. The call for silence - a familrar
sound on public occasions - fell on the ears of the feasters with an
unusual impressiveness, coming as it did from one so closely concerned
with the occasion of the present gathering. He carried through the
Emptying of the Cup 3 and the final genuflections in a masterly manner,
and these ceremonies, interestmg enough when carried out by a Prince
of the Blood or First Minister, were made even more impressive by
the fact that they heralded the coming to Kaoru's house of an Imperial
bride. It seemed indeed a strange contrast when, after all was over, he
once more took his place among the ordinary guests.

For Kobai the occasion was a somewhat painful one; be had been very
much in love with the Princess's mother and even after her installation
at the Palace had remained on terms of considerable intimacy with her"
It seemed to him natural that he should be entrusted with the Princess's
upbnnging, and he had indicated his readiness to accept this responsibiliry.
But his clann had been Ignored. •I should be the last person; he said,
6 to deny Kaoru's exceptional merits. But to permit a commoner access
to a reigrnng monarch's daughter seems to me, to say the least of it,
excessive. However, one could let that pass. But really, what has hap
pened today is posrtively scandalous! He had indeed been in two minds
about accepting the invitation at all, but curtosity got the better of him,
and inwardly raging he sat out the whole feast.

Paper lanterns were lit and a number of poems made. The faces of those
who had handed in their compositions at the desk expressed complete
self-satisfaction. But this, one knows from long experience, is not in ...
compatible with the compositions in question being the dreariest possible

I See Part IV, p. 697. 2 The flute.
3 The emptying of what the Emperor had not drunk into an earthen receptacle.
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collecnon of outworn tags So I am afraid I was lazy about gernng copies
of them all Judging, however, from the specimens before me, which
Include several by dignitaries of the most exalted class, the standard
was not very high

The following must J suppose have heen made by Kaoru when he went
into the courtyard to tluck a spray far the garlanding of the Irnperra]
brow: 'Too high for common reach 1 the world had thought It - the
bough to which I stretched my hand to pluck that garland for the royal
brow,' he seems to have wrrtten, almost In a triumphant strain.

'Great must Its claims have been beyond all human thought - the
tree that Iicence found In these high realms to grow!' This must surelx
be by the outraged Kobai, It may be said that I have spoiled these poems
by reporting them Inaccurately, which IS possible, but I cannot rhink
that they were ever very noteworthy. As night wore 011 the proceedings
became more lrvely. Kaoru's rendering of the Ana toto 2 was a great sue
cess, and Kobai, whose VOIce strll retained somethmg of the charm that
had won him such applause on that night long ago,3 Joined 10 with ex
cellent effect. Yugirr's seventh son, who was st111 a mere child, blew
the reed-organ, and hIS performance pleased the Emperor so much that
he rewarded him with the present of a cloak.

The Princess's removal to Kaoru t s palace had all the character of ~i

State ceremony. She was escorted by all the ladles of the Emperor's
household. She herself rode In a srlken palanqum WIth projectIng roof,
there were three ordinary palanquins, twcnry-srx rush-roofed coaches
of which SlX were gdded, and two coaches of wattled cypress-wood
There were thirty ladies-m-waning, each with eight httle gIrls or maids
to wait on her In the escort sent by Kaoru there were twenty carriage
full of hIS own people; and finally there came a vast concourse of courriers,
gentlemen and officials, making In all a procession of the utmost mag
nificence.

Only now that she was In his house and part of his dally life did he
become conSCIOUS of how exceedingly pretty she was. Indeed nowhere
rn her small and elegant person could the most crrncal eye have detected
the slightest flaw. It was evident to him that he ought to be extremely
proud of her - ought Indeed to be the happiest person on earth. But
always the memory of Agemakl and his Iongiug for her stood between
He would die - now he knew it for certain - sull bound by the strange.
compelling devotion that from Its first day had brought him nothing
but despair. Only If in some future Iife he could reach such enlightenment
as would enable him to understand the cause of his own fate - only
then would he at last be able to escape And st111, despite all the out

I In allusion to his marriage.
2 \0 old folk..~ong.
3 See Part 11, p. 221.
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ward changes in his Iife, it was only in the work at I that he found
any real satisfaction. Towards the end of the fourth month, when the
bustle of the Karno Festival had subsided, he Vi/as once more able to leave
the CIty. After VISItIng the workmen and giVIng a number of necessary
directions he was on his way to exchange a word or two WIth Ben no
Krmr, who he knew would be disappointed if she did not see him, when
he saw a carriage coming from the direcnon of U)1 bridge, It was a wo
man's carrIage, not a very grand one, escorted by a number of rather
rough-looking men WIth swords at their hips - apparently natives
of one of the eastern provinces. They in turn were accompanied by a
crowd of humbler followers, and It was evident that the traveller, though
not a woman of the Capital, was someone of a certain consequence.
Kaoru's own eqUIpage had Just entered the gates when the other carriage
again came Into view, making straight for the house.. Silencing his
attendants, who were making a great clatter, Kaoru sent someone to find
out who the traveller was. The man who answered spoke with a strong
provincial accent. It appeared that the occupant of the carriage was the
daughter of his Honour the ex-Governor of Hirachi. She was on her
way back from a. pilgrrmage to Hatsuse and was breaking the journey
at DJl as she had done on her way out. This then beyond all doubt must
be the step-sister of whom he had heard. And bidding his men draw to
one SIde, he sent word beggmg the strangers to bring the carriage srraight
In. The presence of another guest would not incommode them, for the
north wing was entirely at their disposal.

Kaoru's attendants were not in Court dress and there was nothing to
show that their master was anyone out of the ordinary; yet something
in their bearing at once intimidated the provincials, who began hasnly
to back their horses to a respectful distance. The lady's carriage drew
up at the western corner of the portico. The mam wing was In course of
redecoration. The antechamber had no bhnds and the shutters were all
up and barred. There was, however, a chink in the sliding door that led
into the back part of the house, and with his eye to it Kaoru obtained a
perfect view of the arriving carriage. But his clothes rustled tiresomely,
and throwing them off he stood watching in his undergarments. There
was a pause after the carriage drew up, and a message was sent in. Ap
parently the lady, before entering the house, was bent on discovering
who it was with whom she was expected to share it. Kaoru had, how
ever, already gIven Instructions that his identity was on no account to
be disclosed, and his servants now begged the travellers to make them
selves at home at once. 'The other visitor will not be in your way,'
they said. 'He is in quite a different part of the house.' At this moment
a young waiting-woman Jumped out of the carriage with alacrity and
began to fasten up the blinds. She at any rate showed no sign of sharing

1 The transformation of Prince Hachi's apartments into a temple.
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her mistress's compunctions A second lady, rather older, now got out
and called to her mistress to make haste 'I don't feel as though we were
at all protected here,' I said a VOIce from msrde the carriage - a VOIce
that, though he could barely make out the words, struck him at once as
verv drsnnguished. ' N O\V, Madam, are we gOIng to start that sort of
thing all over again> It does surely seem a Iirtle unnecessary. The whole
of that part of the house is completely shut up. Can't you see that the
windows are all bolted and barred?' said the other, In a tone of superior
wisdom, At last the lady herself appeared cautiously at the doorway
of the carriage, and at once - first In the poise of her head, then In the
delicate proportions of her whole frame, there was something that
strangely reminded him of Agemaki. Just, however, at the moment
when he was cramng to catch a glimpse of her face, she hastily hid It
with her fan. There was rather a long step down from the carriage to
the ground. It seemed to present no difficulty to the maids, but Ukifune
looked down at it for some time In dismay before she at last descended
and slipped into the house.

Her overmantle was dark red. Her close-fitting dress, of "carnation' 2

pattern, her kirtle the colour of young rice. A four-foot screen had been
set agamst the door at which he stood, but by an effort he could Just see
oyer It and had a perfect view of all that was going on within. Ukifune
still seemed suspicious of that SIde of the house, and to hIS disappoint
ment sat with her back to him. 'She looks tired, doesn't she?' one wait
ing-woman said to another. 'I don't wonder. It really was quite fright
enIng today getting across that Izumi RIver. It was not nearly so bad
In the second month; but that time the water was much lower. But my
goodness, when one thinks what travelling IS like In the east country,
there's nothing anywhere In these parts bad enough to make a fuss about.'
The women chattered on evidently quite at their ease, whrle Ukifune lay
silent and morionless. He was able to see her arms, and noted that they
were moulded with a delicacy that would have alone sufficed to disprove
Jny kinship between her and a PrOVInCIal ex-Governor.

Kaoru's position was none too comfortable, but he determined to hold
out a Iittle longer. 'What a lovely smell r' one of the women said 'Some
one must be burning incense. I suppose It must be the old lady who
lives here.' 'Ah, yes;' said an older woman 'That's a very special blend
of some kind You may depend on it that even now Ben no Kimi Isn't
satisfied with anything short of the best. That's the way with these town
people Even our master, for all that he was the biggest man In the East,
never set eyes on such perfumes as this Yall can see the same in every
rhrng Ben lrves very quietly, no doubt, but everything she wears IS of
the best. All greys and browns, of course, but good stuff .. ' At this POlot

I From being peeped at.
2 PInk outside, lined with blue.
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a 11trle gIrl came In announcing that the water was and presently
a number of trays were brought In The women began helpmg themselves,
but Ukifune drd not stir 4 Madam IS served,' they called, and brought
her one damty or another. But strll she slept on, undisturbed even by
the crunching of two girls who were eatlng some very noisy kind of nut
a few Inches away from her Kaoru, utterly unused to the sight of ladles
thus occupred, felt slrghrly embarrassed, but he was still hoping for some
rhrng more, and could not brmg himself to leave hIS post. And so this
young man, used to the SOCIety of all the most beautiful and distmguished
women at Court, from the Empress downwards - laughed at and even
scolded by hIS friends for being so absurdly hard to please, stood for hours
on tiptoe hoping to catch a glimpse of one who, Judged by his ordinary
standards, had no doubt little to boast of in person, upbringing or arrarn
ments, Ben no Kuru could not make out what had become of him and
sent a note, but his men refused to deliver 1t, explaining tactfully that
Kaoru was unwell and was rryrng to get a little sleep. But Ben knew how
anXIOUS Kaoru was to see Ukifune, and the present opportumty seemed
too good to be wasted. It did not enter her head that he had already
taken matters into his own hands. Presently the men from Kaoru's farms
arrived wrth hampers of good things, and having arranged for the
travellers to receive their share, Ben put on her best clothes and went to
Ukifune's room, looking indeed If not as fashionable as the warring
woman had declared, at any rate qUIte presentable. · We were expectmg
you yesterday morning,' she said. 'How is it that you did not get here
nll this afternoon?' 'Our mistress was very tired,' an old woman said,
· so after crossing the Izumi we made a halt, and this morning we did not
start out again till she seemed ready to face the Journey.. ' They called
once more to Ukifune, who this time woke with a start. As she turned
rather apologetically to greet the VISItor, Kaoru was able for the first
rime really to study her face. The remarkably fine settmg of her eyes, the
,vay her hair parted - all sorts of details reminded him, though It was
seldom that he had had the chance to study Agemaki's face so closely,
of the elder sister, and suddenly the old tears flowed. So soon, however,
as she began talking to Ben no Kimi her voice - though from where
he was he could not hear verv well - sounded more like Kozeri's. In
any case she delighted him, ~nd his only regret was that he had not
taken steps to become acquainted WIth her long ago. Anyone, even In
the very lowest rank of SOCIety, who bore so strong a resemblance to
Agemakl could not have faded to Interest him; and this lady, apart from
all else, being (despite the old Prince's refusal to acknowledge her) a
member of the Imperial family, was In reality far from ranking as hIS

social inferior. It was indeed a marvellous find, and hIS impulse was to
rush out that moment from his hiding...place a.nd tell her what the dis
covery of her existence had meant to him. After all, the Wizard in the
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story, I though his wanderings brought him at last to the Islands of the
Blest, could bring back no more than a harrpin as token from the lady
whom he sought; while Kaoru had for himself discovered one who,
though indeed she was not Agemaki, would he felt certain do somerhrnj
to make up for Agemakr's loss. Yes, undoubtedly this meeting was
provrdenual.

After a httle further talk with Ukifune, Ben withdrew. It is not
improbable that the famihar perfume had revealed to her Kaoru's near
presence and thus put a check upon the conversation.

It was now getring dark, and Kaoru slipped quietly from his hiding
place, put on hIS clothes and summoned Ben no KImI to the hatch through
which they usually conversed. 'How did It happen,' Kaoru asked, 'that
we arrived exactly at the same moments If It was your doing you cer
tainly arranged It marvellously.' 'No,' said Ben. 'Ever since you spoke
about it, I tried hard to find an opportunity. Last year I could manage
nothing; but this year in the second month I saw them when they were
doing their spring pilgrimage to Hatsuse. I told the mother of your
long attachment to Agemakr and consequent Interest in the Sister, and
she was evidently qUIte flattered that you should notice a child of hers
m this way. But I heard that yell were otherwise occupied at the time,
and thought it would be better for the moment not to trouble you. This
month they made the pilgrimage again, and she is stopping here on her
way back to the Crty. She stops at Uji Iike this simply In order to visit
her father's tomb. This time the mother was delayed at Hatsuse and the
young lady has come alone. She has not of course the least idea that
you are here.' "Possibly not,' said Kaoru. · I gave strict orders to my
people not to let it be known. But some under-servant or groom is pretty
certain to have gIven me away. In any case, the sooner she IS told, the
better. The fact that she should on this one occasion have come alone
makes the COIncidence even more extraordinary. Such a meeting cannot
be a mere accident. It must have been ordained by Fate. Tell her I said
so.' 'Won't it seem a little sudden?' asked Ben with a smile. 'Well,
1£ you Wish It I'll tell her,' she continued, and as she turned to go she
heard him murmur to himself the poem: 'Because the magic of your voice
strangely recalled the past I could not rest, 0 far-off woodland bird, till
I ha I found the pathway to your home.' ThIS and all that he had said
to her the old woman reported to the Visitor ..

1 Told by the ninth-century Chinese poet Po Chu-i in The Euerlastmg Wrong.



CHAPTER IX

T he Eastern H ouse

][

T WAS, as may well be imagined, Kaoru's one desire now that he had
reached the' foothills of Mount Chrkuba' no t to turn back till he had
'forced hIS \1\lay through thicket after thicket to the crest. t I But the

CIrcumstances of the case made secrecy well-nigh impossible, and openly
to run after a girl of the class to which she appeared 2 to belong was, for
anyone of hIS standmg, utterly out of the question. He therefore made
no attempt even to send messages or write, but contented himself wrrh
lettmg the mother know, through Ben no KIID1, how favourable an im
pressron Ukifune had made upon him. These hints were repeated rime
after time, and he hoped that they would in the end lead to an offer on her
side 3 The mother qUlte faded to realIze that anything more than a casual
complrment was implied. But she was naturally always pleased when
Ukifune's appearance attracted nonce, and had It not been for the hopeless
disparrty In social position, she would have been glad enough that some
thing further should follow. The Governor of Hirachi had a considerable
family by hIS first wife, and Ukifune's mother had also borne him a number
of children, including a daughter who was now almost grown up, and
half a dozen youngsters who were still in the nursery. He naturally took
more interest in his own children, and the mother had hard work to
prevent the child 4 she had brought with her from bemg pushed completely
Into the background, What made the siruation particularly difficult was
that the Governor's own children were all heavy and plain, whereas
Ukifune was from her earliest days remarkably pretty and attractive ..
To see treats and fineries lavished on them while Ukifune was forgotten
was more than the mother could bear, and she did all In her power to
secure on her own account for Ukifune every advantage which the other
children enjoyed,

It was known that there were several daughters in the house, and a
number of fairly eligible young men frequented it. The Governor himself
came of quite a good family and many of hIS near relations held posts of
considerable importance. He had inherited a very large fortune and made
great efforts to live in a style commensurate with his position. But a
complete lack of natural discriminanon made him utterly incapable of

I In allusion to a poem in the Kokinshu. Mount Chikuba was in Hitachi, where Ukifune
had been brought up.

:2 Though m reality Prince Hachi's child, she had been brought up as the daughter
of the Governor of Hitachi,

3 In which case he could without impropriety have taken Ukifune as his concubme.
4 Ukifune,
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reaching the standard of elegance after which he strove Everything In

hIS house I was In the worst possible taste, and he himself, owing to long
residence In remote provinces, had not only acquired an accent of the most
uncouth descnpnon, but could no longer even express himself In a correct
way He had, however, an exaggerated, almost cringmg respect for those
In authorrty, and had always performed hIS official duties In the lUOSt

punctilrous and methodical way. For such things as mUSIC, poetry and
so on he had no comprehension at all. But in practical ways he was
competent enough, beIng a remarkably good shot with hIS bow.

The lavish scale on which hIS establishment was run had, despite Its

disadvantages, drawn Into his service qUIte a number of fairly presentable
ladles, whom dressed in the most impossrble fashion he would compel to
organize poetry cornperrnons, wrrte novels, SIt up on Monkey-nighrs;' and
In general attempt to convince the world that the house belonged to a
man of taste and culture

Among the suitors whom the report of Ukifune's beauty had drawn to
the place was a certam Sakon, an officer m the Emperor's Bodyguard, who,
though he was already twenty-two, was supposed hitherto to have had
no love-affair of any importance, which may have been due to the fact
that though very sound in judgment and well educated, he was rather
awkward and heavy In manner On the whole Ukifune's mother was In
clmed to encourage him. He seemed a sensible kind of young fellow who
meant what he said His prospects were good, and though at present he
had not got far, it seemed unlikely that anybody better placed would
show interest In one who ranked as a Governor's daughter. She there
fore saw to It that Ukifune answered hIS letters 10 an encouragIng way_
Whatever View the Governor might take of the matter she was perfectly
confident that one glance at Ukifune herself would suffice to make any
suitor set hIS heart on carrying the thing through She made up her rnind
that the marriage should take place in the eIghth month, and so as to be
Independent of her husband began to collect things for the girl's trous
seau. Anything that had really good lacquering or inlay - in the way
of furniture, musical instruments or the hke - she decried to the Gover
nor, persuading him that somerhing else totally valueless was mfimrely
superior. Nor was he Iikely in any case to nonce the loss of a few stray
articles, possessed as he was with a mania for collectmg objects of every
conceivable kind without any sort of understanding or discrimination,
till the house was so full of them that there was barely room to sit down
Incidentally, another of his ambitions was that hIS daughters should
shine as mUSICIans. A person purporting to be a member of the Imperial

x At the Capital, after his return from Hitachi.
, On the night of the fifty-seventh day in the cycle of srxty days; a Taoist practice that

had crept into Buddhism It was in connection with this observance that the familiar fi~

ures of the three- monkey- - the Unseeing, the Silent and the Unhearing - were u-ecl
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College of Music came constantly to the and when at last the
young ladles were able to stumble through rherr first tune, the Governor
was so overcome with delight that he flung himself at the professor's feet
and heaped so many gifts upon him that he was almost buried alive.
When finally the gIrls had mastered several qUIte lrvely tunes and were
able on fine evenings to give a 11ttle concert wi rh their teacher, the Gov
ernor was so deeply snrred that he broke Into tears. It was difficult for
the mother who had some knowledge of mUSiC to express any great en
thusiasm for these proceedings. · You'd be pleased enough If your own
child showed half such talent,' he said cross! y.

Meanwhile Ukifune's SUItor, Sakon, pressed for an earlier date. If
they were to be married at all, he said, why wait for the eighth month>
The mother became nervous. Sakon, she felt sure, would be certain to
detect that the preparatIons for the marriage were being undertaken
smgle-handed, and she felt that it was better to tell him at once that
Ukifune was not the Governor's child. She sent for the friend who had
acted as intermediary In the first place and begged him to explain rhis to
Sakon. The fact that Ukifune had no father) she said, placed her entirely
at her future husband's mercy, and if he for any reason failed to discharge
his responsrbilmes, the girl would find herself in the most wretched pOSi

tion. She therefore begged him to thmk very carefully before he finally
committed himself. 'There has never been a hmr of all this before,' said
Sakon, much taken aback. 'Naturally it makes no difference to me whose
daughter she IS. But I have to think of the impression it WIll make if I
accept an illegitimate daughter.. Allow me to say I consider it most
wrong of you not to have told me from the start.' The friend explained
that he too had been under a complete misapprehension, Ne-ver had It

occurred to him that all the children were not the Governor's. Sakon
then became extremely disagreeable. For him to marry into that class at
all, even with a Iegirimare child, was a great condescension; and when
It came to a girl in Ukifune's position - there could be no further question
of such a thing. No one would understand his motives, and in view of
the Governor's great wealth the conclusion would qUlte certainly be
drawn that he had been bribed to take the girl off the stepfather's hands ..
Two of the legitimate children were already married, and he would find
himself not merely patronized by their husbands but barely recognized
as a member of the family by the Governor himself. It would bealtogether
too unpleasant. For the matchmaker, a man whose one desire was to keep
on good terms with everybody, the situation was very distressing, The
best he could do was to suggest that if Sakon fel t like that he had better
make an offer for one of the legitimate daughters. · I should be delighted
to act once more on your behalf,' he said. 'There IS a middle daughter of
whom the Governor is parncularly proud.' After some demur Sakon
accepted the suggestion, explaining his readiness to fall in with what
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might seem so heartless a plan by sayIng It was from the beginning chiefly
hIS admiration for the srerlmg qualities of the Governor's character that
had attracted him to the family. To be connected wrth such a man would
In Itself be an Immense advantage. He had no desire, he said, to secure a
great beauty. There were plenty of handsome women of the hIghest rank
who were his for the asking. But he had seen, he said, too many cases of
people who, hoping to advance themselves by a fashionable marrIage,
had ended In the most sordid misery. · I am not at all an ambrtrous man,'
he said. 'My only desire is to lead my own Iife In a qUIet way, and people
can think or say as they please. Yes, It might be worth while your men
tioning this to the Governor, and If he accepts, well - we shall see what
we shall see.' As a matter of fact the matchmaker's sole connection with
the house was the women's quarters, hIS SIster being In service there,
and he had no acquamtance with the Governor at all. ThIS however did
not deter him from going straight to the Governor's rooms and asking
for an interview. The Governor was Indeed vaguely aware that some
one of that name occasionally came to the house, but he sent back a curt
message sayIng that he only saw people whom he had sent for. When
however the man declared that he had come on behalf of His Honour the
Captain of the Bodyguard of the Left, the Governor's manner at once
changed. The visitor was admitted and after a certain amount of beating
about the bush told the Governor exactly what had happened, Iaying
particular emphasis on the fact that Sakon's motive was rather the desire
to have so admirable a man as the Governor for his father-in-law than
to secure a particular daughter as hIS bride.

The Governor was extremely granfied, 'You must forgrve my rudeness,'
he sard. · I had of course no Idea that you came from the Captain. I can
assure you I have always made a point of treatIng the girl Ukifune as
though she were my own. But I have a number of other children and
have to do what I can for them too. This has sometimes led to misunder
standings WIth my wife, who imagrnes that I am prejudiced against her
child, and now tells me very little about what is happening In that quarter.
I did hear somethmg about Sakon making an offer, but I had no Idea that
it was due to his admiranon for my poor qualities ' He went on to suggest
that Sakon should take his middle daughter, concerning whose future
his mind was particularly exercised. He presently recollected that in his
youth he had for a nme been in the service of Sakou's father and would,
but for his long absence 10 distant parts, no doubt be now continuing
his connection with the family into the second generation. Nothmg, he
said, could more have delighted him than this proposal, and he saw only
one difficulty - his WIfe might wonder what Sakon would think of her
if she failed to carry out a plan that had been decided upon so many
months ago. The matchmaker assured him that there need be no scruples
on this head. Sakon had from the start been perfectly willing to accept
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any daughter the parents chose to give. He only made one stipulation,
and that wa~ that he should be on a proper footing in the family. He
detested the idea of glvIng people an impression that he had, so to speak,
crept in at the back door.

The man then went on to describe Sakon's character and prospects in
the most glowing terms. His rank and salary were not of course for the
moment very high. But it was an absolute certainty that next year he
would be raised to the Fourth Rank, and, what was more, he had been
premised the next vacancy among the Assisranrs of the Treasury - the
Emperor himself had mentioned it. HIS Majesty, it appeared, had a
particular regard for Sakon and was most anXIOUS to see him happily
married. 'Just choose your lady and let me know,' he said, 'and I will
undertake that within a few days you shall have a seat in the Cabinet.'

'I think it would be as well 1£ you made up your mind fairly soon, t

the matchmaker continued. 'Naturally offers are coming to him thick and
fast, and if you hesitate, you may find that the opportunity is gone. I can
assure you I know what I am talking about.' The story would not have
deceived anyone WIth the slrghtesr knowledge of Court life. But the
Governor believed it all. He assured the man that It did not matter at
all If Sakon's posirion was not at the moment a very lucrative one. l As
long as I am alive I will see to it that they have enough to get on with,'
he said, "And afterwards there will be no trouble about anything of that
kind, for all my lands and possessions are settled on the grrl that I am
offering him. If he makes a success of the marriage, there's norhing hIS

WIfe won't be a.ble to do for him. If for example he were standing for the
post of Grand Minister, which I beheve can't be got without spending a
good deal, It would mean nothing to a woman as well off as she is going
to be to pay all his expenses.' Without even letting his sister know
what was going on, much less gOIng near Ukifune's mother, the match
maker went straighr to Sakon with what he imagined could not fail to
be exceedingly welcome tidings. Sakon listened at first with an indulgent
smile, merely thinking the Governor's point of VIew a Iirtle crude and
unsophisticated. But the offer to purchase him the place of Grand Minister
was really rather more than he could swallow! When he asked whether
the mother had been told of this plan and expressed a fear that he might
seem to have behaved rather badly towards her, the matchmaker had the
effrontery to say that she would not raise the slightest objection, being
quite as fond of her daughters by the Governor as of Ukifune, Indeed she
had only offered Ukifune in the first place because the girl was getting
rather old I and she was anxious to settle her as soon as possible. This
was at such complete variance with everything the man had said before
that Sakon hardly knew what to believe. But being a very sensible young
man he saw that it was well worth his while to quarrel with the mother,

% She was about twenty.
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and even to lose the good opmion of varIOUS other people concerned, in
order to secure the permanent advantages of the new arrangement. Nor
did there seem to be any pOInt In alrermg the date of his wedding, and he
presented himself on the night that had already been fixed.

Meanwhile the mother had been busily preparIng for Ukifune's wed
dmg, Her maids all had new dresses and everything in the place had been
scrubbed and furbished. Finally she washed the grrls hair, and while
dressmg It she could not help feelmg that her child would be wasted
on a man like Sakon. IT only Prince HachI had acknowledged her, even
though he had died immediately, Kaoru's admrration - though of
course this was aiming rather high - might really have led to some
thing. But as it was she must keep all such thoughts to herself. In the
eyes of the world at large Ukifune ranked as a mere Governor's child, and
even those who knew she was rllegmrnare had no concepnon who the
father really was. But what could be done? Ukifune was no longer very
young, Sakon came of qUIte a respectable family and hIS prospects were
fairly good, moreover he seemed very keen on the match - she believed
Indeed all that the matchmaker had told her, which In an rnexperienced
woman was hardly to be wondered at. A day or two before the appointed
day, when everyone in Ukifune's rooms was In a fever of activrty and the
mother was completely absorbed in putting the last touches to Ukifune's
headdress and attire, In walked the Governor and in the most offhand
wav told her of his conversation WIth the matchmaker and Sakori's conse
quent change of plan. He even went so far as to accuse her of cutting In
between his own child and a desirable sui tor. ' You have 11ved long enough
In the world by now,' he told her, 'to know that an officer of the Guard
IS not a man to be rnfled WIth. Oh I beg your pardon' The young lady's
father was a Prince. Fancy my forgetting that! So no one is too good
for her, to be sure. But strangely enough, humble person though I am,
Sakon's Idea was to marry one of my girls, and despite your clever plan,
that is still his Intention, and I have told him he can have her' It was
his way, when he was out of temper, to fling about the wildest accusa
nons without the slightesr regard for anyone's feelings. The mother was
roo much taken aback to make any reply. In utter despair at the heartless
ness of everyone with whom she was fated to deal she left the room and
hurried to Ukifune's side. If beauty alone could bring happiness, she
thought, lookmg fondly at the girl, this child of hers would have little
Indeed to fear. 'No one can say, I am sure, that I would not do my duty
towards the husband of any child of mine,' she said, diSCUSSIng the matter
WIth Ukifune's old nurse, · but for this Sakon, while I was foolish enough
to think that he was going to bnng happiness to my dear girl, I would
have gIven my Iife. And now he turns round and says she has no father,
and he means to take the other one Instead - a child that is barely more
than half his age. Most people would take good care not to have any-
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thing more to do with a man who could behave so disgracefully. But
my husband, so far from seeing anything amISS, has no words too good for
him and IS ready to do whatever he suggests. In fact one's as bad as the
other. But they must not expect me to countenance such proceedings, I
shall go away somewhere till It IS all over.'

The nurse was of course no less mdignant at the way in which Ukifune
had been treated. 4 All I can say IS, she's lucky to be rid of ' she said,
'such a miserable lowdown wretch! We must find our young lady some
one WIth a little decency and proper feeling about him. And what could
be easier? Why, they say even HIS Excellency 1 has taken rather a fancy
to her, and you couldn't want a nicer, handsomer gentleman than that.
That's the sort of thmg she's meant for, if you'd only give her a chance.'

But the mother had heard that Kaoru was extremely hard to please.
He had, she was told, for years consistently refused offers from Yugrri,
Kobai, all the greatest families In the land, and now had secured the Em
peror's favourite daughter. That such a person could take any serious
Interest in a girl like Ukifune she could not for a moment believe. Some
times, indeed, she had thought of sending her as a lady-in-waiting to
Princess Nyosan; but she was not at all sure how Ukifune would get on in
surroundings so very different from those she had been used to. Then
there was her half-sister, Kozeri. But here again It was the same story.
For a while It had seemed as though everything were going well; but now
her troubles :2 had begun. Was there nowhere In the world a man who for
two moments knew his own mmde 'Look at my own experience,' she
said to the nurse. 4 Up till the last moment Prince Hachi treated me like
a queen; nothing was too good for me. And then at the end he would not
even acknowledge the child! However I must say this for-my husband,
desprre hIS commonness and rough ways there are some things he has
spared me. He has never brought another woman to the house. Not but
what I haven't had a good deal to put up WIth, for he has often been very
Inconsiderate and unkind. But I have always told him frankly what I felt,
and though this has sometimes led to hot words, we have got on pretty
well. The truth of the matter is that great officers and prInces are all very
well for those whom they are pleased to regard as their equals; but to us
plain folk they are no use at all. Yes, in this life rank is everything, it's
no use pretending the contrary, and this poor girl is feeling the loss of it
at every turn. How I wish I could settle her respectably.... ' At this
moment the Governor rushed in saying that as Ukifune seemed to have
more maids than she knew what to do with, would she mind lending
some at them? ' I see you have got new screens-of-state,' he added, Iooking
round. 'As things have happened rather suddenly I am afraid we shan't
have time to re-cover ours, so you can send round yours: · Here's a better
idea still,' he said suddenly. "Wc'Il have the marriage over here, That

I Kaoru, 2 NIOU'S numerous infidelities.
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will save no end of trouble: and he began rummaging round among
Ukifune's things and dragging about the furruture. It went to the mother's
heart to see him undo all the arrangements she had made with such
Infinite care He bustled about setting up dozens of screens where none
were wanted, pushing cupboards, shelves and chests Into overcrowded
corners - it was agony to witness, but she made up her mind from the
start that it was useless to interfere.

, I think you might have the decency to come and hel p me, ' the Governor
said. "After all, she's your child quite as much as the other one IS. It's
a surprIse to me, I confess, to find that you take so lrrtle interest in her
as this. But it can't be helped. DIsown her If you Iike. There are other
motherless children in the world.... '

Meanwhile the Governor's favourite was vigorously tidied up by two
nurses. She was about fifteen, a plump Iittle thing, still quite babyish.
Though happy enough himself In regard to the wedding, he was afraid
people would think it strange that he should accept a SUItor whose affec
nons were supposed so recently to have been engaged In another quarter,
and he went round explairung to everyone that Sakon was a man of such
exceptionally high character and so certain to be one of the leading men
of the future that, unusual though the circumstances might be, he was
thankful to have secured him. 4 I was only Just In nrne;' he sard, 'half
the Court was after him.' Though for rhis he only had the matchmaker's
authority.

Sakon on his SIde had nothing to complain of. The Governor continued
to treat him with the highest respect, and as there seemed to be no point
In choosing a fresh date, he began coming to the house on the day already
fixed.

For Ukifune's mother and nurse the situation was painful and humiliar
lng beyond endurance. To leave the house might seem undigmfied, but
to stay and give countenance to such proceedings was impossible, and
the mother made up her mmd to write to Kozeri and ask If she might
bring the girl for a change of air. 'A person Iike myself can do very
Iitrle for her,' she said In her letter, 'and lately she has been suffermg very
much from lack of proper support I could think of no one better quali
fied.... ,' and so on. The letter put Kozeri in an awkward position. It was
not, she felt, for her to accept as a SIster one whom the Prmce her father
had never acknowledged-as his child. Yet it seemed cruel to let the girl
go on Iivmg under these wretched conditions when It was In her power
to prevent It. One thmg was certain, to establish Ukifune In the house
on exactly the same footing as herself would be disrespectful to her father's
memory, and was out of the question. She decided to talk the matter
over with her maid Tayu. 'I am sure she would never have ventured to
write,' 'the woman said, 'unless something very unpleasant were happen
Ing. You musr not be hard on them. It is not at all unusual for girls
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born under such circumstances to be received by their betters. I shouldn't,
If I were you, refuse before thinkmg the matter over very carefully.'
FInally she prevailed upon Kozeri to let her answer the letter. 'We can
gIve you very quiet rooms in the western wing,' she wrote. 'I am afraid
they. are rather small and Inconvenient, but I dare say you would get on
all right there for a hrrle while.' The mother was delighted and in great
secrecy set out at once. Ukifune had heard a great deal about Kozen and
was longing to see her. She was Indeed far more Interested In the prospect
of making her sister's acquaintance than she had been in that of gettmg
married, and was not in the least sorry that things had turned out as they
had. They brought with them only the nurse and two or three young
maids. Their rooms were at the back of the western side-wing, in a very
secluded part of the house.

Though the circumstances of their upbringing had been so different,
they were after all very closely related, and from the moment that the
mother I appeared Kozeri felt thoroughly at home with her. She had the
baby in her arms when the visitors were admitted; and seeing her there
surrounded by every comfort and attention, Ukifune's mother, while
delighted by Kozeri's manners and appearance, could not help feelmg a
certain brtterness, It was not as though Kozerr's mother, whom Prmce
Hachi had treated so very differently, belonged to a different level of
society. On the contrary, they came of the same family. It was harsh
indeed that she herself should have always been regarded as a mere serv
ing-woman and her child relegated to a class which was universally de
spised, while her cousin's children lolled In palaces, leaving to her the
embarrassing task of claiming a relationship, It had been put about that
Ukifune's move was due to a ritual defilement, and they received no visi
tors. The mother herself stayed only two or three days, but by the time she
left she felt qUIte familiar WIth the ways of the Palace. She was of course
longing to see Niou. Before long it was announced that he had just
arrrved, and peepIng between the screens she was able to get a very good
view of him. He was wearing a wreath of cherry-blossom and round
him knelt several officers of the Fourth and Fifth Ranks, reporting the
progress of varIOUS negotiations and commissions which had been en
trusted to their charge. They were merely his ordinary household re
tainers; yet how msignificant her own husband, whom despite all their
differences she was still in the habit of regarding as a person of considerable
authority and Importance, would look beside the least of these gentlemen!
A number of young courtiers were also there, most of whom she did not
know. Presently however the husband of one of her stepdaughters arrived
with a message from the Palace. She noticed that though he held, as she
knew, a post in the Treasury as well as the rank of clerk to the Board of
Rites, he did not venture to do more than hover in the distance. She had

I She was a niece of Kozeri's mother.
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often felt mdignanr at the latitude that was allowed to NIOU and his sort
Why should a mere accident of birth entitle them to behave 10 a way that
In ordmary people would be considered heartlessly cruel? But now,
dazzled by NI0U'S beauty and by the magnificence of the whole SettIng
In which the lives of such people moved, she no longer felt that the
women who were taken up and cast aside had anythmg to complain of
A moment's contact WIth such splendours as these was worth a Iifenme
of commonplace affection.

NI0U now took the baby in hIS arms and for a while sat playing WIth it.
Kozen was behmd a low screen, which he presently pushed aside, and SIt

tIng there together, talking and playing \VIth the child, they did Indeed
make a remarkable pair. Ukifune's mother could not help contrastIng
the hfe here With that which she had known In the old days at Prince
Hachi's mouldenng palace. And yet he too, strange to remember, was
an Emperor's son! Presently the child was handed to its nurses, and
Kozeri vanished Into an inner room. Visitor after visitor strll arrived,
but they were told that NIOU was restmg. He reappeared in the evening
and supped WIth Kozen in her rooms. How squalid, compared WIth the
stately and ordered life of this palace, they seemed to her now despite
their continual strrving towards elegance and harmony - the houses of
petty officers and officials!

The one thing that now seemed worth doing was to secure for Ukifune
a place, of whatever kind, In some such establishment as this, After all,
there was no reason why she should not be at least as ambitious on her
behalf as her husband was on behalf of hIS girls. He, no doubt, had wealth
on his SIde, but In looks it was Ukifune who had the advantage.

Next day NI0U rose late, and sayIng that he must go to the Palace and
enquire after the Empress, who had not been well, he went off to be rohed
In hIS State dress. Ukifune's mother was able to catch a glimpse of lum
as he returned from the robmg-room, and a magnificent sight he was,
and not merely magnificent but a gracious and lovable figure as comIng
back to Kozerr's room he played with the Infant, off whom it seemed he
could hardly bear to take hIS eyes. After breakfast he went out Into the
hall and a number of gentlemen who had been warning in the ante-cham
bers came forward to salute him. Among them was one with a hard, un
pleasmg expression of face, but an air of being thoroughly well satisfied
with his own appearance. He wore a loose cloak and a big sword at hIS
belt. She did not know hIS face, but the part that he played was evidently
not one of importance. 'That's the one who has married the Governor
of Hitachr's daughter, t a waitmg-woman whispered 'He was to have had
this girl who has come here, but he thought himself too good for anyone
that wasrr'r the Governor's own daughter, and took a lrrtle fat baby of a
thing Instead. Needless to say that's not the story that they tell here,
but I heard It through one of the Governor's people:
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The women did not of course know that the grrl's mother was within
earshot, but It was In any case far from agreeable to hear such talk gOIng
on. Of one thing the mother was now convinced: Sakon was far Indeed
from occupyIng at Court the posmon that the matchmaker had attrtbured
to him. It was obVIOUS from the way he was treated and spoken of that
he was a mere nonentity, and certainly Ukifune was well rid of him.
NI0U now saw that the baby had crawled our of Kozeri's room and was
peeping at him round a curtain He turned back to wave to it, and called
to Kozen that If the Empress was better he would come srraighr back,
but that 1£ she was really bad he would have to spend the night at the
Palace. ~ Ifs terrible nowadays how I mISS you both If I have to be away
even for a single night,' he said, and having fondled the child once more
he left the house, upon which a sudden desolation seemed to fall at the
WIthdrawal of so lovely and radiant a presence.

She could not forbear from gOIng straight to Kozeri and telling her 
In terms the artlessness of which made Kozeri smile - Just how Niou
had struck her. They talked of Kozeri's childhood and the lonely Iife at
DJ1, of Agemakr's death ... 'For me too life has not always been very
easy,' said Kozeri; ~ but things are better now. The loss of my paren ts
was of course a terrible blow - of my father, I should say, for my mother
I never knew. But It was Agemaki's death that was the real calamitv,
not for me only but also for Kaoru, who I am afraid WIll never get over It

It is terrible to see anyone In such a condrrion, and It still goes on; it seems
as though he would never be able to take an Interest in anyone else '
'Surely,' the mother said, 'he must be granfied by the confidence that
His Majesty the Emperor has shown In him. They say such a thing has
never happened before. And In a way It is a comfort that Agemaki is not
here; for he would have been bound to accept this marriage.... • 'In which
case,' Kozeri Interposed, 'her position would have been no worse than
rnme. I No, Kaoru IS different in this way from anyone I have ever known
Think how long it is SInce my father died, and yet he is always doing
one thing and another about masses for his salvation, about the upkeep
of the graves and so on' 'Ben no Kimi has told me,' the mother ven..
tured, 'that he takes an interest in my poor girl and was even anxious to
meet her - though that IS a thing I should never dare to suggest - be..
cause of her connection with Agemaki. I don't know how much truth
there is in it, but you may be sure I was deeply touched.' Bit by bit she
began to tell Kozen about Ukifune's troubles, though when it came to
the episode of Sakorr's callous behaviour she kept a good deal back, for
she did not know who might be Iistenmg. · As far as I am concerned,'
she went on, 'I ask for nothing better than to have her at my side But
I must think of the future; I am gettmg on in years, and I tremble to
think what will become of her when I am gone. Sometimes I think it

:I NiQU had been forced to take Roku no Kimi as hi, con-ort,
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would be better to give up all Idea of marriage or anything of that kind
and settle her as a nun in some convent far away from everywhere. Bur
that IS only In my darkest moods. J 'I am terribly sorry about it all, J

Kozerr said. "I know only too well from my own experience that girls
without a father or brothers to protect them cannot expect to be treated
with much consideration. But that hardly seems a reason for grvmg up
the world altogether, unless one feels a very strong call towards the lrfe
of the cloister, And even then - It is a grave step to take My own
mclinations have always been entirely In that direction, yet here I am!
No, I cannot bear to think of your making a nun of her.'

The mother was delighted by Kozeri's interest and sympathy; and
Kozeri thought her an agreeable woman, quite good-looking consrdermg
her age and betraying the humble surroundings in which her Iife had been
spent In nothing but a certain rotundity of figure. 'After the way her
father disowned her and everyone In consequence has treated her as though
she were no one at all, I cannot tell you, J the mother continued, 'what a
comfort it IS to my poor girl that you should receive us and let us tell you
about all we have been through J She went back over her life, telling
Kozeri about her husband's first Governorship In Michrnoku, and grving
her an account of many strange things she had seen m that remote province.
Then there was Mount Chikuba. How terribly lonely she had been In
Hrrachi l There was not a soul to whom she could really open her mind.

'I could go on telling you about it for ever,' she said. 'But my chrldren
at home must be wondering what has become of me. I expect there 1S a
fine rumpus going on by now. I wish I felt less worried about this girl
I am leaving here. I know only too well what a handicap It IS to belong
to the class that her father's attitude towards her has forced her Into.
However, as long as she is with you, I shan't worry... .'

The mother was try1ng, Kozeri could see, to make her feel that it was
her duty to make up for the harm that Prmce Hachi had done. In any
case, she was determined to do everything for Ukifune that she could.
The gIrl was certainly both agreeable and good-looking. She did not seem
to be inordinately shy, and though she was rather backward for her age,
she was evidently far from stupid, and when she was with Kozeri's ladies
no one would have picked her out as a gIrl who had not ha.d the same
advantages. It was extraordinary how much her way of speaking and so
on reminded one of Agemaki. Kozen remembered her conversation with
Kaoru about Ukifune. It would certainly be worth while bringing them
together. The matter crossed her mmd more than once. But she did no
thing In particular about it. Quite by chance however, while Kozeri and
the mother were SItting together, Kaoru was suddenly announced. Kozeri
quickly adjusted the curtams and began putting herself to rights. 'Now
at last I shall see him I' the mother said. ·Everyone tells me he 15 wonder
ful, but I shall be very much surprised 1£ he is anything compared with
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Niou.' 'It's really not so easy to decide,' one of the gentlewomen de...
clared. "When they are together I sometimes thmk that NI0U comes out
of It none too well. But when they are apart one does not think there is
much to choose between them. However, it is obvious that they are both
really very good-looking, and there IS not much sense in these compari
sons.' · All the same,' another woman said smihng, 'there's small doubt
on which SIde Madam's private prejudice Iies. And It would be a marvel
Indeed if anyone could be found to match our dear Prince!' I The word
was passed round that Kaoru was JUSt getting down from hIS coach.
Ukifune's mother heard a great clattering and shounng, but for what
seemed a very long while no one appeared. At last a young man walked
quietly into the room. It would never have occurred to the mother to
call him strikingly handsome; but charm he certainly had, coupled with
a look of extreme refinement and distincnon. Instinctively, though
she knew she was hidden from him, she put up a hand to tidy her hair.
The scrupulous formaliry of hIS dress and the great size of the escort whose
clamour she could hear outside gave her a somewhat misleadmg notion
of his habits and personalrty. So soon, however, as he spoke she realized
that all this was due to hIS having come straight on from an official
VIsit of Enquiry at the Palace. 'As none of the Royal Princes could be
found I was obliged to take duty at the Palace last mghr;' he explained.
'It was rather unfortunate that NIOU did not put In an appearance, for
Her Majesty is far from well. However, I think I made things all right
for him. Even this morning he arrived inordinately late - for which I
suppose we must hold you responsible.' 'It was exceedingly kind of
you to take his place,' said Kozeri, Ignoring the accusarron. She knew
well enough that Kaoru had chosen today for his VIsit because he counted
on Niou having to stay late at the Palace. However, he seemed to be
in a good mood, and said nothing that one could possibly object to,
though even today there was perceptible in all his conversation a vague
background of the usual tragic description. It was difficult to believe
that, as he constantly asserted, time had done nothing to reconcile him
to his loss. Human beings, Kozeri felt, are not so constituted, and she
sometimes felt that his melancholy was becoming a mere matter of
habit - was due simply to an inabihry ever to relinquish, in her presence,
the attitude that he had taken up at the start. But soon some look
or word would come that would have convinced a heart far harder than
hers of his absolute sincerity. What distressed her most were the hints 
bound sooner or later to come into every conversanon - that, great
though his sufferings were, it lay in her power to relieve them; and now,
hoping no doubt to distract him from this unwelcome vein, she re
minded him of his vow to set up a statue of Agemaki at UJi 2 and of her
suggestion that a 'living image' 3 might well take its place.

I Niou. 2 See Part V, p. 934. J Le Ukifune.
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'The gIrl of whom I spoke,' Kozeri said, '15 here on a secret VISIt'
The news interested him a good deal more than he cared to show. 'Come,'
he said, 'unless you can assure me that this new deity of yours can be
relied on to vouchsafe my prayers, I had better keep away. Mere pl1
grrm ages to the shrrne WIll serve only to disturb my meditations. ' 'Your
notions about religron seem after all to be very hazy,' Ukifune's mother
heard Kozen laughmgly reply. 'That's as may be,' he said. 'But please
tell the mother quite definirely that I am counting on a meeting... By
the way, there IS something terribly famihar about this situatron ' 1

And WIth tears in hIS eyes, yet half In Jest, he recited a poem In which
he wondered whether, Just as the touch of the nademono 2 cleanses the
worshrpper of hIS SIO, so the mere presence of Ukifune at his side might
not relieve him of hIS pain. But in her answer Kozeri reminded him
that, after its use, the nademono is thrown into the stream - 'when hands
enough have soiled it.' 'You will I am sure forgive my pomting out
that the allusion was not very happily chosen.' 'What can I,' he answered,
'who am myself but foam on that same stream - what can I offer but a
moment's dalliance> The bourne 3 of my hopes - none knows better
than yourself - was fixed long ago. Indeed If there is any nademono
10 the case, it is surely I, and she the stream into which I am cast aSIde'

, You are staYlng very late,' she complained. 'I must remind you
that there are strangers In the house I thmk tomghr you must really
try to get away in decent time.' 'If you mean the people we have been
talking about,' he said, 'I can't think that it much matters ... However,
be sure to tell them about all this, and make It quite clear that It IS not
a sudden whim. Obviously it isn't; you know that I have been longing
to meet her for years. Anyway, try to put it so that the whole thmg
does not seem too odd. I am sorry to grve you the trouble; but you know
what a hash I should make of It.... '

Peeping after him as he left the house, Ukifune's mother could not
help wondering whether she would not after all do better to accept the
nurse's advice. If there was a chance of the girl standing In any kind
of relationship whatever to such a man as this, was It not a pIty to
waste her on some ordinary, humdrum ofl1cial- someone lrke Sakon,
who she now realized would never have imposed on her had she not
become Inured to the SOCIety of mere louts and savages during her long
exile in Hrrachi and Michinoku?

There clung to the pillar against which Kaoru had been leaning and to
the cushion upon which he had sat so strange and mdescribable a perfume

I Kozeri is trying to pass him on to Ukifune, just a., Agemaki had tried to pass him on
to Kozeri. See Part V, p. 852.

2 Images against which the Shinto worshipper rubs himself in order to transfer his S111..,
to them.

3 The whole passage IS a network of poetical allusion-, which It would be tedious to
explain.
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that even the gentlewomen of the house could not help upon
It. 'No wonder,' someone said, 'that in the Scriprures one reads so much
about perfumes. It seems indeed that among the marvels of Paradise its
smells are praised beyond all the rest Certamlv our Lord Buddha looked
upon a sweet fragrance as the highest gIft he could bestow. Don't you
remember hIS promise 10 the Yaku-o Ban",) I I don't know about sandal
wood of the Bulls Head Mountain, whatever that may be, but cerram
It IS that when Lord Kaoru IS at hand one knows that the Buddha drd not
make such promises In vain He mav well have studied thrs chapter,
for from hIS chrldhood he has been deeply pIOUS' • It's more likely to
be due to something that happened to him 111 a preVIOUS existence,'
another gentlewoman sard. All rhis was overheard by the mother, who
smiled to herself w hile she hsrened

'Well, that IS his message,' Kozen said to her later · You must think
It over. Of this much I can assure you, he always means what he says
Indeed, once he has got an idea Into hIS head, he clings to It WIth extraor
dinary tenacity. I admit that he has responsibrlmes 2 which must: from
your pOInt of view seem a great disadvantage. But as you have even gone
so far as to talk of ruttIng her 10 a convent, It would surely be worth
while at any rate to grve this a trial first.' · I am sure I have no desire to
make a nun of her,' the mother replied · But rhrs I do say: even the
H wilderness where no bird SIngs" IS heaven for such a gIrl, compared with
a house where she had to put up with Insults and hurmlrations at every
turn. True enough, when one sees Kaoru one feels that any post would
be worth taking - I'd be glad enough myself to clean the pots or scrub
the floor - for the mere pleasure of being near such a gentleman; and ,1

young girl must feel that way even more than I. But one asks oneself,
is it wise to plant the seeds of love where they'll get so hrtle chance to
grow? It seems to me like gOIng out of one's 'l\~ay to look for trouble
However, perhaps her worst misfortune, poor soul, IS to have been born
a woman at all; for 'vve none of us, high or low, seem to be given much of
a chance either in this world or the next! 3 I can only ask you to do what
you thmk best and afterwards, however rhmgs may turn out, stand by
her and help her in every way you can.'

It was a terrible responsibility .. · I can only say that I have never known
him to behave heartlessly: Kozen said. · .t-\s to what may happen in the
future .,' and she broke off with a SIgh. A long silence followed ..

Soon after daybreak a carrrage arrived, and one of the Governor of
Hitachi's servants brought in a very cross letter demanding the mother's
Instant return.

I The twenty-third chapter of the Saddharmapundarika: 'From the mouth of any that
accepts rejoices in and praises this chapter <hall issue the smell of blue lotus flower-,
and fro'm e\ ery pore of hIS skin the perfume' of Sandalwood of the Bull's Head Mountain.'

.l Hrs WIfe, the Second Prmces- .

.3 Women were not admitted to ..\mida\ Paradise.
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'Well, I leave everything m your hands,' she said to Kozeri. 'I can't
tell you how grateful I am Keep her here a hrrle longer whrle I am turn
Ing things over In my mind. I dare say the cloister will turn out to be
the best we can do In the end But meanwhile treat her, as far as you can,
as though she were one of yourselves and help her to do whatever you
think best.' There were tears m her eyes, and naturally Ukifune was
upset by the partlng But she would have been sorry Indeed to be torn
away Just yet from surroundings so uncommonly gay and agreeable.

The carriage was Just berng drawn I to the gates and It was beginning
to get light when NI0U arrived from the Palace He had suddenly become
anxious about the baby, which had not been very well. He left the
Palace secretly In a modest vehicle borrowed from one of hIS men and
now, finding a strange carriage blocking hIS \vay, he called to hIS driver
to stop, and entered by a SIde-door. 'Whose carriage IS that?' he asked.
· It seems rather an odd hour for anvone to be here.' He assumed at
once that someone was trying to escape, before the house was astir, from
a clandestine love-meetrng. V./ere hIS worst suspicions gOing to be
confirmed? · I have made enqumes,' a retainer announced, 'and am told
It belongs to HIS Excellency the Lord Governor of HItachi.' 'A fine sort
of Excellency!' one of the young outriders commented m an aside which
was audible to the occupant of the carrrage and brought home to her only
too vividly the contempt that even people of this sort felt for officials
of her husband's class. Not that she minded for herself. But It was heart
rending mdeed that owing to a father's neglect Ukifune must take her
share of the contempt that attached to a class to which she did not in
realiry belong..

·Someone calling himself "the Governor of Hrtachi' seems to be in
the habit of coming here to see you and hurrying away before daylight,
accompanied by a whole band of grooms and attendants.' Kozen was
with her women when NI0U burst In with this announcement, and she
thought that, whatever his SUspICIons were, he might have had the
decency to keep them to himself rill they were alone together. ·There
is no reason to excite yourself,' she said. "Tayu or one of my women has
known the Governor's wife SInce they were children, I am surprised
you should be so interested In rheir affairs. But you seem to go out of
your way to make remarks that, whatever you may mean by them your
self, are bound to give people a most unfortunate impression. I see that if
there is to be anything left of my repuranon .. ,) and she turned her back
upon him. He was in no hurry to make It up, for he found her outbreaks
very attractive.

He did not leave her apartments till very late in the morning. On
appearIng at last in the outer rooms he found a great concourse of visitors
waiting. To his relief he heard that things at the Palace were g01ng

x By hand. The oxen were left outside-
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better. It did not seem as though the Empress's illness was anyrhing
very serious, and she was already on the mend. He spent the rest of the
morning playing draughts and rhyme-covermg I With Yugiri's sons.
Late In the afternoon he went back to Kozerr's rooms. He found, however,
that she was washing her hair. Her women were all restIng In their
rooms and he could find no one to talk to. Presently a small gIrl came
along. 'Can you take a message?' he said, · Say I cannot Imagine why
Madam must needs choose this moment to embark upon her toilet. It's
not very amusing for me to hang about here all alone.' 'We always try
to get that kmd of thing done when you are not here,' said Tayu, In the
message she sent m reply. 'But Madam has been wanting to have it
washed for days, and this month there IS not a SIngle other possible .2

day. That means waitmg another two months.... ' 3

The baby was asleep and hIS nurses could not leave him. Niou wandered
listlessly from room to room. On reaching the' western WIng he met a
young waiting-girl whose face he did not know She must, he supposed,
belong to some gentlewoman who had recently entered Kozerr's service,
and he peeped in 4 One sliding-panel in the middle of the partition near
which he stood was not qUIte closed and a foot or so behind It he could
see a large folding-screen, apparently put there to protect a curtained
couch that stood close up against the WIndow. Beyond the couch
curtains protruded on one SIde what could only be part of a woman's
sleeve - a glimpse of gay aster-pattern, faced WIth omtnahesht brocade.
Had not some careless person forgotten to unfold one panel of the screen
even this much would not have been visible. · This must be looked into,'
he said to himself ana tiptoeing to the door of the room he gently pushed
It open. The flower-tubs In the courtyard on this Side of the house were
ablaze WIth every Imaginable colour, and the moat at this pOint ran
between very high stone walls, so that Ukifune loved to have her couch
as near as possible to the windows, and she was now gazing in front of
her, entranced by the beauty of her new home. Niou opened the door J.

little Wider and peeped round the corner of the big folding-screen. This
rime she became aware that someone had entered the room. She naturally
supposed, however, that It was one of her own people, who were always
gOIng in and out, and she did not look round. Her pose as she lay there,
half-raising herself on one hand to get a better view of the garden, de
lighted him, and it seemed to him the most natural thing in the world at
once to seek her acquaIntance. Closing the sliding-panel that he had
found ajar and seating himself between it and the big screen, he plucked

t A game in which the rhyme-words of a Chinese poem were covered and had to be
guessed.

2 Lucky.
J The ninth month was taboo for Buddhist, the tenth month for Shmto reasons •
.. At the door which <hut off the western wing.
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at the skirt of her dress. She started and looked swiftly over her shoulder,
at the same rime covering her face wrth her fan. He was struck by the
graceful movement of her shoulders and head, and seIzIng the hand that
held the fan, 'Who are you?' he said 'Don't be frighrened I only
want to know your name' A wild SUspIcIon rushed to her head that
rhis must be Kaoru of whose strange Interest In her she had been told 
NIOU was sIttIng WIth hIS face hid - and the strong perfume that had
filled the room SInce this mtrusion made her almost cerrain that It must
be he. This Idea, however, did not drmimsh her feeling of utter hel pless
ness and bewilderment. But a partial deliverance was close at hand. The
old nurse, paSSIng that way, had heard a strange voice In the room and
now came bustlmg In to discover what was gOIng on. Her arrrval, what
ever else It may have averted, did nothing to check the flow of NIOU'S
conversation, and he continued In the most easy and natural way to talk
to her about this and that, for all the world as If he had known her for
years. The old woman, apart from an occasional ' What next, I wonder?'
and' Well, I am surprised,' made no attempt to Interfere.

It was now gernng late. 'You have only to tell me your name,' NI0U

said, 'and I w111 let you go.' By this time he was lying stretched full
length beside her, to the consternation of the old nurse, who had of
course long ago recognized who It was.

The great lamp, though not yet lighted, had already been put on Its
stand. 'He'll have to be going along there in a minute,' I everyone said.
The Palace was being shut up for the night. Everywhere except In
Kozeri's apartments the shutters were being fastened. The noise came
nearer and nearer; finally Ukon, the daughter of Kozerr's maid Tayu,
ran bustling In to deal WIth the shutters on the western SIde. At last
even NIOU became somewhat uneasy, and the nurse entirely lost her head.
'MInd where you step!' she blurted out. "Thmgs aren't what they
might be in here. That's to say - I know as well as anybody that It
ought never to have happened. But I ask you, what was I to do?' For
the moment Ukon was completely mystified, but presently, groping her
way through the darkness, she became aware that stretched at Ukifune's
side was the coatless figure of a young man. It was not difficult to guess
who the visitor was, and at the same time highly improbable that he
was there by invitation. 'No, I don't like this at all,' she said) shaking
her head. 'But the less I say about it now, the better. I am gOing back
to Madam, and of course I shall have to tell her about it.' She marched
off with her head in the air. Her threat produced a look of consternation
on the face of the old nurse and. some other servants who heard It, but had
no such effect on Niou Who, he kept on asking himself, could this
beautiful and distinguished creature be? From Ukon's way of speaking
of her he felt more than ever convinced that she wcs not simply a new

]; Le Niou WIll be having to go to Kozeri's rooms,
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lady-m-waitmg. Unperturbed he continued to question and coax her.
She simply sat and Iisrened, without any sIgn of hosrihry or even im
patIence. But he could see nevertheless that hIS presence was st111 causing
her a veritable agony of embarrassment, and he was very gentle with her,
doing everything he could thrnk of to put her at her ease.

Ukon went to Kozeri and reported what she had witnessed. 'I dread
to think what the poor soul must be gOIng through,' she said indig
nantly. 'It's the tiresome sort of thing he's always doing,' said Kozeri.
'I am afraid the mother will be very much upset If she hears of It. She
begged me agarn and again to look after her, and said this was the only
place she would have felt It safe to leave her.' It would after all have
been very unlike him, Kozeri reflected, not to have discovered the arrival
of a young good-looking grrl. But all the same, In this particular case
she really thought that every precaution had been taken. It was cer
tainly very tiresome that such a thing should have happened. She
motioned to Ukon to withdraw, and the girl was reduced to discussing
the matter in an Indignant whisper with her colleague Shosho. 'Gen
erally,' she said, ·on days when a lot of gentlemen call he stays amusing
himself with them trll late in the afternoon. That's why everyone today
was restIng when it happened. Not that we could have done anyrhing
to prevent It. But that nurse IS a silly old fool. She ought to have sat
right down at my lady's side, ready to pull my lord away the moment
anything happened.' At this moment a messenger came from the Palace
saying that SInce this evenIng Her Majesty had been very unwell and was
now In an extremely grave condition. 'Very mconsiderate of her, I'm
sure he'll think, to have chosen this moment to get worse,' Ukon said
sarcastically. 'I shall go and tell him at once.' · I shouldn't, If I were
you,' whispered Shosho, 'The harm must be done by now You'd do far
better not to pester him ' 'It wasn't my impression that things were
gOIng so fast as that,' said Ukon, and returning to Ukifune's room she
reported to Niou what the messenger had said, adding several alarming
touches of her own. Kozeri overheard some of this whispering. Niou's
habits were really very inconvenient, she thought. Soon no self-respecting
parent would allow a good-looking girl into her house at all.

Niou seemed rather scepncal about the message from the Palace and
showed no signs of moving. l Who brought the message?' he asked ..
'They're always trying to frighten me with stories like this, and when
I arrive I find there is nothing wrong. t 'It was one of the Empress's
own officers/ said Ukon, "Taira no Shigetsune I think they said his
name was.' He did not, however, seem at all inclined to move, and
shocked by his indifference to the opinion of the Court, Ukon was about
to have the Imperial messenger himself sent round to the western wing
when the servant who had brought the first message into the house
reappeared saying that Niou's brother, Prince Nakatsukasa, had already
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hurried to the Palace and the Intendant of Her Majesty's Household
was on hIS way there. 4 They met hIS carr1age In the road,' the man said.
It sounded as though rhis were Indeed one of the sudden attacks from
which the Empress suffered from time to time. Niou supposed he had
better go: he would certainly get Into great trouble 1£ he did not, and
after many final protestations and caresses, he at last left the house.
Ukifune found her nurse standing over her fanning her vigorously. It
was as though she had suddenly woken from some terrifymg dream, and
she was drenched with sweat. 'Poor thmg;' the nurse was saying, 'this
is a terrible place to have brought you to, and no mistake' If it's like
this at the start I tremble to thmk what will be happemng before long.
Prince he may be and I don't know what else besides, but It's not in this
part of the house that he belongs," and If you're to be friends with a
gentleman, good or bad, he'd better at least be someone outside the
family. I thought for a moment he was gOIng to do something really
bad and I gave him such a look! Would you believe it, when he saw I
was making a face at him, he gave me a great pinch In the arm. I suppose
he thought I was Just a common waiting-woman. Common Indeed! I
don't mind telhng you the way he carried on seemed to me for all the
world like any ordinary fellow making up to a girl. I couldn't see the
difference, anyway!'

•By the way,' she added, hoping to distract Ukifune's thoughts from
what had occurred, 'when I was round at your father's today there were
words again between him and your mother - the same old story, he
said your mother cared only about you and did not do her duty by the
other children. The new son-in-law thought it very strange, he said,
that your mother must needs go away on a visit the moment he set foot
in the house. And didn't they half go for one another, with all the
under-servants Iisrenmg too I I can tell you, for my part I hate that young
Sakon. You were getting on all righr till he came along. True, your
father and mother had a bit of a row about you now and then, which
wasn't any too pleasant. But If only things had been left as they were,
you wouldn't have had much to complain of.' But Ukifune for the
moment was not greatly concerned with what was going on at home,
nor with what might or should have been done for her. She could think
of nothing but the odious experience through which she had Just passed,
bad enough in itself but Iikely to be even more unpleasant in its conse
quences if the thing should come to Kozeri's ears. She lay weeping, her
face buried in the cushions. 'Never mind then,' said the nurse. 4 You
mustn'r take on like that. Things might be worse You're not an orphan
altogether, and though it's terrible, I'm sure, to have no father, that's
not half so bad as if your father were there and had given you over to a
wicked stepmother. We'Il put things righr for you In the end, so don't

1 He has no business except 10 Kozeri's apartments.
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fret yourself so. Look how often you've done the pilgrimage to Hatsuse!
It's a very long way for anyone not used to travellrng, and I'm sure that
1£ I pray to Kwannon, she will soon bring you Into your own agaIn and
make all these wicked people sorry they ever dared take advantage of
you. Yes, you shall have the laugh of them one day, I'll warrant'

Presently Ukifune, from where she lay, heard NIOU'S V01ce. He was
leaving by the western gate, no doubt because he was In a hurry and it
was the nearest to the Palace. He was recitmg, with great taste and
feeling she was bound to admit, some lines from a beautiful old poem,
but she was far from being In the mood to appreciate his performance.
Relay horses awaited him, and he galloped away WIth only ten courners
In attendance. Kozeri could well imagme what her sister's feelings must
be, and WIthout any reference to what had occurred sent a message beg
gIng Ukifune to come round to her rooms: «NI0U'S mother,' she said,
'IS unwell and he has been obliged to go to the Palace I am feeling
nred after having my hair washed, and am lying down. So do come If
you have norhing better to do.' "My mistress says that you must excuse
her for the moment as she IS feeling very much upset, but she wrll look
in later,' the nurse replred. 'Upset?' said Kozerr. · I am very sorry to
hear It. Ask her what she is upset about: «Nothing in particular,'
the reply came again, 'Just out of sorts and depressed.' I: I wonder
whether sornerhmg really did happen,' whispered Shasho, nudging
Ukon « Madam w111 be In a terrible raking if she thinks it did.' Kozeri
was Indeed very worried. Here was Kaoru Just begmning to take an in
terest In the girl, and at once this unfortunate Incident had happened
which, If he heard of It, would certainly prejudice him agamst her and
perhaps put him off entirely. He took things so seriously - quite unlike
NI0U, who though he was ready to twist the most harmless incidents
Into evidences of double-dealing and IntrIgue, when it came to any real
and senous infidelrry would probably be very indulgent. What had
happened, however, was Just the sort of thing that Kaoru would take
very much to heart, and It looked as though, as far as he was concerned,
Ukifune's chances were ruined for ever.

Kozeri was rapidly becoming very much attached to this SIster, of
whose very existence she had known nothing for so many years. She
herself had been through trying experiences, but she had at any rate
never been turned adrift hke this unhappy girl. · Indeed,' Kozeri thought
to herself, 'If only Kaoru would stop behaving so tiresomely towards
me, I should not nowadays have much left to complain of.'

She had a great deal of hair and was tired of sitting up so long waiting
for it to dry. She was wearing a single white wrap, 10 which she looked
very fragile and pretty. It was quite true that Ukifune was feeling defi...
nitely ill, but the nurse urged her to pull herself together. 'Go and see
her for a httle while;' she said, · and try to behave as usual, or she will

33
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think somerhing bad really happened. I will go first and explain to Ukon
or one of them, and then come back for you.' ~ She's had a shock, the
poor thing,' the nurse said to Ukon, 'that's all rt is. But I think she IS a
little feverish, and she certainly feels very poorly. However, I hope if
I bring her round here you and Madam may be able to cheer her up a bit
You may say there is no need for her to take on so when nothing happened
and she hasn't really anything to worry about. But you mustri'r forget
that she is an Innocent thmg and doesn't even know, as anyone else would,
that no harm was done. I thmk myself that it's small wonder she's feehng
upset. Yes, I'm very sorry for her Indeed.' Ukifune was still in tears
But the nurse managed at last to drag her to her feet and bring her round
to Kozeri's rooms. She was still, after what had happened, In a state of
absolute terror at the prospect of facing the rest of the world. Her nurse
and other servants were Indeed obliged almost to carry her; but being of
a singularly gentle disposition, much though she longed to be left In
peace, she offered no resistance. Conscious that her hair was still moist
with perspiration, she seated herself with her back to the lamp. Much as
they had always admired their misrress, Kozerr's maids Ukon and Shosho
were obliged to confess that this newcomer was more than able to stand
comparison WIth her, and they feared that if NIOU, whom they had more
than once known to lose his head over far less mteresting rivals, really
took a fancy to her, the result might be very serious. Kozeri, apart from
these two maids, had no one with her, and before long the visitor began
to feel a little bit more at ease. ~ I should hate it,' Kozeri said, 4 If you
thought of my rooms as the sort of place that It was alarmmg to be
brought to. I have been very lonely ever since my father and then, so
soon afterwards, poor Agemaki died, and I cannot tell you what a com
fort it is to me to have someone here who so much reminds me of her.
Perhaps as time goes on you will begin to feel towards me rather In the
way that she did. How happy that would make mer The mvitanon,
though obviously sincere, made Ukifune feel shyer than ever. She sought
for some polite phrase WIth which to acknowledge it, but could find none
"It's very nice really to meet you,' she said, rather WIth the manner of a
small child speaking to a grown-up person, 'after heanng so much about
you for years past.' Presently Kozeri sent for some picture-rolls, which
they looked at together, while Ukon read out the texts. Before long
Ukifune had quite got over her shyness, and looking at her as she sat
there m the lamplight, her head bent over the picture that was being
unrolled, Kozeri was astonished by her beauty. Certainly there was
something in the shape of her brow, in the setting of her eyes - a fine
ness and distinction such as she had seen In no other face than Agemakr's
And Kozeri found herself no longer looking at the pictures, but gazing
all the while at her SIster's face, and wondering how the likeness came
to be so complete. Had Agemaki taken much after her mother, such a
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resemblance would of course be nnpossrble. But servants who had been
In the family a long time often said that while Kozert cerrainly took after
her mother, in Agemaki one could see no resemblance at all. And Indeed
Agemakl

ts

Iikeness to her father was all the easier to trace because, despite
hIS extremely digrufied and arrstocranc bearing, there was about him
a strange sort of gentleness and softness - carried Indeed to a pomr most
unusual In a man. I Of course Ukifune was srrll very inexperienced and
shy, and this made her at present arpear rather dull and ordinary com
pared to Agemaki. But there seemed to be no reason why, glyen a
hrrle time to get used to Court Iife, the grrl should not SUIt a man lrke
Kaoru very well. They talked for a htrle while longer and then, as dawn
was already appearIng, went to bed, Kozeri making Ukifune lie beside
her on her own couch and, before they went to sleep, telling her a little
about the old Prince and their home at Uji while he was st111 alive. The
g1rl was naturally Intensely curious about rhis father whom she had
never known, and lisrened eagerly to all that Kozeri could tell.

'I wonder what wrll happen to that young lady,' Shosho whispered
to Ukon 'Madam seems to have taken qUIte a fancy to her for the
moment; but If my lord does not manage to keep his hands off her, she
won't be a favourire here for long I must say, I'm sorry for her.' · Well,
I don't believe rhings have gone very far yet,' said Ukon. 'You heard
the nurse talking about his pinchmg her when she made a face at him
and all that.... It didn't sound to me at all as though anything much
were happening. And I'll tell you another thing - all the verses I heard
him humming as he went out were about' meetings that are no meetings ·
Of course, that may only have been to put us off the scent. But I had a
good look at her myself just now when she was sittmg full in the lamp
light, and somerhmg in her face seemed to tell me that he hadn't done
anything to her at all:

The first thing the nurse did next day was to borrow a carriage and go
round to the Governor's house. The mother heard her story with the
greatest consternarron. From every point of view the episode was disas
trous, but) above all, in the effect it must evidently have on the girl's
relations with Kozerr. · When it comes to that sort of thing 2 there isn t t

much difference between a great lady and her scullery-maid;' she said
· At any rate I know well enough what I should feel myself. t And In a
panic she rushed off to the Nijo-m. Fortunately NI0U was still at the
Palace and she was able to see Kozen by herself. 'Of course I am qUIte

happy about the grrl;' she said. · I know she could not be in better hands.
But she is still such a child.... I try to do my best by them all, but those

J: This sentence has been unde-r....tood III \ at iou- wax "'. I follov- the Interpretation which
-eems to make the be-t -en-e. thouzh It le.. doubtful \\ herhe-r the text as it stand, (an 1ield
thi~ meaning-

:I Jea!ou,y.
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wretched children at home are always complaining of me, and now, as
you see, I've come scuttling round here. FIrst this way, then that, for
all the world like a squirrel r 'Really, she Isn't so childish as that,'
Kozerr protested laughmg 'There IS no need, I am sure, for you to go
runn1ng after her wrth your hand screenIng your eyes' I The mother,
however, thought that she detected a look of embarrassment In Kozert's
face and suspected that though outwardly adopnng so friendly a tone she
no doubt felt very differently. It was, after all, rmpossible to know what
"vas gosngon In Kozen 's mind, and the mother decided to make no definite
allusion to what had happened. 'It's been my dream for years,' she said,
'to put her In your care, and It's Cl great advantage for her, I'm sure, not
only In itself, but because lt will be a great help to her If people hear that
you have taken her up like this All the same, I've thought It over,
and am not quite sure - I think I had better go back to my first plan
and send her to some convent In the hills It might be safer,' and she
burst into tears. 'But why have you suddenly become afrard for her to
be here?' Kozeri protested. 'Of course 1fyou had any reason to suppose
I was tired of having her, It would be different. Of course, too, all krnds
of people come to a house Iike this, and I can think of someone In par
ticular who IS certainly not always so scrupulous as he might be But
then everyone knows about him, and It IS qUIte easy to take precautions.
You cannot imagine that there 15 the slightest real danger In that quarter
What then is It that is worrying you?' 'I am sure,' the mother said, 'that
from you she Will get nothing but kindness. After all, If her father had
behaved as he ought to have done - we needn't go Into all that agarn 
you would have been brought up together, and qUIte apart from that,
I have some right on my account to approach you, for I too am pretty
near of kin.' But suddenly changrng her manner she added, 'In a day or
two I have to enter upon a period of strict retreat, and I think I shall
take Ukifune with me. She looks to me as though a rest would do her
no harm. I w111 bring her back later on' And with that she left the
house, the girl on her arm. It was evident that she was very much flurried
and distracted, for she rushed out of the room without so much as a thank
you or good-bye. It was a terrible drsappomtment for Kozeri; but it
seemed no use trying to stop her. The place that the mother had chosen
for her 'retreat' was a cottage very prettily situated in the Third Ward.
Unfortunately part of it had been left unfinished, and it had never been
properly fitted and furnished. 'Poor child,' she said. 'At present your
life seems merely to consist of one misfortune after another. The truth
is, without Influence it's impossible to have any existence that can be
called a life at all. But we can't leave you in a place where you are
treated in a way no one would dare to if you were really counted by your
sister as an equal. For myself I no longer mind about company or position

1 As squirrels are supposed to do.
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or any such rhmgs, and could get along very nicely all alone In a place
such as this. But I am afraid you won't know what to do wrth yourself.
However, though It isn't the hfe one would choose for you, you must try
and put up with It. No one, of course, must know that you are here,
but It won't In any case be for very long I shall soon have arranged
something better for you.' The mother herself was oblrged to go home
at once. Never had Ukifune felt so forlorn. It seemed as though, one
after another, every avenue of existence was closed against her. No
stranger but would have been touched to see her he there 'V\'"eeplng,
abandoned In this cheerless unfamihar place; and for the mother thrs
outcome to all her tender hopes and ambrrions was hearr-rendmg Indeed.
But anything was better than exposIng her to incidents such as that of
the preVIOUS evening, and here, wretched though she might be, she could
at least be cerram of preservIng her good name. The mother was at
ordinary times qUIte a sensible woman, bur when angry or frightened
she was apt to lose her head and fly to extreme courses without sropping
to take anyone's advice. Granted that Ukrfune must be kept In seclusion,
this might equally have been effected In the Governor's house. But WIth
Sakon commg and gOIng she made up her mind that the girl would feel
her pOSItIon more acutely if she remained at home. Hence the present
plan. But for both of them the separation was extremely painful. I I
WIsh things here were In better order,' she said before leaving the girl
· The place looks, I know, so very unfinished, and of course you will have
to make sure that you are properly guarded. However, I have arranged
all that with the watchmen, I don't think you WIll find It really un
comfortable. I have put servants into all the spare rooms, and you have
only to send for them 1£ you want anyrhmg. I wonder how you will
get on? You may be sure I shouldn't leave you hke this if I could help it.
But I should get Into terrible trouble at home .. 4" and weepIng birrerly
she returned to the Governor's house.

He was still making a great fuss of hIS new son-in-law and complained
continually that hIS wife made things very difficult for him by holdrng
aloof. But she could not forget that Sakou's appearance on the scene
had been responsible, directly or mdirecriv, for all her daughter's troubles,
and it was With drfficulty that she could bring herself to have anything
to do WIth him. Moreover, eye! SInce she had seen what a poor figure he
cut in surroundings Iike those of the Nno-in, he appeared qUIte differently
in her eyes, and she was amazed at her own lack of judgment in ever for
a moment considering that so wretched a creature could be a desirable
acquisition She made up her mind, however, that she must try to shake
off this unflatrenng impression. The CIrcumstances under which it had
been formed were after all very exceptional. Perhaps seen at his ease, in
surroundings to which he really belonged, he would appear less rrdicu
lous. One mornIng when he was ~lttlng quietly with his young wife
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In her room, the mother went and peeped at them Sakon was wearmg a
smart mantle of thin V\..hire silk over a qUite stylish shot-silk dress of the
fashionable lrghr-pink shade Seated there by the window, scanning WIth
evident appreciation the Governor's well-ordered garden, he cut by no
means so contemptible a figure His wife, snll looking a mere baby,
nestled contentedly at hIS side It was strange Indeed to contrast this
pall" With that other couple I whorn she had recently seen together under
not drssmular Circumstances. From nrne to time Sakon would turn to
make some remark to one or other of the warting-wornen, and really 
the mother was obliged to confess - hIS conversation was by no means
ill-bred or unamusing. So different an impression, Indeed, did he now
make that she could hardly belt eve this was the same Sakon she had
seen at the Nijo-m. 'There;s no hagt 1 anywhere to match Prince NI0U'S,'

he said presently. '1 can't Imagine where he got the seeds from. It IS

certainly not a different species of plant, but the flowers are of a beauty...
Unfortunately he was 10 the garden when I was there the other day or I
would have picked some. I WIsh you could have heard him hummmg
th ose lmes of Lady Ise's 3 as he passed '

He made one or two very pretty poems of his own, and It seemed to the
mother strange indeed that this was the man who from the most sordid
monves had behaved so abominably to her daughter, and who, seen In the
company of his betters, had hardly seemed to exist as a human being at
all. She could not resist the temptation to remmd him that there were
people to whom he did not figure In so amiable and innocent a hght, and
she sent in the poem: ~ How comes It that on under-leaf instead the dew
drop rests, when to the unfolding flower alone its gift of love was pledged?'
~ Had It but known from what Royal FIelds 4 the flower sprang, never
would the dew have wavered from its first intent: 'I should very much
like an opportunity of talking the whole thing over with you,' he added.
It was evident that he had discovered the facts about Ukifune's birth
and was now repentIng of hIS treachery. Surely now that people were be
gInnIng to regard her in this light, something might be done to retrieve
her position? The Image of Kaoru, as she had seen him at the Nijo-in,
floated before the mother's rrund. Of course 1£ he were In the least Iike
that odious NIOU - except that they were both equally handsome nothing
could be more unlike what she knew of Kaoru than the insulting way
NI0U, merely for the sake of a hrrle Idle amusement, had forced himself
upon the unfortunate girl - there would be no use In thmking any more

I :\' lOU and Kozeri,
:l Bush-clover, lespideza
3 'Fearful lest In my hand the) should fade, even upon the hagt I have pluc ked the cl,w

remembers to fall.'
.. Le. had I known that Ukifune 'vas Prince Hachr's daughter, Miyagi-no (lite-rally,

Palace ,,'all Fields) wa- a pIAC e famous for It'\ hae:
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about him. But Kaoru, though it was clear that he took a real Interest in
Ukifune, had hirherro taken no steps to pursue the acquaIntance, Indeed,
his discretion was carried to a pomt that was posrnvely embarrassmg.
The fact that Ukrfune had now seen Kaoru and knew him to be Interested
In her made it all the more impossible ever agaIn to suggest her puttIng
up wrth any such creature as this miserable Sakon. But the more she
turned the whole matter over in her mind, the less she felt convinced that
a union with Kaoru was really to be desired, HIS high public posItIon,
the CIrcumstances of hIS upbnngrng, his eXIstIng obligations - all made
It most Improbable that he would really devote himself even to a girl
with claims far greater than Ukifune's. The more she saw of the world,
the more certain she became that no good could come from mixing people
of different birth and posmon. She could see for herself how much her
other children suffered by comparison with Ukifune; and Sakon, who here
cut quire a respectable figure, no sooner set foot In the NIJo-In than he be
came - what she had seen for herself. No, to become the favourrte of
some one who was already married to an Emperor's daughter could lead
to nothing but continual embarrassment and mornfication. It was a
dreadful predicament.

Meanwhile life passed very dully at the cottage in the Third Ward.
The garden contained nothing but weeds, and no one came near the place
save a few uncouth serVIng-men With barbarous eastern accents. If only
there had been some flowers f But the garden had been left quite unmade,
and Ukifune spent one melancholy day after another, thinking often of
Kozen and longing to be back WIth her, thinking too even of NI0U - he
had said some beautiful things to her, or they seemed so at the time, for
she was not at all sure what they meant. Somenmes she fancied that her
clothes still smelt of the strange perfume he was wearing, and at once the
terror she had felt on the night of their encounter would again take pos
sessron of her.

A letter full of the tenderest anxiety and affection arrived from her
mother, but It only served to make Ukifune feel more depressed than ever,
for It seemed to her that her case must be hopeless Indeed if even such de...
votron as this were powerless to assist her. · What do you do all day
long?' the mother wrote. · I am afraid you must feel very homesick. But
try to put up with it for a lrttle longer.' · I am managIng to fill In the
rime;' Ukifune answered, "and am not really at all unhappy.' To her
answer was attached the poem. C Happy I am, yet happier far would be
did I not know that even In this desolate place the world IS with me
strll. I I That such sennmenrs should come from a girl of Ukifune's tender
age was terrible indeed, and weeping bitterly the mother wrote: C In the:
world's midst or far from ways of men - what matters It, could I but
.find a place where you at last might thrive?' There was indeed nothing

1 She wants to leave the world, i.e, go to a convent.
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admirable about these composrtions, but they served to give vent to the
tense feelings of the moment.

Towards the end of autumn I Kaoru as usual found himself growing
very restless and, unable to fix hIS mind on anything else, set out for UJ1
where the rebuildmg of the old Prince's quarters was now complete It
was so long SInce he had been In the h111s that the beauty of the autumn
woods came to him almost as a surpr1se. This nrne every trace of the
former buildmg had vanished. Kaoru conjured up before hIS mind the
old Prince's rooms as he had known them, almost monastic In their bare
simplicrty. He thought Indeed of them and their occupant with such
affection that for the moment he almost wished that he had left thmgs as
they were. The fittings of the old place were too definitely ecclesiasncal
in style for general use. Some of them he had altered so as to be suitable
for a lady's use, and others - such as some wattled screens and plain,
solid pIeces of furnrture - he turned to account In firrmg out the prrests'
quarters in the new temple. Where, however, new things were required
he had them made 10 a style suitable to a country residence, but at the
same rime neither makeshift nor commonplace. After hIS tour of rnspec
tion was over he sat for a long while on a rock near the moat. ' 0 waters,
changelessly flowing, almost had I thought to find In you the Image of him
that is no more r Such was his poem, and tears were st111 In his eyes when
he came, as usual, to Ben no Kimr's room. Seeing that he was in low
spirits she too began to pucker a Iittle at the brow. He approached the
room from the courtyard and sat for a time on the ledge outside her win
dow, pulling up one side of the blind and ralking to her through the
curtains of the couch where she lay concealed. 'I believe,' he said pres
ently, 'that the' image' 2 of whom we have sometimes spoken was at the
Nijo-in the other day when I was there. But I am afraid I was too shy to
communicate with her. I am warting, as a matter of fact, for you to
break the ground a little more thoroughly. t l I have Just had a letter
from her mother,' said Ben. 'She says that an awkward conjunction of
planets has obliged her to move Ukifune from place to place. Here is
the letter. Yes ... H At present my daugher has renred to a very odd Irttle
house - not at all the sort of place for her, and if only Uji were not so
far off I should cerrainly ask you to take her In for a while.'" · The Jour
ney here has long ago become such a habit WIth me,' Kaoru sighed, 'that
I often forget what a fuss most people would make about It. It is Indeed
a strange fate that has kept me all my life tolling up and down that moun..
rain road... However, this seems a good opportunIty to get Into touch
with her. Perhaps you could send a message, or better still go and see her
there?' 'I can send any message you Iike,' said Ben. 'But you must not
ask me to go myself to the City. Why, I do not even go to see Niou's lady
at the Nijo-in!' 'I can understand your not wantmg to appear in public,'

I The anniversary of Agemaki's death. :2 Ukifune. See Part V, p. 934
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Kaoru said. 'But in this case not a soul need know about ir: and even the
hermits of Mount Atago sornerimes go down to the valley If occasion de..
mands it. They say that even the strictest vows not only may but should
be broken, If it be a help to a friend.' 'My staying up here or going down
to the CIty has nothIng ro do with vows or salvation or anyrhmg of that
kind. I Just think It looks bad for anyone in my position to go gadding
about town, that's all.' 'I may never get such a chance again,' pleaded
Kaoru, 'Listen, I shall send a carrIage to fetch you somenme wrthin the
next few days. Meanwhile please find out where this cottage IS. You
know me well enough to be sure that I shall do nothing rash or indiscreet. '
'What then dtd he Intend to do?' the old lady wondered, and despite his
proresrations she would indeed have felt very uneasy had she been dealing
wrrh anyone less scrupulous than Kaoru. And Indeed, qUlte apart from
any consideration for Ukifune's feelings, a man in Kaoru's position had
his own reputation to consider. 'Very well then,' Ben said at last, 'write
a letter, and I am ready to take it there whenever you please. But I am
not going without one, for I don't at all want them to think that I have
taken it upon myself to arrange a match for her. I'd far rather leave that
sort of thing to the witch-women of Iga.' I • It's easy enough to write a
letter,' Kaoru said. 'But one never knows into whose hands It may fall.
You object to being thought of as an old sorceress of Iga, but on the other
hand lt won't be very pleasant for me if people go round saying 4 His Ex
cellency the MInister of the RIght is cournng the daughter of a provincial
Governor' - and not a very refined specimen of his class either, judgrng
by what I have heard of him.' Ben laughed; it did indeed sound very bad.

It was now getting dark, and remembering that he ought to bring back
something for the Second Princess, Kaoru went off to look among the
grass for an autumn flower or two and find a handsome spray of maple
leaf. He did what he could to prevent her feeling that she was thrown
away upon him, and was careful always to treat her with the utmost
deference and consideration; but It had long ago become apparent that
there could never be any real intimacy between them. Even had hIS own
conscience not dictated it he would Indeed have been obliged In any case
to pay her a great deal of attention, for the Emperor despite his many pre
occupations continued to show on her behalf a full degree of common
parental solicitude and was in constant communicatron with Kaoru's
mother. A marriage perpetually subjected to such august superintendence
was no light responsibrlity, and he knew quite well that he was the last
person in the world who ought to go out of the way to involve himself
in a fresh commitment..

Early on the morning of the appointed day he sent a carriage to Vji.
It was in charge of a single well-trusted groom and the driver was a man
whom no one would be likely to recognize. 'On the way back you can

1 The old ladles of Iga were famous as go-betweens,
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ger SOInt.: country lads from one of nlY estates to accompany you: he said.
Ben no Kimi was far from pleased with the mission he had Imposed upon
her, but there seemed to be no gettIng out of It, and after dressing herself
up 111 her best clothes she chmbed reluctantly Into the carrIage. The
journev however did not seem very long, for the hills were .ir their
lovehesr and at each fresh turn of the road she remembered some long
forgotten lme of verse Much to her relief the entrance, when they ar
rrvcd, turned out to be a very InconspIcuoUS one The oxen were unyoked
and the carriage drawn up to the house Without attracnng the slrghresr
.itrenrron She sent In her name and presently a young grrl \VhOITI she
recognized as having been With Ukifune on the Hatsuse pilgrrmage ap
peared at the door and begged her to come In. TIme Indeed hung so
heavrly on Ukifune's hands 111 this dismal place that any distraction was
welcome, and Ben no Kirru was not merelv a friend from old days but also
particularly inreresnng to her O\VIng to J the old lady's long connection
with her father.

f. Ever SInceyou were at U )1; Ben said, 'I have been thmking about you
and wondering to myself how you were getting on But SInce I became a
nun I have quite given up going about at all- I do not even go to see
Kozeri at the Nijo-in. But Kaoru talks so much about you that In the
end I felt I really must come' It seemed rather an odd reason, but Uki
fune could hardly fall to be grantied that anyone lrke Kaoru - both she
and the nurse had admired him Immensely when they saw him at the
N1Jo-1n - should remember her. That he could possibly have any inren
non of pursuIng the matter further did not for a moment enter her head.
Late In the evening, however, there was a knock at the door. 'It is some
one from UJi: said a voice ourside. Ben guessed that it was someone
with a message from Kaoru, and sent Ukifune's nurse to the door. 'It's
someone for you,' the women said, mentIoning a name which Ben knew
to be that of one of Kaoru's bailiffs. She could hear, however, that a
carriage was beIng drawn In at the gates, which struck her as rather odd
It was a wet, windy night, and as Ben approached the door there blew In
upon her a damp, chilly blast. Suddenly she and those who stood behind
her noticed that this dank night-WInd was becoming laden with an in
describable fragrance. Consternation prevailed. To receive such a VISl tor
suitably would have required whole days of forethought and preparattol1,
and here they were, caught utterly unawares. What was to be done
They were hurriedly debating the question when Kaoru sent in a message
saying that the matter he had come to diSCUSS with Ukifune was one that
had been In his mind for months "This seems to be a quiet place, I he
said, 'where we are not likely to be Interrupted.' She was wondermg
what this mysterious topic could be and In what terms hIS note ought to
he answered when the nurse came to her SIde. · You may depend upon It,'
she said, · that he would not huve come specially lrke this, so late ar night,
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Just for the sake of a little conversarion You can 't answer a note that
sort offhand. I had better go round to your mother and tell her about It.
I shan't be long.' 'No, I shouldn't do that,' Ben no Krrru said, · it would
seem very fussy. Surely a girl can have a Irrtle conversation With a young
man without her whole future being at stake. Thmgs don't move so fast
as that - and In any case Kaoru is the last person In the world to let his
feelings run away with him. I can answer for it that if she allows him
in he won't take any liberties '

Ram was srill falling and it was very dark. Out in the garden the watch
men were on their rounds, makmg strange cries as they went. ~ That's a
dangerous-looking bit of wall at the corner of the house there. It wrll be
C()1nlng down on someone's head before long,' one of them said to an
other. 'I wish they'd pulled in that carrrage properly so that one could
lock the gate. You'd think they'd have more sense, but those people's
servants are always Iike that.' It was not a conversation calculated to
make Kaoru, perched on the edge of the rrckety sunoka, I feel very much at
home 'No roof to shelter me,' 2 Kaoru hummed, and presently he recited
the poem. 'What massy weed-clump blocks your door, 0 Eastern House;'
that I so long must shiver in the rain?' and as he shook the raindrops from
his coat there floated into the house a waft of perfume for which the lower
servants, simple villagers from the East, were unable to account. It was
impossible simply to send him away, and at last Uktfune gave orders for
him to be shown into the southern side-room. It was WIth some difficulty,
however, that her nurse and the rest succeeded in dragging her out to
welcome him. The place into which he had been shown was separated
from the front room, where Ukifune was now seated, by a makeshift door
which, though it was bolted, fitted so badly that there was quite agar
between it and its frame. 'A wonderful piece of carpentry!' Kaoru ex
claimed. 'The Craftsman of Hida could pick up a hint or two from the
man who made that! But I am afraid I am not used to carrying on a con
versarion in the face of such obstacles, t and the next moment - she had
no Idea how he had managed to squeeze through - Ukifune found him
at her side Avoiding any mention of her resemblance to Agemaki he
began telling her however since he had caught sight of her for a moment
at Uji he had been longing to know her. Since then so continually indeed
had his thoughts been turned towards her that it was certain they were
desnned to be friends. And looking at her while he talked he saw that the
opinion he had formed of her at UJi was not in the least exaggerated; she
was a girl of quite exceptional grace and charm. It was beginnmg to grow

1 A narrow ledge running round the outside of the house,
2 \llu... ion to a poem about waiting in the ram at the ford of Sano, by Okurnaro (.A[all ..

yoshu 265).
1 "Eastern House,' in allusion to Ukifune'< sojourn in Hitachi and the eastern patois

spoken by her servants; but also to the tolk-song Eastern House (Azumaya), which IS about
a lover locked out in the rain.
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lrght, but It seemed that in this part of the town the dawn was heralded,
not by the crowing of cocks, but by the raucous VOIces of pedlars cryIng
their wares - If Indeed that was what they were doing, for the noises
they made were entirely urnntelhgrble. There seemed to be whole tribes
of them. He looked out. There was something ghostly about them as,
seen against the grey morning sky, they struggled along with strange
packages piled high upon their heads. Apart from everythmg else the
unfarniliarrry of the whole experience fascinated him. Presently he heard
the watchman unlock the gates and go off. Everyone in the house was
asleep. He routed out one of hIS men, had hIS carriage brought quietly
round to the double-doors of the main room, and taking Ukifune In hIS
arms, put her mside. The alarm was soon gIven and the maid JIJll came
rushing out. 'Come back, come back, what are you thrnking of';)' she
screamed. · res the ninth month.' I Ben no Kimi, who also appeared on
the scene, was completely taken aback at finding Kaoru behaving WIth
such precipiration, and wished that the whole thing had been handled
in qUI re another way. But she nevertheless came to the rescue, pOIntIng
out that the actual festival did not begrn till the fourteenth of the ninth
month 'Today IS only the thirteenth;' she said. 'There's no need for
you to worry. He's thought of all that.' 'But I'm afraid I can't go back to
DJ1 with you,' she said to Kaoru "Kozeri would never forgive me if she
heard that I had been so close without ever coming to see her.' Was the
old lady gOIng straight round to the Nijo-in WIth an account of tonight'S
proceedings> Kaoru, though he had no mtennon of concealing the matter
from Kozen Indefinitely, thought that this would be rather premature.
'I'll put that righr for you afterwards,' he said to Ben. · It's essential that
you should be there to help us find our way about at UJ!,and we had better
bring one of the maids.' J1Ju at once jumped Into the carrrage The nurse
and a girl who had come WIth Ben found themselves left behind.

It soon became clear that they were going not, as Ukifune at first sup
posed, to Kaoru's town house, but to Up A change of oxen awaited
them, showing the Journey was not unprerneditated. By the time they
reached the Hosoji 2 It was quite Iighr.

J1JU for her part had no misgrvings whatever about this sudden flight.
She had been day-dreammg about Kaoru ever SInce she saw him at the
N1JO-1n. People might think what they pleased, she was ready to follow
him to the ends of the earth. Her misrress, however, seemed to take the
matter very differently. Speechless with fear and astonishment she lay
huddled In the corner where Kaoru had put her. For a while he left her
to herself, but presently he took her in his arms. 'We are coming to a
place where the road IS very stony, S he said. 'You must let me hold you

1 It was unlucky to begin a 10\ e-affair during the Buddhist ceremonies of the ninth
"month.

~ In the Ninth (southernmost) Ward of the Capital.
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so that you don't feel the jolting.' A garment hung across the middle of
the carrIage had at first given Ben no KIm! some slight sense of privacy;
but now bright sunshine poured In upon her through the thin, flapping
silk an~ she fe!t terrrbly unprotected. She could not help thinking all
the while that It ought to be Agemaki there in the corner of the carriage.
Never, never had she dreamed that she would hve to see such a day as this l
And though It was the last thing she wanted to be heard doing at such a
moment, she burst out sobbing. JiJu 'vas profoundly shocked. It was bad
enough to have a nun with one at all on such an occasion as rhrs; she
might at least have the decency to behave cheerfully. For knowing none
of the circumstances the girl imagined Ben merely to be Indulging In one
of those fits of senseless weeping to which old people are often prone.
And even Kaoru, happy though he "vas, could not, as past one familiar
corner after another they drove on Into the autumn hills, wholly banish
from his mind those autumn journeys of long ago; and a mrst rose before
hIS eyes. HIS arms resting on the carriage wmdow, he gazed before him ..
Soon his long sleeves, hanging at the carriage side, were so wet - for
calls of dank mornIng mist were rising from the stream - that the bright
scarlet of hIS underrobe showed through the flowery pattern of his mantle.
Presently there came so sharp a drop in the road that the sleeves dangled
Into hIS view, and he hastened to retrieve them, murmuring to himself
as he did so the verse: 'Short was my happiness, for soon the mrsts of
unforgotten autumns rose between, and swelled my sleeves with dew.' I

'Well, these are funny people: JIJU thought. 'There's that old lady
crying again' - for Ben had overheard Kaoru's poem and was now weep
ing copiously - · for all the world as though she were going to a funeral.
You'd think on a journey like this they would all be merry-making.' 'I
am afraid I must seem to you rather a dismal companion; Kaoru ex
plained. 'But you will understand, I am sure, that to find myself once
more on a journey that years ago I used to make so frequently, moves me
deeply. Sit up a little and look at the colour on those hills. I am sure
you can see nothmg from down there where you have buried yourself:
She made no effort to stir, and he was obliged to hold her up to the win
dow. But the gesture with which, glancing timidly out onto the road,
she covered her face with her fan, reminded him once more of Agemaki.
Yet he feared that after all the resemblance was perhaps merely superficial.
For Agemaki, despite her lack of experience, thought about things for
herself and was always interesting to talk to, whereas this girl seemed
almost too spiritless and docile. No, he had a long way to travel yet
before he came to the end of his troubles!

When at last they arrived at Uji he had all the while the feeling that
Agemaki was there watching him, and it was strange to find himself

1 "Tokoro-seki made nururu' means 'terribly wet,' but also 'so wet that there was no room
for them,' i.e .. he had to lean out of the window to conceal his tears from Ukifune ..
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Inwardly arguIng with the mvisrble presence - protesting that this was
not the mere Iight-hearred adventure that lt seemed. · It is for you, you
only, that I have come,' he whispered to himself again and again

WIth hIS usual consideration he left her to herself for a little after they
arrived. She was snll worrying a good deal about what her mother
would think, but Kaoru had treated her since the first moment with such
kindness and spoken to her so tenderly that it seemed as though he must
really be fond of her, and she began to feel much less scared and miserable.

Ben no Kimi had remained In the carriage and dnven round to a side
entrance, seeming to indicate - rather too pointedly Kaoru thought -
that henceforward Ukifune was mistress of the household. He had said
nothing to suggest that he intended to keep her there permanently.

The bailiffs from his various estates In the distncr, having heard of his
arrival, now came one after another to pay their respects, and Kaoru was
kept busy till late In the day. Ukifune's dinner was sent round from Ben J s
quarters. The road to DJI had passed through thick forests, and it was
a great relief to get out into the open, WIth this wide View of the river
and the mountains beyond. The grounds too, so spaciously laid out, were
a great contrast to the untidy plot of land to which she had lately been
confined, and she would have been happy to stay here as long as he would
keep her - if only she knew why he had brought her and what It was
he really did intend!

When he had dealt with his visrtors Kaoru wrote to his mother, to the
Second Princess and others saying that he had been meaning for some time
to Inspect the decorations of the new temple, and suddenly discovering
today that It was possible for him to get away, he had come post-haste
to UJi. As he was feeling rather tired and had also remembered a taboo
that necessitated hIS remaining in retirement for a few days, he thought
the SImplest thing would be for him to stay where he was.

Ukifune thought that the informal dress Kaoru had now changed into
suited him infirntely better than his Court clothes; indeed, she found him
so charming that, although when he Joined her in her room she at first
felt rather shy, she made no attempt to keep him at a distance.

He thought her clothes surprisingly well made and the colours chosen
with extremely good taste, though naturally there were unfashionable
touches here and there. Agemaki indeed owed nothing to her clothes,
which had always seen a good deal of wear, but how graceful, how dis
tinguished she always looked in them! In one point Ukifune could
certainly stand comparison with anyone at Court, and that was her hair.
It fell from her shoulders in faultless lme , not even the Second Princess,
whose hair was said to be the Ioveliest in the land, could in this respect
claim any supenorrry.

Meanwhile he was faced with the none-too-easy problem of what to
do WIth her ..
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To establish her at the Capital as mistress of his house was out of the
quesrron in VIew of the conflicts I to which such a step would lead. To
give her an ordinary post In hIS household was easy enough; but he did
not Iike the Idea of setting her down as an equal among a promlscuouS
horde of gentlewomen. For the present the best thing to do seemed on
the whole to leave her where she was But that - considering how
difficult he found it nowadays to get to places as far out as DJ! - was a
depressing prospect for both of them. He sat with her for the rest of the
day, trying hard to make her feel completely at her ease. But though he
talked much of her father, concerrung whom she was evidently so curIOUS,

and told her all sorts of Interesting and amusing things about life at DJ1
in the old days, he felt he was not really making any progress; she srrll
remained exasperatingly tongue-tied and shy. However, it was a fault
on the right side, and one which a little tact and encouragement would
quickly overcome; whereas 1£ her upbringing had produced in her the sort
of Ill-bred pertness and forwardness that one often came across in country
grrls, there would be small hope Indeed of her ever turnIng out to be a
second Agemaki!

Presently he sent for the old Prince's zitherns. It occurred to him,
however, much to his disappointment, that Ukifune must have had yery
Iittle opportunIty to study music, and he tuned the Instruments himself
It was strange to think that very likely this was the first time they had
been touched SInce Hachi's death, and lost in thought he sat for a long
while running his fingers absent-mindedly over the strings. Suddenly the
moon came out. Prmce Hachi, of course, was far from bemg a notable
performer, but his playing, Kaoru remembered, always showed great
taste and feeling. 'How I WIsh you had known Uji when they were
all here!' he said, turnmg to Ukifune. 'You would understand better
then how deeply It moves me to hear the sound of this instrument once
more. You must, I am sure, realize that there was something singularly
lovable about him, when you see how fondly his memory is cherished
even by outsiders 2 like myself. It is indeed a thousand pities that you
wasted all those years in a place like Hitachi!' She coloured slightly and
looked down, clutchmg and unclutching her white fan. Seen in profile,
her rising colour enhancing the dazzhng whiteness of her brow, she was
so strangely Iike Agemaki that he could not help feeling it would be the
easiest thing in the world to teach her anything that Agemaki had
known. 'Do you play at all?' he asked, not very hopefully. 'They ought
at any rate to know something about this one where you come from,'
and he pointed to an eastern-zither. 'We called it a Japanese zitherri;'
she said, 'and to us in Hirachi the mUSIC of real Japan was as strange as
its songs.' 3 The reply, which this time came readily to her lips, showed

I \V'ith the Emperor. :2 I.e. people not relate-cl to him.
3 The eastern-zither (azuma-kotoi was al ...o known a ... 1amato-koto (i,e. zithern of central

japan), andjapanese poetry (as opposed to Chinese, wall, called Tomato..kotoba,
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that she had a. good deal more to say for herself than he had supposed.
More than ever he wondered whether he would be able to endure keeping
her at a place lrke this, where he could so seldom come. He pushed the
Instrument away from him, humming as he did so the line t 'Down from
the Prrnce of Ch'u's terrace came the sound of a zrthern at night.' The
grrl JIJU, who, havmg been brought up In the Governor's house, was a
good deal better versed In terms of archery than In Chrnese poetry, was
lost in admiration at the ease with which gentlemen from Court could
fling off an appropriate quotation. She would have been less impressed
had she ever read the poem In question, or even known the other line 2

of the couplet, which could indeed hardly have been of more unfortunate
omen. No sooner had the words escaped from Kaoru's lips than he was
aghast at his blunder. It seemed almost inconceivable that anyone having
the whole realm of poetry to choose from should hit on such a lme. A
box of fruit now arrived from Ben no Kimi. On the lid were laid some
sprays of maple-leaf and creeper, and deftly hidden among them was a
strip of paper with a message of some kind roughly scribbled upon It.
The full moon was shinmg straight onto the box, and Kaoru noticed
Ben's note at once. He was feeling very hungry, and while spreading out
the paper with one hand, he stretched with the other towards the con
tents of the box.

'Changed, as an autumn wood when on its trees the mistletoe hangs
golden, IS this house; yet comes the moonlight as of old.' 3 The message,
scrawled In Ben no Kimi's old-fashioned hand, stung him to the quick
'Upon a face that is, yet is not hers, 0 moon of U J1, to your sorrowful 4

name still true, you bend your pitiless Iight.' He murmured the lmes to
himself, not meaning them as an answer; but JiJu took upon herself to
report them..

I By Aritsura, tenth century.
:I 'A lady sits unwanted in her bower, like a fan when autumn comes,' i ..e. she has been

cast aside like a fan when the heat of summer is over.
3 The house was doubly changed - by the death of Agemaki and by the fact that It

had been rebuilt, 'The moonlight that comes as of old' is Kaoru, The poem reproaches
him with accepting Ukifune in place of Agemaki.

..'U;i' means 'sorrowful.'



CHAPTER X

Ukijune

M EANWHILE Niou thought constantly of his brief meeting
with the mysterious occupant of the western wing. Probably
she came from some qUIteordinary family; but she was cerrainly

a delightful creature, and nothing could have been more irritating than
that she should disappear after d. single encounter of so rantalrzmg a
description. As for Kozerr, he could not Imagine what had come over
her. It was ridiculous in any case that she should allow herself to be put
out at all by such a trifle; but that she should lose her head to the extent
of sending the girl away .. No, it was not In the least like her. Kozeri,
however, saw nothing for it but to put Up with hIS continual scoldmgs
and reproaches, leaving him to draw whatever conclusions he pleased.
To tell him the real facts was impossible without at the same time giving
him a clue as to her present whereabouts - a clue which, if she knew
him, he would certainly use to the full! She would, moreover, be behaving
badly towards Kaoru, who, though circumstances made It difficult for
him to put the relationship on a formal footing, was evidently very much
in love with the girl,

However, NI0U being what he was, she could not count on her own
drscretion being of much avail, Again and agaIn she had seen him suc
ceed in trackmg down girls WIth whom he had decided to have a brief
flirtation to the most unbelievable places, and it was very unlikely that
in a case of this sort where evidently something more than a passing
fancy was concerned - for It was now several months SInCe it began
it was indeed unlikely that he would fail to get hold of her. The most
Kozeri could do was to keep silent. If he managed to get information
elsewhere, it would not be her fault; and though if anything happened
she would be very sorry on Kaoru's behalf and Ukifune's too, there was
nothing further she could do. Where such matters were concerned Niou
was completely intractable. It would have been bad enough whoever the
girl was, but the fact that a sister was concerned would certainly be
regarded as additionally scandalous. In any case, even if in one way or
another the disaster was inevitable, Kozen was determined that no im
prudence of hers should contribute towards producing it; and despite
all questions and reproaches she obstinately refused to tell him either
who the girl was 01 what had become of her. Most people of course
would have got out of the difficulty by inventing a plausible story; but
to Kozeri the idea of such a course never for a moment occurred, with
the result that Niou was at a loss to attribute her silence to anything
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save a common petty Jealousy to which he would never have thought
her capable of descendmg

Kaoru, who found it hard to realize that other people might be less
parient and reasonable than himself, had hIS business to attend to and was
In other ways so tied that (as indeed he was sure Ukifune understood)
a VISIt to VJi, unless some excuse happened to turn up, was more difficult
for him than if 'the gods themselves had prevented it.' I However, he
thought constantly about her, and hoped that she was not wondermg
what had become of him. For the present he drd not think it would be
WIseto move her. The best arrangement seemed to be to make her as com
fortable as possible at UJi He was sure to be going there from time to
time, and it would be delightful always to :find her there. Or, better still,
If he could sometimes find an excuse for staying there several days, so
that they could spend a little time quietly together. It was better at first
to keep her secretly at UJ! and let their relationship develop unobserved
For one thing It gave her a chance to overcome her shyness; and he for
hIS part would far rather get to know her quietly, without having the
feeling that everyone was asking , 'Who IS it that he has got hold of"
· How long has It been going on>' and so on. Moreover, by the world
at large his visits to UJi had always been supposed to be of a relIgIOUS l

nature, and the discovery that he had other reasons for going there would
place him in a rather undrgrufied position. What Kozeri would feel
about the whole affair he did not quite know. Certainly if he brought
Ukifune to the Capital and severed hIS connection with UJi entirely she
would feel that he had forgotten Agemaki, which was not true. In fact,
as was usual with him, he took far too many things into account, when
on the whole It would have been better to act as the impulse of the
moment prompted him to do However, he looked forward to a time
when he would be able to bring Ukifune to the Capital and even went
so far as to begin making alterarions In the arrangement of his palace
with a VIew to eventually installing her. Meanwhile his new preoccupa
nons In no way diminished his devotion to Kozeri. People to whom the
history of this strange friendship was unknown were apt to regard it
as something of a mystery. But as Kozerr's knowledge of life increased
she realized how extremely rare a rhmg such fidelity as Kaoru's was,
and regarding his attitude towards herself merely as a reflection of his
feel lllgS towards Agemaki, she was deeply touched. Sometimes
particularly when Niou's vagaries had been unusually trying - she would
even go so far as to wish that she had taken Agemaki's advice, J par
ticularly when she saw how highly everyone spoke of Kaoru, who

t Jn allusion to the poem: 'If it were true that you loved me you would come, unless
the gOO\\ themselves prevented it,' i e. )OU would not let yourself be stopped bv men.

J He had first gone there to studv Buddhism with Pnnce Hachi.
j, 1'0 marry Kaoru.
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seemed to her indeed to have improved a great deal since she first knew
him. But she. was very shy of spending too much time with him. To
people who did not know the whole story it must seem simply the case
of a married woman continuing to receive a former SUItor - a thing
which she beheved was sometimes tolerated m ordinary families, but
whrch was looked upon very severely by the people among whom she
had been used to move. It must indeed seem to people that she - the
wife of a Royal Prince - ought to be the last to ignore such a conven
non Niou still persisred in regarding their relationship with suspicion
and was so tiresome about It that Kozeri found herself gradually drifting
into a coldness towards Kaoru which did not at all correspond with her
real feelmgs, Yet though his jealousy estranged her from Kaoru, Niou's
own behaviour was of a kind that often made things extremely difficult
for her. However, she was the mother of hIS only child - the boy grew
lustrer and handsomer every day. This gave Kozeri a great advantage
over all her rivals. His relations with her were indeed on a far renderer
and more intimate footing, and as nme went on her situation seemed on
the whole to improve. As soon as the New Year ceremonies at Court
were over, Niou hurried to the Nijo-in to celebrate the child's safe entry
Into Its second calendar year. He was playing with it one morning when
a very young waiting-girl came trIppIng into the room with a tiny model
of a fir-tree in a "hairy' I basket. To the tree was attached a folded note
on a large sheet of light-green tissue-paper, while she carried an ordinary,
formal letter. Without a moment's hesiranon she ran straight to Kozeri
and laid the things at her feet. 'Hallo, where do those come from?'
asked Niou. 'The man who brought them said they came from UJi,'
the girl replied, 'and were to be given to Tayu; but as things from UJi
are always for Madam I brought them straight here. Isn't it a pretty
basket> It's made of wire really, but they've painted it over. And isnr
the tree cleverly made? Just look at its dear little branches ... 11 and she
chattered on, dancing up and down with excitement. 'Come on now,
brmg It over here. It's my turn to look at it now,' said Niou, laughing.
'No, not the letters,' Kozeri called hastily. 'You must take them to
Tayu: She blushed as she spoke, and 1t at once occurred to Niou th~t

rhis was Kaoru's secret method of commumcanon, The present was said
to come from UJi, and what more likely than that Kaoru should use the
old lady there as his intermediary? He took up both the letters; but
felt as soon as they were in his hands so certain they were from Kaoru
that he had not the courage to open them. 'There's no harm in my open
lng these and having a look at them, is there?' he said, glancing up at
Kozeri. 'Well, I must say I think it's going rather far,' she answered
Indignantly. 4 Private letters from one waiting-woman to another.....
But do as you please.' Kozeri's expression, he decided, was not at all

l~ W1th loose ends left sticking' out.
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what it would have been if the letters were really from Kaoru, 'I think
I'll have a look at them, all the same,' he said .. 'I've often wondered
what sort of thing women of that kind say when they write to one
another.' He opened the green note and saw at once that It was not
in a man's hand. The wrirmg was that of a girl, I and a young one too.
It was an ordinary New Year's letter, not phrased WIth any parncular
skill. 'The tree,' said a postscript, 4 is for the little Prince. I only wish
it were somerhing nicer." The only Interesting thing about the note was
that he could not ImagIne who there was hving at UJi nowadays that
was likely to have written It. He turned WIth some interest to the
second letter. 2 This too was obviously in a woman's hand. 'I suppose
you've all been having a gay time of It, seeing the old ye~tr out and the
new year in .. Just now too you're sure to be having a fine lot of people
comIng to the house 3 Here, I must say, they do everything they can to
make us comfortable; but I don't consider it the right sort of place for
my lady. I say to her sometimes that Instead of sirnng here all day
staring in front of her, she'd far better go up to the City from time to
time and stay for a little with you. But owing to what happened to her
there before she can't bear to hear the name of the place, and I'm afraid
there's not a chance of ever getting her to set foot In It again. She asks
me to send these hare-sticks 4 for the little Prince, but says WIll you please
give them to him somenme when hIS father and mother are not there:

The writer did not seem to have been able to decide whether It was to
be a New Year's letter or not. If It was intended for one, the part about
something disagreeable happening ought not to be rhere. It struck him
as a curious letter, though' certainly an incompetent and clumsy one.
~ I think it's about time you gave up this mystification and told me who
wrote these letters,' he said. 'It's qUIte simple; Kozeri replied. 'She's
the daughter of a woman who used to be in service WIth us at Uji. She
is spending a little time there with her family, that's all: But it was
evident that the first letter was not from anyone in that sort of posmon
at all. Then again - that passage in the other letter about someone
having' a disagreeable experience,' apparently at the Nijo-in. Suddenly
an idea dawned on him.! Yes, of course; how well it all fitted together!
Those hare-sucks too were obviously the work not of a common waiting
woman but of a person of taste WIth plenty of time on her hands.
Attached to a forked branch of the toy pine-tree he found some little
balls painted to look Iike oranges. To the forked bough was pinned the
poem: 'This little tree, though newly made, 6 denotes the self-same wish,

1 The letter was, of course, from Ukifune. :% From Ukon to Tayu,
3 To convey the good wishes of the season.
4 StICk., used on the first Day of the Hare in the year, in the ritual of expelling demons ..
S That it was the girl he had found in the western wing..
, Pun on mata, 'fork,' and mada, 'not yet.'
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in timider wise, that immemorial forest pines convey.' The verse was
commonplace enough, and would not have interested him In the least
had he not now made up his mind that the writer of it must be no other
than the gIrl for whom he had so long been searching. 'It's kind of her
to have sent these things,' Niou said, 'whoever she is. You must answer,
of course. As there IS obviously nothing in the least private about the
letters) I cannot irnagme why you were so upset at my openlng them.
Good-bye,' and he went off. "This ought not to have happened/ Kozeri
said afterwards to one of her maids. 'A httle girl hke that ought never
to be allowed to bring things in without someone having a look first.'
'I can only say that If I had seen her,' the woman answered, 'I should
never have let her go In. But these children are all the same. No matter
what you tell them they always think they know better. When they've
shown they're wiser than the rest of us... till then they'd better do as
they're told.' 'Poor little thing. Don't be hard on her,' Kozeri said.
The child in question had only been at the Nijo-in since the winter, She
was extremely pretty, and a great favourite with Niou,

'It's all a very queer business,' thought NIOU, back in his own room.
He knew of course that Kaoru had been going regularly to DJi for years
past, and people said that he sometimes spent the nighr there. Fond
though Kaoru had undoubtedly been of Agemaki, it had always been
difficult to believe that he went all the way to Uji and, as it appeared,
spent whole nights there, merely out of regard for her memory. Now the
mystery was solved! It occurred to him that a certain Michisada, an
officer in the Imperial Secretariat, whom Niou also employed to look
after his books and papers, had married the daughter of one of Kaoru's
household retainers. Probably he could throw light on the subject.
Niou sent for the man and asked him to look out some volumes of poetry
suitable for the rhyme-covering game and put them on one of the shelves
in the room where he was sitnng. 'I hear Kaoru is still going regularly to
UJi,' he said casually. 'They say the temple he has been building there is
very fine. I wish I could see it .. ' •Yes, my father-in-law tells me it is a
magnificent place,' said Michisada: 'there's a chapel of Perpetual Medi
tation I and I don't know what else besides .. He planned the whole thing
himself. He has been going there much more frequently in the last few
months, I heard about it through one of the under-servants only the other
day. The man told someone in confidence that His Excellency is keeping
a. woman at UJi now. It's certamly someone he thinks a great deal of,
for the people on his estates near by have orders to provide everything she
needs, supply watchmen for the house, and even go secretly to the City
if she fancies anything that isn't to be had on the spot. H She's lucky, of
course, " the man 2 said, "but between times she can't find life at a place

I A place of retreat for those who wished to enter into long periods of religious trance.
2 The under-servant.
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like that very amusIng. It was Just before New Year that he was relhng
someone about It." t

'That IS very mreresnrrg,' said NIOU. 'I suspected something of the
kind, but have never heard anything definrre before. I was always told
that the old nun Ben no Kimi was the only person still living there. t • The
nun, t said Michisada, 'has retired to a SIde-wing. It is this lady I spoke
of who occupIes the part of the house he has Just rebuilt. They say she
has any number of gentlewomen to wait upon her - all very well dressed
and so on, the whole place, It appears, IS bemg run on the most lavish
scale' 'What a queer business l' said NIOU, 'I wonder who she IS and 
for that matter - what he keeps her there for? Of course, if he were any
one else, the whole thing would be natural enough. But, as I dare sav
you know, he has always had the most extraordinary ideas about women
The Minister of the Left I 15 becoming qUIte worried about It. He IS

certain the way Kaoru Irves is doing hIS repuranon a great deal of harm.
The fact IS, he says, the people don't lrke a man in Kaoru's responsible
position to he too religious. No one would mmd hIS spending an occa
sional night at a mountain temple; but he oughtn'r to make a habit of It.

I have always been certain myself that there must be some other explana
tion for these constant VIsits to Uji, Many people believe that he went
out of devotion to the memory of that elder daughter of Pnnce Hachi,
the one that died years ago; and all the time this other affair was gOIng
on' He certainly is the most bafflmg creature. How can he have the
face to go about pretending to be superIor to all this sort of thing> JUSt

think of the amount of time and trouble it must have cost him to arrange
this business! It's unbelievable that anyone can be such a humbug' Rut
there seemed no reason to disbelieve Michrsada t s story, for hIS father-In
law Nakanobu was one of Kaoru's most trusted rerainers, and was cerr.un
to be well Informed about such a matter

Niou's one thought was how to discover whether this girl at Up was
Indeed the same as the one who had vanished from the Nrjo-in, The W.JV

the establishment at UJi was being run made it certain that she was not
of the ordinary wamng-woman class. If the identification were correct,
It would seem as though she had some connection with Kozeri and almost
as though Kozeri and Kaoru had hatched the plot between them ..

The thing obsessed him. All through the great Archery Meeting and
the Imperial Literary Banquet he could rhink of nothing else, and during
the quieter period that followed, the numerous VIsitors who hoped to
secure hIS support in connection WIth the forthcoming New Year appoInt
ments received only the most casual attention, NIOU'S thoughts bemg
almost entirely occupied WIth plans for a secret Visit to UJi It happened
that Michrsada was hoping for a new appointment and was therefore
particularly anxious at the moment ro logrdtlare himself with his master.

1 Yugm.
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He noticed one day that NIOU was treatIng him with unusual afiabrhry.
'There's something I want you to manage for me I am afraid it may not
prove to be very easy,' Niou suddenly said to him. The man made ~ low
bow. 'It's a. thing I hardly like to trouble you about; Niou continued
· You remember our conversation the other day about that girl at Vji?
I stro~gly suspect she 1S someone I know. Everything seems to fit in.
My friend suddenly disappeared, and I am almost certain It was Kaoru
who made off with her. There seems to be only one way of settling the
question: I must go to UJi and have a look at her for myself. I am afraid
It won't be very easy; but of course there's no need for me actually to meet
her. A single glance would be enough. Naturally no one must know that
I have been there. Do you think you could possibly arrange it for me;')'
'To begin wirh;' said Michisada, to whom such a commission did not' at
all appeal, 'there's the question of how you're to get there. It's rrght
across the mountains, and there's only a very rough road. Of course the
actual distance 15 not very great. Suppose, for example, you left here In

the afternoon; you would probably be there by midnight and could be
back in the CIty before people were about. No one need know about It

except the servants you took WIth you, and they of course need not he
told why you were going: "Oh, it's not the idea of the journey that's
worrying me,' said Niou, 'As a matter of fact I've been there several
nmes before. The difficulty IS that Therr Majesties don't like my gOlng

about on my own. They're always thinking I shall get into a scrape of
some kind and disgrace the Imperial family.' Time after time Niou de
cided that such an expedition would be mere folly, considering how little
was to be gained by It and how exceedingly unpleasant the consequences
If anything went wrong. However, he had definitely asked Michisada to
arrange it and did not like to back out. He was to be attended by two or
three men who had been with him to Uji before, and by a few trusted
retainers, including Michisada and a young son of Niou's old nurse, who
had Just been promoted to the Fifth Rank.

Michisada had previously ascertained that there was no chance of
Kaoru's being at UJi either that day or the next. Niou went in his car
riage as far as the Hosoji, and there changed to horseback.. It all seemed
strangely famihar. Who was he WIth that second time? Why, of course,
WIth Kaoru; and he became slighrly uncomfortable when he remembered
all the trouble his friend had taken to bnng him and Kozeri together. '1
am afraid he would think this rather an odd 'vay of repaying his kindness, Y

Nl0U said to himself. Even in the Capital hIS posinon made it extremely
difficult for him to amuse himself as he chose, and he was used to gOing
about at night with the utmost secrecy. But the present occasion de
manded even greater precautions. He was heavily disguised, in clothes
of a most awkward and unsightly kind, and was compelled to SIt for
hours in the saddle - a thing he particularly disliked. But he had a vast
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fund of curiosity, and as they drew nearer and nearer to DJI hIS excitemenr
became so Intense that he hardly noticed the tedious windings of the
mountain-road. How was it gOIng to turn out? Was it so certain after
all that it was hIS glrl;l However, that did not really matter. He only
wanted to know. But was that all? Certainly 1£ she proved to be someone
different he would feel extremely flat on the way home.

They kept up a good pace, and it was only Just after midnight when
they arrived at DJ!. Mrchisada, owing to his connections with the house,
had been able to find out something about the habits of the night-watch
men. It appeared that his best chance of evadmg them would be to ap
proach the house on the western side, and now, leaving Niou behind, he
crept up to the hedge that surrounded that part of the house and, gently
breaking it down a little at a convenient place, managed to squeeze
through. It was only after a good deal of stumbling and groping that he
at last found his way to the house, for though he had undertaken toact
as guide he had not, as a matter of fact, ever been there before. He felt
his way round to the front of the building. Even here there did not seem
to be a soul asnr. But at one of the windows he presently noticed a very
dim Irght and could hear a faint hum of whispered conversation 'They
don't seem to have gone to bed yet,' he reported to Niou, 'You'd better
get through the hedge where I did,' and he led Niou to the lighted win
dow. The shutters were fastened, and the light that Michisada had ob
served came through a fault in the wood. Niou raised himself gently
onto a ledge and got as close as possible to the hole. A bamboo blind rustled
as he did so, and startled him so much that he nearly lost his hold.

This part of the house had of course only just been rebuilt and every
thing ought to have been in perfect order. But somehow or other the
overseers had passed a faulty pIece of wood, and though it would have
been easy enough to stop up the hole, that IS the sort of thing that at
quiet places like DJ! no one ever bothers to do. There was a curtamed
couch inside; but the flaps were pinned back. Three or four women
sat sewing, holding their work close to the lamp. A very pretty Iittle
girl was twistmg thread into a ball. He could have sworn she was the
child he met to start with that night, coming from the direction of the
mysterious lady's rooms. However, children sometimes look very much
alike and he was not absolutely sure, when he heard one of the women
addressed as "Ukon.' He recognized her at once as the girl who had
come to close the shutters and had almost fallen over him In the dark.
Last of all his eye hr upon the lady herself. There she was, her head
pillowed on her arm, gazIng towards the lamp. He should have known
her at once, If only by the way those thick locks fell across her forehead.
Surely she must be in some way connected with Prince Hachi's family"
She certainly had something of Kozeri's distinction and charm.

'It isn't as though you could be there today and back tomorrow;
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Ukon was saying, while she plied her needle. 'I wouldn't risk it if I
were in you.r place. The messenger who came yesterday said that he %

would certainly be coming here the moment all the new appointments
were publrshed. Not later than the first 2 m any case. But didn't he say
anything about it In his letter?'

The lady made no reply. She looked very depressed. 'Well, I don't
know what he'll think if he comes and finds you've run off like this
just when he was expected,' Ukon continued. 'If you're really going
you'd better write at once and let him know,' another of the women
said. 'You can't be so rude as Just to slip off without a word. And
when the pilgrImage is over don't let your mother take you home. I'm
sure that's what she'll try to do. Come straight back here and try to get
used to the place. I'm sure I don't know why you should have taken
against it. You must admit we could hardly be more comfortable; every
one for miles round seems to be at our beck and call. I don't think you'd
be very happy at home now you've got so used to having everything your
own way.' 'I wouldn't go at all if I were you; another said. 41 should
just stay here quietly and make the best of it. You'll have time enough
to see your mother later on, when he brings you to lrve in the City. I
knowwho put this idea into your head. Ifs Nurse; she's always in such
a hurry. Don't you listen to her. They say patience brings its reward,
and certainly WIthout lt no one ever yet did any good in the world.'
'Nanny is getting old,' said Ukon, 'It's a pity we ever let her suggest It.

She's really becoming very tiresome.' With this Judgment Niou could
cordially agree. He remembered what a nuisance some old woman
no doubt the nurse they were talking of - had made of herself that night ..
It was all like a strange dream. Before long Ukou's remarks became so
personal as to be embarrassing. "Niou's lady,' she said, 'is getting on
very nicely nowadays. Of course it seemed a great disadvantage at first
that she had the Minister of the Left always fussing round and doing
everything in his power to make things unpleasant for her. But it seems
that now she's got the child HIS Highness 3 is treating her a lot better.
That's a lesson for you, my lady! Where do you suppose she would be
now if she'd Iistened to the advice of old busybodies like your nanny?'
'There's no reason you shouldn't be quite as well off before long,' another
chimed in, 4 if you stay here quietly and don't do anything to make your
gentleman change his mind.' 'How often have I asked you not to talk
about me in that way?' the lady said at last, sitting up a Iittle-r-' always
pitting me against other people. I dislike it intensely. And please never
dISCUSS Princess Kozeri's affairs in that way. She would have every
right to be very annoyed if it got round to her.. ' Something 10 the way
she spoke of Kozeri suggested that they were related. But in what way~
Very closely, Niou thought, judging from the extraordinary resemblance.

x Kaoru, :& Of the second month. 3 Niou,
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Of course Kozeri bore herself In a much more distinguished manner and
her expression denoted a good deal more character and orrgrnalrry. But
In actual beauty of feature this girl was quire her equal; he found her ID
fact exrraordinarilv attractive.

Even had she s~mewhat disappornted him, the mere fact that she had
occupied hIS thoughts for so many weeks - and there was no longer
any doubt of the identity - would have been sufficient to make him
feel very disappomted If the matter went no farther. Small wonder then
1£, confronted at last with a creature In whom even hIS experienced eye
could detect no flaw, he was 10 a torment of Impatience to make her hIS

He had gathered that she was starting next day on a prlgrunage, and
was to be fetched by her mother Once she had left UJi he would not have
the least Idea where to look for her. It was in all probabihry a case of
tonight or never. A thousand wild schemes rushed through his head,
but as though rooted to the spot he continued to stare through hIS hole.
"I'm feeling very sleepy; Ukon said presently. '1 don't know why I
should SIt up all night Iike this Therc'Il be plenty of rime to finish these
rhings tomorrow, however early they start, the carriage I can't be here
till late in the morning.' She folded the things she had been sewing and
hung them carefully across the top of the couch, then, apparently unable
to keep her eyes open any longer, she sank onto a cushion and began
at once to doze. The lady went and lay down on a couch in a recess at
the far side of the room, and presently Ukon, waking with a start, "vent
into the back room for a minute or two, and when she returned, settled
herself for the night close behind her mistress's bed. A moment later
It was ObVIOUS that she was sound asleep. There was no point In staymg
where he was. In fact only two courses were open to him: either he must
give the whole thing up and go home, or else get someone to open the
shutter, for It was firmly barred on the inside. He knocked, gently at
first and then louder. Ukon heard ·Who IS It~t she asked. He coughed,
not WIth a vulgar noise but In the discreet manner that belongs to persons
of refinement. Not doubnng for an instant that Kaoru had suddenly
arrived, she sprang up and came to the window. 'I'm locked our,' he
whispered. 'I'm very sorry,' she said. "Bur we understood you would
not be coming today. And In any case it's surely rather an odd hour to
arrive" 'Nakanobu came to me ronight;' he whispered, "with some
story about a pilgrimage. He said you were starting tomorrow rnornrng,
so naturally I rushed off at once - though of course it was terribly In
convenient. I'm still locked out,' he reminded her. He spoke 10 so low
a whisper and imirared Kaoru's tricks of speech so well that Ukon "vas
completely taken 10, and hastened to undo the catch. 'I had a rather
unpleasant and alarming experIence 2 on my way here,' he explained, · and

r The carriage In \\ hie h Ukifune's mother was coming tu fe-tch her.
2 Such as rneenng bandits or the- like
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have arrrved In the most extraordinary get-up. I'rn not really ht to be
seen, so please take away that Iighr.' The shutters were now open, but
he was still crouching outside, Ukon was deeply concerned. It must ha ve
been et terrible adventure indeed that could reduce anyone to such a pligh t

as he described. She hastened to remove the light.. 'That's right,' he
said. 'I would much rather no one saw me. Please don't wake people
and tell them I am here: He was so plausible, and now he had got IOta

the S,\Vlng of It was managIng to mutate Kaoru's VOIce and manner so
successfully that, though he was standing only a few yards away from
her In the darkened room, Ukon had no suspicion that anythmg was
amiss. From the way he had spoken of the condinon he was In she was
afraid he must have suffered some appalling disfigurement, and was
frighrened to look his way at all. But at last she plucked up courage to
peep from behind a screen and was in rime to see a slim figure In a soft
closely fitting robe steal Iithely across the room, undress and install him
self at her mistress's side. She did Indeed notice a very strong perfume as
he passed. ThIS, however, was ennrely consisrent with SupposIng rhar
the VISItor was Kaoru. 'Are you gOIng to stay there?' she asked, sur
prised that they did not renre to their usual couch. Receiving no answer,
she pushed some bed-clothes towards them and waking some gentle
women who were asleep near by, she sent them into an adjoinmg room
Kaoru of course a.lways brought with him a certain number of retainers
and attendants; but it occurred to no one to ask what had now become
of them, for they always spent the night In the part of the house occupied
by the old nun. 'Just fancy his travelling all through the night Iike this;'
said one of the gentlewomen while they were settling down, •and then
she talks as though he didn't do hIS duty by her! Some people are never
satisfied.' I You hussy, you ough t to be ashamed of yourself, ralkrng 111

that way about your misrress,' Ukon protested. 'And you'd better be
careful what YO'Ll say,' she added. ·One can hear every whrsper 111 this
house at nighr.'

Ukifune saw at once that It was not Kaoru; but NI0U was holding her
fast In his arms before she could so much as utter a cry. The prehmmaries,
he considered, had already been got over at the Nijo-in; here he could
let himself go. Had he allowed a single Instant to elapse between hIS

onslaught and the moment when she first discovered that he was not
Kaoru, she might have done something to save herself. But now that
the worst had happened, what use was It to cry for help? ' ... ever SInce
we met in the autumn ... ' fragments of what he was saying drifted through
her stupor. 'Why were you so unkind to me that nighr?' she heard hirn
ask It was Nioul The truth had dawned upon her at last, and she was
appalled. As for herself, she had ceased to care what became of her,
but Kozerr . that was too horrible to think of. She burst Into tears.
For a yery different reason NIOl1 too was weeping; she had proved even
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more desirable than he expected, and he was profoundly depressed at the
thought that he might never have such an opportunIty agaIn.

It was now gro"\vlng Iighr, and hIS attendants were calling to him.
Ukon heard them, and came Into the room. NIOU, needless to say, would
much rather have stayed where he was, It was difficult enough to escape,
and having done so he would gain nothing by returning before nightfall.
No doubt at the Palace a hue and cry had been raised long ago. But pre
sumably they wished to get him back alive, and at the moment he defi
nitely felt It would kill him to tear himself away. He sent for Ukon, no
longer making any attempt to conceal hIS idennry. ·People may think
what they please,' he said, 'but I Intend to stay here all day. You must
find somewhere close at hand to hide my attendants; If anyone came
they might be recognized. Tokikata I had better go to the City and say
I am in retreat at a mountain temple. If he is asked any questions he can
tell whatever story he pleases, so long as it hangs together.'

Ukon stared at him dumbfounded. It was an mexplicable, an appalling
misrake that she had made last night, and she almost fainted at the
thought of the dreadful consequences that her carelessness had entailed
But to denounce the Intruder at this late stage, or indeed to make a fuss
of any kind, could do no possible good, moreover, it was not for her to
keep Royal Princes In order, much as they mighr need It. The fact that
all these months after the incrdenr at the NIJo-In he should have taken
so much pains to track her down showed at any rate that Ukifune had
made a deep impressron on him. She consoled herself, finally, WIth the
thought that so WIld a scheme could hardly have been successful unless
Fate 2 had decided that they should meet, in which case human Inter
ference would have been of no avail.

· I suppose you've heard,' she said, 'that my lady is starting on a pil
grimage today. Her mother IS sending to fetch her and the carrIage may
be here at any moment. I am not gOIng to say anyrhing myself about the
way you have seen fit to treat my lady. Maybe you were bound to come
together anyway, and it's no use people struggling against what's decreed
by Fate. But I am afraid that is not the view her mother w111 take. In
fact, you've chosen the one morning that's no good. Surely you had
better go home now, you can come and see her quietly some other time 
that's to say, 1£you are still feeling inclined to. As a matter of fact, It's
the rarest thing 10 the world for her to be absent or engaged.'

Nl0U was not to be cajoled so easrly. "Listen,' he said, 'I've been
thinking about her for months, day and night, the whole time - rye
been almost out of my senses. And do you suppose that now I have found
her at last I care what her mother or anyone else may thmk? I am In
love with her, madly In love. You don't seem to know what that means
It's no use talking t~ me about what people will think or say. If I cared

J One of Niou's attendants. 2 LIterally the karmaof their previous incarnations.
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the least bit about that, I should never have come here at all. Besides,
It's quite easy to deal with her mother. Tell her that your misrress is
under a mono-ems, t or anything else you choose - except the truth;
unless indeed you are bent on making trouble for both of us.' It astounded
her to hear anyone In Niou's position talk so recklessly; she could only
put It down to his being, as he himself insisted, wildly, franrrcally In
love.

Michisada now came to her and asked If she knew when Niou would
be ready. Ukon explained the situanon. 'I wish you'd make him see
how awkward It is for us,' she said. 'I think all you gentlemen are very
much to blame. You know quite. well that he couldn't do any of these
WIld things unless you backed him up. I am sure I don't know how you
managed to get him into the grounds at all- scrambling Into people's
gardens like a pack of naughty urchins! You ought to be ashamed of
yourselves. NIce things the workmen and gardeners will say of him!'

Looking back upon It Michisada was obliged to confess to himself
that the escapade had indeed been rather disgraceful. He stood looking
a trifle embarrassed. 'Which of you is Tokikara?' Ukon asked. He came
forward, and she gave him Niou's instructions." 'I don't think I should
have had the courage to stay here much longer in any case,' he said laugh
ing. 'There's nothing I dislike so much as being scolded But, seriously
- he's got a way when he 1S really excited about anything of making
one feel that nothing else in the world matters at all, One would give
one's life to help him.... But I must make haste or the watchmen will see
me go: and he hurried off to the City.

To Ukon fell the task of concealmg Niou's presence from the rest of
the household. The other gentlewomen were now getting up. 'The
moment I saw him; Ukon said to them, 'I noticed that he wasn't qUIte
as usual. He seemed not to want to show himself.. No wonder, poor
gentleman! He had a terrible experience on the way. He has had to send
to town for fresh clothes.' There were murmurs of horror and commis
eration. 'Of course it's a dreadful thing,' one lady said. 'But I've been
expecting it for a long time. That Mount Kohata has a very bad reputa
tion. Ben no Kimi's people tell me he didn't bring any of his usual serv
ants with him. I suppose he thought it would make things worse if he
were recognized. Fancy his having been through all that. Ir's really
terrible.. ' 'Now mind, all of you,' Ukon said, 'not a word about this
to any of the under-servants, or we shall have them all too scared to do
their work. t

So far all seemed to be going well, but Ukon felt none too comfortable.
For one thing, at any moment a messenger might arrive from Kaoru,
which would be very awkward; a.nd feeling that nothing short of a

r A taboo.
a To go to the City and say that Niou was at a mountain temple.
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rniracle could enable the Imposture to be kept up safely all day, she
prayed passionately to the Blessed Kwannon of Hatsuse,

The pilgrimage was to have been to Ishiyama. Her maids were to go
with her and all of them had prepared themselves by fasting and prayer.
It was a great disappornrment to hear that the whole thrng was post
poned Late In the morning Ukon went again to Ukifune's quartets and
opened the shutters, but lowered all the blinds and pasted notices upon
them with the word mono-mu written In large characters. But this would
not keep out Ukrfune's mother, who, though she had only promised to
send a carriage, would most probably come In person, and Ukon put It
about that Ukifune had had a drsquienng dream. I As it was gettIng
very late she thought she had better bring Ukifune her hot water and so
on The things were qUIte ordinary, but they struck Niou as exceedingly
pnmmve, I Let me see you do it first; he said, when Ukifune offered
them to him. Kaoru always retired discreetly at such moments. It was
a new and rather flattering experIence to be with someone who seemed
unable to tear hirnself away for a single second. She felt indeed that trll
that nighr she had never really known what love meant. It was a terrible
pOSItIOn to find oneself in. Even If Kaoru never found out, there were
other people - her mother, and worst of all Kozeri. What a tangle
rhings were in I

'And all this nme,' Niou said, · I have not the least idea who you are
I think it 18 ridiculous of you not to tell me. You know qUIte well I
shan't think the worse of you even If you tell me you are the lowest of
the low. In fact, quite the contrary. .. .' He asked her agaIn and again,
but to these questions she would gIve no reply. So soon, however, as
this subject was dropped they got on famously together. She seemed
to be completely at her ease with him, made some very amusing remarks,
and proved indeed to be in eyery way the most delrghtful companion he
had ever encountered.

The people sent to fetch her arrived towards midday. The mother
was to be picked up later. There were two carriages, accompanied by the
usual rough-looking horsemen. Their arrival was as embarrassing to
the other ladies 2 as it was to Ukon. There were seven or eight of them
and a wild-looking mob they seemed as they rode in, jabbermg to one
another all the while in therr clipped, eastern Jargon, and someone ran
out immediately and begged them to retire to a corner where they could not
be seen from the house. Ukori's first impulse was to tell them that Kaoru
was there, but she saw on reflection that this would be a very unsafe
thing to do, for the goings and comings of anyone in Kaoru's high pOSI

rion were sure to be pretty generally known at the Capital, and Without

I ..\ dre-am warning her against seeing her near relations.
2 Who still thought that the Visitor was Kaoru and that he had be-en ke-pt in ig-norance

of the intended pilgrimage
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consulting the other ladies she wrote a note for Ukifunc's mother.
'Yesterday evening I am sorry to say my lady's period came on un
expectedly, I and during the night she had a dream of such a disquieting
sort that I felt she ought to be very careful today, and have arranged for
a mono-zmz Of course it's a great pIty, but I am sure it IS wiser to take
rhis precaution.' . She handed the men this note, and having seen to it
that they were given some food, sent them away. To Ben no Krrni she
told the same story. The whole of rhis perfect sprIng day was theirs,
but to NIOU it seemed to be gOIng by In a flash, and it was a strange ex
perrence for Ukifune, to whom evenIng after evening at this place It had
seemed as though the sun would never set behind the misty hills, to find
herself, with him at her side, aghast at the speed with which the shadows
grew. He for his part would have been content to sit gazing at her for
ever. What was It about her, he wondered, that so much attracted him?
She was not really as good-looking as Kozeri, and no doubt in the fashion
able world to which Roku no Kimi 2 belonged she would be entirely
eclipsed; but for the moment he lost all sense of proportion, and despite
his extremely varied experience It was as though he had never seen a
beautiful girl before. As for Ukifune, It was begrnnmg to occur to her
that, much as she admired Kaoru, the world might after all contain
other people equally handsome and charming.

Presently NI0U drew the ink-slab towards him and began tracing
characters with a dexterity that could not fall to fascinate a young gtrl_
Then he drew pictures for her, a thing he was very good at. 'You must
look at this one sometimes when I am prevented from being here with
you,' he said, showing her a pretty drawing of two lovers Iymg together.
· If only we could always be together like this!' he sighed. ~ .. Always,"
I say! yet in a world so frail even '~tomorrow" were a pledge that mocked
the sanctity of love I' 'I know it is terrible to speak of such things now;
but I really do feel that if I can't see you whenever I want to - if I can
only be smuggled into the house once in a way when no one happens to
be here, it WIll kill me. It would have been better if I had left things as
they were after that first meermg and never tracked you down.' She took
up the writing-brush, which was still wet, and wrote: 'Were there no
other thing but life itself uncertain in this world, how happy then were
this our mortal state!' 3 Looking over her shoulder as she wrote these
words he felt that she really needed his love and would mind very much
Indeed if he gave her up.

'How much experience have you, I should like to know, of people's
affections changing?' he asked, laughing. He was very curious to dlsco,:er
how her relanonship WIth Kaoru had begun, but she refused to tell him

I Which on ritual grounds rende-red the pilgrimage impossible.
2 Daughter of Yugiri, She was Niou's other consort.
3 Le. love is even more uncertain.
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anything about it. 'You've done that before,' she said, rather pettishly..
'Directly you see I don't wish to talk about something, you start pester....
log me about it.' There were plenty of other ways he could find out,
but somehow he felt that there would be a curIOUS sort of satisfaction
in hearing the story from her own lips. At nightfall Tokikata returned
from the Capital. «I found a deputation from the Empress asking what
had become of him,' he reported to Ukon, 'and a very stiff message from
the Minister of the Left. I '« His Highness has no business to go off like
this without telling anyone. He's too casual altogether, and incon
siderate towards me too, for when Their Majesties hear about this kind
of thing it is always I who get into trouble," and more to the same effect.
I told them that Prince NIOU had gone to visit the Hermit of the Eastern
Hills.' 'There,' Tokikata continued, 'you see now that it'S you women
who are at the bottom of all the wickedness that goes on in the world.
And It isn't only their lovers they send to perdition; here am I, who don't
know the lady at all, tellrng Iies to save her reputation. t 'It was a good
lie anyway,' said Ukon. 'Fancy you even finding the hermit a name! So
much the better for him. They say It's no SIn to be the cause of a pious
lie. But tell me, has he always been lrke this? I was never so taken aback
10 my life. Not that I could have done much under the circumstances,
even if I had known he was comIng. One daren't be rough with people
like that, and It certainly wouldn't have been any use trying to argue WIth
him. t Having dealt with Tokikata, Ukon went to Niou and reported
what the man had said. Niou saw that things were going to be made
very unpleasant for him on his return. 4 How I wish I could turn into an
ordinary person for a hrtle while!' he said afterwards to Ukifune. 'I am
sick to death of all this fuss. You see for yourself what these people 2

are like; it's absolutely Impossible to hide anything from them. I'm
worried about Kaoru too. Circumstances, of course, have always brought
us together a great deal; but quite apart from that I am In fact very fond
of him and should hate him to feel that I had treated him badly. Not
that I really have - for it's ObVIOUS that If he really cared for you he
wouldn't leave you moping here for weeks on end. But the last thing
likely to occur to him is that it's he who's to blame. The only thing to
do will be to take you to some absolutely secret place where no one will
dream of looking for you. We can't go on meeting here.' The night
was almost over, and though he knew that to leave now would be hke
wrenching body from soul, to spend a second day in the same delightful
manner was out of the question. His attendants were impatient to get
him started before daybreak, and at last he rose to go. Ukifune went
with him as far as the big double-doors. 'How can I hope through tortu
ous hills to trace the unbeaten way, when even at your door so dark a
veil of tears blots out the road?' Such was his poem; and she: 'Would

I Yugiri. 2 The Empress, Yugiri, etc.
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that my sleeve were wide enough I to check my own poor tears; then
might I hope to stay the parting that you dread.'

It was a dismal business, this farewell in the dim morning light, with
an icy wind howlrng and everything soaked with dew. Even after he
had mounted his horse, Tokikara and the rest had the greatest difficulty
in getting him started. But things were getting beyond a joke. It was
absolutely essential that he should be back in the Caprral well before
midday, and there was no time to lose. He was in no condition to look
after himself, and until they got safely Into the plain Mrchisada and
Tokrkara, who were the two officers of highest rank in the party, led his
horse by the bridle, walking one on each side, At one point their path
lay along a frozen river-bed, and he thought he had never heard a more
melancholy sound than the ringing of the ice under his horse's hoofs.
It was this same mountain-road - the only one in fact that he knew 
which in days gone by had carried him to Kozeri. It seemed as if some
strange tie Iinked him to that obscure village.

On arriving at the Nijo-in he went and lay down in his own room.
He did not feel inclined to see Kozeri, whom he felt more than ever had
behaved very badly in hiding this girl 2 away. But he could not get to
sleep, and feeling badly in need of company, he was reduced at last to
going to Kozerr's rooms. She did not seem to have been at all upset at
his sudden disappearance. He had indeed seldom seen her Iookmg so well
and handsome, and his first thought was that, whatever he might have
felt during the mfaruation of the moment, Kozeri was really a thousand
times better-looking than that other girl. But the resemblance between
them was so strong that being with the one only made him all the un
happier at Iosing the other, and, flinging himself onto Kozeri's couch,
he lay there silently brooding. Presently she came and lay by his side.
'I am not at all well; he said. 'It's worrying; I feel it may turn out to
be somerhing serious. What shall you do if I die? Of course it would
really be rather convenient for you.. You'd be able to de what you've
always been wanting to: 3 There was nothmg in his manner to suggest
that he was not speaking perfectly seriously. 'You realize, don't you,'
she said, 'tkat it would be most unpleasant for me if it got round to
Kaoru that you say things like that. He would only be able to account
for it by supposing that I had given you a quite untrue idea of the sort
of terms we are on. And if you are joking, I can only say that I have had
too many troubles in life much to appreciate jokes of that kind.' She
turned over and lay with her back to him..

'If you can't bear me to mention the subject even when you see that
I am Joking,' Niou said, 'what would happen, I wonder, if you thought
I was in earnest? After all, I have done a good deal for you - far too

1 T,e, that I were a person of sufficient importance for you to accept openly.
• Ukifune, "Go offwith Kaoru..

34
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much, some people think. I I have never hidden from myself the fact
that you much prefer him." I can quite understand that; you seem to be
made for one anorher.s All I mind 1S your trying to hide it from me '
l\ Made for one another .. : When, NIOU asked himself, had he last used
just that phrase? Why, of course, to the gIrl at UJi only a few hours
ago; and remembering their partIng he burst into tears.

Evidently he had Just heard something that had very much upset
him - something apparently about herself and Kaoru. She did not
attempt to reply. It was grossly unfair that, because their own relation
ship had begun in rather an informal way, he should regard her as com
pletely immoral. Nor Indeed was the match so very Informal. Kaoru
had introduced them, and the only irregularity of the proceeding consisted
in the fact that he was not a parent or guardian but only a frrend.» It
would be monstrous indeed 1£ NI0U allowed such a thing as that to lower
her in his estimation. He saw that she was looking very disheartened,
and felt sorry for her. He did not want, at any rate for the present, to
tell her about his adventure at UJi; but she was bound to notice that
something was wrong, and he had merely dragged up the subject of Kaoru
in order to put her off the scent. However, he seemed so much more
serious about it than usual that Kozeri was certain something definite
must have happened; someone must be spreading completely untrue
stories about her. It was clear that Niou believed them, and until she
had got to the bottom of the matter, she felt she would rather not see
him.

Presently it was announced that a letter had arrived from Her Majesty
the Empress. He got up and, without any of his usual tender words to
Kozeri, went off to his own rooms. 'What became of you yesterday?'
his mother wrote. 'The Emperor was expecting you all day. He kept
on asking where you were. I can see he is quite upset about It. Unless
for some reason it is absolutely rmpossible, I should strongly advise you
to come round to the Palace immediarely. As for myself - I hardly
dare to think how long it is since I set eyes on you... ' and so on. He was
sorry to have agitated them; but it was really perfectly true that he was
not feeling up to appearing in society. Another day passed, and still he
played truant from Court. Numerous visitors called to enquire; but he
would see nobody and spent the day lying listlessly on his curtained bed.
Towards nightfall, however, Kaoru was announced, and Niou asked
for him to be shown in. 'You'll excuse my not getting up?' he said. 'I

1 Roku no Kimi's supporters.
:I Kaoru.
3 Literally: 'Your relationship is decreed by previous karma'; but the phrase, like the

English equivalent I have used, had outworn its theological implications.
4 I take the whole emphasis of the sentence to be on suzuro..naruhito, but this is not the

common interpretation.
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heard you weren't well: Kaoru said. "That IS why I came. Your mother's
rather worried about you.! You didn't gIve her any idea what sort of
rllness it IS.' But it was very difficult to get anything out of him, The
truth was that at the moment he found Kaoru's presence very agrtanng.
But though hIS conscience sorely pricked him, he could not help feehng
rather indignant, This, if you please, was the fellow who had managed
to persuade the world that he was some sort of mountain-yogi, whose
whole life was spent in prayer and fasting! And then, having purloined
a charming girl, simply to deposit her miles away from anywhere and
leave her to her own devices for months on end ... Kaoru's pretensions
to complete mdifference about women had never convinced him, and
in the past he had often tried to expose them. He naturally felt strongly
tempted to let Kaoru know that the time had come for him to drop once
and for all this irritating veil of hypocrisy. But when it came to the pOint
he could not bring himself to do so.

He certainly did not look at all himself, Kaoru thought. 4 I'm awfully
sorry about this,' he said. 'Of course, I'm sure it's not really anything
much; but it seems to be rather difficult to shake off.. You must take
great care of yourself.' 'I wish I were as handsome as that,' Niou thought,
as he watched the visitor depart. l I don't see how she can help preferring
him.. ' For he now related everything to his chances of success at DJ1.

Meanwhile hfe, for Ukifunc and her ladies, had resumed its usual
monotony, now that even the Ishiyama project had fallen through.
Desperate letters from Niou arrived with extreme frequency, It was
arranged that, as a precaution, they should be brought by a servant of
Tekikata's, who had no idea either for whom they were really Intended
or from whom they came. They were directed to Ukon, 'It's an old lover
of mine; she explained. 41He has suddenly turned up among Kaoru's
attendants and seems anxious for us to get back onto our old terms.'
~e was growing so used to inventing stories of this kind that rr had
ceased to give her any trouble. The month drew to a close, and stall
Niou had not revisited Uji, Again and again he planned a secret escape,
but each time, just when his arrangements were complete, he found
himself prevented from leaving the CIty. He was not at all well. In fact,
he felt that the continual worry was slowly killing him, so that to hIS

other woes was added a constant anxiety about hIS own condition.
At last the pressure of public business relaxed a little, and Kaoru was

able to find time for a short visit to UJL He went first to the temple, and
after performing his prosrrations before the Buddha-images and other
objects of veneration, Iisrening to a recirarion of the Scriptures, and dis
rributing presents among the priests, towards evening he made his way
to Ukifune's rooms. He too, no doubt, had been obliged to come secretly;
but not in disguise. On the contrary he was dressed rather smartly in

I Evide-ntly Niou had written to the Empress givinz the excuse that he was ill.
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ebosb» I and flowing gown. And how different the manner of his entry!
A feeling of constraint came over her. For some reason she felt frightened
of him - frightened to submit herself to his cool, deliberare inspection,
she who had fallen so easy a prey to Niou's boisterous Iove-makmg l
·Since meeting you I have lost all interest in other women and have broken
with them completely, though some of them I had been seeIng constantly
for years.' So NIOU said in one of his letters; and apparently It was no
exaggeration, for she had heard from other sources that he had put lt
about he was unwell and could see nobody. He seemed to be constantly
fussing about all sorts of rituals and ceremonies," which people said was
very unlike him. What would he think if he knew that Kaoru was with
her at this moment? Kaoru took great trouble in explaining all the rea
sons that had obliged him to leave her to herself for so long, and though
unlike NI0U he used no violent expressions about · unbearable torments,'
·dying of love,' and so on, she felt that it really did very much distress
him to see so little of her. It was indeed In this habit of restraint that
lay the secret of his extraordinary persuasIveness, a few quiet words of
his carrYlng far more conviction than other people's most emphatic
oaths and assurances. Viewed simply as a lover he was not, she now
realized, very satisfactory; but there could be no question which of the
two would in the long run make the better friend and supporter. The
thought that Kaoru mighr at any moment discover what was happen..
ing appalled her. It was exciting, of course, to find oneself the object of
love so stormy and passionate as NIOU'S. But for both of them it was
an escapade, no more; they would soon learn to do without one an
other. But to hurt Kaoru, to let him feel that she did not need him
any more - no, it was unthinkable, those feelings went far too deep.
Come what might, if he were to forsake her she would feel utterly alone.

She seemed, Kaoru thought, to be in rather a nervous, agitated con
aition. In fact she had changed a good deal since his last visit. She
struck him, somehow, as far less childish and immature. But it would
not do to leave her too long in this lonely place where she had nothing
to do but sit and brood. It was not to be wondered at that she had fallen
into rather a morbid condition; he must try to cheer her up. 'I have
good news for you,' he said. «The place I am finishing for you in the
Capital is nearly ready. I was there only the other day. I am sure you
will like it. There is a river; but it won't frighten you as this one does 
it runs quietly through flowery meadows. My mother's palace is only a
few steps away. I am longing to have you somewhere close at hand, where
I can come to see you every day, and I hope if all goes well to move you
in before the end of next month. t

By a. strange coincidence Niou, in a letter received only yesterday, had

I A black bonnet, the crown of which folded back over the side.
• On behalf of his own health.
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informed her that he had succeeded In finding' a quiet little house, just
the place he was Iooking for .. .' Now, qUIte unwitrrngly, Kaoru had out
bidden him. Well, this meant that to all intents and purposes her rela
tion with Niou was at an end. That perhaps was a good thing. But
suddenly hIS image rose up before her, she felt again his touch, the pres
sure of hIS hrnbs .... '1 am terribly unhappy,' she said, and burst into
tears. Kaoru looked at her WIth astonishment. 'I can't understand what
has come over you,' he said. · You used always to be so sensible and
patIent; It was a great comfort. I can only suppose someone has been
telling you lies about me. All I can say is this: considering how bad the
roads are and how difficult it IS for anyone in a mimsterral position to
get away for more than a few hours, do you suppose I should ever come
at all If I were not extremely fond of you?' He took her to the window
to watch the new moon rise. How many times had he stood there with
Agemaki! And while his thoughts wandered back to old days, hers
dwelt with desperation on this new entanglement: she had seen chequered
days, but other troubles had come and gone, from this there could be
no imaginable escape. A mist lay over the hills and outlined against
it was the figure of a heron stiffly poised on a bare ledge of rock. The
bridge lay shimmering In the mist, looking a long way off. Now and
again a boat would pass under it, laden with timber. 'A strange, a haunt
Ing place - this UJi,' Kaoru thought. One seemed to hear and see at
the very door so many things that one came across nowhere else; which
made it all the harder, coming back lrke this, to shake off the past.. So
many associations Indeed had every bend of the river, every tree, that
even had Ukifune not been who she was, it would have moved him
intensely to find himself here at such an hour. Small wonder then if the
company of one who resembled so strangely the lady he had loved
and who, to hIS delight, was now fa.st losing the backwardness and rus
ticity that had at first disguised this resemblance, Kaoru lost himself
in memories of the past. But do what she would, Ukifune could not
check her tears, and trying in vain to console her he recited the verse:
"Step lightly past the gaps. Be not afraid that Uji Bridge WIll fall, for
long as time Itself shall those stout planks endure.' 'You will soon
see,' he added. · Since gaps it is, naught else, that in the world of love
are perilous, how can I trust the Bridge of Uji to hold fast?' Such was
her answer to his verse.

He had never felt so loath to leave her, but today there were urgent
reasons for his return - as indeed was likely to be the case each time he
came. Fortunately, however, there seemed to be every hope of moving
her from here before very long. He left at dawn, meditating as he rode.
She seemed suddenly to have left childhood behind, which made her a.
far more interesting companion. In a way, however, he found it painful;
for she was beginning now to remind him almost too much of Agemaki,
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A Chinese-poetry compenrion was held in the Palace on the tenth day
of the second month. Kaoru and NI0U were both present The pro
ceedings opened with a concert of approprIate mUSIC. NIOU sang the
· Plum Tree' I so admirably that people felt there was no Iine In which
he could not have excelled If he chose, it was a thousand pines that so
much of his time was frrttered away In pointless phrlanderrng A
sudden snowstorm brought the concert to an abrupt end NIOU renred
to his own official apartments," where he was presently JOIned by Kaoru
and other friends. After refreshments had been served they all lay down
and rested. At nightfall someone went out for a moment, apparently
to gIve a message, and remained standing by the window, hrs figure
outlined against a sky in which the stars shone faintly through the
fallmg' snow. Niou t00 had woken, and even' in the darkness of the
sprlng night' he could not fall Instantly to recognize whose the figure
was. What lines were those that Kaoru was murmuring to himself, there
by the window, apparently wirh the deepest emotion? · Tonight too on
half-spread cloak... · 3 Those were the few words he caught; but there
could be no mistaking the allusion, and though Niou Instantly lay back
and pretended to be asleep, his mind was In reality a ferment of activity.
Kaoru then did after all feel strongly about her! 'I have judged him
unfairly,' Niou said to himself. · I took for granted that it was only I
to whom the thought of her waiting there night after night was painful.'
In a way he was touched at the discovery that someone else felt exactly
as he did" Yet at the same time he was In despair. For if Kaoru really
cared for her seriously, what chances had he of ousting such a lover?

Next morning the snow lay so deep that it-was quite difficult to get
to Court. Everyone thought that when he appeared before the Throne
to hand in his poem NI0U was looking particularly well and handsome.
Kaoru, though there was only a year or two's difference between them,
had an air of circumspection and resporrsibrlity that on these occasions
a.lways made him appear considerably NiOU·S senior. It was agreed
that he was the perfect pattern of anstocratic drgnity and refinement;
the Emperor certainly could not have made a better choice.s It was
seldom one found such crudrrion 5 combined with a high degree of
practical capacity.

When the poems had been read out and commented upon, the company
dispersed. People crowded round Niou assuring him that his was by far
the best. He had no idea what he had said, nor Indeed how he had man
aged to produce anything at all, for hIS thoughts had all the time been

I Set" Part V, p. 771 2 Allotted to him in the Emperor's Palace.
J \ reference to the old poem: "I'onight too, her cloak half-spread upon her mat, will

,lw be- waiting for me, the Maiden of CJl Bridge]"
4 1n -electing a husband for the Second Princess.
:; ~\ reference to Kaoru's Buddhht. studies, etc.
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far away. So disquieted was he by hIS new discovery that a few days
later, throwing prudence to the winds, he set out once more for Uji,
A~ the Capital only a few patches of snow Iingered half-heartedly,

but In the mountains It was still very deep This made the narrow path
more difficult than ever to find, and hIS attendants, often up to their waists
In snow and forced continually to retrace their steps, would have been
glad Indeed to be back in their beds Michisada, besides the post he held
at the Palace, was also under-secretary at the Board of Rites, and it was
hardly in keeping with his dignIty that he should be forced to tuck up
hIS skirts and struggle through the snow hke an ordinary coolie.

NIOU had previously sent word that he was coming. But it was eVI

dent on hIS arrival that, oWIng no doubt to the very heavy snow, they
were not expecting him. Moreover, the hour was extremely late He
sent In a message to Ukon, who was astonished that he should even have
attempted the Journey under such condmons ; as was also her mistress.
Ukon was becoming extremely worried at the siruarion that had arisen
and realized more than ever how fatal It would be if the secret were to
get out. But she was feeling the strain of managing the whole thing alone,
and tonight, though if she had had the heart to she would much rather
simply have sent Niou away, she took into her confidence a girl called
liJu, a sensible creature whom she knew Ukifune liked and trusted. Jiju
promised faithfully not to say a word to anybody, and between the
two of them they managed to smuggle NIOU into the house without
artracnng attention. His clothes were wringing wet, and this, when
he entered the warm house, brought out their perfume more strongly
than ever, which under other circumstances would have been embarrassing,
but in the present case rendered deception all the easier.

He had no mind to be driven out of the house as soon as it was light,
and as Ukon could not guarantee to keep him successfully hidden during
the day, when secrecy was obviously much more difficult, he arranged
with Tokikata that a little house on the other side of the river should
be put at his disposal. Shortly before dawn Tokikara came and an
nounced that all was ready. 41 think you'll be pleased with the place,'
he said. 4 What new folly was this?' Ukon wondered, as blinking and
ya\VOlng she was once more dragged from her bed, and while she hastily
put together Ukifune's things she found her teeth chattering Iike those
of a tattered urchin driven out to play in the snow. •You'd better
stay and look after things here. We'll take this girl with us,' Niou said,
pointmg to Jiju, and WIthout a word of explanation as to where they
were going he picked up Ukifune in his arms and carried her out of the
house. They seemed to be making straight for the river. Here lay the
little boat that she had so often noticed from her window, wondering
whether it was ever used; for it looked, she thought, very unsafe .. Now
they were pushing off. It seemed a terribly long way to the other shore;
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Nl0U felt her clutch at him In her alarm. It was a cloudless dawn; the
moon burnished the rippling waters that spread round them far and wide.
·We will stop for a moment at the Island,' NIOU said, and presently they
came to a great ledge of rock that had been converted Into a kind of rrver
garden. 'They call It the Orange-Tree Island,' he said. 'Isn't It amaZIng
that they can get them to grow even on such a perch as that? Yet once
give them their shovelful of soil and they wrll fill the place Wl th green,
summer and winter, for a thousand years. t 'Sooner shall you, 0 orange
tree who crown the Iittle island, shed your faithful leaves than this
our love grow cold.' Such was hIS poem; but she, still counting the
hazards of the voyage on which they were embarked: 'Faithful from
spring to spring the orange-tree may keep Its vow, but whither will have
drifted the Lady of the Boat?' He did not resent her distrust, still less
rebuke it; such Indeed was the spell of the place and moment that nothing
she said or did could do otherwise than enchant him.

When at last they disembarked on the far shore, though they had some
way to go, he would not let anyone else carry her; but seeing that he
walked rather unsteadily under the burden Tokikata followed close be
hind, and sometimes gave him a helping hand. Who was this woman,
the man wondered, and how came she to be at DJl - a personage ap
parently of such exalted rank that no one but a Royal Prince might handle
her? The place they were gomg to was on an estate belonging to Toki
kata's uncle, the Governor of Inaba, It was simply a farm-building WIth

out fittings or furniture of any kind, save for a few rough wattled screens
and other strange objects such as NI0U had never seen before. It was
very rll-protected against the wind. Great piles of half-melted snow
blocked the courtyard, and more was fallmg.

The storm, however, was a short one. Soon a brilliant sun was shin
ing, and Ukifune, sitting In the Iighr that glinted from the icicles under
the eaves, looked lovelier than he had ever seen her. Both of them
were very simply dressed, for he was 10 the hunting-cloak that he had
used on the journey as a disguise, and she, when the sun came out, had
slipped off her mantle and was looking particularly slim ana pretty In
her plain white underdress. She was feeling, however, very dishevelled
and untidy, and longed to put herself to rights. But there seemed to be
nowhere she could retire to, and she had to make up her mind to face
him Just as she was. As a matter of fact he saw nothing to criticize. He
found her simple costume far more pleasing than those elaborate confec
tions in which, down sleeve and skirt, fold chimes with fold in every
imaginable harmony of texture and hue. Never would Roku no Kimi
have dared to show herself to him in this guise. No, nor Kozeri either.
But this girl certainly stood the test. JIJU too, he thought, was by no
means bad-looking. 'They haven't told me who you are,' he said,
turning to her, 'which does not matter so much, as long as you don't
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say who I am.' She was delighted at his condescending to address her.
i''Tklfune, however, very much wished the grrl was not there" How many
more people, she wondered, was Ukon gOIng to let into the secret?

A housekeeper was on the premises. He was allowed to think thar
Tokikata was the master, and NI0U and the rest hIS servants. He there
fore installed Tokikara in great state in the main room, shutting it off
from the place where NIOU was, and it so much tickled Tokikata to hear
the deferential manner in which the fellow msrsted upon addressing him
that he could hardly keep a straight face. · You had better know why I
have come here,' he managed to say at last. · A soothsayer whom I
consulted has unfortunately discovered that It would be extremely dan
gerous for me to remain anywhere inside the boundaries of the Capital
He said that for the present the safest thing I could do was to shut my
self up and see nobody. So I must ask you to let me have the place to
myself.'

The housekeeper carried out his task to perfection. Not a soul was
allowed to enter, and the lovers had a wonderful day. But these caresses,
these tender speeches and pretty ways - SuppOSIng It had been Kaoru
who had brought her here today - would she not as gladly have Iavrshed
them on him instead? Assuredly- she would, NIOU told himself bitterly,
and in Jealous spite began tellmg her about Kaoru's deferenrral attitude
towards the Second Princess and his extreme fear of doing anything that
might wound her pride. Complete candour would have obliged him also
to mention the lmes that he had heard Kaoru murmuring to himself
that nighr at the Palace window. But to this episode Nl0U made no
allusion. Tokikara had "procured some fruit which he now served to
them with his own hands, also bringing them some water to wash in
· You mustn't let our friend the housekeeper see you doing this sort of
thing,' said Niou, 'or he will soon begin to discard some of the horror
dies I I heard him heaping upon you this morning.. '

J1Ju too had a very happy day, for she was not the sort of girl to let
nme hang on her hands when there was a man about, and an officer of
the Fifth Rank! 2 She thought herself in luck's way Indeed.

Looking out across the river, Ukifune saw that the air was again thick
with snow, only a few treetops standing out above the mist marked the
spot where the UJi mansion stood. But there was sun on the peaks that
seemed to hang like mirrors In the glItterIng sky. NI0U began to tell
her more of the adventurous journey that had brought him to UJi last
night. · Where snow-drifts were deepest, where the ice gave under my
feet, unerringly I found my way; it was only about you that I was lost.' .\

1 Deferential verb..endings, etc.
:r Tokikata.
1 An untranslatable poem, depending for It'; point on the two senses of madou (t to lo ...e

OIl,..·S way, (2) to be madly in love.
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There was a rough sort of ink-slab in the house, and sending for it he did
some hand-practice, I choosing such lrnes as, 'Though in the village of
Kohata I could have got a horse.' ~

•As a flake that the wind whirls skywards from the snow-drift on the
frozen shore hangs in the air and vanishes, so shall I end my days; she
wrote in characters that grew fainter and fainter, so that the words
C in the air' 3 stood out from the rest, and at once caught Niou's eye.
He coloured slightly and picking up the distasteful poem tore it to
shreds. But the thought that she was still wavering so far from chIlling
his ardour only spurred him 00. Already he had wooed her, he would
have thought, to some purpose, tonight he would show her what love
really was.

The pretext upon which he had obtained leave of absence from Court
made it unnecessary for him to be back till late next day, so they had
quite a long while together and felt that this time they had really got to
know one another. Certainly he had found her more delightful than ever;
and he felt that she too was becoming very fond of him. Today Ukon
managed to smuggle in a parcel of clothes and so on. Ukifune was able
to put her hair a little to rights, and her red plum-blossom mantle, worn
over a dark-purple dress, made an agreeable effect. JiJu too appeared
today quite smartly dressed. She had come in an odd sort of over-wrap
- the first thing that lay to hand, and NI0U now put this discarded gar
ment over Ukifune's knees, lest her dress should be splashed while she
was being washed.

What an excitement there would be even in the First Princess's 4 apart
ments - and among her gentlewomen there were many who belonged
to the greatest famihes in the land - if such a creature as this were
suddenly to arrive. All day they played the most absurd and childish
games together; sometimes JiJu hardly knew which way to look. Again
and again at more serious moments he would speak of his plans for
bringing her secretly to the Capital. He tried to make her swear that
meanwhile she would not see Kaoru again. Her only answer was to bury
her face in her hands and weep. If even when he was with her she felt
hke that, what hope was there - Niou asked himself - of her remaining
faithful to him in the intervals? He stormed at her and even wept. But
his time had run out. Already it was almost midnight, and they hastened
to the boat. Again he carried her in his arms. · I am doing something
for you now that he, I feel pretty sure, has never done. I hope you gIve
me credit for that,' he said. It was true enough. She nodded; and some-

:t Calligraphy.
:I ( ••• so Impatient was I to see you that I came across the mountains on foot.' C£

Manyoshu 2425 (Book XI). But there are several versions of the poem.
.1 To be (in the air> means to 'fall between two stools.'
4 Niou's unmarried sister.
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how he felt reassured. Ukon met them at the double-doors and let her
mistress in.

It was all over. He was back leading his usual life in the Nijo-in, He
felt very 111 and had no appetite at all. Day after day it was the same.
Everyone noticed how thin he was getting; it was most alarming. At
the Palace there was consrernanon; a gloom began to spread over the
whole Court. At UJi a. fresh complication had arisen owing to the return
of the old nurse who had been away for some time attending the confine
ment of her married daughter. The officious old woman was devotedly
attached to her mistress and never for a moment left her SIde, so that
Ukifune had the greatest difficulty in getting a chance to read even the
brief and occasional notes that Niou managed to send. Ukifune's mother
saw with satisfaction the lavish scale upon which Kaoru was enabling the
establishment at UJi to be run. But she counted on the arrangement,
so unsatisfactory in many ways from her daughter's point of view, being
merely a temporary one. The sooner he moved her, secretly if need be,
to some place much closer at hand, the better for both of them, and she
was already prepar1ng to make herself useful in such an emergency by
choosing for Ukifune a number of gentlewomen and girls of a kind suit
able for a town establishment. As for Ukifune, she had loved to conjure
up the vision of this quiet house in the Capital, where Kaoru was going
to visit her every day; but now no sooner did she turn her thoughts
towards the event which she had once so eagerly anticipated than Niou's
image - his laughter, his tears, his passionate caresses and reproaches 
rose up before her. No, she could never suffer herself to be shut up in a
place where he could not come to her .... It was terrible; she could not
now close her eyes for an instant without dreaming of him.

It had rained without stopping for days on end and the mountain-road
would for the present, Niou knew, be impracticable even were he free
to come and go as he chose, were not •shut in like the srlkworm in the
cocoon' I by the august solicitude of the Imperial pair. He wrote to
Ukifune at much greater length than for a long while. 5 As through
the dark I peer, the clouds that hide your village soon themselves 10

visible will grow, so thick the air with rain.' Such was his poem. In
the writing, loose and negligent though his style was, there were pas
sages of real genius, astonishing in their freedom and audacity. She
would have been strangely constituted indeed if, at her impressionable
age, she had not found it a thrilling ~xperie~ce to.receive such letter"s.
Yet all the while she felt that Kaoru s less impulsive character was in

reality much more admirable; moreover, his was the first love that she
had known. Her friendship with him had been her whole life; without
it she could not imagine herself existing at all. How terrible, too, it

I '\Vhen I cannot see you I feel like one of the silkworms that my mother breeds - shut
up in their cocoons. t By Hitomaro, Shuishu 895.
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would be for her mother, who kept on asking when Kaoru was gOIng to
brmg her back. · How httle parents know their own children. CertaInly
Mother would never have believed it of me,' Ukifune thought. Of course
everyone said that NIOU was utterly unreliable; but supposing in this case
he really did what he had promised - set her up In the Capital and
devoted all hIS tune to her, what about Kozerie It was unthinkable.
However, It was no use supposing that in this world anything could
remain secret for long, and it was cerrain that, even if things went on
as they were, Kozeri would soon know. Had not NI0U, with much less
to go upon, succeeded (despite all Kaoru's precautions) in finding out
about Kaoru's relations with her? · I could bear to lose him, t she was
saying to herself, her mmd returning to Kaoru, 'If he wanted to be free.
What I cannot bear is that my own wickedness and folly should turn him
against me...." Another letter. This time from Kaoru. But NI0U'S was
very long and there were large parts that she still had not read .. It seemed
somehow better to get It done with first, and, picking It up once more,
she left the second letter unopened Ukon and JiJu exchanged significant
glances. · I don't blame her,' J1Ju said afterwards, 'handsome though
HIS Excellency IS. There are other things, qUIte apart from looks, that
count; and I know what I am talking about, for I've seen Prince NI0U

when he was really letrmg himself go. If I were she, sooner than ~tay

moping here, I'd take whatever Job I could get in the Empress's household
They could manage to see somerhmg of one another there, anyvvay ,
.. Well, there's no doubt whose SIde you're on, t said Ukon, 'but I don't
know, I'm sure. For my part, I don't think he's a patch on HIS Excel ..
lency. Just as regards looks and so on, he may be. But when It comes to
mind and character.... No, I'm very sorry indeed that rhmgs have gone
this way. I can't see that any good can come of It. t But though she could
not take the whole matter so lrghrly as J1JU, it was a comfort to her 110\/V

to have someone WIth whom she could dISCUSS the matter - · someone
to help her WIth her Iies;' she called it. 'I am very sorry I have not
been able to come. I Wish you would write more often. You know rhar
it 15 not my fault ... .' Kaoru's was a short letter. In the ma.rgIn was
the poem: 4 Here ceaseless rains block out rhc'darkened world. In far-off
UJ! to what new mark has bounded the menace of the flood?' · I thrnk
of you more constantly than ever,' he said. It was written on a whire
poetry-slip and folded 10 formal style. There were no points of particular
beauty in the wrrting, but it always seemed to her a drsnnguished and
interesting hand. There was a curious contrast between the two letters,
his looking so large and containmg so httle, NI0U'S of Inordinate length
but folded Into the minutest of love-knots. .. You'd better answer the
Prince's first while no one's about; said Ukon... I don't feel like answer
Ing It today,' she said, but 111 her copvbook she wrote. 'Well do you
earn your name x - what life could prove it better than mine - 0

1 The usua1 play on Uji and ushi, 'wretched,'
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village by the ford of UJ! River that through Yamashiro runs: Now and
Again she took out the picture that NI0U had made for her. Would she
ever see him again? The thing must not, could not go on, she saw that
clearly enough; yet the Idea of being shut away where be could not get
at her was terrible. 'Weary of wandering like a homeless cloud from
crest to crest, would that I too might vanish in the welter of the rainy
sky.' 'No speck of foam would mark .... ' I That was all she wrote to him.
The tears started to Niou's eyes. It touched him deeply that their parting
should weigh so heavily upon her, and the picture of her sirting discon
solate in that lonely place rose vividly before him.

In answer to Kaoru's rain-poem she wrote: 'If other floods be out I
know net, but the flood-mark of my tears shows that to me the world
15 dark indeed: Studying it and restudying it In hIS leisurely way, he felt
that she was g01ng JUSt now through a very trYing time, and was sorry
for her.. He snll had it in mind when he was with the Second Princess
that night, and presently he said to her: 'There is something I have been
meaning to tell you about, but I was not sure how you would feel about
It. However, it all happened a long while ago. .. 0; Someone I used to
know IS now living at a remote place in the country under very unhappy
circumstances, and I feel I ought to bring her to town. When I was young
the Iife I found myself in the midsr of had no attraction for me and I
Intended at the earhest possible moment to escape from it all - to end
my days peacefully in some far-oft cloister. She was fully aware of this
and knew that she could not count on me. However, my marriage to
you has obviously qUIte changed the situation. She sees that I am no
longer in a POSition to qUIt the world even if I wished to do S8 and would,
I am afraid, think it very unfeeling of me If I did not step in and do some
thing for her.' 'I cannot imagine why you supposed that I should raise
any objection; the Princess replied. ~ No) obviously there is no reason
why you should mind,' Kaoru said .. · What I am really afraid of is that
the Emperor may hear some entirely misleadmg account of the whole
affair. You know how recklessly people exaggerate. However, I don't
know that it much matters; HIS Majesty will soon see for himself that
there is nothing to worry about. t

He was very anxious, too, that the work he was doing in the house
in which he intended to settle Ukifune should attract as Iittle attention
as possible, and instead of calling in anyone from outside he put the whole
business in charge of his own retainer, Nakanobu. He could not have
made a more unfortunate choice, for Nakanobu's daughter) it will be
remembered, was married to Nl0U'S Iibrarian, Mrchisada. The wife
naturally heard all about the work that her father was doing, and it
was not long before the whole story got round to Niou. · I understand

I 'So smooth the boat glides that should it be merged with the waves no speck of foam
would mark the spot where we rowed .... Shmchokushu 941•
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that no professional painters are being employed, t Mrchisada said; •the
decorations are being carried out entirely by hIS own people. But several
of them have a taste for that kind of thing, and with Hrs Excellency to
keep an eye on them I think they are going to make a very nice Job of
it.' NIOU Instantly rushed round to a house on the ourskirts of the CIty
which he had reason to believe might soon be vacant, for It belonged to
hIS old nurse, whose husband had secured a provmcial post and would
presumably soon be taking up his duties. · It is not for myself,' he ex
plamed, 'but for a friend whom I am helping to hide. It IS most Important
for me to find somewhere immediately.' Nurse's husband did not much
lrke the Idea of handing over the house for a purpose of this kind to some
one he knew nothing about. But it was obvious that NIOU was desperately
anxious to secure it, and considering who the request came from he could
not very well refuse.

So that was settled! It was a great weight off his mind. He was pro
mised possession on the thirtieth of the month and saw no reason why
he should not move her in that very day. He wrote and told her of the
plan, cautioning her not to breathe a word about 1t to anyone. It was
useless at present to think of going to DJ!. HIS own engagements at
Court made it particularly hard for him to get away, and Ukifune wrote
that her old nurse, who had now installed herself there, insisted on
knowing everything that was going on and would m any case have been
so extremely difficult to evade that a visit was hardly worth while,

Kaoru told her that he had now definitely decided on the tenth of the
fourth month. So far from feeling · should a wave entice, I would go ... ,' I

Ukifune was appalled at the growing urgency of the decision that awaited
her. She felt that in order to think the thing over she must get away;
It was impossible here at UJi, where it had all happened, to settle any
rhmg at all. She asked if she might come to her mother for a little while.
Unfortunately, however, Sakon's wife was going to have a baby, and
the place was full of priests and magic-workers. The same reason made
a VISIt to Ishiyama impossible." It ended by the mother coming to UJi.
She was met at the door by the old nurse, who was 10 raptures over the
stuffs that Kaoru had sent for the gentlewomen's new dresses. •You'd
think they would want to make something pretty, wouldn't you, after
all the trouble HIS Excellency has taken. Of course it was not for nanny 3

to say anyrhmg, but between you and me I thought when I looked at
what they were doing that I'd never seen such a hash made of good stuff
in all my lifer Little they suspected - either Nurse or her mother
that at any moment a word, a look might suddenly reveal her to Kaoru
as she was. There would soon be an end then to all these cheerful prepara'"

1 In allusion to Komachr's famous poem. See my NoPlays of Japan, p. 148.
2 Contact with a pregnant woman made it impossible for her to enter a temple.
t She refers to herself thus in the third person as mamma ('nanny').
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rions l But only today there had come a letter from Niou asking her
whether she ~ould promi.sedefinitely to accept the place of retreat he had
o~ered he~. Do not think that I shall let you be lonely,' he said. · It
will be quite easy for me to come to you; but were the place ten times as
far a~a~, I swear that no power on earth could prevent my getting there,
even If It meant that we must live as outcasts for the rest of our lives.'
Di~ he r~ally.mean it? If only she could make upher mind!

I don t think you are looking at all well,' her mother said. 41 have
never seen you so thin and pale.' 'She's been like this for days,' Nurse
said. 'There's cerramly something the matter with her. I can't get her
to eat so much as a scrap.' 'You don't think she's picked up an evil
influence of some kind, do your said the mother; & I am afraid it looks
rather like that.' •Well, I've had my ideas about what it might be) t said
Nurse, 'but her not being able to go to Ishiyama the other day doesn't
look much like that." I The girl coloured and buried her face in her
hands. It was the hour when she had crossed the rrver with Niou, The
moon was shining brightly. It had been just such a night as this. Some
how or other she must prevent herself from crying. That was the last
thing that could do any good.

The mother, wishing to hear about old times, sent for Ben no Kimi,
who fell to talking about Agemaki's last days - how terribly she took
things to heart, worrying long after there was nothing more that could
be done, and how agonizing It had been to stand by helpless while she
fretted herself step by step into the grave. ·If only she had lived; Ben
went on, · she might be in just the same sort of position today as her
sister Kozeri - yes, all their sorrow might have turned to joy.' •And
what about my poor girl?' the mother could not help thinking. If things
went as she now had every reason to believe they would, Ukifune was
well on the way to a position quite as desirable as that of Kozeri, •I
have of course been very worried about this girl,' she said. 4 But it looks
as if things would go better now. I am afraid, however, that will mean
the. end of these quiet talks of ours, for when my daughter has moved
into the City I am not likely to be coming here again. Though it would
be a great pleasure to hear a little more about those old days.' •Being
what I now am,' 2 said Ben, 'I do not feel fit company for the rest of the
world and have seen very little of Ukifune since she has been here.. But
I am sure that we shall all miss her. However, I am very glad for her
sake that she is leaving. One is cut off from everything out here; it's
not at all the place for a young girl. I am sure Kaoru would soon make
some better arrangement; he never goes back on his word. Didn't. I
tell you to start with that he would never have taken her up as he did

1 It has occurred to the nurse that Ukifune may be with child; but the fact that the
onset of her period prevented her from going to Ishiyama seems to dispose of this theory"

2 A nun.
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If he had not formed a very deep attachment to her? You see now that
I knew what I was talking about' l I must say that so far he has always
been kindness itself,' the mother admitted. 'Of course one can't say how
things wrll turn out later on; but I am certainly very grateful to you
for bringing them together. Kozeri was very kind to her at one time,
too, but there was trouble while she was staying at the Nijo-in and I
had to take her away. She has had a very difficult time of it, poor girf. t

· I can easily rmagrne what kind of trouble it was,' said Ben, smiling · It's
a scandalous state of affairs. They're finding it difficult to get any decent
girl to stay In service there. One of Tayu's daughters was tellmg me about
It only the other day. H He's a nice enough gentleman," she said, H in
every other way. But this sort of thing IS very tryIng; we find it makes
our relations with Madam so difficult." 'Quite,' said Ukifune to her
self, Iistenmg from her bed. Who, alas, knew the truth of rhis better
than she? 'You don't say so,' exclaimed the mother. 'What a dreadful
rhmg l Kaoru of course IS married already. But I do not see why that
should make things difficult It is not as If they were going to be in the
same house. Well, we must hope for the best. I turned the matter over
In my mind a great many times before venturing to make this decision
I don't see that I could have done any better for her, and I hope she IS

~rateful. This much I can say, that 1£ after all the trouble I've taken
rhrngs were to go wrong through any fault on her side - I am thinking
of what happened at the Nijo...in - though it would break my heart
ro lose her, I don't think I could ever bear to see the girl again.'

Ukifune heard every word and her blood ran cold. This decided it
She must do away with herself before the thmg got out. But how?
The roar of the flooded river was deafening. l Generally speaking I
rather like the sound of running water,' the mother remarked, l but a
noise like this IS a very different matter I think it's terribly depressing,
and this poor child never able to get away from it for months on end!
I can quite understand his not V\rantlng to leave her here a moment longer
than is necessary.' Everyone began telling stories about the terrible
swiftness of UJi River and the accidents that had happened when it was
In flood: 4 Only the other day the bridge-keeper's little grandson slipped
when he was punting the boat and fell in. They've never found the body.
You'd be surprised how many people that river makes away wirh every
year' That was the very thing Why had she not thought of it before?
No one would know what had become of her. Of course her mother
and the rest would be terribly upset for a. time; but they would soon get
oyer it. Whereas if she let things drift on till he found out - no, she
could not face it; that meant unending misery and shame. Whereas this
way was so easy; all would be over in a moment. At last the agony of
doubt and indecision was over. Her mind worked clearly now; she planned
down to the last detail exactly how she would manage it all. It would
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be over before anyone bega.n to look for her, nothing could possibly go
wrong. Yet, It was sad to dre....

Her mother continued wirh maddening persistence to fuss about the
arrangements for the move. Presently she returned to the subject of
Ukifune's health. 'I think you ought to arrange for a service on her be
half,' she said to Nurse, 'and a purificanon I would not be a bad thing . . t

LIttle they knew that the gods had already rejected her offenng l 2 '1
am afraid you won't have any too many women to take WIth you,' the
mother connnued, 'for I would rather you did not take any of these new
girls unless you are certain that they are thoroughly suitable. I don' r
doubt that the Princess herself will take a reasonable view of the matter.
But if things turn out to be at all difficult, a few tactless inexperienced
grrls might cause no end of trouble. So without their knowing It keep
an eye on them and notice how they are shaping.' 'Well, I must be gomg;'
she said at last. '1 don't like to be away from home too long just now.' ~

Would she then never see her mother again? She longed intensely to spend
a few qU1et hours with her before they parted and, making her health
the excuse, suggested that she should go back with her now. Cl I feel
that it would do me good,' she said, 'to be at home for a htrle while.'
Cl I am afraid it is out of the question at present,' her mother said. 'Not
only because of your sister. We've got all these sewing-women in the:
house, making things for you to wear m town. It's a.ll we can do to finJ
room for them. Once you are settled In we shall see plenty of one an
other. And indeed If you were going to live in "Take-n which is at the
land's end t t 4 I should manage somehow to come and see you, as you
know very well. I only wish I were m a position to do more for you r
she said sadly as she turned to go. Another letter from Kaoru came today.
He heard that Ukifune was unwell and was anxious for further news
'I was hoping to come myself,' he said, Cl but a lot of unexpected busmess
has turned up at the last moment and I cannot get away. I am afraid
you are passing through a very difficult, unsettling sort of time.' There
was also a very long and agitated letter from Niou, to whose last note
she still had not replied. He told her that she must make up her mind
Immediately. "This waiting to see which way the wind will blow lS

becoming impossible to endure.' The same two messengers who had
met here the day when it rained so, found themselves once more face
to face. Kaoru's man recognized the other as a fellow he had often
seen at Michisada's house. 'What brings you here so often, Liegemane'

I In a sacred river.
:2 e£Part V, p. 934- Ukifune means that she has struggled in vain to free herself from

the toils of love ..
3 Just before her younger daughter's confinement.
4 Reference to an old song: 'Blow wind, kind WInd and tell my mother that to Take--u

they have earned me, to the Governor's house In Take-u which IS at the land's end .. ~
Take-u was ID the province of Echizen..
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he asked. •I have friends of my own here,' the man said. ·That's a very
dainty letter you are carrying to these .. friends of your own." But our
Iiegeman I starts and hides his letter! Pray, friend, why such secrecy>'
The man saw that he had betrayed himself. 'The truth of the matter IS,'

he said, •this letter IS not mine. It IS from my lord Tokikara 2 to one of
the gentlewomen here. 11 Kaoru's messenger saw no reason to believe that
this story was any truer than its predecessor; but people were listening,
and he did not think it wise to pursue the matter any further for the
moment. However he was a capable fellow, and when both the messages
had been delivered he took aside a page-boy who had accompanied him
and told him to follow NI0U'S man back to the CIty. 'Keep well out of
his sight,' he said. 'What I want to know is whether he goes to my
lord Tokikata's house.' 'It was not to Tokrkara's that he went)' the
boy said when he came afterwards to report. 'He went straight to Prince
Niou's and handed a letter to my lord Michisada.' Niou's messenger
had of course behaved with extraordinary indiscretion; but he was only
an under-servant who knew nothing about the intrigue at DJl and had
not the slightest reason to suppose that he was beIng watched. On going
to deliver the letter that he had brought from UJi, Kaoru's messenger
found his master Just leaving the house. The Empress was staying
for a while at the New Palace,s and he was going there to pay an informal
visit. There were one or two gentlemen with him, but not the usual
throng of outriders and attendants. Handing the letter to one of
these gentlemen the messenger said, 'I noticed something peculiar when
I was out there today. I thought it was worth while looking into,
and it seems I was not far wrong.' Kaoru overheard some of this. 'What
was worth while looking into?' he asked casually, as he left the house.
The gentleman to whom the letter had been handed was standing close
by. The man looked at him, and hesitated. 'Very well, then,' said
Kaoru; ·some other time. t He saw that the matter was confidential.

He found the Empress very unwell. All her children were there,
and the place was packed with people who had come to condole and
enquire. It seemed, however, to be simply one of her usual attacks.
As a member of the Imperial Secretariat Michisada had the right to be
admitted to the Presence, though his turn did not come till late. Know
ing that he should find Niou there, he brought the letter from UJi with
him. He was told that his master was in the gentlewomen's common
room. Niou came to the door to receive it and was sranding there hastily
breaking the seal when Kaoru passed by on his way back from the Em
press's room. It amused him to see the eagerness with which Niou snatched

x He uses, ironically, a rather antiquated expression.
2 Niou's retainer.
3 The Empress's sato (private residence) as opposed to the Emperor's Palace, which

washer officialresidence. She inherited it from Genji, Part of it was occupied by Yugiri.
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at the letter, and he halted for a moment in the corridor, Who did It

come from? h~ wondered. NIOU had so many charming friends He could
only see th~t l~ was written on thin pink paper in a very close hand. From
the way N IOU S eyes were glued to the letter it was evident that this was
a very serious affair Indeed. '1 wonder how Iona it will be before he
notices that I am standing here,' Kaoru was thmkmg when he saw
Yugrri coming down the passage. He coughed, and NI0~ at last looked
up. 'The Grand Minister!' Kaoru warned him. But Yugiri was already
upon them, arriving just in time to see NI0U hastily stuffing the letter
into the folds of hIS dress. He was still fastenmg his belt when Yugiri
came up. · I am going back,' he said, '1 don't think it's anything fresh;
but it is a long time SInce she had an attack of this kind, and I confess
I feel rather alarmed. I think a service ouzht to be read at the Hieizan,

• 0

I must get into touch with the abbot,' and he bustled off, taking Nl0U

with him. It was late, the visirors were all leaving. A throng of princes
and courriers followed Nl0U to Yugiri's rooms. Kaoru went somewhat
later. It occurred to him on the way home that the messenger who had
taken his letter to UJi had apparently wanted to say something to him
in pr1vate. He had better hear what It was. HIS attendants had stopped
to light their torches. Kaoru beckoned to the messenger. · What was It?'

he said. · You can tell me safely now.' The man repeated hIS story.
'Tell me quickly/ said Kaoru aghast, 'what sort of letter was rt, what
did it look like?' 'Of course I didn't see it myself,' the messenger said,
· it was the page who saw it. But I asked him what sort of lerrer it was
and he said It was on pmk paper. "Reddish-coloured fancy paper, and very
good quality" - those were his exact words.' That settled it. The man
seemed to have acted very smartly. It was, however, impossible to ques
tion him further at the moment, for the other attendants were again
wrthin earshot. But what he had heard was enough! How had Niou
got into touch with her? How, for that matter, did he know of her
exisrence? It was appalling. He had thought that at any rate out there
at Uj1, miles from anywhere, a girl would be safe from this sort of thing.
·Though, knowing Niou as I do, it was childish of me to suppose so,'
he reflected. · But if he is going to roam the country In this way, he might
at least have the decency to find somewhere new. Afrer all, it was I
who introduced him there to start with, No one could have taken more
trouble than I did to make things easy for him then, and this is how he
repays me! I think he has behaved abominably." How different was
his own behaviour wich regard to Kozeri, about whom he had felt so
deeply during all these years! And even if he had shown less restraint,
his conduct would still have borne no resemblance whatever to that of
NIOU. He had known Kozeri intimately years before N10U set eyes on
her) and if he chose to keep their relationship on its present foormg, this
was because for certain reasons it would be painful to him that it should
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assume any other character. Most people would think him a fool to
have wasted such an opportunIty.

It was difficult to see how Niou managed to conduct such a correspon
dence at the present moment, with hIS mother at home I and the V\ hole
place packed wirh visitors from mornlng to rughr. It was hardly con..
ceivable that he had actually been there, NI0U was not free Irke other
people to come and go as he pleased. True, he managed to conduct an
unconsciona.ble quantity of amours - but at places It was possible to
slip round to for a few hours and be back before one was missed, which
was far from being the case WI th U ji, as Kaoru had every reason to know I
However, come to think of it, NIOU did sometimes disappear mysteriously.
He had been missing for a whole day only a short while ago. Then there
"vas this fuss about hIS health. It was not the first time that Kaoru had
seen him in such a condmon; he had fretted himself Into Just the same
state years ago, when circumstances were making It difficult for him
to see Kozen. Kaoru had wondered too why Ukifune, who knew that
she had only a few more weeks to get through at Uji, should be in such
particularly low spIrIts. ThIS of course went a long way towards explain
lng It. 'Naturally the prospect of Irving at a place where I may turn up
at any moment does not much appeal to her,' he thought ruefully

How little one ever really knew about what was going on In the
minds of other people! He had always thought her a singularly gentle
and affectionate character, inclined perhaps to lean on him almost too
much. And all the while these unpleasant cravings were g01ng OD. It
was disgusting. She was obviously the sort of woman who could not
exist without a lover for a single day. She had in fact the same disagree..
able tendencies that were ruming Niou, and they would make an excellent
pair. He felt inclmed simply to break off all commumcations and let
Niou provide for her, If he WIshed to. Perhaps he had better think things
over before doing anyrhmg of that sort. Obviously If she had been the
formal mistress of his household l1e could not possibly have condoned
such a fault, but under the circumstances It might be wiser to give her
another chance. He would certainly mISS her very much if he never saw
her; though of course hIS opinion of her had completely changed.

One thing was certain; if she had really ceased to care for him and
dectded definitely to throw In her lot with Niou, a terrible disillusion
ment awaited her. Niou had hIS way of dealing with such situations
There was norhing he would not do for a woman so long as she continued
to attract him. What became of her after she ceased to do so he seldom
troubled to enquire. At the most - and Kaoru could recall two or three
Instances of this kind - he got her taken on in his sister's household
as an ordinary warring-woman, To watch this process being repeated
in Ukifune's case would be a painful experience. Whatever steps he

J I ~ at the New Palace.
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mighr ultimately have to take, the first thing to do was to get Into touch
with her, and find out how things actually stood. He sent for his usual
messenger and raking him aside asked whether mv lord Michisada was
srrll seerng Nakanobu's daughter The man "aid that so far as he knew
he was.

'And you say that he is constantly sending this messenger to DJ1?
It looks to me,' Kaoru asserted disingenuously, 'as though he had heard
somerhmg from Nakanobu's daughter about the establishment there,
and were trying to get I11to touch With my lady, not of course knowmg
her to be in any way connected with me.' 'And take care not to be fo1
lowed," he added. <I I don't choose to have the whole world know where
my letters go to.' The man bowed. That Michisada was recerving coo
st.mt informarion about Kaoru's private affairs and in particular about
rhe situation at UJ! was true enough The messenger, had he thought
It hIS place to do so, could on the subject of this leakage have made some
mreresring revelations, His expression, Indeed, implied as much; but
Kaoru, feehng disinclined to take a. mere under-servant Into hIS confidence,
reframed from questioning him further ..

Another letter! Under happier circumstances Ukifune would have felt
flattered by this constant stream of correspondence. Now it only served
to harass and bewilder her. This one, however, was at any rate very
short. It consisted simply of the verse: ·Sooner, I had thought, would
the sea rise up and cover the tree-tops of the hill: In the margin were
the words: 'At all costs avoid scandal!' The shock staggered her. She
fought for breath. To answer was impossible. Who had told him>
How much did he know? To show that she understood the allusion I

would seem an admission of her guilt; to avoid referrmg to it would
seem equally suspicious. •I return this, t she wrote, •as it was appar
ently brought to me by mistake. I do not feel well enough to write
more ... .' Kaoru, when the letter came back to him, could not help
adrnmng the clever way in which she had extricated herself. He would
never have credited her with such adroitness. It was irritating, of course,
to be scored off in this pert manner; but somehow he found himself
1110re amused than angry. She meanwhile was not feeling by any means
so elated as he supposed. All rhis was no use. What purpose could such
an answer serve? It would only force him to state more crudely what he
had already hinted at With sufficient plainness.. It was enough that he
knew; life under such circumstances was inconceivable...... Ukon came
hustling in: · Why couldn't you use fresh paper? Don'r you know that it's
yery unlucky to send people's letters back to them?' she asked indignantly..
'I could not make head or tail of rt,' Ukifune murmured, A I think It

must have been brought here by mistake.' As a matter of fact Ukon,

I Kaoru's poem, which ISin realu \ t~\ en vag-uer than in tpy ve-rsi0l}" would be unintel
ligible to anyone who did not rc('og'Ul/<: It a",an allusion to Kokmshu, No, IO<j3 ..
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though she knew she ought not to have done so, had opened the letter
before returnmg It to the messenger, for it struck her as very odd that
It should be sent back. 4 I think things are going to be rather difficult
for you and your Prince,' she said, 4 now that fIIS Excellency 1S on your
tracks.' The blood rushed to Ukifune's cheeks. 'Who told you?' she
was on the verge of asking, for she did not know that Ukon had seen the
letter and supposed that the girl was repeatIng some rumour that was
already afoot But she could not bring herself to discuss the matter, It
was Intolerable that all these people should be busying themselves with
her affairs. They of course would never understand, would Judge her as
though the rhrng were of her own doing, 'V\1h1Ch was not so. It happened
of itself, happened because It must. All through her life It had been the
same ..... She sank back wearily and was falllng asleep, when Jiju came
in. 'Do you know/ Ukon said to her, 4 this all reminds me terribly of
something that happened in Hrtachi - to people of a very different rank,
of course, but otherwise it was just the same. My own sister - the
elder one - was gorng With two men .. They were both madly in love
with her, and she did not know which to choose. But she found that
on the whole she cared more for the new one and the other, seeing this,
murdered him out of jealousy. As far as my sister was concerned, she had
lost both of them at a stroke; for the one that was left never came near
her again. It meant a serIOUS loss to the province. The dead man was a
strong young fellow - just the sort to make a good soldier, and the other
was one of the Governor's best men. But after what had happened it
was impossible to go on employing him, And, to crown all, my sister
too was turned adrift; for the Governor said that in the long run it was
always the woman's fault when such things happened, and would not
have her In his service. The result was that when they all came back to
the City I she was left behind .. I don't suppose we shall ever see her again.
Your nanny," Madam, still cries whenever my sister's name IS mentioned..
It's a terrible judgment on us all. You'll think it's a bad moment to talk
of such a thing. But it's as well to remember that when It comes to tangles
of this sort it makes no difference whether it's peasants in Hitachi or
grand folk here - the risk IS the same. Not that anyone's life is in
danger now. That kind of thing does not happen to people in this rank
of society. But there's their pride to be reckoned with, and things Can
happen which ordinary folk soon get over, but which to them are worse
than death. So be quick, my lady, and make up your mind. If after all
you Iike the Prince better than His Excellency and think he is really in
earnest, tell them so. There's nothing terrible in that. You'll do no good
anyhow by lying there fretting yourself into a decline .. I can't help think
lng it's a great mistake for your mother to make all this fuss and Nanny

:r When the Governor had completed his term of office.
2: Ukon's mother,
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to rush things on the way she's dOIng, when everything is still so un....
.. certain. Who knows where you'll be by the time His Excellency is
Other pla~s" I understand, are ~eing ma~e for you,' and are going along
faster t~o. How can you talk like that 10 front of her?' said jrju. 'You'll
only frlgh~en her. LIsten, Madam. Don't worry about other people.
Just look lr;to you~ ?wn heart. Y~u'11 know.soon enough then which
way to decide, If It s -to be the Prince, no one will rhmk the worse of
you. We all know it's no use tryIng to force oneself, when it comes to
things Iike that. "It's as Fate wills," that's what I always say. With
the Prince - I hope you don't mind my speaking of it - caring for you
so deeply as I can see he does, you would be making a great mrstake if
you let them bustle you over this move. If I were you, I wouldn't see
His Excellency at all till you have thought the whole thing out quietly
and made up your mind.' The advice "vas not unbiassed; for ]iju herself
had a great partiality for Niou,

'Well, I'm sure I hope it will all turn out for the best,' said Ukon,
'I'm having prayers said for you at both Hatsuse and Ishiyama. I don't
see what more I can do. I'm afraid, though, there may be trouble very
soon. The men on His Excellency's farms round here have a way of
picking quarrels, and Uji nowadays is packed with them. This man
they call Udoneri, who has been put in charge here, has a lot of power..
Most of the tenants on His Excellency's estates in Yamashiro and Yamato
are connected with him in one way or another. That Tayu, for example
the officer who is in charge of this house - is Udoneri's son-in-law. Of
course, as I said before, one knows that as between gentlemen like the
Prince and Lord Kaoru, whatever else may happen, there's no fear of
it coming to blows. But with these men it's different. After all, they're
only rough country fellows. They take turns to go on duty here, and
each band is responsible for what happens during its watch. If the least
thing goes wrong it's they who get into trouble, and it's not to be won
dered at that they sometimes go too far. I don't mind telling you now
what a fright I was in the whole time that night he took her on the river.
He hadn't a. soul with him. That of course was so as not to attract at
tention. But then if they'd caught him - alone like that and dressed
as he was - what would they have taken him for? No, it doesn't bear
thinking about.'

These people, Ukifune thought, for some reason all took it for granted
that she had in reality made up her mind long ago in favour of Niou,
It was not true. Indeed, looking back on the hours she had spent with
him she could not feel that they belonged to her real waking life at all.
His excitement, his passionate embraces - why should someone like
Niou have such feelings about her? No, it all seemed utterly unreal.

I The house hired by Niou would be at their disposal on the 28th of the third month.
Kaoru's on the tenth of the fourth month.
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It was not the thought of him that was worrying her, let her women
suppose what they pleased. It Wd.S the knowledge that she had lost het
helper, her one true friend, who had stood by her all this while. Well,
they were right, Death was gOIng to close the story, though not as It had
closed the one Ukon told "Ukon, dear Ukon;' she said, 'I want so much
to die. I am terribly unhappv, Indeed I cannot thmk that even among the
poorest and most down-trodden In the land there can often have been
so wretched a Iife as rnme.' 'Come, you musmt say such things as that.
I see I ought not to have talked as I did, I hoped It would help you to
make up your mrnd. But I don't know what has come over you In these
days You always used to take everything so quietly, one could hardly
tell whether you minded or nor, and often It would have been natural
enough that you should 1111nd. But SInce this busrness started you seem
to t.ike every htrle thing to heart.'

So much for those who were m the secret. To the old nurse It still
seemed that everything was g01ng splendidly and she was in high spmrs.
She had gathered round her the more Irkely-looking of the new girls
.md they were helping her dye stuffs 'They're such dear lrttle things
Won't you have some of them 111 to play WIth you?' she said to Ukifune
· I don't like to see you lyIng there lrke that all day. It won't do for you
fa get an Illness Just when we're due to start for the CIty' Days passed,
from Kaoru himself nothing more was heard, but one mornmg Udonerr,
the head barliff of whose importance Ukon had spoken WIth bated breath,
suddenly presented himself, sayIng that he WIshed to see one of the
ladies. He was an old man with a husky VOIce and manners that made no
prerensicn to refinement, but wrth an'; air of authority that contrasted
strangely WIth hIS coarse, undistinguished appearance Ukon was
fetched. 'I have come straight here after being wrth His Excellency,'
Udonen said •I got a message saying he WIshed to see me and went
there this morning. Among other things, he talked about the arrange
menrs for Iooking after this house at nighr. He said he thought that my
people were arrending to that, otherwise he would have sent special
rught-warchrnen from the CIty Someone, it appears, has told him that
~ trangers have been getting Into the house at night and carrying on Wlth
the women here. U If that's so," he said, "your people must have let them
through. They're supposed to challenge everyone that comes. How do
you explain it?" I knew nothing about it whatever. U My health has
been very bad for some time past," I said, I •• and I have not been able to
go on duty at night. But I chose reliable men and gave them very strrct
orders. If anythmg out of the way had happened, they would certainly
have reported ir." He said I must have the place guarded much more
strictly and made it clear that If such a clung happened again the watch-

t Literally, 'caused to be said/ \\ luch indicates that Udoneri was not actually admitted
to Kaoru's presence.
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men concerned would get Into very serious trouble. I don't know what
It's all about, I'm sure. But those are his orders and they must be:
oheyed ' , ;

Ukon made no reply. This was smisrer I news indeed. · What do you
make of that?' she said to Ukifune. · I wasn't far wrong, was I, when I
told you that HIS Excellency was on your tracks. And then vour not
haYIng heard from him all this while.... It's a bad business." Nurse had
overheard somerhmg about Udonen is VIS!t. I. I'm very glad of It Indeed,'
she said. -There have been a lot of burglaries round here lately. These
watchmen were all rrght to start wrrh, But now they have taken to gOIng
to bed themselves and sending other people to do It for them - mere
rltf-raff who don't know how to manage night-rounds at all.' 4 Ukon
IS quire right,' Ukifune thought, ·somethmg terrible 2 may happen here
at any mmute. I must not delav' To her consternation there arrived at
rhis very moment a letter from Niou expressing the most passionate
desire to see her. There was only one way to save the situatron Many
It Yes,3 she felt, were now at stake, and 1£ she sacnficed her own she would
only be doing what other women under such CIrcumstances had done
before her, and by the same means that she proposed to use.s If she lived,
mevirable disaster awaired her; if she died who, m the long run, would
care> Her mother of course would be upset for a time; but she had her
other children to look after and would soon manage to console herself
'It would be far worse for her,' Ukifune thought, 'after all that she has
hoped and planned, to see me drag out a prnable existence, homeless,
rumed and despised.'

No one seeing this gentle, frail-looking creature would have supposed
her capable of framing, still less of carrying out such a plan. But In her
early days she had not led the qUIet and sheltered life that falls to the lot
of most girls. Hirachi IS a wild place; she had seen and heard much, and
her childhood there had given her a degree of courage and independence
that would otherwise have been surpr1S111g.

She went through her papers and tore up everything that was mcrimi
natIng, burning the fragments at the lamp pIece by piece, or thr?Wlng them
into the river. ThIS did not strike most of her women as In any way
remarkable. She was soon going to move house, and it seemed quite
natural that she should want to get rid of all the odd scraps - writing
exercises rough drafts and the Iike - that had accumulated since she
was there, But JIJU recognized some of the papers she was destroying
and protested violently: -I don't like to see you doing that,' she said.

I Literally, 'worse than an owl-hoot.' the 0,\,,1 being the bird of evil omen
2 To Niou, if he tries to visit her.
3 In particular those of Niou \, and Kaoru's attendants.
4 Had drowned themselves. There are many such stones in early Japanese lite

See M anyoshu, xvi, I.
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4 Of course one doesn't want everyone to see letters of that sort, full of
all one's innermost feelings. The thing to do with them is to put them
at the bottom of a box and have a look at them when you're feeling
inclined. It will give you a lot of pleasure In days to come. Look what
handsome paper they're written on -let alone all the lovely things he
says. I can't think how you have the heart to destroy them, I can't
indeed.' .: Why must you be so tircsomee Surely I can do as I please?
Supposing anything were to happen to me - and I have a feelmg that
I shall not lrve very long - it would be very unpleasant for him 1 If these
letters were found .... And In any case, whether I am alive or not, Kaoru
mighr hear that they existed, and I should not lrke him to think that I
had gone out of my way to keep them.'

She looked forward calmly to her fate. Only one circumstance troubled
her. She had sometimes been told - though apparently on no very good
authority - that to have left a parent behind was a great handicap in the
world-to-come."

The proprletor of the house that Niou had taken was to leave for hIS

provInce on the twenty-eighth of the third month. Already the twentieth
had passed. He wrote to Ukifune telling her that he would fetch her
on the night of the twenty-eighth: 'No one but Ukon and jrju must know,
I of course shall not dream of breathing a word to anybody. Do not
rnistrust me.' Probably he would be turned back before he reached the
house at all, driven away - by her, he would think - without so much
as a word of explanation or farewell. And even if by any chance he
managed to elude the guard, what point was there in his coming to the
house? There was not the slightest chance, as things were now.! of
getting him safely to her rooms. She could not bear to think of him pro
testing, entreating, and at last turnmg sadly away.... It had begun
again I H1s image, that she had tried so hard to banish, once more rose
up before her and would not go away. She loved him, loved him passion
ately. What use was there in denying it? And taking hIS letter she pressed
it against her cheek, struggling in vain to check her tears. 'Now, now,
my own dear lady, there are people about; you mustn't do things like
that. Already they're beginning to wonder what's making you carry on
as you do. If you sat up and answered it properly, it's my opinion you'd
be better employed. I know what it is; you're worrying about how he's
to get you away. Don't you think about it any more. I'll see to all that.
It would be strange indeed if we couldn't smuggle you out somehow
a little slip of a thing like you!' ·Stop, stop! I can't bear it,' Ukifune
managed to say through her tears. 'I've never for a single moment had
any intention of lernng him take me away. The whole thing is mere
madness. If only he would stop writing about it - always as though

1 Niou.
, The Idea being that earthly ties impede the upward progress of the soul.
J \'Vith Nurse always on the spot, and so on.
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I had consented, when I have never done anything of the kmd ' I'm
terrified about It. One feels one simply does not know what wild rhrng
he may not be lTICanlng to do. t

NI0U was very much disappoinred He had felt from the start that she
was not really In favour of the plan, and now that he put it before her in
a definite form, she did not even reply. Probably Kaoru was on the spot
agaIn and It was not surprIsIng that, faced with the necessity of deciding
one \vay or the other, she should have gone over to his side, which he
saw was from her pOInt of view much the easier and safer thing to do.
That she was, or at any fate had been, very much attached to him he
felt sure, but no doubt durmg the long intervals between hIS VIsits to
Uji such of her people as were In the secret did everything In their po,\ver
to prejudice her agaIn:;t him. There was nothing to be done. He tried
indeed to dismiss the whole thing from his mmd, But this was im
possible. He must at least know what was happening. He could not
drift on in this distracted, unsettled state, unable to fix his thoughts on
anything he was doing. Somehow or other, risky though it always was,
he must manage to get away.

He was Just about to climb through the hedge at the usual place when
a chorus of rough voices challenged him. He hastily retired, and scrib
bling a note gave it to a servant who had constantly delivered his messages
at UJi. The warchrnen knew the man quite well, but to his surprIse
absolutely refused to let him pass. He was explaining that It was an
urgent message from my lady's mother in the City when he caught sight
of a woman who worked for Ukon, and knowing her name he was able
to call her to the hedge. 'Dear, dear, this will never do,' Ukon said to
herself when she read Niou's note. 'Forgive me for sending you away;
she wrote, 'but what can I do? Tonight is absolutely out of the question.'
What was the meaning of all this> Why were they keeping her from him?
Niou asked himself In desperanon, As a last resort there still remained
JiJu. ·Can't you get at her somehow,' he said to Tokikata, 'and see if
she can do anythmg>' Tokikata was not the man to be baffled by cir
cumstances such as these. By a cunning ruse he got past the guard and
managed to get Jiju sent out to where he was waitrng. •I don't see that
there's anything I can do; she said, 'The watchmen say they have
orders at present to challenge everyone who comes - apparently it's
His Excellency himself who has given these instructions - and the~e

isn't a chance of his getnng in 1 I am sure that's what my poor lady 1S

worrying about so. She can't bear to think of his coming all the way out
here and then being sent away. She's making herself quite ill, she fr:ts
so about it. But tonight the guard are 'On the alert; they've turned him

t Niou was masked and disguised, CiO that they would at once have suspected him: ifhe
had thrown off his disguise, they would at once have seen that he was someone' 'Out of the
ordinary, and perhaps even recognized him,
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back once, and 1£ they catch him trying (0 get 111 aga1n, I'm afraid they
may use violence on him. The night he comes to fetch her away, Uko~
and I will arrange between us to get her out to him somehow. We'll
let him know about that later on.' She also explained to him the drffi
culnes they had with Nurse and other busybodies in the household
· I've never seen him so worked up about anyrhing as he was about
coming here today. It seems dreadful Just to go back and say It's no good.
Look here! It would be a great help 1£ you'd come and help me to explain.'
· j don't like to,' she said, 'It's not me he wants to see.' But he sue
....eeded in persuading her. It was now getting very late NIOU, who was
again on horseback, had retired to some distance from the house. HIS

attendants were not much enJoytng their task. The party was approached
time after time by packs of village dogs) who to judge by their barking
were anything but well disposed Moreover, they were very few in
Dumber and knew that If robbers or other undesirable characters were
suddenly to appear on the scene rhev would have great dIfficulty m
defending themselves.

· Faster, faster!' erred Tokrkara, hurrYing JIJU on. She had very long
half and finding that it hampered her had rwisted It across her arms.
A nice-looking girl, he thought. He had tried to put her on hIS horse,
but to this she would not consent, so there Vias nothing for It but to
catch hold of her by the skirt and drag her along. Findmg that she was
barefoot he gave her his shoes and borrowed others for himself - the
oddest he had ever worn - fro In a countrv fellow who was WIth him.
· I think Your Highness WIll have to dismount,' Tokrkara said. They
were close to a farmhouse that was surrounded by a hedge. He noriced
a place that was protected by a tall clump of goose-grass, and spreadmg
a splash-cloth there he Invited Niou to SIt down. 'You'll be able to talk
more comfortably like that,' Tokikara told him But there was not much
to say. It was a terrible blow. Must he return empty-handed? Already
the reputation that he had gained oWlng to adventures of this kind was
such as to mar hIS prospects In every other direction. He felt as though
the ground had been taken from under hIS feet. For JiJu, admiring him
as she did, it was terrible to witness the tears of humiliarion and dis
appointment which, as the result of her ndings, were now coursing down
his cheeks. She felt indeed that had he been, as the saying goes, 'the
ghost of her worst enemy' Instead of the sweet prInce he was, her one
desire would have been to help him "Mayri't I then even exchange one
word WIth her?' he said, managing to control himself at last. 'Why has
all this business about the watchmen suddenly started? It never used to
be so. But I know well enough what it IS. One or the other of you
has been telling tales.' ·No, indeed,' she said, and told him about
Udonerr's VISIt and the fresh msrrucnons to the guard. ~ When you come
to fetch my lady,' she said, «he sure to let me know 111 good tune We'Il
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manage to get her to you somehow 1 m sure for mv part I'd rather die
than let you go home like rhrs agaIn · "'

That was all very well, but how about today? He felt outraged, but
though there was a great deal more he would have Irked to say he saw
that the nrght was nearly over, he must start Instantly if he was to
escare unseen. The dogs were snll hO\\'"1ing despite all the efforts of hIS
people to drive them away. This commotion, heard from afar, had
evidently alarmed the watchmen and the twangmgs of their bowsb )
accompanIed by raucous cries of 'Da1J(~er, daJlI~er." added to the general
feeling of strain and suspense that pervaded the nrghr. The norse, the
conrrnual flurries an~ agltatl011S were mtolerable, hIS one longing now
was to escape from It all. Yet as he rose to hIS feet, a terrible sense of
Iorebodrng suddenly came upon him, rooting him to the spot where he
stood. Why ever return, why leave these cloud-capped hrlls? Norhing
In hIS Iife down there In the CIty was worth g01ng back for. "My hour
of shame has come,' he wrote I What dwelling need I now but what the
fold of yonder hill supplies to those that shun the world?' I You'cl better
get back as fast as you can,' he sard to JiJu, handing her the poem. The
damp night air had brought out the perfume of the strange scent that he
always wore. Her sweet, her handsome prmce l She could not bear to
leave him, and wept bitterly all the way to the house.

Ukrfune had already recei ved from Ukon the agrrating news that rhev
had been obliged to send NIOU away, and now came jrju with her melan
choly story. She heard It in SIlence, not trusting herself to speak, lest
her tears should agatn begrn to flow Already her pillow was soaked,
and she knew that both JIJU and Ukon would Interpret these tears in the
way she least desired. Moreover her eyes were growlng red with weer
109, and this when the time for action came mighr attract inconvenient
attention. She lay with her eyes shut as long as she could, and then,
slipping on her belt and puttIng herself a hrtle to rights, sat up and read
the Scriptures, praymg that If It was indeed a sin to die before her mother,
the Lord Buddha might have mercy upon her.

She remembered that she had not rhrown away hIS drawings The
one of himself and her was extraordinarily good. It made her almost
feel as though that wonderful day had come back and they were still
sitrmg together. 1t was terrible to thmk of his gOIng back tonight with
out a word from her. Her memories of Kaoru were of a very different
nature, Just as hIS love for her was of quite another sort. It was strange
indeed to contrast his calm, steady affection with Niou's passionate
outbursts and exaltarions. But again and again Kaoru had told her. that
she could count on him implicitly till her dying day; and she believed
that it was true. He would miss her, she was sure of that; and, what was
worse, it was by no means certain that even after her death some malicious
person would not ten him of her infidelity. But better that than live
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with the knowledge that her name had become to him a byword for
fickleness and treachery. -All these my misenes one act can end. Would
that I thought the waves of death could cover the slur that blots my
name!' She folded the poem and slipped 1t under her ink-slab.

There were so many people whom she would Iike to have seen just once
aga1n. Her mother, of course; but everyone at home, even the ugly
little brothers and sisters in whom she took, as a rule, no Interest at
all.

And Kozeri l
Here everyone was busy, not a corner of the house but someone was

sewing, cutting out or dyeing stuffs She tried to shut herself off from the
bustle and noise. When night came she soon gave up trying to sleep and
instead occupied herself by once more rehearsing her plan. She had It all
by heart, Just how she would get clear of the house without being seen,
which way she would take down to the water. It "vas indeed so long since
she had slept at all that she felt sick and giddy. At dawn she rose and
looked out towards the river. It was a matter of moments now; she felt
"Iike a sheep dragged to the slaughter: I

A letter from NIOU was brought In, written after hIS return. It was full
of the brtterest upbraidings and reproaches. To answer them was im
possible. -Chide me no more, for from the world I vanish, body and soul
together, lest you should say that to another "vas grven what is yours:
That was all she wrote. She felt that It was wrong not to let Kaoru
know of her resolution - would like at least to have wished him good
bye. But she knew that he saw NI0U constantly. If she wrote such a
letter to Kaoru he would think that Niou ought to see it. They would
discuss it together. She could not bear the Idea. It was better simply to
disappear without telling anyone what had become of her.

Another messenger arrived, this time with a letter from her mother.
e I had a terrifymg dream about you last night;' she said, 'and at once had
prayers for your safety read at several temples. I had a very disturbed
night in consequence and was obliged to rest dUrlt1~; the morning. Again
I had a dream about you in which I saw you - but it is too terrible to
mention. I sat down to write this letter the moment I woke. I entreat
yeu to be on your guard. There is a certain person," a connection of some
one whom I need not name, whose thoughts I know are harming you.
There is nothing else that these dreams could mean, coming as they do at a
time when you are suffering from an illness which no one can explain.
I would come myself; but Sakon's WIfe is still causing us all great anxiety,
and if I were to leave her for so long, the Governor would never forgive

t A stock phrase drawn from Buddhism, not from the daily life of Japan, in which
sheep have played a very small part.

J Kaoru's wife, the Second Princess. It was a fixed idea of the mother's that this lady's
hostility constituted the one menace to Ukifune's happiness.
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me. I wan~ you to.have prayers read at the temple near by.' She enclosed
a letter of instruction to the priests, and suitable offerings.

Little they mattered to her now, could her mother but know - these
baleful V1SIons and forewarnings! While the messenger was gorng to the
temple, she sat down to answer the letter. There was much that she would
have Irked to say. But no, silence was best.

"Not here, but in a place by the world's dreams and omens undefiled,
doubt not that we shall meet!'

The service had begun. Listening intently she could hear where she lay,
now soft, now loud, as the wind rose and died, the tolling of the temple
bell. Presently the man came back, bringing with him the kutanJu,I upon
the margin of which she wrote: 'Be this your message, that with the last
dim echoes of the tolling bell my sorrow reached its close.' •It's too late
for me to go back now, t the man said, and keeping the kwanju she tied it
to a spray of green leaves. ·Somerhmg is going to happen, I know that,'
said Nurse, coming in. 'You should hear the way my heart's beating!
And then these bad dreams your mother has had ..... t And she bustled
off to see to it that the night-watchmen were all at their posts."

'Aren't you going to have any supper at all?' she asked presently.
'Here's some nice broth, or if you don't fancy it ... .' She went on suggest
ing one thing after another, nll it was hard Indeed to keep patience with
her. Yet fussy and tactless though Nurse was, Ukifune could not help
feeling sorry for her. ~ How will she exist when I am gone?' she asked
herself. For it was hard to suppose that anyone would give employment
to this hideous, toothless old creature. ·Would it not,' she wondered,
'be kinder to prepare her - give her at least some sort of hint that I am
not likely to live very longs' But she felt herself beginning to cry again
before she had time to speak. Ukon now came in to sit with her for a.
little. ·When a person goes on tormenting herself as you are doing, we
all know what happens: the soul gets loose from the body and g?es
wandering about by itself. That's why your mother has been having
these bad dreams. There's nothing to worry about. Just make up your
mind one way or the other, and it will be all right. At least I hope so,'
she said with a. sigh.

Ukifune lay with the soft bed-clothes pressed tight against her face.

t A statement rendered by a temple showing the exact 'number of chapters' (kwanju)
that had been. recited

2 The nurse 1S snll worrying about burglars-



CHAPTER XI

T he Gossamer-Fly

OF THE hue and cry at UJi next morning, when it was discovered
that Ukifune had disappeared, I need not speak. Who has not
read countless descriptions of such scenes, the abduction of high..

born ladies being the stock theme of old-fashioned tales? Suffice it to
say that the mother, who had counted on the messenger returning the
same day, sent another to find out what had become of him. 'It's
evidently very urgent,' the man said, · It was before cock-crow that I
got my orders to start: It was 10 vam that he addressed himself to one
member of the household after another. From Nurse it was impossible
to get any inforrnanon at all She was of course completely stupefied
by the shock of Ukifune's disappearance, which she was at a loss to
account for in any way at all. Ukon was In a very different POSItIon.
Knowing as she did something of what had been going on in her mIS

tress's mmd, she thought It more than probable (though she kept the
suspicion to herself) that Ukifune had taken her own life. With tears
in her eyes she now opened the mother's letter: 'I have not been seeing
you in my dreams again - more than Just a glimpse or two - for the
simple reason that I have been feeling so worried and anxious about you
since I last wrote that I have 'had no real sleep at all. I do not know why
It is, but I cannot shake off the feelmg that something terrible is gOIng
to happen. I suppose it is only that I am nervous about this move of
yours. It would certainly be a great comfort if you could come here
for a httle while first, and I hope to arrange It. But I am afraid that we
must wait till this rain stops: Ukon thought it would be as well to see
what was in the letter Ukifune had written to her mother last night.
The poem," which was all that 1t contained, made it only too clear that
Ukon's suspicion was well-founded. Never since the days when they
were children together had there been, so far as Ukon knew, the smallest
thing that Ukifune had kept from her. Yet now, as though they had been
strangers all their lives, she set oat on this terrible last journey without
a hint, without a word. She had been calmer than the others before,
but at the thought of what her mistress must have suffered all alone
in those last hours she broke down altogether and, flinging herself to and
fro, wept with the reckless abandonment of a little child. Jiju too,
knowing in how desperate a state of mind Ukifune had been, would at
once have concluded that she had done violence to herself, had she not
thought her mistress, whose character she fancied she knew pretty well,

I 'Not here, but In a place ...' See above, p. 1°40 •
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utterly incapable of carrytng out so grim a resolution. One possibility
after another occ.urred to her, only to be rejected. She was at a complete
loss; as much so Indeed as Nurse, who could do nothmg but sit there like
one demented, helplessly repeating over and over again the same words:
· What are we to do, what are we to do?'

·Chide me no more, for from the world I vanish....... " x What did it
all mean,.Niou wondered when her last poem was brought to him. Pre
sumably It was her way of telhng him that she was playing him false
and had accepte~ Kaoru's offer of a house in town. He was not surprised.
She had at one time certainly taken a great fancy to him, but her feelings
towards Kaoru had never changed. He sent a messenger who, arriving
when the confusion was at its height and finding no one among all this
throng of weeping ladies to whom It seemed possible to commit Niou's
letter, was forced at last to address himself to a rough country maid who
seemed alone to reram possession of her senses. (, It seems,' the girl told
hrm, 'that my lady died 2 suddenly In the night, char's why they're all
In such a state. There isn't a soul In the house to whom they can turn
for help, and they don't know what to do.' The man knew no more
than that he had been told to take a letter to Ukon, He knew nothing
about Niou's relations with the household at Uji, and withour troubling
to ask any further questions he returned to the City. 'The mistress of
the house died in the night,' he mentioned when reporting that be had
delivered NIOU'S letter. .

It was mcredible. She had apparently been rather unwell for some tune)
but surely Ukon would have let him know if it had been anythmg serIOUS.

He looked again at the poem she had sent. The wriring was very good 
better In fact than usual; certainly not the hand of someone who was
lving on a death-bed. "Tokikara;' he said, 'you must go at once to UJi
and find out what has happened. Don't be afraid of asking questions ..
I want to have the fullest account possible.' · I think it would be much
better if I kept away at present,' Tokikara said. · His Excellency must
certainly know what has happened, and with the guard tightened up
as it is now and everyone bemg cross-questioned who tries to get in,
he's very lrkely to hear of my being there, apparently for no particular
reason. He'll think it very odd, and knowing that I often act on your
behalf I am afraid he may draw conclusions..... Surely it would be very
unwise, At a moment like this, WIth the whole house in disorder, it
would be more difficult than ever to get a quiet word with the people
one can speak to freely: · I dare say you are right; ~~id NIOU. '.But I
feel I must know. Can-t you manage to get hold of JIJU as you did the
other day and find out for me what It all means? So far all that I have

I See above, p. 1040.

2 This is the account that Ukon, wishing to avert the suspicion of abduction or suicide,
has given to the under-servants.

35
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heard comes from a kitchen-maid or some such person. It may be a com
plete nusundersrandmg." It was ObVIOUS that Niou was in a terrible
state of anxiety and, risky though he thought It, Tokikata set out for
Uji that afternoon. WIthout Niou the Journey was a very different
matter, and he was surprised how little time it took him to get there,
despite the fact that though the rain was beginning to clear, the road
was in a. very bad condition. Arriving disguised as a peasant among the
villagers of UJi he found them discussing the matter In excited groups.
.. I hear the funeral is going to be tonight,' he was rather surprised to
hear someone say. He tried first to communicate with Ukon. She sent
back word that at the moment she felt quite incapable of doing anything.
Later in the day perhaps.... But probably Tokikata was In a hurry to
get back. "I cerrainly don't want to be here longer than I can help,'
he said. · But I can't possibly go back till I have some Information to
bring. Surely one or the other of you ... ' Finally JiJu appeared. 'Yes,
it was very sudden,' she said. 'I don't think she herself had time to realize
that it was anything serious. Of course it "has been a terrible shock for
all of us. I am sure the Prince Will understand our not having taken
any steps to let him know. There is really very little to tell, except
that she had been in low spirits for several days, and was certainly very
much upset at not being able to see him when he came the other night.
However, if you will come back when the funeral IS over and things
have settled down a Irttle, I WIll try to tell you as much as I can. Of
course I should lrke the Prince to know exactly how it all happened,
and perhaps I shall feel more capable of talking about it by then.' She
was weeping bitterly. From the inner room, too, came a noise of perpetual
wailing and lamentation: 'Where are you, my lady, my sweet one?' 
it could only be the old nurse who was speaking -'Come back to us,
come back! But if she is dead, where is her body? Of course I want
to look at you, my lovely one. Haven't you been the joy of my eyes,
noon and night? Why, all I have lived for was to see the day when you
would come Into your own. And now, just when everything was begin
ning to come right, you go away and leave us. We've looked high and
low for you. We don't know where you are. But they'll bring her back,
they won't keep my lady. There's no god or devil that would have the
heart to do it. Don't we know that the great god Indra I himself takes
pity on poor mortals and gives back those whom he has snatched? But
whether it's a man or demon that's hiding her, and whether she's alrve
or dead, let him send her back to us, send her back!'

The nurse of course was in a distracted condition, and it would be a
mistake to pay too much attention to her WIld ramblings. But how
had she got it into her head that the body was not there? Tokikata

J In her 'distracted condition,' Nurse confuses Indra, the sky-god, with Yama, the god
of the underworld, about whom many stories of the Proserpine type are told.
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began to wonder whether JIJu'S story was not a pure invention. 'Look
here,' he said, · I have a strong suspicion that she IS not dead at all but
has been hidden by somebody. Prince NI0U sent me here as his deputy
for no other purpose but to find out the truth. You may succeed in put
tIng him off with this story for a rime. But he'll find out In the end,
and I shall get into trouble for having been so foolish as to believe what
you have just told me. He has evidently got the same suspicions as I
have. But he was absolutely confident that If I could see either of you
privately, he would be certain to hear the whole truth. I hope you will
show him that hIS confidence was not misplaced. You must remember
that this was no mere casual affair He was madly, desperately in love
wrth her - I have never seen anyone In such a condition before. t Thus
appealed to, JIJU saw nothing for It but to tell him at any rate some part
of the truth. That Ukifune had not died of illness, Nl0U was almost
certain to discover. J If I knew that she was merely in hiding, can you
suppose,' she said, J that I should be 10 such a condition as this? As
you are aware, she had been out of sorts for some time. But what really
upset her was a letter she got from HIS Excellency, containing (or so I
gather) some reference or other which made her think he had got wind
of what was going on. It distressed her very much, too, not to be able
to tell her mother and the old nurse who were still fussing over the
,preparatIons for her move, that she had made other arrangements with
you, and would be gone by the time His Excellency came for her. This
all preyed on her mind, and at the end she was In such a state of desper
ation that I think she was glad to go. That's all Nurse meant by the
stream of queer talk she poured out Just now. She's half out of her mind
WIth it all, poor thing: {Very well then) t he said, more certain than
ever that she was not telling the truth, 'I won't trouble you any further
Just now. I think I have found out enough to go on with. But there's
a good deal more that His HIghness will want to know, and I expect
that before long he'll be commg to enquire for himself: 'I'm sure I
hope, with due respect to His Highness, that he'll do no such thing,'
Jiju exclaimed. ·Of course it has been a great thing for her - seeing
him in this way; but I think that under the circumstances she would
still much prefer that people dIdn't get to know about It .. The secret has

, been well kept till now, and he'll surely have the kindness.... .' She had
managed to satisfy the household in general that their mistress had died
an ordinary death. But Tokikata "vas not to be put off so easrly, She
saw that if she let him stay there questioning her, the truth might at
any moment slip out, and she answered as she did merely in order to t:-y
his patience and get him out of the ",ray. Despite the torrents of rain
that were still pouring, Ukifune's morher presently arrived, To have
seen her daughter die by illness or accident in the ordinary way would
have been terrible indeed. But that she should have \ anished - should
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have done away with herself, as It now seemed - was unbelievable.
What motive had she> A question natural enough to one who knew no
thing of the terrible dilemma in which she had become Involved. That
Ukifune had taken her own life the mother could not believe; sooner
Indeed than think that, she was ready to accept the most fanciful expla
narions. In old-fashioned romances one constantly read of people bemg
devoured by demons or lured away by lovely maidens who turned out
to be foxes m disguise, and it could not be proved that such monsters
did not still exist, There was, however, no need to indulge in remote
suppositions. Was there not only too near at hand a quarter from which
she had all along expected that danger would come? Yes, that was It ..
Some old nurse or other menial in the household;' hearing that Kaoru
was about to set up a rival esrablishment and regarding this as a deadly
affront to her mistress, had hatched some wicked plot to get Ukifune
out of the way.. Such a plot, however, could hardly have been effected
without connivance on this side, and it occurred to her that one of the
new maids had probably been suborned. She suggested this, but was told
that it was impossrble, for the simple reason that none of them were
any longer in the house. 'They told me; Ukon explained, ~ that they
were not used to Iiving so far away from everything and didnt know
what to do with themselves. They said they knew there was a lot of
work to be got through and not much time, but they were sure they could
get on with it just as well at home, so we let them pack up all the stuff
and take It with them to town They were to rejoin us there, of course,
as soon as we arnved. It

As a matter of fact, not only the newcomers but a good many of the
other gentlewomen as well had gone on ahead to the CIty, leaving JiJu
and Ukon very short-handed. JiJu, in the course of tidymg up the room,
moved the ink-slab and found underneath it the poem? Ukifune had left
there. It showed clearly enough, if indeed there was need of further proof,
that her act had not been unpremeditated, Ukon too now remembered
that quite a long time before the end her mistress had said something 
to which she had paid Iittle attention at the rime - about wishing that
she were dead.! The two women stood together at the window. It "vas
terrible, knowing what they did, to listen to the thunder of those waters,
to see the pinless waves go swirling by

· It's dreadful to let her mother go on suspecting this person and that,
and hunting high and low in the hope that she has been spirited away
somewhere and may snll be alrve.' JiJu agreed. (And while we are about
It,' she added, 'wouldn't it be much better to tell her the whole story>
I don't think she would mind her mother knowing now It isn't as though

r Of the Second Prince-s, Kaoru'< wife.
.: 'All these my miseries one -troke ..hall -nd ..' ~('"t" above. p, r<)'~~l

3 See above, P: 1033.
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it was through any fault of hers that It all began. She: didn "t hke to be
talked about, of course. But [hilt was for hIS sake and nor because she,
poor thmg, had anything to be ashamed of. There are other people," too,
who will think It very strange they were not given a chance to see the
body, and though there's no need to tell them evervthmg, I don't think
we can let them remain ermrely 111 the dark. In order to satisfy the people
here there vv111 have, of course, to be some pretence of a funeral, and the
sooner the better. Already they are begmning to wonder why no one has
seen the corpse.. I don't, as I SaV, mind tellmg her mother, but that's no
reason why all the world should know '

She took the mother aside and succeeded In rellmg the story.. To do so,
however, proved to be no such easv matter as she had supposed; for when
it came to descnbing In so lnany words the rerrible rhmg that they
believed Ukifune to have done, jllu found herself turning faint, and was
several rimes obliged to break off 111 the middle of what she was trying
to say. No wonder, the mother rhought, when at last she grasped what
J1JU was attempt1ng to tell, no wonder this wrld river had from the first
moment mspired her wrrh such a feeling of horror' ·Surely you have
looked for the body,' she said, when she had recovered from the first
shock - and there was a moment when In her anguish she came near
followmg Ukrfune's example and flingIng herself into those dread waters
- · You must know more or less where she drd rr. It's terrrble not to he
able even to have a funeral' 'It would not have been any use: JiJu said
·Just look at the pace of the stream The body worr'r have stayed where
she went In. Indeed, I should think It must have reached the sea by now
Besides, if we're seen searching the rrver, people will begm to talk ·
Was It really no use to make any kind of search- Perhaps they were rrghr ,
the mother was bv no means sure Bur at the moment she felt too dazed
and shattered to begin doing anvthrng

Ukon and JiJu sent for a cart and put onto It their mistress's cushions,
fans and other personal belongmgs, as well J.S her bed-clothes, which
had remained Just as they were SInce she threw them aside and slipped
away.. They then got hold of some priesrs - ~ cl son of Nurse's who was m
Orders and an uncle who was a Teacher of Docrrme, together with some
of hIS disciples and some elderly bonzes whom Jqu had known since she
was a child - and arranged that they should go into Retreat together
Juring the Forty-nine DdYS;: and read Masses for the Dead. The sight of
the cart, got up so as to look as much lrke a hearse as possible, affected
the mother and old nurse no less deep]'. for the fact that they knew It to
be the mockery It was and they swaved to and fro, covering their faces
with therr hands, as It 'dro\ e to;vtlrds the gate...\t this moment Udonen ,

I Xuise, for example.
:t During whir h the soul i-, In titt' Ihlt-rrnf-ch..lt' ""tdt~ betwe-e 11 one incarnanon and the

next.
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with his son-in-law and some of the redoubtable night-watchmen, sud
denly appeared. 'As regards this funeral,' Udoneri said, 'you'll have of
course to tell His Excellency 'VV..hat you have arranged. He'll very Iikely
want to fix the date himself, and he'll certainly insrst on everything being
done In the correct way: 'I am afraid it IS too late to consult him now,'
said Ukon. 'It's going to take place after dark tonight. We decided
that It was better to do It as quietly as possible.'

The cart was taken to the foot of a neighbouring mountain and the
contents set on fire, no one being allowed to approach save the priests
who were already in the secret. A sickly grey wreath trailed over the plam;
nothing could have been more unlike the smoke of a real pyre. So far
from being Indifferent about such matters, country people regard funerals
and the Iike as occasions of the greatest importance, indeed they hold
death and everything connected wrth it in such awe that nothing will
induce them to mention such things by their real names. 'I can't make it
out at all, J one of the peasants said. 'That's not what I call a proper
funeral. They've certainly made very quick work of it. She was mistress
of the house, after all.' 'That's just the reason,' said another. 'Those
people from the Capital are all alike. If It's a husband or father that's
managing it, he'll take some trouble. But when it's only brothers, as I
dare say it was today, they don't seem to care: This, together with other
disparaging remarks, was overheard by Ukon. It was not very agreeable
to have even people of this sort cnricizing the proceedings, though in a
way It did not matter what they thought or said. But rumour flies fast,
and If it should happen to reach Kaoru's ear that there had not been a
proper funeral, he would at once suspect that the whole thing had been
a ruse designed by NIOU in order to get Ukifune safely a'\vay. This, however,
could not last long. They were closely connected, and even if Kaoru
decided that under the CIrcumstances it was better to ask no questions
and simply leave things as they were, it was bound to become apparent
to him in time that his suspicions had been ill-founded. But more probably
he would make enquiries, and having ascertained that she was not 10

Niou's hands, he would be forced to conclude that someone else was
harbouring her - that it was in fact merely a case of vulgar elopement.
That such a. thing should be believed about her now that she was dead
was a cruel injustice Indeed to one the sole Intimacies of whose life had
been, as Ukon well knew, of a kind so different from the sordid entangle
ment with which she would now be credited - not by Kaoru only, but
by some of her own people at UJi as "yell; for in the general confusion
it had been impossible to manage everything as they Intended, and there
were, even among the lower servants, several whose suspicions had been
aroused. There was nothing for it but to go to them one by one, reassure
them as best she could or at any rate persuade them to keep their SUS1"'1

Clans to themselves 'Later on,' Ukon said to JiJu, 'I am going to tell
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both of them. I But I think it's fairer to her to let them go on thinking
that It happened In a natural way. I am afraid they will feel rather dif
ferently towards her when they know the truth. I believe I could make
them understand about it if I got the chance of a qUIet talk; but it's not
the sort of thing one can send messages about.'

In reality, however, the chief reason for all this secrecy was that they
felt they were themselves very much to blame for what had occurred.

Kaoru meanwhile was at the temple of Ishiyama, where he had gone
Into Retreat in order to pray for his mother Princess Nyosan, who had
gone there to recover from an Illness. The news of Ukifune's death and
hasty burial reached him through his bailiffs at U ji. But they were unable
to give him a word of information as to how or why a young girl appar
ently In enjoyment of perfect health should suddenly have expired. He
wished he had known sooner; the people at DJ! would certainly have ex
pected to hear from him and would indeed feel it to be very strange that he
had not at once rushed to their assistance. So soon, therefore, as this terrible
news reached him he despatched an urgent letter which did not, however,
arrive at Uji till early next da.y .. '1 would have come immediately,' he
wrote, · but I am pledged to remain here in Retreat for a. fixed number of
days in order to pray for my mother's recovery. I cannot understand why
you were in such a hurry about the funeral, which I hear was carried out in
a very inadequate way. You should have written to me and given me time
to arrange for things to be done properly. It could surely have been put
off for a. couple of days. Of course you and I know well enough that all
that sort of thing makes no difference. But I hear that the way the body
was disposed of made a very bad impression on the villagers, and I am
afraid they will think I am to blame.' The letter was brought by
Nakanobu. He found the household in a state of complete prostration.
Lady after lady burst into tears when addressed, and having failed to get
any sort of coherent answer even out of Ukon, who professed to be still
too much overcome to speak, he was obliged to return to Ishiyama no wiser
than he came. Kaoru was naturally very much disappointed, but the scene
at DJi was one which, from his own experience," he could, alas, only too
well imagine. What had possessed him to leave her in this lonely place,
haunted with dismal memories of the past? If she had indeed taken
steps to console herself the fault was not hers, but his own for having
taken so little trouble about her, as no doubt Niou had pointed out. It
was just what had always happened; he knew well enough that there was
some strange defect in him that made him handle affairs of this sort in an
incompetent, half-hearted way. It was clear that the state of agitation
he was in was having) indirectly, a bad effect on his mother, and he
hurried back to town. He did not feel he could face seeing the Second
Princess: 'Nothing alarming has happened to me myself,' he said in his

x Le, Kaoru and Niou, 2 At the time of Agemakr's death.
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message, 4 but I have been brought into contact with an occurrence of a
very horrifying kind and am feeling so much upset that I fear I should be
bad company.... ' x

A feeling of utter hopelessness and despondency had indeed descended
upon him. It was futile to recall now, as he did at every moment, her face,
her movements, her gentle ways; whereas while she was alrve long periods
would go by during which he scarcely thought about her at all. But he
could form, It seemed, no human attachment that was not fated to end
10 misery. At the beginning of his life he had, it was true, intended to
devote himself to quite other ends, and it seemed as though Buddha were
angry with him for not fulfilling those early promises, and had sent calam
ity after calamity in the hope of turnIng him back to the true path. If that
were so, the Blessed One had been successful Indeed 10 concealing, for the
purpose of the occasion, his merciful and compassionate nature! But the
more he thought about it the more he felt that what had happened was
tu some way a retribution, and he had many services read.

For a time Niou was in an even worse condrnon. He fainted, wept,
raved like one possessed. But at the end of two or three days he began
to calm down, hIS tears drred and, though this terrible loss srill weighed
heavily on his spirits, to outward appearance he was completely himself
agaIn. He did hIS best during those first days to conceal from the world
at large the pmable condition that he was 10, and It was gIven out that
this strange breakdown was due solely to the strain of hIS prolonged Ill
ness. But there were many who when they heard hIS state described felt
certain that so violent and alarming an attack could not suddenly have
descended upon him without some definite reason. Kaoru on hIS return
to the Capital naturally heard rumours of hIS friend's sudden and mexph
cable collapse. The first reflection which occurred to him was that It had
certainly not stopped short - this affair between NIOU and Ukifune
at a mere exchange of letters. They must have known one another, and
very innmately. She was mdeed the sort of woman who was bound
from the first moment to attract Niou immensely. And in a way It min
gated Kaoru's grief to feel that, had she lived, the rift between himself
and her could only have grown wider and wider.

At Court NIOU'S illness was the one tOpIC of conversation, and every
one made a pOInt of calling to enquire. Kaoru felt that if he shut himself
up completely, above all 1£ he faded to put in an appearance at NI0U'S,

where everyone would naturally expect to see him, he would seem to be
laying too much stress upon what to the world must seem a comparatively
mild bereavement. The question whether he should wear mourning did
not present itself, for hIS uncle Prince Shikibu had recently died, and he
would have been obliged ID any case to avoid bright colours, as Indeed
he naturally felt inclmed to do at the present moment.

1 In the ritual, not in the social sense,
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Kaoru, ~veryone thought, was looking handsomer than ever, though
it ,:as noticed that he was rather rhin and pale. NI0U was up and about
ag~ln, and .though he was not mixing in general company, all his more
mtimate friends had been admitted to his room. A meeting with Kaoru
was at the moment the last thing he desired, but to turn him a.way when
he had seen everyone else would have been very marked, all the more
so because it was evident that Kaoru had outstayed the other guests on
purpose to see him alone.. •I don't myself regard It as anything very seri
ous,' NI0U said, strll struggling with the painful train of emotion that
Kaoru's entry had aroused. •But it is hard not to become frightened
about oneself when everyone else persists in taking such a black View.
I am afraid they have succeeded in thoroughly scarrng the people at
the Palace, I which was quite unnecessary .. ' It must, he felt, seem to
Kaoru very absurd that while talking In this light-hearted strain he
should have to pause at every other minute to wipe away his tears. 4 I
am sure that he is thmking I am much more worried about myself than
I choose to admit, and will set me down as a terrible coward,' Niou said
to himself, trying in vain to recover his composure.

But In pomt of fact Kaoru's reflections were of a very different order.
He had been told that NI0U had practically recovered, and had deduced
from this that even if he and Ukifune had met, the affair could not have
been of very long standmg. But the scene that he was now wirnessmg
obliged him to take another view. He felt convinced now that the thing
had been going on for months - in fact, all the time. How they must
both have laughed at him behind his back! It was infuriating to think
of. Obviously she had not cared for him in the least, and it was absurd
of him to mind what had become of her.

'It's very odd that he seems to feel it so little,' Niou thought, 'when
one thinks how extremely sensitive he is. I have seen him - over things
that were a mere trifle compared to this - work himself up into such a
state of emotion that the cry of a passing bird was enough to draw his
tears. It must be obvious to him, whether he guesses the true cause or
no, that I am very unhappy, and it 1S extraordinary that he should not
attempt to show the shghrest sign of sympathy. Well, I admire the
fornrude with which he bears his loss, though he is the last person 1
should have expected to take such a thing hghtly, considermg he has
always pretended that the thought of death perpetually haunted him,
castrng a gloom over his whole existence. J Niou felt aggrieved; but. the
fact that Kaoru, however lightly he might take her death, was •a J:dlar
she had leaned on' touched him. Yes, it was strange to think, he said to
himself, gazing at Kaoru, how often she mu.st have ~een hi~ sitting
beside her couch in just such an attitude as he 1S sirnng 10 by ~lne now
Kaoru was in a sense the only memorial of her that would remain to him.

I The Ern-lA"'lor and the Empress
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They talked for a while about indifferent things, but It was uphill work.
It seemed better to embark, after all, on the tOpIC that was in fact occupy
ing both their minds. 'In old days,' Kaoru said, 'when we had time to
meet more frequently, my first thought, if anything interesting happened
to me, was to come to your rooms and talk about it. But my present
position gives me so much business to attend to, and you have so many
engagements, that except on public occasions we seem to have ceased
ever to meet at all. I wish I had time to come here more often. I feel that
we are getting out of touch. I don't think, for example, that I have ever
had the chance to tell you about a relation of Agemaki's whom I came
across quite unexpectedly some time ago. I should like to have had her
somewhere close at hand and been able to see her fairly frequently; but
it happened at a time t when I had to be very careful about thrngs of that
kind and I thought it better that she should live out at UJi. I knew of
course that I should never be able to get there for more than a day or two
at a time, and I already had suspicions that I was by no means her only
a.dmirer. H I had ever regarded the relationship as anything more than
a. pleasant distraction from the cares of my official Iife, such an arrange
ment would of course have been very unsatisfactory. But all that I
intended was to pass a few hours with her there occasionally. She was
a. charming companion and the plan seemed to work quite successfully,
when suddenly she fell ill and died. You know that at the best of times
I am apt to take rather a gloomy view of hfe, and naturally at the present
moment, WIth this on my mind, I am feeling more than usually de
pressed.. She was quite well only a few days before - but I dare say you
have heard about it. 1 It was Kaoru's turn to weep now. He tried, Just
as Niou had done a few moments before, to keep himself under control.
But once they had started to flow the tears would not stop, and much
to his own embarrassment he now broke down altogether. Niou was
both touched and surprised. This showed, he thought, how easy it was
to misjudge people. 'Yes, it's a sad story; he said, affecting not to notice
Kaoru's condition. '1 heard somethmg about it yesterday. I thought
of writing to you, but I was not sure whether one was intended to
know... ' His voice died away. He too was still none too sure of himself.
'Oh, I do not in the least mind your having known,' Kaoru said. 'Indeed
I often thought of introducing you to her. Come to that, I dare say you
knew her. You would have been quite Iikely to come across her at the
Nijo-in.' He paused significantly on these words. 'However, it's very
inconsiderate of me,' he continued, 'at a time when you are so unwell
yourself, to come here harrowing you with sad stories about things that
don't in any way concern you Take care of yourself,' he said, and after
some further enquirres about Niou's health he hurried away.

It had not, Kaoru now saw clearly enough, merely been one of Niou's
I At the time of his state marriage to the Second Princess,
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habitual escapades; he had been passionately fond of her. No destiny
could ever have presented such strange contrasts as hers. Her brief
existence had, to outward appearances, been of the most obscure and
uneventful kind; yet strange to reflect, there was hardly a person through...
out the length and breadth of the country who had not in some way or
other been affected by it. Because 1 of her the walls of every holy place
in the land had for weeks on end resounded with continual prayers and
incantations; not an altar, not a,lholy stream, but had been turned to
account by Prince Niou in his extremity - by Niou, darling of his Royal
Parents, the foremost personage - at any rate the most sought after
and admired - in the fashionable life of his time. Yes, to be singled out
by Niou was a complIment indeed, for his experience was wide; yet it
was clear that in those last months this country girl had held her own
against all the most beautiful and intelligent women of the day. And
as if that were not enough, she had at the same time been loved by a
person of considerable public importance," whose attentions had in a way
been even more flattering, since they involved the risk of giving fatal
offence in the highest quarters.i But violent though the mamfestations
of N10U'S grIef were, Kaoru did not believe either that his own feelings
for her had been less strong than Niou's or that hIS present sufferings
were in reality less than those of his friend. It was only that he had a
greater fear of making himself ridiculous. But though Kaoru was de...
termined to banish the whole thing from his mind and go about his
affairs as usual, there were moments when his composure deserted him, and
flinging himself upon his bed he murmured •flesh and blood, not stocks
or stones .. .' 4 There were many lesser aspects of the business that still
very much worried him. It was certainly most unfortunate that the
funeral had been such a perfunctory affair. Kozeri, for example, would
be horrified if she heard about it. He could see that his own tenants
were shocked at the hasty and irreverent manner in which the whole
thing had been performed, and could only attribute it to the ignorance
or inattention of Ukifune's own relations, who were known to be people
of no great refinement. He felt indeed that he still knew singularly little
about what had been occurring at Uji, It seemed hard to procure reliable
information, and he felt tempted to go and make enquiries in person.
But it was impossible at the moment for him to get away for more than
a few hours. He knew that he should find a visit of that sort extremely
harrowing and upsetting. Indeed, all things considered, it. hardly
seemed worth while. The fourth month came. It was a particularly

1 At the time of Niou's illness, a Le. Kaoru himself.
3 The Emperor would be offended and K::oru's career ruined ifit was thought that he

had treated his wife (the Second Princess) with lack of consideration.
4 'After all we are flesh and blood, not stocks or stones; ifwe do not like our feelings to

be stirred, we must keep out of beauty's way.' Po-Chu..I,
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trying period for Kaoru, for the tenth day of that month was the date
he ha.d fixed for bringing Ukifune to town. On the evenIng of rhar dav
he was sirting alone at the window In very low spirits when a cuckoo,
attracted no doubt by the ravishing smell of the orange-blossom, passed
over the garden, crymg twice as it flew. 40 Headman of the FIelds of
Death.... ' 1 He knew that NI0U was spendmg the day with Kozerr at
the Nijo-in, and plucking a spray of orange-blossom he sent it with the
poem: ·What means the message of the bird that haunts Death's mountam
save that, bitter as my own, your tears In secret flow?'

Niou, when the letter was brought, was sIttIng alone with Kozerr,
looking out into the night. In many ways she was, he thought, extraor
dinarily like Ukifune, and it was a consolation to be with her. · Heartless
the Bird of Death, that silent should have passed a house where this sad
fragrance 2 fills the night.' Such was hIS answer. Kozeri saw the poems
and knew quite well what they referred to. For her the news of Ukifunc's
sudden death at so early an age had been parricularly disquieting. Of
the three SIsters she alone survived - perhaps because she had really
had on the whole a singularly happy life. But It was clear that some
sort of weakness ran in the family, and she feared that her turn would
soon come.

It was impossible for Niou to conceal from her the fact that Ukifune's
death had very much upset him; under the circumstances It seemed kmdei
to take her into hIS confidence, and he began now to give her an account
not qUIte accurate in all its particulars - of the whole business from
start to finish. She showed plainly that she resented his not having told
her all this long before. But the fact that she knew the whole story
had the effect of drawing them together more than ever. Reports about
the alarming state of his health had lately drawn such a quantity of
VISItors to the New Palace 3-his father-In-law and that endless succes
S10n of Roku no Kimr's brothers were becommg a perfect nuisance-
that he was parricularly thankful to have this quiet place to escape
ro.

Like Kaoru he was not at all satisfied bv the accounts he had received
of Ukifune's Illness and death. It struck him as very strange that a
healthy girl should die so suddenly. The best thing to do seemed to be
to send for Ukon. The place, when Tokikata 4 arrived, seemed corn-

I ..A name by which the cuckoo was popularlv known. It was supposed to fiy to and flo
between this world and the land of the dead. Kaoru has in mmd Koktnshu. 855'\ an anonv
1l10llS poem the sense of which is: '0 cuckoo, If It be true that you frequent the Realm...
of the Dead, seek out my lady and tell her that since the day she died I have never ceased
to weep.'

~ 'The fragrance of the orange-blossom is the scent of remembrance.
l Where he lived WIth his official consort Roku no Kimi, the sixth of Yugrri'« 111,111\

d..Hl({htt"r~ •

..Niou's retainer,
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pletely deserted. Ukifune's mother, unable to endure tbe noise of the
rrver, had not stayed out the full period of mourning. One or two priests
were about, ~ut he knew there was no harm in their seeing him as they
were already In the secret. As for the watchmen - it was strange indeed
to remember how on that last unhappy occasion, which had cost Niou
such birter disappointment, they had leapt out upon him. Today they
let him pass without a word. Being one of NIOU'S most confidential
servants, he had witnessed some of hIS wildest outbursts of grief in those
first days and had deplored them as exaggerated and undignified. After
all, Ukifune was not a person of any consequence, and Niou had only
known her for an extremely short time, But now that Tokikata was
here again, those few but memorable excursions - above all the night
when he had taken them in the boat - rose vividly before him. He
remembered how handsome, how delightful he had thought her, and
It moved him deeply to know that he should never see her again. He
noticed that several of the men he had brought with him were in tears
and lt did not surprise him to find Ukon snll weeping bitterly. He
hastened to explain his mission, but she seemed very unwilling to comply..
· It would set everyone talking;' she said, 'if I were to go away Just now.. %

And in any case I feel quite unable to talk about it at present. When
the Forty-nine Days are over I might be able to get away for a few days 
I could say I was going to a temple or something of that sort. By then
It would seem quite natural. I hope too that by that rime I shall be more
myself again .. There's no need for him to send for me. Tell him that as
soon as I can manage it, I should like very much to come and tell him
quietly just how it all happened.' He pointed out that lt would be much
more convenient if she came there and then; but she would not stir.
f Of course, I know much less than you do about their friendship~.
Tokikata said, with tears still in his eyes, 'but It IS clear enough that
to the Prince it meant a great deal. There is no doubt that he would
have brought her up to the Capital. You ladies, of course, would in
that case have accompanied her. I may say that we were all of us look
ing forward to the pleasure of gettIng to know you better, and it is a
great disappointment to us that under the circumstances ~e ~re not
likely to meet again. You have our deepest sympathy, ladles! Then
looking round for Jiju: 'You'll surely not let me take back an empty
carriage, when His Highness selected It with special care and sent it
here on purpose to fetch one of you?· Ukon called her into the ro~m..
'I think you'd better go; she said. '1 don't know why you should think
that I'm any better able to tell him about it than you are,' JiJu objected ..
·Moreover, as you say, the period of mourning is not over and His High-

I Le. until the Forty-nine Days were over, During this period the soul, being IO;US"

pended, as we have seen, between one incarnation and the next, is in need of constant
prayer~
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ness won't want me there while I am still unclean.' I • During hrs Illness'
Tokikata said, · he went in for all kinds of avoidances and purlfi(.atl0n~;
but I can assure you he is not in the mood now to worry about whether
anyone coming from here is unclean or not. On the contrary, nothmg
I am certain would please him better than to Join the mourners 2 In the
death-chamber itself. He cared a great deal more deeply for her than YOU

seem to suppose. In any case, the Forty-nine Days are nearly over.i
Surely one of you will come.' JIJU was indeed longrng to see NIOU agaIn.
This might be her last chance, and she felt she had better not refuse.
She looked very well in black. She could not :find a black apron, and
remembered with a pang that, thinking she would have no further need
for such a garment 4 now, she had not had one dyed. She was obliged
in the end to take a light-brown one, such as she usually wore. She felt
very lonely in the carriage. It was a different journey Indeed from the
one to which she had been looking forward - the breathless escape,
the perilous moonlight flrtnng that would have given her a chance at
last to show the lovers what staunch devotion meant.

Niou was touched at her having come. He felt, however, that it would
be better if Kozeri did not hear of it, and he had JiJu's carriage brought
round to a side door. 'Now tell me all about it,' he said. 'She had been
in very low spirits for several days,' JiJu said) 'and on the nIght it hap
pened I could see she had been crying. I did my best to find out what
was the matter, but it was very difficult to get anything out of her. She
just said she was unhappy and so on; it was all quire vague. But I had
the impression that there was something she was keeping from us
something terrible that no living soul must ever know. Never for a
single instant did it occur to me that the very Idea of doing such a thmg
could possibly enter her head.' She then told him of the desperate act
by which Ukifune had met her end. · I'm afraid there's not the slightest
doubt of it,' she said. This was far, far worse than anything he had
supposed. Only the most agonizing despair could, he felt, have glven
her the courage to plunge into those seething waters. Why had he not
been there to rush out to her, to drag her away? It was torture to thmk
how easily he or anyone might have prevented it, But It 'V..lS no use
talking about that now. 'You'll think, I know;' JiJu said, I that we
ought to have suspected something when she burnt those letters ... '
Far on into the night she stayed there telling him about the last days 
their vain efforts to find out what was gOIng on in her mmd and the
discoveries 5 they had made when rt was too late. NIOU had till tonight

I Through contact with the dead
2 The room where anyone died was unclean for forty ..nine days.
3 1 his was perhaps a slight exaggeration.
4 The apron, mo, was only worn in the presence of <uperiors,
, Such as the poem attached to the temple account
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taken no particular interest in ]iju; but now their common
him to her. d I should think you had better stay here,' I he
sure you ,:ou~d be welcome.' d Perhaps when I am out of mOIUrIl1nJ~.
she said. It IS very good of you to suggest it; but I am afraid I
at the moment feel much like taking up a fresh post.' d Well, in any
case come and see me again,' he said. It would be a comfort to him,
he felt, sometimes to have a talk with her. It was dawn indeed before
he let her go. He insisted on her accepting a box of combs and a chest
packed with dresses. There were all sorts of other things that he had
intended for Ukifune, and having no further use for them he would
gladly have seen ]lju take them all away. But he knew that such a gIft
would be embarrassing and only picked out a few things that were suit
able for Jtju's personal use. Even so, she would far rather have not
accepted them; for people would think it very strange that, having set
out empty-handed, ostensrbly to visit a temple, she should return with
so much luggage. But it seemed churlish to refuse. d The trouble is,'
she said afterwards, when she was beguiling an idle moment by going
through the things with Ukon, 'I don't know where to put all these
dresses till we are out of mourning.' They were in faultless taste and
style. It was clear that Niou had taken infinite pains over every detail,
and it was heart-rending that Ukifune should never even have seen
them.

Kaoru had, it is true, made up his mind that no good purpose could be
served by his going m person to Uji, But he still regarded the accounts
he had received as extremely unsatisfactory, and he finally decided that
1t would be better to go. As scene after scene of the familiar journey
unfolded before him, his mind went back over the past, to those far-off
days when he first heard Prince Hachi's name. A fatality seemed to
hang over all his dealings with that house. It was as though Buddha,
having guided him there solely for his spiritual advantage, were deter
mined to teach him by one terrible lesson after another that such a place
could not with impunity be profaned.

'There is still a great deal more that I should like to know,' he said
to Ukon when she came out to him. · I did not mean to come till the
mourning was over; but the accounts I have heard are so very confused
and unsatisfactory that I felt I could not wait. Tell me first of all what
sort of illness it was that carried her off with such terrible rapidity."
Ukon had. a whole glib story on the tlP of her tongue - the experience
of the last few weeks had made her pretty well at home in inventions
of that kind ~ and if instead she changed her mind and for once in a
way told the truth, it was because Ben no Kimi had now found o':t
that it was not a case of illness, so that he was bound to hear about lt
in the end. It was better, she thought, that he should get the facts from

1 Go into service with Kozeri,
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someone like herself who knew them accurately than pick up mere
gossip. Moreover, it was one thing to concoct a story for use in case of
hIS arrival, but qUIte another to bring It out, with Kaoru himself sIttIng
there in front of her looking so terribly In earnest.

For a moment Kaoru was too much taken aback to make any comment.
But what possible reason was there to belIeve this story, he almost
Instantly reflected? Ukon had on her own showing Iied once already,
and the story she was now tellmg was on the face of It ridiculous. So
far from being the sort of person to fly off Into a sudden fit of rage or
despondency, Ukifune was extraordinarily sensible, even-tempered,
dependable. No, It was obviously a clumsy mvention, designed by Ukon
and JIJU to hide their mistress's tracks. And yet - It was hard indeed
to believe that Niou's grief was merely simulated. Moreover, hIS own
arrival here today had been qUite unexpected; but he had found not the
gentlewomen only, but the whole household from top to bottom In a
state that could not conceivably have been assumed merely for his benefit.
· I have st111 some questions to ask,' he said. 'For example, did anyone
else disappear more or less at the same time? That's a thrng I should
h ke to be quite certain about. I am afraid, you see, that I don't find
your account of the affair at all convincing. People do things Iike this
when they are suddenly confronted WIth some appalling situation from
which, at the moment, death seems the only possible escape. Yet all
you can tell me is that she was depressed at my coming here so seldom
There IS something that you are keeping back.... ' She had expected as
much, but it put her In a very awkward posmon. 'You must consider
all the CIrcumstances,' she said. 'As I dare say you've heard, my mistress
had the misfortune to be brought up amid rather undesirable surround
ings.! She had only been at the Capital a very short while when she
lame here. UJi IS a different matter from Hitachi, to be sure, but one
could hardly be more cut off from the world, and I think she was often
very unhappy. Of course the one thmg she looked forward to was your
visits. Little though the time was that you and she actually spent together,
she felt, I know, that her friendshtp WIth you made amends for all the
misfortunes of her earlrer days. Then came the news that you wanted
to have her close at hand, somewhere where you could see her every
day .. You can imagine how excited she was. She didn't say much, but
I could see that she was thinking of nothmg else from noon till rnght.
Everyone here, of course, regarded it as settled, and all around her she
saw her people, who were naturally delighted at the prospect of such a
move, hurrying on with the preparations: and her mother too, who
felt that, after that dreadful start In the WIlds of Hitachi and all the other
troubles and humilranons that the poor child had endured, things were

I In the remote province of Hitachi, It was considered a great social disadvantage to be
brouzht up In the country,
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at last begrnmng to come right. Then suddenly came an extraordinary
letter from you and all that fuss about the watchmen which was due
we understood, to your having complamed that pe;ple from outsid~
were carryIng on with the maids. These guards are rough country peo
ple, and I dare say they went far beyond their instructions; but if It was
merely trouble In the servants t quarters that they were supposed to stop,
they certainly set about It in an extraordinary way. She generally heard
from you every few days. But after that one strange letter, you gave up
","rItIng altogether. You can surely imagme the impression that made
on someone as easily cast down as she was, after all that she had been
through SInce her earliest days. It wasn't only that she was hurt at your
treatrng her like this. She knew what a terrible blow it would be to
her mother, whose one desire in life had been to secure for her a proper
footmg in the world, to see her disgraced and cast aside, I think It was
that more than anyrhing else that weighed upon her mind. That's all
I can tell you. As for your idea - you have not said It in so many words,
but I can see it's one of the things that are at the back of your mind 
as for this idea of yours that someone or other has spmted her awav,
all I can say IS I only WIsh there were the slrghtest evidence that }ou
are right.'

Ukon wept so bitterly as she said these last words that once more all
Kaoru's suspicions I disappeared ~ You realize, I am sure,' he said, 'that
If I had been anyone in a less conspICUOUS position - if I had been free
to come and go as I chose, I should never have been content to leave
her even for so short a while in a place where I could so seldom see her
The arrangement was of course very unsatisfactory, but I consoled myself
WIth the thought that before long I should be able to carry out plans
which would not only have ensured our meeting much more frequently,
but would also have given her for the rest of her life the sort of surround...
Ings to which her rank entitled her Up to a certain pOlot I think she
understood all this and made allowances for me; but I feel that other
influences were at work. There IS somethmg I rather hesitate to men
tion now that this is all a thing of the past. However, since we are alone
together... Tell me, this affair with NIOU - when did it begm? I know
how attractive he is, and I can qUIte well imagrne her falling madly in
love WIth him, as indeed innumerable women have done. Then when
It suddenly became impossible for her to see him, she would have fallen
Into a state of terrible despair. Hasn't it occurred to you that this mar
be the explananons I see from your face that It has. Very well, then,
hadn't you better drop all this secrecy and tell me the whole story from
beginning to end?'

This was no mere conjecture on his part, of that Ukon felt certain
Someone had told him. But how much? It was most inconvenienc

1 That Niou had carried Ukifune away.
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not to know. 'I am very sorry you've been told about that unfortunate
business,' she said. CIf I had thought for a moment that such a thing
could happen there, I would never have left her side.' She paused to
reflect. C I don't know how much you have been told,' she went on.
'It was one evening when my lady was staying with her sister at the
Nijo-in, How His Highness ever discovered that there was such a per
son in the house we can none of us imagine; but somehow or other he
found his way to her rooms. We had to speak pretty sharply before we
could get rid of him; but fortunately we managed it just in time - I
mean, before any real harm was done. However, her mother wouldn't
hear of her remaining in the Palace after a thing like that had happened,
and removed her at once to that queer little place in the Third Ward,
where she was living when you made her acquaintance, The Prince did
not so much as know my lady's name, and she naturally imagined that
she had heard the last of him. But not at all; early this year - no one
knows how - he discovered that she was here at Uji and began writing
to her. For some rime she paid no arrennon to his letters, but her people
pointed out that to treat a. Royal Highness m that rude way was a far
worse thing than any harm which could possibly come of answering
the letters politely; and in the end she did occasionally reply. That's
all it amounted to, so far as any of us are aware:

The tone in which she said these last words seemed to imply that,
having gone so far, she would go no farther. No doubt that was all
she was at liberty to say, and to insist would be unkind. However, he
felt that he saw the whole thing pretty clearly now. She had of course
fallen very much in love with Nl0U, and it was agonizing for her suddenly
to be cut off from him. But there was more in it than that. 'The trouble
was, I am certain,' he said to himself, f that she still remained deeply
attached to metoo.' It was the difficulty of making up her mmd one way
or the other that had eventually unsettled her reason. But even so,
if this terrible river had not been so close at hand, the idea of taking her
own life would probably never have entered her head. If only he had not
chosen this, of all places, for her to live In! Here she had hardly a step
to go. A sudden desperate impulse and the thing was over, If she had
been somewhere on the hills, for example, however desperate her state
of mind had been, she would never have set out to trudge the country
side, vaguely hoping to find a river. How he hated this place and every
thing connected with itl There had been rimes, more than once in hIS

life, when the very stones of that wild mountain-road had been dear to
him because it led here. But now his one desire was never to set foot
on It again, never so long as he lived to hear the fatal village so much as
named.

Suddenly he remembered the evening when Kozeri had first revealed
to him the fact of Ukifune's existence. How sinister seemed to him now
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the name 1 that, since that conversatmn, he and Kozeri had glven her!
Yes, It wa~ by hIS doing that she had died, as surely as though he had
cast her with his own hands into that hated stream. Then there was
the mother: Up till now he had been thinking rather unkindly her,
because he imagined that it was she who had made the very Inadequate
arrangements for the disposal of the body.. But now, of course, all thrs
was explained." It was terrible to think of what she must be suffering.
She knew, he supposed, nothing about the affair WIth Niou; and Indeed,
though she claimed 3 more for her ehild than usually fell to the lot of a
Governor's daughter, the possibility of so exalted a connection could
not have occurred to her in her wildest dreams. Consequently she must
regard Ukifunes troubles as solely due to some complicarion 4 that had
developed on Kaoru's SIde.

He knew now of course that there was no question of pollunon. But
his attendants were naturally snll under the impression that someone
had died In the house, and he thought it better not to go in. He got some
one to fetch the shaft-rest of hIS carriage and tned sitnng on that, Just
outside the main door. But this was very uncomfortable, and finally
he moved to a mossy bank under a wide-spreading shady tree. He looked
about him. \When to this house, whence those I loved are fled, my steps
no longer turn, who WIll remain to tend its crumbling walls or garner
in the secrets of this ancient tree?'

Such was his poem. The place was too full of memories.. He felt more
than ever that he would never come there again. He sent for the Teacher,
who had now risen to the rank of Professor of Monastic Discipline,
and put him in charge of the measures that were being raken for the good
of Ukifune's soul. The number of pnests who were In occupation of the
death-chamber was considerably increased, and in view of the manner
of her death 5 it seemed that special rites of propitiation were necessary t

and it "vas arranged that on every seventh day 6 there should be a. dedica
tion of holy books and images.

It was now qUIte dark, but he could not face the prospect of spen~in~
a. night here alone, He had already made efforts to see Ben no Kimi,
but she sent back-word that she now felt herself to be too broken in body
and spirrt to have any dealings with the outside world. He had no
desire to force himself upon her.. Why had he not arranged for the move 7

1 'The Image' The same word is used for the images that those desiring to escape from
the toils oflove cast into sacred streams. See Part V, P: 934 seq.

2 It 'was only a mock funeral ..
) On the ground that Ukifune was in reality Prince Hachi's child•
• For example, opposition on the part of Kaoru's wife, the Second Princess. .. .
5 Suicide was regarded by Buddhists as a crime. It was only at a later penod that It

came to be regarded as meritorious.
6 The seventh, fourteenth, twenty-first, etc., are the critical days in the sours journey.
, or Ukifune to the Capital.
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to take place a little earlier? There was nothing really to prevent It.
The norse of those swirlrng waters echoed In hIS ears long after he had
left the river far behind him. It was terrible to know that she was still
there, on some rocky floor, amid the weeds and shells. Ukifune's mother,
fearing that she would get Into trouble If It was thought that she had
come strarght from a place of defilement to her younger daughter's 1

bedside, had not ventured to go home, but was drifting aimlessly from
one hired lodgmg to another. It was a great anxiety to be away from
home at such a time, but fortunately everyrhmg went well. However,
the period of mourning was snll not over, and she felt it would be wrong .!

to go to the house. She had lain for days on end entirely wrapped up
In her own sorrow, without even a thought of her other children and
stepchildren, when something happened which, desprre the condition
she was In, gave her real pleasure. A messenger arrived WIth a letter from
Kaoru · I should have wrttten long ago,' he said, · had I not been entirely
overcome by this terrible and unexpected loss. Moreover, judgmg by
my own state, I could well imagme that you were in no condition to deal
with correspondence, and It seemed better to let a httle time go by. I
am of course completely shattered by what has happened; but If I have
the misfortune to survive this bereavement 3 I very much hope that you
w111 find time to call on me. It would be a comfort to talk to someone
who cared for her as you drd." 'He also asked me to tell you, t stud
Nakanobu, who brought the letter, 'that he feels you must thmk It very
rerniss of him not to have got into touch WIth you long ago. He wants
you to know that he has been on the pOInt of doing so time after time,
ever SInce he made your daughter's acquaintance, and trusts you WIll

understand that hIS silence has been due to dilatormess, not to 111 w111
If there IS anything, now or in the future, that he can do for you he hopes
you w111 not hesitate to let him know. He believes, for example, that
you have young sons who will shortly be making their appearance at
Court) and 1£ a word from him in any quarter would make thmgs easier
for them ... '

Explaining that her defilement was of a. very shght nature - as she
was in reality not defiled at all, there seemed no harm in this - she
Insisted upon Nakanobu's entering the house.s while With tears in her
eyes she set about answering Kaoru's letter. to I neither expected nor de
SIred to survive this terrible loss,' she wrote; 'but I cannot now feel
sorry to have been spared. It seems Indeed as though a kindly fate was

I Sakon's WIfe, who was having a baby.
2 Unlucky for the child.
J .~ formula obligatory in the mouths of mourners.
4 Nakanobu thought Ukifune had died of illness, and knowing that the mother h"ul

been to Uji would regard her as taboo. The defilement would only have been regarded
as 'of a slight nature' If, for example, she h..to not entere-d the death-chamber, had not
touched the- body, or the hke,
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unwrllmg \0 release me till I had received at your hands the undreamt-of
honour ana prIvIlege that you have conferred upon me today. AS} ou
know, the dIfficult1es of my daughter's early hfe were all the more pain
ful for me to witness because I believed them to be entirely due to my
own shorrcommgs, But having failed miserably myself to secure any
sort of footing In the world, I was determined that Ukifune should h,tye
every possible chance to do better, and the rumour which reached me of
vour extraordmanly flattering mtenrrons I on her behalf made me feel
that my prayers had been answered, and that I could at last face the
future with little or no anxiety. Well, It has all come to norhrng Once
more that dreadful pl ice - for does not H U J1" mean sorrow? - has
well deserved. :ts ominous name As for your touching offer to forw ~rd
the Interests of my younger children - It alone suffices to make me hope
that I shall be spared a hrrle longer, and 1£ I am, you may be certain I
shall avail myself of your kindness. For the moment, however, I must
not try to wrrte any more... .'

She felt she ought to gIve something to Nakanobu. But it was obvi
ously impossible to give him the sort of present that would have been
S U1 tahle for an ordinary messenger She remembered that she had set
aside Cl belt WIth panels of carved rhinoceros-horn and a very handsome
sword, meanIng to offer them to Kaoru on the occasion of Ukifune's
removal to town. She put them In a bag and sent them out to Nakanobu,
"rho was already enrering hIS carriage, WIth a note to the effect that
Ukifune had Intended them for him. 'I am afraid It was only that the
mother felt she had to gIve you sornerhmg;' Kaoru said when Nakanobu
showed him this present. · It never occurred to me that she would think
that' 'I saw her personally,' Nakanobu said, 'and told her of your
offer to do something for the other children. I could see that she was
delrghted that you should have thought of it. She said she hoped you
wouldn't expect much of her boys. They are young and have not had
rune to get very far. But if you are sure you will not be ashamed to have
such graceless youngsters under your roof, she would be delighted, she
said, to send all or any of them round at once, to serve you In whatever
l.apaclty.' ThIS was really rather more than Kaoru had intended. These
boys were not of a class with which he usually associated. It would be
impossible, if he had them In the house, not to treat thenl_more or less
as friends, and to do so would be In effect to make the first open ac
knowledgment of his relanonship with Ukifune. For apart from that
relationship there could be no possible reason for hIS consorting With
youths of such humble orrgm He was reluctant that what the world
~,\Tould regard as an affair with a Governor's daughter should become
generally known. But the prejudice agaInst such unions was ~ertalnly

a very unreasonable one. Girls of that class had often been recc- ved l11tO

1 Of giving her a house in town
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the Emperor's household and had sometimes become notorious favour
ites ; and countless persons In much the same position as Kaoru himself
had kept girls of the peasant class - and not girls only, but even women
who were by no means novices in the world of love. If he had ever for
a moment contemplated givrng her a position that would compete with
that of the Second Princess, he would Indeed have been gravely guilty.
What mattered most, though, was that this was the one way open to
him of showing his sympathy wirh the mother In her bereavement and
makrng her feel that hIS connection WIth the family had not been wholly
and excl USI vely disastrous.

It was not long before the mother received a VIsit from her husband,
who upbraided her bitterly for absenting herself at such a momenr.>
He had not, during all these months, ever troubled to enquire where
Ukifune was Irving or what had become of her, assumIng when he gave
the matter a thought at all that she was eking out her existence in some
very obscure and humble wa.y. The mother had thought It better to say
nothing about the subject till Ukifune came up to town. She could well
imagine how astonished he would be to learn that so far from having
gone down In the world the girl was living under Kaoru's protection In a
splendid mansion of her own. But there was no point now In further
concealment, and she told him the whole story. LIke most men of his
kind he stood In exaggerated awe of his betters, and when hIS Wifeshowed
him Kaoru's letter he handled it as though it were somerhing almost
too sacred to be touched by common hands. 'Just Imagine; he mur
mured, 'what a stroke of luck! And WIth His Excellency too - It's
hard to believe. And then With a future like that In front of her, to die
and lose it all! I can't Imagine anything more terrible. Of course I know
HIS Excellency quite well I don't mean I have ever been really intimate
With him; I should say that very few people had. And he has promised
to help my boys - to bring them on a little? Well, that's excellent
news, to be sure. It will make a lot of difference to them.'

The mother fondly imagined that 1£ Kaoru were disposed, even now
that Ukifune was dead, to do something for her family, he would have
helped them all a thousand times more if she had still been alive; and
though she was glad they were not going to be wholly forgotten, it dis
tressed her bitterly to think of all they had lost. She little knew that
had not Kaoru considered himself responsible for Ukifunc's death and
longed, Inadequate though such compensation might be, to do anything
for the mother that he could, these rough, ungainly youths were the last
people in the world he would ever have dreamt of patronizing.

He knew that strictly speaking it was not permissible to solemnize
the full nres of the Forty-nine Days in the case of a death that was merely
presumed. He felt, nevertheless, that the circumstances justified him in

1 \Vhcn the younger girl was hav mg a baby ..
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disregarding this objection, and arranged with the Teacher that the
Celeln?ny should be performed In the privacy of his mounrain He
gave Instructions, however, that the full complement of sixty priests
was to be employed, and saw to it that they were rewarded by an
disrnbunon of alms. The mother was also there, and arranged for a
number of addrnonal Masses. From NI0U came a silver bowl containing
several bars of gold. I It was of course impossible for him under the CIr
cumstances to make an offer1ng of this kind In hIS own name, and he
presented It through Ukon. JIJU and one or two others at once realized
whence It came, but the rest were sorely puzzled to know how such things
could have come into Ukon's possession. All Kaoru's more intimate
retainers were there, and many to whom they described the proceedings
of the day were at a loss to understand why such a stir should have been
caused by the death of this obscure country girl. It was rumoured that
she was not the Governor's daughter at all, but a child of one of the
greatest houses in the land. This, however, seemed to be contradicted
by the fact that the Governor himself had turned up at UJi and behaved
In such a way as to suggest that, though he preferred to keep In the back
ground, It was really he who had organized the whole affair. In pOInt
of fact he was annoyed that even a private occasion of this kind should
so far exceed anything that he himself could have attempted. At the
time of hIS daughter's confinement he had not merely ransacked his own
considerable collections, but had sent for things both to China and Shi
ragr. 2 Yet what a poor show he had made compared WIth such a ceremony
as he was wrtnessing today! It was perhaps Just as well that Ukifune had
died, for with backing of this sort she was certainly destined to throw
his other daughters into the shade. Kozen too had special services read,
and sent supplies for the entertainment of the officiating priests, choir,
mimstrancs and so on, at the conclusion of the ceremony.

The whole business made so much stir that it reached the Emperor's
ears. It was the first innmarion he had had of Kaoru's mfidehty. He
was, however, far from feeling any resentment. On the contrary, it har
rowed him to think that respect for the Second Princess should have
obliged Kaoru to do violence to hIS own feelings by according such In
adequate treatment to someone of whom he had obviously been very
fond.

The loss was one that affected Niou and Kaoru in very different '\vays.
ThIS sudden shock to his feelmgs just when paSSIon was at its full tide
had completely prostrated NIOU at the time, He fe~t: that he must. at a~l
costs find some means of disrracnng himself, and hIS experiments 10 this
direction multiplied so rapidly that he was soon leading ~uch ~he san:e
hfe as before Kaoru meanwhile hoped that by rmmersmg himself In
the affairs of the strange brood he had taken under hIS Wing he would

I Not for use as currency. but for the ql1dlng~ of images. ' Part of Korea..
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escape from, or at any rate soften, the pangs of sorrow and remorse
The expectanons, however, proved to be Ill-founded.

The Empress, who was 10 half-mourning owing to the death of her
uncle, was snll at the New Palace. The vacancy at the Board of RIres
which had been caused hy Pnnce Shikibu's death was filled by NIOU'S

elder brother, the Secor-d Prrnce, who seemed to be taking his dunes verv
sertously, for he hardly ever Joined rn the gUletles of the New Palace
It was, however, cluetlv here, and above all In the apartments of his
SISter the FIrst Princess, that NIOU came to seek distracnon. It piqued
hun chat among hIS own sisrer's gendewomen there should be any good
looking girl who had not allowed hrrn to culrivare her acquaintance.
There was, however, a cerram Kosaisho, with whom Kaoru had once
been rather mtimate. She was cert.nnly good-lookIng, but It was chiefly
tor her accomphsnrnents that he \ alucd her. He knew no one whose
touch pleased him more, whether on the lute or other stringed instruments
She wrote a very good letter and her powers of conversation were far
above those of most of the glrIs he knew, Naturally NIOU too was
attracted by her and had taken for granted that he would as usual have
no difficulty In curring Kaoru OUt To hIS surprise, however, she refused
to have anyrhing to do wrth him. 'Someone had to,' she said, '1£only
to break the monotony.' 'At last: Kaoru thought, 'I have found some
one who 15 different from the rest.' Nothing could have been better
calculated to send her up In hIS esnmation.

Hearing of hIS bereavement: Kosaisho, though it was a long time
Since she had seen him, felt that she must write. 'Not least In compre
hension of your loss - last though it be In nme -- Judge this belated
word from one whose lot the world holds too obscure to proffer sym
p&chy' Such was her poem. · Could I but have died In her place.... ) 1

It was written on carefully selected paper, and reaching him In the
hush of the summer evenrug, was well a rruned to the melancholy though rs
that were passing through hIS mrnd. ·Strange that you read thus well
the thoughts of one so sternly schooled to loss that not a SIgh betrays
lus sorrow to the world.'

He fel t he must go and see her at once. 'Your note gave me such pleas
ure,' he explained, 'that, as you see, I have come round rmmediately
to thank you for It.' Her r001TI, or so it was called, but it was barely
Inure than a cubicle boarded oft from the passage, "vas hardly (she felt)
the place to receive a personage so Important as Kaoru had now become,
moreover, it was extremely unlike him to ray such a VISit at all. To see
-omcone of such importance squeezed 111 an undignified attitude into the
narrow space between the lintels of her rickety door was rather ernbar
r..issmg. But she made 110 attempt to apologtze. Her manner of recerv ing
him could not, Indeed, have been more JUthCI011S She talked freely and

1 1h.'rf" l~ no doubt an ttllt 1 ,\i O P . but It h.i- Hot 1>(,"('11 ..,~nhf:H HIlIl\' u ..« cd.
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\ erv much to the point about every tOpIC that he r.used , but wrrhour the
shghtest trace of presumpnon or over-farniharitv. She "vas of course
far more intelligent than Ukifune It was a thous;nd p1tleS that she had
been obltged to go Into service, He for one would not be at all sorry to
helve her In hIS keeping He was on the verge of tellmg her about Nl~U'S
p,tft In the unhappy business at Du, but at the last moment refrained
Iturn doing so.

The lotuses were now In bloom, and the Empress decided to hold ~l

solemn Recital of the Hokkekyo.I A number of holy books and Images
were dedicated m memory of Genp, Murasaki and other deceased members
of her farruly. The ceremonies 2 on the day of the FIfth Roll were partICu
larly magnificent, and as the ladles of the Court were gIven permISSIon
to ask their friends the attendance was enormous. On the morning of the
fifth day, when the last service "vas over" came the very considerable
business of putting things straight agaln. Endless hangings and decora
nons had to be removed, furrut.ire put back m rts place, gang\vays closed
So vast had been the crowds that lt was difficult to glye everyone a VIew,
and 111 the end the whole Palace had been laid completely open, back and
front alike. The FIrst Pnncess,s whose own apartments had become
Involved in the general disorder, was accommodated for the moment In
the cross-wing that connected her usual quarters wirh the main building
Most of her ladles were worn out with so much hstening, and in the after
noon were allowed to go and rest In their own rooms. The Princess,
Indeed, found herself left practically alone. Kaoru, after changmg his
clothes, went and waited near the fishmg-bower, hoping to catch the
rrlests on therr way out, for there was something important he wanted to
.."LY to one of them. It seemed, however, that they had already gone, but
he stayed for a while to enjoy the cool air that rose from the moat.

The few ladles who remained in attendance on the First Princess
.irnong them was Kaoru's friend Kosaisho - had done what they could
to make the place comfortable for her, settmg up screens and turning 1r
into do sort of ante-chamber.

Kaoru, who was standing In the garden Just outside, heard a rustle of
skirts. One of the slidmg-doors at the back of the building was nor
properly shut. Wondermg whether by any chance Kosaisho was among
the ladles wrthm, he peeped through the gap. The place was not In the
usual disorderly condrnon m which things are left when such ladies arc
alone together. Indeed so thoroughly had everything been tidied up and
t,",ut away that he was able to obtain an unusually clear and unimpeded
view of what was happenmg within. He expected to see the Prmcess, but

I 1he Lotu- Scripture.
2 rhl~ ritual drama of Shakvamuui's "en itude to the Rrshis, See Part 1\', P j2H.
3 .:\lOU\ elder sister, for wh;Hn Kaoru had alwav- felt a gn'at admn auon. ~('(' ht,to,\.)

P J oGB" note.
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she was certainly not one of those three women whom he saw chipping an
ice-block, and for the rest there was only a little grrl. The women had
discarded their long cloaks and the child was Jacketless. They all seemed
very much at rheir ease, and he was JUSt beginnmg to wonder whether the
Princess was there after all, when he caught sight of her, dressed In flimsy
whrre, watching with an air of much amusement the scramble that was
going on to get hold of the best bits of ice. It was an enchannng smile,
and altogether an exquisite face. She was simng with her head bent
slightly towards him, letting her splendid hair fall In one straight line to
the ground. The weather was extremely hot, and no doubt it bothered her
to have her neck and shoulders encumbered. There was not a shadow of
doubt about it, she was far and away the handsomest woman he had ever
seen. The three ladies in attendance, who would all generally have been
considered very good-looking, suddenly seemed to him by contrast qurre
heavy and plain. One of them, wearing a gown of unsnffened yellow silk
and a light-brown apron, was however obviously a person of considerable
refinement. She was partly hidden from him, but he could tell it merely
by the way she handled her fan. 'And this 1S supposed to be the \vay to
get coolI ) she exclaimed, Iaughmg, 'Your Highness IS lucky only to be
looking on.' The moment he heard the voice he knew that this was
Kosaisho. The other three continued to hammer valiantly at the ice
block, melting the chips in their hands, on their foreheads, against their
chests, and gOIng through all sorts of absurd antics. Kosaisho wrapped
up a piece of ice In paper and held it rn front of the Princess, who passed
her delicate hands over the cool block. 'No, I won't hold it myself,' the
Princess said. · I hate to have things dripping on me.' He could only
Just catch her words. But after all these years of waiting I to have at last
heard her voice was an unspeakable joy. She was a mere child when he
had last seen her, and he himself had only been capable of admiring her
in a boyish way. What offence had he committed that the gods should
have given him this cha.nce today? For one thing was clear, unless he
speedily subdued this new and least forgivable folly, misery and frustra
tion, of a sort only too familiar, were what he must look forward to.
Yet he still gazed as before.

Suddenly he heard a rapid footstep behind him. An under-servant who
had been in attendance, overcome by the heat, had gone to the back of the
house to get a little fresh air. Suddenly, however, she remembered that in
her hurry she had forgotten to close the catch of the door, and frightened
that if this were noticed she would get Into trouble, the woman now came
rushing back. She saw that there was a man standing at the door and
wondered who it could be. She did not, however, make any attempt to
hide from him; the only thing she was thinking about was how to get the

1 For Kaoru's feelings towards the First Princess, with whom he had played as a child
(Part IV, p, 699), see Part V, pp. 867, 907, 923.
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door shut as soon as possible. Kaoru was obliged to retreat The
woma.n might easrly recognize him, and the situation m had
been found was sornewhar comprormsinj-,

The woman on reaching the door discovered to her consternation that
the screens, though neatly arranged, did not qUite touch, and the greater
part of the room was. all too plainly visible from the spot where the In
truder had been standing. It couldn't have been, she was sure, a complete
stranger. Probably 1t was one of Yugirr's sons. If there was trouble about
it people would at once ask who left the door open. But she had noticed
that the eavesdropper was wearing a suit of unsnffened silk) which hardly
rustled at all, so that lt was quite possible no one had heard him.

The fatal. thing, Kaoru said to himself as he hastened away, was ever
to have deviated from the course he had set for himself in those early days
of study and prayer. From that moment a succession of entanglements,
each more disastrous than the last, had darkened his Iife. If only he had
turned hIS back on the world before all this began! He would now be
installed In some far-off mountain temple, there to end his days, beyond
the reach of anything that could agitate or unsettle him, For years he
had been Ionging to see her; he could not now imagine why. He should
have known that, If he valued his peace of mind, he ought on the con
trary to have done everything in his power to keep out of her ,","ay.

He rose early next morning. It could not be denied that the Second
Princess was Iooking extremely pretty. But that was all one could say ..
There was no question of comparIng her with her sister: she had not a
trace of the indescribable brilliance and distinction that, In the First Prm
cess, had yesterday amazed him. Of course accidents of circumstance 
Iighting, dress or what not - might yesterday have played their part ..
, You have got on much too thick a dress,' x he said, 'for such a day as this.
One gets tired of seeIng a woman always wearing the same sort of clothes,
and the weather we are having gives a chance to break the monotony ..
_ •• J 'Go to my mother's rooms a.nd ask Dami to look up some thin srlk
and make an unlined dress,' Kaoru said to one of the Second Princess's
people, who were delighted to find him at last taking an interest in their
mistress's appearance. He then went off to say hIS prayers, and after
spending some time attending to various matters in his own rooms, he
came back to the Princess's quarters. The dress he had ordered was hang
ing across the back of her couch.. 'Why haven't you put It on?' he asked.
·1 agree that it is bad form to wear very thin silks when there are a lot
of people about. But at suc~ a mo~ent ,as this, what pOSSIble. harm can
there be? t and he dressed her m it with his own hands. The knickerbock
ers she had on happened to be Just the same colour as the reddish ~nes that
the First Princess had worn under her white dress. Her halt both in thick
ness and quality seemed to be every bit as good as her sister's. And yet,

J It will be remembe-red that the First Prince-s wa-, wearing a very thin 'flimsy' dress.



for reasons hard indeed to define, It made quite a different rmpressron
However, having got so far, he might as well complete the picture, and
sending for some lee he made her people splir the block, Just as the FIrSt
Prmcess's maids had done yesterday, and taking a pIece he laid It In the
Second Princess's hands. HiS task. ought, surely, to be far easier than that
ot painters who were often called 111 to produce portraItS of the beloved,
for after all these two were sisrers, \Vh1Ch gave him the advantage of hav
ing a great natural resemblance to work on. But the sole result of hIS

artistry was to make hrm long to have been able to take the same part In

vesrerday's scene as he was rakmg l.ere today, Instead of merely vlcvvlng
It hurriedly and furtively from the oursrde.

·Do you ever wrrre to the First Princess;>' he asked. · I used to In old
.I.rvs, , she said, ·when I was 11vrng at the Palace I But only when the
f... Inperor told me to. It must be a very long time now Since I last wrote.'
· I qUIte understand that,' Kaoru Stud. 'In coming to me here you have
lost your rank, and lt IS true that enquerre forbids a subject to mitiate a
coi respondence WIth a member of the Royal family. I will mention It to
the Empress and explain to her that you are feeling hurt' · But I am not
f<.:eltng hurt,' she protested 'I should be very sorry Indeed If you said
anvrhrng of the kmd.' ~ All I meant,' he assured her, 'was that I think
the Empress ought to be told why It IS you don't write. I shall simply say
that you feel you are regarded at the Palace as a subject and therefore don't
\ enture to address a member of the Royal family unless commanded to
do so.'

He went to see the Empress next day. On hIS way to her rooms he
encountered NIOU, Iooking particularly handsome in a summer dress of
yery dark clove-dyed SIlk. He had 111 the extraordmary clearness of hIS

Sk111 and lrvehness of hIS expression some at any rate of the qualrties that
made hIS sister's ' beauty so dazzlmg. He was somewhat thinner than in
old days, but seemed to be in excellent trim. But now that Kaoru had seen
the First Princess, NIOU'S startlrng resemblance to her at once set in train
the agltatlng emotions that he knew he must at all costs suppress, and he
hastened on. NI0U had brought WIth him a large number of picture-rolls
which he entrusted to some ladies-in-wainng to take to the FIrst Princess;
.ind he presently joined her In her rooms.

After congratulatmg Her Majesty on the success of the Lotus Ceremony
.ind ralkrng for a while of people whom they had both known when they
were young, Kaoru glanced at some of the pictures NIOU had left lyIng
about after choosing those he had sent across to his sister. 'I am afraid
that the Second Princess feels terribly out of It, hving where she does
now,' 3 he said. "It 15 of course a sad come-down, after the life she was

J It would seem to U~ that vV}H'l1 two people \I1('!(" lr, mg In out? hon-e there would be no
Hetd ((H Ietterv, But in japan a ~n',lt de.il of ..,O( ral mterc our-e wa- car ned on In wrrt ina.

l 111<. First PI1IlCCI;j~. J \\lth Kaoru In. Nvo ...an's (Kaoru's mothcr'x) p.ilar e.
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used to here. I thmk it would make a lot of difference if she heard from
her SIster occasronally. As It IS, she feels that YOU a.ll regard her as
definitely ceased to be one of yourselves, and i can see that this distresses
her. If, for example, the FIrst Princess sometimes sent her some pictures
- one of these perhaps - or a book to look at ... It would not be at all
the same thing 1£ I were to br1ng It; as I am sure you will understand'
'What nonsense!' exclaimed the Empress. 'Naturally when they borh
lrved here they were always sending notes to one another, and now that
they are separated, they have got out of the habit of writmg. But I'll
rernmd her; and you must tell the Second Prmcess not to get such absurd
Ideas Into her head.' · I need hardly say,' Kaoru replied, · that there could
never be any quesnon of coldness on her 1 srde, And as for your feelings
towards her - I am happy to think that even if you had 00 other reason
to admit her to your friendship, the fact that she is now allied to me would
alone suffice to recommend her; for you and I are, after all, very closely
related. .z But as It is, there are better reasons st111; for years on end she
Irved on mrrmate terms With you all, and It would be cruel Indeed If you
were now to turn your backs upon her.' That there was any ulterror
motrve in Kaoru's desire to brIog the two Princesses together was an Idea
that did not for an instant enter the Empress's head,

When the intervrew was over he went towards the western cross-wing,
vaguely hoping that Kosaisho might again be where he had seen her the
other day. He went into the garden, and skirtmg the house strode past
the FIrst Princess's quarters. Her ladies, peeping through the window
blmds, drew back when they saw who it was, for he figured In their
mmds as a great public personage, In whose presence one had to be on one' s
best behaviour. On reaching the cross-wing he found that there were
already visirors - Yugirr's sons and some other young men. He paused
at the door. '1 feel quite out of touch with you all,' he said. 'Of course
I am frequently at the Palace; but it is very difficultfor me to find time for
visirs such as this. Things change so fast. There is hardly one of you here
now whom I know. It makes me feel quite an old man. I must certainly
get into the habit of coming here more often. You young people rnusmr
think I shall spoil your fun: He glanced at Yugrri's sons. · HIS Excel
lency need not worry,' one of the gentlewomen said. 'The fact that he
has altered his habits shows that he has regained his youth.' A string
of further remarks followed in the same light vein. He was astonished to
find how smart everyone was. As for himself, after calling attention so
elaborately to his visit, he found he had nothing whatever to say. He
attempted to start a conversation on matters of general interest, but WIth...

out success. Soon he relapsed Into silence, feeling even more out of It

than usual.
I: The Second Princess's.
a The Empress was Genji's daughter, and Kaoru lu- reputed son,
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The First Princess was visrting her mother the Empress. «What hap
pened to Kaoru after he left me? ' Her Majesty asked. «I have an impres
sion that he went your way: 'That's very lrkely," said Dainagon, the
woman who had brought the Princess across. 'He was probably looking
for Kosaisho.' «The awkward rhmg about serious-minded men hke
Kaoru, t the Empress said, C IS that when they do fall m love they expect
so much of a girl beyond mere good looks. It's a severe test for a woman's
intelligence; but I should think Kosaisho has as good a chance of surviv
ing It as anyone.' Though Kaoru was her half-brother the Empress had
never herself felt quite at ease wrth him. He struck her as extremely criti
cal, and she imagined that her gentlewomen must all feel somewhat afraid
of him. ' He is certainly very fond of her,' Dainagon said, 'It seems that
he went to her private room the other day and stayed there talking till
late into the night. People say that he often spends the evening there;
but I doubt if it is a. love-affair in the ordinary sense of the word. Prince
Niou took a fancy to her at one time. But she thought he had too many
other affairs on hand already, and refused to have anything to do with
him. I think HIS Highness was rather taken aback, t she said, smiling.
The Empress laughed too. C I think It's a scandal that he should go on
leadmg the life he does,' she said, C and I am delighted that someone
should have had the courage to let him see what she thought of him.
It's high time he took himself in hand. It's disgraceful. And the people
he gets hold of, tool'

'I've just heard a very strange story,' Dainagon said. 'It seems that
this fnend of Kaoru's who died the other day was a sister of my lady
Kozeri - or a half-sister, anyway. They say her mother was the wife of
some provincial Governor - from Hitachi, I think - but other people
make out that she was this woman's niece, not her daughter. Anyhow,
whoever she was, Prmce Niou started a secret affair with her. Kaoru
apparently found this out and made up hIS mind to bring her to town as
soon as possible. Meanwhile he had the whole place picketed with
special watchmen, and NI0U, coming as usual, was unable to get in. It's
an extraordinary story. It seems that he was treated abominably - had
to wait there on horseback for hours, and was then obliged to go back
without a word. The lady was so much upset when she heard of it that
she suddenly collapsed and died - or took her own life, which seems a
terrible thing, but that's what her old nurse and one or two others believe.'
•It sounds most improbable,' the Empress said. · Who told you about it?
It's a. dreadful thing that such a story should be going about. If anything
so startling as that had happened I should quite certainly have been told
about it. Kaoru himself never gave the slightest hint of any such thing.
He evidently regarded it as a perfectly natural death. Indeed, he said how
sad it was that all Prince Hachi's family seemed to have such poor con
stitutions.. • 'I wondered myself,' said Dainagon, 'whether it was not
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mere gOSSIp; but the other day a girl who was in service at told Kosai....
sho the whole story, and was so positive about it that there seems
no doubt as to the way she died. It was when Kosaisho was on leave and
went to stay WIth her people. But the girl sard they were determined it
should not get out .t~at rt was ~u~cide, and they hushed the whole thing
up so cleverly that lt s not surpnsing you should not have heard about it.'

· I should be obliged 1£ you would see to it that this girl is told she must
not spread such a story any farther,' the Empress said. 'It's just the kind
of thing that does most harm. to NI0U'S reputation. People are beginning
to doubt whether someone who gets into scrapesof that kind will ever be
nt to occupy a responsible position.'

Not long afterwards the Second Princess at last received a letter from her
sister. The handwriting was of extreme beauty. It gave Kaoru intense
pleasure to study it, and he only wished he had put this correspondence
in motion long ago. The Empress sent a. large number of picture-rolls,
from which Kaoru selected a few that he thought would particularly
interest his wife. One of these was a set of illustrations to the SerigawtJ no
Daisba," The scene where Togimi, one autumn evening, falls suddenly in
love with the Emperor's eldest daughter and goes away disconsolate was
admirably parnred, and strangely appropriate to Kaoru's own case. He
remembered, however, that the Princess in the story had soon relented.
If only he had the slightest reason to suppose that his own FIrst Pnncess
would do the same!

·Chill strikes it at my heart when evening comes - the wind that once
in Scrigawa's woods ravelled the autumn dew.' Such was his poem; and
he was on the point of attaching it to the picture when he sent the rolls
back to the Empress. But that would be risky; he must at all costs avoid
doing anything that could by the remotest possibility arouse suspicion.
If it occurred for a moment to any living being that he was attracted by
the First Princess the consequences would be disastrous, He seemed now
- he of all people - to have got into a state in which his life consisted
solely in rushing from one senseless agitation to another. Such a condi
tion, he felt all the time, was quite unnatural to him. If Agemaki had
lived, his whole existence would have been devoted to her. He would not
then of course have dreamt of allowing himself to be forced by public
considerations into a marriage of convenience; nor indeed would the
Emperor, knowing him to be otherwise preoccupied, ever have thought
of him as a suitable recipient for such an honour.

'0 Bridge Maiden, my Bridge Maiden,' :z he cried, 'why did you cl~se

your heart to mer Yes, it was his failure to overcome her strange mis....
trust that had lain at the root of all this train of miseries. It was to heal
that wound that he turned - but too late, for his own folly had already

I A romance that no longer exists..
• Agemaki,
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cut her off from him - to the mistress I of the Nijo-in. Here he was
doomed to utter failure from the start, and it was Kozeri herself who
harassed by his persistence, had involved him in the affair which had JUs~
ended so tragically.

As for Ukifune's death, he could not hold himself altogether responsible
for it. It was not, he felt certain, a thing deliberately decided upon and
planned. She had simply yielded, as a child will sometimes do, to a sud
den unreasoning impulse. Probably she hardly realized what she was
doing. All the same it was no doubt his own sharp reminder, coming jusr
at a time when the affair with Nl0U was at its height, that threw her into
the desperate state of agitation which her people had described. Of course
what had happened showed only too clearly that she was far too flighty
and impressronable ever to have made a good wife, But he had never
Intended the relationship to be open and formal, and even if her affections
had continued sometimes to wander, that would not have made him an"
the less fond of her. Whatever he might have felt in the heat of th·e
moment, he now no longer had the slightest feelmg of resentment against
N10U, still less of bitterness towards Ukifune. For the more he thought
about it the more clearly he saw that the whole thing was due to the
half-heartedness that was the fatal defect of his own character.

In a. way, however, the loss was an even greater one for Nl0U. For
whereas Kaoru's thoughts and time were necessarily devoted during the
greater part of the day to matters of public importance, to Niou adven
tures such as the affair at DJ! represented the main business of life. The
gap was one which he found it hard to fill, and there were still moments
of depression when he longed for someone to confide 10. Unfortunately
It was obvious that Kozeri was growing rather tired of the subject. ThIS
was not surprising considering that she had only known Ukifune a few
days, their acquaintance havmg been abruptly terminated under Circum
stances which made Kozeri hardly the right person to come to for sym
pathy now; so he tried once more to persuade Jiju to take service at the
Nijo-in. She, Ukon and the old nurse were the only servants who had
stayed on at Uji after the mourning was over. JiJu of course had not been
connected with Ukifune so intimately as the other two, and if she stayed
for a while, it was chiefly to keep them company. But the noise of the
river, which she had managed to put up with so long as she regarded her
mistress's residence there merely as a dull prelude to stirring days that
were to come, soon depressed her to such an extent that she was glad to
exchange her quarters at Uji for a very humble lodging at the Capital,
where Niou had some difficulty in finding her. If it had been a matter of
raking service with him she would gladly have consented. But consider
lng Kozeri's relation to the affair, JI)U did not feel by any means sure that
her presence at the Nijo-in would really be welcome, and she said she

I Kozeri
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would gre~tly prefer it if he would allow her to go to Her Majesty the
Empress. T~at's an excellent idea,' he said. 'I should be able to keep an
eye on you without attracting undesirable artenrron • This, she thought,
would at any ~ate be b~tter than remaimng completely at a loose end, and
having acquaintances 10 the Household, she easrly procured herself an
appOIntment. "Quire a nice girl,' the gentlewomen at the Palace rather
grudgIngly admrrred. 'She ought to do very well as an under-servant.' I

Kaoru of course was frequently In the Empress's rooms; and JIJU at first
looked forward to seeing him; but she soon found that to do so aroused
too many painful memories She had always heard that the Empress's
household consisted of a flock of fairy princesses, each more fabulously
beautiful than the last. But as she gradually got to know them better she
came to the conclusion that there was not a Single one who could for a
moment be compared to her late mistress.

Prince Shikrbu,> who died In the spring, left behind him a qUIre young
daughter. There was a stepmother, but she and the girl did not get on
well together. This woman's brother, a person of no consequence or stand
Ing, had taken a fancy to the young Princess. Such a match would, for
an Emperor's granddaughter, Indeed have been a pIteous come-down, but
this did not deter the stepmother from encouraging it. Fortunately the
Empress happened to hear what was afoot and expressed such strong views
on the subject that the Idea was given up. However, the girl was ob
viously very unhappy at home, and people suggested that as the Empress
took such an Interest in her, she had better try her fortunes at the Palace.

She was fetched In a coach sent by the Empress herself. Virtually the
girl's rank was hardly inferior to that of the First Princess, and it was
clear that she could not be treated as an ordinary lady-in-waiting. How
ever, that was the capacity in which she had come; she was known simply
as Miya no Kimr,s and though she was excused from wearing the Chinese
cloak, she wore the apron - a bitter experience for anyone whose up
bringing and prospects had been such as hers,

Niou naturally took an Interest In her arrival. It was quire possible,
he thought, that she might somewhat resemble Ukifune, seeIng that her
father and Prince Hachi were brorhers.s But in any case, the loss of
Ukifune had in no wise abated his habitual curiosity about anyone new,
and he determined to lose no time in making her acquaintance.

Kaoru disapproved strongly of the way her case had been handled. It
seemed to him scandalous that the daughter of one who had only a few
years ago narrowly escaped being Heir-Apparent should be relegated to
so unpromising a position. The extent of the decline was brought home

1 At DJ1 of course Jiju had been far from an under-servant; but here the standards
were different.

:.l Genji's half-brother. 3 'Miss Pnncess': Of, strictly speaking, 'Mis-, Prince.'
.. Evidently Niou had by now discovered Ukifune's identity.

;6
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to him by the fact that the girl had at one time been talked of as a suitable
bride for Kaoru himself. From this to her present posrtion was indeed a
terrible fall. If she, now, had thrown herself into a river, he could very
well have understood It. He had seldom felt so sorry for anyone.

The Empress and her people were far better off at the Palace in the Sixth
Ward I than in the Imperial Palace, where space was very lmuted. Here
there were endless WIngs, galleries, outbuildings that seemed capable of
holding an mfinire number of people, and the numerous temporary hands
whom the Empress took on during such visits could all be accommodated
without the slightest difficulty. The place was kept up by Yugiri in a
style certainly not less Iavish than had prevailed in Genjr's days. But the
life that went on there was in a way even more dazzlrng; for whereas there
had in the background always been a certain opposition to Genji's party,
Yugiri and hIS supporters were now in unchallenged supremacy. NIOU
should indeed, during these last months, have been having the time of his
life. But he seemed to have become very much qU1eter lately, and it was
even suggested that he had outgrown his dissipated habits. The affair
with Mrya no Kimi, which began in the very first days after her arrival
at the Palace, showed however that he could scarcely be regarded as hav
ing completely settled down. It was known that as soon as cooler weather
set In the Empress would return to the Imperial Palace, where the autumn
leaves were not to be seen at nearly so good advantage; and the young
men were all hastening to call at the New Palace while the gardens were
at their loveliest and Her Majesty's presence still gave unwonted glamour
to the life that went on WIthin. There were connnual boating-parties,
concerts by moonlight and so forth, in all of which NI0U played a leading
part. Kaoru, it appeared, thought It beneath his digniry to JOIn In such
frivolities; in any case, he was seldom seen, which people said was per
haps as well, for his presence always seemed to put a restraint on the pro
ceedings. One day, peeping from behind the screens, JIJU saw that both he
and NI0U were wa1ting upon Her Majesty the Empress. They were cer
tainly the two handsomest Visitors who frequented those apartments,
and with whichever of them Ukifune had decided to throw In her lot,
the world would have considered her fortunate indeed. But there was no
one among Jiju's present companions to whom she could unburden her
self, and it was WIth a bitter heart and a feeling of great lonelmess that
she sat brooding upon all that her mistress had lost. Niou had a number
of family matters to discuss, and presently Kaoru slipped away. JIJU felt
that he would think it callous of her not to have waited till the anniver
sary before taking fresh service, and hid her face as he passed. Today, for
a change, he went to the eastern cross-wing. Through an open door came
the sound of hushed voices. A number of ladies were evidently discussing
their private affairs. I Please go on WIth what you were saying,' he en-

1 Genji's 'New Palace,' which now belonged to Yugiri,
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treated the company. · It is really very distressing that you
find It necessary to stand on ceremony with me. I assure you I am
most harmless person In the world. Perhaps you thrnk I do not care for
the sort of things you are most interested In,' he conrinued. 'That is a
great mistake. I know far more about your tastes and employments than
you suppose; Indeed, I am sure there is much that I could teach you better
than any woman could. As It is, I do not feel that you In the least under
stand me.... ' An embarrassed Silence on the part of the ladies followed
this appeal. · Haven't you ever noticed that we women are never really
at our ease except with men whom we have every reason not to regard as
harmless? It ought, I know, to be the other way round. But one must
take the world as one finds it. There, you see that I at any rate am not
frightened of youI But that doesn't in this case mean that I have dis
covered you to have loose designs on me; but only that it would go hard
With a woman who has knocked about the Court as long as I have if she
couldn't help you out of your difficulties': The speaker was a lady called
Ben no Omoto, I a rather older woman than the rest, and the reverse of shy..

'I am sure I don't know what you set me down for If you are not fright
ened of me, even though I give you every cause to be,' Kaoru said. Most
of the ladies, he saw, had discarded their Chinese cloaks so as to have
more freedom in WIelding the brush, for there were SIgns that they had
been practising handwrirmg, In the cover of the ink-stand were stuck
some flowers, which they had evidently been using as their theme. Some
of them had, on his approach, retreated behind the curtains, others were
partly concealed by the flap of the open door. Everywhere heads bobbed
up and disappeared, Drawing the Ink-stand towards him Kaoru wrote
the verse: 'Though In a field where wanton-ladies > grow I wend my way,
such am I that no breath of ill-repute Will cling to my fair fame.' 'You
have no cause to hide from me,' he pleaded, as he handed hIS poem to a
lady who was behind the open door .. Instantly, without any of the whis
perings and nudgings that under such Circumstances usually precede a
reply, came the answer .. · A name IS but a name. Think not because the
flower IS frail in reputation it w111 bend a wanton head to any wind that
blows. t The hand, so far as he could Judge from these few lines, had
many good paints. Who was she, he wondered .. She must certainly be a
gifted creature in more ways than one. He had the impression that she
was on her way to the Empress's apartments and had been obliged by his
sudden appearance at the doorway to take refuge as best she could..

'I don't like your poem; Ben no Omoto said to Kaoru, · Why do you
take up such an elderly tone?' And she handed in her own poem. 'Say not

r Surely Ben no Omoto is a ~take..off) of Sei Shonagon, authoress of The Pillow Book.
The tone' and diction are exactly hers.

2" Ominaheshi, the name of a flower, written with Chinese characters meaning 'wanton,'
'courtesan,t etc.
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that youth is past or passion spent, till you have lain a night on those
green banks where wanton-ladles grow: 'We'll tell you afterwards how
your reputation stands,' she said. HIS answer was: 'Though seldom in
those flaunting fields I walk, yet bidden as a guest for one short nighr,
what harm. to dally with a flower?' 'Now you are trying to put me out of
countenance," Ben no Omoto protested. 'You know qUIte well there was
nothing personal about the inviranon. I was of course only referring to
the attractrveness of green hrllsrdes in general." It was seldom Indeed
that Kaoru had been known to take part in banter of this kind, and every
one was hoping that there was more to come when he disappointed them
by saying: 'I am so sorry; I am afraid I have been standing in this lady's
\vay. In any case, I can see that I have come at a bad moment; I am sure
VDU are expecting someone,' and he disappeared, The other ladies could
only hope he had not gone off with the Impression that they were all as
Impudent as Ben no Omoto.

He went to the eastern portico, and leaning on the railings looked out
across the Empress's gardens, where border after border of bright autumn
flowers shimmered in the failing light. 'Of the four seasons each m Its
turn has a sadness of Its own; but no time so rends the heart as these
autumn days.' x He was humming the Imes softly to himself when he
heard the swish of a. skirt, No doubt it was the lady in whose way he had
stood, now hurrying to the Empress's rooms. Suddenly NI0U appeared
upon the scene. •Who was it that Just went out?' he asked. 'The Prin
cess's maid, Chujo no Kimi;' someone at once replied. It astonished Kaoru
that they were ready to disclose the girls name m this casual way to any
one whose curiosity she might chance to arouse. It was not, he would
have thought, very pleasant for Chujo. NIOU seemed to be on extra
ordinarily mtimate terms with them all. It was very provoking.. He
treated them in the most offhand way, apparently with no regard at all
for their feelings. But he was certainly very successful. Kaoru could not
help envying him, and at the same time longing for a further opportunity
to turn the tables upon him as he had mana.ged to do In Kosarsho's case.
Nothing, he felt, would gIve him greater satisfaction than to make off
with one of these ladles Just when NI0U was Iaying hands on her with his
usual calm effrontery. 'It would do him a great deal of good to know for
once what it feels like,' Kaoru said to himself, & and surely among so many
there must be one with sense enough to see that in the long run she would
get far more out of a friendship with me?' But people were very odd.
There was Kozeri, for example. Niou treated her abommably, as she was
perfectly well aware. Yet this did not seem to spoil their relationshrp.
Of course she disliked everyone knowmg about it; that was all. To her
feelings towards Niou it did not seem, in all these years, to have made
any difference whatsoever The whole thing was most extraordinary ..

1 Po Chu..i,
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But 1£ he had hitherto found so few sensible women, it was n,t;lof'"ik .... i ....C

because he had made so lrttle effort to get Into touch with these at
all. Now was the time. He had no special engagement, and was not fee]..
ing at all tired.... But no, it was too late in hfe to begm that sort of thmg
To hIS own surprIse, however, he found himself making straight towards
the scene of last nightts encounter.

The First Pnncess was spending the evenIng with her mother, and her
Iadres-in-wairing had installed themselves In the secluded western cross ..
wlng, where they could enjoy the moonlight and chatter to their hearts'
content. Someone was playing the thirteen-strmged zithern with a touch
of remarkable delicacy. I It is not fair to "play so provocatively;" , said
Kaoru suddenly, creeping up to the windows unperceived. They were
taken completely by surprise, and for a moment no one had the least idea
what he meant. But presently through the space under a half-lowered
blmd came the reply: 'It IS not I who have such a brother'; and he knew
that hIS allusion I had been understood. The speaker, he thought, was the
girl Niou had asked about - the one they called Chujo. · I at any rate
am myself the uncle,"> Kaoru promptly said, connnuing the quotatIon.
· I suppose the Prmcess is with Her Ma jesty as usual?' he asked, after a
Iirrle further banter of the same kind. · What does Her Highness do all
day when she is away from home 3 lrke this?' 'What a question!' ex
claimed one of the ladies. · How does she occupy herself? As though It

could make the shghrest difference to Her Highness whether she 1S 10 one
place or another}' Yes, it was true enough. The Princess moved In a
sphere of her own, high above the changes and chances of ordinary human
existence. A deep sigh escaped him, to cover which he drew towards him
a Ja.panese zithern that happened to he within reach and without stopping
to tune it began to run his fingers over the strings. But though he found It

was tuned to one of the Y3tSU 4 modes and the intervals accorded well
enough with the occasion, after playing a chord or two be laid the instru
ment aside, much to the disappointment of those who were eagerly listen
ing within.

Why was it, he asked himself, that everyone insisted upon regarding
the FIrst Princess as a being sacred and apart? She was the daughter of an
Emperor. But so was hIS own mother) Princess Nyosan. Nyosan's mother,
It was true, had never been invested with the title of Empress. But that

I To a passage in the Chinese story (the first quarter of the eighth century), The Cat« of
the Amorous /i'az'rzes, in which it is said of the heroine: 'Now and again her slender finger ...
toy prov Q( auvely with [he strmgs. Small wonder she is lovely; for she is the srster of
P an Yo (the Chinese Adonis}, how could she fail to be clever, seeing that Ts'ui Yen (tht"
paragon of intelligence) IS her uncle?' Chujo imphes that the allusion would be moi t"

appropriate if applied to her mistress, the Prmcess.
2 As Genjr's reputed son, Kaoru passed as half-brother to the Empress, and thei efore

as uncle to the First Print ess,
3 Le. from the Imperial Palace. 4 See Part v, p. 771 •
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was a small difference, and certainly Nyosan had been as great a favourite
with the Emperor Suzaku I as this prIncess was With hIS present Majesty.
And what about the Empress's own origins> No one could pretend that
Akashi 2 was a very disnnguished place to hail from. People however
appeared to think that he was very fortunate to have secured even the
Second Princess, who was only a stepdaughter, and they would certainly
be astounded to learn that he was presumptuous enough to want the FIrst
Pnncess as well!

Miya no Kimi' s 3 rooms were not far off. A bevy of quite young girls
was visible at her windows, enjoying the moonlight .. He was very sorry
for Miya no Kimi, By birth she too belonged almost to the same rank as
these other princesses of whom he had been thinking. She must surely be
feeling her present position very much. There could obviously be no
harm in hIS ca.lling upon her. Indeed, it was only CIVIl that he should do
so, considering that her father had at one time intended her for him..
Two or three little girls, very prettrly dressed as pages, were wandering
about outside her rooms; but the moment they heard him coming they
scampered into shelter. He was on the verge of once more raking offence..
But he must not, he told himself, read meanings Into everything.. It was
perfectly natural that the children should run away. A rather older girl
eventually came to receive him. 'I have come,' he explained, · because I
particularly want Her HIghness to know how much I have been thrnking
about her since these troubles came, No doubt she has received a great
many messages of condolence, all couched In pretty much the same terms ..
Everything one can say under such circumstances has been said so often
that It has grown stale, and must necessarily seem insincere. But the feel
ings I wish to express are perfectly genuine, and I only wish I could find
words that had a truer ring.' The maid, instead of carrying this message
to the Princess, had the impertinence to answer on her own account.
· Her Highness has certainly had a very tryIng time,' she said, · and I know
she will be very much touched to hear that you have not forgotten her
father talking to you about her. I am sure she would be glad that you
should sometimes come round in this kind way and get news of her.' 'Who
did this woman take him for? t Kaoru wondered indignantly. He certainly
had no intennon of allowing her to put him in his place like this. ·My
relarionship 4 to Her Highness,' he said, '1S one which 10 any case renders
it unnecessary that she should stand on ceremony with me; and her present
situation makes it all the more inappropriate that she should do so. My
only desire is to be of service to her in any way I can; but if it is to be
merely a matter of polite messages, I have no Intention of repeating my

~ Nyosan's father.
2 Genji had become acquainted with the Empress's mother during his exile at Akashi,
3 Prince Shikibu's daughter, who had become a Iady-in-waiung: 'MISS Princess.'
..They weie COUSIns.
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visit.' He had evidently succeeded in making some on the
woman. She retired. A whispered consulranon took and there
were sounds within as of someone being bustled the window.
· It IS very nice to be remrnded that we are COUSI0S,' said a young agreeable
voice In which there was an accent of real friendliness, 11parucularly Just
now when I am feehng the loss or disappearance of so many old friends.'
Had Miya no Kimi belonged by birth to the position in which she now
found herself, it would have been with feelings of unmixed pleasure that
he heard this charming voice. But as it was, he could not help remember
ing the painful efforts it must have cost her to acqulre the habit of speak
ing I to outside people. He felt certain that she was very pretty, and
would have given a good deal to see her. But what was the use? It was
fairly certain that N lOU had as usual forestalled him. People said that
beauty and talent were rare; but he was surprised, on the contrary, to find
how often one came across them, and sometimes In the most unexpected
quarters. This did not of course apply to Miya no Kimi. She was of the
highesr possible birth and had been brought up by a father who doted on
her and had given her every advantage. It would have been surprISIng
Indeed if she did not possess rare distinction and charm, What aston
ished him was that, with a father entirely absorbed in his prayers and
mediranons and with a home tucked away In an inaccessible corner of the
hills, both Agemaki and Kozeri should have turned out as they did. And
even in Ukifune, on whom one would have expected the extremely unfor
tunate circumstances of her upbringing to leave some trace, he had never
been able to detect the faintest SIgnof roughness or ill-breedmg.

One evening when as usual he was pondering on the strange fate that
time after time, with so fatal an issue, had bound his fortunes to those
of this one family, that intangible thing they call a gossamer-fly flitted
across his path. 4" Now you are caught! tf I cried, and thought I held it
safe. But when I looked the gossamer-fly had vanished - vanished) or
never been In my hand! '

Such was the poem that he recited, sitting alone..

I Exalted ladies communicated 'With the outside world through intermediaries, or in
wntmg,



CHAPTER XII

Wri ting-Practice

T HERE lrved at Yogawa I in those days a very pious VIcar-general
named Sozu. HIS mother, who was well over eighty, and hIS

sister Imoro, a woman of about fifty, had both become nuns, and
were Iiving at Ono; 2 so that he had them within easy reach. Hearing
that in fulfilment of a long-standmg vow the two women were about to
undertake the pilgrimage to Hatsuse, Sozu sent his favourite disciple to
accompany them, entrusting him at the same time with the dedication
of a number of scriptures and holy images. All went well till on the way
home while they were crossing the Nara Hills, the old nun fell 111, and
It soon became apparent that she was unfit to travel. The nearest place
where they knew people who would take her in and look after her was
at UJ1. They had a very anXIOUS nme gettlng her there, but still hoped
that after a day's complete rest she might be able to continue the journey
Next day, however, she was so bad that Imoto felt obliged to send for
her brother. Sozu was very loath to come; for he had set his heart on
remaining a whole year in the mountains, completely shut off from every
human distracnon. But the account of hIS mother's condition greatly
alarmed hnn, particularly as she was still so far from home, and he set
out for UJi rrnmediarely.

There seemed, In VIew of her great age, very little hope of saving her,
but he had brought With him a disciple who had a great reputation as a
healer, and the two of them at once set in motion all the most power
ful spells they knew. The noise of their chantings and incantations soon
reached the ears of the man to whom the house belonged, It so happened
that he was undertaking the thousand days' preparation for the Great
Ascenr.s The nature of the ceremonies that were now being performed
seemed to suggest that the old woman's case was much more serious than
he had supposed; and If anything were to happen to her, it would be very
awkward, He explained this to Sozu, who saw at once that under the
CIrcumstances it would be very inconsiderate to let his mother remain
there. In any case, the quarters were cramped and uncomfortable, The
best thing to do seemed to be to move homewards by easy stages. Un
fortunately It was not possible for them at the moment to go on to their
next halting-place, oWIng to an unfavourable conjunction of the stars,
and It was necessary to :find somewhere close at hand where they could
remain for another two or three days. It suddenly occurred to Sozu that

1 On the Hieizan, two and a half miles from the main temple, northeast of Kvoto
.1 On the western foothills of the Hieizan.
3 Of the Golden Peak, near Yoshino
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the place known as the Old Uji Palace could not be far off. It was where
the ex-Emperor Suzaku had spent his latter days. he knew
the Intendant of the Palace quite well, and sent a note cxpraimnz his
predicament The messenger came back, announcing that
and his family had left for Hatsuse only the day before. The only person
there was a queer old housekeeper, whom the messenger had persuaded
to com~ back with him. 'You can come any time you please,' the old
man said to Sozu. 'There's plenty of room. The family don't use the
main building nowadays, and we often let pilgrims sleep there.' Sozu
would not under ordmsry Circumstances have cared to make use of an
Imperial Residence In this way; but as no one at all was there, he thought
he had better at any rate send someone to have a look at the place. The
old man was cvidenrly used to lookmg after guests, and though the
arrangements were very simple, it seemed as though it would be quire
possible to stay there for a few days. Sozu and hIS disciples moved in
immediately. The old nun was to follow later on. They found them...
selves the only inhabitants of a vast, dilapidated building. It was rather
an alarming experience. 4 You had better read something,' I he said to
the priests he had brought with him. Meanwhile be sent his favourite
disci ple and another prIest of srmilar standmg on a tour of Inspection,
accompanied by a younger priest carrYing a torch. 2

4 Just make sure that
we've got the place to ourselves; he said, Behind the building was a
piece of waste ground, on WhICh stood a clump of trees formmg a sort
of grove, In the dark recesses of which they felt that anythmg mighr
lurk. They advanced towards it and immediately saw that something
white lay stretched under the trees. Holding a torch to the entrance of
the grove they saw that it was no mere object, but a figure of some sort
Iymg or crouching on the ground.

· It's a fox that has changed itself into a woman,' said one of the priests.
· You filthy thing, we'll soon put a stop to that!' He was advancing
towards the figure when another priest held him back. 'Leave the hor
rible creature alone,' he said. · What's the use of looking at it? We
know already that it's an unclean thing of some kind, and that's enough.'
So saying he began twisnng his fingers into all the magic gestures that are
supposed most to discomfort ghosts and demons, starmg fixedly at the
thing on the ground. Suddenly to his horror - indeed 1£ he had had
any hair on his head It would certainly have stood on end - he saw
the young priest who was carrying the torch step up to the recumbe?t
figure and begin calmly examining It. What he saw was a young girl
with long and very lovely hair sitting propped up agaInst a huge ~narled

tree-trunk, weeping bitterly. 'I don't know what to make of It, I'm
sure,' one of the priests said. 'Hadn't somebody better fetch the master?'

x Le .. read a passage from the scriptures out loud.
2 The time i~ evidently just before dawn on the mght of Ukifunc's disappearance.
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It was agreed that things could not be left as they were, and someone
went In search of Sozu 'People are always telling these stories about
foxes changmg themselves into human beings;' Sozu said, · but so far
as I know no one has ever seen It happen.'

The younger and more active of the prIests were busy helping in the
kitchen and elsewhere to get tlungs ready for the arrival of the old nun
and her daughter, who were now expected at any mmute. However,
Sozu succeeded 10 finding four or five of them who seemed to have nothing
in particular to do and took them with him to investigate this wonder.
The priests gazed awe-stricken at the prostrate figure, but nothing hap
pened It was rapidly grOWIng light. In a moment there would no
longer be any doubt as to what the thmg was. The good men were hard
at work running over In their heads all the spells and magIc gestures they
knew when Sozu, thinkmg that if they looked for themselves they
would surely now realize that there was nothing to be fnghrened of, said
to them: 'Come now, this IS no monster, but a perfectly ordinary human
being. If you doubt it, go up to her and question her. Nor IS she dead)
though it may very well be that she was left here for dead, and afterwards
came to herself: 'Who would think of leaving a corpse In a place Iike
this?' one of the priests said. ' If she IS a human being at all, it was cer
tainly not a man that brought her here, but a fox or tree-spirit that
bewitched her and carried her away. It's certainly a great pIty that we
are bnngrng your good mother to a place that's haunted in this way.'
Someone suggested fetching the old housekeeper. They shouted to hirn,
and their VOIces echoed I through the deserted precincts in a truly alarm...
ing way. He came runnIng out of the house, his hand clapped to his
forehead with an air of vexation and bewilderment. 'Is there a young
woman Irving anywhere near here?' they asked, and showed him the
figure under the tree. 'Oh yes, It's a fox that has done that,' he said.
'They're always domg odd things just here. It's their favourite tree.
Only last autumn one of them carried off a child or two and brought it
to this very spot. And when I came runnIng up, do you suppose that fox
took any nonce of me? Not at all. J 'What a dreadful thing {' said one
of the priests. 'The child, I suppose, was dead?' 'No, it wasn't,' said
the old man rather testily, 'it was alive. Fox isn't a fellow to do any
real harm. He just Iikes to gIve people a bit of a fnght sometimes,
that is all..' He seemed to regard their discovery as a matter of very little
interest. The truth was that hIS mind was otherwise occupied, for he
had come straight from the kitchen where It was proving far from easy
to supply all these suppers at short notice in the middle of the night.

'Come along now; said Sozu to the boldest of the holy men., 'Even
if it is a fox that dragged her here, it won't do you any harm to have a
look at her.' Thus exhorted the priest bent over the crouching figure

1 The tree ..spirit was supposed to be responsible for echoes.
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and r:rformed the solemn conjurarion: "Spirit of spmt
fox-spirrt, tree-spmt or whatever thing you be that ha.ve
this human creature, I charge you instantly to declare "Cl"n',"u"'c'JIil"It

your own great hurt and detriment our master should no choice
but to use upon you the powers that have spread hIS fame throughout
the world.' So sayIng he caught hold of her sleeve, but she shook her
self fre~ and burying her face deep in the folds of her dress began to weep
more bitterly than ever. "Oho;' said the priest, · so you are a tiresome
spirit, are you, and mean to give all the trouble you can? We'Il soon put
a stop to that!' And quaking with fright - for he fully expected to see
some such eyeless or noseless monster as old stones tell of - but bent
on showing the others what a brave fellow he was, he took a :firm hold of
her dress and pulled. Too quick for him, she rolled over, and lying face
downwards on the ground she now not merely wept but groaned most
piteously. 'Of course she may only be a woman after all. But if so, how
did she get here) It's all most unaccountable.' He was on the point of
seizing her and twisting her round so that he could see her face when It

came on to rain very heavily. ' One thing 1S certain,' said the priest,
'if we leave her where she 1S, with the tree drrppmg right onto her,
she'll soon be dead for good and all .. Let's at least carry her to that dry
place under the wall. t

'She does not look much like an ogress, does she?' said Sozu, ' It's a
terrible thing to think of people abandoning her like that while there
was still life in her limbs. It is bad enough that people should treat dumb
things as they do - dragging fish out of the pond and letting them die
in agony on the shore, or chasing the frightened deer and leaving them
to die of their wounds, It's a thing one prevents if one possibly can;
and when it comes to human beings, even If at the best it can only be a
question of prolonging life for a few hours, it's our sacred duty, laid
down for us in the scriptures, to do the utmost that lies in our power.
I don't profess to know how this woman comes to be here. But whether
she is possessed by demons, as you say, or was, as I myself thmk, lured
here by a foul trick, or fled here to escape from the clutches of some
wicked man - it makes no difference. From death by any of such causes
we know that, if we invoke the Blessed One's name,' she can surely be
saved. How would It be to see if she won't take a little broth? Not that
she looks as though that would save her. But it can't do any harm to try.'

He tried to get the priests to carry her into the house, but found them
very unwilling to do so. · We don't know what dreadful creature she
mayn'r really be; one of them said, ~ and it's not. rig~t at all. to bring her
into a house where someone wrll presently be lying 111. Besides she may
die, and a nice mess 2 we shall all be 10 then!' There were others, however,

:I For the nine forms of violent death see Waley, Pamimgsfrom Tunhuang, p.. 69·
t In the ritual sense, of course.
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who felt rather uncomfortable at the thought of leaving a dying woman
outside In the rain. But knowing that If the peasant-girls whom the old
nun had brought with her were to see this derelict creature they would
be thoroughly upset and go round spreading all sorts of rrdiculous stones,
Sozu had her carried by such of his disciples as were wrlling to touch her
into a remote corner of the building where It was very unlikely that she
would be discovered. The arrival of the two nuns was attended by a
great deal of commotion, for the old woman had an acute attack of pain
Just as the carriage drew up, and everyone rushed to her assistance. When
they had got her safely into the house and things had quieted down a
little, Sozu sent one of the prIests to see how the gIrl was gettIng on.
G None too well,' he reported. 'She seems too weak to say anything, and
I don't think she really knows what's gOing on around her. There is
not much doubt that she's bewitched." Sozu's sister, Imoto, happened
to overhear this conversation. She asked what they were talking about,
and was told the whole story, to which she hstened WIth great Intent...
ness. 'Well, I have 11ved In the world for over SIxty years,' Sozu said,
'and seen some strange SIghts But nothing such as chis has ever come
my way before.' 'What is she Iike>' asked Imoto eagerly. 'I had a dream
when I was at Hatsuse.... I must see her at once: There were tears 10

her eyes. · Well, you haven't got far to go,' said Sozu · She's lying Just
inside the doorway round at the SIde there.' Imoto hastened to the spot
There lying on the floor all alone she found a girl of extraordinary beauty,
clothed in a richly perfumed dress of the finest white damask, and trousers
of red silk. Convinced, in consequence of the dream she had at Harsuse,
that this was her long-lost daughter I come back to hfe again, Imoro
sent for her maids and told them to carry the lady Into the mam room.
These girls, unlike the people who had first discovered the ghostly
white figure In the dark grove, were not as it turned out In the least
mystified or scared, but quietly picked her up and earned her to Imoro's
own bed. Here she lay, grving no sign of life at all, save that her eyes
sometimes moved. 'Speak,' entreated the nun. ·Tell me who It was
that brought you to this place.' Imoto managed to get a 11ttle broth
past the girl's hps, but it seemed to have no effect. '1 am afraid she is
dying; Imoto said to a priest who was passmg by. "Can't you say sorne
spell?' He was the disciple who had taken them to l latsuse, and had a
great reputation as a healer. ~ I w111 to oblige you,' he said, · though I
am surprised you should let her take up your rime at a momenc such as
this.' 2 He began reciting at random a number of passages suitable for
the subdual of varIOUS SpIrIts 3 and demons, and praying Buddha to de-

I A~ we shall see later ~ it was on the death of this daughter that Imoto became a nun.
a When the old nun's condition was ')0 Cl itical.
3 l ....ami throughout the whole pav-agc has refer red to the e-vil spmt which the prw-..t'i

supposed had PO\~("M"d Ukifune. '1 he commcntator-, '"'CC" here a 1cfcrcnrc to a rmxr-d
Stuuto-Buddhr-t reremony called Jlnbull, but 1 \'('1 Y tHU( h doubt whether Murasaki had
this 111 mmd at all
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feat their wiles. 'That's not the rrghr way,' said coming to
see what was afoot 'You should pray for power to subdue the evil
Influence whatever It may be.' He took hIS master's advice; but the girl
seemed all the while to be fading under their very eyes. 'I am afraid I
can't do anything,' the priest said at last. 'It's going to be very awk....
ward. We shall all have to stay shut up here owing to a death that doesn't
really concern us at all. Despite the end she has come to, one can see now
tha~ she must have belonged to a very good class of society. It won't
be simply a question of disposing of the body. We shall have to give her
a proper funeral.' It was, as everyone agreed, a very tiresome responsi
bilrry to be landed with. 'You'll make things much more difficult if
you go round chartering to everyone about It,' Imoto protested. Her
thoughts were now far more occupied by this unknown girl's condition
than by the old nun's Illness, and she seldom left her SIde. She was indeed,
despite her muteness, so attracnve merely to look at that Imoto's only
difficulty was how to keep people away, and soon the strange spectacle
was presented of a whole household vYlng with one another to fetch
and carry for a complete stranger.

For the most part she paid no heed at all to the bustle that was going
on around her. Once or twice, however, she suddenly raised her head,
a different expression came into her eyes, and she burst Into a fit of violent
weepIng. 'Hush, hush, my dear one, I can't bear to see you do that,'
Imoto would say. 'You must be quick and get well. It's your plain duty,
for It can't be by chance that you came under my care. Once, long ago,
I had a child of my own who fell sick and died, and it was to take her
place that the Lord Buddha sent you here. Try to stop crying Just fer
one little minute and tell me what's the matter.' Words came at last:
•You don't understand. I'm not worth keeping alive,' she said in a low
whisper. 'Tonight as soon as it is dark carry me down to the river......
Terrible though her words were, it was something at any rate (Imoro
thought) that she had recovered the power of speech. But what had
happened to make her say such a thmg, and how came she to be where
they found her? Imoto began to pour out a stream of questions. But all
in vain. Not a word did the girl say. It occurred to Imoto that it was
perhaps some blemish or disfigurement that made her speak of herself
in this way. But it soon became apparent that on the contrary she was
singularly well shaped and comely from tip to toe. It would ~e terrible
indeed should it turn out that she was after all no creature at flesh and
blood but a semblance assumed by some demon of Iniquity to snare the
heart; of men. During the days that followed, in the prayers and incan
tations of the holy men, which had before been directed only towards
the aged nun's recovery, the words 'on behalf of these two persons,'
•may they both ... ' and so on were constantly heard to recur.. That Imoro
should allow a complete stranger to be thus named in one breath with
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her mother was hardly credible, and there was much speculation as to
who the girl really was, and In what way she was connected with Sozu
and his family.

Several labourers now living near Uji happened previously to have been
in Sozu's employ, and hearmg that he was in the neighbourhood they
came to pay their respects. 'I suppose you have heard of the dreadful
thing that has happened at UJ1r one of them said. 'A young girl at the
Palace - a daughter of old Prince Hachi, so they say - suddenly died
in the night. They can't account far it. She'd been perfectly well the
day before. There's been no end of excrtement about it, because H1s
Excellency Lord Kaoru was Interested In the girl and used to come all
the way from town to visit her. That's why we didn't come to see you
yesterday. They hurried on the funeral and we were needed to give
a hand:

It at once occurred to Imoto, when she heard this report, that some
demon had filched the dead girl's astral semblance I and discarded it in
this deserted grove. She gazed steadfastly at the motionless figure before
her, and felt that there was indeed a strange dimness and unreality about
it. It was terrible to think that this being, who had become so dear to
her, might at any moment vanish as mysteriously as she had arrived. ' Yes,
we saw some smoke,' the people of the house said, 'but It looked more
Iike a bonfire or something of that sort.' ~ I dare say it did; said one of
the labourers. 'It wasn't a proper pyre at all, and the whole thing was
done In what we thought a very offhand, irreverent sort of way.' As
they had taken part In the funeral Sozu did not ask them into the house,
and in fact rather hustled them away. '1 don't understand that story
at all,' someone said. 'It's qUIte true that Kaoru was In love with one
of Prince Hachr's daughters. But she died years ago. He's got one of
rhe Imperial Princesses now, and couldn't very well start another affair,
even if he wanted to.'

As the old nun was now much better and the position of the stars was
no longer unfavourable they made up their minds to get her home as
soon as possible; for It was very difficult to look after her properly In

makeshift quarters such as these. ' If they take this poor girl with them
she'Il never get to Ono alive; someone said. 'She's got no strength
at all.' But they managed to get hold of a second carriage and putting
her mother in the first under the charge of two nuns, Imoro made a sort
of bed in the other, upon which the gIrl was laid. She allowed no one
else into the carriage and tended her patient with minute care every
step of the way. Indeed, so often did she call for a halt that she might
heat broth, rearrange the bed and so on that the driver said he doubted
if they would reach Ono by nightfall and wished they had made arrange
ments to halt halfway. However, though it was past midnight when

1 The tamashii.
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they arrived, they got there in the end. Sozu took
Imoto got the stranger carried safely mro the house,
was sound asleep.

Old age is a disease from which there is no recovery; but the old nun's
recent attack had certainly been brought on chiefly by the fatigue of so
much travelling. When she had been at home for a day or two, she was
pretty n:uch her usual self again, and Sozu felt that he could safely go
up to his temple. That a reverend gentleman like himself should have
picked ~p a good-looking. girl, travelled in her company all the way
from DJ1, and finally deposited her m hIS sister's charge would" he knew,
by anyone who had not actually witnessed the extraordinary Circumstances
of the case, be regarded as a gross scandal," and he was careful to prevent
the story from going any farther. Imoto, too, for quite other reasons,
extracted promises of absolute secrecy from everyone concerned, her one
dread being lest the girl's friends should get to hear what had become
of her and fetch her away. Her appearance, her clothes, everything about
her made It in the highest degree unlikely that she belonged to the re
mote country district where she was found. Casting about in her mind
for some explanation of how a City girl could have strayed to such a place,
Imoto came to the conclusion that she had probably come from the
Capital on a pilgrimage to Hatsuse or some other temple, and falhng ill
on the way had been abandoned at UJi owing to the machinations of some
one, such as a stepmother, who had motives for wishing to be rid of her.
Except on that one occasion she had not been heard to utter a. single
word, nor had she walked about or taken the slrghrest part in what
was going on around her. Imoto was at her wits' end. She did not any
longer, in her heart at hearts, believe that there was any real chance of
saVIng her; but as a last resort she sent for the disciple who had accom
panied them to Hatsuse, and telling him about her dream there she got
him to perform in secret the Ceremony of Burnt Offerings." But neither
this nor anything else seemed to have the slightest effect. More than two
months had now elapsed since the girl came into her hands, but despite
all the care that Imoto had lavished upon her, there was not the slight
est change in her condition. It seemed very unlikely that Sozu would be
willing to break hIS vow by coming down to ~no; ~ut in the prese~t ex
tremiry Imoro made up her mind to appeal to him. I am now conv1nce.d
that it is a case of possession by an invading spirit of someone who 1S

otherwise perfectly sound. Think it over, my Blessed Man! I am not
asking you to go to the City, but only as far as here, which surely does
not count as leaving the mountains at all.'

I The travelling of priests in the company of women other than nuns is specially for-
bidden in the Vinaya. . .

:I A ceremony of the Esoteric (Shingon) Sect) based on HIndu sacrifices, but of course
not involving the sacrifice of hving creatures.
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He had not in the least expected the gIrl to survive. It was indeed an
extraordinary feat on Imoro's part to have kept her gOIng all rhis time,
and It would be a thousand prnes if the loving labour of so many nights
and days were not rewarded. It could not, Sozu felt, be by mere chance I

that he too had become involved In this strange business. He felt that
it was his duty to go back and make a final attempt to achieve a cure.
Should he fall, one might reasonably assume that her Karma was ex
hausted and that there was nothing more that could be done.

Imoto was overjoyed to see him, and prostrating herself at his feet
began to tell him at once exactly how matters had stood SInce he saw the
girl two months ago. 'The strange thing is,' Imoto said, 'she does not
look in the least Iike anyone who has been ill for a long time. Her
colour IS good, her face IS not drawn ... and yet she lies there day after
day, always seemmg as though she were on the point of death, but still
somehow managing to survrve;' Imoto was weeping brrrerly. 4 It IS

Indeed the strangest case from beginnmg to end,' said Sozu. ' Well,
well, I suppose I had better go and have a look at her. J 'You're perfectly
right,' he sard, when Imoro had led hirn to the girl's side, 'one would
hardly know there was anything the matter. Indeed, I don't know when
I've seen a lovelier face. A lot of virtue 2 must have gone into the making
of such beauty as that. I do indeed wonder what mischance can have
brought her to such a pass as this. Hasn't she said anything whatever
about where she came from?' 'She hasn't uttered a single word, apart
from the one time that I told you of,' Imoto replied. 'But what does It
matter where she comes from? The Blessed Kwannon of Hatsuse sent her
to me for my own, that's all I need to know.' 'Of course one can put It

in that way,' said Sozu, 'though m reality if the chain of Cause and Effect
had not already determined it, she could never have been led to you.
"Where there is an effect, there was a cause" - you know what they say.'

The fact that Sozu, who for years past had time after time refused to
leave his mountain retreat even at the request of the highest dignitaries
in the land, had immedrately responded to this appeal on behalf of a
completely insignificanc and unknown person might, if it became known,
not only cause great offence but also glve rise to rumours of the most
unpleasant description. ' You'11 be very careful not to tell anyone about
this, won't you?' he said to his disciples. 'I've done in my time all sorts
of things that I am ashamed of, and have no doubt broken a considerable
number of Rules.s But as regards women I have a perfectly clear conscience,
and it is strange indeed at the age of over sixty to find myself In CIr-

J I.e. it was owing to Karma.
, Patience is the virtue that leads to beauty m the next incarnation.
3 A thing that could easily happen as there were thousands of Rules, extending to the

minutest and most trivial details of dally hfe; such, for example, as the exact way m which
it was permissible to clean one's teeth.
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cumstances which, as I know well enough, are only too to
conduct open to SUSpICIon on that score.' 'I think myself
possible to avoid doing things that may be got hold of and rmsrenre
sented by peopl~ ho.stlle to our religion,' one of the priests said.
fortunately stories circulated under such Circumstances do quite as much
harm as If they were true.'

Feeling that if he failed now all would indeed be lost Sozu prayed
all that night as he had never prayed before. When dawn came he deter
mined to make a final effort at any rate to discover the nature of the evil m
fluence that was producing the girl's afflicnon. He sent for a medium and
set hIS disciples to experiment patiently with one conjuration after another.
A transference I was at last effected, and the possession which had suc
cessfully escaped detection for months on end was compelled to declare
itself: 'I am the last whom you would think to find here' - so spoke
the Voice which announced the ultimate surrender - 6 and the last who
I myself would ever have thought could be subdued by these familiar spells
For I, too, In my day was a master of magic such as yours. But I died
with something on my mind. Not much - a trrvial resentment, but it
was enough to hold me back, to keep me driftmg hither and thither,
back and forth between this world and the next. I walked into a house.
It was full of beautiful women. One " of them I destroyed. Then I bided
my time, and presently this grrl here gave me the chance I sought. Day
after day, night after night, she lay moaning and ,veeping, and calling
for death to come. At last, one evening when it was very dark, I saw her
get up and leave the house. I followed her, and when she was alone,
I did my work. But do not think that your spells could have ever sufficed
to subdue me. It 1S at the bidding of Kwannon, who all the while has
protected her, that I let go my hold.' Sozu immedrately tried to get further
particulars. But the medium was tired and hIS answers were no longer
mrellrgrble.

Ukifune felt an extraordinary change come over her. Before, every
thing had been confused and blurred; but gradually now she was begin
ning to understand the things she saw. She looked about her. The room
she was in was thronged with people, But who were they? There was
not one among them whom she could remember ever to have seen before.
Why had they all such gnarled, wrinkled faces? And, stranger srill,
why were they all either priests or nuns? Life here would, she felt, be a
gloomy business if such people as this were the sole inhabitan~s of the
strange land into which she had come. As for the past - certain scenes
and incidents gradually came back to her; but she st111 had not the vaguest

1 Of the 'possession' to the medium. .
2 Agemaki, This is not inconsistent with the idea that her death wa~ ca~se~ by worrying

about Kozeri's marriage, for the Japanese believe that one 'catches evil influences (we
should sa) germs) when one IS 'run down.'
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notion where she came from or who she was. She knew, however, that
a moment had come in her Iife when everything seemed to be at an end.
Then she had drowned herself; about that at any rate she was quite clear.
But no, that could not possibly be so; for m that case how came she to
be here? She made a dererrmned effort to remember exactly what had
happened. FIrst she saw herself lying on her bed, terribly unhappy,
warting till everyone in the house was asleep. Then she had managed
to unfasten the double-doors. Outside a fierce wind howled, the swollen
river crashed and roared. Hardly knowmg what she was doing - for
the din of wind and wave was so stupefying that it was impossible to
think or feel at all - but too frightened nevertheless to go on standing
there all alone, she stepped down on to the narrow boarding that ran
round the base of the house. Here she came to a standstill. It was pitch
dark, and she could not see how to go on. To return to the house, to be
pointed at in scorn as one whose courage had at the last moment 19no
mmiously failed, was unthinkable. Far better that some roving denizen
of space, some hungry ghost should devour her where she stood. Suddenly,
as though in answer to her thought, a figure appeared at her side. Not
that, however, of a demon or ghost, but of a beautiful young man. · Come,
1 will take care of you,' he said, gently lIfting her. And Iymg in his arms
she had the feeling that It was not a stranger who was carryIng her but
someone called NiOU. From that moment onwards, however, her memo
ries became very confused. In the end she had found herself propped up
against a tree In a place where she had never been before. The young man
was nowhere to be seen.

She was alive. She had not done what she meant to; all her plans had
gone astray. She could remember well enough the shock of suddenly
realizing the terrible fact of her failure, and how lying in that strange
place she had wept and wept. But after that everyrhing stopped. These
people told her that she had been WIth them for several months. It was
hateful to think of having been tended day and night by complete strangers
during all that time - without having the faintest idea what terrible
things she might not unwittingly have said or done. In a way her con
dition now gave Imoto more anxiety than ever. For whereas when she
was unconscious it was possible to give her a certain amount of nourish
ment, her return to waking life and to the reahzation of her shameful
failure induced a depression from which it seemed impossible to rouse
her, and for days on end she could not be persuaded to eat anything at all.
· I'm terribly disappointed about you, t Imoro said to her. 'I quite thought
that, when you came round from that fever or whatever it was and began
to know what was going on around you, we should soon see you on the
mend: She went 00, however, though often with tears in her eyes, pa
nenrly tending the girl as before; and indeed the other members of the
household were hardly less anxious than she was to coax so lovely a
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creature back to health and happiness. Ukifune's one ................ _,,,...
to die: but the mere fact that she had survived her recent
~hat her P?wers of resistance were unusually great. At last, to Imoro's
Inten~e relief', s~e began .to sit up and soon to eat a Iittle; though she still
remained alarmingly thin. Imoto was Just beginning to flatter
that her efforts were at last to be rewarded, when to her disapporntment
Ukifune told her that she was resolved to take her Vows. '1 feel it is
o?ly ~s a nun,: she said, · that I can possibly go on h ving.' ·A handsome
girl Iike you! Imoto exclaimed. 'It would be a thousand prnes. How
can you suppose we should ever allow such a thing?' But to humour
her she cut off her fringe and let her take the Five Vows," This was
far indeed from satisfying her, but she saw that Imoro was rather slow
witted." An argument with her was likely to prove a difficult business,
and for the moment she did not feel strong enough to insist, "There!'
said Sozu, when he had performed this small rite. 'That ought to be a
great help to her. All that remains is that you should make her stop
regarding herself as an invalid.' So saying he left them and went back to
hIS temple at Yogawa, Imoto set to work with alacrity.. The task that
Sozu had set for her proved to be a hard one; but where this girl was
concerned Imoto was willing to take endless trouble, and presently she
got her into the habit of SIttIng up and even moving about a Iurle. At
last it was possible to comb her hair, which Imoto did with her own hands.
Although during the whole time of her illness it had been left loosely
held together by a single ribbon, it did not prove, when it was let down
over her shoulders and combed out, to be in any great disorder; and Imoto
was amazed by its fineness and lustre. Indeed, in this place where every
one else was old and grey, her beauty was dazzling. It ","asas though an
angel had descended in their midst. But such visitanrs, Imoto well knew,
are apt at any moment to float back to the airy regions whence they came;
and often she wondered uneasily whether this girl, whose real station
in life was obviously so very different from her own, was not bound,
sooner or later, to be snatched away by those to whom she rightfully
belonged. C You must surely see,' Imoto said to her one da.y, •that it
is very painful for someone as fond of you as I am still to be treated as
a complete stranger. I should have thought we knew one another well
enough by now for you to tell me something about yourself - where
you came from, who you are and how you came to be where we first
found you: A troubled look came into Ukifune's face. 'When I came
to ' she said, 'from the strange state that I was in) I could not at first
remember anything about myself at all. Even now it is only a fe~ vague
scenes and impressions that have come back. 1 can remember being very

I Not to kill, steal, fornicate, he, drink wine. •
• Such was the judgment ofUkifune.. used to q~ite different surroundings. But Murasaki

is at pains to show us afterwards that Imoto was In reahty far from stupid,
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unhappy, and Iymg evening after evening by the window, longing to
escape Into some other world. It seems to me that one night someone
stepped out from the shadow of a big tree that stood close to the house
and took me away with him. That is all I can tell you.' 'But don't,
don't ask me any more questions; she begged, suddenly bursting Into
tears. 'They must none of them ever know that I am still alive. It mighr
get round ... No, it must not. That would be too terrible.... ' It became
a.pparent that any effort to recapture the past had an extremely bad effect
on her, and in the end Imoto saw that she must be content to accept
her as a sort of Kaguyahirne,? bound ultimately to vanish as mysteriously
as she had first appeared.

But though Imoto regarded Ukifune as belonging to an utterly different
sphere, she herself came of quite good family. Her husband had been a
member of the Imperial Council, but he had died young, Ieaving her with
an only daughter, to whom she was devotedly attached. The marriage
of this girl to an officer of high standing had already been arranged, when
she too suddenly fell ill and died It was then that Imoto, completely
shattered by this loss, took her Vows and renred to the mountain VIllage
where she and her mother had lived ever SInce. Here there were no dIS
tractions of any kind whatever, and she felt her loss more bitterly every
day. If only she could succeed in discovermg some girl of about the same
age and appearance whom CIrcumstances made It possible to adopt!
That such a WIsh would ever be granfied was, as she knew, most unlikely;
and years passed without her hearing of anyone in the least suitable.
Now, in a fashion totally unexpected and inexplicable, her longmg had
at last been more than fulfilled. It seemed too good to be true, and often
she found it hard to convince herself that the whole thmg was not
merelv a dream.
Th~ nun was no longer young. But she wa.s not, Ukifune thought, by

any means ugly; nor were her ways in the least common or unrefined.
As for the place - it had at least this advantage over Uji, that the stream
flowed gently and silently. The grounds had been laid out with consider
able taste, the plantations cleverly planned, and the gardens immediately
round the house could scarcely have been more beautiful than they were.
In autumn the place was enchanting. The harvesters ca.me to 'cut the
rice at the door,' and went through their rustic mimicry, while a troupe
of young girls sang and shouted to egg them on. The noise of the bird
rattles too, like so many thmgs here at Ono, reminded her of her child
hood in the East. The place was somewhat farther from the Capital
than Lady Ochiba's :3 mansion, and was built right upon the face of the
hill. Dense pine-woods stretched away on every side, through which

I The heroine of the Taketori Monogatari CThe Woodcutter's Story'), who was found in
a bamboo-stem, and subsequently ascended to the sky.

• Yugiri's consort.
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the ~in.d murmured softly ~nd sadly. le was indeed an ideal
medltat~on and prayer, and It was to these and other religious exercises
that Ukifune .now devoted the greater part of the day. On moonlit mghts
Imoro sometimes played the zithern, and there was a young nun who
played the lute and other instruments as well. 'Don't you play at all?'
Imoro said to Ukifune. 'It's a great help 10 a place like this where there
is so httle to do: '
Imot~ played at. any rate sufficiently well to get a great deal of pleasure

out of It; and seemg what a resource music could be even to an elderly
woman Iike this, Ukifune felt more than ever what a terrible disadvantage
it was to have been brought up amid such barbarous conditions. The
little she. knew of.music, indeed of all the arts and graces of Iife, she had
been obliged to pick up for herself, under circumstances that made real
proficiency impossible. What a senes of disasters her whole life had been!
For a time she had at any rate been able to promise herself an ulrirnare
escape, but now the future, whose menace she no longer felt any po,\ver
to evade, once more loomed up before her, fillmg her with dread. In a
sudden burst of self-pity, as a theme for hand-practice x she wrote the
verse: · When like a leaf that falls in the stream my sorrow should have
engulfed me, hfe trapped me on its weir and would not let me go.'

MUSIC was not the only entertainment on these moonlit mghrs. The
cld nuns went so far as to exchange quite spmted poems. They were
fond, too, of listening to stories, and each would manage to produce some
interesting reminiscence of bygone days. 'It's your turn now,' they said
to Ukifune, but it seemed that she alone had nothing to tell. She sat for
a while silently staring in front of her. 'To those who thought my
troublous course was run tell It not in your Palace," sovereign moon,
that thus I loiter In the world.'

At the time when she made up her mind to die she had thought a great
deal about the people she was leaving, even about all sorts of relatives
and stray acquaintances whom she hardly ever saw. Now it was quite
different. The whole of that world seemed utterly remote. At the most,
she sometimes thought with a certain remorse of her mother, who must,
she knew, have been very much upset. Nurse, too, who was so bent
on seeing her handsomely set up In life, must have been terribly dis
appointed. What could have become of her? And had it, Ukifune won
dered, ever occurred to her or any of them that she was still alive? There
was no one else that she now minded about at all; though she naturally
thought from time to time of Ukon and JiJu wrth whom, owing to the
fact that they alone shared her secret, she had become, in a way, very
intimate during those last days.

At a place like this, where so few amusements were to be had, young

I Te-narai, 'handwriting-practice.' Hence the trtle of this chapter. t

I '}'he Court at Kyoto was often spoken of as Tsua noMi;'ako, 'The Palace of the Moon..
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people could hardly be expected to live for long on end. Indeed, during
the greater part of the time the household consisted solely of seven or
eight nuns, all of them well beyond middle age. But one had a daughter,
another a grand-daughter In service at Court, and these girls occasionally
came for short visits, sometimes bringing their friends. It was likely
enough, Ukifune feared, that among these visitors one or another might
turn out to be connected in some way with her former existence. Should
she become friendly WIth them, even If they themselves did not know
who or what she was, they might easily say something on their return
that would give her away. She profoundly hoped, of course, that no
one belonging to her past would ever find out what had become of her;
but naturally what she dreaded beyond all else was that something might
get round.... If either of them heard, he would be bound at once to rush
to completely false conclusions r as to how she came to be where she
was. No! The mere thought of such a possibiliry filled her WIth un...
endurable humiliation; and when VIsitors came she was careful to keep
out of their way. Apart from the nuns, the only people with whom she
came into contact were JIjU and Komoki," two maids of Imoto's who had
been told off to wait upon her - a paIr whose ideas and behaviour were
fortunately not such as to suggest that they had ever had connections of
any kind with the Capital.

It must, Imoro felt, be for some very good reason that Ukifune shut
herself off so resolutely from contact with the world, and she was careful
not to tell anyone else even the little about her that she knew.

The man who was to have married Imoro's daughter had risen to the
rank of Colonel. He had a younger brother who was studying with Sozu
and seldom came to the City. From rime to time the Colonel went up
to Yogawa to see this brother, and as he was bound in any case to pass
through Ono, he often arranged to visit Imoto on the way. His arrival,
preceded by a host of outriders, could not fail to remind Ukifune, as
she watched it from her WIndow, of the similar scenes 3 that she had so
often witnessed in old days. In some ways, indeed, the place itself was
not unlike Uji. It was certainly Just as much cut off from the bustle of
the world. But the house and gardens wore a much more cheerful air.
Imoto and her mother had lived here a long time and taken great trouble
to make the place attractive. At present the border along the hedge was
a mass of carnations; and the wanton-ladies and Chinese bell-flowers
were just coming into bloom. The Colonel's followers - a numerous
band, mostly quite young men - were clad in gay hunting-cloaks, that
made the space in front of the house a blaze of colour. The Colonel,
clad in the same Informal dress, seated himself beneath Imoto's window,

I Kaoru would think that Niou had carried her off, and uice cersa.
• No connection With the JljU of the last chapter. 'Komoki' is a child's name.
S The arrival of Kaoru at Uji,
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and sat gazing rather sadly at the scene before him, while he waited for
her to appear. He was a .man of about twenty-seven, but looked some
what older and had the air of possessing considerable abrlmes, Imoto's
couch was pushed towards the window and she conversed with him
through the curtains. 'What a long time ago it all seems r she said.
'I am sure that we have no right to expect you to go on remembering
us. But as you know, for us In this mounram VIllage a VISIt from you
1S a very great privilege and honour. Indeed, I feel qUIte overwhelmed:
She wept bitterly. 'It IS out of the question,' he said, «that I should ever
forget the bond that joins us, and 1£ I see you so seldom the fault 15 surely
yours rather than mine) for it IS natural to suppose that you would scarcely
have established yourself in a place so remote as this if you had wished
to keep in touch with your old friends. However, no one could feel more
strongly than I do the attraction of such a hfe as you lead here. I assure
you I envy my brother at Yogawa and spend as much time wirh him there
as I can; but hitherto tiresome people have always insisted on atrachmg
themselves to my party. You would not have Irked my bringing them
here, and it was rrnpossible to shake them off. This is really the first
chance I have had.... ' 'As to your envying your brother's existence at
Yogawa,' Imoto said, 'I am afraid I cannot take statements of that kind
very seriously. So far from persuading me that you have any real desrre
for seclusion such a remark merely convinces me that you are thoroughly
worldly, for nothing is more fashionable nowadays than such professions
as you have just made. What I value in you is your loyalty to the past.
Such an attitude is, I am afraid, far indeed from being fashionable in
these frivolous times, and I admire you for It more than I can say.' A
meal was served in the garden for the Colonel's men, while he himself
partook in Imoto's presence of some lotus-seeds and other light refresh
ments. To :find himself thus eating without the least embarrassment I

in the presence of a woman whom he so seldom saw reminded him, with
a sudden pang, of the intimate footing upon which they had once stood.
Owing to heavy ram having set In he stayed much later than he had
intended. They talked for a long time, and Imoto felt that she had lost
at one stroke not merely a beloved daughter but also, save for brief
and occasional meetings, one whose sound judgment and trustworthy
character would have made him her most valued friend. If only she had
died leaving a child! That would have made everything very different.
So touched and delishred was she at this long visit that she became very

b .
communicative and In the end said a good deal more than was wise."

Ukifune couid now remember everything 10 its entirety, which. gave
her, as may be irnagined, a great deal to think about. She was sirring

I Men only eat in the presence of a mother,. mother-in-law, wife, etc .., but not in that
of women with whom they were merely acquainted.

J About the finding of Ukifune; or so we may suppose.
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now gazing out into the garden clad in a dress of pure, unbroken white,
such as 15 generally thought to be too startlmg In effect unless relieved by
trousers of a dull, greyish nnge. Ukifune instead had chosen an absolutely
lustreless heavy black, her object berng to guard against recogrunon by
dressing in a manner as different as possible from that to WhICh her
friends were accustomed. The material, too, was of an unusual stiffness
and coarseness of texture. It was indeed a somewhat orrginal costume,
but one which became her singularlv well. 'Doesn't she often remind
you very much of our own poor Iady?' lone of Imoto's people whispered
to another. · I WIsh the Colonel could see her. I am sure he could not
fall to be struck by the likeness. And come to that, If he means to marry
again, I don't see how he could do better. They'd make a lovely pair.'
Ukifune overheard the suggestion. But the thought of ever again being
seen by a man filled her WIth horror and repulsion. No, no! Hencefor
ward, till her dying day, she must banish that whole side of life from her
thoughts utterly and entirely, therein lay the only hope of escapIng from
the agonizing memories that the mere mention of such a thmg conjured
up WIrh terrifying vi vidness before her.

Imoto had now withdrawn to her room. Presently the Colonel, who
was grOWIng tired of hanging about waItIng for the sky to clear, heard
a voice within that he recognized as that of Shosho, a woman who used
to wait upon Imoto's daughter, and had now become a nun. He called
to her to come to the WIndow and talk to him, & Yes, we are all still
here, t she said. & But I think some of them are rather hurt that you so
seldom come to see us, and are keeping out of your way.' Shosho had
been a great favourite of the daughter who died, and naturally she and
the Colonel had plenty to talk about. 'You'll be able to tell me,' he
said, after a long conversation about the old days, & who it was that I
caught sight of as I came along. A sudden puff of WInd blew up the corner
of the blind and I saw someone with hair down her back. I thought
you were all nuns here nowadays. It was at one of those windows in
the cross-wing. She certainly wasn't a servant or anythmg of that kind.'
There was no doubt that he had caught a momentary back view of the
stranger as she hurried away from the WIndow on hearing that a visrtor
had arrived. If this sufficed to arouse his interest and curiosrty, what
would he not feel if he were to see her properly? For she had much the
same sort of beauty as the Colonel's betrothed, though unquestionably
this girl was far the handsomer of the two. These reflections, however,
Shosho was careful to keep to herself. · It's a girl that Imoto happened
to come across; she said. 'She is, as you know, still terribly unhappy,
and she felt it would be a help to her to have someone to look after. It's
certainly being a great success; Imoto is devoted to her and never lets her
out of her sight. I am rather surprised that you should have seen

I: Imoto's daughter.
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her. You must have happened Just to catch her at an
moment.'

The Colonel was very much interested by this information. Where,
he wondered, had Imoto managed to pick her up? She was ,.l1l:I>""' ....,,1'1"'\,' ....

so far as he could Judge from the little he had been able to see, qUIte
unusually handsome. He questioned Shosho, but she affected to know
no more about the matter ~han she had told him; and feelmg that It would
create a false Impres~10n ~f he showed too much Interest in the subject,
he did, n,ot persIst. I think we had better be srarrmg,' one of hIS men
said. Ihe rain has stopped and It IS gettIng very late.' The Colonel at
once turned to go, stoopIng as he did so to pluck a wanton-lady that grew
10 the border by the window. 'Why waste your fragrance here ... ' •
he murmured, pausIng for a moment with the flower in his hand. 'Well,
he minds what people say, there's no denying it/ said one of the old nuns,
cappIng the quotation. They ","ere all delighted at raking part once more
In a diversion of this kind 'He has turned out very well, hasn't he?'
Imoto said afterwards 'One couldn't wish for a handsomer, more
agreeable young man. I must say he IS still the one person I should look
to If I had a daughter to get married. They say that he is supposed to
be engaged to one of To Chunagori's :2 girls But I don't thmk he really
cares for her. He seems to spend more time at hIS parents' house than
anywhere else.' 'You know it'S really time you took yourself 10 hand
and stopped moping like this,' Imoto connnued, rurning to Ukifune.
'You don't tell me what it's all about, and it hurts me terribly to SIt

by, unable to do anything. What happened had to happen. That's the
way you must look at it. In any case, you must try not to be so gloomy.
It makes all the difference in the world if one has got something fresh to
occupy one's thoughts. Look at me. For six years after my girl died I
was miserable every moment of the time, but SInce I'Ye had you to look:
after, I've really become almost myself again. That's what makes me so
anXIOUS for you to make a fresh start. There can't be anything that you
can regard as a real tie. No one you knew before has any rdea that you
are alive. And In any case time is passing, and there's nothing 10 this
world, pleasure or pain, that goes on being Just what it was when it
began.' •You mustn't say that I am unkind to you,' Ukifune ~nswer~d,

weeping. 'I tell you as much as I can. You don't ~nowwhat It felt ll~e

to wake up in a new world and have to grope one s way about, still 10

a sort of dream. Whether anyone knows what has become of me I
have not the least idea. But in any case I have put all that out of my
head, and you are the only person that I care about now.' She said this

x In reference to a poem (Shu-i-shu rog8) by the- priest Sojo Henjo, the sense of which is:
'Why, wanton-ladies) waste your fragrance where none dares enJoy It for fear of the harsh
things people may say?'

a Eldest son of Higekuro, See Part v, p..779-
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so charmingly that a smile of pleasure appeared on Imoto's face as she sat
gazing at the girl admrrrngly.

Sozu was almost as delighted by the Colonel's visit as his sister had
been. They had a long talk about public affairs, the Colonel consented
to stay for the night, and the time passed very agreeably, for till the early
hours of the next day Sozu made one recreant after another intone the
scriptures, and without exception they had magnificent voices. 'I looked
in at Ono on the way here,' the Colonel said to his brother." 'It was of
course rather a depressing VIsit. But I must say that I quire enjoyed having
a talk with Imoto. There are very few women who, after becoming nuns,
still go on taking such an Interest In everyrhing.. ' 'A bhnd blew up as I
came along the SIde of the house,' he continued, 'and I was rather sur
prised to catch a. glimpse of a grrl WIth long and partrcularly beautiful
hair. She was just turning away from the WIndow. I imagme she had
heard of my arrival and was retiring to the Inner room. judgmg from her
carnage and so on, I should say she was someone rather out of the ordi
nary. I don't think it's right to expect a girl of her class to lrve in a place
like that, where she sees no one but nuns and priests from morning nll
night. No doubt she has got used to it; but I confess I really felt rather
shocked.' 'It's an odd story,' the brother said. 'I'm told they picked
her up while they were on a pilgrimage to Hatsusc.' He had only heard
about It at second hand, and could gIve the Colonel no further details.
'Poor creature,' he said. 'I wonder who she IS. She must certainly have
been very unhappy or she would never have consented to burying herself
in a place like that. It all sounds hke something out of an old romance '

Next day the Colonel appeared again at Ono. •I felt I must just look
in on my way through,' he explained. They had half expected this, and
the nuns who had known him when the daughter was alive had taken
care to make themselves as smart as they could. The Colonel, though he
missed the slashed sleeves and gay facings of old days, thought some of
them still quite personable It was once more WIth a somewhat tearful
face that Irnoto met him. 'Who is this friend of yours whom you keep
in the background?' he asked in the course of conversation. It was tire
some that he had caught SIght of the stranger; but under the circumstances
to refuse information would merely arouse hIS currosrty the further. 4 She's
a girl who came to live with me two or three months ago,' Imoto said.
4 It seemed a sin to waste the rest of my life pIning and grieving, and to have
someone new to look after was the only remedy I could think of. She
has been in great trouble of some kind, and does not want any of her
friends to know that she is still alrve, and I thought that Ono would be
just the place for her. Apparently, however, she's not quite so well
hidden here as I supposed!' · I think it's rather unfriendly of you not to
have introduced me to her,' the Colonel said. 'However, even if I had

I Sozu's pupil,
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nu other connection with this house and had been drawn here
the desire to see her, the mere fact that I had travelled so far
give me the right at least to tender my respects. And considering that
she is, as I gather from what you tell me, taking the place here of the
woman I was to marry, I may reasonably be excused for being interested
in her. It must, Indeed, have been a rerrible injustice or calamity that
made her sever herself in this way from all the pleasures of the world!
I only wish there were anything I could do.... '

Before leavIng. he gave Shosho a folded note, asking her to take it to
the lady In the Inner room. 'Hold out, fair flower, against the passing
winds, trll from afar I come to build a fence about the storm-swept
meadow where you grow: 'You need not have any hesitation about
answering it,' Imoto said. 'The Colonel is a man of unimpeachable
character - indeed, scrupulous to a fault.' 'I am ashamed of my hand
writing,' Ukifune protested, and as nothing would induce her to write,
Imoto herself undertook to reply. 'Should I in thrs chaste hermitage have
set a flower that to the follies of the world could ever turn a thought?'
Such was her poem. 'As you may perhaps have gathered from what I
told you,' Imoto added, 'her circumstances have been most unusual, and
you must not expect her to respond to your Clvilrnes as an ordinary person
would.' The Colonel thought it quite natural that on a first occasion
of this kind she should show a certain embarrassment, and he went
home feeling that he had not made a bad start. It was one thing, however,
to write a note when he was at Ono for other reasons, but a very different
matter to begin sending special messengers from the City. But he was
haunted by the memory of that one unsatisfying glimpse. And though
he still had not the least idea what kind of disaster had overtaken her,
the thought of anyone being so unhappy as this girl apparently was
weighed upon him continually, and towards the middle of the eighth
month, the Lesser Falconry Meeting having brought him in this direction,
he called once more at Ono. ·Since that brief vision I have known no
peace.' I Such was the message that he sent by the hand of the nun
Shosho. On this occasion there could be no question of its being Uki
fune's duty to reply, and lmoto sent back the message: '1 am beginning
to think that it 15 a case of "Matsuchi no Yama .. " , :1

'1 can't bear to think of anyone being so unhappy,' he said to Imoto,
when she came out to him later 00. 'What was It that happened to her?
I long to know the whole story.. I am parncularly ~nterested because I,
too find no satisfaction whatever in my present existence and am con
tinually thinking of giving everything up and retiring to some place of

I Probably an allusion. .. ..
I In reference to a famous poem (Shznkokznshu 336) in which the poet~ssKornachi puns

on matsu,'waiting;' and '¥at~u~hi,' the D:ame of a mountain. The meaning IS that Ukifune
Is 'waiting for someone,' I.e. ~ m love With some one else.
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this sort. Unfortunately I have ties which make it hard for me to get
away. People who have never had any troubles find me difficult to get on
with. They think me gloomy and discontented. What I need 1S someone
equally unfortunate who would understand it If my conversation were
somenmes a Iirrle bit dismal, ... ' 'If all you want is someone In low
spirits to talk to,' Imoro assured him, 'I can answer for it that you're not
likely to find her too cheerful. But If you have thoughts of going any
farther, I can't hold out much hope that you will be successful, It's clear
enough that she has set her face once and for all against everything of
that kind, indeed, she is constantly asking us to let her take her Vows,
However, I devoutly hope that we shall be able to persuade her not to.
It was all very well for me - I was old when I did It, and had nothing to
look forward to. All the same, I own it was a great wrench. But far a
girl hke this, Just in her prime, to shut herself off for ever from all the
enjoyments of life 18 a very different matter I confess I very much doubt
whether she'Il really bring herself to do it.'

& Try Just to write a word or two,' she said, going in to Ukifune. «FInd
Ing you living here lrke this he could not very well do otherwise than
show you some small sign of respect and sympathy Common polrteness
demanded it: 'What sense is there In my writmg to him>' she asked. 'I
have norhing whatever to say.' 'I sent a message,' the Colonel com
plained, 'and am waiting for the answer .. ' But nothing would Induce her
ro stir from where she lay. · I don't believe for one moment that It's be
cause she is pledged to someone else,' the Colonel said reproachfully to
Imoto .. 'You Invented that as an excuse.' And he sent m a poem I In

which he said that he had been drawn thither by the chirping of the
ffJatsumlJsht, but had got nothing for his pains save a wetting from the
dewy reeds of the plain. C Come now,' said Imoro to Ukifune. ' Don't be
hard on him. It WIll surely do you no harm to write an answer to that.'
But she had no inclination whatever to embark upon an elegant inter
change of this kind; moreover, once she had gIven way on the point there
would be no end to it. The nuns would pester her for poems every time he
came. To everyone's drsappoinrment she absolutely refused to reply.
Imoro, however, had in her younger days been rather an adept at this sort
of thing, and she was not at all loath to try her hand again. "Hawking
and hunting, through the autumn fields you trailed your cloak; and If it
now be wet, why blame the goose-grass at my cottage door>' ' We had the
greatest difficulty in getting It out of her,' said Imoto, pretending that
Ukifune had composed the poem. The other nuns, who knew nothing of
Ukifune's determination to conceal from the world in general the fact that
she was alive, were at a loss to account for her obstinacy. They saw that

1 The Colonel's poem, besides containing several plays on words (matsu, 'waiting,' and
matsumushi, 'pine-tree insect,' and possibly mata, 'again,' and mata, 'not waiting'), depends
on an allusion that has not been explained, and is therefore impossible to translate.
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if things went on like this, she would soon succeed in driving the .......'U'''''\J~, ...'''''''..

away) ":hlCh th~y w~uld very much have regretted, for they had all taken
a great Intere~t 1n, him In old days, and had been longing for a chance to
meet hrrn agaIn. You VIewthese things much too seriouslv t one of them
said to Ukifune. 'He's not at all the sort of man to rake advantage of you
Just because you have consented to write a few words to him I can quite
understand that you may not want it to turn Into a courtship in the ordi
nary sense of the word. But that's no reason for treating him with abso
lute rudeness. t They did everyrhrng in their power to Incite her, even going
so far as to st~lng together a number of would-be gallant, but in fact most
lame and comical, verses - a pastime singularly Ill-suited to their age and
present condrrron. It was precisely to such pursuits and all they stood for
that she was resolutelv determined never to return. She had failed to es
cape from them In the"",·ay that would have been best; but even if her life
was fated to be prolonged - if she must drag ob.t some kind of existence
In this remote place, elsewhere at any rate it must continue to be thought
that her courage had not faded.

The Colonel meanwhile sat apart, abandoning himself to a despondency
which, though it was In part caused by his present failure, had nowadays
recome habitual WIth him. From time to rime he took ur hIS flute and
played a snatch or two; then, laying it down, murmured to himself lmes
of such import as: 'Woken by the cry of the deer ... .' r His behaviour
was Indeed such as to suggest that he was very badly hit. 'I think I had
better go back,' he said at last. · This place arouses too many painful
recollections, I was foolish enough to suppose that thmgs would now be
different, But I see that from the quarter from which I looked for it not
the smallest sympathy is likely to be forthcommg,' and he rose as though
to go. C What!' cned Imoto, 'so early on a. night such as this?' She came
and looked out of the window. 'Yours is not the only garden upon which
the moon shines;' he said. He did not at all want to give the impression
that he was seriously in love. The glimpse that he had caught of her had
certainly aroused his curiosity, and living by himself as he did, it was
natural that he should in moments of Idleness have Indulged in occasional
fancies about her. But it was clear that she was impossible to get into
touch with. Indeed, she gave herself standoffish airs which, could she
but know it, were ludicrously out of keeping with the situation in which
she found herself. Hoping at least to Induce him to play another tune,
Imoto handed out the poem. 'Dead to the beauty of the sinking moon
must his soul be who ere the night is spent forsakes a home so near the
mountain crest.' It was an Indifferent performance. But Imoto passed
it off as coming from Ukifune, and the Colonel, somewhat recovering h~s

spirits, seemed disposed to prolong his stay. C Should I stay on until

1 'Sad indeed are the nizhts In this mountain village in autumn, when time after time
ODe is woken by the cry of the deer.' By Tadamine, Kokinshu 2 I 4-
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behind those hills the moon has sunk, through crevices of woe who knows
but that some cheering ray may leak?' I Such was his answer. Imoto's
old mother, who despite her hardness of hearing had become vaguely
aware that music was going on, now tottered into the front room.. Her
voice was very tremulous and her cough troubled her a good deal; but
she had her wits about her sufficiently not to begin at once harping on
bygone days in the presence of one whom she naturally regarded as a
complete stranger. For she had never met the Colonel, and no one had
explained to her who he was. 'I wish someone would play the Chinese
zrrhern;' she said. •Though of course the flute is very pleasant in Its
way, particularly when the moon IS shining. Won't one of you go and
fetch a zitherns' The Colonel at once guessed who she was.. What, he
wondered, was her story? How came It that she had shut herself up for
the greater part of her life in this remote place? Strange indeed were the
ways of death, that let her drag out a useless existence, while others were
carried off in their prime.

He took up hIS flute and sounded the notes of the banJtkt2 mode. ·There
you are,' he said, · that's your tuning. Who is going to take the zithern
and accompany mer 'You play so well,' Imoto said, · that I haven't the
courage to Join in. But perhaps I give you too much credit. I am certainly
a poor judge, for I can't remember when it last was that I heard any other
flute-playing save that of the wind among the hills. However, I don't
mind trying, though I am afraid I shall make a terrible mess of it.' In
the circles In which the Colonel moved the Chinese zithern was quite out
of favour, and so far from regarding Imoto's performance critically, he
was delighted to get a chance of accompanYIng the instrument again.
The conditions could not have been more favourable, for there was not a
cloud In the sky, and a gentle breeze, rustling through the pine-woods,
mingled WIth the sound of the flute. The old lady was enchanted, and
nothing would Induce her to go back to bed. 'The Japanese zithern was
my instrument in the old days,' she said, · and I played it very well.. But
I am told the style of playing is quite different now. I gave it up a long
time ago. My son Sozu didn't Iike me to play. He said it was a worldly
amusement, and I had far better spend the time 10 prayer.. But I've strll
got my zithern somewhere here. It's a very good one too... .' It was
ObVlOUS that she was longing to try her hand once more, · I think Sozu
would be hard put to it to Justify such an attitude,' said the Colonel,
smilmg discreetly. · We know that in Paradise all the Bodhisattvas make
music, while angels and other divine beings dance and sing. To my mind
it is far indeed from being right to regard music simply as a. profane In
terruption, taking up time that should be given to spiritual exercises. I

1 Puns made this poem too impossible to translate satisfactorily. Ita, 'pain'; itama,
~chink in a plank.' Mune, 'breast', but also 'the ridge of a roof..'

I See above, p, 947.
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shall be very much disappointed if I go away without t'1P'.lIf"'fMIO'

you.' The old lady ~eeded no further encouragement. run one
of you, ~nd fetch... she began, but was interrupted a Violent fit
of coughing. Everyone felt rather embarrassed; but after her plaintive
reference to Sozu's harsh treatment they had not the heart to refuse. She
made no attempt :0 discover even what mode the Colonel was playing in
on hIS flute, but SImply tuned to the native scale, and srrrkmg up a lively
measure, proceeded to go her own way. Everyone else, Including the
Colonel, was of course obliged to stop playing. This, however, did not
upset her, for she thought they had paused the better to enjoy her own
performance. Tarttanna chtrz-chtrz tart-tanna ... her fingers ran with in
credible rapidity over the strings. ·Splendid!' exclaimed the Colonel;
for her tunes, though antiquated, really had an astonishing swing about
them. 'I WIsh more people played tunes like that nowadays. tI 'I'm told
no one cares for that sort of thmg any longer,' she said when someone had
repeated the Colonel's remark to her, for she was rather hard of hearing.
'1 don't know what has come over these modern young people. Take
that girl we've had here all the summer. She's very good-looking; but
she shuts herself up all day and, as far as I can make out, does nothmg
whatever. As for mUSiC and games and so on, I am sure the mere mention
of them would shock her.... ' The old woman rattled on, chucklmg
loudly at her own sallies. Imoto and the other nuns felt rather uncom
fortable, wondermg what the Colonel would make of her. But as a matter
of fact her tunes had cheered him up Immensely, as was plainly audible
from the lively manner in which he played his flute while he descended
the hillside, The delighted nuns sat hstening till he was out of earshot,
and dawn had come by the time they got to bed. Early nexe morning the
Colonel's letter of thanks arrived. 'I would have stayed WIth you longer,'
he said, 'had I been In a better frame of mind. The visit of course was
bound In any case to have an agitating effect on me. But there are now
additional reasons.... Do what you can to make her understand. I
would not trouble you with such a request had I not struggled in vain
to overcome my feelings.' Imoto's reply gave him little ground for ~n

couragement. C You have heard for yourself,' she wrote, C the impression
that she makes on my mother. I fear it is only too true that in such
matters she is entirely devoid of ordinary human feelings.' He toss~d the
letter aside. But before long he wrote once more to Ukifune, and 10 ~he

days that followed his notes and letters continued to fall upon her thick
as forest leaves. Why, when she made It So clear that his attentions
were entirely unwelcome, must he continue thus to torm~nt ~er? The
situation, however, so far from being, as those about her Ima.gl0ed, un
familiar to her, recalled WIth painful vividness just those experiences that
she was most anxious to banish from her thoughts for ever. It was now
clear that one step alone could save her from such persecutions, and con"
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stantly praying that the time when she could take it might not be further
delayed, she prepared herself by earnest study of the scriptures. As time
passed and strll the girl showed no interest 10 the distractrons suitable to
her looks and age, Imoto began at last to think that she was not merely
suffering from the depression caused by her unfortunate experiences, but
was by nature singularly Iow-sprrrted and lackmg 10 any taste for ordinary
recreations and amusements. There were nmes Indeed when had It not been
for her great beauty, which even In her most unresponsive moods made
It a pleasure to be with her, Imoto felt tempted to gIve her up In despair,
But things were not always as bad as this, There were even occasions,
few and far between, when Imoto's efforts were rewarded by a smile,
the memory of which the nun treasured for many a day to come.

In the ninth month Imoto decided to make another pilgrimage to
Hatsuse, After years of great unhappiness, during which she had found
herself utterly unable to shake off the depression caused by her bereave
ment, the unaccountable discovery of this strange girl had completely
changed her Iife. So mysteriously had the thing happened that she felt
sure Kwannon the Compassionate had sent this consolation In answer to
her prayers, and It was to give thanks for this miracle that she was now
going on pilgrimage. •You'll come with us, of course?' she said to Ukifune.
'You need not be afraid. It IS most unlikely that you'll meet anyone who
knows you. Of course Buddha is the same wherever one goes, but I must
say devotions performed there seem to be particularly efficacious. Hardly
a day passes but one hears of some example.... '

That was what her mother and nurses had never tired of tellrng her,
and she had been wrth them to Hatsuse time after time. But so far from
any good having come of It, the one thing I she prayed for had been ruth
lessly snatched away from her just when it seemed within her grasp.
Under no circumstances would she have felt inclined to repeat an under
raking that had stood her In such 111 stead; but least of all had she any
desire to embark on such a Journey in the company of strangers. 'I am
still feeling very unwell,' she said, not wishmg to give offence, · and I
am afraid the journey would be too much for me.' It was natural enough,
Imoto thought, that after an Illness Iike that she should be nervous
about herself; and she did not insist.

'Never agaIn, 0 fir-tree of the double stem by the Old River, shall I
search you out, since you to life condemned me when I longed to die.'
So she wrote in her copybook. 'Either you've forgotten how the poem :z

ends, or are secretly longing to meet someone there,' Imoto said teasingly,
catching sight of what she had written. The sally was rewarded; for
Ukifune blushed deeply, looking extremely pretty as she did so. (Fir-tree

I Death.
2 Kokinshu rooq: '0 twin-stemmed fir-tree" growing on die banks of the old RIver at

Hatsuse, would that after all these years I might bee you again.'
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of Hatsuse," I am content to have you for my child, and will not ask
from what ~wIn-stockyou grow.' Such "vas the nun's ansvverlog _
no masterpiece, It 15 true, but ImprovIsed with extreme fluency.
idea had been to go to Hatsuse very quietlv with only one or t\VO corn
panlons. But it turned out that everyone wanted to JOIn her. Not ltkIng
to leave Ukifune completely alone, Imoto persuaded the nun Shosho and
another named Sayernon, who was also a trustworthy, sensible creature,
to stay behmd and keep her company. Otherwise there was no one in
the house save the old mother and a few young servants. Going to the
window to watch them start, Ukifune was surprised to find that, though
there was not one among them for whom she had any real attachment,
she suddenly felt very lonely. Once more the agonizing memory of her
disaster completely possessed her thoughts, and she was seeking in vain
for some means to distract herself when a messenzer from the Colonel
was announced... You'll surely read his letter?' Shosho protested, but she
would not open It. Hour after hour she lay m the silence of the empty
house, brooding over the miseries of the rast and the fresh ordeals that
might at any moment confront her. 'You'll only make yourself worse,'
Shosho said, 'if you S1t there all day dorng nothing. You'd far better
occupy yourself In some way. We'll have a game of draughts, r 'I'm no
good at it; she demurred, but consented to try a game. Shosho ran to
fetch the board and, taking Ukifune at her word, gave her the first move
To her surpnse, however, Shosho found herself badly beaten, and in the
end had to accept a handicap. 'How I long for Imoto to come back and
see you play" she said to Ukifune. 'Wouldn't she be excited! You know,
you're really very good. Sozu has always been very fond of draughts,
and thought himself pretty good - indeed he had reason to, for he was
champion up at Yogawa. "Oh, I'm not really anything remarkable,"
he said to Imoto when she was wondering whether she dared to play with
him, "but I think I can tackle you." Would you believe it, she beat
him twice running. She must be a wonderful player, mustn't she, to beat
a champion? ' Ukifune thought: all this childish exci rernent about a trivial
pastime very unbecoming to an elderly woman of Shoshos holy calling.
It was clear, moreover, that henceforward the nuns would always be
pestering her to play, and she was sorry she had given herself away.
'1 am tired,' she said, and retired to her couch again. · You ought some
times to try and be a httle more cheerful, you know,' Shosho protested.
'It wouldn't matter so much if you were stupid and plain; but apart
from this you have every possible advantage, and I can't help feeling
that it's a great pitv, It really spoils you, in a way, or so it seems to ~::

Suddenly who should be announced but the Colonel! Such a VISit,

following"hard upon his letter ~nd persisted"ID despite ?n0to's absence,
could bode no good. She fled in consternation to the mner room, pur-

I Le. Uklfune.

37
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sued by the nun Shosho C Come now, that's too much; she said. "Ir's
all very well to hide when Imoto is here to receive him. But It's clear
that today he has come on purpose to see you, and you are bound In
common chanty at least to let him tell you what's on his 1111nd. You
can't treat him as though he were the plague.' It was evident that this
woman was not gOIng to be of much assistance to her. She thought of
sending word that she was not In the house, but probably the messenger
who had brought the letter earher on had ascertained that she had not
gone with the others to Harsuse. The Colonel was loud in his Iamenta
nons, 'She might at any rate give me a chance to speak to her,' he said.
'If she does not hke what I say, there's no need for her to reply. It would
be bad enough to meet with such treatment under any CIrcumstances.
But at such a place and such an hour... .'

'Who better knows than one bereaved as I the autumn sadness of this
desolate house, when darkness falls upon the hills?' Such was his poem.
· I had hoped that your own troubles would Incline you to sympathy,'
he added. · If Imoto were here, she would write somerhing for you and
pass it off as yours,' Shosho said. 'But you really mustri't get to depend
on that. Come now, write something yourself. It's too all-mannered
simply to leave him without a reply: 'Strange that there should be one
who knows no more of all there 1S to know, save one trite thing - that
I am sometimes sad.' Such was the answer that Shosho brought by word
of mouth. It was far Indeed from being in any strict sense a reply to his
own poem, but the Colonel was touched at her acknowledgrng It in any
way at all. 'That's better,' he said to the nuns. 'Now, If you set your
selves to It, I think you could probably get her to come out for a moment
to the WIndow.' 'She's not so easy to deal WIth as you think,' said
Shosho. And sure enough when she got back to the inner room Ukifune
was nowhere to be seen. It presently transpired that she had slipped into
the old nun's room, a place where she had hardly ever set foot before.
'I'm really very sorry for her,' the Colonel said, when he heard where
she had ensconced herself. 'I'm certain she doesn't content herself with
this sort of life merely because she lacks ordinary tastes or affections.
In fact mere coldness or want of perceptIon could never have led her to
treat me with actual rudeness such as this. I feel quite certain she has
had some unfortunate experience that has influenced her whole outlook.
I am sure you know all about it. Tell me why she is so unhappy and how
long she is going to stay here - in fact, everything. J Shosho did not
feel at liberty to gratify his curiosity, even to the small extent that she
was able to do so. "Imoto has known the family for years,' she said,
'but had not seen much of them lately. QUIte by accident we ran across
this girl during a pilgrimage to Hatsuse, and Imoro asked her to come
and stay here'

The old nun's quarters, which had always struck Ukifune as slngu"
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larly uninviting, turned out to be the worst place imaginable in which
to spend a nrght. Sleep was out of the question. Not did the old
mother herself snore 10 a manner that was posmvely but
th.c two equally decrepit old nuns who slept wrth her, as
~lned ~ot to be outdone, snorted and grunted in their sleep In a way so
indescribably ferocious that Ukifune felt she was in a den of wild beasts
who might at any moment leap up and devour her. It was contemptible,
she knew, to feel afraid. To begm with, there was nothing to be fright
ened of; and even if they had Indeed been savage monsters and not the
har~less old women that they were, was not death the one thing for
which she had prayed? But the fact remained that she was quivering
with fear - for all the world like the man who came back because he
had not the courage to cross the one-plank bridge.' Komoki had brought
her here, but was not the sort of girl to keep in the background when
a visitor such as the Colonel was at hand, and saying that she would
be back in a minute she had slrpped away to the front of the house.
Hours passed, and still she did not return. But what could one expect
of a flighty creature like that?

Tired of pleading and arguing, the Colonel at last took his departure.
'Did you ever hear of anyone behaving in such a way - WIth her looks
and figure too!' one of the nuns exclaimed; and leaving the fugitive to her
own devices they all trooped off to bed. It must, Ukrfune supposed,
have been about midnight when the old nun, seized with a violent fit
of coughing, woke WIth a start and sat up in bed. A lamp was burning,
and by its Iighr she saw to her astonishment a face that glimmered
strangely white against a black coverlet. Shading her eyes with her hand
the nun peered squirrel-wise 2 at the intruder. 'I don't know you. Who
is it?' she asked, in a VOIce that to Ukifune's ears sounded so menacing
that she once more felt as though the old woman were some fabulous
monster who might at any moment stretch out its claws and devour
her. Well, worse things had happened to her. But no, in a way not worse.
For when, that night at Uji, the evil spIrit had entered into her, she
had at least lost consciousness. But it had been terrible to wake in the
end to the perplexities that she thought to have escaped for ever. And
now, on top of all the terrors and miseries of the past, fresh trials and
annoyances crowded upon her. However, it was as well to remember
that if she had died, she might at this moment have been in company
far more alarming than that of these three old women! Lying awake
all night she could not prevent her thoughts from retracing the whole
history of her unhappy past. The father whom she had never known,

I The story is unknown. Presumably the person in question intended to k~ll himself,
but was deterred by the fact that in order to do so (perhaps ID order to hang himself on a
particular tree or the like) he had to cross a rickety bridge.

• See above, p. g81.
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the long years wasted in repeated I exile, her pleasure at the reunion with
her sister suddenly dashed to the ground. Then had come a time when
things seemed to be gOing better. Kaoru' s solid affection had at last set
her on firmer ground. But at the crrtical moment she had thrown her
one chance of happiness away, and when she looked back now on all
that had happened she could not understand how she had ever come to
forgive Niou for the cruel InjUry that he had mflicred upon her. Every
rhmg down to this nigh t of sordid terror was hIS doing, and his alone.
The memory of hrs swift WOOIng - the little boat, the Island, every de
tail of the whole adventure - filled her now WIth nothing but distaste
and remorse; whereas the thought of Kaoru's calm, steady affection 
the innumerable acts of kindness that she found herself recollecting at
every turn - snll made him infinitely dear. It mattered In realrty very
little whether other people knew or did not know of the depths to which
she had fallen; he at any rate must never know. He must always think
of her as dead, and yet before she died, Just once, if only from afar
but she knew that It could never be. What use was It to go over all rhis
again, when she had done so to no purpose a thousand times before?
At last the cock crowed The relief was almost as great as though It
had been her own mother's VOIce. 2 She felt utterly worn out, and was
longing to get back to her room. But no one came to take her back,
and she was lying there hoping at every moment that Komoki would
appear, when the snoring suddenly ceased and the old nuns began making
gruel or some such horrible stuff, which they were most anxious that she
should share 'Drink It up quickly,' said the old mother, advancing
towards her with the mixture. Ukifune had no notion what the stuff
was; but it filled her with repulsion, and she shuddered, in any case, at
the mere thought of taking anything at the old woman's hands. She
protested that she had no appetite; but the nuns contmued to pester her
ID the most irritating way.

Next day a number of common prIests arrived from Yogawa announcing
that Sozu would shortly be passing through Ono on his way to the
Capital. "That's very sudden,' someone said. But It appeared that the
First Princess had fallen ill, and as all efforts on her behalf, even those
of the Abbot of Hieizan, had hitherto been unsuccessful, it was thought
that the one chance of a cure lay in persuading Sozu to come down to the
Palace. Yesterday morning the Empress had sent a special messenger to
fetch him, and another In the afternoon; but each time he refused. Finally
very late in the night one of Yugiri's sons had arrived bearing an urgent
appeal wrrtten in the Empress's own hand. Ukifune had hardly realized
before how important a personage Sozu was. She felt shy of approaching

I Her stepfather had been Governor first of Michinoku, then of Hitachi,
t A rather forced allusion to the poem (Gyokz!vOJhu 2614), 'Hearing the sad cry of the

bird, I wonder whether It IS for its father or It~ mother that it calls..'
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him, but made up her mind all the same to see whether he was
to receive her forrhwith as a nun. The absence of who
certainly raise objections, made the opportuniry too to be lost
, When Sozu comes,' she said to the mother, 'would you ask him to
my Vows? I feel terribly ill I and am afraid to leave it any longer.......
The old woman nodded, without seeming fully to have taken In what she
said. Back in her room Ukifune began strugghng to do her own hair..
Hitherto Imoto had always dressed It, and she could not bear the thought
of being touched by anyone else. But lt was so long that It was not really
possible for her to deal with it herself. Standing at the mirror wirh her
hair hanging loose down her back, she could not help wishing that her
mother could see It once more before it was shorn away ..

Sozu arrrved at dusk. The place was soon swarming WIth bald-pates
rushing this way and that 10 their hurry to prepare quarters In which their
master might take a few hours' rest. While this was going on he went
to see hIS mother. "How have you been getting on all this long while?'
he said 'I hear Imoto IS away on a. pilgrimage. I suppose she took the
stranger with her?' 'She's st111 hying with us, but she did not go to
Hatsuse. She's here in the house now, very 111, and wants you to ad
minister the Vows' He went at once to Ukifune's room. 'Are you in
there?' he said, seating himself at the foot of her curtained couch. She
edged shyly towards him. ·Our first meeting,' he said, 'was of so extraor..
dinary a kind that I feel sure it must have been due to some relarron
between us In a previous life. Don't think that I have forgotten you all
this while I have constantly mentioned you In my prayers, and I would
have wrrtten asking you to give me news of yourself, but we prIests have
to be very careful about that sort of thrng, and I thought it better to watt
nll circumstances brought us together. Tell me now, how do you get
on here> Don't you find it very dull living with people who have gIven
up the world?' "Imoro has been very kind to me; she said. Cl can't be
grateful enough for all she has done. But I wanted to die, and despite
everyone here being so good to me, I still bitterly regret that I survived.
Not that it will be for long. I do not feel that I have any hold on life,
and before It IS too late, I want you to receive me as a nun, I know that
even If I remain alive, I shall never again lead an ordinary hfe.' 2 • You're
too young; Sozu said, 'to make a decision of that kind. You may feel
very differently later on. So far from being a merit, th~ step you wi..sh
to take becomes a SIn unless the vocation is sure. I don t doubt the S1n

cerity of your desire at the present moment. But months, years. hence,
will you still be in the same mood? Women, as you know, are particularly
subject to sudden resolutions and repentances.' 'It Isn't sudden at all, 11

1 It was customarv in cases of dangerous illness, to admimster the Vow- the rite cor
responding In a general way to the Supreme Unction 01 the Catholic Church.

• H...."c lovers and so on.
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she said. 4 Even when I was a. small child I was so serious that everyone
said I ought to become a nun. And having been Iike that when I was a
child, it was only natural that afterwards, when real troubles came, my
thoughts should turn more and more away from the passing pleasure of
this world and be set upon the world to come. I feel very weak and
cannot believe that I shall last much longer. That is why I am so anX10US
to take my Vows at once.' It was mdeed a most extraordinary thing that
a handsome girl hke this should hold such melancholy views. How, he
wondered, had it all begun? He remembered that the 'possession' had
spoken of being able to enter her owing to the profound state of dejection
m which she was. It was a Miracle that the same thing had not happened
again. She was certainly fight in regarding her present state as In the
highest degree precarious. ' Your request;' he said, 'In any case implies
a proper atritude towards our Faith and its holy institutions, and IS one
WIth which, let me say at once, I am bound to comply. The adminisrra
non of the Vows is a short and simple matter But the Princess's need
is urgent and I have promised to be at the Palace tonight. The rites
which I am to perform will begin early tomorrow morning and are to be
continued for seven days. After that I shall be glad to do as you ask:
But by that time Imoto would have returned and would certainly prevent
the thing being done. She suspected that in reahty he was reluctant to
take such a step WIthout his sister's leave. It would make it easier for
him perhaps 1£ he could represent that the state of her health had compelled
him to act rmmediacely. •I feel that my strength is ebbing fast,' she said,
· In a few days it may no longer be possible to do what I ask. I should
be very grateful if you could find time before you go .... ' She wept so
bitterly that he had not the heart to refuse, nor did he feel that, as a
priest, he had any right to Insist on such a step being deferred. · It must,
I imagine, be getting very late,' he said. 4 I used in old days to think
nothing of the walk down from Yogawa, but I confess that nowadays
it takes a good deal out of me, and I meant to get an hour or two's rest
here before going on to the City. But SInceyou tell me that the matter is
so urgent, I have no choice but to deal with it at once.' It seemed too
good to be true. Hastily she looked for her scissors, put them on the hd
of her comb-box and handed them out to him through the curtains. Sozu
called to two of his disciples who had been present at the scene of Uki
fune's discovery and happened to have accompanied him here today.
So parlous had been her condition when they last saw her that so far
from being surprised when Sozu bade them cut off her hair they were
astonished that such a step had not been taken long ago. But when she
bent down and through a tear in the flaps of her couch I her lovely hair
rippled at their feet, for a moment their hearts misgave them, and the

'I The rules of their order forbad them to see a woman, even under such circumstances
as this.
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young pnest who held the scissors could not
hIS task.

It happened that one of the priests who had come was a brother the
nun Shosho, and she was entertain1ng him in another part of the house.
Sayemon, too, was busy looking after the other priests, several of whom
she knew, and at the moment when the thlng was done only the girl
Komoki was anywhere at hand. She of course rushed off and told Shosho
who arrived Just as Sozu, putting his own prrestly mantle on Ukifune's
shoulders, was bidding her make obeisance to her parents for the last
time. I Bow 10 the direction where you suppose them to be,' he
seerng her hesitate She looked helplessly about her, then burst Into
tears. 'Stop, Stop" Shosho screamed 'She doesn't know what she is
doing. And Imoto away on a Journey too! Oh, what Will she say, what
wrll she say?' But Sozu, nO\\T that he had consented to take the task in
hand, had no intention of allowing It to he interrupted by such an out..
burst. He sternly called the nun to order and she was oblIged to stand
10 reverent silence at Ukifune'S side while Sozu continued the service of
Ordmarion. 'Caught In the Wheels of LIfe... ']; The words struck a
chill to her heart. She had Indeed ~ cut herself off.' The actual shaving
of the head was a work that the priests could not undertake. 4 You can
get that done afterwards by one of the nuns,' Sozu said. 'It 1S of no
consequence for the moment.' But he shaved her temples with hIS own
hand, pronouncing as he did so the solemn words: ~ In the sad guise that
today I put upon you, you must remain for ever. I charge you never to
repent.' Under the Circumstances he might have been expected to hurry
through the proceedings as rapidly as possible. But so far from doing so
he stayed for some while after the actual rites were over, explaining to
her the dunes and privileges of her new existence. It was long smce she
had felt so happy. At last, it seemed to her, she had somerhrng to live for.

Sozu and hIS companions were gone. Once more there was 110 sound
in the house save the SIghing of the night wind. · It zs a depressing place, '
one of the nuns said as they lay listening to the wind, · But there was
no reason why she should go on IivI0g here for ever .. WIth her good looks
she could not have failed to do well for herself in the end. les a terrible
thmg for a girl to do when she st111 has all her life before her. I wonder
how she w111 get on: But she herself had no misgivmgs. At last she
could face the future without dread. She felt as though a great weight
had been lifted from her breast and was profoundly thankful to Sozu for
what he had done. But she knew that everyone 10 the house regarded it
as a calamity, and next morning, rather than let them see her thus, she kept

:.t The purport of this hymn is that for those who are still in secular life it IS unlawful to
cut themselves off'from their parents love, but nevertheless the surest way to repay. such
Iove 1'\ to forsake the home and enter on the True Path, For the ceremony of Admission
and the use of this hymn ~ce the Takakusu T'npitaka, Vol. LIV, p. 29 b.
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the shutters fastened and hid herself away in the darkened room.. Her hair,
roughly shorn as it was, felt very uncomfortable, and it there had been
anyone in the house whom she could have trusted to put it to rights
without a contmual stream of lamentations and reproaches, she would
gladly have had it attended to. It was long Since there had been anyone
to whom she could confide her Innermost thoughts, and now it was less
use than ever to expect other people to understand what she was feeling.
Once again, as so often before, her only resource was to draw the Ink-slab
towards her and industriously practice her hand 6 Long SInce, both to
myself and all who held me dear, have I been dead; strange that a second
time I bid the world farewell r 4 It lS all over now l' So she wrote, and
could not help feeling moved at her own words. And agaln: "Is this
indeed the end? Long SInce I thought that hfe wa.s over. Strange that once
again the world and I should part f' And thus, to distract herself, in verse
after verse she handled and rehandled the same thought. Suddenly a
messenger was announced It seemed that even in the midst of last night's
commotion someone had found rime to inform the Colonel of what had
taken place He was, of course, very much upset But as far as his own
chances were concerned, he had already given up all hope. For he felt
certain that she knew her O\'\1"n mind, and her persistent refusal to enter
into correspondence could only mean that she was derermrned never to
have anything to do with him. All the same, It was a great pity. Only
the other night he had asked Shosho 1£ rewould not be possible to procure
for him a nearer view of her lovely hair which he had seen for one tan
ralrzing moment on the occasion of hIS first VISit, and Shosho had promised
to do her best. He had written, then, by return 'I have just heard news,'
he said, 4 of which I dare not trust myself to speak.' 4 Down to the shore
I hasten, lest I be too late to catch the fisher's I craft that wirh swift oar
makes for the open sea.' Such was his poem. For once In a wa.y she
opened the letter She did not feel at the moment like Judging anyone
hardly, and If the news that there could now be no further quesrion of
meetIng her had come as a shock to him, she was sorry. But she on her
SIdehad certainly done nothing to raise his expectations. 4 Though from
(he shores of this calamitous world it draws away, I know not whither
it sails - the fisher's fragile craft.' Such was her poem, scribbled In the
margin of one of the sheets upon w hich she had been practismg. Shosho
happened to see It, and folding the sheet up was about to hand it to the
Colonel's messenger. 'If you're gOlOg to send It, you might at least copy
it out on a clean piece of paper,' Ukifune protested. But Shosho said chat
If she did that she would only spoil It. 'The Colonel,' she insisted,
'would far rather have it just as it IS: He had not expected an answer
of any sort, and this scrap, which was at any rate written in her own hand,
both touched and delighted hrrn,

J "fila means 'Iishcrtnan;' but also 'nun.'
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Imoto on her return was of course horrrfied to hear of what had
pened 'I ~now you must think that bcrng a nun myself,' she
have no rrgnr to disapprove. But I certainly do; and understand
why as time goes on. If you were my age it would be but vou
have far too long a life before you. In any case you must surely under
stand that for me it is a terrible blow. My one prayer for months past
has been that I might lrve long enough to see you safely settled In the
world among people whom I could trust to make you happy when I am
gone. It 1S more than I can bear... ' She wept bitterly, and seeing the
distress that her retreat from the world was causlng to one who after an
was no more than a stranger, Ukifune realized as never before what the
feelmgs of her mother must have been on learning not that she had become
a nun or even merely that she had died, but that - as no doubt they had
all supposed - she had taken her own life. She sat In silence, her face
half-turned away, and seen thus she still looked young and lovely as
ever. 'No, It was a wicked thing to do,' Imoro said. '1 feel I shall never
be able to forgive you' Nevertheless, with tears in her eyes, she began
to busy herself with the question of Ukifune's clothes. She herself gener
ally wore dove-grey, and she set her people to making a. skirt and habit
of that colour ' She was lrke a 11ght In the darkness, moving among us
here,' said someone, needle in hand. 'It's a shame to be putting her into
this drab gown'; and everyone agreed that Sozu was greatly to blame.

As all his disciples had predicted, Sozu's mimstrations to the First
Princess were astonishingly successful. She was already well on the way to
recovery, and his reputation at Court stood higher than ever. He warned
Their Majesties that unless the treatment was continued there might be
a recurrence, and they persuaded him to stay at the Palace a httle longer.
One wild, rainy night the Empress sent for him and asked him to take
night-duty I in the Princess's rooms. Her people were worn out by ma.ny
nights of watching and most of them were fast asleep. The Empress
herself was resting on the Princess's bed. 'The Emperor,' she said to
Sozu, 'has for long past had a very high opinion of your powers. But
on this occasion what you were able to do when everyone else had faded
has amazed him, H WIth a man like that to pray for one's Salvation,"
he said, "one can really feel some confidence about the world to come." t

'The Blessed One, t Sozu replied, 'has lately vouchsafed me SIgns that I
have not many months in which to prepare myself for my end, and it
was my hope to devote such time as IS left me to uninterrupted fasting
and prayer. No other command but yours would have brought me from
my cell. J He went on to speak of the Princess's illness and the extrenle~y

stubborn nature of the evil Influence that he had finally expelled. I
have seldom heard a spirit give so many conflicting accounts of itself,' 2

I Priests sat up all night In the Palace reciting spells to keep away evil spmts,
2 Not till a "possession' had been persuaded to reveal us true Identity could it be sub

jugated and expelled ..
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he said, 6 though I have had some very strange experiences in dealing
with cases of this kind. Only last spring, for example, my old mother,
on her way back from a pilgrimage to Hatsuse, stopped at the Old Palace
at DJ!. A house hke that, now almost uninhabited and full of ramblmg
passages and vast empty rooms, is the last place I should have chosen;
for my mother's health was in a very precarious condrtion, and one could
be sure that there 1£ anywhere evil SpIrIts must certainly have made rheir
lair. Events showed that I was not far wrong .. ,' and he proceeded to
tell the story of Ukifune's rescue and mysterious derangement. So vividly
indeed did he tell it and wrth such a wealth of horrifying derail that
the Empress lost her nerve completely and insisted on all the sleeping
gentlewomen being roused and coming to keep her company. The only
one among them who had been awake dunng Sozu's recital was Kosaisho,
the lady in whom Kaoru sometimes confided. Sozu saw that he must
hurry on to a less painful part of the story, and giving no further particu
lars about Ukifune's illness and cure he went on to describe how passing
through Ono on hIS way to the City he had found Ukifune alone there,
and Yielding to her enrreaties had administered the rites of Ordrnation..
4My sister,' he said, 'who after losing her husband also lost an only
daughter to whom she was devotedly attached, took a great fancy to
this girl and is naturally very disappointed that she has taken her Vows.
I myself felt it to be a great pity, for I have seldom seen a better-looking
girl. I wonder who she really is.' 'It does not seem very likely,' Kosaisho
interposed, 'that a girl of the better sort could have got stranded in such
a place as that. But surely by now your sister must have got into touch
with her family?' · I dare say,' said Sozu, 'I haven't enquired. It is true
that 1£ she were anyone of importance, a hue and cry would have been
raised. Probably she is only a peasant's daughter. BIrth is not everything,
we all know the story of the dragon's daughter," But if she comes of an
ordinary family, only a prodigrous accumulation of merrt 2 can account
for such beauty.' The Empress remembered now that there had been a
great to-do, just at the nme Sozu mentioned, about the disappearance
from UJi of the girl in whom Kaoru took such an Interest; and Kosaisho
at once recollected that Princess Kozeri, to whom the girl was apparently
related, had spoken to her earlier in the year about this mysterious dIS
appearance.. But neither she nor the Empress felt absolutely certain that
it was the same person. '1 know you WIll not let this go any further,'
Sozu said. 'The girl is evidently most anxious that her present where
abouts should not be discovered; Indeed it almost looks as though she
has incurred the hostility of some violent gang, and believes her life to

I Who achieved Buddhahood, despite the serious disadvantage of being born on the
animal-plane. The story is told In the Hokkekyo,

2 In previous existences. As mentioned above, patience is the particular merit that
gi~es rise to beauty.
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be in danger. I only told you about it because I felt certain yOU would
~e interested: The other gentlewomen naturally asked Kos;isho what
it was that had given the Empress such a fright; but she would not tell
them. However, she saw no harm in discussing the matter afterwards
with t?e E~press he~self & J am inclined to agree with you,' Her Majesty
said. Don t you think Kaoru ought to be told?' And she tried to per
suade Kosaisho to mention the matter to him. But it was a delicate sub
ject to embark upon, particularly while It was still so doubtful whether
It actually was the same person, moreover Kosaisho never felt entirelv
at her ease with Kaoru, and In the end she decided not to say anything.

As soon as the FIrst Pnncess had completely recovered SOZll set out
for Yogawa, halting at Ono on the way. 'I consider it a most dangerous
thing to administer Vows to a girl of her age; Imoto said, 'and I thmk
you might at least have consulted me: But Sozu took no notice, and
turnIng to Ukifune he said: 'For you there remains nothing now but to
pursue your devotions quietly and earnestly. To the young, as to the old,
the world of desire can bring no peace or security. Let no one persuade
you that you are wrong to put your trust in surer things: She hung
her head. 'Should you need a fresh habit ... ,' he said, and he presented
her wirh a parcel of damasks and thin silks of the better sort. 'So long
as I am alrve,' he said, 'I will see to it that you have all you require.
About such things as that you need not worry. The world is hard to
leave. Ambitions, affections - both our own and those of others for
us - seem so long as we are involved in them to form an invincible
barrier. But it is not so. You yourself were brought up amid the un
certainties of common Iife and knew its trials. Now, in the heart of the
forest, free alike from resentment and remorse, you pa.ss your days in

meditation and prayer, life weighing upon you" no heavier than a dry
leaf." x Yes, you will see, on many a dawn, "the moon lingering at the
pine-wood gate.... " , I

She had never met wrth a priest who spoke so well." She felt he was
a man whom one could respect, certainly no one had ever spoken to her
on such subjects in a way more entirely to her mind. After he had left
she went to the window and presently sa.w appearing round a distant
fold of the hill a throng of riders in hunting-cloaks of every hue. It
seemed that they must be going up to the Hieizan, But the way through
Ono, which lay aside from the road, was v~ry seldo~ taken except by
priests going up from Kurodani.! and the arrival of th~s party of la.y~en
remained a mystery, till someone suddenly recognized the ~aml11ar
figure of the dejected Colonel. He had come partly to express hiS regret
at the step which Ukifune had taken, partly because the autumn colours

I From a poem by Po Chu ...i. ..'
:I Le, introduced quotations from Chinese poetry Into his conversation,
J At the foot of the Hieizan, farther south than Ono.
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were finer here than in any other place he knew. From the first moment
of his arrival in the hills the beauty of the scene had cornpletely over...
come him. What a comfort It would have been If In such a place as this
he had discovered someone 111 an ordinary, sociable frame of mmd l
C I hadn't much to do,' he explained to Imoto, C so I thought I would
take the opportunity of coming to enJoy your woods now that they
are at their best. Can you give me shelter once agam>' «Down from the
hills so fierce a storm has blown through these our woods that not a
shelrering leaf IS left on any tree.' Such was Imoto's poem, and hIS

«No welcome had I hoped ever again to find In this sad village, yet I
thought the clustering tree-tops beckoned as I passed.' Sending for
Shosho he talked with her for some time about the irrevocable step that
they both so much deplored. «Wouldn't It, as things are, be possrble
to let me see her for a moment?' he asked. 'I arn very curIOUS to know
how she looks as a nun. I think my deep mterest In het' at any rate de
serves that much reward.' Shosho went to Ukifune's rooms to see what
could be done. In a habit of grey damask worn over a dark brown kirtle
she looked, Shosho thought, more lovely than ever, her fragile figure
being set off by these sombre garments with an effect that was posrrively
elegant and stylish. Her cropped hair spread fan-wise over her forehead
and clustered behind her ears In a most attractive manner. There was
a faint flush in her pale cheeks that could not have been rivalled by the
most dexterous use of rouge or powder. She had evidently been saying
her prayers; a rosary still dangled over the end of the bed. Now, With

rapt attention, she was poring over a volume of the scriptures. It was a
scene such as would have gladdened a painter's heart. Shosho for her
part could never look upon her now WIthout tears coming to her eyes,
and she could well Imagine what the Colonel's Ieelmgs would be. It
happened that the wood under the bolt of her door had cracked slightly,
as though on purpose to serve as an eye-hole on the present occasion,
and leading the Colonel to the spot, Shosho went back rnto the room
and rearranged the screens so that he might have an uninterrupted view,
In a moment he saw that her appearance was such as to exceed his wildest
dreams. She was not merely handsome but a beauty of the rarest order,
and the thought that he had himself presumably 'been to a large extent
responsible for the desperate measure she had taken filled him With shame
and remorse. At the same time a WIld desire to fling all restraint aside
and rush Into the room suddenly possessed him, and fearing that he aught
not be able to control it he beat a hasty retreat.

That the people to whom she belonged had simply allowed such a
creature as this to vanish without making any attempt to discover what
had happened to her was mcredible. She must have parents or guardians
of some kind who would surely have made every effort to trace her, and
even if as the result of some drstresstng experience she had deliberarel..
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cut herself off from the world, her disappearance must have created a
considerable sensation and some rumour of her Identity would
have reached those Into whose hands she had come. Beauty such as
hers could apparently survive even the sad transformation to which she
had been subjected. The strange garb seemed Indeed positively to en
hance her beauty, and so far from this glimpse of her settIng his heart
at r~st, he began now

4

to turn over In hIS mind plans for secretly getting
her Into hIS power. I can understand that before this change she may
well have been nervous about my rntentrons, 1I he said to Imoto, •But It is
ObVIOUS that there can now be no harm whatever In allowing me to address
her. WIll you try to convince her of this? For my associanons with the
house are bound In the future to brmg me here from time to time, and it
would be a great comfort to me 1£ I could use these occasions to better
our acquamtance.' 'I am naturally very anxious about what is going
to become of her later on, t Imoto said, 'and it would be a great comfort
If I thought that you could be relied on to help her in pracncal ways.
I am afraid she Inay have a very difficult time when I am gone.' From the
solicitude that Imoto showed concernIng this girl and the tone 10 which
she spoke of her, the Colonel was mclined to think that they must in
realrty be closely related. It seemed important to discover the truth of
the matter. 'Life 1S full of uncertainties; he said, 'and of course I do
not know how long I myself shall be spared. However, you may count
on me to give her the sort of assistance that you have mentioned so long
as I am here But I confess I am rather worried at not knowing where
she comes from, At any moment people with far more rrght to do so
than I may turn up and provide for her. Not that it would really place
me in an awkward position If they did, But I feel it would make my
relations with her less unsatisfacrory if I knew': ~ If I had been able to
get her back into ordinary society, where she would have mixed with
people in the usual way, no doubt she would sooner or later have been
recognized;' Imoto said. · But as It IS, there 18 small hope of any such
thmg ever happening. Here as you see she is entirely cut off from the
world, which 15 indeed what she herself seems most to desire: l Hateful
should I be to myself indeed, were I to think that not from the World:s
snare, but from my lose you fled.' Such was the poem that he sent 1U

to her, accompanied by many pleadings and entreaties. · Let me be a
brother to you,' he wrote. · You will surely be glad sometimes to hear
what is going on m the world,' and so forth. 'I fear that your informa
tion, inreresring though it would no doubt be to anyone who under
stood such matters, would be wasted on me." That was all; there was no
answering poem. In reality It was not ignorance but rather a knowledge
bred of much unhappy experIence that made her reject this offer of
brotherly conversation. She was resolved henceforth. to Il~e ,?,nseen,
like an old tree-stump m the ground. But her success in achieving the
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first step towards establishing the right to such an existence, so far from
making her more serious and unresponsIve, caused a change which Imoto
noted with delight. She was often w1111ng now to Join In sports and lrght
distractions, and seemed to be ready for a game of draughts or chess at
any time of the day or night. She did not, however, forget her devotions.
In the study of the Hokkekyo she was of course I assiduous, but she found
time for other scriptures as well. As winter came on and the snow piled up
thick on the roads, visitors became rarer than ever, and the time hung
heavy on everyone's hands. At last, however, late in the sprIng, a grand
son of Ithe old nun, called Ki no Kami, arrived at Ono. He was a man
of about thirty, good-Iooking and vivacious, 4 Well, Grandmother,' he
said, 4 how have things been this long while? Two years, isn't it?'
But the old lady's mind had been failing rapidly of late, and she scarcely
seemed to know him. 4 It's very sad,' he said, coming back to Imoro ..
'She seems to be breaking up altogether. I wish I had been able to see
more of her in her last years, but the distance made It rmpossible. I owe
a great deal to her, for after my parents died she took sole charge of me.
And the Governor of Hitachr's wife - do you ever get news of her?'
The person referred to was apparently Imoto's SIster. 4 As the years go
on,' Imoto said, 4 I seem to hear less and less about what goes on in the
world. In as far as I have had anything to occupy me, it has been my
own troubles and difficulries, and of these I have had my full share. I
have had no news of the Governor's wife for a long while .. I am afraid
that unless she comes soon she IS not very Iikely to find your grandmother
still alive:

Ukifune started at the sound of this name, which was identical with
her mother's; but in a moment she realized that the Governor 111 question
must obviously be a quite different person from her stepfather. · I have
been back at the Capital J for a long nme now,' Ki no Kami said,' but
busmess of one kind and another has always prevented my coming here.
Only yesterday I had fully Intended to COIne, but at the last moment HIS
Excellency Lord Kaoru sent for me to go with him to UJ!. He was Inter
ested at one time, it appears, in a daughter of the late Prince Hachi.
She died, and sometime afterwards he brought a gIrl there who according
to some accounts was Iikewise a daughter of the old PrInce. A year
ago, however, this lady also died, and it was to arrange for the Anniver
sary that His Excellency went out to UJIyesterday, The abbot of the tem
ple there is in charge of the ceremony. I shall have to make an offering J

myself. Do you think you could have a dress made for me to give as alms?
x As a disciple of Sozu, who belonged to the Tendai sect, which made the Hokkekyo its

principle scripture.
2 On hIS return from the province of which he had been Governor.
3 .A. woman's robe may seem a strange offering to make to priests; but currency was

very littl7used at this time, it') place being taken by articles of common use, such as clothes,
~USICal instruments, etc.
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I should ~ave lik~d, of cou:se, to have something woven on 't"\nt-f'Iw"\lll'.lIIl

I am afraid there 1S hardly time.' Her own Anniversarv!
ing her emotion l!kifune turned her face to the wall, 'i always unaeesrooc
that ~rInce Ha~hl had only two daughters,' Imoro said. I( Which of them
was it th~t.Prlnce NI0U married?' 'The second one that His Excellency
used .to V,1S1t. was ~Y ~ d1ffer~nt mother - someone of no importance,
I believe, K1 no Kami explained, "The relationship was never openly
acknowledged, but he was certainly very much attached to her. They
tell me that when the first one died, he was completely prostrated, and
was on the pomt of taking his Vows.' It was evident that this visrtor
was extremely well posted up in all Kaoru's affairs. What would come
next? Ukifun~'s heart b~at faste: and faster. 'It was a terrible thing,'
he went on, the two Sisters dying one after another like that, in the
same ~?use. His Excellency's distress when we went there yesterday
was pitiable to see. He stood for a long while on the river bank, gazIng
steadfastly into the water; then going into the house: i4 Can I have thought
that in these plunging waves her face as in a mirror I should find, that
gazing thus I swell the swollen floods" So he wrote, and nailed the poem
to a pill ar. He said nothing to any of us; but we could see that he was in
a state of deep emotion. How handsome he is! One sometimes almost
wishes he were a woman. Beauty of that kind is, in a way, wasted on a
man. I have known him since I was a boy and always had so great an
admiration for his extraordinary gentleness and refinement that a word
from him has meant more to me than the notice of the Regent or Pnme
Minister. I don't know what would have become of me wirhout his help
and encouragement.' Such, thought Ukifune, deeply moved, was the im..
pression that he made even on a man like this, who did not seem to be a
person of any great discernment. "I can't believe that any of them can for
a moment be compared with Genji,' Imoro said. "Indeed the young men
whom people point to with admiration nowadays are all Gen}I'S descend
ants, and no doubt owe their success to having inherited some part of his
charm and attainments. What about Yugiri?' 'He is certainly a fine
looking man,' he said, •and no other public character is so much respected
today. Prince Niou too is very much to the fore, though for differenr
reasons. It is his success with women that makes him so conspicuous:
Despite her emotion at these echoes fron: a far-off world that no:v seel?ed
Iike a dream, Ukifune could not help being amused at the way in which,
unconscious of her identity, he enlightened the company on one subject
after another about which she was far better qualified to speak. After
a great deal ~f information of the same kind he at last took his leave.

So Kaoru had not forgotten her, still less, no doubt, bad her mother.
For a moment she had been tempted to reveal herself. But what was the
use? It would give them more pain than pleasure to see h~r as sh~ was
DOW. It gave her a curious sensation to see the good nuns industriously
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dyeing silks for the costume which K1 no Kami had bespoken. But she
said nothing. 4 I wish you would give me a hand with this,' Imoto said,
holding out an undergarment at which she was working. 'You hem much
more neatly than I do.' Ukifune started back as though 10 horror and, to
excuse herself, pretended that she was not feeling well. Imoto, despite
the urgency of the work, dropped It immediately and hurried to het
Side. 'It's Just the sort of thing you ought to be wearIng yourself,' some
one said, picking up the kirtle - a cherry-weaving hned with scarlet.
'It's a shame to dress you in grey.' Her answer was a poem In which she
asked whether they thought she held the world of billowing skirts and
gay sleeves so dear that at the mere sight of a patterned dress she must
regret her holy garb.

But sooner or later, even if It were only after she was dead, Imoto and
the rest were bound to discover who she was, and would feel hurt, nay
outraged, that she should have let this farce go on. She hesirated, then
at last brought herself to say: 'I remember very hrrle about my past; but
for some reason the s1ght of this work that you are busy upon has upset
me. It recalls some sort of vague memory - I can't qUite say what'
· I shouldn't be at all surpnsed;' rejoined Imoro, 'to find that you re
membered a good deal more than you choose to admit I really think it IS

nme you should confide 10 me. It 1S not only to you that the sight of these
gay stuffs brings back sad memories. Look how badly I've cut this out.
That comes of being out of practice. If my girl had hved, I should be
doing it every day. There must surely have been someone who was
fond of you. I know that even though my daughter died under my eyes,
I went on feeling for a long time that she was not really gone and that I
should find her, if only I knew where to look.. And even if your people
had reason to glve you up for dead, they cannot have been sure, and must
certainly be taking steps to discover what became of you.' 'One of my
parents "vas alive,' Ukifune said. 'But whether she IS still so after all this
nme ... ' She broke off; then mastering her tears: ·No, it is not really
that I do not remember, but that things happened which are too terrible
to speak about. You must not think that I want to keep a distance be...
tween us, that is not it at all.'

Kaoru returned from the ceremony at Uji feeling. that the whole pitiful
business was now Indeed over; for Ukifune herself he could do nothing
more. But he did not forget his promise about the brothers. For one of
them, who had Just celebrated his coming-of-age, he secured a post in the
Treasury; for another, a commission in his own regiment of the Guard.
One of the younger boys, who was much more presentable than the rest,
and was indeed quite an agreeable lad to have at hand, he used as a page.
One rather dismal, rainy night when the Empress's rooms were almost
deserted he mentioned in the course of general conversation that he had
recently been our to Uji. 'I used to go there a great deal at one time.' he
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said, · and was criticized for doing so; rightly perhaps, but some curious
bond of fate seemed for years on end, in one fashion or another, to hnk
me to the place. However, all around me I saw people considering them
selves perfectly free to follow their inclrnations in matters such as that,
and I did not see why I should be the sole exception. But a curse seemed
to be upon the house, it became connected In my mind with death and
disaster; moreover my own Circumstances made it more and more difficult
for me to undertake such a journey, and for many months I never set foot
there. The other day, however, I was obliged to go there again, on busi
ness of a very melancholy nature, and Iooking back on all that had gone
on there I got so gloomy and forbidding an impression of the place that
I could not help feeling Prince Hachi chose it for his residence with the
deliberate mtention of turning the hearts of all who cattle there towards
the consolations of the life to COlDe_' The Empress at once remembered
Sozu's story. No wonder Kaoru should feel as he did about the scene
of such a disaster, 'It certainly seems as 1£ some evil spirit haunted the
place; she said. I But how, exactly, did the person you mention meet
her end?' It was not clear whether she realized that there had been two
disasters, or was only referring to Agemaki. 'A lonely place Iike that,'
he said, 4 is of course 'Very. pt to become the haunt of evil spmrs. But
even so, what happened is hard to explain ' At this point, however, he
dropped the subject, and the Empress, feehng that he was embarrassed
at her already knowing so much more about his secret than he imagined,
did not WIsh to press him. Her interest in the question was indeed chiefly
due to the fact that NI0U too was involved. No doubt it was this same
disaster, at which Kaoru had hinted so ominously, that was responsible
for Niou's extraordinary collapse last year. For her as welt as for Kaoru
the subject was an embarrassing one. But though at the time she said
no more, she still felt that he ought to be told. ~ I was very much touched
by what His .Excellency told ~e tonight about a .recent vIs.it to .:oji; she
said to Kosaisho afterwards, and was on the pomt of telling him about
Sozu's story; but after all, one cannot be certain that it is the same person.
You know as much about it as I do. Couldn't you manage to say some
thing to him? There's. no need, of course, to :epe~t the whole story.
But you might manage in the course of conversation Just to let him know
that you have heard something of the k~nd,thatSozu to~d ~s abo~t.' :1£
even Your Majesty feels unable to tell him, Kosaisho said, I do?, t qu;te
see why you should think it any easier for me. I.have no conn~ct10n Wlt~

the matter in any way at all. t I think the poslti0n you ~re l? makes.. lt
a great deal easier for you than for me,' the tEmpr~ss said... But quite
apart from that, there are personal reasons , ... Kosaisho smiled to her
self, knowing quite well what these personal reasons I ~ere. She could
not very well continue to refuse, and on the next occasion when Kaoru

I I ..e.. the connection of Niou with the affair.
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visited her she led the conversation on to the subject of Sozu, and re
peated all that she had heard He realized, when he had recovered from the
first overwhelming sensations of surprise and bewrlderment, that the
Empress's questions, which had puzzled him at the time, were due to
her having heard the same story. Why then had she broken off in that
strange way? No doubt because she felt embarrassed at showing hOV\1

much she knew of an affair that he had scrupulously avoided mentioning
to her. The odd thing was that even now, though It was evident that
others knew even more about the whole thrng than he did, this did not
nlake it any easier to discuss the matter. No doubt rt had always been
absurd to make: such a mystery of It. For even where the living are con
cerned secrets are seldom kept, and this was a case of someone who was
supposed to be dea.d. Yet even to Kosaisho, whom he had known so long,
he could not brl11g himself to admir in so many words what his own
connection with the affair had really been. 'I heard of someone disappear
mg In much the same way,' he said guardedly. · What happened in the
end to the girl m Sozu's story?' 'He stopped at Ono on hIS way down to
the City,' Kosaisho said, 'and made her a nun. The people who found
her would not let this be done even when she was so 111. Apparently she
1S very good-looking and they thought It would be too great a plty. But
she had set her heart 0111t, and when everyone was out of the way, she
managed to persuade him.' The place, the nrue-e-everyrhing fitted exactly.
He had no real doubt that It was she. But It was impossible to ask
further questions without giving himself away. By some means or other,
however, he must find out the truth. Why not go to Ono and discover
for himself? He felt very much inclmed to set out rmrnediately. But hIS

intentions would certainly be misincerpreted , moreover, NIOU might hear
of his ViSIt and it was only too likely that the moment he heard Ukifune
was alive he would try to renew the old relanonship For he could well
imagine that NIOU would think nothing of compelling a nun to profane
her Vows. But it was not at all improbable that N10U knew already,
indeed, the whole story about Ukifune having become a nun might well
be a rrick on his part to prevent Kaoru getting into touch with her. Come
to think of it, this was almost certain. It was no doubt because Niou
had pledged her to secrecy that the Empress had been unwilling to dlSCUSS

the matter. It was very unnatural that, had she in realrty heard so re
markable a story, she should not have repeated it to him. If Ukifune
was Indeed snll m N10U'S clutches,' passronarely though he longed to see
her, It was better for him to pretend to himself that she was dead. It
might be that from time to time rumours would still reach him which
spoke of her as alive. But they would only seem such tidings as In dreams
and visions drift back from the world beyond the grave. On his part

I A colony of nuns may seem an odd place at which to conduct such an intrigue, but
the distincnon between the world and the cloister was not at that ume a very rigid one.
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he would make no further effort to get news of her still less to wrest
her from NiOU'S hands. As for the Empress - of course he never
mention the subject again. But here he wavered. It would '-.... .ll.40U...........

be mreresting to discover what the posmon really was and him...
self alone with her a few days later he could not resrst the temptation to
introduce the tOpIC once again, ·Someone told me the other day,' he said,
'that extraordinary story about the girl who was supposed to have died
at UJ! turning out merely to have wandered away and to be still Iivrng
with strange people In a remote and unfrequenred place. I confess I am not
surprised. That she should have shown sufficient resolution to take her
own lIfe in the way that was alleged at the time always seemed to me most
improbable. It now appears to be thought that she was suffering from a
possession, which seems much more likely: He went on to confess in a.
guarded way, carefully yelling the part that NIOU had played and showing
no trace of rancour, his own connection with the girl's history. 4 1 am
very anxious Niou should not have the impression that I have been taking
steps to get into touch with her,' he said. •He would certainly misunder
stand my motrves, and I do not Intend to let him see that I have heard
she is alive:

4

1 know nothing about the matter,' the Empress said, 'be
yond what Sozu told us the other day. I had been passing through a trying
time, and really gave very little attention to what he said. As for NI0U

I am convinced that he has heard nothing about the matter, and the last
thing I should do would be to tell him; I know only too well what that
would lead to. As a matter of fact, I am snll very worried about the life
he leads. Everyone knows about it and people have quite ceased to look
up to him as they should. t The Empress, Kaoru knew, was not at all
the sort of person to repeat things that had been told to her in confidence,
and he felt sure his admissions would go no farther. It was annoying
that he still did not know where this out-of-the-way place was at which
Ukifune was said to be lrving. The easiest way to discover, without It

being known at Court that he was making enquiries, would be to get
into touch with Sozu himself. Kaoru was in the habit of performing
special devotions to the Buddha. of Healing on the. eighth day o! ~ach

month. For this purpose he very often went to the main temple at Hle~zan..
Nothing could be simpler than to go on from there to Yogawa. This he
determined to do, and took.with him the young brother 1 who was now
acting as his page. He felt that to have the boy with him would i~ a way
lessen the shock of the meeting or at any rate make her more disposed
to open her heart to him. It was in a state of great exc~tement th~t he
set out. But at the same time terrible misgivings beset him. What ~f he
should find out that she had hidden herself away among these mysterious,
hooded figures merely in order to conceal the fact that she had surrendered
to some new lover?

I Of Ukifune.



CHAPTER XIII

The Bridge of Dreams

A THE Hieizan, after performing his usual devotions, he made
a special offering of holy images and books. Next day he went
on to Yogawa, where Sozu, despite the complete unexpected

ness of the V1Slt, received him with every mark of consideration. Kaoru
had 011 many occasions In the past availed himself of Sozu's assistance
when carrying out rites and services of varIOUS kinds, but had not t111
recently been on terms of intimacy with him However, hIS astomshing
success In dealing With the FIrst Princess's malady had convinced Kaoru
that the old priest must possess extraordinary spmtual powers, and while
Sozu was 10 the Palace, he had more than once sought his guidance on
points of faith and docrrme LIttle as he Irked to be disturbed, Sozu
could not help feeling granfied that a person of such public importance
should have come so far to ViSIt him. After they had chatted for a while
refreshments were served, and when the other priests had withdrawn:
4 I think you know those people who Iive at Ono,' Kaoru suddenly said.
· Yes,' said Sozu, 'they are relarions of rmne. You no doubt wonder what
induced them to settle in such a place. The fact is, I have no residence
of my own at the Capital, and when my mother became a nun, the best
thing to do with her seemed to be to settle her somewhere within reach
of my own hermitage. I can start from here in the evenmg and be back
before daybreak. It IS really very convenient.' •It is of course only in
recent years that Ono has become so deserted,' Kaoru said. 'I believe in
Princess Ochiba's time It was quite a popular resort ... ' Breaking off, he
came across and seated himself close by Sozu's side. 'There 1S something
I want to ask you about,' he sard, in a lower V01ce. 'I feel rather shy of
mentioning the subject because I am sure you will think it very strange
that the matter should Interest me at all. I heard not long ago that some
one I once knew IS now Irving with your relanves at Ono. I took no steps
to find out If this were so, but later on a rumour reached me that she was
indeed there, and, further, that she had become )lour disciple and had
received the Vows of Abstinence at your hands. She is quite a young
woman and her mother 1S still alive I am interested In the matter because
I have reason to believe that certain people have accused me of hiding
her where she now is.' So the gIrl was, after all, someone of rank and
importance. Sozu had always, he told himself, found It difficult to believe
anything to the contrary. It was evident, moreover, from the way in
which Kaoru spoke of her, that they had once been on very intimate
terms. Priest though he was, worldly considerations still influenced
him sufficiently to make him very uneasy about what he had done, and
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he paused far some while before making his reply.. It seemed as
Kaoru had very de~nl~e information on the subject, and without xnowmz
exactly how far this informanon extended, it was difficult to glaze over
what had happened In such a. way as to escape responsrbrlrty, ·1 am not
sur~,' the priest ~al~ after a long pause, l that I know what you are re
ferring to. But It IS true that a girl who 1S a complete stranger to us
all has been ~iving with my relatrons at Ono for some months past. My
mother and SIster had been at Hatsuse in pursuance of a. vow, and on the
way back t~ey stopped at the .ruined Palace of UJi. While they were
there I received a message asking me to join them immediately. My
mother had found the Journey too much for her and was in a state of
acute exhaustion..When I arrived they told me an extraordinary story
about someone having been found near by in the most deplorable condition,
and I was obliged for the moment to defer dealmg with my mother's case
in order to do what I could for this girl whom they had rescued At
first SIght one would have taken her for dead. But closer examination
showed that there was still breath in her body, and I came to the con
clusion that she had been left for dead, such a mistake being by no means
impossible, for one has heard of people waking from a trance to find
themselves laid out In a mortuary. I sent for such of my disciples as have
most gift of healing and set them to work on one spell after another.
I was then able to devote myself to praY1ng for my mother, whose re
covery, OWIng to her great age, was hardly to be expected - but I hoped
at least to spare her the misery of dying amid unfamiliar surroundings,
so far away from home, My efforts on her behalf completely engrossed
me, and during the rest of the time that I was there I hardly saw the
stranger at all. But from what people told me I concluded that she had
been bewrtched by a tengu,I tree-spirit or some such malign power.. They
managed to get her back to Ono, but for three months she remained in
practically the same condition, showing little or no signs of life. It
happens that my sister some years ago lost an only daughter, of Just about
this girl's age. She felt the loss very deeply, and had indeed for a long
time past dragged out her existence in a state of profound depression.
The arrival of this beautiful girl completely changed her. She was from
the first moment convinced that the stranger had been sent by Kwannon
in answer to her prayers, to take her o,:n child~s place, an~ the. fear
that all the care she lavished upon her might turn out to be In vain so
preyed upon my Sister's mmd that after a. time I felt obliged to go down
once more to Ono and see what I could do. Fortunately, as the result of
further spells and rituals, I was able at last to bring her back at a.ny rate
to some semblance of hfe, But she felt that the spirit which had possessed

1 In China the tengu were spirits of comets and shooting-stars. "In Japan, wh~re they
play a much more important part in popular belief they were winged figur:s with long
beaks or snouts" They often disguised themselves as monks or mountam-asceacs.
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her had not altogether lost its hold, and that she could not wholly escape
from its influence and devote herself calmly to preparation for the life
to come so long as she was in her present worldly guise. Not only was
I deeply touched by her entreaties, but as a priest it is clearly my duty
to promote rather than to discourage such changes of heart, and it is
true that I administered the Vows. You must admit that under the cir ...
cumsrances I could not possibly have guessed that Your Excellency ought
to have been consulted. However, though the story, so singular from
start to finish, would if it had been allowed to go any farther soon have
become the talk of the town, my sister was evidently determined to pre
vent its becoming known, She enjoined strict secrecy upon everyone
concerned, and during all these months not a word about the whole busi
ness has reached the outside world.' Sozu had, in fact, done no more
than repeat what Kaoru had already heard. But the previous reports had
been mere hearsay and left him only half-convinced. Now, hearing the
story from Sozu's own lrps, he accepted it unhesitatingly, and the sudden
realization that one whom he had thought to be dead was not merely
alive but close at hand completely overwhelmed him. He was on the
verge of breaking down; but the presence of Sozucompelled him to master
his feelings, and he was under the impression that he had managed to
appear quite unconcerned. The old priest, however, saw clearly enough the
effect that hIS words had produced, and felt extremely uncomfortable.
It was evident that he had robbed Kaoru of a. mistress to whom he was
passionately attached, and though he had acted unwittingly, he feared
His Excellency would find it hard to forgive him. 'Possessions of the
kind from which she suffered,' he said, making no further effort to de
fend himself, 'cannot be avoided; they are always due to some happening
in a previous existence. But what surprises me is that, having been
afflicted in this way, she should have been left to her fate. My impression
was that she came of a very good family.' 'I believe she is connected in
some way or other with the Imperial family,' Kaoru said. 'I got to
know her quite accidentally, and saw her only at long intervals. But
considering her circumstances it surprises me as much as you that she
should have been found wandering homeless. I understand at the time
of her disappearance that it was feared she had drowned herself; however,
this was only one of many theories that were put forward, and I was quite
at a loss to know what had really happened. As for your having made
her a nun - I am delighted to hear of it. If it is indeed true that she
attempced to make away with herself she has a. grievous load of sin to
bear, and it is well that you have done what you could to lighten it. But
I am not the only person concerned. She has a mother who was passion...
ately devoted to her, and whom I should very much like to inform of what
I have heard. But I hesitate to take any step of that sort without con
sulting your sister, who might, I fear, resent my interference; for she
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must have good reasons of her own for keeping the whole secret
for so many months. However, I cannot bear to think of the mother's
grief belnp~rotracted now that she and the gIrl mIght so easily be hf"I"'\,t'Y "",.,.,.

together. I lam afraid this IS asking too much of you,' Kaoru
after a. pause) but do you think you could find time to go down to Ono
and arrange matters for me? I feel that, knowing what I do now, I can
not SImply leave things as they are. The case IS one which, in a way,
rnterests me very deeply, and though my relationship wirh the girl is
now no more to me than a dream, I shall not feel content nll I have had
one final meeting WIth her and heard from her own hps what really
happened.' Sozu found the appeal hard to resrst. After all, not much
harm could come of it, now that she had finally turned her back upon
the world. But even priests of long standing and ardent plery some...
times, he reflected, found to their consternation that feelings which they
thought long ago to have eradicated still had power over them. How
could he be certain that this girl, confronted with a former lover so soon
after her retirement from the world, would not be led astray? He felt
that in arrang1ng such a meenng he would be taking a very heavy re
sponsibiliry. The situatton was one which, to say the least of it, he did
not at all relish. 'At the present moment,' he replied at last, 'it is ab
solutely impossible for me to get away. But next month, if you still wish
it, I will take a message.' 'In that case,' Kaoru sard, 4 I thmk I will send
this boy' - indicanng Ukifune's young brother, who was standing at
his side _ .. 'to get Into touch wrth her at once. They are closely related,
and if you could give him just a line or two saYlng that someone
there is no need to mention any name - asked you for news of her,
rhar wrll be quire enough: 4 Frankly: Sozu said, 'I would rather have
nothmg to do wirh it. I have told you all I can, and I do not see what
there is to prevent you from doing the rest for yourself.' Kaoru smiled.
"Your hesitation only shows how little you know me; he said. 'It is
a mere accident that I am not myselfdressed m cassock and gown.. From
the time when I was a mere child I set my heart on leaving the world.
But my mother strongly opposed such a step, and as my very inadequate
support was all she had to lean on, I felt it would be unkind to insist.
In consequence of this tie I found myself gradually becoming Inv~lved

in pubb.c bUS1tleSS which) as my rank advanced, su~ce~ apJ.rt from prIvate
considerations to make it impossible for me to live 10 accordance with
my own desires. I felt this very much, but there ,,:as no esc~pe, and. as
time went on I became, despite myself, so deeply involved in grOWing
obligations both at home and at Court that I fear there is now little pro
spect of this longing ever being fulfilled. At the same time no prles,t could
be more concerned than I am faithfully to carry out the Buddha s com
mandments in so far as my scant opportunities of study have made them
known to me, An indiscretion of any sort in the present case would"
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I am perfectly well aware, constitute an offence of the most heinous kind
and on that score you may set your mind at rest once and for all. But i
am extremely sorry for the girl's mother, and I shall not be at ease till
I have looked into this matter and obtained permission to enlighten
her: He went on to tell Sozu more about his religious studies and aspira ...
tions. The old man nodded approvingly, and a conversation followed
in which he enlightened Kaoru on many obscure points of rehgion. It
was now growing late; but he felt too restless and unsettled to spend the
night where he was, and had already risen to take his leave when Sozu,
who had not before taken any notice of the boy at Kaoru t s side, suddenly
became aware that he was extremely good-looking and complimented
Kaoru on having secured so attractive a page. 'That remmds me,'
Kaoru said, ~ you were going to give this boy a note .. ' Sozu wrote a few
hnes and handed them to him. ' You must COIne and amuse yourself
here sometimes;' he said to the handsome child. · I have more reasons I

than you think for taking an Interest In you.' The boy looked puzzled;
but took the letter and set out in Kaoru's company. At the foot of the
hill Kaoru spaced out his escort and told them to attract as Irttle attention
as possible.

Ono at evening was indeed a strangely different place from UJ1. Instead
of the noisy torrent, green wooded hills stretched far Into the distance,
and only the fireflies on the moat, which sometimes dimly recalled the
fishermen's torches at the weir, reminded Ukifune of days gone by.
She was gazing in front of her, as she had done evening after evening for
long past, at all this wealth of green, 'vhen horsemen, evidently clearing
the way for some great personage, appeared at a fold of the hill, They
had lit their torches and the srnng of dancing lights, appearing and dis
appearing down the leafy path, soon attracted the attention of the nuns,
who came crowding to the front of the house. •Who can it be?' they said.
'Someone of consequence, you may be sure. Just count those lights!'
'As likely as not it's the General of the Right. Imoto sent some dried
seaweed 2 up to Yogawa this morning and in his answer Sozu said it had
come in very handy because His Excellency the General had just arrived
unexpectedly, and they had been at their wits' end what to offer him.'
"That's the one who married the Second Princess, isn't it?' someone
asked. They were all very vague about what was going on in that far-off
world. Ukifune was in no such uncertainty. Among the voices that
sounded through the dusk she had already recognized several that in
days gone by she had many times heard echoing down from the moun
rain-road that led to UjL To what purpose had every accent and turn of
these men's speech lain all thrs while buried m her memory? To distract
herself she sank into prayer~

x He refers to the fact that Ukifune was his disciple.
a A favourite delicacy.
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Kaoru had fully intended to stop at Ono and send the boy straight to
the nuns' hermirage. But the road by which he had come went only to
Yogawa; the nuns would probably have heard of hIS visit to Sozu, and If
he halted here now It would be Impossible to conceal hIS identity. He
decided, therefore, to go straight home, and send the boy early next day,
with a few trusted followers and attendants whom he had often sent to
UJi In old days. "Child;' he said, raking the boy apart, 'do you remember
your sister that died? Should you know her 1£ you saw her? I ha\ e good
reason to suppose that the whole story about her death was a complete
mistake. But It IS better at present that outside people should not be told.
That is why I am sendrng you to make sure whether what I have heard is
true. Don't say anything to your mother about it. I don't want to risk
upsetting her for norhing, and unless we are careful the wrong people
may easily get to hear about It. But of course we will tell her when the
rime comes, Indeed, It IS for your mother's sake that I am making these
enquiries. J Though he had many brothers and sisters he had never cared
for any of them as he did for this handsome half-sister whom, young
though he was, he always felt to be quire different from the rest. He had
been terribly up~et at the news of her death, and was delighted by what
Kaoru now told him, Tears of JOY started to this eyes at the thought of
seeing her again, but he quickly brushed them away and In a VOIce that
the emotion wirh which he contended made sound strangely loud and
gruff he managed to brmg out the one word' Yes.'

Before he reached Ono a letter from Yogawa had already arrrved. •Yes
terday,' Sozu wrote, 'a young lad came with a message from HIS Excellency
the General, who, it appears, has heard of your friend's Ordmation and
wishes her to know that he VIews the step she has taken with dismay and
alarm. There is much that I should lIke to say to her in person; but I
see no chance of getting to Ono for some time to come.' Irnoto had not the
least idea what all this was about. 'Can you throw any light on this letter
from Sozu?' she asked. Ukifune flushed. On the one hand she was horrified
to discover that her secret was well on the way towards becoming I'l.1bhc
property; on the other, she saw that Imoro was terribly hurt at her never
having given a hint of any such connection durrng all these months. She
hung her head and did-not attempt to reply. ·Tell me.about It, do f' Imoro
besought her. · It makes me so unhappy that you keep everyrhing from
me. t In the midst of her agitated appeals someone came In saying that a
bov had arrived with another letter from Sozu, It was strange that a
se~ond letter should come so soon; but hoping that lt would throw Iight
on the first, Imoro asked that the messenger should be sent to her irn
mediarely, To her surprIse a handsome page-boy, attired with extreme
elegance, tripped up to her window. A cushion was handed out. to him
and he was invited to sit ourside while the letter was brought into the
house, · His Reverence said I was on no accounr to deliver It to anyone
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but his sister,' the boy protested. Whereupon Imoto came close to the
blind) exchanged a few words with him, and took the letter in her own
hand. 'This is for you)' she said to Ukifune, who could not deny the fact,
for it was addressed to 'The Lady Novice,' a designation which applied
to no one at Ono but herself. But so far from taking the letter, she fled
to the back room, where she lay quivering on her couch, and would let
no one come near her. After protestlng in vain against this strange be
haviour Imoto, who was under ordinary circumstances the last person in
the world to take liberties, felt bound to open the letter and see what It
contained. 'While he was with me today,' Sozu wrote, 'His Excellency
the General asked about you, and I told him the whole story from the
beginning. I need hardly say that when I accepted your Vows and encour
aged you to contmue in your present remote and obscure surroundings I
did not for a moment suspect the existence of an attachment such as that
between yourself and H1S Excellency.. Had I done so, I should have pointed
out that the course you proposed was, under the CIrcumstances, highly
reprehensible. While human attachments still hold you to the world,
the mode of life you have adopted, so far from speeding Salvation, can
only lead you to disaster." It 15 wrirren," as you know, that to have been
a nun for a single day or night is in itself accounted as a merit of incalcu
lable potency) and my advice to you is to make the best of the advantages
you have already secured. As for the steps necessary for your return to
secular life, do not think that they represent any insurmountable dIfficulty.
We will discuss all that when I come to Ono later on .. Meanwhile, I have
sent this young lad to see you, and I am sure you will find that hIS view
upon the matter is the same as mine. I The letter, though clear enough to
Ukifune herself, contained much that Imoro still failed to understand
'Who then 1S this boy?' she asked. ·Surely the time has come when you
might put an end once and for all to these mystifications and explain to
me what is gOing on. 11 She consented at last to come with Imoto to a
point from which the messenger was visible. She recognized the boy at
once. She remembered how on that last night at Uji he had been one of
those to whom her thoughts had turned most fondly, despite the fact
that at home he had always been terribly wild and unmanageable. But
shocking little nuisance though he was, his mother could not bear to be
parted from him for a single day, and had often brought him with her to
Uji. As time went on, however, he had very much improved and she had
become extremely fond of him, as he of her. Already a certain amount of
mformarion about Kaoru and the others had leaked through to her. But
about her mother she had still heard nothing, and longed at once to ask
for news. Here indeed was her opportunity; but, instead of doing so, she

x For the doctrine that it is better to renounce Vows than to risk breaking them see the
Maharatna KuttJ) chap. lxxxviii, Takakusu, Vol. Xl, p. 507 a.

a In the 'Sutra on the Merit of leaving the House/ Takakusu, Volt XVI, p, 814-
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turned away and burst into tears. The lad had something of his sister's
beauty. 'Why, he's your brother, I'm sure he IS,' Imoro exclaimed. "There
must be lots of thmgs you want to talk about together. You had better
let him come to you beh ind the curtains.' How could she? The boy
thought she was dead, and suddenly to show herself to him not as he had
known her, but cowled and shorn, was more than she could bear. What
plea could she use? She hesitated for a moment. 'I wouldn't for worlds
have him think that I have forgotten him,' she said at last. 'But it is use
less for me to try to talk to him. I know well enough that I should break
down and not be able to say a word. You saw for yourself the strange
condition I was In on the night when you rescued me. WeB, I am sure that
even after I came round, my senses - I can find no better way to explain
what I mean - never really fitted back Into their proper places. Unless
somerhmg happens, Iike the ViSIt of Ki no Kami the other day, to recall
particular incidents belongrng to the past, my mind is still a blank. I
cannot of myself bring back anything at all. Something that he said when
he was talking of people at Court did in a vague way remind me of places
and things that I knew. But afterwards, when I tried to get clearer about
whar these memories were, the whole rhing faded from my mind entirely
But there IS one person about whom I have thought constantly since 1
woke from my trance - someone very dear to me. It was terrible not
even to know whether she was st111 alive. But I am derermined that the
world at large must never know I faded to die, and though the sight of
this boy, whom I knew when he was a hrtle child, tempts me to reveal
myself, I must not be weak. One day perhaps, 1£ the person I I speak of 18

still In the world, I will ask her to VISIt me. But the man Sozu mentioned,
and all the rest must somehow be made to go on thmking that I died. Say
It IS a mistake - .. that it is not I. Say whar you will, so long as It sends
rhern away .' •I'm sure I donIt know what you propose I should say"
Imoro protested. · It's not so casy as you think. Holy hermit though he is,
Sozu has his wits about him, and IS not going to be put off WIth talk of
that kind. HIS Excellency knows qUite well that you are here, and a
man in his posi tion can' t he sent about his business as though he were a
mere nobody. t All the nuns had now gathered round, and a.dded a chorus
of scoldings and cajoljngs. The double-doors were opened and a curramed
couch set just inside. The young messenger was then brought Into the
house. He knew from what he had overheard that Ukifune was wirhm,
but now that the moment had cattle when he was actually on the point
of hearing the voice of this long-vanished SISter, the lad felt awkward
and shy. 'I've got another letter,' he said, · besides the one from So~u.

And when he gave me his he said I should be able to have a talk WIth
her .... .' "That's quite right, my dear, pretty boy,' Imoro said, caressing
him. "She's Just In there. Bur we don't understand what all this is about ..

1 Her mother.
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Tell us now. They wouldn't, I am sure) have chosen a Irtrle fellow like
you as messenger, unless you knew all about re.' Cl don't want to talk to
you,' he said, 'or to stay here any longer. She Isn't fond of me any more
or she wouldn't hide herself away Iike this. Please let me hand In the
letter and go away. I "vas told I "must not glve It to anyone else.' «Of
course you mustn'r;' Imoto said. 'Come now; she continued, addressing
Ukifune. 'You're not behaving nicely at all. Other people manage to
take their Vows and so 00, without being so disagreeable... .' She pushed
the boy close up to the curtains, Drsguised ' though Ukifune was in cassock
and hood, he would yet have known her anywhere. He stretched his hand
through the curtains and slid the letter towards her. 'An answer is
required at once,' he said, deeply wounded by her treatment of him and
anXlOUS to escape Immediately. Seeing that she paid no attention to the
letter Imoto went and opened rt and spread 1t out m front of Ukifune.
It was the familiar handwritmg, and the paper was scented with the same
strange fragrance as of old. The nuns watched from a distance, and little
though they could see of the wrrtmg, the more irrepressible among them
could not refrain from cries of admiranon and astonishment as the letter
was unfolded. •I regard the step you have taken as utterly unjustifiable
from every point of view,' the letter ran. 'But respect for Sozu prevents
my saying any more on that subject Naturally I long to hear from your
own lips the whole story of those last terrible days. But I know m my
own heart that It would be wrong for us to meet now And if I blame
myself for desiring it, how much the more would others blame me .... '
Here the letter broke off. 'By what false path through hills I had not
thought agaIn to tread have your 'Truths led me on, 0 Master of the Law!'
Such was the poem that followed. 'I wonder whether you have qU1 te
forgotten the bearer of thrs letter; he continued. 'I keep him about me
in remembrance of our love.. ' Had the letter contained merelv a feV\1
colourless Imes of conventional greetings or enquiries It would h~ve been
possible to pretend that it was meant for someone else. As it was, she
could not disown It. But the thought that the boy had no doubt already
seen her - that the barrier between the past and her new life had already
broken down - completely overcame her, and making no attempt to deal
wirh the letter she sat with her face buried in her-hands. Imoto, afraid
that she was ill again, stood over her, trY10g to discover what was wrong.
'I must give the boy an answer of some sort, musrri'r It she said. 'Yes,
but not now,' Ukifune pleaded. 'My mind is qUite confused.. It all hap
pened a. long while ago. It will come back to me in time _ .. like a dream;
but it means nothing to me now. Later on, when I am calmer, I shall un...
derstand this letter and know what to say. But no; he had better take it
back with him. It is a mistake, perhaps. I don't feel that it was meant

l The costume might indeed have been merely a disguise. That is why what the boy
has seen does not convinr e Kaoru that she has Indeed become a nun.
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complete failure
He did not know what
shut herself offenrirelv

If she was indeed
~",Io. ...... ",.. ,.,I.~ installed her there and

himself, all too infre-

for me.' Without folding it up, she handed the letter back to Imoto,
·Oh, come, that's too bad,' the nun protested. 'I should be sorry to sec
you behave as rudely as that. Even if you don't mind yourself what people
zhmk of you, you might at least: consider our feelings. You'll get us all
mro terrible trouble.' 'Leave me alone!' she cried, and buried her face
In the cush ions.

· It's all due to her long illness;' Irnoto explained to the boy. «She has
never really been herself SInce, and parricularly now that she has taken her
Vows, she worries all the time lest someone should track her down and
see her 10 her cowl We all felt very sorry for her, but of course did not
know what exactly it was rhar she feared. It's dreadful to think that all
the while we were looking after her here His Excellency was wondermg
what had become of her. 1 very humbly beg His Excellency's pardon, L'rn
sure. You must tell him that In the last fe\v days she has been very poorly.
I ihmk all this has upset her. Ccrta mly she seems more distracted than
usual. Indeed, she does nor really take in what one says to her .... '
Someone came 111 and asked the boy 1£ he would not take some refresh
ments. It was diflicul t m a place 1t ke rh at to provide anyrhing very elabo
rate, but they had really prepared qUite 1t dainty and ~1.ppetlz1ng IDeal.
The lad did not, however, feel like serr.lmg down to enjoy the good things
they had prepared. 41 don't know what I'rn to say when I get b~tck;

he murmured. 'Can't you gee her to write just a Ime or two>' .. You're
qUIte right, she cerrarnly ought ro ,' Imoto said, and rrred once more to
prevail upon the J.;Hl to send SOIne sort of reply- But It \\":1S hopeless, rhrs
nrne she coulJ not a word out of her. "If I were yOU, \ she said LO the
boy, · I should. Just go home and tell master of the condrtton she's
In I am sure he wrll understand all it 's not as though we 11 \'~IJ

at the other end of the world. The mountain winds blow; hut one
d,ly or another you'll come ' It was not fault Kaoru,
he was certain, would not expect to wan: here indefinncly.
There was norhing for it hut to !1C They all seemed
worried about what Kaoru think; hut no (H1C to real ize chat
for him too re was a. terrible net to ha vc to get: so much as
a word nut the sister whom he: so

For K~lQrU the been f"t"."t'.tjf·.t'lll~

of the boyt s mission ~l

to think _ The thiLt

from the world, \"1 \illS nut ~~j

hying at no ~<.UHC

was looking trom time to
quenily, had her J.t
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